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Introduction
Although humans can choose gait parameters (i.e., step
length and step frequency) to maintain a low-level cost of
transportation, selecting gait parameters must satisfy the need to
maintain balance. This work seek to explain the strategy of
humans to choose gait parameters during load carrying. Load
carrying can be deemed as a behavioral perturbation to probe the
relationship between step length and step frequency as compared
with normal walking.
The relationship between step length and step frequency
could reveal the underlying mechanism among body mass, step
length, and step frequency during preferred walking. The
hypothesis was that load carrying would reduce walking speed by
reducing step length. The alternative hypothesis was that load
carrying would reduce walking speed by reducing step frequency
or both of step length and step frequency.

lbs., p < 0.001) and 18% (30 lbs., p < 0.001), respectively (Table
1). Walking speed decreased significantly during load carrying (p
< 0.001, Table 1). Increasing load carried by 15 lbs. (6.8 kg) and
30 lbs. (13.6 kg) decreased preferred walking speed by 3% and
5%, respectively (i.e., v decreased by 0.42 cm·s-1 per kg added, p
< 0.001). The decrease in prefered walking speed was caused by
the decrease of step length (p < 0.001) rather than step frequency
(f, p = 0.058, Table 1). Increasing loads carried by 15 lbs. and 30
lbs. decreased step length by 3% and 4%, respectively (i.e., step
length decreased by 2 mm per kg added, p < 0.001, Table 1).
Hence, the null hypothesis that loading carrying would reduce
walking speed by reducing step length was supported.
Load carrying did not affect step frequency during preferred
walking. Humans maintain a constant tempo produced by the
central pattern generator in the spinal cord without neuro inputs
from the brain or peripheral areas. The unchanged step frequency
(i.e., step duration) can maintain the amount of proprioceptive
neurofeedback when both feet contact the ground. Although the
effect size ( 2 = 0.07) of step frequency was low, the statistical
power was 0.76 from the large sample size (Table 1). Hence, the
unaffected step frequency is more likely to be the strategy used
by humans during preferred walking.
As loads added, walking becomes unstable. To maintain
balance would require humans to reduce the step length.
Reducing step length could also reduce the COM’s excursion and
ground reaction force. Then, humans can reduce the impact
absorbed at the leg joints, ligaments, and tendons and maintain
the safety factor associated with injuries. The strategy that
humans choose to reduce step length while maintaining step
frequency under load carrying seems to balance physiological
and biomechanical factors.

Methods
This study recruited 42 college students (age = 22.6 ± 3.3
yrs.; body mass (m0) = 80.2 ± 22.5 kg; body height (bh) = 1.74 ±
0.09 m, 24 males/18 females; mean ± S.D.) The Institutional
Review Board of Louisiana Tech University approved all
experimental procedures. Participants were asked to maintain the
preferred walking speed during load carrying. The loads were
weight added to the waist belt used for scuba diving (i.e., 5 lbs.
for each weight bag). The waist belt ensured the added weight
surrounded the body’s center of mass (COM) and did not hinder
walking. There were three loading conditions, i.e., 0 lbs. (i.e.,
normal condition, m0), 15 lbs. (6.8 kg), and 30 lbs. (13.6 kg).
A photocell timing system (Brower Timing System, Draper,
UT) measured participants’ duration when walking from one
baseline to the other baseline (i.e., 28 m) on a basketball court.
To ensure participants maintained walking speed and to exclude
acceleration and deceleration at the gait initiation and
termination, participants chose an appropriate starting position at
least 2 m behind the baseline. Participants continued walking
when they passed the other baseline. An experimenter followed
the participants from the starting line to the finishing line while
counting the step numbers.

Significance
Characterizing gait parameters under load carrying (i.e.,
increased BMI) could have important implications for people
with special needs, e.g., pregnant women or obese people.
Understanding the mechanism of selecting spatial and temporal
gait parameters would also improve the design of load carrying
equipment and improve walking efficiency for firefighters as
their equipment could weigh 20 kg (45 lbs.)

Results and Discussion
Load carrying affects step length but not step frequency. The
load added significantly increased participants’ BMI by 9% (15

Table 1. The effects of load carrying on gait parameters during preferred walking.
Variable name
Step length
Step frequency
Gait cycle duration
Walking speed
BMI

Symbol
SL
2/f
v = SL·f
m·bh-2

unit
m
Hz
s
m·s-1
kg·m-2

p
< 0.001
0.058
0.817
< 0.001
< 0.001

2

0.45
0.07
0.08
0.32
0.99

m0 (I)
0.73±0.06(II,III)
1.83±0.14
1.10±0.09
1.33±0.17(II,III)
26.2±5.5(II,III)

m0 + 15 lbs. (II)
0.71±0.06(III)
1.82±0.16
1.11±0.10
1.29±0.18(III)
28.5±5.4(III)

m0 + 30 lbs. (III)
0.70±0.06
1.81±0.16
1.11±0.10
1.27±0.17
30.7±5.3

Data are means ± S.D. For each variable, a one-way factorial repeated measure ANOVA was performed with main factor loading
conditions (i.e., m = m0, m0 + 15 lbs., and m0 + 30 lbs.) Post hoc significant differences among conditions are listed by superscript, p <
0.017.
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Introduction
Pitching a baseball is a highly dynamic movement where
the lower extremity, pelvis, and trunk work in sequence to
transfer energy to produce a desired ball velocity, pitch
accuracy, and alleviate stress on the upper extremity.
Efficiency of this movement depends on an athlete’s ability to
maximize the proximal-to-distal sequencing mechanism and
properly time the movement of the trunk and pelvis. This
linked interaction results in a summation of speed allowing the
end of the distal segment to reach a maximal velocity greater
than its adjacent segments by summing all the previous
velocities within that sequence. While this mechanism assists
in increasing ball velocity by transferring momentum from the
legs, pelvis, and trunk to the distal ends of the upper
extremity, movement in the most distal segment does not
occur until the adjacent proximal segment reaches maximum
angular velocity. Faulty mechanics, or disadvantageous trunk
and pelvis orientations, may lead to a loss in the amount of
momentum transferred to the throwing arm causing pitchers to
compensate by increasing the amount of internal torque and
therefore the injury risk within the upper extremity. Studies
have looked at pelvic rotations, trunk rotations, and trunk
angles during a baseball pitch and how that affects the upper
extremity; however, one variable overlooked is the shoesurface interface. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to
investigate the shoe-surface interaction and how baseball
specific footwear [molded cleats (MC) and turf shoes (TS)] on
varying inclined surfaces (pitching mound (PM) and flat
ground (FG)] affect pelvis and trunk kinematics and kinetics.
Methods
Eleven healthy male baseball pitchers (Age: 13.2 ± 1.7
years; Height: 179.0 ± 15.7 cm; Mass: 61.0 ± 14.7 kg)
participated. A counterbalanced design was implemented for
both footwear [New Balance 4040v3 Low Youth Baseball
Cleat (MC), and New Balance 4040v3 Turf Shoe (TS)] and
surface (PM and FG) conditions. Retroreflective markers were
placed on each participant and pitching data was recorded and
analyzed via a Vicon Nexus (Oxford, UK) 3D motion capture
system with 8 wall-mounted, infrared T-series cameras
collecting at 240 Hz. Participants were then given an
unlimited amount of time to perform his warm-up routine,
including stretching and non-throwing drills. Participants were
then instructed to throw four-seam fastballs with the same
technique and effort as if it were a game. Ten pitches,
separated by thirty seconds of rest, were thrown from the
stretch into a net ten feet away with a designated strike zone.
Upon completion of ten pitches, a ten-minute rest between
footwear conditions acted as a washout period where
participants sat down without wearing any footwear.
Following the washout period, the same experimental protocol
occurred for the three remaining counterbalanced conditions.

Results and Discussion
No significant differences were found (p > 0.05) for the
dependent variables of interest. Previous research has found
that the magnitude of a horizontal force is limited by the
maximum force applied into the ground [1]. This indicates
cleated footwear can either “slide” or “hold” relative to the
surface meaning they are displaced relative to the surface
without causing a divot or can hold with minimal
displacement relative to the ground, respectively [1].
Results from the current study conclude that the TS caused
the trunk to reach a larger maximum angular velocity on the
PM compared to the FG and the MC generated faster trunk
angular velocities on FG relative to the PM.

Figure 1: Trunk kinematics in all four shoe-surface conditions.

Figure 2: Trunk and pelvis kinetics in all shoe-surface conditions.

Significance
Footwear, and its interaction with the underlying playing
surface, does not appear to have an effect on the amount of
pelvis rotation or trunk lean in all three planes.
References
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Introduction
The pirouette (turn) is a fundamental skill performed routinely in
classical ballet. In the pirouette the dancer balances on a single
limb while on the toes (pointe) or on the ball of the foot (demipoint), and turns once or multiple times around the pivot axis
through the stance limb [1]. The turn phase requires exquisite
control of the center of mass (CoM) over a small base of support
(BoS) to maintain balance on a single limb. Zaferiou et al. [3]
examined whole body angular momentum and noted the
importance of hip joint moments to produce and control turns.
Others [3,4] used a toppling angle metric to describe control of
the CoM during a turn. However, no research to date has used an
inverted pendulum framework [5] and margin of stability (MoS)
[6] to examine the mechanics of dynamic balance during a
pirouette. Our purpose was to examine the MoS, as a measure of
dynamic balance, during a single turn en dehors pirouette in
female amateur ballet dancers.
Methods
Four healthy female elite amateur ballet dancers (24.3 ± 2.1 yrs.;
162.1 ± 4.1cm; 54.1 ± 5.9kg; 20.5 ± 1.3kg/m2) participated.
Approval was obtained from Grand Valley State University IRB
(IRB#19-296-H). Participants performed single turn pirouettes
on two force plates until five successful pirouettes were achieved
without hopping or loss of balance. Sixteen MX-T40
cameras (120 Hz), Nexus motion capture software v2.81 (Vicon
Motion System Ltd., Oxford Metrics, UK), and two AMTI
(Advanced Mechanical Technology Inc., Watertown, MA) force
plates were used to collect kinematic and kinetic data. A modified
full body Plug-In Gait and Oxford Foot model marker sets were
used. Trajectory and raw ground reaction force data for three
representative trials per dancer were exported to Visual3D
biomechanics software (C-Motion Inc., Germantown, MD) for
further data reduction. The CoM/Center of pressure (CoP) angle
of inclination (topple angle), the anteroposterior (A/P) and
mediolateral (M/L) distance between XCoM to CoP (MoSCoP),
and A/P and M/L distance between XCoM and BoS center
(MoSBoS) were used to analyze dynamic balance during the turn
phase. The XCoM is calculated from the horizontal velocity of
the projected CoM onto the floor. The MoS is the distance that
the XCoM moves from the CoP or BoS center. Dynamic
measures were described relative to two coordinate systems:
laboratory (LCS) and ankle joint center of stance leg (LFT) CS.
Mean, standard deviation (SD), and coefficient of variation (CV)
for each participant and across participants was calculated for
topple angle and MoS measurements using JMP Pro 14 software
(SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC).
Results and Discussion
MoSCoP and MoSBos had similar magnitudes along the respective
axes. However, mean MoSBoS and MoSCoP distances were larger
along the M/L than A/P axis (Table), suggesting that M/L balance
is more precarious. The data show that for elite amateur dancers
who successfully complete a sincle pirourette turn that the CoM

is tightly controlled (i.e.,. 2-5 cm). Examination of the MoS
distances, over time, demonstrated that the XCoM reached a
maximum at the beginning and end of the turn phase. This
finding suggests that when initiating and completing the turn,
control of the CoM is in transition in terms of control. Both the
beginning and end of a turn may be a time of least (most) stability
as the dancer changes from double- to single-limb support. This
research is the first to report on the MoS metric during a dance
movement.
Table. Mean (mm ± SD, CV) for the distance between XCoM to BoS
denter and XCoM to CoP along A/P (y) and M/L (x) axes of LFT CS.

The topple angle (3.3 ± 0.7°) was greatest at toe-off and before
toe touch (at the end of the turn), and least during the middle of
the turn, similar to what had previously been reported [3,4].
These results minic what was found using the MoS parameters,
suggesting that the topple angle and MoS indices may be related.
Significance
This project’s findings provide preliminary evidence that in welltrained amateur ballet dancers the CoM is tightlhy controlled
during a successful one-turn pirouette. Least stability may occur
during the transition from double- to single-limb support,
suggesting that these may be times to focus on when analysing
training exercises. These data need to be corrabortaed by testing
professional dancers, and a larger data base of both female and
male dancers is warranted.
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Introduction
One in eight women have their ovaries removed before
reaching natural menopause (known as premenopausal bilateral
oophorectomy; PBO) [1], which results in accelerated aging and
an increased risk for low bone mineral density (BMD) and
osteoporosis [2]. Physical activity under appropriate skeletal
loading conditions is essential for bone health while aging. We
developed an accelerometry-based skeletal loading metric and
showed it was a significant predictor of hip areal BMD (aBMD)
in women after natural menopause [3]. However, the
relationship of skeletal loading with BMD in women after PBO
is unknown. Therefore, this ongoing study is investigating the
cross-sectional relationships of daily skeletal loading estimates
with spine, pelvic and leg aBMD in post-menopausal women
with and without a history of PBO.

step counts and loading compared to referent women, which
may affect BMD maintenance. The loading metric could be
used for prescribing and monitoring physical activity. Future
work will include additional confounders to further elucidate the
complex relationship of loading with bone health after PBO.

Methods
Women with a history of PBO and age-matched referent
women received full body DEXA scans measuring spine,
pelvic, and leg aBMD, and wore ankle accelerometers for 7
days. Daily step count and loading index (the cumulative sum of
each step’s skeletal loading normalized to body weight) were
calculated for each participant from their acceleration data [3,4].
Between group differences were assessed using ANOVA for
BMI and step counts, and ANCOVA for loading index and
aBMD values with BMI as a covariate. Age, BMI, daily step
count and loading index for each participant were entered
into stepwise multiple regression to identify significant
predictors of spine, pelvic, and leg aBMD.
Results and Discussion
Compared to referent women, women with a history of PBO
had larger BMIs, and lower daily steps and loading index (Table
1). Unexpectedly aBMD was higher in the PBO group, which
might reflect having received hormone replacement therapy.
Among referent women, loading index was the only significant
predictor of spine, pelvic, and leg aBMD (Fig 1). Among the
PBO women, loading index was the only significant predictor of
non-dominant leg aBMD, whereas BMI was the only significant
predictor of spine, pelvic, and dominant leg aBMD. This
difference may be due to the strong known effects of PBO on
BMI and of BMI on BMD.
Significance
These data suggest that PBO women may have lower daily

Figure 1: Regression plots of the significant linear relationships of (1)
loading index with spine, pelvic, dominant (D) leg, and non-dominant
(ND) leg aBMD for referent group and ND leg aBMD for PBO group,
and (2) BMI with spine, pelvic, D leg aBMD for PBO group.
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Table 1: Group (sample size; n), mean (SD) values for age, BMI, daily step count, daily loading index, and spine, pelvic, dominant (D) and nondominant (ND) leg aBMD for PBO and referent groups, and p-values for between group differences.
Age
BMI
Loading Index Spine aBMD Pelvic aBMD D Leg aBMD
ND Leg aBMD
Group (n)
Steps
(yrs)
(kg/m 2)
(BW ½)
(g/cm 2)
(g/cm 2)
(g/cm 2)
(g/cm 2)
PBO (21)
66 (5)
31 (7)
11578 (3564)
2.13 (0.26)
1.12 (0.21)
0.99 (0.16)
1.19 (0.21)
1.17 (0.21)
Ref (21)

66 (5)

29 (6)

12715 (5745)

2.16 (0.21)

1.03 (0.15)

0.91 (0.14)

1.08 (0.15)

1.07 (0.14)

P-value

-

0.368

0.445

0.089

0.247

0.108

0.117

0.101
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Introduction
Large vertical force loading rates are associated with running
injury [1]. Real-time information about shank acceleration [2]
and foot strike volume in decibels [3] can promote gait patterns
that reduce impact force characteristics. Previous interventions
have illustrated acute adaptations [2, 3], with one demonstrating
sustained adaptations 1 month post-intervention [2]. Studies in
this area have generally ignored relevant physiological
performance markers (e.g., running economy) that are affected
by gait mechanics. The purpose of this study was to evaluate
acute and sustained responses to a foot strike volume intervention
in trained female runners. We hypothesized that encouraging
runners to adopt a quieter foot strike would decrease vertical
ground reaction force (GRF) parameters and, secondly, improve
running economy.
Methods
Fifteen female distance runners participated in this study (Table
1). Participation included three sessions: Baseline, Training, and
Follow-Up. Baseline and Training sessions were separated by at
least 24 hours, and the Training and Follow-Up sessions were
separated by 1 week. In each, participants performed a 10-minute
warmup on a treadmill, overground running trials while force
data (1000 Hz) were recorded, and then a 10-minute steady-state
treadmill run while expired gasses were collected. All activities
were performed at the participant s self-reported preferred
running speed. In the Training session only, biofeedback was
provided during a 15-minute treadmill run immediately after the
warmup. During this protocol, researchers instructed participants
to run as quietly as possible. Average and peak decibels were
shared with the participant in 3-minute intervals using a
smartphone application. No other instructions or strategies to
accomplish quieter running were suggested by the researchers.
Vertical force data from overground trials were low pass
filtered at 50 Hz and ground contact was identified at a threshold
of 10 N. Impact transient, peak vertical ground reaction force,
peak and average vertical loading rates, and ground contact time
were identified from five successful trials within each session.
Metabolic data from the steady-state treadmill bouts were
averaged over the final 3 minutes. Repeated measures analysis of
variance was used to compare outcomes across the three sessions.
Table 1. Participant demographics
Parameter
Mean (SD)
Age (years)*
24 (7)
Mass (kg)
56.3 (6.6)
Height (cm)
164 (4)
Preferred running speed (m.s-1)*
2.9 (0.2)
Years of running*
9 (4)
Miles.week-1*
24 (15)
Note: * indicates measure based on self-report

Results and Discussion
We accept our first hypothesis that making runners aware of their
impact volume during running would decrease GRF parameters.
We observed a 3.7% lower peak vertical GRF in the Follow-up
compared to Baseline testing, a 13.4% decrease in the vertical
instantaneous loading rate following the intervention compared
to Baseline, and a 3.0% decrease in this measure at the Followup compared to the Training session (Table 2). This is consistent
with prior interventions [2,3] and the loading rate decrease seems
particularly beneficial [1]. Our findings demonstrate that simple
instructions can yield immediate and sustained reductions in
impact force profiles which do not influence running economy.
Reduction of injury risk is desirable, but doing so at the expense
of performance could discourage athletes from attempting this
sort of intervention. Our findings demonstrate that a single, 15minute bout of biofeedback can produce immediate gait
adaptations that persist for at least a week. This supports the
efficacy of decibel meter feedback to potentially reduce injury
risk in trained female recreational runners.
Table 2. Dependent variable magnitudes by session. Mean (SD)
Parameter
VGRF (BW)
IT (BW)
VILR (BW.s-1)
VALR
(BW.s-1)
GCT (s)
VO2
(ml.kg.-1min.-1)

Baseline
2.39 (0.19)
1.89 (0.49)
69.70 (21.62)

Training
2.34 (0.23)
1.77 (0.56)
62.24 (22.68)

Follow-Up
2.30 (0.24)*+
1.78 (0.52)
60.35 (19.30)*+

46.65 (17.87)

42.82 (16.12)

40.58 (13.94)

0.27 (0.03)
39.32 (5.75)

0.28 (0.04)
39.58 (5.19)

0.28 (0.03)
40.15 (5.64)

Note: BW: bodyweight; VGRF: peak vertical ground reaction
force; IT: impact transient; VILR: vertical instantaneous loading
rate; VALR: vertical average loading rate; GCT: ground contact
time. * indicates a significant difference from Baseline and +
indicates a significant difference from Training Session.
Significance
Runners and coaches who may not have access to a gait
laboratory can use a simple method to promote, monitor, and
maintain desirable gait modifications. Sound biofeedback is an
intuitive method for non-specialists to understand, is easy to
capture using a smartphone application, and yields meaningful
gait adaptations without harming running economy.
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Introduction
Walking with an anterior load carriage is a common activity in
daily living and occupations such as construction workers,
movers, and firefighters. An anteriorly-placed load on the human
body can affect gait patterns and increase the risk of falls [1].
Dynamic gait stability is a measurement of the human body’s
dynamic balance. Dynamic gait stability is defined based on the
kinematic relationship between the body’s center of mass (COM)
and its base of support (BOS). It has been used to quantify the
risk of falling during walking [2]. An examination of how front
load carriage influences dynamic gait stability could provide
more information regarding the impact of front load carriage on
the risk of falls. This study aimed to explore the effects of
anteriorly-loaded treadmill walking at a self-selected speed on
dynamic gait stability in healthy young adults. Based on the
literature, we hypothesized that front load carriage would affect
dynamic gait stability during treadmill walking at a self-selected
speed.
Methods
Thirty healthy young adults (24.83 ± 4.96 years) were randomly
assigned to three groups: 0% or no load (Group 1), 10% body
weight (bw) (Group 2), and 20% bw (Group 3). The load was
assembled by filling sand bags with various weights into a fitness
sandbag. Before the loaded treadmill walking, each participant
walked unloaded on a treadmill for about 10 minutes to warm up
and become familiar with treadmill walking. Their self-selected
walking speed (in m/s) was also determined during the warm-up.
Then, 26 markers were attached to the body landmarks and two
more markers were applied to the sandbag (for Groups 2 and 3).
Participants completed three 30-sec treadmill trials with either no
load (Group 1) or their assigned load (Groups 2 and 3). The
treadmill belt speed was set as the predetermined self-selected
speed for each participant. Participants in Groups 2 and 3 carried
their respective load against their abdomen using both hands in a
symmetric posture maintaining load height with both elbows
flexed about 90º.
Full-body kinematics were collected from the reflective
markers through a motion capture system (Vicon, UK). Marker
paths were filtered. Two transitional gait events, touchdown
(TD) and liftoff (LO), were identified based on foot kinematics.
The body-load system’s COM position was calculated from the
filtered marker paths. The two components of the COM motion
state (position and velocity) were calculated relative to the rear
part of the BOS (or the lead heel). Dynamic gait stability at both
events was calculated as the shortest distance from the COM
motion state to the limit against backward balance loss [2]. A
positive/negative value of dynamic gait stability indicates a
stable/unstable body against backward balance loss. Trunk angle
(°) at TD and LO in the sagittal plane and step length (/body
height) were also calculated from the marker paths. A
positive/negative angle specifies backward/forward lean of the
trunk. Dependent variables (dynamic stability at TD and LO,

trunk angle at TD and LO, step length, and gait speed) were
compared between groups using one-way ANOVA. SPSS 25
(IBM) was used and α level of 0.05 was applied.
Results and Discussion
One-way ANOVA did not detect significant differences
associated with load group for dynamic stability at TD (p =
0.066) or LO (p = 0.108, Table 1). Significant differences were
found between groups for trunk angle at TD and LO (p < 0.001
for both). No significant differences were observed between
groups for step length (p = 0.954) or gait speed (p = 0.592). The
results reject our hypothesis. To retain stability during loaded
walking, adults leaned their trunk backward in the loaded groups.
This action offset the potential forward shift of the COM due to
the carried load. Therefore, participants can maintain the bodyload system COM’s position relative to the BOS. As the gait
speed is not significantly different between groups, dynamic
stability, which is determined by the COM-BOS kinematic
relationship, was not different between groups either. This
finding suggests that the central nervous system of the human
body can rapidly adapt the gait pattern to the front load and
maintain dynamic gait stability during treadmill walking at selfselected speed.
Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

Stability-TD

0.04±0.04

0.03±0.04

0.00±0.02

Stability-LO

0.20±0.04

0.20±0.05

0.17±0.03

Trunk angle-TD

-1.27±5.04

4.39±1.54

8.78±2.07

Trunk angle-LO

0.48±5.52

6.11±2.14

10.35±2.76

Step length

0.34±0.08

0.33±0.06

0.33±0.03

Gait speed

1.12±0.37

1.16±0.29

1.04±0.12

Table 1: Comparisons of outcome measures between groups (mean ±
SD).

Significance
Anterior load carriage of up to 20% bw may not significantly
affect dynamic gait stability in young adults during treadmill
walking at a self-selected speed. Our findings could provide
useful information to design further studies to investigate the
effects of front load carriage on human body stability and the risk
of falls. This new information may in turn offer us guidance for
developing safe load carrying tasks and working environments.
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Introduction
Powered lower-body exoskeletons have the capability to assist
and enhance human performance during activities of daily living,
such as walking [1-2]. Studies have shown that exoskeletons can
lower muscle activation during walking over time when
averaging across participants [3], but not all users select similar
gait characteristics when first using these systems [4]. Previous
evaluation of human-exoskeleton strategy has shown that for
defined stride lengths, there are decreases in muscle activity with
shorter strides and increases in activity with longer strides, with
the increase in muscle activity mitigated with a powered
exoskeleton [5]. However, it is unclear if there is a relationship
between the changes in stride length and muscle activity when
stride lengths are freely selected. We hypothesized that there
would be a correlation between the changes in normalized stride
length and muscle activity of the medial gastrocnemius and
tibialis anterior when wearing a powered ankle exoskeleton.
Methods
Fifteen healthy young adults walked on a treadmill wearing a
powered ankle exoskeleton (Dephy, Maynard, MA). Participants
walked at four speeds (0.5, 1.0, 1.3, 1.5 m/s) for one minute each
with the exoskeleton powered off (baseline). Then, participants
walked at 1.3 m/s for 10 minutes with the exoskeleton powered
on (adaptation) followed by 5 minutes with the exoskeleton
powered off (de-adaptation). Motion capture markers were
placed on the body, and surface electromyography (EMG)
sensors were placed on the tibialis anterior (TA) and medial
gastrocnemius (MGAS) muscle on both legs. Heel-strike and toeoff events were detected from marker data and used to calculate
the stride length. The root-mean-square (RMS) of each EMG
signal was found for each stride. Stride lengths were normalized
to participant leg lengths (NSL). RMS EMG and NSL data were
binned into 5 walking conditions: baseline (B1), early adaptation
(A1), late adaptation (A2), early de-adaptation (D1), and late deadaptation (D2). Relationships between changes in NSL and
RMS EMG data were assessed using Pearson correlations for
subject-specific difference in means of NSL versus differences in
means of RMS TA and RMS MGAS for the paired walking
conditions (A1-B1, A2-A1, A2-B1, D1-A2, D2-B1, D2-D1). A
positive ΔNSL and ΔRMS EMG indicate a longer stride length
and greater muscle activation for the first condition, respectively.
Results and Discussion
The data do not support the hypothesis that there is a relationship
between the changes in NSL and muscle activity for the muscles
examined. No significant correlations between differences in
NSL and RMS TA (Figure 1) or RMS MGAS (Figure 2) were
observed. The range of ΔNSL was smaller [-0.11, 0.18] when
freely selected compared to previous fixed lengths examined [5]
and individuals varied in their muscle activity even with small
changes in NSL. For example, when the exoskeleton was
powered on (A1-B1), there were participants that decreased their
NSL while maintaining, increasing, and decreasing RMS MGAS.

Participants likely recruited muscles from different joints, such
as the hip, to generate the differences observed in NSL.

Figure 1. Scatter plots and correlation coefficients (r) with p-values (p)
of the difference in NSL and RMS TA for paired walking conditions.

Figure 2. Scatter plots and correlation coefficients (r) with p-values (p)
of the difference in NSL and RMS MGAS for paired walking conditions.

Significance
While mobility-assist exoskeletons may be designed to augment
muscles of a particular joint, such as the ankle, changes in gait
characteristics may be driven by muscle recruitment at other
locations in the kinematic chain. Exoskeleton evaluation should
consider broader changes in muscle recruitment to characterize
human performance for human-exoskeleton coordination.
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Introduction
Plexiform bone (also called fibrolamellar bone), a primary bone
tissue that is commonly found in long bones of fast-growing
juvenile mammals, is remodelled as the animal matures into
secondary Haversian bone [1]. The aim of this study is to
determine the material (mineral content), mechanical (stiffness)
and structural (primary vs. secondary bone tissue) properties of
mid- and proximal diaphysis cortical bone of humeri and femora
from juvenile white-tailed deer. The study is testing several
hypotheses: (1) All four bone locations will reveal plexiform
bone (primary bone tissue). (2) Mid-diaphysis cortical bone will
have higher mineral content and consequently higher stiffness
than proximal diaphysis in both the humerus and femur. (3)
Femoral mineral content and stiffness will be higher than the
humerus for comparable locations.
Methods
Multiple cross-sections were prepared from proximal and middiaphysis humeri and femora of seven juvenile white-tailed deer
(juvenile state was determined by the existence of an active
growth plate), and then inspected under light and electron
microscopy to determine cortical bone structure. Next, multiple
bone samples from these regions were crushed and ashed to
quantify their mineral content. Finally, a total of 234 cubical
samples (each 2^3 mm in size) were collect from the four
locations and tested in compression within their elastic region
along the axial, transverse and radial directions, and material
stiffness (Yo ng s mod l s) as calculated.
Results and Discussion
Contrary to the prediction of the first hypothesis, while the femur
proximal diaphysis and the femur and humerus mid diaphyses,
revealed primary, plexiform bone, the humerus proximal
diaphysis was completely remodeled into secondary, Haversian
bone (fig. 1, right; compare with plexiform bone in the femur
proximal diaphysis, left). Therefore, cortical bone remodeling in
white-tailed deer happens at a much earlier age at the humerus
proximal diaphysis compared with the femur proximal diaphysis
and the femur and humerus mid-diaphyses. This finding is
supported by Purdue (1983), who found the proximal diaphysis
of the white-tailed deer humerus to be the most active site of
growth and the last site to fuse its growth plate.

The remodeled state of the humerus proximal diaphysis was
also supported by the ashing and mechanical results. The
humerus proximal diaphysis demonstrated the lowest mineral
content, 63.3% (± 2.1%, Table 1). Additionally, cubical samples
from the humerus proximal diaphysis tested under compression
demonstrated transverse isotropic behavior (Table 1), an
expected outcome for remodeled Haversian bone; where the
radial and transverse orientations had non-significant differences
in stiffness, but both were significantly less stiff than the axial
orientation. Finally, the axial, radial and transverse stiffness
values for the humerus proximal diaphysis were significantly
lower than all other plexiform bone locations (Table 1), again, an
expected outcome for remodeled Haversian bone, when
compared to plexiform bone.
E (GPa)

Prox. F.

Mid F.

Prox. H.

Mid H.

Axial

24.5 (4.7)

28.7 (4.8)

17.9 (3.7)

26.1 (4.7)

Radial

15.6 (3.8)

16.8 (2.2)

10.3 (2.2)

14.5(2.5)

Transverse

17.8 (3.7)

21.2 (3.6)

10.9 (2.0)

18.3 (3.3)

71.0 (0.8)
63.3 (2.1)
69.6 (1.7)
Mineral % 68.4 (3.5)
Table 1. Average stiffness (E, GPa, top 3 rows) and SD in parenthesis
for the 4 bone locations along the axial, radial and transverse
orientations. Average % of mineral (bottom row, grey cells) and SD in
parenthesis for the 4 bone regions.

In agreement with the prediction of the second hypothesis,
both the humerus and femoral mid-diaphyses demonstrated
higher mineral content and stiffness compared to their proximal
diaphyses. One possible explanation for this finding is the higher
stresses that are expected in the mid-diaphysis compared to the
proximal diaphysis during normal locomotion.
Finally, in agreement with the prediction of the third
hypothesis, femoral locations demonstrated higher mineral
content and stiffness values compared to the humerus. These
finding are supported by the fact that during quadrupedal
locomotion higher loads, and stresses, are carried by the hindlimb
compared to the forelimb.
Thus, the results reveal higher stiffness in the mid-diaphysis
compared to the proximal diaphysis, and in the femur compared
to the humerus in juvenile white-tailed deer. These findings
emphasize the heterogeneous nature of bone material (mineral
%), structure (primary vs. secondary bone tissue) and stiffness
within the same bone and between bones of the same individual.
Significance
The findings of this study highlight the heterogeneous nature of
bone material and emphasis the importance of histological and
mineral content data collection whenever the mechanical
properties of bone samples are compared, even within the same
bone.

Figure 1: Primary, plexiform bone (left) and secondary, Haversian bone
(right) were found at the femoral and humeral proximal diaphysis
respectively.
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Introduction
Swing dancing originated in the 1920s [1], yet remains popular
today and continues to draw people to it with its social
atmosphere and lively music [2]. Despite its continued
popularity, swing dancing has not been thoroughly studied from
the biomechanical perspective. For example, the kinematic
information of swing dancing remains unknown. This lack of
knowledge poses challenges in recognizing the movement
patterns and restricts our ability to understand the demands
placed on the body and the injuries related to swing dancing. The
triple step is one of the most common movement elements in
swing dancing and involves taking a small step to the side,
bringing the second foot to meet the first, and taking a third step
to the side with the first foot (Figure 1). The purpose of this study
was to quantify the angular kinematics of the lower extremity
joints during the stance phase of each of the three steps within the
triple step in the frontal plane among swing dancers. It was
hypothesized that significant differences in the lower extremity
joint kinematics would be seen among the three steps.
Methods
Eight recreational swing dancers who finished at least 50 sessions
of swing dancing in the prior year (age: 30.9 ± 4.7 years; height:
1.73 ± 0.07 m; mass: 73.6 ± 13.1 kg; swing dancing experience:
4.1 ± 3.1 years) participated in this study. Participants completed
a 5-minute dance warm-up, and then performed three triple steps
to the right with a partner. Participants performed the dance
element on vinyl flooring, wearing standardized socks.
a. Step one

b. Flight phase

c. Step two

d. Step three

Right

Figure 1: Representative body movement sequences of a triple step to
the right and the illustration of two force plates on the dancing floor.

Lower extremity kinematics were collected via 16 reflective
markers using an 8-camera motion capture system (Vicon, UK).
The ground reaction forces were gathered by two force plates
(AMTI, MA). Joint centres were calculated from the filtered
marker paths and measured anthropometric parameters [3].
Frontal plane angles at the ankle, knee and hip during stance of
each of the three steps within the triple step were calculated based
on the joint center data using inverse kinematics. The stance
phase of each step was determined by the vertical ground reaction
force. The peak values of each joint angle in either direction

(abduction vs. adduction) were determined and used as the
outcome measures. One-way ANOVAs with repeated measures
were used to analyze the outcome measures. The step (first vs.
second vs. third) was the within-subject factor. Bonferroni posthoc tests were run when significant step-related differences were
seen. The significance level was set as 0.05.
Results and Discussion
The ANOVA indicated that the peak angles at the knee and hip
joints in either direction were significant (p-values ranging from
< 0.001 to 0.039), but there were no significant differences at the
ankle joint. Therefore, the results partially supported our
hypothesis that there would be differences among the steps at all
lower extremity joints. Post-hoc tests revealed the following
significant between-step differences: greater peak knee abduction
during the first (p = 0.002) and third (p = 0.001) steps compared
to the second step, greater peak knee adduction during the second
step compared to the first (p = 0.004) and third (p = 0.045) steps,
greater peak hip abduction during the second step compared to
the first (p = 0.002) and third (p = 0.004) steps, and a greater peak
hip adduction angle during the first step compared to the second
step (p = 0.043) (Table 1).
The differences that occurred between steps one and two and
steps two and three are likely a result of form differences. When
triple stepping to the right, the first and third steps are taken with
the right foot, while the second step is taken with the left foot,
which may explain these kinematic differences. In addition,
dancers often hop between steps one and two, leading to a brief
flight phase, while there is no flight phase leading into steps one
and three, which may have contributed to the kinematic
differences as well.
Significance
This study provides meaningful information regarding the lower
limb angular kinematics of the triple step movement in swing
dance. Results indicate that the peak angular joint angles in the
frontal plane are affected by the step, particularly the knee and
hip. The findings from the current study may help to educate
dancers and coaches about the design of training protocols and
may be used to enhance performance and reduce injury risk.
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Table 1. Frontal plane peak joint angles (in mean ± standard deviation) for all steps. The bold items showed an overall step-related difference.
Step

Ankle Eversion

Ankle Inversion

Knee Abduction

Knee Adduction

Hip Abduction

Hip Adduction

1

-0.74 ± 1.91

2.06 ± 2.95

-18.47 ± 4.84

-5.98 ± 2.74

1.65 ± 9.31

10.21 ± 8.59

2

-3.40 ± 6.75

0.93 ± 4.20

-1.83 ± 11.87

8.35 ± 11.52

-15.74 ± 4.78

-1.20 ± 6.32

3

-0.94 ± 2.45

1.02 ± 2.85

-20.77 ± 2.85

-1.87 ± 3.46

0.04 ± 8.26

7.05 ± 8.54
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Introduction
Reduced gait efficiency has been found in hip osteoarthritis
(OA) measured as decreased mechanical energy exchange
(MEE)1 or increased metabolic energy expenditure.2,3 Step length
asymmetry (SLA) is commonly reported in hip OA patients4,5 and
could potentially influence gait efficiency by impacting center of
mass (COM) movement. Split-belt treadmill training with error
augmentation method induces step length symmetry and reduces
net metabolic power in stroke patients.6,7 This novel rehabilitation
method has not been explored in the hip OA population. The
purpose of this study was to determine the effect of split-belt
treadmill training modifying step length on gait efficiency in
people with hip OA. We hypothesized that one session of splitbelt treadmill training reduces step length asymmetry, increases
mechanical energy exchange, and decreases oxygen consumption
during walking in people with hip OA.
Methods
We evaluated 7 women with hip OA (66 ± 5.4 yrs; 32.5 ± 6.3
kg/m2) who provided informed consent for this IRB-approved
study. We conducted split-belt treadmill testing with 4 periods:
Warm-up (3 minutes), Baseline (1 minute), Adaptation (10
minutes), and post-adaptation (1 minute) with motion analysis
and metabolic energy analysis. During the adaptation period, the
involved limb was assigned to the slow speed belt (half of the
self-selected walking speed), and the uninvolved limb was
assigned to the fast speed belt (self-selected walking speed). Both
belts were at the self-selected speed during the other periods.
Gait analysis was conducted using standard methods. Baseline
(1 minute), beginning of adaptation (2 minutes), end of
adaptation (2 minutes), and post-adaptation (1 minute) were
analyzed. Oxygen consumption was measured at the same time
using indirect calorimetry. O2 rate was extracted from the
cardiopulmonary diagnostic software.
We used Symmetry Index (SI): [|Xuninvolved-Xinvolved|/ Xuninvolved]
* 100% to determine SLA.8 We extracted COM by the segmental
analysis method.9 Next, the potential (Ep) and kinetic (Ek) energy
were calculated by the equations: Ep= Mtot ˟ 9.81COM (z),
Ek=1/2Mtot (Vx2+Vy2+Vz2).10
Finally, mechanical energy exchange, the percent of center of
mass energy recovery was calculated by the equation:
%Recovery= [ Δ +Ep+ Δ + Ek- Δ + Etot]/ [ Δ + Ep+ Δ + Ek].11
%Recovery is the pendulum-like transfer between Ek and Ep and
can be considered a measure of gait efficiency.
Repeated measures ANOVA was used to determine the effect
of the training period on SI for step length, MEE, and O2 rate in
each period. LSD post hoc test was used to compare each
condition. Spearman correlation was used to assess the
relationship between the change of variables in different period.
The key comparison being the baseline period to the end of
adaptation period.
Results and Discussion
There was a significant effect of training period for SI for the
step length (p = 0.04), MEE (p = 0.01), and O2 rate (p < 0.01) in

the multivariate test. Post hoc testing revealed that SI for step
length significantly decreased from the baseline period (11.0 ±
4.7) to the end of adaptation period (2.5 ± 1.2) (p < 0.01). MEE
significantly increased from the baseline period (22.7 ± 4.4 %) to
the end of adaptation period (29.1 ± 5.2 %) (p < 0.01). O2 rate
significantly decreased from the baseline period (8.4 ± 2.3) to the
end of adaptation period (6.3 ± 1.7) (p < 0.01) (Figure 1).
Additionally, the decreasing of SI for step length was associated
with the decreasing O2 rate from baseline to the end of adaptation
(R = 0.79, p = 0.04).

Figure 1: The improvement of SLA, MEE, and O2 rate through the splitbelt treadmill training. As SLA decreased, the MEE increased and O2 rate
decreased at the end adaptation period.

Our hypotheses were supported. Statistically significant
changes in SI for step length, MEE, and O2 rate were present after
split-belt treadmill training. SLA changed significantly through
split-belt treadmill training becoming more symmetric.
Beneficial modifications in MEE and O2 rate were also seen.
Split-belt treadmill training could potentially become a
rehabilitation strategy to improve gait efficiency in hip OA
patients. Future research should examine whether effects
following split-belt treadmill adaptation transfer to overground
walking in hip OA population.
Significance
Improving gait efficiency through split-belt treadmill training
could potentially promote better overall function and improve
physical activity in people with hip OA.
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Introduction
Metrics such as peak force, loading rate (LR) and impulse are
frequently reported for dynamic tasks such as walking, running,
single limb landing and double limb landing. These metrics have
been used to determine injury risk1,2. Embedded force plates are
the gold-standard for assessing kinetics during various movement
tasks; however, embedded force plates are not widely used in
non-research settings as they are expensive and not highly
portable. Portable force plates and force sensing insoles are more
affordable and practical to use in non-research settings; however,
these technologies have maximum data sampling rates which are
lower than standard embedded force plates3,4. The lowest
recommended sampling frequency for assessing common impact
kinetic outcomes is not currently available in the literature.
Therefore, the purpose of this study was to determine the effect
of sampling frequency on the accuracy of common impact kinetic
outcomes during landing, walking and running tasks.

consecutively down-sampled until 48 Hz was reached by keeping
every 2nd, 3rd, 4th, etc. data points, which artificially creates a
new sampling frequency. Outcomes were computed at each stage
of the down-sampling process. Percent difference was computed
at each sampling frequency relative to the true value for each
trial, and then averaged across trials for each participant.
Results and Discussion
Thirty participants (15 male, 15 female) completed the landing
study (70.3 ± 14.1 kg; 1.76 ± 0.07 m; 23.3 ± 2.7 years). Twenty
participants (10 men, 10 women) completed in the running study
(70.5 ± 12.6 kg; 1.75 ± 0.08 m; 21.9 ± 2.4 years). Six participants
in the running study did not have clearly defined impact peaks
and were therefore removed from this analysis. Twenty
participants (10 male, 10 female) completed the walking portion
of the study (67.80 ± 13.88 kg; 1.68 ± 0.05 m; 22.89 ± 3.14
years). The minimum recommended frequency to reach 90%,
95%, and 99.5% of the true value for each outcome can be found
in Table 1.
We determined that impulse was the most unaffected by
sampling frequency and can be accurately computed using data
sampled as low as 100 Hz. LR was the most sensitive to sampling
frequency, which is likely the result of compounding the variance
in the magnitude and timing of peak impact force, as well as the
variance in the timing of initial contact.

Methods
The present study was a secondary analysis utilizing data from
three previous studies. Each study received institutional review
board approval and informed consent was signed prior to data
collection. The landing protocol consisted of seven bilateral drop
vertical jumps5 and seven unilateral drop landings6 on each limb
from a 31 cm box. For the bilateral tasks, participants jumped
forward toward a target placed half their body height away from
the box followed by a maximum effort vertical jump 5. Impact
Significance
kinetics were measured throughout each landing task (AMTI,
This study fills a current gap in our understanding of how
Watertown, MA; 1920 Hz). The treadmill running and walking
sampling rate impacts kinetic outcome metrics for a variety of
protocols were performed on a fore-aft split-belt instrumented
tasks. This information will allow researchers and clinicians to
treadmill (AMTI; 1440 Hz) at preferred speed7. Walking was
make informed choices regarding the appropriateness of using
completed at a 0%, +10% and -10% incline.
new equipment such as force sensing insoles and portable force
All data analysis was performed using MATLAB
plates based on the task to be collected, desired outcomes, and
(MathWorks Inc., Nantucket, MA) and force data was normilzed
the available sampling rate.
to body weight. Peak impact force, LR and impulse were
computed using the vertical ground reaction force during the first
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Peak impact force average LR, and impulse were computed
using the vertical ground reaction force during every ground
Table 1: Minimum sampling frequency (Hz) needed to achieve 90%,
contact for 10 seconds of each treadmill running and walking
95% and 99.5% of the true value.
trial. Peak impact force was defined as the first peak
Peak Impact Force
Average LR
Impulse
which occurred following initial contact2. Average LR
% of True
90
95
99.5
90
95
99.5
90 95 99.5
was computed during the linear portion of the force-time
Value
profile2. Impulse was computed as the area under the
Bilateral
62
96
384
192
384
1920 48 48
106
force-time curve 4.
Unilateral
48
48
137
48
87
640
48 48
148
Data was not filtered at any stage. Outcomes were first
Running
160 240 1440
480 1440 1440 48 110 240
computed using the raw force plate data, and considered
Flat Walk
48
48
720
48
48
75.8
48 48
60
he r e al e . Then, he force pla e da a
as
-10%Walk
48
48
48
48
110.8
720
48 48
48
+10%Walk

48

48

48

62.6

75.8

720

48

48

48
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Results and Discussion
ANOVA did not detect a significant effect of the load level
on gait speed (0.81 ± 0.1, 0.77 ± 0.06, and 0.82 ± 0.11 bh/s

a) Dynamic stability at TD
0.16

b) Dynamic stability at LO
0.3

p = 0.76

0.12

Stability

Methods
Thirty healthy young adults (24.83 ± 4.96 y/o) were
randomly assigned into three groups: no load (Group 1), 10%
body weight (bw) (Group 2), and 20% bw (Group 3).
Participants walked on a 10-m walkway at their self-selected
speed three times without carrying any load. Then, each
participant in Groups 2 and 3 walked another three times with
the assigned load, which was assembled by sand bags.
Participants in loaded groups carried the load against their
abdomen using both hands in a symmetric posture and
maintained the height of the load during walking. They were
also informed to walk at their preferred speed. For individuals
assigned to the unloaded group (Group 1), they walked another
three trials on the ground.
The full-body kinematics were collected from 26 reflective
markers on the body landmarks through a motion capture
system (Vicon). Two additional markers were attached to the
sandbag. The last walking trial was selected for analysis. The
marker paths were filtered. Two events: touchdown (TD) and
liftoff (LO), were identified based on the foot kinematics. The
body-l ad
em COM position was calculated from the
filtered marker paths [4]. The gait speed was calculated as the
first order derivative of COM position with respect to time and
normalized to the body height (bh). The two components of the
COM motion state (i.e., its position and velocity) were
calculated relative to the BOS and normalized by the foot length
and the square root of the product of bh and gravitational
acceleration, respectively. Dynamic gait stability at both events
was calculated as the shortest distance from the COM motion
state to the limit against backward balance loss [3]. The
dependent variables (gait speed and dynamic stability atTD and
LO) were analyzed using one-way ANOVA with the load level
as the factor (0% vs. 10% vs. 20% bw). SPSS 25 (IBM) was
used and a significance level of 0.05 was applied.

respectively for Groups 1, 2, and 3, p = 0.60). Dynamic gait
stability at TD and LO were comparable among groups (p >
0.05 for both, Fig. 1). The results rejected our hypothesis that
the anterior load carriage affects dynamic gait stability during
level walking. Given that dynamic gait stability is determined
by the relative position and velocity between the COM and
BOS and that the speed is not different between groups, the
COM position relative to the BOS should be similar between
groups. The front load carriage has the potential to anteriorly
shift the body-load system s COM that could change the COMBOS kinematic relationship and thus dynamic gait stability.
However, the human body was able to adjust the relative
position of the COM to the BOS during loaded walking. The
main strategy used to compensate the front load is to lean the
trunk backward, which can offset the forward shift of the COM
d e he f n l ad. C llec i el , he COM
i i n did n
significantly differ between groups. This indicates that the
central nervous system can quickly adapt to the disruptions
(induced by the external load) on balance and maintain dynamic
gait stability during walking. The results from our study share
the same notion with previous studies that reported the walking
surface (overground vs. treadmill) and body mass index (lean
vs. obese) have little impact on dynamic gait stability during
walking [5, 6]. Further studies are needed to examine the effect
of front load carriage on dynamic gait stability when
encountering an external perturbation (such as a slip or trip).

Stability

Introduction
Falls account for a large portion of workplace accidents,
leading to unwanted outcomes such as injuries and economic
burden [1]. Load carriage is one of the major occupational fall
hazards. A recent study suggested that front load carriage is
one of the load carrying approaches which significantly
destabilizes the human body and increases the risk of falls
during walking [2]. However, the potential effect of front load
carriage on dynamic body balance during wa lking is still
understudied. Dynamic gait stability has been widely used to
quantify body balance during gait. It is defined based on the
kinematic (velocity-position) relationship between the body
center of mass (COM) and its base of support (BOS) [3]. The
purpose of this study was to examine the effects of anterior load
carriage on dynamic gait stability during overground walking.
It was hypothesized that the front load carriage would affect
dynamic gait stability during overground walking.
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Figure 1. Comparisons of dynamic gait stability between three groups
at a) TD and b) LO during overground walking.

Significance
The current study will expand our understanding of how
anterior load carriage influences human gait biomechanics from
the perspective of dynamic stability control.
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Introduction
Dual-task (DT) studies often combine steady-state walking with
an additional cognitive task to assess their influence on gait
performance [1]. DT studies analyzing steady-state walking with
challenging cognitive loads have found that healthy adults
prioritize cognitive task performance at the expense of
maintaining control of their balance [2]. Maintaining balance is
essential during walking, with foot-placement playing a critical
role [3]. As a result, errors in foot-placement can lead to a loss of
balance. To recover from a loss of balance, healthy adults can use
an ankle strategy that quickly moves the center of pressure but is
limited by the surface area of the foot [4]. A hip strategy can also
be used to adjust the mediolateral ground reaction force, although
the response time is slower [4]. However, whether the addition of
a cognitive load would affect the strategy used in response to a
foot-placement perturbation is unknown. The purpose of this
study was to determine the effect of cognitive loads on the
balance recovery strategy used after a mediolateral perturbation
to foot-placement in young healthy adults. We hypothesize that
as the cognitive load increases, individuals will focus more on the
cognitive load, causing a delay in response time to the
perturbation. Furthermore, we expect this delay will cause
individuals to use the faster ankle strategy rather than the hip
strategy in response to the perturbation as the cognitive load
increases.
Methods
A 10 camera motion capture system (VICON, Los Angeles,
USA) recorded full body 3D kinematics during steady-state and
perturbed treadmill walking from 15 healthy subjects (age 25 ± 4
years, 9 females) using four increasing levels of cognitive load:
no load, attentive listening, spelling short 5-letter words
backwards and spelling long 10-letter words backwards [5].
Subjects performed a cognitive single-task control (spelling short
and long words while standing), and then walked on a treadmill
during steady-state unperturbed and perturbed DT conditions at
their self-selected speed (1.3 ± 0.1 m/s) and at a fixed speed (1
m/s). Medial and lateral perturbations (~3.6 cm) were applied to
the left ankle just before heel strike at random steps throughout
the trial using a novel perturbation device [6]. Peak ankle
inversion and hip abduction moments were analyzed in Visual3D
(C-Motion, Germantown, MD) and MATLAB (Mathworks Inc.,
Natick, MA, USA) to determine the changes in joint responses to
the perturbations across the conditions. Cognitive performance
was determined by the correct response rate in recorded audio
data.
Results and Discussion
Contrary to our hypothesis, cognitive load did not affect the ankle
inversion or hip abduction peak moments or where in the gait
cycle the peaks occurred for either the medial or lateral
perturbations (Fig. 1) (p > 0.05), indicating that the subjects did
not change their recovery strategy during the DTs. Furthermore,
cognitive performance in the spelling task did not change
between the standing single-task (short word response rate = 1.91
± 0.5 letter/s, long word = 1.02 ± 0.5 letter/s) and unperturbed DT

(short word response rate = 1.87 ± 0.6 letter/s, long word = 1.04
± 0.4 letter/s) (p = 0.994), but their cognitive performance did
decrease during the perturbed DT (short word response rate =
1.67 ± 0.4 letter/s, long word = 0.90 ± 0.3 letter/s) (p = 0.003).
Thus as previously shown, individuals appear to focus on their
cognitive performance at the expense of their balance control
during steady-state walking [2], but the current results show they
redirect their attention to balance recovery when their footplacement is perturbed.

Figure 1: Peak hip abduction moments for the lateral and medial
perturbed conditions across the four cognitive loads (no load, listening,
spelling short and long words backwards) and where in the gait cycle the
peaks occurred. Error bars represent ± 1 standard deviation.

Significance
Balance control decreased during perturbed relative to
unperturbed walking, but the cognitive load had little effect on
the strategy used to recover their balance after a mediolateral
perturbation. In contrast to steady-state walking, young healthy
adults prioritized balance control over cognitive performance
when faced with foot-placement perturbations. These results
provide further insight into the automatic nature of walking in
healthy young individuals, which provides the foundation for
future studies to determine differences in neurologically impaired
populations.
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Introduction
Knee arthrodesis is a limb-salvage option that gives a stable,
painless joint but a fused knee can cause gait deviations along
with possible limb shortening. This can make activities of daily
living difficult [1]. Thus, some patients may require permanent
assistance in walking and/ or shoe-raise on the fused side to
balance leg-length [2]. However, less attention is paid to the
presence of long-standing adaptive changes in associated joints
of the kinematic chain. The expected function decreases further
when rehabilitation fails to address these changes [3].
This study aims to find key points to improve an atypical
compensation of dynamic trunk flexion and asymmetrical
loading in a knee arthrodesis case, with prolonged use of walker
support hypothesized to be its main reason.
Methods
A 65-year-old male underwent left knee arthrodesis due to a 11month-old post-traumatic knee flexion deformity with repeated
infections and failed knee extensor mechanism. This was
followed by regular physiotherapy and a 2-cm external shoe-raise
on left side. Even after 18 months of surgery, patient
demonstrated a walker-assisted gait with reduced loading time on
the left leg and excessive trunk flexion (Figure 1-Left). There was
no pain and bony fusion was achieved on radiographs.
Physical examination revealed that the patient could lie prone
with mild tightness of bilateral hip flexors, and weakness of
bilateral trunk extensors (2-/5), bilateral hip extensors (3-/5) and
left hip abductors (2-/5). A kinematic (500 Hz) and kinetic (1000
Hz) gait analysis (SMART DX-7000, BTS Bioengineering,
Milan, Italy) was done to guide further rehabilitation. A
conventional gait model with Helen Hayes 18-marker protocol
was used [4]. Joint centres were identified by anthropometric data
and regression equations. After consent, the patient walked with
his walker, at self-selected walking speed, with and without shoeraise, till clean forces were obtained for both legs.
Results and Discussion
The shoe-raise improved short-limb compensations, foot loading
and cadence but not spatial-temporal asymmetry. The average
loading on left limb improved (50% to 66% BW) but was still
less than the right (79% BW). The left Single-limb-support phase
(SLS) was only 17% of the gait cycle, while the right stance phase
acquired >80% of the gait cycle. The mean velocity (0.2 m/s)
remained low, but is comparable with walker-assisted studies [5].
There was dynamic trunk flexion (Table 1), sustained hip
flexion (Figure 1-Right), an anterior pelvic tilt, a net internal hip
extensor moment (Figure 2- Left) and an absent second peak on

Figure 1: (Left) Sagittal view of patient freeze-framed in right stance
phase; (Right) Hip kinematics in sagittal plane with legend.

Table 1: Trunk flexion in sagittal plane of gait cycle
Trunk tilt (degrees)
Lab reference
Pelvis reference
Maximum value
28.4
34.35
Minimum value
17.8
23.8
Total excursion
10.6
10.55
Average value
23.19 ± 3.4
29.17± 3.4

Figure 2: (Left) Hip internal moment in sagittal plane and (Right)
vertical GRF (Ground reaction force) with shoe-raise

the left vertical GRF (Figure 2-Right). These preliminary gait
findings suggest shifting of GRF vector anterior to the hip due to
weak stabilizing forces (hip and knee extensors), especially in
late stance, most likely secondary to knee arthrodesis or previous
adaptive changes in pelvis and hip. This dynamic anterior shift,
depicted by trunk flexion, was merely balanced by the large base
of support of the walker and may not be caused by it, as initially
thought. Nevertheless, since a walker is less likely to promote an
erect posture, a unilateral support like a cane and a lumbo-pelvic
stability program may reduce trunk flexion by re-aligning GRF
vector posterior to the hip and further balance foot loading.
Hence, gait changes in an arthrodesed joint are not limited to
limb-length discrepancy. Analysis of proximal joints, including
trunk and pelvis, may be crucial for treatment goal-setting and a
positive impact on the final recovery of such patients.
Significance
This is the first study using gait analysis in an elderly knee
arthrodesis patient to improve function. This shows that
independent ambulation may not be a part of the natural history
of knee arthrodesis and early emphasis on associated joints may
minimize long-term inefficient gait compensations and avoid a
complicated function-restoring surgery in future. This may also
lead to improved exercise protocol after joint fusion resulting in
better outcomes to bring this less-preferred surgery at par with
other limb salvage procedures [1] especially in a developing
country where it is still a cost-effective choice without the need
for extensive post-operative rehabilitation, like after amputation.
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A COMPARISON OF CYCLIC AND DISCRETE TASKS FOR ASSESSING AVOIDANCE BEHAVIOUR DURING
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I
d ci
Lo back pain (LBP) is the most common so rce of chronic pain
among middle- and older-aged ad lts, and res lts in significant
financial b rden [1]. The fear-a oidance model s ggests that
LBP patients ho e hibit signs of a oidance beha ior d ring
f nctional tasks (e.g., for ard reaching) ha e an increased risk of
s mptom rec rrence [2,3]. Prior ork has in estigated l mbar
motion d ring discrete for ard reaching (i.e., here there is a
defined period of q iet post re before and after mo ement
e ec tion), and c clic for ard reaching (i.e., here participants
repeatedl reach bet een a target and their starting post re
itho t a clearl defined pa se). Despite e idence s ggesting
that discrete and c clic mo ement beha iors are controlled
thro gh distinct motor primiti es, ith c clic mo ements
req iring significantl less cortical and more s b-cortical
in ol ement than discrete mo ements [4], a direct comparison of
reaching reg larit is not c rrentl a ailable in LBP patients.
Considering that changes in central ner o s s stem str ct re and
f nction in LBP that are primaril s praspinal (e.g., decreased
cortical e citabilit [5]; altered sensor processing [6]; altered
motor planning [7]; heightened kinesiophobia [2,3]), e o ld
e pect to see more prono nced mo ement deficits d ring discrete
reaching tasks that are kno n to req ire more s praspinal
in ol ement [4]. Th s, the p rpose of the present st d
as to
determine the effect of reaching reg larit (i.e. discrete ers s
c clic), biological se , and prior histor of LBP on coordination
bet een the pel is and l mbar spine. O r first h pothesis is that
patients ith a histor of LBP ill ha e altered reaching
coordination, relati e to matched ninj red control participants.
O r second h pothesis is that there ill be a gro p b task
interaction,
ith greater bet een-gro p differences being
obser ed d ring discrete tasks relati e to c clic tasks.
Me h d
T ent patients ith chronic LBP (defined as rec rring LBP for
at least 3 months) and t ent -one ninj red control participants
signed Uni ersit Instit tional Re ie Board appro ed informed
consent and participated in the present st d . All participants
completed both discrete and c clic reaching to an
anthropometricall -matched target in the mid-sagittal plane.
Whole-bod kinematics ere collected in three-dimensions at
100 H d ring mo ement testing sing a se en-camera motion
capt re s stem (Vicon, Los Angeles, CA). Hip and l mbar joint
angles ere comp ted bet een thigh and pel is segments and
bet een the pel is and l mbar segments, respecti el . Reach
time, total e c rsion at the l mbar spine and the hips, and the
ratio bet een l mbar spine and hip e c rsion ere comp ted for
each reach and a eraged across conditions. Separate repeated
meas res ANOVAs ere comp ted to determine the main effects
of and interactions bet een reaching condition (discrete s
c clic), biological se (male s female), and gro p (patients ith
chronic LBP s ninj red controls) for each reaching o tcome.
All data anal sis as performed sing SPSS (Version 24, IBM,
Chicago, IL), and significance as set at 0.017 to acco nt for
m ltiple comparisons.

Re l a d Di c i
A main effect of gro p as obser ed for l mbar-hip ratio, here
the l mbar-hip ratio as red ced in patients ith LBP relati e to
matched controls (p = 0.015, Fig re 1). Ho e er, isolated l mbar
and hip fle ion e c rsion ere similar bet een gro ps. These
findings e pand pon prior literat re hich obser ed red ced
l mbar-hip ratios d ring the ma im m for ard bend test, hich
q antifies limits of motion bet een segments [8-10]. As for ard
reaching in ol es kinematic red ndanc , it is a better s ited task
for assessing a oidance beha ior. F t re ork sho ld e plore
hether l mbar-hip ratios d ring reaching are associated ith
kinesiophobia and pain rec rrence. Ho e er, the large ariance
in l mbar-hip ratios among the control gro p arrants f rther
in estigation into the alidit and repeatabilit of this o tcome.
The c clic task res lted in red ced l mbar-hip ratios, red ced
l mbar e c rsion, and red ced reaching time, relati e to the
discrete task (all p < 0.001). As l mbar motion decreased and hip
motion remained consistent d ring c clic reaching, motion likel
increased at other joints (e.g. knee fle ion), reflecting a change
in motor strateg . Ho e er, as reaching time as not consistent
bet een the t o tasks, it is nclear if this obser ed change in
reaching strateg as d e to mo ement reg larit . No significant
interactions ere obser ed, hich indicates that motor deficits in
LBP patients are consistent bet een c clic and discrete reaching.

Fig e 1: L mbar-hip ratios compared across gro p, reaching
condition, and se .
Sig ifica ce
Red ctions in the l mbar-hip ratio d ring reaching ma be an
indicator of a oidance beha io r in LBP patients. While there are
differences bet een c clic and discrete reaching, differences are
consistent bet een persons ith and itho t prior LBP.
Therefore, this st d s ggests that both c clic and discrete tasks
are s fficient for assessing a oidance beha io r in LBP patients.
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Introduction
Jump landing is a common cause of knee injury in athletes and
different “landing strategies” for absorbing the impact (at the
knee vs. ankle vs. hip) may explain the variation between
individuals [1-2]. In this study we used Principal Components
Analysis (PCA) to explore causes of variability and the presence
of these groupings in a large data set of drop vertical jumps.
PCA is a linear algebra based statistical dimension reduction
technique to determine which variables in a data set contribute
the most to the variability in the data set by creating new variables
in the directions of greatest variance (Fig 1). These new variables
are “recipes” combining old variables with the goal of having a
few variables that explain most of the data variability. For a more
detailed introduction to PCA see [3]. In this study, we
hypothesized that performing a PCA on jump landing data would
reveal clusters associated with the different landing strategies.

is no apparent clustering visible in the biplot (Fig 3), which
suggests that landing strategies are not immediately apparent
from the kinematic and kinetic variables analysed.

Figure 2: Scree Plot showing contributions of PCs to variability

Figure 1: PCA creates a new variable, PC1 that aligns with the greatest
amount of variability in the data [4].

Methods
Drop vertical jumps were performed by 145 collegiate NCAA D3
athletes (85 female, 59 male; box height: females - 60.7 cm,
males - 76.2 cm) wearing a bilateral lower body marker set with
feet on separate force plates. Marker and force data were
collected simultaneously (11 Qualisys cameras, 100Hz; 2 AMTI
force plates, 1000 Hz) and Visual3D was used to calculate
kinematics and kinetics. A 4th order Butterworth low pass filter
was applied to the trajectories (f = 12 Hz) and forces (f = 20 Hz).
Key parameters from the landing phase (initial contact to max
knee flexion) were extracted bilaterally for the hip, knee and
ankle using Matlab: ROM, max moment, energy stored, max
GRF (28 parameters total). PCA was performed on the 145
samples with 28 variables using Matlab’s pca algorithm.
c

c

Results and Discussion
The scree plot (Fig 2) indicates that the first two principal
components (PCs) account for 80% and 10% of the variability in
the data respectively, for a total of 90% of variability accounted
for in the first wo PCs. This suggests that PCA may be a
reasonable lens through which to consider the data.
The biplot (Fig 3) shows that ROM at the ankle, knee, and hip
are the primary contributors to variability in the data set (the
contribution magnitudes of all other variables are inside the inset
box). most of the variability between individuals appears to occur
in the knee and the hip, as PC1 describes 80% of the variability
in the data set and ankle ROM has approximately a zero score on
the PC 1 axis.
The individual data points (Fig 3, red dots) show a wide range
of values (particularly along PC1, as expected). However, there

Figure 3: A biplot displaying the first two PCs (90% of variance). PC1
and PC2 scores for individual athletes (red dots) display a relatively
large range, especially on the PC1 axis, but do not form clusters or
groups. Blue lines represent the contribution of original variables with
ROM in the ankle, knee and hip being primary drivers of variability. The
inset box shows the relative magnitudes of the other variables.

PCA may be a valid way to consider variability in this data
set. Most of the variability between subjects appears in the knee
and hip ROM, however, with the variables used, the data does not
appear to cluster into landing strategy groups.
Significance
These results support the idea that joint ROM are key variables
when considering the motion of individuals, however they do not
seem to support the notion that individuals can be grouped into
simple “landing strategy” groups. Further work should explore
other parameters that may influence variability in jump landing.
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Introduction
Joint kinetics during running are commonly used to evaluate
the influence of pathology or fatigue. Specially, differences in
external knee adduction moment (KAM) between groups can
indicate the presence of pathology and/or increased joint loading
within the medial compartment. While highly correlated with
patient specific anthropometrics [1,2], such as body mass and
height, ratio scaling kinetics by these variables commonly results
in an overcorrection or a negative correlation [3]. Allometric
scaling has previously been evaluated in biomechanical studies,
with varying recommendations for its use [2,4]. This study,
therefore, evaluated (1) the relationship between KAM and
anthropometric variables and (2) the effectiveness of allometric
scaling KAM to remove the influence of body mass (BM) and
height (HT).
Methods
Eighty-four males (age: 23 ± 5 years; HT: 178 ± 7.9 cm; BM:
77.6 ± 12.4 kg) and forty-seven females (age: 26 ±7 years; HT:
164.4 ± 7.8 cm; BM: 62.5 ± 9.1) were recruited from a university
population. Participants underwent a one-time data collection,
during which biomechanical data were collected for three
running trials at a prescribed velocity (4.0m/s ± 10%), while 17
Vicon motion capture cameras (Vicon, Inc., Centennial, CO)
collected data from 27 retroreflective markers placed on the
lower extremities and trunk. Kinetic data, from one force plate
(Advanced Mechanical Technology Incorporated, Boston, MA),
were collected at 960 Hz and time synchronized with the
kinematic data, collected at 240 Hz. Log- linear regression was
used to develop gender specific allometric exponent for BM and
HT and a log-multilinear regression was used to develop
exponents for BM and HT together, both in an attempt to remove
the influence of these variables on KAM [5]. Pearson productmoment correlations were performed for raw, ratio and
allometrically scaled KAM to evaluate the effectiveness of each
scaling procedure.
Results and Discussion
The correlations for each scaling method are presented in
Table 1. Raw KAM was correlated with BM for males and HT
for females, suggesting the primary anthropometric influence on
KAM may be different between genders. Ratio scaling by BM
did not remove the influence of HT for males and overcorrected

for females, while ratio scaling for BM*HT was unable to remove
the influence of HT for both males and females. The
shortcomings in these commonly used ratio scaling techniques is
cause for concern, as the majority of research evaluating KAM
provides clinical recommendations from data that may be
influenced by anthropometrics even after scaling. Raw KAM was
allometrically scaled for BM (1) and HT (2), independently, as
well as BM and HT together (3), resulting in the following
equations:
(1) Raw KAM/(BMexp)
(2) Raw KAM/(HTexp)
(3) Raw KAM/((BMexp)*(HTexp))
The derived exponents for the independent influence of BM and
HT were 0.723 and 1.511 for males and 0.668 and 4.316 for
females, respectively. The derived exponent for the combined
influence of BM and HT were 0.725/-0.012 for males and
0.042/4.258 for females. The influence of BM and HT were best
removed by allometric scaling for BM in males and by HT in
females. Due to the complexity of the multilinear regression,
there appears to be no added benefit to allometric scaling for BM
and HT. The difference in gender specific scaling
recommendations provide further evidence that generalized ratio
scaling for BM or BM*HT may be inappropriate.
Significance
While previous evaluations of KAM commonly ratio scale by
BM or BM*HT, the results of this study indicate that KAM
scaled by these methods may be inappropriate for removing the
influence of anthropometrics. By evaluating the effectiveness of
scaling, both the influence of BM and HT were accurately
identified and removed from KAM for both genders. Allometric
scaling should continue to be evaluated to determine the
feasibility and external validity across a variety of cohorts and
pathologies.
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Table 1. Correlations between raw and scaled knee adduction moment and anthropometrics - r (p-value)
Male
Female
Anthropometric
Body Mass
Height
Body Mass
Raw Data
0.196 (0.074)
0.206 (0.175)
0.357 (0.001)
Ratio Scaled by:
BM
-0.105 (0.340)
-0.156 (0.306)
0.291 (0.007)
HT
-0.074 (0.504)
0.072 (0.515)
0.430 (0.003)
BM/HT
-0.105 (0.341)
-0.027 (0.858)
0.263 (0.016)
Allo Scaled by:
BM
0.033 (0.764)
0.007 (0.946)
-0.038 (0.804)
HT
0.007 (0.950)
-0.039 (0.798)
0.255 (0.019)
BM/HT
0.033 (0.764)
0.009 (0.939)
-0.054 (0.725)
HT = height; BM = body mass; BMHT = BM*HT; BM/HT = body mass and height; Allo = allometric

Height
0.587 (0.000)
0.165 (0.280)
0.487 (0.001)
0.265 (0.079)
0.489 (0.001)
-0.032 (0.836)
-0.030 (0.842)
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Introduction
Conventional analysis of plantar flexor EMG magnitudes has
provided critical information about how these muscles contribute
to accelerating the body s center of mass during the push-off
phase of walking in older adults.1 Unfortunately, EMG
magnitudes alone are unable to fully characterize motor unit
recruitment. The frequency content inherent to EMG recordings
can also vary in complex ways due to age and/or task demand due
to changes in muscle morphology (e.g., active fiber types) and
neural signaling (i.e., nerve conduction velocity). 2 Despite
known changes in muscle morphology and neural signaling
between older and young adults, no study to our knowledge has
quantified age-related differences in the time-frequency content
of plantar flexor EMG recordings during walking. Thus, the aim
of this study was to quantify plantar flexor muscle activation
differences in the time-frequency domain between young and
older adults during walking across a range of speeds and with and
without horizontal aiding and impeding forces, the latter
designed to augment demands for push-off intensity. We first
hypothesized that older adults would exhibit lower intensities at
faster frequencies and a shift to slower frequencies compared to
young adults during walking. We also hypothesized that those
age-related differences would increase with task demand (i.e.,
walking faster or with horizontal impeding forces).
Methods
Ten healthy young (24.0 ± 3.4 year) and older adults (73.7 ±3.9
year) walked at three different speeds (0.8 m/s, 1.2 m/s, and 1.6
m/s) and walked at 1.2 m/s with a 5% BW horizontal aiding and
impeding force while we recorded the 3D positions of skin
markers and muscle activations of soleus (SOL) and
gastrocnemius (GAS).3 We analyzed EMG data from SOL and
GAS over nine consecutive strides using a wavelet transform
with 11 non-linearly scaled Morlet wavelets to decompose
muscle activations in the time-frequency domain.4 We then used
principal component analysis to extract principal components
(PCs) for each muscle (e.g., SOL, GAS) and each set of
conditions (i.e., walking speeds and horizontal forces) using a
variance account for (VAF) criterion of 5%. Separate mixed
factorial ANOVAs identified significant main effects of and
interactions between age and either walking speed or horizontal
forces on SOL and GAS PC scores.
Results and Discussion
PC2 mainly captured variation in GAS intensity timing (10%
VAF) and showed a main effect of age (p = 0.035, 𝜂 = 0.235).
Specifically, compared to young adults, older adults exhibited
greater GAS intensity in slower frequencies during early stance
but lower GAS intensity in almost all frequency ranges during
midstance and low to middle frequency ranges during push-off.
PC3 captured variation both in frequency and timing of GAS
intensity (7% VAF). A significant age × walking speed

interaction (p = 0.033, 𝜂 = 0.221) showed that older adults
exhibited larger PC3 scores with faster walking speed while
young adults exhibited smaller PC3 scores with faster walking
speed. Specifically, compared to young adults, older adults
exhibited higher GAS intensity at slower frequencies ranges
during early to midstance but lower GAS intensity across all
frequency ranges during push-off with faster walking speed.
Conversely, we found no main effect or interaction involving age
for SOL. In partial support of our hypotheses, we show that GAS
motor unit recruitment strategies in older versus young adults: 1)
shift to slower frequencies with earlier timing as walking speed
increases and 2) decrease GAS intensity across all frequency
ranges during midstance and low to middle frequency ranges
during push-off independent of walking speed.

Figure 1: Variation in EMG intensity captured by PC2 and PC3 for GAS
as a function of age and walking speed. A. Discrepancy of +1SD and 1SD, B. Boxplots of PC scores for PC2, and PC3. ** and * represents
significant age × speed interaction and age main effect, respectively.

Significance
Our results implicate GAS time-frequency content, and its
morphological and neural origins, as a potential determinant of
hallmark ankle push-off deficits due to aging, particularly at
faster walking speeds. Rehabilitation specialists may attempt to
restore GAS intensity across all frequency ranges during mid to
late stance while avoiding disproportionate increases in slower
frequencies during early stance.
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Introduction
Peripheral Artery Disease (PAD) is characterized by
atherosclerotic plaques in the conduit arteries. Previous work
shows that gait in patients with PAD is altered, particularly
posterior chain mechanics, which are important for propelling the
body forward. A common, non-invasive, treatment for PAD is
supervised exercise training [1]. However, for reasons that have
not been elucidated, gait is not fully restored following
supervised exercise training (SET) [2]. Musculoskeletal
simulation with OpenSim may provide insight into how muscle
activation changes following SET.
Methods
Kinematic and kinetic data from overground walking of patients
with PAD (n=12), before and after a 6-month exercise
intervention, was used as input for musculoskeletal modeling
(OpenSim). The subjects in our sample were subdivided based on
whether they reported an attenuation of ischemic thigh pain, due
to SET, on the San Diego Claudication Questionnaire. Virtual
models were scaled to match the anthropometry of the subjects
before muscle parameters were derived. Muscle activation was
analyzed across the stance phase of gait and the output was
analyzed across subjects and conditions.
Results and Discussion
The subset of subjects that reported an attenuation of thigh pain
as a result of SET (pain-free, n=4) showed a significant increase
in late-stance knee-flexor force compared to baseline (Figure 1),
whereas the group that experienced no difference in thigh pain
following SET (pain, n=8) did not demonstrate a significant
change in knee-flexor force compared to baseline. Additionally,
compared to controls, the subjects with PAD (n=12)
demonstrated significantly attenuated peak knee-flexor force at
baseline (Figure 2), however, peak knee-flexor force was not
significantly different among subjects with PAD and controls
after SET. On further analysis, the most significant contributors
to the increase in peak knee-flexor force was the subset of PAD
subjects that reported an attenuation of thigh pain as a result of
SET (pain-free, n=4). These results indicate that SET may be
capable of improving posterior chain mechanics in those with
PAD.
Significance
This study has given unique insight into the potential
mechanisms underlying alterations to gait in PAD after SET. This
study has shown that posterior chain mechanics converge to
values similar to healthy control subjects as a result of SET,
which may improve push-off. This is the first study to examine
the gait mechanics of PAD with the OpenSim simulator.

Figure 1: Knee-flexor force (no-pain, n=4). The red regions indicate
significant differences in group means across highlighted data points
(p<0.05).

Figure 2: Knee-flexor force (n=12). The red regions indicate significant
differences in group means across highlighted data points (p<0.05).
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Introduction
Heaviness perception is the ability to use haptic feedback from
effortful touch to determine the weight of a wielded object [1].
The perception of an object being wielded does not rely solely
on the objec
mass, but muscular effort as well. When
an object is wielded, torques and moments of inertia are
produced. The inertia tensor contains those moments and
provides information about how mass is distributed in a rigid
body. The corresponding eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the
inertia en o ha e been ela ed o an objec
perceived
magnitudes (e.g., weight) and directions (e.g., orientation with
respect to hand), respectively (Figure 1a) [2]. The inertia tensor
can be visualized as an ellipsoid, as seen in Figure 1b, which is
produced in effect from the constraints related to the position of
the limb. In this study, we will manipulate the eigenvectors
associated with an object in relation to the limb.
Recent studies have also provided evidence that adding noise to
a eak im l can enhance a pe on abili
o de ec
it [2]. Introducing a subthreshold (vibrational) stimulus
embedded with noise may, in some cases, improve sensations
gained from limb movements [1]. We hypothesize that adding
vibrotactile noise of various forms will improve accuracy in
perceiving heaviness of a wielded object (Figure 2).

BM3C Tactor

Object

Hu

Audio Recorder

Mass

Figure 2. Proposed experimental set up. Object has been 3D printed via Ultimaker
2 Plus with incremental masses added pertaining to desired condition. The
participant will be blindfolded to ensure proper occlusion of the wielded object.
The BM3C tactor will be fastened to the humerus where vibrational stimuli
embedded with a noise signal will be applied.

Conclusions
Introducing a noise as a subthreshold vibration is hypothesized
to improve the heaviness accuracy of a given wielded object.
Pink noise is expected to display the highest level of accuracy
considering the exploratory patterns conveying fractal

% Accuracy

Noise none

Figure 1. (a) Effect of varying mass loads on eigenvectors. (b) Inertia
ellipsoid of upper limb.
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Figure 3. Expected outcomes of accuracy for given incremental masses with

Methods

respective embedded noise signals for proposed experimental design.

Ten adults (18-45 years of age) will be seated for the duration
of the trial with a BM3C tactor fastened to the humerus of the
subject as seen in Figure 2.

properties the subjects will exert. These fractal properties are
common in most biological systems, therefore producing a
more accurate identification of weight.

Vibrational stimuli will be introduced via the tactor with
different signals of colored noise, or signals produced by
stochastic processes varying in power spectral slope. Noise (3)
× mass (6) combinations will be presented. Each condition of
noise and mass will be introduced randomly. Subjects will rate
the heaviness of the object by stating their perceived proportion
of mass added on a scale of 1-10.

Significance

Expected Results and Discussion
We expect that the embedded pink noise signal will produce
the highest level of accuracy regarding heaviness perception
compared to the alternative condition as seen in the projected
outcomes in Figure 3.

We
are
investigating a
novel
to enhance haptic perception of wielded objects.

means

This research project, if successful, would contribute new
theoretical knowledge about the role and structure of
neuromuscular noise in the perception of wielded objects.
Stochastic resonance is a newly introduced phenomenon and
when applied to perception it can advance the theoretical
literature in this topic and apply it to human movement
variability.
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INTRODUCTION
Coordinated movement, addressed mathematically, portrays a
complex process when accounting for all possible degrees of
freedom. One model, however, has garnered attention through
its simplicity while still predicting and measuring several
movement behaviors. The Haken-Kelso-Bunz (HKB)1 predicts
changes in relative phase between two oscillators according to
the following equation:
∆
𝑎 sin
2𝑏 sin 2
𝑄𝜁 .
quantifies differences in natural periods between the
oscillators. The ratio, b/a, models the collective frequency of
coordinated oscillation. 𝑄𝜁 is a noise term with strength Q.
Δ is an ‘imperfection parameter’ that predicts deviations in
relative phase, , due to timing differences in oscillators.
Deviations of might also result from asymmetries in spatial
alignment of oscillators, such as in visual motor coordination.
We propose two possible mechanisms for modeling asymmetry
based on a modified HKB model:
∆
∆𝑠 𝑎 sin
2𝑏 sin 2
𝑄𝜁 .
Δ𝑠 and are potential terms to model the effects of spatial
asymmetries of oscillators. Both predict shifts in mean relative
phase, , away from stable fixed points. Only ∆𝑠 predicts a
shift in 𝑆𝐷 , , a decrease in the stability of coordination. This
study was which parameter best models spatial asymmetry.
METHODS
Participants were 10 healthy adults (26.4 ± 6.87 years, 7 M, 3
F). A 6-camera system (Optotrak, NDI) measured upper body
movement at 100 Hz. Participants coordinated their arm
movements with a visually displayed sinusoidally oscillating
stimulus (𝑆 ). Forearm movements
pivoted about the elbow which rested on
a rotating platform. A user controlled
visual stimulus (𝑆 ) was displayed on
the screen that oscillated due to elbow
rotation. Figure 1A shows a display in
which the horizontal centers of
oscillation of 𝑆
and 𝑆
are
manipulated. Given horizontal screen
coordinates (x) and amplitude of
oscillation (A) of 𝑆 , we scaled this
offset parameter as = xshift/A (Figure
1C). Figure 1B depicts the relative
positions of 𝑆
and 𝑆 for = -2.0
over several cycles. We hypothesized
that certain spatial offsets will be preferred. To test this
hypothesis, we studied preferences for particular spatial
arrangements of 𝑆
and 𝑆
that arise from initial
arrangements of = -3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2 or 3. Participants were
free to move the location of 𝑆
as long as they could

comfortably perform anti-phase and in-phase coordination.
Subjects performed 3 trials for each phase (in-phase, antiphase) × pair, each lasting 60 seconds. 3 practice trials were
given at = 0 to familiarize subjects with the task.
Analysis Strategy. We computed instantaneous relative
phase between 𝑆
and 𝑆 for all trials, along with circular
means and standard deviations.2 We then modeled and 𝑆𝐷
as a function of and phase (inphase/antiphase) in separate
Bayesian multilevel models developed specifically for
circular/directional dependent variables.3
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Estimates in Table 1 replicate well known differences between
required phases because the 95% credible intervals defined by
LB and UB do not overlap. Modeling results in Table 2 show
Table 1. Estimated circular descriptive statistics for as a
function of required phase. Estimates are in radians.
Mean
Mode
SD
LB
UB
Anti-phase
-2.82
-2.87 0.13
-2.98
-2.59
In-phase
0.14
0.12 0.03
0.08
0.21
that most slope estimates indicate that a one unit change in
predicts a negative change in because credible intervals do
not contain 0. Models relating and 𝑆𝐷 (not reported to due
to space) found no evidence of such a relationship, implying
that ∆𝑠 may not be useful in modeling asymmetry effects.
Table 2. Slope estimates for predicting
Slopes
Mean
SD
Mode
𝛽
-0.18
-0.22
0.23
AS
-0.08
-0.08
0.15
SAM
-0.08
-0.09
0.06

LB
-0.31
-0.22
-0.20

UB
0.14
-0.02
-0.02

Note: 𝛽 = Slope at inflection point, AS = Average Slope, SAM = Slope at
Grand Mean, LB/UB = Upper and lower bounds of 95 % credible interval
from Bayesian estimates.

CONCLUSIONS
Results suggest that, in the current context, spatial asymmetries
may best be modeled via the parameter in the modified HKB
model. Future work will investigate the extent to which this
modification transfers to other conditions of asymmetry.
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Introduction
Lateral ankle sprains are the most common musculoskeletal
injury within the US. About 40% of individuals with lateral ankle
sprains develop chronic ankle instability (CAI), a condition
characterized by recurrent sprains and altered gait
neuromechanics such as a more laterally shifted center of
pressure and a more inverted foot position during walking [1].
The recurrent trauma and neuromechanical alterations have been
linked with altered loading of cartilage as well as talar cartilage
degeneration [2].
Excessive compressive loads multiplied by thousands of steps
over time are thought to be the contributing factors of
cartilaginous degeneration. Compressive loads on the articular
cartilage can be estimated by the magnitude of compressive joint
contact forces (JCF). Multiple knee JCF variables (e.g. peak JCF,
JCF impulse, and JCF loading rate) have been associated with the
development of knee osteoarthritis [3].
Gait retraining with vibration feedback was shown to reduce
the lateral center of pressure shift in those with CAI during
walking [4]. However, is it unknown if this novel gait retraining
strategy also reduces joint loading at the ankle. Therefore, the
purpose of this secondary study was to determine if vibration
feedback gait retraining acutely reduces ankle JCF variables in
those with CAI.
Methods
Ten physically active individuals with CAI were randomly
pulled from a larger database of those who underwent vibration
feedback gait retraining (age= 23.20±4.19 years, weight=
68.54±12.03 kg, height= 168.69±12.00 cm). CAI inclusion
criteria were in accordance with the International Ankle
Consortium guidelines. A battery powered customized vibration
feedback tool (0.57kg) was secured to the shoe and lower leg
(Figure1). In-shoe pressure was detected by a force sensing
resistor under the fifth metatarsal head. The lowest individualized
threshold was determined such that standing on the involved limb
triggered the vibration stimuli but standing on both limbs did not
[4]. When pressure exceeded the threshold, the device turned on
and provided a continuous vibration stimulus (200Hz) until
pressure on the force sensing resistor fell below the threshold.
Kinematic (120Hz) and kinetic data (1200Hz) were collected
during walking on an instrumental treadmill with two force plates
embedded in it. Participants walked at their self-selected walking
speed. After familiarization, participants walked a 2 min baseline
assessment (no vibration). Participants then walked for another
10 min while receiving feedback. Data was captured during an
early (min 1-2) and late (min 9-10) adaptation period. Opensim
4.0 calculated ankle JCF variables during stance phase via a fullbody musculoskeletal model (gait2392). Scaling, inverse
kinematic, residual reduction algorithm, static optimization, and
joint reduction analysis were conducted in sequence. The peak,
impulse, and loading rates of ankle JCF were compared between
1) baseline and the early adaptation phase and 2) baseline and late
adaptation phase using paired sample t-tests. Statistical
significance was set at p=0.05.

Results and Discussion
At the early adaptation phase, peak ankle JCF, ankle JCF
impulse, and ankle JCF loading rate were significantly reduced
compared to baseline
. At the late adaptation phase,
ankle JCF impulse was significantly reduced compared to
baseline (p=0.004). Group means and standard deviations can be
seen in Figure 2.
The results suggest that vibration feedback could reduce
compressive loads in those with CAI. The mechanism underlying
the observed changes remains unknown, as feedback gait
retraining studies have focused on treatment efficacy (i.e. shifting
the center of pressure) to date. However, it could be due to the
reduced activation of triceps surae muscles as it accounts for a
large portion of ankle JCF [5]. Regardless of the mechanism,
reduced JCF could contribute to slowing early cartilage
degeneration in those with CAI after a prolonged intervention
protocol.

Figure 1. A: Feedback tool with component parts. B: Feedback tool
placement on foot. FSR = Force sensing resistor.

Figure 2. Mean±SD of the compression force, impulse, and loading rate
of the ankle joint in individuals with chronic ankle instability in the
involved limb during the stance phase.

Significance
The results provide additional evidence that vibration based
feedback gait retraining can be beneficial to those with CAI.
More specifically, the results illustrate that vibration feedback
gait retraining reduces the ankle JCF and the compressive loads
imparted onto the talar cartilage.
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IMU-DERIVED ERGONOMIC METRICS MEASURED DURING DAILY LIFE MAY DIFFERENTIATE MANUAL
WHEELCHAIR USERS WITH SPINAL CORD INJURY WITH AND WITHOUT ROTATOR CUFF PATHOLOGY
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I
d c
Man al heelchai (MWC) e
i h pinal co d inj
(SCI)
a e a highe i k of incidence and p og e ion of o a o c ff
di ea e han he gene al pop la ion [1]. Thi i heo i ed o be
d e o a m o e e d ing ac i i ie of dail li ing incl ding
MWC e. The p po e of hi
d a o in e iga e he abili
of i k and eco e
me ic of a m
e, in pi ed f om
e gonomic li e a e on i k fac o in ind
ial man al
handling [2], o diffe en ia e be een MWC e
i h and
i ho o a o c ff pa holog p og e ion o e one ea .
Me d
Unde Ma o Clinic IRB app o al, 16 MWC e (14 male , age
(SD): 41(12) ea , inj
le el: C6 L1, median ea of MWC
e (IQR): 6(4, 12) ea ) e e ec i ed. IMU e e o n on
he ppe a m and che fo one o
o da in he f ee-li ing
en i onmen and h me al ele a ion and a ic/d namic pe iod
e e calc la ed ac o he da ( ) [3]. Pe iod ha ma ep e en
i k (h me al ele a ion > 60 ) and eco e ( a ic 5 econd &
h me al ele a ion <40 ) e e hen defined fo each 10-min e
pe iod. Ri k and eco e me ic a ell a i k o eco e a io
e e calc la ed fo each pa icipan (Table 1). T o epa a e
magne ic e onance imaging (MRI)
die
e e comple ed
(befo e and af e IMU da a collec ion) app o ima el one ea
apa [4]. MRI abno mali ie of o a o c ff endon , incl ding
endinopa h and endon ea , e e g aded ing a no el co ing
em, he ein mo e poin
e e gi en o highe g ade of
pa holog f om mild endinopa h h o gh f ll hickne ea .
The diffe ence be een he co e a he o ime poin
ee
calc la ed fo each o a o c ff endon ( p a pina ,
inf a pina , b cap la i , and e e mino ). An po i i e
diffe ence in he endinopa h o ea co e on each ho lde a
defined a p og e ion of o a o c ff pa holog fo ha ho lde .
Diffe ence be een he MWC
e
i h and
i ho
p og e ion of pa holog e e compa ed ing Mann-Whi ne U
e fo he i k and eco e me ic ( = 0.05).
Tab e 1. Ri k and eco e
Me c
D a ion of
i k/ eco e e en
F e enc of
i k/ eco e e en

Ri k o eco e

a io

me ic .
Ca c a
A e age
mma ed
d a ion
of
i k/ eco e e en fo each 10-min e
i hin a da .
A e age f e enc of i k/ eco e e en
fo each 10-min e pe iod i hin a da
ac o all pe iod
i h a lea one i k
e en .
A e age na al log of he a io of
mma ed d a ion of i k e en
o
mma ed d a ion of eco e e en fo
each 10-min e pe iod i hin a da .

Re
a dD c
The MRI finding indica ed ha fi e pa icipan e pe ienced
p og e ion of o a o c ff endon pa holog (p og e ion in ea

h 1, and

o endinopa h co e) on hei dominan ho lde . MWC e
i h pa holog p og e ion e pe ienced a longe d a ion of i k
e en (Fig e 1, A; P = 0.047), had highe f e enc of i k
e en (P = 0.027), e pe ienced ho e d a ion of eco e
e en (P = 0.036), had lo e f e enc of eco e e en (P =
0.047), and had la ge i k o eco e
a io (Fig e 1, B; P =
0.02) han he MWC e
i ho pa holog p og e ion. The e
e l indica e ha he i k and eco e me ic in hi
d
ha e he po en ial o diffe en ia e be een he MWC e
ho
e hibi ed o a o c ff pa holog p og e ion o e one ea f om
MWC e
i ho pa holog p og e ion.

A

F g e1: Bo plo and da a poin fo he dominan ide d a ion of i k
e en and i k o eco e
a io fo he MWC e
i h and i ho
p og e ion of o a o c ff pa holog . G o p mean, anda d de ia ion
(SD), median, and in e
a ile ange (IQR) fo each me ic a e epo ed
in he able belo he bo plo . The a i ical e l fo each me ic
a e epo ed on op of he bo plo . *, indica e a i ical ignificance

S g f ca ce
F ee-li ing IMU da a collec ed f om he ppe a m ma be able
o a e po en ial i k fac o fo o a o c ff pa holog
p og e ion. Specificall , me ic
an if ing a m e a po
e
>60 and he i k o eco e a io ma p o ide clinicall ele an
in e en ional a ge . Ongoing in e iga ion of o he ime
pe iod
he e o k a done a lo e ele a ion i al o
info ma i e in nde anding i k and beneficial a m e o he
o a o c ff. Addi ional da a collec ion i h la ge ample i e
and longe follo - p a e a an ed o confi m he finding of hi
d and f ll alida e defini ion of i k and eco e .
Ac
edg e
Thi e ea ch a
ppo ed b NIH G an R01 HD84423
and NCATS UL1 TR002377.
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I
d c
Inj ries to the e tremities are common among militar combat
cas alties and can limit mobilit . From 2005-2009, 82% of
m sc loskeletal
o nds from combat cas alties
ere
e plosion related [1]. From 2000-2009, 4,693 ser ice
members had s stained a g nshot o nd related to combat
[2], and 73% of g nshot o nds affected the e tremities,
potentiall limiting mobilit [3]. Despite the freq enc of
these inj ries, the le el of res lting incapacitation that can be
e pected is not et clear. Blast and penetrating o nd inj ries
ca se ol metric loss of m scle tiss e, hich inherentl
red ces the mechanical capacit of m scle d e to loss of
contractile material. While other factors - s ch as blood loss,
ne rological inj r , bone fract re and pain - can additionall
impact f nction, the mechanical deficits can pro ide an
estimate of f nctional deficits e pected from o nds of a
partic lar si e. Using comp tational m sc loskeletal
modeling, this st d e al ates potential incapacitation
e perienced b an indi id al as a res lt of cross-sectional
m scle tiss e loss in the lo er e tremit .
Me h d
Fi e t pical f nctional tasks - pedal p shing, sit to stand,
sq atting, alking (declined, le el, inclined), and r nning
(declined, le el, inclined) - ere established as a baseline for
e al ating lo er limb incapacitation. The range of req ired
joint moments for performance of each lo er e tremit
f nctional task as obtained from prior literat re [4-9]. An
e isting lo er limb comp tational m sc loskeletal model
representing a 50th percentile male [10] as sed to sim late
effects of m scle loss sing OpenSim ( 3.3) [11] and Matlab
(r2020b) (The Math orks, Natick, MA). We s stematicall
decreased m scle cross-sectional area from 0-100% (10%
increments) for f nctional m scle gro ps and the indi id al
m scles comprising them (e.g. F g 1). Sim lated joint
moments ere calc lated for the hip, knee, and ankle joints.
Re
a dD c
The sim lations s ggest that isolated inj r to most single
m scles at the hip, knee, or ankle (F g. 1a-c) is nlikel to
directl limit f nctional performance, b t more significant
inj r to a f nctional gro p, as is common in these t pes of
penetrating or blast inj ries, ma limit abilit to perform

important mobilit tasks hen as little as 40% of cross
sectional area is disr pted. This is consistent ith prior ork
obser ing that gait can become impaired hen lo er limb
m scles are eakened b 40% of ma im m force-generating
capacit [12]. Ho e er, inj r to sole s in isolation res lts in
a more marked deficit than that associated ith other m scles.
Limitations of the c rrent ork incl de that e ha e
initiall considered effects of cross-sectional m scle loss in
isolation and inj r to single m scles and f nctional gro ps
rather than more comple patterns of inj r or concomitant
factors s ch as ner e or bone inj r ; these ill be addressed in
f t re
ork. In addition, an indi id al's nominal
anthropometr , age, and strength ill also affect o tcomes.
F t re ork ill consider these limitations and e tend
anal sis to the pper limb.
S g f ca ce
The e im la ion p o ide in igh in o he he f nc ional
defici fo lo e limb f nc ional a k a e likel o occ
follo ing inj
ca ing ol me ic m cle lo , ba ed on he
mechanical con e ence of lo con ac ile ma e ial.
Ac
edg e
Thi
o k a f nded nde a US A m con ac b
DEVCOM DAC in
ppo
of
he Operational
Req irements-based Cas alt Assessment  (ORCA) p ojec .
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I
d c
O e 450 ad e e inciden ha e been epo ed in infan inclined
leep p od c o e he pa 12 ea , i h man infan fo nd
dead in he p one po i ion ha ing appa en l olled f om pine
o p one in he p od c 1. The inclined leep p od c ma ha e
ffoca ion ha a d ela ed o hei niq e de ign . Ho e e , no
e ea ch ha in e iga ed ho inclined leep p od c impac
infan m cle ac i i and abili o mo e in he con e of a
afe infan leep en i onmen . The efo e, he p po e of hi
d
a o a e m cle ac i i and mo emen of no mal
heal h infan
hen placed on diffe en inclined leep p od c
compa ed o a fla c ib ma e d ing p one po i ioning.

po i ion. P od c
i ho an pla ic face ppo ( ee e b
and c) ca ed babie o mo e mo e of en a e idenced b
inc ea ed peak a he o ked again he plian
face o mo e
hei bodie compa ed o he fi m and fla c ib ma e .

Me h d
Fif een heal h f ll- e m infan (age: 17.7 4.9 eek ; 8M, 7F;
leng h: 61.5 4.1 cm; eigh : 6.5 1.0 kg) e e ec i ed fo hi
IRB-app o ed d . Fo condi ion e e e ed: h ee inclined
leep p od c
i h niq e fea e , ep e en a i e of diffe en
de ign ( ee e a, b, and c; Fig e 1), and one con ol condi ion
(0 ba eline, a fla c ib ma e ). S face elec om og aph
(Del
Inc., Na ick, MA; 1000H ) a eco ded f om infan
ce ical pa a pinal, abdominal, and l mba e ec o pinae
m cle hile mo ion anal i
em i h 10 high- e ol ion
came a (Vicon Ne , O fo d, UK; 100 H ) a
ed o collec
h ee-dimen ional kinema ic da a d ing each p one-l ing e ing
condi ion. Fil e ed and ec ified mean EMG a no mali ed o
he fla c ib ma e . Sagi al plane ange of mo ion (ROM ) of
neck and nk a ell a he n mbe of neck and nk angle
peak e e calc la ed. Pai ed - e and Wilco on igned- ank
e
e e pe fo med o compa e each inclined leepe o a fla
c ib ma e (0 ba eline condi ion). D e o mi ing ial and
mall ample fo he leepe p od c condi ion , e e e no
able o compa e be een he inclined leep p od c .

P od c
i h hick padding ( ee e a and c) e hibi ed
abdominal m cle ac i i of 175% and 193%, e pec i el ,
compa ed he fla c ib ma e condi ion. One p od c i ho
pla ic molding ( ee e b) ho ed 139% of abdominal m cle
ac i i compa ed o he fla c ib ma e condi ion. The e
finding ma indica e ha he lack of fi mne and/o he
p e ence of e a padding in he leep
face al e a bab
abili
o mo e in o a afe b ea hing po i ion, hich co ld
con ib e o he inc ea ed i k of ffoca ion2. The combina ion
of incline angle and p od c de ign eq i e infan o e
ignifican l mo e co e effo (abdominal eng h) o main ain a
p one po i ion compa ed o l ing on a fla
face, hich add o
he abdominal effo eq i ed fo no mal b ea hing.

Tab e 1. Effec of leep p od c de ign on kinema ic a iable . * p <0.05
Va ab e
fa a e
ee e a
ee e b
ee e c
neck ROM
41 16
44 18
44 10*
44 18
nk ROM
29 14
44 25
42 19*
41 19
# of neck
1.7 0.8
1.8 1.1
2.5 1.5
2.2 1.3
peak pe 10
# of nk
0.9 0.8
1.4 1.0
1.7 1.0*
2.0 1.3*
peak pe 10

F g e 2. EMG ac i i d ing p one po i ioning in leepe
no mali ed o fla c ib ma e (0 ba eline). * p < 0.05
Fg

e 1. Th ee inclined leep p od c ( ee e

a, b, and c).

Re
a dD c
Inc ea ed neck and
nk ROM
e e fo nd fo
ee e b
compa ed o he fla c ib ma e (p=0.014, p=0.003; Table 1).
In addi ion, he n mbe of nk angle peak e e inc ea ed fo
ee e b and c compa ed o he fla c ib ma e (p=0.047,
p=0.039). E ec o pinae m cle ac i i dec ea ed b 21%, 36%,
and 48% e pec i el fo ee e a, b, and c compa ed o he fla
ma e (p=0.050, p=0.029, p=0.003; Fig e 2). Con e el ,
abdominal m cle ac i i inc ea ed b 75%, 39%, and 93%
e pec i el fo ee e a, b, and c compa ed o he fla ma e
(p=0.024, p=0.029, p=0.033; Fig e 2). Inclined leep p od c
e l ed in diffe en neck and
nk mo emen pa e n ,
compa ed o a fla c ib ma e . S ee e b i h no pla ic face
and na o
id h a he ho lde eq i ed g ea e po
al
change e idenced b neck and nk ROM o main ain a afe

S g f ca ce
Inclined leep p od c e l ed in ignifican l highe abdominal
m cle ac i i and
nk mo emen , hich ma e ace ba e
fa ig e and con ib e o ffoca ion if an infan find hem el e
in a p one po i ion in he p od c . Thi no el d e e a he
ba i fo f
e o k aimed a nde anding mo emen - ela ed
ffoca ion i k fac o a ocia ed i h infan p od c .
Ac
edg e
Thi p ojec ha been f nded i h fede al f nd f om he Uni ed
S a e Con me P od c Safe Commi ion nde con ac
n mbe 61320618P. The con en of hi p blica ion doe no
nece a il eflec he ie
of he Commi ion, no doe i
men ion of ade name , comme cial p od c , o o gani a ion
impl endo emen b he Commi ion.
Refe e ce : 1. CPSC, Fede al Regi e . (2019) Safe S anda d fo
Infan Sleep P od c ; 2. Thach e al, J. Pedia . (2007) 151, 271-274.
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Introduction
height by 1.56 cm (11.5%). When MTP joint stiffness was then
The human foot can act as both a lever and a spring. Where the
increased to 150 Nm/rad, jump height increased by 0.29 cm
stiffness of the foot lies on a continuum from compliant to rigid
(1.3% increase).
may influence the performance of the foot for a given task. For
Differences in jump height were in part due to muscle
example, the foot’s arch functions like a spring during steady
dynamics, in that for a given MTP joint stiffness, a stiffer midfoot
state running [1], but a compliant arch may waste valuable
joint lead to decreased muscle fiber shortening velocity for the
mechanical energy if the moment produced by ankle plantar
plantar flexors, which in turn resulted in greater fiber forces. The
flexors is not efficiently transferred to the ground. It may be that
negative work from the midfoot joint torsional spring as a
a foot that is best for saving energy during submaximal effort
function of both spring stiffnesses followed a similar pattern to
steady-state tasks is different from one that is best for explosive
jump height, however the positive work performed by each of the
maximal effort tasks, and vice versa. The present analysis,
joint torsional springs was relatively constant across the range of
therefore, aimed to examine the extent to which foot joint
spring stiffnesses (Figure 2). This finding indicates that for the
stiffness influences maximal vertical jumping.
range of stiffnesses tested, reducing midfoot joint negative work
was the primary determinant of jump performance, more so than
Methods
generating positive work at either joint. Indeed, a model with
Two-dimensional direct dynamics models of the lower limb were
both foot joints welded in place demonstrated the highest jump
created in OpenSim (v4.0) based on a simplified set of muscles
height. The ‘springiness’ of the human foot arch may therefore
and joints. The baseline model had joints at the hip, knee, ankle,
be less beneficial than its rigidity for maximal jumping even
midfoot, and metatarsophalangeal (MTP) joints (Figure 1).
when the foot’s arch is compressing and recoiling.
Midfoot and MTP joint passive stiffnesses were modelled as
torsional spring dampers (Figure 1). The model had muscles
representing the gluteus maximus, biceps femoris long head,
rectus femoris, vastii, gastrocnemius, soleus, and flexor hallucis
longus muscles. Muscle strengths were manually adjusted to
approximate torque-angle relations of more complex models [3].

Figure 1: Rigid body foot model with torsional springs at the midfoot
and metatarsophalangeal (MTP) joints.

An optimal control problem was solved as a direct collocation
problem using OpenSim Moco [v0.4.0; 4] to maximize jump
height from an initial quarter-squat position. The muscle
excitation time-histories were optimized to maximize the sum of
squared pelvis vertical velocity and position while minimizing
the reserve actuator controls throughout the jumping motion.
Jump height as a function of both midfoot and MTP joint spring
stiffnesses were measured across a wide range of stiffnesses.
Stiffness values were chosen to approximate joint ranges of
motion expected from very compliant to very stiff feet or feet in
very stiff shoes.
Results and Discussion
Midfoot joint stiffness had a much larger influence on jump
height than MTP joint stiffness (Figure 2). For example, a change
from 100 Nm/rad to 1,500 Nm/rad of midfoot torsional stiffness
with MTP joint stiffness at a constant 0 Nm/rad increased jump

Figure 2: Jump height and torsional spring work as a function of midfoot
and MTP joint stiffness.

Significance
Determining the extent to which the foot’s lever and spring
functions coexist can shed light on the human foot’s unique
evolution. Perhaps a foot ‘optimized’ or evolved for sub-maximal
tasks like steady-state running would be more compliant than one
‘optimized’ for maximal sprinting or jumping. Conversely, a foot
that can accomplish both tasks at least moderately well would
allow for a broader range of activities without sacrificing effort
or efficiency. Lastly, researchers should carefully consider how
feet are modelled when performing simulations of jumping as
foot deformation and stiffness impacted task performance.
References
[1] Stearne et al. (2016). Scientific Reports, 6(1), 1-10.
[2] Delp et al. (2007). IEEE Trans Biomed Eng, 54(11), 19451950.
[3] Arnold et al. (2010). Ann Biomed Eng, 38(2), 269-279.
[4] Dembia et al. (2019). PLoS Comput Biol, 16(12), e1008493.
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Introduction
Fractures of the lower extremity long bones are common in
patients with cerebral palsy (CP) and may be due, at least in part,
to compromised bone structural properties associated with
smaller bone size and/or reduced bone density. We have
previously shown that children with CP who require assistive
devices to walk have lower bone properties in the tibia diaphysis
and proximal metaphysis than independently ambulatory
children with CP [1]. However, it could not be determined
whether the independently ambulatory children with CP had
lower bone properties than typically developing children due to
lack of data from a control group without disability. Such data is
now available, and the purpose of the current study was to
compare tibial bone properties between children with CP with
varying levels of disability and typically developing children.
Methods
Thirty-three ambulatory children with CP (24 male) and 177
typically developing controls (95 male) ages 6-16 years
underwent quantitative computed tomography (QCT) imaging of
the tibias on a clinical CT scanner (Gemini GXL, Philips Medical
Systems Inc., Cleveland, OH, USA) using a low-dose protocol
(contiguous 1 mm slices acquired at 90 kVp, 32 mA, 1 sec
rotation time; effective radiation dose <0.05 mSv) with a solid
mineral reference phantom for density calibration (Model 3 CT
Calibration Phantom, Mindways Software, Inc., Austin, TX,
USA). Bone geometric properties (cortical bone area, crosssectional area, cortical thickness, and moments of inertia) were
measured at the mid-diaphysis (50% of bone length); crosssectional area, cancellous density, and density-weighted area
were measured in the proximal (13% of bone length) and distal
(90% of bone length) metaphyses [2]. The children with CP were
grouped by Gross Motor Function Classification System
(GMFCS) level, where GMFCS I (n=16) is independently
ambulatory on all surfaces, GMFCS II (n=14) is independently
ambulatory with difficulty on uneven terrain, and GMFCS III
(n=3) is ambulatory with assistive devices (walker or crutches)
[3]. Bone properties were compared among each GMFCS level
and controls using linear mixed effects models with sex and age
as covariates.
Results and Discussion
In the diaphysis, cortical bone area and moments of inertia were
lower in all CP groups compared with controls (p 0.04, Fig. 1).
Cortical thickness was also lower in the CP groups, but the
difference was statistically significant for GMFCS II and III only
(p 0.004). In the proximal metaphysis, density-weighted area
was lower in all CP groups compared with controls (p 0.08) due
to smaller cross-sectional area in all groups (p 0.05) and lower
cancellous density in GMFCS II and III (p=0.02). However, in
the distal metaphysis only GMFCS III had lower densityweighted area than controls (p=0.04), primarily due to reduced
cancellous density (p=0.02). Thus, most bone properties were
reduced in ambulatory children with CP, even at GMFCS levels
I and II, although bone deficits were greatest at GMFCS level III.

Figure 1: Comparison of groups for select bone properties. Black line
and grey band indicate mean and 95% confidence interval for controls.

Significance
Our results indicate that even the most functional children with
CP have reduced bone properties in the tibial diaphysis and
proximal metaphysis, which may contribute to increased fracture
risk. As expected, bone deficits are greater in less functional
children. Children in GMFCS level III had reduced bone
properties at all sites examined.
Acknowledgments
Funding provided by NIH-NICHD grants 5R01HD059826 and
1R01HD095456.
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Introduction
Elbow injuries are common in elite baseball players but are also
becoming more common in youth players. To mitigate injuries,
biomechanists often use correlational approaches to identify
modifiable movement strategies that could decrease joint loading
(2, 4). Baseball research has focused on the role of trunk motion
in relation to upper body loading (3). However, most of this
research averaged biomechanical variables across trials and used
statistical methods focused on group-average comparisons,
which may mask individual movement strategies in relation to
elbow loading. The purpose of this study was to use repeated
measures correlations to investigate the player-specific
associations between torso angles and external elbow valgus net
joint moments across repeated pitching trials.

Table 1: Repeated measures correlation data for
associations between absolute torso angles at instant of
fastball pitch release and external elbow valgus net
joint moment.
r
95% CI
p-value
Flexion -0.353 -0.454, -0.242
0.001
Lateral Rotation -0.123 -0.241, -0.002
0.046
Axial Rotation -0.029 -0.150, -0.093
0.641
Significance
Two of the three global torso angles at ball release were
associated with elbow valgus NJM. Importantly, these
associations were consistent across pitching trials of individual
players, which provides strong evidence that torso position at ball
release may be an important determinant of elbow loading in
youth players. Future research should investigate if instruction to
alter torso angles attenuates elbow loading.
References
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2. Howenstein J et al. Med Sci Sports Exerc 51, 523-531, 2019.
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5. Wu et al. J Biomech 38, 981-922, 2005.

Elbow Valgus NJM (N·m·kg-1)

Methods
Twenty-three little league players (range: 9-13 years, height:
1.55±0.12 m, body mass: 46.0±11.9 kg) were recruited and asked
to throw up to 15 fastball pitches (22.9±3.2 m·s-1) at a strike zone
14 m away. Players wore 32 markers and 7 marker clusters while
kinematic data were collected at 250 Hz (2). Two in-ground force
plates recorded kinetic data at 1000 Hz. Kinematic and kinetic
data were filtered with a 4th order zero-lag low-pass Butterworth
filters at 14 and 300 Hz, respectively. Global torso angles were
calculated from the thorax segment in accordance with best
practice recommendations (5). An inverse dynamics procedure
was used to calculate external net joint moments (NJM) at the
elbow joint. NJM were normalized to body mass. Global torso
angles around each of the cardinal axes were extracted at the
instant of ball release. Peak external elbow valgus NJM were also
extracted. Between eight and 15 trials from each pitcher were
used for the analysis.
The associations between torso angles and elbow valgus NJM
were investigated with repeated measures correlation (1), where
the independent variables were torso flexion, lateral rotation, and
axial rotation and the dependent variable was external elbow
valgus NJM.

Results and Discussion
The repeated measures correlation analysis indicated that elbow
valgus NJM was significantly correlated with torso flexion and
lateral rotation angles at ball release (Table 1), which indicated
that greater forward torso flexion and lateral rotation away from
the throwing arm at ball release were both associated with greater
elbow valgus NJM. Oyama et al. (3) noted that high school
pitchers with excessive lateral torso rotation at ball release also
exhibited greater elbow loading.

Flexion (°)

Lateral Rotation (°)

Axial Rotation (°)

Figure 1: Repeated measures correlations between absolute torso angles (°) at instant of ball release and external elbow
valgus net joint moment (NJM: N·m·kg-1) for 24 little league players.
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Introduction
Dynamic strength index (DSI), also referred to as the dynamic
strength deficit, is a method used by strength and conditioning
staff to provide greater insight into an athlete’s training status and
ability to express force production. This is calculated as a ratio of
ballistic peak force (PF), most commonly from a
countermovement jump (CMJ) or squat jump (SJ) compared to
PF during an isometric mid-thigh pull (IMTP). With high
reliability and low variability, this assessment provides a unique
method to understand and prescribe individualized training plans.
It has been suggested that training should focus on ballistic and
plyometric force production when DSI is low (<0.6), and
maximal strength production when DSI is high (>0.8).[1]
Previous investigation of DSI in healthy athletes
demonstrated that DSI-CMJ was a more reliable measure than
DSI-SJ, but the ratios were similar.[2] However, it is unknown
how neural impairment affects the nature of this ratio and the
relationship between the two calculation methods. Therefore, the
purpose of this preliminary analysis was to determine if the DSI
ratio calculated using CMJ and SJ were similar in para-athletes
with neurological impairments. It was hypothesized that DSICMJ would be less than DSI-SJ due to the presence of
neurological impairment and the inability to express dynamic
force.
Methods
Two para-athletes with neurological impairments completed
force plate testing, which included IMTP, CMJ, and SJ tasks. The
IMTP was performed on two in-ground force plates (AMTI;
Watertown, MA). For IMTP testing, a standard 20 kg
weightlifting bar was affixed on a squat rack with pins positioned
and locked consistently between trials. The athletes assumed a
self-selected position where the stationary bar was aligned with
their mid-thigh, with knee angle between 125-145° and hip angle
140-150°. Athletes were instructed to pull the bar against the pins
as hard as possible and hold for five seconds. Two trials were
completed. For CMJ testing, athletes stood on the force plates and
were instructed to squat and immediately jump as high as
possible. For SJ testing, athletes were instructed to hold the
bottom of a squat position for three seconds before jumping as
high as possible. Three repetitions were performed for each jump
task.
Raw force-time data were analyzed using both Noraxon
(Noraxon, U.S.A., Inc., Scottsdale, AZ) and custom software.
Peak force during each trial was obtained, and maximum PF
between all trials for each test day was used for analysis. One
athlete had three test days and the other athlete had two test days.

Results and Discussion
Similar to previous studies, PF was higher for IMTP than during
jump movements (Table 1). Interestingly, for four of the five test
days PF was higher for SJ than CMJ, which was unexpected due
to the stretch-shortening cycle involved with CMJ. Despite the
trend toward greater DSI-SJ values than DSI-CMJ, in accordance
with previous research the ratios were similar between the two
methods of calculation, R2=0.933 (Fig. 1).

Figure 1: Relationship between DSI-CMJ and DSI-SJ.

Practical individualized training plan recommendations (i.e.,
focus on strength training when DSI >0.8 or ballistic training
when DSI <0.6) did not differ between jump types for either
athlete on any of the testing dates.
Significance
This study begins to explore if a neurological impairment
affects training recommendations based on DSI. Future work
could assess if different impairment types (e.g., visual,
neurological, amputation) influence DSI calculated by different
methods. Use of the DSI may help to inform coaches and
clinicians who work with para-athletes assess their dynamic force
production capabilities in a sport-specific manner and assess
training adaptations.
References
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Table 1: Maximum Peak Force Values (N), and Resultant Dynamic Strength Index ratios
Test Day
SJ PF (N) CMJ PF (N)
IMTP PF (N)
DSI SJ
DSI CMJ

Athlete
1

1

1730

1666

2565

0.67

0.65

1

2

1925

1765

2622

0.73

0.67

1

3

1767

1904

3661

0.48

0.52

2

1

1933

1914

3738

0.52

0.51

2

2

1981

1880

3502

0.57

0.54
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Introduction
Stand-to-sit (StandTS) movement is an important functional
daily activity. Performing a StandTS task can be challenging
for older adults due to age-related changes in neuromotor
control [1]. Although trunk flexion and eccentric contraction of
the rectus femoris (RF) muscle are important during StandTS,
the effects of aging on these and related outcomes are not well
studied. Thus, the purpose of this study was to investigate the
differences in trunk flexion, RF muscle activation pattern, and
postural stability between young and older adults, and to
identify the relationship between trunk flexion and eccentric RF
muscle activation with postural stability.

Compared to young adults, older adults demonstrated shorter
RF EMG burst duration and reduced trunk flexion (Figure 1).
Older adults also demonstrated reduced stability as indicated by
a longer duration in which CoM was maintained beyond the
posterior limit of the base of support (BoS), greater mean
anterior-posterior CoP velocity and larger standard deviation of
CoM vertical acceleration during StandTS with smaller vertical
GRF before the StandTS termination.
A significant correlation of trunk flexion angle and EMG
burst duration of the RF muscle with the duration in which the
CoM stayed within the BoS was also found (Figure 2). There
were no age-related differences in weight-bearing symmetry,
StandTS speed, and trunk flexion angular velocity.

Methods
Ten younger and ten older healthy adults were compared during
three StandTS trials performed at a self-selected speed.
Outcomes included peak amplitude, peak timing, and burst
duration of electromyography (EMG) activity of the RF muscle,
trunk flexion angle and angular velocity, whole body center of
mass (CoM) displacement, center of pressure (CoP) velocity,
and ground reaction force (GRF).
Results and Discussion
Figure 2 : Correlation between maximum trunk flexion angle (left) /
EMG burst duration of RF (right) and duration in which CoM
remained within the BoS during StandTS.

With greater trunk flexion, the CoM moves towards the
anterior border of the BoS at the start of StandTS, which enables
the CoM to maintain its position longer in the BoS area
throughout StandTS. Reduced eccentric RF burst duration in
older adults leads to a lack of descending control and reduced
postural stability in combination with their decreased trunk
flexion.
Significance
In older adults, StandTS assessments and training that focused
on trunk flexion and maintaining eccentric RF control should
be part of a comprehensive balance intervention. Currently,
timed Sit-to-Stand assessments neglect the importance of a
controlled StandTS to improve accuracy and safety.
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Figure 1 : Trunk and whole body CoM kinematics and normalized
EMG activity of the RF muscle from a representative younger and
older adult during StandTS. “0 s represents “Go signal. Vel Inc / Dec
: Vertical CoM velocity increment / decrement. v:voltage, s:second
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Introduction
Arthroplasty registries are important sources of knowledge about
implant revision risk in elective total hip replacement (THA).
Many registries release annual report that report risk of revision
by implant name, allowing surgeons and patients to make
informed decision about implant selection. Most report raw
cumulative percent revision (CPR) post-operatively, but some
also report age and sex-adjusted hazard ratios based on Cox
proportional-hazards modeling. In the last thirty years,
investigators in epidemiology and biostatistics [1] have
developed analytical tools for selecting covariates to include in
statistical models to enhance causal inference. While these
methods do not solve the problem of gaining causal knowledge
from observational data, they can substantially reduce bias of the
statistical estimates of model parameters. Greenland et al. [1]
propose the concept of a “sufficient set adjustment variables” that
is required given a specified causal model.
The purpose of this project was to use modern methods in
causal inference to determine if adjustment for age and sex is
sufficient to estimate the relationship between implant and
revision without bias. We hypothesize that age and sex are an
insufficient adjustment set given current knowledge of the
biomechanical causes of revision, and additional biomechanical
variables must also be included in registry analyses of THA
revision risk.
Methods

Figure 1: Directed acyclic graph (DAG) showing the unblocked

backdoor paths with only Age and Sex are included as
adjustment variables. Open paths are depicted in red. The direct
causal relationship to be estimated is in green.
Causal inference methods require creating a causal model
relating exposure to outcome and representing that model as a
directed acyclic graph (DAG). Each node in the DAG represents
a variable (indicated in italics), and each directed edge indicates
a causal relationship between two variables. Absence of an edge
represents statistical independence. Figure 1 shows a DAG
created based on biomechanical and clinical knowledge. The
exposure is the choice of Implant and the outcome is Revision.
Note Bone density is a latent variable (i.e. shown in lighter gray)
because it is not typically recorded in arthroplasty registries.

The requirement for unbiased estimation of the parameter
representing the true causal relationship between Implant and
Revision is that all “backdoor” paths from exposure to outcome
are blocked by a variable in the adjustment set. A backdoor path
is an undirected path connecting the exposure to outcome AND
has an edge directed into the exposure. For example, the path
ImplantßAge à Revision is a backdoor path. Adding Age to the
adjustment set blocks that path. DAGitty software was used to
conduct the analysis of open and closed backdoor paths given
adjustment sets.

Figure 2: Directed acyclic graph shows all backdoor paths are
blocked when BMI, Sex, Age, Approach, and Bearing Couple are
included as adjustment variables.
Results and Discussion
The analysis showed that adjusting for only age and sex leaves
many backdoor paths open (Figure 1). Adding Approach, BMI,
and Bearing Couple closes all backdoor paths (Figure 2). A very
notable property of Figure 2 is that all backdoor paths passing
through Bone density are also closed by this adjustment set. This
means that Bone density does not have to be in the adjustment set,
which is very fortunate because it is not typically collected by
arthroplasty registries.
Significance
This analysis indicates the sufficient set of adjustment variables
for analysing the effect of implant on revision should include
biomechanical variables, Bearing Couple and BMI, in addition to
Age, Sex, and Approach.
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Introduction
Distribution of body mass around axes of rotation (rotational
inertia) affects the kinematics and dynamics of turns, including
those performed in dance.1 When rotation is around a principal
axis (e.g., the symmetry axis of a top), the angular momentum
and angular velocity vectors are parallel, and the rotating mass
system is considered to be dynamically balanced in mechanics.
Otherwise, the rotation axis experiences a “wobble” effect. For
asymmetric objects (e.g., dancers), a principal axis may not
extend through the point of support and center of mass (CoM), so
static and dynamic balance conditions might not be met
simultaneously. Principal moments of inertia and principal axes
have yet to be studied with respect to balance during dance turns.
This study investigated two hypotheses: (1) Two of the three
principal moments of inertia are equal during ballet pirouettes as
predicted by a prior theoretical analysis,2 and (2) Successful
pirouettes have closer alignment between the spin principal axis,
CoM, and point of support than unsuccessful pirouettes.

CoM
"̂#
""̂

Table 1: Average moments of inertia (all in kg-m2) around the three
principal axes, !̂! , !̂" , and !̂# .
Dancer
I1
I2
I3
A
49.8 ± 1.5
49.8 ± 1.5
1.32 ± 0.05
B
59.0 ± 0.3
59.0 ± 0.3
1.39 ± 0.03
C
60.5 ± 0.2
60.4 ± 0.2
1.51 ± 0.02
D
61.6 ± 0.2
61.6 ± 0.2
1.49 ± 0.03
E
62.2 ± 1.7
62.1 ± 1.7
1.44 ± 0.05
F
63.1 ± 0.4
63.0 ± 0.4
1.50 ± 0.04

Dynamic variations in inertia were measured, consistent with
subtle body position adjustments during pirouettes,4 and I1 and I2
remained equal as their values fluctuated over time.
The “spin” moment of inertia (I3) often decreased slightly
with time, consistent with a tightening mass distribution around
the spin axis during pirouettes. The third principal axis (!̂# ) was
aligned closely with the BoS-CoM line, and its direction varied
with respect to the vertical throughout the turns. Figure 2 shows
that the angles between !̂# and the vertical and between the BoSCoM line and the vertical were nearly equal for all dancers and
trials, refuting the second hypothesis that successful pirouettes
would have closer alignment between !̂# and the BoS-CoM line
than unsuccessful pirouettes. These results indicate that the mass
distribution in pirouette retiré position is conducive to meeting
both the static and dynamic balance conditions simultaneously.

BoS

"̂!
Figure 1: Dancer performing a pirouette in retiré position. Principal axes
(!̂! , !̂" , !̂# ) are defined with their origin at the base of support center.

Methods
Six advanced, injury-free, female dancers (age: 20 ± 5 yr; mass:
54 ± 3 kg; height: 164 ± 6 cm; dance training: 17 ± 5 yr) gave
informed consent and performed triple-turn, en dehors ballet
pirouettes in the IRB approved study (Fig.1). A 6-camera,
Qualisys motion capture system (100 Hz) tracked a full body
reflective marker set to determine positions and orientations of
fourteen body segments. De Leva’s segment inertial properties3
were used to compute the CoM and whole-body inertia tensor
relative to an origin at the base of support (BoS). The centroid of
the BoS was found using three markers: the first metatarsus head,
fifth metatarsus head, and great toe distal phalanx. Eigenvalues
and eigenvectors of the inertia tensor determined the principal
moments of inertia (I1, I2, I3), the principal axes of rotation (!̂! ,
!̂" , !̂# ), and their evolution throughout the pirouettes. The angle
(#) between the spin principal axis (!̂# ) and the vertical ($̂) were
found from the scalar product: cos # = !̂# ∙ $̂. The scalar product
was also used to determine the angle between the vertical and a
vector extending from the BoS centroid to the CoM.
Results and Discussion
While pirouette position (retiré) is not bilaterally symmetric, I1
and I2 (“topple” moments of inertia) were equal as hypothesized
and as expected for rotationally symmetric objects (Table 1).

Figure 2: Highly significant (*p < .001) positive correlation between
CoM-BoS and !̂# angles (with respect to the vertical), and slope close to
1 (solid line shows y = x). Data include all dancers, trials, and times.

Significance
The “topple” inertia results (I1 = I2) indicate a certain symmetry
or lack of preferred direction of topple in pirouettes; however,
this analysis based on body configuration does not consider other
essential factors such as how the pirouette’s initiation or muscle
strength imbalances may affect direction of topple. Turns in other
body configurations (e.g., arabesque, à la seconde) may not have
as close alignment between !̂# and the BoS-CoM line, which may
lead to pedagogical implications distinguishing how static
balance versus dynamic balance in those positions are taught.
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Introduction
Type II diabetes is a widespread disorder affecting many
people in the United States. One of the most common
complications of this disorder is distal symmetric diabetic
peripheral polyneuropathy (DPN) commonly involving the feet
of patients [1]. This complication can result in severe symptoms
including numbness or loss of sensation and pain in the feet. DPN
frequently results in altered foot posture and mechanics leading
to gait alteration from abnormal pressures placed on the foot
tissues. DPN also places the diabetic patient at much higher risk
of foot ulcer development. Extra-depth (orthopedic) shoes and
use of custom orthotic insoles have been traditionally used as a
preventive measure and a treatment reducing foot complications
associated with DPN [2-3], however their effectiveness at
mobility improvement have not been quantitatively addressed.
By using inertial measurement units (IMUs), this research aims
to quantitatively study the immediate effects of orthotic
interventions on the mobility of DPN patients. We hypothesized
that the two orthotic interventions employed, that is extra depth
shoes and extra depth shoes with custom insert, might increase
the stride length and speed compared to the patients’ preferred
shoes during self-selected normal walking. We also expected that
the use of extra-depth shoes together with custom fabricated
insoles for each subject would outperform the use of the extradepth shoes only.

extra-depth shoes (6 out of 7, 5.0 cm/s or 4.1% mean increase),
or the custom insert (5 out of 7, 7.5 cm/s or 6.4% mean increase),
compared to their normal shoes. When comparing extra-depth
shoes and the use of custom insoles, the results are not that
obvious since some patients exhibited higher speed when
wearing custom insoles while others saw the opposite effect (4
out of 7, 3.2 cm/s or 2.5% mean increase; 2 out of 7, 5.8 cm/s or
4.5% mean decrease). Analysis of stride length (Fig. 1-right)
showed a similar trend as the case of speed. Most patients
exhibited longer strides when wearing extra-depth shoes (5 out
of 7, 4.5 cm or 3.9% mean increase), and to a lesser degree using
the custom insert (4 out of 7, 7.3 cm or 6.2% mean increase). As
in the case of the stride length, the outcome is not conclusive
when comparing extra-depth shoes against custom insoles (4 out
of 7, 2.8 cm or 2.2% mean increase; 2 out of 7, 4.4 cm or 3.0%
mean decrease).

Methods
Seven participants (1F, 6M, age 68.1/2.3 years mean/std) who
were diagnosed with Type II diabetes mellitus ( 2 years), DPN
( 1 year), and BMI of 24-30 kg/m^2. None of them had a history
of previous use of prescription orthotic footwear. The University
of Michigan IRB approved the study and all subjects provided
informed consent. Participants were tested in clinic wearing their
preferred (regular daily) shoes and with each of the footwear
interventions. During our tests, participants were asked to walk a
75-foot hallway 10 times at comfortable (normal, self-selected)
speed. During these tests, we collected IMU sensor data
(accelerations and angular rates) using data loggers (GT9X,
ActiGraph) attached to their shoes. We collected data with the
participants wearing their normal shoes (regular daily),
prescribed extra-depth shoes and extra-depth shoes fitted with
custom insoles. For the prescription shoes, we collected data a
week after participants wore the shoes for a week (break in or
adjustment period). Estimated foot trajectories and timing were
derived from the IMU sensor data using a previously validated
method [4]. Using the foot trajectories, we determined individual
stride and timing information and computed stride speed and
length [5]. In addition, we analyzed the left and right foot strides
assuming they were symmetric. For each participant, a twosample t-test was used to determine statistically significant
difference between the means of the interested parameter across
the three different shoe options.

Figure 1: Comparison of stride speed (left), stride length (right). Results
indicate statistical significance difference across the three types of shoe
options (N=normal, E=extra-depth, I=extra-depth and custom insert).
Color codes indicate direction change (green=increase, yellow=no
change, red=decrease).

Results and Discussion
The clearest outcome shows that participants walked faster
(statistically significant difference) (Fig. 1-left) when wearing

As we have predicted we observed an increase of the stride
length and speed of patients with either orthotic intervention or
shoe interventions, yet the use of custom-made inserts did not
seem to outperform the use of commercial extra depth shoes in
any parameters. We also must acknowledge that it is possible that
patients overexert themselves when walking in new shoes under
the psychological influence that these shoes can help their
problems or their desire to perform well to please the researchers.
Improved or better ambulation in a clinic setting as opposed to
that in the everyday “real” world is an observed and well
recognized phenomenon seen in patients in the clinic by
practicing clinicians. Thus, these results must be further tested
and verified under a longer period of testing and more
importantly with a larger sample size.
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Introduction
The countermovement jump (CMJ) is one of the most common
tests used to monitor neuromuscular status among athletes1.
However, ensuring that athletes are producing maximal effort
during testing can present a challenge. CMJ assessments often
use force plates to record ground reaction force (GRF) time-series
data. Classification of effort level during CMJ may be possible
with machine learning methods, such as artificial neural networks
(ANN). The purpose of this study was to investigate the ability
of an ANN to classify three different CMJ effort levels based on
GRF time-series data.
Methods
Twenty NCAA Division I basketball players (8 males, 12
females) performed up to three CMJ trials at three different
perceived levels of effort (i.e., low, medium, high). GRF data
were collected from two force plates at 1000 Hz, and filtered with
a cut-off frequency of 50 Hz, which was based on residual
analyses. Right and left GRF data were summed into a single
vector, and time-normalized to 101 data points (Figure 1).
A classification ANN was constructed with the pattern
recognition app in the MATLAB neural network toolbox. The
data set included 170 jumps, and the input to the ANN was
therefore a 170x101 matrix. The target data consisted of 170x3
matrix that represented the three different effort levels. The ANN
included one hidden layer with five neurons and was trained with
scaled conjugate gradient backpropagation. The ANN was
trained with data from nineteen randomly chosen athletes and
tested with data from one athlete (Table 1). Performance of the
ANN was assessed via classification accuracy and cross-entropy.

effort CMJ may be that the CMJ height during the medium and
low effort trials was not explicitly controlled. This lack of control
may also indicate that athletes had problems consistently
producing medium and low efforts. Thus, the ANN may have
difficulty classifying CMJ trials among these two categories.
The GRF curves of high effort CMJ are characterized by
greater rate of force development, an earlier GRF peak, and a
more sustained GRF plateau (Figure 1). It is questionable if CMJ
effort level could be distinguished based solely on discrete peak
GRF. While it remains to be determined how classification
accuracy changes over time, with more varied input data, or with
athlete-specific changes (e.g., with fatigue), the current findings
hold promise to be useful to practitioners who regularly monitor
CMJ and are interested in ensuring a consistent effort across test
sessions. Classification of CMJ in the context of within-athlete or
case-study designs warrants consideration in future research as
between-athlete differences in jump strategies2-4 may limit the
predictive capabilities of ANN trained on more heterogeneous
groups as in the current study.

Table 1: Mean ± SD CMJ height (cm) across efforts.
Low
Medium
High
Training Data 25.1 ± 5.4 30.0 ± 5.1 35.8 ± 5.8
Testing Data 23.5 ± 10.3 34.4 ± 4.0 48.3 ± 0.4
Results and Discussion
The trained ANN classified CMJ trials with 99.4% accuracy
(cross-entropy error = 0.07). Data from the hold-out test subject
was classified with 88.9% accuracy (cross-entropy error =
14.70). Specifically, all three of the test subject’s high effort CMJ
were correctly classified, and no medium or low effort jumps
were incorrectly classified as high effort. However, one of the
test subject’s medium effort jumps was misclassified as low
effort.
The results of this study indicate that the trained ANN can
accurately distinguish between maximal and submaximal effort
levels of the CMJ. Although there was one misclassification, it
should be noted that it is more important that all high effort jumps
are correctly classified, and that no sub-maximal effort jumps
were misclassified as high effort, since both would be reasons for
concern as the major goal is to be able to identify whether a
specific CMJ trial reflects maximal effort during testing. An
explanation for the misclassification among the sub-maximal

Figure 1: Ensemble mean and standard deviation time-normalized
ground reaction force time-series data for three efforts of
countermovement jump (Blue: Low, Black: Medium, Red: High).

Significance
Classification of GRF data based on effort would be useful to
ensure consistent effort in testing. We showed that a trained ANN
is capable of this type of classification and demonstrated its
efficacy across three CMJ effort levels in collegiate basketball
players. The outlined approach may have broad applications in
sports science testing and research where time-series GRF data
often reflect key performance indicators of sporting activities.
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Introduction
Targeted neuromuscular training (TNMT) has been shown to
effectively reduce non-contact musculoskeletal injuries [1].
Hamstrings muscle (HAM) strains are prevalent non-contact
injuries among basketball athletes [2]. Recently, ultrasound shear
wave elastography (SWE) technology has been developed that
noninvasively assesses stiffness of soft tissues [3]. Accordingly,
the objective of this abstract was to use SWE to assess differences
in HAM stiffness before and after TNMT.
Methods
206 lower extremities from 103 high school basketball athletes
were examined through pre- and post-season SWE imaging over
a 3-year period. Athletes were assigned to Control (22, year 1) or
TNMT groups (81, years 2 & 3) based on year of accrual. The
TNMT group completed a 15-minute warm-up twice a week for
the duration of their basketball season. This warm-up
incorporated bodyweight activities designed to activate the HAM
musculature, including acceleration tasks, reverse HAM curls,
and plyometrics. The Control group received no additional
training to their normal basketball activities. Before and after the
season, each subject was maneuvered through a range of passive
lower extremity flexion by a clinician. A GE Logiq E9 ultrasound
was used to assess SWE stiffness of the HAM at three points along
their flexibility pathway (80%, 60%, and 40% of maximal 90/90
extension orientation). Three SWE images were taken at each
location and averaged into a subject mean. A 2x2 ANOVA of
Intervention (TNMT, Control) vs. Time (Pre-, Post-Season) was
used to assess for statistical differences. Individual differences
within groups were assessed via Student’s t-test. Significance was
set at < 0.05.
Results and Discussion
HAM stiffness was greater at 60% and 80% of peak flexibility
than at 40%. This indicates that the athletes place greater stress on
their HAM musculature as they approach the boundaries of their
passive flexibility.
Intervention was a significant factor at the 80% and 60%
flexibility orientation (p 0.01), but not at the 40% orientation (p
= 0.12). Time was not a significant factor for the whole dataset (p
0.28). However, within the TNMT group, Time was significant
for the 80% and 60% orientation (p
0.05) and approached
significance for the 40% orientation (p = 0.09). In all cases, the
TNMT exhibited a decrease in HAM stiffness from pre-season to
post-season testing (Table 1, Figure 1). Pre-season HAM stiffness
was higher in TNMT subjects than Controls. However, as no
training had been enacted prior to the season, the rationale for this
baseline difference remains to be determined.
Table 1: SWE stiffness of HAM (mean ± std) by Intervention and Time
Flexibility

TNMT

Control

Pre

Post

Pre

Post

80%

69.4 ± 35.4

62.0 ± 33.4

43.3 ± 31.4

45.5 ± 29.4

60%

67.7 ± 32.4

60.2 ± 33.4

54.3 ± 31.3

53.5 ± 34.4

40%

56.1 ± 29.4

50.8 ± 27.3

48.8 ± 25.7

47.9 ± 25.9

Figure 1: HAM stiffness at 80% of peak passive flexion (top) and 40%
of peak passive flexion (bottom). TNMT reduced HAM stiffness at the
80% orientation, but exhibited no effect at 40%.

The present data indicates that a TNMT HAM warm-up
program is likely to decrease HAM stiffness in lower extremity
orientations associated with elevated HAM stress. As such,
dynamic warm-ups targeted to specific muscle groups may prove
efficacious to soft-tissue injury prevention during athletic
participation. This entire project witnessed 225 Control athletes
suffer 3 HAM injuries, while 96 TNMT athletes suffered 0 HAM
injuries. Decreased passive HAM stiffness may be associated with
decreased risk of HAM strain.
Significance
HAM injuries are prevalent in basketball. TNMT can reduce
HAM muscle stiffness across a basketball season and therefore, is
likely efficacious in muscular injury prevention of. These
concepts can be extrapolated across sports and muscle groups to
target prevention toward sport-specific injury mechanisms.
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Introduction
Chronic injury- or disease-induced asymmetric gait
deviations are metabolically costly and may precipitate changes
in joint loading associated with joint pain and osteoarthritis [1].
Therefore, interventions often target restored gait symmetry to
minimize harmful consequences of gait deviations. In many
clinical populations, neurological and/or anatomical changes
make isolating the impact of any specific gait deviation difficult.
Our previous work employed ankle and knee bracing to impose
limitations on joint range of motion (ROM) and induce
asymmetric gait in unimpaired participants [2]. Here, we extend
this work by conducting musculoskeletal simulations driven with
experimental kinetics and kinematics and constrained by
electromyography (EMG) to determine the interaction between
induced asymmetry and knee joint reaction forces (KJRF). Our
hypotheses are that (h1) asymmetric restrictions will result in
increased KJRF loading rate and peak value on the ipsilateral
(due to reduced knee compliance) and contralateral (due to
asymmetric propulsion) limb when compared to unrestricted
walking and (h2) changes in propulsive asymmetry will correlate
with changes in contralateral KJRF loading rate.
Methods
Data were recorded on 8 (4M/4F) healthy controls walking at
0.8 ms-1 while a 3D printed ankle stays and knee bracing (DonJoy
T-ROM) were used to restrict the ankle (r-ank), knee (r-knee),
and combined ankle and knee (r-a+k) ROM; trials were
compared to unrestricted (unr) walking where bracing was worn
without restriction (T-ROM unlocked). We recorded ground
reaction forces, kinematics, and EMG of 6 lower limb muscles
bilaterally. Recorded marker locations were used to scale a lower
limb adaptation of a full-body model to each participant [3].
Personalized models, experimentally determined kinematics, and
GRFs were used with the computed muscle control (CMC) tool
to determine simulated muscle activations guided by EMGdriven timing constraints [4]. A joint force analysis probe
calculated KJRF along the long axis of the tibia. We normalized
KJRF by body weight and averaged values across ten stance
phases for each participant. The 1st peak KJRF was found as the
maximum in the first 50% on stance phase, the KJRF loading rate
was defined as the median gradient between heel strike and 1 st
Peak KJRF timing. Propulsive asymmetry was determined as the
ratio of the max to the sum of peak anteriorly directed GRFs. A

one-way repeated measures ANOVA performed in SAS was used
to determine whether restriction type (unr, r-ank, r-knee, r-a+k)
significantly affected outcomes. Post-hoc analysis t-tests with
Bonferroni corrections for multiple comparisons were performed
for significant factor levels. We determined significance of
Pearson s linear correlations for comparisons ith propulsive
asymmetry using a custom MATLAB script.
Results and Discussion
Our EMG-informed CMC simulations produced subject
averaged KJRF profiles over stance phase (Fig 1a,b) within the
range of values reported in literature [1]. We reject h1 because
KJRF peak values and loading rates do not significantly increase
on either limb when compared to the unr condition. Specifically,
peak contralateral KJRF were not significantly affected, and
ipsilateral peak KJRF values (Fig 1c) were significantly reduced
in the r-ank condition when compared to the unr (p=0.008) and rknee (p=0.041) conditions. While not significant (p=0.2),
ipsilateral KJRF loading rate (Fig. 1d) tended to decrease with
restriction in contrast to our hypothesis that reduced knee
compliance would lead to increased KJRF. While ROM
restriction did not significantly affect contralateral KJRF loading
rate (Fig 1e), it tended to increase with knee restriction (r-knee,
r-a+k) when compared to ankle restriction. Lastly, we observed a
weak relationship between the KJRF loading rate and
propulsive asymmetry (r2=0.25; p=0.01) indicating additional
factors may drive increases in KJRF load rate contralaterally.
Significance
Musculoskeletal simulations offer an opportunity for further
decoupling of the interaction between gait deviations and the
resulting changes in JRFs. Future work should investigate the
impact of joint restriction on the hip and consider whether
additional factors such as the limitation of compensatory degrees
of freedom may explain the variance in the KJRF data.
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Figure 1. Subject averaged KJRF on the (a) ipsilateral and (b)contralateral limbs plotted over stance phase. Ipsilateral (c) peak KJRF and (d) loading
rate and contralateral (e) KJRF loading rate are illustrated (mean ± st. dev). Hatched patterns indicate a joint restriction on plotted limb.
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Introduction
Standing balance is maintained via multi-joint coordination of
postural responses, wherein joint torques – typically at the ankle
and/or hip – help keep the body s center of mass (COM) within
the base of support. Low back pain (LBP) alters posture and
muscular responses that shift toward hip-dominant coordination
strategies associated with poor balance control [1]. Moreover,
persons with lower limb loss often demonstrate altered
coordination (e.g., increased out of phase trunk-pelvis
coordination, increased hip and knee mechanical work) and
impaired balance control [2,3]; it is possible that these
coordination strategies are associated with the development
and/or recurrence of LBP, particularly given the high prevalence
rates (52-89%) of LBP in this population [4]. Though recent work
in persons without limb loss suggests that COM motion control
is tri-modal, including the ankle, knee, and hip [5], the role of the
knee in COM control is less clear in persons with limb loss.
Further, the extent to which trunk-lower extremity coordination
patterns impact COM dynamics during standing balance among
persons with limb loss, particularly those with LBP, is unknown.
The aim of this study was to determine the influence of COMlower limb joint coordination on COM dynamics during standing
balance among persons with lower limb loss, with and without
LBP. We hypothesized that combinations of trunk-lower limb
coordination patterns would predict COM dynamics in persons
with limb loss; specifically, trunk-hip coordination would be the
predominant pairing predicting COM dynamics among those
with LBP.
Methods
Forty participants with unilateral lower limb loss, 17 without
LBP (6F/11M, 13 transtibial, 4 transfemoral, 34.1±8.1 yrs,
174.5±8.9 cm, 83.7±17.8 kg) and 23 with LBP (10F/13M, 16
transtibial, 7 transfemoral, 35.3±9.1 yrs, 174.8±8.3 cm,
83.5±19.6 kg), stood quietly for 30s on a firm surface, with eyes
open (EO) and eyes closed (EC), while wearing accelerometers
on the sacrum (surrogate for COM), and bilaterally on the thigh,
shank, and foot (128Hz, Opal Gen2, APDM Inc, Portland, OR).
A state-space model with a causal Kalman filter calculated hip,
knee, and ankle joint flexion-extension angles on the intact and
prosthetic limbs. Fuzzy entropy (FE; m=2, r=0.2, n=2) assessed
COM dynamics using the sacral angular velocity variability [6].
Normalized cross-correlation functions identified trunk-lower
limb joint coordination patterns (trunk-hip, trunk-knee, trunkankle). Peak positive and negative cross-correlation values were
used for statistical analyses. Multiple linear regression predicted
COM dynamics from cross-correlation values for each pattern,
with BMI and amputation level as covariates, and limbs analyzed
independently (p<0.05).
Results and Discussion
Among persons with limb loss and LBP, with EC, the intact limb
regression (F(7,22)=3.70, p=0.02, R=0.81) explained 66% of the
variance with a positive trunk-hip coordination strategy
contributing significantly to the model (β=0.33, p=0.02). The

prosthetic limb regression (F(7,22)= 3.54, p=0.02, R=0.79)
explained 62% of the variance with a negative trunk-hip strategy
contributing significantly to the model (β=0.45, p=0.03). The
models were not significant (p>0.17) for either group with EO
(Figure 1), nor for the no LBP group with EC (p>0.54).
Persons with limb loss and LBP demonstrate opposing
coordination strategies between the lower limbs and COM,
wherein the flexion/flexion coordination pattern of the intact hip
and extension/flexion coordination strategy of the prosthetic side
hip may create a rotational torque about the COM, particularly
when vision is removed. This strategy explains a large proportion
of the variance in postural dynamics (i.e., regularity in COM
angular velocity) and may identify a mechanism associated with
LBP recurrence. The lack of significant findings with EO, yet
with at least a third of the variance explained, could indicate an
increased reliance on vision, which is typical [2], to control
postural
dynamics
rather
than
coordination.

Figure 1: Regression model predicted values vs. actual values of fuzzy
entropy by group: A) Eyes open, intact limb; B) Eyes open, prosthetic
limb; C) Eyes closed, intact limb; D) Eyes closed, prosthetic limb. LBP:
low back pain group; nLBP: no low back pain group.

Significance
Given the unique interplay between lower limb joints and the
altered somatosensory afferents after limb loss, evaluating the
relationships between joint coordination, postural dynamics, and
LBP will assist in the understanding of how coordination
strategies influence balance control during functional activities
(e.g., standing, walking), and help mitigate the adoption of
deleterious mechanics to improve longer-term outcomes (e.g.,
reduce development or recurrence of LBP).
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Introduction
Pa ien
i h i epa able o a o c ff ea (RCT) e hibi
f nc ional limi a ion hile pe fo ming ac i i ie of dail li ing
ch a combing hei hai . One iable ea men i
pe io
cap la econ
c ion (SCR). SCR ha been ho n o e o e
abili of he glenoh me al (GH) join in cada e 1, b i
effec on in i o cap la and h me al mo ion i nkno n. The
aim of hi
d e e o de e mine he effec of SCR on in i o
cap la and h me al kinema ic d ing a f nc ional hand o head
mo ion and o iden if a ocia ion be een ho lde kinema ic
and pa ien - epo ed o come (PRO ). We h po he i ed ha
mo ing he hand o he back of he head o ld be accompli hed
b
ing mo e GH ba ed mo emen incl ding o a ion and
abd c ion, and le cap la mo ion af e SCR, and he e o ld
be a po i i e co ela ion be een he e kinema ic change and
imp o ed PRO
Methods
Ten pa ien (8M, 2F, age 63 7 ea ) i h i epa able RCT
p o ided info med con en o pa icipa e in hi p o pec i e IRBapp o ed d . Ame ican Sho lde and Elbo S geon (ASES),
Di abili of he A m Sho lde and Hand (DASH), and We e n
On a io Ro a o C ff Inde (WORC)
e
e e comple ed
befo e (PRE) and 1- ea af e (1YR-POST) SCR. PRE and 1YRPOST, pa icipan
e e ea ed and in
c ed o mo e hei hand
f om hei lap o he back of hei head hile nch oni ed
biplane adiog aph of he ho lde e e collec ed a 50 image /
fo 3 epa a e ial . Si deg ee of f eedom GH and cap la
kinema ic
e e de e mined i h b-millime e acc ac b
ma ching bjec - pecific CT-ba ed bone model of he h me
and cap la o he nch oni ed adiog aph
ing a alida ed
ol me ic acking echniq e3. The con ib ion of h me al
abd c ion, plane of ele a ion and in e nal/e e nal (I/E) o a ion
ela i e o he cap la, a
ell a cap la p a d o a ion,
p o ac ion, and il , e e calc la ed fo each bjec PRE and
1YR-POST fo he en i e mo ion. PRE o 1YR-POST diffe ence
in end ange o a ional po i ion and he o al con ib ion of each
o a ion e e e al a ed ing a pai ed - e . Among- bjec
a iabili
in o a ional con ib ion o he mo ion
a
calc la ed a he ab ol e diffe ence f om he g o p mean fo
each e da . Diffe ence in a iabili
e e anal ed ing a
pai ed - e . Co ela ion be een o a ion con ib ion and
PRO
e e e al a ed i h Pea on co ela ion coefficien .
Significance a e a p < 0.05 fo all e .
Results and Discussion
End-po i ion I/E o a ion a 12 lo e 1YR-POST compa ed o
PRE (p = 0.03, Fig e 1), hile end-po i ion cap la p o ac ion
a 6 deg ee highe 1YR-POST compa ed o PRE (p = 0.01,
Fig e 1). No diffe ence in he o al con ib ion of each
o a ional componen e e iden ified f om PRE o 1YR-POST
(Fig e 2), b in e - bjec a iabili dec ea ed 4.0% in GH
abd c ion and 2.6% in GH I/E o a ion (p = 0.047, and p = 0.005,
e pec i el , Fig e 2). The PRE o 1YR POST inc ea e in
con ib ion f om GH abd c ion a po i i el co ela ed o he
inc ea e in con ib ion f om GH I/E o a ion (R = 0.8, p = 0.001)
and nega i el co ela ed o he change in con ib ion f om

1

cap la p o ac ion (R = -0.94, p = 0.001). Dec ea ed
con ib ion of glenoh me al o a ion and abd c ion e e off e
b inc ea ed cap la p o ac ion, hile end- ange I/E o a ion
dec ea ed and cap la p o ac ion inc ea ed, hich con adic
o fi h po he i .

Figure 1. End-po i ion o a ion fo he h ee GH o a ion and
h ee cap la o a ion d ing a hand- o-head mo ion. Do
abo e he olid black line indica e a highe end-po i ion
o a ion 1YR-POST hile do belo he olid black line
indica e a highe end-po i ion PRE.

Figure 2. Pe cen con ib ion of each of he 6 o a ion PRE
and 1YR-POST i h bo e indica ing he ange of con ib ion
and he middle line indica ing he g o p mean con ib ion.
Imp o emen in ASES co e
e e al o po i i el co ela ed
i h inc ea ed plane of ele a ion con ib ion (R = 0.635, p =
0.048). Thi ppo o econd h po he i , and ma co e pond
i h imp o ed glenoh me al kinema ic and efficienc of
mo emen d ing a f nc ional a k follo ing SCR. F
e ok
ill in e iga e GH and cap la kinema ic in heal h
indi id al pe fo ming he hand o head mo emen o de e mine
if mo emen
a eg af e SCR i clo e o heal h .
Significance
Change in cap la and GH kinema ic follo ing SCR gge
a con e gence o a d a mo e imila and po en iall mo e
efficien mo emen pa e n follo ing SCR. Foc ing on
e o ing ho i on al plane mo ion ma lead o imp o ed clinical
o come af e SCR.
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Introduction
Load accommodation strategies are responses to an external
stressor, such as external mass, while performing a movement
[1]. Several load accommodation strategies have been
identified, including a Newtonian strategy, where an increase in
vertical ground reaction force (vGRF) is linearly related to the
increase in the external weight and occurs at an equal rate [1].
Past load accommodation strategy studies have focused on
healthy adults, and there is little research in strategies children
with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) may adopt. ASD is a
neurodevelopment disorder with socio-behavioral deficits,
though, recent evidence demonstrates that motor deficits may
be a core symptom of ASD [2]. Weighted vests (WV) are a
common treatment modality used to decrease hyper-reactivity
and sensory defensiveness in this population [3], however, the
impacts of WVs on motor deficits and gait have proved
beneficial as they have increased the center of mass smoothness
[4]. Therefore, a WV may be a suitable external stressor to use
in load accommodation strategy studies for children with ASD
to further understand how they move. Therefore, the purpose is
to evaluate load accommodation strategies by analyzing the
vGRF during walking with a WV with 5% body mass in
children with ASD. It is hypothesized that children with ASD
will demonstrate a non-Newtonian response, due to past
literature suggesting possible instabilities in the stance phase
causing difficulty supporting body weight [5].
Methods
3 children (1 female, 2 males) with a clinical diagnosis of ASD
(10.67±0.58 years; 1.56±0.03 m; 54.63±6.65 kg) and 3 age-andsex matched neurotypical (NT) children (10.67±0.58 years;
1.48±0.03 m; 43.35±10.55 kg) participated. Participants walked
9 m over-ground, for 10 trials at a self-selected velocity without
a WV (baseline) and with a WV with 5% body mass evenly
distributed posteriorly and anteriorly. Force data were collected
with 3 AMTI force platforms mounted flush with the floor
(1000 Hz, Advanced Mechanical Technology Inc., MA, USA)
and exported to Visual 3D (C-Motion, Inc., Germantown, MD,
USA) for analysis. Data were smoothed using a low-pass
Butterworth digital filter with a cut-off frequency of 25 Hz.
vGRFs were normalized to body mass. The first peak of vGRF
during walking was chosen for analysis and averaged for each
participant. Limbs were collapsed after a paired samples t-test
(ɑ=0.05) yielded no significant difference between limbs (p =
0.73). A 2x2 (group x condition) factorial analysis of variance
(ANOVA; ɑ=0.05) was conducted. Percent change in vGRF
was used to quantify which strategy was adopted between
groups and individuals in both conditions.
Results and Discussion
Analysis revealed no statistically significant interaction
between the effects of group and condition F(1,12) = 0.06, p =
0.81, η2=0.01. There was no group main effect (p=0.90) and no
condition main effect (p=0.32). However, the percent change in

vGRF revealed both groups displayed a Super Newtonian
response to the load (Figures 1 and 2). Some individuals
displayed responses different from the group response,
suggesting that load accommodation strategies may be
individualistic among children. However, both groups
demonstrated a Super Newtonian response, indicating that a
neuromuscular strategy was adopted resulting in larger increase
in vGRF than the mass in the vest. While additional participants
are needed to confirm these results, children with ASD may
adopt a similar strategy to their neurotypical peers.

Figure 1: Strategies demonstrated by the ASD group and the
individuals (gray lines) compared to the Newtonian strategy.

Figure 2: Strategies demonstrated by the NT group and the individuals
(gray lines) compared to the Newtonian strategy.

Significance
There is little research the effects of external stressors have in
children with ASD during gait. It is important to understand the
biomechanical strategies children with ASD use to further
distinguish the motor deficits that are present in this population.
The use of load accommodation strategies with an external
stressor that is a common treatment among this population, may
allow for the possibility of identifying those differences.
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Introduction
Application of ultrasound shear wave elastography (SWE) in
sports medicine biomechanics has expanded [1]. While literature
has established that males exhibit greater hamstrings muscle
(HAM) stiffness than females [2], HAM stiffness progression
relative to age remains unexplored. Accordingly, the objective of
this abstract was to establish the correlation between SWE
stiffness and age in basketball athletes. It was hypothesized that
HAM stiffness would increase with age in high school basketball
athletes. It was further hypothesized that collegiate athletes would
have greater HAM stiffness than high school athletes.
Methods
571 lower extremities from 236 high school basketball athletes
(163F:73M) were examined for HAM stiffness prior to the start
of their competitive season. In addition, each subject’s lower
extremities were individually articulated through a passive range
of flexion motion with the knee in an extended position. A GE
LogiqE9 ultrasound was used to capture SWE images of the HAM
at three subject-specific orientations (80%, 60%, and 40% of the
peak range of motion). Three SWE images were taken of the
biceps femoris midsubstance at each orientation. Custom
MATLAB code was used to extract SWE stiffness (kPa) these
values were averaged into a subject mean. Data were separated by
sex and a one-way ANOVA was used to assess differences
between ages (14-18 years). Individual differences within age
pairs were assessed via Student’s t-test. Pearson correlations were
used to assess association between age and stiffness at each
orientation. Significance was set at < 0.05.
Results and Discussion
Age was a significant factor for HAM stiffness in females at all
three orientations (p 0.03) and in males at the 60% orientation
(p < 0.01). However, there was no significant linear correlation
between age and HAM stiffness for either sex at any orientation
(r2 0.08). Instead, in females HAM stiffness peaked at ages 15
& 16 for the 80% orientation and age 15 for the 60% and 40%
orientations (Table 1). In males, HAM stiffness decreased by age
17 relative to 14 & 15 in the 80% and 60% orientations (Table 1).
Based on this data, HAM stiffness does not appear to be directly
associated with development. Accordingly, the hypothesis was
rejected.
Collegiate status was significant to HAM stiffness for females
at all orientations and for males at the 80% and 60% orientations.
In each of these orientations, the collegiate athletes had
significantly greater HAM stiffness than their high school
counterparts (Figure 1). This outcome directly supports the
hypothesis. Despite this significance, further investigation is
warranted to determine if these differences are related to age and
development as opposed to alterations in training regimens
between collegiate and high school sports. Further, as
musculoskeletal injuries increase dramatically between high
school and collegiate levels, further investigation is also
warranted relative to the role of tissue stiffness in injury
prevention.

Table 1: Mean (std) female HAM stiffness by age and limb orientation
Age
80%
60%
40%
(Years) Orientation
Orientation
Orientation
14
37.0 (26.3)
43.4 (28.2)
37.0 (20.7)
15
52.4 (35.7)
58.5 (35.8)
50.0 (28.8)
Females
16
53.5 (38.8)
52.2 (32.0)
44.2 (26.5)
17
35.8 (22.9)
44.3 (30.2)
43.2 (26.7)
18
46.5 (38.3)
45.0 (27.7)
44.3 (28.9)
14
71.3 (37.3)
73.1 (39.2)
55.3 (33.0)
15
71.6 (38.4)
80.3 (37.7)
59.5 (32.2)
Males
16
63.0 (39.5)
60.1 (34.0)
47.1 (27.3)
17
53.9 (33.1)
52.6 (31.0)
50.8 (29.7)
18
64.9 (37.6)
69.8 (37.6)
62.4 (31.7)

Figure 1: HAM stiffness as recorded by SWE at orientations of 80%
(blue), 60% (red), and 40% (green) of peak passive flexion. At the 80%
and 60% position, collegiate basketball players have significantly
increased HAM stiffness relative to their high school counterparts.

Significance
HAM stiffness does not directly associate with age in young
athletes but alters dramatically between the high school and
collegiate levels. As such, there may be potential to utilize SWE
stiffness as a surrogate for injury risk between levels of
competition; however, further study is necessary to substantiate
such claims.
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In rod c ion
Inclines and stairs are common terrains encountered during dail
life that pose challenges to mobilit in people ith impaired
alking abilities, such as those ith cerebral pals (CP) [1,2].
We pre iousl demonstrated that ankle e oskeleton assistance
can impro e le el ground alking econom and gait mechanics
in indi iduals ith CP [3,4]. Working to ards our long-term goal
of augmenting mobilit in free-li ing settings, the p rpo e of
this stud
as to in estigate the effects of ankle e oskeleton
assistance on metabolic po er and muscle acti it during incline
alking and stair ascent in CP.
Me hod
Se en participants ith CP (Table 1) completed 6-minute
alking trials on a treadmill (Bertec) at 5 incline and 5-minute
stair stepping trials (Stairmaster). For both acti ities, participants
alked hile earing shoes (Shod) and hile earing a batter po ered ankle e oskeleton
(E o) (Fig. 1, [3]) in a
randomi ed order.
We collected metabolic
data and muscle acti it of the
tibialis anterior (TA), soleus,
and astus lateralis (VL). Net
metabolic po er as calculated
b subtracting the standing
metabolic rate from the gross
metabolic po er of each
condition, and normali ing b
Fig re 1: E perimental setup.
bod mass. A erage integrated
electrom ograph (iEMG) data ere calculated for the stance
phase, s ing phase, and a complete gait c cle, a eraged b all
gait c cles and bet een limbs for each trial. All parameters ere
compared using paired t o-tailed t-tests bet een Shod and E o
conditions (
0.05).
Table 1. Participant characteristics.
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7

Age (Years)
33
11
15
25
14
12
14

Se
M
M
M
F
M
M
M

Heigh (m)
1.7
1.5
1.65
1.47
1.48
1.41
1.65

Mass (kg)
71.4
48.4
57.2
47.4
39.5
37.7
55.8

GMFCS
II
I
I
III
II
II
II

GMFCS: Gross Motor Function Classification S stem.

Re l and Di c ion
Walking ith ankle assistance reduced net metabolic po er
b 13.2% and 15.4% during incline alking and stair climbing,
respecti el , compared to alking earing shoes (Fig. 2).
Compared to the Shod condition, alking ith e oskeleton
reduced soleus iEMG b 12.1% and 22.2% during incline
alking and stair climbing, respecti el , and reduced VL iEMG
b 10.8% and 18.6% during incline alking and stair climbing,
respecti el (Fig. 3). During incline alking, stance phase

muscle acti it
as reduced b 12.4% for the soleus and 9.8%
for VL, respecti el , and s ing phase iEMG as reduced b
17.7% for TA, in E o condition compared to Shod.

Fig re 2: A erage and indi idual net metabolic po er during incline
alking and stair climbing hen alking earing shoes (Shod) and
ankle e oskeleton (E o). GMFCS: Gross Motor Function Classification
S stem.

Fig re 3: Normali ed muscle acti it of a gait c cle and integrated
eletrom ograph (iEMG) for the tibialis anterior (TA), soleus, and VL
( astus lateralis) hen alking ith shoes (Shod) and e oskeleton (E o)
on inclines and stairs. Error bars indicate standard error. Shading depicts
mean standard de iation.

Significance
To the best of our kno ledge, this is the first stud to demonstrate
that batter -po ered ankle e oskeleton assistance can impro e
metabolic efficienc during incline and stair ambulation in
people ith CP. These findings moti ate future research of ankle
e oskeleton assistance to impro e mobilit free-li ing settings.
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Introduction
Deleterious landing biomechanics during sporting tasks are
associated with non-contact lower extremity injuries, such as
anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) tears [1, 2]. Previous literature
demonstrated that women are more susceptible to ACL injuries
than men, and that women with higher ground reaction forces
(GRF) during landing showed greater injury risk [2]. Posterior
GRF in particular are strongly associated with risk factors of
ACL injuries because they are linked with greater peak anterior
tibial shear forces and knee extension moments [1].
Although studies have identified sex-specific differences in
joint kinetics and kinematics during landing tasks, little is known
about joint-specific contributions to posterior GRF in either
males or females. Induced acceleration analysis (IAA) can
calculate the direct contributions of lower limb net joint moments
(NJM) to posterior GRF during landing tasks and therefore
quantify joint-specific contributions to a known ACL injury
factor [3]. The purpose of this study was to investigate sexspecific contributions of ankle, knee, and hip NJM to posterior
GRF during forward drop vertical jump task.
Methods
Eight male and eight female NCAA Division 1 basketball players
performed three forward drop vertical jump trials (DJ-LESS) [2].
Kinematic data of 26 markers were collected with a motion
capture system at 100Hz. Kinetic data were collected with two
force plates at 1000 Hz. All data were filtered with a fourth-order
low pass filter at a cut off frequency of 16 Hz. An inverse
dynamics analysis was used to calculate the NJM at the ankle,
knee, and hip joints. An IAA module was then used to calculate
the sagittal plane contributions of these NJM to the horizontal
GRF. These contributions were calculated for the entire ground
contact phase, which was based on a vertical GRF threshold of
10 N (Figure 1). All data were time-normalized (e.g., 0-100%)
and averaged across the three trials from each participant. NJM
and GRF were normalized by body mass.

independent t-test was used to compare data between males and
females during the first 50% of the DJ-LESS ground contact
phase ( = 0.05).
Results and Discussion
The SPM analysis did not identify any significant sex differences
in NJM contributions to the horizontal GRF during the first half
of the ground contact phase of the DJ-LESS. However, marked
individual differences among players were noted for ankle and
hip NJM contributions, which appeared to capture trade-offs
between these joint s contribution to horizontal GRF (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Exemplary NJM contributions to horizontal GRF for
players with ankle (top) and hip (bottom) dominant strategies.
Previous literature found time-varying trade-offs in peak
ankle and hip kinetics such that peak vertical and posterior GRF
or extensor NJM did not differ between males and females [1, 5].
These trade-offs showed that females used knee extensor and
ankle plantarflexor strategy, whereas males used the knee and hip
extensors strategy to decelerate the body during landing [5].
Greater posterior GRF, which are commonly associated with
greater risk of ACL injuries, are the result of knee extensor NJM.
Basketball players appear to use highly individualized ankle or
hip extensor strategies to mitigate excessive posterior GRF.
Inconsistent with previous studies, our analyses showed that
ankle and hip NJM trade-offs during initial half phase of DJLESS do not depend on the sex of the participants.
Significance
This study highlighted that investigating subject-specific tradeoffs between ankle and hip extensors strategy to mitigate
posterior GRF and risk of ACL injury may be more important
ha he bjec
e .

Figure 1: Joint-specific contributions to horizontal GRF.
All statistical comparisons of joint-specific IAA-based NJM
contributions between males and females were made with the
m1d package in Python [4]. Specifically, an SPM
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Introduction
Regulation of whole-body angular momentum (WBAM) during
stair negotiation is essential to prevent falling, and WBAM is
regulated more tightly during stair descent compared to ascent
[1]. However, the mechanisms employed for this control are
poorly understood. The ground reaction forces and moments
significantly influence WBAM. Therefore, we examined the
coordination between the vertical ground reaction forces (GRFs)
under the feet during the double support phase to identify their
role in regulating WBAM about the medio-lateral (ML) axis
during stair ascent and descent.
During double support, vertical GRFs beneath the feet could
covary negatively, thus stabilizing their sum and thereby the
vertical translation of the centre of mass (COM). Conversely, the
GRFs could covary positively, thus stabilizing their difference.
Since these GRFs create opposing moments about the COM (Fig.
1A), positive covariation will result in the stabilization of the
WBAM. We recently demonstrated negative covariation in the
GRFs while ascending, but no covariation while descending a
curb [2]. Here, we quantify the covariation in the GRFs on three
consecutive steps of a staircase during ascent and descent. We
expect that the GRF sum will be stabilized during ascent and the
difference will be stabilized during descent for all steps.
Methods
Eight healthy males (24+1.4 yrs) ascended and descended a fivestep staircase (17 cm rise, 26 cm tread) 20 times, and stopped at
the top and bottom of the staircase after each ascent and descent,
respectively (Fig. 1B). The number of steps were the same in
ascent and descent. The vertical GRFs were measured with force
plates (Kistler, 1000Hz) for the middle three steps (bottom,
middle, top; Fig. 1B).
We quantified the covariance between GRFs using the
uncontrolled manifold (UCM) analysis at each percentage of the
time-normalized double support phase. The working hypothesis
was that the sum of GRFs is stabilized. We partitioned the acrosstrial variance in GRFs into a component along the UCM that
maintains the GRF sum (VUCM), and a component orthogonal to
the UCM that changes it (VORT). We computed the normalized
difference between VUCM and VORT, z-transformed it to obtain the
synergy index ( Vz), and averaged Vz over the double support
phase. Student’s two-tailed t-test was conducted to compare Vz
to zero. Vz > 0 supports the working hypothesis; Vz < 0
indicates that the force difference is stabilized instead of the sum
[2]; Vz = 0 indicates no stabilization. We conducted Step (top,
middle, bottom) × Direction (ascent, descent) repeated-measures
ANOVA on Vz, and conducted post-hoc comparisons with
Tukey adjustments.
Results and Discussion
Vz for the bottom step during stair descent was not different
from zero. Vz for all other steps were significantly greater than
zero, indicating that the sum of the GRFs was stabilized (p<.05).
We observed a significant Step × Direction interaction
(F2,35=4.47; p=.019). Vz for the bottom step during descent was

significantly smaller than that for all other steps during ascent and
descent (p .04; Fig. 1C).
Overall, the vertical GRFs beneath the feet are coordinated to
regulate the vertical motion of the COM. However, there is a shift
from stabilizing the force sum toward stabilizing the force
difference, which indicates a shift towards regulation of the ML
WBAM while descending compared to ascending stairs,
consistent with our result on curb crossing [2]. Furthermore, this
shift is observed after descending the middle step. It is likely that
WBAM tends to increase while descending multiple steps, as the
body rotates forward about the stance ankle to descend each step.
The decline in Vz is a compensatory mechanism to regulate the
WBAM magnitude. Alternatively, the decline in Vz may be
preparation for transitioning from a stair-descending gait to quiet
standing at the end of the staircase, which requires almost zero
WBAM. However, we did not see similar preparation for the gaitto-standing transition for ascent. Note that the vertical GRFs
influence the ML WBAM, but do not determine it, since the
anterior-posterior GRFs also contribute to the ML WBAM.

Figure 1: (A) Forces and moments acting at whole body COM (B) The
five-step staircase (C) Mean + SE of synergy index for each step and
walking direction. The horizontal line indicates no stabilization.

Significance
Clarifying the between-foot GRF coordination during stair
negotiation will (1) help understand why more falls occur while
descending stairs [1], and (2) assist in the design and control of
powered lower-limb prostheses, which are typically not designed
for negotiating stairs, which, in turn, limits their utility [3].
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The margin of stabilit (M S) is a commonl used measure of
d namic gait stabilit . It accounts for the position and scaled
velocit of the whole-bod center of mass, i.e. the extrapolated
center of mass ( COM), relative to the edge of the base of support
[1]. This measure has both clinical validit , as it is changed in
populations at a greater risk of falling [2], and mechanical
validit , as it is proportional to the impulse required to cause a
loss of stabilit [1]. Although the M S appears to be a valid
metric of stabilit , there is little evidence to support its reliabilit
[3]. The purpose of this stud was to evaluate the test-retest
reliabilit of the M S during overground walking.

influences anteroposterior stabilit , would contribute to weaker
agreement of M SAP-MidSW.
Future work will be directed towards determining how gait
kinematics (e.g. step width or step frequenc ) and data collection
factors (e.g. marker placement and instructed walking path) ma
underlie the moderatel limited reliabilit of the lateral stabilit
measure. A weak correlation between inter-visit differences in
gait speed and inter-visit differences in MOSML-Min at each
walking speed (Preferred: r = 0.41 & Fast: r = 0.34) suggest that
gait speed is not a factor that, if controlled more precisel , would
improve lateral stabilit reliabilit .

M
Fifteen unimpaired participants (6M/9F, mean (SD) Age: 21.0
(3.2) ears; BMI: 21.3 (2.5) kg/m2) were recruited to walk over
ground at self-selected preferred and fast walking speeds [4]. The
COM, as defined in Equation 1, and the M S across each stance
phase were then calculated.
𝐸𝑄1: 𝐶𝑂𝑀

𝐶𝑂𝑀

𝐶𝑂𝑀

E a
1: The extrapolated center of mass is defined b this equation
where COM is the velocit of the center of mass, g is gravit , and l is
the length of the pendulum.

The minimum lateral M S (MOSML-Min) was defined as the
minimum lateral distance from the stance toe to the xCOM, with
positive values indicating an COM medial to the toe. The
anterior M S at midswing (M SAP-Mid ) was also calculated, with
positive values indicating an COM that was posterior to the
stance toe. MOSML-Min and M SAP-Mid were each averaged across
limbs. This protocol was repeated at a second visit (Time
Between Visits: 24.9 (15.4) da s).
To assess reliabilit , intraclass correlations (ICC2,1) and
Bland-Altman Plots (mean [limits of agreement]) were
determined between visits. Calculated ICC values were used to
estimate minimum detectable changes (MDC) [5].
R
a D c
At both preferred and fast walking speeds, MOSML-Min showed
good agreement (ICC = 0.78 & ICC = 0.75, Fig. 1A & Fig. 1B).
The MDC was 0.68 cm and 0.80 cm for each speed, respectivel .
In the anterior direction, M SAP-Mid showed excellent
agreement at each walking speed (ICC = 0.87 & ICC = 0.97, Fig.
1C & Fig. 1D). The MDC was 2.62 cm. and 1.07 cm. for each
speed, respectivel .
These results suggest that the M S has sufficient test-retest
reliabilit for research purposes, and outlines the minimum
values necessar to show meaningful differences in stabilit
maintenance. In the anterior direction, M S values showed
stronger agreement than that of those calculated in the
mediolateral direction. These results are somewhat unexpected,
as we expected that within-subject variation in gait speeds
(Preferred: ICC = 0.79 & Fast: ICC = 0.96), an aspect that directl

F

1: Bland Altman Plots showing limits of agreement for M SML(A & B) and M SAP-MidSW (C & D) at self-selected preferred (A &
C) and fast (B & C) walking speeds.
Min

S
ca c
To our knowledge, this is the first evidence that the MoS
represents not onl a valid, but eliable metric of gait stabilit .
This information can inform the planning of studies aimed at
evaluating the effects of experimental manipulation, intervention,
or the natural course of impairment or development on this
measure. This reliabilit ma be specific to our MoS measures,
not representative of other approaches (i.e. taken in different
orientations or gait phases) and treadmill walking. This reliabilit
also ma not be representative of pathological gait, which could
be characteri ed b greater within- and between-subject variance.
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d c
Achille endinopa h e erci e rea men program ha e been
ho n o al er calf m cle reng h and endon morpholog [1],
b do no al a re rn pa ien o f ll f nc ional performance
[2]. While he con rib ion of ricep
rae m cle and endon
morpholog o lo er limb f nc ion ha been e abli hed in
heal h pop la ion [3,4], ricep
rae a rib e ha rela e o
f nc ional o come in he Achille endinopa h pop la ion are
no
ell nder ood [1]. Therefore, he p rpo e of hi
in e iga ion a o de ermine he rela ion hip be een ricep
rae m cle i e and endon ma erial proper ie and he
f nc ional performance of pa ien
i h Achille endinopa h .
E abli hing he rela ion hip be een ricep
rae morpholog
and lo er limb f nc ional performance for pa ien
i h Achille
endinopa h co ld aid in he refinemen of clinical rehabili a ion
pro ocol o impro e f nc ional performance.
d
Nine -one (46 F, 47.6 11.6 r ) pa ien
i h clinicall
confirmed mid-por ion Achille endinopa h
ere incl ded in
he
d . Tricep
rae i e a mea red, ia l ra o nd, a
cro - ec ional area (CSA) of he medial (MG) and la eral (LG)
ga rocnemi m cle, a ell a hickne of he ole (SOL)
m cle, according o pre io l p bli hed pro ocol [5]. Achille
endon ma erial proper ie of hear mod l and i co i
ere
ob ained i h con in o
hear a e ela ograph (cSWE) [6].
A e ba er
a hen ed o a e lo er limb f nc ional
performance [7]. To al repe i ion and ork for a ma im m
end rance ingle-leg heel-ri e e
ere mea red ing a linear
encoder affi ed o he heel. Hop freq enc a calc la ed for he
middle 20 hop (o of 25) d ring a ingle-leg hopping e
ing
a ligh -ma , hich riggered a imer hen di r p ed. The
ma im m drop co n er-mo emen j mp (drop CMJ) heigh from
3 ingle-leg drop CMJ a al o mea red i h he ligh -ma .
Independen ariable of ricep
rae m cle i e and endon
ma erial proper ie and dependen ariable of heel ri e, hopping,
and drop CMJ e
ere anal ed i h a o- a m l i aria e
anal i of co ariance o de ermine he rela ion hip be een
ricep
rae m cle and endon morpholog and f nc ional
performance, hile con rolling for e , limb, age, eigh , and
ph ical ac i i le el, mea red i h he Ph ical Ac i i Scale
q e ionnaire [8]. Alpha a e a prior a 0.05.

m cle i e, nor endon hear mod l (p=0.064) or i co i
(p=0.171). Tricep
rae m cle i e and endon ma erial
proper ie correla ed o heel ri e repe i ion (p<0.001, R2=0.279),
heel ri e
ork (p<0.001, R2=0.296), hopping freq enc
(p=0.006, R2=0.185), and drop CMJ heigh (p<0.001, R2=0.478),
af er con rolling for e , limb, age, eigh , and ph ical ac i i
le el. Ho e er, large difference in ricep
rae morpholog
ere req ired for appreciable change o f nc ional performance
(Table 1). There ere ignifican effec of e , age, eigh , and
ph ical ac i i le el (p<0.05), i h no effec of limb nor
in erac ion of e and limb on f nc ional performance.
The c rren
d
ppor ed he pre ence of a rela ion hip
be een ricep
rae m cle and endon morpholog and
f nc ional performance in pa ien
i h Achille endinopa h .
Smaller medial ga rocnemi m cle i e and grea er Achille
endon hear mod l
a rela ed o impro ed heel ri e and
hopping performance, re pec i el .

Me

Re

a dD c
F nc ional performance of he e ba er
a a ocia ed
i h MG (p=0.031) b no LG (p=0.635) or SOL (p=0.184)

S g f ca ce
There i
fficien e idence ha ricep
rae morpholog
rongl impac f nc ional performance [3,4]. The eak
rela ion hip repor ed for pa ien
i h Achille endinopa h
gge
ha hi pa holog ma di r p he ne rom c lar
mechani m ha picall link morpholog and performance [1],
po en iall hro gh pain in erference. Conj nc i el , calf m cle
CSA ma be an in fficien pro for m cle ol me, a i rela e
o reng h and f nc ional performance [4]. F re re earch i
needed o in e iga e he impac of ac i i -ind ced pain and
ol me ric calf m cle mea remen on he rela ion hip
be een ricep rae morpholog and f nc ional performance in
he Achille endinopa h pop la ion.
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Tab e 1: Regre ion coefficien e ima e ( ), 95% confidence in er al (CI), and p- al e for he fi model.

MG CSA
Shear
Mod l

Heel Ri e Repe i ion
95% CI
p- al e
(-1.326,
-0.673
0.043
0.020)
(-0.048,
0.030
0.450
0.107)

Heel Ri e Work
95% CI
p- al e
(-46.138,
2.283
0.926
50.703)
(-1.705,
4.018
0.167
9.741)

Hop Freq enc
95% CI
p- al e
(-0.048,
-0.021
0.137
0.007)
(0.000,
0.004
0.027
0.007)

Drop CMJ Heigh
95% CI
p- al e
(-0.228,
-0.018
0.868
0.192)
(-0.035,
-0.010
0.415
0.015)
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Introduction
Push-off intensity is largely governed by the forces generated by
the triceps surae muscles (gastrocnemius-GAS, soleus-SOL).
Despite sharing a common tendon, the triceps surae muscles
undergo different fascicle kinematics and contribute differently
to biomechanical subtasks during walking [1]. These differences
may be facilitated by the Achilles tendon (AT), which is
comprised of subtendons that originate from the triceps surae
muscles. We and others have revealed non-uniform displacement
patterns within the AT – evidence for sliding between subtendons
that may facilitate independent muscle actuation. However, in
older adults, we have observed more uniform AT tissue
displacements that correlate with reduced push-off intensity [2].
Here, we employed dual-probe ultrasound imaging to investigate
differences in GAS vs. SOL muscle behaviour as a determinant
of reduced ankle moment generation. First, we hypothesized that,
compared to young, older adults would have more uniform AT
tissue displacements that would be accompanied by smaller
differences between GAS and SOL muscle length-change.
Second, we hypothesized that differences between GAS and SOL
muscle length-change would correlate with peak ankle moment
generation.
Methods
9 young (24±4 yrs, 4F) and 9 older (74±4 yrs, 3F) adults walked
on a treadmill for 1 min each at 1.2 m/s with and without: (1) a
5% body weight horizontal aiding force (decrease ankle moment)
and (2) a 5% body weight horizontal impeding force (increase
ankle moment), as shown in Fig. 1A. A 60 mm ultrasound
transducer recorded cine B-mode images through the right medial
GAS and SOL at 76 fps. Simultaneously, a 38 mm ultrasound
transducer recorded ultrasound radiofrequency data of the right
leg free AT at 155 fps enabling synchronized assessment of two
equally sized tendon depths – corresponding to superficial (GAS)
and deep (SOL) subtendon tissue. We secured the second
ultrasound probe approximately 6 cm distal to the SOL muscletendon junction. Post collection, we quantified time series of
GAS and SOL fascicle lengths [3] and subtendon displacements
[4], averaged across 2 strides per condition. We report stancephase differences in longitudinal muscle length change (i.e.,
GAS-SOL) and AT non-uniformity (i.e., superficial-deep).
Mixed factorial ANOVAs tested for the effect of age and
condition (1.2 m/s, aiding, and impeding) on peak ankle moment,
GAS-SOL longitudinal muscle length change, and AT nonuniformity.
Results and Discussion
In support of our hypotheses, older adults walked with 49% more
uniform AT tissue displacements (P < 0.05) that were
accompanied by 17% smaller differences between GAS and SOL
muscle length-change (P < 0.05). Only young adult muscle-level
behavior correlated with AT non-uniformity and peak ankle
moment generation (Fig. 1B-C). Moreover, we add that older

adult muscle- and tendon-level behavior were significantly less
sensitive to changes in horizontal force, as evidenced by
significant age×condition interaction effects (P < 0.05). We
interpret these cumulative findings to suggest that the Achilles
tendon facilitates independent triceps surae muscle actuation in
young adults and restricts that actuation in older adults – likely
through decreased capacity for sliding between adjacent
subtendons. Indeed, compared to younger tendons, older tendons
present with a proliferation of interfascicle adhesions which may
underly prominent reductions in the capacity for sliding between
adjacent subtendons [5].

Figure 1: (A) Depiction of experimental protocol. Differences in
triceps surae muscle behavior correlated with Achilles subtendon
behavior (B) and peak ankle moment (C) in young (blue), but not
older (orange)
Significance
Our findings suggest that the capacity for sliding between
subtendons facilitates independent triceps surae muscle actuation
in young adults but restricts that actuation in older adults. The
resultant disruption in muscle contractile behaviour may
contribute at least in part to hallmark reductions in push-off
intensity (e.g., ankle moment) during walking in older adults.
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Introduction
Optical marker-based motion capture systems are a common tool
used to study human movements. Reflective markers are placed
on anatomical landmarks of human subjects and are often
accompanied by tracking markers, which are then used to model
body segments and calculate kinematic data. The pelvis segment
is predisposed to anatomical marker occlusions particularly with
overweight participants and during tasks which require larger
trunk/hip flexion [1]. Due to this difficulty, tracking markers are
commonly used in addition to the anatomical markers on the
pelvis. Variances in marker locations, number of markers, and
maker cluster types are associated with differences in kinematic
data, which can be problematic when comparing various
publications or collaborating with other researchers [2,3]. The
purpose of this investigation was to examine the agreement of
kinematic data obtained using two different pelvis tracking
methods during two dynamic roofing tasks.
Methods
Five healthy males (age: 26.4±8.3 yrs, height: 1.81±0.09 m,
weight: 87.8±9.6 kg) participated in this study and completed a
roofing task under two conditions: level platform while standing
(SC) & kneeling on a 15° roof segment (KC) (3 trials per
condition) [4]. Marker trajectories were captured by a 14-Camera
system (Vicon Inc.) at a sampling rate of 100 Hz.
The marker trajectories were processed in Visual 3D (CMotion Inc.). The anatomical pelvis was created with the CODA
model (Charnwood Dynamics Ltd.) and two tracking methods for
the CODA pelvis were compared. One— the trochanter tracking
method (TTM)—used the right posterior superior iliac spine
(RPIS), left posterior superior iliac spine (LPIS), the right
trochanter, and left trochanter markers. Two —virtual pelvis
tracking method (VPTM)—created two CODA pelvises. The
VPTM used the virtual hip joint centers created by the second
CODA pelvis (kinematic only) as tracking markers in addition to
the RPIS and LPIS. Hip joint angle rotations for the same trials
were computed for both tracking methods.
Mean absolute differences (MAD) were calculated for the hip
joint angles between the two tracking methods using a one tailed
t-test between the absolute differences and zero to determine
significance (p < 0.01). Bland-Altman plots were used to assess
the agreement between the two methods.
Results and Discussion
There were statistically significant differences in MAD for SC
left hip (LH) flexion/extension (Fl/Ex) (10.8°) (p < 0.001), SC
LH abduction/adduction (Abd/Add) (8.9°) (p < 0.001), SC LH
external/internal rotation (E/I Rot) (3.8°) (p < 0.001), SC right
hip (RH) Fl/Ex (13.7°) (p < 0.001), SC RH Abd/Add (4.5°) (p <
0.001), SC RH E/I Rot (3.2°) (p < 0.001), KC LH Fl/Ex (7.1°) (p
< 0.001), KC LH Abd/Add (3.8°) (p < 0.001), KC LH E/I Rot
(2.9°) (p < 0.001), KC RH Fl/Ex (7.6°) (p < 0.001), KC RH
Abd/Add (2.5°) (p < 0.001), and KC RH E/I Rot (1.8°) (p <
0.001). The overall average MAD is 9.8° for hip Fl/Ex, 4.9° for

hip Abd/Add, and 2.9° for hip E/I Rot. The differences in this
study are similar but larger than those found during gait,
demonstrating that each task can differ in agreement [5]. The
agreement between maximum hip joint angles (Fig. 1) ranged
from poor to moderate with the SC demonstrating less agreement
than the KC (Fig. 1). The max hip joint angles showed a larger
difference overall compared to the MAD of the entire dataset,
indicating that more dynamic tasks show less agreement.

Figure 1: : Bland-Altman plots indicating the difference (y-axis) and the
mean (x-axis) of the maximum hip angles between the two pelvis
tracking methods. The solid black line represents the mean difference
and the red dashed lines represents the mean difference ± 1.96 standard
deviation. The top row is standing, the bottom row is kneeling, and left
to right is flexion/extension, abduction/adduction, and external/internal
rotation, respectively.

Significance
These results indicate that there are significant differences in the
hip joint angles calculated from the two different pelvis tracking
methods. Agreement between maximum joint angles was poor
when compared to the MAD of the whole dataset, suggesting that
the use of different tracking methods may be of greatest concern
in the most dynamic tasks. For tasks with smaller ranges of
motion, or in cases where a few degrees of difference are
acceptable, either tracking method may be useful as they are both
within a single variation range of the MAD. These results support
previous findings that the pelvis tracking method should be
consistent when comparing datasets or collaborating among
research teams [3].
Disclaimer
The findings and conclusions in this report are those of the authors and do not
necessarily represent the official position of the National Institute for
Occupational Safety and Health, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.
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Introduction
Coordinating the active use of the arms with the motion of the
legs shows promise for gait rehabilitation [1]. In recent work, we
physically linked the arms and legs during treadmill walking [2;
Fig. 1] which significantly reduced the need for propulsion and
the net metabolic power required to walk. However, we observed
abnormal arm swing and greater collision forces, which may have
disrupted the control of balance from step-to-step. Disrupting
balance control could increase fear of falling, hinder walking
recovery and/or lead to a direct fall. Therefore, understanding if
and to what extent balance control was compromised would help
determine if this arm-to-leg assistive approach could feasibly
translate to clinical users. As indicators of balance, we quantified
step width, step length, step time, and variability. We
hypothesized that these indicators of balance control would
remain the same when walking normally and when the arms and
legs are physically linked during walking.
Methods
Eight young, healthy subjects (3F/5M) participated in the study.
Subjects performed two randomized walking trials: (1) Normal
and (2) Assisted (walking with the arm-leg pulley system) on a
treadmill at 1.25 m/s. A twelve-camera motion capture system
recorded the 3-D positions of reflective body markers (100 Hz)
during the last 3 min of each 7 min trial. We calculated foot
placement from the left and right heel marker positions and used
288 steps as the minimum number of steps for all subjects. We
calculated average and standard deviation values for all step
parameters. We then normalized step width and length by leg
length (LL) and step time by 𝐿𝐿/ . Paired sample t-test (or the
non-parametric Related Samples Wilcoxon Signed Rank test)
were performed based on the assumption (or not) of normality.

Figure 1: Arm-leg rope pulley system.

Results and Discussion
When compared to normal walking, we found that linking the
arms and legs during assisted walking revealed no significant
differences in step length and step time (p > 0.05). However,
subjects increased their step width by 31% (p = 0.012, effect size

= 0.630, Fig. 2). Despite adjustments in step width, the variability
of step width and step length did not differ between conditions (p
> 0.05). Step time variability, however, increased by 39% (p =
0.008, effect size = 0.012, Fig. 2).

Figure 2: Representative data for both conditions (n = 1). Average and
SD values shown as solid lines and shaded regions, respectively.

Our results show that linking the arms and legs altered both
step width and step time variability. Thus, we reject our
hypothesis. While these changes indicate differences at the p <
0.05 level, we look to their predictive ability of falling to
understand their functional significance. Of all the kinematic
variables, step time variability is the strongest predictor of falls
in older adults (e.g. see Callisaya et al. 2011). For relative
comparisons, the effect size of 0.012 for step time variability is
~39-fold smaller compared to the effect size of 0.47 in older
fallers [3]. Therefore, the extent to which balance control was
functionally compromised appears minimal. Taken together,
these results suggest that linking the arms and legs may be a
feasible strategy for gait rehabilitation.
Significance
Our results suggest that physically linking the arms and legs
during walking reduces both the mechanical and metabolic
demands placed on the legs [2], and it does so in the absence of
major disruptions to balance control. These findings have
inspired us to understand whether individuals recovering from a
spinal cord injury could benefit from using our arm-leg treadmill
assistive device during gait rehabilitation.
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Introduction
Trailing limb angle (TLA) is the sagittal plane angle between
the back leg and the vertical during terminal stance [1]. TLA is
commonly used as a surrogate measure of propulsion, which is
required to increase walking speed and is therefore correlated
with mobility and function in individuals post-stroke [2].
However, calculating TLA requires either motion capture with
retroreflective markers or the use of inertial measurement units
(IMUs) [3,4]. The current methods are time-consuming or
require additional technology that may not be readily available.
Other gait parameters, like step length, can be calculated
using the center of pressure (COP) data from force plates.
Additionally, the anterior-posterior position of the center of
mass (COM) can be estimated using the average of the COPs of
both feet [4], while the vertical position can be estimated using
a standardized estimate of the height [5]. The purpose of this
analysis was to determine if estimates of TLA using COP and
COM data were comparable to the true values of TLA. We
hypothesized that the angle between the vertical and a vector
joining the COM and the COP of the trailing limb would be
equivalent to the true TLA calculated from motion capture.

However, true TLA is correlated with propulsion (R2 = 0.47,
p = 0.0003), and the unweighted estimate was more strongly
correlated (R2 = 0.77, p < 0.0001) (Figure 1). The weighted
estimate was also correlated (R2 = 0.18, p = 0.04), although the
correlation was weak and approaching insignificant.

Methods
Twenty-three young healthy subjects were recruited from the
University of Delaware community (10 M/13 F: age 23 ± 4
years; height 1.72 ± 0.11 m; 69.82 ± 10.68 kg). Participants
walked for one minute on a fixed-speed treadmill at their
comfortable walking speed. Motion capture data (Motion
Analysis Corp., CA, USA) and force data from the
instrumented split-belt treadmill (Bertec Corp., OH, USA) were
collected at 100 Hz and 2000 Hz, respectively. The study was
approved by the University of Delaware’s Institutional Review
Board and all participants signed an informed consent.
TLA was calculated at peak propulsion in V3D (C-Motion
Inc., MD, USA) as the angle between the vertical and the vector
joining the greater trochanter and the fifth metatarsal head.
Alternate TLA calculations, also at peak propulsion, were
performed in MATLAB (MathWorks, MA, USA) by creating a
vector joining the COP of the trailing limb and the estimated
location of the COM. The location of the COM was estimated
in two ways: (1) the unweighted average of the anteriorposterior position of the COP of each foot; and (2) the weighted
average of the positions of the COP, weighted by the relative
proportion of the vertical ground reaction force under each foot.
Distributions of TLA were tested for normality and
compared using a one-way ANOVA, blocking for subject, with
Tukey post-hoc testing as needed ( = 0.05). Linear regressions
of TLA on peak propulsive force were also calculated.

The slopes of both the V3D regression (40.4°/BW) and
unweighted estimate regression (37.3°/BW) were similar, and
both were significantly nonzero. The weighted estimate slope
(24.6°/BW) was statistically nonzero but may not be useful
because of its weak correlation. The unweighted estimate is
approximately parallel to the true TLA and appears to preserve
the relationship between TLA and propulsion. Although the
unweighted calculation may not accurately estimate TLA, it
may be responsive to changes in propulsion similar to the true
TLA and could be used to indicate changes in gait mechanics.
Estimating the vertical position of the COM with
generalized proportions may have introduced error. If the
estimated COM was higher than the true COM, the estimated
TLA would be less than the true TLA. Additionally, the COPs
may not have aligned well with the fifth metatarsal heads,
introducing further error into the estimated TLA.

Results and Discussion
Both the unweighted calculation (14.4 ± 0.8°) and weighted
calculation (10.6 ± 1.8°) significantly underestimated TLA
compared to the calculation in V3D (19.0 ± 0.9°) (all p < 0.001).
Because of these significant differences, the method of
estimating TLA based only on force data may not be valid.
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Figure 1: True TLA and estimated TLA versus peak propulsive
force normalized to bodyweight (BW).

Significance
Estimating TLA using COP and COM may be able to indicate
changes in gait mechanics, especially peak propulsive force.
The unweighted estimate of TLA may be used as a surrogate
indicator of peak propulsion similar to the true value of TLA.
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Introduction
Faster walking speeds associate with better biochemical and
radiographic outcomes related to the progression of osteoarthritis
in older adults and in individuals with knee injuries. It has been
suggested that individuals slow their walking speeds to reduce
knee joint loading and that reduced joint loading facilitates
cartilage degeneration and osteoarthritis progression [1]. The
quadriceps muscles decelerate body mass during the early stance
phase of walking (i.e., weight acceptance) and contribute more
than any other muscle group to cartilage loading. Quadriceps
muscle forces during functional movements cannot be directly
measured. Instead, determinants of force production such as
muscle activation or knee joint moments are often used as
convenient surrogates. However, despite widespread recognition
that muscle force is also governed by contractile state (i.e.,
fascicle length) [2], no study to our knowledge has quantified
how walking speed affects quadriceps fascicle length change
behavior. Our purpose was to address this gap in the context of
more well-documented changes in muscle activation and knee
joint moments.We recently reported that the vastus lateralis (VL)
operates with isometric to slight concentric action during weight
acceptance at preferred walking speed [3].
Here, we
hypothesized that the VL in healthy young adults would produce
force more eccentrically in early stance at faster walking speeds
with concomitant increases in muscle-tendon unit (MTU)
lengthening, peak knee extensor moment (pKEM), and
activation.
Methods
Ten young participants without knee injury or evidence of
osteoarthritis (6 females, age: 24.0 ± 2.6 years) completed 2minute walking trials at their preferred speed (1.35 ± 0.12 m/s)
and at 0.75 m/s and 1.75 m/s. We recorded ground reaction forces
(GRFs), 3D motion capture, and the activity of seven muscles
spanning the left knee. We normalized muscle activations to the
activity during the preferred walking speed trial. We
simultaneously used a 60 mm ultrasound transducer to record Bmode images through a longitudinal cross-section of participants’
right VL. We calculated joint kinematics and kinetics using
inverse dynamics. We manually estimated VL fascicle length at
heel-strike and the instant of pKEM using an opensource
ultrasound analysis tracking routine [4]. Repeated measures
ANOVAs evaluated the effects of walking speed on main

outcome variables: pKEM, average VL activation during weight
acceptance, VL fascicle length at heel-strike, and change in (i)
VL MTU length and (ii) VL fascicle length during weight
acceptance, defined as the time between heel-strike and the
instant of pKEM.
Results and Discussion
We found a significant main effect of walking speed on
pKEM, VL activation, and change in VL MTU length (p-values
0.001). Post-hoc comparisons revealed differences between
both walking speeds compared to preferred speed for these three
variables (Fig. 1 A, C, D). However, contrary to our hypothesis,
we found no significant effects of walking speed on change in
VL fascicle length (p=0.53) or length at heel-strike (p=0.30, Fig.
1 A-B). We conclude that at faster walking speeds, the quadriceps
muscles receive increased activation to meet the greater
mechanical demands for weight acceptance and body mass
deceleration with each step.
Significance
This study provides a more complete neuromuscular
representation of quadriceps force production during walking.
Specifically, to increase walking speed, young adults increase
quadriceps activation to resist muscle lengthening and maintain
nearly strut-light mechanical behavior. As a result, nearly
isometric to slight concentric muscle action alludes to a
disproportionate role of series elastic tendon lengthening to
accommodate increased MTU lengthening at faster walking
speeds. This study establishes an important benchmark for
comparison to individuals with known quadriceps strength
deficits, inhibition, and/or heightened risk for the development of
osteoarthritis.
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Figure 1: Primary outcomes as a function of walking speed. Asterisks (*) indicate significant pairwise difference from preferred speed
(p<0.05). MTU, fascicle, and activation outcomes are reported for the vastus lateralis. HS: heel-strike.
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Introduction
Walking speed is strongly correlated to functional ability,
independence, and quality of life [1]. Consequently, increasing
walking speed is a common goal of rehabilitation following
neuromuscular injury or disease onset [2]. Increases in propulsive
force are strongly associated with increases in walking speed [3].
Treadmill gait training is a commonly used rehabilitation
strategy but exhibits mixed effectiveness, possibly due to the
failure to target individual-specific impairments. To address this
concern, we have developed a novel adaptive treadmill (ATM)
that adjusts belt speed by responding in real-time to changes in
step length, propulsive impulse, and center of mass (COM)
position [4]. The objective of this study is to determine if we can
promote increased propulsion by adjusting the relative
importance of propulsive impulse in the ATM control function.
We hypothesized that as the coefficient on propulsive impulse
increased relative to the coefficient on step length, propulsive
impulse would increase while speed would be maintained.

impulse, , is increased, users spend a greater duration of stance
phase in propulsion versus braking to achieve their desired speed.
However, the slight decrease in walking speed from Level 1 to
Level 3 may imply that there is a threshold at which increases in
may eventually significantly decrease walking speed. This
threshold likely differs between individuals.
To our knowledge this is the first study to demonstrate that
coefficients in an ATM control function combining propulsive
force, gait parameter, and position-based control can be modified
to promote increased propulsive impulse without detrimental
effects on speed. Therefore, we anticipate that implementing
similar increases in during post-stroke gait rehabilitation may
promote increased propulsion, improving the efficacy of the
ATM as a rehabilitation tool.

Methods
Twenty-two adults with no history of neuromusculoskeletal
injury or disease (11 male, 24 ± 3 years, 1.72 ± 0.11 m, 76.52 ±
11.29 kg) walked on an instrumented split-belt treadmill (Bertec
Corp., OH, USA; 2000 Hz) at their self-selected (SS) walking
speed with four conditions of ATM control for one minute each.
The ATM controller calculates the belt speed for the subsequent
time step (vi+1) via the sum of the weighted intermediate speeds
due to user step length (vAvg,SL), propulsive impulse (vAvg,PI), and
COM position (COMPos2):

where and are unitless coefficients that dictate the importance
of step length and propulsive impulse, respectively, on
determining the walking speed. The coefficient on the COM
term, , remained unchanged for this study. The four conditions
were presented in random order: Baseline ( = =1.5), Level 1
( =1.25 ), Le el 2 ( =1.5 ), Le el 3 ( =1.75 ). Average walking
speed, peak propulsive and braking forces, and propulsive,
braking, and net impulses were calculated. If normally
distributed, a one-way ANOVA ( =0.05) blocked b subject and
post-hoc Tukey HSD tests were used to detect significant
differences between conditions.
Results and Discussion
The results support our hypothesis that adjusting the ATM
control function could promote increased propulsive impulse
without altering walking speed. Participants chose similar
walking speeds across all four conditions (Fig 1A). Average
propulsive impulse increased significantly from the baseline to
Levels 2 and 3, braking impulse was similar across all four
conditions, and net impulse trended toward net positive as was
increased relative to (Fig 1B). Peak propulsive and braking
forces were not significantly different between conditions (not
shown). Since propulsive impulse increases but peak propulsive
force does not, this suggests that as the coefficient on propulsive

Figure 1: Average ± SD SS walking speed (A) and propulsive, braking,
and net ground reaction force impulses with all ATM variations (B).

Significance
The ATM can be modified to encourage users to increase
propulsion while maintaining a consistent walking speed. In
future work, we will customize the controller to target individualspecific impairments and therapeutic goals for stroke survivors.
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Introduction
Characteristics of reaction forces reflect an athlete’s ability to
move. Sport climbing assessments are typically isometric and upper limb mechanical power output is rarely assessed. While force
transmission from the lower to upper body and body position and
technique are essential in climbing, performance is often
constrained by the physiological limits of the muscles of the arms
and shoulders. In an ongoing project we are measuring force
during pull-up-dynos and calculating 20 upper body climbingspecific performance measures per test. As a first step, we will
select the greatest contributing measures of principal component
analysis (PCA) and use correlation analysis to check for
multicollinearity. By relating these to competition results in the
future, we aim to establish a tool for assessing climbing ability.

Results and Discussion
Ten measures contribute most to the first 5 principal components
(PCs), which explain 87% of the dataset variance. The measures
of PC1 and PC2 that contribute most are based on force-time
integrals and contain similar information (Table 1).
main measure(s)
cos2 contr.
corr.
max velocity
0.97
acceleration phase
9%
r ≥ 0.99
PC1 52.7%
0.96
impulse/kg
each
p ≤ 0.01
max. power/kg
0.96
pull-up height
0.49
19 %
r > 0.99
PC2 12.5%
each
p ≤ 0.01
total work
0.47
RFD 50 ms
0.35
22 %
r = 0.12
PC3
7.8%
each
p = 0.55
RFD max dF/dt
0.33
PC4
7.6% smoothness factor
0.54
35 %
–
left/right
0.39
33 %
r = 0.09
complexity
PC5
5.9%
p = 0.66
symmetry index
0.27
23 %
Table 1: First 5 principal components (PCs), variance explained (var.),
most prominent measure(s), quality of representation (cos2),
contribution (contr.), and mean correlation (corr.) between PC measures.
var.

Using the most contributing measure of the first 5 PCs in a linear
model explained 54% of the dataset variance (r2adj = 0.43, p ≤
0.01), while combining those of the first 3 PCs explained 49% of
the variance (r2adj = 0.42, p ≤ 0.01). To represent as much of the
data from the dyno test, one measure of the first 3 PCs should be
included in climbing ability assessments. Force-time curve shape
(PC4) and left/right force comparison (PC5) add symmetry and
coordination information which is relevant for movement quality
and injury prevention [2] but do not explain much more variance.
Figure 1: Sketch of the hangboard test (top) and measured left (FL) and
right (FR) forces (bottom). (1) Initial tare, (2) establish stable position,
measure bodyweight, (3) initiate pull-up, (4) dyno as high as possible,
(5) contact to holds lost. Measures calculated from phase (4).

Methods
Force-time data were obtained from 2 youth (14–18 yrs) training
sessions (22 elite climbers; tests from 21 M, 8 F). Each subject
performed a pull-up-dyno test, which is a movement similar to a
maximum-effort pull-up that transitions into reaching, where the
athlete aims to “jump”/dyno as high as possible (Fig. 1). We used
a custom-built split hang-board with rectangular 2 cm deep crimp
wood-holds that were screwed onto plates connected to loadcells
(HLC A1 C3 220 kg). Left and right forces were recorded at
91.5 ± 22.7 Hz, resampled to 200 Hz, and filtered with a Butterworth low pass 20 Hz cut-off filter. We summed left and right
forces to calculate pull-up height (gained during contact period),
velocity (maximum [max], mean, take-off), force/kg (Fmax,
Fmean), rate of force development (RFD; mean 0–50 ms, mean
dF/dt, median dF/dt, max dF/dt), max power/kg, impulse/kg
(acceleration phase, total), work/kg (acceleration phase, total),
time series signal complexity, and a smoothness factor “parabola
vs. force” [1]. We compared left to right forces to calculate
symmetry index, complexity of left vs. right signals, and mean
absolute difference (Python 3.8.5). We used PCA, Pearson
correlation, and linear models for data analysis (R 4.0.3).

Figure 2: Correlation (r) matrix shows uncorrelated key features.

Significance
Impulse generation capacity, RFD, coordination of force
production, and left vs. right force symmetry are the key
components of this set of performance measures (Fig. 2).
Relating these features to performance and monitoring changes
during the season will help coaches and athletes to improve the
effectiveness of training.
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Introduction
The knee adduction moment (KAM) and knee flexion moment
(KFM) are important gait parameters for a variety of
biomechanical applications, including knee osteoarthritis.
Assessment of KAM and KFM are traditionally performed with
force plates and optical motion capture (OMC) systems in
specialized laboratories. Wearable sensors and computer vision
can potentially advance the assessment of KAM and KFM from
laboratories to natural environments, but new algorithms are still
needed to extract meaningful outcomes from these new
modalities. In this study, we aimed to build new deep learning
models for estimating KAM and KFM from fusion of wearable
inertial measurement units (IMUs) and smartphone cameras.
Methods
Seventeen subjects (all male; age: 23.2±1.1; height: 1.76±0.06m;
mass: 67.3±8.3kg;) wore eight IMUs (SageMotion, USA) at the
trunk, pelvis, both thighs, both shanks, and both feet to collect
data at 100 Hz. Two smartphone cameras (iPhone 11, Apple Inc.,
USA) were placed vertically on the back and right side of the
subject to record video at 120 Hz. Ground-truth KAM and KFM
were computed using marker data collected by an OMC system
(Vicon, UK) and ground reaction force (GRF) data collected by
an instrumented treadmill (Bertec, USA). KAM and KFM were
normalized by body weight (BW) times height (BH). Subjects
performed a baseline trial and then three subsequent trials with
modification of foot progression angle, step width, and trunk
sway angle.

determine if fusion was significantly (p<0.05) more accurate than
IMUs alone or cameras alone.
Results and Discussion
The RMSE, rRMSE, and correlation coefficient of the IMUcamera fusion model across all walking trials were
0.52%BW·BH, 7.0%, and 0.91 for KAM estimation and
0.68%BW·BH, 5.8%, and 0.94 for KFM estimation. For both
KAM and KFM estimation, IMU-camera fusion was
significantly more accurate than either IMUs or cameras alone
(Figure 2). For KFM estimation, IMUs alone was significantly
more accurate than cameras alone (Figure 2).
One possible reason for IMU-camera fusion being more
accurate is that the complementary nature of IMU and camera
provided more comprehensive kinematic information for kinetic
estimation. Comparing these two sensing approaches, IMU might
be less accurate in estimating body segment pose due to drift,
while camera might be less accurate in tracking movement
direction and speed due to small pixel differences between
consecutive frames.

Figure 2: Model Performance by Data Source. IMU and camera fusion
significantly (*) improved KAM and KFM estimation accuracy.

Figure 1: Architecture of KAM and KFM Estimation Model. Features
were extracted from raw data and fed into six RNNs to estimate knee
moment components. KAM and KFM were then computed via the crossproduct approach [2].

A generalizable model (Figure 1) was developed to estimate
KAM and KFM based on three steps: 1) extraction of angular
velocity and weighted acceleration from IMU data and shoulder,
hip, knee, and ankle joint positions from camera data using
OpenPose [1], 2) estimation of GRF and lever arm components
from six deep recurrent neural networks (RNNs), and 3)
computation of KAM and KFM via the cross-product approach
[2]. Each RNN consisted of two bi-directional long short-term
memory (LSTM) layers and two fully-connected (FCNN) layers.
Apart from the proposed model, an IMU-based model and a
camera-based model were built for comparison. Repeated
measures analyses of variance (RM-ANOVA) were used to

Significance
IMU and camera fusion can enable more accurate estimation of
KAM and KFM during walking. The code and trained models are
available on GitHub (https://github.com/TheOne-1/KAM_and_
KFM_Estimation). Users can download and implement our
models to enable knee moment estimation in various
environments outside of traditional motion capture biomechanics
labs such as clinics, homes, or gymnasiums.
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Introduction
Service members are greater than twice as likely to develop
premature knee osteoarthritis (OA) than the general population.
This elevated OA risk may be attributed to increases in knee
adduction biomechanics adopted during load carriage that are
implicated in the disease pathogenesis1. Although the magnitude
of knee adduction angle and moment increase during prolonged
load carriage task2, it is unknown whether service members
exhibit similar increases in knee adduction velocity, a potential
knee OA risk factor, as it encompasses both speed and direction,
when walking with body borne load. Both knee varus alignment
and varus thrust, i.e., rapid lateral (i.e., adduction) motion during
the first 16% of stance3, may be precursors to knee biomechanics
related to joint OA. But it is currently unknown if knee adduction
velocity increases during prolonged load carriage, a common
military task, or whether knee varus alignment or varus thrust are
related to increases in velocity. We hypothesized that velocity of
knee adduction velocity would increase with body borne load and
walk duration, and participants that present varus alignment or
thrust would exhibit greater increases in knee adduction velocity.
Methods
Seventeen (11 male/6 female) participants (23.2 ± 2.9 yrs, 1.8
± 9.4 m, 71.0 ± 12.1 kg) had knee adduction biomechanics
quantified during a prolonged walk task with three body borne
loads (0 kg, 15 kg, and 30 kg). Participants wore a weighted vest
that was systematically adjusted for each load, while they walked
1.3 m/s 5% for 60 minutes. During the walk task, three trials of
dominant limb biomechanical data were collected at minutes 0,
30, and 60. At each time point, knee adduction angle and moment
were calculated in Visual 3D (C-Motion, Rockville, MD) from
filtered (12 hz) ground reaction force and marker data.
Custom MATLAB code (Mathworks, Natick, MA) was used
to calculate velocity (average and maximum) of knee adduction
angle (KAA) and moment (KAM), and varus thrust. Specifically,
average velocity was the change in adduction magnitude from
initial contact to peak of stance (or first 16% of stance) divided
by the corresponding change in time. Static knee alignment was
also calculated as the joint frontal plane projection angle (abadduction) with participants in anatomical position.
For statistical analysis, participants were defined as varus
thrust (VT, n=8), those that exhibited 2.5 degrees or more of
varus thrust at minute 0 with the 0 kg load, or control (CON,
n=9). Each knee adduction variable was submitted to a repeated
measures ANCOVA to test the main effect and interaction
between body borne load (0 kg, 15 kg, and 30 kg), time (minutes
0, 30, and 60), and group (VT and CON). Static alignment was
considered a covariate. A Bonferroni correction was applied to
significant pairwise comparisons, and all statistical analysis were
performed in SPSS (IMB, Armonk, NY), with alpha p < 0.05.
Results and Discussion
In partial support of our hypothesis, the VT group exhibited
larger and faster knee adduction, and potentially greater knee OA
risk than the CON group. Specifically, the VT group had greater

maximum KAA velocity, and magnitude and average velocity of
varus thrust than the CON group, but only with 0 and 15 kg loads
(p<0.05). Although the VT group exhibited knee adduction
biomechanics related to knee OA with the light body borne loads,
similar group differences were not observed with the heavy, 30
kg load (p<0.05). In fact, with the 30 kg load, the VT group
decreased magnitude and velocity of knee adduction, while the
CON group increased knee adduction.
The addition of body borne load led to larger and faster KAM
(Fig. 1), while walk duration increased varus thrust. Magnitude
and maximum velocity of KAM were greater with the 15 kg
(p=0.002; p=0.014) and 30 kg (p=0.02; p=0.012) loads compared
to the 0 kg condition. Considering KAM is a correlate for loading
of the medial knee joint compartment, walking with heavy body
borne load may increase impact forces transmitted to the joint and
possibly elevate knee OA risk. Prolonged walking led to
increases in the abrupt lateral knee motion related to OA
development at the joint, as varus thrust magnitude was greater
at minutes 30 (p=0.038) and 60 (p=0.050) compared to minute 0.

Figure 1: Depicts mean magnitude (A) and velocity (B) of knee
adduction joint moment during stance (0-100%) for each load.

In conclusion, prolonged load carriage increases knee
adduction biomechanics related to knee OA, and those with varus
thrust may be at greater risk – particularly when walking with
light loads. But, walking with heavy loads may increase knee
adduction for all participants. Static knee alignment, however,
did not currently impact knee adduction biomechanics during the
prolonged load carriage task.
Significance
Prolonged load carriage, particularly with the heavy, 30 kg
load, increased knee adduction velocity and magnitude,
potentially elevated risk of knee OA development among service
members. Screening service members for varus thrust may lead
to a reduction in the risk for premature knee OA among military
populations, but training protocols that decrease knee adduction
during load carriage for all service members are needed.
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Introduction
Walking is a complex locomotion regulated by the human
locomotor control system. A typical gait requires appropriate
muscle activation and joint coordination [1]. External ankle load
increases the moment of inertia of the lower extremities and has
been used to study gait adaptations to manipulated mechanical
properties. Specifically, the use of unilateral loading allows
examining the asymmetry between the loaded and unloaded sides
during walking.
This study aimed to investigate the effect of unilateral ankle
loading on the kinetic and spatiotemporal parameters between
male and female adults during treadmill walking. We
hypothesized that both male and female adults display similar
kinetic and spatiotemporal parameters such that the loaded side
will show a longer step length and swing time and a higher
impulse, particularly during push-off, than the unloaded side [2].
Methods
Twenty healthy young adults (aged 18 to 35 years, ten males
and ten females) participated in this study. The male subjects had
a higher body mass, height, and leg length than the female
subjects. A Vicon motion capture system and a Zebris FDMT-S
instrumented treadmill were used to collect kinematic and kinetic
data, respectively, during treadmill walking. Participants first
walked overground at their self-selected speed three times, and
the average speed was used for treadmill walking. Participants
completed a 5-minute treadmill walking trial at each of four load
conditions in a random order: A0, A25, A50, and A75,
representing no load and ankle load equal to 0.8%, 1.6%, and
2.4% of body weight, respectively. Spatiotemporal variables
included step length normalized by leg length and swing time.
Kinetic variables included braking and propulsive impulses
normalized by body weight. A three-way (2 group × 4 load × 2
side) mixed ANOVA was conducted at a significance level of
=0.05. Post-hoc pairwise comparisons with Bonferroni
adjustments were performed when necessary.
Results and Discussion
Both the males and females tended to increase normalized step
length and swing time with ankle load (Fig. 1). The loaded side
demonstrated the longer normalized step length than the
unloaded side for both groups. Statistical analysis revealed that
there was a load effect (p=0.006) and a side effect (p=0.003), but
not a group effect in normalized step length. While swing time
increased with ankle load on the loaded side, it maintained similar
values on the unloaded side across the load conditions. There was
a load by side interaction but not a group effect in swing time
(p<0.001). These results indicate that external ankle load did not
induce gender differences in the selected spatiotemporal
parameters during walking.
Normalized braking and propulsive impulses showed similar
values across load conditions; however, the male subjects had
smaller braking and propulsive impulses than the female

subjects. Statistical analysis revealed a group effect in both
impulse variables (p<0.001) and a side effect in normalized
propulsive impulse (p=0.012). Note that the average walking
speed was 1.34 m/s in the males and 1.19 m/s in the females.
These impulse results suggest that the smaller impulse values
may be due to a faster walking speed in the males than the
females. In addition, both the males and females showed
asymmetry between the loaded and unloaded sides only in the
propulsive phase but not the braking phase of walking,
suggesting different propulsive needs between the two sides
during push off.
Swing time

Normalized step length
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Figure 1: Mean and SD of normalized step length and swing time (in
second) at different loading conditions
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Figure 2: Mean and SD of normalized braking impulse and propulsive
impulses between males and females across four loading conditions

Significance
This study demonstrated that external load affects spatiotemporal
and kinetic variables as expected. However, manipulating ankle
load induced different kinetic patterns but similar spatiotemporal
variables between male and female adults. It will be interesting
to investigate if muscle activation shows similar trends between
males and females. Our findings provide essential information to
understand the effect of physical rehabilitation with different
loads on gait outcomes, which can help improve the rehabilitation
effectiveness. Clinicians may use our findings to develop and
implement an intervention protocol with ankle load to improve
the locomotor function of people with disabilities such as limb
length discrepancy or amputation.
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Introduction
Femoroacetab lar impingement s ndrome (FAIS) is a disorder
characteri ed b speci c bon morpholog of the fem r and/or
acetab l m, hich ma lead to hip pain. People ith FAIS alk
ith more anterior pel ic tilt [1], and their pain ma res lt from
e cessi e anteriorl -directed joint forces from the fem r onto
the acetab l m [2]. Pre io s approaches sing m sc loskeletal
modeling to calc late joint forces, ho e er, ma inacc ratel
ass me that each participant stands in a ne tral position hen
stationar . In t rn, information on parameters that a ect joint
forces (s ch as pel ic tilt) is lost in kinematic data sed to
estimate joint loading. As a proof of concept,
e
comp tationall altered the pel ic tilt of si health indi id als
to obser e its e ect on hip joint forces.
Methods
Motion (100H ) and force (1000H ) gait data ere collected
and processed sing Vicon (Vicon Motion S stems Ltd,
Centennial, CO). These data ere processed in Vis al3D
(C-Motion, Inc, Rock ille, MD), hich scaled anatomical
segments based on marker locations and tracked joint motion.
Each participant s pel ic orientation as adj sted b 5 degrees
and 10 degrees of tilt at all time points. Fi e anal ses ere
performed per indi id al: ne tral tilt, t o posterior (positi e)
tilts, and t o anterior (negati e) tilts. Force and gait data of each
orientation ere imported into OpenSim 3.2 [3], and a generic
m sc loskeletal model as scaled. To calc late joint moments
and m scle acti ation, the Resid al Red ction and Comp ted
M scle Control tools ere sed. These res lts ere sed to
estimate forces from the fem r to the acetab l m in the anterior,
s perior, and medial directions in the pel ic reference frame.
Data ere normali ed from heel-strike to ipsilateral heel-strike
and adj sted for bod eight in MATLAB. Forces of both limbs
ere a eraged, and statistical parametric mapping soft are [4]
as sed to determine if the di erences in joint loads ere
signi cant bet een pel ic orientations.
R
D
A more anterior pel ic tilt led to a red ction in anterior hip joint
forces (Fig re 1A) at all points in the gait c cle (p < 0.001). In
the s perior direction, there as a small increase in joint forces
in the terminal s ing phase ith a 10-degree anterior tilt (p =
0.05). In the medial direction (Fig re 1C), there as an increase
in joint forces thro gho t most of the stance phase (p < 0.001)
in both anterior orientations. A 10-degree anterior tilt slightl
increased the res ltant forces (Fig re 1D) in the terminal s ing
phase (p = 0.036). Those di erences ere not as prominent in
the femoral reference frame; altho gh the m scle orientations
change to the same e tent in both frames, the perspecti e is also

Figure 1: Joint forces in the A) anterior, B) s perior, C) medial
directions in the pel ic reference frame. D) Res ltant (net) forces.

altered hen tilt is adj sted in the pel ic frame. O r ndings
s ggest that altering pel ic tilt a ects force in di erent a s;
despite the decrease in anteriorl -directed forces ith anterior
tilt, there as a sim ltaneo s increase in the s perior and medial
directions. A more anterior pel ic orientation ma red ce pain
in people ith FAIS, altho gh f rther research is needed to test
this h pothesis. Th s, o r approach ill help sim late di erent
conditions in OpenSim, and allo
for more realistic
comparisons bet een gro ps.
Signiﬁcance
Comp tational changes in pel ic tilt sho ld be considered in
f t re anal ses to obser e ho bodil orientations can alle iate
or e acerbate conditions s ch as FAIS. These ndings can be
applied in f t re st dies that compare the joint forces of health
indi id als to those of people ith FAIS. S ch st dies can
inform researchers on gait alteration strategies or the design of
assisti e de ices to manage the onset of FAIS.
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Introduction
Muscle activation is typically reported as a normalized
electromyography (EMG) signal. In weighted exercises,
EMG is most often normalized as a percentage of a maximum
voluntary isometric contraction (MVIC). However, EMG can
also be normalized to the peak EMG signal of the dynamic
task being performed (DMVC)1. Maximal loading is required
for full activation of muscles in order to complete the back
squat2, which suggests the use of a DMVC could be a more
applicable normalization for EMG signals during weighted
exercise movements3. The back squat presents a unique
opportunity to simultaneously evaluate intra (normalization
method) and inter (group) subject effects due to 1) the
similarity in joint angles during the squat and MVIC setup and
2) the presence of back squats in nearly all exercise programs
for all persons (i.e., males and females). Currently there is no
universally adopted method for normalization of muscle
activation during weighted exercises, likely due to the mixed
results from previous comparisons between each scheme.

muscles reduced by 24%, 48%, and 56% in DMVC compared
to MVIC, respectively (Figure 1). The current study found BF
activation was more sensitive to normalization methods in
females than males. A significant normalization method by
sex interaction was found for both peak and mean BF
activation levels (p=0.005 and p=0.007, respectively).

Methods
Muscle activation patterns were collected at 2000 Hz using a
Delsys Trigno Wireless EMG system (Delsys, Inc.), of 18
participants. MVICs of each muscle were recorded for 10
seconds. The rectus femoris (RF) and vastus medialis (VM)
were performed seated with the knees flexed 60º 4,5. The
biceps femoris (BF) was performed prone with the knee
flexed to 30º 4,5. Participants performed a 5-minute warm-up
of their choice, followed by the NSCA 1RM back squat
testing protocol6. Squats were performed with a shoulderwidth stance to full depth (contact between posterior thigh and
shank). Recorded muscle activations from MVIC, 1RM
(DMVC) and 80% 1RM (submax) trials were imported into
Matlab (R2019b, The MathWorks, Natick, MA). EMG
waveforms during the concentric phase (full depth to standing
upright) were used for analysis7. Peak activation from the
DMVC and MVIC were extracted and used for
normalization3. All submax trials were normalized to the
MVIC and DMVC. Inter-participant variability for both
normalization techniques was assessed with coefficient of
variation (CV) and variance rations (VR)8. Test-retest
reliability was assessed by intraclass correlation coefficient
(ICC)1. Mixed-model analyses of variance (MMANOVAs)
were performed to determine if significant normalization
(within-subjects; n=2) by sex (between-subjects; n=2)
interactions existed for each muscle.

Figure 1. Ensemble muscle activation waveforms

Results and Discussion
The results of this study suggest the use of DMVC as a more
reliable and superior normalization technique than MVIC for
analyzing the squat exercise. The DMVC normalization
method demonstrated greater specificity (reduced intersubject variability), with peak CV and mean CV for all

Significance
One-repetition maximums are tests to establish baseline
numbers for training percentages and testing baselines. In
many high-performance and tactical settings, coaches and
researchers employ EMGs to measure muscle imbalances
during dynamic movements. The combination of these
assessment techniques is an important step for ensuring
athletes’ peak readiness. Here, we provide evidence for the
use of the peak muscle activation measured during the 1RM
test as the denominator when normalizing/assessing
submaximal tests of the same movement. Although these
findings hold for both sexes, outcomes of muscle activations
in females were more susceptible to normalization method
compared to males. As such, this study clearly illustrates the
need for exercising caution when considering results from
multiple studies that implement different normalization
schemes. Therefore, caution should be used when interpreting
measures of muscle activation in the literature.
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In od c ion
Adapti e treadmills designed to change speed in real time to
match the ser s alking speed are increasingl being sed in
gait research [1]. While there are ario s adapti e control
schemes being sed b research gro ps aro nd the orld, man
are controlled primaril b
ser position and spatiotemporal
parameters [2]. These controllers ignore meas res of for ard
prop lsion, s ch as anterior gro nd reaction forces, that are
kno n to linearl correlate ith alking speed [3]. To address
this limitation, e de eloped a no el adapti e treadmill (ATM)
controller here speed changes ith position, spatiotemporal
parameters, and for ard prop lsion [4].
The st d objec i e as to determine the effect of adj sting
the eight on the center of mass position term in the ATM control
f nction on prop lsion mechanics. We
h o he i ed
that
adj sting the eight on the position term o ld not significantl
alter alking speed, a erage peak anterior or posterior gro nd
reaction forces, or anterior, posterior, or net imp lses.
Me hod
Eighteen health ad lts (10 male, 24 3 rs., 1.72 0.11 m,
76.56 12.13 kg) alked at their self-selected alking speed on
a split-belt instr mented treadmill (Bertec Corp., OH, USA; 2000
H ) nder fo r modifications of ATM control. Participants
alked on each modification for one min te in random order. In
the treadmill control, beta is the eight f nction on the center of
mass (COM) position term. To test the impact of the position
control on prop lsion mechanics,
as aried for each
modification: = 0.001, = 0.25, = 0.5, = 2. A erage alking
speed, peak anterior (prop lsi e) and posterior (braking) gro nd
reaction forces, and anterior, posterior, and net gro nd reaction
force imp lses ere comp ted ith a c stom MATLAB code
(MathWorks, MA, USA). A one- a ANOVA ( = 0.05)
blocked b s bject and post-hoc T ke HSD tests ere r n to
determine if an significant differences ere present bet een
trials.
Re l and Di c ion
As h pothesi ed, s bjects chose similar alking speeds across
all fo r modifications. Peak anterior and posterior gro nd
reaction forces as ell as anterior and posterior imp lses ere
also not significantl different bet een trials. Ho e er, there
as a significant difference bet een net imp lse al es on the
= 0.001 modification compared to = 0.5 and =2 modifications
(Fig 1). While differences ere not obser ed bet een anterior
and posterior imp lse al es indi id all , the combination of
a erage increased prop lsi e imp lse and decreased braking
imp lse ith a smaller beta s ggests that decreasing the eight
f nction on the position term ma promote increased prop lsion.
The res lts of this st d s ggest that remo ing the COM
position term in the ATM controller ca ses the ser to rel on
other gait mechanics, specificall prop lsi e imp lse to achie e
and maintain their desired self-selected alking speed. Ho e er,
man s bjects commented that it became more challenging to

achie e and maintain their desired alking speed as reliance on
position-based control decreased. In addition, e obser e that as
beta decreased s bjects tended to se a light to ch on the
handrails to assist ith stabilit and allo them to increase their
prop lsion to reach their desired alking speed. With that being
said, indi id als more e perienced ith ATM alking did not
req ire the se of the handrails. We anticipate that thro gh
training on an ATM itho t position-based control, indi id als
o ld become more comfortable and no longer se the handrails.
Th s, remo ing or minimi ing the importance of position-based
control ma impro e the effecti eness of ATM-based gait
training programs at increasing prop lsion.

Fig e 1: Gro p a erage
modification.

standard de iation net imp lse for each

Significance
Decreasing the importance of position-based control in an ATM
controller can enco rage sers to shift closer to a net ero gro nd
reaction force imp lse b increasing prop lsi e and decreasing
braking imp lses. This s ggests that ATM controllers based on
spatiotemporal and prop lsion mechanics ma be more s ited to
target increased prop lsion than solel position-based control,
impro ing the efficac of ATM gait rehabilitation. F t re ork
ill seek to nderstand ho spatiotemporal parameters aried
bet een these modifications and determine baseline factors that
ma promote participants to rel more hea il on either
spatiotemporal or prop lsi e-based control in the absence of
position-based control.
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In rod c ion
There are o common s ra egies ha s ppor me abolic cos
red c ion sing ankle e oskele ons: mimicking he ankle posi i e
po er [1] or sing a h man-in- he-loop (HITL) op imi a ion
i h a parame eri ed rajec or [2-4]. The posi i e po er
approach can generali e across alking and r nning, b applies
orq e o er a smaller por ion of he gai c cle; here he HITL
me hod applies orq e o er a larger por ion of he gai c cle, b
is cons rained b he selec ed parame ri a ion. The ph siological
fac ors ha con rib e o effec i e ac a ion profile shape are
nkno n. We presen a me hod for genera ing he ac a ion
profile sing an es ima e of he sole s adenosine riphospha e
(ATP) h drol sis ra e ha is applicable from alking hro gh
r nning speeds. This approach is e pec ed o impro e energ cos
red c ion o er radi ional po er me hods as i applies orq e o er
a larger por ion of he s ance phase. I is simpler han HITL
me hods as i is generali able o er locomo ion speed i ho a
long op imi a ion process.
Me hods
We digi i ed sole s m scle and endon d namics da a for bo h
alking and r nning, hich ere recorded sing l raso nd [5].
The h man m scle fiber ATP h drol sis ra e based on fascicle
eloci in isome ric con rac ions [6] as e ended, ℎ 𝑉 .
∗

ℎ 𝑉

,

𝑚𝑎𝑥

(1)

𝑀, 0
∗

,

Where M and D are parame ers of a h perbola ha ere fi [6]
for pe I (slo ) and IIA (fas ) fibers, 𝑉 is he fascicle eloci ,
and 𝑙 is he fascicle res ing leng h d ring s a ic s anding. A deadband hreshold as applied o he fascicle eloci o allo for
he small con rac ions sed for endon ensioning, defined as he
fascicle eloci
al e hen he endon reached i s peak
leng hening eloci , 𝑉
. The ATP h drol sis ra e d ring
s a ic con rac ion as remo ed. The con rib ions based on
m scle composi ion of bo h fas (𝑅
0.2) and slo (𝑅
0.8)
[7] i ch fibers as sed o es ima e he ne ATP h drol sis ra e
of he sole s (Eq. 2), i h a correc ion for eccen ric con rac ions
(1/2.7) applied [8]. The res l ing c r e as scaled b 𝐶 so i had
he same peak al e as he HITL profile.
⎧
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𝐶
.

𝐼𝑓 𝐹
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𝐼𝑓 𝑉

0

𝑅 ℎ

𝑉

+𝑅 ℎ 𝑉

𝑂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

(2)

Res l s and Disc ssion
The proposed me hod s ppor s crea ing generali ed con rol
s ra egies based on biological phenomenon ha req ire no
specific kno ledge of he ac i i . For alking ℎ has a shape
similar o a linear ramp (Fig. 1a). I is nkno n if his shape is
more or less effec i e han he HITL profile, as he profile sed
for he HITL op imi a ion as predefined o red ce he n mber
of parame ers. These o me hods opera e o er he same region
of he gai c cle. The ℎ profile has similar iming and shape o
he r nning HITL profile (Fig. 1b). This ATP-based approach
considers locali ed informa ion i ho acco n ing for changes

a)

b)

Fig re 1: The orq e is he ankle orq e repor ed b Lai e al. for he
speed presen ed. Beca se onl s ance ime as repor ed, for alking he
las poin as se o he mean offse ime repor ed b Zhang e al. [2].
The HITL profile is he mean profile repor ed for alking a 1.25 m/s b
Zhang e al., and for r nning a 3.0 m/s repor ed b Wi e e al. [4]. The
shaded region is he range of repor ed c r es.

in f ll bod mo ion ha ma arise in response o e ernall
applied orq es. The approach presen ed onl
sed fascicle
eloci as an inp , meaning i ma no ransla e o s a ic asks.
E ensions o he model co ld acco n for bo h m scle force and
fascicle eloci . The res l s presen ed had inp s i ho he
e oskele on in er en ion applied. E ernal orq es ma impac
he shape and iming of he es ima ed profiles d e o changes in
fascicle eloci . F r her s dies are needed o q an if hese
effec s and compare performance o o her ask-in arian
con rollers, s ch as energ shaping me hods [9].
Significance
A con roller ha generali es across asks e ends he capabili ies
of an indi id al e oskele on. We ha e presen ed an ini ial
e plora ion of a m scle ATP model o genera e e oskele on
orq e profiles. This approach has he po en ial o generali e o
asks here he beha io r is no ell defined, e.g. non-c clic gai
asks, and can be applied o an m scle of in eres .
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Introduction
The ph iological p oce e in ol ed i h keeping a h man
p igh a e comple and d namic. A me ic commonl
ed o
q an i a i el anal e po al con ol i cen e of p e
e
(COP). In o de o main ain balance d ing q ie anding, hi
fac o follo
a gene al o cilla o pa e n he e i
a
abo he cen e of ma (COM) o co n e ac a po en ial fall
ha co ld o he i e be ca ed b he COM mo ing be ond
he ba e of ppo [1]. The p ima objec i e of hi e ea ch
a o de e mine he he app o ima e en op (ApEn), hich
q an ifie he eg la i of a ignal [2], co ld be capable of
q an if ing change in abili in pical indi id al
hen
implemen ed on COP ignal d ing q ie anding nde
inc ea ing le el of in abili . We h po he i ed ha a
abili dec ea ed ApEn o ld inc ea e, indica ing le
p edic abili in he po al con ol mechani m.
Methods
Si heal h indi id al (4 female ; 24.8 3.3
; 170.8 10.5
cm; 71.0 13.5 kg) pa icipa ed. App o al a ob ained f om
he G and Valle S a e Uni e i H man Re ea ch Re ie
Commi ee (#18-246-H). A F ll-Bod Pl g-in-Gai model a
ili ed in conj nc ion i h 16 Vicon MX came a (120 H )
and Ne
mo ion cap e of a e 2.9.2 (O fo d Me ic ) o
ack ana omical ma ke ajec o ie , hich e e fil e ed i h
a 15 H Wol ing fil e . G o nd eac ion fo ce e e collec ed
ing floo -embedded AMTI (Ad anced Mechanical
Technolog Inc.) fo ce pla e (1200 H ) and e e fil e ed i h
a 6 H B e o h fil e . Da a e e collec ed fo 30 econd
o e 5 ial i h pa icipan
anding i h a m fle ed, hand
o ching ho lde , on o fo ce pla e nde i condi ion ,
f om mo o lea
able: 1) e e open fee oge he (EOFT),
2) e e clo ed fee oge he (ECFT), 3) e e open dominan
foo on ea pla e (EODB), 4) e e clo ed dominan foo on
ea pla e (ECDB), 5) e e open dominan foo on fo e pla e
(EODF), and 6) e e clo ed dominan foo on fo e pla e
(ECDF). Pa icipan
e e a ked o
and i h knee
e ended, hile main aining eq al di ib ion of eigh on
each fo ce pla e fo andem foo ance . C om P hon code
(P hon Sof a e Fo nda ion) a
ed o de e mine he
combined (f om he ea and fo e fo ce pla e ) COP loca ion
[1]. ApEn a
ed o q an if change in abili in
an e o-po e io (AP) and medio-la e al (ML) di ec ion .
E ima ion of ApEn eq i e ca ef ll choo ing he
pa ame e m (da a leng h) and (fil e o ole ance le el). We
elec ed m = 2, a
gge ed b Pinc [2]. Ho e e , he
choice of la gel depend on he da a i elf and o i le
anda di ed. We cho e = 10 ba ed on empi ical ob e a ion.
Results and Discussion
Fi e of he i
bjec
ho ed a ignifican diffe ence
(p<0.01) in ApEn be een one o mo e abili condi ion .

Fo all of he e bjec , a 2- ided D nne
po -hoc e
ho ed ha e e
andem foo po i ion a ignifican l
diffe en f om he mo
able, EOFT condi ion in bo h ML
and AP di ec ion (Fig e 1), hich i
ppo ed b p e io
e ea ch [3,4]. ApEn a al o able o de e mine ignifican
diffe ence be een e e open and e e clo ed a ian of he
fee oge he po i ion on m l iple occa ion . Thi
gge
ha
ApEn can be ed a a en i i e indica o of abili in
po al con ol. Change in ApEn be een
abili
condi ion did no appea o diffe ignifican l be een he
AP and ML di ec ion .

Figure 1. Diffe ence in app o ima e en op fo each abili
condi ion f om mo
able, e e open fee oge he , po i ion he e
*** deno e a ignificance of p<0.001, fo ep e en a i e bjec .

Significance
I i kno n ha po al con ol i affec ed b inj ie o he
b ain [5,6]. Addi ional info ma ion gained f om ApEn on he
COP p o ide in igh in o pa e n and indice ha a e
cha ac e i ic of a pical b ain and ho i o k o main ain
balance. Unde anding ho an ninj ed b ain o k o keep
a pe on p igh d ing diffe en
abili condi ion i
in al able fo f
e e ea ch i h bjec ha ha e ffe ed
f om a a ma ic b ain inj
ch a a conc ion. O da a
gge ha ApEn i a me ic ha can di ing i h le
able
po al con ol in heal h indi id al . The e finding
ill
allo fo compa i on be een he a a pical b ain and a
damaged b ain eac o he ame q ie anding condi ion , and
ma lead o e en al concl i e e ing fo conc ion
diagno i .
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Introduction
The physiological processes involved with keeping a human
upright are complex and dynamic. A metric commonly used
to quantitatively analyze postural control is center of pressure
(COP). The COP follows a general oscillatory pattern where
it sways about the center of mass (COM) to counteract a
potential fall that could be caused by the COM moving
beyond the base of support [1]. The primary objective of this
research was to determine whether the velocity of COP
oscillations would be capable of quantifying changes in
stability in typical individuals during quiet standing under
increasing levels of instability. We hypothesized that as
stability decreased, COP velocity would increase, indicating
the body’s need for more rapid adjustments to maintain
balance.
Methods
Six healthy individuals (4 females; 24.8±3.3 yrs.; 170.8±10.5
cm; 71.0±13.5 kg) participated. Approval was obtained from
the Grand Valley State University Human Research Review
Committee (#18-246-H). A full-body Plug-in-Gait model was
utilized in conjunction with 16 Vicon MX cameras (120 Hz)
and Nexus motion capture software v2.9.2 (Oxford Metrics)
to track anatomical marker trajectories, which were filtered
with a 15 Hz Woltring filter. Ground reaction forces were
collected using floor-embedded AMTI (Advanced
Mechanical Technology Inc.) force plates (1200 Hz) and were
filtered with a 6 Hz Butterworth filter. Data were collected for
30 seconds over 5 trials with participants standing on two
force plates under six conditions: 1) eyes open feet together
(EOFT), 2) eyes closed feet together (ECFT), 3) eyes open
dominant foot on rear plate (EODB), 4) eyes closed dominant
foot on rear plate (ECDB), 5) eyes open dominant foot on fore
plate (EODF), and 6) eyes closed dominant foot on fore plate
(ECDF). Custom Python code (Python Software Foundation)
was used to determine the combined (from the rear and fore
force plates) COP location [1]. Velocity was used to quantify
changes in stability in antero-posterior (AP) and medio-lateral
(ML) directions (Equation 1), where x is the COP signal, t is
the time vector, and i is the index pointing to each COP
location.
!(#) =

&(# + 1) − &(#)
. . . . . . . . . (1)
*(# + 1) − *(#)

The application of this equation resulted in a velocity signal
that was equal in length to the COP signal. The magnitudes
of each velocity value were averaged together to create a
single average velocity to represent each trial, respectively.
Results and Discussion
Five out of six subjects showed a significant difference
(p<0.05) in velocity magnitude between one or more stability

conditions. For four subjects, a 2-sided Dunnett’s post-hoc
test showed a significant increase in velocity between, at
least, the most stable (EOFT) and one of the least stable
(ECDF, ECDB) conditions in both ML and AP directions
(Figure 1). This is supported by previous research as well as
a systematic review assessing similar techniques [3,4]. These
results indicate that velocity magnitude could be used to
differentiate between large differences in stability levels in
postural control. However, these results also suggest that
velocity magnitude may not be the best choice for identifying
minute differences in stability in postural control.
from

Figure 1. Difference in velocity for each stability condition from
most stable, eyes open feet together, position where *** denotes
a significance of p<0.001, ** denotes p<0.005, and * denotes
p<0.05, for a representative subject.

Significance
Although it is known that postural control is affected by
injuries to the brain [3,5], the degree to which it is affected is
not as clear. Information gained from COP velocity provides
insight into characteristics that typify how a healthy brain
works to maintain balance. Our data suggest that velocity is
a metric that can distinguish large differences between stable
and less stable quiet standing positions. We believe that the
COP velocity could be a useful metric in clinical decision
making with regard to return-to-play for concussed athletes.
In a parallel study, approximate entropy (ApEn) was
investigated as another metric that could characterize
instability in postural control. While ApEn was more
sensitive to changing stability than velocity, computational
expense was very high. The ease of analyzing velocity of
COP makes this an attractive method.
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Introduction
With the worldwide COVID-19 pandemic in 2020, many
cyclists and runners saw most of their races cancelled or
postponed. For athletes still wanting to test their fitness
Everesting became a popular challenge: cycling or running up an
elevation equivalent to Mt. Everest (8,848m or 29,029ft). During
Everesting, athletes are free to pick any hill and repeat it as many
times until they have reached the accumulated elevation. With an
almost infinitely number of different hills, the question arises
what is the most optimal hill for Everesting and whether this hill
is different for cycling and running. While there are several
factors determining the optimal hill, in this abstract we will focus
on the optimal slope for cycling and running.
Methods
To determine the optimal slope, we modelled cycling and running
across slopes with an assumed constant metabolic power of 15
W/kg during both cycling and running.
In cycling, mechanical power output is a reliable surrogate for
metabolic power, and equals the power necessary to overcome
rolling resistance, air resistance and work against gravity:
𝑃
𝑃
𝑃
𝑃
Each term in the equation can be estimated:
𝑃

𝐶 ∗
∗𝐶 ∗𝐴∗

∗

∗𝑐
∗

𝑎
∗

∗

100
∗

slopes exceeding 20% are often too steep to climb with a
traditional road bike and gearing ratio.
In contrast to cycling, for running not all the equations
suggest that steeper is faster. Only the equation by Hoogkamer et
al. (2014)3 demonstrates that with increasing slope ascending
time reduces. The other equations indicate an optimum, although
this optimum is highly different between studies (Figure 1).
Minetti et al. (2002)2 found an optimum around 20-30%, while
Giovanelli et al. (2016)4, who experimentally measured the
steepest slopes (up to 81.6%), found an optimal range between
40 and 70%. Interestingly, the authors found that walking was
metabolically cheaper than running.
As one would expect for slopes under 12% cycling is faster,
but at steeper slopes – depending on the equation used – uphill
running becomes faster than cycling. These results are in line
with previous research demonstrating that cycling is faster at
slopes below 10-15%5. Note that we only modelled the uphill
section, downhill cycling is much faster and metabolically
cheaper compared to downhill running.

0.5 ∗

𝑎

∗
100
With 𝐶 the coefficient for rolling resistance,
the combined
mass of cyclist and equipment, the gravitational acceleration,
the cycling velocity,
the density of air, 𝐶 the coefficient
of aerodynamic drag, 𝐴 the cyclist’s frontal area and
the
combined speed of the cyclist and the wind. From our initial
assumption of metabolic power (15 W/kg), we calculated the
metabolic power (cyclist body mass = 70 kg) and combined with
an estimated gross efficiency of 22.7%1 we calculated the
mechanical power output (238.4 W). Making several more
assumptions (
70 8 ; 𝐶
0.005;
1.22 ⁄ ;
𝐶 𝐴 0.48
and
0), we calculated the cycling velocity
as a function of the slope and, subsequently, calculated the time
needed to gain 8,848m of elevation.
In contrast to cycling, in running metabolic power is not
related to mechanical power. Yet, several studies have
investigated the relationship between metabolic power and slope
for uphill running and walking. Applying those equations allows
us to calculated the optimal slope2–4.
Results and Discussion
To minimize the ascending time in cycling a cyclist wants to use
most of his mechanical (and hence metabolic) power to overcome
gravity. Given the general equation, a steeper slope will reduce
the cycling speed and thus the related air resistance, making
steeper slopes theoretically faster (Figure 1). Nevertheless, the
increases in performance (i.e. reduced ascending time)
diminishes once the slope exceeds 15% (Figure 1). Moreover,

Figure 1: Ascending time during an Everesting attempt with an assumed
15 W/kg metabolic power for cycling (black) and running, differently
colored lines represent different equations.

Significance
Although the current Everesting records for cycling are faster
than running (Male 7 vs 11h; Female 9 vs 13h), our results
indicate that uphill running is potentially almost as fast as
cycling, if not faster, when running up steep slopes. Future
research can expand our work to other factors determining the
optimal hill for Everesting, such as the number of repetitions,
fuelling, effect of altitude and downhill running.
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Introduction
Overuse injuries to the shoulder joint are common in athletes who
participate in overhead sports such as baseball. Rehabilitation
and pre-season screening for these injuries involve measurements
of shoulder range of motion and strength. However, there are a
limited number of reliable and clinically relevant tests available
to measure the strength of an athlete’s shoulder complex1.
The Athletic Shoulder (ASH) test has been proposed as a
novel and reliable method for measuring isometric strength of the
shoulder girdle through a range of abduction2. Normative values
have yet to be provided for baseball players performing the ASH
test. Further, ASH test measures have never been linked to sport
performance in this population. Therefore, the purpose of this
study was to investigate ASH test performance in a group of
collegiate baseball pitchers. It was hypothesized that isometric
strength of the dominant arm would be significantly greater than
that of the non-dominant arm. Additionally, it was hypothesized
that ASH test performance would be related to fastball velocity.
Methods
This study was approved by the Sanford Health Institutional
Review Board. Twenty one (n=21) healthy NCAA Division II
collegiate baseball pitchers participated in the study.
The ASH Test was conducted as part of a clinical evaluation
where subject height, weight, arm length, and isometric strength
were collected. The ASH test was performed with subjects prone
on the floor with the forehead resting on a towel for support with
the testing limb in a pre-determined amount of shoulder
abduction with the full hand resting on a portable force plate
(Figure 1). After a brief warmup, subjects were familiarized with
the testing protocol and the testing arm was determined
randomly. For each test position (0, 90, 135, and 180° of shoulder
abduction), subjects performed three maximal effort trials.
Subjects were instructed to push as hard and fast as possible to
generate maximal force for three seconds. If any compensatory
strategies such as excessive trunk rotation were observed, the trial
was discarded and a new trial was recorded. The same protocol
was then followed for the opposite limb. Peak force was obtained
for each trial and averaged across the three trials for each test
position. Force data was normalized to bodyweight prior to
analysis.

Figure 1: Example of ASH test setup (135° abduction pictured).

Subjects returned approximately two weeks later for a bullpen
session in a biomechanics lab. After a warmup, each pitcher
threw 10 fastballs from an artificial mound at a simulated strike
zone 45 feet from the rubber. Fastball velocity was recorded with
a radar gun. The five fastest pitches thrown for strikes were
averaged and used for analysis.
Isometric strength differences were assessed bilaterally using
paired T-tests. Pearson correlations were used to assess the
relationship between dominant arm isometric strength and
fastball velocity ( = 0.05).
Results and Discussion
Dominant arm isometric peak force was greater than the nondominant side at each level of shoulder abduction. The test
position where the arm was abducted to 180° was shown to
provide the highest force outputs for both the dominant and nondominant arms. Isometric peak force at 90° abduction was
significantly greater in the dominant side (Table 1). This test
position was also where the lowest peak force outputs were
observed bilaterally. Results from the Pearson correlations
showed no significant relationships between isometric peak force
and fastball velocity.
Table 1. Isometric peak force (Mean ± SD)
0°
90°
135°
11.9 ± 2.3
D
13.4 ± 2.7
13.0 ± 2.9
10.9 ± 2.3
ND
12.8 ± 3.2
12.3 ± 2.5
<0.01
p-value
0.18
0.09

180°
15.8 ± 3.8
15.2 ± 3.8
0.35

Peak force expressed in % bodyweight. D=Dominant; ND=Non-Dominant

Results from the ASH test showed that baseball players
present stronger isometric shoulder strength in the throwing arm
compared to the non-throwing arm. Bilateral differences were
between 4-9% depending on shoulder abduction angle with the
greatest difference being observed at 90°. These normative
values can be used as a benchmark for shoulder strength as part
of the rehabilitation process or for pre-season screening of
overhead athletes. However, caution should be taken when using
the ASH test for prediction of sport performance in pitchers.
Significance
Normative values for the ASH test did not exist previously for
healthy pitchers. The isometric strength profile of the healthy
collegiate pitcher has been provided. Based on these results, it is
recommended that peak isometric strength of the throwing arm
be at least 10% of a player’s bodyweight and 90% of the nonthrowing arm. Clinicians using the ASH test as an outcome
measure for rehabilitation of overhead athletes should evaluate
the isometric strength of the shoulder girdle bilaterally at least at
90 and 180° abduction since these positions were shown to
provide the end ranges of force production.
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Introduction
Cerebral palsy (CP) is associated with a high risk and rate of
falling, with 55% of falls occurring during walking [1]. Our
previous analysis of the margin of stability (MOS) [2] during
walking determined that children with CP had more lateral
stability during stance on their non-dominant limb, but no
between-group differences in anterior stability [3]. We recently
validated a new method of determining lateral and
anteroposterior stability relative to the pelvic orientation [4], a
useful method in evaluating stability relative to anatomical
orientations and in contexts when the walking trajectory is not
clearly defined. We do not know, however, how the pelvicoriented MOS alters conclusions in a clinical study. Our purpose
was to determine how the between-group conclusions of a crosssectional study, comparing the dynamic stability of children with
and without CP, were altered when using a traditional global
reference frame and a pelvic-oriented reference frame.
Methods
Participants included 13 children with CP (6 boys/7 girls, age 9.2
(2.1) years, BMI 16.5 (1.4) kg m-2 , 10 GMFCS Level I, 3 Level II,
8 di- & 5 hemiplegic) and 13 children with typical development
(TD, 6 boys/7 girls, age 9.4 (2.4) years, BMI 16.9 (2.6) kg m-2).
Using motion capture technology (120 Hz), the over-ground gait
of all participants was recorded at preferred (mean (SD) stat s-1 ;
CP: 1.34 (0.28), TD: 1.27 (0.25); p=0.49) and fast speeds (CP:
2.07 (0.46), TD: 2.14 (0.45); p=0.70). The MOS (minimum
lateral, anterior at mid-swing, and anterior at foot strike) was
calculated in the global [3] and pelvic reference frames [4].
Mixed factorial ANOVAs were used to evaluate the main effects
and interactions of GROUP (CP/TD), LIMB (dominant/nondominant), SPEED
(preferred/fast),
and
METHOD
(global/pelvic).
Results and Discussion
In our previous study that evaluated the MOS in the global
reference frame, we found between group differences in lateral
stability when bearing weight on the non-dominant limb [3].
These results generally persisted when assessed using the novel
pelvic-oriented method (Figure 1). We observed a significant
LIMBxGROUP interaction for the lateral minimum MOS with
large between-group effects on the non-dominant limb (p=0.02,
2 =0.20). There were no significant interactions containing
GROUP or METHOD (p>0.14 2 <0.09), suggesting that the
selected reference frame did not alter between-group effects on
stability.
In our previous study, we did not observe between-group
differences in anterior MOS measures. This conclusion persisted
regardless of the used reference frame, as shown by no significant
interactions or main effects containing GROUP (p>0.18,
2 <0.08).
For all MOS measures, there was a significant
METHODxSPEED interaction (p<0.01, 2 >0.50), suggesting
that the between-method differences in MOS were amplified at
faster walking speeds (Figure 1). Generally, at preferred speeds,

the pelvic-oriented measures were less stable laterally and
anteriorly at mid-swing, but more stable anteriorly at foot strike.
We suggest that the interaction of speed and method is due to
pelvic rotation in the transverse plane [5], an aspect that causes
forward gait velocity to increase the extrapolated center of mass
lateral position in the pelvic-oriented reference frame.

Figure 1: Height-scaled lateral M OS at preferred and fast walking for
global and pelvis-oriented reference frames. Although the stability
values were altered with the transition to a pelvic-oriented M OS
calculation, the between-group differences when bearing weight on the
non-dominant limb (dashed lines) persisted across methods.

Significance
A pelvic-oriented MOS has two advantages over that determined
in the global reference frame. First, the pelvic-oriented measure
quantifies stability with anatomically relevant context. With
regards to pelvic orientation, anteroposterior and lateral balance
control strategies and capacities are different [6], so it is
reasonable to evaluate stability in these two directions separately
and with reference to the pelvis. Second, a pelvic-oriented MOS
calculation does not require assumptions of a known walkin g
trajectory. So, it is a relevant stability measure when the
prescribed trajectory is not known, is variable, or is not followed
as instructed. This is the first clinical application of the pelvicoriented MOS. We concluded that the new approach altered MOS
values, but did not alter the between-group effects when
comparing children with and without CP. Therefore, the pelvicoriented MOS maintains construct validity as an indicator of
altered gait stability.
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Introduction
Individuals with unilateral transtibial amputation (TTA) exhibit
significantly less knee flexion and extension strength on their
residual limb compared to their sound limb [1]. This strength
asymmetry may contribute performance impairments during
ambulation. Predictive optimization techniques showed strength
loss of 10% in the residual limb musculature can significantly
increase the metabolic cost of walking from pre to post
amputation [3]. It is currently unknown however, if these findings
appear congruent with measurements on live humans. Thus, our
study examined how knee strength asymmetries between residual
and intact limbs affected walking energetics across speeds in
individuals with TTA.
Methods
Seven participants with unilateral TTA have been recruited for
this study (height: 1.75 ± 0.06 m, mass: 101.3 ± 16.7 kg, age: 50
± 8 years). Participants walked on the treadmill for six minutes at
slow, medium, and fast Froude speeds based on leg length while
their heart rate and oxygen consumption were collected using
indirect calorimetry (K5, Cosmed, Inc., Rome, Italy). Rating of
perceived exertion (RPE) was recorded following the completion
of each walking speed using the Borg scale. Participants also
performed three maximum isokinetic knee flexion and extension
contractions at 30o/sec on both the sound and residual limb
(Biodex Medical Systems, Shirley, NY). Participants rested at
least 30 seconds between tests.
Metabolic cost and heart rate were averaged over one minute of
steady state walking. Metabolic cost was scaled to the biological
mass of the participant, excluding the prosthesis mass. Each
pa icipan
peak knee flexion and extension torque were
averaged from the three isokinetic strength repetitions for both
the sound and residual limb. Similar to [2], the average value was
used to calculate an asymmetry index (ASI) score, where a
positive (+) value indicated greater strength in the sound limb. A
linear regression determined the relationship between bilateral
strength ASI and walking economy dependent measures.
Results and Discussion
Greater knee extension strength asymmetry was significantly
associated with an increase in metabolic cost (p=0.029) at faster
walking speeds. RPE scores were also correlated to knee
extension strength ASI during moderate (p=0.038) and fast
(p=0.050) walking speeds (Table 1; Fig. 1). These results relate
to prior work that has also shown greater bilateral knee strength
asymmetry can negatively impact functional outcomes [3, 5].

Fig 1: Association between knee extension strength ASI and metabolic
rate (A), heart rate (B), and RPE (C).

However, knee flexion strength asymmetry was not significantly
correlated to any economy measure across speeds (p<0.05).
Prior in silico modelling and simulation work highlighted that
maintaing both knee flexion and extension strength in the residual
limb could mitigate the increase in metabolic cost commonly
found after amputation [3]. However, when evaluating this in
vivo, the present study only found a significant relationship with
knee extension strength. This relationship was also found in
perceptions of the task being more taxing in those with assumed
greater residual limb strength loss.
Significance
Data collection is ongoing, but these significant preliminary
results provide further evidence of the importance of strength
retention, specifically in knee extension musculature of the
residual limb, in order to improve outcomes in individuals with
TTA. Future research should look to include a clinical evaluation
of knee extensor strength as an important part of any studies
investigating metabolic cost post-amputation.
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Department of the Army, Department of Defense, Department of
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Table 1: Knee extension strength ASI correlation at Froude 2, 3, and 4 walking speeds. * denotes statistical significance (p<0.05)
Metabolic Cost (ml/kg/m)
Heart Rate
RPE
[ R2 = 0.204, p = 0.308]
[ R2 = 0.084, p = 0.529]
[ R2 = 0.234, p = 0.271]
FR2
[ R2 = 0.476, p = 0.086]
[ R2 = 0.049, p = 0.632]
[ R2 = 0.604, p = 0.040]*
FR3
[ R2 = 0.650, p = 0.029]*
[ R2 = 0.370, p = 0.148]
[ R2 = 0.514, p = 0.070]
FR4
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I
d ci
Ankle-foot orthoses (AFOs) are frequentl prescribed to stabili e
and restore function in the lo er limb. The impact of an AFO on
a user s gait is determined in part b the AFO s mechanical
properties. Thus, AFO stiffness is important to characteri e for
appropriate device prescription (1). Ho ever, methods for
determining stiffness var in the literature. Here, e compare
results from three methods for determining sagittal plane AFO
stiffness.
Me h d
We calculated the rotational stiffness of four commerciall
available carbon composite AFOs using three approaches (Fig.
1). The same AFO specimens ere used in each approach. All
AFOs ere non-articulated, non-modular, si e U.S. 10.5 and
incorporated an anterior tibial shell.

We subtracted the fi ture d namics from the measured torque at
each deflection angle in post-processing, then transformed the
angle data to match the rotation a is used in Method 2.
For all methods, stiffness as calculated b fitting a line to
the angle-moment data during dorsifle ion loading. We
compared the stiffnesses obtained across methods.
Re
a d Di c i
AFO sagittal plane stiffness for the tested AFOs differed across
testing methods b 12% (Blue Rocker) to 73% (Spr Step) of the
ma imum stiffness value. Stiffnesses measured b the CLiMB
and SMApp ere more similar to each other, var ing b a
ma imum of 0.27 Nm/ or 14%. The AFO stiffnesses calculated
from hanging eights ere an average of 29% lo er than those
calculated from either custom fi ture.
Both custom test fi tures constrained the motion of the AFO
to rotation about a single a is, hile the hanging eights method
also allo ed for both translation and rotation in additional planes.
The lack of constraints resulted in a lo er measured stiffness b
hanging eights compared to both fi tures. Onl the ToeOFF
stiffness measured b hanging eights as higher than a custom
test fi ture.
Tab e 1: Measured stiffnesses of AFOs across test methods.
Sag a S ff e

AFO

A

B

C

Fig e 1: Methods for testing AFO stiffnesses. A) Hanging
eights B) CLiMB Stiffness Apparatus C) SMApp.
Me h d 1, Ha gi g Weigh (Fig 1A): Each AFO as
strapped upside do n to a molded shank and an aluminum plate
as clamped to the front and back of the footplate, constraining
deflection to the AFO strut. The initial footplate angle and the
moment arm bet een the center of the surrogate shank and the
AFO toe ere measured. Weights ere hung from the toe of the
AFO and incrementall increased through a minimum of five
increments.
Me h d 2, CLiMB S iff e A a a
(Fig 1B): A custom
designed test fi ture as constructed to automaticall rotate an
AFO in the sagittal plane about a defined ankle a is from 0 to
20 of dorsifle ion at 0.9 /s (2). Deflection as constrained to
the AFO strut b clamping the footplate to the fi ture base and
securing the tibial cuff to a surrogate shank. The fi ture as
calibrated to account for the fi ture eight on the loadcell
throughout the range of motion and data filtered at 1 H .
Me h d 3, S iff e Mea e e A a a
(SMA ) (Fig
1C): Each AFO s footplate as clamped into a previousl validated custom apparatus and its tibial cuff as secured around
a custom ring ith a linear bearing, to allo movement along the
surrogate shank (3). The SMApp loaded the AFO in the sagittal
plane at the same range of motion and speed tested in Method 2.

Me h d

Bl e R cke

Ha gi g Weigh

3.29

T eOFF

S

(N / )
Se

Ma i

1.73

0.39

0.41

CLiMB Te e

3.74

1.96

1.42

0.63

SMApp

3.58

1.69

1.22

0.55

Sig ifica ce
This research demonstrates that different testing methods used to
determine AFO mechanical properties do not necessaril ield
comparable results, reinforcing the need for standardi ed testing
practices. Establishing gold standard methodolog for evaluating
AFO mechanical properties is important for optimi ing device
prescription and comparing across manufacturers.
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Introduction
Research in lower-limb prosthetic devices has been improved by
high-performance mechatronic testbeds. These laboratory-based
testbeds pair stationary actuation and control platforms with
simple and lightweight prostheses through flexible actuation
tethers [1]. These systems allow scientists to quickly test new
hypotheses relating prosthesis performance to gait biomechanics,
user preference, and other relevant outcomes without building
complex and heavy robotic devices for each new experiment.
Existing systems are limited in their ability to emulate healthy
biomechanics in early stance because the dorsiflexion moment
behaviour is set in hardware with cantilever springs. This means
different dorsiflexion moments cannot be programmatically
rendered by the device during walking.
This work introduces a novel robotic ankle prosthesis with
offboard actuation and control. The prosthesis pairs a Bowden
cable actuator with a parallel torsion spring, allowing for active
control of both plantarflexion and dorsiflexion moments. Results
are presented from one healthy subject walking on the device
with prosthesis simulator boots. These tests were conducted to
confirm the electro- and biomechanical behaviour of the
prosthesis and control system.
Methods
The offboard actuation and control system is comprised of a
Kollmorgen AKM74L servomotor, a National Instruments PXI
real-time controller, and a desktop PC that operates as an
experimenter interface. The motor torques are transmitted to the
prosthesis via a custom transmission consisting of a drive shaft,
pulley, and Bowden cable.
The ankle prosthesis consists of a custom rotary joint and
aluminium structure. The prosthesis attaches to a standard
composite footplate and pyramid adapter. Plantarflexion
moments are provided by the Bowden cable while dorsiflexion
moments are provided by a custom parallel torsion spring. Joint
angles and prosthesis moments are measured with compact
wearable sensors. The prosthesis mass is 1.3 kg and total range
of motion is 46 degrees.
For this experiment, the prosthesis joint torque controller was
programmed to make the joint emulate a virtual torsion spring.
The prosthesis controller contains a data-driven model of the
parallel torsion spring, allowing the total joint torque to be
controlled by the actuator.
One healthy subject (M, 28, 75.1 kg) was recruited under an
IRB approved protocol to walk on the device with prosthesis
adapter boots. Five plantarflexion quasi-stiffnesses from [2] were
tested while the subject walked at a self-selected pace of 0.75 m/s.
Ankle kinematics and kinetics were computed from wearable
prosthesis cable force and ankle angle sensors.
Results and Discussion
The robotic ankle prosthesis and offboard actuation system
successfully rendered five quasi-stiffnesses during walking.

Sagittal plane joint biomechanics are shown for seven steps from
each quasi-stiffness condition in Figure 1.
The peak plantarflexion and dorsiflexion torques provided by
the prosthesis during the experiment were 86.5 Nm and 18.26
Nm, respectively. The average RMS torque tracking error across
all conditions was 12.68 Nm.
As the prosthesis quasi-stiffness increased, the prosthesis
range of motion decreased and the total joint moments remained
mostly invariant, which is consistent findings from other studies
[3]. The prosthesis moments and powers were lower than those
repor ed in heal h s bjec s, b his as d e o o r s bjec s
relatively slow self-selected walking speed and lack of training
with the novel device rather than limitations with the hardware or
control system.
This pilot experiment showed that our novel prosthesis is
capable of rendering a range of human-like ankle behaviours
during walking and is ready for experimental studies with lowerlimb amputees.

Figure 1: Top-left: images of the prosthesis at heel-strike, midstance,
and toe-off. Top-right: prosthetic ankle angle. Bottom-left: Mass
normalized ankle-moment. Bottom right: Mass normalized ankle power.
Positive direction indicates plantarflexion for both moments and angles.

Significance
Our robotic ankle prosthesis differs from other Bowden-cable
driven prostheses in several ways. The device uses a standard
prosthesis footplate and will fit inside of a cosmesis and shoe.
The parallel torsion spring allows the dorsiflexion moment of the
prosthesis to be set on a software level. More high-quality offboard actuation systems and prostheses with unique designs will
ultimately make the field of active lower-limb prostheses more
robust.
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I
d c
Iner ial mea remen ni (IMU ) are an a rac i e op ion for
e ima ing h man kinema ic
i ho
radi ional labora or
con rain . Ho e er, acc ra e e ima ion of join angle from
bod - orn IMU m
o ercome e eral challenge , incl ding
in egra ion drif error (ca ed b he in egra ion of noi IMU
ignal ). Th , kinema ic e ima ion me hod m
le erage
addi ional con rain
or mea remen
o correc
ch
in egra ion drif error .
Correc ing in egra ion drif error can be par ic larl
challenging for e ima ing in ernal/e ernal ro a ion (IE) of join
beca e of he rela i el lo ignal- o-noi e ra io abo he IE
a i and beca e he e error of en canno be ob er ed from
mea red gra i a ional accelera ion. While magne ome er are
commonl
ed for hi p rpo e, magne ome er-ba ed
correc ion ma be nreliable here magne ic in erference i
pre en (e.g., indoor ). O her approache le erage kno n
kinema ic con rain or a e (e.g., knee ac ing a an
appro ima e hinge) o correc rela i e orien a ion error
(e peciall IE) be een egmen [1]. Similar approache for he
hip are more challenging beca e he hip e hibi hree degree
of ro a ional freedom; ho e er, here ill e i limi for
ana omicall rea onable hip join angle . We le erage he e
limi o propo e a no el of hinge mea remen correc ion for
he hip o impro e e ima e of IE i hin an IMU-ba ed lo erlimb kinema ic e ima ion me hod i ho degrading e ima e
of fle ion/e en ion (FE) and abd c ion/add c ion (AbAd). We
al o e al a e he cce of he me hod compared o MOCAP.
Me h d
An error- a e Kalman fil er [2] me hod i
ili ed o e ima e
lo er-limb kinema ic from an arra of e en IMU (one on each
foo , hank, high, and pel i ). The mea remen model ( o
correc in egra ion drif error ) compri e gra i a ional il
correc ion , ero eloci
pda e for he fee , join cen er
correc ion , and hinge a i correc ion for he knee. Wi hin he
mea remen model, e add a of hinge mea remen for he
hip. The mea remen a me he FE a e of he high and
pel i are appro ima el aligned in he orld frame a all ime .
A high mea remen andard de ia ion (57 deg., hence a of
hinge) correc ana omicall nreali ic hip angle (e peciall IE)
hile main aining acc ra e e ima ion of FE and AbAd angle .
To e al a e he propo ed mea remen correc ion, e
e al a e hip join angle e ima e i h and i ho he correc ion
in compari on o MOCAP. From da a for a larger
d , e
e al a e he me hod on fi e bjec performing i one-min e
alking rial
i h differen alking gai for each rial. The
alking gai are for ard alking a hree peed (Normal, Fa ,
and Slo ), Back ard alking (Back), and la eral h ffle o he
lef (Lef ) and righ (Righ ). S bjec
ear IMU on each major
lo er-bod egmen , i h hree reflec i e marker on each IMU.
A ming rigidi be een re pec i e IMU and ana omical
frame , marker rajec orie are ed o ob ain MOCAP e ima e
of he hip join angle and he error- a e Kalman fil er me hod i
ed o ob ain IMU-ba ed e ima e .

1

Re
a dD c
For each hip and rial, e calc la e RMS difference be een
IMU and MOCAP-ba ed e ima e of he hip join angle . Mean
RMS difference (IMU-MOCAP) acro he en hip are repor ed
for each gai pe i h he of hinge correc ion (Tab. 1) and
i ho
he correc ion (Tab. 2). Compari on of he e able
re eal ha he of hinge mea remen correc ion decrea e
mean RMS difference in IE e ima e acro all gai pe b an
a erage of 10%. Impor an l , he e impro emen in IE
e ima ion pre en i ho an apparen degrada ion in FE and
AbAd e ima e . Impor an l , RMS difference in FE and AbAd
e ima e are al o imilar acro all gai pe e al a ed (Tab. 1).
The e re l demon ra e ha he no el
of hinge
mea remen correc ion i indeed
cce f l in correc ing
in egra ion drif error in IE e ima e of he hip i ho
degrading e ima e of FE and AbAd. Significan l , hi
correc ion achie e he e goal e en for gai
here he hip i no
primaril ac ing like a hinge in FE (e.g., Lef and Righ gai ).
Tab e 1: Mean RMS difference (IMU-MOCAP) in hip join angle
e ima e i h of hinge correc ion. All al e in degree .
Normal
Fa
Slo
Back
Lef
Righ
FE
2.71
2.44
2.73
2.60
2.95
2.99
IE
5.70
4.53
8.22
8.08
7.13
7.46
AbAd
3.09
2.54
3.18
3.02
2.86
3.56
Tab e 2: Mean RMS difference (IMU-MOCAP) in hip join angle
e ima e i ho
of hinge correc ion. All al e in degree .
Normal
Fa
Slo
Back
Lef
Righ
FE
2.70
2.44
2.73
2.60
2.96
3.00
IE
6.73
5.17
9.26
9.97
7.32
7.57
AbAd
3.22
2.64
3.26
3.33
2.86
3.58

S g f ca ce
For IMU-ba ed kinema ic e ima ion o pro e al able in broad
biomechanical con e , me hod m
remo e re ric i e
a mp ion abo en ironmen (e.g., le el gro nd) and/or pe
of mo emen . The cce of he of hinge mea remen
correc ion for he hip o er a arie of gai demon ra e ha hi
correc ion effec i el red ce in egra ion drif error (e peciall
in IE) i ho
ch a mp ion . Th , hi no el correc ion
likel remain alid for e in broad biomechanical con e
incl ding ho e foc ed on pa hological gai .
Ac
edg e
Thi re earch i
ppor ed b he US Arm Con rac ing
Command APG, Na ick Con rac ing Di i ion, nder con rac
W911QY15-C-0053 and b
he NSF Grad a e Re earch
Fello hip Program nder Gran DGE 1256260. An opinion ,
finding , concl ion , or recommenda ion are ho e of he
a hor and do no nece aril reflec he ie of he pon or .
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Introduction
Walking in the community requires individuals to acutely
speed up or slow down based on task-related demands and
environmental constraints. Transitioning speed is a form of gait
adaptability, and reduced adaptability can lead to reduced
community mobility. Understanding how young individuals
produce gait speed changes provides a baseline for future work
investigating age-related changes in these processes that might
affect community mobility.
It is well-reported that gait biomechanics are dependent on
velocity [1]. However, much less is known about the transition
between velocities. To our knowledge, no one has investigated
the kinematic changes prior to and following a speed transition
within walking.
We studied the kinematics of the transition between preferred
walking speed to faster or slower walking. We hypothesized that
the change kinematics following the speed transition would be
consistent with the established velocity-dependent changes [1].
Methods
Healthy adults (n = 10, mean ± SE age: 24.6 ± 1.50 y; height:
1.71 ± 0.04 m; mass: 70.98 ± 4.69 kg) provided written informed
consent prior to data collection.
Reflective markers, placed according to the Plug-In Gait
marker set, were recorded at 100 Hz in Nexus (Vicon, Oxford
Metrics Inc.). Individuals were instructed to begin walking at
your typical pace. When I tell you slow, walk at the slowest
possible speed that still feels natural. When I say go, walk at your
fas es safe speed. 5 trials of each speed transition were obtained
on a 10 m long walkway.
Forward center of mass (CoM) velocity was calculated and
plotted in Matlab (Mathworks Inc.). Within a user-selected range,
the transition point was defined mathematically as the point when
CoM velocity only increased (for faster walking) or decreased
(for slower walking) following either a peak or a trough. The step
prior to and the step immediately following the transition point
were identified and spatiotemporal gait variables and stance limb
peak joint angles were computed. The number of steps taken to
reach mean CoM velocity following the transition was found.
A two-way repeated measures MANOVA with DunnBonferroni corrections for multiple comparisons was run to
investigate the influence of transition speed (to 1. faster 2. Slower
walking) and time (1. pre- 2. post-transition) on CoM velocity,
step length, step width, peak hip extension angle, peak hip flexion
angle, peak knee flexion angle, peak plantarflexion and peak
dorsiflexion of the stance limb.
Results and Discussion
Group mean CoM forward velocity increased by 0.58 m/s (p
< 0.001) and decreased by 0.34 m/s (p < 0.001) for faster and
slower transitions respectively. However, there was no
significant change in velocity at the step prior or step
immediately following either transition (p = 0.054); it took an

average of 0.8 steps to increase and 0.92 steps to decrease speed.
Step length increased after a faster transition when compared
with the step length prior (Figure 1, p < 0.001). The opposite was
true for slower speed transitions step length reduced (p <
0.001). Statistically, step width decreased transitioning to faster
walking (p = 0.033), but not when transitioning to slower walking
(p = 0.076). This is in agreement with what we hypothesized
based on the literature [1].

Figure 1: Mean ± SE post- e an i i n change ( ) in A center of mass
velocity, step width, and step length B peak stance hip extension, hip
flexion, knee flexion, plantarflexion, and dorsiflexion transitioning from
preferred-to-faster speed (blue) and preferred-to-slower speed (orange).
*p<0.05 when comparing post-transition value to pre-transition value

There was increased hip extension following the transition to
slower walking (p < 0.001) as the hip remained flexed prior to the
transition. This may explain why hip flexion was not affected (p
= 0.057). Conversely, hip extension was not affected by
transitioning to faster walking (p = 0.486) but hip flexion
increased (p = 0.009). Knee flexion increased following the
transition to both faster (p < 0.001) and slower walking (p <
0.001). There was increased dorsiflexion (p = 0.018) and reduced
plantarflexion (p = 0.012) transitioning to slower walking, but not
when transitioning to faster walking (p 0.257). Thi
gge
joint kinematics are altered during speed changes, and
explorations of the muscular activity would give further insight
into the strategy being utilized. Investigations have seen how
surface EMG readings vary with speed [e.g., 2], but have not
looked at the transitions themselves.
Significance
Here, we outline how healthy adults may initiate a change in
walking speed by altering step length, hip extension, and knee
flexion. This provides a baseline for comparison with older adults
who may have more limited community mobility.
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Introduction
Increased pronation, the combined actions of dorsiflexion,
eversion, and abduction, occurring partly at the subtalar joint
(STJ), has been implicated as a factor in running related injuries
(RRIs) [1]. The STJ axis passes through the talus and calcaneus,
and due to inabilities to place markers on the talus, motion at
the rearfoot, or calcaneus, has been used as a measure of STJ
motion [1]. Attempts to control or alter STJ motion have
focused on orthotic and shoe interventions [2], but these efforts
do not correct underlying weaknesses that may be responsible
for excessive STJ motion. Increasing step rate (SR) during
running has become a popular method in gait retraining for
injury prevention and recovery, and has been shown to alter
kinematics and kinetics at the hip, knee, and ankle joints [3,4].
The focus of this study was specifically to evaluate changes in
rearfoot kinematics as a result of increasing step rate, and to
visualize these changes in multiple planes of motion.
Methods
Twenty runners (11 male, 9 female; 24.9 ± 8.7 years old; 173.7
± 9.8 cm; 64.7 ± 11.3 kg; 34.5 ± 17.1 miles per week) gave
informed consent to participate in this IRB-approved study.
Participants had to run at least 15 miles per week, and be pain
free at the time of testing. Participants ran on a forceinstrumented treadmill (Bertec, Columbus, OH) while marker
position data (Motion Analysis Corp., Rohnert Park, CA) were
collected (fs = 1000 and 200 Hz, respectively) under three
conditions while wearing standardized, neutral shoes (Brooks
Launch). Participants ran at their preferred running pace (3.33
± 0.4 m/s) at preferred SR, +5%, and +10% of preferred SR for
three minutes each. Participants were cued by metronome set to
the goal SR for each of the increased SR conditions. Twenty
strides were recorded during the final minute of each condition.
Data were analyzed using a custom MATLAB script (The
MathWorks, Natick, MA). Marker coordinate and force data
were filtered with a 4th order lowpass Butterworth filter at 20
Hz. Sagittal and frontal plane angles for the rearfoot segment
were calculated with respect to the shank, averaged across 20foot strikes, and ensemble averaged across participants for each
condition. Discrete values at peak angle, initial contact (IC),
and toe-off (TO) were extracted. A repeated measures ANOVA
was used to evaluate differences in discrete variables across
conditions.
Results and Discussion
Significant differences were observed between SR conditions,
with the preferred SR (175 ± 7 steps/min) being significantly

lower than the +5% (185 ± 9) and +10% (192 ± 9) conditions
(p < 0.001), confirming the SR protocol was effective. Repeated
measures ANOVA revealed significant differences in peak and
TO angles in the sagittal plane, and peak angle in the frontal
plane (Table 1). Plotting sagittal and frontal plane rearfoot
angles together, it was observed that peak rearfoot eversion
occurred earlier in stance than peak dorsiflexion across
conditions (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Sagittal and frontal plane motion of the rearfoot segment for

step rate conditions. Black squares = peak dorsiflexion angle. Black
circles = peak eversion angle. IC = initial contact. TO = toe-off.

Kinematic values at IC between conditions appeared to be
similar, with differences between conditions being observed in
the timing of peak dorsiflexion. At TO, there was a significantly
decreased plantarflexion angle in the +10% condition. Slight
differences were observed in frontal plane rearfoot angles
between conditions. It appears the primary method of change in
the rearfoot due to step rate alteration occurred in the sagittal
plane, with some significant changes in the frontal plane.
Previous studies have reported decreases in peak dorsiflexion
angle of around 2 degrees with a 10% increase in step rate,
similar to the results seen in the present study [4].
Significance
The results from this study add to the growing evidence that
increasing step rate affects motion at the rearfoot. These results
indicate that despite the interconnected motion of pronation at
the STJ, planes of motion may be affected differently by gait
retraining interventions.
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Table 1. Rearfoot sagittal and frontal plane angles (degrees) at peak, initial contact (IC), and toe-off (TO). Negative values correspond to
plantarflexion and eversion. * = sig. diff from preferred step rate (SR); # = sig. diff from +5% SR
Preferred SR
+5% SR
+10% SR
Peak Sagittal Plane Angle
25.85 ± 9.28
24.94 ± 9.60 *
24.27 ± 9.53 *#
Peak Frontal Plane Angle
-8.97 ± 5.15
-8.40 ± 5.44*
-8.18 ± 5.52*
IC Sagittal Plane Angle
7.72 ± 11.94
6.50 ± 11.74
6.37 ± 11.40
IC Frontal Plane Angle
2.77 ± 6.22
2.85 ± 5.47
2.73 ± 5.79
TO Sagittal Plane Angle
-10.79 ± 10.69
-9.48 ± 10.34*
-7.94 ± 10.64 *#
TO Frontal Plane Angle
3.62 ± 7.00
3.56 ± 6.02
3.96 ± 6.16
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Introduction
Military personnel routinely carry heavy body borne loads for
prolonged periods of time. Walking with heavy body borne load
is reported to increase vertical GRFs approximately 10%1, which
may abnormally compress the distal tibia, leading to bone
microdamage that characterizes stress fracture. Both magnitude
and rate of vertical GRFs are reported to increase every 15
minutes of sustained walking with body borne load2, and may
further elevate tibial stress fracture risk. Considering GRF is the
strongest predictor of stress fracture development among military
personnel, it is imperative to determine how routine military tasks
lead to tibial bone loading and stress fracture.1 This study
determined whether body borne load and duration of walking
increase tibial bone load, and whether these increases are related
to vertical GRFs. It was hypothesized that both body borne load
and walk duration would lead to significant increases in tibial
bone load, but increases in vertical GRFs would not have a strong
linear relation to larger tibial bone loads.
Methods
Thirteen participants (9 male/4 female: 23.8 ± 2.8 years, 1.8
± 0.1 m, 72.0 ± 12.6 kg) had vertical GRFs and tibial bone load
quantified during a 60-minute walk task with three body borne
loads (0 kg, 15 kg and 30 kg). For each load, participants wore a
weighted vest (V-MAX, WeightVest.com, Rexburg, ID, USA)
that was systematically adjusted to apply necessary load. For the
walk task, participants walked continuously at 1.3 m/s ± 5% and
had three trials of biomechanics data recorded every 5 minutes
throughout the task. Synchronous 3D marker trajectories and
GRF data were collected using eight high-speed optical cameras
(MXF20, Vicon Motion Systems LTD, Oxford, UK) and a single
force platform (2400 Hz, OR6, AMTI, Watertown, MA) for each
trial. For each trial, marker and GRF data were lowpass filtered
(12 Hz, 4th order Butterworth), and then ankle rotations, 3D ankle
joint forces and moments were calculated using Visual3D (CMotion, Rockville, MD). Custom MATLAB (Mathworks,
Natick, MA) code quantified tibial compression (maximum and
impulse), calculated as the summation of external net force on the
ankle (estimated as the 3D GRF projected on the long tibia axis)
and internal muscle force contributions (estimated as sagittal
ankle moment divided by Achilles tendon moment arm) 3, and
GRF metrics (peak, impact peak, impulse and loading rate).
For statistical analysis, tibial compression and GRF metrics
were submitted to a RM ANOVA to test the main effects and
interaction between load (0, 15 and 30 kg) and time (minute 0, 30
and 60), and correlation analyses determined the relation
between tibial compression metrics and vertical GRF measures
for each load and time. All analysis was performed in SPSS (v26,
IBM, Armonk, NY) and alpha level was p < 0.05.
Results and Discussion
In agreement with our hypotheses, each tibial compression
and GRF measure increased with the addition of body borne load
(all: p<0.001) (Fig. 1A), and may place greater stress on the tibia,
increasing injury risk. Although both tibial compression and
vertical GRFs increased with load, the vertical GRF measures

exhibited negligible to weak (r: -0.37 to 0.35), and weak to
moderate (r: -0.62 to 0.59) relation with maximum and impulse
of tibial compression with each body borne load. The discrepancy
between vertical GRFs and tibial compression may stem from the
muscle force necessary to walk with body borne load. Yet,
despite large increases in gastrocnemius force when walking with
body borne load, future research is needed to determine how
these muscle forces increases tibial stress fracture risk.

Figure 1. Mean ± SD stance phase (0% - 100%) tibial compression with
each load (0, 15, and 30 kg) (A) and time point (min. 0, 30 and 60) (B).

In partial agreement with our hypotheses, walk time increased
GRF impact peak (p=0.034) and loading rate (p=0.017) of GRFs,
but no other GRF or tibial compression measure (p>0.05) (Fig.
1B). Although sustained load carriage led to faster GRF loading
on the musculoskeletal system and potential injury risk, a similar
increase in tibial compression was not observed throughout the
walk task. Additionally, at each time point, the vertical GRF
measures exhibited negligible to weak (r: -0.39 to 0.27), and
weak to moderate (r: -0.53 to 0.65) relation with maximum and
impulse of tibial compression, respectively. As such, sustained
load carriage may lead to faster GRF loading on the
musculoskeletal system, but may not further increase tibial
compressive force.
In conclusion, the addition of body borne load resulted in a
20% increase in maximum tibial compressive forces, and may
accelerate tibia bone microdamage that characterize stress
fracture. Although sustained load carriage increases the rate of
GRF loading on the musculoskeletal system, this did not produce
a concurrent increase in tibial compressive force.
Significance
Walking with body borne load increased tibial compression that
may elevate stress fracture risk. But, increased tibial compression
did not stem from concurrent increases in vertical GRFs. Future
work is needed to determine the muscular contributions to tibial
bone loads during load carriage and whether they elevate injury
risk for military personnel.
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Introduction
Full body musculoskeletal models with detailed lumbar spine
regions are useful to investigate forces in intervertebral discs for
dynamic activities. While there is debate regarding the influence
of intra-abdominal pressure (IAP) on spinal loads, this pressure
contributes to a lumbar extension moment through interaction
with the diaphragm. IAP has previously been modeled as a
constant force applied to the torso anterior to the T12 vertebral
body for musculoskeletal simulations [1]. During walking, IAP
follows a variable pattern that closely matches net ground
reaction force [2]. However, the importance of this IAP variation
in estimating lumbar spine joint contact forces is unknown.
Methods
We developed simulations in OpenSim v3.3 (NCSRR, San Jose,
CA) of five participants (5M, 27.2±4.4 years, 26.7±1.9 BMI)
using kinematic (120 Hz) and ground reaction force (1200 Hz)
data during walking at their self-selected speeds [3]. Three IAP
conditions were simulated: (1) no IAP, (2) constant IAP, and (3)
variable IAP. IAP was modeled as an external force applied
upward on the torso approximately 4 cm anterior to T12 [1] and
downward on the pelvis at the pelvis center of mass. For the
variable IAP implementation, left and right ground reaction
forces were summed and scaled to the range 4.4–9.0 kPa. During
the constant condition, IAP was 6.7 kPa to represent the average
pressure during the variable condition. Force due to IAP was
calculated using a diaphragm area of 210 cm2 [4] that was scaled
by each participant’s torso scale factor.
Walking kinematics and ground reaction forces were identical
for all conditions. We used a static optimization to solve for
muscle forces, which were used to compute compressive L4L5
joint contact forces. Maximum and minimum joint contact and
IAP forces were normalized to body weight (BW) and compared
across conditions using one-way analyses of variance with post
hoc comparisons in MATLAB (MathWorks, Inc.) (
).
Results and Discussion
Applied force due to variable IAP was 4.57% BW greater and
4.87% BW less at the extrema compared with the constant IAP
condition (p<.001). Maximum L4L5 joint contact force (Figure
1) was on average 16.70% BW less during constant and 18.85%
BW less during variable compared with no IAP, which
approached a significant main effect
Minimum L4L5
force had a significant main effect (p<.001), which was 12.17%
BW less in constant and 8.59% BW less in variable IAP
conditions compared with no IAP. There were no differences
between constant and variable IAP conditions for either
maximum or minimum L4L5 force. In addition, the difference in
joint contact force was less than the difference in applied force
due to IAP between constant and variable conditions, which
suggests differences in torso muscle force requirements.
Modeling IAP to produce a net extension moment on the torso
did not significantly affect L4L5 joint contact force. However,
the magnitude difference in peak force on average (>15% BW)
may be important to consider for injury risk and may be further

explored. This study assumed a high peak IAP value, which is
applicable to lifting or carrying weight [1]. However, peak IAP
during walking has been measured to be as low as 2.67 kPa [2]
and 4.95 kPa [5], and smaller differences between all conditions
would be expected if these values were implemented in the
walking simulations.

Figure 1: L4L5 compressive joint contact force in body weights from
each IAP condition averaged across all participants. Mean values are
plotted in the dotted dark blue line for constant IAP, dashed orange line
for variable IAP, and solid green line for no IAP. Shaded regions show
the mean±1 standard deviation for each condition.

Significance
The difference in peak L4L5 joint contact force due to IAP
implementation was less than 3% BW, which suggests that
potential benefit in a variable IAP implementation is less
important than the average IAP during walking. In addition, IAP
did not significantly affect maximum L4L5 loads in either
implementation and may not be critical to include in walking
simulations. However, results should be interpreted with caution
as validation of IAP magnitudes and spinal loading is needed.
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Introduction
Balance changes are common in individuals with spinal
disorders and may cause falls. Aging, vestibular deficits, poor
vision, spinal disorders that cause changes in posture, and weak
core and leg musculature all predispose an individual to
postural instability.[1] Balance efficiency is the ability of a
person to maintain their center of gravity with minimal
neuromuscular energy expenditure, oftentimes referred to as
Cone of Economy (CoE).[2] CoE balance is defined by two sets
of measures taken from the center of mass (CoM) and o head:
1) the range-of-sway (RoS) in the coronal and sagittal planes,
and 2) the overall sway distance.[3] This allows spine
caregivers to a e he e e i of a a ien balance, balance
pattern, and dynamic posture and record the changes following
surgical intervention. Maintenance of balance requires
coordination between the central nervous and musculoskeletal
systems.[4] The purpose of this study was to discern differences
in balance effort values between common degenerative spinal
pathologies and a healthy control group.
Methods
Three-hundred and forty patients with degenerative spinal
pathologies: cervical spondylotic myelopathy (CSM), adult
degenerative scoliosis (ADS), sacroiliac dysfunction (SIJD),
degenerative lumbar spondylolisthesis (DLS), single-level
lumbar degeneration (LD), and failed back syndrome (FBS),
and 40 healthy controls were recruited. Each patient was tested
one week before surgical treatment for their underlying spinal
pathology. Healthy subjects were tested on a date convenient
for the subject. Each patient was fitted with a full-body external
reflective marker set for three-dimensional (3D) balance
analysis. Markers being used to track primary joints of the trunk
and extremities. Each patient performed a Rombe g
e
which they were asked to stand erect with feet together and eyes
open in their self-perceived balanced and natural position for a
full minute. Three-dimensional kinematic data was recorded at
100Hz using a 10-camera system (Vicon, Oxford, UK) and was
low-pass filtered using a 4th-order Butterworth filter at a 6Hz
cut-off frequency. Multiple one-way ANOVAs were used to
test for significant changes between the degenerative spinal
pathologies cohorts to the healthy group.
Results and Discussion
Balance effort and compensatory mechanisms were found to be
significantly greater in degenerative spinal pathologies patients
compared to controls. Head and Center of Mass (CoM) overall
sway ranged from 65.22-92.78 cm (p<0.004) and 35.77-53.31
cm (p<0.001), respectively in degenerative spinal pathologies
patients and in comparison to controls (Head: 44.52 cm, CoM:
22.24 cm; Figure 1). Patients with degenerative spinal
pathologies presented with greater trunk (1.61-2.98°, p<0.038),
hip (4.25-5.87°, p<0.049), and knee (4.55-6.09°, p<0.036)
excursion when compared to controls (trunk: 0.95°, hip: 2.97°,
and knee: 2.43°).

Figure 1. Histogram plots showing the head range and total
sway by cohort.
The results of this study indicate that patients with degenerative
spinal pathologies exhibit markedly diminished balance (and
compensatory mechanisms) as indicated by increased sway on
a Romberg test and larger CoE. Balance effort, as measured by
overall sway, was found to be approximately double in patients
with degenerative spinal pathologies in comparison to healthy
matched controls. CoE dimensions were found to be
significantly greater in common degenerative spinal
pathologies in comparison to controls. This may be due to a
variety of reasons including direct inhibition of
sensory/proprioceptive feedback (CSM), overcompensation to
restore sagittal/coronal balance (ASD), pain mechanisms
causing altered posture (SIJD/FBS/LD), and habitual postural
changes due to chronicity of symptoms. Conscious and
unconscious proprioceptive mechanisms (vestibulospinal
tracts, spinocerebellar tracts, dorsal columns) require
unimpeded pathways for optimal function.[5] Their alteration,
as per our data, reliably demonstrates quantifiable alterations in
CoM as well as head sway (overall, sagittal, coronal).
Significance
The results of this study indicate that patients from a wide
variety of degenerative spinal pathologies similarly exhibit
markedly diminished balance (and compensatory mechanisms)
as indicated by increased sway on a Romberg test and a larger
CoE as compared to healthy controls. Balance effort, as
measured by overall sway, was found to be approximately
double in patients with degenerative spinal pathologies
compared to healthy matched controls. The clinical importance
of these measurements allows spine caregivers to assess the
severity of a a ien balance, balance a e n, and d namic
posture and record the changes following surgical intervention.
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Introduction
Muscle models have many uses, including musculoskeletal
simulations, post-rehabilitation analysis, and biomechatronic
device control. Developing a machine learning muscle model that
maps surface electromyography (sEMG) signals to muscle
activation torque is critically dependent on signal quality. By
optimizing the structure and cut-off frequencies of the sEMG
signal processing algorithm, the muscle model accuracy can be
maximized. This study proposes a novel filtering-and-mapping
evaluation algorithm, which considers different topologies and
cut-off frequencies for the filtering steps, for maximizing the
accuracy of sEMG mapping to muscle activation torque. The
algorithm is inspired by training methods for convolutional
neural networks: finding the minimum error for filtering
(convolutional layers) and mapping (fully connected layers).
Methods
First, a model for assessing the mapping accuracy of filtered
sEMG to activation torque is necessary for this evaluation. This
is achieved by combining machine learning with a mathematical
muscle model, using the steps: (i) Kinematic data of a human
joint (using Vicon Motion Systems, Oxford, U.K.) along with
sEMG signals from N electrodes (using TeleMyo, Noraxon Inc,
Arizona, USA) should be collected. (ii) The joint torque has been
calculated using an inverse dynamic model of the human skeletal
body. (iii) The joint torque has been converted into an activation
torque using a muscle torque generator model [1] or a controloriented muscle torque model [2]. (iv) A feed-forward artificial
neural network with wide and shallow layers (ANN MuscleNET)
has been used to map the filtered sEMG to
[3].
Secondly, for finding the optimum cut-off frequency and
filtering combinations for minimum mapping error, the method
illustrated in Fig.1 has been proposed. The pool of possible steps
includes a low-pass filter, high-pass filter, normalization to the
maximum value of signals, rectifying step, and white step (a nonfiltering step). We have drawn from the pool with the following
conditions: (1) The minimum and maximum number of steps
selected from the pool should be one and four, respectively; (2)
All steps except the white one have one chance of being chosen;

(3) The white step can only be at the end of the previous steps;
(4) If the filtering steps of high-pass or low-pass are selected, they
may have 10, 40, 70, 100, 200, or 500 Hz cut-off frequency. After
drawing from the pool, the filtering and manipulation steps
construct 1504 possible unique methods, categorized into 63
unique steps without considering the cut-off frequency. The
particle swarm method has been used to infer the cut-off
frequency from the mentioned range for minimizing the mapping
error cost function. Each permutation and cut-off frequency has
been used to filter the raw sEMG channels and produced filtered
sEMG signals. Then ANN MuscleNET has been trained using
the filtered sEMG (input) and the activation torque (output). The
cost function of optimization is mean squared normalized error
(MSE) calculated by ANN MuscleNET output ̂ , activation
torque , start time 𝑡 , and finish time 𝑡 of the task. The task
performed by seventeen healthy right-handed young individuals
was grasping an object from a desk, lifting it to an upper target,
and lowering it back to the desk, all in the sagittal plane.
Results and Discussion
The algorithm tested 1504 input groups in the training procedure
of ANN MuscleNET with the same training conditions and saved
the best MSE for each unique step. After evaluating the MSE of
the steps, we found that 5 of them had the least MSE (Table 1),
and the rest had considerably higher MSE. One of the interesting
results of this evaluation was that the low-pass filtering step
appeared after the rectifying step in all seven best steps.
Furthermore, the 10 Hz low-pass filter had a better result than all
other (higher) cut-off frequencies.
Table 1: The top 5 filtering combinations with the lowest MSE. H:
High-Pass, L: Low-Pass, R: Rectifying, N: Norm2Maximum
# Combination and Cut-off Frequency MSE %
1 70 Hz H > R > 10Hz L
7.95
2 500 Hz H > R > 10 Hz L > N
7.96
3 N > 10 Hz H > R > 10 Hz L
8.33
4 R > N > 10 Hz L
8.50
5 10 Hz H > R > N > 10 Hz L
8.58

Significance
By using three filtering steps of 70 Hz High-Pass > Rectifying >
10 Hz Low-Pass, the key sEMG information is preserved for a
machine learning muscle model; additional filtering steps or
different filtering frequencies are not needed for the object
manipulation task. Combining the optimized filtering algorithm
with the ANN MuscleNET model, one obtains an accurate sEMG
to torque mapping that can replace traditional muscle models.
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Introduction
The Wartenberg pendulum test has been shown to detect
increased passive stiffness of the knee in children with Down
syndrome (DS) compared to their typically developing (TD)
counterparts [1]. This increased passive stiffness is due to
increased joint laxity and consequently increased muscle
activity in the quadriceps, which provides a protective
mechanism during high acceleration activities [2].
Whole-body vibration (WBV) has been used to elicit motor
benefits and increase muscle strength across multiple
populations. However, the use of WBV in individuals with DS
has been limited to improve body composition and balance.
Therefore, the purpose of this study was to investigate the acute
effects of WBV on knee joint kinematics and muscle activity in
children with DS during the pendulum test. We hypothesized
that WBV would reduce muscle activity of the quadriceps and
increase the passive motion of the lower leg.

Pre-WBV
Post-WBV

0

1

2
Time (s)

3

4

5

Fig. 1: Sagittal knee kinematics during the pendulum test
from a subject.
Results and Discussion
Subjects 1 and 4 completed all 10 bouts of WBV while Subject
2 & 3 were only able to complete 5 bouts due to skin irritation.
While Subjects 2 and 3 demonstrated improvements following
WBV, Subjects 4 did not demonstrate a clear response and
Subject 1 worsened following vibration (Table 1).
The EMG data showed similar integrated areas before and
after WBV for all the muscles. This suggests that WBV may
reduce the passive stiffness of soft tissues but not the muscles.
It is interesting to note that the two subjects who only completed
5 bouts of WBV responded more positively. Additional data is
warranted to determine if the observed kinematic pattern
maintains and if muscle activity is affected by WBV.

Methods
Four children (3F/1M, 11.08+2.8 years) with DS sat in a 45degree incline angle on a table with their legs hanging over the
edge of the table. Their dominant leg was raised so that the knee
was in an extended position. Subjects were instructed to relax
their leg. The leg was released allowing it to swing freely until
it came to a stop. Subjects completed 5 trials before and after
one session of WBV, in which subjects completed 10 bouts of
30 seconds of standing on a Galileo side-alternating vibrating
platform with one minute of rest between bouts. The frequency
and amplitude of the vibration was set to 25 Hz and 2 mm,
respectively. An 8-camera Vicon motion capture system was
used to collect kinematic data of the knee (Fig. 1).
Electromyography (EMG) was collected using Delsys wireless
surface electrodes on the rectus femoris (RF), vastus lateralis
(VL), and vastus medialis (VM).
Kinematic variables included: first knee flexion excursion
(A1), a relaxation index (RI), number of swing cycles (#cycles),
and peak velocity in the first knee flexion [2]. The EMG data
integrated over the first flexion excursion was calculated for the
RF, VL, and VM.

Table 1: Mean of the kinematic variables.
Variable
Subject 1
Subject 2
Pre
Post
Pre
Post

0
-10
-20
-30
-40
-50
-60

Significance
The preliminary results of this study indicate that WBV may be
used as therapy modality to reduce passive stiffness in the DS
population. There is a need to collect further data in this
population to determine if the improvements seen in some of
the subjects can be seen in a larger group. There is also a need
to determine if there is an optimal dosage of vibration to elicit
the greatest benefits.
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Subject 3
Pre
Post

Subject 4
Pre
Post

A1

43.93

34.81

44.39

49.27

35.24

48.45

25.73

24.69

RI

1.58

1.28

1.59

1.68

1.43

1.87

1.11

1.14

# Cycles
Peak velocity (º/s)

5.4
-145.73

2.8
-116.66

6.6
-138.28

7.2
-154.48

4
-129.54

4.8
-162.4

1.5
-90.66

2.33
-90.82
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Methods
Five children (3F/2M, 11.08+2.8 years) with DS sat on a table
with their legs hanging over the edge of the table. Their
dominant leg was raised so that the knee was in an extended
position. Subjects were instructed to relax their leg. The leg
was released allowing it to swing freely until it came to a stop.
Three body positions included: sitting upright, sitting reclined
at 45 degrees, and lying supine. Two loading conditions
included: no load (NL) and ankle load (AL) equal to 6% of
body mass. An 8-camera Vicon motion capture system was
used to collect kinematic data of the knee (Fig. 1).
Electromyography (EMG) was collected using Delsys wireless
surface electrodes on the rectus femoris (RF), vastus lateralis
(VL), and vastus medialis (VM).
Kinematic variables included: the first flexion excursion
(A1), a relaxation index (RI), number of swing cycles
(#Cycles), and peak velocity during the first flexion excursion
[2]. The EMG data was normalized by the maximal amplitude
for each muscle and integrated over the first flexion excursion.
Results and Discussion
Body position did not affect the kinematic variables of the knee
(Table 1) nor the muscle activity across the body positions
(Table 2). Ankle load increased the amount of passive motion
of the knee. There was an increase in A1, RI, and number of

cycles, but not peak velocity (Table 1). However, the ankle load
did not elicit an increase in the muscle activity.
0
-10
Angle (degrees)

Introduction
The Wartenberg pendulum test has been used in different
populations to assess passive stiffness of the knee. We
previously found that body position did not affect the pendulum
test in healthy young adults and typically developing children.
Additionally, using an ankle load increased the passive motion
of the lower leg in children during the pendulum test [1].
However, there has been no investigation into the effect of body
position and ankle load in children with Down syndrome (DS).
Therefore, the purpose of this study was to investigate the
extent to which body position and ankle load affects the knee
kinematic performance and muscle activity in children with DS.
We hypothesized that ankle load but not body position would
affect the kinematic variables and muscular response.
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Fig. 1: Sagittal knee kinematics during the pendulum test.
Table 2. Mean (SD) of the integrated area of muscle activity
across the body positions.
Variable
NL
AL
RF
27.61 (21.13)
31.6 (27.62)
VL
62.15 (28.74)
71.01 (27.02)
VM
615.12 (1256.18)
635.57 (1132.07)
Significance
The preliminary results of this study indicate that an ankle load
can be used to increase passive motion of the knee in children
with DS. Neither body positions nor ankle load changed
muscular activity. Additional data will verify if these trends
remain for a larger group of children with DS. This knowledge
will provide a foundation for designing a therapy tool to
decrease passive stiffness of the knee in this population.
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Table 1: Mean (SD) of the kinematic variables.
NL
Variable
A1
RI
#Cycles
Peak velocity (º/s)

Supine
42.93 (11.01)
1.56 (0.28)
5.09 (1.53)
-146.7 (45.53)

Incline
42.21 (9.3)
1.54 (0.26)
4.84 (1.96)
-146.02 (41.12)

AL
Upright
40.77 (11.25)
1.45 (0.33)
4.61 (1.12)
-145.52 (43.46)

Supine
48.85 (8.15)
1.87 (0.26)
9.92 (2.9)
-145.51 (28.49)

Incline
48.3 (8.68)
1.9 (0.3)
8.63 (3.67)
-150.23 (41.6)

Upright
43.5 (5.06)
1.77 (0.36)
10.56 (3.7)
-132.69 (30.19)

SHORT- AND LONG-TERM EFFECT OF SURGICAL INTERVENTION ON STATIC AND DYNAMIC BALANCE, GAIT
AND PAIN LEVEL
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Introduction
In the diagnosis and treatment of adult spinal deformities,
static radiographic measurements in the sagittal and coronal
anatomical planes and patient-reported outcome measures
(PROMs) serve as the gold standard for assessment of spinal
alignment and deformity.[1] However, there is a lack of
published literature on their relation to objective functional
outcome measures (FOMs) among patients afflicted with adult
spinal deformity. Adult spinal deformity (ASD) is due to
degeneration, functional decline is partly due to loss of postural
stability and neuromuscular capacity and coordination.[2]
Objective functional measures (e.g. static standing and walking
alignment) cover more information than just radiographic
alignment in the ASD population.[3] Gait and dynamic balance
analysis can reveal functional compensatory alignment changes
where static imaging is limited.[1,3] The purpose of this study
was to determine the one-year effects of spinal alignment on
function in ADS patients following surgical treatment using
radiographic parameters, 3D gait and balance analysis, PROMs,
and psychological tests and compared to healthy control.
Methods
43 symptomatic ASD patients performed dynamic balance
and gait evaluations before surgery (Pre) and at 3 months
(Post3), and 12 months (Post12) postoperatively, and were
compared to 24 non-scoliotic controls. Full-Body kinematic
data was collected at 100Hz using a Vicon 3D motion capture
system (Vicon, Oxford, UK). Kinematic data was filtered with
a 4th-order Butterworth low-pass filter at a 6 Hz cut-off
frequency. Each patient underwent full-length, head-to-toe,
micro-dose x-rays (EOS imaging, Paris, Franch) to generate
coronal and sagittal views of the spine, pelvis, and lower
extremities at Pre, Post3, and Post12. During each clinical
evaluation, patients first completed PROMs including the
Visual analog scale (VAS) for back and leg pain, Oswestry
Disability Index (ODI), and SRS22r. Repeated measurement
analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to determine
differences in radiographic, dynamic balance, gait, and PROMs
parameters before and after surgical intervention. One-way
ANOVA was used to compare dynamic balance and gait
surgical data to the non-scoliotic control group.
Results and Discussion
Significant improvements in radiographic alignment were
found in Cobb angle (p<0.001), sagittal (p<0.009) and coronal
(p<0.003) vertical axes, and pelvic incidence-lumbar lordosis
mismatch (p<0.001) at Post3 and Post12. There were
significant improvements in all PROMs after surgery (VAS,
ODI, and SRS: p<0.050). Surgical intervention resulted in a
significant decrease in balance effort (head: p<0.017 and center
of mass: p<0.042) and Cone of Economy dimensions (sagittal:
p<0.004; and coronal: p=0.029). Gait was also enhanced after
surgery as seen with a faster walking speed (p<0.024) and
longer stride length (p<0.024). There may be no procedure that
places larger stress on the human skeleton than reconstruction
of an adult scoliotic deformity, and much of the prior research
focuses on whether the risks and costs are worth the

undertaking. The baseline radiographic and PROM
improvements provide a foundational trajectory upon which
functional measures can be concurrently considered in relation
to overall treatment success. It is important to note that from the
initial 3-month to the 12-month postoperative follow-up, these
radiographic parameters did not significantly change, validating
the stability of the construct. However, the result of this study
shows that surgical technical success is only one dimension in
he pa ien po -surgical prognosis, and a multidisciplinary
approach using FOMs, PROMs, and pain factors provides more
detailed prognosis information.

Figure 1. Example ASD patient one week before (Left), three(Middle), and twelve- (Right) months after realignment
surgery.
Significance
Balance effort and CoE limits improved at all time points postoperatively and ultimately matched the controls at 12 months.
Similar to the significant improvement in static and dynamic
balance in these patient groups, gait parameters also improved
Post3 and Post12 to closely resemble the control group and
continued to improve over time. Our findings present a more
comprehensive set of outcome metrics, which, once combined,
provide a more detailed and sensitive assessment of overall
treatment outcomes.
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Introduction
Due to its recent growth in participation, safety concerns for
omen lac o e pla e are on the rise. However, since the
rules of the sport prohibit any player-to-player contact or shotblocking, helmet use is not mandatory, although head injuries do
occur.
There are two commercially available headgear for female
lacrosse athletes, the Hummingbird (v1 and v2) (Hummingbird
Sports; Holmdel, NJ) and the Cascade LX (Cascade; Liverpool,
NY). Recent studies have examined the headgears abilities to
mitigate lower speed omen lacrosse related impacts by
measuring peak resultant linear acceleration (PLA) and peak
resultant rotational acceleration (PRA) [1, 2]. However, these
studies failed to incorporate higher impact speeds and did not
consider rotational velocity, which is the kinematic metric most
closely correlated with brain injury [3]. Therefore, the purpose of
this study was to de e mine impac mi iga ion of omen
lacrosse headgear at a higher impact speed and to incorporate
peak rotational velocity (PRV) metrics in the analysis.
Methods
A 50th percentile male Hybrid III headform (Humanetics;
Farmington Hills, MI) instrumented with tri-axial accelerometers
and gyroscopes and attached to a Hybrid III neck was struck by
a lateral linear impactor (Cadex; St-Jean-sur-Richelieu, Quebec).
The impact speed was set to 5.0 m/s to simulate body-to-head
impacts based on the analogous high-speed running of female
soccer players [3]. The headform was struck with no headgear,
with the Hummingbird v2, and with the Cascade LX at a frontal,
front boss, and side location since most female lacrosse head
injuries occur at the front and side of the head [3].
For all three trials of each impact condition and location,
resultant PLA and resultant PRV were determined. Head injury
criterion (HIC) and brain injury criterion (BrIC) were calculated
using PLA and axis-dependent rotational velocity, respectively.
Results were compared between headgear at each impact location
using a one-way ANOVA to determine statistical significance (p
< 0.05).
Results and Discussion
Impact testing results and their statistical significance are
shown in Figure 1. These results depict that both headgear
significantly reduced all four metrics at each impact location
besides PRV and BrIC for the Cascade LX at the frontal location.
The H mmingbi d abili o ed ce PLA and HIC at the
frontal location more than the Cascade LX is consistent with
previous studies at lower impact velocities [1, 2]. However, these
studies also reported a significantly higher reduction in PLA and
HIC for the Hummingbird at the front boss location compared to
the Cascade LX, which was not seen in this study.
Literature suggests that a HIC value of 381 is associated with
concussion [4] and that a rotational velocity of 27.43 rad/s and
BrIC of 0.50 are associated with a 50% probability of concussion

[5]. According to the HIC threshold and our results, both
headgear were capable of mitigating a potentially concussive
impact to a sub-concussive one at all impact locations. However,
according to the BrIC and PRV thresholds, the Hummingbird v2
and the Cascade LX were only able to mitigate impacts to a subconcussive level at the frontal and side locations, respectively.

Figure 1: Impact testing results. For the lines above the bars, a solid line
indicates significant difference between no headgear and Hummingbird
v2, a dashed line indicates significant difference between no headgear
and Cascade LX, and a solid line with a dot in the middle indicates
significant difference between the Hummingbird v2 and Cascade LX.

Significance
The findings of this study suggest that (1) higher impact
velocity may result in different impact mitigation capabilities of
omen lac o e headgea compared to lower velocity impacts
and that (2) conclusions on concussion preventiveness may
depend on which metrics are considered.
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Introduction
Decreased grip force accuracy and grip strength are two
well-documented grip impairments that impede upper extremity
function after stroke. Grip force accuracy is essential to perform
precise motor actions in everyday life. Further, grip strength
represents the ability to produce maximal grip force in a short
duration of time and constitutes a hallmark of upper extremity
recovery in chronic stroke. Adequate grip strength and grip force
accuracy are both critical for regaining motor function after
stroke. Despite this, no study has investigated whether the
recovery of grip strength influences improvements in force
accuracy. Therefore, the purpose of the study was to investigate
the impact of grip strength recovery on grip force accuracy in
chronic stroke patients.
(Between sections: keep the 1t Times New Roman blank line)
Methods
We recruited two distinct stroke groups with low (less
than 60%) and high (60% or more) grip strength recovery. The
grip strength recovery was computed as the percent of paretic
grip strength relative to nonparetic grip. A total of thirty-three
participants, eleven in the low strength recovery group, eleven in
the high strength recovery group, and eleven age-matched
controls, participated in the study. To examine the impact of grip
strength recovery on grip force accuracy, all participants
performed two tasks, a) maximum voluntary contraction (MVC)
and b) dynamic force tracking task, using each hand. We
quantified grip strength as the maximum force produced in the
MVC task. Further, we assessed force accuracy by measuring
root mean square error relative to the absolute target force.

Figure 1: Experimental setup for the grip strength (MVC) and grip force
tracking task. Participants were seated in an upright chair in front of a
computer screen and performed the grip MVC and the dynamic grip
force tracking tasks holding the customized grip device in one hand at a
time. In the MVC task, participants exerted maximum grip force. In the
force tracking task, participants tracked a trapezoid trajectory as
accurately as possible. (Between sections: keep the 10 p Times New

Roman blank line)

Results and Discussion
The low strength recovery stroke group showed
decreased grip strength recovery and decreased force accuracy
compared to the high strength recovery group. Further, the high
strength recovery stroke group exhibits grip strength recovery
comparable to the control group, yet decreased force accuracy
compared with the control group. Our study provides novel
evidence that despite near-normal grip strength recovery, the grip
force accuracy may still be impaired in chronic stroke
individuals.

Figure 2: A) Grip strength recovery, B) Paretic grip force accuracy of
low and high strength recovery and control groups.

Significance
The precise application of grip forces according to the
task requirement is crucial to perform activities of daily living.
We found that grip force accuracy varies between the low and
high strength recovery groups. Although strength recovery was
comparable to the healthy controls, force accuracy continued to
be impaired in the high strength recovery group. The
interventions and rehabilitation strategies targeting strength
recovery alone might not be sufficient. In stroke survivors,
following improvements in strength, additional interventions to
train force accuracy may be beneficial to allow individuals to
apply regained strength more meaningfully.
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Introduction
Recent predictive gait simulations used an anatomically-detailed
muscle model (i.e., Hill-type muscle model) to simulate the
muscles. However, it is challenging to fit an anatomicallydetailed muscle model to specific subjects due to computational
and modeling challenges. Muscle torque generators (MTGs)
allow researchers to develop simplified but accurate muscle
models that fit specific subjects more easily than the
anatomically-detailed muscle models [1]. In this research, we
used
MTGs
to
generate
computationally-efficient
musculoskeletal (MSK) and neuromusculoskeletal (NMSK)
models that best fit child gait. We developed a wide range of child
natural-gait simulations, ranging from fully-data-tracking to
fully-predictive, to evaluate the effect of different cost terms on
the accuracy of the predicted results.
Methods
We developed a 2-dimensional 11-degree-of-freedom (11-DOF)
child model in contact with the ground through a 3-dimensional
(3D) ellipsoidal volumetric foot-ground contact model [2]. The
model includes 3-DOF HAT-to-ground joint (HAT: head-armstrunk segment), 1-DOF hip joints, 1-DOF knee joints, 1-DOF
ankle joints, and 1-DOF metatarsal joints. The metatarsal joints
are torque-driven, and the hip, knee, and ankle joints are actuated
by pairs of agonist and antagonist MTGs proposed by [1]. The
parameters of the MTGs were fitted to our child gait model using
a parameter identification done by direct collocation optimal
control in which the mean experimental gait motion data of 20
healthy children were tracked. The subjects were 9 males and 11
females with an age of 10.8±3.2 years, a mass of 41.4±15.5 kg,
and a height of 1.47±0.2 m [3].
To investigate different gait simulations, ranging from fullytracking to fully-predictive, we developed two separate direct
collocation optimal controls: MSK-model optimization and
NMSK-model optimization . In the MSK-model optimization,
the musculoskeletal geometry and muscle contraction dynamics
were represented by MTGs and the control inputs are 12 MTG
activations, considering 6 MTGs for each leg. In the NMSKmodel optimization, the MSK model along with muscle
activation dynamics were used and the control inputs are 16
muscle excitations, considering 8 muscles for each leg.
For each model op imi a ion, e in e iga ed eight cost
functions composed of a wide range of cost terms, including
dynamic-based (DYN), stability-based (STB), human-criteriabased (HC), and data-tracking (DT) cost terms (Table 1). The
dynamic-based cost term minimizes joint jerks and residual loads
and solves motion dynamics implicitly. The stability-based cost
term controls the position and orientation of the center of mass.
The human-criteria-based cost term minimizes MTG activations
for the MSK model, and muscle activations and metabolic energy
consumption for the NMSK model. The data-tracking cost terms
track experimental joint angles (Ang), joint torques (Trq), and
ground-reaction forces (GRF).
The cost terms, specified by a checkmark in each row of
Table 1, were first multiplied by weighting factors and then

summed together to form the cost function named at the
beginning of the row. In cost function #1, fully-data-tracking
(FDT), all three DT cost terms were used. In cost functions #2-4,
semi-data-tracking (SDT), two of the DT cost terms were used
and in cost functions #5-7, semi-predictive (SP), only one of the
DT cost terms was used. In cost function #8, fully-predictive
(FP), there is no DT cost term.
Table 1: The configurations of cost functions
cost term
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

cost function
FDT
SDT1
SDT2
SDT3
SP1
SP2
SP3
FP

DYN

STB

HC

Trq

DT
Ang

GRF

-

-

-

Results and Discussion
The NMSK-model optimizations converged roughly 2.5 times
faster than MSK-model optimizations since the control inputs of
the NMSK-model optimizations were muscle excitations, the
initial guess of which were set to EMG data. However, if
experimental data are available to compose DT cost terms, and
the muscle excitations and cost of transport (COT) are not
required to be calculated, MSK-model optimization is more
efficient since it has simpler equations than the NMSK-model
optimization. The NMSK-model optimization with the SDT3
cost function predicted the most accurate muscle excitations.
With the FP cost function, the NMSK-model optimization
predicted angles, torques, tangential, and normal GRFs with rootmean-square errors (RMSEs) of 5.8 degree, 7.5 N.m, 15.8 N, and
62 N, respectively, which are 20%, 16%, 10%, and 8% more
accurate than the MSK-model optimization re l . The
NMSK-model optimization with the FP cost function predicted
muscle excitations with an RMSE of 0.06, 12% more accurate
than NMSK-model optimization m cle e ci a ion with the
FDT cost function.
Significance
The proposed MTG-based NMSK-model predicted angles,
torques, GRFs, and muscle excitations comparable with
experimental data and estimated COT (1.53 Jkg-1m-1) for child
gait without using an anatomically-detailed muscle model.
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Introduction
Most of the recent predictive gait simulations focused on adults
and older people, but clinical centers working on treatments of
child gait disorders prefer to rely more on pediatric gait
simulations than adult gait simulations. In this research, we used
muscle torque generators (MTGs) to develop semi-predictive
musculoskeletal (MSK) and neuromusculoskeletal (NMSK)
models that predict child slow and fast gaits, without tracking the
experimental data of the corresponding slow and fast gaits.
Methods
We developed a 2-dimensional 11-degree-of-freedom (11-DOF)
child model in contact with the ground through a 3-dimensional
(3D) ellipsoidal volumetric foot-ground contact model [1]. The
model includes 3-DOF HAT-to-ground joint (HAT: head-armstrunk segment), 1-DOF hip joints, 1-DOF knee joints, 1-DOF
ankle joints, and 1-DOF metatarsal joints. The metatarsal joints
are torque-driven, and the hip, knee, and ankle joints are actuated
by pairs of agonist and antagonist MTGs [2]. The parameters of
the MTGs were fitted to our child natural-speed gait model using
a parameter identification in which the experimental gait motion
data of 20 healthy children were tracked. The subjects were 9
males and 11 females with an age of 10.8±3.2 years, a mass of
41.4±15.5 kg, and a height of 1.47±0.2 m [3]. To generate semipredictive slow-gait and fast-gait simulations, we used two
separate direct collocation optimal controls: MSK-model
optimization and NMSK-model optimization . In the MSKmodel optimization, the musculoskeletal geometry and muscle
contraction dynamics were represented by MTGs and the control
inputs are 12 MTG activations, considering 6 MTGs for each leg.
In the NMSK-model optimization, the MSK model along with
muscle activation dynamics were used and the control inputs are
16 muscle excitations, considering 8 muscles for each leg. We
used the MSK-model and NMSK-model optimizations to predict
four different-speed gaits, including very slow walking at 0.9 m/s
(XS), slow walking at 1.09 m/s (S), fast walking at 1.29 m/s (L),
and very fast walking at 1.58 m/s (XL). The final times of the
optimizations and the bounds on the states and control inputs
were defined based on the experimental data of the corresponding
slow and fast gaits extracted from [3]. The cost function consists
of: (1) a dynamic-based cost term, minimizing joint jerks and
residual loads and solving motion dynamics implicitly, (2) a
stability-based cost term, controlling the motion of the center of
mass, (3) a human-criteria-based cost term, minimizing MTG
activations for the MSK model, and muscle activations and
metabolic energy consumption for the NMSK model, and (4) a
data-tracking cost term, tracking the experimental joint angles,
torques, and ground reaction forces (GRFs) of the natural-speed
gait at 1.26 m/s (M) scaled (stretched/shrank) with respect to the
cycle times of the slow and fast gaits.
Results and Discussion
We concluded that the larger the gap between the speed of slow
or fast gaits and the speed of natural gait, the longer the
computational time and the less accurate the results for slow-gait

or fast-gait simulations. The MSK-model and NMSK-model
optimizations predicted physiologically-realistic torques,
motions, and GRFs for child slow and fast gaits. The NMSKmodel predicted the joint torques for the XS, S, L, and XL gaits
with normalized-root-mean-square errors (NRMSEs) of 0.10,
0.07, 0.07, and 0.10, respectively, that are 17%, 12%, 10%, and
2% more accurate than the MSK-model re l an orq e . The
NRMSEs were calculated given the experimental inverse
dynamic torques of child slow and fast gaits. The NMSK-model
optimization also predicted muscle excitations (Figure 1-a) and
cost of transport (COT) for the different-speed gaits (Figure 1-b).
Most of the resultant muscle excitations were in agreement with
the experimental EMG data (gray plots in Figure 1-a). The COT
plot in Figure 1-b follo
he e pec ed U -shaped curve, where
the minimum occurs at the natural speed.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: The predicted (a) muscle excitations and (b) COT.

Significance
The proposed MSK-model and NMSK-model optimizations
minimized the reliance of simulations on experiments and
predicted dynamically-consistent and physically-realistic slow
and fast gaits for children by tracking the scaled experimental
data of natural-speed gait.
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Introduction
It is widely reported that altered plantar pressures lead to tissue
breakdown and potential ulcer formation in individuals with
diabetic peripheral polyneuropathy (DPN).1, 2 Factors that affect
plantar pressure can be grouped into two main categories: those
that affect the amount of force under the foot and those that affect
the contact area of the foot. Changes to the amount of force under
the foot primarily come from differences in body weight or
walking speed, yet the majority of research done on DPN plantar
pressure has not yet controlled for both these variables. Changes
to contact area under the foot could be the result of foot
deformities or other soft tissue changes. The primary aim in
orthosis prescription is to increase the overall contact area under
the foot while simultaneously off-loading certain high-risk areas.
To our knowledge, no studies have yet attempted to identify
which changes in plantar pressure might be the result of
mechanistic changes (force and contact area changes) and which
are more likely the result of tissue changes.
The purpose of this study is to identify potential mechanistic
explanations for changes in plantar pressure between subjects
with DPN and healthy matched controls while walking at a
controlled speed.
Methods
Twenty-eight participants, 14 with DPN and 14 age, height and
weight matched controls, were asked to walk in the lab at a
controlled speed (1 m/s). Participants practiced with a motordriven pulley system which was used during trials to help
maintain the desired walking speed.3 Participants then walked
over a pressure sensing mat (HR Mat, Tekscan inc., Boston MA,
USA) for a minimum of three trials at the desired speed. Tekscan
software was first used to normalize pressure data to the subject’s
body mass and map the foot into six separate sections for each
trial (hallux, lateral toes, medial forefoot, lateral forefoot,
midfoot and hindfoot). Peak plantar pressure (PPP), pressuretime integral (PTI), length of contact time (CT) and contact area
(CA) were calculated for each foot region while peak pressure
gradient (PPG) was calculated for only the hallux, medial
forefoot and hindfoot sections. Pressure data for the medial
forefoot and hindfoot were then normalized to stance time. Time
to each section’s start and end of contact was calculated. Student
t-tests compared subject groups for all variables at all foot
sections. A Benjamini Hochberg correction was used with a false
discovery rate of 0.1 in order to account for the multiple tests.

Results and Discussion
The hindfoot also showed a significant increase in PTI and CT.
Interestingly, it did not have a significant change in PPP
suggesting that the change in PTI is primarily due to the increased
length of contact. Similar to the medial forefoot, the hindfoot also
presented with a significant delay in unloading (p=0.002) which
can be interpreted as a delayed hindfoot rise.
The medial forefoot saw a significant increase in PPP, PTI,
CT and PPG for subjects with DPN. There were no mechanical
explanations found for the increased PPP or PPG suggesting that
tissue changes may be responsible and should be a primary area
of concern for clinicians for off-loading via orthoses in order to
avoid skin breakdown. The significant increase in PTI is a result
of increases in both pressure and contact time. Upon closer
examination, the increased contact time was due to a significant
delay in unloading of the medial forefoot (p<0.001). These
changes were significant between groups despite the controlled
walking speed.
The purpose of this study was to evaluate common measures
of pressure under a controlled gait speed in individuals with DPN.
Controlling the walking speed typically results in similar gait
mechanics between individuals. However, despite this provision,
there were still multiple differences found in the hindfoot and
medial forefoot. The increases in hindfoot PTI, hindfoot CT,
medial forefoot PTI, and medial forefoot CT seem to be related
to mechanistic changes in the gait of subjects with DPN, namely
the delay of hindfoot and medial forefoot segment unloading.
There were no mechanical explanations found for medial forefoot
PPP or PPG and may instead be linked to tissue changes.
Significance
Ulcer development is a prime area of concern for clinicians and
patients with DPN. This study suggests that that off-loading the
medial forefoot along with targeted gait training to minimize the
unloading delay in both the hindfoot and medial forefoot may
benefit patients with DPN and help prevent future tissue
breakdown.
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Figure 1: Lab setup
with foot sections
1. Hindfoot
2. Midfoot
3. Medial forefoot
4. Hallux
5. Lateral toes
6. Lateral forefoot
Figure 1: Group differences in PPP and PPG. * denotes significance after
Benjamini Hochberg correction
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Introduction
Force plates are used to quantify the force generated during
different phases of take-off for maximal jumps [1]. Between leg
asymmetries are calculated to monitor rehabilitation progress
when there is a strength deficit in one leg [2]. Force plate
sampling rates allow for multiple sensitive measures, however,
often make it challenging for clinicians to detect signal amongst
the noise as high variability blurs practitioners’ capacity to make
insights. Currently, it is not clear how the number of jumps
influences variability in estimates of an athlete’s true asymmetry.
The purpose of this analysis was to facilitate clinician decisionmaking, identifying the number of jumps necessary to reduce the
range of true asymmetry estimated from recorded asymmetry.
Methods
197 (117 F, 80 M) Olympic athletes performed squat and
countermovement jumps on dual force plates during their typical
performance and rehabilitation testing. A total of 1233 maximal
squat jumps were executed over 258 different testing sessions
(average:
4.8
jumps/session),
and
1276
maximal
countermovement jumps were executed over 263 sessions
(average: 4.9 jumps/session). Kinetic asymmetry indices were
calculated for the first and second half (phase 1 and 2) of take-off
during the squat jump and the eccentric and concentric phases of
take-off during the countermovement jump [1].
For each jump and phase, a simulated dataset of 100,000 jump
sessions was generated. First, we calculated the absolute value of
the median asymmetry for each specific athlete over their
repeated trials. Second, for each decile of median asymmetry, a
linear mixed-effects model was fit to all recorded individual
jumps to identify the between- and within-athlete variance of
jump asymmetry. Then, for each decile we simulated 10,000 true
asymmetry values based on between-athlete variance, and for
each simulated true asymmetry value, the asymmetry for 1-10
jumps was simulated based on within-athlete variance. The result
was 100,000 simulated jump sessions, each with 10 jumps based
on a theoretical true asymmetry.
The simulated datasets were used to estimate the theoretical
range of true asymmetry values for each recorded jump session.
For example, if an athlete had a median asymmetry of 9.5% over
5 jumps, then we used the simulated datasets to find the range of
true asymmetry values that could have generated the observed
data. We did this for each recorded session by identifying similar
sessions in the simulated dataset: all simulated jump sessions that
had a median asymmetry within ±1% of the median asymmetry
for the recorded session over the same number of jumps. The
interquartile range of true asymmetry values from the similar
sessions in the simulated dataset was the estimated range of true
asymmetry for the recorded jump session. Two-way ANOVA
was used to identify differences in the range of true asymmetry
values based on median asymmetry (high or low) and number of
jumps (high [6-10], medium [4-5], or low [1-3]).
Results and Discussion
The smallest estimated range of true asymmetry values (mean
1.63%, SD 0.33%) was for squat jump phase 2 with low median

asymmetry and high number of jumps, and the largest estimated
range of true asymmetry values (mean 6.83%, SD 0.30%) was
for countermovement jump eccentric phase with high median
asymmetry and low number of jumps.
There were significant main effects of median asymmetry and
number of jumps for squat jump phase 1, and a significant
interaction between median asymmetry and number of jumps for
squat jump phase 2 and both countermovement jump phases
(Figure 1). In all cases, regardless of the number of jumps, the
estimated range of true asymmetry was significantly greater for
high median asymmetry than low median asymmetry. In most
cases, regardless of the median asymmetry, the range of true
asymmetry was significantly greater for a low number of jumps
than a medium or high number of jumps, and the range of true
asymmetry was significantly greater for a medium number of
jumps than a high number of jumps. Exceptions were for squat
jump phase 2 and for countermovement jump concentric phase
where there was no effect of number of jumps when the median
asymmetry was low.
Athletes with a greater median asymmetry have a larger range
of estimated true asymmetry values. The range of estimated true
asymmetry can be reduced by increasing the number of jumps.

Figure 1: The true asymmetry range is plotted against the median
asymmetry for each session. Jump sessions are classified by median
asymmetry (high or low) and number of jumps (high [6-10], medium [45], or low [1-3]). This plot of countermovement jump eccentric phase is
representative of all jumps and phases.

Significance
Knowledge of reduced variability can improve clinician
confidence in their inferences as they monitor an athlete’s
rehabilitation progress.
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In rod c ion
The mechanical impedance of the human upper limb
describes the limb's abilit to resist mo ing hen it is displaced
from an equilibrium position [1]. The human neuromusculoskeletal s stem regulates limb impedance both passi el
(i.e., posture) and acti el (i.e., muscle contraction) to maintain
stabilit
hile manipulating objects and interacting ith the
en ironment [2, 3]. The abilit to regulate limb impedance ma
be impaired b common orthopaedic (e.g., rotator cuff tear) or
neurological (e.g., stroke) injuries, partl contributing to the
resulting functional disabilit [4].
Impedance can be characteri ed b ph sical parameters
stiffness, iscosit , and inertia. These parameters are usuall
identified b relating e perimental hand restoring forces to
displacements to build a second-order linear model [3]. Ho e er,
the e perimental data is usuall confined to a fe able-bodied
subjects, trials, and limb postures, limiting our understanding of
underl ing mechanisms for impedance modulation in health and
impaired indi iduals. To o ercome e periment limitations, e
aimed to de elop a computational modeling and simulation
frame ork to estimate the hand impedance and compare the
results ith e perimental data.
Me hod
Our strateg in this preliminar stud
as to replicate a
t pical e periment set-up [3]. We added a planar t o-joint
manipulandum to an e isting upper limb musculoskeletal model
implemented in OpenSim ( ersion 3.3). The manipulandum
consisted of t o rigid c lindrical links and massless torque
actuators that appl torques to those links about the -a i (Fig.
1(B)). The manipulandum included a handle (i.e., end-effector)
hose centroid point along the -a i as fi ed at the model's
shoulder le el. We used contact modeling to attach the handle to
the model's hand. A linear PD controller placed the handle in an
desired position across the limb's reachable orkspace and
applied e ternal perturbations to the hand in eight different
directions in the - (i.e., a ial) plane (Fig. 1(A)).
We e aluated the endpoint stiffness at si hand locations
lateral to the shoulder joint; all ere appro imatel 33 c
anterior to and ranged from 0 to 40 c to the right of the
glenohumeral joint. During perturbations, forearm pronationsupination, rist fle ion-e tension, and radial-ulnar de iation
ere locked to constrain arm mo ements to the hori ontal plane
and mimic t pical bracing used in e periments. We set the
perturbation amplitude and time to 8
and 1.2 , respecti el .
To simulate the e perimental scenario of a rela ed limb that is
full supported against gra it , muscle e citations and
gra itational acceleration ere set to 0.001 and ero, respecti el .
Handle displacements and restoring forces (i.e., contact forces)
ere recorded during simulations. To compute the hand
impedance parameters, e regressed a second-order linear model
to the simulated force field [3, 4]. The estimated hand stiffness,
iscosit , and inertia matrices ere presented as graphical
ellipses hose profiles represent the root locus of restoring force
for hand perturbations in e er direction b order of one unit
(e.g., 1 m displacement for the stiffness).

Fig re 1: Musculoskeletal-manipulandum model. (A) The arro s sho the eight
directions of perturbations applied to the hand. (B) Handle as connected to the
model s hand using elastic foundation for contact modeling. (C) Estimated
Stiffness, (D) Viscosit , and (E) Inertia ellipses for different medial/lateral hand
locations.

Re l and Di c ion
For more medial hand locations, the stiffness ellipses had
lo er eccentricit and major a is oriented to ards the shoulder
joint (Fig. 1(C)). These obser ations agree ith the e perimental
results reported in [2, 3]. Ho e er, the si e of our stiffness
ellipses is larger than the alues reported in those studies. Since
muscle e citations ere irtuall
ero, the obser ed spatial
pattern for the stiffness ellipses as likel due to the passi e
forces of biarticular muscles as their in ol ement gro s ith
increase in shoulder adduction and elbo fle ion. With change
in shoulder and elbo angles, the muscles moment arms, fiber
lengths, and tendon lengths change, affecting passi e muscle
forces. The spatial pattern of the iscosit and inertia ellipses
across hand locations as similar to that of the stiffness ellipses
(Fig. 1(D), (E)). Although the iscosit ellipses matched ell
ith e perimental data [3], the shape and orientation of inertia
ellipses did not. These differences ma be due to unmodelled
muscle co-contractions and stretch refle es, o ersimplification of
muscles and ligaments in the model, and missing passi e human
bod components such as skin, eins, and cartilage.
Significance
Our preliminar results suggest that computational modeling
and simulations can be used to estimate the arm impedance
properties to complement and o ercome the limitations of
e periments. In future studies
e
ill (1) refine the
computational approach to predict e perimental data more
accuratel and (2) identif ho anatomical and biomechanical
features influence upper limb impedance.
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Introduction
Analysing the kinematics of human motion is essential for
diagnosing movement disorders and guiding rehabilitation
interventions for conditions such as osteoarthritis, stroke, and
Pa kin on di ea e. O ical mo ion ca
e
em a e he
current standard for estimating kinematics but require expensive
equipment in a predefined space. While wearable sensor systems
can estimate kinematics in any environment, existing systems are
generally less accurate than optical motion capture [2]. Further,
many wearable sensor systems require a computer in close
proximity and rely on proprietary software that is difficult to
extend to new applications. Here, we present OpenSenseRT, an
open-source and wearable system that estimates upper and lower
extremity kinematics in real time by using inertial measurement
units and a portable microcontroller.

Methods
The system uses off-the-shelf parts costing approximately
$100 USD plus $20 for each tracked segment (Figure 1A). The
open-source software and hardware are scalable, tracking up to
14 body segments with one sensor per segment. Kinematics are
estimated in real-time using a musculoskeletal model and inverse
kinematics solver [2], with the maximum computation frequency
depending on the number of tracked segments (Figure 1C).
Motion capture was used a ground truth reference for comparing
kinematic estimates.
Results and Discussion
We compared the OpenSenseRT system to optical motion
capture and found an average RMSE of 4.4 degrees across 5
lower-limb joint angles during three minutes of walking (n = 5)
(Figure 1B) and an average RMSE of 5.6 degrees across 8 upper
extremity joint angles during a Fugl-Meyer task (n = 5). The error
increased at approximately one degree per minute due to drift in
the sensor measurements (Figure 1D).
OpenSenseRT is an open-source, low-cost, easy-to-assemble,
and customizable system for computing real-time kinematics. We
have documented and openly shared all hardware and software to
allow other researchers to use the system in a wide range of new
applications that leverage the biomechanics software tools
included in OpenSim. We have validated that the system's
accuracy meets clinical standards for several common use cases
in biomechanics and rehabilitation research.
Significance
This system will enable researchers to translate biomechanics,
rehabilitation, and sports performance research that rely on
kinematics into real-world solutions. For example, wearable and
real-time joint kinematics will allow research to test biofeedback
for gait retraining or sports performance outside of the lab, and
the low cost could enable large-scale and longitudinal collection
of free-living biomechanics data. The accessibility of this
technology could also reduce the financial and technological
barriers to perform state-of-the-art quantitative biomechanical
analysis in low-income or developing countries with limited
access to laboratory equipment, offering tools to improve
musculoskeletal health on a global scale.

Figure 1: The OpenSenseRT system and performance. (A) The
components and default IMU orientations of the OpenSenseRT System.
(B) Lower-limb joint kinematics computed with the OpenSenseRT
system compared to optical motion capture for five subjects during
walking at 1.25 m/s. The error bands represent one standard deviation of
the RMSE across all subjects. (C) The maximum sampling rate and
associated average delay depends on the number of sensors attached to
the system and the mode of computation. (D) RMSEs for joint
kinematics computed with the IMU system compared to optical motion
capture over time for walking.
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Introduction
When developing basketball shot mechanics, a goal is to generate
a ball flight trajectory with the ball entering the hoop. The ball
velocity magnitude and direction at ball release determine the
ball s trajectory during flight. The shooter s center of mass (CM)
velocity and contributions by the arms will affect the ball velocity
at release1. If the ball velocity magnitude at release is too low, it
will likely result in a short miss. If ball velocity magnitude at
release is too high, it will likely result in a long miss.
Characterizing a shooter s tendencies when performing a missed
shot is important since between shot differences in ball velocity
at release may be multi-factorial and individual specific2,3. For
example, the CM velocity contributions to the ball velocity at
release can be influenced by both the impulse generated during
the shot preparation and the time in the air before ball release3.
In this study, we hypothesized that differences in the arm and
the CM contributions to the ball velocity at release would be
different between shot makes and misses, and the source of these
differences would be player-specific.
Methods
Seven recreational basketball players (4 female and 3 male,
university club and recreational league players) provided
informed consent in accordance with the university s institutional
review board. A minimum of 10 shots was attempted by each
participant from 4.57 m (free throw line) and 6.02 m (American
high school three-point line). The participant received a chest
pass from the passer located underneath the hoop and performed
a shot as if you were in a game.
Successful shots ( make ) were those that entered through the
hoop without touching the rim or only touching the inside of the
rim before entering. Unsuccessful shots that were to the left or
right of the hoop were excluded from analysis, leaving only shots
that were aligned with the hoop but fell short ( miss – short ) or
long ( miss – long ).
Two portable force plates (Kistler, 1200Hz) measured ground
reaction forces generated by each leg. The CM velocity was
calculated using the net impulse generated from shot initiation to
ground departure and the time in the air before ball release. The
resultant CM velocity was calculated in the sagittal plane
(anteroposterior and vertical components). The velocity
contribution by the arms at release was calculated using the
equation by Hay (1985): the CM resultant velocity is subtracted
from the resultant ball velocity at ball release.
The lower and upper quartiles defined low and high,
respectively, CM resultant velocity and the resultant velocity
contributed by the arms. The quartiles were calculated withinparticipant and at each shot distance.
Results and Discussion
Twenty of the 118 shots analyzed missed short (12) or long (8).
Across players, 9 of the 12 short misses were characterized by
the CM or arm contributions to ball velocity at release in the
lower quartile. All eight long misses across players were
characterized by the CM or arm contributions to ball velocity at

release in the upper quartile. Within player, reasons for the misses
varied across distances (Figure 1). For example, for Participant
1, the miss from the free throw line (4.57 m; gold) was due to a
reduction in both the CM and arm contributions to the ball
velocity at release as compared to the makes; however, the misses
by the same player from the 3-point line (6.02 m; purple) resulted
from either a reduction in arm or CM velocity contributions to
the resultant ball velocity at release. In contrast, for Participant 2,
2 of the 3 long misses from the free throw line (gold triangles)
resulted from greater velocity contribution by the arms than in
the makes.
While shot makes and misses may have different resultant
ball velocities at release, these preliminary results indicate that
the source of these differences may result from between shot
differences in the CM or arm contributions. The sources of these
differences were also found to be player-specific and varied with
shot distance from the hoop. By identifying the factors
contributing to between-shot variability in ball velocity at
release, we can better understand how an individual player
regulates ball velocity at release from different positions on the
court.

Figure 1: Exemplar data for two participants with short or long misses.
Dashed lines represent each variable s lower and upper quartiles to
highlight differences in the CM and arm contributions between makes
and misses from each distance (color). Solid lines represent the identity
line for a constant resultant ball velocity at release.

Significance
Differences in the CM and arm contributions to the ball velocity
at release between makes and short and long misses are unique to
each player. Future research will increase the sample size, and
compare makes and misses with a defender at various distances
from the hoop. Characterizing a player s tendencies in different
contexts has the potential to provide meaningful insights to
inform training and personalize feedback during practice.
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Introduction
The purpose of this project was to examine the relationship
between participants’ isokinetic knee torques and vertical jump
heights and maximum power values in healthy college-aged
participants. In a study of elite female basketball players, the
peak isokinetic knee torque at 240 deg/sec and vertical jump
height was found to be strongly related [1]. The relationship is
weak at smaller testing velocities, as peak angular velocities at
the knee joint during countermovement vertical jumps of 500
deg/sec have been noted [2]. Although peak knee angular
velocities of 500 deg/sec can occur during jumps, when the net
knee joint torque starts to decrease about 150 ms before toe-off,
the knee joint angular velocity is about 280 deg/sec [3]. Thus a
dynamometer angular velocity of 240 deg/sec probably captures
explosive strength better than smaller or larger testing
velocities.
A recent study using high school basketball players provided
evidence that the countermovement vertical jump could be used
as a surrogate assessment to dynamometer testing [4]. When
power increases in a vertical jump, the peak knee torques a
person can produce in an isokinetic assessment also increase.
Practitioners who do not have access to costly isokinetic
equipment could analyze lower extremity variables using simple
vertical jump tests if the relationship between isokinetic
measures and vertical jump measures is strong and reliable.
It was hypothesized that the relationship between peak
isokinetic knee torque and vertical jump measures (peak height
and maximum power) would be stronger at dynamometer
testing speeds of 180 and 300 deg/sec than at 60 deg/sec.
Methods
Eighteen males and twelve females (age = 22 ± 2 yrs; mass = 77
± 17 kg; height = 1.72 ± 0.10 m) participated in the study. Each
participant performed isokinetic knee extensions and flexions
on both right and left legs using a Biodex Isokinetic
Dynamometer. Three speeds were tested on the dynamometer:
60, 180, and 300 degrees per second. The dynamometer
recorded peak extension and flexion torques at each speed.
Participants also performed three countermovement vertical
jumps for maximum height on an AMTI force plate that
measured maximum power during the jump. The peak extension
torque from the participants’ preferred jumping take-off leg, the
peak power during the best jump and the peak jump height were
used for data analysis. The relationships between the peak
torques and vertical jump heights, as well as the peak torques
and vertical jump maximum powers, were assessed using
correlation coefficients (r) and linear regression analyses.
Statistical significance was set at α = 0.05.
Results and Discussion
The relationships between peak extension torques and vertical
jump height shown in Figure 1 were weak at all testing speeds
(Table 1). Maximum power during the vertical jump was not
strongly related to peak extension torque (Table 2).

Figure 1: Relationships between peak extension torques and
vertical jump height.
Table 1. Relationships between vertical jump height and peak
isokinetic torque across angular velocities.
Velocity
Slope
Intercept r
P
60 deg/sec
152.0
73.6
0.30
>0.05
180 deg/sec
99.9
31.8
0.33
>0.05
300 deg/sec
95.5
7.37
0.40
>0.05
Table 2. Relationships between vertical jump maximum power
and peak isokinetic torque across angular velocities.
Velocity
Slope
Intercept r
P
60 deg/sec
9.36
2818
0.37
>0.05
180 deg/sec
19.3
2606
0.46
>0.05
300 deg/sec
26.6
2680
0.49
>0.05
Although the relationships between vertical jump and
dynamometer measures were weak, they were stronger at the
180 and 300 deg/sec speeds than they were at the 60 deg/sec
speed (for the maximum power tests), in support of the initial
hypothesis. The same trend was observed for jump height and
peak torque, also supporting the hypothesis.
Significance
The results of this study do not show strong support for the use
of a vertical jump test as a surrogate for isokinetic testing of the
lower extremity. Although previous studies had shown
correlations as strong as r = 0.88 [1], the present study’s
correlation values were all less than 0.50. As the
countermovement vertical jump is a multi-joint motion,
practitioners should use caution when trying to extrapolate the
results of an isokinetic test performed at only one joint to more
complex multi-joint movements.
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Introduction
We commonly presume that an individual faced with a balance
challenge during walking would slow down to improve
capacity for corrective motor adjustments and balance control,
thereby mitigating risk of falls. However, the one study to our
knowledge to investigate this cause-and-effect relation found
no significant changes in self-selected walking speed in the
presence of mediolateral treadmill surface translations [1].
Because walking speed is governed via internal neural circuitry
under the influence of complex sensorimotor integration, we
believe that sensory perturbations prescribed through the visual
perception of lateral instability may elicit a more pronounced
effect. Our first hypothesis was that young adults would slow
down at the onset of mediolateral optical flow perturbations.
Our second hypothesis was that if young adults slowed down,
they would do so with improved metrics of walking balance
compared to the same perturbations at a fixed walking speed.
Methods
13 young adults (23 ± 4.61 yrs, 8F) completed four 5-minute
treadmill walking trials in a randomized order. Subjects wore
headphones playing pink noise to block the sound of treadmill
speed changes during all trials. Two of these trials were
completed using a fixed-speed treadmill controller at the
subjects preferred overground walking speed. The two other
trials were completed using a self-paced treadmill controller
that varied in response to the bjec in an aneo anteriorposterior position. Then, with each of these treadmill speed
controllers, subjects walked while watching a speed-matched
virtual hallway with and without mediolateral optical flow
perturbations at a nominal amplitude of 35 cm. Instantaneous
treadmill speed was collected via a custom MATLAB interface
throughout the trials. Subjects wore 36 motion capture markers
on their trunk, pelvis, and legs which provided the 3D position
data we used to calculate a series of walking balance metrics,
including step width and its variability, margin of stability and
its variability, and local dynamic stability via maximum
divergence exponents. Specifically, we averaged walking speed
and balance metrics over the last three minutes of each walking
trial. A two-way (speed x perturbation) repeated measures

ANOVA detected differences in average walking speed and
balance metrics. We excluded two subjects from our analysis
due to difficulties acclimating to self-paced treadmill control.
Results and Discussion
In contrast to prior work using treadmill surface translations [1]
but consistent with hypothesis 1, the 11/13 analyzed subjects in
this study walked 5.4% slower when responding to optical flow
perturbations using the self-paced treadmill controller
(p=0.005) (Fig. 1A). The onset of perturbations when walking
at a fixed speed elicited wider step widths, larger margins of
stability, and greater local dynamic instability. In support of
hypothesis 2, we observed none of these changes in response to
optical flow perturbations when using the self-paced treadmill
controller (Fig.1B-D). However, we did find that perturbations
elicited increases in step width variability and margin of
stability variability that were relatively indistinguishable
between fixed and self-paced treadmill controllers. Finally, we
found no significant differences in balance outcomes in the
absence of perturbations between the fixed and self-paced
treadmill controllers. This finding suggests that the use of a selfpaced treadmill controller does not itself influence walking
balance in young subjects.
Significance
The results of this study suggest that sensory perturbations,
such as those via the visual perception of instability, have an
effect on the selection of walking speed as a strategy to preserve
balance. We would expect to see even more pronounced
decreases in walking speed in individuals who are more
susceptible to mediolateral optical flow perturbations, such as
older adults or those with neurodegenerative disease.
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Figure 1. (A) Self-paced walking speed, (B) Step width, (C) Margin of Stability, and (D) Local Dynamic Instability. Asterisks (*) indicate
ignifican (
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Introduction
Falls among older adults continue to be a significant public
health challenge, with one-third of individuals over the age of
65 experience a fall annually [1]. Moreover, despite
considerable investment and scientific interest, the rate of falls
resulting in injury is outpacing the growth in our older adult
population [2]. We suspect that this discrepancy arises from a
relatively incomplete understanding of balance control during
walking tasks in which most of these falls occur [3]. The
accurate and appropriately timed-control of lateral foot
placement plays a key role in walking balance integrity [4], and
deficits therein due to age or disease are implicated in balance
impairment and falls. To probe this mechanism, we recently
used a precision stepping paradigm based on projected targets
during treadmill walking and discovered preliminary evidence
that older adults exhibit larger foot placement errors (Fig. 1A)
and delayed swing limb adjustments compared to younger
adults [5]. However, commercial treadmill-based projection
systems for the mechanistic or translational study of precision
stepping and balance during walking may be cost prohibitive.
Thus, we aim to introduce a simple and cost-effective system to
streamline and accelerate the design and implementation of
studies seeking to investigate lateral precision stepping as a
determinant of walking balance and falls risk.
System Design
At its core, our system uses a stepper motor and laser line
generator to provide location and target on a split belt
instrumented treadmill (Fig. 1B). Our design uses vertical
ground reaction force to trigger both movement of the stepper
motor and the laser, but because foot strike timing is all that is
required, we envision simplified controllers based on pressure
sensitive insoles. This allows for more accurate triggering at
specific moments in the gait cycle. The stepper motor (NEMA
23, Openbuilds) drives a linear slide actuator (V-Slot Linear
Actuator, Openbuilds) to which the laser line generator is
secured using a custom 3D printed mount (model file will be
made freely available). We have evaluated the actuation at a
nominal velocity of 1.42 m/s and a nominal acceleration of 9.5
m/s2. These specifications allow the actuator to cover the full

1.0 m treadmill width in 0.87 seconds, or a typical step width of
0.12 m in 0.22 seconds. This latter observation suggests that this
simple system with nominal settings could be implemented to
prescribe lateral foot placements on a step-by-step basis in
future research studies, for example to augment step width
sample entropy or as a precision stepping training tool. In
addition, we designed the system with the intent to be easily
adaptable for future research needs. Changes in target location
and timing (i.e., % gait cycle) are easily implemented with the
available control algorithms we intend to make freely available
to the scientific community. Moreover, while currently used to
objectively investigate lateral precision stepping, the system is
also easily adapted to provide anterior foot placement targeting
as well. A two-axis system could also coordinate lateral and
anterior targeting for 2-dimensional precision stepping. The
majority of the system parts are off the shelf products with only
minor in-house manufacturing required in the form of cutting
11 sections of aluminum 80/20 for the base and 3D printing the
laser line generator mount. We plan to make our design and bill
of materials fully open source with components, construction
instructions, and controls algorithms freely available to the field
at the time of publication.
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Introduction
Neck pain affects 65% of all adults at some point in their life,
with 1/3rd of these adults reporting difficulty performing
activities of daily living due to pain [1]. Chronic neck pain (CNP)
(lasting >3 months) affects the neuromuscular drive to the neck
and shoulder muscles. Experimental muscle pain in the
sternocleidomastoid (SCM) leads to increased neural drive to that
painful muscle [2]. Sufferers of CNP often describe the sensation
of muscle stiffness in their neck and upper trapezius muscle (UT)
[3]. An increase in muscle activation due to neck pain would
likely increase muscle stiffness and inhibit the proper function of
the muscle [4]. Ultrasound shear wave elastography (SWE)
provides a reliable and non-invasive measurement estimate of
muscle stiffness by measuring the velocity of shear waves (SWV)
propagating through the muscle of interest. It is currently unclear
how neck pain affects the stiffness of shared neck-shoulder
musculature during activities of daily living such as reaching
tasks. The purpose of this study was to compare SWV and muscle
activity in the SCM and UT during functional reaching tasks
between people with chronic neck pain and healthy individuals.
We hypothesized that mean SWV and muscle activity for the
SCM and UT would be significantly greater for those with CNP
when compared to healthy controls.
Methods
The Neck Disability Index (NDI) was used to identify
participants for this study. Increasing NDI scores indicate greater
impairment due to CNP. Ten adults with mild CNP (4M, 6F, NDI
5-14) and seven age, height, and weight-matched controls (3M,
4F, NDI 0-4) (mean: age: 34 years, height: 1.7 m, weight: 72.6
kg). During reaching conditions, surface electromyography
(EMG) (Trigno, Delsys) and SWE images (Supersonic,
Aixplorer) were obtained from the SCM and UT 2-cm distal to
the midpoint of the belly of each muscle. Maximal voluntary
contractions (MVC) in neck flexion/extension, right/left lateral
bending, and shoulder elevation were completed at the beginning
of the experiment.
The participants performed three tasks: Task 1) unilateral
forward reach to a head-high shelf, Task 2) bilateral reach to a
head-high shelf, and Task 3) unilateral upward reach to a
lightbulb 4 inches above head-height. Each task required them to
reach toward a small object and hold their arm at the top of their
natural movement without picking up the object. The participants
completed each task four times. SWE images were taken from
the SCM and UT muscles while EMG was recorded
simultaneously. The mean SWV and normalized EMG RMS
(%MVC) of the SCM and UT were compared using an ANOVA.
Group (CNP, healthy), muscle side (left, right), and the reaching
arm (Aim 2 only) were fixed factors in the model. Significance
was
Results and Discussion
There was a significant main effect of group on UT EMG for
(Figure 1). For all tasks, the CNP group exhibited lower UT
EMG amplitude when compared to healthy controls. There was

a significant main effect of group on SCM EMG for Task 2
no main effect of group for Task 1 or Task 3(both p>0.071). This
suggests that individuals with CNP exhibit inhibited SCM
activation during bilateral reaches and inhibited UT activation
during both bilateral head-high reaches and unilateral reaches.
There was no main effect of muscle side or reach arm for the UT
or SCM EMG (all p>0.10
There were no significant main
effects of group, muscle side, or reach arm on SCM SWV or UT
SWV during Task 1, 2, or 3 (all p>0.150).

Figure 1: Normalized mean EMG (A) and SWV (B) for the UT during
Task 1, 2, and 3 for healthy individuals compared to people with CNP.

Our findings suggest individuals with CNP exhibit a decrease
in SCM and UT muscle activity during functional reaching
activities. The pain adaptation model suggests the response to
chronic pain differs for agonist and antagonist muscles, with
activation of the agonist inhibited [5]. The UT acts as an agonist
for the performed reaching tasks and is therefore more likely to
be inhibited by the central nervous system during reaching for
individuals with CNP. We did not find any significant differences
in the SWV data during the active conditions. However, our
power analysis suggests our sample size needs to be doubled to
more robustly assess SWE in this population. With greater
participant numbers, we posit that SWV data will mirror the
muscle activity data for the UT during forward reaching. It is also
possible that differences in muscle stiffness between the healthy
and mild chronic neck pain group were not large enough to be
detected with SWE. Future work will also evaluate muscle
stiffness in individuals with CNP categorized with moderate pain
or above on the NDI scale.
Significance
The results of this study support the need for motor retraining
during physical rehabilitation for CNP, specifically during
bilateral and unilateral reaches. Following data collection on
more participants, our findings may also enhance diagnostic
options for those with CNP.
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Introduction
Curb negotiation is a challenging activity for older adults.
Approximately 15% of falls in this population occur during
stepping down the curb [1]. The likelihood of falling increases
when older people are required to terminate gait quickly. This
rapid gait termination requires the complete interruption of
forward momentum and precise foot placements during the
transition to standing [2]. Furthermore, in everyday life, it is
common to perform two or more tasks concurrently, which
imposes demands on attentional resources. Older adults have
reduced attentional capacity [3]. Therefore, stepping down a curb
and stopping while performing a cognitive task may affect the
stepping behavior. We investigated the effect of a concurrent
cognitive task on stepping parameters during expected gait
termination in young and older adults.
Methods
Ten young (22.6±3.6 years) and eight older adults (67.8±3.8
years) performed ten trials (five trials each for gait termination
with and without cognitive task). Participants walked on an 8 m
walkway and stepped down a curb (15 cm height) and stopped as
quickly as possible with the feet aligned. Participants knew they
were going to have to stop. For the cognitive task, subjects
listened to a number sequence and counted the number of times
a specified number was played in a pre-recorded sequence.
We quantified horizontal and vertical distances of heel and
toe from the curb edge during the last stride (Fig. 1). We
conducted a 2 x 2 age by task ANOVA on vertical lead heel and
trail toe clearances.

Figure 1. Figure shows the horizontal distances of heel from the curb
edge (HD-1 and HD+1); vertical lead heel clearance (A) and vertical
trail toe clearance (B) when heel and toe were above the curb edge.

Results and Discussion
Interaction effects of age by task revealed that vertical heel
clearance of the lead foot was lower in older adults during the
dual-task condition (p<0.02; Fig. 2A). Main effects of age
included the following: Older adults placed their back foot
(HD-1) farther away from the curb edge (p<0.01). Older adults
had lower vertical toe clearance of the trail foot (p<0.02; Fig. 2B).

Only older adults were at greater risk of contact during the dual
task. The reduced lead heel clearance in older adults during dualtasking can be explained as a result of increased attentional
demands. The increase in attentional demand may be attributed
to sharing of brain structures, particularly pre-frontal areas [4],
which is involved in decision making and the controlling and
planning of complex cognitive behavior. Further, the farther
placement of the back foot (HD-1) in older adults may have
following implications during gait termination: (1) Greater risk
of contacting the hazard edge with the heel of front foot as it is
lowered during late swing phase, (2) inability to reduce the whole
body angular momentum that may in turn increase the time to
termination [3]. Longer HD-1 in older adults may also explain the
reduced vertical toe clearance of trail foot.

Figure 2. (A) Mean ± SE of vertical heel clearance. Different letters
denote significant differences; (B) Vertical toe clearance.

Significance
In everyday life, the ability to perform two tasks concurrently
enables people to communicate with others, use mobile phones,
transport objects, and respond to environmental stimuli when
walking. We demonstrated that altered foot placements in older
adults may pose higher risk of falls in the situations where
cognitive demands are high such as talking to a friend while
stopping to cross street. Extending these findings to people with
pathologies would be beneficial in understanding the etiology of
falls during complex interaction with environments.
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Introduction
Individuals with a lower-limb amputation are at an increased risk
of falling compared to young healthy adults. Approximately 50%
of individuals with unilateral amputation report at least one fall
annually.1,2 Falls are dangerous, occasionally leading to injury,
hospitalization or death.3 Fortunately, individuals who obtain aid
within 1 hour of a fall have a 50% increased survival rate
compared to individuals who obtain aid after 72 hours.4 Thus,
devices that have the ability to detect falls and alert proper
personnel could serve to help lower the consequences of falling
for individuals with a lower-limb amputation.
A number of studies have developed body worn sensors that
can detect fall events. These devices primarily use inertial
measurement units (IMUs) to record signals from 3-axis
accelerometers, gyroscopes, and/or magnetometers. Individuals
with a lower-limb amputation utilize a prosthesis that allows for
fall detection sensors to be conveniently integrated within the
prosthesis (e.g., directly attached to the pylon). However, it is not
clear if such sensors are able to detect a wide range of fall types.
Therefore, the purpose of this study was to investigate the
accuracy of detecting different fall types with an IMU placed on
an indi idual s shank in preparation for application and
validation on individuals with a lower limb amputation.
Methods
IMU sensors (XSens, Enschede, Netherlands) were placed on
both shanks of 15 healthy young adults in positions analogous to
the pylon of a prosthesis distal to the knee. Tri-axis accelerometer
and gyroscope data were recorded from these devices at 100-Hz
while subjects completed an overground course with simulated
falls and near-falls. The course was designed to simulate
activities of daily living (ADL: walking/running in a straight line
at a self-selected pace, navigating turns, sitting and rising from a
chair, laying down and getting up from a bed, picking up an
object on the floor, and ascending/descending stairs/slopes).
Subjects performed 4 types of simulated falls: forward/backward
trips (i.e., subjects walked forward/backward until they impacted
a fall pad and fell) and left/right lateral falls (i.e., subjects stood
with their left/right side adjacent to the fall pad while a lab
technician pushed them until they lost balance and fell onto the
fall pad). For the simulated near falls, subjects walked until their
left/right foot struck the fall pad and then recovered from the
stumble.
Raw data were analysed using the MATLAB Classification
Learner Toolbox. First, data were split into two categories: ADL
or Fall. Data were divided into 0.5 second windows with a 0.25
second overlap. During these 0.5 second windows, a total of 40
features were computed (Table 1). Data were randomly split into
training (80%) and model verification (20%) sets for each subject
and each category. Three different classification algorithms were
used for activity classification and validated with 5-fold cross
validation: support vector machine with a cubic kernel (SVM), K
nearest neighbor with weighted dimensions (kNN), and a bagged
decision tree ensemble (Tree).5

Table 1: Features extracted for each 0.5 s window for each
accelerometer (accel) and gyroscope (gyro).
Vector resultant
(raccel, rgyro)

Median, Mean, Standard Deviation,
Skewness, Kurtosis, IQR, Minimum,
Maximum

Each axis (xaccel, yaccel,
zaccel, xgyro, ygyro, zgyro)

Mean, Max, Min, IQR

To determine algorithm accuracy, a simple control scheme
was created. First, models were implemented on the verification
data set. A fall was identified if at least two adjacent windows
contained a label associated with a fall. If this occurred within the
duration of the fall (~1s), a correct fall classification was made.
Falls were labelled by type: forward/backward trips and lateral
falls with the sensor placed on the inside/outside leg. Finally, fall
detection accuracy was calculated, defined as the number of
correct classifications divided by total number of falls (Table 2).
Results and Discussion
Forward falls had the lowest detection accuracy for each
algorithm. When falling forward, participants can more easily
protect their body with their hands and knees, acting to reduce
the acceleration on impact. On average, inside falls had the
highest detection accuracy. The inside shank is often the first part
of the body that impacts the ground during lateral falls, possibly
contributing to the higher accuracy. This is in contrast to previous
work that noted highest classification accuracy with backward
falls when an IMU sensor is placed on the waist of each
participant.6
Significance
This study highlighted that fall detection accuracy is not the same
across fall types and classification algorithms. Future work
should seek to improve detection of forward falls (e.g., placing
sensors in different locations, implementing different
classification algorithms such as threshold algorithms,7 and
exploring different features) and validate these results on
individuals with a lower limb amputation.
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Table 2: Accuracy for each type of fall and algorithm
Type of Fall
SVM
kNN
Tree

Forward

Backward

Outside

Inside

All Falls

76.7%
73.3%
76.7%

93.3%
90.0%
86.7%

100%
90.0%
93.3%

100.0%
100.0%
93.3%

92.5%
88.3%
87.5%
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Introduction
Several sports, including basketball and volleyball, involve
jumping and landing motions that are associated with a high
prevalence of injuries in the lower extremities [1]. A significant
percentage of these injuries take place in the tibial bone [1].
Countermovement jumping, also referred to as squat jumping
from a standing position, can impose high loadings on the body
at a very high speed, which can be correlated to injuries in sports
[2]. A thorough study of the full jumping-landing motion is
needed to understand how and where injuries take place. The
purpose of this work is to study the impact dynamics of a
countermovement jump (CMJ) to obtain loading on the tibial
bone. This procedure can provide loading conditions to examine
the behavior of the bone, rather than the current approach of using
approximate forces related to the bodyweight of the subject [3].
Methods
Position and ground reaction force (GRF) data were collected
from a healthy male subject (age 23 years, mass 80 kg, and height
1.78 m), who performed three trials of countermovement
jumping to a maximum height with hands placed on the waist.
Inverse kinematics was performed on the data to obtain joint
angles in MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA). A 2D subjectspecific sagittal model of the body was constructed in MapleSim
(MapleSoft, Canada). The model consisted of 4 rigid bodies
(HAT, thigh, shank, and foot), 3 revolute joints (hip, knee, and
ankle), and 19 muscles of the lower extremity. Anthropometric
properties of segments were obtained from Winter [4]. Inverse
dynamics was used to compute joint moments at the hip, knee,
and ankle. To solve the problem of redundancy in obtaining
muscle forces, a static optimization approach was used to
minimize muscle stress with maximized energy expenditure.
For finite element (FE) analysis, a model generated from CT
scans of the leg of a male subject was utilized [5]. Joint contact
forces obtained from the musculoskeletal model and muscle
forces obtained from static optimization were used as loads in the
tibia-fibula FE model. Bone was modeled as an inhomogeneous,
orthotropic material. As a boundary condition, the distal tibia is
pinned to only allow axial rotation. The finite element model was
used to examine stresses and deformations of the tibia. The
overall process is illustrated in Figure 1.

Results and Discussion
During countermovement jumps, the maximum GRF obtained
during jumping was 2.4 ± 0.15 BW, while the maximum GRF
obtained during landing was 5.60 ± 0.61 BW, which are
consistent with existing literature. Inverse dynamics with
intersegmental angles and GRFs as inputs provided joint
moments throughout the motion. The moments about the hip,
knee, and ankle joints are shown in Figure 2, phases of a
countermovement jump are labelled respectively. Overall, the
moments are larger in magnitude during the landing phase than
the propulsion phase due to higher ground reaction forces. Peak
moments resulted in peak forces in specific muscles (soleus,
vastus muscles, rectus femoris). Preliminary FE results indicated
that the higher loads led to a higher strain in the tibia, as expected,
and identified regions of highest stresses in the bone.

Figure 2: Hip, knee, and ankle joint moments from inverse dynamics
during countermovement jumping and landing

Significance
This study utilizes a computational approach, using both a
musculoskeletal multibody model and a finite element model, to
obtain realistic loads on the tibia for the full countermovement
jump. This allows for the investigation of various injuries, such
as stress fractures, that take place with high impact forces.
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Figure 1: Modeling Pipeline to obtain realistic stresses and deformation
in the human tibia during countermovement jumping and landing.
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Introduction
Vertebrae are the second most common affected bones with
osteoporosis presenting a fracture incidence exceeding 1.4
million annual cases in the U.S. [1]. Quantitative computed
tomography (QCT) combined with finite element analysis
(FEA) has shown significant improvements in predicting
fracture properties [2]. To obtain QCT/FEA subject-specific
estimates of fracture properties, Hounsfield unit (HU) values
from the CT images are converted to bone mineral density
(BMD) using a calibration phantom. These BMD values are
properties to the model. This process is inconvenient as it
requires a calibration phantom during CT scanning. Alternative
approaches would implement patient-specific phantom-less
calibration techniques considering
, as
the calibrating reference materials, to convert HU to BMD. The
purpose of this study was to develop robust and novel phantomless calibration methods, using subject-specific tissues, which
could be applied prospectively and retrospectively to databases
of CT scans to obtain fracture properties estimations using
QCT/FEA.
Methods
Data: DXA and QCT scans from 111 subjects. 80 QCT
scans were used to obtain subject-specific parameters using a
phantom-specific approach and for the development of
phantom-less equations. 31 CT scans were used for validation.
Phantom-specific calibration: QCT images from 80
subjects were imported into Mimics software, the L3 vertebra
identified, and a region of interest (ROI) placed at a mid-slice
to obtain a mean HU value for trabecular bone (Fig. 1). HU
values were then converted to equivalent BMD using the
calibration phantom.
Phantom-less calibration: HUs were measured from
various regions at the same mid-slice: air (A), fat (F), psoas
muscle (M), and subject perimeter (P) (Fig. 1). Using multiple
regression analyses and the calculated trabecular BMD,
equations were developed using combinations of these ROIs to
estimate vertebral BMD from soft tissue measurements in the
CT image.
QCT/FEA: Voxel models of the L3 vertebrae were created
from the CT images of 31 subjects using Mimics and previously
validated techniques. Each voxel was assigned an HU value
corresponding to the CT voxel in the image. HUs were
converted to BMD using 6 phantom-less and1 phantom-specific
equations. QCT/FEA fracture loads were estimated as a
function of predicted stiffness (K) and height (H) of the
vertebra: 𝐹
0.0068𝐾 𝐻 [3].
Statistical analyses: Predicted fracture loads from the 31
subjects and from all 7 equations were correlated with aBMD
from DXA. Correlations were also obtained between all
phantom-less and phantom-specific equations. Level of
significance was p<0.05.

Results and Discussion
The proposed phantom-less methods can successfully be
used

Figure 1: Mean HU values were collected from the various ROIs on the L3
vertebra, psoas muscle (M), fat (F), air (A).

Figure 2. Correlation outcomes between A) predicted failure loads using a
phantom-less (PAFM; sample equation) and phantom-specific equations; B)
predicted failure loads using PAFM and aBMD.

in QCT/FEA to estimate vertebral failure loads that are highly
accurate and correlate with fracture loads obtained using the
traditional phantom calibration method. Equations using the
perimeter of the patient highly correlated with outcomes using
the calibration phantom (R of 0.99). In order to validate and
evaluate the precision of the predicted fracture load outcomes,
aBMD values from DXA were correlated to QCT/FEA
predictions showing moderate correlations (68%).
Significance
The phantom-less approach presented in this study can be
used for osteoporosis diagnosis and QCT/FEA fracture risk
assessment using images previously acquired for other
purposes, or prospectively without the use of a calibration
phantom, minimizing logistic controls and reproducibility
errors associated with external reference phantoms.
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Introduction
Knee extensor (KE) function is important for locomotion,
joint stability, and load attenuation during such tasks as walking
and stair climbing [1]. KE weakness is commonly exhibited in
individuals with knee osteoarthritis (KOA) [2] and may
contribute to increased disability in this population. Pain, a
primary symptom in KOA, has been linked to KE dysfunction.
Previous research has shown that while habitual exercise has a
beneficial effect on KOA pain, individual bouts of exercise can
result in acute pain exacerbations [3]. The impact of acute pain
on KE muscle function and physical performance in OA is not
well characterized. Quantifying the KE functional demand (FD)
is one way to assess the impact of pain related changes KE
muscle function on physical performance in KOA. Muscle FD is
defined as the percentage of maximal strength that is used during
a task. KE dysfunction and acute pain-related changes may
increase the FD as compared to healthy individuals and
contribute compensatory gait strategies and disability in KOA.
The compensatory gait strategies could include a change in the
distribution of joint power and mechanical work. Therefore, the
purpose of this study was to investigate the impact of exerciseinduced pain on KE functional demand and joint coordination in
individuals with KOA.

compare FD, joint coordination, and pain variables between pre
and post 20MTW (α= .05). We hypothesized that there would be
an increase in pain, FD, and ankle power post 20MTW.
Results and Discussion
Our hypotheses were partially supported. There was a
significant increase pre to post walk in pain t(13)= -3.267,
p=.003. However, we found no differences pre to post 20MTW
in FD, or joint coordination (all p>0.05). When compared to an
older reference group, individuals with KOA had higher FD,
indicating they are more impaired [5]. Despite the increase in
pain, we saw no differences in relative joint powers or peak KE
torque between pre to post 20MTW. Walking at a speed greater
than preferred may require reliance on weaker muscles to
maintain gait speed. This strategy to maintain gait speed may
interfere or preclude a pain related adaptation to reduce FD and
off load the joint by changing joint coordination.

Methods
Fourteen adults with symptomatic KOA (Age: 65.2±5.2
years, BMI: 25.2±3.7 kg/m2, KOOS pain:68.9±16.2) participated
in this study after completing informed consent approved by the
University’s IRB. Participants completed three maximal
isometric KE contractions on an isokinetic dynamometer (Biodex
System 4 Pro, Shirley, NY) set at 60° of knee flexion before and
Figure 1. Distribution of relative positive and negative joint
after a 20min treadmill walk (20MTW) previously shown to
powers pre and post 20MTW
increase pain in KOA [4]. Perceived pain was evaluated on an
11-point verbal numeric rating scale (vNRS) every two minutes
Significance
throughout the 20MTW. The pain scores in the first and final 2
Higher pain is thought to stimulate a change in gait mechanics
min of the 20MTW were used to evaluate change in pain in
to offload the joint. The lack of a change in coordination and FD
response to exercise. Participants also completed 5 overground
in response to pain suggests acute increases in pain do not impair
walking trials at a faster than preferred pace before and after the
KE function to the extent that it impairs mobility.
20MTW. Functional demand was determined at the time of the
peak knee flexion moment (KFM) and was calculated as the ratio
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KE Peak Torque (Nm)
Functional Demand
Knee Flexion Moment
Pain
(%)
(%Bw*ht)
Pre20MTW
111± 50.6
49.9±16.1
52.1± 2.0.5
1.21±1.53
Post20MTW
117± 63.2
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Introduction
Both glenohumeral internal rotation deficit (GIRD) and total
rotational motion (TRM) deficit are related to shoulder
injuries [1]. GIRD and TRM deficit are defined as the loss of
greater than 20 and 5 of rotation, respectively, compared to
the contralateral shoulder (i.e., non-throwing arm) [2].
Pitchers who have both GIRD and TRM deficit are defined as
having pathological GIRD [2]. GIRD and TRM deficit are
commonly assessed qualitatively by team clinicians. The
purpose of this study is to quantitatively investigate how
shoulder rotational properties are related to injuries and
surgeries in collegiate baseball pitchers. This connection
could allow for intervention and ultimately reduce the number
of injuries and surgeries. We hypothesized that shoulder
rotational properties would have no statistically significant
relationship to injury or surgery occurrence.
Methods
The study included 109 college baseball pitchers (height:
186 8 cm and weight: 85 9 kg). The study was approved by
an institutional review board and all pitchers gave informed
consent. All pitchers were healthy during testing. The injury
questionnaire reports if the pitcher has had a surgery or injury
that resulted in loss of playing time within the previous year.
Pitchers included in this study were followed for at least one
year after testing. The shoulder rotational test measured the
rotational end-point-angle (EPA) under a force of 40 N
applied using a custom-made wireless device during physical
exam[3]. Both internal and external rotation of both the
throwing and non-throwing arm were examined. Total range
of motion (tROM) is defined as internal rotation EPA (IREPA) plus external rotation EPA.
This study utilized IR-EPA deficit and tROM deficit,
which are related to GIRD and TRM deficits, respectively,
with the same thresholds as defined in literature. Four deficit
groups were defined: both IR-EPA and tROM deficit, tROM
deficit only, IR-EPA deficit only, and neither deficit. The
pitchers separated into three categories: healthy, had
injury/surgery before testing, and had injury/surgery after
testing (Table 1). Eight pitchers had injury/surgery before and
after testing. One-way ANOVA and Chi-squared tests were
performed using SPSS with an alpha set to 0.05.
Table 1: Distribution of pitchers in deficit groups for each
categorical group. (S/I: surgery/injury)
Both
tROM
IR-EPA
Neither
Healthy
8
13
0
20
S/I After
5
6
3
19
S/I Before
6
13
2
22

Results and Discussion
The bilateral differences of tROM and IR-EPA had no
significant relationship between the categorical groups (Table
2). The Chi-squared test showed that there were no significant
relationships between the deficit groups to the categorical
groups (p-value = 0.46). These findings indicate that there are
more factors than just tROM and internal rotation EPA
deficits that influence injury and surgery occurrence.
Table 2: Mean ± SD for Bilateral differences of tROM and IR-EPA
for each categorical group. (S/I: surgery/injury)
N
tROM
IR EPA
Healthy
41
-3.05 ± 12.9
-11.67 ± 10.81
S/I After
33
0.04 ± 13.48
-9.45 ± 13.17
S/I Before
43
-1.71 ± 15.48
-9.18 ± 13.23

Wilk et al found that there was an increase of risk of injury
and surgery in professional baseball pitchers who had GIRD,
TRM deficits, and flexion deficits, but that there were no
significant differences [4]. Our study has similar findings in
collegiate baseball pitchers, in that there were no significant
relationships. Future studies can focus on finding additional
categories that might have a significant relationship with
injury or surgery occurrence. Additionally, a larger sample
size could lead to better understanding of causes of injuries.
Significance
There are no significant relationships between IR-EPA and
tROM deficits to injury or surgery. While IR-EPA and tROM
deficits can play a role in injury and surgery occurrence, there
are more factors to consider than just those two deficits. If
these other factors can be determined, interventions can be
designed to lower the overall occurrence of injury and surgery
in collegiate baseball pitchers.
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Introduction
Vertical ground reaction force (VGRF) is an important
biomechanical indicator of human walking, so an accurate and
reliable VGRF measurement is essential [1]. To achieve this goal
with a relatively less expensive cost, treadmills embedded with
capacitive pressure sensors, particularly Zebris treadmills, are
extensively used to measure VGRF during walking. Previous
studies have shown the reliability of a Zebris treadmill between
trials and days when the treadmill measures peak VGRF of
walking for a short period of time, ranging from 20 seconds to 2
minutes [2,3]. However, several other studies have reported that
capacitive pressure sensors show a decline in the measured
plantar force [4,5]. To address this discrepancy, we aim to
evaluate long-term temporal changes in VGRF while walking on
a Zebris treadmill.
Methods
Twenty healthy adults (16 males and 4 females) between the
ages of 20 and 40 participated in the study. Participants
performed two walking trials, 10 minutes per trial, on a Zebris
treadmill (Model Gait analysis FDM-TDSL-3i, Zebris Inc®,
Germany) at their preferred walking speed. VGRF was recorded
at a sampling frequency of 50 Hz. Participants rested for 10
minutes between trials. We extracted the VGRF values of three
typical extrema during each step: VGRF at load response, mid
stance, and push off. We averaged each of the three VGRF
extrema over every one-minute interval, separately for left and
right foot.
Results and Discussion
Figure 1 shows the mean and standard error of the measured
VGRFs for 20 participants at the three time points (load response,
mid stance, and push off) over every one-minute interval for the
both feet and two trials. There was a general decline in the mean
VGRF over time for all three time points, and the mean VGRF
for the first trial is always larger than that for the second trial.
Considering the participants are walking at the same preferred
walking speed and body weight can hardly change over 10
minutes of walking, VGRF should remain almost constant.
Hence, the results conclude that a Zebris treadmill is not reliable
for VGRF measurement during walking for a long period of time.
Significance
Zebris treadmills are widely used to record VGRF by researchers
in the field of human movement science worldwide. Considering
a significant decline in the VGRF measured using the Zebris
treadmill over time and trials, we recommend taking caution
while recording VGRF for a long time period using the Zebris
treadmill during locomotion to avoid an erroneous interpretation.

Figure 1. Mean and standard error of the three typical extrema VGRF
values for 20 participants over time and trials
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Introduction
The central nervous system employs anticipatory postural
adjustments (APAs) as an effective feedforward mechanism to
minimize the postural disturbance caused by external
perturbations. Strong APAs could reduce the demands for
compensatory postural adjustments (CPAs) after the impact [1].
However, the generation of APAs majorly relies on visual
information, and is optimized through past experience. Hence,
external perturbations from the back would cause more postural
disturbance and increased risks of fall when such protective
mechanism is unavailable. Our previous work showed that an
auditory cue could facilitate the generation of APAs for a front
perturbation [2]. The purpose of this study was to evaluate the
effectiveness of an auditory cue in generation of APAs for an
unexpected external perturbation coming from the back.
Methods
Ten young adults (mean age 31.6±3.1 years) were recruited for
this study. A swinging pendulum with an additional weight (3%
of the body weight) was used to create the external perturbation
by hitting the participants’ shoulders bilaterally from the back.
An accelerometer attached on the pendulum was used to
identify the moment of impact (T0).
The participants were instructed to stand on a force plate,
look forward and be prepared for the impact. First, they
received perturbations with no cues provided (baseline, BL, 5
trials). Then they received training (Tr, 50 trials) when an
auditory cue signaling the moment of the pendulum release was
provided via headphones. After 5 minutes rest, they received
perturbations with the same auditory cue (Test, 5 trials).
Muscle activities were recorded from the right tibialis
anterior (TA), medial gastrocnemius (MG), rectus femoris
(RF), biceps femoris (BF), rectus abdominus (RA), and erector
spinae (ES). EMG integrals were calculated during the APA
phase (-250 to +49ms) and CPA phase (+50 to +349ms), and
were normalized [2]. The COP displacements in the AP
direction at T0 and its peak value after T0 were identified.
Data were organized into 5-trial blocks. Data from the BL,
one block from the beginning (Tr1), middle (Tr5), and the end
(Tr10) of training, and the Test were used for further analysis.
A series of one-way repeated measures ANOVAs were

time, we observed a gradual decrease of muscle activation and
a decrease of peak COP displacement during the CPA phase.
Statistical analysis showed condition effect for BF integral
during the APA phase; MG, RF, and BF integrals during the
CPA phase, and COP displacement at T0 and its peak value (all
p<0.05). Changes in integrals for a representative muscle (BF)
across the conditions are shown in Figure 1, and changes in the
COP displacement are shown in Figure 2. In Figure 1 and 2, *
and ^ denote a significant difference compared to the the BL
and Tr1 condition, respectively.
In foreseeable front perturbations, an effective APA pattern
would be the activation of frontal muscles and inhibition of
dorsal muscles [3]. In this study when the perturbation was
coming from behind, we observed more prominent changes in
the activations of dorsal muscles, implying a different muscle
activation pattern as the APA strategy.
Figure 1
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Results and Discussion
In the BL condition, minimum muscle activation was observed
in the APA phase and the COP displacement at T0 was close to
zero. Consequently, the demands for muscle activation and the
COP peak displacement were large during the CPA phase.
These results suggest that no APAs were generated for an
unexpected perturbation from the back and such perturbation
caused large postural disturbance. Throughout the training,
there was a gradual increase of muscle activation and a slight
anterior shift of the COP during the APA phase; at the same

Significance
After a short training, young adults could learn to generate new
APA patterns relying on an auditory cue for an otherwise
unpredictable postural perturbation. Further study will explore
the feasibility of implementing such training in more dynamic
settings in indivudals with balance problems.
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Introduction
Anticipatory postural adjustment (APA) is an effective
feedforward mechanism to help us maintain balance in the
events of external postural perturbations. With the generation
of strong APAs, the postural disturbance caused by the
perturbation is diminished, which is confirmed by reduced
compensatory postural adjustments (CPAs) [1]. The generation
of optimal APAs relies majorly on visual information and past
experience. However, our previous work showed that an
auditory cue could elicit the generation of APAs for an
otherwise unexpected external perturbation [2]. The aim of this
study was to explore if this learned pattern of APA generation
using an auditory cue is directional specific and whether people
could elicit appropriate APAs for perturbation coming from
another direction relying on the same auditory cue.
Methods
Ten young adults (mean age 31.6±3.1 years) participated in this
study. A swinging pendulum with an additional weight (5% of
the body weight) was used to hit the participants’ shoulder
laterally and induce an external perturbation in the mediallateral (ML) direction. Participants were instructed to stand on
a force plate with either their left or right side facing the
pendulum, look forward and be prepared for the impact. First,
they received perturbations with no cues provided while facing
one of the two directions (BL_R and BL_L, each condition
included 5 trials). Then they received perturbations to the right
side (training, 50 trials) when an auditory cue signaling the
moment of the pendulum release was provided via headphones.
After 5 minutes rest, they received perturbations with the same
auditory cue while facing one of the two directions (Test_R and
Test_L, each included 5 trials).
An accelerometer was used to identify the moment of
impact (T0). EMGs were recorded from bilateral tibialis
anterior (TA), medial gastrocnemius (MG), rectus femoris
(RF), biceps femoris (BF), gluteus maximus (GM), external
obliques (EO), rectus abdominus (RA), and erector spinae (ES).
EMG integrals were calculated during the APA phase (-250 to
+49ms) and CPA phase (+50 to +349ms), and were normalized
[2]. The COP displacements in the ML direction at T0 and its
peak value after T0 were identified.
Data from the BL_R, Test_R, BL_L, and Test_L
conditions were averaged for further analysis. A series of t-tests
Results and Discussion
When perturbations came from both directions unexpectedly in
BL_R and BL_L conditions, small muscle activation was
observed in the APA phase and the COP displacement at T0
was close to zero. Consequently, the demands for muscle
activation and the COP peak displacement were large during
the CPA phase. When the participants received perturbations on
the right side after the training period, there was an increase of
ipsilateral (IPS) muscle activation and a slight shift of the COP

to the left side during the APA phase; we also observed a
decrease of muscle activation on both sides of the body during
the CPA phase. However, the magnitudes of muscle activation
seem to be unchanged when the pendulum hitting their left side.
When comparing BL_R and Test_R conditions, significant
differences were observed for ipsilateral MG, BF, and GM
integrals during the APA phase, for ipsilateral TA, RF, EO, ES
integrals and contralateral (CON) MG, RF, BF, and EO
integrals during the CPA phase, and COP displacements at T0
(all p<0.05). There was no difference between BL_L and
Test_L conditions. Integrals for a representative muscle (MG)
are shown in Figure 1, and COP displacements in Figure 2.
It is also interesting to note that when the perturbation
hitting participants laterally, the mucle activation patterns in the
distal muscles (TA-MG pair) were side specific: co-contraction
was seen on the contralateral (CON) side and reciprocal
activation on the ipsilateral (IPS) side.
Figure 1
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Significance
Young adults could learn to generate APA patterns relying on
an auditory cue in response to an unpredictable lateral
perturbation after a short training. However, this training effect
is directional specific. Further study will explore the feasibility
of implementing perturbations from all directions into a training
program using auditory cues.
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Introduction
Brachial plexus birth injury (BPBI), the most common nerve
injury among children,1 involves damage to C5-C6 nerve roots
with shoulder internal rotation and elbow flexion contracture as
frequent sequelae.2 More severe contractures present with nerve
root ruptures distal to the ganglion (postganglionic),3 while
avulsion injuries proximal to the ganglion (preganglionic)
typically present as paralysis without contracture.4
The effect of BPBI on passive movement has been welldocumented in rodent models,3,5,6 as surgically induced BPBI
reproduces similar musculoskeletal deformities.7 The effect on
functional movement, however, remains underexplored. Given
that treatment of BPBI typically focuses on passive
functionality,8 insight into the impact of BPBI on functional
movement could better inform intervention and highlight
mechanisms responsible for neuromusculoskeletal deficits.
We developed a non-invasive framework integrating gait
analysis with musculoskeletal modeling to elucidate the effect of
injury location on functional movement. We hypothesized that
injury location would affect functional movement outcomes, and
that passive range of motion (ROM) would be a good predictor
of functional shoulder movement.
Methods
We studied 18 Sprague Dawley rat pups that underwent unilateral
surgical intervention (preganglionic neurectomy, postganglionic
neurectomy, or sham surgery) 3-5 days postnatally as part of
larger, prior studies.6,9 After 8 weeks, rats were assessed for
passive shoulder external rotation ROM and with treadmill gait
analysis, then sacrificed for muscle architecture measurements.
Shoulder protraction and elbow flexion angles were extracted
using virtual markers. Time spent on the stance limb (quantified
by duty factor) was calculated based on heel-strike and toe-off
timing. The effect of injury location on duty factor was assessed
using one-way ANOVA. The relationship between functional
and passive ROM was assessed with linear regression.
We developed 18 musculoskeletal models of the rat forelimb
in OpenSim10 using a generic skeletal structure11 and animalspecific muscle parameters. Fourteen Hill-type muscle-tendon
actuators represented 10 shoulder muscles. Animal-specific
kinematic trajectories were used to simulate gait in corresponding
models. Muscle fiber lengths were extracted and normalized by
optimal length to calculate excursion. Effects of injury group and
passivity on excursion were assessed using two-way ANOVA.

Figure 1. Mean duty factor by injury group. In able-bodied gait, walking
should have a duty factor above 0.5 (dotted line). * p<0.05.

Results and Discussion
The preganglionic group had less shoulder protraction and elbow
flexion than other groups, primarily during late-stance and earlyswing when limb loads are highest. Compared to control, duty
factor was significantly lower (p=0.0012) in the preganglionic
group but not the postganglionic group (Fig. 1).
Reduced functional elbow flexion during walking following
preganglionic neurectomy is consistent with passive elbow
contracture seen in a mouse model of BPBI.5 However,
functional shoulder movement was not significantly correlated
with experimental passive shoulder ROM within injury groups or
across animals (r2=0.061, p=0.32). Between functional and
passive movements, excursions differed significantly for 11
actuators (p<0.0009 for nine; p<0.02 for two) (Fig. 2).
We conclude that passive external rotation shoulder ROM is
not an effective predictor of functional shoulder protraction
performance in rat models of BPBI. The functional outcomes we
observed during gait likely result from a combination of altered
muscle architecture and compensatory motor control strategy to
manage limb loading following BPBI.
Significance
Our results suggest that restoring passive functionality in a BPBI
patient may not always translate to improved functional
performance. Differences in fiber excursion indicate that muscles
may undergo significantly different use under passive and
functional joint rotation. Given that functional ROM determines
joint loading and development, our findings suggest inclusion of
functional movement analysis in clinical treatment of BPBI.
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Figure 2. Normalized biceps short head fiber excursions for functional
(left) and passive (right) shoulder movement superimposed on a
normalized force-length curve.12
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Introduction
Wearable tensiometry has been recently introduced as a means of
characterizing tendon loading during outdoor locomotion.1 The
coupling of tensiometry and inertial measurement units (IMUs)
could enable a mobile motion analysis system. For example,
wearable measures of tendon kinetics and movement kinematics
could be fused to characterize power and work production of
muscle-tendon units.2 This study aimed to 1) establish a wearable
system which enables simultaneous kinematic and tendon kinetic
measurements, and 2) investigate step-by-step triceps surae work
production during outdoor locomotion on varying slopes.
Methods
The tensiometry unit consisted of a piezoelectric tapper and
miniature accelerometers embedded in silicone. Accelerometry
data were recorded on a custom battery-powered data logger,
comprised of a Raspberry Pi 4B and an IEPE Measurement HAT
(MCC 172, Measurement Computing Corporation). Taps were
delivered at 100 Hz, each providing a measure of tendon wave
speed.1,2 IMUs (MTw Awinda, XSens Gmbh) synchronously
recorded subject position, knee flexion, and ankle plantarflexion.
Twelve healthy young adults (23.3 ± 2.4 years, 6F/6M) were
tested, of whom one is analyzed to-date. The tensiometer was
placed over one Achilles tendon, chosen at random. Following
acclimation, subjects completed a calibration task that enabled
tendon force to be estimated from wave speed.2 Each subject then
walked at self-selected speeds along an outdoor 800 m course
including varied slopes from -10° to 10° (Fig. 1). Slope of the
course was assessed with an IMU secured to a bicycle which was
pushed along the course.1 Slope of each step was then extracted
from a lookup table by knowing the subject position and terrain
slope. Work against gravity per step was calculated as 50% of the
product of each stride length and the tangent of its incline.
Knee and ankle angles were used in conjunction with average
moment arm relationships to calculate soleus and gastrocnemius
excursions.2,3 Calibrated tendon force was normalized to body
mass and apportioned to soleus and gastrocnemius forces based
on average physiological cross-sectional area, 65% and 35%,
respectively.4 Net muscle-tendon work per step was then
calculated from muscle force and length (𝑊 ∫ 𝐹⃗ ∗
𝐿 𝑑𝑡)
from early stance to push-off. To test how muscle-tendon work
about the ankle changes with terrain slope, nonlinear regression
was performed to fit a logistic curve between net work and incline
angle of each step for both the soleus and gastrocnemius.
Results and Discussion
This subject demonstrated net soleus and gastrocnemius work per
step on level slopes (0.09 J/kg and 0.10 J/kg, respectively) that
compare well to recent laboratory-based results.2 Congruence to
prior findings provides further validation for use of the
tensiometry-based wearable system.1,2,5
Net soleus and gastrocnemius work per step modulated
significantly with slope (p<0.00001) (Fig. 2). Soleus work
production increased at a higher rate than the gastrocnemius over

Figure 1: Schematic of instrumentation during outdoor trials as well as
ground incline along the outdoor course. 1

Figure 2: Work about the ankle for each step increased with slope for
one subject (24 years, F), with mean and standard deviation for each bin.

small slopes (0.031 vs 0.009 J/kg/deg), but then tended to saturate
at the steepest inclines (0.36 J/kg) and declines (-0.06 J/kg). This
behavior may reflect a slope-dependent shift in work production
to the knee and hip at steeper inclines, as reflected by the greater
work against gravity.6 Further analysis of more subjects will
investigate consistency of these trends, universality of the plateau
in work at steep slopes, and commonality of the angle at which
work transitions from negative to positive.
Significance
This work fuses wearable tensiometry and IMU measures to
simultaneously assess muscle-tendon kinematics, kinetics, and
work production during outdoor locomotion. The wearable
motion analysis system could enable exciting new applications
beyond the traditional laboratory setting.
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Introduction
Psychological well-being is a risk factor for musculoskeletal
injuries.1,6,8 Psychological stressors, like anxiety and depression,
have potential to diminish cognition, and thus alter
neuromuscular control during dynamic tasks.1,6 Considering
neuromuscular control and psychological well-being during tasks
of higher cognitive load may add insight to injury risk.
Increasing the cognitive load of dynamic tasks, like drop
jumps, has been shown to alter neuromuscular control.2,3,5,7 Thus,
our purpose was to use multilevel modelling to determine if
increasing the cognitive load of drop jumps, by adding decisionmaking, would influence leg stiffness, and if psychological wellbeing further affected the relationship between drop jump
conditions and leg stiffness. Because sex differences are reported
in relationships among drop jump mechanics, psychological
well-being, and injury, we also tested interactions of sex with
psychological well-being and drop jump conditions on stiffness
using sex as a random intercept.2,6 We hypothesized decisionmaking conditions and psychological well-being to influence leg
stiffness, with psychological well-being to interacting with drop
jump conditions and sex.
Methods
Thirty-three healthy, active young adults (males=13, females
= 20, age=21 yr ± 2 yr, height=1.71 m ± 0.81 m, mass=70.5
kg±10.6 kg) completed the Beck Anxiety and Depression
Inventories (BAI and BDI-II) and a drop jump protocol with four
decision-making conditions. The choice condition had
participants choose between drop jumps or lands. Visual and
auditory conditions had participants react to visual or auditory
cues presented while the participant was in mid-air. The standard
condition involved asking participants to perform a drop jump or
a drop land. Leg stiffness was normalized to body mass, equaling
the ratio of peak vertical ground reaction force and change in leg
length between foot strike and minimum leg length. Leg length
equaled the height of the greater trochanter to the floor.
Multilevel modelling was performed in R (The R Foundation
for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria). We fitted a model
predicting leg stiffness by condition, sex, BDI-II and BAI scores,
and interactions among condition, sex, BAI, and BDI-II on leg
stiffness. This model included sex as a random intercept, as it is
known that mechanics and psychological well-being have
reported sex differences.2,6
Results and Discussion
Our model identified a significant three-way interaction among
sex, choice condition and BDI-II scores (p=0.00641).
Specifically, males did not present the same relationship between
worse BDI-II scores and increased leg stiffness during the choice
condition compared to females. Significant main effects existed
in BDI (p=0.0345) and BAI scores (p=0.0475), with 1-point
increases on the BDI and BAI scores indicating an increase and
decrease in stiffness by 7.74N/mkg and 4.20N/mkg, respectively.
Our results indicate males present different relationships
between depressive symptoms and leg stiffness when tasked with
volitional decision-making compared to other decision-making

and females. Increased injury rates have been reported in male
athletes with depression symptoms.6 Although we analyzed leg
stiffness and not injury, increased or sub-optimal leg stiffness
may indicate injury risk.4,7 However, larger leg stiffness also
enhances athletic performance, allowing for multiple
interpretations of this result. For males, volitional choices of
movements may minimize excessive leg stiffness, but also
decrease performance if leg stiffness is less than optimal for the
task. More research is needed on mental health, sex, and
biomechanics for a comprehensive understanding of injury and
performance.

Standard

Choice

Visual

Audio

*

Female
Male

Figure 1: Relationships between leg stiffness and BDI-II scores in males
and females during drop jumps with different decision-making demands.
*p<0.05

Significance
This novel investigation used multilevel modelling to identify
relationships among leg stiffness, psychological well-being, and
sex during a dynamic task. Drop jumps are accessible and reliable
to screen for injury and test athletic performance. Considering
sex and depression symptoms can influence leg stiffness provides
rationale to consider psychological well-being in athlete testing
and injury prevention.
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Introduction
Older runners present with differences in running biomechanics
compared to younger runners. Specifically, older runners
demonstrate decreased ankle and knee joint range of motion
during running [1-4]. Evidence suggests that females’ physical
function declines more rapidly than males’ during middle-age,
which may be due to physiological effects of menopause [5].
Postmenopausal women demonstrate decreased muscle strength
and power compared to premenopausal women [5], and it is
therefore important to include separate-sex analyses when
studying the effects of age on sport biomechanics.
To the authors’ knowledge, there are no studies evaluating
the relationship between age and sagittal plane kinematics
specifically in female runners. Additionally, few studies consider
the effect of a maximum running speed, though this may be more
sensitive to age-related changes in running biomechanics. The
purpose of this study was to determine the relationship between
age and lower extremity kinematics at self-selected jogging and
maximal running speeds specifically in female runners.
Methods
Forty-six female participants (18-65 years) ran at a self-selected
long distance pace (JOG) and maximal running pace (MAX) on
a treadmill. Lower extremity kinematic data were collected using
34 lower extremity reflective markers and 3D motion capture
(Vicon®). Linear regression was used to determine the
association between age and sagittal plane peak ankle, knee, and
hip angles of the right limb in stance for both JOG and MAX
speeds. Speed was controlled for in the first block of the
regression model. Independent t-tests were used to determine
differences in peak angles between the youngest (ages 18-28, n =
13) and the oldest runners (ages 50-65, n = 11) amongst all
participants.
Results and Discussion
Mean JOG speed was 2.66 ± .30 m/s, and MAX speed was 3.80
± .61 m/s. After controlling for speed, age was significantly
negatively correlated to peak dorsiflexion and knee flexion for
both JOG and MAX (Table 1, Figure 1). Age was not related to
hip flexion at initial contact or hip extension at toe-off (Table 1).
The oldest runners demonstrated significantly lower peak
dorsiflexion and peak knee flexion compared to the youngest
runners for both JOG (p < .001) and MAX (p < .001) speeds.
These results are consistent with literature reporting
decreased ankle and knee joint excursion in aging runners, with
no significant change in hip excursion [1-4]. Devita et al [1]
predict an 11% decrease in peak knee flexion between a 20 and
60 year old runner, based on a sample of mixed-sex participants.
In our sample of female participants, there was a 28.3% (JOG)

and 28.7% (MAX) decrease in peak knee flexion between the
youngest and oldest runners, suggesting that female runners may
experience a more dramatic decrease in peak knee angles during
running with age. Although kinetics were not measured in this
study, decreased joint excursion suggests a decreased range in
which power can be generated [2], and aging runners demonstrate
decreased peak ankle and knee positive work [3]. Decreased joint
excursion, along with decreased muscle strength and power that
postmenopausal women demonstrate, may negatively affect
running biomechanics in the older female runner.

Figure 1. Relationship between age and peak dorsiflexion and
knee flexion.

Significance
Older runners, and particularly female runners over the age of 50,
are at risk for running-related injury (RRI) [6,7]. Female runners
face unique physiological changes during the aging process due
to the effects of menopause, and it is therefore important to study
the effects of age specifically in this population. Results suggest
that training targeting improved distal joint excursion, and
subsequently joint power, may be beneficial for aging runners.
Further exploration is needed to understand the relationship
between running biomechanics and RRI in aging runners,
specifically in the master female runner.
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Table 1: Linear regression results for relationship between age and kinematic variables for JOG and MAX speeds. IC = initial contact,
TO = toe-off. * denotes p < .05.
JOG
MAX
Mean (SD)
R2(p-value)
Mean (SD)
R2(p-value)
Peak dorsiflexion (º)
10.1 (5.7)
.46 (< .001)*
9.91 (5.6)
.36 (< .001)*
Peak knee flexion (º)
36.6 (7.1)
.48 (< .001)*
37.3 (7.5)
.46 (< .001)*
Hip flexion IC (º)
31.9 (8.2)
.001 (.980)
33.9 (9.2)
.002 (.962)
Hip extension TO (º)
5.8 (7.9)
.11 (.084)
7.8 (8.4)
.01 (.777)
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Introduction
Exceptional athletes with bilateral prosthetic legs have run
400m faster than the Olympic track and field qualifying standard.
Yet, the potential for these athletes to race alongside nonamputee Olympians has been stifled by policymakers who
assume that running-prostheses provide users an overall
advantage versus non-amputees. This assumption has not been
well-informed by the scientific literature, as there is no consensus
regarding the net effect of running with prosthetic versus
biological legs. Accordingly, we sought to determine whether
athletes with bilateral prosthetic legs have inherent advantages
versus non-amputees during 400m races by comparing athlete
400m performance metrics: initial race acceleration, maximum
straightaway velocity, maximum curve running velocity, velocity
at aerobic capacity (v o2max), and sprint endurance. We reasoned
that if an athlete with prosthetic legs exhibits a superior 400m
performance metric to that achieved by elite non-amputees,
prosthetic legs likely confer specific advantages to their users
versus athletes with biological legs.
Methods
We quantified 400m performance metrics from the fastest male
athlete with bilateral prosthetic legs following his competitive
season where he ran a season best 400m time of 44.42 s. We
compared the respective athlete’s 400m performance metrics to
those of other athletes with bilateral leg amputations using
running-prostheses, including the 2nd fastest such 400m athlete in
history [1]. Subsequently, we compared the value of the best
400m performance metric achieved across all athletes with
prosthetic legs to those of non-amputees. Statistically, we
deemed there to be differences in a 400m performance metric if
an athlete with prosthetic legs achieved a value outside the nonconfidence that their best 400m performance metric was different
from the average of the nonResults and Discussion
The fastest initial acceleration out of the starting blocks
through 20m from an athlete with prosthetic legs was
than the average of elite non-amputees (Fig. 1A) [2].
Mechanistically, the athlete with prosthetic legs had slower 20m
performance than elite non-amputees due to
specific horizontal ground reaction force, which resulted in a
horizontal velocity exiting the starting blocks
compared to elite non-amputees [2]. The fastest treadmillrunning velocity achieved by an athlete with prosthetic legs (11.4
m/s) was similar to, but not faster than that achieved by a nonamputee athlete (11.72 m/s). Notably, at a mutual running
velocity (10 m/s), the fastest athlete with prosthetic legs exhibited
similar ground reaction forces and stride kinematics as nonamputees
and <2 SDs) [1]. Further, the maximum running
velocity of the fastest
on a regulation outdoor track curve radius (lane 1) than on a

straightaway, whereas the maximum velocity of non-amputees is
3slower on a similar curve radius compared to a
straightaway [3]. The fastest v o2max from an athlete with
-amputee
athletes (400m personal record (PR):
s; Avg v o2max
m/s) [1
-amputee
distance-runners (10km PR: <32 min) [4]. Additionally, the
lowest metabolic cost of transport recorded from an athlete with
prosthetic legs (160 ml o2/kg/km)
non-different (<1 SD) from non-amputee 400m athletes and
distance-runners, respectively
Lastly, the sprint endurance
profiles of the two fastest athletes with prosthetic legs were both
similar to those of non1].

Figure 1. A. Avg ± SD time to sprint from the starting
blocks to 20m for elite non-amputees (NA) [1], sub-elite NA
[1], and the fastest athlete with prosthetic legs (AMP). B.
The time that NA [1] and two fastest AMP athletes could
sustain a treadmill running velocity relative to their
maximum velocity and v o2max [1].
Significance
Currently, no athlete with bilateral leg amputations using
running-prostheses, including the fastest such athletes, has ever
been reported to have a lab-tested 400m performance metric
superior to that achieved by non-amputees. We acknowledge that
it is uncertain exactly how fast an athlete with prosthetic legs
could run 400m if they were a non-amputee athlete with
biological legs using footwear (or vice-versa). Nonetheless,
based on all the available empirical data, athletes with bilateral
leg amputations using passive running-prostheses cannot be
unequivocally considered to have an advantage over nonamputee athletes during 400m competitions.
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Introduction
Gait analysis is a useful tool for examining the mechanisms
that contribute to musculoskeletal impairments such as knee
osteoarthritis. Short, intermittent (or once-in-a-lifetime) labbased gait analyses may not fully describe the impact of longterm, daily gait on knee osteoarthritis incidence and progression
because in-lab gait may not accurately reflect the gait patterns of
life outside of a lab [1,2]. Advances in inertial measurement units
(IMUs) enable the collection of movement data outside of a lab.
However, the calculation of familiar, anatomically referenced
biomechanical outcomes remains challenging.
Combining IMU data with common musculoskeletal
modeling techniques that constrain degrees of freedom between
body segments may ease the estimation of gait biomechanics
with IMUs. Musculoskeletal modeling in combination with
predictive optimization may also provide a pipeline for
estimating joint kinetics from purely kinematic IMU data. The
validity of kinetics estimated via predictive optimization will
critically depend on reliable kinematics. Thus, as a first step
towards estimating joint kinetics using IMU data and predictive
optimization, we sought to evaluate joint kinematics calculated
using IMU data and publicly available software. In this
preliminary work our aim was to determine whether sagittal hip,
knee, and ankle angles differed when estimated using IMU- or
marker-derived data. Because our long-term goal is to use these
methods to study knee osteoarthritis progression, we also aimed
to determine whether the estimation of kinematics using IMUs or
markers differed between young adults, older asymptomatic
adults, and older adults with knee osteoarthritis.
Methods
We used a unilateral standard 6DOF lower extremity marker
set and IMUs (Opal v2, APDM Inc) placed on the pelvis and one
thigh, shank, and foot. The participants in the current analyses
include 6 young adults (26±4 years, 3 female), 4 older adults
(72±3 years, 2 female), and 4 older adults with knee osteoarthritis
(71±6 years, 2 female). For each participant’s marker data, we
scaled the gait2354 model using a static trial in OpenSim [3]. For
each participant’s IMU data, we used a static frame of data from
the start of each walking trial to align virtual IMU axes to the
axes of body segments in the gait2354 model using OpenSim
OpenSense algorithms. These algorithms align IMU data to
anatomical axes assuming a known posture. For both marker and
IMU data, we then used the OpenSim inverse kinematics tool to
estimate lower extremity kinematics for each stride of data.
We compared sagittal hip, knee, and ankle angles between
marker and IMU data and between groups using a continuous 2way repeated measures ANOVA (statistical parametric
mapping). This is a secondary analysis of a larger study [4].
Results and Discussion
There were significant differences between IMU- and
marker-derived knee and ankle angles (Figure 1) but no
significant differences in hip angles, significant interactions
between tool (IMU v marker) and group or significant main
differences between groups. Ankle angles estimated with IMUs

were significantly more plantar flexed than those estimated from
marker data from 25-95% of the gait cycle (p<0.001). Knee angle
estimated with IMUs was significantly more extended than those
estimated from marker data from 8-27 and 57-88% of the gait
cycle (both p<0.001).

Figure 1. Average sagittal knee and ankle angles (with shaded SD).
Positive angles are flexion for knee, dorsiflexion for ankle. * between
vertical dashed lines indicate regions where angles were significantly
different between IMU and marker data.

While IMU-derived joint kinematics replicate the overall
shape of marker-derived kinematics, knee and ankle angles were
5-17° different on average during large portions of the gait cycle.
These differences are likely largely due to a mismatch between
assumed and actual alignment of IMUs relative to anatomical
reference frames. The extent of these tool-based kinematic
differences on predicted kinetics remains to be seen.
The differences found in knee and ankle angles in this study
are likely a result of differences between the alignment of the
IMU sensor axes and body segment anatomical axes. The current
approach assumes alignment between sensor and body axes, and
differences in assumed alignment could contribute to an offset in
angles, among other errors. Our results indicate that additional
calibration data, such as the joint angles of the calibration
posture, may be needed to obtain realistic knee and ankle angles.
Significance
Despite significant differences in knee and ankle kinematics,
inverse kinematics derived from IMU data using OpenSense may
still be able to identify important between-group differences in
kinematics. Including all participants from our original study
(where between-group differences were found [4]) will allow us
to verify whether IMU-derived kinematics detect group
differences. If our preliminary findings are supported,
OpenSense may be an accessible tool for studying between-group
differences in joint kinematics using IMU data.
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Introduction
The American College of Sports Medicine recommends at least
150 minutes/week of exercise, based on the numerous health
benefits of regular physical activity (1). While many benefits of
exercise are understood, it is currently unknown if the
recommended weekly exercise amount affects people’s ability
to adjust their movements to meet the demands of different
environments. The purpose of this study was to determine the
effect of the recommended weekly amount of exercise on gait
adaptation in healthy young adults. We hypothesized that the
active young adults would adapt to the perturbation of the splitbelt treadmill faster compared to sedentary young adults.
Methods
Gait adaptation is typically studied on a split-belt treadmill
and can be quantified by step length asymmetry (SLA). Thirtythree young adults walked on a split-belt treadmill with the belt
speeds at a 2:1 ratio for ten minutes. Participants filled out
surveys on their exercise activity over the past three months and
were grouped by Sedentary (less than 150 minutes/week
exercise) or Active (at least 150 minutes/week exercise).
Exercise modalities in this sample were: running, cycling,
swimming, dancing, tennis, and basketball.
In typical healthy populations, we expect a large SLA that
initially adjusts quickly and then plateaus over time. Because of
the exponential shape of SLA data, we fit two nonlinear mixed
effect models to the data. Recent split-belt work provides
evidence for a two-exponent model (2-5) (figure 1). The two
models were: 1) two-exponent model without a fixed effect of
group, allowing random effects of SLA plateau for individual
participants, and 2) two-exponent model with a fixed effect of
group, allowing random effects of SLA plateau for individual
participants. Statistical differences in the mixed effects models
were compared by AIC difference (a lower AIC is a better fit of
the data), weight of evidence (probability being best-fitting
model), and the evidence ratio (odds ratio between the bestfitting model and other models).
Figure 1. Equation for the two-exponent model, where c is the SLA
plateau, af and as are the fast- and slow-adapting curve intercepts, and
rf and rs are the fast- and slow-adapting curve growth rates,
respectively.

Results and Discussion
Weekly exercise ranged from 0 to 750 minutes, with a mean
(SD) of 180 (169) minutes. The Sedentary group exercised for
38 (44) [range: 0-120] minutes/week, and the Active group
exercised for 268 (152) [range: 150-750] minutes/week.
Model 2, the two-exponent model with a fixed effect of
group, best estimated SLA adaptation compared the twoexponent model without an effect of group (AIC difference =

720.08; weight of evidence = 1.0 probability; evidence ratio =
1:2.3×10156 odds). Initial SLA for the slow-adapting curve, as,
was significantly more negative for Active young adults, and
the growth rate for the fast-adapting curve was significantly
higher for Active young adults. This resulted in differences in
the overall two-exponent curve (figure 2). Specifically, Active
young adults finish the steep, early portion of SLA adaptation
by 40 steps, whereas Sedentary young adults require 100 steps.

Figure 2: The SLA curves estimated by model 2. The orange curve
indicates the Sedentary group and blue curve indicates the Active
group. The vertical dashed lines indicate the step at which the fastadapting curve plateaued, for each group. The equations are those for
the two-exponent curves for each group.

Significance
Exercise of at least 150 minutes/week has resounding multisystem benefits. The results of this study provide further
evidence of the benefits of exercise, specifically during a
response to sustained gait perturbations. Our findings show that
individual differences in activity influence adaptation to
perturbations. Quicker responses are advantageous to respond
to real-world perturbations like terrain change or unstable
surfaces. Therefore, being active may help populations with
mobility disabilities more quickly respond to real-world
perturbations.
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Introduction
Patients after anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction (ACLR)
walk with aberrant gait mechanics.1,2 Manipulating gait speeds
may be one approach to improve sagittal plane gait mechanics3,
and prevent the onset of post-traumatic knee osteoarthritis
(OA).4,5 Faster walking is associated with higher peak external
knee flexion moments3, but this association is not as strong after
ACLR6. Quantifying the rate at which the knees are loaded during
gait may assist in understanding the underlying mechanism
behind altered peak knee moments. The sagittal plane knee rate
of moment development (RMD) during gait in comparison to gait
speeds, however, has not been studied. The purpose of this study
was to establish the relationship between gait speed and RMD
during the weight-acceptance phase of gait in the involved and
uninvolved knees of athletes six months after ACLR.
Methods
Sixty-nine athletes (Sex: 32 Women / 37 Men, Age: 22.1 ± 7.9
years, BMI: 26.1 ± 3.2 Kg/m2) 5.6 ± 1.9 months after ACLR
walked overground in a motion capture setting at self-selected
speeds (1.5 ± 0.1 m/s). Kinetics were derived via inverse
dynamics and normalized to body mass and height. The time of
peak knee flexion moment from initial contact was established,
and the mean rate of moment development (or the slope of the
knee moment curve against time, Nm/Kg/s) during the last 50
milliseconds (ms), and between 50 to 100ms prior to peak knee
flexion moment were calculated and reported as RMD50ms and
RMD100ms. Peak instantaneous RMD between initial contact and
peak knee flexion moment were also calculated (RMDpeak).
Simple linear regressions = 0.05) were performed between gait
speed and the three variables of interest in both the involved and
uninvolved knees.
Results and Discussion
Walking speed was positively associated with RMDpeak and
RMD50ms in both knees (Figures 1 and 2). RMD100ms was
positively associated with gait speed in the uninvolved knees (p
< 0.001*, R2 = 0.197) but not in the involved knees (p = 0.057,
R2 = 0.053). All associations were weaker in the involved
compared to uninvolved knees.

Figure 2. Walking speed was positively associated with RMDpeak in both
knees. The association was weaker in the involved (R2 = 0.100) versus
uninvolved (R2 = 0.172) knees.

Athletes who walked faster also walked with faster RMD in
both knees during the weight-acceptance phase of gait six months
after ACLR. The association between gait speed and RMD,
however, was weaker in the involved knees compared to the
uninvolved knees during all three time-intervals. The differences
in these associations between involved and uninvolved knees
were largest immediately before reaching peak knee flexion
moment (Figure 1), and most similar between knees early after
initial contact (Figure 2). These findings may be due to fear
avoidance behaviors or learned non-use7 demonstrated near peak
knee flexion moment to avoid fully loading the knee.8
Conversely, immediately after initial contact, the RMD may
reflect a more implicit portion of the gait cycle with less
volitional control. This evidence suggests that neuromuscular
adaptations may depend on time and phase of gait, and therefore
may require different approaches to address following ACLR.
While our current literature on gait mechanics and OA following
ACLR focuses primarily on the peak magnitude of kinetics and
kinematics, the mechanics surrounding these peaks may also
have to be considered. The RMD metrics introduced in this study
are parameters that are unique to specific intervals during the
early phases of gait, and may be targeted in future interventions
addressing aberrant gait mechanics after ACLR.
Significance
Altering gait speed alone may not be sufficient as an intervention
targeting aberrant gait mechanics after ACLR as there may be a
differential effect of speed on the two limbs. RMD during
different time-intervals early in stance may have to be considered
for targeting gait interventions after ACLR.
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Figure 1. Walking speed was positively associated with RMD50ms in both
knees. The association was weaker in the involved (R2 = 0.063) versus
uninvolved (R2 = 0.288) knees.
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Introduction
The effect of fatigue elicited from running on factors of jumping
performance is currently not well understood. Recently,
researchers have demonstrated the potential to improve acute
counter movement jump (CMJ) performance following running
fatigue protocols through a post activation potentiation (PAP)
mechanism [2,4]. The PAP effect is defined as an acute
enhancement of muscular performance following maximal or
submaximal muscle stimulus [3]. It is thought that eccentric
actions activate the elastic components through the stretch
shortening cycle and increase passive force production in
subsequent actions [1,3]. Although researchers have shown acute
enhancements in CMJ performance following running fatigue
protocols [2,4], it is not known whether the PAP mechanism
might modify performance factors related to a drop jump (DJ).
Therefore, we investigated whether factors of jump performance
(i.e. jump height [JH], vertical impulse [VI], foot contact time
[FCT], amortization time [AmT], and vertical stiffness [VS])
were modified following a running fatigue protocol. We
hypothesized that increased potentiation of eccentric muscle
action would maintain, or elevate JH, VI, and VS while reducing
or maintaining FCT and AmT.
Methods
Twelve recreational runners who reported running at least 5 miles
per week (age = 36.3 ± 13.9, ht = 1.72 ± 1.04m, mass = 67.5kg ±
8.2) Participants were asked to perform a standardized 5-minute
warmup on the treadmill at a self-determined speed prior to
collecting their baseline jumping data. Five DJs were then
performed from a box (height = 30 cm) placed half of the
participant’s leg length from the center of the force platforms
(AMTI) and recorded with 3d motion capture (Vicon) at 250 Hz.
Upon landing, participants were instructed to jump as quickly and
as high as possible. Following baseline DJs participants
performed a run to exhaustion at their pre-identified speed at 90%
ventilatory threshold (3.62 ± 0.64 m/s, 19.6 ± 6.5 min). This was
determined during a graded exercise test session at least 24 hours
prior. Within two minutes of finishing their run, participants
performed five additional successful DJs. The FCT was
identified using a 20N threshold for vertical ground reaction
force (VGRF) data from initial contact (IC) to TO. The
participant’s JH was defined as the difference between height of
the COM at toe off (TO) and the peak height of the COM. To
identify VI, we normalized the peak VGRF to body weight (BW)
and calculated the area under the curve relative to COM
displacement. We defined the AmT as the time at which COM
position was within 1cm of the local minimum. Vertical stiffness
was calculated using peak VGRF ( 𝐺 𝐹/𝐵 ∙ ∆𝐶 𝑀 . Pre and
post measures were compared with paired t-tests. Cohen’s d was
also calculated.
Results and Discussion
The results of the present study indicate no significant changes
for DJ performance between the pre- and post-treadmill run.
Additionally, no significant differences were found pre- and postrun in JH, VS, AmT, FCT, and VI (Table 1).

Table 1. Drop Jump Performance Metrics (Means ± SD)
Variable
Pre-Run
Post-Run
P-value
JH
28.6 ± 1.2
27.8 ± 0.8
0.71
VS
12.7 ± 4.4
12.5 ± 3.5
0.92
AmT
0.10 ± 0.03
0.11 ± 0.04
0.29
FCT
0.61 ± 0.12
0.62 ± 0.15
0.84
VI
186.7 ± 33.4
187.7 ± 34.1
0.89

ES
0.11
0.03
0.33
0.06
0.04

Note. JH = Jump Height (cm), VS = Vertical Stiffness (BW/m), AmT =
Amortization time (s), FCT = Foot Contact Time (s), VI = Vertical Impulse
(N*s), ES = Effect Size (Cohen s d)

Figure 1: Box plots with medians and upper/lower quartiles are
presented for each variable. Individual responses are represented by a
line with a specific color connecting their data points.

Based on the results of our study, we may accept part of our
hypothesis. While we did not see significant increase in
performance, runners maintained pre-exhaustion levels.
However, we may not have seen an increase in JH because our
protocol was not task specific enough (i.e. running vs. bipedal
jumping), was performed below maximum running velocity, or
recreational runners do not receive maximal benefits from PAP.
For example, Hughes et al. [1], demonstrated CMJ performance
can be enhanced by depth drops from a 60cm box. Further,
researchers who demonstrated an increase in CMJ height
following running protocols either had their participants run at
maximum velocity or examined elite runners [1,4]. Thus, we
suggest that running velocity, training status, and task specificity
plays a role in eliciting the PAP response.
Significance
Although we did not observe a statistical group increase in DJ
performance, the majority of our participants increased JH, and
few decreased (Figure 1). Future research should examine the
biomechanical strategies used by individuals who run to
volitional exhaustion and do not see a decrease in JH.
Understanding the underlying strategies of runners who increase
or maintain JH following a run to volitional exhaustion would
provide further evidence for the PAP mechanism.
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Introduction
Human locomotion often occurs through complex
environments involving both internal (e.g., accuracy of visual
input) and external (e.g., variation in terrain) constraints. These
environments require individuals to accurately sense and
appropriately respond to such constraints a process known as
locomotor adaptation. Adaptation is underpinned by processes of
the higher central nervous system such as sensorimotor
integration [1]. Behavioural probes of adaptation (e.g., split-belt
treadmill walking (SBTW)) can therefore provide important
information regarding the health of the nervous system. One
important feature of sensorimotor integration is the ability to
reweight sources of sensory information, placing more
importance on reliable input and less importance on unreliable
input. We can assess this feature by quantifying the extent to
which adaptation is altered when individuals perform a
locomotor adaptation task under reliable and unreliable sensory
conditions.
The purpose of this study was to assess the effects of reduced
visual and proprioceptive feedback on rates of locomotor
adaptation to SBTW. We hypothesized that individuals would
maintain normal rates of adaptation in sensory disrupted
environments via appropriate reweighting of sensory
information.
Methods
16 healthy adults (age: 24.4 ± 2.9 years) completed four 8minute SBTW trials with the following structure: 2-min. tied at
0.7 ms-1, 5-min. split (right: 1 ms-1, left: 0.4 ms-1), 1-min. tied at
0.7 ms-1. Each participant completed the first two trials under
normal sensory conditions (Normal 1, Normal 2), a trial with
reduced peripheral vision (via visually constricting goggles;
Vision), and a trial with reduced proprioception (via 30%
bodyweight support; BWS). We enforced 5-min. of overground
walking between trials to limit trial-to- ial ca -over.
We captured step lengths, defined as the anteroposterior
distance between the two heels at foot strike of the leading leg,
and calculated step length symmetry (SLsym) throughout each
trial:
𝑆𝐿
𝑆𝐿
𝑆𝐿
𝑆𝐿
𝑆𝐿
Where SLfast and SLslow refer to SL calculated when the leading
leg is on the faster (right) and slower (left) moving belt,
respectively. SLsym during the split phase of each trial was fit with
a single exponential function and the time constant (𝑡) was used
to quantify adaptation rate (similar to [2]):
𝑎𝑒 −
𝑐
Adaptation rates were compared across all trial conditions
(Normal 1, Normal 2, Vision, BWS) using a one-way repeated
measures ANOVA. Statistical significance was determined at p
< 0.05.
Results and Discussion

In support of our hypothesis, we observed no significant
effect of condition on the rate of locomotor adaptation to SBTW
(p = 0.09).

Figure 1: Average exponential model fits (left panel) and time
constants (right panel) for each condition. The exponential
function was applied to each trial of each participant and the
time constant is used to quantify rate of locomotor adaptation.
In the left panel, shaded regions represent standard deviation
across participant fits in each condition. Results from the
repeated measures ANOVA indicated no significant differences
in adaptation rates between conditions.
These results suggest that healthy young adults are able to
reweight sensory information to maintain locomotor adaptation
to SBTW. When peripheral visual feedback was blocked,
individuals were able to maintain a normal rate of adaptation,
likely by increasing the weight of importance placed on other,
more reliable sources of feedback (e.g., proprioception).
Similarly, reduced proprioceptive feedback via BWS did not
negatively affect adaptation rate, likely because individuals were
able to rely more on other sources of feedback (e.g., vision).
Qualitatively, there are clear differences in between-subject
variation in time constants across conditions (Figure 1, right
panel), with much larger variation in the two sensory disrupted
trials compared to the two normal trials. A larger sample may be
needed to more adequately test our hypothesis.
Significance
Our results support the hypothesis that healthy individuals
reweight sensory information to maintain locomotor adaptation
during walking, likely due to well-functioning sensorimotor
integration. Populations with dysfunctional sensorimotor
integration f e am le, Pa kin n di ea e [3] may be
disproportionately more affected by sensory disruptions and
would therefore be less able to maintain adaptability. These
findings add to our collective understanding of human
locomotion
particularly adaptability
and provide a noninvasive experimental framework that can be used to probe
processes of the higher central nervous system.
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Results and Discussion
Ranges of MOSAP, BC, and SA while performing the scaled
treadmill speeds between groups are presented in Figure 1. All
young adults completed all trials. Older participants and those
with PD were grouped by whether they could (n=11; 66±7.88
years) or could not (n=15, 68±4.67 years) complete all walking
trials. Significant differences were detected in the FSA, MOSAP
at FSA between non-completers/completers and young controls
(p<0.05 for all comparisons). A significant difference was
detected in the SA between completers and non-completers as
well as the slope of the last 3 values of SA (p=0.005, and
p=0.014, respectively). Additionally, significant differences
were detected in the slopes of the last 3 values of MOSAP and
BC between non-completers/completers and young controls
(p<0.05). The FSA was significantly correlated with MOSAP
(rho=-0.80, p<0.001), BC (rho=0.43, p=0.029), and SA (rho=0.55, p=0.004), as shown in Figure 2.
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Methods
Sixteen young healthy individuals (aged 31±5.85 years), 16
community-dwelling older adults (aged 69±3.10 years), and 10
e e
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were included. Participants were asked to walk with a range of
walking speeds start at 0.4 m/s until they elected to not attempt
a fastest speed or they completed the fastest speed at 2.0 m/s 2.
Prior to increasing each treadmill speed, participants were
asked if they wanted to attempt a faster speed and to rate their
balance confidence (BC) and state anxiety (SA) using a custom
scale we have previously validated. These measures provided
more dynamic measures compared to the traditional measures.
Kinematic data was collected and a measure of gait stability,
the margin of stability in the anterior direction at heel strike
(MOSAP) was quantified, to assess dynamic stability3. Older
adults and participants with PD were grouped based on their
ability to complete all walking trials. The primary outcomes
assessed were MOSAP, BC, and SA at the fastest speed
attempted (FSA), and the quantified slope of the line of the last
3 values in MOSAP, BC, and SA. Comparisons between groups
were made with One-way Analysis of Variance or KruskalWallis analysis. Correlations between the limited FSA and
physical/psychosocial variables were examined with
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Introduction
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Significance
In this investigation we highlight that individuals were grouped
by their ability to complete all walking trials and not by their
disease status. This walking protocol can reflect the walking
capacity of an individual. Fyrther our study suggestes that
evaluations of both physical and psychological factors should
be incorporated into assessment of mobility limitation in
clinical populations.
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Without the sleeve, this participant landed with a heel strike, but
while wearing the T25 knee sleeve, they demonstrated a midfoot
strike. Interestingly, this midfoot strike was also present under
cadence manipulation without the T25 knee sleeve. These results
demonstrate the potential utility of the T25 knee sleeves as an
injury prevention tool. With higher rates of loading linked to
increased risk of RRIs, this pilot study sets the groundwork for
finding an avenue to protect novice runners [3].

Introduction
In the United States, almost 50 million people run on a regular
basis. While running is associated with numerous health benefits,
up to 70% of runners develop an overuse injury within any 1-year
period [1]. Novice runners are at a higher risk than experienced
runners [2]. Numerous factors have been related to running
related injuries (RRIs) including lack of running experience,
injury history, training distance, and biomechanical risk factors
[3]. A higher rate of loading (ROL) is a specific biomechanical
risk factor related to musculoskeletal injury.
The Topical Gear T25 neuromuscular knee sleeve utilizes
pressure pads that sit on top of the medial hamstrings and vastus
medialis. By adding pressure to these muscles, they aim to
promote better neuromuscular control patterns during movement,
particularly in novice runners with untrained activation patterns.
This study observed the biomechanics of runners wearing the
T25 knee sleeve, including ROL and foot-strike patterns.
Methods
Data was collected as part of a product evaluation. The Sanford
IRB determined the following analysis is not human subject
research. One experienced and two novice runners (83.5 ± 12.3
kg, 1.76 ± 0.16 m, 1 m/2 f) had their running kinetics assessed
with and without wearing the T25 knee sleeves. Ground reaction
force (GRF) data was recorded using a Bertec instrumented
treadmill, and 2-D video was also captured. Participants ran at
self-selected speeds for at least 30-seconds at a time. Participants
ran at their same speeds for both conditions. ROL was calculated
as the slope of the GRF curve between 20% and 80% of the way
to impact peak and compared across knee sleeve conditions. ROL
was calculated for left and right limbs, individually, and averaged
across all strides within a trial. One participant also underwent
cadence manipulation. For their self-selected speed of 7.5 mph,
the participant ran without wearing the T25 knee sleeves but with
5.6% increased cadence from their preferred cadence. To achieve
the increased cadence, the participant was instructed to match
each foot-strike to an audible metronome.

Figure 2: Foot-strike patterns and GRF curves for all conditions.

Significance
This pilot study suggests the T25 knee sleeve can potentially
induce neuromuscular patterns to reduce musculoskeletal injury
risk. The present gold standard for running injury prevention is
training targeted at improving neuromuscular control, which
requires professional intervention. This pilot study suggests the
T25, a low-cost knee sleeve, may reduce RRIs in novice runners,
through changes in ROL and foot-strike patterns. For rural or
underprivileged areas, the impact of these slee es on runner s
health could be immeasurable, where access to professional
intervention is limited.
Acknowledgments
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Results and Discussion
With the T25 knee sleeves, novice runners demonstrated a
reduced ROL across various speeds, while the experienced
runner showed no difference (Figure 1). Additionally, 2-D video
analysis and GRF curves indicated improved foot-strike patterns
and reduced impact peaks in one novice runner (Figure 2).
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Introduction
Parameters extracted from data collected during walking are
often used during clinical assessments to help describe locomotor
capacity. In particular, walking speed can be a powerful predictor
of overall health [1]. However, walking as assessed in a clinical
setting may not be representative of how people move in their
daily lives. To address this gap, wearable sensing technologies
can be used to complement in-lab assessments to gain new insight
into walking in unconstrained environments. These technologies
are used during extended periods of persistent monitoring, and
often require the identification of walking bouts from a limited
set of measurements. Thus, there is often no information on the
context in which a walk takes place, limiting the interpretation of
the data. In this work, we used an accelerometer-based sensor
secured on the thigh to collect multi-week data in the free-living
environment. A novel framework was used to identify and cluster
walking periods based on duration and continuity. Data from
these clusters were then used to investigate how walking speed
estimates varied between the clusters.
Methods
We collected 14 days of uninterrupted measurements using a
lightweight (20 grams) compact accelerometer (activPAL)
secured to the thigh using an adhesive bandage tape from a single
participant. Periods of sitting, standing, and stepping (e.g.,
walking, running) were first identified using the built-in
activPAL classification algorithms. A decision tree was created
using acceleration features related to gait to isolate walking bouts
from data classified as stepping. This method was refined using
expertly labeled data points. Then, these ambulatory walking
bouts were regrouped into walking periods that contained both
bouts of consecutive steps and standing (<1min) between bouts.
Periods were bounded by extended standing (>1min) or the
transition to another state (e.g., sitting). Within a period, walking
was quantified as followed:
! "!
!"#$%&' )*+,*&-"'* = ! " (Eq. 1)
!!

Where -# is the period duration and -$ is the total standing time
within a period. Walking percentage reflects the continuity of a
period, with a low value corresponding to frequent pauses within
a walk. We define walking contextualization as the classification
of walking periods into distinct modes based on their walking
percentage and their duration. Seven modes were identified,
using 5 and 10 minutes as the transition times for -# , and 80% as
the transition for -$ . Walking periods that exhibited 100%
walking percentage were grouped in a mode as well. Finally, we
calculated estimates of stride speed using stride frequency
extracted from the activPAL for each walking mode using a
subject-specific model [2]. Values were averaged for three
consecutive strides to decrease errors.
Results and Discussion
Over 10,000 strides were recorded during 230 periods of walking
over the two weeks. Fig. 1-a presents the classification of the
periods into seven walking modes. Mode 1 corresponds to short

and discontinuous modes of
walking, while mode 7
corresponds to long and
continuous
periods
of
walking. We observed that
49% of the walking periods
belonged to mode 1, which
suggests that most of the
observed walking was short
and punctuated by frequent
pauses. For periods longer than
5 minutes, we observed that as
the period duration increased,
walking
percentage
also
increased. This could indicate
that the purpose of the activity
is the walk itself (e.g., exercise
in the park). Estimates of stride
speed for each walking mode
Figure 1: a. Map of the different
were statistically different (p
walking modes. Each point
< 0.01), and a post-hoc test
represents a walking period,
revealed that estimates of
containing several strides. b.
walking speed for mode 1
Distribution of stride speed over the
were significantly lower (p <
different walking modes. One value
0.05) than for mode 5, Fig. 1of stride speed corresponds to the
b. Additionally, mode 5 (n =
average of three strides. * p < 0.05
858, M = 1.45, SD = 0.08)
and mode 7 (n = 1093, M = 1.37, SD = 0.08) contained the largest
percentage of total walking steps (21.8% and 27.8% respectively)
with the least variability, resulting in more precise estimates of
stride speed. Data from these modes were grouped and used to
estimate a preferred walking speed of 1.40 ± 4e-2 0. 2 "% . The
average walking speed calculated from this subset differed by as
much as 0.15 0. 2 "% from the other modes, highlighting the
importance of data selection when calculating this parameter.
Significance
Datasets collected in the real-world enable an investigation into
the impact of environmental variability on walking behavior and
the development of methods to group data based on context.
Here, we present an approach to group data based on walking
period characteristics and show that the calculation of a key gait
parameter, walking speed, is sensitive to this grouping. Future
work to identify what environmental or behavioral factors result
in these groupings will be important to better understand how to
contextualize free-living walking data [3].
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Introduction
We previously found young adults were able to consciously
perceive very small slip- and trip-like locomotor disturbances [1].
Which sensory modalities contribute to such precise perception
(e.g., visual, vestibular, proprioceptive, and/or somatosensory)
remains an open question. As a first step to answering this
question, the purpose of this study was to identify perturbationinduced deviations in gait kinematics that could explain the
ability of young adults to perceive small locomotor disturbances.
Methods
8 young adults (4M, 22.4±2.6yrs) walked on a split-belt
instrumented treadmill (Bertec, Inc.) at self-selected walking
speed while experiencing balance disturbances every 8-12
strides. Disturbances were imposed through short duration
decreases in treadmill belt velocity (dV) triggered at heel-strike,
where dV was 0, 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 m/s.
Disturbances were randomized and repeated 5 times on the
dominant leg with nondominant leg disturbances interspersed to
reduce learning effects. After each disturbance, subjects were
asked if they perceived a balance disturbance and responded
“yes” or “no”. Subjects wore noise cancelling headphones to
prevent auditory feedback. The conscious perception threshold
was determined by fitting a psychometric curve to the proportion
correct responses for each dV.
We then analyzed perturbation-induced deviations in head
angle (visual analogue), head angular velocity (vestibular
analogue), sagittal hip, knee, and ankle angles (proprioceptive
analogue), and anterior-posterior center-of-pressure (COP,
somatosensation analogue) in response to the two perturbation
levels nearest each subject’s perception threshold. For each
variable, the deviation between the perturbed gait cycle and the
five gait cycles immediately preceding the perturbation was
)/ , where i is gait cycle %, x is the
calculated as (
perturbed gait cycle, and and SD are the average and standard
deviation of the pre-perturbation gait cycles. We then averaged
over 20-60% of the gait cycle to estimate mid-to-late stance phase
deviations. Because head angle and head angular velocity varied
quite substantially even during pre-perturbation steps, we
focused our analyses on joint angle and COP deviations.
We first used a rank-sum test to compare the perturbationinduced deviations to determine which variables differed
between perceived and non-perceived perturbations, with
Bonferroni corrections to account for multiple comparisons
( =0.05/4). We then used logistical mixed effects models to
examine the extent to which each perturbation-induced deviation
could explain whether a perturbation was perceived. A separate
model was created for each variable, with the variable of interest
treated as a fixed effect and subject as a random effect.
Results and Discussion
Young adults perceived very small locomotor disturbances of
0.08±0.03 m/s. Ten perturbations were analyzed per subject, with
the median number of perceived perturbations across subjects
equal to 5 (range: 3-7, avg: 4.8).

Figure 1: A) Ranked sums test compared perceived (P) to not
perceived (NP) disturbances. B) Odds ratio on the ability of each
variable to predict whether a disturbance was perceived.

Perturbation-induced ankle deviation was the only variable
that significantly differed between perceived and non-perceived
perturbations (p=0.001, Fig. 1A). Ankle angle deviation was also
the only variable whose 95% confidence interval on the odds
ratio did not cross one, with an estimated odds ratio of 2.22. This
means that for every 1 SD increase in ankle angle deviation from
normal unperturbed walking, a subject was twice as likely to
consciously perceive that a perturbation has occurred.
Sensing small ankle joint deviations requires healthy
mechanoreceptors in muscle spindles and Golgi tendon organs
that are sensitive to muscle length and tension changes. Reduced
mechanoreceptor sensitivity that can occur with aging or disease
may decrease the ability to consciously perceive locomotor
disturbances, contributing to an increased risk of falls. Moreover,
degradations in distal musculature with age (e.g., increased
tendon compliance [2]) may further reduce the ability to sense
locomotor disturbances using ankle proprioception. As such, hip
proprioception may become more important for sensing
locomotor disturbances with age.
In summary, our results suggest that ankle proprioception was
the primary contributor to young adult’s ability to perceive small
locomotor disturbances. We expect that the sensorimotor
mechanisms contributing to disturbance perception are altered
with aging, contributing to increased fall risk in older adults.
Significance
These results suggest that sensing changes in ankle motion plays
an important role in perceiving subtle slips and trips during
walking. Understanding the ability to perceive locomotor
disturbances, the sensorimotor contributions to this perception,
and changes due to aging and disease may provide targets for
rehabilitation aimed at improving locomotor balance.
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Introduction
Femoroacetabular impingement s ndrome (FAIS) is a clinical
disorder characteri ed b speci c bon morpholog of the
femur and/or acetabulum, which ma lead to hip pain. This pain
ma result from excessive anterior joint forces from the femur
onto the acetabulum [1]. In a pilot stud , we noted that
computationall altering pelvic tilt a ects hip joint forces and
can help simulate more realistic FAIS and control conditions.
However, previous musculoskeletal modeling approaches used
to calculate joint forces ma inaccuratel assume that each
participant stands in a neutral pelvic position when stationar .
Since people with FAIS walk with more anterior pelvic tilt [2],
the purpose of this stud was to compare the hip joint loads of
patients with FAIS to those of individuals without pain while
accounting for each individual s pelvic orientation.
Methods
Motion (100H ) and force (1000H ) gait data were collected
and processed using Vicon (Vicon Motion S stems Ltd,
Centennial, CO) for 22 people with cam FAIS and 22 people
without pain. All participants walked at a speed of 1.25 m/s.
These data were processed in Visual3D (C-Motion, Inc,
Rockville, MD), which scaled anatomical segments based on
marker locations and tracked joint motion. Each participant s
pelvic orientation was adjusted at all time points, based on the
static pelvic angle obtained from Visual3D. Force and gait data
of each individual were then imported into OpenSim 3.2 [3],
and a generic musculoskeletal model was scaled. To calculate
joint moments and muscle activation, the Residual Reduction
and Computed Muscle Control tools were used. These results
were used to estimate forces from the femur to the acetabulum
in the anterior, superior, and medial directions in the pelvic
reference frame. All data were normali ed from heel-strike to
ipsilateral heel-strike and adjusted for bod weight in
MATLAB. FAIS data were split into more and less painful
limbs, and compared to the average of both limbs of the control
group. Statistical parametric mapping software [4] helped
determine if the di erences in joint loads were signi cant
between both FAIS limbs, and between groups.
Res l s and Disc ssion
We did
e ig ifica diffe e ce be ee he f ce f he
c
g
a d he
e ai f i b, be ee he
e
a d e
ai f i b i FAIS a ie . Thi a be d e
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de f b h he c
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diffe e ce .

Figure 1: A) Anterior, B) superior, C) medial, and D) resultant (net)
forces of the more and less painful limbs of people with FAIS and
individuals without pain.

Signiﬁcance
This is the rst stud to estimate joint forces of people with
FAIS during a full gait c cle (i.e. during stance and swing), and
while the walk at the same speed. Despite accounting for
pelvic tilt, other underl ing assumptions need to be addressed
during musculoskeletal modeling in order to accuratel compare
di erent conditions. In turn, future studies comparing
pathological and health joint loads can help researchers
determine gait alteration strategies, design assistive devices, and
use nite-element simulations to model bone shapes over time.
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Introduction
Rock climbing has grown expansively in its popularity and
participation levels in the last twenty years. As the sport
continues to grow professionally and recreationally, it is
important for participants to quantify the unique demands of the
sport and create targeted training strategies to improve
performance and reduce risk of injury. Central to a rock climber’s
ability to compete and ascend walls is their ability to produce
sufficient force to grasp holds. Additionally, rock climbing
requires the participant to grip holds in varied arm positions that
may affect grip force production. Baláš et. al. [1] sought to
quantify the effect of shoulder and elbow angle position on crimp
grip force production. The findings suggested that upper
extremity position could alter grip force production.
The methodology used by Baláš et. al. [1], limited degrees of
freedom with a fixed joint angle apparatus when assessing grip
forces. This apparatus added environmental constraints to their
analysis that are not present in the activity of rock climbing. To
create effective sport-specific testing protocols, environmental
demands of the sport should be considered, therefore shoulder
positioning should be evaluated in non-fixed positions [2].
The aim of this study is to determine the effect of shoulder
position on grip force production with varying upper extremity
positioning. We hypothesize that shoulder position will have a
significant impact on climbing specific grip force production.
Methods
13 participants (8 female, 5 male) between the ages of 19 and 33
have participated in this study at time of abstract submission. The
study protocol was approved by the Regis University IRB and
informed consent was obtained from all participants. Skill and
experience level were documented via questionnaire. After a
standardized warm up, participants were placed in a seated
position under the testing apparatus that consisted of a climbing
hold (Tension, The Block, Denver, CO, USA) with a 20 mm lip
attached to a load cell (Exsurgo gStrength, Sterling, VA, USA)
with force data sampled at 250 Hz. Participants had a fixed steel
bar positioned above their thighs to restrict upward body
translation during pulls (Figure 1).
The participants were asked to pull with 2 grip types; an openhand drag, pulling with 2nd-4th digits with distal interphalangeal
(DIP) and proximal interphalangeal (PIP) joints at an angle
greater than 90º, and a half-crimp, where the 2nd-5th digits are
used with a 90º bend in the PIP joint. Different shoulder angles
were also tested by positioning the participant with a shoulder
flexion angle at either 90º or 120º, confirmed with a goniometer.
Participants were asked to gradually “ramp up” to maximal
isometric pull and then hold for 3-5 seconds. Each combination
of grip type and shoulder flexion angle were performed two times
on each arm for a total of sixteen trials. The order of hand and
shoulder positions were randomized for each participant with
two-minute rest intervals between each pull. Rate of perceived
exertion (RPE) using the modified Borg scale was taken after
each pull.

Pulls correlated with a self-reported RPE of ≤ 7 were
excluded from data analysis. Left/right, and between-trial data for
each participant were examined for differences with paired ttests. No left/right or between-trial differences were detected;
therefore, these values were averaged to yield a single force
variable per participant for each shoulder/hand position as a data
reduction measure. Force data were normalized to body weight
and expressed as % BW. Maximum values were extracted for
each trial and entered into paired t-tests to explore differences in
force output between shoulder angles for each of the 2 hand
positions.

Figure 1: Experimental configuration of testing apparatus.

Results and Discussion
No significant differences were found between shoulder angles
for either open hand (52.19 ± 11.49 % BW for 90° shoulder
flexion vs. 52.56 ± 11.42 % BW for 120° shoulder flexion, p =
.81) or half-crimp (57.71 ± 12.82 %BW for 90° shoulder flexion
vs. 58.18 ± 11.72 %BW for 120° shoulder flexion, p = .56)
positions. These findings do not support our hypothesis and they
also contradict existing research which shows that upper
extremity position influences climbing grip strength [1]. These
findings suggest testing climbing grip force production in a
variety of arm positions is not likely to alter a climber’s ability to
generate force at their fingers. These preliminary findings are
from an ongoing study with continuing data collection. As
sample size increases, interactions between shoulder and hand
position as well the influence of sex, climbing experience and
anthropometrics on climbing-specific grip strength will be
explored.
Significance
Early evidence suggests that shoulder position does not need to
be considered when testing rock climbing specific grip strength.
Caution should be taken with these findings as they may change
with increased sample size.
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KINEMATICS AND SPATIOTEMPORAL GAIT CHARACTERISTICS DURING THE SIX MINUTE WALK IN
PARTICIPANTS WITH HIP OSTEOARTHRITIS

Methods
Sagittal trunk, hip, and knee kinematics and spatiotemporal
variables (speed, stride length, and step rate) were recorded
using an 8-sensor full-body IMU system (Xsens Technologies).
Each stance phase of the first and final minute of the 6MWT
was defined using foot velocity in the anteroposterior direction
using a custom MATLAB script. Turns were excluded from the
analysis due to high variability of stepping characteristics
during turning. Peak kinematic and spatiotemporal variables
were calculated for each stance phase and averaged over the
number of stance phases within the first or final minute. We
conducted paired t-tests to determine differences in kinematics
and spatiotemporal variables between limbs and between the
first and final minute of the 6MWT.
Results and Discussion
Eleven participants (4 female, age: 65± 7yrs, BMI: 28±5 kg/m2)
with end-stage HOA participated. During the first and final
minute of the 6MWT, the involved limb demonstrated
decreases in peak hip flexion (first: t=-5.57, P<.001; final: t=5.41, P<.001), peak hip extension (first: t=3.36, P=.007; final:
t=3.56, P=.005), trunk flexion (first: t=-3.35, P=.007; final: t=3.04, P=.013), and peak knee flexion (first: t=-5.41, P<.001;
final: t=-6.27, P<.001) compared to the uninvolved limb
(Figure 1). Participants demonstrated no kinematic differences
between time-points and no spatiotemporal differences between
limbs or between time-points (P>.05). In agreement with our
hypothesis and previous literature,2,3 trunk and involved limb
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Introduction
hip and knee motion was reduced. However, relative betweenIndividuals with end-stage hip osteoarthritis (HOA) walk 28%
limb differences did not change between the 6MWT first and
less during a 6-min walk test (6MWT) compared to healthy
last minute, indicating persistent asymmetrical movement
controls,1 which is linked to neuromuscular compensations
compensations that are not exaggerated with prolonged
observable in faulty movement patterns. Studies have shown
walking.
participants with HOA ambulate with aberrant trunk, hip, and
1A
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knee kinematics and spatiotemporal characteristics.2,3 Yet it is
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Figure 1. Peak kinematics throughout the first minute (1A) and final
minute (1B) of the 6MWT. Hip Flex: Peak hip flexion during stance
phase; Hip Ext: Peak hip extension during stance phase; Trunk Flex:
Peak trunk flexion during stance phase; Knee Flex: Peak knee flexion
during stance phase; * significantly different between limbs (P<.05)

Significance
Sagittal trunk, hip, and knee kinematic asymmetries are
associated with HOA progression,4 and IMUs may allow for
their feasible assessment in a clinical setting.
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Introduction
Previous research has examined the ability of healthy and
neurologically impaired adult populations to transfer a
newly learned walking pattern to overground walking. 1,2
No research has examined the influence of factors that may
be specific to an individual such as activity level on
transfer ability. Active individuals have demonstrated
better control of gait while performing tasks that require
more coordination and while navigating challenging
environments compared to non-active individuals.3,4
Recognizing the impact of activity level on the ability to
transfer gait patterns could be crucial for understanding
mechanisms of gait rehabilitation.
The purpose of this study was to compare the transfer
of a novel split-belt treadmill walking pattern to
overground walking between sedentary and active young
adults. We hypothesized that active individuals would
have a faster return to their baseline walking pattern from
split-belt treadmill to overground walking.

(156) [150,750] minutes per week. Only two steps of SLA
could be obtained for seven participants in the Active
group, while four steps were obtained for all other
participants. The removal of these seven participants did
not alter the statistical results; therefore, all participants
were included in the analysis.
Neither group returned to baseline SLA during the
first four steps of overground transfer walking (Figure 1A).
The linear mixed effects models revealed a significant
intercept and significant linear effect of step. SLA during
the first step of overground transfer was significantly
different from zero (52.52 mm, p < 0.001), indicating that
young adults transfer the new pattern to overground
walking. SLA decreased with each step of overground
walking (-3.96 mm/step, p = 0.020), indicating that young
adults begin to return toward baseline SLA within the first
four steps. The magnitude of SLA during treadmill
deadaptation does not affect overground transfer. After
accounting for the linear effect of step, 78% of the
remaining variability in SLA during overground transfer
was due to individual differences (Figure 1B). Our study
shows that the source of these individual differences is not
current exercise amount. Further research is needed to
determine the source of variability in amount of SLA
transferred from split-belt walking to overground walking.

Methods
Two groups of healthy young adults participated in
this study: 12 sedentary, and 19 active individuals.
Individuals who exercised less than 150 minutes per week
for the past three months were assigned to the sedentary
group; individuals who exercised aerobically at least 150
minutes per week were assigned to the active group.
Participants walked overground, then completed a
typical 2:1 ratio split-belt treadmill adaptation paradigm:
3-minute baseline tied-belt walking, 10-minute split-belt
walking, 3-minute deadaptation, and 3-minute
readaptation. Following readaptation, participants walked
overground. Step length asymmetry (SLA), a common
measure of gait adaptation and learning, was measured
during all steps of baseline overground walking and
baseline treadmill walking, during the first four steps of
deadaptation, and during the first four steps of overground
transfer walking. Average overground and treadmill
baseline SLA were subtracted from each of the first four
steps of overground transfer and deadaptation SLA,
respectively. To determine the effect of group on the
transfer of SLA from split-belt treadmill walking to
overground walking, we analyzed linear mixed effect
models predicting SLA at each of the first four steps of
overground transfer. Fixed effects were added in one at a
time and models were compared for fit to the data using an
a priori alpha of 0.05. The fixed effects entered, in order,
were: step number (linear), average SLA during the first 4
steps of deadapt, and group. All models contained a
random intercept on participant to account for variance in
SLA due to individuals.
Results and Discussion
Minutes of exercise per week ranged from 0 to 750
minutes, with a mean and (SD) of 179 (169) minutes. The
Sedentary group exercised for 37 (45) [0,120]
minutes/week, and the Active group exercised for 269

Figure 1A. SLA during overground transfer walking for groups.
Zero indicates baseline SLA. Error bars indicate standard error.
There was no difference in overground transfer between groups
but there was a linear effect of step number. Figure 1B. SLA
during overground transfer walking for each of the 31
participants, separated by group.

Significance
Our findings provide insight into the mechanisms of
rehabilitation that target transfer of a new locomotor
pattern. Specifically, future research should focus on better
understanding how individual factors influence the transfer
of a new walking pattern to a different environment.
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Introduction
1c); however, there was no trend between conditions at 0.75,
Many people with unilateral transtibial amputation (TTA) use
1.00, and 1.25 m/s and increased power increased F1 asymmetry
passive-elastic prosthetic feet to walk. Such prostheses cannot
at 1.50 and 1.75 m/s. F1 SI averaged across all speeds and power
provide the peak mechanical power typically generated by
was -0.27%, 1.36%, 1.15%, and 0.70% for -2, -1, Rec, and +1
biological calf muscles during walking [1]. Thus, people with
Cat, respectively (Fig. 1d), and at 1.75 m/s increased stiffness
TTA compensate and walk with biomechanical asymmetry such
reduced F1 asymmetry. F2 SI averaged across all speeds and
as greater loading on the unaffected (UL) compared to affected
stiffness Cat was 7.15%, 6.22%, 6.59%, and -0.09% for LP, and
leg (AL) [2]. Biomechanical asymmetry may increase risk of
Rec, +10%, and +20% Pow, respectively (Fig. 1e); use of the
joint pain and osteoarthritis compared to non-amputees [2].
+20% Pow increased F2 asymmetry at 0.75, 1.00, and 1.25 m/s
Powered ankle-foot prostheses such as the BiOM (Ottobock,
perhaps because the prosthesis was overpowered. F2 SI averaged
Duderstadt, Germany) provide stance-phase, battery-powered
across all speeds and power was 5.07%, 6.65%, 4.31%, and
ankle torque. People with TTA using the BiOM normalize
5.58% for -2, -1, Rec, and +1 Cat, respectively (Fig. 1f), and there
biomechanics during walking compared to non-amputees by
was no trend for F2 SI with prosthetic stiffness at each speed.
increasing positive AL work [3]. But the relationship between
BiOM power setting and asymmetry is not known. Moreover, the
BiOM attaches to a passive-elastic prosthetic foot with
manufacturer-defined stiffness that may affect biomechanical
asymmetry. A previous modelling study found that use of a stiffer
prosthetic foot minimizes UL knee joint loading [4]; however,
the effect of prosthetic stiffness may also depend on the power
setting of the BiOM. We hypothesized that increasing prosthetic
power and stiffness would reduce biomechanical asymmetry and
the relationship would depend on walking speed.
1

Methods
2 subjects (1M, 1F; 28±6 yrs.; 63.4±5 kg; 1.70±0.06 m) with
TTA walked at 0.75–1.75 m/s on a dual-belt force treadmill
(Bertec, Columbus, OH) using the low-profile (LP) Variflex
(Össur, Reykjavik, Iceland) foot at the recommended stiffness
category (Rec Cat), one Cat more stiff (+1), one Cat less stiff (1), and two Cat less stiff (-2). One subject walked at 0.75–1.75
m/s using the BiOM tuned so that the subject’s net positive
prosthetic ankle work was within 2 SD of average non-amputee
net positive ankle work [3]. The subject used the BiOM with the
recommended power (Rec Pow) from tuning, 10% greater power
(+10%), and 20% greater power (+20%) with each prosthetic Cat.
We measured vertical ground reaction forces (GRFs) at 1000
Hz, filtered them using a 4th-order low-pass Butterworth filter
with a 30 Hz cut-off and used a 20 N GRF threshold to calculate
contact time (tc). We determined 1st and 2nd peak vertical GRFs
(F1 and F2, respectively) of the UL and AL from 6 strides (Matlab,
Mathworks, Natick, MA). We also calculated symmetry index
(SI) for each variable, which is the percent difference between
the UL and AL where a positive SI means UL > AL, negative SI
means AL > UL, and 0% is perfect symmetry.
Results and Discussion
tc SI averaged across all speeds and stiffness Cat was 5.62%,
1.63%, 1.57%, and 1.90% for passive (LP), and Rec, +10%, and
+20% Pow, respectively (Fig. 1a). Across all speeds, using the
BiOM reduced tc SI compared to the LP. However, there was no
trend for tc SI across BiOM power setting. tc SI averaged across
all speeds and power was 2.62%, 3.02%, 3.71%, and 3.73% for 2, -1, Rec, and +1 Cat, respectively (Fig. 1b). Decreased stiffness
reduced tc SI at 0.75, 1.00, and 1.75 m/s. F1 SI averaged across
all speeds and stiffness Cat was 5.57%, -1.39%, -3.10%, and 2.98% for LP, and Rec, +10%, and +20% Pow, respectively (Fig.

Figure 1: tc (a, b), F1 (c, d), and F2 (e, f) SI across walking speeds. Left
panels (a, c, e) averaged across stiffness categories (Cat) for each
prosthetic power setting (Pow) and right panels (b, d, f) averaged across
Pow for each Cat. Error bars are SEM. Symbols are offset for clarity.

Significance
Use of the BiOM compared to passive prosthesis decreased tc
SI. But increased prosthetic power did not affect tc SI, and
increased F1 and F2 asymmetry at 1.50–1.75 m/s and 0.75–1.25
m/s, respectively. Increased prosthetic foot stiffness decreased F1
asymmetry at 1.75 m/s, increased tc asymmetry at 0.75, 1.00, and
1.75 m/s and did not affect F2 asymmetry. The effects of
prosthetic power and stiffness on asymmetry depended on speed.
Our results inform prosthetic prescription and design, which
could reduce injury risk for people with TTA.
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Introduction
Older adults consume oxygen at a faster rate during walking
than young adults, accelerating fatigue and reducing
independence. Despite its importance in governing independence
and quality of life, the mechanisms responsible for this increased
metabolic energy cost remain elusive. O'Connor et al. found that
the metabolic cost of walking increases in the presence of optical
flow perturbations designed to challenge balance via the visual
perception of instability [1]. These data suggest that the act of
preserving balance during walking exacts a metabolic penalty.
However, prior work has focused on average outcomes after
several minutes of responding to perturbations. We have shown
that young and older adults respond to the onset of optical flow
balance perturbations with generalized anticipatory control (i.e.,
shorter and wider steps [2,3]. This gives way to task-specific
reactive control with prolonged exposure, in which step width
and length return to baseline values despite persistent increases
in step-to-step variability to orchestrate balance corrections. This
adaption may be governed in part by metabolic costs associated
with generalized anticipatory versus task-specific reactive
control. Our aim was to quantify the role of metabolic energy cost
in governing neuromuscular adaption to prolonged exposure to
optical flow perturbations during walking in young adults. We
first hypothesized that metabolic cost would increase at the onset
of balance perturbations in a manner consistent with wider and
shorter steps and increased step-to-step variability. We also
hypothesized that metabolic cost would decrease with prolonged
exposure in a manner consistent with a return of step width and
step length to values seen during normal, unperturbed walking.
Methods
18 healthy young adults (age: 23.3 2.7, 10M/8F) walked for
a total of 20 min at 1.2 m/s while watching a speed-matched
virtual hallway projected on a semi-circular curved screen
positioned in front of the treadmill. A the 5-min mark, we added
side-to-side oscillations to the virtual hallway, prescribed as a
summation of sine waves with a nominal amplitude of 0.35 m.
After 10 minutes of responding to optical flow perturbations,
subjects walked for 5 min without perturbations. We used threedimensional motion capture to record the trajectories of markers
placed on subjects’ trunk, pelvis, and right and left legs. These
were used to extract step kinematics, including step width, step
length, and their respective variabilities. We also measured
subjects’ rates of oxygen consumption and carbon dioxide
production using a portable indirect calorimetry system (Cosmed

K5). We used standard procedures to estimate net metabolic
power, reporting in W/kg. For all outcome measures, we
computed average values during the following four time periods
of interest: Pre (minutes 3-5), Early Perturbation (minutes 5-7),
Late Perturbation (minutes 13-15), and Post (minutes 15-17). A
repeated measures ANOVA tested for main effects of time,
following by post-hoc pairwise comparisons.
Results and Discussion
With the onset of perturbations, participants walked with 3%
shorter, 17% wider, and 53-73% more variable steps (pvalues 0.001) (Fig. 1). As hypothesized, these changes were
accompanied by a significant 12% increase in net metabolic
power compared to walking normally (p=0.001). With prolonged
exposure to perturbations, we found that step width and step
length tended toward values seen during normal, unperturbed
walking. Specifically, compared to those measured at the onset
of perturbations, participants increased step length by 2% and
decreased step width by 8% (p-values 0.004) following
prolonged exposure. Consistent with our previous work2,3, these
changes occurred despite continued or even modest increases in
step width variability. We interpret those cumulative findings to
suggest that participants responded to the onset of perturbations
using generalized anticipatory control, but deprioritized that
strategy in favor of task-specific, reactive control following
prolonged exposure. As the most significant novel contribution
of this study, we add here that these changes were accompanied
by and may thereby be orchestrated to permit a statistically
significant 5% reduction in net metabolic power compared to that
at the onset of perturbations (p=0.005).
Significance
Our findings suggest that metabolic energy cost may shape
the strategies we use to regulate and adapt walking balance in
response to perturbations. Planned studies will compare the
metabolic cost of balance control and adaption between younger
and older adults. Our findings may have important implications
for the interaction between higher metabolic cost of walking,
increased fatigability, and increased risk of falls in older adults.
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Figure 1. Primary outcomes as a function of time. 1significant versus Pre, 2significantly versus Early, 3significantly versus Late.
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In rod c ion
Po ered prosthetic ankles can restore the monoartic lar f nction
of the sole s m scle d ring alking, hich pro ides a b rst of
p sh-off po er in late stance. Ho e er, the benefits obser ed
from po ered ankles (e.g., magnit de of metabolic cost
red ction) ha e often been less than those theori ed/e pected [1],
[2].
One potential e planation is that po ered ankles do not
restore the biartic lar f nction of the gastrocnemi s m scle,
hich pro ides a mechanical co pling across the ankle and knee
and assists in initiating leg s ing. Indeed, sim lation [3] and
e perimental [4] st dies pro ide preliminar e idence that
restoring the gastrocnemi s ankle-knee co pling to transtibial
prosthetic de ice
sers (PDU) ma
impro e
alking
performance abo e and be ond restoring sole s f nction alone.
For instance, PDU demonstrated red ctions in prosthesis-side hip
and knee joint torq es hen gastrocnemi s f nction as restored
in combination ith a po ered ankle [4]. Ho e er, it is nclear
if restoring the gastrocnemi s f nction is onl important for
prosthetic ankles that generate s fficientl high magnit des of
p sh-off po er, or hether the gastrocnemi s beha ior itself
(e.g., gastrocnemi s stiffness) sho ld to be t ned differentl
based on the po ered ankle beha ior. This kno ledge gap
remains beca se benefits of an artificial gastrocnemi s (AG)
ha e not et been compared across ario s le els of po ered
prosthetic ankle p sh-off.
The objecti e of this st d is therefore to em late
gastrocnemi s-like ankle-knee co pling in PDU, and to
characteri e its effect on hole-bod gait biomechanics across
ario s le els of prosthetic ankle p sh-off po er and across
ario s le els of gastrocnemi s stiffness. We predict that
kinematic and kinetic effects of the artificial gastrocnemi s ill
be larger for higher le els of prosthetic ankle p sh-off po er.
Me hods
To st d the role of the gastrocnemi s e are sing a robotic
em lation s stem (H MoTech) that e c stomi ed to incl de: a
sole s act ator (to em late the po ered ankle prosthesis), a
separate gastrocnemi s act ator (to ar beha ior of the ankleknee co pling), a soft conformal leg interface ( hich attaches to
the ser s thigh to pro ide an anchor point for the gastrocnemi s),
and a foot prosthesis (a modified ersion of H MoTech s
standard prosthetic hard are, Fig. 1). We ha e de eloped a
controller that can command the artificial sole s and
gastrocnemi s in a repeatable, acc rate, and precise manner. As
s bjects alk, e can independentl manip late the d namics of
the sole s and gastrocnemi s, in order to s stematicall anal e
ho different parameters affect gait.
Other ise health
PDU (N=5) attended an initial
familiari ation session. Participants then ret rned for a second
session, d ring hich the artificial ankle (sole s) p sh-off po er
and the artificial gastrocnemi s stiffnesses ere s stematicall
aried as participants alked at 1.1 m s-1. Gro nd reaction forces
(Bertec), kinematic marker data (Vicon), and electrom ograph

signals (Dels s) ere recorded. It is e pected that a more
complete (e.g., N=8) dataset ill be presented at ASB.

Fig re 1: E perimental Set- p (left),
E ample of Prosthetic Side Hip Torq e ith s. itho t the AG
(right).

Res l s and Disc ssion
We ha e erified the controller s abilit to em late different
gastrocnemi s spring stiffness profiles d ring alking as ell as
its abilit to pro ide ario s le els of ankle (sole s) p sh-off
po er hile orking in tandem ith the artificial gastrocnemi s.
We are part a thro gh o r data collection and ill contin e to
test nilateral, transtibial PDU hile e s eep across a range of
stiffness al es for a passi e artificial gastrocnemi s, and also
s eep across different ankle prosthesis p sh-off po ers.
Preliminar res lts confirm that alking ith an artificial
gastrocnemi s has a considerable effect on gait biomechanics,
incl ding red cing prosthesis-side hip moments d ring p sh-off
(Fig. 1). Comparison of ho the artificial gastrocnemi s affects
gait kinematics and kinetics for higher s. lo er magnti des of
prosthetic ankle (sole s) p sh-off po er is presentl nder a ,
and the ne est res lts ill be presented at ASB.
Significance
The res lts from this st d
ill pro ide deeper nderstanding of
the role of the gastrocnemi s and ho it interpla s ith sole s
beha ior d ring alking, as ell as inform ho to impro e the
benefits PDUs recei ed from po ered prosthetic ankles.
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Introduction
Single Task
1.2

PD with no dyskinesia
PD with dyskinesia
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Head RMS Sway (m/s2 )

with patient numbers projected to double to 12 million
in the next 20 years. While dopamine replacement therapy and
dopamine agonists are standard of care and most effective in
treating the slowness of movement in PD, side effects can occur.
Levodopa-induced dyskinesia is a major problem associated with
the long-term use of levodopa for symptomatic treatment of PD.
These involuntary hyperkinetic movements can become
disabling and may interfere with quality of life.
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Figure 2: Effect of medication on head RMS sway during single
(top) and dual task (bottom) in PD with and without dyskinesia
Table 1: Area under the ROC Curve (AUC)
Single Task
RMS Sway Head
0.606
RMS Sway Sternum
0.591
RMS Sway Lumbar
0.523
Sway Ratio Head/Sternum
0.485
Sway Ratio Head/Lumbar
0.530

Our findings confirm that postural sway increases with
medication in people with dyskinesia, but not in people without
dyskinesia (Figure 2). This increase in postural sway is amplified
in the cognitive dual task condition.
Accuracy of classification strongly improved with the use of
a cognitive dual task known to provoke dyskinesia (Table 1). The
sensor attached to the head was most accurate at differentiating
people with dyskinesia and without dyskinesia under the single
and dual tasks condition.

Dual Task
0.944
0.713
0.853
0.888
0.769

Significance
Our findings show that a single sensor is sufficient to accurately
classify patients with and without dyskinesia in a supervised
setting during a cognitive dual task.
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Introduction
For outdoor track events such as the 200 and 400 m sprint, over
half the race is completed along a flat curve. Curve sprinting
requires an athlete to produce vertical and centripetal ground
reaction forces (GRF) to support body weight and accelerate the
body towards the inside of the curve [1]. Specifically, curve
sprinting maximum velocity (vmax) can be described by
𝑚
𝐺𝑅𝐹 , where v is a function of a a hle e mass (m),
curve radius (r), and centripetal GRF (GRFc).
Track athletes navigate different curve radii depending on
lane assignment and track design, but previous studies have
investigated leg-specific (inside vs. outside) GRFs on flat curves
with radii smaller than those experienced by track athletes (1-6
m) [2] or only one curve radius [3]. Additionally, leg-specific
GRFs may change with curve radius, as the inside leg produces
greater GRFc than the outside leg on a 37.72 m radius curve [3]
but smaller GRFc than the outside leg on 1-6 m radii curves [1].
Determining leg-specific GRFs when sprinting on curve radii
typical for track athletes may also provide opportunities to
improve curve sprinting performance.
We measured centripetal and vertical GRFs of the inside and
outside leg during counterclockwise (CCW) and clockwise (CW)
sprinting on curves with 17.2 m and 36.5 m radii, representative
of the innermost lanes for a 200 m and 400 m athletics track. We
hypothesized that: 1) vmax would decrease by ~5% from a 36.5 m
to 17.2 m curve radius according to Greene [4], 2) the inside leg
would produce greater GRFc than the outside leg for both curve
radii, and 3) the outside leg would produce greater vertical GRF
than the inside leg for both curve radii.

average GRFc than the outside leg on the 36.5 m radius curve
(p<0.01), but not on the 17.2 m radius curve (Fig. 1A). Previous
research suggests the inside leg produces less GRFc than the
outside leg when running on curves with a small (1-6 m) radius
[1], but the opposite occurs on curves with a larger (37.72 m)
radius [3]. We found a significant interaction (p=0.03) between
curve radius and GRFc produced by each leg, indicating that the
inside and outside leg are affected differently by curve radius.
vmax may decrease with curve radius due to the i ide leg
inability to meet the increased GRFc requirement.
The outside leg produced greater stance-average vertical
GRF than the inside leg on 36.5 m and 17.2 m radii curves (both
p<0.01; Fig. 1B). These findings indicate the inside leg may be
e
ible f edi ec i g he b d center of mass to the inside
of the curve and the outside leg may be responsible for generating
vertical GRF during curved sprinting. However, we found a
significant interaction (p<0.01) between curve radius and stanceaverage vertical GRF for each leg, where the difference between
legs increased as radius decreased from 36.5 m to 17.2 m.
Changes in the a kle frontal plane kinematics and
plantarflexor moment generation may be responsible for changes
in centripetal and vertical GRF production during maximal effort
sprinting [2]. We intend to investigate the ankle frontal plane
kinematics as a potential mechanism that modulates the ability of
plantarflexors to produce the necessary centripetal and vertical
GRF during curve sprinting.

Methods
9 experienced sprinters (8 M, 1 F; 200 m Personal Best (PB):
22.60 ± 2.39 s, 400 m PB: 47.76 ± 1.49 s; 74.6 ± 9.5 kg; 1.83 ±
0.10 m; 21 ± 1 yr) completed a randomized series of 40 m sprints
on a flat indoor track. Athletes were instructed to perform
maximal effort sprints CCW and CW along curves with radii of
17.2 m and 36.5 m. Athletes sprinted over two force plates
embedded in the ground and covered with an indoor track surface
that was level with the surrounding surface. Force plates and
motion capture cameras were located halfway along the curve
and athletes adjusted their starting position backwards to allow
them to reach vmax in the capture volume.
We measured lower body 3D kinematics (200 Hz) and
calculated vmax using markers on the pelvis and averaged over the
capture volume (5 m). We measured 3D GRFs (1000 Hz) and
transformed them so that the mediolateral axis was oriented
relative to the athlete to determine GRFc. We combined data from
CCW and CW directions and calculated stance-average
centripetal and vertical GRF of the inside and outside leg for both
curve radii. We applied the Bonferroni correction method to each
fa il f c
ai
a d e a i ical ig ifica ce a = 0.05.

Significance
The inside and outside legs exhibit different biomechanics when
sprinting at vmax along curve radii typical for track athletes.
Considering the relationship between centripetal GRF and curve
vmax, athletes could improve performance by increasing the inside
leg centripetal GRF and the outside leg vertical GRF on a flat
curve. This could be accomplished by strengthening the
plantarflexors under various degrees of ankle eversion/inversion.

Results and Discussion
On average, athlete vmax decreased by 7.2 ± 2.4% (0.66 ± 0.05
m/s) from the 36.5 m to 17.2 m radii curve (p<0.01), which was
significantly different (p<0.01) than the 5.0 ± 0.8% change
predicted by Greene [4]. The inside leg produced greater stance-
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Figure 1. A) The inside leg had greater stance-average centripetal
ground reaction force (GRF) on the 36.5 m radius curve (*p < 0.01),
but not on the 17.2 m radius curve (p = 0.3572) compared to the
outside leg. B) The outside leg had greater stance-average vertical
GRF for both curve radii compared to the inside leg (*p < 0.01).
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Introduction
The ankle joint plays an important role in human walking and
locomotion [1], with the ankle plantar flexors contributing to
vertical support and forward progression of the body [2], [3]. As
such, the ankle is a frequent target for wearable robotic
intervention. Seeking to meet the need for adaptive ankle
exoskeleton control strategies, the primary goal of this study was
to validate a practical approach for estimating the ankle joint in
real-time across varied terrain.
Methods
We applied an inverse dynamics approach to estimate the
ankle moment (𝐴 ), as following:
𝐴
𝐼
𝐺𝑅𝐹 𝑀𝑅
𝐺𝑅𝐹 𝑀𝑅
(1)
he e I i he a
e
f i e ia f he f , i he a g a
acceleration of the foot, 𝐺𝑅𝐹 and 𝐺𝑅𝐹 are the tangential and
normal ground reaction forces, respectively, and 𝑀𝑅 represents
the moment arm of ground reaction forces.
First, we analyzed the primary contributions to the external
biological ankle moment during walking from gait biomechanics
data collected during level treadmill walking in 1 unimpaired
individual. The moment Figure 1. Contributions to the
contributed
by
𝐺𝑅𝐹 biological ankle moment during A)
predicted the biological ankle level walking, B) incline 15°, and C)
decline 15°.
moment with 97% accuracy
during level and incline
walking up to 15°, and more
than 92% to the ankle
moment during decline
walking up to 15°; over the
stance
phase,
the
contribution from 𝐺𝑅𝐹 was
< 3%, while the contribution
f
he f
i e ia
e ie (I ) a <0.001%
(Fig. 1). The primary
concentration of foot-ground
contact occurs beneath the
forefoot and heel because the
arch of the foot prevents
mid-foot force localization
[4],
[5].
Similar
to
computing the moment
about one of two supports of a beam, the moment contribution
produced by the total normal ground reaction force and average
center of pressure can be computed as in Equation (2):
𝐴 ,
𝐺𝑅𝐹 ,
𝑀𝑅
(2)
,
where 𝐺𝑅𝐹 ,
forefoot is the vertical normal ground
reaction force applied to the forefoot and 𝑀𝑅
,
forefoot is the tangential distance between the forefoot and ankle.
We computed the relative estimated ankle moment (𝐴 , )
as follow:
⁄𝐺𝑅𝐹 ,
𝐴 ,
𝐺𝑅𝐹 ,
(3)
,
,

where 𝐺𝑅𝐹 ,
is the instantaneous normal ground
,
reaction force applied to the forefoot during any ambulatory task
and 𝐺𝑅𝐹 ,
is the peak normal ground reaction force
,
applied to the forefoot during walking at preferred speed.
We tested the ability of our model to appropriately adjust
plantarflexion torque for level, incline, and decline with 5°, 10°,
and 15° slope, as well as walking on soft (foam) and hard (2 cm
tall board) uneven surfaces. Online measurements from force
sensitive resistors (FSR, Tekscan) placed under each forefoot
were used as inputs into a body-worn microcontroller that
estimated the relative ankle moment in real-time via Eqn. 3. We
recorded the kinematic and kinetic data needed to calculate
biological joint moments using motion capture cameras and a
split-belt treadmill. We computed the biological ankle joint
moment using inverse dynamics in OpenSim for comparison to
the estimated ankle plantarflexion moment.
Results and Discussion
We assessed the accuracy of our online ankle joint moment
estimation model by calculating the average and peak root-meansquared-error (RMSE) between the estimated and measured
biological ankle moment across the stance phase.
The average accuracy of estimated ankle plantarflexion
moment relative to the biological ankle moment was 92.7 ± 0.2%
Table 1. VALIDATION RESULTS
across all of the
validation conditions
Prediction Correlation
(Table 1). There was Walking
Accuracy
Coefficient
Condition
(%)
(R)
also a very strong
relationship (R = 0.97
15°
97.6±0.1
0.99±0.01
± 0.01) across all of
Incline
10°
96.9±0.6
0.99±0.01
the
validation
5°
96.6±0.6
0.99±0.01
conditions. Our results
from the validation
15°
92.0±0.3
0.97±0.01
experiment suggest Decline
10°
92.3±0.6
0.97±0.01
that the foot-sensor5°
93.0±0.2
0.98±0.01
based ankle estimation
model was effective Foot on foam
88.2±2.5
0.95±0.02
for estimating the Heel on board
89.9±7.0
0.95±0.06
desired
moment
91.5±2.5
0.97±0.02
during level, 5°, 10°, Toe on board
and
15° Average
92.7±0.2
0.97±0.00
incline/decline, and
walking on uneven terrain.
Significance
This online ankle moment estimation scheme has potential to be
used in control of exoskeletons to assist individuals with
neuromuscular disorders in real-time across varied terrines.
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Introduction
Dynamic balance training with a wobble board (WB) is effective
for treating ankle instability and balance deficits [1,2]. However,
treatment efficacy is contingent on long-term adherence to
therapy programs, which remains challenging [3]. To address this
problem, instrumented WB therapy with 2D feedback [2] is a
goal-directed approach involving continuous, voluntary postural
adjustments to actively shift attention to the movement outcome.
However, instrumented therapy devices often do not easily
translate to the home [4]. Affordable, uncumbersome sensors that
reliably quantify balance performance could facilitate at-home
rehabilitation. Although instrumented WB and force plate center
of pressure (COP) velocities during static standing are strongly
correlated [5], balance performance during standard dynamic
WB training [1] is less established. While 2D game interfaces are
promising for at-home rehabilitation, excessive screen time may
be detrimental [6]. Alternatively, telerobotic biofeedback from a
physical robot’s movement may provide intuitive and engaging
gesture-controlled therapy [7]. We explored quantifying balance
training performance with gesture-controlled signals by
comparing foot-mounted inertial measurement unit (IMU) sway
angle and velocity to two gold-standard motion capture
laboratory measurements: COP and WB angle.
Methods
Two healthy adults (21.5±0.7 yrs) provided informed consent to
participate in this approved study. The gesture controller (Fig 1A,
[8]) was secured to the dorsal side of the non-dominant foot with
zero-offsets established during quiet standing on a stable surface
to accommodate differences in foot mounting location. Euler
angles from the IMU (pitch/roll) were calculated and transmitted
wirelessly at 100 Hz. Three-dimensional motion analysis was
performed with a seven-camera motion capture system (150 Hz)
and COP was collected with a concealed force plate (1500 Hz).
Four markers each were placed on the WB and car platform.
Telerobotic gesture control was developed by mapping IMU
angle (pitch/roll) to car velocity (linear (v)/angular ( )). The
telerobotic platform (Fig 1B) included a robot kit (Zumo 32U4,
Pololu) and dual motor drive system with quadrature encoders
(12 counts/rev) for closed-loop proportional-integral speed
control of each wheel. A microcomputer (Raspberry Pi 3B+)
performed high level processing and IMU data acquisition.
After being instructed on system controls, participants
performed two-minutes of structured practice driving the car
using WB tilting motion. Next, they navigated the telerobot
through a figure-eight maze for three repeated trials (Fig 1C).

This paradigm was repeated for three challenge levels in the
following order: (1) with foam under the board and slow car
speed response (2) no foam and slow car speed response, and (3)
no foam and fast car speed response, to study the effect of varied
conditions on signal validity. All trials were performed barefoot
with the medial borders of the feet touching and aligned with the
WB reference frame.
All data were de-meaned, filtered (4th-order Butterworth,
fc=10 Hz), and normalized by the peak of the rectified signal per
trial. COP trajectories were rotated into the WB reference frame.
Sway velocity was also calculated using a first order finite
difference. COP and WB signals were down-sampled to the IMU
sampling rate. Pearson correlation coefficients (r) were
calculated for COP (X/Y), WB (mocap, pitch/roll) and IMU
(gesture controller, pitch/roll) sways and velocities to assess
agreement between signal pairs: IMU-COP, IMU-WB, WB-COP.
Results and Discussion
All signals were strongly correlated (Fig 2), with mean (±SD)
sway correlations across trials and participants highest for WBCOP (r=0.93±0.08) compared to IMU-WB (r=0.92±0.08) and
IMU-COP (r=0.89±0.09, all p<0.001). Velocity signals were also
strongly correlated (r=0.80±0.2), albeit less strongly and more
variably than sway. Correlations were similar (<3% difference)
on the pitch and roll axes and across all challenge levels. The
weaker correlation for IMU-COP may be related to subtle foot
motion that is not reflected in COP and WB angle. Mounting the
IMU directly to the WB may increase signal congruency and
reduce inter-subject variation.

Figure 2: Representative COP, IMU and WB pitch and roll trajectories
normalized to the peak rectified value per trial for the no foam fast condition.

Significance
An engaging alternative to balance therapy using gesture-control
sensors with lab-level monitoring performance has potential to
track remote training progress for customized at-home therapy.
This approach could reduce therapy time and cost, promoting longterm adherence and efficacy.
Acknowledgments
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Introduction
Initial, transient periods of destabilization following sensory
transitions (e.g., closing eyes) have been reported during quiet
stance balance control, which has spurred their potential
association with sensory reweighting [1]. However, these
transient characteristics have also been reported during eyes open
stance when no sensory transition was present (Figure 1). It was
speculated that the persisting transient behavior during eyes open
stance (i.e., without a sensory transition) may be due to a
cognitive perturbation that resulted from participants counting
down aloud to initiate trials (“3-2-1-Go”) [1].

Figure 1: Ellipse area (EA) data over 60-second quiet stance trials
immediately following eyes closure or keeping eyes open [1].

To better understand the utility of transient characteristics for
assessing balance control, research is needed to elucidate driving
factors for non-sensory aspects of transient behavior during quiet
stance. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to investigate the
influence of cognitive perturbations on transient characteristics
of balance control. We hypothesized that cognitive perturbations
would introduce transient behavior during quiet stance compared
to no cognitive perturbation.
Methods
Twenty healthy, younger adults (22.4 ± 2.1 years, 72.2 ± 10.7 kg,
1.80 ± 0.15 m, 13 males/7 females) had their postural control
assessed during eyes open quiet stance. Center of pressure was
recorded using a Bertec balance plate for a total of 100 seconds
per trial. The initial 40 seconds was used to introduce a cognitive
perturbation of three different levels. Specifically, participants
first stood quietly for 30 seconds and then had a period of 10
seconds of either 1) no cognitive perturbation present (NO), 2)
did serial subtraction by ones (LO), or 3) did serial subtraction
by sevens (HI). Upon completion of the 10-second period,
participants stood quietly for 60 seconds, which was the period
of focus for the CoP analysis. Three trials were completed for
each condition, with the order of conditions block randomized.
95% confidence ellipse area (EA) was calculated for 5-second
epochs throughout the trial [1]. EA epoch estimates were
transformed by taking their natural logarithm to obtain normally
distributed statistical model residuals. The difference in EA from
the first epoch following the cognitive perturbation to the last
epoch of the trial (i.e., 55-60 seconds after perturbation) was used
to characterize transient postural control behavior. This transient
measure ( EA) was used as the dependent variable for statistical
analyses. A general linear model was used to test for relative
differences in EA between NO, LO, and HI conditions.

‘Condition’ and ‘Trial Number’ were considered fixed effects.
Cohen’s d effect sizes (ES) were also calculated.
Results and Discussion
The general linear model demonstrated a significant ‘Condition’
effect for EA (p=0.006). Tukey post-hoc tests identified
significant pairwise differences between both cognitive
perturbation conditions relative to the NO condition, but not a
significant difference between the LO and HI conditions [NO vs.
LO: ES=0.44 (p=0.047); NO vs. HI: ES=0.58 (p=0.007); LO vs.
HI: ES=0.13 (p=0.771)]. These results suggest that intentional
and/or unintentional cognitive tasks that are used to initiate
balance trials (e.g., participants counting down) can introduce
transient effects into quiet stance balance trials.
Additional insight is gained by comparing the EA measure
across several populations and perturbations from this and
previous work (Figure 2) [1]. Cognitive tasks (i.e., counting)
elicited a significant transient response. A sensory perturbation
of closing one’s eyes in addition to a counting task was associated
with larger transient effects. Notably, these transient effects were
more pronounced in older adults (83.5±8.4 years) than in young
adults (24.9±3.9 years) [1]. Collectively, existing data support the
utility of transient measures for detecting differences in how
individuals initially adapt to changing sensory [1], cognitive, and
stance conditions [2]. Notably, the transient measures have
consistently been largely unrelated to traditional whole-trial
estimates [1, 2], which supports their ability to provide unique
information in assessing an individual’s balance control.

Figure 2: Magnitudes of transient effects (indicated by
populations, visual conditions, and cognitive conditions.

EA) across

Significance
Our findings suggest cognitive perturbations are a plausible
explanation for the remnant transient behavior observed during
quiet stance without sensory perturbations. These findings are
significant because they 1) demonstrate the utility for transient
measures to quantify responses to cognitive perturbations, and 2)
provide methodological guidance for researchers to be aware of
the confounding role that (un)intended cognitive tasks can have
on transient characteristics of balance control.
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Introduction
Wildland firefighters (WLFFs) experience extreme weather,
temperature, and terrain conditions at work. During their time
on duty, WLFFS are exposed to uneven, steep terrain and heavy
equipment strapped to their backs [5]. Injuries among WLFFs
commonly occur due to falls, slips, and trips and to the lower
extremities [3]. Thus, research in WLFFs has focused on
fatalities due to accidents, rather than biomechanical factors as
injury causes [2]. Meanwhile, greater trunk inclination in
response to graded walking and carrying a load, common in
WLFF, has been a well-established adaptive mechanism [1].
However, increased trunk flexion may lead to muscular strain
in the shoulders and lower back [1]. With a WLFF season
lasting up to nine months, repetitive stress on the back may lead
to chronic issues. Gait analyses using 3D motion capture could
provide valuable insight into kinematic adaptations of WLFFs
in response to their season demands. Yet, biomechanical studies
investigating potential mechanical injury risk factors and
prevalence in this population are rare, specifically across an
entire season, including post-season and off-season. Thus, the
purpose of the present study was to evaluate whether the season
can influence gait kinematics and posture in wildland
firefighters.
Methods
Three laboratory sessions were structured around a WLFF
season (pre-season, post-season, off-season). Fifteen healthy
male WLFFs participated in the present study (25.9 yrs (±5.5),
179.4 cm (±6.6), 88.3 kg (±16.0)). No significant differences in
body mass were found between data collection sessions.
Participants were instrumented with a full-body reflective
marker set. A fire-line gear backpack (mass = 58 lbs) was
placed on the individuals and secured around their midriff with
a buckle clip. Participants then completed two 5-minute
walking trials at 5% and 10% grade on a motorized treadmill
set at 1.34 m/s. Motion capture data were collected at 250Hz
using an 8-Vantage camera system (VICON). Two 20-second
trials, separated by two minutes, were collected for each grade
condition. Motion capture data were imported to Visual3D for
further processing. A 6 Hz low-pass Butterworth filter cut-off
was applied to the marker trajectory data. For each session and
grade condition, data were reduced to five consecutive strides
of the right limb and then extracted. Right foot strikes were
visually identified by the same researchers. Dependent
variables (stride length and stride frequency for gait; trunk
inclination at foot strike for posture) were analysed with twoway repeated measures ANOVA. Alpha level was set at .05. All
statistical analyses were completed via SPSS version 25.0
(IBM, Armonk, NY).
Results and Discussion
The main finding of the present study was that a WLFF season
did not have an effect on gait or posture. There were no
significant differences in stride length and stride frequency, or
trunk inclination between each of the visits for both grade
conditions (Table 1).

Table 1. Gait and posture data by grade at each session (means ± SD)
Pre
Post
Off
5% Grade
Trunk inclinations mean (°) 25.9 ± 5.2 22.4 ± 4.1 28.4 ± 11.0
Trunk inclination peak (°)
29. 4± 5.5 25.9 ± 4.4 31.4 ± 10.4
Stride length (m)
1.5 ± 0.1
1.5 ± 0.1
1.5 ± 0.1
Stride frequency (spm)
54.1 ± 2.7 54.0 ± 2.5
53.6 ± 3.2
10% Grade
Trunk inclination mean (°)
33.2 ± 6.7 29.0 ± 5.5
32.3 ± 8.0
Trunk inclination peak (°)
37.8 ± 7.3 33.2 ± 5.9
36.8 ± 9.0
Stride length (m)
1.5 ± 0.1
1.5 ± 0.1
1.5 ± 0.1
Stride frequency (spm)
54.7 ± 3.3 54.7 ± 3.6
54.4 ± 3.8
°= degrees of trunk flexion, m= meters, spm= strides per minute

However, grade had a significant effect on both stride length
(p<0.001) and stride frequency (p=0.002), as well as mean and
peak trunk inclination at foot strike (p<0.001 & p<0.001,
respectively) regardless of WLFF season and participant visit
(Table 2).
Table 2. Collective gait and posture data at each grade (means ± SD)
5% Grade
10% Grade
Trunk inclination mean (°)
25.5 ± 7.7
31.5 ± 6.9
Trunk inclination peak (°)
28.8 ± 7.5
36.0 ± 7.6
Stride length (m)
1.5 ± 0.1
1.4 ± 0.1
Stride frequency (spm)
53.9 ± 2.7
54.6 ± 3.5
0.05 shows significant difference between the two conditions
°= degrees of trunk flexion, m= meters, spm= strides per minute

A trend to increased trunk flexion was found at the postseason visit compared to pre-season. However, as WLFFs may
be exposed to continuous biomechanical stress throughout their
season, this implies that any sustained detrimental effects on
posture or gait were short-lasting or merely did not occur.
Participants adapted to the 10% grade by taking shorter and
more frequent strides, yet it was reported that longer steps and
a lower step frequency at graded walking may be beneficial for
WLFFs to decrease metabolic cost [4]. Whether these
adaptations, both in terms of stride and posture, happen on the
field as well as in the lab has yet to be observed.
Significance
This study was the first to evaluate the impact of a fire-line gear
pack on WLFF walking posture and gait throughout a season.
Findings suggest that WLFFs respond to changes in grade with
expected gait and postural adaptations [1]. However, long-term
effects on injury risk of these responses remain unidentified.
Thus, future research should focus on the occurrence of lower
extremity and low back injuries due to kinematic and postural
adaptations in response to changes in grade.
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Introduction
The use of treadmills in research provides the ability to control
both speed and grade. Thus, studies have focused on evaluating
biomechanical differences and similarities of various speeds
and grades [3]. However, most studies investigating the effects
of different speeds and grades on running biomechanics
included separate trials, allowing for breaks and adjustments
between conditions [2]. A graded exercise test (GXT),
commonly used to evaluate cardiorespiratory fitness, does not
allow for breaks between stages, and is accompanied by
changes in speed and/or grade. Thus, an individual is tasked
with adapting to these changes quickly, and, as the test
progresses, make these adaptations in a state of perceived
fatigue. Not much is known about changes in gait mechanics
during a continuous GXT. Thus, the purpose of the present
study was to observe mechanical gait parameters during
consecutive stages of a continuous GXT.
Methods
Ten healthy males, running a minimum of 5 miles per week,
participated in the present study (33.6 yrs (±11.2), 179.5 cm
(±6.0), 70.0 kg (±6.4)). Participants were instrumented with a
full body reflective marker set. Following a 5-min self-selected
warm-up, the participants started the GXT on a motorized
treadmill (Woodway). The GXT was comprised of 3-min
running stages at progressively higher speeds. The initial grade
was set to 1% to mimic over-ground running and the speed was
set between 2.235 and 2.681 m/s, depending on past racing
performances. Speed then increased by 0.447 m/s per stage until
a speed of 5.36 m/s (max. speed) or ventilatory threshold 2
(VT2) was observed, at which point the grade was increased by
2%. Metabolic data were used to identify VT2. VT2 was
indicated by a concomitant increase in VE/VO2 and VE/VCO2.
Participants continued running until volitional fatigue. Motion
capture data (250 Hz) were collected using an 8-Vantage
camera system (VICON) and analysed via Visual3D, using a 6
Hz low-pass Butterworth filter. Runners who completed 5 GXT
stages (increase in speed at stages 1-4 and grade at stage 5) were
included in the analysis. For each GXT stage, right ankle, knee,
and hip flexion/extension angles were computed at three
different running gait cycle events (Foot strike [FS], Mid stance
[MS], and Toe Off [TO]). All events were visually identified by
the same researcher. Dependent variables (joint angles at each
event) were then analysed with multiple repeated measures
ANOVA. Significant main effects were further investigated
with pairwise comparisons (Bonferroni). Alpha level was set at
.05. Statistical analyses were completed via SPSS (v. 25.0).
Results and Discussion
Statistical analyses revealed significant main effects across all
stages for hip flexion at FS, MS, hip extension at TO (both p <
.05), and ankle plantarflexion at TO (p < .01). Hip flexion at FS
and MS, hip extension at TO, and ankle plantarflexion at TO
significantly increased as the GXT progressed. Significant main
effects and individual (per stage) post-hoc analysis results are
displayed in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Hip and knee flexion and extension, and ankle
plantarflexion (-) and dorsiflexion (+) angles (in degrees) at each
stage of the GXT, separated by running gait events. Boxplots
display range and median values. Significant differences (p < .05)
are marked with a line and outliers are represented by dots.

To adapt to changes in speed (stages 1-4) and grade (stage
5), participants primarily adjusted their hip flexion and
extension, and plantarflexion angles. These gait strategies and
angle values align with data collected in trials evaluating the
kinematic effects of different treadmill speeds and grades [1,2].
This finding suggests that habitual runners adapt to changes in
speed and grade in a state of perceived fatigue, just as much as
individuals who received breaks and acclimatization time
between trials.
Significance
To the knowledge of the authors, the present study was the first
to assess running gait kinematics during a continuous GXT. The
observations from each joint at each specific gait event add
valuable data to the body of running gait literature and may be
used as reference values for future investigations regarding
kinematic analyses of a GXT. However, additional research is
required to evaluate whether gait adaptations in response to
consistent increases in running speed or grade are
biomechanically beneficial strategies to maximize treadmill
running economy and performance.
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Introduction
Addressing the trade-off between stability and performance
(agility and user-effort) has been an important issue in physical
human-robot interaction (pHRI). Previously, we developed a
variable damping controller (VDC) that manipulates the damping
component of an impedance/admittance controller based on the
human user’s intent of movement. The study showed that the
VDC could significantly enhance the trade-off in pHRI [1].
Here, we present a human-in-the-loop optimization of the
VDC using Bayesian optimization with Gaussian processes to
reduce the lengthy tuning process by adjusting a key parameter
of the VDC based on real-time evaluation of human performance.
Methods
The VDC changes robotic damping ("! ) from negative
(energy injection) to positive (energy dissipation) based on the
user’s intent of motion. When the user intends to initiate and
accelerate the motion, lower "! is desirable to enhance agility;
conversely, when the user intends to decelerate and end the
motion, higher "! is desirable to assist stabilization.
One of the most important parameters in the VDC is the lower
bound of the robotic damping (""# ). Overall performance of the
coupled human-robot system is highly sensitive to the selection
of ""# , and thus it is important to carefully select this key
parameter. Previously, this parameter was determined after
running a separate tuning process, which was a lengthy
experimental procedure requiring hundreds of trials [2]. Further,
the tuning process only considered stability and neither agility
nor user effort were considered. To overcome this limitation, we
proposed a human-in-the-loop optimization of the VDC using
Bayesian optimization with Gaussian processes.
In the Bayesian optimization approach, the optimal ""# is
determined based on real-time evaluation of human performance
that integrates stability, agility, and user effort metrics.
Stabilization time, defined as the duration to complete the
reaching task after first hitting the target, was used to quantify the
stability. Mean speed and mean root-mean-squared interaction
force were calculated to quantify agility and user effort,
respectively. The optimization was initiated with 5 iterations with
different values of ""# in the range of [-50, -5] Ns/m. After the
initialization, the objective function ($(%)), defined by the linear
combination of the three performance metrics, was evaluated
using Gaussian processes, where % = ""# . Given the calculated
$(%), the next sample of ""# was selected by maximizing its
expected improvement. With the new sample ""# added to the
existing data set, the $(%) was refined to select the next sample
of ""# . This process was repeated until ""# did not change for at
least 5 consecutive iterations. Gaussian process was represented
by mean and covariance functions, and their hyperparameters
were determined at each iteration by maximizing log marginal
likelihood of the collected data {%, $(%)}.
Three young, healthy subjects (2 males, 1 female, age: 21-30,
weight: 50-75 kg) participated in this study, which was approved
by the Institutional Review Board of Arizona State University.

Subjects completed a typical target reaching task in seated
while holding the handle connected to the end-effector of the
robotic arm (LBR iiwa R820, KUKA, Germany). The target
reaching task was constrained in the horizontal plane in this pilot
study. Each subject performed repeated target reaching trials
until the optimal ""# for the VDC was determined based on the
Bayesian optimization with Gaussian process explained above.
Each iteration consisted of 10 reaching trials.
Results and Discussion
For each subject, the optimal parameter ""# , balancing the
performance metrics of stability, agility, and user effort, was
found in less than 6 iterations. With 5 iterations of initialization,
it took less than 11 iterations (110 trials). In comparison, the
previous study required 240 trials just for the separate tuning
session to find the fixed ""# [2]. In this study, the optimal value
for ""# ranged from -15 to -5 Ns/m (Table I).
The proposed Bayesian optimization approach was effective
in enhancing the overall performance of pHRI in all tested
subjects. Compared to the previous study using the fixed ""# [1],
determined by the separate lengthy tuning process [2], each
subject showed significant improvement in the stability and user
effort (i.e., stabilization time and mean interaction force,
respectively). While a slight decrease in agility (mean speed) was
observed, it was not substantial (-3.5% when averaged across the
3 subjects) (Table I). When all three performance metrics were
averaged, each subject showed at least about 22% of
improvement with the proposed approach compared to the
previous results [1, 2].
Table I. Optimal blb and percentage improvement of each performance metric
with the Bayesian optimization approach compared to the previous study [1, 2].
Optimal
Stabilization
Mean
Mean RMS
blb (Ns/m)
Time
Speed
Interaction Force
Subject 1
-5.0
98.2%
-0.2%
14.4%
Subject 2
-10.0
72.7%
-7.2%
15.0%
Subject 3
-15.0
50.6%
-3.0%
18.1%

Significance
The proposed human-in-the-loop optimization approach
could optimize the trade-off between stability, agility and usereffort while minimizing the experimental procedure. Its
extension to multi-dimensional variable impedance/admittance
controllers will significantly enhance the overall performance of
the human-robot systems in many pHRI applications including
robot-aided biomechanics and motor control studies, robotic
assistance and rehabilitation.
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Introduction
Recent years have witnessed an increasing number of studies
applying machine learning (ML) to predict/diagnose balance
impairment caused by neuromuscular diseases, such as
Parkinson’s disease or multiple sclerosis [1, 2]. Meanwhile, the
prediction of dynamically challenging ground conditions, such as
those are compliant and unstable, during postural balance is also
critical. The reason is that (1) those ground conditions are
common in daily life, and (2) even healthy individuals’ balance
can also be severely suffered. However, little is known if ML can
be applied for such a goal. Moreover, different to the diagnosis
purpose, in the context of standing on challenging grounds, the
prediction often demands not only high accuracy but also quick
response to changes of environments, bringing a huge challenge
to traditional ML models. This is because these models normally
utilize stability measures as features to learn while these
measures were not developed to characterize postural stability
behaviors observed from short-time periods.
Therefore, the primary purpose of this study is to prove that
deep learning (DL) can overcome this difficulty by learning more
efficient features by itself. We hypothesized that DL could
outperform traditional ML with small segmented data.
Methods
Fourteen young healthy subjects provided informed consent
before participating in this ASU IRB approved study. A dual-axis
robotic platform [3] was utilized to simulate different challenging
ground conditions, namely rigid, compliant, and highly
compliant. Each subject was asked to perform 45-second trials of
quiet stance on the robotic platform with eyes-open. A force plate
placed on top of the robotic platform recorded the subjects’
center-of-pressure (COP) during each trial.
The COP data were then segmented with 0.5-, 1-, 2.5-, and 5second window sizes and labelled based on the compliant ground
undergone by the subjects, producing different datasets. This is
aimed to determine the optimal window size for the classification
performance of the DL model. A convolutional neural network
(CNN), containing 1D convolution layers, were trained to learn
predicting the ground conditions to which the subjects were
exposed. For comparison, traditional ML models, including
multi-layer perceptron (MLP), support vector machine (SVM),
and decision tree (DT) were also trained with seven common
stability features extracted from the dataset with the optimal
window size. Those seven features included anteriorposterior/medio-lateral displacements, COP path length, time-toboundary (TTB), and sway area. For performance evaluation, the
datasets were divided into 80% for training and 20% for testing.
One-way ANOVA with the Turkey post-hoc test was used to find
statistical significances of training and testing performances.
Results and Discussion
The results revealed that the DL performance was improved
significantly as the window size was increased from 0.5 to 2.5
seconds (p < 0.001) but not from 2.5 to 5 seconds (p = 0.972 for
training and 0.679 for testing), see Figure 1.

Figure 1: Classification performance of the CNN model according to
different window sizes. Of note, * and † shows statistical significances
found in training and testing accuracy, respectively.
Table 1: Classification performance, represented by mean (standard
deviation), of different models using the 2.5-second window size dataset.
Accuracy
CNN
MLP
SVM
DT
Training
97.56%
92.04%
90.25%
86.00%
(%)
(0.63%)
(1.26%)
(2.36%)
(1.41%)
Testing
95.54%
73.80%
76.67%
63.70%
(%)
(0.79%)
(2.45%)
(2.80%)
(3.16%)

Besides, as hypothesized, the CNN model outperforms the
others in both training and testing (p < 0.001), given the optimal
window size of only 2.5 seconds, see Table 1. This may be due
to its capability of efficiently learning highly non-linear features
of the COP dynamics, which cannot be achieved by common
stability measures used in assessments of postural balance. It
should be noticed that, for those measures to capably characterize
human postural stability under compliant grounds, Haibach et. al.
[4] recorded COP data up to 1 minute of standing for each trial.
This explained the poor performance of the common ML models
as the window size was drastically reduced to only 2.5 seconds.
Significance
This study presented the possibility of deploying DL to predict
challenging ground conditions during postural balance rapidly
and accurately. Further, it suggested that complex features
extracted by hidden layers of the DL model could also be used as
a novel effective stability measure for multiple purposes of
postural stability assessment. Future work should assess the
performance of DL on data from wearable devices.
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Introduction
It is not uncommon that, in daily activities, individuals
experience challenging environments, such as those are
compliant or oscillatory, which may lead to falls and harmful
consequences. Hence, it is critical to understand how
perturbations caused by those environments affect postural
balance. Based on that, the development of therapeutic training
and assistive devices could be advanced to avoid fall risks. Given
that importance, several studies investigated postural balance
under compliant grounds using foam surfaces [1] or under
oscillatory environments simulated by moving platforms [2].
However, those replicated environments were solely available for
assessments of postural balance in one direction (1D), i.e.,
vertical in [1] and anterior-posterior (AP) or medio-lateral (ML)
in [2]. Yet perturbations commonly happen in multiple directions
in real life, and their effects on postural balance remain unknown.
Therefore, the main purpose of this study is to investigate the
impacts of compliant and oscillatory environments simulated in
multiple directions (i.e., both AP and ML at the same time) using
our developed platform. We hypothesize that human postural
balance is severely worsened as the compliance or oscillatory
frequency/amplitude of the ground increase.
Methods
Following the ASU IRB approval, sixteen and fourteen young
healthy subjects, under 30, were recruited for the passive and
active perturbation study, respectively. A dual-axis robotic
platform [3] was utilized to simulate perturbations. Regarding the
passive perturbation study, the platform was set up to simulate
different compliant grounds, namely rigid, compliant, and highly
compliant. For the active perturbation study, sinusoidal
oscillations with varying frequencies (i.e., 0.5, 1, and 1.5 Hz with
a constant amplitude of 1 degree) and varying amplitudes (i.e.,
0.5, 1, and 1.5 degrees with a constant frequency of 1 Hz) were
simulated. The perturbations were generated in AP and ML
directions simultaneously (i.e., 2D perturbations). All subjects
were required to perform quiet stance trials with eyes-open.
Center-of-pressure (COP) displacements of subjects were
measured by a force plate located on top of the platform.
The COP data were then low pass filtered with a cutoff
frequency of 10 Hz. A relatively new stability measure, named
virtual time-to-contact (VTC) was adopted for the postural

balance assessment [1]. VTC predicts the average amount of time
needed for the COP to reach the base of support. Thus, a
reduction in VTC indicates an increase in postural instability. A
Friedman test was used to determine the impacts of the
perturbations, followed by a Wilcoxon signed-rank test for pairwise comparisons.
Results and Discussion
Our results highlighted that an increase of the ground compliance
significantly degraded postural standing balance (p < 0.001). This
is consistent with Haibach et. al. [1] although different compliant
environments were simulated. Statistical significances were also
found in all pair-wise comparisons between compliant grounds,
see Figure 1A. Regarding the active perturbation study, both
varying frequencies and amplitudes were found to cause a
significant deterioration in postural standing stability,
represented by decreases in VTC as the oscillatory frequency or
amplitude increased (p < 0.001). Similar results were observed
by Nawayseh et. al. [2] but with the 1D oscillatory perturbation.
Moreover, all pair-wise comparisons were significantly different,
see Figure 1B and C. Together, we concluded that both active and
passive perturbations have negative effects on postural standing
stability regardless of perturbation directions.
Significance
This study illustrated that 2D perturbations have severe impacts
on human postural balance. It also suggested that VTC can be an
effective stability measure to assess postural standing stability
under challenging environments, like ones with ground
compliance or oscillation presented in this study. Future study
should include more subjects and evaluate benefits of balance
assistive devices on postural stability under those environments.
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Figure 1: Passive perturbation study (i.e., compliant ground): A) Impacts of 2D compliant environments on VTC. Active perturbation study (i.e.,
oscillatory ground): Impacts of 2D oscillatory perturbations with B) varying frequencies and C) varying amplitudes on VTC.
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Introduction
The balance impairment of people with Parkinson’s disease
(PwPD) has been known as a major cause of their chronic
disability, costing a vast amount of money for treatment, and
permanently affecting not only their life but also their family’s.
Hence, studying postural balance control of PwPD is necessary
to understand and prevent fall risks in this population.
Recently, stability measures derived from underlying human
control systems have been explored. These measures enable
explanation of postural stability linked to brain function [1, 2],
facilitating us to gain deeper insights into human postural control.
One study conducted by Perera et. al. [2] utilized the intermittent
switching rate (ISR) of postural sway and observed a noticeable
reduction of ISR in severe PD compared to healthy people.
However, it remains unknown if ISR will retain the same
performance with the mild-to-moderate PD population. Besides,
it is ubiquitous that individuals, including PwPD, do a cognitive
task while standing in daily activities. Completing both tasks
simultaneously often worsen the performance of at least one.
However, little is known about how that situation impacts ISR.
In this study, we investigated the impact of PD and dual
tasking effects on ISR of postural sway. We hypothesized that
this measure can capably examine the effects of mild-tomoderate PD as well as the secondary cognitive task.
Methods
Following ASU IRB approval, fourteen PD and thirteen healthy
control (HC) subjects, over 55 years old, were recruited. The PD
subjects had no injuries or neurological diseases other than mildto-moderate balance impairment caused by PD. All subjects were
asked to perform single-task (i.e., quiet stance), followed by dualtask trials (i.e., quiet stance with a cognitive task) on an
instrumented treadmill. The auditory Stroop task was chosen as
the secondary cognitive task. Each trial lasted 50 seconds and
separated from others by a short break.
The center-of-pressure (COP) data were low pass filtered at
10 Hz. The resultant distance (RD) time series, defined in [3],
was then computed. Afterwards, the wavelet-frequency analysis
developed by Nema et. al. [1] was applied to obtain IS behaviors
of subjects from both groups, see Figure 1A and B. Prominent

peaks larger than a pre-defined threshold, determined based on
our sensitivity analysis, were counted to yield ISR of each trial
per subject. A mixed ANOVA was then utilized to examine the
group (PD or HC) and task (i.e., single or dual) effects. Moreover,
an independent t-test was also performed to compare the
performance of PD subjects under single and dual tasking.
Results and Discussion
The results can be seen on Figure 1C. No interaction between
group and task effects was found (p = 0.054). As hypothesized,
the statistical significance was observed regarding the group
effect (p = 0.001), such that PwPD were lower (worse) than HC.
The reduction in ISR in PwPD may be due to the degradation of
the sensorimotor system which has been presumed to be the root
of the motor intermittency. Our result is consistent with Perera et.
al. [2], and extend this work to show that mild-to-moderate PwPD
also show deficits in ISR. Interestingly, the secondary cognitive
task only has a modest effect on ISR of postural sway (p = 0.437).
The pre-planned across time t-test showed a subtle and nonsignificant effect of dual tasking on ISR in PwPD (p = 0.159).
This may indicate a subtle intervention of the cognitive task on
sensorimotor processing of PD subjects during postural control.
This should be investigated further with larger cohorts.
Significance
This study suggested that ISR could be used to examine the
impact of PD but not dual tasking on postural balance. Future
work should investigate other approaches to extract information
from the IS behavior to efficiently characterize cognitive effects.
It is also worth testing the applicability of ISR on other
neurological disease populations such as multiple sclerosis.
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Figure 1: Intermittent switching behaviors (i.e., discontinuities) plotted in the time-frequency domain of a representative A) HC subject, and B) PD
subject. C) Impact of PD a secondary cognitive task on the intermittent switching rate of postural sway.
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Introduction
Propulsion is an essential component of bipedalism that enables
the body to progress in a directionally-specific manner. A major
component in the process of propulsion surrounds utilizing the
active and passive components development mechanisms that
accelerate the body forward, while adapting to any changes
within the terrain [1-2]. Extensive investigations have displayed
that deviations from healthy MLA structural alignment produce
dysfunctional and accessory motions during the propulsive phase
of locomotive tasks [3-5]. However, these biomechanical
differences may produce propulsive mechanisms that are
beneficial for directionally-specific task. Therefore, the purpose
of this study was to examine the influence of arch height on lower
extremity propulsive mechanics during a lateral jumping task.
Methods
Twenty-four healthy Division I collegiate athletes (height: 1.84±
0. 06 m; mass: 91.66 ± 18.39 kg) were recruited to participate in
the study (12 normal arch height, 12 low arch height). Upon
obtaining foot anthropometrics to classify specific arch
classifications, participants were instructed to complete a lateral
jumping task [6]. The task consisted of jumping in a rhythmic
sequence: jumping from the dominant leg to the non-dominant
leg, non-dominant leg to dominant leg, and dominant leg to nondominant leg (Figure 1).
Lower extremity kinematics and kinetics were analyzed during
the propulsive phase of the task. Specifically, retro-reflective
markers were placed bilaterally to analyze sagittal (anklesagittal)
and frontal ankle (anklefrontal) kinematic, sagittal plane knee
kinematics(kneesagittal), and mediolateral estimated center of mass
displacement (eCOM). Additionally, peak mediolateral ground
reaction forces (mGRFs) were averaged and normalized to body
weight.

Figure 1: Phases of the lateral jumping task. Dominant to non-dominant
to dominant.
https://www.acefitness.org/education-and-resources/professional/expertarticles/5869/explosive-plyometric-workout/.

Results and Discussion
The results of a series of one-way ANOVAs presented significant
differences in eCOM, and mGRFs. Results associated the lower
extremity kinematic and kinetic are presented in the table below.

These findings indicate that the individuals with lower arch
height develop larger mediolateral forces than those with normal
arches. Furthermore, individuals with lower arches also
performed these tasks with less center of mass translation during
stance. This suggests that the center of mass stays more in the
direction of the next motion during stance, in low arched
individuals.
Significance
These findings suggest a new interpretation of the efficacy of
lower arches. While the collapse of the medial longitudinal arch
has long been suggested as a dysfunction, these data suggest that
the dysfunction may be advantageous in lateral movements. It is
interesting to note the finding of larger mGRFs in individuals
with lower arches, with no significant difference in plantar
flexion or eversion range of motion, This combination of findings
suggests that individuals with lower arches maybe able to apply
a lateral force through plantarflexion and not through excessive
eversion. Further research is needed to ensure that the already
everted foot of individuals of lower arches is gaining lateral force
from the everted calcaneus and not from an advantageous muscle
length.
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Introduction
Locomotion in humans involves a dynamic interplay between
spinal reflexes and supraspinal modulation of those reflexes
based on sensorimotor input to align with a specific task [1]. An
example of this spinal reflex modulation that has been heavily
studied in both healthy individuals and those with neurological
injury is the Hoffman (H-) reflex. It is well known that the soleus
H-reflex is highly modulated during dynamic tasks, such as
walking, whereby reflex magnitudes will change in accordance
with specific phases of gait [2]. Given the importance of an intact
neurological system for proper reflexes, it is not surprising that
there are deficits in task-dependent modulation of the soleus Hreflex for individuals with neurological injury, with many patient
populations displaying exaggerated reflex responses [3-5], which
likely relates to deficits in motor function.
Increased task complexity has been shown to reduce H-reflex
excitability [6]. Recently, we developed an exoskeleton device
that is able to provide resistance to plantar flexion during walking
that is proportional to a user’s real-time, estimated ankle moment.
Walking with resistance necessitates increased neuromuscular
engagement [7], increasing the complexity of this task. The goal
of this study was to determine if walking with resistance could
alter H-reflex modulation in healthy adults, which may have
significant implications for improving function in those with
neurological conditions.
Methods
Ten healthy adults with no known neurological conditions
were recruited for participation in this study. Stimulating
electrodes (Ag-AgCl) were placed in the popliteal fossa of the
dominant leg for an effective stimulation of the posterior tibial
nerve. Wireless surface EMG sensors were placed over the soleus
for recording reflex responses. Standing H-reflex and M-wave
curves were collected for each participant through delivery of 1ms, square wave pulses at increasingly higher stimulation levels
until a maximal motor response (Mmax) was achieved (Fig. 1A).
Each participant was outfitted with an untethered, batterypowered ankle exoskeleton device that could deliver plantar
flexion resistance while walking, the details of which can be
found in [7]. Soleus H-reflexes were then measured during the
stance phase of gait under two conditions while walking at 1.25
m/s: 1) wearing the device with no delivery of plantar flexion
resistance (i.e., baseline condition), and 2) wearing the device
with delivery of plantar flexion resistance (i.e., resistance
condition). During the resistance condition, participants walked
at a resistance level of 0.15 Nm/kg, which represents the level of
resistance delivered during a user’s peak estimated plantar flexor
moment. Prior to H-reflex measurements, participants were given
15 minutes to acclimate to the resistance condition.
To account for the movement of stimulating electrodes on the
skin relative to the underlying nerve while walking, the M-wave
was monitored, and only those stimulations that resulted in an Mwave of 25 ± 10% of Mmax were accepted. Ten reflex responses

meeting this criteria were collected for each condition. H-reflex
amplitudes were measured as the peak-to-peak amplitude of the
raw EMG signal. To reduce inter-subject variability, mean
amplitudes of each phase were normalized to Mmax (Fig. 1C).
Results and Discussion

Figure 1: Representative standing (A) and stance phase (B) reflex
responses; C) Group-level changes in normalized stance phase H-reflex.

Responses to plantar flexion resistance varied, with the
majority (6/10) of participants displaying a decrease in stance
phase H-reflex amplitude (Figs. 1B,C). While this suggests the
ability of this novel device to alter H-reflex modulation, more
work is necessary to determine why some participants responded
differently than others. One potential explanation is the level of
engagement with resistance, which may not have been uniform
due to the short-term exposure and lack of acclimation to this
condition. Future work will repeat these measurements after
users have had ample time to acclimate to the device.
Significance
Modulation of one’s reflexes during a functional task is
essential for effective coordination of the nervous system. If a
device could train the nervous system to better modulate one’s
reflexes within the functional task of walking, it could have
significant implications for patient populations who lack
appropriate modulation and have subsequent deficits in function.
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Introduction
The association between musculoskeletal (MSK) injuries and the
neuromuscular system has gained attention, highlighted by a
two-fold greater risk of MSK injuries in athletes after concussion
compared with non-concussed teammates.[1] While the precise
relationship between MSK injuries and concussions remains
unknown, reactive postural responses hold promise for predicting
MSK injuries in general. [2] These responses consist of short-,
medium-, and long-latency components from spinal, brainstem,
and cortical networks. [3] Delayed or imprecise responses may
indicate an inability to prime motor patterns, integrate sensory
information, and respond to disturbances. However, quantifying
reactive postural responses often requires instrumentation
common to biomechanics laboratories, but prohibitive in athletic
training clinic settings.
Our objective was to quantify reactive postural responses in
an athletic training clinic setting using inertial measurement units
(IMUs), and to characterize associations between reactive
postural responses and prospective MSK injuries in collegiate
athletes. We hypothesized that impaired postural responses
would be associated with a shorter time to MSK injury. [2]
Methods
Reactive postural responses were assessed in 182 collegiate
athletes (54 % female) at the beginning of their 2019-2020
athletic season. All athletes provided informed written consent
and protocols were approved by the IRB. Each athlete completed
a modified version of the instrumented Push and Release (P&R)
in forward, backward, left, and right directions [2]. Participants
closed their eyes when in the final supported position, but could
open their eyes upon release. Participants completed the P&R
without (ST) and with (DT) a cognitive dual-task.
Step latency, step length, and time to stability were
determined from acceleration and angular velocity data sampled
at 128 Hz by IMUs (Opal, APDM Inc.) placed on the feet and
lumbar spine of the participant. (Fig. 1). [2]

One IMU was also placed on the administrator’s hand to
determine the time of release. The four lean directions were
consolidated using the median step length, median time to
stability and maximum step latency.
Acute MSK injuries of the lower extremities, pelvis, lumbar
spine, or abdomen were prospectively recorded. Cox
proportional hazards models were constructed to determine if
each reactive step outcome was associated with faster times to
injury from the date of first team activity. Time to stability was
the primary outcome [2]. Models were adjusted for previous
MSK injury in the past two years, history of concussion, age,
gender, and contact/non-contact sport. The follow-up period
spanned the first official team activity to March 14, 2020, when
athletic activities were halted due to COVID-19.
Results and Discussion
Forty-four athletes (24%) suffered a MSK injury over an average
follow-up of 199 days. A 250 ms increase in DT time to stability
was associated with a 37% increased risk of MSK injury (p =
0.023). There were also notable, but non-significant, associations
between slower ST but faster DT step latencies with MSK
injuries (Table 1).
The results support the notion that the ability to rapidly
integrate sensory information and execute a precise response,
particularly under cognitive loads, is critical to minimizing injury
risk. [4] Further, these results confirm the clinical importance of
longer stabilization times during the DT P&R. Future research in
at-risk populations (e.g., concussed athletes) is warranted.
Table 1: Adjusted hazard ratios (HR) and confidence intervals (CI).
Outcome
HR
95% CI
Time to Stability
ST
1.29
(0.94, 1.78)
(per 250 ms)
DT
1.37
(1.05, 1.79)
Step Latency
ST
1.06
(0.99, 1.13)
(per 100 ms)
DT
0.96
(0.91, 1.02)
Step Length
ST
1.01
(0.99, 1.01)
(per 25 cm)
DT
1.01
(0.99, 1.02)

Significance
A clinically-attainable, objective measure of reactive postural
response predicts future MSK injuries in collegiate athletes.
Reactive recovery of balance, particularly under DT conditions,
should be considered in assessments of MSK injury risk and as a
potential rehabilitation target.
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Introduction
During dynamic athletic activities, the human body continuously
reacts to and accommodates external loads which can be
increased during actions such as landing from a higher jump or
running at a faster velocity. From the physics perspective, an
object typically increases its reaction, such as deformation in
response to the increased external load linearly. However, the
human body does not show this linear relationship due to actively
manipulating the response. Researchers [1,2] have classified 5
landing strategies for impact accommodation in response to
manipulating landing height or adding additional mass. These
strategies identify the loading phase of simple tasks (i.e., drop
landings) related to injury risk factors. However, the effect of
changes in landing strategies on the performance of the
subsequent task (i.e. jumping) has not been examined despite the
possibility of altered lower-extremity contribution to the
performance of the task. Thus, the purpose of this study was to
examine the changes in landing strategies in response to the
increased landing height and its effect on the subsequent jump
performance.
Methods
A total of 30 healthy and active college students participated in
this study (15 males: age = 25.8 ± 6.6 yrs, ht = 1.82 ± 0.04 m,
mass = 82.4 ± 12.1 kg; 15 females: age = 25.2 ± 9.2 yrs, ht = 1.71
± 0.09 m, mass = 64.5 ± 11.2 kg). Participants were instructed to
perform 15 trials of drop jumps from each 30 and 60 cm box
positioned at he di a ce f a half f a ici a
heigh away
from the force platforms. The jumps were captured by 3D motion
capture system (250 Hz) synchronized with two embedded force
platforms (1000 Hz). The initial contact time (IC) was
determined by the moment of vertical GRF (vGRF) exceeding 20
N, and the end of eccentric phase was identified when the center
of mass (COM) located at the lowest position. The resultant
velocity of COM right before IC was used to calculate the kinetic
energy (K) of each jump. The resultant work (W) of COM was
identified by the area under the GRF-COM displacement curve
from IC to lowest COM position. The K-W ratio was calculated
to indicate how drop jumps from two box heights have different
landing strategies from each other based on the work-energy
theorem. The impact force (IF) was obtained by the averaged
vGRF during the eccentric phase. The lower extremity joint
stiffnesses were calculated for each subdivided eccentric phase,
the loading and absorption phase by the first peak of vGRF, using
the 2nd order polynomial regression model [3]. Multiple paired ttests were performed to identify changes in landing mechanics
and jump performance by the box height. The significance level
was set at .05. To indicate the magnitude of differences, C he
d effect size (ES) was also reported.

Figure 1: Changes in lower extremity joint stiffness during loading and
absorption phases in response to the increased drop jump height.
Numbers i dica e he C he
d. * indicates significant differences
between drop jumps from 30 cm and 60 cm boxes (p <.05).

Results and Discussion
Although the drop jump W-K ratio was significantly reduced by
increasing the box height, no change was observed in the
subsequent jump height (Table 1). Both factors that affect Work,
IF a d COM, e e al
ig ifica l increased in 60 cm box.
Interestingly, while participants manipulated their landing
strategies by increasing ΔCOM in response to the increased IF,
the knee and ankle joint stiffness during the loading phase were
significantly increased whereas the hip joint stiffness was
significantly reduced. Also, both knee and ankle joint stiffness
were significantly decreased during the absorption phase (Figure
1). It can be considered that the distal joints (i.e., knee and ankle)
contribute more to accommodate the increased impact force
during the landing phase and the same jump height may be
attributed to strain energy lost by decreased stiffness in the distal
joint during the absorption phase.
Significance
This study provides a better understanding of how the body
manipulates landing strategies to accommodate the external load
when the stressor increases, as well as how joint stiffness
contributes to the changes in the strategies when the landing was
combined with other activities. Also, it will aid to outline the
training protocol to enhance the subsequent jump performance by
understanding the effects of altered landing strategy on the jump
performance.
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Table 1: mean ± SD of kinetic variables, vertical displacement of COM, and jump heights of drop jump from each 30 and 60 cm box.
30 cm
60 cm
ES
*

W-K ratio*
1.735 ± 0.321
1.583 ± 0.209
0.557

K (J)*
256.2 ± 60.7
412.3 ± 87.4
-1.955

W (J)*
457.9 ± 131.7
650.1 ± 152.8
-1.348

indicates significant differences between box heights (p < .001).

IF (N/kg)*
20.1 ± 3.3
22.7 ± 3.7
-0.746

ΔCOM (m)*
0.353 ± 0.104
0.417 ± 0.101
-0.628

Jump Height (m)
0.270 ± 0.093
0.270 ± 0.093
-0.001
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Introduction
The advent of road racing shoes with an embedded carbon fiber
plate, novel midsole material, and maximally designed stack
height has led to significant improvements in long-distance
racing performances over the past five years, including breaking
the 2-hour marathon barrier. Early research has suggested these
performance improvements may be related to a reduced energetic
cost of running [1], due in-part to changes in running
biomechanics at the foot and ankle, specifically in positive and
negative joint work [2].
While many shoes now exist in this category, the Nike
ZoomX Vaporfly line of shoes remains the most popular and
widely studied. However, studies to date have either looked at a
Nike prototype or the Nike 4%, with no published data on the
more recently released Nike NEXT%. Therefore, the purpose of
this study was to compare mechanical work at the foot, ankle and
foot-ankle system between the Nike NEXT% and a common
minimal shoe. It was hypothesized that the NEXT% would
reduce foot-ankle negative work and increase positive work
during stance, without any changes in the active peak of the
vertical ground reaction force or running speed.
Methods
Twenty-one reflective markers and six marker clusters were
placed on twelve healthy competitive distance runners (age: 21.0
± 2.5 yrs; height: 174.8 ± 10.9 cm; mass: 62.2 ± 7.4 kg) who ran
overground in the lab at their marathon pace wearing the a) Nike
Vaporfly NEXT% (NP) and b) New Balance Minimus (NB)
shoes in random order. Five successful running trials for each
shoe were collected at 100 Hz with a 16-camera 3D motion
capture system (Vicon Motion Systems, Oxford UK). Two force
plates collected ground reaction forces at 1000 Hz (Kistler
Instrument Corp., Novi, MI).
Kinematics and kinetics (previously reported at ASB
2020) were calculated using Visual3D software (C-Motion,
Germantown, MD). Distal foot segment power (𝑃
) was
calculated based on the unified deformable (UD) model [3].
Ankle joint power (𝑃
) was calculated as the sum of ankle
linear and angular power profiles [3]. Foot-ankle system total
power (𝑃
) was calculated as the sum of 𝑃
and
𝑃
[3]. Negative and positive work for the foot (𝑊 ), ankle
(𝑊
), and foot-ankle system (𝑊
) were calculated
from positive and negative 𝑃
, 𝑃
, and 𝑃
integrated over time, respectively [3]. Average running speed and
the overall peak vertical ground reaction force (vGRF) were also
calculated. All outcome variables were compared using paired ttests with the alpha-level set to 0.05.
Results and Discussion
Positive and negative ankle joint work were significantly lower
in the NP shoe (𝑊
, p < 0.001; 𝑊
, p = 0.012). However,
positive and negative foot segment work were significantly
higher in the NP shoe (𝑊 , p < 0.001; 𝑊 , p = 0.006). Footankle system positive and negative work were not significantly

different between the shoes (Fig. 1). No significant differences
were found between shoes for the average running speed and the
active peak of the vGRF (p > 0.05).

Figure 1: Group average (n = 12) stance phase foot segment,
ankle joint and foot-ankle system positive work (above) and
negative work (below) between the two shoes (NB & NP).
Significance
While previous research has also reported reduced positive and
negative ankle joint work in carbon-fiber plate racing shoes [2],
this study suggests that positive and negative work of the footankle system may not be different between shoes. This supports
the conservation of energy hypothesis [3]: when footwear insole
mechanical properties change, ankle positive work will
compensate for the reduced foot mechanical work to maintain a
relatively consistent overall foot-ankle system work output. This
study did not investigate MTP joint work, which may contribute
to the perceived metabolic savings in the NP shoe [2] and should
be included in future research.
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Introduction
Articular cartilage explants typically fail in fatigue testing
after a number of loading cycles relevant to the human lifespan
(Weightman et al., 1978), motivating a causal role for mechanical
loading in the development and progression of osteoarthritis.
Explant testing lacks the important element of biology in
osteoarthritis, but prospective studies on human subjects suggest
in vivo joint loading is a major factor in knee osteoarthritis
disease progression. Miyazaki et al. (2002) was the first to
distinguish between progressive vs. non-progressive severity of
medial knee osteoarthritis using the peak knee adduction moment
(KAM), which correlates well with medial joint loading during
the early stance phase of gait (Kutzner et al., 2013). However,
only one of the three prospective studies over the next decade
replicated this finding. A meta-analysis of these four studies
concluded there is limited, low-quality evidence supporting a
causal link between medial knee joint loading and structural
progression of medial knee osteoarthritis (Henriksen et al., 2014).
The review by Henriksen et al. (2014) preceded numerous
prospective studies on baseline knee mechanics during walking
and medial knee osteoarthritis. Therefore, the purpose of this
study was to provide an update on the relationship between peak
KAM at baseline and the initiation or progression of medial knee
osteoarthritis. Most recent studies have had positive effects, so a
positive meta-effect was anticipated.
Methods
Google Scholar was searched for “knee adduction moment
osteoarthritis” and results were reviewed manually by the author
to locate studies on the peak KAM at baseline and the initiation
or progression of medial knee osteoarthritis over a follow-up
period. The same review was performed on studies citing
Miyazaki et al. (2002). Studies were included if Cohen’s d effect
size and its 95% confidence interval could be determined.
Correlation coefficients and odds ratios were converted to effect
sizes using standard methods (Borenstein et al., 2009).
Studies were classified as “initiation” studies if the
participants had no diagnosis of knee osteoarthritis at baseline,
and as “progression” studies otherwise. Meta-analytic effect
sizes were calculated as the weighted average of the effect sizes
in the different studies, weighted by the inverse of their variance
and assuming the random-effects model, which allows that the
population-level effects of the studies may have different means.
Results and Discussion
Twenty studies were located: 17 publications, two conference
abstracts, and one dissertation. The total sample size was 1,336.
Six were classified as initiation and 14 as progression. The metaeffect for all studies was 0.57 (Fig. 1). Confidence intervals on
meta-effects were [0.31, 0.83] for all studies, [0.27, 0.88] for
progression, and [-0.01, 1.22] for initiation. Lower bounds on
confidence intervals of meta-odds ratios were 1.76 for all studies,
1.64 for progression, and 0.97 for initiation. There were 11
significant positive effects and no significant negative effects.
The results suggest peak KAM when walking is an important
risk factor for medial knee osteoarthritis progression, within the

Figure 1: Effect sizes and 95% confidence intervals for baseline peak
KAM and medial knee osteoarthritis initiation (squares) or progression
(circles). Larger symbols had more weight in the meta-effect. Positive
effects indicate KAM was prospectively damaging.

limitations of these observational studies. The result for initiation
is inconclusive. The progression effect was robust to exclusion
of the unusually large, heavy-weight effect from Miyazaki et al.
(2002). Increasing the peak medial knee load by an effect size of
0.57 increased the probability of knee osteoarthritis at age 55
from 13-36% to 25-49% in a computer model of knee contact
mechanics and cartilage damage (Miller & Krupenevich, 2020).
The studies included a wide range of demographics, followup times, and protocols such as walking speed, and different
diagnostic criteria using structural, clinical, or symptomatic
outcomes. These differences could be viewed as confounders,
but also as strengths: peak KAM appears as a consistent risk
factor for many populations and definitions of osteoarthritis.
Wellsandt et al. (2016), with the largest negative effect, is an
important exception as the only included study on post-traumatic
osteoarthritis. Load-related disease mechanisms may differ
between idiopathic and post-traumatic osteoarthritis.
Significance
High peak KAM at baseline may indicate risk for progression
of medial knee osteoarthritis for a variety of disease definitions.
Prospective studies on gait mechanics and knee osteoarthritis
initiation or progression should report peak KAM data. Effect
sizes well above ~0.5 appear to be meaningful.
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Introduction
Nonlinear analysis of the gait cycle provides valuable feedback
regarding its adaptability to changing conditions. Fractal
patterns have been identified in both walking and running stride
intervals. Speed appears to play a critical role in the strength of
these patterns in walking, however, there is an ongoing debate
in terms of what these patterns represent in running. Some
authors have reported that speeds above and below preferred
running speeds lead to more fractal-like patterns1,2 while others
have shown a breakdown of these patterns toward randomness
as speed increases,3 or no changes at all.4,5 Furthermore, fatigue
appears to influence fractal-patterns where experienced runners
show lower fractal-patterns in their stride-to-stride
fluctuations,4,6 but in the presence of fatigue they exhibit more
fractal-like patterns compared to unexperienced runners.7 In
practice, running performance is often determined via
physiological data rather than the metabolic demand of a selfpreferred speed. Therefore, the purpose of the current study is
to investigate how running at physiologically defined speeds
alters stride-to-stride fluctuations. We hypothesize that fractal
scaling within stride-to-stride fluctuations will remain unaltered
during different submaximal running intensities.
Methods
Thirteen male subjects participated in this study. Participants
completed an incremental test to exhaustion to determine
maximal oxygen uptake (VO2max), maximal aerobic speed
(MAS), and the first ventilatory threshold (VT1). These values
were used to determine running intensity for the experimental
session. In the experimental trials, participants ran in a
moderate-intensity domain (80% of VT1) and a heavy intensity
domain (20 % (VT1 + 0.20 [MAS - VT1])) with a 45minute rest period between trials. A miniaturized triaxial
accelerometer (Bioplux, Plux, Portugal), placed at the external
malleoli, was used to determine gait events. Metabolic data was
calculated as the mean value from the last minute of VO2 and
ventilation (VE) data for each condition. A custom MATLAB
code was used to determine inter-stride intervals (ISI).
Detrended fluctuation analysis (DFA) was used to determine
the fractal-scaling e ponent ( ) for the ISI time series.
Statistical analyses were performed using R (R Core Team;
Vienna, Austria) with the level of significance set a priori to
0.05. To study concomitant changes between conditions,
repeated measures analysis of variance was used to determine
if differences e isted in participants mean values across
conditions.
Results and Discussion
Participants exhibited higher VO2 during the heavy intensity
domain (42.26 ± 2.46 mL/kg/min) than the moderate-intensity
domain (31.26 ± 2.20 mL/kg/min, p<0.001). Participants also
exhibited higher VE during the heavy intensity (76.40 ± 12.18
L/min) than the moderate intensity (50.91 ± 7.82 L/min,
p<0.001). No significant difference was found for ISI (0.90 ±
0.12 and 0.91 ± 0.14) for moderate and heavy intensities,

respectively - Figure 1). These results indicate despite different
physiological demands, running stride-to-stride fluctuations
present fractal properties that remained unchanged between
running intensities.
Figure 1: Violin plots generated for data distribution of ISI for each
intensity: Moderate (green) and High (orange). It represents the
boxplots with interquartile range and the distribution of the data.

Significance
The results from this study support our hypothesis that fractal
scaling within stride-to-stride fluctuations would remain
unaltered during different submaximal running intensities. The
present study s findings suggest the regulation of stride-tostride fluctuations is independent of physiological stress during
running. It suggests a higher level of flexibility of the locomotor
system by presenting fractal-patterns at different physiological
intensities, determined here by different treadmill speeds. We
strongly believe our contradictory findings compared to others
showing the effect of running speed on the fractal properties of
running are mostly explained by our methodological approach.
The treadmill speeds differed between participants considering
individual and objective measures of physiological profiles,
compared to the typically subjective approach using the selfselected speed method.
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Introduction
Fifty-two to eighty-nine percent of persons with lower limb loss
(LL) report experiencing persistent, bothersome low back pain
[1,2]. While it is difficult to isolate risk factors for the
onset/recurrence of
back pain, particularly among persons
with LL [3], compensational movement strategies likely play a
more substantial role in this population. Specifically, persons
with versus without LL demonstrate larger and asymmetric
trunk-pelvic motions [4] associated with elevated spinal loads [5];
these altered movement and loading patterns are influenced by
level of LL and walking speed, but the specific influences of
rosthes s
remain unclear.
Ankle-foot prostheses are often broadly sorted into three
categories: non-articulating Energy Storing and Returning
(ESR), articulating ESR (ART), and articulating powered
(POW). Compared to ESR feet, the biomimicry of POW and
ART feet improve lower-body biomechanical outcomes [6];
however, there is still a knowledge gap in terms of the residual
effects on trunk mechanics. The aim of this analysis was therefore
to compare trunk movement patterns during over-ground walking
amongst persons with unilateral transtibial LL wearing three
different ankle-foot prostheses (ESR, ART, and POW). We
hypothesized that, compared to ESR prostheses, ART and POW
prostheses would be associated with reduced sagittal lean, lateral
trunk range of motion (ROM), and peak lateral flexion on the
affected side. An auxiliary aim was to evaluate the influences of
walking speed on trunk motion across these three foot types.
Methods
Seventeen persons (15 M/2 F) with unilateral transtibial LL were
recruited to participate; six of which were classified as K3, eleven
as K4, on the Medicare Functional Classification Level, as
determined by the Amputee Mobility Predictor. Participants were
randomly assigned an ART and POW foot, and utilized their
personal ESR foot (or were prescribed one by a study prosthetist).
In a random order, participants sequentially wore each foot for
one week prior to biomechanical testing, consisting of walking at
three forced speeds (1.0, 1.3, and 1.5 m/s). Trunk kinematics
were collected (120Hz) using an optical motion capture system
(Qualisys), and trunk segment angles were calculated using
Visual3D (C-Motion) relative to the lab coordinate system with
a Cardan sequence of X-Y-Z. K3 and K4 data were analyzed
separately with a two-way (or three-way; for lateral flexion
peaks) repeated measures ANOVA using R (p<0.05).
Results and Discussion
Anterior sagittal lean was greater at increasing speeds for K3
(p<0.01); sagittal ROM was greater at 1.5m/s compared to both
1.3m/s (p=0.01) and 1.0m/s (p<0.01). Walking speed did not
affect sagittal lean or ROM for K4. Speed did not affect peak
trunk lateral flexion in prosthetic or intact stance (Figure 1) for
K3, but these peaks were greater with increasing speed for K4
(all p<0.01). For K3, sagittal ROM was greater in POW than
ART (p<0.01) and ESR (p=0.02); however, foot type had no
effect for K4. Foot type did not affect sagittal lean or lateral
flexion for either K3 or K4. Peak lateral flexion was greater in

prosthetic stance for both K3 ( =5.9°, p<0.01) and K4 ( =2.9°,
p<0.01).
The results did not support the hypothesis that POW and/or
ART prostheses would reduce trunk motions. Amongst K3,
sagittal ROM increased with the use of the POW prosthesis.
Apart from influences of walking speed, trunk motions amongst
K4 were similar across all three feet. These results reinforce that
walking speed generally influences trunk mechanics, even for
highly functional persons with LL. However, while prosthetic
ankle-foot type clearly influences overall gait outcomes [6], the
effects on overall trunk motion are not as readily apparent.

Figure 1: Box plots of peak trunk lateral flexion angles during intact and
prosthetic limb stance, by walking speed, for K3 and K4 participants. Positive
values indicate flexion in the direction of the denoted limb.

Significance
The lack of discernible differences in trunk motions across feet
might suggest the need for advanced analyses examining internal
joint contributions which may offset each other holistically (e.g.,
induced acceleration analyses). Although we distinguished three
categories of device type, a wide variety of devices were
ultimately used; further subcategorization may identify specific
devices or features which influence trunk motion and,
subsequently, risk for low back pain. Furthermore, the wide range
of functional level of these cohorts illustrates that presumed
effects may not be generalizable to the entire LL population (i.e.,
specific to persons below a K3 level).
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Introduction
Increased exposure to vibration can result in neurological,
vascular, and musculoskeletal impairments. These symptoms
commonly include carpal tunnel syndrome and Raynaud’s
phenomenon [1]. To reduce these risks, occupational health
standards have been implemented to limit exposure levels. HandArm Vibration (HAV) has been well characterized in occupations
involving frequent exposure to vibrations using handheld
equipment. Both the exposure action value (EAV) and exposure
limit value (ELV) establish vibration exposure limits that require
the worker to monitor vibration and ultimately stop equipment
usage if the limit is exceeded over an 8-hour workday.
During spine surgery, surgeons are exposed to vibrations from
surgical drills. The prevalence of carpal tunnel syndrome in
surgeons is significantly higher than in the general population,
indicating that the vibration exposure may exceed safe limits.
However, the vibration exposure in this occupation has not been
characterized. Therefore, the purpose of this study is to quantify
human exposure to hand-arm vibration from a surgical drill
during a common spine procedure and determine if this exposure
exceeds occupational health standard limits.
Methods
Five neurosurgery residents were evaluated. Each subject
performed three 30 second lumbar hemilaminectomies on fresh
frozen cadaver torso specimens using a standard surgical drill
(Midas Rex Electric High-Speed Drill, Medtronic, Minneapolis,
MN). Vibration measurements were acquired using a tri-axial
piezoelectric accelerometer (Type 8766A, Kistler, Novi, MI)
affixed to the surgical drill in accordance with ISO 5349-2 [2].
The placement of the accelerometer did not interfere with the
surgeon’s grip. The accelerometer was attached to a charge
amplifier (Type 5165A, Kistler, Novi, MI), and the data was
acquired continuously at 1000 Hz (NI-USB-6225, National
Instruments, Austin Texas).
The root mean square (rms) frequency-weighted acceleration
values were calculated for the x, y, and z axes in accordance with
ISO 5349-1 [4]. The daily vibration exposure for the three drills,
expressed in terms of an 8-hour energy equivalent frequencyweighted vibration total value (A(8)), was also calculated. Based
on the A(8) value, the time to reach 2.5 m/s2 A(8) (EAV) and 5
m/s2 A(8) (ELV) were determined.

Results and Discussion
The time to reach the EAV and ELV values while using a surgical
drill varied between subjects, with the shortest times being 5.4
min and 21.8 min, respectively (Table 1). Four of the five
subjects had similar EAV and ELV values (mean ± std dev,
6.7±1.7 min and 26.7 ± 6.8 min, respectively). Subject 2 had the
highest EAV and ELV values (13.0±1.3 min and 52.0±5.2 min
respectively), indicating a differing drilling technique. These
ELV values are comparable to a study of orthopedic surgeons
using a sagittal saw, where surgeons reached ELV limits at 23
minutes [4].
The EAV and ELV values are established by the Control of
Vibration at Work Regulations and represent the maximum
amount of time a surgeon should be exposed at the measured
vibration level. This includes the combined exposure throughout
the day. With the EAV value being as low as 5 minutes and
equipment termination being reached in 21 minutes, a surgeon
may reach the EAV limit within a single surgery. Because of
this, drill usage times become critical. While elimination of these
tools is not possible, other strategies to reduce exposure should
be explored including grip technique and vibration dampening
materials on the drill handle. Further investigation is needed to
determine the total vibration exposure over a day, specifically in
surgeons who perform multiple surgeries within a single
workday.
Significance
This study quantifies the hand-arm vibration in surgeons
using a surgical drill commonly used during spine procedures.
The results demonstrate that a common surgical drill transmits
hand-arm vibration levels approaching the EAV and ELV over
short periods of use. Quantifying vibration exposure in surgeons
will enable protective measures to be implemented which should
reduce the high prevalence of carpal tunnel syndrome.
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Table 1: Vibration measurements over three 30 second trials while performing lumbar hemilaminectomies

1

Weighted RMS
Value (m/s2)
22.9±1.1

1.1

EAV >2.5 m/s2
(min)
5.7±0.6

2

15.2±0.8

0.7

13.0±1.3

52.0±5.2

3

21.3±1.9

1.0

6.7±1.2

26.7±4.5

4

23.9±3.6

1.1

5.4±1.5

21.8±5.8

5

18.6±1.5

0.9

8.8±1.3

35.3±5.4

Subject

Values are expressed as Mean±SD.

A(8) value
(m/s2)

ELV >5 m/s2
(min)
22.3±2.1
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Introduction
Rotator cuff tears (RCT) are common in older adults, negatively
affecting mobility and function1. RCT severity ranges from a
partial thickness supraspinatus tear to a massive 3-tendon tear
including the supraspinatus, infraspinatus, and subscapularis.
Results of simulation-based studies have shown that with
increased RCT severity glenohumeral joint contact force (JCF) is
relatively consistent for static tasks, but changes with posture 2.
These outcomes suggest that dynamic tasks may require postures
that alter glenohumeral JCF in ways that could lead to
development of secondary injuries. Our objective was to
determine how glenohumeral JCF magnitude and orientation
change with increased RCT severity during dynamic task
performance to identify tasks and tear severities that may place
an individual at increased risk of secondary injury.
Methods
A computational model of the upper limb3 was developed in
OpenSim (v.3.3)4, representing mean muscle force-generating
characteristics of healthy older adult males5. Eight different
models, representing increasing RCT severity, were developed
by systematically reducing peak isometric forces of
supraspinatus, infraspinatus, and subscapularis muscle actuators.
Kinematics for functional upper extremity tasks, including
forward reach, functional pull, axilla wash, and upward reach to
90° and 105° humeral elevation, were measured from 9 older
adults with RCT and 9 healthy age-, sex-matched controls in a
prior study6, with notable differences between groups.
Computational simulations were performed with each RCT
severity model and task kinematics (n=144 simulations per task)
using Computed Muscle Control7 and Joint Force Analysis tools
in OpenSim. Magnitude and orientation of peak glenohumeral
JCF was determined using a custom Matlab (The MathWorks,
Natick, MA) program and compared across tear severity and task
using two-way ANOVA with Tukey post hoc tests in SAS (v9.4,
SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, NC, USA), with significance at p<0.05.
Results and Discussion
Projecting the resultant peak JCF vector onto the glenoid fossa
revealed that the JCF was oriented more superiorly with greater
RCT severity (Fig. 1), but the force remained within the glenoid
rim for all tear severities and motions. The peak glenohumeral
JCF magnitude decreased for all motions as tear severity
progressed. The JCF plateaued for tears involving 3 tendons,
which was a trend observed across all tasks, despite the difference
in postures used in each task. Although RCT and control groups
had different task kinematics, no differences between groups
were
observed
for
JCF
magnitude.
Figure 1: Joint contact force (JCF)
vector across increasing tear severity
for forward reach task projected onto
the glenoid fossa. Arrow indicates
trend of JCF location change with
increased tear severity.

Main effects of tear severity and task were observed. JCF
magnitudes across tear severity were not different for upward
reach 105° (Fig. 2), although the task was different compared to
all other tasks (p<0.05). On average, JCF magnitude decreased

Figure 2: Percent change of peak glenohumeral JCF magnitude
from no RCT for increasing RCT severity for axilla wash and
upward reach 105° tasks. p<0.05 is indicated by: § for comparison
with no RCT model; * for comparison with S50 model; † for
comparison with S0 model; ! for comparison with IS75 model.

by 13.6% for the greatest tear severity versus no RCT. Within
tasks, predicted JCF decreased by an average 22.5% (all p<0.05)
for the greatest tear severity compared to no RCT for forward
reach, functional pull, axilla wash (Fig. 2), and upward reach 90°.
There was a significant JCF decrease in the most severe tear
severity compared to partial (S50; 19.8% (p<0.05)) and full (S0;
18.5% (p<0.05)) supraspinatus tendon tears for forward reach,
axilla wash, and upward reach 90°. The decreased JCF magnitude
and superior trend of JCF orientation are consistent with
expectations, as fewer intact muscles contribute to overall force
distribution across the joint, enabling superiorly oriented
resultant forces that suggest increased risk for secondary injury.
Significance
At the greatest tear severity, JCF is significantly decreased
compared to the no RCT model, and partial and full supraspinatus
tendon tear models. Differences in peak JCF between upward
reach 105° and other tasks could be due to uninvolved shoulder
muscle compensation. Dynamic tasks using different postures
and increased RCT severity affected JCF. The JCF changes
identified here are consistent with clinical studies of increased
secondary injury risk,8 highlighting the need for balanced force
distribution across the joint. Ongoing work explores associated
muscle compensation strategies with increased RCT severity.
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Introduction
Following anterior cruciate ligament injury and
reconstruction (ACLR), individuals present with substantial
quadriceps dysfunction [1]. Quadriceps dysfunction has
primarily been quantified by examining the maximal torque
output of the quadriceps muscle.
This allows for an
understanding of the magnitude of force the quadriceps can
produce but does not provide information about the quality of the
muscle contraction. The ability to produce precise and controlled
muscle contractions is important for smooth, fluid movements
during physical activity and thus should be considered an
important component of quadriceps function after ACLR.
One way to assess the quality of a muscle contraction is to
examine torque complexity. Torque complexity establishes the
predictability of the torque signal between successive data points
by quantifying the variability of the torque signal during a
contraction. Torque complexity is thought to affect overall
coordination and motor task performance [2] and thus it is
important to understand if it is affected after ACLR. Therefore,
the purpose of this study was to determine if patients who
undergo ACLR have altered torque complexity. We hypothesized
that those with ACLR will demonstrate increased torque
complexity in the involved limb compared to the uninvolved
limb, and that torque complexity will not return to pre-surgical
levels by the time of return to activity.
Methods
A total of 34 individuals (19F, 15M, Age=16.5±2.6yrs;
Mass=75.4±18.5kgs) scheduled to undergo ACLR were recruited
for this study. Individuals completed quadriceps strength testing
at three time points, prior to surgery (PRE), five months postsurgery (MID; 5.0±0.5 months), and at time of return to activity
(RTA; 9.4±1.7months).
Bilateral maximal isometric quadriceps torque was sampled
at 2000 Hz with the individual seated in an isokinetic
dynamometer with their knee flexed to 90 . Individuals were
instructed to perform 3 maximal effort isometric contractions,
lasting approximately 5 seconds each. The maximum voluntary
isometric contraction trial with the largest peak was used for
sample entropy calculations. Sample entropy was calculated as
SampEn(m, r, N)=-ln(A/B). Where, m (set to 2 for clinical data)
is the number of data points in which the distance between data
points was compared to fit within r, which is the similarity
criterion, set to 0.2 times the standard deviation, N is the total
window of data, in our case 4000 data points of the isometric
torque plateau, A represents the number of sequential data points
(m+1) that fall within r, and B is the number of sequential data
points (m) that fall within r [3]. A time series with similar
distances between data points indicates predictability and results
in lower sample entropy values, while large differences between
data points indicate complexity, resulting in greater entropy
values. A two-way repeated measures ANOVA was used to
determine differences between limbs and times in peak
quadriceps torque and quadriceps torque complexity. Univariate
F tests and Bonferroni multiple comparison procedures were used

post hoc in the case of significant interactions. Significance was
set a priori at p < 0.05.
Results and Discussion
A limb x time interaction was found for quadriceps peak
torque (p<0.001; Fig. 1) and torque complexity (p<0.001; Fig. 1).
Peak quadriceps torque was lower in the involved limb when
compared to the uninvolved limb at every time point (p<0.001).
Further, quadriceps torque of the involved limb was lower at MID
compared to PRE (p=0.023) and RTA (p=0.041), with no
differences between PRE and RTA (p=0.865). In regard to
torque complexity, entropy values were higher in the involved
limb compared to the uninvolved limb at MID (p<0.001) and
RTA (p<0.001), indicating greater complexity. Additionally, the
involved limb demonstrated an increase in torque complexity
following surgery from PRE to MID (p=0.023), but not PRE to
RTA (p=0.169) or MID to RTA (p=0.541). The uninvolved limb
had significantly less complexity from PRE to RTA (p=0.003),
but no differences between PRE and MID (p=0.085), or MID and
RTA (p=1.000).

Figure 1: Mean and 95% confidence intervals of maximal isometric
quadriceps strength and torque complexity between limbs, and time
points before and following ACLR.

Increases in torque complexity in the involved limb after
ACLR could be attributed to altered corticospinal control
resulting in inefficiencies in the coordination of quadriceps
contractions. The decreased complexity that manifests in the
uninvolved limb may occur to compensate for the impaired
quadriceps function in the ACLR limb.
Significance
The increased torque complexity in the ACLR limb may
promote uncoordinated quadriceps contractions thereby altering
biomechanics during movement. These effects could have
devastating outcomes, such as increased risk for secondary injury
and the development of post-traumatic osteoarthritis.
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Introduction
In vivo imaging studies demonstrate that age-related
increases in series elastic tendon stiffness associate with
reduced walking performance in older adults.1 Using
musculoskeletal models, we2 and others1,3 revealed that the
potential mechanism underlying this association is that
decreased tendon stiffness elicits shorter muscle fiber lengths,
requiring higher activations and thus higher metabolic costs to
meet the task demands of walking. We suspect the
neuromechanical cascade elicited by decreased tendon stiffness
may contribute to higher metabolic costs during walking due to
aging, potentially coinciding with older adults’ tendencies to
walk with smaller peak propulsive forces and diminished ankle
push-off compared to young adults. However, prior studies
have only augmented Achilles’ tendon stiffness (rather than all
model tendons), and there is little experimental data to suggest
that age-related decreases in tendon stiffness are limited to
muscle-tendon units spanning the ankle. It is also unclear
whether push-off intensity mediates the effect of tendon
stiffness on walking metabolic cost. Thus, our purpose was to
quantify the effects of altered tendon stiffness on muscle
mechanics and metabolic costs in young adults walking
normally and with different magnitudes of push-off intensity
prescribed using biofeedback.
Methods
We iterated musculoskeletal simulations to estimate
individual muscle mechanics and metabolic energy costs4,5
driven by experimental data from 12 participants (age: 23.3±3.1
years; 7 female) who walked normally and using biofeedback
designed to prescribe changes in push-off intensity at a fixed
speed. We scaled a gait2392 model and used computed muscle
control with default tendon strains at max isometric force ( o:
3.3%) and repeated simulations after changing o values to 2, 4,

6, and 8% (2% = most stiff, 8% = least stiff) for all model
tendons. Statistical parametric mapping repeated measures
ANOVA tested for main effects of compliance on metabolic
cost, activation level, and muscle fiber length ( =0.01).
Results and Discussion
While we continue to iterate simulations across all targeted
push-off conditions, we present a preliminary analysis on
modifying all model tendon stiffnesses during normal walking
(Fig. 1). On average, estimated whole-body metabolic cost
increased 3-5% as tendon stiffness decreased due to higher
costs to operate the hamstrings and quadriceps during early
stance and the plantar flexors during mid-to-late stance.
Increasing tendon compliance shifted the metabolic cost of
push-off earlier in the gait cycle. At the individual muscle level,
we reveal that with decreased tendon stiffness, the
gastrocnemius activated earlier, consuming significantly more
metabolic energy during midstance but less during late stance,
compared to the model default tendon stiffness. This change in
timing seems to favor relatively isometric activity but likely
disrupts the natural catapult action of plantar flexor muscletendon units during mid to late stance. At the ankle, changing
tendon stiffness disproportionately affected the gastrocnemius
which, given its prominent role in regulating forward
propulsion, will be a focus of our future simulations at targeted
push-off intensities.
Significance
Normal walking simulations suggest that varying tendon
stiffness fundamentally changes individual muscle mechanics
and activation dynamics during walking. These changes, in
part, sum to increase the metabolic cost of walking, even in a
young adult walking model while maintaining similar net joint
dynamics. Our future task-dependent simulations seek to reveal
the extent to which emulating age-related
reductions in ankle push-off intensity mediate
these effects of tendon stiffness on walking
metabolism.
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Figure 1. Simulated whole body metabolic cost during normal walking varies between tendon
stiffness levels during weight acceptance in early stance and during push-off in mid-to-late stance
(top left). Increased tendon compliance yields shorter plantar flexor lengths and disrupts the
natural catapult action of the medial gastrocnemius, yielding higher metabolic costs during
midstance. Shaded areas indicate significant repeated measures ANOVA result using statistical
parametric mapping.
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Introduction
Low back pain (LBP) is the most common chronic pain in the
United States.1 Impairments in trunk muscles of individuals with
LBP include decreased strength and endurance (muscle capacity)
and altered motor planning and activation patterns
(neuromuscular control).2 One aspect of neuromuscular control
that has limited investigation as an underlying mechanism of
movement impairment in individuals with LBP is voluntary
muscle force modulation. Muscle force modulation requires
sensorimotor integration and is defined as the capacity of the
neuromuscular system to generate coordinated, accurate and/or
smooth force output.3,4 The ability of the trunk musculature to
modulate force is a unique muscle performance characteristic.
Thus, the purpose of this study was to establish reliable methods
to assess sub-maximal trunk extensor force modulation. Three
protocols were assessed that progressively challenge the rate of
voluntary muscle force modulation.

protocols. The accuracy of the subjects' voluntary sub-maximal
force modulation capabilities was calculated as the root mean
square error (RMSE) between the dynamic target force and
subject generated force (Fig 2). Mean RMSE values were used to
determine the within- and between-day reliability by calculating
the ICC (Intraclass correlation coefficient) and minimal
detectable difference with a 90% confidence interval (MDD90).

Methods
Twenty-nine healthy participants were tested (15 males, mean
age of 24.5 years) using three dynamic force matching
paradigms. Participants were positioned in a modified kneeling
position with their pelvis stabilized and fitted with a harness
around their shoulders that was attached to a tension load cell
mounted in front of the participant (Fig. 1, left).
Figure 2: Examples of dynamic force matching trials and RMSE for the
three prototocls using a sine wave function at varied frequency.

Figure 1: Left: Participant set up. Right: Participant’s view of force
target (black lines) and feedback of extensor force (orange) during force
modulation protocols. Target lines moved in a submaximal force range
based on a sine wave function.

Two trials of maximum voluntary isometric force (MVF) of
back extensors were performed by extending the trunk to neutral
from a position of ≈15 degrees of trunk flexion. The participants
MVF (N) was used to calculate their submaximal dynamic target
force range (20-50% MVF). The three protocols challenged the
participant’s ability to accurately match increasing and
decreasing force targets using visual feedback (Fig. 1, right). The
dynamic target force protocols were controlled by a sine wave
function of varied frequency (number of cycles over 45 and 60 s)
at .083, .167, .222 Hz. Each protocol was performed twice and
then repeated to measure within-day reliability. Subjects
performed a second session within 7 days repeating the same

Results and Discussion
Within-day reliability across the three protocols ranged from .77
to .95 ICC(2,2) with MDD90 ranging from 4.0 to 5.9 N. Test-retest
reliability ranged from .71 to .96 ICC(3,2) with MDD90 ranging
from 3.6 to 5.7 N. The lowest ICCs were calculated for the
slowest rate of force modulation. Results indicate these protocols
demonstrate moderate to excellent within-day and between-day
reliability. An RMSE difference >3.6 to 5.7 N would need to be
observed for between-day changes in order to confidently
attribute differences in performance on these protocols to
something other than measurement error.
Significance
Moderate to excellent reliability of these dynamic force
modulation protocols indicates that they could be used in future
research. These protocols could be deployed to investigate the
role of sensorimotor integration impairments that are linked to
trunk extensor muscle dysfunction and altered control of
movement in persons with LBP.
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Introduction
Load carriage is required in military training. Heavy load carriage
can influence the kinematic and spatiotemporal parameters
during gait (Seay et al., 2014). Following a prolonged hike with
loads up to 40% of body weight, muscle activity increased
(Simpson et al. 2011) presumably as a way to aid in shock
absorption and maintain lower limb stability. Increases in muscle
activity have been shown while carrying loads up to 30% of body
weight while walking at a self-selected pace set across load
conditions, yet the effects of a self-selected pace that varies
across loads have not been widely explored (Silder et al., 2013).
There is little research exploring the effect of heavy loads, greater
than 40% bodyweight, on the muscle activity of the lower limb.
The purpose of this study was to examine the effects of heavy
load carriage, greater than 40% bodyweight, on the muscle
activity of the lower limb while walking at a self-selected pace.
Methods
16 Soldiers (8 male, 8 female) participated in this study (height:
1.7±0.13m, mass: 75.9±14.3kg). For each participant, preferred
speed on an outdoor level course was determined while wearing
25kg and 55kg vest borne loads, as well as unloaded. Speed was
measured using the SPORTident (SPORTident, Germany)
tracking system.
During motion capture, participants were instrumented with
electromyography (EMG) on the medial and lateral
gastrocnemius muscles (MG, LG), the medial and lateral
hamstrings (MH, LH), and the soleus (SOL) muscle (MotionLab
Systems, Baton Rouge, LA, USA). Participants completed 3
successful trials walking across a 15m runway for each of the
three load conditions. For each load condition, participants were
walked at their predetermined walking speed, within ±5%.
EMG data were analysed and processed in Visual 3D (CMotion Inc., Rockville, MD). Data passed through a high pass
and low pass filter followed by a moving root mean square
(RMS). Data were normalized to the maximum value from a
maximum vertical jump trial. A period of 100ms of inactivity for
each muscle per trial was used to determine the threshold for
muscle onset and offset times. A muscle was considered active
when the signal exceeded twice the standard deviation of the
inactive period. Onset was determined relative to heel strike.
Muscle activity duration was determined by subtracting muscle
onset from muscle offset. Repeated measures ANOVAs were
conducted in SPSS (p<0.05) to analyze muscle onset time,
duration, speed, and stance time.
Results and Discussion
Table 1 summarizes the results. Stance time significantly
increased as load increased. Speed significantly decreased as load
increased. No significant differences were found for muscle onset
or muscle duration time for the LG, MG, and LH. The MH
displayed later onset times relative to heel strike at 25kg and 55kg

loads compared to unloaded, contradicting results from Silder et
al 2013. This difference may be due to the freely chosen speeds
for each load in the present study.
Variable
Walk
Ruck25
Ruck55
LG Onset (s)
0.035
0.058
0.035
LG Duration (s)
0.505
0.538
0.548
MG Onset (s)
0.084
0.062
0.037
MG Duration (s)
0.509
0.513
0.544
LH Onset (s)
0.293
0.193
0.195
LH Duration (s)
0.130
0.202
0.267
SOL Onset (s)
0.078
0.094
0.062
SOL Duration (s)
0.545
0.579
0.615*
MH Onset (s)
0.200
0.217*
-0.154*
MH Duration (s)
0.228
0.197
0.199
Speed (m/s)
1.717
1.623*
1.490*^
Stance Time (s)
0.583
0.611*
0.650*^
Table 1: Mean EMG and spatiotemporal parameters for load
conditions. For load conditions: *significant difference from
walk; ^significant difference from 25kg.
The duration time of the SOL was significantly longer during
the 55kg condition compared to the unloaded walk, similar to the
results by Silder et al., who saw increased activity of the SOL
muscle with a load 30% body weight. The increase in SOL
duration with increase in load may be acting to increase the
magnitude of force needed to propel the body forward during the
late stance phase, as seen by Silder et al.
Significance
When Soldiers walked at their preferred speeds during prolonged
loaded marches, different muscle activity patterns were observed
compared to previous studies in which speed was held constant
across load conditions. Using preferred speeds for each walk and
load carriage condition may more accurately reflect how a
Soldier s body responds in a field setting.
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Introduction
Walking speed serves as a simple surrogate for human
health status and ambulatory function. The selection of walking
speed in healthy young adults is often attributed to minimizing
the metabolic cost of transport (CoT). However, declines in
walking speed due to age or disease are frequently accompanied
by smaller propulsive forces (FP) during push-off. Thus, FP is
considered a biomechanical determinant of walking speed.
However, no study to our knowledge has established empirical
cause-and-effect relations between FP, walking speed, and CoT,
even in healthy young adults. Our purpose was to: (1)
investigate if FP governs the selection of walking speed using
real-time targeted biofeedback and self-pacing treadmill
control, and (2) quantify how metabolic energy cost shapes the
relation between FP and walking speed. We ultimately aim to
better understand the time course of gait changes due to age or
disease and to inform targeted rehabilitative interventions.
Methods
Fourteen young unimpaired adults have thus far participated
(6F/8M; age: 25.0±5.3 years, typical overground walking
speed: 1.41±0.10 m/s, typical FP: 21.8±2.3 %BW). We first
determined participants’ typical overground walking speed (4
passes of 30 m). Next, participants completed five 5-minute
trials on a dual-belt instrumented treadmill at a fixed speed. We
recorded participants’ average peak FP at their typical speed as
well as at ±10% and ±20% of that speed in randomized order
(speed clamp). Participants then walked for 5 minutes each on
the same treadmill in a self-paced mode while responding to a
visual biofeedback paradigm to target their average peak FP
from each of the fixed-speed trials (FP clamp). The self-pace
mode adjusted speed in real-time based on subjects’ anteriorposterior position on the treadmill. We measured rates of
oxygen consumption and carbon dioxide production, which
were averaged over the final 2 minutes of each trial to calculate

net metabolic CoT using standard procedures. We averaged
speed and FP over the same time period. A two-way repeated
measures ANOVA analyzed differences in walking speed, FP,
and CoT between clamp types (prescribed speed vs. prescribed
FP) and condition intensity.
Results and Discussion
Participants increased and decreased FP and CoT in
response to faster and slower walking speeds; participants also
increased and decreased walking speed and CoT in response to
larger and smaller FP, respectively (p-values<0.05, Figure 1).
Significant condition × clamp interaction effects revealed
several unanticipated differences between the FP and speed
clamp conditions. First, when increasing condition intensity,
participants exerted smaller FP during the FP clamp despite
walking at an identical speed. Conversely, when decreasing
intensity, participants walked at faster speeds during the FP
clamp, despite exerting similar FP. Finally, while walking at
low-to-normal condition intensities, participants chose to walk
with a higher CoT during the FP clamp compared to the speed
clamp. This higher cost may be due to continued exploration of
walking speeds and gait patterns to optimize CoT during FP
targeting.
Significance
Walking with larger and smaller FP yields faster and slower
walking speeds paralleled by changes in CoT in young adults.
However, these cause-effect relations are more complex than
previously appreciated and may not always be governed by
minimizing metabolic cost of transport.
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Figure 1: Speed (A) and FP (B) across condition intensities for each clamp type (prescribed speed vs prescribed FP) and resultant changes
in metabolic cost of transport (C). Asterisks (*) indicate a significant (p<0.05) pairwise difference versus preferred condition (Norm).
Hashtags (#) indicate a significant (p<0.05) pairwise difference between clamp types.
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Introduction
Lateral ankle sprains (LAS) and overuse injuries account for
73.6% and 31% of reported lower-limb injuries, respectively,
during military fitness training programs.1-3 Repetitive exposure
to this injury damages the lateral ligamentous support of the ankle
joint and leads to chronic ankle instability in 70% of individuals
with history of LAS.4-6 In 2019, overuse injuries cost the Army
more than 8 million duty days. Residual symptoms after LAS can
limit the activity of military personnel from 6 weeks to 18
months.5-7 Military combat boots are tested in a variety of
configurations to determine slip resistance, tolerance to heat and
cold, sole flexion, and toe compression. However, the current
footwear evaluation methodology lacks any lateral stability
assessment. There are existing anthropometric testing devices
(ATDs) developed to predict lower limb injury to humans during
high-load vertical blast or frontal impacts. These ATDs,
however, have not been validated for assessing lower-velocity
scenarios observed in LAS and overuse injuries (<120°/s). A
human foot-ankle surrogate with the correct ankle joint
mechanics and anatomy similar to the human leg would provide
an objective measure of the interface between the foot-ankle
complex and military issued footwear.
Methods
Fifty healthy volunteers (25m/25f) with no pre-existing ankle
problems were recruited for this study. All subjects were 18-25
years old to be representative of the age of incoming service
members. Each bjec ankle ange f m i n a
an ified in
plantar flexion, dorsiflexion, inversion, and eversion using a
Biodex isokinetic dynamometer (Biodex Medical Systems, Inc.).
Bilateral dynamic stiffness measurements in plantar flexion,
dorsiflexion, inversion and eversion were taken at 5°/s and 60°/s
within subject-specific range of motion. The same tests were
performed with the THOR ATD leg, a device designed for
automotive crash injury assessment. The human subject data was
used to define a response corridor for average ankle stiffness and
to validate the use of the THOR ATD leg in footwear anklestability testing methodology.
Results and Discussion
The results from this study demonstrate that the THOR ATD leg
yields a stiffer response than the human foot-ankle in plantar
flexion, eversion, and inversion. These data indicate that the
THOR leg does not appropriately model the response of the

human foot-ankle under low-velocity lateral loads, and a more
biofidelic foot-ankle surrogate should be designed and validated
for use in ankle stability-testing methodology appropriate for
evaluating footwear.
Table 1: Left Ankle peak average stiffness response ± SD (Nm/°) at 5°/s.
Male
Female
THO R

Plantarflexion
0.78 ± 0.5
0.31 ± 0.1
1.30

Dorsiflexion
1.29 ± 0.6
0.62 ± 0.3
1.46

Inve rsion
0.39 ± 0.2
0.27 ± 0.2
1.20

Eve rsion
0.49 ± 0.2
0.34 ± 0.2
0.91

Significance
This study quantifies the human ankle response in low-velocity
loading scenarios and evaluates the biofidelity of the THOR ATD
leg in ankle-stability testing. These results will contribute to the
development of a novel methodology to assess military footwear
in lateral bending. Since no lateral-bending assessments currently
exist for military footwear, the expected outcomes are innovative
and will further the understanding of how the combat boot design
may reduce risk of LAS and overuse ankle injuries.
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Introduction
Posture is one of the foundations of human movement and plays
an integral part of human neuromuscular physiology,
psychology, and overall health.1,2 With increased screen-time
usage, posture can be negatively affected3 and lead to decreased
sensorimotor function. The objective of this study was to evaluate
the immediate effects of a 15-min postural intervention on the
general population, specifically sensorimotor control via leg
extension force steadiness. It was hypothesized that the postural
intervention would demonstrate immediate effects on force
steadiness with decreased error and increased force from the
target.
Methods
To evaluate the immediate effect of the 15-min postural
intervention, 40 subjects were recruited [Age: 33.4 (12.5) yrs;
Sex: 15M:25F]. All subjects had 6 trials of quadriceps force
steadiness evaluated [3 eyes open (EO); 3 eyes closed (EC)]
alternating between EO and EC conditions. The EC condition
allowed the participants to utilize their sensorimotor awareness
of the prior EO task to reconstruct it. The subjects were instructed
to trace a trapezoidal waveform for 21 seconds with a 50 N
threshold target (Fig. 1) and were allowed as much practice as
desired prior to data collection. During EO condition, the subjects
were instructed to ‘remember the effort’ at the threshold so that
they could duplicate it in the EC condition.
A Delsys Trigno wireless system collected load cell (MLP500) data at 2 kHz and was low-pass filtered with a zero-lag 4th
order Butterworth at 10 Hz. Data was then smoothed with a
median filter and assessed in the steady (7-14 sec) phase. All
post-processing was performed in customized LabVIEW code to
fit lines for each phase and extract discrete values of mean force
steadiness, % target, slope, coefficient of variation (CoV), and
root mean square error (RMSE).
Discrete data was assessed with Student’s t-tests comparing
EO and EC conditions both pre- and post-intervention. With the
EC condition, only the right limb was assessed as it solely had
post-intervention data. RMSE was log transformed to improve
normalcy for mean statistics. Significance was set at
Table 1. Summary statistics. (EO = eyes open; EC = eyes
closed)
Pre-Intervention
Post-Intervention
EO
EC
EO
EC
Mean (N)
49.2
53.0
49.8
61.5
% target
98.4
106.0
99.6
123.0
Slope
0.02
0.06
0.09
-0.26
CoV
0.14
0.04
0.02
0.04
Log RMSE
-0.08
0.06
0.00
0.21

Results and Discussion
With the EO condition, there were significant differences for
mean force steadiness (p=0.001), % target (p=0.001), slope
(p=0.023). However, as these assessments compare the EO
condition, there is a very narrow window of error and thus the
statistics likely demonstrate the ‘learning effect’ of the task and
are likely not clinically relevant.

Figure 1: Representative Force Steadiness Trials. Top:
Subjects were instructed to trace the black trapezoid as steady as
possible and be aware of their effort / force output to reproduce
without visual feedback. Red/orange = eyes open (EO);
Blue/Light Blue = eyes closed (EC). Bottom: example of a fitted
line to the ‘steady’ state data.
The EC condition mean force steadiness demonstrated an
increase from pre- to post-intervention (p 0.001, Table 1). There
was no significant change of CoV, however, there was an
increase of RMSE post-intervention (p=0.040). Interestingly,
there was a change in the slope post-intervention (p=0.014) with
the slope negative vs slightly positive (Table 1). This data
confirmed the hypotheses for increased force but rejects the
hypothesis for decreased error.
As the 15-min postural intervention stretches and activates
musculature, there is a possibility of post-activation potentiation
which would result in an increase of force output and error
without immediate sensorimotor awareness. This potentiation
could also potentially explain the decrease of slope due to the
stretched / activated muscle being more compliant. It is not clear
whether these short-term effects demonstrated herein would
persist with long-term intervention and should be further
explored.
Significance
A 15-min postural intervention does have immediate effects on
force steadiness, with an increase force output, change in slope,
and an additional increase of error. These immediate effects
demonstrate that a long-term evaluation of the postural
intervention is warranted to determine long-term sensorimotor
effects.
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Introduction
Tendon kinetics play an important role in both healthy and
pathological musculoskeletal function with implications in
postural control, transmission of force, and elastic energy storage
[1,2]. Current estimates of tendon kinetics during dynamic
movement are limited to indirect measurement methods based on
inverse kinematics, inverse dynamics and static optimization. In
turn, these measurements require assumptions to resolve
musculoskeletal redundancies.
Shear wave tensiometry is a noninvasive method to assess
tendon loads by exciting and measuring shear wave propagation
[3]. A tensiometer consists of a piezo-electric tapper that excites
the shear wave and two accelerometers to record the wave arrival
downstream. Wave speed modulates with tensile load via a
constitutive relationship based on a tensioned beam model. Our
work to date has measured transient wave speed in response to
impulsive taps. This approach has been shown to delineate
changes in tendon loading between conditions for a given subject.
However, variability in wave speed magnitudes occurs between
subjects. One possible explanation is dispersion, or the
dependence of wave speed frequency. Dispersion could arise due
to guided wave effects, viscosity and the influence of adjacent
layered structures. To better our understanding of dispersion
effects, the objective of this work was to explore how frequency
content of the excitation can affect measured wave speeds.
Methods
With IRB approval, a shear wave tensiometer was secured on the
right Achilles tendon of 16 subjects (8F/8M, 23.5 ± 3.9 years,
71.8 ± 11.2 kg, 1.75 ± 0.1 m) (Fig. 1). Each subject walked
continuously at 1.34 m/s with a warm-up period and 10 second
intervals of various excitations at 7 order-randomized
frequencies (range: 250 to 1450 Hz) in triplicate (Fig. 1).

Figure 1: Shear wave tensiometry was performed with various inputs.

Shear wave speed was calculated as described previously [3].
Wave speeds were ensemble averaged over all strides per
frequency. Minimum wave speed in stance and early swing and
maximum wave speed in push-off and late swing were extracted.
Effects of excitation frequency on wave speed maxima and
minima were assessed using repeated measures ANOVA.

Results and Discussion
Wave excitation frequency had a significant effect on the shear
wave speeds measured in the Achilles tendon during walking
(p<0.05). Peak wave speed during push-off generally decreased
in magnitude with increasing excitation frequency (p<0.05), with
a nearly two-fold difference in reported shear wave speeds across
frequencies (Table 1). Frequency-dependent differences were
smaller in magnitude across other phases of stance and swing but
were still significant (p<0.05). Additionally, the measured strideto-stride variability was frequency dependent (p<0.05).

Figure 2: Excitation frequency has a significant effect on wave speed in
a single subject (left, strides) and averaged across subjects (right, mean).

Qualitatively, different excitation frequencies affected the
shape of the wave speed curve in mid- to late-stance (Fig. 2).
This, along with prior reports using impulsive taps of varied duty
cycles [4], suggests that observed variability in transient wave
speed magnitudes plausibly arise from dispersive effects that are
present in intact tendons.
Significance
Shear wave tensiometry is a promising addition to traditional
motion analysis. Tensiometry allows for noninvasive
measurement of tendon loading and is readily adaptable as a
wearable [3]. However, the use of tensiometry to assess absolute
tendon loads requires an understanding of dispersive effects that
have been observed in this study. Moving forward, we hope to
develop an analytical model of dispersion arising from guided
wave behavior and establish best practices for measuring shear
wave speeds in tendons with high repeatability and sensitivity to
load variation.
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Table 2: Shear wave speeds (mean ± standard deviation) at points of interest in gait.
Frequency
Stance Minimum
Stance Maximum
Swing Minimum
Swing Maximum

250 Hz
18.0±3.7
93.4±30.6
15.6±4.3
23.9±4.3

450 Hz
15.0±1.7
87.5±24.3
13.4±1.4
22.5±2.7

650 Hz
15.0±2.2
57.6±15.3
15.6±3.8
20.9±2.2

850 Hz
17.7±3.0
74.4±50.4
19.9±6.0
24.8±2.9

1050 Hz
22.9±6.7
61.9±17.3
20.7±4.6
29.0±5.7

1250 Hz
24.5±5.9
53.0±10.2
21.8±5.3
31.2±4.7

1450 Hz
28.1±8.2
56.7±13.9
22.4±5.7
31.8±4.4
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Table: Summary of dominant arm GH ROM
Age (yrs)

ER (º)

IR (º)

ER:IR
Ratio

Gymnasts
20.1 (1.1)
91 (11.8)
61.4 (9.8)
1.5 (0.3)
(n=9)
Pitchers
20.7 (1.2)
92.8 (8.9)
32 (13.1)*
3.3 (1.4)*
(n=6)
Swimmers
19.7 (1.3) 100.9 (9.5) 47.9 (13.0)
2.2 (0.6)*
(n=14)
All cell values represent mean (standard deviation). *Significantly
different than gymnasts (p<0.016).

There were significant differences in IR between sports
(F(2,26) = 10.74, p<0.001). A Tukey post hoc test indicated
pitchers had significantly less IR than gymnasts (p<0.01) and a
trend towards significantly less IR than swimmers (p=0.03).

Additionally, there were significant differences in ER:IR Ratio
between sports (x2 = 14.9, p<0.01). A pairwise Wilcoxon rank
sum post hoc comparison indicated gymnasts had a
significantly smaller ratio than pitchers (p<0.01) and swimmers
(p<0.01). There was not a significant difference in ER:IR Ratio
between pitchers and swimmers (p=0.27). (Figure) There were
no significant differences in ER between sports (F(2,26) = 3.0,
p=0.07).
à Larger ER:IR Ratio

Introduction
Alterations in glenohumeral (GH) joint movement
characteristics are prevalent in competitive overhead athletes.1
Adaptations occur as a result of the increased physiological
demands placed on the associated structures.2 Increased GH
external rotation (ER) and decreased internal rotation (IR)
range of motion (ROM) have been observed in swimmers and
throwers.2,3
The current body of literature evaluating the GH ROM
characteristics between various overhead sports is limited by
heterogeneous samples.3 Differences in demographic
characteristics and competitive level limit the interpretation of
many published comparisons. Therefore, the purpose of this
analysis was to compare the GH ROM characteristics between
similar samples of overhead athletes. We hypothesized that
baseball pitchers would have the greatest amount of ER
compared to other male overhead athletes.
(Between sections: keep the 10 pt Times New Roman blank line)
Methods
This analysis included healthy male athletes from the
University Division I baseball, gymnastics, and swim teams.
GH ROM was measured on all participants during a pre-season
physical assessment. Passive ER and IR values were recorded
with a standard goniometer to the nearest degree. An ER to IR
ratio (ER:IR Ratio) was calculated for each individual by
dividing each participant’s ER by their IR value.
Descriptive statistics were used to summarize the sample.
Each ROM characteristic (ER, IR, ER:IR Ratio) was compared
between the three sports. Data variance was evaluated with a
Levene’s Test. Data with equal variance was evaluated with a
one-way ANOVA. Data with unequal variance was evaluated
with a Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test. Alpha (p<0.05) was set a
priori and adjusted with a Bonferroni correction (p<0.016). For
the purpose of comparing ROM characteristics to baseball
pitchers, only the dominant arm data were included in each
comparison.
(Between sections: keep the 10 pt Times New Roman blank line)
Results and Discussion
A descriptive summary of the variables included in each
comparison are presented in the Table.

Figure: Boxplots representing the interquartile range of ER:IR Ratio
for each sport. The * indicates a significantly different value compared
to pitchers and swimmers.

Though not statistically different, our results suggest that
swimmers have the largest ER compared to gymnasts and
pitchers. This result does not support our hypothesis.
Competitive swimmers may possess increased ER because of
increased GH joint laxity, a physiological adaptation to the GH
joint due to the swim stroke. All sports had less IR than ER in
our sample. However, pitchers and swimmers had significantly
less IR than gymnasts. This resulted in significantly larger
ER:IR Ratios for both pitchers and swimmers, respectively,
when compared to gymnasts. The loss of IR in pitchers and
swimmers could be caused by the repetitive nature of each
sport.
(Between sections: keep the 10 pt Times New Roman blank line)
Significance
Gymnasts do not exhibit the GH ROM profile typically seen in
overhead athletes.1 This is likely caused by the diversity of
gymnastics movements. Loss of IR ROM is a major risk factor
for injury in overhead athletes.1,3 Repetitive overhead
movements may predispose pitchers and swimmers to future
shoulder injury.
(Between sections: keep the 10 pt Times New Roman blank line)
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80) =2.656, p< 0.001]. A significant decrease in SSR activity
from Day 1 compared to Day 2 (p<0.01), Day 3 (p<0.01), Day
4 (p<0.01), Day 5 (p<0.01), but not Day 6 (p=0.051) (Figure
1B). No significant differences were found for TA across all
perturbation types.
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Introduction
Ra id ada a i
f he e m c la
em eac i e a d
anticipatory mechanisms to novel perturbations decreases the
possibility of falls [1]. Proper neuromuscular response to these
disruptions, requires sensory afferents to stimulate spinal
stretch reflex (SSR) arcs to contract and relax lower extremity
musculature in accordance with the di
i
direction.
Muscular co-contraction decreases with repeated exposure to
balance perturbations suggesting adaptation of feedforward
control after initial exposure [2, 3]. However, this effect seems
to be short-lived [3]. The collective evidence suggests that
SSRs are modulated through feedforward control mechanisms
when repeated exposed to balance disruptions, however, this
possibility has yet to be tested. Thus, the purpose of this study
is to examine alterations to SSR arcs after multiple exposures
to the same postural disruption over the course of several days.

Anterior Translation
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8
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4
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* * *
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0
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Methods
Seventeen young healthy adults (8 males, 9 females) with no
physical abnormalities that affect postural control, participated
in this study. Platform translations were delivered with the
Neurocom® EquiTest M
C
l Te (MCT) a d
translations in the anterior direction (Figure 1A) (large, FWL;
medium, FWM; small, FWS) were selected for analysis.
Participants performed five fully randomized MCTs over six
testing sessions, which they were not given knowledge of the
direction or magnitude of the perturbations. The first five
sessions occurred on consecutive days, with the sixth occurring
two days after the fifth. Muscle activity was collected on medial
gastrocnemius (MG), tibialis anterior (TA), vastus medialis (Q)
and semitendinosus (H) using the Noraxon TelemyoTM T2400
G2 wireless surface EMG system at 1500 Hz. Raw EMG data
was band-passed filtered at 20-250Hz, normalized to peak, and
full wave rectified. To quantify SSR, mean muscle activity was
taken 30-55ms after perturbation onset, a window based on Hreflex latency [4]. The first trial of a perturbation on each testing
day was analyzed using a 1 x 6 (Days) repeated measures
ANOVA.
Results and Discussion
SSR activity changed across testing days for both distal and
proximal musculature of the lower extremity. Significant
differences were noted for Q [F(5,80)=2.656, p=0.028] and H
F(5,80)=3.681, p=0.005] during the FWM perturbation. A
significant decrease in SSR activity from Day 5 to 6 (p=0.03).
Pairwise comparisons for H revealed a significant decrease in
SSR activity from Day 1 compared to Day 4 (p<0.01), Day 5
(p<0.01), and Day 6 (p<0.01). No differences were detected
between Day 5 and Day 6 (p=0.99) in H. No significant
differences were detected across days for Q and H for FWL and
FWS. A significant difference was found for MG in FWM [F(5,

Day 6

Figure 1: A. Representation of an anterior platform translation.
COM= Center of Mass B. TA and G SSR activity during the FWM
balance perturbation across the six testing sessions. Shaded region
represents the two-day retention phase. * represents a significant
difference from Day 1 for MG.

Previous studies documented changes to lower extremity
muscle activity after exposure to the same postural disruptions
[2, 3]. This study provides evidence that SSR arcs are modified
when exposed to the same balance distributions over the course
of several days. Specifically, the posterior musculature decrease
SSR activity as the participants were exposed to the
perturbation, suggesting that upright standing is maintained
through inhibition of muscle spindle activity in heteronymous
muscle to the balance perturbation. This inhibition could result
from a decrease in gamma motor neuron activation through
anticipatory balance mechanisms [1]. Confirming previous
findings [3], this modification is not maintained after the twoday retention period, suggesting that the fixed support balance
strategies used to maintain balance are situational and decay
when not in use.
Conclusion
Spinal stretch reflex arcs are modified after repeated balance
perturbation exposure, but these changes are not maintained
over small retention periods. These findings provide insight into
how reflexive responses tune fixed support balance strategies to
meet environmental demands.
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Introduction
Hip microinstability is a hip dysfunction in which
extraphysiological motion of the hip causes pain and may
contribute to the development of osteoarthritis1. Pain associated
with microinstability is believed to be caused by excess
translation of the femoral head2,3. Hence, evaluation of femoral
head translation may be clinically relevant for quantifying the
severity of hip instability. Previously, it was found that femoral
head translation could be reliably measured during a supine
clinical exam using dynamic ultrasonography4, however, the
amount of femoral head translation that occurs during a more
functional standing position and typical side-to-side differences
(SSD) in healthy individuals remains unknown. Additionally, the
typical amount of bilateral asymmetry that exists in native,
uninjured hip kinematics is necessary to provide context for
assessing symptomatic patients and for evaluating the restoration
of hip kinematics after injury, surgery and/or rehabilitation. The
purpose of this study was to characterize femoral head translation
and bilateral symmetry in hip kinematics during a static standing
pivot in healthy young adults.
Methods
Eighteen adults (6 male, 12 female; age: 21.8±2.1 years; BMI:
22.6±2.0 kg/m2) with no history of hip surgery or pathology
participated in this study. Synchronized biplane radiographs were
collected during a static standing trial (neutral stance, one trial
per hip) and during a standing static pivot position where the
participant extended, rotated and abducted at their back hip (one
trial per hip) (Figure 1). During the static pivot position,
participants were instructed to stand with their feet split in the
anterior-posterior direction and pivot as far as they could towards
their contralateral side. Femur and pelvis position were
determined by matching subject-specific CT bone models to the
biplane radiographs using a validated volumetric model-based
tracking technique (precision: 0.8 , 0.3 mm)5.Femoral head
translations were calculated as displacement of the center of the
femoral head relative to the center of the acetabulum along each
anatomical axis6. Anatomical coordinate systems were
established on each hemi-pelvis7 and mirrored to each side to
produce identical coordinate systems for each hip. Femoral head
translation, and rotation of the femur relative to the pelvis in the
pivot position, were normalized to the static standing posture.
Bilateral symmetry in hip kinematics was assessed by calculating
absolute side-to-side differences (SSDA) for each participant and
averaged to obtain overall SSD for the cohort.

Figure 1: Imaging of the right hip during the pivot motion.

Results and Discussion
Average normalized translation magnitude of the femoral head
was less than 0.4 mm during the pivot (Table 1). The pivot
motion induced combined external rotation, adduction and
extension at the hip (Table 1). Average SSDA in the kinematics
when moving from standing to the pivot position were 1.1 mm or
less in translation and 7.2° or less in rotation (Table 1).
The primary finding of this study was that single side and
SSDA translation of the femur head relative to the acetabulum
during a pivot relative motion from standing was less than 1.1
mm. This finding suggests that translational asymmetries greater
than 1.1 mm during a standing pivot may be indicative of
dysplastic hip pathologies.
Significance
P e io l , d Hemeco e al. e o ed femo al head an la ion
values ranging from 1.06 to 2.2 mm using ultrasound4. Those
values are not comparable to the values we found, as they
measured femoral head translation as the space between the
femoral head and the acetabulum during a supine twisting
motion, where we measured translation based upon coordinate
systems centered at the femur head and acetabulum. Further
research on symptomatic patients is required to determine the
threshold at which femoral head translation becomes painful and
to assess the ability of conservative and surgical intervention to
restore native symmetry.
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Table 1. Average position and orientation of the femur relative to the acetabulum during standing and pivot positions, and relative motion from standing
to pivoting. Absolute side-to-side differences (SSD) for each position and SSD in relative motion is also shown (mean ± SD). For average kinematic
values, positive directions are anterior, superior and medial.
Translations (mm)
Anterior-Posterior

Superior-Inferior

Rotations (degrees)
Medial-Lateral

Magnitude

Flexion

External Rotation

Abduction

Avg.

SSD

Avg.

SSD

Avg.

SSD

Avg.

SSD

Avg.

SSD

Avg.

SDD

Avg.

SSD

Stand

1.7±1.3

0.9±06

-2.1±1.2

1.0±0.6

-4.3±2.1

1.4±1.2

3.2±2.1

1.4±1.1

-1.5±6.4

4.5±2.4

-11.3±9.8

7.6±7.8

2.8±3.1

1.4±3.8

Pivot

2.1±1.4

1.4±1.2

-2.1±1.4

0.9±0.8

-4.4±2.1

1.3±0.8

5.7±2.0

5.1±0.8

-0.6±8.8

5.1±3.1

11.3±12.3

7.0±4.3

2.9±3.8

4.2±3.4

0.4±1.0

1.1±0.8

0.0±0.7

0.8±0.5

-0.1±6.2

0.7±0.7

0.4±0.8

1.0±0.8

0.9±6.2

4.4±2.9

22.7±12.0

7.2±6.8

5.7±4.5

5.4±4.3

Relative
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d c
Knee o eoar hri i (KOA) i a ide pread, comple chronic
di ea e ha i diffic l o de ec and pre en . Beca e KOA i
charac eri ed b a grad al lo of car ilage, knee join loading i
a pec ed fac or in he di ea e, and pre io
die ha e ho n
ha higher peak and imp l e of he knee add c ion momen
(KAM) d ring alking i a ocia ed i h KOA [1-4]. Al ho gh
KAM i con idered a biomechanical ri k fac or of KOA, andard
da a collec ion i e pen i e, ime con ming, and req ire a gai
lab, mo i a ing al erna i e me hod
o implif
KAM
mea remen and
a e men . Pre io
die
ed ar ificial ne ral ne ork in conj nc ion i h earable
en or o predic gai charac eri ic from differen en or
config ra ion [5,6]. While he e
die appl ba ic feedfor ard ne ral ne ork (FFNN) o predic gai charac eri ic ,
o her model
ch a con ol ional (CNN) and rec rren ne ral
ne ork (RNN) in ended for ime- erie da a co ld ha e grea er
cce predic ing KAM [7]. Shoe-ba ed earable en or are
de irable for con enien da a collec ion beca e he are
picall non-in a i e, req ire minimal e p, and can fea ibl
be ran la ed o o ide- he-lab applica ion . Therefore, he
p rpo e of hi
d i o appl CNN, RNN, and FFNN and a
c om-made in ole embedded i h m l iple hin 3-a i force
en or o predic KAM d ring alking. Gi en pre io
re earch, i
a h po he i ed ha he ne ral ne ork
ill
predic peak and o al KAM i h high acc rac ; ho e er,
performance be een he r c re ill differ [5,6].
Me

d
Nine heal h o ng female bjec (23 3 ; 164.6 2.5cm;
61.4 6.1kg) par icipa ed. Each bjec alked acro 10 force
pla e for 8 rial a elf- elec ed
peed in
random order. Mo ion cap re and gro nd reac ion force da a
ere collec ed, and KAM a calc la ed hro gh in er e
d namic modeling. In ole en or da a ere nchrono l
collec ed hro gh fi e 3-a i pie ore i i e force en or loca ed
a big oe, medial ball, cen ral ball, la eral ball, and heel. Each
ance pha e of da a a caled o 1024- ime in er al o facili a e
applica ion of he ne ral ne ork o all rial . The in ole en or
da a ere inp o CNN, RNN, and FFNN model and lea e-one
gro p o cro
alida ion a applied [8]. Thi me hod red ce
predic ion bia b allo ing indi id al bjec da a o be in ei her
he e or he raining e . Fir peak and econd peak of KAM
and he o erall KAM ime erie
ere compared o
corre ponding predic ion from each ne ral ne ork.
correla ion coefficien (r) and roo mean q ared error (RMSE)
ere ed o de ermine he predic ion acc rac .
Re

a d Di c i
A
0.6-1.2% (
1),

KAM

M E

K

. E
KAM
0.72. CNN
he highe correla ion coefficien (r >
0.89) and lo e RMSE (RMSE < 0.8%) follo ed b he RNN
and FFNN.
Tab e 1. A

'
(r)

-

-

( M E)
M de
T e
FFNN
NN
CNN

T a KAM
RMSE
r
[%]
0.84
1.0
0.91
0.8
0.95
0.6

r
0.77
0.86
0.89

Peak 1
RMSE
[%]
1.2
0.9
0.8

Peak 2
RMSE
r
[%]
0.72
1.2
0.79
0.9
0.93
0.8

The pre en
d demon ra ed ha in r men ed in oleba ed earable en or co ld allo KAM o be a e ed i ho
lab-ba ed mo ion and force da a. F r hermore, he
d
demon ra ed ha predic ing he ance pha e KAM i h ne ral
ne ork in ended for ime erie da a a a cce f l me hod.
CNN had he ronge correla ion coefficien and lo e RMSE
compared o o her model for fir peak, econd peak and o al
KAM. The cce f l predic ion of fir peak, econd peak and
o al KAM demon ra e a grea po en ial for a implified KAM
calc la ion ha can be applied o ide of labora or e ing .
S

ca ce
Thi
d
a he fir o appl m l iple ar ificial ne ral
ne ork o predic KAM-rela ed ariable from he earable
in r men ed in ole. The conci e echniq e pre en ed in hi
d i e pec ed o allo for clinical e and promo e f re
re earch die on he effec of red ced KAM on KOA e eri
and progre ion. In f re re earch, hi me hod can be ed o
pro ide in an aneo KAM predic ion, hich can be ed o
red ce KAM, and e en all KOA, ing mar phone-ba ed
biofeedback o KOA pa ien .
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Introduction
Older adults often experience reduced quality of life (QOL). 1
Although physical activity could improve QOL among older
adults, many are unable to participate in recommended levels of
physical activity.2 Vibration training is a low-intensity exercise
with the potential to improve strength, sensation, balance, and
flexibility for older adults.3 It may benefit those unable to
tolerate higher activity demands, and has been applied to older
adults to improve their QOL.4 However, findings from previous
studies are inconsistent. This preliminary systematic review and
meta-analysis sought to summarize and clarify the effects of
vibration training in altering the eight domains of QOL, as listed
by the Short Form-36 (SF-36) among older adults, based on
randomized controlled trial (RCT).
Methods
A systematic literature search was performed in Web of Science,
PubMed, APA PsychInfo, and Cochrane Library databases were
searched for relevant articles up to August 2020. The MeSH
terms used to conduct the search were: q ali of life , health
rela ed q ali of life ,
hole bod
ibra ion , and older
ad l . The initial search yielded 86 studies for consideration
with the following criteria: 1) conducted among older adults
(mean age of 60 years or over); 2) a RCT, in that one group of
participants underwent vibration training and at least another
group received placebo, or alternate treatment, assessed QOL
outcomes; and 3) was published in English. To reduce the
heterogeneity in outcome measurements among studies, only
studies which adopted the SF-36 as the QOL outcome measures
were included. Four RCTs qualified for our inclusion criteria.
The four included RCTs enrolled 178 participants.5-8 One of the
four studies utilized three different vibration training
frequencies. The three groups were considered and analyzed
separately.6 Therefore, six comparisons based on the four studies
were made. Quality of all four studies was obtained from
checking the Physiotherapy Evidence Database (PEDro) scale.
Information about the article (author(s), publication year),
the participants (sex and age) and interventions (vibration
frequency, amplitude, duration and number of bouts of each
training session, number of sessions weekly, and training
duration) were collected per study. Values from each of the eight
QOL health domains were extracted in the form of means and
standard deviations (SD),5-8 and sample size for both vibration
training and non-vibration (or control) groups at pre-and posttraining assessments. The standardized mean difference (SMD)
was calculated as the effect size measurement, and a significance
level of p < 0.05 was used. Meta-analyses were completed for
each of the eight SF-36 domains using a fixed-effects model
from the four studies within RevMan 5.3 (Denmark).
Results and Discussion
The average PEDro score for the four studies was 5.25 ± 1.71
out of 10. The average age of the participants ranged from 66.4
to 84.5 years. The training sessions repeated one to three times
per week over six to 35 weeks. The vibration frequency and
amplitude varied from 10 to 35 Hz and from 0.5 to 7 mm,

respectively. Vibration training showed a low attrition rate of
7.9%. Relative to controls, vibration training is more effective
for older adults in improving three QOL domains: physical
function (SMD = 0.54, p = 0.0002, Figure 1), physical role
limitations (SMD = 0.31, p = 0.03), and vitality (SMD = 0.33, p
= 0.02).
Vibration training may not lead to greater
improvements for the other five QOL domains (social function,
emotional role limitations, mental health, bodily pain, and
general health perceptions, SMD = 0.02 - 0.27, p-values = 0.06 0.88) than controls.
Vibration training can be well accepted by older adults.
Compared to controls, vibration training may provide greater
benefits to improve the SF-36 domains of physical function,
vitality, and physical role limitations. This could be explained
by the fact that vibration training can improve strength, power,
sensation, and flexibility for older adults, which are related to the
physical functions of older adults. Although our results showed
non-significant effect sizes for vibration training improving
other five SF-36 domains relative to controls, it is premature to
definitively conclude that vibration training is not more effective
than controls due to the small sample size included in this metaanalysis. More well-controlled RCTs are needed to further
examine the effects of vibration training on improving QOL
among older adults.
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Figure 1: Forest plots of effect sizes (SMD) for a) physical function, b)
role physical, and c) vitality summarized from four studies that assessed
effects of vibration training on QOL (as quantified by SF-36). Studies
labeled as Furness-1, -2, and -3 correspond to the once through thrice
weekly sessions of vibration training received by these groups.6

Significance
The findings from this meta-analysis are significant as healthcare
to older adults is increasingly focused not only on factors which
positively influence physical health measures, such as balance,
mobility, and strength, but on improving QOL especially among
older adults. Our findings indicate that vibration training could
be an encouraging alternative for older adults, especially those
who lack necessary physical capacity to undertake traditional
exercise-based training programs, to improve QOL.
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Introduction
Many populations with neuromuscular impairments are at a
significant risk of falling due to deficits in control of locomotor
stability. Specifically, in people post-stroke a primary
mechanism to maintain lateral stability during gait – the
modulation of step-by-step lateral foot placement relative to
ongoing center of mass (COM) state – is impaired [1]. Bodyweight support (BWS) systems are frequently used during
rehabilitation to facilitate gait training with the goal to develop
coordinated stepping movements. While BWS systems are a safe
and effective tool for reducing limb load during gait, the forces
applied to the body alter normal COM dynamics [2] and result
in increases in step width [3]. Thus, the use of BWS systems
during gait training may have an unintended and undesirable
effect of limiting practice of coordinated stepping.
Understanding how BWS affects the coordination of lateral foot
placement is important for clinical decision-making regarding
how and when to utilize this rehabilitation tool.
Based on our previous observations, we hypothesize that
BWS will reduce the coordination between lateral foot
placement and lateral COM state during steady-state walking.
Methods
We recorded lower body kinematics and ground reaction forces
from nine healthy participants as they walked at their preferred
speed on an instrumented split-belt treadmill with varying
levels of BWS. Participants walked with three levels of BWS:
0%, 30%, and 60% provided by an overhead system (ZeroG,
Aretech). We repeated each condition twice and collected data
during the last 2 minutes of each 4-minute walking trial.
For each condition, we calculated the correlation between
lateral foot placement position and lateral COM state (position
and velocity) over the swing phase. This data was then used to
create a time-series R2 trajectory showing the percentage of
variability in lateral foot placement position explained by
lateral COM state.
Results and Discussion
We found that the correlation between lateral COM state and
lateral foot placement position decreased as the percentage of
BWS increased. There was a significant main effect of BWS
level (F(2,16) = 6.528, p < 0.001). Post hoc analysis identified
that R2 correlations at 0% BWS were stronger than either 30%
BWS (p < 0.001) or 60% BWS (p < 0.001) for the entire swing
phase. R2 correlations at 30% BWS were significantly stronger
than 60% BWS (p < 0.001).
Our hypothesis was supported. As BWS increased, lateral
COM state became less predictive of lateral foot placement.
Maintenance of lateral stability requires coordination between
the COM and subsequent foot placement. At 0% BWS, COM
state becomes increasingly predictive of lateral foot placement
as swing progresses, ultimately explaining ~80% of the
variance in foot placement position. In contrast, at 60% BWS,
COM state explains less than 50% of the variance (Figure 1).

We suspect that the changes to COM dynamics induced by
BWS leads to this discoordination of lateral stepping. When
walking in reduced gravity the passive dynamics of the COM
and lower extremities change. The altered passive dynamics may
conflict with an individual’s internal model used to create
coordinated foot placement in normal gravity. While BWS
systems facilitate gait training, they encourage lateral stepping
behavior that is less correlated with the COM.

Figure 1: Mean ± standard error (shaded region) of R2 time-series
showing the percentage of variability in lateral foot placement position
that can be explained by COM state (position and velocity) at different
levels of body-weight support.

Significance
BWS training is a common rehabilitation tool used during gait
training. This tool is excellent at facilitating stepping for
individuals who could not do so otherwise, but BWS does impact
lateral foot placement coordination. Clinicians who utilize these
systems should consider augmenting BWS training with
interventions that may improve regulation of lateral foot
placement, such as targeted stepping. Although future studies
investigating the training effects BWS in specific impaired
populations are needed to fully understand the interaction
between BWS and stepping coordination, the results of the
current study provide a framework for clinical decision-making.
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Introduction
Balance control is fundamental in daily life to safely perform
many movements, while most falls occur in dynamic
conditions.1 Active individuals have enhanced physical
function and mobility compared to sedentary individuals2, yet
how activity levels impact dynamic stability in different
environments is unclear. Examination of this relationship and
the relationship between overground gait measures and
measures of dynamic stability is crucial. Greater understanding
may lead to enhanced and targeted rehabilitation approaches
with the potential to reduce fall risk. The purpose of our study
was to 1) examine changes in dynamic stability between active
and sedentary individuals during overground walking and
walking on a balance beam, and 2) assess the relationship
between overground spatiotemporal parameters of gait and
dynamic stability measures during balance beam walking in
active and sedentary individuals.
Methods
Two groups of healthy young adults participated in this
study: 13 participants in the sedentary group and 24 participants
in the active group. Participants were classified as active if they
participated in at least one hundred and fifty minutes per week
of exercise for at least three months. Participants first
completed overground walking during which they walked
across the flat ground at their typical speed. The participants
then completed a heel-to-toe walk on a nonplanar balance
beam. The beam was placed on the flat ground, measured 2.44
meters long, 8.89cm wide, and 3.81cm.
Step length, time, and width were analyzed from the
overground walking trials. The coefficient of variation (CoV)
of these outcome measures was also derived as measures of
variability. The mediolateral margin of stability (ML-MoS) was
used to quantify dynamic balance.3 The ML-MoS was
calculated during both overground walking and beam walking.
The ML-MoS was defined as the minimum difference between
the extrapolated center of mass (XCoM) and base of support at
heel-strike for each step. The lateral malleolus marker defined
the lateral boundary of the base of support. The XCoM and MoS
were calculated using:
𝑋𝐶 𝑀 𝐶 𝑀
(1)
/

𝑀 𝑆

𝐵 𝑆

𝑋𝐶 𝑀 2

Figure 1. Equations for the extrapolated center of mass (1) Margin of
Stability (2). XCoM = extrapolated center of mass, CoM = position
of center of mass, VCoM = velocity of center of mass, g = gravity, l=
leg length.

A two-way repeated-measures ANOVA was conducted to
compare the effect of condition (overground or beam) and
group (sedentary or active) on ML-MoS. Multivariate
regressions were conducted to determine whether
spatiotemporal parameters of overground gait could predict
dynamic balance measures during beam walking in active and
sedentary individuals. The regressions were calculated
separately for sedentary and active individuals.

Results and Discussion
A significant main effect of condition on ML-MoS was
observed; F(1,33) = 75.811, p <.001. ML-MoS significantly
decreased during beam walking (M = 6.09, SD = 1.56)
compared to overground walking (M = 8.67, SD = 1.05). On
average, ML-MoS decreased by 2.56cm during the beam walk
(Figure 2). These results indicate that beam walking provided
sufficient
challenge
to
stability in the frontal plane,
resulting in a marked
decrease in ML-MoS. No
significant effect of group
was reported; F(1,33) =
.032, p = .86. Similarly,
there was no significant
interaction between group
and condition; F(1,33) =
1.464, p = .235. Overground
spatiotemporal parameters
of gait did not predict MLMoS during beam walking in
either group. While the
relationship
between
dynamic stability control
and sport-specific athletic
performance
has
been
established,4 our results
Figure 2: ML-MoS
indicate that simply meeting
significantly decreased
the recommended dosage of
between overground and
activity per week was not
beam walking. Horizontal bar
sensitive to detect differences
indicates mean, *indicates p
in dynamic stability.
<.001.
Significance
Beam walking is an effective task for altering dynamic
stability compared to overground walking in young adults.
Active and sedentary young adults did not display differences
in dynamic stability during a challenging locomotor task.
However, we only measured the volume of exercise and did not
investigate the type of activity/sport our participants were
partaking in, which may influence our results. For example,
investigating this question in a population of gymnasts versus
swimmers may yield different findings. Further, our study was
in young adults; future work is needed in older adults to
understand the impact of general exercise amount and dynamic
balance performance.
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Introduction
Chronic low back pain (LBP) is one of the most widely
experienced musculoskeletal disorders in the general population
and is becoming increasingly common in an active population
[1,2]. Athletes with LBP have demonstrated poorer quadriceps
function compared to those without LBP [3]. Female athletes
with LBP are more likely to present with deficits in lower
extremity strength compared to male athletes with LBP [2].
During running, load is dissipated throughout the kinetic chain as
the quadriceps attenuate shock and eccentrically control the knee.
Deficits in quadriceps function have been linked to altered knee
biomechanics during running. Specifically, individuals with LBP
present with reduced knee flexion, or an increased knee joint
stiffness, during stance phase [4].
A lack of quadriceps function, in active females with LBP,
may contribute to less knee flexion and altered knee moments,
influencing loading patterns experienced at the knee, increasing
the risk of a lower extremity injury. Therefore, the purpose of this
study was to determine if females who suffer from LBP have
asymmetrical quadriceps strength and inefficient running
mechanics compared to healthy females. We hypothesized that
females with LBP would present with lower quadriceps strength,
increased quadriceps strength asymmetry, stiffer knee flexion
and increased ground reaction forces during running.
Methods
Twenty
females
with
LBP
(Age=23.8±3.5yrs;
Mass=66.9±8.2 kgs; Height=1.7±0.05m; Duration of
Pain=4.6±3.7 years; Oswestry Disability Index=15.8±3.7%) and
20 healthy female controls (CTRL; Age=23.6±3.7yrs;
Mass=67.1±8.9kgs; Height=1.7±0.04m) completed this study.
Individuals were included in the study if they scored a minimum
of five on the Tegner physical activity scale, had no history of a
previous lower extremity surgery, or a lower extremity injury
within the last year. Individuals in the LBP group reported
experiencing LBP for a minimum of four months, while those in
the CTRL group had no reported history of LBP.
Dominant and Non-Dominant quadriceps strength was
assessed as isometric torque recorded on an isokinetic
dynamometer with the knee flexed to 60°. Individuals completed
three maximal effort isometric quadriceps contractions, in which
peak torque was averaged across the three trials and normalized
to body mass. A three-dimensional motion analysis and inground force plate system was used to assess over ground running
mechanics. Euler angles were used to calculate bilateral lower
extremity kinematic variables. Inverse dynamics were used to
calculate bilateral lower extremity kinetics, along with peak
vertical ground reaction forces, and loading rate (from initial
ground contact to peak vertical force). A 2x2 (group x limb)
repeated measures analysis of variance with post-hoc t-tests were
used to assess group and limb differences in peak quadriceps
strength, knee flexion angle at initial ground contact, peak knee
flexion angle, peak internal knee extension moment, peak vertical
ground reaction force, and average loading rate. Significance was
set a priori at p < 0.05.

Results and Discussion
There was a significant main effect between groups in
quadriceps strength and peak knee flexion (Figure 1) and between
limb in quadriceps strength, average loading rate, peak knee
flexion, and peak knee extension moment. The CTRL group had
greater quadriceps strength compared to the LBP group in the
dominant (p=0.040) and non-dominant limbs (p=0.015). Both
groups had greater dominant limb strength compared to the nondominant limb (CTRL: p=0.004; LBP: p=0.015). Additionally,
the CTRL group exhibited greater peak knee flexion during
stance phase of both limbs compared to the LBP group
(dominant: p=0.033, non-dominant: p=0.009). Those in the LBP
group also had asymmetrical peak knee extension moments
(p=0.014) and loading rates (0.015). There were no differences
in peak vertical ground reaction force or knee flexion angle at
initial contact.

Figure 1: Bar graph of quadriceps torque and running mechanics
comparing dominant to non-dominant limb in healthy control subjects
(CTRL) and those with chronic low back pain (LBP).

Significance
Subjects with LBP demonstrated impaired quadriceps
function, lower knee flexion angles, asymmetrical knee joint
loading, and asymmetrical loading rates during running. These
findings likely have a significant impact on the occurrence or
onset and recovery from pain, the risk of developing secondary
musculoskeletal injuries, and the progression of LBP severity
thro gho t the indi id al s lifetime.
Further research is needed to better understand the
relationships between the strength deficits, altered mechanics,
and asymmetrical loading patterns identified within this study.
These relationships will contribute to the development of more
effective evidence-based low back injury/pain prevention and
rehabilitation strategies.
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Introduction
The progression of the center of pressure (COP) is essential
for normal locomotion. COP trajectories have been used to
describe functional foot behavior, movement performance,
efficiency, and balance control during gait1-3. Although normal
COP motion has been well defined, little is known about sex and
race COP trajectory differences in healthy young adults.
Therefore, the purpose of this study was to test the hypothesis
that COP trajectories during gait would differ between sexes
(male, female) and racial groups (African American: AA, white
American: WA) in young adults.
Methods
92 participants equally divided by sex and race were recruited.
Ground reaction force data was recorded during 7 shod gait trials
at a set speed (1.35m/s) across a force plate walkway. COP time
series trajectories were normalized to stance and exported from
Visual 3D for the dominant limb (limb used to kick a soccer ball).
The following discrete COP outcomes were extracted: initial
(I-Loc) and final (F-Loc) proximo-distal locations and total
proximo-distal excursion (PDE) as a percentage of shoe length,
peak lateral (P-L-Loc) and medial (P-M-Loc) COP locations as a
percentage of shoe width, as a percentage of shoe length. Main
and interaction effects of sex and race on discrete measures were
evaluated with a multivariate ANOVA (α=0.05), and partial eta
squared ( 2) effect sizes were computed.
Continuous COP trajectories were analyzed to assess
differences throughout the stance phase. Statistical parametric
mapping (SPM) was used to perform paired Hotelling’s T2 tests
including both COP components for sex and race. Post hoc SPM
t-tests were performed, when appropriate, to evaluate proximodistal and medio-lateral components separately (α=0.05).
Results and Discussion
Only sex was significant in the discrete MANOVA model
(p<0.001, 2=0.322). Corrected models for P-L-Loc and P-MLoc were not significant, so only sex effects for I-Loc, F-Loc, and
PDE are reported from the discrete analysis. COP excursion was
greater in females compared to males, and the COP trajectory
began more proximally and ending more distally (Table 1).
Table 1: Discrete COP measures (p<0.05) between sexes. †medium effect
size, large effect size.
Variable (%)
Males
Females
Sex Effect
2
I-Loc
p=0.015,
=0.065†
3.9 ± 3.9
2.2 ± 2.6
F-Loc
p<0.001, 2=0.203
95.0 ± 2.2
97.2 ± 2.3
PDE
p<0.001, 2=0.208
92.5 ± 3.6
96.0 ± 3.5

Sex differences were observed throughout stance using SPM
(Figure 1). While COP trajectories varied between sexes in the
medio-lateral direction for a brief portion of terminal stance, the
majority of observed sex differences were in the proximo-distal
direction. While no racial differences were observed with
discrete analysis, SPM identified a region of racial difference in
the medio-lateral direction during early stance.

[A]

p<0.001,
17-100%

[B]

p=0.009,
1-14%

[D]

p=0.046,
2-6%

[C]
p=0.049,
96-98%

[E]

p<0.001,
0-100%

[F]
p=0.028,
1-9%

Figure 1: Paired Hotelling s T2 [A,D] and post hoc medio-lateral [B,E]
and proximo-distal [C,F] SPM results for sex [A-C] and race [D-F]
effects. Regions of significant difference (gray) and details shown.

Relevant prior literature in healthy young adults is limited.
Greater COP excursion in young females was previously reported
with the use of an unstable shoe 4, which aligns with our findings.
Interestingly, smaller COP excursion was found in middle aged
and older females compared to males5, suggesting that sex
differences may be dependent on age. The ratio between foot
length and overall height is also smaller in females 6, which may
be related to utilization of greater COP excursion; this possibility
should be investigated in future studies.
Racial differences in COP motion have not been previously
reported and are essential to investigate given racial disparities in
fall risk7 and other chronic conditions such as diabetes8. COP is
an indicator of postural control and balance stability, so racial
differences in COP displacement may be related to this health
disparity. Racial differences in medio-lateral COP motion may
be explained by foot type, of which pes planus is more common
in AA9, or foot flexibility, which should be further explored.
Significance
Consideration of differences in COP trajectory displacement
between sexes and racial groups is essential to inform risk
analysis, intervention planning, and rehabilitation protocol
development in diverse populations. This study identified distinct
sex and race differences in COP trajectories during healthy gait,
which reinforces the importance of considering such factors in
research and clinical care.
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Results and Discussion
During ankle plantarflexion MVICs, SOL fascicle length
increased with MTP extension at neutral and dorsiflexed ankle
joint angles (Fig. 1A). When the ankle was plantarflexed, ankle
MVIC moments were larger at 60° MTP extension (46±18 Nm)
than at 0° (43±14 Nm, p=0.04) or 30 ° MTP extension (43±19
Nm, p=0.05). Ankle MVIC moment was not different between
MTP extension angles when the ankle was neutral or in
dorsiflexed. During MTP flexion MVICs, SOL length was
affected by ankle joint angle (Fig. 1B), but neither ABDH length
(Fig 1C) nor MTP MVIC moments were affected by ankle joint
angle, and MTP MVIC moments were not affected by MTP angle
(all p>0.05). Increased SOL fascicle length at greater MTP angles
may suggest a structural transmission between the Achilles
tendon and PA. We interpret our findings such that as the PA
stretches with increasing MTP extension, the Achilles stretches,

Significance
We propose that a structural transmission between the human
foot and ankle enables MTP joint extension, a surrogate for
passive foot stiffness, to increase SOL operating length and
thereby force-generating capacity. Individuals with reduced PA
stiffness may fail to capitalize on this structural transmission with
functional consequences that warrant continued study.
Ankle Angle
Neutral
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Methods
Thus far, 9 young adults (age: 24±5 yrs, 5M/4F) have performed
a series of ankle plantarflexion (i.e., -20, 0, and 20°) and MTP
flexion (i.e., 0, 30, and 60°) maximum voluntary isometric
contractions (MVIC). Cine B-mode ultrasound images of the
SOL were recorded during ankle plantarflexor MVICs across all
combinations of joint angles prescribed using a Biodex
dynamometer. We developed and used a custom foot
dynamometer to measure MTP flexion MVICs across all
combinations of joint angles while simultaneously recording cine
B-mode ultrasound images from both SOL and ABDH. We
quantified fascicle lengths using Ultratrack [3]. A two-factor
repeated measures ANOVA compared SOL and ABDH fascicle
lengths and MVIC moments across all joint angles (p<0.05).

yielding longer SOL fascicle operating lengths. Fascicles that
operate closer to optimal length are advantageous for force
generation. Individuals with reduced foot mobility may not
benefit from this ankle-foot interaction. The lack of dependence
of ABDH lengths on ankle joint angle supports this theory as the
ABDH does not directly connect to the Achilles tendon. More
work is needed to confirm these preliminary results.

50
40
30
20
10

*

25
ABDH(mm)

Introduction
The plantar aponeurosis (PA) is a highly elastic structure that
contributes to the foot’s ability to function as a stiff lever for
push-off and elastic energy storage and return system for
economical locomotion. In combination with the PA, the plantar
intrinsic muscles actively regulate foot stiffness in response to
task demand [1]. Anatomical studies reveal structural
connections between the PA and Achilles that may facilitate force
transfer to enhance the ankle-foot interaction [2]. The extent to
which these connections influence muscle contractile dynamics
is unclear. Thus, the purpose of this study was to characterize the
independent and combined effects of ankle and
metatarsophalangeal (MTP) joint angles on soleus (SOL) and
abductor hallucis (ABDH) fascicle lengths and maximal force
capacities. ABDH was selected due to its role in stiffening the
longitudinal arch. We hypothesized that SOL fascicle length
would increase and maximal voluntary isometric ankle moment
would decrease with MTP extension. Further, there is no direct
structural connection between the ABDH and Achilles. As such,
we hypothesized ABDH fascicle length and maximum voluntary
isometric MTP moment would be independent of ankle angle.

*

20
15
10
0°

30°

60°

0°

30°
60°
MTP Angle

0°

30°

60°

Figure 1. (A) SOL fascicle length during plantarflexor MVICs, and (BC) SOL and ABDH fascicle lengths during MTP flexion MVICs.
*indicates significant pairwise difference across MTP angles and
#indicates significantly different from neutral ankle angle. Inset figures
illustrate experimental setup during (A) ankle and (B-C) MTP MVICs.
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Introduction
Knee osteoarthritis (OA) is a degenerative disease affecting over
240 million people around the world, with joint pain, stiffness,
and reduced functionality as the most disabling symptoms [1].
Pain and disease progression have been associated with
tibiofemoral alignment due to its association with knee loading.
As an intervention, valgisation knee braces have been developed
to correct joint alignment but have no direct effect on knee OA
progression, tibiofemoral contact forces [2], or mobility. As an
innovative alternative, this work aimed to determine the effects
of clutch-based knee bracing on tibiofemoral contact forces
during daily life activities.
After identifying the specific assistance requirements, we
designed and prototyped a clutch-based assistive knee brace for
daily life activities, capable of delivering higher torques,
compared to weight and power consumption, than previous
exoskeletons in the literature [3,4].
Methods
We developed an assistive knee brace capable of storing energy,
and then releasing it at another desired state of knee flexion
during activity (Fig. 1). The device operated by activating two
electromagnetic brakes that engaged or disengaged an elastic
band. It was controlled via force sensing for estimation of
assistive torque, and a 3-axis inertial measurement unit (IMU)
used in a finite state machine controller.
Beyond device characterization, one subject was selected to
perform multiple repetitions of Stair Ascent (SA), Stair Descent
(SD), Stand-to-Sit-to-Stand (STS), and Level Walking (W) at No
Assistance, Low Assistance, and High Assistance. The level of
assistance was determined by the stiffness and preload of the
elastic band. Kinematics and external forces were recorded in
synchronization with the assistive knee brace. Tibiofemoral
contact forces (KCF) were estimated through musculoskeletal
simulation in Opensim. A one-way ANOVA was implemented
for SA, SD, and STS, and a paired t-test was applied to the W
condition.

[3,4]. The maximum engagement/disengagement frequency
achieved was 11.8 Hz, this dynamic range is sufficient for
completing daily living activities. Our novel design is a suitable
low-power, moderate-to-high torque alternative for knee
assistive devices. Moreover, considering that it was a prototype,
and some components were above the required capacity, the
design can be optimized to further reduce the total weight.

Figure 2: Peak medial tibiofemoral contact force for each task and level
of assistance.

Our musculoskeletal simulations showed a significant
reduction in peak tibiofemoral contact forces for three different
physical tasks. The knee brace was most effective under the STS
task (Fig.2), presumably due to the amount of eccentric
contraction involved, which implies a high potential for energy
absorption and storage as elastic potential energy by the knee
brace. Our post-hoc analysis revealed a possible direct
relationship between the stiffness of the elastic element used to
store energy and the magnitude of medial KCF reduction for this
task. However, it is necessary to investigate this effect on a wider
range of assistance values and tasks, since for SD only the low
assistance level elicited a medial KCF reduction. This indicates
the possible existence of an assistance level threshold, beyond
which the benefits of external assistance are diminished. While a
statistically significant reduction of 17% was observed for the W
task, further experimentation is warranted due to the small
sample size. Our work demonstrates the capacity of quasi-passive
assistive knee bracing to reduce tibiofemoral contact forces and
its potential to be extrapolated as a non-invasive treatment to
slow down the disease progression in knee OA patients.
Significance
This is the first time, to our knowledge, that this type of quasipassive assistive device has been evaluated under four daily
living tasks. We identified the potential of clutched external knee
assistance as an intervention to reduce knee joint loading,
especially during the STS task. This approach can potentially
serve as the basis for the development of novel hybrid assistive
devices for OA patients and other musculoskeletal pathologies.

Figure 1: Fully assembled clutch-based knee brace for storing and
releasing energy at different knee flexion states.

Results and Discussion
The total weight of our device (2.58kg) was comparable to knee
exoskeletons in the literature, the maximum torque achieved (23
Nm) was greater, and the power consumption (19.9 W) was
significantly lower than some comparable active exoskeletons
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The Une plo ed Mile one: Kinema ic and M cle U ili a ion of Ho Babie Roll
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In od c ion
Achieving a roll is a ke motor skill and an important
developmental milestone for infants. To initiate and complete a
roll, infants must use hole-bod , goal-oriented movements that
take them from a supine to prone position [1]. Rolling allo s
infants to interact ith their e ternal environment in dail life.
Infant biomechanics studies, particularl in rolling, are sparse. A
previous stud b Koba ashi et al. established si qualitative
categories of limb coordination, related to the s nchronicit of
stationar and moving limbs, hen infants roll [2]. Ho ever, no
studies have e plored muscle utili ation and kinematics to
understand ho infants achieve a roll. The purpose of this stud
is to determine muscle utili ation during various movement
mechanisms of infants rolling from supine to prone.

trunk rotation ith higher contralateral TRI and GM EMG
activit . The higher ipsilateral HAM and QUAD EMG likel
indicates a push-off mechanism during the roll. When all four
limbs are moving s nchronousl (Figure 2D), most of the ROM
is in trunk-pelvis fle ion, ith higher contralateral EMG activit
in the TRI and QUAD and higher ipsilateral EMG activit in the
ABS and GM. When the IL and CA are moving s nchronousl ,
ith the CL follo ing and IA stationar (Figure 2E), the trunkpelvis movement is similar to Figure 2D, but the contribution of
the IL is apparent from the high ipsilateral HAM EMG activit .

Me hod
Five health infants (6.7 0.8 months, 4M, 1F) participated in
this ongoing IRB-approved stud . The infants la supine on a flat
pla mat until a roll as achieved. Surface EMG electrodes
(Dels s, 2000H ) recorded muscle activit from the triceps
(TRI), abdominals (ABS) quadriceps (QUAD), hamstrings
(HAM), and gluteus ma imus (GM). Marker-based motion
capture (Vicon, 100H ) tracked infant kinematics using custom
rigid bodies on the torso, and pelvis. A video camera (GoPro)
recorded all trials. A medical-grade pulse o imeter monitored
infants SpO2 levels to ensure safet . Mean filtered EMG signal
[3], and ranges of motion (ROM) of the Eulerian rotational angles
bet een the trunk and pelvis rigid bodies, ere calculated using
MATLAB for eight half-rolls.

Fig

e 1: E perimental setup (L) and labeled motion capture data (R).

Re l and Di c ion
Five rolling limb coordination categories according to
Koba ashi s criterion [2] ere observed in our data (Figure 2).
The limbs are codified as ipsilateral arm (IA) and leg (IL), and
contralateral arm (CA) and leg (CL) in the direction of the roll,
and the filtered EMG is normali ed as percentage (%) of
ipsilateral limb. When onl the IA is stationar , ith the other
limbs moving s nchronousl (Figure 2A), the arm and pelvic
tuck movements are supported b the high trunk-pelvis ROM in
all rotational directions, and the TRI and higher contralateral
ABS and QUAD EMG. When the CA is moving and the CL
follo ing, ith the IA and IL stationar (Figure 2B), the acrossbod arm movement and trailing CL are supported b the higher
trunk lateral bending and contralateral TRI and ABS EMG
activit . The higher ipsilateral HAM and QUAD activit ma
indicate a push off mechanism ith the IL. When the IA and IL
are stationar ith the CA and CL moving s nchronousl (Figure
2C), the s nchronous movement allo s for the higher pelvis-

Fig e 2: Trunk-pelvis angular ROM and normali ed EMG of observed
roll categories (illustrations adapted from [2], * stationar limb)

These preliminar results indicate a promising approach
to ards quantif ing the movement patterns of infant rolls using
a combination of video, motion capture, and EMG. Future studies
e ploring full rolls and head and lo er bod kinematics ma help
provide a more holistic understanding of the movement and
muscle utili ation of ho infants roll.
Significance
Understanding the movement biomechanics of rolling infants can
provide crucial insight into their motor development and
strategies to self-correct from inadvertent suffocation scenarios.
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EFFECT OF HANDHELD DEVICE USAGE ON NECK STRESSES, POSTURE, AND PAIN IN YOUNG ADULTS
SUFFERING FROM RECURRENT CERVICAL PAIN AND HEALTHY CONTROLS
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Introduction
Text neck syndrome is a repetitive stress injury caused by
excessive texting and overuse of handheld electronic
devices.[1] Cell phone ownership in North America is reported
to be 92% with 81% of owners using mobile phones for
texting.[1] According to recent research, smartphone users
spend an average of two to four hours a day with their heads
dropped down.[2] This results in 700 to 1,400 hours a year of
excess stress on the cervical spine. Flexing the head forward to
use a smartphone directly affects the spine (Figure 1).[1,2]
Frequent forward flexion can cause changes in the cervical
curvature, supporting ligaments, tendons, and musculature, as
well as the bony segments, commonly causing postural
changes.[3,4] Text neck symptoms may include pain in the
neck, upper back, and/or shoulders, forward head posture and
rounded shoulders, reduced mobility, headache, and increased
pain with neck flexion. Recently, spine specialists are noticing
an increase in patients with neck and upper back pain, likely
related to poor posture during prolonged smartphone use.[1]
The purpose of this study was to explore the effect of handheld
device usage on cervical spine neuromuscular control,
biomechanics, and pain level in patients with recurrent cervical
pain.

Figure 1. Weight of head when flexing the neck at varying
degrees.
Methods
This study was a non-randomized, prospective, concurrent
control cohort study. Fifteen recurrent cervical pain patients and
15 controls completed the following functional outcome
measurements: 1- and 5-minutes standing and 1-minute sitting
and walking without (NP) and with (P) using their phone in a
texting-type posture. Each patient was fitted with a full-body
external reflective marker set (Vicon, Oxford, UK) along with
neck and upper extremity dynamic surface EMG (Delsys,
Boston, MA). Neck RoM and neuromuscular activity were
calculated during the standing, sitting, and walking tests.
Moreover, three-dimensional Cone of Economy (CoE)
boundaries were determined during the functional balance tests.
A custom algorithm was used to determine the sagittal, coronal,
and vertical range of sway (RoS) for the center of mass (CoM)

and the head. Outcome measures included neck RoM, balance
effort, and limits of the CoE as measured by total sway and
range of sway (RoS), neuromuscular activity, and neck and arm
visual analog scale (VAS) and neck disability index (NDI).
Repeated measurements and one-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA) were used to analyze data. Statistical analyses were
conducted using SPSS, Version 23.0 (IBM, Armonk, NY,
USA).
Results and Discussion
Using the phone produced increased neck flexion angle
during standing (NP: 15.3 vs. P:48.3°; p<0.001), seating (NP:
8.4 vs. P: 42.7°; p<0.001), and walking (NP: 18.3 vs. P: 39.8°;
p=0.031). Increase in balance effort was observed with greater
total sway during standing (NP: 55.3 vs. P: 69.6 cm; p=0.008)
and sitting (NP: 28.3 vs. P: 37.2 cm; p=0.045) and larger CoE
dimensions when using a phone (P<0.050). There was
significantly more neuromuscular activity in the bilateral upper
trapezius and middle deltoid muscles with phone use during
sitting and standing (p<0.050). Use of the phone during walking
was associated with a slower walking speed (NP: 1.02 vs. P:
0.89 m/s; p=0.013), longer stride time (NP: 1.10 vs. P: 1.19 s;
p=0.022) and widther step width (NP: 0.10 vs. P: 0.14 m;
p=0.019). No significant differences were found in pain level
when using the phone in comparison to the NP condition.
Despite the utility of smartphones and other handheld
devices, their potentially deleterious impact on long-term health
is important to consider. Increasing neck RoM, neuromuscular
activity, and balance effort are observed with handheld device
use and may predispose patients to cervical spondylosis and
myofascial pain. While these devices have become an integral
part of modern life, individuals should make an effort to
maintain a neutral spine during use and to avoid extended hours
on such devices. Spine caregivers should promote awareness,
prevention, and treatment of text neck. Long-term studies are
needed to definitively establish a connection between text neck
and cervical spine pathology.
Significance
Increasing neck range of motion (RoM), neuromuscular
activity, and balance effort were observed with handheld device
use and may predispose patients to cervical spondylosis and
myofascial pain.
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Methods
Four healthy adults (3 male, 29±5 years) were recruited. Thigh,
shank, and foot linear accelerations and angular velocities were
collected with IMUs as individuals walked across an
overground runway. Static and functional trials (straight walk
and toe touches) were collected to orient one axis of IMU data
to approximately sagittal [4]. Participants performed roughly 20
walking trials at a preferred pace. We extracted steady state
strides for analysis. Sagittal thigh and shank angular excursions
were calculated by integrating thigh and shank angular velocity
about a functionally-aligned medial-lateral axis and about an
axis assumed to be aligned with the anatomical medial-lateral
axis. All data were normalized to 100% of the gait cycle.
To determine the effects of functional alignment and
different IMU placements, 3 sensors were placed on the thigh
(Fig 1): one in our typical location, midway between the hip and
knee on the lateral thigh (T1), one proximal to typical (T2), and
one on the anterior thigh
(T3). Data from all sensors
were oriented to 2 reference
T2
frames: functionally aligned
(F) and assumed alignment
T3
(A). Sagittal knee angular
excursions were averaged
T1
across all strides. Root mean
squared difference (RMSD)
was calculated between the
Anterior
functionally aligned typical
sensor data (FT1) and the
Figure 1. IMU placement for
other functional and assumed
thigh sensors.
alignment data for all thigh
sensors.
Knee sagittal angular excursion was determined between
each thigh sensor placement and alignment method and
functionally aligned shank data from a sensor placed in a
standard location (i.e., 3 thigh sensors, 2 alignment conditions:
functional (F) and assumed (A), against 1 standard shank
sensor). Knee range of motion (ROM) was the maximum minus
the minimum knee excursion.

Results and Discussion
The functional alignment minimized differences in thigh
angular excursion between different sensor placements. The
functional alignment was more robust for correcting
distal/proximal (FT1 vs FT2, average RMSD 0.7±0.2°) than
anterior/posterior (FT1 vs FT3, average RMSD 5.8±1.0°)
differences in IMU placement. Although anterior placement of
the sensor increased error, both sensors in non-standard
locations had lower RMSD and standard deviations for
functionally aligned data than from assumed alignment data
(average RMSD vs. FT1: AT1 = 8.0±2.7°, AT2 = 7.2±2.5°,
AT3 = 9.3±2.5°). Functional alignment reduced the error in
knee ROM by up to 20.7 (Fig 2). Using assumed alignment
procedures on thigh segment IMU data could lead to large and
unpredictable differences in knee ROM.
Knee ROM Across Sensor Location and
Alignment Method
90
80
Degrees (°)

Introduction
Inertial measurement units (IMUs) allow us to collect gait data
outside the lab. However, if we want to collect gait data over
multiple days outside of researcher observation, participants
may place sensors in slightly variable, non-standard locations.
Changes in IMU location on a body segment and participant
placement irregularities have been shown to influence outcome
measures [1,2]. Functional alignment methods exist to align
IMU data to recognizable reference frames [3], but the extent to
which these methods minimize the effects of sensor
malalignment on calculated metrics has not been demonstrated.
Therefore, the purpose of this study was to determine the extent
to which a functional alignment method minimizes the effect of
differences in IMU placement on gait calculations.
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Figure 2. Knee range of motion (mean and SD) calculated from each
sensor and alignment strategy. F = Functional alignment, A = Assumed
alignment, T1 = Standard thigh placement, T2 = Proximal offset, T3 =
Anterior offset.

Significance
Differences in segment angular excursion due to varied sensor
placement can be reduced with functional alignment.
Functional alignment may improve data reliability in cases
where participants place and replace their own IMU sensors.
This advancement allows for repeatable and consistent
measures of gait variables and furthers our ability to reliably
measure real world gait mechanics using IMUs.
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Introduction
Biomechanical analyses of pitching possess limitations in
accurately measuring scapular kinematics and distinguishing
between glenohumeral (GH) and scapulothoracic (ST)
contributions to shoulder motion 1 . An individualized linear
model (LM) approach using measurable humerothoracic (HT)
orientation to estimate ST orientation has been validated for static
postures within a pitching motion 2 , but dynamic HT external
rotation angles exceed static HT limits used for LM creation
potentially resulting in non-physiological estimates of ST
orientation. Dynamic validation is needed but is not feasible as
dynamic gold standard references either prohibit a natural
throwing motion (bone pins) or have inadequate sampling rates
for a dynamic pitch (fluoroscopy). In lieu of a gold standard
dynamic validation, LM estimated ST kinematics during a pitch
can still be evaluated to provide insights beyond those of a static
validation 3 . This study provides a dynamic verification of the LM
by assessing its ability to estimate ST kinematics throughout a
full speed pitch. We hypothesized that LM estimated ST
kinematics would be within physiological ST ROM limits.

hypothesis is accepted for these ST axes as the LM produced
estimates that were within established physiological limits.
Despite the total ROM being less than the fluoroscopy ROM
(Fig. 1), LM estimated ST internal/external rotation kinematics
occasionally went beyond fluoroscopy max./min. bounds. One
subject achieved ST internal rotation that was 0.4° beyond the
max. fluoroscopy value. Six subjects reported ST external
rotation angles beyond the max. fluoroscopy value; the largest
exceeded by 16.8°. The fluoroscopy study, however, did not
measure arm postures that specifically targeted HT horizontal
adduction/abduction which elicit substantial ST internal/external,
respectively. While the hypothesis is rejected for this ST axis,
even the most extreme LM reported values on ST internal (76.6 °)
and external (-2.8°) rotation seem plausible given the substantial
shoulder motion involved with pitching (Fig. 2).
These results provide a rudimentary dynamic verification of
the LM during pitching by showing that LM estimated ST
kinematics during pitching are largely physiologically plausible,
if not entirely possible.
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Figure 1: LM estimated ST ROM during pitching (mean±2 SD). ROM
expressed in degrees and as a % of ST ROM limits from fluoroscopy4.
ST X=up./down. rot., ST Y=int./ext. rot., ST Z=ant./post. tilt.

Results and Discussion
The LM estimated ROMs on ST upward/downward rotation and
anterior/posterior tilt were less than the ROM observed in the
fluoroscopy study on these ST axes for all subjects (Fig. 1). All
LM estimated ST angles on these axes were also within the
max./min. fluoroscopy values for all subjects. Thus, the
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Methods
Trunk and upper extremity segment orientations of 14 NCAA
Division III collegiate pitchers were measured with motion
cap e d ing a pi ch. Each bjec a m a placed in i
calibration positions nearly representing the extremes of HT
orientations within his pitching motion while ST orientations
were determined by palpation. The LM used multiple linear
regression on the static position data to create equations that
estimate ST angles from HT angle inputs 2 . The LM was applied
to predict ST kinematics for a second pitch (mean velocity: 75
mph). LM estimated ST kinematics were compared against ST
ROM limits established in a non-pitching biplane fluoroscopy
study involving various functional arm movements4 .
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Figure 2: LM estimated ST kinematics during pitching (mean±1 SD).
ST X=up./down. rot., ST Y=int./ext. rot., ST Z=ant./post. tilt. Pitch
began at max. HT horizontal abduction in stride phase (0%) and ended
at max. HT horizontal adduction in follow-through phase (100%).

Significance
The results of both the published static validation of the LM 2 and
this dynamic verification suggest that the LM is a viable approach
for accurately estimating ST kinematics throughout a full speed
pitch. Future applications to dynamic pitching may provide
previously unknown joint-specific information to facilitate an
understanding of how ST and GH function relate to injury risks,
rehabilitation, and performance.
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O T-OF-LAB GAIT ARIABLES DIFFER BASED ON STRIDE SELECTION CRITERIA
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In d c i n
Inertial meas rement nits (IMUs) can be sed to calc late
kinematic and spatiotemporal gait parameters ith a reliable
le el of acc rac . Meas ring gait o tside the lab co ld pro ide
a more in-depth nderstanding of real- orld gait patterns for the
general pop lation, elderl pop lation, and people
ith
disabilities. E en tho gh IMUs are dependable sensors for
meas ring gait, limited st dies ha e been done sing IMUs to
anal e gait characteristics in o t-of-lab settings. Pre io s
st dies ha e sho n that gait characteristics differ bet een inside
lab and o tside lab settings [1,2]. Ho e er, there is c rrentl no
standardi ed method to select hat o t-of-lab data to incl de in
gait anal ses. Prior st dies selected data based on alking times
or the n mber of strides [1,2]. It has been sho n that people alk
slo er on a erage o tside the lab compared to inside the lab [3].
Th s, comparing gait o tside of the lab ma lead to different
res lts depending on ho matched lab speed are selected. No
pre io s st dies ha e e plored different approaches of data
e traction based on speed from inside and o tside of the lab.
Therefore, the p rpose of this st d
as to compare the effects
of different speed selection methodologies on the res lting IMUderi ed gait parameters for o t-of-lab alking.
(Between sections: keep the 10 p Times New Roman blank line)
Me h d
A total of fo r o ng ad lts (28.8 4.8 rs) ere recr ited to
participate in this st d . Se en IMUs ere attached to each
participant: one on the pel is and one each on both thighs, shanks,
and feet. Participants ere asked to perform straight-line alking
trials at their comfortable speed inside the lab follo ed b a
s per ised alk at self-selected speed o tside of the lab.
Spatiotemporal ariables ere calc lated from foot-mo nted
IMU data sing a ero elocit pdate algorithm [4]. Thigh and
shank data ere oriented to ro ghl align one a is to sagittal
sing a f nctional alignment proced re. Walking elocit , stride
length, and knee ang lar e c rsion (ROM) ere calc lated for
all strides that ere le el and did not incl de a t rn. Variables
ere compared bet een in-lab data and o t-of-lab data selected
sing different speed thresholds. The three o t-of-lab data
selection methods ere 1) lab speed 5%, 2) lab speed 25%,
and 3) all o t-of-lab strides.
(Between sections: keep the 10 Times New Roman blank line)
R
D
With the incl sion of more data from o tside of the lab setting,
mean gait speed and stride length decreased hereas mean knee
range of motion (ROM) as naffected (Inlab: 84 20strides,
5% speed: 130 64strides, 25% speed: 231 75strides, All
speed: 427 37strides). Compared to in-lab, speed as 0.01 0.01
m/s, 0.09 0.07m/s, and 0.2 0.08m/s lo er for 5%, 25%, and
all speed o t-of-lab data conditions (Fig. 1A). Similarl , o t-oflab stride length decreased 0.01 0.02m, 0.07 0.04m, and
0.19 0.06m across conditions hen compared to in the lab (Fig.
1B). Finall , the Knee ROM changed less than 0.6 1.4
compared to inside lab speed across all speed data selections (Fig.
1C). While e did find a trend in spatiotemporal ariables, e
did not identif an changes in o r joint kinematic ariable. O r

data agree ith pre io s findings that people tend to alk more
slo l and ith shorter stride lengths o tside of the lab [3].)

Fig e 1: A. Speed, B. stride length, and C. knee ROM for each
participant (mean and SD); 5%, 25%, & All speed are from o tof-lab; Solid lines represent the a erage of each condition.

Significance
As ne technologies s ch as IMUs make it possible to q antif
h man gait o tside of the lab, it is important to nderstand ho
to se these data to make decisions and ho these data relate to
traditional, in-lab anal ses of gait. To o r kno ledge, this is the
first st d to compare the effects of different speed selection
methodologies on the res lting IMU-deri ed gait parameters for
o t-of-lab alking. O r findings demonstrate that data selection
is important and sho ld be caref ll considered depending on the
specific aims of o t-of-lab gait anal ses.
(Between sections: keep the 10 Times New Roman blank line)
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I
Lo back pain (LBP) is a common m sc loskele al condi ion
secondar o lo er limb loss,1 and ma be rela ed o larger spinal
loads associa ed i h al ered r nk-pel is mo emen s hile
alking i h a pros he ic de ice(s)2. Tr nk-pel is con in o s
rela i e phase (CRP), a meas re of in ersegemen al coordina ion,
has been sed o e amine spinal mo ion in persons i h LBP.
More rigid and less ariable r nk-pel is coordina ion, in
addi ion o larger r nk-pel is mo ion, ha e been sho n o
posi i el correla e i h grea er (chronic) LBP disabili 3.
Osseoin egra ion (OI), a s rgical approach for direc skele al
a achmen of he pros hesis, aims o elimina e socke
complica ions and o erall impro e o comes, perhaps hereb
mi iga ing risk for secondar m sc loskele al condi ions (e.g.,
LBP). The p rpose of his anal sis is o compare r nk-pel is
range of mo ion (ROM), CRP, and CRP ariabili
hile alking
among a cohor of Ser ice members i h ransfemoral (TF) limb
loss, direc l before and 12-mon hs af er OI. I as h po hesi ed
Ser ice members o ld demons ra e lesser r nk-pel is ROM,
i h grea er CRP and CRP ariabili (i.e., less rigid and more
fle ible coordina ion) af er OI.
M
Fif een Ser ice members (mean SD age: 39 11 rs, s a re:
178 4.2 cm, mass: 98 18 kg) i h lo er limb loss (8 nila eral
TF, 4 bila eral TF i h bila eral OI, 1 bila eral TF i h nila eral
OI, 2 bila eral TF/ rans ibial) alked a a self-selec ed alking
eloci o er gro nd, sing an assis i e de ice, if req ired,
before and 12-mon hs af er OI. Tr nk-pel is ROM, mean CRP,
and CRP ariabili
ere comp ed. Mean CRP as de ermined
for each s ride4 and e pressed in absol e al e for p rposes of
in erpre a ion; 0-90 indica es in-phase (more rigid) mo emen ,
hile 90-180 indica es o -of-phase mo emen . Par icipan s
also comple ed q es ionnaires o charac eri e chronic LBP, i h
chronici defined as LBP being a problem for a leas half he
da s in he pas 6 mon hs, sing he NIH Minimal Da a Se .
Pair ise - es s (p<0.05) compared self-selec ed
alking
eloci , ROM and CRP o comes be een ime poin s.
R
D
Self-selec ed alking eloci decreased (p=0.03) be een
baseline (mean SD: 1.07 0.24 m/s) and 12-mon h (1.02 0.23
m/s) ime poin s. O er ime, here ere no changes in sagi al
(p=0.14), fron al (p=0.38), or rans erse (p=0.13) r nk ROM,
nor sagi al (p=0.09), fron al (p=0.30), or rans erse (p=0.21)
pel is ROM (Fig re 1a and 1b, respec i el ). Addi ionall , here
ere no changes in sagi al (p=0.60), fron al (p=0.31), or
rans erse (p=0.60) mean CRP, nor sagi al (p=0.26), fron al
(p=0.62) or rans erse (p=0.67) CRP ariabili (Fig re 2a and
2b, respec i el ). Mean CRP remained in-phase (more rigid) bo h
before and 12 mon hs af er OI. While sagi al and fron al CRP
al es here are similar in magni de o hose repor ed for persons
af er 1 ear of independen amb la ion follo ing TF limb loss
( i h radi ional socke s),5 rans erse CRP is more in-phase.
Therefore, op imal a ial coordina ion ma req ire grea er

accommoda ion ime follo ing OI. Of no e, s bjec i e repor s of
chronic LBP decreased from baseline o 12-mon hs, in a s bse
of s bjec s (i.e., of 8 Ser ice members repor ing chronic LBP a
baseline, onl 4 con in ed o repor chronic LBP a 12 mon hs).
These res l s collec i el s gges niq e s bjec responses o OI,
likel dependen on n mero s fac ors be ond merel r nkpel ic biomechanical o comes.

F
1: Mean (s andard error) ri-planar ( ) r nk and ( ) pel is ROM
before (dashed) and 12-mon hs af er (solid) OI.

F
2: Mean (s andard error) ri-planar ( ) mean CRP and ( ) CRP
ariabili before (dashed) and 12-mon hs af er (solid) OI.

S
Wi hin his preliminar anal sis, r nk-pel is mo ion and
coordina ion did no change 12 mon hs af er OI (despi e a
decreasing pre alence of chronic LBP in a s bse of he sample).
In combina ion i h a comprehensi e s i e of o comes,
con in ed follo - p
ill f r her charac eri e longer- erm
biomechanical changes among Ser ice members i h TF limb
loss recei ing OI, o more broadl reali e he f nc ional and
ps chosocial effec s of OI and facili a e idespread adop ion
i hin he Mili ar Heal h S s em.
A
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assessmen s (MLT, BK, HSM, JCA, JME, and JRG). The ie s
e pressed herein are hose of he a hors and do no o reflec he
ie s of he Depar men of Defense, Depar men s of he
Arm /Na /Air Force, nor he U.S. Go ernmen .
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Introduction
Recent research has shown that 41% of young adults present with
an enlarged external occipital protuberance (EEOP)1. These
EEOPs have been shown to cause tenderness/pain in the occipital
region and can even require surgery2-3; however, the origin of the
EEOP and subsequent postural changes due to their development
are unknown. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to use
radiographic measurements to investigate how neck posture
differed between those with and without an EEOP.
Methods
This was a retrospective study of 50 neutral posture sagittal plane
radiographs (25 females, 25 males) from two different studies4-5.
An EOP was classified as enlarged if it exceeded 10 mm1 (Figure
1). Landmarking was performed in ImageJ (Rasband, W.S.,
ImageJ, US National Institute of Health, Bethesda, Maryland,
USA). EOP length, C2-C7 intervertebral angles, and
gravitational moment arm of the neck (horizontal distance
between the center of C7 to External Auditory Meatus) were
calculated in Microsoft Excel using the landmarks. Two-way
ANOVAs with between factors of EOP group (enlarged vs.
normal) and sex and a covariate of height were run on each
variable. Height was included since previous work has shown
that anthropometrics may influence neck posture6. Tukey posthoc tests were run on any significant main effects. Simple effects
were run on significant interactions. Significance was set a
p<0.05.

size and strength of neck muscles. Stronger muscles could lead
to an extended cervical spine and stress the ligamentum nuchae,
which puts stress on the EOP, leading to an EEOP.
In summary, our study found that EEOPS were more
prevalent in young adults, which is consistent with previous
research. We also found that those with EEOPs present with more
extended C3-C4 intervertebral angles.
Variable

Enlarged EOP
(n=10)

Normal EOP
(n=40)

EOP Length* (mm)

13.6 + 2.38

3.31 + 3.64

Moment Arm (mm)

10.75 + 9.42

19.83 + 9.52

C2-C3 Angle

7.52 + 7.70

7.20 + 4.28

C3-C4 Angle*

6.09 + 5.14

3.10 + 4.71

C4-C5 Angle

3.87 + 4.58

0.85 + 4.17

C5-C6 Angle

3.46 + 3.61

0.43 + 4.54

C6-C7 Angle

7.21 + 4.49

5.43 + 4.41

Table 1: Mean and standard deviations for each variable. For angles,
negative = flexion and positive = extension. Note: * indicates
significance at p<0.05.

Significance
The C3-C4 intervertebral angle was the only significantly
different variable between our two groups, indicating a possible
relationship with the lordotic curve of the cervical vertebrae. An
abnormally extended curve may lead to the potential of pain due
to increased facet spinous process interaction and should be
investigated further. Tubercle growth has been shown to be
reliant on the pull/force of muscle7. Our continued work will
explore the relationship between muscle strength and EOP size.
Acknowledgments
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Figure 1: Example of an EEOP (left) and the EOP length measurement
(right)

Results and Discussion
Twenty percent (10/50) of our participants presented with an
EEOP. Twenty-five percent (9/36) of young adults (18-30 years
of age) presented with an EEOP and 2.5% (1/8) in older adults.
A high prevalence of EEOPs in younger adults is consistent with
previous literature1, but the percentage of young adults is much
smaller (41% in previous work1).
The only significant difference for the intervertebral joint
angles was at the C3-C4 level (p<.001) (Table 1). The C3-C4
angle was more extended in those with EEOPs. The C3-C4 joint
is at the apex of the lordotic curve of the cervical spine. We
hypothesize that this difference may be due to differences in the
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Introduction
Clinical upper extremity (UE) functional assessments have been
criticized for being insensitive to certain meaningful differences
in UE function 1 . More precise motion capture measures are
typically constrained to a set of static postures and/or limited
motions relevant to the patient population 2 and may provide an
incom le e a e men of a a ien UE functionality. Like
clinical assessments, motion capture analyses are also reliant on
patient compliance with traditional task-based data collections,
which can be challenging to collect on younger patients.
Assessing UE functionality by utilizing a less prescriptive and
more game-like environment may provide the opportunity to
obtain precise measures of UE function on young children 3 . The
measurement of reachable workspace can be obtained in such an
environment. Reachable workspace provides a precise num erical
and visual assessment of global UE function by quantifying the
regions in space that a patient can reach with his/her hand4.
Incorporating real-time (RT) visual feedback with motion
capture into current UE workspace measures can provide an
innovative way to engage patients 3 while also ensuring
ac i i ion of he a ien en i e a ailable o k ace.
This study provides a n evaluation of a new clinical tool that
incorporates RT visual feedback with motion capture to quantify
UE reachable workspace. It was hypothesized that 1) the use of
RT feedback would result in greater workspace and 2) workspace
on the affected/injured limb would be less than that of the
unaffected/healthy limb.
Methods
Trunk and UE segment orientations of 10 children with brachial
plexus birth injuries (4-10 years) were measured using motion
capture. An array of virtual targets surrounding each participant
was created using spherical coordinates. Custom LabVIEW
software displayed virtual targets with RT feedback from motion
capture. Movements of a virtual cursor were controlled in RT
based on the position of the hand marker relative to the trunk .
Once the cursor moved within a threshold of a virtual target, that
target would disappear. Targets throughout the spherical space
were displayed sequentially by octant (e.g., upper hemisphere,
right side, anterior) until all targets were completed or until the
subject was unable to reach any more. Subjects completed trials
on their affected and unaffected limbs under two conditions
with and without RT feedback. For the trials without RT
feedback, guidance like that given during clinical functional
assessments was provided by the researcher to help ensure that
the participants attempted to reach all regions of their workspace.
The workspace trials without RT feedback would end once the
researcher had the participant move through all regions to the best
of their ability. Reachable workspace space was calculated for
each octant as the points reached by the hand expressed as a
percentage of the potential reachable points a long the outer
surface area. The upper and lower posterior octants on the
contralateral side of the limb being measured were not analysed
due to the minimal of reachable space available in these regions.

Results and Discussion
The use of RT feedback resulted in significantly greater
workspace on both the affected (3/6 octants) and unaffected (6/6
octants) limbs (Fig. 1). We accept hypothesis 1 as RT feedback
increased workspace reported for each limb.
The affected limb had significantly less workspace than the
unaffected limb for 4/6 octants when using RT feedback (Fig. 1).
Without RT feedback the difference between limbs was
significant for only 1/6 octants (Fig. 1). We accept hypothesis 2
given that workspace analysis with and without RT feedback was
able detect interlimb differences in workspace but conclude that
the use of workspace analysis with RT feedback was more
sensitive for detecting the functional deficits on the affected limb.
This assessment demonstrates the viability of a reachable
workspace tool with RT feedback to facilitate data collection and
provide a more complete measure of global UE function that is
capable of illustrating areas of impairment.

Figure 1: Blue columns: differences between real-time feedback
conditions on the affected (Aff.) and unaffected (UnA.) limbs. Red
columns: differences between limbs with (RT) and without (No RT) RT
feedback. * indicates statistical significance (p<0.05).
Octants:
1=up./ant./ipsil., 2=up./ant./contra., 3=up./post./ipsil., 4=low./ant./ipsil.,
5=low./ant./contra., 6=low./post./ipsil.

Significance
A reachable workspace tool with RT feedback provides a more
complete measure of global UE function, may facilitate testing in
younger patients to obtain previously unavailable pre-operative
data, and offers a highly visual and intuitive depiction of patient
function for clinicians, patients, and caretakers.
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EFFECTS OF MATURATION ON WHOLE-BODY METABOLIC RATE IN FEMALE SOCCER PLAYERS
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Methods
Motion capture data from 15 adolescent female soccer players
completing unanticipated 90° side cutting trials (CUT) off the
dominant leg were used. Participants were classified into three
maturation groups based on their predicted adult stature
percentage [1]: prepubertal (PRE: n = 5, age: 9.9±0.3 yrs, height:
1.34±0.05m, mass: 34.27±2.32kg), pubertal (PUB: n = 5, age:
12.1±1.0 yrs, height: 1.60±0.03m, mass: 46.40±6.41kg), and
post-pubertal (POST: n = 5, age: 14.3±1.5 yrs, height:
1.70±0.02m, mass: 55.0±2.66kg).
Musculoskeletal simulations of the CUT trials were done in
OpenSim (v3.3, http://simtk.org). Inverse kinematics and inverse
dynamics were used to calculate joint angles and moments from
a subject-specific scaled musculoskeletal model [2]. Residual
Reduction Algorithm (RRA) was used to reduce the residual
forces and moments (applied to the pelvis) resulting from
dynamic inconsistencies between measured kinematics and
ground reaction forces. The resulting RRA-adjusted model was
then used in the Computed Muscle Control tool to generate a set
of muscle excitations that produced a coordinated muscle-driven
simulation of the CUT trials. To estimate metabolic energy
consumption, the Umberger2010MuscleMetabolicsProbe with
some modifications was used [3,4].
Gross average whole-body metabolic rate was calculated
according to Dembia et al. [5]. Briefly, total rate of energy
consumption from all lower extremity muscles (normalized to
body mass), with a basal rate of 1.2 W/kg added to account for
the upper extremity, was integrated over the stance phase, and
then divided by the duration of the stance phase. A one-way
ANOVA, with effect sizes, was performed on average metabolic
rate between the three maturation groups (SPSS, α = 0.05).
Results and Discussion
Our hypothesis was not supported, as there were no significant
differences between maturation groups: F(2,12) = 3.351, p =

0.0 0, 2p = 0.358. However, a large effect size was detected.
Gross average metabolic rate was largest in the PRE group (39.21
W/kg), indicating more metabolic energy was consumed in less
mature female soccer players. This also suggests an inefficient
movement strategy was used in the PRE group during the CUT
task. Interestingly, the PUB group exhibited the lowest gross
average metabolic rate, suggesting this maturation group uses an
effective movement strategy that reduces metabolic cost during
this highly dynamic task.
gross average whole-body metabolic
rate (W/kg)

Introduction
Human motion is driven to be both efficient and cost effective
(i.e., maximize energy intake and minimize energy use). Frequent
decelerations and accelerations, commonly seen in change of
direction movements in soccer, require high levels of metabolic
work. Assessing the workloads needed to complete common
soccer movements is vital in understanding the mechanical
demand needed for these injury-prone movements.
Musculoskeletal modelling makes it possible to predict the
metabolic cost of muscle actions in human movement. However,
limited research exists that examines the metabolic cost in
athletic movements. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to
compare gross average whole-body metabolic rate between
maturation groups in young female soccer players. It was
hypothesized that more mature females would exhibit decreased
gross average metabolic rate compared to less mature females.

39.21
33.57
28.78

PRE

PUB

POST

Figure 1: Gross average whole-body metabolic rate between
prepubertal (PRE), pubertal (PUB), and post-pubertal (POST)
maturation groups.
Significance
Results from this preliminary work indicate that less mature
adolescent female soccer players require greater energy
consumption to complete an unanticipated sidecut task compared
to more mature females. Additionally, the POST group exhibited
greater energy consumption compared to the PUB group.
Identifying why greater energy consumption is needed in the
POST group may aid in determining why this age group is prone
to season-ending injuries, such as ACL injuries.
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Introduction
Active community mobility and exercise for health involve a
range of activities including walking, step negotiation and
running. The magnitudes of the peak vertical ground reaction
force (vGRF) and knee moments in early stance are related to the
activity and the more dynamic the task the higher the load.
During early stance, the large vertical deceleration (loading) in
these locomotor activities has been associated with the
development of knee pain and degenerative conditions [1].
Potentially, for individuals with unilateral transtibial amputations
(ITTAs), the load response to increased task demand may explain
the increased intact side musculoskeletal comorbidities. The
purpose of this study was to examine the relationship between
load and task demand in individuals with and without
transtibial amputation.

muscular strength measures. Further, examine the relationship
between load and task demand using a higher-order polynomial
and a greater range of tasks.

Methods
Eight recreationally active ITTAs and 21 age and activity-level
matched controls performed five movement tasks: habitual
walking, fast walking, single step-descent, jog, and run. Habitual
walking represented everyday walking pace, while fast walking
was the pace required if “running late to a meeting”. Single-step
descent, representative of stepping off a curb, was performed by
walking the length of a 5 m platform, stepping down from a 14
cm height, and continuing to walk. Jog pace was determined by
the participant as the typical pace they would run to complete a
10K whereas the run pace was for a 5K.
Task demand was defined by the vertical velocity at initial
contact (VIC). The following loading measures were extracted
from early stance phase of each movement: peak vGRF and peak
knee external adduction and flexor moments (KAM and KFM).
Data were extracted for the intact limb of ITTAs and a control
limb. Simple linear regressions were performed with VIC as the
predictor, and vGRF, KAM, and KFM as the dependent variables
individually for ITTAs and controls. Independent t-tests were run
on the regression slopes to determine if the relationship between
load and task demand differed between ITTAs and controls.
Results and Discussion
No significant differences were found in the regression slopes for
vGRF (t(141) = 1.75, p = 0.082) or KFM (t(141) = 1.19, p =
0.235). A significantly different regression slope was found
between ITTAs and controls for KAM (t(141) = 2.38, p = 0.019).
KAM in the intact limb responds differently to increases in task
demand than a control limb. However, the low adjusted R2 values
may indicate underfitting in the KAM and KFM models and that
other factors, outside increasing task demand, are involved. As
KAM is a marker strongly associated with the progression of
knee osteoarthritis, further research is needed to understand the
relationship between intact limb load and task demand that could
better inform daily and exercise activity options that minimize
high intact limb load and gain the health benefits of activity.
Future directions: Develop a multiple regression model,
which includes 1) horizontal velocity as the predictor to represent
changes in deceleration by task, 2) movement mechanics, and 3)

Figure 1. Linear regression lines of best fit (solid)
with 95% confidence intervals (dotted)
Significance
Increases in ITTA intact knee load is not fully explained by task
demand. Thus, load magnitude compared to control limbs may
not be the mechanism of increased knee pain and degenerative
diseases. This is consistent with recent previous research [2-3].
Rather, between-limb load symmetry may be a better predictor.
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Introduction
Muscular fatigue is a controversial lower extremity injury
risk factor, in part due to its complexity. It is thought that when
an individual becomes fatigued, the musculature’s ability to
absorb energy is reduced, leading to decreases in
neuromuscular control and altered lower extremity mechanics
[1,2]. Few studies have observed the effects of fatigue on lower
extremity mechanics in healthy and ACL-reconstructed (ACLR) females, which have yielded conflicting results. Because
fatigue in athletics is unavoidable, a better understanding of its
influence on lower extremity mechanics is warranted.
Therefore, the purpose of this study was to determine the
effects of muscular fatigue on lower extremity kinematics and
kinetics in healthy and ACL-R females using a laboratorybased fatigue protocol. We hypothesized that lower extremity
kinematics and kinetics would be different pre- to post-fatigue.
Methods
Seven healthy (23.0 ± 2.6 yrs, 69.2 ± 6.9 kg; 1.66 ± 0.6 m)
and four ACL-R (21.8 ± 2.1 yrs, 67.3 ± 4.8 kg; 1.68 ± 0.6 m)
recreationally active females volunteered to participate in this
study. Participants completed a 5-minute self-selected warmup, followed by five box land-and-cut trials from a 30 cm box
placed ½ their height from the force plates. The box land-andcut task required participants to jump off the box with their left
foot, land on the force plate with their right foot and make a
45° cut to the left. Then, they completed a laboratory-based
fatigue protocol, before returning to the laboratory and
performing five additional box land-and-cut trials. Briefly, the
fatigue protocol consisted of running to 4 different exercise
stations and performing various types of body weight exercises.
Participants were asked to complete as many rounds as
possible, and the protocol stopped when participant maximal
jump and reach height decreased 25% during two consecutive
jumps.
A 12-camera motion capture system (200Hz, Vicon) and a
force platform (2000Hz, AMTI) were used to collect marker
coordinate and GRF data, respectively. Visual3D (C-Motion)
was used to process and analyze all data. Marker coordinate and
GRF data were filtered using fourth-order Butterworth low-pass
filters with cut-off frequency of 12 Hz. 3D lower extremity joint
kinematics were calculated using a joint coordinate system
approach. 3D internal joint moments were expressed in the joint
coordinate system and normalized to body mass. Pre- and postfatigue lower extremity mechanics were compared across the
landing phase with one-dimensional statisticial non-parametric
mapping F-tests (SnPM{F}). If a group x fatigue interaction
was found, post-hoc SnPM t-tests (SnPM{t} were conducted on
each pairwise comparison separately. Significance for all tests
were a priori set at p < 0.05.
Results and Discussion
The only group fatigue interaction found was hip flexion
angle (Figure 1). ACL-R females had an average of 18.7° more

hip flexion pre-fatigue (23 – 70% stance phase) and 15.3° more
hip flexion post-fatigue (62 – 79% stance phase) compared to
healthy females (Figure 1). Significant group main effects
included hip flexion, abduction, and rotation angles (p < 0.05).
Significant fatigue main effects included hip flexion and knee
abduction angles, as well as hip rotation moment (p < 0.05). No
other significant supra-threshold clusters were found.

Figure 1: Mean ensemble curves for healthy and ACL-R hip flexion
angles pre-fatigue and post-fatigue (A) with their respective SnPM{t}
output from 0 to 100% of stance phase (B). Red vertical lines
represent the % stance phase that was indicated significant by the
respective SnPM{t}.

Significance
Our results indicate that muscular fatigue and previous
ACL-R may play a role in influencing hip mechanics kinetics
in ACL-R females. It has been shown that ACL-R females may
be prone to poor neuromuscular control of the trunk [3], thus
increasing hip flexion and potentially risk of injury. However,
it appears that prior ACL-R may play a larger role in differences
found in hip flexion than fatigue, given that compared to
healthy females, ACL-R females had greater hip flexion prefatigue over a larger period of stance phase compared to postfatigue. This may be indicative to clinicians and coaches that
muscular strength and endurance of the hip musculature is vital
in rehabilitative and injury prevention protocols for ACL-R
females.
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Introduction
People with a transtibial amputation (TTA) have higher rates of
bilateral hip1 and intact leg knee osteoarthritis compared to nonamputees2. A greater risk of osteoarthritis is attributed at least in
part to high and asymmetric joint loads2. At the hip, considering
contributions from muscles in joint loading computations is
important given the many muscles surrounding this joint and
documented bilateral hip muscle compensations in people with
TTA1. In people with TTA, it is unclear whether the intact or
amputated leg hip is more at risk. For example, no differences in
hip joint contact force were found during walking between the
intact leg and non-amputees3, while greater intact leg hip contact
forces were found during the stance phase of running compared
to the amputated leg4. As the development of osteoarthritis likely
occurs due to the cumulative loading across different tasks over
time, understanding how the hip joint is loaded during different
tasks can provide insight on loading strategies and may help
predict joint degradation in people with TTA. One important
functional task is sit-to-stand (STS), which is performed ~50
times per day by people with TTA5. As STS requires large hip
muscle forces for hip extension and postural stabilization6, it is
important to quantify hip joint contact forces during this task.
Therefore, the purpose of this study was to investigate hip joint
contact forces during STS in people with TTA.
Methods
One person with TTA (M, 56 yrs, 1.7 m, 99.6 kg) and one person
without an amputation (M; 52 yrs; 1.7 m, 69.6 kg) were selected
from a larger study where participants performed five self-paced
STS trials7. Participants began seated with hips, knees, and ankles
flexed at 90°, feet hip-width apart on separate force plates
recording at 1200 Hz. Kinematics were collected at 120 Hz using
a full-body marker set.
Marker positions and ground reaction forces (GRFs) were
low-pass filtered using a 4th-order Butterworth filter with cut-off
frequencies of 6 Hz and 10 Hz, respectively. An 8-segment model
was created in Visual3D and used to determine the inverse
kinematics solution from seat-off to standing (body center of
mass velocity reaches zero) using a least squares optimization
approach for all five trials for each participant. The inverse
kinematics solutions were input with a musculoskeletal model
(gait2392) to OpenSim 4.1. We performed a residual reduction
algorithm to ensure dynamic consistency between the inverse
kinematics solutions and GRFs. Individual muscle forces were
then determined using a computed muscle control algorithm
(CMC) to minimize the sum of squared muscle controls, which
reproduced the STS motion. The individual muscle forces were
then used to calculate the vector magnitude of the hip joint
contact force during STS.
Hip joint contact forces were low-pass filtered using a 4thorder Butterworth filter with a 6 Hz cut-off frequency and
normalized by body weight. We then calculated peak hip joint
contact force asymmetry between legs as a percent difference.
We also calculated the difference between intact and amputated
legs relative to the non-amputee participant.

Results and Discussion
Peak hip joint contact force occurred just after seat off and was
19% greater on the intact leg compared to the amputated leg and
22% greater than the non-amputee participant. Peak force on the
amputated side was similar to the non-amputee participant (0.4%
difference). These preliminary results suggest that people with
TTA have asymmetric hip joint contact force between legs during
STS due to large intact leg hip joint forces, which may negatively
affect hip joint health. However, further analyses with a larger
sample size are needed.

Figure 1: Hip joint contact forces in body-weights (BW) from seat-off
to standing for one person with (green) and without (black) TTA.

Significance
Our preliminary analysis suggests that the asymmetry in hip joint
contact forces during STS is higher in people with TTA
compared to people without TTA. This asymmetry may
contribute to a greater risk of developing osteoarthritis in the
intact hip compared to the amputated leg and non-amputees. As
people with TTA generally have asymmetric weight-bearing
during STS and asymmetric hip muscle strength, these results
highlight the clinical need for improving weight-bearing
symmetry and strengthening amputated leg hip muscles in this
population. Quantifying joint contact forces during tasks of daily
living is useful in understanding long term joint health. In
addition, insights on cumulative joint loading of different tasks
over time may help with designing rehabilitation protocols for
people with TTA aimed at promoting joint health and mobility.
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INTRODUCTION
Lacking eg la pa icipa ion in ph ical ac i i
i a
p e alen i k fac o fo f nc ional limi a ion in people i h knee
o eoa h i i (OA) [1]. Lo of mobili
i h OA can lead o
di abili and change in gai . Join po e p ofile diffe
ignifican l in people i h knee OA compa ed o heal h ad l
[2]. Addi ionall , p chological fac o
ch a kine iophobia o
fea of mo emen ha e been linked o ac i i limi a ion in
people i h knee OA [3]. Ho e e , o o kno ledge, no die
ha e e plo ed he collec ed effec of bo h p chological and
biomechanical fac o on ph ical ac i i in people i h knee
OA. The p ima aim of o
d
a o e plo e he combined
effec of gene a i e (p op l i e) lo e limb join po e (ankle,
knee, and hip) and kine iophobia on elf- epo ed ph ical
ac i i in people i h knee OA. We hypothesized ha gene a i e
join po e d ing alking gai and fea of mo emen
(kine iophobia) o ld oge he p edic ph ical ac i i le el in
people i h knee o eoa h i i .
METHODS
Thi - e en pa icipan (F 21 M 10; age 57.2 9.2 ea ;
BMI 34.7 7.2 kg/m2) i h doc o -diagno ed ni- o bila e al
knee OA con en ed o pa icipa e in hi c o - ec ional
d .
Ph ical ac i i le el and kine iophobia e e a e ed b elfepo
ing he UCLA ac i i
co e ( cale 1-10, inac i e o
eg la pa icipa ion in impac po ) and Tampa Scale fo
Kine iophobia (TSK; cale 17-68, no fea o e eme fea of
mo emen ), e pec i el . Kinema ic (120 H ) and nch oni ed
kine ic da a (1200 H ) e e collec ed a
bjec
alked a hei
p efe ed alking peed on a pli -bel
eadmill. Pa i e
eflec i e ma ke
e e placed bila e all o e elec ed bon
landma k
ing
anda d me hod . The follo ing peak
gene a i e mechanical join po e of he lo e limb d ing la e
ance e e calc la ed ing Vi al 3D of a e (C-Mo ion, Inc.,
Ge man o n, MD): hip po e gene a ion (HPOWER), knee peak
po e gene a ion (KPOWER), peak ankle po e gene a ion a p h
off (APOWER). Join po e
e e no mali ed o bod
eigh
Wa /kg (W/kg). Onl he affec ed/mo affec ed limb a
ed
fo a i ical anal i . We pe fo med a m l iple linea eg e ion
anal i o e o h po he i . Alpha a e a p < 0.05 fo all
anal e . P io o pa ame ic anal i , da a e e an fo med
hen nece a ,
ing
ae
oo
o
loga i hmic
an fo ma ion . Da a e e anal ed i h SPSS, e ion 27.
Unde he e condi ion a ample i e of 37 bjec p o ide 80%
po e fo de ec ing a mall f2 = 0.41 (R2 = 0.291).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In ppo of o h po he i , peak po e gene a ion a he
ankle, hip, and TSK co e all ignifican l p edic ed UCLA co e
o ph ical ac i i (5.14 ± 2.14), ho e e , peak po e
gene a ion a he knee a no a ignifican p edic o (Table 1).
App o ima el 55.3% of he a iance in ph ical ac i i
a
acco n ed fo b all p edic o (adj ed R2 = .497, p < .001).
Ho e e , af e acco n ing fo eadmill gai peed (0.58 ± 0.22
m/ ) a a co a ia e in o model, onl peak po e gene a ion a

he hip (p = .003), TSK co e (p = .001), and gai peed (p < .001)
e e ignifican p edic o of ph ical ac i i (Fig e 1). D ing
la e ance, people ha
e mo e p op l i e hip gene a ion a e
le ac i e ega dle of p op l i e gene a ion a di al join ,
kine iophobia, and gai peed. Inc ea ed hip fle o po e d ing
la e ance i ho gh o be a compen a ion fo ed c ion in
plan a fle o po e in olde ad l [4,5]. I i po ible ha hi
compen a o mechani m d ing eg la ac i i ie of dail li ing
co ld lead o icke fa ig e, po en iall e plaining he ed ced
ac i i le el een in hi pop la ion. Addi ionall , g ea e
kine iophobia (fea of mo emen ) a ill a ignifican p edic o
of ph ical ac i i e en af e acco n ing fo he o he a iable ,
highligh ing he impo
ole p chological fac o pla on
ph ical ac i i in hi pop la ion.
Tab 1.

BCa 95% CI
b
SE b
L
U
p
HPOWER
-0.443
0.235
-0.950
-0.156
.033
KPOWER
-0.025
0.069
-0.172
0.120
.719
APOWER
0.639
0.254
0.167
1.153
.014
TSK
-0.023
-0.375
-0.042
-0.005
.019
Note. BCa bias corrected and accelerated confidence interval and
SE standard error were based on 10,000 bootstrap samples. b
unstandardized regression coefficient.

F

1. UCLA

. eg e ion adj

ed p edic ed al e of f ll model.

SIGNIFICANCE
In e en ion aimed a imp o ing pa icipa ion in e e ci e ,
ch a
alking, ho ld con ide he combined effec of
beha io al and biomechanical fac o .
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Introduction
Total knee arthroplasty (TKA) is the surgical solution for
people with end-stage knee osteoarthritis. Patients of TKA
often experience deficit of knee extension moment in their
replaced limbs during gait [3] and more recently during
stationary cycling [1]. Information on knee joint contact force
during cycling in TKA is very limited in literature. Such
information is valuable for clinical as well as research
applications. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to use
musculoskeletal modeling to examine inter-limb differences of
total (TCF), medial (MCF), and lateral (LCF) tibiofemoral
contact forces for patients of TKA across different workrates
during stationary cycling.
Methods
Fifteen unilateral patients of TKA (64.3 ± 8.2 yrs, 94.1 ± 20.4
kg, 1.74 ± 0.1 m, 8.6 ± 2.4 months post-op, cruciate retaining =
14, bi-cruciate stabilizing = 1) were recruited from a local
orthopedic clinic and were operated by the same orthopedic
surgeon. Participants cycled on a stationary cycle ergometer
(Excalibur Sport, Lode) in two randomized workrates (80 and
100 Watt) at a cadence of 80 RPM for one-minute in each test
condition. During the final 10 seconds, 3D motion capture (240
Hz, Vicon Motion Inc.) and pedal reaction force data (1200 Hz,
Kistler) were collected simultaneously and filtered at 6 Hz with
a 4th order low-pass filter.
A generic musculoskeletal model with 23 degrees-offreedom and 92 musculotendon actuators was used in OpenSim
(3.2, Stanford University) with a modified knee joint with
medial and lateral tibiofemoral compartments [2] to simulate
TCF, MCF and LCF. Static optimization was used to estimate
muscle forces using experimental data and joint reaction
analysis was used to compute TCF, MCF and LCF. A 2×2 (limb
× workrate) and a 2 × 2 (compartment × limb) repeated measure
ANOVA were run on the selected variables.
Results and Discussion
The results of the limb×workrate ANOVA showed that peak
TCF and LCF did not exhibit any significant interaction, limb
or workrate main effect (Table 1). Peak MCF displayed a
significant limb main effect (p = 0.028). The post hoc
comparison found that peak MCF was greater in the nonreplaced compared to replaced limb.

The results of the compartment×limb ANOVA showed at
80 W, the interaction for peak MCF was significant (p = 0.001).
Post-hoc analysis indicated that peak MCF in the non-replaced
limbs was greater than peak MCF for the replaced limbs (p =
0.003, Figure 1), and was greater than peak LCF in the nonreplaced limbs (p < 0.001). At 100 W, MCF was greater than
LCF(p=0.017).

Figure 1. Comparison of MCF and LCF (Mean ± STD) for both
the replaced and non-replaced limb at 80 W.
Significance
The lack of limb difference of TCF is contrary to the results
found using inverse dynamics in the same subject group in
cycling [1]. The magnitude of tibiofemoral joint loading for
cycling is much lower than walking, which might have led to
the inability to detect the difference for peak TCF between the
replaced and non-replaced knees. Further studies are necessary
to confirm these findings. Although TCF did not increase
significantly from 80 – 100 W, MCF showed greater increases
relatively to LCF and TCF, suggesting it would be safer to cycle
at the lower worktate at 80 W for patients with TKA.
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Table 1. Peak knee contact forces (N) and knee extensor and flexor group muscle forces (N): mean ± STD.
80 Watts
Replaced
Non-Replaced
TCF
-918.6±253.4
-1021.4±212.7
MCF
-477.4±182.7
-705.2±183.2
LCF
-472.2±133.7
-339.8±154.5
Extensor
876.1±263.7
910.0±214.4
Flexor
230.5±101.4
242.3±80.2
2
η p: partial eta squared.

100 Watts
Replaced
Non-Replaced
-952.5±208.6
-1024.7±276.2
-597.2±296.7
-699.0±213.9
-411.9±238.9
-399.3±212.5
901.6±234.9
894.4±271.3
255.9±141.1
267.8±117.1

Inter
0.556 (0.03)
0.219 (0.13)
0.179 (0.16)
0.224 (0.13)
0.997 (0.00)

p (η2p)
Limb
0.181 (0.16)
0.028 (0.37)
0.255 (0.12)
0.846 (0.00)
0.633 (0.02)

Workrate
0.577 (0.16)
0.233 (0.13)
0.994 (0.00)
0.875 (0.00)
0.159 (0.17)
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Introduction
Pectoralis major (PM) activation aids performance of daily,
occupational, and exercise tasks. While documented regional
pectoralis major activation in males exists [1-3], the same is
unknown in healthy females. Damage to the pectoralis major is
disproportionately greater in females, particularly following
breast reconstruction surgery or radiotherapy treatment to
eradicate breast cancer [4,5]. Thus, documented pectoralis major
activation in healthy females is critical to distinguish between
atypical and typical regional pectoralis major activation. This
data can help develop targeted exercise or rehabilitation
interventions in compromised female populations.
Methods
PM activation was explored via two experiments.
Experiments 1 and 2 consisted of 20 (22.4 ± 2.2 years) and 9 (24.5
± 3.1 years) healthy young females. Activation data was acquired
via 64-channel high-density surface electromyography
(EMGUSB2+, OTBioelecttronica, Torino, Italy) in monopolar
mode at 2048 Hz (bandpass: 10-500 Hz). Participants performed
submaximal trapezoidal ramp-and-hold isometric contractions
for four tasks in Exp. 1: adduction at 60°and 90°; internal rotation
at 60°; and adduction at 90° of arm elevation and external
rotation; and Exp. 2: extension, flexion, horizontal adduction, and
internal rotation at 90° of elevation and 20° of internal rotation.
All submaximal trials were scaled to 15%, 25%, 50%, or 75% of
the posture-specific maximal voluntary force (MVF).
Raw EMG signals were bandpass filtered with a 3rd order
Butterworth filter (20-500 Hz), followed by differential
derivation and RMS quantification for each channel. All RMS
values were normalized to channel-specific maximum obtained
in maximal contractions. The resultant force was used as a
reference to analyze first half of the hold to avoid drift or fatigue
effects. Channels were grouped based on anatomical data [6],
yielding a clavicular and two sternocostal regions. A 2-way
repeated-measures ANOVA was performed with within-subject
factor Effort (E; 15, 25, 50%, or 75% MVF) and Region (R;
clavicular, superior, and middle sternal). Significance was set to
p < 0.05. If significant interactions existed, planned comparisons
with a post-hoc Bonferonni correction were performed.
Results and Discussion
The middle sternocostal activated more than the clavicular
and the superior sternocostal region in extension (~2 times
greater; RxE: F(1.77,14.1)=12.6, p=0.001), adduction with external
rotation (~12-42%; RxE: F(1.8,32.7)= 4.1, p=0.028), adduction 90°
(RxE: F(2.4,43.9) =3.6, p=0.027), and internal rotation 90° (~1424%; R:F(2,16)=166, p<0.0001). These findings reflect
observations in healthy males [1-3]. In internal rotation 60° (RxE:
F(2.5,43.1) = 4.77, p=0.008) and adduction 60° (RxE:F(2.4,41.2) =
10.09, p<0.0001), the clavicular and the middle sternocostal
regions activated more than the superior sternocostal region
(Figs. 1A and B). In horizontal adduction and flexion, all regions

activated similarly across efforts (Fig. 1C; RxE: F(6,48) = 28.4,
p<0.0001, Fig. 1D; RxE: F(1.7,14.1)=12.2, p=0.001), except 25%
MVF flexion, where the clavicular region activated more than the
superior sternocostal region. These results contrast with those
reported in healthy males [1-3].

Fig. 1: Mean regional PM activation (%MVC) across efforts for
internal rotation 60 (A), adduction 60 (B), horizontal adduction (C),
and flexion (D) with group-averaged spatial maps. High activation is
denoted in red and low activation in blue in spatial maps. Asterisks (*)
denote significant differences between regions.

Significance
Female PM activation is distinct from males [1-3] across
various tasks. These differences may be indicative of divergent
sex-related architectural and neural properties and should be
probed further in future studies. Further, the high activation of
the sternal regions in adduction, extension, and internal rotation
indicates an important functional role of these regions in these
tasks, as previously reported in males [1-3]. Injuries to these
regions may alter PM neuromuscular control, as observed
following subpectoral breast reconstructions [5]. The results can
aid future interventions in compromised female populations.
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Introduction
The lumbopelvic-hip complex (LPHC) includes muscles of
the lower back, abdomen, pelvic floor, and hip that form the
center of the kinetic chain. The LPHC includes deep muscles
responsible for local stability and superficial muscles that help
with global stability and act as prime movers. Muscles of the
LPHC activate in a feed-forward mechanism starting with deep,
proximal muscles then moving to more superficial and distal
muscles. Appropriate activation of the LPHC is important for
providing stability and generating optimal force during athletic
movement. Therefore, LPHC function is often assessed clinically
and targeted for musculoskeletal injury prevention and treatment.
The LPHC is commonly assessed clinically and treated using
a variety of core stability exercises aimed at activating the deep
and superficial muscles of the LPHC. Activation patterns of
superficial muscles of the LPHC during core stability exercises
have been described, but less is known about activity of the deep,
stabilizing muscles during these activities. Deep muscle activity
is traditionally assessed using indwelling electromyography
(EMG), making assessment of deep muscles in the LPHC
difficult. Investigating activity of both local and global stabilizers
during core stability exercises would provide clinicians more
accurate information regarding function of the LPHC and allow
for more effective treatment prescription. Our purpose was to
assess deep and superficial LPHC muscle activity through
combination of musculoskeletal ultrasound (MSK-US), a noninvasive method to investigate the activity of deep muscles, and
surface EMG (sEMG) during various core stability exercises.

abdominis (URA), lower rectus abdominis (LRA), gluteus
medius (GMed), and erector spinae (ES). Mean EMG amplitude
during each exercise was normalized to supine resting activity.
Repeated measures ANOVA with pairwise comparisons
evaluated differences in muscle activity during each exercise, p<.05. For descriptive purposes, the percentage of participants
with an MSK-US activation ratio greater than 1.0 was calculated.

Methods
This descriptive laboratory study included 13 healthy, active
adults (11 females; 22.4+1.4yrs; 170.1+8.4cm; 72.9+12.1kg).
Participants performed a battery of core stability exercises
including a seated trunk control test, prone plank, side plank,
unilateral hip bridge, and trunk flexion test. We assessed activity
of the transverse abdominis (TrA), internal oblique (IO), and
external oblique (EO) during each exercise using M-mode of
MSK-US, which records video of muscle thickness changes. We
normalized muscle thickness to a resting measure, creating an
activation ratio, with a ratio greater than 1.0 indicating the muscle
was activated. The sEMG measured activity of upper rectus

Significance
No single exercise elicited the greatest muscle activity for
every muscle, indicating that a battery of multiple core stability
exercises should be used when evaluating LPHC function.
Clinicians should consider these findings when deciding how to
assess and treat muscles of the LPHC based on patient
performance on certain core stability exercises.

Results and Discussion
The IO, URA, GMed, and ES activity differed significantly
depending on the exercise (Table 1). The seated trunk control test
elicited lower activity of GMed and ES and was the only exercise
where 100% of participants activated the TrA. This exercise may
be better for targeting the deep muscles with minimal influence
of the superficial muscles. The prone plank elicited higher
activity from URA and LRA. The side plank elicited greater IO,
GMed, and ES activity and had a higher percentage of individuals
achieving EO activation. Planking tasks are often used as core
stability exercises, but the prone and side plank only elicited TrA
activation from 54% and 62% of participants respectively. This
could be due to higher activity of the superficial muscles, making
planking tasks a better measure of global stability than local
stability. The unilateral hip bridge showed high levels of IO and
ES activity with low levels of URA activity. The unilateral hip
bridge could provide insight into how the ES is contributing to
LPHC function. The trunk flexion test did not show higher
activity for any muscles, likely due to involvement of hip flexor
muscles.
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Table 1: Average muscle activity for each task (normalized to resting measures)
Seated Trunk Control
Prone Plank
Side Plank
Unilateral Hip Bridge
Trunk Flexion
Mean (SD) % Active Mean (SD) % Active Mean (SD) % Active Mean (SD) % Active Mean (SD)
% Active
Transverse
1.4 (0.1)
100
1.1 (0.1)
54
1.1 (0.1)
62
1.3 (0.1)
85
1.3 (0.2)
62
abdominis
Internal oblique
1.0 (0.1)
70
0.9 (0.1)a,b
46
1.3 (0.1)a
77
1.2 (0.1)b
69
0.7 (0.1)
31
External oblique
1.2 (0.1)
77
1.0 (0.1)
39
1.3 (0.1)
77
0.9 (0.1)
23
1.4 (0.2)
54
Upper rectus
4.4 (0.8)
23.4 (5.9)c
12.1 (2.7)
3.2 (0.3)c
5.9 (1.4)
abdominis.
Lower rectus
5.7 (1.2)
30.5 (8.2)
16.6 (3.7)
4.4 (0.6)
9.8 (2.9)
abdominis.
Gluteus medius
2.6 (0.4)d
3.3 (0.4)e
18.9 (3.9)d,e,f
5.9 (1.3)
2.7 (0.3)f
g
h
g,h,i
g,h,i
Erector spinae
3.4 (0.7)
4.2 (1.4)
13.9 (2.4)
20.1 (2.4)
1.5 (0.2)i
a-i Bolded values are significantly different (p<.05) from those for the same muscle in the other tasks that have a matching superscript.
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I
d ci
Re erse sho lder arthroplast (RSA), a t pe of joint replacement
s rger , is commonl sed to treat glenoh meral arthritis in
patients ith rotator c ff tears. RSA has an associated risk of
instabilit and eakening in internal rotation (IR) b t the
nderl ing biomechanics dri ing this are nclear. One clinical
h pothesis is that lack of intact s bscap laris m scle post-RSA
contrib tes to IR eakness d e to its f nction as an internal
rotator [1]. Ho e er, some st dies report no significant
differences bet een RSA ith and itho t s bscap laris repair
for complication rates, range of motion [2] or IR strength [3]. In
contrast, other ork s ggests that s ccess of RSA ith
s bscap laris repair ma depend on placement of the joint center
of rotation (COR) d ring RSA; specificall , that s bscap laris
repair ith RSA that places the COR in a lateral position nearer
to the nati e COR ma ha e negati e o tcomes [1]. The goal of
this sim lation st d is to e amine hether s bscap laris
f nctional IR capacit is affected b COR after RSA.
Me h d
Sim lations ere performed sing an e isting comp tational
sho lder model [4], implemented in OpenSim. To sim late COR
placement after RSA, glenoh meral COR
as translated
according to clinical reports of COR location post-RSA [5]; it
as translated mediall from the nati e COR position 10mm
(representing laterali ed RSA techniq e), 20mm, and 30mm
(mediali ed RSA) along the scap lar spine a is. S bscap laris
moment-generating capacit , moment arm, force-generating
capacit , and m scle-tendon length ere comp ted o er -40 to
40 sho lder a ial rotation (internal rotation: positi e) in ne tral
abd ction (the range of a ial rotation post res in hich most
dail acti ities occ r) [6]. Moment-generating capacit , a
meas re of strength, is the prod ct of moment arm and force.
Re l a d Di c i
S bscap laris moment-generating capacit after sim lated RSA
decreased ith IR, as in an intact sho lder (Fig e 1A). Momentgenerating capacit
as affected b COR >10mm medial
displacement, ith larger decreases as COR mediali ed from
nati e COR. S bscap laris moment arm as minimall affected
in medial COR locations; peak moment arm as onl 0.7mm
higher for the 30mm medial COR compared to the intact sho lder

(Fig e 1B). Ho e er, the post re in hich the peak moment
arm occ rred shifted +6 for e er 10mm of mediali ation.
S bscap laris m scle-tendon force decreased markedl
ith
more medial COR. The 10mm, 20mm and 30mm COR positions
e hibited decreased mean forces of 144N, 412N and 565N from
nati e, respecti el (Fig e 1C). S bscap laris m scle-tendon
length decreased ith mediali ed COR. Changes ere most
notable ith increased IR (Fig e 1D).
The minimal effect on moment-generating capacit ith lateral
COR is consistent ith a cada er st d [3] of 4 RSA
config rations
hich reported that IR and ER are not
significantl affected in a lateral placement. Ho e er, a prior
clinical st d reported declines in American Sho lder and Elbo
S rgeons (ASES) score 2 ears post-RSA ith a laterali ed
repair hen s bscap laris repair is also performed [1]; ASES
scores reflect meas res incl ding sho lder strength and pain [7].
Th s, other conseq ences of laterali ation on s bscap laris, s ch
as potential changes to joint reaction force direction and stabilit ,
or concomitant conseq ences of sho lder inj r , s ch as altered
m scle architect re, sho ld be e plored to f rther e plain clinical
obser ations of post-RSA o tcomes.
Sig ifica ce
Medial sho lder COR dri es moderatel red ced s bscap laris
moment-generating capacit in mediali ed RSA locations,
primaril dri en b slackened s bscap laris in accordance ith
force-length beha ior of m scle. This
ork pro ides
biomechanical nderpinning for decisions abo t RSA placement.
Res lts s ggest COR has limited effects on s bscap laris
moment in laterali ed RSA, and red ced moment
ith
mediali ed placement ma be moderated b tensioning of
s bscap laris d ring repair.
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Fig e1. S bscap laris moment (A), moment arm (B), m sc lotendon force (C), and m sc lotendon length (D) s. sho lder
rotation.
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I
d ci
The de eloping m sc loskele al s s em d ring childhood and
adolescence infl ences iss e loading and f nc ion [1]. Yo h
par icipa ion in spor s and repor s of m sc loskele al pain and
inj r are increasing [2,3]. Sho lder inj ries in pedia ric
a hle es (e.g. ph seal frac res) are increased d e o s reng h
imbalance be een bones and s rro nding sof iss e and
d ring de elopmen al e en s [4]. Limi ed da a is a ailable on
pper limb m scle archi ec re and join momen s of pedia ric
pa ien s, hich are cri ical fac ors for nders anding e pec ed
loading. Work b Im et al [5] s gges s pedia ric m scle
ol me dis rib ion in he sho lder is consis en i h ad l s;
h s, some aspec s of sho lder m sc loskele al s r c re ma
be easil scaled from ad l s. Ho e er, o her fac ors s ch as
differences in limb propor ion and coordina ion ma also
affec pedia ric s reng h profiles. Using comp a ional
m sc loskele al modeling, his s d e al a es he her
an hropome ric scaling of a generic ad l pper limb model o
represen he pedia ric pper limb is able o acc ra el cap re
sho lder s reng h of a pedia ric indi id al.
Me h d
An e is ing pper limb comp a ional m sc loskele al model
represen ing an ad l male [6] as scaled o represen he
pedia ric limb sing OpenSim ( 3.3) [7] and Ma lab. Firs , e
de ermined scaling r les based on repor ed limb leng h and
sho lder m scle ol mes in children. We performed linear
regression for males and females for forearm leng hs s.
heigh s of 366 children and adolescen s from Ne et al [1]
(Fig. 1a). All model leng h dimensions ere h s scaled for a
child of a gi en heigh sing a length scale factor, defined as
he ra io of es ima ed forearm leng h o ad l model forearm
leng h. We also performed linear regression for males and
females iden ified as normal eigh from Im et al [5] for bod
eigh s. o al sho lder m scle ol me (Fig. 1b). Indi id al
m scle ol mes ere defined o ha e he same rela i e
propor ion of ol me as in he ad l model. Ma isometric
force (MIF) for each sho lder m scle ac a or in he scaled
model as calc la ed sing:
muscle
FM
(1)
M
0,muscle =
l0
here m scle is he indi id al m scle ol me, 𝜎 is a cons an
specific ension, and l0M is op imal fiber leng h, ob ained from
he model pos leng h scaling. A MIF scale factor as
de ermined b aking he a erage ra io of calc la ed force and

corresponding peak isome ric force from he nominal ad l
model for each indi id al m scle. To e al a e performance of
he scaling r les, indi id al pedia ric models for 6 children
(7-18 rs, 3M/3F) ere de eloped based on heir heigh ,
eigh , and se repor ed b Im et al [5]. The models ere
sed o calc la e predic ed isome ric sho lder momen in
fle ion/e ension, in ernal/e ernal ro a ion, and ad/abd c ion
ass ming f ll e ci a ion of he rele an f nc ional gro p of
m scles. Predic ed momen s ere compared o meas red
ma im m ol n ar join momen s for he same children [5].
Re l a d Di c i
Predic ed momen s from scaled models ere significan l
correla ed o meas red momen s (p<0.04, r2 > 0.7) (Fig. 1e).
The predic ed momen s ended o nderes ima e meas red
al es, i h sho lder e ernal ro a ion being mos acc ra e
(slope: 0.7332) and sho lder add c ion being mos
nderes ima ed (slope: 0.4623).
Limi a ions incl de he small sample si e a ailable in
li era re pon hich regressions ere based. Forearm leng h
as no repor ed for he 6 par icipan s, so es ima ed leng h
co ld no be erified. O her po en ial fac ors ma affec
m sc loskele al f nc ion in children s ch as differences in
limb propor ion and coordina ion and ma acco n for
discrepancies in predic ed momen ; addi ional da a describing
hese fac ors is needed and sho ld be considered in he f re.
Sig ifica ce
Thi
k
ide a i i ial ba i b
hich edia ic
e
limb m del ca be ge e a ed b cali g a ad l m del i g
a child heigh a d eigh ,
edic i g m me
highl
c ela ed i h hei mea ed m me -ge e a i g ca aci .
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In od c ion
Gai al era ion are biq i o
follo ing an erior cr cia e
ligamen (ACL) recon r c ion and do no re ol e
ih
andard-of-care rehabili a ion [1, 2]. For in ance, man
die
ha e repor ed r nca ed agi al plane knee e c r ion and
red ced agi al plane momen d ring earl
ance in he
rgical limb hich man con ider reflec i e of
iff-knee
gai [2-4]. Unfor na el , mo
die ha e foc ed on gai
al era ion in earl pha e of ance and h , le da a i
a ailable de ailing abnormal mechanic (i.e., iff-knee gai
pa ern ) in mid/la e ance pha e . S iffened knee mechanic
are common in o eoar hri ic (OA) gai [5] and ma impair
one abili o a en a e hock leading o ele a ed load abo
he ar ic lar i e . Knee q a i- iffne can be mea red
d namicall b e al a ing he conc rren in erac ion be een
knee fle ion e c r ion and he change in join momen [5].
Gi en he a ocia ion be een higher agi al plane knee q a iiffne and pa ellofemoral OA progre ion [6], charac eri ing
al era ion in knee q a i- iffne af er ACL-recon r c ion ma
pro ide in igh in o arge for gai in er en ion ra egie .
Therefore, e aimed o e al a e agi al plane knee q a iiffne in he in ol ed and nin ol ed limb in indi id al
i h ACL-recon r c ion d ring earl ance and mid ance.
Me hod
T en - i
indi id al
i h ACL-recon r c ion (Age:
20.2 5.1 r ., Bod ma inde : 23.9 3.3, Time po -op:
7.2 0.9 mo., elf- elec ed peed: 1.4 0.2 m/ ) ere recr i ed a
par of a larger clinical d . Gai biomechanic ere a e ed
o ergro nd a a elf- elec ed pace
ing a Vicon Mo ion
Cap re
em (120 H ) and o AMTI force pla form (2400
H ). Ra marker po i ion and force da a ere impor ed in o
Vi al 3D and fil ered
ing a lo -pa
fo r h order
B er or h fil er a 12 H . Angle ere calc la ed rela i e o
a ic anding po re. S andard in er e d namic proced re
ere ed, and momen
ere re ol ed in he pro imal egmen
and repor ed in ernal. Knee q a i- iffne
(Nm/ )
a
calc la ed a he lope of he regre ion line be een earl
ance (Fig re 1: bl e do ) and mid ance (Fig re 1: mai e
do ) da a poin ob ained b plo ing he agi al plane knee
angle er
knee momen c r e. Earl
ance knee q a iiffne
a calc la ed be een peak in ernal fle ion momen
o he peak in ernal knee e en or momen (KEM). Mid ance
knee q a i- iffne
a calc la ed be een he peak KEM and
he minim m mid ance knee momen (Fig re 1).
For de crip i e compari on , peak knee fle ion e c r ion
d ring loading re pon e, knee e en ion e c r ion d ring
mid ance, and he peak KEM and mid ance knee momen
ere al o calc la ed. The a erage of e en rial a
ed for
f r her anal i . All gai o come ere compared ing paired
-e
i h a Bonferroni correc ion o adj
for m l iple
compari on (correc ed =0.008).
Re l and Di c ion
We fo nd grea er knee q a i- iffne in he in ol ed rela i e o
nin ol ed limb in bo h earl - (7.3 Nm/
. 6.1 Nm/ ) and

Fig e 1: Repre en a i e angle-momen plo for knee q a i- iffne
mea re . Bo plo ho
iffne compari on for earl /mid ance.

mid ance (7.3 Nm/
. 5.7 Nm/ ) ( <0.01). The in ol ed limb
e hibi ed le er knee fle ion e c r ion (13.1
. 17.5 ) and
e en ion e c r ion (9.4
. 13.6 ) b grea er mid ance knee
momen (7.3 Nm . -6.3 Nm) rela i e o he nin ol ed limb
( <0.01). Peak KEM a no differen be een limb ( >0.05).
O r re l
gge indi id al
i h ACL recon r c ion
alk i h grea er knee q a i- iffne in he in ol ed limb.
Grea er knee q a i- iffne d ring earl
ance ha been
imilarl ho n in OA gai [6] and red ced knee e en ion
e c r ion ha e been repor ed af er ACL-recon r c ion [4].
Impor an l , increa ed knee iffne
a ob er ed de pi e he
in ol ed limb reaching imilar peak KEM. Th , he red ced
knee e c r ion in bo h earl - and mid- ance ma be dri ing
he increa ed knee q a i- iffne in he in ol ed limb. Grea er
knee q a i- iffne ha been ho n o predic pa ellofemoral
OA progre ion [6] and he red ced knee e c r ion ob er ed
in o r cohor ma reflec loading applied abo a maller region
of car ilage rela i e o he con rala eral limb. F re re earch
ho ld e al a e he link be een knee q a i- iffne
in
earl /mid ance and car ilage heal h af er ACL recon r c ion.
Significance
Indi id al i h ACL-recon r c ion alk i h a iffer knee in
bo h earl and mid ance. E al a ing gai hro gh he en ire of
ance ma be beneficial a kinema ic and loading al era ion
acro
ance ma infl ence join heal h o come .
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Introduction
Classification and prediction of human movement has become
an important research topic in the field of biomechanics and
health.1 Quantitative interpretation of an individual s motions
in real-time is necessary for the control of robotic prosthetics,
orthotics, and exoskeletons and is useful for clinical
identification of abnormal gait or adverse events such as
falling.2,3 Body-worn sensors are often used to collect data used
to classify human movement, however, the interpretation of
data varies considerably among researchers.
Two main hurdles exist when processing sensor data: 1)
feature selection and 2) machine learning algorithm selection.
First, when processing sensor information, features of the data
(such as mean, max, standard deviation, etc.) are analyzed. In
addition, these features are often analyzed over time using
sliding windows, where the size and overlap of the windows
can affect feature usefulness.4 Second, the processed data is
analyzed with machine learning techniques to relate data
patterns to varying activity classifications. With a multitude of
combinations between feature selection and machine learning
methods the same data set can be analyzed in different ways
with varying results.2,4 Finally, machine learning analysis of
body worn sensor data lacks standardization in the
biomechanics field. This makes it difficult to evaluate and
replicate results from other researchers, ensure that proper
techniques are being used, and share data sets between labs.
The objective of this project was to create a stand-alone
software application to provide a standardized framework to
automate processing and optimization of data from body worn
sensors to accurately classify human movement.
Methods
The stand-alone application has been initially implemented in
MATLAB. The user provides the application a raw dataset by
inputting a table with labeled predictor and response variables.
Default values for window size and overlap are suggested, or
the user has the option to initially indicate minimum and
maximum time ranges and overlap. The user then indicates
which machine learning algorithms they would like to consider
for the analysis. The software begins with a feature extraction
module to extract ten features from each predictor variable
(mean absolute value, mean absolute value slope, slope sign
change, wavelength, variance, min, max, skewness, kurtosis
and inter quartile range) which have been shown to important
for analyzing biomechanics data.5 The features are calculated
over time using sliding windows where the size and overlap of
the windows can affect the feature usefulness. A genetic
algorithm is utilized to iteratively determine optimal values for
window size and overlap.6 During the iterations it also evaluates
which features positively impact classifier accuracy and
suggests feature sets that are most useful. Machine learning
algorithm accuracy is calculated at each iteration using fivefold cross validation. The optimization terminates searching if
no improvement in algorithm accuracy is found after five
subsequent iterations.

Initial evaluation of the application utilized pre-existing data
used to classify turning in lower limb amputees.2 In the previous
study, we looked at data from five amputee subjects and
classified whether they were turning or walking straight using
data from a single inertial measurement unit. The initial testing
compared the efficacy of using support vector machine (SVM),
K-nearest neighbor (KNN), and decision tree ensemble
(Ensemble) algorithms on algorithm accuracy for each
participant individually and all participant data pooled together.
Table1: Comparison of classification accuracy results. Original
is previous data, New is optimized outcome.
SVM

KNN

Ensemble

subject

Original

New

Original

New

Original

New

A01
A02
A03
A04
A05

96.2
95.2
90.7
92.7
93.0
90.5

99.0
98.3
94.9
98.3
97.4
93.8

96.5
94.9
90.4
92.6
94.4
91.2

99.2
99.4
99.3
99.4
99.0
98.0

96.2
94.8
90.3
92.1
93.8
90.5

99.7
99.7
99.1
99.2
99.4
99.2

Pooled

Results and Discussion
Results from the previous study compared to the new analysis
are shown in Table 1. We found that the new application was
able to attain higher classification accuracies than our original
analysis. Both KNN and Ensemble could consistently achieve
high level accuracy (near 99%) not only for individuals but also
for pooled data. It was also found that the specific set of features
needed for highest accuracy differed by individual as well as by
algorithm. The SVM algorithm often required fewer features as
compared to KNN and Ensemble. Furthermore, window length
and overlap varied between the individual participants. This
indicates that individuals may benefit from customized
algorithms. Lastly, the in the original study, iterative
adjustments to improve accuracy were competed manually,
requiring weeks of work. Our new method ran in approximately
two hours for each algorithm type and participant combination.
These results indicate that higher classification accuracies are
attainable in far less time using this automated method as
compared to manual analysis.
Significance
This work further highlights that reported classification
outcomes using machine learning to predict human motion
from body worn sensors are highly variable depending on the
method of analysis. Each user is unique and generalized control
may not provide adequate results as compared to user specific
control. This initial application establishes a framework for
machine learning optimization and future work will expand the
application s functionality and user interaction.
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Introduction
Half of pregnant and postpartum females report low back or
pelvic pain [1]. While physical activity during pregnancy is
important to the health of the mother and baby, pain during
pregnancy may interfere with achieving the recommended
amount of activity. Additionally, pain during pregnancy is
associated with reduced quality of life [2]. Understanding
changes in joint demand during pregnancy is an important step
toward identifying potentially modifiable factors contributing to
pain to inform development of interventions or prevention
strategies. While biomechanical gait changes during pregnancy
have been studied [3-5], there is a lack of evidence regarding
more demanding tasks such as running. Therefore, the purpose of
this study was to compare joint kinematics and kinetics during
running between pregnant females and matched control females.
Methods
Fourteen pregnant and 14 matched females (age within 3
years and body mass index within 2 kg/m2 of pre-pregnancy
body mass index) without history of pregnancy participated.
Pregnant participants completed testing second trimester (2T)
and the same participants were tested third trimester (3T).
Matched control participants were tested on one occasion.
Participants completed seven successful self-selected pace
running trials. Kinematics and ground reaction force data were
calculated using an 8-camera motion capture system and force
plates. Data from seven stance phases of running were averaged
to calculate peak trunk versus laboratory, pelvis, and lower
extremity kinematics, lower extremity moments, work
normalized to pre-pregnancy body mass, and work distribution
across hip, knee, and ankle. Independent t-tests were used to
compare running velocity at both time points and kinematic and
kinetic variables of interest were corrected for running velocity
and compared between groups using linear regression.
Results and Discussion
Running velocity during 2T did not significantly differ from
non-pregnant females (2.81 ± 0.36 vs. 3.04 ± 0.37 m/s; p=0.107),
however, running velocity was slower 3T (2.59 ± 0.39 vs. 3.04 ±
0.37 m/s; p=0.004). After controlling for running velocity, trunk
contralateral rotation was smaller 2T and 3T compared to
controls (2T 11.1 ± 4.0 , 3T 9.8 ± 2.6 , Control 14.9 ± 4.1 ,
p=0.032 and p=0.003, respectively). During 2T, pregnant
females as compared to controls demonstrated greater percent
contribution of the ankle to negative work (p=0.031) and smaller
percent contribution of the hip to negative and total work
(p=0.012 and p=0.034; Figure 1). No other variables or time
points assessed differed significantly between groups after
controlling for running velocity.
During 2T and 3T, pregnant females exhibited reduced trunk
rotation away during the stance leg. During 2T increased
utilization of the ankle and decreased utilization of the hip was
demonstrated by the greater percent negative ankle work and
smaller percent negative and total work at the hip.

Figure 1: Top: Percent
Contribution to Negative
Work During Stance Phase
of Running. Bottom:
Percent Contribution to
Total Work During Stance
Phase of Running. *
Significant
prior
to
controlling for running
velocity. ** Remained
significant controlled for
running velocity.

Significance
Current findings of smaller trunk rotation during running are
consistent with altered trunk rotation in pregnant females during
gait [5] and with previously reported postpartum running
kinematics [6]. It is possible that lesser trunk rotation could
contribute to load distribution over a smaller area of the spine and
pelvis, however, attenuated trunk motion could also reflect a
stabilization strategy. The greater relative ankle contribution and
smaller hip contribution to work is consistent with previously
reported pregnancy gait kinetics [3]. Because the hip is a low
back and pelvic girdle stabilizer, decreased hip utilization during
dynamic activity could contribute to lumbopelvic pain. Further
research should examine how kinetic and kinematic changes
relate to orthopedic conditions during pregnancy and if
increasing hip strength or utilization may benefit this population.
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Introduction
During human walking, the leading limb collides with the
ground and performs negative work 1. It is now well established
that a large portion of this collision work is performed by the
foot, particularly the heel2,3. Energy absorption (or dissipation)
maybe be beneficial as a protective mechanism to minimize
trauma or injuries4. However, it is currently unclear where the
foot's energy goes or how the body absorbs or dissipates this
energy. One possibility is that the heels' energy is dissipated as
heat. The thermodynamics laws state that the dissipated energy
may increase the heels' thermal energy (i.e., increase
temperature), potentially explaining the increases in heel
temperature during walking5. Currently, it is unclear whether the
heel's mechanical energy can induce thermodynamic responses.
Understanding the relationship between biomechanics and
temperature regulation may be valuable for improving diagnoses
for foot complications, such as the formation of diabetic foot
ulcers that are thought to arise due to impaired ability to dissipate
heat6. Here, we used walking with added mass to increase the
heel's negative work3 and investigated its effect on
thermodynamic responses. We hypothesized that the heel's
temperature would increase when walking with added mass. We
also hypothesized that the increase in temperature is related to
increased energy absorbed (i.e., negative work) and energy
dissipated (i.e., net negative work) by the heel.

Results and Discussion
Our hypotheses were not supported as there was no significant
increase in heel temperature between added mass walking
conditions
increase in
the magnitude of heel's negative and net
2 &
3; respectively
heel's net work was associated with increased heel temperature

Methods
A total of 20 healthy young adults (5 females, 15 males; age:
24.4±2.8 yrs; height: 1.74.61±0.07 m; mass: 83.6±21.2 kg;
means± s.d.) walked over-ground on force plates and for 10
minutes on a treadmill (both at 1.25 m/s). Participants carried (via
weight vest) three different levels of symmetrical loads: 0%; no
added body mass, 15%, and 30% of their body mass. The overground walking conditions were used to collect foot mechanics
data (kinematic & kinetic), whereas the treadmill conditions were
used to measure the foot temperature data. We quantified the
mechanical power and work done by the foot using a unifieddeformable analysis7. To isolate the heel contribution, we
computed the work when the center-of-pressure was underneath
the heel segment during the early stance phase3,8. An estimate of
the total work over the 10 minutes of treadmill walking was
calculated by multiplying the average work per step measured in
over-ground trials by the number of steps taken in 10 minutes of
treadmill walking. Temperature measurements were taken
immediately before and after each treadmill condition at the
bottom of the right foot, including the heel pad. We computed the
change in temperature of the heel before and after each walking
condition. A one-factor repeated-measures ANOVA was used to
determine the effect of the added mass on the dependent
variables. When a significant main effect was found, a Bonferroni
post hoc analysis was conducted for pair-wise comparisons. We
used a linear mixed models test to examine the relationship
between foot temperature changes (before and after walking) and

) work over 10 minutes of treadmill walking, but not the

for all the statistical tests.

It is possible that the heel's mechanical work was dissipated
as sound and not heat – although a direct measure of sound is
needed to verify this conclusion. Additionally, we are currently
investigating alternative hypotheses to determine whether other
factors could explain increases in foot temperature, such as shear
force and increased blood flow.

Figure 1: (Left side) The heel's temperature increased after 10min. of
walking, but there was no significant effect of added mass on change in
(Right side) The added mass significantly

Significance
Energy dissipation in the foot may lead to temperatures which
damage soft tissue in individuals with diabetes. If we want to help
these patients, we must first learn how healthy feet regulate
temperature daily. Our comparison of mechanical energy loss at
the foot in healthy subjects has found no strong relationship
between foot-work and plantar temperature changes. Our results
are likely related to agile temperature control by the healthy
function of the vascular system (e.g., blood flow & tissue
oxygenation) of the normal leg and the excellent control of the
shear forces by the plantar structures of the foot. In different
diseases, the ability of the vascular and musculoskeletal systems
to control the temperature in the foot is significantly decreased,
therefore producing a closer association between negative work
and heat dissipation.
uncover further
the mechanisms of temperature responses, which may lead to
novel insights for understanding the causes of foot complications
such as diabetic ulcers6.
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Introduction
Passive tension in muscle develops exponentially when it is
stretched beyond its resting length. This provides a resistive
force that is necessary for joint stability and defines muscle
physiological operating range. Significant alterations in this
property can result in increased resistance to movement,
impairing function. Therefore, it is important to understand and
define the passive mechanical property of muscle to fully
describe its function.
The passive elastic property of human skeletal muscle is
attributed to both the intracellular protein titin and the parallel
complex connective tissues that make up the extracellular
matrix (ECM). To quantify the relative contribution of intraand extracellular structures to passive tension, muscles are
mechanically tested at different scales single fibers (where
titin is the dominant load bearing structure) or bundle of fibers
and whole muscle (where the ECM is the major load bearing
structure) [1, 2]. Analogous to this relationship between passive
load bearing structure and scale, strain, which is used to predict
passive tension, can be quantified at the whole muscle or
sarcomere scale. Therefore, the aim of this study was to
determine whether strain measured at the whole muscle or
sarcomere scale is better at predicting gracilis passive tension.
Methods
In situ gracilis muscle-tendon unit (MTU) length (measured
intraoperatively), sarcomere length (measured from clamped
biopsies) and passive tension (measured with a buckle
transducer) were measured from nine patients undergoing a
gracilis muscle transfer surgery. All measurements were
measured at four joint configurations (JC) designed to gradually
lengthen the gracilis muscle. MTU length was measured by
holding one end of a suture proximally at the m cle o igin
then threading the suture parallel to the MTU and marking the
MTU insertion location on the suture using surgical clips.
Muscle tissue samples were clamped and excised at three of the
four JC that corresponded to a knee flexion angle of 130°, 90°
and 0°, a hip abduction of 45°, 45° and 60° with hip flexion
fixed at 60°. Samples were fixed in 10% buffered Formalin
within the clamp to allow sarcomere length determination at
each JC via laser diffraction. In vivo passive tension was
measured using a buckle force transducer (BFT) placed on the
distal gracilis external tendon. The BFT signal was recorded
using a custom LabVIEW program with a sampling frequency
of 1 kHz. After the MTU was harvested, it was weighed then
spread along a sterile surgical towel adjacent to a ruler and
photographed. Muscle slack length was measured from this
image when the muscle was at true slack length with zero
passive tension. Muscle length at each JC was calculated by
subtracting external tendon length from the measured MTU
length. A natural exponential curve, traditional for muscle
passive tension [3], was fitted to the data for comparison.

Results and Discussion
The exponential model fit the observed normalized forcesarcomere strain data (r2=0.69; Fig. 1B) better than the
normalized force-muscle strain data (r2=0.37; Fig. 1A). These
results demonstrate that, for the human gracilis muscle, muscle
strain was a poor indicator of the passive tension in the MTU
even though muscle strain was measured with respect to true
slack length.

Figure 1: Gracilis passive force-strain data and natural exponential
function [3] fit. (A) Normalized passive force versus muscle strain
(r2=0.37). Muscle strain was calculated relative to the resting length of
the muscle measured from the slack, harvested MTU. Passive force
was normalized to muscle physiological cross-sectional area x 22.5 Ncm-2. (B) Normalized passive force-sarcomere strain data (r2=0.69).
Sarcomere strain was calculated relative to an optimal length of 2.7
µm. Individual subject data are shown by each symbol and color pair.

These data demonstrate that passive mechanical properties
of the human gracilis are closely defined by sarcomere length
as the important reference for tissue strain. This suggests that it
is important to measure (or know) sarcomere length in future
studies. In contrast, relying only on whole muscle data, even at
a very precise level using direct measurements, resulted in a
poor passive force-length model which failed to accurately
predict gracilis passive tension. Also, generic passive forcelength models are non-dimensional and are scaled by optimal
fiber length which is a function of optimal sarcomere length.
These models describe passive tension as a function of optimal
fiber strain. For the first time, we quantified this passive forcelength relationship for the human gracilis using whole muscle
and sarcomere length.
Significance
These results show that the main determinant of passive tension
in the gracilis MTU is sarcomere strain rather than whole
muscle strain.
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Introduction
Stroke is a leading cause of disability worldwide1. Decreased
speed and amplitude of body weight transfer towards the paretic
leg during voluntary movement is commonly observed in
individuals post-stroke. Abnormalities in weight transfer may
deteriorate weight bearing symmetry between legs and affect
postural stability2 and forward progression3. Thus, improving
weight transfer ability is an important goal.
Emerging evidence showed promising improvements in balance
con ol in eo le i h Pa kin on di ea e and ch onic oke
following standing-perturbation-based training5,6. Because
timely and sufficient lower limb loading ability is required for
functional weight transfer, we developed a perturbation-induced
lateral weight transfer training program that targets paretic limb
loading ability. The primary purpose of this study was to
determine the changes in functional stepping outcomes and
biomechanical characteristics during voluntary stepping after 6
weeks of perturbation-induced weight transfer training. We
hypothesized that reduced weight transfer time and increased
Step Test score will be observed following training. In addition,
peak paretic stance limb loading and knee extension torque will
be increased from pre- to post-training.
Methods
Eight individuals with chronic stroke completed the training
program to date. The training program consisted of 3 sessions per
week for 6 weeks. Each session included 50 unilateral support
surface lowering perturbations (Fig.1a) delivered to the paretic
limb. Step Test and Choice Reaction Stepping assessment were
performed before and after training. Step Test examined the
a ici an abili o lace hei foo on and off a 7.5-cm-high
step as many times as possible within 15 seconds. During the
Choice Reaction Stepping assessment, participants were
instructed to react as soon as possible to the light cue indicating
the instant and limb used to take a forward step. Five steps with
each leg were performed with randomized time and limb
selection. Kinetic and kinematic data were collected during
stepping assessment via a 10-camera motion analysis system
(Vicon, UK) and a force platform beneath each foot (AMTI, US).
Vertical ground reaction forces (vGRF) were normalized to each
a ici an
bod
eigh . Following the light cue, weight
transfer time was defined from the instant of minimum vGRF
beneath the stance limb to the instant when vGRF beneath stance
limb exceeded step limb3 (Fig.1b). Knee extension torque was
calculated at the instant of maximum vGRF beneath the stance
limb. Data with the non-paretic limb stepping were analysed and
averaged across trials. Two-tailed paired t-tests were used to
compare pre and post training data.
Results and Discussion
Preliminary results for 6 individuals post-stroke were analyzed to
date (63±7.9yrs, 3 females, time since stroke 12.5±8.5yrs). We
observed a trend of 1.6% increment in paretic stance limb peak
vGRF, 13.4% reduction in weight transfer time, and 18.9%

increment in knee extension torque post-training (Fig. 2).
Improved paretic limb loading and knee joint support function
may contribute to more efficient stepping as demonstrated by a
ST score that improved by 18.1% following training (Fig. 2).
These preliminary results expanded from previous perturbation
studies and showed that the perturbation-based training that
targets paretic limb loading can enhance voluntary weight
transfer toward the paretic limb in individuals post-stroke.

Figure 1: (a) The schematic diagram of the perturbation-induced weight
transfer training. (b) A representative trial of step initiation process

Figure 2: Comparisons of weight transfer measurements pre- and posttraining.

Significance
Perturbation-induced paretic limb loading training appeared to be
effective to restore weight transfer ability after stroke. Based on
our preliminary results, we anticipate that these trends will
achieve statistical significance with ten more subjects. Future
work will determine the efficacy of this training by comparing
the outcomes against conventional therapy. Upon completion, the
study will advance current knowledge of perturbation-based
rehabilitation program in the chronic stroke population, and
positive outcomes will endorse the development of a portable
training system in the future.
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Introduction
Posture is one of the foundations of human movement and plays
an integral part of human neuromuscular physiology,
psychology, and overall health.1,2 With increased screen-time
usage, posture can be negatively affected3 and lead to decreased
sensorimotor function. The objective of this study was to evaluate
the immediate effects of a 15-min postural intervention on the
general population, specifically gait characteristics as the
common mode of locomotion. It was hypothesized that the 15min postural intervention would demonstrate immediate and
positive effects on various gait metrics.
Methods
To evaluate the immediate effects of the 15-min postural
intervention, 40 subjects were recruited [Age: 33.4 (12.5) yrs;
Sex: 15M:25F]. Three APDM Opal inertial motion unit sensors
(IMUs) were placed on the lumbar spine and dorsum of each foot,
respectively. Subjects were requested to walk a 4-meter distance
at their usual walking pace, turn around, and return to the start.
The IMUs exported discrete values of anticipatory postural
adjustment (APA), cadence, gait cycle duration, gait speed, foot
elevation at mid-swing, lateral step variability, leg
circumduction, foot strike angle, toe-off angle, stance
asymmetry, stride length, step duration, and range of motion
(ROM) in all three planes. These metrics were assessed with
either Student’s t-test or Wilcoxon Rank Sum to determine
differences between pre- and post-intervention differences.
Significance was set at
Results and Discussion
For gait metrics of cadence, gait cycle duration, gait speed, leg
circumduction, toe-off angle, stance asymmetry, stride length,
step duration, and range of motion in all three planes, there were
no significant differences between the pre- and post-intervention
measurements (Table 1).
For anticipatory postural adjustment (ROM), there was an
increase in ROM of 1.7° (p=0.053) and a decreased amount of
variation from pre-intervention. Elevation at mid-swing was
increased (0.20 cm) for the left limb (p=0.002) with no change
for the right limb. Lateral step variability increased (0.54 cm) for
the right limb (p=0.031) with no change for the left limb. Lastly,
foot strike angle increased (1.1°) for the left foot (p=0.026) with
no change for the right foot.
These results demonstrate that a 15-min postural intervention
can have a short-term effect on gait mechanics, likely due to the
improved function and adaptability of the musculature with light
stretching and body awareness. The results were typically more
localized to the left side which is likely the non-dominant side of
the participants.4 Even though some metrics did not demonstrate
statistical significance, there were directional improvements in
many metrics that could reach significance provided either more
intervention time or population sample size. This project will
continue with evaluation of long-term effects of a postural
intervention on a larger and more diverse population to improve
generalizability.

Table 1: Summary of Gait Metrics Pre- and Post-Intervention.
Values in bold are significant.

Gait Metric
APA duration (s)
APA first step duration (s)
APA first step ROM (°)
Forward APA peak (m/s2)
Lateral APA peak (m/s2)
L Cadence (steps/min)
R Cadence (steps/min)
L Gait cycle duration (s)
R Gait cycle duration (s)
L Gait speed (m/s)
R Gait speed (m/s)
L Mid-swing foot elevation (cm)
R Mid-swing foot elevation (cm)
L Lateral step variability (cm)
R Lateral step variability (cm)
L Leg circumduction (°)
R Leg circumduction (°)
L Foot strike angle (°)
R Foot strike angle (°)
L Toe-off angle (°)
R Toe-off angle (°)
Stance Asymmetry (% diff)
L Stride length (m)
R Stride length (m)
L Step duration (s)
R Step duration (s)
Coronal Lumbar ROM (°)
Sagittal Lumbar ROM (°)
Transverse Lumbar ROM (°)

Pre
0.43
0.48
23.0
0.51
0.48
115.4
115.1
1.05
1.05
1.18
1.16
0.55
0.61
3.49
3.45
2.52
2.68
18.3
18.5
37.5
38.0
-0.15
1.22
1.20
0.52
0.52
7.82
5.73
10.3

Post
0.44
0.46
24.7
0.55
0.49
116.1
116.0
1.04
1.04
1.19
1.17
0.75
0.65
3.68
3.97
2.44
2.49
19.4
17.9
38.1
38.2
-0.06
1.22
1.21
0.52
0.52
7.37
5.59
10.3

p-value
0.512
0.053
0.258
0.439
0.917
0.580
0.520
0.684
0.583
0.625
0.516
0.002
0.510
0.372
0.031
0.661
0.219
0.026
0.247
0.354
0.657
0.736
0.773
0.750
0.757
0.477
0.112
0.587
0.883

Significance
These results demonstrate the immediate effects of a 15-minute
postural intervention on gait metrics. A longer-term intervention
would likely further improve many of these metrics and provide
a long-lasting effect on overall health with the extended amount
of time that one spends in gait during the day. In addition,
improved gait metrics may provide additional motivation for one
to remain active.
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Introduction
A filter is used to remove noise from the signal in biomechanics
research. There is a paucity of recommendations for the filter cutoff frequency when using inertial measurement units (IMU) for
data collection of high intensity activities. Authors either don’t
report cut-off frequency values, default to values used for makerbased motion analysis [1], or make recommendations using low
intensity self-selected waking speed trials [2,3]. Therefore, the
purpose of this study was to determine the IMU cut-off frequency
filter settings for high intensity activities.
Methods
Ten healthy young adults had an IMU (OPAL, APDM, INC.,
Portland, OR) placed on their sternum to estimate trunk
kinematics during controlled postural perturbation using a
microprocessor-controlled treadmill [4].
The three most
energetic (trip inducing) trials in both the forward and reverse
directions were selected from each participant. The cut-off
frequency was calculated for trunk angle, angular velocity and
linear acceleration about the flexion-extension axis using 99
percent of the energy spectrum (E99) and residual analysis (RA)
[2].
Results and Discussion
Sixty trials were analyzed. The cut-off frequencies converged on
the same value for the angular velocity (E99: 25±6, RA: 22±35),
but not for the angle (E99: 2±1, RA: 18±2) and acceleration (E99:
31±8, RA: 23±3) (Fig. 1).

Figure 1: Cut-off frequency quartiles, with variability outside lower and
upper quartiles, for trunk angle, angular velocity and acceleration about
the flexion-extension axis using the E99 (solid) and RA (dotted)
methods.

For this analysis, post-processing filtering was not applied to
the data. The angular velocity data obtained directly from the
IMU’s gyroscope and acceleration data obtained directly from
the IMU’s accelerometer were purely raw signals. The angle data
was calculated from the orientation matrix obtained from the
fusion of the IMU’s magnetometer, gyroscope, and

accelerometer using a proprietary Kalman filter. This may
explain the lack of convergence between the two methods for the
angle data. While the range for the angle cut-off frequency was
larger than the other two variables, the current study range (2-18
Hz) included cut-off frequency values (6 Hz) [1] typically used
for IMU angle data and cut-off frequency ranges (4.5-9 Hz)
previously used for marker-based trunk angles during treadmill
induced disturbances [5].
The calculated cut-off frequencies converged on 24 Hz for
trunk sagittal angular velocity. A previous study using selfselected waking trials recommended cut-off frequencies greater
than 10 Hz for angular velocity [2]. The calculated cut-off
frequencies for the trunk acceleration ranged from 23 Hz (RA) to
31 Hz (E99). For a healthy subject population in a previous
study, for accelerations about the flexion-extension axis, mean
cut-off frequencies were 18 Hz (RA) and 24 Hz (E99) [3].
The recommended filter cut-off frequency for trunk sagittal
angular velocity and accelerations, due to the more energetic
activity, were higher than values previously reported. For the
angular velocity, the specific values were consistent using two
independent methods. For acceleration, the relative difference
between the two methods for this study and previously reported
results were similar. The two methods produced a range of
recommended cut-off frequencies for the trunk sagittal angle,
which included previously recommended values.
Significance
High intensity activities yielded higher cut-off frequencies than
low intensity activities for the same variables of interest. For an
able-bodied population, the E99 and RA methods returned
different cut-off frequencies. Selection of cut-off frequency
should be based on the data variable, origin of signal, and the
activity of interest.
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Introduction
To run, people with a transtibial amputation (TTA) require
use of running-specific prostheses (RSPs), which are comprised
of carbon fiber and act mechanically as passive-elastic springs
in-series with the residual limb. RSPs store and return elastic
energy during the stance phase of running, similar to tendons
and ligaments in biological limbs,1 and in some instances allow
the user to run with similar metabolic energy expenditure as
those with two biological limbs.2
During running, athletes with a TTA using an RSP have
asymmetric biomechanics; they generate 9% lower stanceaverage vertical ground-reaction forces (vGRFavg) in their
affected leg (AL) than their unaffected leg (UL) across a range
of speeds.1 This difference in vGRFavg is likely due to the
inability of an RSP to generate net positive work and power.1
Prior work has found that a 10% decrease in peak vGRF
asymmetry correlated to a 1.9% decrease in net metabolic
power in runners with TTA, and that using lighter-weight RSPs
had no effect on biomechanical asymmetry.3 However, these
findings neglect the effect of gender on running biomechanics.
Females with TTA represent only 23% of all subjects
previously studied in research that has analyzed the effects of
using RSPs. Thus, to better understand how RSP configuration
specifically effects women with TTA, we measured metabolic
power and kinetics while female runners used RSPs with
different stiffness categories, and with and without mass added
to the RSP. We hypothesized that use of a less-stiff RSP without
added mass would result in the lowest net metabolic power and
VGRFavg asymmetry compared to a more-stiff RSP and added
mass.
Methods
2 female athletes (mean: 67 kg) with unilateral TTA
participated. On day 1 a prosthetist fit and aligned an RSP with
the athlete’s manufacturer recommended (Rec) stiffness
category (Cat), based on their body mass, one Cat less stiff, and
two Cat less stiff than Rec. On day 2, subjects ran at 2.5 m/s on
a force-measuring treadmill (1000 Hz; Treadmetrix, Park City,
UT) for 5 minutes using the Rec Cat, -1 Cat, and -2 Cat RSPs.
We measured rates of oxygen consumption and carbon
dioxide production throughout each trial (ParvoMedics
TrueOne 2400, Sandy, UT). We calculated average steady-state
metabolic power (W) from minutes 3-5 of each trial4,
normalized to body mass including the RSP, and subtracted
standing metabolic power. We then added 100g, 200g and 300g
10 cm from the distal end of the RSP Cat that resulted in the
lowest metabolic power. Athletes also ran for 5-minutes with
each added mass condition while we measured metabolic rates
and GRFs. We calculated vGRFavg symmetry index (SI)
between the AL and UL for all conditions.5 We used
independent one-tailed t-tests to compare net metabolic power
and vGRFavg SI between conditions using R-Studio software
(Boston, MA), with p = 0.05.
Results and Discussion
On average, net metabolic power decreased by 12% when
using a -1 Cat RSP (p = 0.07) and 8.6% when using a -2 Cat

RSP (p = 0.11) compared to the Rec Cat. When subjects used
the -1 Cat RSP, net metabolic power increased 7.6%, 5.8% and
7.1% when adding 100g, 200g and 300g, respectively,
compared to no added mass (p>0.10 Fig.1A).
vGRFavg SI decreased from 7.1% to 4.9% when using -1 Cat
compared to the Rec Cat (p=0.30) and increased from 7.1% to
9.2% when using -2 Cat (p=0.42) compared to the Rec Cat. The
most symmetric vGRFavg occurred with 200g added (SI = 2.09
%, p = 0.06) but increased 3-fold with 100g added and 2-fold
with 300g added, on average (p<0.30 Fig.1B-D).

Figure 1. A. Net metabolic power for different RSP stiffness
categories (Cat) compared to recommended (Rec) and added mass
conditions. B. Stance average vertical ground reaction force symmetry
index (vGRFavg SI) for different stiffness Cat compared to Rec and
added mass conditions. C-D. Representative vGRF of the unaffected
(UL) and affected legs (AL) for C. -1 Cat and -2 Cat compared to Rec
Cat (grey dotted line) and D. added mass compared to the -1 Cat with
no added mass (grey dotted line).

Conclusion
From these preliminary results we accept our hypothesis
that decreasing RSP stiffness without adding mass decreases
net metabolic power during running in women with TTA.
Moreover, women with TTA reduce vGRFavg asymmetry by
using a less-stiff RSP with 200g added to the distal end. Thus,
there is an apparent trade-off between minimizing metabolic
power and asymmetry during running due to different RSP
stiffness and added mass conditions. Our results inform RSP
design and prescription for women with TTA.
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Introduction
Osteoarthritis (OA) of the first Carpometacarpal (CMC) joint is
a complex disease of bone, cartilage and surrounding tissue1,
characterized by pain at the base of the thumb and functional
impairment. Postulated causes of the disease include
combinations of mechanical stress2, ligament laxity, incongruent
loading3 and biochemical changes. The complex multi-factor
etiology and symptomology of CMC OA make it challenging to
establish metrics that might predict disease progression.
Using a dataset of patients followed for six years at the outset
of their thumb CMC OA disease, we have identified an
association between osteophyte (OP) volumes and dorsal
subluxation (DS) of the first metacarpal. Thus, the aim of this
study was to determine if dorsal subluxation (DS defined as a %
of articular width) could predict progression of OA disease
severity.
Methods
Following IRB approval, 86 patients with early thumb CMC OA
(self-reported pain and radiographic Eaton 0/1 grading) and 22
age-matched asymptomatic heathy volunteers were recruited into
an NIH-funded thumb CMC OA biomechanics study.
At enrolment (baseline) and 1.5, 3, 4.5 and 6-year follow-up
visits, data were collected for each OA patient; healthy volunteers
returned for only a 6-year follow-up visit. At each visit, CT scans
of the affected (patient) or dominant (healthy) wrists were
acquired in 11 range-of-motion and task-related positions4.
Digital surface models of the trapeziae (TPM) and first
metacarpals (MC1) were segmented from CT data. For each day
0 model, coordinate systems (CS) were calculated from manually
delineated TMC articular facets5.
OP volumes were computed using dissimilarity excluding
Procrustes6 registration and Boolean subtraction of a healthy
control from each OA bone. Patients were categorized into stable
or advanced OA groups, based on a previously presented OP
volume threshold-based classifier7. Subluxation was defined as
the position of the MC1 CS, resolved along the dorsal-volar axis
of the TPM CS, scaled by facet area. Linear mixed effects models
(LMEM) with random slope and intercept were used to examine
DS over the study for each category and pose.
The computed c-statistics from logistic regression and
receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis were then
used to quantify the power of the DS value at each thumb pose,
and its rate of change, to predict classification of disease
progression (advanced OA vs stable OA vs healthy). Individual
poses with a c- a c 0.70 e e examined further to see
whether a combination of poses would yield higher classification
power. Once the pose with the highest classification power was
identified, ROC curves were estimated to identify cut-off values
for diagnosing progres e OA. Y de J a c a
ed
identify the cut-off value that provided the best trade-off between
sensitivity and specificity. Lastly, sensitivity, specificity,
negative predictive values, and positive predictive values were

calculated to assess the performance of diagnostic tests using the
computed cut-off values.
Results and Discussion
Examining baseline DS data, thumb flexion and hand-on-jar-lid
(jar) poses had the best ability to differentiate stable and
advanced OA (c-statistic 0.7), with cut-off values of 2% volar
and 15% DS, respectively. The greatest rate of change in thumb
CMC DS in advanced OA patients also occurred during thumb
flexion (2.9%/year). Using the rate of DS change in flexion, a
1.94%/year cut-off threshold maximized sensitivity and
specificity. All three cut-off values yielded diagnostic tests with
high positive predictive values (PPV of 0.8 to 0.94), meaning that
in those who have a positive screening test, the probability of OA
progression is high. The sensitivity, specificity, and negative
predictive values for the diagnostic tests based on the baseline
flexion and jar poses were low, with values ranging from 0.54 to
0.72. The diagnostic test based on the subluxation rate of change
in the flexion pose had a low specificity (0.52). However, it had
high sensitivity and negative predictive values (0.88 and 0.87,
respectively). By assessing DS during flexion at multiple
timepoints among those who exhibit OA symptoms, there was a
high ability to predict the likelihood of further progression versus
disease stability.
Significance
This study examined dorsal subluxation (DS) as a metric to
predict worsening disease in patients with evidence of early
thumb CMC OA. The promising prognostic statistics reveal that
DS of the MC1 on the TPM during flexion or jar have clinical
diagnostic potential. The volar baseline MC1 cut-off threshold in
flexion and near-zero values for control and stable groups suggest
that thumb flexion may be a position of congruency for the thumb
CMC joint, but it dorsally subluxated with OA disease.
Examining DS in thumb poses independently allowed distinction
between kinematic induced DS (positions in which the CMC
joint dorsally subluxated regardless of disease) from diseasecorrelated DS observed in thumb flexion. The ability to predict a
patient whose OA is likely to progress based on the magnitude
and rate of change in subluxation during thumb flexion provides
the foundation for a powerful clinical screening mechanism.
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Introduction
Continuous monitoring of joint and muscle loading in free-living
conditions would facilitate novel insight into musculoskeletal
disease etiology and comprehensive patient characterization.
This has motivated recent developments in wearables-based
biomechanical analysis that enable estimation of clinically
relevant variables including joint moment and individual muscle
force [1,2]. However, the number of required sensors (e.g., 17 [1],
7 [2]) is often a barrier to translation. Machine learning
techniques have been proposed to overcome this problem, but
they do not characterize relevant internal state variables (e.g.,
muscle force) as in physics-based techniques. This work presents
a novel hybrid approach which combines both physics-based
simulation and machine learning in a complementary fashion in
order to reduce sensor array complexity. Herein, preliminary
validation results are presented for the proposed technique in
estimating knee extension moment (KEM), ankle plantarflexion
moment (PFM), and muscle work during the stance phase of gait.
Methods
A single healthy female performed 10 overground walking trials
at a self-selected normal speed. Marker positions and force plate
data for a single stance phase in each trial were used to compute
KEM and PFM via inverse-dynamics (ID). Muscle excitations
were computed as in [3] from electromyograms (EMG) recorded
from 10 muscles: vastus medialis (VM), vastus lateralis (VL),
rectus femoris, long head of the biceps femoris (BFL),
semitendinosus (ST), medial gastrocnemius (MG), lateral
gastrocnemius (LG), peroneus longus (PL), soleus, and tibialis
anterior. Muscle contraction was simulated for thirteen Hill-type
muscles including all 10 muscles instrumented with EMG as well
as the vastus intermedius (excitation assumed equal to the
average of VM and VL), semimembranosus (excitation assumed
equal to ST), and the short head of the biceps femoris (excitation
assumed equal to BFL) using an implicit solver [4]. Outputs from
the simulation were used to estimate KEM, PFM, and muscle
work (referred to as the reference EMG-driven analysis). Seven
of the ten walking trials were used to tune muscle-specific
parameters via Bayesian optimization. The remaining three trials
were used only for validation of the proposed technique.
The proposed technique is to use EMG-driven simulation of
muscle contraction to estimate KEM, PFM, and muscle work as
described above. This requires muscle-tendon unit (MTU) length
(following inverse-kinematics) and muscle excitation for each
MTU. To reduce the number of required EMG sensors, the
proposed technique informs a full set of muscle excitations from
a measured subset (VM, MG, LG, PL) using Gaussian process
synergy functions [3] and the inverse-kinematics were solved
(and hence MTU length) using inertial sensor data from thighand shank-worn inertial sensors. Shank kinematics were solved
for via direct integration. Thigh kinematics were given from the
shank kinematics and an estimate of the knee flexion angle [5].
Pelvis orientation was assumed null except that the heading angle
was equal to the average shank heading during the stance phase.

Foot kinematics were assumed to lie in the sagittal plane only
during the stance phase and were based off of a foot-ground
contact model with two contact points (below the heel and toe).
Estimates of KEM and PFM from the proposed technique
were compared to both the ID and reference EMG-driven
analyses using root mean square error (RMSE, units in Nm and
as a percentage of the product of body weight and height) and
Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r). Correlation analysis was
used to compare estimates of muscle work from the proposed
technique to the reference EMG-driven analysis. Muscle work
was considered only for the type of contraction (concentric or
eccentric) in which each muscle did the most work.
Results and Discussion
Compared to the ground truth ID analysis, the proposed
technique estimated KEM to within 13.6 Nm (1.2%) RMSE with
r = 0.90 and PFM to within 15.2 Nm (1.3%) RMSE with r = 0.95.
These results are comparable to other wearables-based
techniques [1,2], but with a significant reduction in sensor array
complexity (e.g, sensors placed on 7 to 17 segments vs. 2 in the
proposed technique). Notably, the peak KEM, an important
biomarker in early knee osteoarthritis, was estimated with less
than 3.0 Nm mean absolute error across the three test trials. Joint
moment estimates from the proposed technique compared well
with the reference EMG-driven analysis for both KEM (r = 0.98,
RMSE = 5.3 Nm, 0.5%), PFM (r = 0.99, RMSE = 5.0 Nm, 0.4%),
and muscle work (r = 0.87). These results suggest the proposed
technique is a valid alternative for EMG-driven simulation.
This work presents the first wearables-only EMG-driven
simulation of muscle contraction that uses machine learning only
to map a subset of excitations to a full set. The preliminary
findings of this work demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed
approach for characterizing joint and muscle tissue loading and
may be generalized for analysis of other muscles and joints.
Significance
The proposed technique requires four sensors at locations very
near the knee joint that could be built into a knee brace. A
mechanism of this sort may allow non-invasive monitoring of
joint and muscle loading in patients recovering from knee surgery
without any additional burden beyond what is normally
prescribed (e.g., a knee brace).
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Introduction
Previous studies in the field of biomechanics suggest that
neurocognitive deficits can result in a higher risk of noncontact
lower extremity injury [1]. Similarly, many studies have
correlated local dynamic stability (LDS) with injury risk by
quantifying instability throughout various movement tasks [2].
Although both previously cited studies effectively identify
subjects with injury risk, not much is known about the interaction
between LDS and cognitive load. To better understand the
relationship between LDS and mental load, this study had
subjects perform repetitive movements while performing a
semantic fluency task. The authors hypothesized that the LDS
will decrease during the semantic fluency task, suggesting that
subjects will not be able to spend as much cognitive effort on
completing a proper movement.
Methods
This study was performed on five male Auburn University club
sports athletes (age = 19.40 ± 0.55yrs, weight = 154.80 ±
14.58lbs, height = 5.85 ± 0.29ft). Subjects were asked to
complete a vertical jumping task in place for 30 seconds. They
were then asked to repeat the jumping task while also performing
a semantic fluency task, simulating cognitive load. The semantic
fluency task required subjects to name as many words as possible
from the following preselected letters of the same approximate
recall difficulty: H, D, M, W, A, B, F, P, T, C, and S [3]. Letters
were randomly chosen at the beginning of each test, and the
semantic fluency task was performed while simultaneously
performing the 30 second jumping task. All subjects signed
informed consent forms approved by the Auburn University
Internal Review Board. LDS for the both the control and dual task
trials was calculated for all angles at the ankle, knee, and hip. A
paired t-test was used to compare the LDS during the control
fatigue jump to that of the corresponding dual task fatigue jump.
Results
Table 1 shows the results of the paired t-test, as well as the
average LDS difference and standard deviation of difference
between the control and semantic fluency task. Ankle internal
rotation LDS was found to be significantly different between
tasks (p=0.015), and the differences in this variable are further
shown in Figure 1.
Discussion
Although ankle internal rotation LDS was the only significant
difference between the control and semantic fluency task, it
appears that there was a consistent trend for LDS to decrease
during the semantic fluency task. Decreasing LDS is commonly
associated with increased “stability”, and typically results in
more repetitive and rigid movements. This finding is generally
supported by the hypothesis of this study, and would suggest that
increased cognitive load causes subjects to use less complex
movement patterns in order to accomplish their cognitive task.
Additionally, the trend towards decreased LDS under cognitive

load shows that an individual may have difficulty adapting to
changing conditions in stressful situations.

Table 1: Percentage change in LDS before and after a semantic
fluency task. Here, a negative percentage change indicates a
decrease in LDS.
Knee Flexion LDS
Knee Abduction LDS
Knee Internal Rotation LDS
Ankle Flexion LDS
Ankle Abduction LDS
Ankle Internal Rotation LDS
Hip Flexion LDS
Hip Abduction LDS
Hip Internal Rotation LDS

Avg LDS Diff
0.003 ± 0.019
0.006 ± 0.028
0.012 ± 0.029
0.012 ± 0.026
0.020 ± 0.049
0.027 ± 0.029
0.012 ± 0.023
0.014 ± 0.033
0.012 ± 0.027

Avg LDS % Diff
5%
5%
21%
11%
22%
25%
17%
10%
13%

p
0.670
0.512
0.222
0.169
0.228
0.016
0.118
0.201
0.196

Figure 1: Difference in LDS Values between Control and Semantic
jumping trial (p=0.0164)

Significance
This study is important to the field of biomechanics because it
helps researchers better understand how LDS changes under
different cognitive conditions. The knowledge that the LDS is
correlated to neurocognitive load could allow researchers to
explore using cognitive training to better control LDS.
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Introduction
Carbon fiber running-specific prostheses (RSPs) have facilitated
the return to high-level functional activities, such as running, for
patients with transtibial amputation (TTA). Available RSP
models are generally C-shaped or J-shaped. Previous work has
demonstrated that this prosthetic geometry affects both
metabolic cost and maximum running velocity, but not much is
k
ab
he RSP
de
echa ica i f e ce [1,2].
Thus, the purpose of this study is to evaluate the effect of RSP
model on power and work during submaximal running.
Methods
Eleven subjects with unilateral TTA provided informed consent
under a research study approved by the Naval Medical Center
San Diego Institutional Review Board (CIP# NMCSD2013.0109). All subjects had been medically cleared for highlevel activity by their providers and were clinically prescribed
an Össur® Flex-R
(C, 5 subjects) or Össur® Cheetah
Xtend (J, 6 subjects) RSP by their prosthetist.
The subjects were outfitted with a modified 6 degrees of
freedom (6DoF) marker set from the pelvis down and instructed
to run through the capture volume of an overground mobile
motion capture system at 3.5m·s-1 ± 5% during data collection.
The Unified Deformable (UD) segment model was applied to
calculate power and work for structures distal to the knee, while
a Constituent Lower Extremity Work (CLEW) approach was
used to calculate mechanical Cost of Transport (CoT) defined as
the total burden of work for each limb over a full stride [3,4].
A 2x2 (C/J RSP model x affected/unaffected limbs)
ANOVA with Tukey-adjusted post-hoc analysis was run to
determine statistical differences between the following
dependent variables: minimum and maximum power, positive
and negative work, work-ratio and CoT. Additionally, a t-test
was run between RSP model groups to compare prosthetic
transport reliance within the affected limb (aff-PTR), defined as
the RSP work contribution to the affec ed i b C T.
Significance for all tests was set at = 0.05.
Results and Discussion
Results are displayed in Table 1. Limb main effects were found
for maximum power (p = 0.013) and positive work (p = 0.027).
Regardless of RSP model used, the musculature of the
unaffected, intact limbs allows for increased power generation
and, thus, positive work done as compared to the affected limbs,
which are limited by the mechanical properties of the carbon
fiber RSP donned.
RSP model and limb main effects were found for CoT (p
0.014). CoT comparisons between all model and limb

C, Affected
C, Unaffected
J, Affected
J, Unaffected

combinations differed from each other except between the two
unaffected limbs groups (p = 0.934). Affected limbs donning
the C RSP experienced a lower CoT than the J RSP affected
limbs, and both had a lower total burden of work than the
unaffected limbs. Additionally, aff-PTR was larger in the C
affected limb compared to the J affected limb (p = 0.050). RSP
model did not influence work done by the unaffected limb but
did appear to impact work in the affected limb. With both a
lower CoT and higher aff-PTR, use of the C RSP suggests an
increased reliance on the mechanical properties of the device for
energy generation and absorption during running rather than the
musculature of the rest of the affected limb compared to use of
the J RSP. Additionally, use of the C RSP resulted in a lower
mechanical CoT while a previous study showed use of a J RSP
resulted in lower metabolic cost of transport, suggesting
multiple measures should be used to evaluate how a device
interfaces with a patient [1].
This study is limited by low subject numbers and relatively
large data variability to elicit clinically meaningful statistics;
however, as the data is presented, RSP model appears to play a
role in total work done by the affected limb as well as muscle
recruitment in the affected limb during submaximal running.
Significance
Different RSP geometry correspond to different activities
according to manufacturers (e.g. C-shaped RSPs are generally
recommended for distance running, while J-shaped RSPs are
recommended for sprinting); however, other factors can
contribute to the clinical prescription of a certain RSP, such as
residual limb length or even financial burden. Understanding
the different mechanical influences these devices have on
patients with amputation can help their clinical care providers to
better address their musculoskeletal health through
rehabilitation, training, and beyond.
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Table 1: Mean and standard deviation of power and work variables. ♦ - limb main effect, · - RSP model main effect
Max Power
Positive Work
CoT
Min Power
Negative Work
aff-PTR
Work-Ratio
(W/kg) ♦
(J/kg) ♦
(J/kg/m) ♦·
(W/kg)
(J/kg)
(%)·
10.0 ± 2.3
-13.6 ± 3.0
0.71 ± 0.18
-0.81 ± 0.19
0.88 ± 0.0
1.15 ± 0.23
57.7 ± 17.0
13.8 ± 1.6
-16.4 ± 7.0
0.91 ± 0.12
-0.89 ± 0.22
1.06 ± 0.2
1.98 ± 0.15
11.2 ± 3.3
-10.9 ± 2.4
0.71 ± 0.18
-0.80 ± 0.18
0.88 ± 0.0
1.59 ± 0.06
39.9 ± 8.5
13.3 ± 2.2
-14.7 ± 3.9
0.85 ± 0.16
-0.90 ± 0.13
0.97 ± 0.2
2.06 ± 0.34
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VB

VT

Mass (g)

168.4

173.5

Sole thickness (mm)

3.35

6.73

Heel height (cm)

2.1

3.2

Midsole hardness (Shore A durometer units)

74.7
63.45
Table 1: Footwear design characteristics of Vibram™ Bikila (VB) and
Vibram™ Trek ascent (VT).

Methods
Twenty-four recreationally active, healthy males (age 21.38 ±
2.50 years, height 1.74 ± 0.06 m, mass 71.24 ± 10.37 kg) were
recruited. Their static postural stability was measured using a
force platform (AMTI AccuGait, Watertown, MA) in stable and
unstable surfaces (foam), bipedal (BL), and unipedal (UL)
stances, and eyes open (EO) and eyes closed (EC) conditions.
Each participant s static stability in the barefoot (BF) condition
was measured first, followed by the counterbalanced shod
conditions (VB and VT) on a single day.
Each postural sway variable of interest [center of pressure
average in the anteroposterior direction (COP-AP average),
center of pressure average in the medial-lateral direction (COPML average), average radial displacement (RD), and center of
pressure length (COP-L)] was analyzed using a one-way
repeated-measures ANOVA for each testing condition.
Significant main effects were followed up with the Bonferroni
correction factor. The alpha level was set for 0.05.
Results and Discussion
The analysis revealed significant footwear main effects in COPML average [F(2,46) = 3.437, p = 0.041, p2 = 0.130] and COPAP average [F(2,46) = 3.684, p = 0.033, p2 = 0.138] in the
unstable BL EO condition. Follow up tests showed a significant
difference between BF and VB with higher sway values for VB.

COP-AP average in the unstable BL EC [F(2,46) = 5.052, p =
0.010, p2 = 0.180] condition demonstrated significant
differences between BF and VB as well as BF and VT (Figure 1).
Average radial displacement [F(2,46) = 3.319, p = 0.045, p2 =
0.126] and COP-L [F(2,46) = 4.074, p = 0.034, p2 = 0.150]
showed significant footwear differences in unstable BL EC
condition.
COP-AP Average (cm)

Introduction
According to the National Health Statistics Report 2016, in 20112014, 8.6 million sports and recreation-related injuries have been
reported. Such injuries were more prevalent in young males (~
61%), and falls have been identified as a major causative factor
of those injuries (~ 28%)1. A fall could occur following a slip,
trip, and loss of balance, with a greater incidence reported with
the latter. Except for minimizing falls, maintaining optimal
postural stability is crucial for better performance in sports2.
Human postural control has multiple impactful factors.
Among those, the type and the nature of footwear worn are shown
to be critical. Footwear with minimalistic features (less weight,
low heel-to-toe drop, low sole height, etc.) and footwear with
thin, hard soles are known to elicit better postural stability3. Due
to the minimalist nature, the ability to mimic barefoot conditions,
and the exact contour of human feet, Vibram™ five fingers shoes
(VFF) are favored by many individuals currently. Thus, the
present study incorporated two types of VFF, Vibram™ Bikila
(VB) and Vibram™ Trek ascent (VT), which have unique design
characteristics (Table 1). The purpose of this study was to study
the impact of minimalist footwear on static postural stability in
young, healthy males.

4.2
4
3.8
3.6
3.4
3.2
3
2.8
2.6
2.4
2.2

*
*
*
BF

VB

VT

Figure 1: Center of pressure average in the anteroposterior direction
(COP-AP) in barefoot (BF), Vibram™ Bikila (VB), and Vibram™ Trek
ascent (VT) conditions. represents significant footwear differences.

*

The participants demonstrated superior postural stability in
the BF condition compared to the shod conditions. This could be
explained with the greater somatosensory feedback in the BF
condition due to no obliteration from a shoe sole. Although no
significant differences were observed between VFF types, the VT
demonstrated higher postural sway values, suggesting poor
postural stability compared to VB. Having no significant
differences in the stable condition suggests that the participants
could maintain satisfactory postural stability with any footwear
condition when the standing surface was firm. However, this was
not possible on the unstable surface due to the affected
somatosensory feedback on a foam.
Significance
Although the participants demonstrated superior postural
stability in BF, being barefooted during sports or recreational
activities may not be practical. Thus, the individuals must choose
a footwear that causes fewer balance decrements to minimize
falls during sports. Thus, VB appears to be a better solution
compared to VT, which could be attributed to its design
characteristics such as lesser weight, sole thickness, heel height,
and greater sole hardness. The absence of significance between
the shod conditions could be due to the use of a young healthy
population. The results could be different among the geriatric or
clinical populations.
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Introduction
Unanticipated movements are used in lab-based biomechanical
studies to simulate sport-specific tasks [1]. However, tasks that
fi ate the participant s visual gaze away from the intended path
of travel, whether they be unanticipated [1] or pre-planned [2],
have demonstrated effects on movement performance. Because
unanticipated conditions have been administered with visual
stimuli (e.g,, a light, arrow, simulated defender), decoupling the
effects of visual constraints from those of unanticipated task
requirements is necessary to understand to what extent each
factor plays in influencing movement performance.
The purpose of this study was to elucidate the individual and
combined effects of constrained gaze and unanticipated cues on
landing mechanics. We hypothesized that combined effects of
constrained gaze and unanticipated cues on early-stance landing
mechanics would be greater than individual effects of either task
requirement.
Methods
Twenty-two recreationally active young adults (8F/14M;
19.9±1.1yr; 1.8±0.1m, 73.3±8.5kg) provided IRB-approved
informed consent. Participants scored 12+ on the Marx activity
scale [3], were free of lower-extremity surgeries, and had not
suffered a concussion within six months of participating or lower
extremity injuries within three months of study participation.
Participants completed a previously established jump-landing
task [4], under a baseline (Base) and four dual-task conditions:
auditory unanticipated without visual constraint (Aud), auditory
unanticipated with visual constraint (Aud_Fix), visual
unanticipated (Vis), and anticipated with visual constraint (Fix).
Auditory directional cues were pre-recorded commands stating
Up , Left , or Right . Visual directional cues ere images of
arrows pointing up, left, or right. Directional cues were presented
~250 ms prior to initial contact with the force plates. The visual
fixation used for Aud_Fix and Fix was a large, black cross.
Motion capture and ground reaction force data were
collected, and kinematic and kinetic data were calculated using
an inverse kinematics model in Visual 3D. Joint moments are
externally defined and normalized to participant height and
weight. Peak knee flexion angle (pKFA) and abduction angle
(pKAbA) and moment (pKAbM) were identified within a 50 ms
window following initial contact [5]. Only the straight-up
condition was analyzed for this study.
Linear mixed models were used to test for a main effect of
trial t pe on pKFA, pKAbA, and pKAbM; subject as defined
as a random effect. Where a main effect was found, post-hoc
pairwise comparisons were done using Tukey HSD tests.
Significance was set at = 0.05.

Results and Discussion
There was a main effect of condition on pKFA (F=12.98, p<.001)
and pKAbM (F=3.08, p=.023; Table 1). Post-hoc comparisons
indicated that participants completed the Aud, Aud_Fix, and Vis
conditions with less pKFA than the Base. Participants completed
the Aud and Aud_Fix conditions with less pKFA than the Fix
condition. Participants also completed the Vis condition with
greater pKAbM than the Base. There was no main effect of
condition on pKAbA (F=0.19, p=.945; Table 1).
Preliminary results suggest that constrained gaze, by itself,
may not appreciably influence movement performance, as no
differences in landing mechanics were observed between the
Base and Fix conditions. All three unanticipated conditions were
associated with some form of adversely-affected landing
mechanics (e.g., less pKFA, greater pKAbM) when compared to
both the Base and Fix, corroborating previous assumptions that
detrimental effects from unanticipated conditions are primarily
driven by the inability to pre-plan movement rather than the
visual constraint that is often present with how the tasks are
presented. The lack of difference between auditory and visual
unanticipated conditions suggest that removal of the ability to
pre-plan the secondary movement may dominate the changes
seen in landing mechanics. Current results should be interpreted
with caution, as an a priori power analysis found that a sample
size of 35 or more participants is needed to maintain statistical
power of 80%. Study enrolment is ongoing.
Significance
Competiti e sport places a large demand on an athlete s isual
system to provide key information for navigating their
environment. However, the effects of visual constraints used in a
lab setting have yet to be systematically decoupled from common
unanticipated testing paradigms. This study seeks to delineate the
contributions of visual constraints and unanticipated movements
to adverse changes in injury-relevant knee mechanics.
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Table 1: Kinematic and kinetic values for jump-landing mechanics (*Indicates p<.05 compared to Base, +indicates p<.05 compared to Fix)
Base
Fix
Aud
Aud_Fix
Vis
pKFA (°)
60.3 ± 6.4
59.3 ± 6.3
57.1 ± 5.4*+
56.8 ± 5.1*+
57.8 ± 5.9*+
pKAbA (°)
11.1 ± 4.9
11.0 ± 5.1
11.1 ± 4.2
11.1 ± 4.6
11.4 ± 4.1
pKAbM (%BW*Height)
4.8 ± 2.2
5.7 ± 3.0
5.4 ± 2.9
5.6 ± 2.8
6.1 ± 3.9*
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Introduction
Cognitive performance is an important facet of anterior cruciate
ligament (ACL) injury research [1] for two key reasons.
Cognitive ability is related to ACL injury rates [2], and baseline
cognitive performance can explain athlete-specific differences in
knee mechanics during injury-relevant movements [3].
Understanding how baseline cognitive ability contributes to the
change in knee mechanics elicited by secondary tasks may inform
novel advances in multifaceted ACL injury risk screening.
The purpose of this study is to investigate the relationships
between visual- and auditory-based measures of cognitive ability
and dual-task jump-landings. We hypothesize that poorer
cognitive performance will be associated with greater dual-task
changes in early-stance peak knee abduction angle (pKAbA) and
moment (pKAbM) and peak knee flexion angle (pKFA).
Methods
22 healthy young adults (8F/14M; 19.9±1.1yr; 1.8±0.1m;
73.3±8.5kg) have participated in the study. All scored 12+ on the
Marx activity scale [4] and had no lower-extremity surgeries or
recent history of lower-extremity injury or concussion.
Participants completed cognitive assessments of visual and
auditory simple reaction time and attentional control. Simple
reaction time tests required that participants perform a buttonpress after seeing or hearing a stimulus. Accuracy and reaction
times were collected from attentional control tests (visual and
auditory Stroop) [5]. Cognitive results were normalized into zscores for simple reaction time (VisRT, AudRT), attentional
control reaction time (StroopRT), and attentional control
accuracy (Stroop_accuracy). Participants also completed jumplandings [4] for a baseline (Base) and four dual-task conditions:
visual unanticipated (VisUn), auditory unanticipated with no
visual constraint (AudUn) and with visual constraint
(AudUn_Fix), and anticipated with visual constraint (Fix).
Direction cues appeared ~250 ms before initial contact. The
visual constraint for AudUn_Fix and Fix was a cross. Auditory
direction cues were audio files a ing U , Lef , o Righ .
Visual direction cues were arrows pointing up, left, or right.
Motion capture and ground reaction force data were
collected, and kinematic and kinetic variables were calculated
using an inverse kinematics model in Visual3D. Straight-up
jumps were analyzed. External joint moments were normalized
to participant height and weight. pKFA, pKAbA, and pKAbM
were identified within 50 ms following initial contact [6]. Dualtask costs (DTC) were calculated as a percent change in pKFA,
pKAbA, or pKAbM from baseline. Stepwise linear regression
examined relationships between cognitive z-scores and DTC for
each dual-task condition and biomechanical variable.
Significance was = 0.05.
Results and Discussion
Stroop_accuracy and StroopRT associated with pKFA DTC for
the Fix condition. Greater attentional control associated with
smaller pKFA changes during Fix (R2adj=42.91%, p=.004).
AudRT and VisRT associated with pKAbA dual-task cost for

AudUn (R2adj=42.34%, p=.004). Faster auditory simple reaction
times associated with less pKAbA change (p=.022; Figure 1).
Faster visual simple reaction times associated with more pKAbA
change (p=.022). AudRT and StroopRT associated with
pKAbA DTC for VisUn (R2adj=47.67%, p=.002). Faster auditory
simple reaction times associated with less pKAbA change
(p=.005). Greater attentional control associated with more
pKAbA change (p=.039). No significant relationships were
observed between cognitive z-scores and pKAbM DTC.

Figure 1: Faster auditory reaction times associated with less dualtask effect of auditory unanticipated condition on pKAbA.

The findings in Figure 1 suggest that, for a purely auditory
secondary task, improved ability to quickly process auditory
information necessitates smaller adaptations in early-stance
landing strategy. The current findings support that attentional
control has a task-specific role in cognitive-motor function.
Better overall attentional control performance had a o ec i e
role regarding pKFA for Fix condition, but Stroop_RT had the
opposite relationship for pKAbA during VisUn. Taken together,
these results tentatively suggest that attentional control abilities
may not sufficiently mitigate dual-task effects past a certain
threshold of cognitive demand. Study enrolment is ongoing;
findings will be updated when the full n=35 dataset is available.
Significance
Determining the most salient cognitive processes for predicting
athlete-specific cognitive-motor function may provide a more
comprehensive approach for injury risk screening. This ongoing
project aims to contribute to this larger goal by elucidating the
relevance of facets of reaction time and attentional control for
jump landings with simultaneous visual and auditory challenges.
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Introduction
Jumping performance is an important performance aspect for
high-level basketball players. Repeated jumping, in particular, is
important in several situations (e.g., rebounding), and depends on
effective use of the stretch-shortening cycle (SSC). Performance
of the SSC, in turn, depends in part on the peak ground reaction
forces (GRF) produced during jumping tasks [1,2]. From a sports
performance and training perspective, knowledge about the jointspecific contributions to peak GRF could help identify specific
targets for training interventions that aim to optimize SSC
function and maximize jumping performance [3].
The vertical drop jump (DJ) is a task often used to test SSC
performance as it requires an athlete to optimize muscle preactivation in preparation for landing as well as during the
eccentric phase as they get ready to immediately reverse
movement directions and propel themselves upwards again [2,5].
In addition to identifying joint-specific contributions to peak
GRF during the drop jump in basketball players, comparing these
contributions between players who exhibit higher and lower DJ
performance may further help improve training strategies to
optimize muscle-specific SSC function and improve jump
performance. The purpose of this study was to compare hip, knee,
and ankle biomechanics at the instant of peak GRF during the
drop jump in male and female athletes with different jumping
abilities.
Methods
Eight male and eight female NCAA Division 1 basketball players
performed three DJ from a height of 30.5 cm. Kinematic data
from 26 lower body and torso markers were collected with a
motion capture system at 100 Hz. Kinetic data were collected at
1000 Hz from two force plates. All data were filtered with a
fourth-order low pass filter at a cut off frequency of 13 Hz. An
inverse dynamics analysis was used to calculate sagittal plane net
joint moments (NJM) at the ankle, knee, and hip joints. Sagittal
plane contributions from each NJM to the vertical GRF were
calculated with an induced acceleration analysis (IAA) [4]. The
NJM and IAA-based contributions at the instant of peak vertical
GRF were extracted for analysis (Figure 1). Peak GRF, NJM and
IAA-based contributions were normalized to body mass. The
jump height during the DJ was calculated from the vertical
velocity of the center of mass at take-off. All data were averaged
across the three trials from each player.
Data from the four male and female players with the greatest
and lowest DJ heights in regard to their sex were allocated into
groups of high (HPJ) and low (LPJ) performance jumpers (HPJ),
respectively. DJ height, peak GRF, NJM, and IAA-based
contributions of the HPJ and LPJ groups were then compared.

Figure 1: (Left) Net joint moments and (right) vertical ground
reaction force (vGRF) and net joint moment contributions to
vGRF. Note: dotted vertical line indicates instant of peak vGRF.
Results and Discussion
DJ heights were statistically significant different between the two
groups (Table 1). In addition, the players in the HPJ group
exhibited greater knee NJM at the instant of peak GRF than
players in the LPJ group.
The observed group differences suggest that male and female
basketball players who generate greater knee extensor NJM at the
instant of peak GRF are also able to jump higher. Interestingly,
despite the greater observed knee extensor NJM in the HPJ group,
the relative contributions of the knee extensor NJM to peak GRF
did not differ from the LPJ group. This discrepancy may highlight
important differences between the roles of absolute magnitudes
of the NJM and their IAA-based contributions to GRF with
respect to functional performance, especially since peak GRF did
not differ between groups,
Since greater knee extensor NJM are also purported to be a
risk factor for some musculoskeletal injuries (e.g., ACL injuries),
further studies may need to evaluate the associations between
NJM and jump performance in the context of these injuries.
Significance
Male and female basketball players who generate greater knee
extensor NJM at the instant of peak GRF exhibit greater DJ
heights, which may be relevant for sports science or sports
conditioning specialists.
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Table 1: Drop jump (DJ) height (m), peak vertical ground reaction forces (N/kg), lower extremity net joint
moments (NJM – N·m/kg) at peak vertical GRF, and induced acceleration (IAA) based contributions (%) to
peak vertical GRF for high (HPJ) and low performance jumpers (LPJ).
DJ Height
HPJ 0.338 ± 0.048
LPJ 0.258 ± 0.062
p-value
0.012

Peak GRF
37.9 ± 11.5
33.2 ± 5.2
0.319

Ankle NJM Hip NJM Knee NJM Ankle – IAA Hip – IAA Knee – IAA
2.24 ± 1.01 2.31 ± 0.60 2.57 ± 0.78
64 ± 12
11 ± 10
25 ± 8
1.60 ± 0.74 2.62 ± 1.21 1.70 ± 0.84
61 ± 14
17 ± 15
22 ± 6
0.167
0.531
0.045
0.698
0.402
0.418
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Introduction
To make timely decisions in training and combat, it is critical to
develop methods for rapidly assessing the health and readiness of
soldiers. However, military readiness is difficult to quantify, and
it is not well understood which signals or metrics are both
measurable and relevant to performance. Previous studies have
found that, in combination, linear and nonlinear metrics
calculated from center-of-pressure (COP) data during static
postural control may provide a relevant estimate of neuromuscular function [1]. However, no study has used nonlinear
metrics to assess postural control in military populations.
Sample entropy (SampEn) reflects the regularity of a timevarying data set, in our case providing insight into COP data
measured during standing balance. Lower SampEn values may
reflect “over-management” of balance, indicating a degradation
in neuromuscular function [2]. The tolerance value, r, used to
determine the window size for vector matching may significantly
distort output SampEn and interpretation of results [3]. However,
the lack of a normative set of SampEn, calculated with a selection
of r-values, has left the effect of this parameter on analyses of
military population data sets unsettled.
Thus, the objective of this study is twofold: (1) to establish a
normative set of SampEn values across a range of r-values during
balance conditions in a healthy military population, and (2) to
observe the effect of changing r-value on calculation of SampEn.

Value Frequency

Methods
242 individuals (176 male:66 female, 18.8±2.4yrs;1.8±0.2m;
75.6±9.5kg) participated in the IRB-approved protocol. COP
position data were collected during a Sensory Organization Test
(SOT) with six conditions on a NeuroCom Balance Master
[Natus, Pleasanton, CA], each a combination of platform
fixed/sway-referenced, visual surround fixed/sway referenced,
and eyes open/closed. COP position data were collected at 100
Hz for three twenty-second trials for each condition and
downsampled to 50 Hz [2].
After removal of incomplete tests, 4459 trials were analyzed.
SampEn of unfiltered data for the increment of the resultant COP
position for each condition was calculated four times, at r=0.1,
0.2, 0.3, and 0.4. SampEn was averaged across trials for each
participant and aggregated by condition number. The template
length (m) was set to m=3 for all scenarios, representing the
length of each vector to be compared for similarity within the
given tolerance [2][3]. The time series were demeaned and
normalized to unit variance prior to the SampEn calculation.
Cond. 1; r =0.1

Cond. 1; r =0.2

Results and Discussion
Mean and standard deviation for each condition and tolerance are
summarized in Table 1. Histograms for SOT Condition 1
(eyes open; fixed platform and surround) are shown in Figure 1.
As r increases, both mean value and standard deviation of
SampEn tend to decrease. The same trend was observed for SOT
Conditions 2-6, which have been omitted here due to space. This
result parallels observations by Yentes et al. 2021, who discuss
how altering the size of the tolerance window by adjusting r can
affect the number of matches found during vector comparison,
altering the output SampEn. As r decreases, the window size
grows smaller, lowering the probability of a vector match, and
thus increasing SampEn [3].
Table 1: Sample entropy means and standard deviations for
SOT Conditions 1-6 at four different tolerance values
r = 0.1
r = 0. 2
r = 0.3
r = 0.4

Significance
This is the first study to establish a normative dataset of SampEn
during an SOT for a military population. This work identifies the
effect of varying tolerance on calculated values, and provides a
baseline for comparison to future datasets using the same
protocol. This allows for more precise examination of the effect
of prolonged physical activity on SampEn. Because SampEn
depends on a number of factors, including r, it is important to use
a consistent r-value when calculating SampEn for comparison
between different data sets, and report this value along with
findings. A limitation of this study is that all participants were
cadets at the United States Military Academy and these results
may not accurately represent other populations.
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Introduction
Biomechanics creates our understanding of biology in the
physical world, the physical nature of life (1). One could
reasonably argue there is not a more valuable scientific endeavor.
Yet, despite this significance, Biomechanics remains in a nascent
state. It has yet to fully break h gh in
cie
consciousness. Indeed, we are often neglected in STEM despite
the fact that Biomechanics is the combination of all things STEM.
This predicament is at least partially due to the fact that
Biomechanics is poorly positioned in the world of education.
Biomechanics is largely shuttered within post-graduate programs
that remain unknown to most people.
National Biomechanics Day (NBD) was created in 2016 to
counteract this situation and to increase the influence and impact
of Biomechanics on our society by expanding the awareness of
Biomechanics among young people. Over the past 5 years and
through the participation of over 900 biomechanics faculty and
students, NBD has with great enthusiasm and fun, introduced
biomechanics to nearly 30,000 high school students around the
world. Here we describe why biomechanists participate in NBD
through the stories of 5 faculty members in 3 countries.
Jeroen Aeles
In only a handful of years since its inauguration, NBD has
expanded globally and taken the biomechanics world by storm.
NBD raises awareness of biomechanics through outreach events
for high school students inspiring young minds to pursue an
education and a career in any biomechanics-related field. While
holding true to its original goal, NBD has grown to so much more
and it has great potential to break through barriers, educating and
motivating teenagers of any sex, color, and social class. By being
a free event in locations worldwide, by a truly diverse and
motivated group of scientists, its reach has gone far beyond
typical stand-alone science outreach events. In a time that could
one day be described as pivotal in fighting social injustice, raising
racial and gender awareness, and prioritizing inclusiveness, NBD
becomes more important than ever to showcase education and
career opportunities in biomechanics and STEM for all. NBD
provides a fun, informative tool to inspire the next generation of
scientific leaders. Le
ake e e eff
make e he a e in
Biomechanics.
Brandi Row Lazzarini
I participate in NBD because it inspires my students, our visitors
and me! I usually invite schools in the region that traditionally
do not have access to our college campus, including the Oregon
School for the Deaf and students from local low-income schools.
My students demonstrate various biomechanics measurement
activities, and I see in them a new spring in their step as a result
f bei g
ed i h hi eade hi
e. I e ade a a de ic
adjustment this year that has become quite meaningful. My
students met on Zoom with a local high school class to generate
ideas for lab projects and are now creating videos demonstrating
how to address their curiosities about human movement using
1.
biomechanical methods. Our high school partners now see a
career path in an exciting and growing scientific field. My

students are inspired by having this audience provide a real-life
purpose for their projects. This approach will remain a feature in
my future, in- e
NBD , he e e ca a e
e e
e
smiles.
Teal Darkenwald & Antonia Zaferiou
NBD has become more than a day to celebrate all that is
biomechanics. It is a day that brings people together from around
the world and highlights many facets of the field including
growing areas such as dance biomechanics. NBD enables
undergraduate and high school dance students to engage each
other and opening their eyes to the possibilities in the field of
dance science. This serves as an important educational moment,
broadening the scope of careers beyond graduation. Many dance
students have expressed interest in pursuing careers in dance
science as a result of these engaging events. We highlight the
technologies used in biomechanics through interactive displays
using motion capture, surface electromyography (e.g., Triceps
and Biceps student choreography challenges) and force sensors.
Through these experiences, we encourage students to imagine
how these technologies can be used for creative and scientific
purposes. It is the interdisciplinary nature of these events that
prove to be most effective because it allows dancers to view
themselves as scientists opening a new world of study. Enjoy this
dance science video and these NBD dance-science materials.
Scott Landry
I participate in NBD to introduce young students to the
fascinating world of biomechanics and to the sophisticated yet
f n echn l gie e e o study human movement and also to
share relatable stories about the impactful work being carried out
by colleagues and friends throughout Canada and beyond. I am
inspired to see how inquisitive young students are about the
application of biomechanics in developing footwear, for example
or about the technologies used to study joint replacement or
osteoarthritis, a debilitating disease many of these students see in
their parents or grandparents. Each visiting student can relate
some aspect of their life to biomechanics, eg, a previous injury or
how their muscles produce the movements required for their
favorite activities. Fun competitions are important aspects of our
NBDs and we enjoy seeing youngsters competing with each other
and their teachers in activities quantifiable with our instruments.
NBD is a very important initiative that not only introduces young
students to the wide breadth of research in our field, but just as
importantly, introduces these students to the strong sense of
family and community that has been established within our
societies worldwide over the years.
Everyone
Th gh
and e e ne eff
, e a e all m ing
Biomechanics to become the Breakthrough Science of the 21st
Century!
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Methods
Fourteen right-handed female NCAA DII collegiate basketball
players (age: 20.97±0.98 yr.; mass: 74.94±7.4 kg; and height:
174±6.13 cm) participated in this study. Loadsol insoles (Novel,
M ich, Ge a ) e e i e ed i
a ici a
h e
measure ground reaction forces during landing. Participants shot
three-point shots under 3 shooting conditions: No defender
(ND), Simulated defender (an object set to their reach height,
D), Simulated defender after receiving a pass (PD). Participants
performed 3 shots for each condition, from three different spots
(right corner, left corner, top of key) making up a total of 27
shots.
Two-way ANOVA with repeated measures compared peak
ground reaction force (GRF) and peak loading rates with
condition and position as the independent variables.
Results and Discussion
Participants experienced greater right peak ground reaction
forces for PD compared to ND (p<0.05; Figure 1). They also
experienced greater right peak load rate for PD and SD
compared to ND (p<0.05; Figure 2). Altered mechanics caused
by cognitive load may lead to increased injury risk resulting
from higher ground reaction forces and loading rates (Schnittjer
et al., 2021). The more complex the cognitive load, the greater
the change (Schnittjer et al., 2021).
In our original design of the study, participants would have
taken shots in the presents of a defender as well as shots during
an actual game. However, due to Covid-19 restrictions, the
protocol was changed to use a simulated defender. Despite these
changes, an increase in cognitive load led to an increase in peak
GRF and peak loading rates on the right side. The more
complex the cognitive element, the great the increase in both
dependent variables. In a real game situation, players are not
only concerned with the shot but also rapid changes in their
surroundings, including the presents of a mobile defender. Thus,
we can hypothesize that adding these elements would only lead
to an increase in the kinetic variables. In addition to studying
real game situations, future studies should also investigate the
differences in other populations, such as males, who are known

to experience less injuries than females as well as different
levels of women sports. Higher levels such as DI or professional
basketball would increase the cognitive element, however, there
would also be an increase in the level of performers.
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Figure 1: Peak ground reaction force without a defender, with
simulated defender, and pass with simulated defender. *
indicates p<0.05.
100

Peak Loading Rate
(BW/s)

Introduction
Typical landing mechanics studies involve stepping off a box in
laboratory settings. Stepping off a box has been shown to be
different than landing from a jump (Afifi & Hinrichs, 2012).
Thus, more researchers are now investigating landing from
countermovement jumps. However, when investigating landing
mechanics experienced by certain athletes, such as basketball
players, a laboratory setting may still not be ideal. Being in a
laboratory setting, participants’ cognitive load is different from
those during game situations for two reasons:1) Real game
conditions are absent. 2) The need to land on a force plate
creates its own task specific cognitive load.
With the introduction of insole force sensors, landing mechanics
can be studied in real game situations. A first step would be to
study landing kinetics on the court during basketball tasks, prior
to introducing a real game situation.
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Figure 2: Peak loading rate without a defender, with simulated
defender, and pass with simulated defender. * indicates p<0.05.
Significance
With the increase in number of female athletes participating in
basketball, there is also an increase in the number of injuries
associated with jump landing. Thus, many teams participate in
different injury prevention programs. However, most prevention
programs are focused on strength, balance, coordination, and
controlling the core without considering the cognitive element
(Swanik et al., 2007). It is possible that adding a cognitive
element to injury prevention programs may improve their
efficacy, however, this should be further investigated.
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Results and Discussion
Across all angles, during the torque-matched task, the average
ankle stiffness decreased by 44% during movement compared to
the isometric contractions (p=0.005; Fig 1b). Similarly, during
movement, the average muscle stiffness decreased by 61%
compared to isometric contractions (p=0.007; Fig 1c).
Surprisingly, we also observed a decrease in the average tendon
stiffness of 23% during movement compared to isometric
contractions (p=0.002; Fig 1d). During the torque-matched task,
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Methods
Four healthy young adults were seated with their right foot rigidly
secured to a rotary motor, which was instrumented to measure
ankle torque and displacement. Participants completed two
different tasks: a torque-matched task where the force on the
tendon is matched since tendon impedance depends on force; and
an EMG-matched task where activation in ankle plantarflexors is
matched since muscle impedance is sensitive to activation.
Participants produced voluntary plantarflexion torque or
plantarflexor EMG at 15% of their maximum with the aid of realtime visual feedback. Plantarflexor EMG feedback was the
normalized mean of the EMG from the medial and lateral
gastrocnemius and soleus. Visual feedback of the tibialis anterior
EMG was provided to prevent co-contraction. The motor moved
the subject’s ankle through a 20-degree sinusoidal motion at 0.5
Hz to create periods of concentric and eccentric contractions. The
sinusoidal ankle motion is similar to ankle kinematics during
walking [3]. Four isometric angle-matched conditions were also
tested (Fig 1a). Small stochastic perturbations were
superimposed on the large sinusoidal movement and isometric
conditions to quantify ankle impedance [4]. B-mode ultrasound
of the medial gastrocnemius muscle-tendon junction was used to
track muscle and tendon displacement. We estimated ankle,
muscle, and tendon impedance from the collected data using
time-varying system identification [4, 5]. Here we present the
stiffness component of these impedances. Linear mixed-effects
models were used for all statistical analyses.

muscle activation differed between isometric and movement
conditions, which may be contributing to the observed
differences in stiffness. To control for this confounding factor,
participants completed the EMG-matched task. During the EMGmatched task, we observed similar decreases in ankle, muscle,
and tendon stiffness between posture and movement. The muscle
was 2.8x and 3x stiffer than the tendon during isometric
contractions for both torque- and EMG-matched tasks,
respectively. The large decrease in muscle stiffness during
movement decreased this ratio. Muscle was 1.4x and 1.7x stiffer
than the tendon during each task, respectively. Since the more
compliant component limits ankle stiffness, these results indicate
that the tendon determines ankle mechanics during posture, but
the muscle and tendon contribute more evenly during movement.

Muscle stiffness
[N/mm/Nm]

Introduction
Appropriate regulation of muscle and tendon impedance is
central to safe and economical ambulation as they are the primary
determinants of ankle impedance. Joint impedance decreases
during movement compared to postural conditions [1]. However,
it remains unknown how changes in muscle and tendon
impedance contribute to this decrease. Filling this gap is
important for understanding the respective roles of muscle and
tendon impedance in safe and efficient locomotion. Therefore,
this study aimed to determine how muscle and tendon contribute
to ankle impedance between posture and movement. Tendon
impedance is proportional to force, and to our knowledge, there
are no data suggesting that it would vary between force-matched
posture and movement conditions. In contrast, muscle impedance
differs not only between posture and movement, but also between
concentric and eccentric contractions [2]. Thus, we hypothesize
that the decrease in ankle impedance during movement is driven
by decreased muscle impedance.
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Figure 1: (a) During the movement condition, ankle angle was varied to
produce concentric (green) and eccentric (black) contractions. Isometric
contractions at matched angles were performed (red *). Comparisons
between ankle (b), muscle (c), and tendon (d) stiffness during the
concentric, eccentric, and isometric contractions for both the torque
feedback ( ) and the EMG feedback (o) tasks. The tasks are offset for
ease of viewing. The error bars are the standard error across subjects.

Significance
These data are the first in vivo measurements on how muscle and
tendon individually contribute to ankle impedance between
posture and movement. We demonstrate that the respective roles
of the muscle and tendon differ between posture and movement
and that these differences cannot be attributed to differences in
torque or muscle activation. These results must be considered
when examining how the muscle and tendon dictate ankle
impedance to enable safe and efficient locomotion.
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Introduction
While running is one of the most popular forms of physical
activity in the world, it is plagued with high rates of overuse
injuries like patellofemoral (PF) pain. This pain is often attributed
to increased PF joint stress [1]. However, the mechanism of
injury associated with PF joint stress has yet to be resolved. Some
hypothesize that a reduction in coordination variability (CV) may
help to explain this mechanism [2]. This theory suggests that
reduced CV may increase loading imposed on specific tissues
over time, leading to injury. Contrary to this, recent studies have
shown that injured populations display greater CV rather than
reduced CV [3]. These discrepancies in literature press for the
discernment of CV and tissue loading due to their relationships
with injury. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to establish
the relationship between PF loads and CV during running. It was
hypothesized that runners with smaller amounts of CV would
also display greater PF loads.
Methods
Sixty-four healthy individuals ran for five minutes on an
instrumented treadmill while kinematics and kinetics were
recorded. Twenty consecutive gait cycles were extracted for
analysis. Data were smoothed, filtered, and normalized to 100%
of stance. Knee flexion, shank internal rotation, and rearfoot
eversion were then calculated. CV was calculated for each
coupling as the orientation of a vector between two time points
from the right horizontal for knee-shank, shank-rearfoot, and
knee-rearfoot couplings [3]. Mean CV over stance for each
coupling was determined. Six PF metrics were calculated using
previously described musculoskeletal models that account for cocontraction of the knee flexors with custom MATLAB code [4]
(Table 1). A principle component analysis was performed for PF
metrics and factor loadings were interpreted to create surrogate
variables. Multiple regressions were performed to determine
whether CV determined PF loading surrogates.
Table 1. Mean (± standard deviation) coordination variability
(CV) metrics (K-S: knee-shank, K-R: knee-rearfoot, S-R: shankrearfoot) and patellofemoral (PF) metrics (KE: knee extensor,
Imp: impulse).
CV Metrics (°)
PF Metrics
K-S
5.42 ± 1.40 KE Moment (Nm/kg)
1.07 ± 0.33
K-R
5.10 ± 1.54 Contact Force (BW)
4.21 ± 1.34
S-R
9.03 ± 2.84 Joint Stress (MPa)
5.82 ± 1.43
Loading Rate (MPa/s)
145.24 ± 70.86
Imp (MPa*s)
0.56 ± 0.15
Imp per km
253.20 ± 71.45
(MPa*s/km)

Results and Discussion
Descriptive statistics for CV and PF metrics are shown in Table
1. Two principle components were extracted for PF: 1) a peak
loading component and 1) a cumulative loading component. A
model containing knee-shank and knee-rearfoot CV predicted
peak PF loading (R2 = 0.285, p < 0.001). For every one-degree
increase in knee-shank CV, peak PF loading decreased by 4.15

units after accounting for knee-rearfoot CV (p = 0.016, 95% CI 7.5 – -0.8, Figure 1a). For every one-degree increase in kneerearfoot CV, peak PF loading decreased by 4.79 units after
accounting for knee-shank CV (p = 0.003, 95% CI -7.9 – -1.7,
Figure 1b). No CV metrics predicted cumulative PF loading.

Figure 1. Peak patellofemoral (PF) loading surrogate values with respect
to (a) knee-shank CV (°) and (b) knee-rearfoot CV (°).

The hypothesis was partially supported as individuals with
reduced CV displayed greater peak PF loading. However, CV did
not predict cumulative PF loads, which contests previous
theories. This may be explained by injury thresholds. Overuse
injuries may develop from small amounts of load accumulating
over a large amount of time or large loads in short amounts of
time [5]. With reduced CV, tissues are repeatedly loaded in a
similar manner. In other words, the frequency of loading within
the tissue increases. Therefore, the combination of high loads and
high frequency due to reduced CV may be of more consequence
to the development of overuse injuries than CV leading to
increased cumulative loading. Additionally, the driving factor of
CV was the knee, where both couplings including the knee
predicted peak loading. This amplifies the importance of relative
motion, as discrete kinematic measures like peak knee flexion or
peak rearfoot eversion may not be adequate when assessing
overuse injuries.
Significance
This is the first study that directly assesses the relationship
between CV and internal loading during running. While it does
not support the theory that reduced CV leads to increased
cumulative loading, it does support the idea that reduced CV may
lead to increased injury risk due to the relationship to high peak
PF loads.
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Introduction
Many of the injuries sustained by athletes in contact
sports are noncontact soft tissue injuries. These injuries
primarily occur during deceleration and change of direction
movements, such as cutting or landing [1]. Leg stiffness is
important to understanding deceleration during these events
and why injury may occur. This is because an individual’s leg
stiffness contributes to both performance and risk of injury,
with an optimal stiffness value being associated with greater
athletic performance and too little stiffness being indicative of
risk of future soft tissue injury [2]. This study evaluated data
which characterized lower limb stiffness during tests designed
to resemble potential noncontact injury events, with the aim
of determining whether stiffness differences existed between
previously injured and uninjured subjects. The hypothesis of
this study was that previously injured subjects would
demonstrate different knee stiffness than uninjured subjects
during both a cutting and jump landing task.
Methods
This study analyzed the kinematics of run to cut
(RTC) and LESS jumps from fifteen female subjects who
participated in D1 soccer, D1 basketball, or club soccer teams
at Auburn University (170.4 ± 7.4 cm, 66.4 ± 7.6 kg, 19.9 ±
1.7 yrs). All subjects were cleared to participate in their
respective sport at the time of data collection. Out of the 15
athletes, six had previously repaired knee injuries, and nine
did not have any previous knee injuries. Each subject signed
informed consent forms approved by the Auburn University
Internal Review Board. For all subjects, both legs were
grouped as injured or uninjured based on the subject injury
designation. Knee and hip height were calculated using the
virtual joint centers as provided by Visual3D. Change in knee
and hip joint height was calculated as the difference between
height at peak vertical ground reaction force (VGRF) during
the task and during a passive standing trial. Leg stiffness was
evaluated as the peak VGRF divided by the change in hip
height [3]. Injured and uninjured subjects were compared
using paired t-tests using SAS software version 9.4.
Results and Discussion
The results of this study failed to confirm the
hypothesis in that there was no significant difference in
stiffness between previously injured and uninjured subjects
for either task (Table 1). However, there was a trend of greater
limb stiffness in the uninjured group during the RTC (p=0.09).

During RTC, the injured population was found to have a
significantly reduced change in knee height and significantly
reduced ankle dorsiflexion, consistent with the trend towards
increased stiffness. Conversely, during LESS jumps the
injured population exhibited a greater change in knee height,
reduced knee flexion, and greater ankle dorsiflexion
compared to the uninjured population.
Table 1. Comparison of stiffness components between injured and
uninjured groups in RTC and LESS tasks, where the differences are
calculated as (previously injured – uninjured metric).

Stiffness (N/m)

GRF Zmax (N)

RTC
LESS
Mean Diff
p
Mean Diff
2454.1
0.09 -4494.4
-0.021
0.23
0.031
-0.044
0.001
0.027
0.559
0.89
-11.68
-12.2
0.03
10.93
64.72
0.50
-85.30

p
0.16
0.077
0.008
0.024
0.021
0.520

One of the most noticeable findings in this study is
that while previously injured subjects show a reduced change
in knee height and reduced ankle dorsiflexion during a cutting
motion, they reversed these tendencies during a jump landing.
Also, although previously injured subjects showed reduced
knee flexion during LESS, they demonstrated a greater change
in knee height, likely due to the increased dorsiflexion.
Significance
As this study is cross-sectional in nature, it is
impossible to determine whether these differences in stiffness
and kinematics between previously injured and uninjured
subjects are responsible for knee injury or were developed as
a result of injury. However, these results do suggest that future
studies should continue to evaluate stiffness component
contributions during dynamic movements to explore whether
the differing strategies for the previously injured group are
linked to the well-documented increased risk of re-injury.
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Introduction
Rear and front foot placement may be among the easiest baseball
pitching parameters to modify through coaching, as previous
research has shown that it is easier to modify mechanics near the
beginning of the delivery than near ball release [1]. Coaches
commonly target foot placement to improve pitch accuracy, ball
movement, and velocity, but it is unknown how changing foot
position affects the rest of the pitcher’s biomechanics [e.g., 2].
Therefore, the purpose of this study was to determine the effect
of rear and front foot placement on pitching biomechanics. We
hypothesized that differences in foot placement would affect (1)
kinematics, especially those related to the rotation of the pelvis
and trunk; and (2) elbow and shoulder kinetics. In particular, we
expected a ‘cross-bodied’ (3B-Closed group, defined below) or
‘excessively open’ (1B-Open) would have higher kinetics than
deliveries with foot placement directed more towards home plate
(i.e., 1B-Closed and 3B-Open).
Methods
This was a retrospective review of biomechanical data of 325
healthy right-handed collegiate and professional baseball pitchers
collected and processed at ASMI between 2013 and 2020 using
methods previously described [e.g., 3]. The global coordinate
system was located at the center of the pitching rubber, with a
vertical Z-axis, X-axis pointing toward home plate, and Y-axis a
cross-product of Z and X. Rear foot position (RFP) was defined
as the Y-position of the rear ankle at the time of maximum front
knee height; thus, a positive/negative value denoted a pitcher on
the 1B/3B side of the rubber. Front foot position (FFP) was
defined as the foot’s Y-position at foot contact, relative to the
RFP (i.e., the Y-difference). A positive/negative value denoted a
closed/open foot position.
The pitchers were sorted into three RFP groups: 1B, 3B, and
a middle-rubber buffer group that was discarded. The two
remaining groups (1B and 3B) were each divided into three FFP
subgroups: open, closed, and a middle buffer group (discarded).
This resulted in four groups of 36 pitchers each: first base open
(1B-Open), first base closed (1B-Closed), third base open (3BOpen), and third base closed (3B-Closed).

Figure 1: Example pitchers illustrating the four groups in this study.

To determine if foot placement affected pitching
biomechanics variables, a 2x2 statistical design (1B vs. 3B; Open
vs. Closed) was employed. An ANOVA was used for normallydistributed data, while the closest non-parametric equivalent
(Scheirer–Ray–Hare) was used otherwise. In the case of a
significant interaction effect, pairwise comparisons were

performed using t-tests (parametric) or Mann-Whitney U tests
(non-parametric) with a Bonferroni adjustment for multiple
comparisons ( = 0.05). Clinical significance was evaluated
using effect size r = Z/ N, where Z is the statistical test’s Z-score,
and N is the total sample size, and categorized as trivial (r<0.2),
small (0.2 r<0.5), moderate (0.5 r<0.8) or large (r 0.8).
Results and Discussion
Pitchers with an open front foot position had less shoulder
abduction at the time of ball release (p<0.001, r=0.252) and
greater maximum shoulder internal rotation velocity in
comparison with closed pitchers (p=0.017, r=0.209). Open FFP
pitchers also had less forearm pronation at the time of ball release
(p=0.012, r=0.197) and greater maximum elbow extension
velocity (p=0.025, r=0.186), although those two results were
categorized as trivial, not quite reaching the small effect
threshold. Additional statistically significant results were found;
however, extremely low effect sizes (r 0.13) cast doubt on their
clinical significance.
The hypothesis that foot placement would lead to differences
in pitching kinematic parameters, especially those related to the
rotation of the pelvis and trunk, was partially supported. While
we found kinematic variables with statistically significant
findings, only two of them (trunk separation and upper trunk tilt
at the time of foot contact) were related to the pelvis and trunk,
and both of those had trivial effect size values.
The hypothesis that differences in foot placement would be
related to kinetic differences was not supported by our results, as
the only two statistically significant results found in the kinetic
variables were interaction effects with trivial effect sizes. This
lack of significant main effects or pairwise comparisons for any
of our kinetic variables was surprising, as a previous study [4]
found that open pitchers had higher shoulder anterior force, and
we expected that kinetics would be affected by rear foot
placement as well. Consequently, despite our expectations, we
cannot suggest that any particular placement of either the rear
foot or front foot may be more stressful than others.
Significance
Overall, the results of this study suggest that while differences in
foot placement between groups of pitchers affect pitching
kinematics, the clinical significance of these differences are small
or trivial. Furthermore, this study did not support the concept that
foot placement affects injury risk, as differences in elbow and
shoulder kinetics were few and trivial. It should be noted that this
study compared four different groups of pitchers categorized by
their self-selected foot placement, which they may have
instinctively optimized over years of pitching experience. Future
research should use a within-pitcher design to examine the effects
of intentional modifications to self-selected foot placement.
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Introduction
The human lower limb behaves differently under various
types of locomotion. It is vital for a prosthesis to adjust
accordingly for best performance. Existing research includes
real-time classification of falls and detection of gait phase1,2 and
of gait mode for control of transfemoral prostheses using
prosthesis sensors and electromyographic signals3,4. For semiactive prostheses, early prediction of gait mode (e.g. level, ramps,
stairs) is important so the device can pre-adapt to the impending
stance phase. Here we demonstrate an algorithm to predict gait
mode among level ground, up ramp, down ramp, up stairs and
down stairs at the end of the first half of the swing phase.
Methods
Experiment: Four subjects with unilateral transtibial
amputation walked with a variable-stiffness prosthesis5 in each
of three stiffness settings over an indoor course containing the
five types of terrain, all hard smooth surfaces in an academic
building. Subjects wore a suite of inertial measurement units
(IMUs; XSens MVN Biomech) with sensors on the pelvis and on
both thighs, shanks, and feet. The system recorded movement
data at 60-100 Hz and its built-in gait reconstruction was used to
compute orientation of every sensor; further analysis used custom
processing code. One subject’s data are the basis for this abstract,
with other processing to follow.
Prediction: Data from the low-stiffness condition were used
to train a gait mode prediction algorithm, which was then tested
on data from the high-stiffness condition. Support vector
machine (SVM) was selected as the classification algorithm in
this project and the training data comes from sensors on the right
foot and right shank. To make the training set, we first separated
the data into strides. For each stride, we took the first half of
swing phase and computed the three-dimensional velocities and
positions of all three directions with respect to the prior footfall
using strapdown integration of IMU data 5. We also calculated
pitch and roll from the orientation information, but excluded yaw
(heading) to eliminate inappropriate world-frame information.
We formed a training data sample for one stride as ten
consecutive samples of acceleration, velocity, position, roll and
pitch yielding 50 features. Each swing-phase sample was
associated with the terrain of the following stance phase, so the
classifier would be useful for real-time prediction. We trained a
model with SVM for each direction (x, y and z) of each sensor
(shank and foot) so there are six classifiers in total. Since the
training data are not linear, a cubic kernel function is applied to
foot data and a quadratic kernel function is applied to shank data.
The predictors were subjected to 5-fold cross-validation with the
training set, shown in Table 1.
Table1: 5-fold cross validation (CV) result for all data sets.
Sensor
Direction
Kernel Function
CV accuracy
Foot
x
Cubic
87.0%
Foot
y
Cubic
94.4%
Foot
z
Cubic
96.0%
Shank
x
Quadratic
88.9%
Shank
y
Quadratic
93.0%
Shank
z
Quadratic
97.0%

In the testing phase, the acceleration data are first put into a
buffer to detect the beginning of a new swing phase. Once it
detects, the collected data are pushed to the classifiers. To reduce
the effects of false prediction, if at least two classifiers for foot
and shank predict a level ground motion, the prediction of this
sample would be level ground; otherwise it will be the mostpredicted motion type among all sensors. Within one step, the
locomotion is determined by the most classified type within all
samples in the swing phase. The whole prediction uses a fixed
number of samples from the start of swing phase so a prothesis
responding to it would have time to adjust before the next stance.
Results and Discussion

Fig 1: Gait mode predictions for one trial of 128 strides.

The result of one test (128 strides) is shown in Fig 1.
Generally, the overall accuracy is 96.8% (124/128). The accuracy
of prediction in transition steps is 87.5% (14/16). For both stair
motions, the accuracy is 100%. All misprediction occurs in ramp
motions and there are no consecutive mispredictions. Because of
the different prosthesis stiffness condition in the testing set vs.
the training set, the accuracy in real practice could be even higher.
An alternative classification using only the foot IMU also gives
124/128 correct predictions with all errors at transitions;
classification with only the shank is much worse.
Significance
The result demonstrates that a reliable prediction of
locomotion can be generated in real-time while the person is
walking. With this information, the prosthesis can adjust
automatically and does not need user input. Compared with other
motion classification method, it can have a valid result earlier.
Also, two sensors are used, which means it does not require a
complicated sensing system. This technique could be applied to
any assistive device that has periodic leg motion and needs to
change configuration under different circumstances.
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Introduction
An accidental fall often has a significant economic and physical
burden for individuals 65 years and older. Up to 40% of older
adults fall annually during activities of daily living, such as stair
negotiation, often resulting in serious musculoskeletal injury.1
Older adults fall risk may be attributed to the gait strategies they
adopt to compensate for the reductions in strength, balance, and
vitality that occur with age. Negotiating stairs requires greater
muscle strength and knee joint range of motion compared to level
walking, and may further increase older adult fall risk from agerelated physical decline.2 Additionally, if an older adult has to
negotiate a slick stair or is distracted from carrying objects (i.e.,
dual-tasking) it may further exasperate their fall risk.3 Yet, it is
unclear if negotiating slick stairs while distracted results in
compensatory changes for older adults. We hypothesized, to
stabilize the lower limb and reduce fall risk, that older adults will
exhibit a greater change in knee joint biomechanics while
distracted on a slick stair compared to young adults.
Methods
Eighteen adults (10 young: ages 18-25 years; 8 older: over 65
years, with at least one accidental fall in the past 12 months)
participated. Each participant performed a stair ascent task on a
slick surface with and without cognitive distraction task. For the
stair ascent, each participant performed three trials at a selfselected pace, where they stepped up a set of stairs (18.5 cm rise).
For the slick surface, a low-friction surface was fixed to the top
of the stairs and participants wore booties over their shoes. For
the cognitive distraction, each participant performed a serial
subtraction task, i.e., counted backwards by 3 from a random
number provided at the beginning of each stair ascent trial.
During the stair ascent, synchronous 3D marker trajectories
and GRF data were collected using ten high-speed optical
cameras (240 Hz, Vantage, Vicon Motion Systems LTD, Oxford,
UK) and a single force platform (2400 Hz, OR6, AMTI,
Watertown, MA). For each trial, the marker and GRF data were
lowpass filtered (12 Hz, 4th order Butterworth), and then
processed in Visual 3D (C-Motion, Rockville, MD) to obtain 3D
stance phase knee joint angles and moments.
For statistical analysis, peak stance (0%-100%) knee flexion
and adduction joint angle and moment were submitted to a twoway RM ANOVA to test the main effects and interaction between
distraction (undistracted vs distracted) and age (young vs old).
For significant pairwise comparisons a Bonferroni correction was
used and all statistical analysis was performed in SPSS (v25,
IBM, Armonk, NY). Alpha level was p < 0.05.
Results and Discussion
Significant distraction by age interactions for peak knee flexion
(p = 0.023) and adduction (p = 0.029) joint moment were
observed (Fig. 1). But, no significant effect of distraction or age
was evident for peak knee flexion or adduction angle (p > 0.05).
In contradiction to our hypothesis, the young adults exhibited
a significant 5% reduction in peak knee flexion moment when
distracted (p = 0.009), whereas, the older adults exhibited nonsignificant 2% increase in peak knee flexion moment when

distracted. Although older adults may increase knee flexion
moment to prevent a fall when distracted, the young adults may
possess the neuromuscular function to reduce fall risk when
ascending slick stairs, regardless of distraction, as their peak knee
flexion moment was between 8-16% larger than the older adults.
However, this increase was not significant (p > 0.05).

Figure 1: Mean ± SD peak stance knee flexion (A) and adduction
(B) moments (N.m/kg.m) with and without distraction for both young
and older adults during the stair ascent.

In partial support of our hypothesis, the distraction task led
to a significant 6% reduction in older ad l s peak knee adduction
moment (p = 0.031), but no significant change for young adults
(p = 0.358). When ascending a slick stair, older adults may adopt
cautious gait biomechanics and reduce knee adduction moments
to protect the knee from injury.
Significance
Negotiating stairs is a routine activity of daily living that may
lead to an accidental fall when individuals have compromised
neuromuscular function. Older adults may adopt knee
biomechanics to prevent a fall or reduce risk of injury when
distracted, while young adults may possess neuromuscular
function that reduces fall risk when ascending slick stairs,
regardless of distraction.
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Introduction
Total Wrist Arthroplasty (TWA) is a surgical solution for severe
wrist arthritis, reducing pain while maintaining some of the
function of the joint. However, TWA designs suffer from high
complication rates. Currently, there is little, if any, data available
on TWA functional kinematics in vivo. Much is known about the
kinematics of healthy wrists, which have motion envelopes
oriented obliquely to the standard anatomical axes. It is unknown
if the TWA designs maintain this oblique axis in vivo.
The goal of this study was to determine the kinematics of a
single TWA design (Freedom®) in patients. Because the
Freedom® arthroplasty has an ellipsoidal joint design, we
anticipated that its motion would be optimized along its
geometric axes. A previous study by Singh has demonstrated that
the orientation of the functional axis of a TWA is less oblique
compared to the healthy wrist (12 ± 4° compared to 25 ± 15°) by
studying the previous generation of Freedom® implants [1]; thus,
we hypothesized the functional axis of the TWA design is
significantly different from the healthy wrist.
Methods
6 TWA subjects (74.7 ± 5.6 yrs, 2 females) with >6 months
follow up (average 22 ± 12 months), and 10 controls (57.0 ± 5.2
yrs, 8 females) provided informed consent. A CT scan (80 kVp
and 80mA; 0.39mm × 0.39mm × 0.625mm image resolution) of
each studied wrist was acquired to generate three-dimensional
models for motion analysis. Both groups were asked to perform
wrist
flexion-extension,
radial-ulnar
deviation,
and
circumduction. Biplanar videoradiography (BVR) was used to
capture the 3rd metacarpal, radius, carpal component, and radial
component motion at 200 Hz (65-75 kV and 80 mA; continuous).
Each task was performed for 2 seconds resulting in 6 seconds of
total capture or 1,200 biplane radiographs per subject. The wrist
motion was reported as the motion of the 3rd metacarpal with
respect to the radius. The detailed description of data acquisition
procedure, guidelines for each task, and data processing has been
reported in previous works [2].
A 2D-histogram was used to depict all possible wrist motions
for both groups (Figure 1).

the best ellipse to the envelope using the least-squares criterion.
One-way ANOVA was used ( =0.05) to evaluate the differences
between the functional axis orientation for both groups.

Figure 2: The envelope of circumduction task.

Results and Discussion
The direction of the flexion-extension axis (-4.0 ± 9.3 vs. -7.8 ±
8.3, p<0.44) was not different between the groups nor the 0°
assigned for the pure axis of flexion-extension. However, the
principal axis of motion for the radial-ulnar deviation was
significantly different between the two groups (65.2 ± 8.1 vs.
48.2 ± 15.0, p=0.01), and compared to the 90° pure radial-ulnar
deviation (p<0.001).
The orientation of the envelope of the circumduction task
(18.8 ± 9.8 vs. 13.0 ± 10.3, p>0.99) was not significantly different
between the controls and the TWA patients (Figure 2). When
comparing the principal axes of motion during the circumduction
task, which has been used in the past to describe the principal axis
of motion for the wrist, both the controls and the TWA patients
were significantly oblique (18.8 ± 10.2 and 13.0 ± 10.3 vs 0°;
p<0.05 for both). The controls oblique axis of motion was not
significantly different to the finding presented in a previous
robotics study that described a 26.6° orientation [3]. Lastly, the
TWA group demonstrated an approximately 65% reduced area of
circumduction compared to the controls (p<0.05).
Our study indicates that the orientation of the circ md c ion s
en elope is obliq e o he ana omic direc ions and he implan s
axes. This is surprising given more-recent TWAs are designed to
optimize motion along the orthogonal axis of flexion-extension
and radial-ulnar deviation. The mismatch between the design and
behavior may lead to high stress in certain portions of the
implant. More subjects and implant designs have to be studied to
assure this behavior is universal among all designs.
Significance
The data we provide shows a need for a TWA device that is
designed for optimizing and maintaining the rist s functional
axis. This data can also be used to derive future robotics studies.

Figure 1: Summary kinematics of the wrist motion of all subjects

To evaluate the overall behavior, the main direction of motion
of the anatomical tasks was calculated using principal component
analysis (PCA). Pure axis of flexion-extension was set at 0°, and
pure radial-ulnar deviation was set as 90°. The orientation and
area of the circ md ction s en elope were calculated by fitting
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Introduction
Computer vision approaches present a promising alternative
to marker-based motion capture, which is laborious, requires
expensive equipment, and constrains capture to laboratory
environments. Single-view algorithms for two-dimensional (2-D)
joint center detection, such as OpenPose [1], are starting to be
translated to biomechanics applications, but they suffer from
occlusions and inability to reconstruct 3-D kinematics. Multiview methods use geometric triangulation to reconstruct 3-D
pose from multi-view cameras, but accuracy is highly dependent
on the number of cameras. To improve the accuracy of these
approaches, we propose to combine geometric triangulation with
learning from ground truth 3-D pose data. Leveraging a
parametric body model [2] and features learned from multiple
views, our framework resolves both rotation ambiguity and
occlusion, surpassing prior vision-based 3-D pose and shape
estimation algorithms.
Methods
Meshed Statistical Body Model. To reconstruct 3-D pose, we
used a parameterized 3-D human body model—SMPL—which
is a body mesh represented by a differentiable function, ℳ(#, %),
that maps pose # ∈ ℝ!"×$ and shape % ∈ ℝ&' parameters to a
triangulated body mesh ) ∈ *()*'×$ [2]. The pose parameters
include 24 joints, while the shape parameters represent the 10
dimensions of greatest variability in human body shape, learned
from large body-scan data.
Algorithm Overview. First, we encoded multi-view images ++ ,
(, = 1, ⋯ , 4) into 2-D feature maps, 1+!, , using 2-D
convolutional neural networks (CNN). Second, we generated
empty 3-D grids, 2+ , in a global coordinate system and filled each
grid with the 2-D feature map from the same view using a backprojection algorithm. Then, a softmax operation was used to
aggregate 3-D grids into a single volume, 2-../ , that contains
information from all the views. The aggregated volume was then
fed into a 3-D CNN and final fully connected layers to estimate
SMPL parameters Θ012 = {# /3. , %/3. }. Finally, the 3-D human
body was reconstructed using the SMPL function: )/3. =
ℳ(# /3. , %/3. ). The reconstructed body mesh can be mapped to
3-D joint centers 7 /3. . The entire network was trained by
comparing it against ground-truth joint centers 7.4 (Fig. 1).

Figure 1. Algorithm Overview. Images from calibrated cameras are
encoded by a 2-D CNN, and the encoded features are aggregated into a
single volume using back-projection. The 3-D human body is
reconstructed using a 3-D CNN and a final regressor network to
estimates the SMPL (meshed body model) parameters.

We report a quantitative evaluation of our model against
marker-based motion capture data using a canonical dataset—
Human3.6M [3], with Mean Per Joint Position Error (MPJPE)
as an evaluation metric. We compare our algorithm to the prior
state-of-the-art in multi-view algorithms using 4 cameras.
Results and Discussion
Our model improves the prior state-of-the-art performance by
nearly 10% across joints. The MPJPE was 35.2 mm for the ankle,
31.5 mm for the knee, and 27.6 mm for the hip. A qualitative
evaluation of the same 3D human body reconstructed using a
single part-occluded image and 4 cameras illustrates the
advantages of multi-view algorithms (Fig. 2).

Figure 2: Qualitative Evaluation. A) Input image for the single-view
model, B) prediction from the single-view model, C) prediction from the
multi-view model. Red circles show how the multi-view model benefits
from different views.

Significance
By leveraging a statistical body model, our model can
estimate not only joint centers but also 3-D kinematics of the
human body. As 3-D joint kinematics are important in the context
of disease progression or recovery, our approach is more
appropriate for biomechanics application than methods that focus
only on estimation of joint centers (e.g., simple triangulation of
OpenPose). Our method resolves occlusion by using learningbased feature triangulation, which effectively fuses viewdependent information. Currently our model is trained on
ground-truth joint center locations, however, not joint angles.
The output joint angle is only constrained by a prior distribution
obtained from large-scale motion capture datasets, such as the
CMU MoCap Dataset. For this reason, the model possibly lacks
physiological relevance, although the output is seemingly
plausible. Our future work will focus on learning from ground
truth joint angles and joint centers simultaneously, enriching pose
prior datasets to be more generalizable across patients, and
evaluating algorithm accuracy in the context of joint angles.
Further, physics-based approaches can also be used to improve
the plausibility of vision-based approaches.
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Introduction
Athletes seeking a return to sport (RTS) typically undergo
ACL reconstruction (ACLR). Despite both surgical and
rehabilitation interventions, the likelood of sustaining a second
ACL injury on either limb remains high [1]. The increased risk
of contralateral injury and the common non-contact mechanism
support the hypothesis that an ACL injury may not be a simple
musculoskeletal injury but rather a more complex neurological
injury [2]. While ACLR restores mechanical stability,
somatosensory deficits resulting from the injury may still exist
even after rehabilitation and RTS [3].
Traditional center-of-pressure (COP) measures have been
previously used to indicate an athlete's knee function and
readiness to RTS [4]. The evaluation of COP measures provides
information on general spatial-temporal measures of static
postural stability but provides limited physiological meaning.
Collins and De Luca proposed the stabilogram diffusion analysis
(SDA) as a method to offer more physiologically meaningful
results [5]. The SDA offers a unique insight into the
neuromuscular control (i.e., open- and closed-loop control)
system during postural stability tasks [5]. Therefore, this study
aimed to evaluate differences between ACLR and healthy control
(HC) individuals using SDA.

Results and Discussion
No significant main effect between ACLR and HC groups
was observed for any SDA outcome measure (p = .424) (Table
1). These findings were surprising as SDA has previously
demonstrated group differences between HC and pathological
conditions [6].
While not significant, some unique findings can be discussed
based on this study's means. ACLR individuals were expected to
display a right-shifted behavior similar to the HC on a compliant
surface. However, ACLR individuals displayed, an opposing,
left-shifted critical point, indicating an earlier transition from
open- to closed-loop control. ACLR participants also had lower
when compared to the HC in this study, indicating an earlier
transition to closed-loop control. The shift in
a b a
compensatory mechanism for the larger DS [6]. Previous research
has suggested that increased stochastic activity (DS) over shortterm time intervals may result in more unstable behavior, leading
to earlier transition times [6]. Similar behavior was observed in a
previous study comparing rigid and compliant surfaces. ACLR
individuals also demonstrated increased open-loop control
mechanisms (HS) compared to HC. The shifted critical points,
increased DS and HS displayed by ACLR participants may be a
maladaptive response and may decrease postural stability [6].

Methods
Twelve ACLR (F=7, 19.8±1.2 years, 1.71±0.09 m, 76.0±8.3
kg, 28.0±10.12 months since surgery) individuals volunteered for
this study and were age and sex-matched with recreationally
active HC (F=7, 21±2.3 years, 1.69±0.08 m, 68.1±12.3 kg).
During each trial, participants were asked to stand barefoot in a
single-limb stance with their eyes open on an AMTI force plate
(Watertown, MA, USA). Ground reaction forces were captured
at 1000 Hz for 30 seconds and filtered using a 4th order,
Butterworth low-pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 20 Hz.
SDA calculations for dependent variables were based on previous
work [5]. For group comparisons, the ACLR injured limb was
compared to the dominant limb of the HC group. A one-way
MANOVA ( = 0.05) a
d
d
a
ca
effects between groups on SDA measures (SPSS 26, IBM, USA).
Significant main effects were evaluated using pairwise
comparisons with Bonferroni correction.

Significance
The findings of this study indicate no differences in motor
control strategies between ACLR and HC individuals. Therefore
ACLR individuals with longer times since surgery may have
some level of somatosensory recovery. ACLR individuals in this
study were on average 28 months post-surgery and, therefore, the
somatosensory systems that support posture have been restored
to a functional level to support posture demands. These findings
may support the hypothesis of delayed RTS in ACLR individuals
to allow for increased recovery of neuromuscular systems.
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Table 1. Mean and standard deviation of the SDA outcome variables
Measure
CritR2
CritDeltaT
DS
DL
HS
HL
185.16 ± 114.84
1.22 ± 1.70
116.76 ± 64.10
5.27 ± 4.78
0.61 ± 0.10
0.14 ± 0.09
ACLR
174.41 ± 105.49
1.39 ± 0.92
80.69 ± 59.50
5.05 ± 5.53
0.53 ± 0.10
0.13 ± 0.08
HC
134
1.23
171.39
3.71
0.60
0.07
[Robey(a)]
297
1.14
71.83
4.01
0.58
0.12
[Robey(b)]
13
1.03
6.74
1.76
0.76
0.28
[Collins(a)]
19
0.92
11.21
3.05
0.76
0.34
[Collins(b)]
Note: Mean values from [Collins] represent two different groups (a = 30 trials, n = 10, b = 10 trials, n = 15), mean values from [Robey] are from two
different surface types (a = compliant, n = 19; b = rigid, n = 19)
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Introduction
The bilateral squat (BLS) is commonly used for both
strengthening and assessing movement1. The best way to perform
the squat has been debated with opinions ranging from a ‘hip
dominant’ squat, through ‘neutral’, to a ‘knee dominant’ squat. A
‘hip dominant’ squat has a higher hip extensor moment and a
lower knee extensor moment, while a ‘knee dominant’ squat has
the reverse. The majority of the literature focuses on knee
position and its effect on joint moments; however, trunk angle
may also affect the distribution of moments between the hip and
knee during the squat. The purpose of our study was to
investigate how sagittal plane trunk angle and knee position,
measured by shank angle, affect hip and knee extensor moments
with regards to ‘hip dominant’ versus ‘knee dominant’
positioning. We hypothesized that increased trunk flexion would
redistribute the moment from the knees to the hips, and that trunk
flexion would have a greater impact on joint moments than shank
angle.
Methods
As part of a larger study, BLS data were collected from 101
individuals with and without hip pain (65 female, 36 male, mean
age, 25.5 ± 8.1 years, mean height 1.71 ± 0.1 m, mean weight
68.7 ± 13.0 kg). Participants were instructed to stand with feet
shoulder width apart and arms out in front of them, squat down
until their thighs were horizontal with the floor, and then to return
to standing. No instructions were given on trunk or knee
positioning.
Motion (100Hz) and force data (1000Hz) were collected.
Segment angles of the trunk and shank, and joint moments for the
hip and knee were calculated using Visual3D (C-Motion, Inc.,
Germantown, MD). A multivariate stepwise linear regression
was used to predict the ratio between the hip and knee moments
(hip-to-knee moment ratio) from the sagittal plane trunk and
shank angle. The analysis was performed in 10° increments
between 60° and 110° of knee flexion and at peak knee flexion
separately.

TRUNK
SHANK
TOTAL

60°

70°

3%

5%

35%
38%

40%
45%

80°
38%

90°
41%

100°
37%

110°
35%

PKF
39%

6%

7%

8%

10% 12%

44%

48%

45%

45%

51%

Table 1 Variance in hip-to-knee moment ratio explained by trunk angle
and shank angle at 60-110° of knee flexion and at peak knee flexion
(PKF). Bold numbers represent the explained variance of the specified
segment at each analysis point while non-bolded numbers represent the
additional variance contributed by the other segment.

Results and Discussion
At all points of analysis, trunk angle and shank angle each
contributed to the prediction of the hip-to-knee moment ratio
(p<.001). At 60° and 70° of knee flexion, the shank angle had a
greater influence on the hip-to-knee moment ratio, with shank
explaining 35% and 40% of the variance respectively. Between
80° and 110° of knee flexion, the trunk had a greater influence on
the hip-to-knee moment ratio, with the explained variance
ranging from 35% to 41%. Mean ± SD peak knee flexion was
107° ± 16°; therefore, we only analysed points up to 110°.
These findings indicate that the influence of the trunk and
shank position change over the course of the squat, with the trunk
angle becoming more important as the participant nears their
maximum depth. This supports the idea that trunk position may
have a greater impact on hip and knee moments than originally
thought, while also acknowledging the influence of shank angle
and knee position on the moment ratio.
Significance
The bilateral squat is commonly used as an intervention in
rehabilitation and in strength and conditioning settings.
Presently, many clinicians and coaches use a cue regarding knee
position to alter hip and knee joint moments. Our findings reveal
that cueing individuals on their trunk position may accomplish
the same goal, especially at knee flexion angles greater than 80°.
This provides clinicians and coaches with greater, and potentially
more effective, options for cueing and instructing their patients
and clients.
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I
d ci
Reali ing he po en ial of ac i e lo e -limb p o he e o help
e inc ea e hei mobili and efficienc eq i e afe, eliable,
able, and in i i e con ol a egie . The o p e ailing cla e
of lo e -limb p o he i con ol can be ca ego i ed a oli ional
and non- oli ional. Voli ional con ol a egie (VC ) di ec l
en e he e ' in en ion , b hi gene all in i i e app oach
can be q i e demanding of
e , leading o fa ig e and
mi ac i a ion of he de ice. Non- oli ional con ol
a egie
(NVC ) en e he a e of he
em in ead, of en aking
ad an age of he c clic na e of he gai c cle o p od ce ob
and eliable o p . NVC , ho e e , do no gi e he e
f eedom o eali e non- anda d mo emen . Thi o k p opo e
and anal e a H b id Voli ional Con ol (HVC) app oach ha
ope a e ac o he en i e gai c cle and eek o balance he
eliabili , afe , and lo demand of NVC i h he f eedom
and in i i e con ol a ocia ed i h VC .
Me h d
In gene al, he o p o q e gene a ed b an HVC i eq al o he
m of he o q e gene a ed b a VC componen and ha
gene a ed b an NV ba e componen [1]. The addi i e na e of
hi combina ion en e ha he HVC can ope a e independen
of e inp
ignal ince an NVC, b defini ion, i no a
f nc ion of oli ional pa ame e . In he HVC fo m la ion he ein,
he oli ional con ol inp fo he HVC i h e holded in a a
ha f eel allo
oli ional inp
d ing ce ain pha e of he
gai c cle and di co age hem d ing o he . The mod la
na e of HVC i e plo ed b combining an ideali ed
p opo ional VC i h ei he a fini e- a e machine (FSM)
impedance NVC f om [2] o a con in o pha e-ba ed ajec o
NVC f om [3]. HVC a anal ed ing an OpenSIM model of
an indi id al i h an ac i e an ibial p o he i , he e he
indi id al a a med able o p od ce ideal oli ional con ol
inp . Re l a e compa ed fo he o config a ion of HVC,
he o NVC , and he one VC, all aiming o ma ch he ablebodied ankle o q e p ofile fo le el-g o nd alking f om [4].
Ac i i mode of de cending a 2.5-deg ee amp, alking on
le el g o nd, and a cending a 5-deg ee amp e e a e ed.
Re
a d Di c i
HVC ho an oppo ni o ed ce he o q e e o f om an
able-bodied efe ence in bo h ca e compa ed o he o NVC
and o ed ce he oli ional demand in bo h ca e compa ed o a
p e VC. Compa ed o an NVC, HVC co ld ed ce he RMS
o q e e o b a m ch a 94%. Simila l , compa ed o a p e
VC, HVC co ld ed ce he oli ional demand b a m ch a
91%. The implemen a ion of HVC i h an FSM impedance NV
ba e con olle applied ac o an en i e gai c cle a he ankle
join i ho n in Fig. 1. A he NV ba e con olle be e
app o ima e he de i ed o q e p ofile, he oli ional demand
f om he e a e ed ced. Con e el , if he NV ba e con olle
doe no ma ch he de i ed o q e ell, he e
o ld be
eq i ed o p o ide a la ge oli ional inp o ma ch he de i ed
o q e. Red cing he oli ional demand offe addi ional benefi
hen en o noi e i con ide ed, ince pical oli ion ignal ,

ch a f om EMG, e hibi noi e in p opo ion o hei
magni de, eq i ing fil e ing and con ib ing o con ol dela .

Fig e 1: Ideali ed HVC o p ankle o q e fo 5-deg ee amp a cen
ing a fini e- a e impedance NV ba e con olle . Voli ional inp i
plo ed on igh -hand e ical a i , and de i ed able-bodied o q e, FSM
NVC o q e (al o ep e en a i e of NV ba e con olle ), and e l ing
HVC o q e a e plo ed on lef -hand e ical a i . Po i i e/nega i e
o q e and inp
ep e en plan a - and do ifle ion, e pec i el .

Sig ifica ce
HVC ha g ea po en ial o pe ede he limi a ion of bo h
p el non- oli ional and oli ional con ol a egie . I co ld
allo
e o amb la e eliabl h o gho he comm ni
ih
minimal oli ional inp , hile ill ha ing con in o f eedom
o ignifican l al e he de ice d namic o achie e de i ed
niq e mo ion . In hi a , HVC co ld enable indi id al i h
an ibial amp a ion o pa icipa e in a ide ange of ac i i ie ,
incl ding ho e ha de ia e f om ba ic gai d namic , ch a
ma ching in a ma ching band, anding o alking on ip- oe ,
and eac ing q ickl o he en i onmen , hich a e no eliabl
achie able oda . B afel and eliabl e ning he f eedom of
limb con ol o e , HVC co ld f he e a e he di inc ion
be een abili and di abili f om amp a ion.
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TOWARD TASK-LEVEL CONTROL OF POWERED LOWER-LIMB PROSTHESES
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Introduction
Ambulation is an underlying function of many activities in
everyday life. Individuals with lower-limb amputations face a
decreased ability to locomote in their surroundings, which can
lead to a lower quality of life and the potential for secondary
injuries from gait asymmetry and load compensation. Passive
lower-limb prostheses help restore some mobility to users,
however the inability to provide positive work for activities like
climbing stairs, or actively react to perturbations prevents
passive devices from fully restoring function. Powered devices
have actuated joints that can provide positive work throughout
the gait cycle and have the potential to react to perturbations
and gait changes. Most current control schemes for powered
prostheses use joint impedance control, which senses joint
kinematics to set desired joint-torque commands throughout the
gait cycle. However, this approach limits synergy between user
and device since control actions are set from feedback isolated
to the device itself.
Task-level control looks to address the disconnect between
a user and their prosthesis by incorporating center of mass
(COM) kinematics and angular momentum into the control
scheme. Balance is a key aspect of stable walking and can be a
consistent concern for prosthesis users. Previous work [1]
suggested ha he b d l g la e c e
e
e ba i
used task-level variables for balance feedback. The use of
template models offers the possibility to capture these tasklevel characteristics
ack a e
bala ce while
addressing the inherent complexity of human dynamics.
Template models are low-dimensional systems that capture the
salient aspects of real-world complex systems. Establishing a
means for tracking task-level variables may open the door to
understanding how desired task-level goals evolve throughout
the gait cycle.
This work focuses on establishing the framework of
template models for capturing task-level trajectories using ablebodied walking data. Future work will look to incorporate the
framework into controllers for powered prostheses, using tasklevel tracking to create an explicit connection between a user
and their prosthesis, promoting positive Human Robot
Interaction (HRI).
Methods
COM kinematic data is collected using an XSENS MVN
motion capture suit, which features 17 inertial measurement
unit (IMU) sensors that are fused to generate estimates of the
ea e
COM a d b d eg e
ie a i . The data is
c llec ed h gh
he ea e gai c cle f a f ll ic e f
task-level evolution while walking. Initial trials focus on able
bodied data to obtain a reference of desired trajectories.
The collected experimental data is used for analyzing the
capabilities of task-level trajectory tracking with template
models. The COM kinematic data is streamed into MATLAB
for fitting with template models that are optimized using IPOPT
and the CasADi framework. For human walking (Fig. 1), the
template models that will be considered are the bipedal spring
loaded inverted pendulum (B-SLIP) [2] and the bipedal trunk
SLIP with virtual pivot point (VPP).

Figure 1: Template models of walking; (a) bipedal SLIP model; and
(b) the bipedal trunk SLIP using the Virtual Pivot Point (VPP).

Results and Discussion
For this work in progress, able bodied data has been collected
from the XSENS suit. An initial B-SLIP optimization model
has been programmed in MATLAB that demonstrates the
feasibility of the model without data assimilation. The XSENS
data will be introduced to the model with an objective to
minimize the disagreement in COM kinematics between the
template model and the XSENS data. This will illustrate the
ability of the B-SLIP model to capture the desired salient
features of human walking.
The same process will be conducted for the VPP model.
This will provide insight into whether the regulation of the
e b d a g la
e
may play a role as a task-level
goal throughout the gait cycle. Development of the optimized
models with regard to the captured XSENS data will provide a
reference point for a desired task-level trajectory.
Significance
Work done towards task-level control looks to address how
incorporating COM kinematics and angular momentum into the
control scheme impacts the overall stability and balance during
walking. The ability of the template models to capture the
trajectory of task-level goals throughout the gait cycle provides
a low-dimensional reference for desired human walking.
Longer term, this reference will be incorporated into the
controller of a powered prosthesis [3] to reduce fall risk in a
way a joint impedance controller cannot.
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Introduction
Falls contribute to injuries and reduced level of physical activity
in older adults, occurring most often during whole-body
movements like walking.1 Thus, identifying approaches that
improve balance control during walking in older adults is an
important goal.
Gait training using treadmills has been a safe and effective
way to assist older adults who deal with ambulation deficiencies.2
However, conventional treadmill conditions oftentimes do not
resemble overground walking, and therefore may limit the ability
to translate training gains to daily life walking; for example,
treadmill gait trainings, which are typically performed at fixed
speed (FS). Imposing a constant speed can constrain
movements3, and humans commonly show speed variations
during overground walking. Recent development of self-paced
(SP) treadmill controller allows variations in walking speed and
offers the opportunity to better emulate overground walking
while on a treadmill. During the SP condition, older adults
increased their walking speeds compared to FS4, indicating
altered forward progression characteristics during SP condition.
To date, how a SP treadmill affects lateral balance stability during
walking remains unclear. The primary purpose of this study was
to compare body center of mass (COM) lateral sway during SP
versus FS treadmill conditions. In addition, we determined
whether changes in lateral COM sway between treadmill
conditions were coupled with changes in gait characteristics in
the anterior-posterior direction.
Methods
Seventeen healthy older adults (70.24 +/- 5.25 yrs) completed
two treadmill walking conditions, FS and SP, which were
randomized in order. Kinematic and kinetic data were collected
using a 14-camera motion capture system and an instrumented
split-belt treadmill. During SP, the adaptive speed controller
adjusted the belt speed in response to the force impulse, step
length and duration, and the participant’s position relative to the
treadmill.4 Standard deviation of whole-body COM accelerations
in the medial-lateral (ML) and anterior-posterior (AP) directions
were calculated to characterize lateral sway and
forward/backward variability, respectively. Peak anterior ground
reaction force for each gait cycle was calculated and averaged
across gait cycle to characterize propulsive force. Changes across
conditions were calculated by subtracting values in FS from the
SP condition (Δ = SP – FS). Paired T-test was used to determine
differences in COM lateral sway between conditions. Coefficient
of determination (R2) was used to determine the relationships
between changes in COM lateral sway, changes in AP COM
variability, and changes in peak propulsive force from FS to SP
conditions.
Results and Discussion
Compared to FS, COM lateral sway was increased during SP
(p=0.02, Fig.1). Changes in AP COM variability explained 23%
of the variances in changes in COM lateral sway across
conditions (p<0.05, Fig.2A). In addition, changes in peak

propulsive force explained 48% of the variance in changes in
COM lateral sway across conditions (p<0.01, Fig.2B). These
results agree with previous literatures that reported multi-planar
trunk control5 by demonstrating that modifying treadmill
conditions from FS to SP increased COM lateral sway that were
coupled with COM movement and force production
characteristics in the AP direction.

Figure 1. COM lateral sway during FS and SP conditions across all
participants (p=0.02).

Figure 2. (A) Relationship between changes in COM lateral sway and
changes in the variance of AP COM (p<0.05). (B) Relationship between
changes in COM lateral sway and the changes in peak propulsive force
(p<0.01).

Significance
Our results suggested that balance stability control in the frontal
plane was affected by sagittal plane constraints. Findings warrant
future investigations to determine whether additional lateral
COM variances could be beneficial for gait training in older
adults. Future work identifying other variables that contribute to
the observed changes in variance of ML COM could also provide
valuable insight on how forward progression and control of
lateral balance stability are coupled during locomotion
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Introduction
Many neuromuscular impairments occur after an individual
has a stroke, such as muscle weakness, spasticity, overactivity,
and paresis, and these impairments primarily affect one side of
the body more than the other. These impairments can impact gait
performance, as people post-stroke tend to walk slower than
controls and display spatiotemporal and kinematic asymmetries
[1,2]. However, since various combinations of these
neuromuscular impairments are often present in people poststroke, it is difficult to determine their respective contributions to
gait performance. Musculoskeletal modeling and predictive
simulation provide an opportunity to investigate how specific
neuromuscular impairments affect gait performance.
Our aim was to quantify the spatiotemporal asymmetries and
changes in metabolic cost that emerge when muscle strength is
unilaterally reduced in a musculoskeletal model via predictive
simulations. We also determined how the forced adoption of gaits
with symmetric step times impacted the metabolic cost of
walking in “healthy” gait models and models with unilateral
muscle weakness. This study will allow us to better understand
how muscle strength impairments affect gait asymmetry and
metabolic cost, independent of other neuromuscular confounding
changes that occur post-stroke.
Methods
We used a 2-D musculoskeletal model with 11 degrees-offreedom and actuated by 24 muscle-tendon units within OpenSim
and Moco [3]. The base model was then modified by uniformly
reducing the peak isometric muscle force in all muscles on the
left limb of the model by 20, 40, and 60 percent. This unilateral
reduction in muscle strength is representative of the betweenlimb asymmetry in force generation often measured in people
post-stroke [4].
Optimal control simulations of walking were generated at
1.25 m/s with the four different strength models for the nominal
results. The objective of the optimizations was to minimize the
sum of the cubed muscle excitations across all muscles divided
by stride length, chosen based on its proxy to muscle fatigue [5].
After the nominal optimizations, we then added a term to the
objective function that minimized the model’s step time
symmetry to study the effects of step time symmetry on the
weakness models.
Outcome measures included asymmetry indices (Asym) for
step time, stance time, and step length, and were calculated as
follows:
|

|

|

|

Where XNW is the variable for the right/non-weak limb, and XW
is the variable for the left/weak limb. Positive values of Asym
indicate greater values on the right/non-weak than the left/weak
side. Additionally, we estimated metabolic rate using the
Umberger 2010 probe built into OpenSim. The metabolic rate
was calculated while holding muscle mass constant throughout
the muscle weakness model conditions.

Figure 1: The step time, stance time, and step length asymmetry (Asym)
and predicted metabolic rate (W/kg) for each of the model weakness
conditions (0 is the base model, then 20%, 40%, and 60% left limb
weakness). The red lines show results for the nominal conditions, and
the blue lines show results for the symmetric step time goal.

Results and Discussion
In the nominal conditions, as the unilateral weakness was
increased, the optimal solutions had greater negative step time
asymmetry (greater left/weak-side step time) and greater positive
stance time asymmetry. The step length asymmetry was -18% for
the 40% weakness model, but the 60% weakness model had an
asymmetry index of -3%. The metabolic rate gradually increased
with greater muscle weakness, from 3.6 W/kg in the base model
to 4.2 W/kg in the 60% weakness model.
The addition of the step time symmetry goal effectively
reduced the step time asymmetry from the nominal conditions,
resulting in an asymmetry index of -1% for each of the weakness
model conditions. The reduction in step time asymmetry resulted
in changes in stance time and step length asymmetry indices,
notably changing the direction of the stance time asymmetry
index from positive (greater stance time with right/non-weak
limb) to negative. However, the metabolic rate followed the same
pattern as the nominal conditions, gradually increasing with
greater muscle weakness.
Significance
Reducing the step time asymmetry for the asymmetrical gait
models had no effect on the magnitude of the predicted metabolic
rate, however it resulted in different spatiotemporal asymmetries
from the nominal conditions. This indicates there may be several
different gait strategies that result in similar metabolic cost for
individuals with unilateral muscle weakness.
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Introduction
Wrist pain and pathology have been directly connected to overuse
injuries in manual wheelchair users with spinal cord injury (SCI).
More than one third of adult manual wheelchair users report wrist
pain (1). It has been found that increased time since injury is
directly related to the increasing severity of carpal tunnel
syndrome (CTS) (2). Though recommendations have been
developed for preventing pain and pathology in adults (3), they
are outdated, and there is a void in recommendations specifically
for children. Children are fundamentally different than adults,
both in musculoskeletal development and time spent in a
wheelchair over a lifetime. Longitudinal evaluations may
provide valuable insights into timing of interventions for
preventing wrist pain and pathology in pediatric manual
wheelchair users as they age. Therefore, this study investigated
changes in wrist joint kinematics over time during pediatric
manual wheelchair propulsion.
Methods
Six pediatric manual wheelchair users with spinal cord injury
participated in two data collections approximately one year apart.
Participants ranged from 8.6 to 19.9 years of age at the first visit
and 9.4 to 21.3 years at the second visit. ASIA scores ranged from
A to C with injury levels from C6 to T11. Twenty-seven passive
retro-reflective markers were placed on the participant following
o r team s established marker set (4). A 14-camera Vicon MX
motion capture system using Vicon Nexus software (Vicon
Motion Systems, Oxford, UK) collected 3D kinematic data as the
participant propelled their personal manual wheelchair along a
15m tile walkway at a self-selected speed and stroke pattern.
Multiple trials of data were processed and filtered before
applying our custom MATLAB (The MathWorks Inc., Natick,
MA) inverse dynamics model to calculate and characterize wrist
joint angles at two visits (4).
Results and Discussion
Wrist joint kinematics were determined for all six participants.
Four of the participants increased their coronal and sagittal plane
ranges of motion. The three eldest participants showed relatively
large changes between visit one and visit two in the wrist coronal
and sagittal plane ranges of motion (ROM), with average
increases of 15.5 and 31.8 , respectively, compared to 0.9 and
0.6 , respectively, in the three youngest.
Studies have demonstrated that peak wrist extension greater
than 33 and peak ulnar deviation greater than 14.5 elicits
pressure in the carpal tunnel beyond the critical pressure
threshold, indicating the potential of nerve damage that could
lead to CTS (5). During the first visit, all participants were above
33 of extension. At the second visit, only two participants were
under 33 of extension by an average of 2.4 , while the remaining
four exceeded this threshold by an average of 10.7 . While none
of the participants exceed the critical position for ulnar deviation
at their first evaluation, four of the six exceeded it by an average
of 7.4 at the second visit (Figure 1). These findings will likely
continue to rise as the participants age and may be indicative of

a high prevalence of wrist pain and pathology in pediatric manual
wheelchair users.

Figure 1: Each participant s average peak flexion and extension angles
(top) and peak ulnar and radial deviation angles (bottom) are each
represented by solid black circles for each visit, plotted by age. Average
peak values within a visit are connected by a vertical dashed black line,
indicating average ROM. Average peak values between visits are
connected by solid black lines indicating the change in that metric.
Diverging solid black lines indicate an increased ROM, while
converging lines indicate a decreased ROM.

Significance
This work successfully quantified changes in wrist joint
kinematics between two visits in children approximately one year
apart. By investigating the changes in wrist kinematics over time
in pediatric manual wheelchair users, future research may be able
to help predict, intervene early, and ultimately prevent the
development of wrist pain and pathology.
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Introduction
Locomotion is a critical task for warfighters that may benefit
from augmentation, such as when walking long distances
carrying heavy loads. Physical augmentation devices have been
shown to augment locomotion by reducing metabolic energy
consumption during locomotor tasks (Mooney and Herr 2016,
Galle et al., 2013). While metabolic energy consumption is often
used to determine the effectiveness of these devices, it is also
critical to understand other metrics of adaptation and
performance such as comfort, cognitive fit, fatigue, injury risk,
movement speed, balance, and skill (Ferris and Schlink, 2017,
Stirling et al., 2018). In this study we used mobile brain and body
imaging to examine physiological responses while users learned
to walk with a bilateral, active, ankle augmentation device. We
measured electroencephalography (EEG), electromyography
(EMG), kinematics, and kinetics while subjects walked on a
treadmill. We hypothesized that users would modify their
neuromuscular strategy as they adapted to walking with the
device, and we present preliminary EMG results here.
Methods
Participants included twenty-two healthy, active adults aged 1850 with no current or chronic musculoskeletal injuries nor
neuropathies affecting the lower extremities. Participants donned
bilateral, active ankle exoskeletons (exos) and were equipped
with 128-channel EEG, 10 channels of surface EMG, and motion
capture markers on the head, trunk, and lower extremities.
Bipolar surface EMG electrodes (HEX Dual 2.0 cm, Ag/AgCL,
Noraxon USA, Inc., Scottsdale, AZ) were applied bilaterally over
the rectus femoris (RF), lateral biceps femoris (BF), lateral
gastrocnemius (GS), soleus (SOL), and tibialis anterior (TA)
muscles.
Participants completed a series of walking trials on an
instrumented treadmill at a speed of 1.2 m/s. Participants walked
for a duration of 5 min each with the exos powered off (“off”)
and powered on (“on”). Following these initial baseline trials,
participants performed 3 walking trials of approximately 15-min
duration during which power to the exos was cycled on and off
without warning. Participants then completed two final 5-min
walking trials for the off and on conditions (“off post” and “on
post”, respectively). EEG, EMG, and kinematic data were
collected synchronously for all trials. EMG data was collected
wirelessly at a rate of 1500 Hz using myoMotion software and
Noraxon DTS wireless sensors (Noraxon USA, Inc., Scottsdale,
AZ). EMG data were bandpass-filtered (10-500 Hz, 4th-order,
zero lag Butterworth), full-waved rectified, and smoothed using
a 20 Hz low-pass filter to create a linear envelope. Individual gait
cycles were downsampled to 101 data points using linear
interpolation and normalized to the mean signal maximum during
the initial off trial.
Results and Discussion
Preliminary analyses (n = 5) compared EMG signals obtained
during the off, on, off post, and on post trials. Mean EMG profiles
were generated by averaging the ~250 normalized gait cycles for

each muscle and each leg. Sample graphs are shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Mean EMG amplitude (Amp) for the left RF and GS muscles
normalized to max during the initial off trial (% Max Off). Stride time
is presented as 0-100% of gait cycle from heel strike (HS) to HS.

Figure 2. Mean & SD of area under the curve for normalized EMG
signals. (L = left, R = right).

Bilaterally, RF and BF muscles demonstrated similar
magnitudes and timing for the on and off trials, but EMG signals
remained suppressed for off post and on post trials. GS muscles
demonstrated reduced peak EMG at toe-off (~60% gait cycle) for
the on compared to the off trials. Area under the curve analyses
suggests that the muscles exhibited decreased activation for both
post conditions. Future analyses will evaluate signal amplitudes,
onset timing, burst duration, and co-contraction indices for off
and on trials as well as for the various power cycle transitions
during the 15-min walking trials.
Significance
As exoskeletons and intelligent agents are being developed for
use by warfighters, it is essential that we gain a greater
understanding of the neurological and behavioral adaptation to
these systems. Identifying metrics indicative of adaptation as
well as understanding the time scales for adaptation can help us
monitor user progress, identify when sufficient system training
has occurred, and optimize human-system performance.
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Introduction
Increased femoral anteversion can cause joint malalignment,
impaired gait, and lower limb joint pain [1]. However, treatment
remains a challenge due to morphological, kinematic, and clinical
presentation variability. Musculoskeletal modelling provides a
cost-effective and non-invasive approach to studying the
interactions between femoral anteversion and joint mechanics.
The goal of this work was to develop a modeling workflow to
simulate the changes in lower limb joint kinematics and joint
moments during gait due to increased femoral anteversion.

femoral anteversion, namely changes to hip rotation angles,
subtalar inversion, and knee flexion moment [5]. Thus, this work
presents a method to simulate the effect of lower limb torsion on
gait kinematics and joint dynamics. Future efforts to leverage this
modeling workflow to investigate joint loads and muscle force
contributions would strengthen clinical applications of this work.

Methods
A validated musculoskeletal model developed to simulate
human walking was implemented along with freely available
marker and ground reaction force data [2]. All muscles were
removed and replaced with linear joint actuators. Lower limb
degrees of freedom included hip flexion/adduction/rotation, knee
flexion, ankle plantar flexion, and subtalar inversion. Four
modified femoral anteversion models were created by transecting
the distal femur and rotating the remaining child geometry
inward by 10, 20, 30, or 40 degrees [3] (Figure 1).
The open-source optimal control software Moco was used for
all inverse kinematics and tracking problems [4]. Kinematics for
the typically developing case were generated by marker tracking
of freely available data [2]. Dynamics for each model were
generated by optimal control tracking of a weighted combination
of the typically developing joint angles and the marker
trajectories, producing distinct kinematics and joint moment for
each model were thus distinct from each other.
Figure 2: Simulation kinematic and joint moment results. Plots are
presented for each joint degree of freedom, with the kinematics denoted
as solid curves and the moments denoted as dashed curves.

Figure 1: Lower limb musculoskeletal model geometry, ranging from
typically developing (TD) to an increase in femoral anteversion of 40
degrees (FA40).

Results and Discussion
Some simulated lower limb dynamics showed distinct
dependences on femoral anteversion (Figure 2). In particular, hip
rotation and subtalar eversion exhibited noticeable changes in
kinematics, with hip rotation decreasing and subtalar increasing
with increases in femoral anteversion. Thus, our results suggest
that kinematic adjustments from increased femoral anteversion
are distributed between hip rotation, subtalar inversion, and foot
progression angle. Dynamic tracking results indicate that
increases in femoral anteversion may alter hip, knee flexion, and
subtalar inversion moments. Specifically, we found decreases in
hip flexion, hip rotation and knee flexion moments and increases
in subtalar inversion moments (Figure 2).
Our kinematic and joint moment results agree well with
published experimental findings in subjects with increased

Significance
While the results presented here are representative of a
generalized case only, they provide insight into the potential
changes to joint moments due to lower limb torsion. Such
variations in joint moments and thus joint loads may play an
important role in the prevention or development of joint pain. For
example, while increased femoral anteversion exacerbates
a ellofemo al join malalignmen , hi co ld be off e b
decreased joint moments in some individuals. This modeling
workflow could be implemented for such investigations, but
requires further development and validation to experimental data.
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Introduction
The United States Air Force (USAF) has experienced ongoing
issues with chronic neck pain with its high-performance flight
aircrew. To meet force readiness targets, the USAF has
introduced a pilot waiver program to permit pilots to continue to
fly after corrective cervical spine surgeries such as cervical
fusions and/or cervical arthroplasty. The risk of injury to the
pilots who have undergone these types of surgeries during high
loading events, such as aircraft ejection, remains unknown. Thus,
the objective of this study was to investigate the risk of injury
among pilots who have undergone these procedures and compare
to those who have not undergone any corrective procedures in
similar loading events.

Acceleration (G)

Methods
A validated osseo-ligamentous model from Head-T1 was used in
this study. The model was validated under both quasi-static
loading and dynamic loading. The anterior cervical discectomy
and fusion (ACDF) and total disc replacement (TDR) surgery
was simulated at the C5-C6 segment. For the ACDF surgery, a
lordotic PEEK cage with Ti-alloy screw-plate system was used,
and Prodisc-C (Centinel Spine, West Chester, PA) was used in
the TDR surgery. The model was subjected to the vertical
ejection acceleration of up to 10G [1]. The data for range of
motion (ROM), intradiscal pressure (IDP), and endplate stresses
were computed for the intact, ACDF and TDR model.
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Figure 1:Vertical ejection acceleration applied on the bottom of T1.
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Figure 2: a) C0-T1 FE model, b) C5-C6 segment with Prodisc-C, and
c) C5-C6 segment with cage and screw-plate system.

Results and Discussion
The ROM at the index segment decreased by 7.84° (-85.5%) in
the ACDF model and increased by 3° (+33%) in the TDR model.
The ROM at the cranial adjacent segment increased by 8.5°
(+104%) in the ACDF model and decreased by 0.68° (-8%) in the
TDR model. At the caudal adjacent segment, ROM decreased by
6.2° (-85.5%) in the ACDF model and decreased by 1.16° (-16%)
in the TDR model. The IDP at the cranial adjacent segment was
10.7 MPa (+395%) and 1.1 MPa (-48.8%) in the ACDF and the
TDR model, respectively. The IDP at the caudal segment was
0.28 MPa (-84%) and 1.5 MPa (-10.5%) in the ACDF and the
TDR model, respectively. The maximum von Mises stress on C5inferior endplate was 31.5 MPa (+95%) and 46 MPa (+187%) in
ACDF and TDR model, respectively. The maximum von Mises
stress experienced by C6-superior endplate was 9.9 MPa (-21%)
and 84 MPa (+168%) in ACDF and TDR model, respectively.
The maximum von Mises stress in the ACDF construct was
located at the C5 left screw with a magnitude of 4572 MPa and
in Prodisc-C implant was observed on the top endplate of the
implant with a magnitude of 1616 MPa.
Thus, it can be concluded that the TDR model shows
kinematics similar to the intact model, but the ACDF model does
not. However, the TDR model shows that pilots with arthroplasty
may be prone to injury at the endplates of the index segment.
Contrastingly, the ACDF model predicts that the maximum load
exerted on the cervical spine is carried by the implants, and
therefore, pilots with ACDF may experience implant failure.
Additionally, ACDF minimizes motion at the index segment
leading to excessive motion on the cranial adjacent segment.
Thus, the ACDF model predicts that pilots with cervical fusion
may have a higher risk of injury at the cranial adjacent
intervertebral disc or have the potential of developing adjacent
segment pathologies in future.
Significance
This is the first FE study to assess the risk of injury to the pilots
sustaining ejection acceleration who have undegone cervical
fusion/arthroplasty. Currently, pilots with cervical fusion are able
to return to service via the USAF pilot waiver process. However,
our results suggest that pilots with TDR are less prone to injury
compared to pilots with ACDF -- except for injury to the index
segment endplates. However, additional research is needed to
make a definitive recommendation for pilots with TDR to return
to service and fill the shortage of USAF pilots.
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UPPER BODY EXOSKELETON ASSESSMENT DURING CONSTRUCTION IN THE ALASKA WHITTIER TUNNEL

Results and Discussion
Across jobs, anterior deltoid EMG amplitude (p=0.02) and
fatigue risk (p=0.01) were significantly reduced when wearing
the exoskeleton (Figure 1). Biceps brachii, upper trapezius, and
lumbar erector spinae EMG amplitudes and fatigue risk were not
significantly different (p>0.05).
Anterior deltoid EMG amplitude and fatigue risk were
reduced for all six jobs when wearing the exoskeleton (Figure 1).
Job #1 was above the fatigue TLV (positive fatigue risk) both
without and with the exoskeleton. Jobs #2-#5 were above the
fatigue TLV without the exoskeleton and below the fatigue TLV
(negative fatigue risk) with the exoskeleton. Job #6 was below
the fatigue TLV both without and with the exoskeleton.
An exoskeleton may be beneficial for job #1, but additional
controls are needed to shift below the fatigue TLV. Job #1
involved the entire duty cycle in elevated arm postures (often
135 shoulder flexion) and the highest loads. An exoskeleton
appears to be an effective match for jobs #2-#5, shifting from
above to below the fatigue TLV. Jobs #2 - #5 involved nearly the
entire duty cycle in elevated arm postures (often 60 -90 shoulder
flexion) and moderate loads. An exoskeleton may be lower
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Methods
Four construction workers involved in the Whittier Tunnel water
mitigation project participated in this study. Six job tasks were
performed by each worker: 1) cut excess rods, 2) drill in rods, 3)
hanging pans, 4) installing levelling nuts, 5) installing pans, and
6) stuff grout in holes. Approximately ten minutes of EMG data
per job task were collected with and without the exoskeleton
during four overnight work shifts.
EMG sensors were placed bilaterally on the anterior deltoid,
biceps brachii, upper trapezius, and lumbar erector spinae.
Postures for MVCs included 90 shoulder flexion, 90 shoulder
abduction, 90 elbow flexion, and prone spinal extension. Mean
active EMG amplitudes (muscle active when >5 %MVC) and
duty cycles (percent time muscle was active) were calculated.
Fatigue TLVs were calculated using duty cycles [3] and
compared to mean EMG amplitudes to predict fatigue risk [4].
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Introduction
In 2019, occupational shoulder injuries resulted in a median of
22 missed days of work for private industry in the USA [1].
Shoulder injury risk increases with increased work cycle percent
in elevated arm postures and with hand-held tool usage [2].
Threshold limit values (TLVs) for upper limb fatigue provide a
relationship between duty cycle and percent maximal voluntary
contraction (%MVC) [3].
The Levitate Airframe is a passive upper body exoskeleton
that provides shoulder support during elevated arm postures.
Field studies at John Deere and Toyota manufacturing sites
indicated that an exoskeleton may reduce deltoid fatigue [4, 5].
Our purpose was to expand exoskeleton field studies to elevated
arm postures during construction in the Whittier Tunnel, Alaska.
We hypothesized that the exoskeleton would reduce deltoid EMG
amplitude and predicted fatigue for these construction tasks.

EMG Amplitude
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Figure 1: a) EMG amplitudes and b) fatigue risk values across job tasks
(%MVC, mean ± SD, *p < 0.05), c) EMG amplitudes and d) fatigue risk
values as a function of job task (%MVC).

priority for job #6 since it falls below the fatigue TLV. Job #6
involved half the duty cycle in elevated arm postures (often 60
shoulder flexion) and moderate load requirements.
Significance
Upper body exoskeleton usage may be effective for reducing
shoulder fatigue during construction if carefully matched for
range of support and support level requirements of the job tasks.
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Are Gait Biomechanics Related to Physical Activity Engagement? An Examination of Adolescents with ASD.
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Introduction
Persons with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) tend not
to engage in health-enhancing levels of physical activity
(PA) [1]. Walking, the most common mode of PA amongst
humans, is considered a low-load, mechanically and
physiologically efficient form of light PA. Despite its
widespread favor and ease of implementation (can be
performed nearly anywhere), those with ASD tend to spend
most of their leisure-time engaged in various sedentary
activities (e.g., using personal computers, watching
television) [2]. Although research has evaluated the PA
engagement of individuals with ASD, less is known about
what factors influence these behaviors in this population.
Research on gait biomechanics in persons with ASD
ha e fo nd ignifican de ia ion f om he
pical pa e n
found in control groups. Specifically, persons with ASD
choose to walk at slower self-selected speeds, with shorter
stride lengths, greater step widths, reduced lower extremity
kinematics, and increased frontal plane loading [3-5].
Although engagement in PA is multifactorial (range from
socioeconomic to motivational barriers), it is possible that
altered gait mechanics and energetics could present an
additional, yet to be considered, barriers. Previous literature
has found spatiotemporal characteristics of walking are
significantly related to PA in healthy/fall-prone adults and
persons with a visual impairment [6-7]. It is possible that gait
efficiency (i.e., mechanical energy/work) could be related to
engagement of this mode of PA, where greater efficiency is
demonstrated in the more active [8].
Therefore, the purpose of this study was to determine if
gait biomechanics variables of total body mechanical work,
speed, and/or stride length are significantly related to
engagement in moderate to vigorous (MVPA) and total PA.
Methods
Three-dimensional motion capture and ground reaction
forces were recorded while twenty-five adolescents (13-18
years) with a confirmed diagnosis of ASD walked at selfselected speeds. Inverse dynamics were calculated using
bilateral upper arm, trunk, pelvis, and bilateral lower
extremity kinematics and ground reaction forces during the
full stride. Positive and negative work were calculated as the
integral of the positive and negative power curves for each
joint (shoulder, hip, knee, ankles, and lower back) and the
trunk segment. Total body mechanical work was derived as
the sum of the absolute value of the positive and negative
mechanical works. Mechanical work was normalized to body
mass times stride length. Speed and stride length were
normalized using leg length and are unitless.
Physical activity engagement was measured off-site
ing ia ial accele ome e
o n on he pa icipan
ai
for a seven-day period. The cutoff criteria included light (1012,295 counts per minute), moderate (2,296-4011 CPM), and
vigorous (4,012+CPM) PA. Light and MVPA were summed

for total PA. Linear regression analyses were performed to
determine if work, speed, and/or stride length were
significantly (p<0.02) related to average total physical activity
and MVPA per day (measured in mins).
Results and Discussion
Suprisingly, mechanical work was not a significant
predictor of either MVPA or total PA (both p>0.500,
r2=0.02). Therefore, mechanical efficiency in walking is not
likely a barrier for PA engagement in healthy persons with
ASD. It is possible that the multifaceted nature of work
(derived from full-body movement patterns and joint
loading) negatively impacts its generalizability to the
similarly multifaceted variable PA. In agreement with
previous results, self-selected walking speed and stride
lengths explained greater than 20% of the variance in MVPA
and total PA (Table). Although we cannot answer the
chicken or the egg q e ion ega ding pa io empo al
characterstics and PA, the significance of the current study
and the previous litearture is that speed and stride length are
strong markers of physical and mental health across several
populations [6-7].
Table. Regression statistics.
SPEED
Total PA
MVPA
P-value
0.009
0.010
R2
0.269
0.265

STRIDE LENGTH
Total PA
MVPA
0.002
0.009
0.357
0.286

Significance
Persons with ASD tend to not meet PA guidelines and
not reap associated health benefits of PA. Thus, it is important
to ascertain what barriers are negatively impacting their
engagement. This study adds to the support of walking speed
as an indicator of physical/functional health and engagement
in PA. Educational/rehabilitation programming for
adolescents with ASD should consider focusing on increasing
comfort with their environment and confidence during
walking by increasing speeds and stride lengths.
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Introduction
Femoroacetabular impingement syndrome (FAIS) is a motionrelated clinical disorder resulting from abnormal hip joint
morphology [1]. Mechanical impingement, in which the
aspherical femoral head (cam morphology) abuts with the
acetabular rim, is created with simultaneous hip flexion,
adduction, and internal rotation. The area of impingement on the
anterior-superior acetabulum corresponds with the location of
intra-articular joint damage in FAIS [2], which is hypothesized
to initiate pain and further progression of the syndrome [3].
During tasks that require high degrees of hip flexion, such as
squatting, it is unknown how frontal and transverse plane motion
influences acetabular loading associated with impingement.
Understanding the influence of frontal and transverse plane
motion on acetabular contact pressure may inform conservative
care aimed at modifying movement to reduce symptoms in FAIS.
The purpose of this pilot study was to investigate the
sensitivity of acetabular contact pressure to isolated and
combined frontal and transverse plane rotations during a
simulated squat task at 90o hip flexion.
Methods
A 3D finite element (FE) model of the hip joint was developed
from a male with a diagnosis of cam FAIS (32 years, 1.79 m, 70.9
kg, axial alpha angle = 59o). Subject-specific bony geometry was
obtained from CT scans of the pelvis and proximal femur to
create a 3D model of the symptomatic (left) hip. The acetabulum
and femur were modelled using homogeneous, isotropic,
triangular continuum shell elements with an elastic modulus of
17.0 MPa and a Poisson ratio of 0.30. Quasi-static loading
simulations were performed using a nonlinear FE solver in
Abaqus using a hard contact algorithm, with a surface-to-surface,
finite sliding contact, and a surface coefficient of friction of 0.02.
Peak acetabular contact pressure was evaluated across a range
of isolated and combined frontal and transverse plane rotations

with the hip at 90o of flexion. From a neutral position, the femur
was rotated in the frontal and transverse planes in 3o increments
(range: -15o – 15o). For the combined conditions, adduction and
internal rotation as well as abduction and external rotation were
evaluated. A resultant bone-on-bone contact force of 1109 N was
applied over a group of nodes representing the articulating
surface of the femoral head. This force was held constant across
all model simulations and was representative of the participant’s
natural squat.
15 ADD + 15 IR

Neutral

15 ABD + 15 ER

Figure 2: Left acetabular contact pressure at: 15o adduction +
15o internal rotation, neutral (no frontal or transverse plane rotation), and
15o abduction + 15o external rotation. Peak acetabular contact pressure
is located at the anterior-superior acetabular rim. (left = ant., top = sup.)

Results and Discussion
The isolated motions of hip adduction and internal rotation
resulted in a linear increase in peak acetabular contact pressure.
(Figure 1). However, peak contact pressure appeared to be more
sensitive to internal rotation than adduction. The combined
motions of hip adduction and internal rotation had a greater
influence on peak acetabular contact pressure compared to either
of the isolated motions. In contrast, the combined motions of 15o
abduction and 15o external rotation reduced contact pressure by
23% (Figure 1).
During tasks that demand high degrees of hip flexion, such as
squatting, the motions of adduction and internal rotation can
result in an increase in peak acetabular contact pressure on the
anterior-superior acetabulum (Figure 2) and may contribute to
symptomatic impingement. The combined motions of abduction
and external rotation may provide a strategy to minimize peak
acetabular contact pressure on the anterior-superior rim during
squatting in persons with FAIS (Figure 2).
Significance
These initial results highlight the importance of minimizing hip
adduction and internal rotation in FAIS during activities that
require high degrees of hip flexion. In particular, minimizing hip
internal rotation motion appears to be most important.
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Figure 1: Percent change in contact pressure from 90o hip flexion with
isolated and combined rotations in the frontal and transverse plane.
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Introduction
Attainable reduction in metabolic rate is one of the main
performance indicators for assistive devices, but there are many
challenges associated with metabolic cost measurement. While
respiratory measurements are the gold standard, their usefulness
is greatly diminished by various clinical populations' inability to
exercise for sufficient durations to obtain steady-state
measurements. In this abstract, we investigate if an existing
predictive model can estimate changes in metabolic rate from an
assistive device, thereby eliminating the need for exposing
clinical populations to strenuous tests.
Our lab has reported reductions in metabolic rate during walking
with assistive forces at the center of mass (COM) [1]. Assistance
was provided with 35 different force conditions by utilizing a
tether connection at the subject's waist. We have applied these
experimental force conditions to the COM of a neuromuscular
model from Song and Geyer (MATLAB-Simulink) [2]. The
neuromuscular model utilizes a muscle reflex system coupled
with a series of constraints consistent with a human range of
motion where this model is capable of discovering strategies for
walking. By combining the muscle behaviour predicted by the
model with standard equations for estimating the musclemetabolic cost, we can predict metabolic rate without
experimental data input. We hypothesize that the model will
independently predict experimentally measured reductions in
metabolic rate due to assistance at the COM.
Methods
Neuromuscular model
Utilizing the algorithm Covariance Matrix Adaptation –
Evolution Strategy (CMA-ES) to optimize the model, the
optimization process has achieved an emergent walking pattern
consistent with young and elderly walking depending on the
physiological input parameters [3]. By applying our experimental
force conditions to this model, we can generate muscle data
outputs necessary for metabolic rate estimation. The
neuromuscular model was constrained to sagittal plane dynamics.
Nine muscle groups were implemented in the analysis:
gastrocnemius, soleus, tibialis anterior, glutei, lumped hip
flexors, vastii, rectus femoris, biceps femoris (short head), and
hamstrings. The model optimization process tunes 71 parameters
that are separated into ten modules of control. These modules are
split evenly between the stance and swing phase of walking.
Metabolic rate
We have chosen the Umberger et al. (2003) equations for
estimating the metabolic rate from muscle actions. Data required
for metabolic rate prediction from the neuromuscular model are
muscle excitation, activation, fiber length, fiber velocity, and
fiber force. Equation 1 consists of the components to
approximating metabolic rate as the summation of heat rate (ℎ!̇ ),
maintenance heat rate (ℎ"̇ ), shortening/lengthening heat rate
(ℎ#$̇ ), and the mechanical work rate of the contractile element
(#%&
̇ ) [3].
̇ + '%&
"̇ = %!̇ + %"̇ + %#$
̇

"( ).

Figure 1: Experimental reductions compared to model predicted
reductions in metabolic rate for 26 different force conditions are
indicated by positive values. The dashed line indicates a perfect
correlation. The two grey parallel lines indicate the average standard
deviation across experimental conditions for metabolic rate. Reductions
are in respect to measured or simulated unassisted walking values.

Experimental Comparisons
We implemented the force conditions used in our previous
experiment onto the neuromuscular model's COM. Each force
condition has a set peak force, onset timing, and duration. Onset
timing and duration are continually being adjusted to maintain a
set percent of stride. We predicted reductions in metabolic rate
from assistive forces at the COM compared to the predicted
metabolic rate for unassisted, normal walking. The predicted
metabolic reductions were within one standard deviation of
the average experimental metabolic reductions for 23 of the
26 successfully optimized conditions. The nine optimizations
that were unsuccessful had encountered a Simulink compiling
error.
Results and Discussion
The model has successfully discovered walking while assisted at
the COM. The emergent muscle contraction strategies from the
model yielded reductions in metabolic rate similar to
experimental data for the majority of our assistive conditions.
Our results are well within two standard deviations of
experimental
measurements
following
previous
recommendations for new simulations of walking [4].
Significance
We plan to use this modelling process to advance methods of
estimating metabolic cost. This research may inform future
assistive device designs or rehabilitation strategies utilizing far
fewer preliminary tests and greatly reducing the initial
involvement of patients.
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TRIPPING DURING PREGNANCY: FAILURE TO PERCEIVE THE ENVIRONMENT OR THE BODY?
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Me d
Ele en pregnan par icipan s, s ar ing a 13 eeks ges a ion, ere
es ed fi e imes in 6- eek in er als, o 37 eeks ges a ion. Firs ,
obs acle percep ion (OP) as es ed b asking par icipan s o
ma ch heir foo heigh s o he op of a 10% bod heigh obs acle
2.7 m in fron of hem, rel ing firs on orking memor (e es
closed), and hen online processing (ga e fi a ed on he obs acle).
Second, join posi ion senses (JPS) ere es ed b asking
par icipan s o ac i el ma ch heir hip and knee angles o a
passi el crea ed join angle. Finall , par icipan s alked an
obs acle co rse (OC) a a self-selec ed speed for 2 min es
(Fig re 1). Obs acles randoml se o 5%, 7.5%, and 12.5% of
each par icipan s bod heigh ser ed as dis rac ors. Crossing
heigh s onl o er he o 10% obs acles and minim m dis ance
o he 10% obs acles ere meas red for railing and leading foo s.
Mo ion cap re marker da a ere sed o calc la e obs acle
a oidance and join angles. Linear mi ed models ere cond c ed
on OP, JPS, and OC meas res (DVs) o er ges a ion ime (IV).
S ep ise regressions iden ified significan correla ions be een
OP and JPS meas res (IVs) and OC meas res (DVs).

Re
a dD c
Regardless of is al informa ion, OP significan l degraded
hro gh he second rimes er of pregnanc (p=0.003). Pregnan
omen ndersho , ra her han o ersho he obs acle (Fig re 2).
There ere no s a is icall significan changes in JPS hro gho
pregnanc (p>0.194). OP and JPS findings combined s gges ha
ha
is al percep ion changes, ra her han propriocep i e
change, ma infl ence rip ra es in pregnan omen.

Weeks gestation
Height (mm

I
d c
Tripping d ring pregnanc is a primar reason h a leas 1 in
4 pregnan omen fall [1], e he roo ca ses are nkno n. We
ha e pre io sl sho n ha all an hropome r combined is onl
a par ial con rib or (r<0.5) o balance defici s d ring pregnanc
[2]. Unders anding he roo ca ses of rips and falls ill ha e
clinical impac s on he heal h of pregnan omen, heal h of he
fe s, and help s nders and limi a ions o o r bipedal e ol ion.
Bipedal ges a ional l mbopel ic change o accommoda e
fe al gro h ma predispose he l mbar ple s (a he roo ) and
scia ic ner e (a he roo and aro nd scia ic no ch) o
impingemen , degrading lo er e remi
propriocep ion.
Ho e er, here are also acco n s ha se eral ne rological
processes rela ed o ision, incl ding ac i [3] and spa ial
a en ion [4], are compromised d ring pregnanc . As bo h
percep ion of he en ironmen and of he bod pro ide needed
informa ion for s ccessf l obs acle a oidance, o r goal is o
e al a e ho
he
o rela e o obs acle a oidance hro gh
ges a ion.

-

F g e 2: A erage heigh of foo rela i e o he obs acle d ring OP a
differen eeks of ges a ion. Nega i e (red spec r m) al es indica e he
foo lif ed o a heigh belo he obs acle (solid black line a 0 mm).

D ring OC, par icipan s had a 39% red c ion in railing foo
crossing heigh o er ime (p=0.009) and a 33% red c ion in he
minim m dis ance of he railing foo o he obs acle o er ime
(p=0.045). OP change, he amo n of foo heigh change o er 5
seconds as par icipan s ere old o keep heir foo ma ched o
he heigh of he obs acle, as correla ed i h red ced railing
foo obs acle dis ance ( =-2.185, r=0.572, p=0.004).
These res l s indica e ha increased po en ial for obs acle
con ac occ rs as a res l of inabili o properl ransla e is al
spa ial informa ion in o pos re. O r res l s do no indica e he
problem lies i hin he soma osensor -mo or pa h a (i.e. no
change in JPS hro gho pregnanc ). The problem is also no in
orking memor in egra ion, as res l s ere similar be een
e es open and e es closed OP condi ions (p>0.593). Therefore,
he problem is ei her in earl processing of dorsal is al s ream
informa ion or before his in is al sensor acq isi ion.
S g f ca ce
Increased rip ra es d ring pregnanc seem o be a res l of fail re
o process is al informa ion. The ne s ep is o dissec earl
is al processes like is al ac i , aler ness, and is ospa ial
orien a ion. Also, e m s nco er h OP impro es in he 3rd
rimes er. This informa ion ill help s nders and he ca ses of
increased fall ra es for pregnan omen and nders and he link
be een ne rosensor and bipedal e ol ions.
Ac
edg e
ASB (J nior Fac l

F g e 1: Vie from he s ar of he obs acle co rse. Si obs acles
spaced 3 m apar . Par icipan s alk he righ side (12 m) o he end of
he alk a , come back on he lef side, and repea . D ring OP,
par icipan s s and 0.3 m pas he firs obs acle and ma ch heir foo o he
heigh of he second obs acle 2.7 m a a .
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INFLUENCE OF SAGITTAL CERVICAL ALIGNMENTS ON TOTAL DISC REPLACEMENT SURGERY
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Introduction
Recently, total disc replacement (TDR) surgery has gained
preference over traditional cervical fusion surgery. Studies report
that TDR reduces the occurrence of adjacent segment
degeneration (ASD) [1]. However, some studies have shown that
the rate of ASD is similar in both cervical fusion and TDR
surgery [2]. Additionally, the correlation between cervical
alignment and clinical outcome is arguable [3]. We believe that
this conflict exists because the parameters that influence the
biomechanics of the cervical spine are not well understood -specifically, the effect of TDR on different cervical alignments.
We hypothesize that the alignment of the cervical spine may
influence the outcome of TDR surgery. Thus, the objective of this
study is to explore the biomechanics of different cervical
alignments and the effect of TDR surgery on each alignment.
Methods
A validated osseo-ligamentous model from C2-C7 was used in
this study after validation under quasi-static loading. The C2-C7
cobb angle of the base model was modified to generate three
cervical spine models with different sagittal alignments: Lordotic
(-10°), Straight (0°) and Kyphotic (+10°) alignments. The TDR
surgery was simulated at the C5-C6 segment for all three sagittal
alignment models using an implant modeled after the Mobi-C
TDR device. The base of the C7 vertebra was fixed in all
directions, and a 100N follower load was applied to simulate the
effect of muscles and weight of the head. A pure moment of
1.5Nm was applied to the uppermost vertebra (C2) to simulate
the cervical spine’s motion in flexion/extension, left/right
bending, and left/right rotation. Range of motion (ROM),
intradiscal pressure (IDP), annular stresses, and facet loads were
computed for the three sagittal alignment models in both the
intact and the TDR configurations.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1: C2-C7 FE models: a) Lordotic, b) Straight, and c)
Kyphotic

Figure 2: TDR implant

Results and Discussion
Under extension, left/right bending and left/right rotation loading
conditions, the intact lordotic model demonstrated the smallest
ROM at all levels. Additionally, under all loading conditions, the
lordotic model demonstrated the largest facet loads while the
kyphotic model demonstrated the highest annular stresses.
When comparing only the TDR models, the IDP values were
comparable for all alignments at all levels. However, the lordotic
model demonstrated the largest facet loads followed by the
straight and kyphotic models. Average facet forces in the lordotic
model increased by 67%, 66% and 95% at the index, superior,
and inferior levels, respectively, compared to the kyphotic model.
Contrastingly, the kyphotic model predicted highest annular
stresses followed by the straight and lordotic models. Average
annular stress in kyphotic model increased by 38% and 18% at
the superior and inferior segment, respectively, compared to the
lordotic model.
In conclusion, the lordotic TDR model was associated with
the highest facet loads while the kyphotic TDR model was
associated with the highest annular stresses. Facet loads
increased post-operatively in the lordotic model. It has been
clinically observed that cervical TDR surgery is associated with
increases in both post-operative lordosis at the index level as well
as global cervical spine lordosis [4,5]. Therefore, we recommend
that care must be taken in surgical management of patients with
pre-existing hyper lordosis of cervical spine as TDR surgery may
accelerate facet joint degeneration at the index, superior adjacent,
and inferior adjacent levels leading to ASD.
Significance
This study shows that the sagittal alignment of the cervical spine
has a noticeable effect on the outcome of TDR surgery. Special
care must be taken while operating on patients with lordotic
cervical alignments because TDR surgery may degrade facet
joints on this patient at higher rates compared to other patients
with different sagittal alignments. This study also paves the way
for development of new TDR-designs that may be specially
designed based on the patient’s specific sagittal alignment.
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Effect of walking speed on gait stability and joint kinematics in children with and without Down syndrome
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Methods
Twelve children with DS (10M/2F, 8.80 (1.23) years) and twelve
age- and sex-matched TD children participated in this study.
Subjects walked overground at their self-selected preferred
walking speed (normal) and at a speed described a fa a
po ible i ho r nning (fast).
We collected kinematic data using a Vicon motion capture
system (Oxford, UK) and a custom full-body marker set. 3D
COM position was estimated from 12 body segments. MOS was
calculated as the difference between the projected position of the
COM and the base of support. MOS was evaluated at discrete gait
events (heel-strike and mid-swing) in both the anterior/posterior
(AP) and mediolateral (ML) directions, as well as continuously
during single-limb support phases. MOS was normalized by body
height. Ankle, knee, and hip joint angles were evaluated in the
sagittal plane continuously during the gait cycle.
Two-way (2 group x 2 speed) mixed ANOVAs were
conducted for each discrete MOS variable. Continuous MOS and
joint angle data were evaluated using a two-way (2 group x 2
speed) mixed ANOVAs statistical parametric mapping (SPM1d)
approach. Significance level was set at alpha=0.05.
Results and Discussion
Children with DS walked with similar AP MOS at heel-strike and
mid-swing as TD children (Fig. 1). In contrast, ML MOS at heelstrike and mid-swing was less stable in children with DS than TD
children (Fig. 1). SPM analysis indicated that reduced stability
occurred throughout single-limb support and particularly towards
the end of this phase. These results further support the
classification of reduced ML stability in children with DS.
Encouragingly children with DS were able to increase mobility
in the AP direction when challenged to walk at the fast condition.
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Introduction
Children with Down syndrome (DS) walk at slower speeds, with
shorter and wider steps, and greater center-of-mass (COM)
variability (1). Previous studies of walking at faster speeds and
with ankle load have been shown to improve the spatiotemporal
and kinetic aspects of gait (2, 3), particularly by increasing stride
length, decreasing stride width (2), and improving general
muscular activation (3). However, it is unknown what joint
kinematic strategies children with DS adopt to accomplish faster
than preferred walking speeds.
Moreover, little work has been done to directly assess
individuals i h DS
abili d ring gai ; instead, stability is
often inferred by step length and width. The margin of stability
(MOS) is an innovative measure of dynamic stability that
incorporates COM motion and base of support during walking
(4). Evaluation of MOS provides insight of fall risk and capacity
to increase mobility when increasing gait speed.
This study aimed to assess joint kinematics and MOS of
typically developing (TD) children and children with DS while
walking at their preferred and faster speeds. We hypothesized
that children with DS would show less stable MOS and
underdeveloped joint kinematics compared to TD children.

Fast

-0.05
-0.10

†

†

†

-0.15

Figure 1: AP and ML MOS at heel-strike and mid-swing. For
AP, a positive number indicates projected COM is anterior to the
base of support. For ML, a negative number indicates projected
COM is outside of the base of support. * indicates speed effect. †
indicates group effect.
Children with DS increased walking speed by increasing hip and
knee flexion during swing phase and decreasing hip and knee
extension during stance phase. In contrast, TD children also
increased hip and knee flexion during swing, but without the
concurrent decrease in stance phase extension. While children
with DS were able to increase their walking speed, they likely
used an undesirable strategy by adopting a more crouched gait
during stance phase. Therefore, interventions targeting
strengthening of the hip and knee extensors might be beneficial
for this population.
Significance
This study provides evidence that children with DS have the
capacity to increase their mobility in the AP direction when
challenged to walk faster than preferred. However, children with
DS are less stable in the ML direction during gait, which suggests
the common characteristic of increased step width is insufficient
to alleviate their instability. In addition, children with DS
increase their walking speed by increasing swing phase hip and
knee flexion at the detriment of stance phase extension.
Rehabilitation might therefore focus on increasing hip and knee
extensor muscle strength in this population.
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Introduction
Capturing atypical arm movement during the performance of
activities of daily living (ADL) has clinical implications in
assessing and restoring arm function. Traditionally, positionbased approaches are used to measure and analyze arm
movement during ADLs [1,2]. However, these approaches are
often limited to controlled laboratory environments. Inertial
measurement units (IMUs) are wearable sensors that can acquire
and examine movement in real-world settings. IMUs do not
measure position directly, but instead measure linear acceleration
and angular velocity. Therefore, alternative approaches that are
independent of position are needed to quantify and understand
arm movements acquired during everyday living with IMUs. The
current study aims to identify new, IMU-based strategies for
characterizing reaching tasks that can be employed in future work
to quantify arm function in healthy and clinical populations. In
particular, this study developed a novel IMU-based analysis for
assessing manual asymmetries during unilateral reaching tasks.
Methods
Four right-handed female subjects (mean±SD age 54±4.3 years)
provided written consent to participate in this study at the
University of Michigan HomeLab, a fully functional apartment
where participants can be observed performing ADLs while
simultaneously collecting physiological data. Each participant
wore five IMUs (APDM Opal; sampling rate: 128 Hz): one on
each wrist, one above each elbow, and one above the sternum.
During the experiment, participants performed seven ADLs with
either their dominant arm, non-dominant arm, or bilaterally. The
current study focused on a single ADL: unilateral shelf reaching.
Participants were instructed to reach for a can on a shelf and place
it on a counter or lift a can off a counter and place it on a shelf
(Figs. 1C and 1D). We calculated the velocity and position of
each wrist from the raw IMU data using a ZUPT algorithm [3].
Forearm, upper arm, and thorax elevation angles were estimated
from the IMU data [4]. Wrist heights relative to the shoulder joint
were calculated from segment elevation angles [5]. We then
extracted spatiotemporal metrics to characterize the shape of the
angle-angle-position (Fig. 1A) and position trajectories (Fig. 1B).
In particular, we focused on the reach trajectory curvature, peak
velocity, and timing as our primary measures, and explored how
arm dominance influences these measures with dependent t-tests.
Results and Discussion
The left arm’s angle-angle-position trajectory had 94% greater
mean curvature than the right arm. This trended towards
significance despite our low sample size (p = 0.06; Figs. 1A and
1E). In comparison, the mean curvature of the wrist position
trajectory was 5% greater for the left arm than the right arm, but
was not statistically significant (p = 0.64; Figs. 1B and F). The
peak wrist velocity of the left arm was 2.3% greater than the right
arm (Fig. 1G) and the time after peak velocity was 8% longer in
the right in comparison to the left arm (Fig. 1H). These findings
were not significantly significant (p > 0.28), similar to previous
studies [6]. Lastly, reaching durations did not differ between the

hands (p = 0.91), which is consistent with the literature [6]. These
preliminary analyses indicate temporal and spatial metrics related
to manual asymmetry can be quantified with IMUs, and are
consistent with previous controlled laboratory findings [1,2].
Significance
This pilot study provides evidence that data from wireless and
wearable IMUs can quantify arm movement during ADLs.
Importantly, our approach yields metrics drawn from prior
research on manual asymmetries during reaching tasks. These
results show that IMUs, when used in tandem with carefully
designed algorithms to extract meaningful metrics, have the
potential to be deployed to patient’s home to assess their arm
movements outside a controlled laboratory environment. Future
work will determine if this IMU-based strategy can detect
impairment and be used to screening patients for rehabilitation.
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Figure 1. Representative data from one participant (right arm
dominant). (A) A novel angle-angle-position plot that reveals manual
asymmetry. (B) IMU-derived wrist position trajectory during unilateral
reach. (C) The starting/ending posture for each reach. (D) Posture at
maximum reach. (E-H) Manual asymmetries between the right and left
arm of 4 participants was investigated based on the mean curvature of
angle-angle-position trajectory (E), mean curvature of the 3-D position
trajectory (F), peak wrist velocity (G) and time after peak velocity (H).
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Results and Discussion
Children hopped with less ankle joint spring function across
frequencies than young adults (Fig. 1). When increasing
frequency, children illustrated an adult-like pattern by increasing
ankle strut function while reducing others. However, this increase
might have led to a change in overall function from spring to strut
in children as the composition shifted towards greater strut than
spring at the moderate and fast frequencies. In constrast, young
adults retained a spring function majority, even at the fast
frequency (mean of 53%). Our results suggest that children are
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Figure 1: Mean joint functional indices for the ankle joint. S:
slow; P: preferred; M: moderate; F: fast.
Children hopped with less knee joint spring function, but
greater strut function than young adults at the preferred frequency
(Fig. 2). Children increased frequency by increasing strut and
motor function and decreasing spring and damper, similar to
adults. The loss of spring function in children while hopping at
faster frequencies might have required more motor function to
accommodate lost energy storage.
Adults
Children
100

100
Knee Index (%)

Methods
Thirteen young adults (5F/8M, 24.54 (3.53) years) and fourteen
children (9M/5F, 8.70 (1.81) years) participated in this study.
Subjects hopped on their dominant leg continuously for 20seconds at four frequency conditions: slow (80% preferred),
preferred (self-selected), moderate (120% preferred), and fast
(140% preferred). Each frequency was guided by a metronome.
Subjects completed three trials of each frequency and order was
randomized across subjects.
We collected kinematic data using a Vicon motion capture
system (Oxford, UK) and the Vicon PSIS Lower-Body Plug-In
Gait marker set . We collected kinetic data using an AMTI force
plate (MA, USA). Ankle, knee, and hip joint moments were
estimated using an inverse dynamics approach. We classified
joint function during stance phase as strut, spring, motor, and
damper (3).
Two-way (2 group x 4 frequency) mixed ANOVA was
conducted for each function at each joint. Post-hoc pairwise
comparisons with Bonferroni adjustment were completed when
necessary. Significance level was set at alpha=0.05.

still developing the capacity to effectively utilize the ankle joint
as a spring to increase hopping frequency.
Adults
Children
Ankle Index (%)

Introduction
Hopping in-place is a fundamental motor skill that follows the
spring-mass model, which is generally used to model running and
jumping (1). Therefore, evaluation of this skill provides insight
to the development of neuromuscular control strategies and sheds
light on its implications in play and plyometric interventions.
Indeed, developmental differences have indicated that children
might coordinate the movement with greater contribution of the
knee and hip joints (2). This is in contrast with young adults who
modulate hopping frequency primarily through the ankle joint
(1).
The joint functional index analysis incorporates both
kinematics and kinetics to characterize strut, spring, motor, and
damper function of a joint (3). During two-legged hopping inplace, young adults hop with an ankle and knee spring-like
function and modified joint functions when increasing hopping
frequency (4). However, it is unknown if children show similar
functional use of the ankle and knee joints, like adults, during
hopping.
This study aimed to characterize the joint function of the
ankle and knee joints during single-leg hopping in-place in adults
and children across various hopping frequencies.
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Figure 2: Mean joint functional indices for the knee joint. S:
slow; P: preferred; M: moderate; F: fast.
Significance
The joint functional index analysis revealed development
differences in ankle and knee functions between children and
adults during single-leg hopping in-place. Specifically, children
relied on more strut-like function at the knee and ankle joints
rather than spring-like function. Therefore, previously identified
neuromechanical differences between young adults and children
might be due to functional disparities at the joint level. These
results could inform interventions and serve as a reference when
evaluating the development of joint functions in populations with
motor disabilities.
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Introduction
Traumatic brain injuries (TBIs) are one of the leading causes of
death and disability among people of every age, race and color
[1]. Motor control disorders following TBI often include deficits
in locomo ion, hich affec an indi id al mobili . There has
been considerable research on rodent models to understand the
pathophysiology of TBIs, but there is a lack of translation
between these experiments and clinical outcomes. Large animal
models (i.e. pigs) are more commonly used now as there are
many similarities between pig and human brains (size,
development, ratio of white to gray matter to name a few). Thus,
pigs are a preferred model for analyzing the response of
mechanical trauma on the brain from a TBI. The goal of this
research was to conduct pilot work to confirm gait data of
Yucatan mini pigs could be obtained. The long-term goals of this
work are to study pigs pre and post TBI to determine if changes
in gait parameters can be detected.
Methods
Three-dimensional (3D) kinematic data of a single pig during
walking trials were captured with a Qualisys motion capture
system. Three rigid marker pods were placed on the spine of the
pig (Figure 1). Each pod consisted of three reflective markers
arranged in a triangle formation. One pod was placed on the head
(covering the base of the skull to the second cervical vertebrae),
a second on the shoulders (directly over the third thoracic
vertebrae), and a third on the rear (directly over the sixth lumbar
vertebrae). Additionally, four single markers were placed on the
front and hind limbs distal to the condyle of the humerus and
distal to the lateral condyle of the femur, respectively. Initial
kinematic analysis of the pig gait trials were performed. Data of
each local coordinate system were analyzed of each pod with
respect to the fixed reference system (i.e., global coordinate
system) and the motions about each axis as shown in Figure 2.
This initial analysis included the average linear velocity, along
with angle data. Markers used to calculate average linear velocity
were aligned with the spine of the pig in the direction of
movement (i.e. along the x axis). Angle data were referenced
from the neutral position of the head, shoulders and rear which
was identified as the position of each at the beginning of the
walking trial.
Results and Discussion
Data are reported from a single gait cycle. The average linear
velocity of this pig was 1.01 m/s. Data showed lateral tilt (about

Figure 1: (Left) Pig with reflective markers. (Right) Three rigid
pods in Qualisys. Pods were located along the spine (starting on the
right: head, shoulders, and rear) with four single markers, one on
each leg. Coordinate system is labeled as follows: x-axis in red, yaxis in green, z-axis in blue.

Figure 2: Motion about each axis. Lateral tilt rotation occurs about
x-axis (red), flexion-extension motion occurs about y-axis (green)
and left-right rotation occurs about the z-axis (blue)

the x-axis) of the head ranged from neutral with tilting to 12.6°
(degrees) on the right side with no significant tilt toward the left
side. Additionally, the head flexion-e en ion o nodding
motion (about the y-axis) ranged between 1.16° (flexion) and
16.7° (extension), but this movement may have been influenced
by food incentives used to entice the pig to walk through the
space. Left to right rotation (about the z-axis) of the head ranged
from neutral to 30.1° rotation to the left (as the pig moved its head
in an attempt to turn) and up to 7.10° on the right. Lateral tilt of
the shoulders (about the x-axis) from neutral ranged up to 11.7°
and 3.79° on the left side and right sides, respectively. Rotation
of the shoulders (about the y-axis) ranged up to 9.35° forward
and 9.59° backward throughout the walking trial. Left to right
rotation (about the z-axis) of the shoulders ranged up to 15° to
the left and 3.07° to the right. Lateral tilt (about the x-axis) of the
rear ranged up to 11.6° on the left and 8.98° of rotation on the
right. Rotation (about the y-axis) forward of the rear ranged up to
14.2° and with no significant movement measured downward.
Lastly, left to right rotation (about the z-axis) of the rear ranged
up to 32.0° and 19.6° on the right and left, respectively. This
work demonstrates the initial data sets possible with a 3D
kinematic gait analysis. In the future we will take rotations of
each pod location (head, shoulders, rear) and compare the
motions between each whereas the above data are the movement
of the pods with respect to a global system. Additionally, future
work will use this approach to quantify and compare changes in
movement pre and post trauma within and across pigs.
Significance
Research shows that impairments from a TBI can last or go
undiagnosed for years [3]. Currently, there are no long-term
solutions to enhance the outcomes from TBI related disorders.
By understanding the behavior of pigs before and after a TBI, we
will be able to identify and quantify changes in motor function
potentially leading to new approaches for diagnosis or
treatments.
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Introduction
Movement pattern variability represents flexibility in the
neurological system which allows an individual to accommodate
changes to their environment through strategy modifications [1].
In this context, motor disabilities have been described as nonstereotypical or unpredictable [1]. Previously, treadmill-use
(TM) resulted in optimally altered gait variability patterns
compared to over-ground (OG) gait in those with Parkinson s
disease [2]. Individuals with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD)
display motor impairments where posture and gait have been
described as Parkinsonian-like , d e to similar abnormalities
observed in the basal ganglia [3]. Past OG gait findings support
that children with ASD exhibit different magnitudes of
movement pattern variability [4]. It can be posited that children
with ASD may not have appropriate flexibility in their system to
accommodate external stimuli, possibly due to brain
abnormalities. Current literature is lacking in examining gait
variability responses in children with ASD on a TM, despite
previous benefits found in similar populations. Thus, the purpose
of this study is to quantify variability magnitudes during TM gait
in children with ASD compared to children with neurotypical
(NT) development. It was hypothesized that children with ASD
will display decreased variability patterns during TM gait
compared to a NT group.
Methods
19 children, 10 with a clinical diagnosis of ASD (11.56±1.39 yrs;
1.57±0.12m) and 9 children with NT (12.13±2.09 yrs;
1.60±0.15m) initially walked OG across 9m for 12 trials at a selfselected velocity. Gait velocity from the OG trials were computed
as an aggregate mean value used during the TM condition; shoes
were worn throughout. Marker trajectories were obtained using a
10-camera three-dimensional motion capture system (200 Hz,
Vicon Motion Systems, Ltd., Oxford, UK). Participants walked
for 5-min, continuously, on an ActiveStep TM (Simbex,
Lebanon, NH, USA). Data were collected after the first 60s to
ensure a homeostatic gait pattern. Raw marker trajectories were
exported to Visual 3D (C-Motion, Inc., Germantown, MD, USA)
and were smoothed using a low-pass Butterworth digital filter
(6Hz). Bilateral continuous relative phase (CRP) angles were
computed for the thigh-leg, leg-foot, and thigh-foot segment
couples bilaterally [5]. Coordination variability (vCRP) was
determined as the standard deviation of CRP angles for each
segment couple [6]. Data were normalized to heel strikes were
reduced to left and right strides using a velocity-based algorithm
[7]. The Model Statistic technique (
0.0 ) was used to
statistically compare each child with ASD to a collated normative
NT group [4] at each gait sub-phase for all segment couples,
bilaterally.
Results and Discussion
Analysis revealed on average, children with ASD displayed
different magnitudes of variability compared to the NT group at
each sub-phase and across each segment couple in response to

TM walking. Children with ASD and NT displayed symmetry
variability between limbs (Figure 1A & 1B), thus, a distinct
pattern was undetected, further supporting movement
heterogeneity of children with ASD [4]. Additionally, NT
displayed symmetry variability across segment couples.

Figure 1: Left limb (A.) and right limb (B.) segment couple mean and
standard deviation magnitudes during Initial Swing between individual
children with ASD (orange bars) and the NT group (dark blue bar).

Significance
Due to the cyclic nature and repeatability of gait, using TMs may
allow researchers to collect greater volumes of gait cycles to
optimize ASD movement analysis. This study supports that
children with ASD may have varied lower extremity movement
patterns. However, an indiscernible pattern poses difficulties in
evaluating how children with ASD may adapt their movements
to a changing environment which puts locomotor safety at risk.
Future research should examine ASD motor impairments
individualistically to identify motor-specific characteristics
which may prompt clinicians to use more individualized
rehabilitation interventions.
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Introduction
While important, user-perceived exoskeleton comfort is often
ignored, in part because a validated metric does not exist. Visual
analogue scales (VAS) are a reliable method to measure comfort
in other contexts, such as footwear1 and acute pain2. The primary
objective was to quantify the repeatability of an exoskeleton
comfort VAS. The secondary objective was to determine if the
comfort signal-to-noise ratio was large enough to test predictions.
Methods
Experimental: Two young, adult male subjects walked at
0.50 m/s with a pneumatically powered ankle exoskeleton on
their right leg and an identical, unpowered (due to technical
difficulties) exoskeleton on their left leg. The exoskeleton torque
, where
was the virtual stiffness and was the ankle
was
angle in degrees. During each experimental session of 8 trials, we
values of 0 to 0.9 N m/deg in 0.15 N m/deg increments
tested
plus 1.0 N m/deg. Thus, we had a total of 16 conditions = 8
levels × 2 subjects since different subjects were expected to have
different comfort scores for a given . After each 3 min trial,
subjects responded to ten 100mm horizontal VAS questions on a
tablet, immediately followed by a new trial with a new . Each
and 2
subject completed 7 sessions, 5 with randomly varying
was increased sequentially.
staircase sessions where
Analysis: This abstract only analyzed the first question: “How
comfortable are you?” due to high correlations between question
scores. Repeatability was quantified by computing the
= 2.77
, where
was the
repeatability coefficient3
within-condition mean square error calculated using a one-way
ANOVA. 95% of responses were expected to be within ±
of
each other for repeated measures of the same condition.
,
Repeatability was also quantified using the error =
where was the comfort score and
was the corresponding
mean comfort for that condition3. The 50%, 90%, and 95% error
thresholds were ranges of error that contain those percentages of
trials respectively. To determine if predictions were possible, we
performed quadratic regression since we expected comfort to be
. A strictly negative 95% confidence
highest for moderate
interval (CI) for the quadratic term would suggest a sufficient
signal, despite the noise, to confirm the prediction.

Figure 1: Comfort score vs. , where = 0 is very uncomfortable
and = 100 is very comfortable. Despite considerable noise in the data,
the quadratic regressions were concave down.

Results and Discussion
The range of responses was [0, 73] mm (Fig. 1), with similar
ranges between random and staircase sessions and for individual
subjects. There was no apparent drift in comfort scores between
ranges that were most
sessions. Each subject had different
comfortable, as expected.
was 45mm (Fig. 2), which was
significantly larger than the 9 to 20mm
for acute pain2. 50%
of trials had errors within 10mm, 90% were within 28mm, and
95% were within 36mm, which was consistent with the high
for comfort. Thus, the repeatability was poor. A quadratic fit
using all of the data had a strictly negative 95% CI for the
quadratic term, indicating that the fit was concave down as
value was 0.094, affirming
expected (Fig. 1). However, the
the low repeatability. Despite the noise, this suggests that there
was a sufficient signal to test predictions using data from multiple
sessions. The comfort scores of individual random sessions did
not reliably produce fits with a strictly negative 95% CI for the
quadratic term. Conversely, 3 out of the 4 staircase sessions did,
indicating that the staircase sessions may have more repeatable
comfort scores. Since comfort likely has an aspect of
comparison1, this was not surprising since the staircase trajectory
constant, but the random sessions did not.
kept
Significance
A comfortable exoskeleton may be more acceptable, motivating
the creation of a comfort metric. Despite promising results from
other fields, using a VAS to measure exoskeleton comfort had
was tested randomly. It
poor repeatability, particularly when
was still possible to find statistically significant regressions given
sufficient data, suggesting that there was an underlying true
signal. Nevertheless, further work to develop a comfort metric
and an appropriate experimental protocol is required.
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Figure 2: Error vs. mean comfort for that condition. There were
significant deviations among responses signifying poor repeatability.
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Introduction
The kettlebell swing is a contemporary compound exercise
involving explosive concentric extension of the ankle, knee, and
hip (1). When coached, the kettlebell swing can increase vertical
jump height (2) and cardiovascular health (3). However, the
kettlebell swing is a complex technical skill and improper hip
motion has been found when initially attempting the movement
(4), which might limit the aforementioned exercise benefits.
Therefore, evaluation of the kinematic and kinetic adjustments
young adults make when learning the kettlebell swing would
provide pertinent information on the potential effectiveness of
implementing a kettlebell training program. Further, recent
demand of at-home exercise and remote video instruction
necessitate an understanding of self-directed adjustments without
individualized external feedback or coaching cues. This
evaluation would assist the development of effective and safe
video instruction tools, which has become commonplace for
commercial exercise equipment.
Therefore, this study aimed to assess the ankle, knee, and hip
kinematic and kinetic adjustments with short-term practice, as
evaluated by joint angles and joint work, in young adults when
practicing the kettlebell swing.
Methods
Twelve young adults (7F/5M, 22.62 (2.04) years) practiced over
a one-week period, on five separate days. We collected kinematic
data using a Full-Body PIG marker set and Vicon motion capture
system (Oxford, UK), as well as kinetic data using a Bertec force
plate (OH, USA) on the first and fifth day. On day one, we
c llec ed bjec fi a e
a ef
i g he ke lebell i g
no practice (NP). Subjects performed three sets of 20 repetitions.
The only instruction was a freely available online video of a
skilled individual performing the kettlebell swing and providing
verbal instruction. On days two, three, and four, subjects
complete five practice sets of 20 repetitions. On day five, we
collected data on subjects performing three sets of 20 repetitions,
short-term practice (SP). Between sets, subjects rested at least
three minutes. Subjects received no feedback or cues on their
performance, but could rewatch the video. S bjec
165 lb
swung 15 lbs and subjects >165 lbs swung 25 lbs.
Ankle, knee, and hip sagittal plane joint angles were time
normalized to each kettlebell swing cycle. One cycle started at
the catch position followed by extension into a standing position
followed by flexion back into the catch position. Ankle, knee, and
hip joint moments were estimated using an inverse dynamics
approach and joint work was separated into concentric and
eccentric portions and summed. In addition, total work in the
sagittal plane was estimated as the product of 2D center-of-mass
displacement and 2D ground reaction force, also separated into
concentric and eccentric periods. Paired t-tests compared joint
work between sessions. Statistical parametric mapping was used
to compare continuous joint angles between sessions.
Results and Discussion
Young adults made minimal kinematic adjustments of the ankle,
knee, and hip joints (Fig. 1). At the catch position (0-10% and 90-

100% cycle), the knee and hip joints were less flexed at the SP
session compared to the NP session. This was a partially desirable
adjustment. The kettlebell swing is considered a hip-hinge
exercise with less knee flexion than a squatting movement (1).
Therefore, reducing knee flexion could be considered
appropriate, however, reducing hip flexion might indicate a
tendency to stay upright rather than hinging forward. These
results suggest reminders of hip flexion in an instructional video
would be necessary to ensure proper mechanics.

Figure 1: Mean (SD) time normalized knee and hip joint angles
during the kettlebell swing.
Total concentric and eccentric work decreased between sessions.
In addition, only the hip joint illustrated reduced concentric and
eccentric work at the SP session. These results suggest that the
young adults worked less to complete the kettlebell swing, which
could signal a capacity to increase kettlebell load. From a training
perspective, this result suggests young adults have a tendency to
reduce work without cueing. Therefore, if the kettlebell swing is
implemented to increase power (1) specific cueing should be
incorporated.
Work
Total (J/kg)
Ankle (J/kg)
Knee (J/kg)
Hip (H/kg)

Session
NP
SP
NP
SP
NP
SP
NP
SP

Concentric
354.56 (58.92)
322.79 (82.52)
14.27 (5.33)
29.41 (56.14)
18.40 (9.90)
23.38 (62.46)
64.83 (17.02)
56.58 (18.85)

Eccentric
-312.46 (52.89)
-271.67 (67.50)
-14.84 (10.00)
-29.88 (65.80)
-17.85 (7.15)
-34.49 (72.97)
-55.73 (12.98)
-44.96 (15.73)

Table 1: Mean (SD) total and joint work. NP: NP, SP: SP. Bold
indicates significantly different from NP at p<0.05.
Significance
Our results highlight the general tendencies of young adults to
reduce lower body flexion and work when learning a kettlebell
swing through self-directed methods. These findings provide
guidance to improve the potential effectiveness of instructional
videos and suggest coaching cues should focus on the hip joint
even if being supplied remotely.
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I
d ci
Pressure injuries (PIs) are debilitating injuries that affect up to
47% of wheelchair users with spinal cord injuries [3]. Prevalence
of PIs and treatment costs of over $30,000 per incident drive the
$27 billion annual e penditure on PI treatment in the US [2,5].
Normal and shear forces are implicated in PI development,
and thus PI prevention strategies focus on reducing them, in
particular on the buttocks and lower back where PIs are common
[4]. Popular strategies include back recline and using speciali ed
cushions to distribute load. Cushions reduce, but don t eliminate
PIs, while evidence for the use of recline is inconclusive [1,6].
The goals of this work were to evaluate 1) back recline and
seat pan tilt as seated repositioning strategies for the purpose of
preventing PIs, and 2) a custom n lon cushion cover s abilit to
reduce shear force on the buttocks while seated.
Me h d
A custom articulating chair with independent back recline and
seat pan tilt motions was built for this stud . The seat pan, pelvic,
and thoracic supports were mounted on si -a is load cells and
covered b thin la ers of foam. A pressure mat was overla ed on
top of the foam, and two interchangeable covers were evaluated
over the cushion assembl on the seat pan. One cover consisted
of a vin l fabric and the other a two-la er s stem of n lon fabric.
20 able-bodied people (10 male, 10 female) volunteered for
this stud . Participants sat in the chair with it in a neutral position
(i.e., with no back recline or seat pan tilt), and with the vin l
cover on the seat pan. The back recline and seat pan tilt were set
to 0 , 10 , or 20 and 0 , 15 , or 30 , respectivel . The chair was
moved to each combination of back recline and seat pan tilt (9
total) in a random order, and interface pressure and force data
were collected in each position. The two-la er n lon cover was
then placed on the seat pan, and the sitting protocol was repeated.
Pressure measurements were then segmented. Pressures on
the posterior half of the mat on the seat pan were considered to
be on the buttocks, and pressures on the inferior third of the back
pressure mat were considered to be on the lower back. Ma imum
pressures from both regions were recorded in ever position.
Re
a d Di c i
Ma imum pressures in the buttocks and lower back at each
recline angle and seat pan tilt are reported in Figure 1. The data
indicate recline increased ma imum pressures in the buttocks and
lower back, while seat pan tilt decreased pressure in both regions.

Shear forces from the seat pan are reported at all angles of recline
for the vin l and two-la er n lon covers in Figure 3. Recline
increased shear force on the seat pan, and the two-la er n lon
cover reduced shear force b 10% relative to the vin l cover.

Fig e 2: Effects of back recline and two covers on shear forces on the
seating surface. The two-la er n lon cover reduced shear forces on the
seating surface significantl in the half recline positions (*) and b about
10% across all positions. Recline increased shear forces (+).

The goal of this stud was to describe the effects of repositioning
and surface cover material on interface loads and pressures while
seated. Data showed that back recline, although used to relieve
pressure on wheelchair users, increased normal and shear loads
on the buttocks, putting them at higher risk of PI development.
Our results suggest that back recline be re-evaluated as a pressure
relief strateg and that seat pan tilt should instead be considered
to reduce PI risk in the buttocks and lower back. The two-la er
n lon cover was additionall shown to reduce the shear force on
the seat pan b 10% because the la ers of n lon slid relative to
one another. Seat pan tilt reduced normal pressure on the buttocks
and lower back, and the two-la er n lon cover reduced shear
force on the buttocks, therefore, both are potential strategies to
reduce the risk of PI formation.
Sig ifica ce
The findings from this stud have implications across clinical and
computational biomechanics. Clinicall , the results of this stud
assess protocols used to protect patients from PIs. The provide
evidence that current practices ma need to be re-evaluated. The
data from this stud are of further use to computational
biomechanists. Loading data from the buttocks and lower back
can be used as inputs for finite element models that estimate
internal stresses related to PI risk. This work advances our
understanding of risk factors related to PI formation in
wheelchair users.
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Fig e 1: Effects of back recline and seat pan tilt on the ma imum
pressures in the lower back and buttocks. Recline increased pressures in
both regions, while seat pan tilt decreased it, significance indicated b
asterisks (*).
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Introduction
A Reciprocating Gait Orthosis (RGO) is a bracing system which
includes a mechanism that helps the user initiate a gait pattern.
Current designs require the patient to use trunk extension to
trigger the mechanism and initiate ambulation. This unnatural
movement makes the device difficult to use and many patients
shuffle their feet instead of utilizing the reciprocating
mechanism. To allow for more natural ambulation, this research
designed a new mechanism and prototype RGO. The mechanism
triggers a reciprocated motion upon a shift in weight to the stance
leg. This is a more natural movement since users must shift their
weight to one side to allow the swing foot to clear the ground
regardless of the mechanism design [1]. We believe this
mechanism can revolutionize the RGO, increase patience usage,
and restore ambulation to immobile patients.
Methods
A Valparaiso University undergraduate design team completed a
design and prototyping process during the 2019-2020 school
year. Design requirements were defined in consultation with a
pediatric physical therapist. The RGO mechanism was designed
in SolidWorks CAD software. A scaled design was 3D printed to
confirm that the device moved as planned. Finally, the models
were scaled to life-size so that they could be manufactured to fit
a healthy test subject. Future testing will outfit a healthy test
subject with the RGO to further prove the efficacy of the device.
Results and Discussion
The mechanism consists of rotating hip components attached
though a large lever across the back of the individual. Figure 1
depicts mechanism design and the applied forces and
corresponding movements of the mechanism. When the user

shifts their weight to the stance leg, there is a large upward force
on the back of the corresponding hip component. This force
propels the stance leg backwards and lowers the lever
ipsilaterally. As the back lever rotates towards the stance leg, it
pulls upwards on the swing leg, propelling it forward. Once the
swing leg has been stepped forward, the user can shift their
weight onto that leg. The same process is repeated on the other
leg to facilitate a gait cycle.
The 3D printed, scaled mechanism was manually tested to
ensure that the device moved as predicted. Future work will
require manufacturing and testing of a physical prototype. A fullscale version of the device will be tested with human subjects to
confirm the mechanism moves as designed with the desired force
pattern and does not require activation of the leg muscles to walk.
This research has developed a novel RGO mechanism to meet
patient needs and has provided proof that the mechanism can
initiate a gait cycle through a lateral shift in weight rather than
trunk extension.
Significance
This project intends to improve mobility and comfort for the
thousands of patients who utilize RGOs. Current models are not
intuitive and frequently do not imp o e he e
ell-being.
This preliminary study proves the feasibility of redesigning the
mechanism to improve the user experience and quality of life. A
new RGO device will modify therapy practices and can restore
mobility to patients.
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Figure 1. Magnified view of the hip mechanism with arrows indicating how it moves with an applied force. The black arrow indicates
the applied force, the red arrows show the subsequent internal movement of the mechanism, and the green arrows show the output
reciprocated motion of the device.
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In rod c ion
O er e inj rie of he pper e remi ie are common among
man al heelchair er [1]. The e concern are magnified hen
heelchair e begin a a o ng age. Pre io
ork ha fo nd
ha 50% of p h rim force ma be a ed, b no being direc ed
o ard he for ard mo ion of he heelchair [2]. Therefore,
op imi ing p h rim kine ic efficienc d ring prop l ion ma aid
in red cing o er e inj r ri k. Efficienc of heelchair
prop l ion ha been pre io l e amined
ing frac ional
effec i e force (FEF) [3]; hi i he ra io of he force direc ed
o ard for ard mo ion o he o al force e er ed pon he p h
rim. In er en ion o impro e FEF ma incl de modifica ion o
join kinema ic , par ic larl of he pper e remi ie and r nk.
Ho e er, fac or independen of kinema ic ma infl ence FEF,
and o e al a e he po en ial effec i ene of ch in er en ion
i i impor an o nder and he e en o hich FEF can be
e plained or predic ed b join kinema ic . F r hermore, i i
impor an o nder and ho
hi dependence ma
ar
according o fl c a ing prop l i e demand , incl ding change
in rface re i ance or inclina ion. To hed ligh on he e
q e ion , he p rpo e of hi
d
a o e amine he e en o
hich pper e remi and r nk kinema ic e plain he ariance
fo nd in FEF hile ing a man al heelchair acro
ario
rface .
Me hod
Thi
d f r her anal ed kinema ic and kine ic da a collec ed
d ring a d of el e adole cen man al heelchair er [4].
3D kinema ic of he r nk, righ ho lder, elbo , and ri (60
H , MVN Biomech, X en , NL) ere collec ed nchrono l
i h 3D p h rim kine ic (240 H , Smar Wheel, O -Fron ,
Me a, AZ) d ring hree rface condi ion ( ile, ramp, and ma ).
Da a collec ed d ring prop l ion of a andard high reng h
ligh eigh
heelchair (K4)
ere anal ed. For
ile ,
par icipan ra er ed a le el iled floor; he ramp condi ion
con i ed of a cending an ADA complian ramp, hile ma
con i ed of ra er ing a pol foam ma o repre en gra
errain. Da a from he prop l ion pha e ere e rac ed and ime
normali ed o 101 poin . FEF a calc la ed for each condi ion
a he ame ime poin .
Par ial lea q are regre ion (PLSR) ere r n for each
rface and heelchair condi ion combina ion ing MATLAB
(2019a, Ma h ork ). A n-1 re pon e ec or (ob er a ion FEF)
and a n-p predic or ma ri (ob er a ion
kinema ic ariable )
ere con r c ed for each
rface. PLSR genera ed linear
combina ion of predic or ariable (componen )
hich
e plained he ma im m po ible c m la i e ariance in FEF.
The dimen ionali
of he modelled rela ion hip be een

predic or and re pon e can be red ced b elec ing a limi ed
n mber of componen ha e plain a e percen age of he
c m la i e ariance e plained b he f ll model. A o come
mea re , e defined he n mber of componen needed and he
c m la i e ariance predic ed a 95% of he f ll model
c m la i e ariance (e.g., if a condi ion had a ma im m
c m la i e ariance of 80%, he re l ing hre hold o ld be
76%), o define he le el a
hich FEF a predic ed b
kinema ic .
Re l and Di c ion
Of he hree rface , he ile condi ion model req ired he
grea e n mber of predic or componen and e plained he
lo e c m la i e ariance in FEF. Prop l ion on he ile rface
ha he lo e m c lo kele al
em demand, i h he lo e
repor ed p h rim force [4]. The finding are con i en i h he
propo i ion ha prop l ion in he ile condi ion allo for a ider
range of po en ial kinema ic pa ern re l ing in he ame p h
rim force pa ern . O erall, he c m la i e ariance e plained
follo ed a po i i e rela ion hip i h he m c lo kele al demand
of he rface condi ion a q an ified b he a erage angen ial
force pre io l repor ed in ile-ramp-ma a cending order [4].
The rela i e co , or de rimen , of a lo FEF ma be con iderabl
lo er in lo -demand rface ( ile) b increa e i h demand.
While a ide range of kinema ic are iable d ring lo demand
condi ion , pecific kinema ic ma pla a more cr cial role in
de ermining FEF hen he m c lo kele al demand increa e,
and heelchair er ma be di ad an aged o a grea er e en b
a le han op imal FEF.
Significance
The c rren
d fo nd ha
pper e remi
and r nk
kinema ic e plain he c m la i e ariance in FEF o a grea er
e en in more demanding rface condi ion . To impro e p h
rim efficienc , in er en ion arge ing kinema ic pa ern ma be
mo beneficial hen heelchair er are propelling in high
demand i a ion .
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Ho pi al, Ke ler Fo nda ion, and he Willi Fo nda ion.
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Table 1. PLSR re l for e plaining a lea 95% of he ma im m c m la i e ariance in FEF b kinema ic .

# of Componen
Variance E plained (%)

Tile
8
59.84

Ramp
3
64.32

Ma
3
79.25

, 81: 1575-1581
, 76: 420-6
, 80: 910-15
, 14(3): 209-1
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Introduction
A
About 35-50% of steps taken during typical daily activity are
turning steps.[1] Poor turn performance (e.g. increased turn
duration) in older adults is associated with weak hip abductor
strength and increased fall risk.[2, 3] Hip osteoarthritis (OA) is a
debilitating condition in older adults that is associated with poor
turn performance.[4] However, it is unknown if turn performance
differs based on the direction of the turn or changes over
prolonged walking. Additionally, it is unknown if turning
metrics in older adults with hip OA are related to fall risk. Thus,
the purpose of this study was to: 1) compare spatiotemporal
stepping metrics based on turn direction for the first and last
B
C
minute of the 6-min walk test (6MWT), 2) determine if turn
performance was related to dynamic balance performance
(Functional Gait Assessment (FGA)) in people with unilateral hip
OA.
Methods
Thirteen patients with end-stage hip OA awaiting total hip
arthroplasty (8 male, 64.8 + 6.2 y, BMI: 28.1 + 4.3 kg/m2) were
enrolled. During the 6MWT[5], spatiotemporal stepping metrics
(Fig 1A) were recorded using an 8-sensor fully body IMU system
(Xsens Technologies) and calculated with a custom MATLAB
code. The involved limb was identified as the planned surgical
limb. Following the 6MWT, participants completed the FGA [6]
and hip abductor isometric muscle strength testing. Percent
change was calculated for all turning metrics comparing the last
to the first minute of the 6MWT. Spearman rho correlations were
used to assess relationships between turning metrics, 6MWT
distance, and FGA scores.
Results and Discussion
Four participants consistently self-selected to turn towards
the involved limb (IL group), four participants consistently selfselected to turn towards the uninvolved limb (UL group), and five
participants self-selected to vary their turn direction (varied
direction (VD) group) during the first and last minute of the
6MWT. The UL group had the weakest affected limb hip
abductor muscle strength (IL: 21.1 + 9.0 lbs; UL group: 16.1 +
10 lbs; VD group: 19.9 + 6.6 lbs). During the last minute of the
6MWT, the UL group had the largest decrease in turning step
duration and the largest increase in number of turning steps
followed by the VD group then the IL group (Fig 1A).
Across the sample during the first minute, shorter step
duration and a greater number of turning steps were associated
with higher FGA scores (Fig 1B & C). This is surprising given
that only one of the ten FGA items evaluates turning. Also,
longer 6MWT distance was associated with higher FGA scores
(Fig 1D). These results suggest that turning performance and
6MWT distance may be related to other domains of balance
evaluated by the FGA (e.g., change in walking speed, tandem
walking).
Significance
Overall, our findings suggest that assessing turns during the
6MWT using IMUs may provide insight beyond walking

D
Figure 1. Turn strategies based
on group (A). First minute step
turn metrics related to FGA (B
& C). Total 6MWT distance
related to FGA score; VD Group
= turns in both directions, UL
Group = turn toward uninvolved
limb, IL Group = turn towards
involved
limb,
FGA
=
Functional Gait Assessment

endurance, including self-selected turning patterns and dynamic
balance performance. The self-selected strategy for turn direction
during the 6MWT may be attributed in part to involved hip
abductor weakness associated with turning towards the
uninvolved limb. Also, the associations between turning metrics
and total 6MWT distance with FGA scores warrant larger sample
studies to investigate this possible relationship. If larger sample
studies support these trends, clinical use of IMUs during the
6MWT may be beneficial to identify physical intervention targets
such as turning mechanics and associated balance performance.
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Introduction
The new Army Combat Fitness Test (ACFT) has brought
significant attention to what factors of human anatomy provide
advantages or disadvantages in performance. Two
anthropometric characteristics of particular interest are
individual’s height and relative limb length. A dynamic
simulation modelling the human body as a four-link pendulum
was developed to allow optimization for throwing distance. This
simulation is an expansion on previous work with a two-link
pendulum that only modelled the upper and lower arm of a
participant conducting the SPT. The four-links allowed for a
more realistic simulation where the upper and lower leg, torso,
and arms are modelled as rigid links working in series to throw a
ball overhead for maximum distance. The purpose of conducting
this study was to provide a consistent model that analyses the
Standing Power Throw (SPT) event of the ACFT and how the
limb lengths may impact that performance.
Methods
A dynamic simulation to estimate human motion was developed
using MATLAB [Natick, MA]. The differential equations of
motion for a four-link pendulum, rotating about a fixed point,
were developed. The weight and length proportions were based
on research estimating mass moment of inertia for each limb [1].
This simulation utilized the fmincon function, which allows for
the input of constraints and objectives to satisfy, along with a cost
function to optimize our mathematical model [2]. The constraints
of the model included the angular range of motion between each
link, which were determined by the limits of normal human joint
motion during an overhead ball throw. The objectives of the
model were defined by initial start and end position of the four
links, where the cost function was set to maximize for the
translational velocity of the end of the fourth link. This ultimately
achieves a maximum throwing distance. The optimization held
the release point, segment masses, and maximum allowable joint
torque constant throughout each of the trials, therefore allowing
us to isolate limb length for estimation.
To investigate the impact of limb length, this optimization
scaled lengths for the four links. Each of the proportions for the
lower and upper leg, torso, and arms were multiplied by a factor
of either 0.5, 1.0, or 2.0 to keep a consistent proportion of limb
lengths for each of the trials (Figure 1). The purpose of this study
is to compare the results of each iteration with varying limb

lengths, not specifically to predict human performance or match
experimental data.
Results and Discussion
Optimal solutions for each of scaled link lengths were found, and
a positive relationship appeared between the length of limbs and
the distance thrown. The percentage changes shown in Figure 1
were compared relative to the 1.0 proportion limb lengths, where.
a decrease of 49.26% from 1.0 to 0.5 and increase of 40.78%
from 1.0 to 2.0 were recorded. With consistent torques limits
being applied to each of the links, larger velocity was possible at
the instant of release with longer limbs. This is often seen in
throwing sports, such as baseball pitching, where taller
individuals can produce a higher velocity at the end effector
(hand).
The complexity of the differential equations of motion for a
four-link pendulum can lead to lengthy optimizations and
sometimes non-intuitive results. However, our simulation was
able to converge and reach a maximum for each of the three limb
length conditions. While fmincon does have terminating criteria
that end the simulation when optimization criterion are satisfied,
however we cannot be certain that these results are global minima
rather than local. Further exploration of initial conditions is
required to see if these simulations continue to converge to the
values below.
Significance
This study aims to identify the anthropometric differences
between individuals that may impact their performance during
the standing power throw. The results show that with all other
factors held constant, there is a positive trend between length of
limbs and distance a ball can be thrown overhead. The ACFT is
graded on a single scale, but there may be advantages to
performance based upon height. More research should be
completed to identify if scoring standards for the ACFT should
be normalized by limb lengths. This model also allows for future
research on how varied lengths of individual limbs, or their
associated torque limits at each joint, may impact an individual’s
ability to perform in the SPT.
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Figure 1: Time lapse of dynamic simulation with 1.0 proportionate link lengths. (Right to Left) Initial position, Mid-throw, Final
position with ball at maximum distance. The table shows the link lengths for the 3 optimizations, number of iterations for fimincon
to converge on optimal solution, distance of ball thrown, and percent change from link lengths of one.
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Introduction
Musculoskeletal conditions are associated with 574 million
physician visits, accounting for an annual cost of ~$796.3 billion.
Achilles and rotator cuff tendinopathies are the most frequently
reported [1]. Injured tendons are mechanically inferior, causing
functional impairment. Conservative therapies, like dry needling
(DN), involves “peppering” the tendon with a thin filiform needle
to create micro damage. However, DN is invasive and has mixed
success rates due to high inter-practitioner variability [2]. As
tendons are required to withstand high physiological loads, there
is a need for treatments that do not diminish tendon mechanical
properties while promoting healing. Focused ultrasound (fUS) is
an emerging ultrasound therapy that can non-invasively induce
thermal and/or mechanical bioeffects in a well-defined focal
volume, depending on the choice of ultrasound parameters (e.g.
pulse duration, energy) [3]. The objective of this study was to
evaluate the effect of DN and 3 different fUS parameter sets,
chosen to emphasize mechanical fractionation, on the elastic
properties of Achilles and supraspinatus tendons.
Methods
Ex vivo rat Achilles and supraspinatus tendons, 50 each, were
divided into sham, DN, fUS-1, fUS-2, and fUS-3 (n=10/group).
For DN, a 30G needle (Tai-Chi, Suzhou, Jiangsu, China) was
inserted and quickly removed from the central portion of the
tendon 5 times over 12s. Tendons were treated with fUS at
1.5MHz with peak +ve and -ve pressure of 89MPa and 26MPa,
respectively. The central portion of the tendon was exposed to
1ms pulses @10Hz for 60s for fUS-1, 10ms pulses @1Hz for 15s
for fUS-2, and 5ms pulses @1Hz for 60s for fUS-3. Following
treatment exposure, tendons were mechanically tested using an
MTS 858 Mini Bionix (MTS Systems Corp., Eden Prairie, MN)
mechanical testing system, using an established protocol [4].
Tendon elastic properties, including elastic modulus and
stiffness, were determined from the stress-strain curve and loaddisplacement curve, respectively. Group differences in elastic
parameters were assessed with two-way (treatment, tendon)
ANCOVA, with sex as a covariate, using SAS software (v9.4,
SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, NC); significance was set at p<0.05.
Results and Discussion
One hundred samples were successfully tested; 6 measures were
removed as outliers (>2SD outside mean). There was no
significant interaction between the treatments and tendons
(Achilles and supraspinatus), but main effects of treatment
(p=0.0023) and tendon (p=0.0109) were observed. Modulus of
Achilles tendons in sham (p=0.0240) and fUS-1 (p=0.0216) was
higher than DN (Fig.1a). Stiffness of Achilles tendons in sham
was higher than DN (p=0.0030), fUS-1 (p=0.0002), fUS-2
(p=0.0012), and fUS-3 (p=0.0005) (Fig.1b). Modulus of
supraspinatus tendons in sham was higher than DN (p=0.0280),
fUS-2 (p=0.0476), and fUS-3 (p=0.0450); modulus of fUS-1 was
higher than DN (p=0.0459) (Fig.1c). Stiffness of supraspinatus
tendons in sham was higher than DN (p=0.0334); stiffness of

fUS-1 was higher than DN (p=0.0045) and fUS-2 (p=0.0136)
(Fig.1d).

Figure 1: (a) Elastic modulus and (b) stiffness of Achilles tendons and
(c) elastic modulus and (D) stiffness of supraspinatus tendons exposed
to sham, dry needling (DN), or 3 parameter sets of focused ultrasound
(fUS-1; fUS-2; fUS-3). *(n-1) samples due to outlier being removed.

Results suggest that DN causes a decline in elastic properties of
both Achilles and supraspinatus tendons. It is possible that
repeated needle insertions weaken the tendon and negatively
affect the tendon’s ability to withstand load. fUS preserved
elastic modulus better than DN, with fUS-1 performing better
than fUS-2 and fUS-3. The observed differences in mechanical
parameters of Achilles and supraspinatus tendons may be driven
by the different roles these tendons play in vivo and suggests that
treatments may need to be tailored to the specific tendon.
Significance
Elastic modulus of both Achilles and supraspinatus tendons in the
fUS-1 group was similar to sham, suggesting that fUS-1 does not
diminish the tendons’ ability to withstand load. Ongoing work
involves investigating the in vivo mechanical and healing effects
of DN and fUS. Understanding the effects of fUS will help
evaluate fUS for clinical translation as an alternative, noninvasive treatment for Achilles and supraspinatus tendon injuries.
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Re
a dD c
Age, BMI, and se distribution ere not different bet een
groups (p .491). There as an interaction for hip and knee angle
such that the in ol ed limb of females ith FAIS demonstrated
less hip fle ion and knee fle ion than the dominant limb of
female HC (Figure 1). Females ith FAIS also demonstrated less
ankle dorsifle ion than HC regardless of limb (Table 1). There
ere no as mmetries in females ith FAIS (p .362). There ere
no significant interactions or main effects in males (p .084).
In support of our h pothesis, females
ith FAIS
demonstrated different kinematics than their health counterparts
and this as a se -specific difference not seen in males. This
pattern of decreased hip, knee, and ankle fle ion ma indicate a
pain-a oidant strateg because it circum ents the impingement
position that is h pothesi ed to be problematic for those ith
FAIS. Our data support recent ork indicating se -specific
mechanics in those ith FAIS.
Hip
Knee
Ankle

Group
FAIS
HC
FAIS
HC
FAIS
HC

Mean
.2
1.1
3.
.
2 .
31.

CI
( 2. , 1. )
( . , . )
( 0. , .0)
( .3, 102.4)
(2 . , 30.4)
(2 . , 33. )

Mean Diff

p

-14.0

.001

-12.1

.001

-2. 4

.03

Tab e 1: Mean joint fle ion for hip, knee, and ankle bet een the
in ol ed ersus the dominant limb in females onl .

Hi A g e (deg ee )

Ma e

K ee A g e (deg ee )

Me d
37 le el I/II athletes (cutting/jumping sports) diagnosed ith
FAIS and 16 health controls (HC) ithout hip pain under ent
3D motion anal sis during a DVJ task. The mean of three
successful trials from each participant as used for anal sis of
sagittal plane hip, knee, and ankle angles at the time of peak hip
fle ion. General Estimating Equations (GEE) ere used to
anal se se b group (FAIS; HC) b limb interactions;
significant interactions ere follo ed ith group b limb GEE
for males and females separatel . Post-hoc t-test results ere
reported if interactions ere significant. Main effects ere
reported if interactions ere not significant (p .05). Data ere
reported as mean (95% confidence inter al).

Fe a e

e A g e (deg ee )

I
d c
Femoroacetabular impingement s ndrome (FAIS) is the most
common cause of debilitating hip pain among oung, acti e
adults. Morphological ariants of the hip associated ith FAIS
ma contribute to motion-related pain, particularl in sports that
demand positions of significant hip fle ion. Mo ement patterns
in FAIS ma be se -specific1, hich could e plain h some
studies ha e reported orse outcomes in females follo ing
treatment2. This stud e amined the se -related differences in
sagittal plane mechanics during a drop ertical jump (DVJ), a
sports-related task requiring deep hip fle ion. The primar
h pothesis tested as that kinematics during the DVJ ould
differ bet een indi iduals ith FAIS and those ithout hip pain,
and that these differences ill be se -specific.

A

1

FAIS

HC

FAIS

HC

F
e 1: Bo plot of hip, knee, and ankle angles at the point of
peak hip fle ion. Data in the red bo represents females ith
FAIS, statisticall different from their HC counterparts.
S
f ca ce
These data indicate that se -specific inter entions and
rehabilitation ma be arranted for those ith FAIS. Se specific mo ement differences in these indi iduals should be the
focus of continued research. Additionall , future research should
in estigate hether these mo ement patterns persist postoperati el as this could impact inter ention decisions and
practices.
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Introduction
Children with cerebral palsy (CP) often exhibit a crouch gait
pattern, characterized by excessive knee flexion in stance, in part
due to altered muscle-tendon behavior. Crouch gait often results
in the knee and ankle extensors operating at lengths longer than
normal [1]. However, it remains challenging to assess the
functional force-length behavior of muscles during walking.
Our laboratories are investigating the use of shear wave
tensiometry to track tendon loading during walking directly and
noninvasively [2]. Tensiometers worn over superficial tendons
measure changes in shear wave speed along the tendon during
dynamic tasks [3]. The tensile load transmitted by the muscletendon is proportional to shear wave speed squared.
Tendon force measures can be fused with muscle-tendon
kinematics and EMG data to create a work loop plot [4]. The
direction of the loops informs the functional role of the muscletendon about the joint. For example, a counter-clockwise loop
indicates the muscle-tendon is acting as a motor to generate
positive net work, while a curve with minimal/zero net work
indicates spring-like behavior of the muscle-tendon. Muscle
EMG can be overlaid on the loops to understand the timing of
muscle activation. For this study, we investigate work loop plots
of the triceps surae (via the Achilles tendon) action about the
ankle and quadriceps (via the patellar tendon) action about the
knee in children with CP walking in crouch.
Methods
Seven children with CP (2F, 8-16 yrs) and 15 typically
developing controls (9F, 8-17 yrs) participated. Children with CP
were included if they had spastic diplegia, GMFCS Level I or II
status, and evidence of crouch (>20o average stance knee flexion
angle) gait. Reflective markers and EMG sensors were placed
over the lower limbs. Shear wave tensiometers were secured over
the Achilles and patellar tendons. All subjects walked over
ground at their preferred speed. A subject-specific calibration
procedure was used to estimate muscle-tendon force from shear
wave speed squared [2]. The excursions of the muscle-tendon
units about the joints were calculated from joint angles and
tendon moment arms. Forces were normalized to body weight
and excursions to leg length. Work-loop plots were used to
evaluate net work of each muscle-tendon group about its joint.
Results and Discussion
Our results show a redistribution of muscular work by the
children with CP walking in crouch compared to typically
developing controls. Children with CP used their triceps surae as
springs (Fig 1), producing minimal net work during walking from
foot contact (FC) to foot off (FO) (Table 1). In contrast, controls
generally use their triceps surae as a motor to generate positive
net work in stance (p = 0.028).
The reverse was true at the knee. Controls used their
quadriceps as a spring through midstance (from FC to opposite
foot contact (OFC)) (Table 1), while children with CP used their
quadriceps muscles as motors to generate significantly larger
positive net work than controls (p = 0.002).

Figure 1: Average work loops show a redistribution of work by children
with CP compared to controls. Medial gastrocnemius and Vastus
Lateralis EMG is overlaid for triceps surae and quadriceps work loops,
respectively, with timing of FC (*), OFC ( ), and FO (+) noted.
Table 1. Net work (dimensionless) during relevant portion of stance.
Controls
Children with CP
Achilles (FC to FO)
0.024 ± 0.010
-0.001 ± 0.005
Patellar (FC to OFC)
-0.002 ± 0.002
0.011 ± 0.013

The spring-like behavior of the controls q ad icep aligns
with previous literature on knee torque-angle curves, where the
quadriceps eccentrically control knee flexion during loading
response and concentrically extend the knee in midstance [5].
Closer inspection of the timing of force and length for the two
groups showed work differences were primarily driven by
sustained force production in CP through midstance while the
quadriceps were shortening. On average, the children with CP
also produced a third less peak Achilles force and double the peak
patellar force compared to controls. Overall, the reversal of
functional roles of the triceps surae about the ankle and the
quadriceps about the knee in children with CP lends greater
insight into the mechanics of pathologic gait.
Significance
The work loop approach combines muscle-tendon forces,
lengths, and activations to characterize the functional role of the
muscle-tendon about the joint. Quantifying quadriceps force in
children with CP is clinically relevant, and shear wave
tensiometers now provide an opportunity to attain this metric
without musculoskeletal modelling estimates [6]. Future work
could use the work loop approach to investigate changes in
muscle-tendon function pre- and post- crouch gait treatment.
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Methods
1 male subject gave informed consent and completed 6 visits.
On da 1, a p o he i fi ed he bjec i h he
lowprofile Variflex foot (LP) with the manufacturer recommended
stiffness category (Rec Cat), one Cat more stiff (+1), one Cat less
stiff (-1), and two Cat less stiff (-2) and ensured that affected leg
(AL) hip height, foot size, and alignment matched the unaffected
leg (UL). The prosthetist also fitted the subject with the BiOM
prosthesis with each of the passive LP feet using the same criteria
of hip height, foot size, and alignment. The power setting for the
BiOM was objectively tuned so that during walking at 1.25 m/s,
he bjec AL prosthetic ankle angle, moment, power, and net
mechanical work normalized to body mass with the BiOM were
within 2 SD of biological ankle data from 20 non-amputees [7].
On subsequent days, the subject completed a total of 16 walking
trials using different Cat of the LP (Rec, +1, -1, -2) with and
without the BiOM. For trials with the BiOM, we used 3 different
power settings, the tuned power (Rec Power), and +10% and
+20% more than Rec power. In each trial, the subject walked for

5 min at 1.25 m/s on a dual-belt force-measuring treadmill
(Bertec, Columbus, OH) while we collected rates of O2
consumption and CO2 production using indirect calorimetry
(ParvoMedics, Sandy, UT). Then, we used the Brockway
equation [6] to calculate gross metabolic power from the last 2
min of each 5-min trial and normalized to body mass including
the respective prosthesis configuration.
Results and Discussion
While using the recommended stiffness Cat and no BiOM,
gross metabolic power was 3.82 W/kg. Compared to the other 15
prosthesis configurations, only 1 resulted in a numerically lower
gross metabolic power, the BiOM with +1 Cat and +20% power
(3.79 W/kg). In agreement with Ingraham et al. [5], using the
BiOM with a power setting higher than the Rec results in
numerically lower metabolic power than using the BiOM with
the same stiffness Cat at Rec power. In contrast to Fey et al. [2],
when the subject walked using the LP only at stiffness categories
less stiff than Rec, metabolic power was numerically higher.
Metabolic Power
(W/kg)

Introduction
On level ground, people with transtibial amputation (TTA)
using a passive-elastic prosthesis require 10-30% more metabolic
energy to walk at the same speeds as non-amputees [1]. Use of a
less stiff passive-elastic prosthetic foot has reduced metabolic
cost in a modelling study [2], but a different experimental study
found that prosthetic foot stiffness had no effect on oxygen
consumption during level-ground walking at preferred speeds
(0.65-1.20m/s) [3]. Prosthetic foot stiffness is prescribed by
man fact rers sing an indi id al s bod mass and acti it le el,
which may not be optimized to reduce metabolic cost while
walking. Moreover, previous studies of people with TTA using a
BiOM powered prosthesis during walking have reported
conflicting metabolic cost results. Herr and Grabowski found that
people with TTA using the BiOM had similar metabolic costs as
non-amputees walking at 1.0-1.75 m/s [1]. However, Gardinier
et al. reported no difference in metabolic cost for people with
TTA walking at 1.31 m/s using the BiOM compared to their
passive prosthesis [4]. These conflicting results may be due to
different power settings used in the BiOM. Ingraham et al.
reported that people with TTA walking at 1.21 m/s using the
BiOM reduced metabolic cost 8.8% with a power setting 18-40%
greater than what was chosen by a prosthetist using net prosthetic
ankle work in relation to normative net ankle work data reported
from the BiOM , which indicates that a higher power setting of
the BiOM reduces metabolic cost [5].We determined the
independent and combined effects of prosthetic stiffness and
power on the metabolic cost of people with TTA during walking.
We hypothesized that use of a prosthetic foot less stiff than
recommended combined with stance-phase power greater than
recommended would result in the lowest metabolic power during
walking on level ground in people with TTA compared with more
stiff and lower power prosthetic settings.
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3.82 3.79

4.5

4.39 4.18 4.58 4.23 4.38

1.0
0.0

LP BiOM BiOM BiOM BiOM BiOM BiOM BiOM
Rec +1
-1
-1
-1
-2
-2
-2
+20% 0% +10% +20% 0% +10% +20%
Figure 1: Gross metabolic power (W/kg) of a subject walking at 1.25
m/s with 7 prosthetic foot configurations. LP is the passive-elastic
prosthetic foot and BiOM is the powered prosthesis. Rec, +1, -1 and -2
represent the LP prosthetic foot stiffness category. The power setting for
the BiOM is 0% for the tuned, and +10%, and +20% power.

Significance
The results of this case study imply that the BiOM prosthetic
power setting may be more important for reducing metabolic cost
during walking than the stiffness of the prosthetic foot.
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Introduction
Individuals with transtibial amputation (TTA) have a higher
incidence of trips and falls [1]. One potential contributing factor
to increased fall risk is the inability of the prosthetic foot to
actively dorsiflex during swing, reducing minimum toe clearance
(MTC). Low MTC and high MTC variability are associated with
increased fall risk [2]. MTC can be measured experimentally
using motion capture systems or foot mounted inertial
measurement units (IMU). Both approaches have limitations as
motion capture constrains measurement to laboratory
environments and current approaches with IMUs rely on prior
knowledge of shoe size [3] or assumptions regarding the foot’s
orientation during swing that may not apply to individuals with
TTA [4]. To address these limitations, we developed an
estimation approach that calculated MTC by approximating the
trajectory of the toe during swing. To validate our approach, we
then compared our calculated values of MTC to those from
motion capture for an individual with TTA.
Methods
A 39 year old male with unilateral TTA walked on the
treadmill at three self-selected slow (0.70 m/s), preferred (1.23
m/s), and fast (1.88 m/s) speeds for at least 2 minutes each. An
IMU was affixed to the laces of the shoe on his prosthetic foot.
As a “ground truth” reference, an optical motion capture system
tracked a reflective marker placed on the distal tip of the shoe on
the prosthetic foot.
Using position estimates from a pedestrian dead-reckoning
algorithm [5], we calculated relative foot clearance (RFC) as the
minimum vertical distance between the IMU’s position during
swing and its position during foot-flat [3]. In our approach, we
constrained the motion of the IMU about a stationary center of
rotation (CoR) between foot-flat and toe-off, which approximates
the location of the toe. We calculated for the location of the CoR
in the IMU reference frame using the following equation,
=

+

×

+

×(

×

)

where sas and sac are the accelerations of the IMU and the CoR in
the sensor frame, s s is the angular velocity of the IMU, and src
is the rotational moment arm about the CoR in the sensor frame.
We calculated the src at each point between foot-flat and toe-off
where the sensor’s pitch angular velocity was greater than 50%
of the local maximum then calculated the mean src vector for each
speed. At every time point, this vector was rotated to the lab
reference frame then subtracted from the IMU position trajectory
to calculate the approximate trajectory of the toe. MTC was then
calculated as the minimum vertical distance between the CoR
during swing and its position during foot-flat (MTCCoR). We used
a linear mixed model to test for fixed effects in measurement
method and speed and performed paired t-tests between levels.
Results and Discussion
Using the motion capture-based estimate of MTC as
reference, MTCCoR had smaller mean absolute differences
compared to RFC over the tested walking speeds (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Toe clearance probability density curves for MTC measures
Pairwise comparisons and mean average differences (D) between
MTCMocap and RFC/MTCCoR. Vertical lines are distribution means.

The potential advantage of the MTCCoR over the RFC
estimate can be attributed to its sensitivity to the foot’s pitch
angle. RFC is a proxy measure for MTC and assumes the foot’s
pitch angle during swing is the same as during foot-flat. This
assumption cannot be made for individuals with TTA as they
typically compensate for the lack of prosthetic dorsiflexion with
increased hip and knee flexion. Because the MTCCoR estimate
uses the approximate location of the toe to calculate MTC, it is
sensitive to the foot’s pitch angle during swing.
The within-participant variability of MTC as measured with
motion capture were comparable to published values MTC
variability [2,6]. IMU-based estimates of MTC had greater
variability, which suggests sources of error in calculation rather
than variability due to changes in movement. Thus, while our
approach may be able to estimate mean MTC given a large
enough sample size, it may need to be further refined to yield
salient information regarding movement variability. One way to
mitigate the signal noise, which propagates into MTC estimate
errors, is to affix the IMU more rigidly to the shoe to reduce
sensor movement during foot-flat.
Significance
Our MTC estimate is unique for its approximation of the toe’s
trajectory during swing without prior knowledge of shoe size.
Thus, this is a robust approach for long-term MTC measurements
outside of the laboratory. This measure may be a useful
assessment of fall risk associated with clinical interventions for
individuals with TTA.
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Introduction
National Biomechanics Day (NBD) started in 2016 with the
vision of teaching biomechanics in high schools across the U.S.
Over the last five years, NBD has grown into a worldwide
celebration. Biomechanists have created 394 NBD events across
30 nations, which have reached over 29,000 students and 950
teachers. Since 2016, NBD has connected biomechanics
laboratories worldwide through coordinated events, social media,
contests, articles in lay and scientific journals, media stories,
music playlists, fun and wild graphics, and more. A full
explanation of NBD's vision and motivation is explained in Why
“National Biomechanics Day”[1]. In 2019, The Biomechanics
Initiative, Inc (TBI) was created as the parent organization for
NBD. With the success of NBD outreach and support from
generous sponsoring organizations, TBI aspired to do more to
inspire young people to make an impact on the field of
biomechanics. These ambitions led us to create funding
opportunities to support NBD events globally and promote
outreach to underrepresented groups. We discuss four programs
that launched in 2020 and 2021 and their outcomes.
Australia National Biomechanics Day Grant
The Australian NBD Grant and Textbook Program aims to
engage Australian high school students with biomechanics
through two approaches. First, the grant provides Australian
universities financial assistance to deliver an NBD event that
facilitates a biomechanics experience for local high school
students within a university setting. In the current climate where
funding at universities is limited, this grant will assist smaller
universities in running an event where they might not otherwise
have the capacity to do so. The two recipients of the 2021 grant
will be running their first NBD events. Second, the textbook
p og am p o ide copie of he biomechanic e book, A Trail
Guide to Movement, f om Books of Discovery, to high schools
that participate in the NBD events organized by the grantreceiving universities. This provides a resource for the classroom
that fosters continuing engagement in biomechanics from both
the teacher and the students long after their NBD concluded.
NBD – ASB Black Biomechanists Grant
The Black Biomechanist Outreach Through NBD award was
spawned from an enthusiastic affiliation between TBI, the
American Society for Biomechanics (ASB), and also with the
approval of the newly formed Black Biomechanist Association.
Its purpose is to encourage NBD events by Black Biomechanists
and their allies. The grants provide funding for NBD events and
also pay for one student registration at ASB 2021 per award. In
the first year of this grant, TBI received 11 submissions (6
students and 5 professionals) from the United States (10) and
Nigeria (1). Of those submissions, five grants were funded (4
students and 1 professional) from both countries. The grant
reviewers were all members of the Black Biomechanists
Association. Overall, the first year of this program was a success,
providing biomechanics opportunities to increase diversity and
representation within the field and create awareness for the Black

Biomechanist Association on social media and create awareness
around the specific needs of this community within the
biomechanics field.
Brazilian Biomechanics Experience
The Brazilian Biomechanics Experience encourages the longterm engagement of young students with biomechanics. While
there are Brazilian programs funding youngsters enrolled with
science and university research groups during high school, it is
unclear if the students remain interested in science after the
funding ends. In the first year, this initiative promoted an online
symposium that combines the importance of science to society
and how biomechanics connects with different professions. The
online symposium brings together professors and students
sharing their experiences and views about biomechanics. To
further promote these youngsters' continued enrollment with
science and biomechanics, the initiative supports the
participation of up to five students in the Brazilian Congress of
Biomechanics, the biggest biomechanics event from Latin
America. In 2021, there were 134 registrations to join the
symposium, and three high school students willing to share their
experience during the event.
NBD – ISB Women in Biomechanics Grant
The Women in Biomechanics Grant was created with the
International Society of Biomechanics (ISB), and also with the
encouragement of the newly formed biomechanics group,
International Womxn in Biomechanics. The grants provide
funding to host NBD events to diversify biomechanics,
specifically groups that are predominantly female, and they
provide registration for the ISB 2021 conference. In the first year,
we had 20 submissions from 8 countries (Australia, Brazil,
Canada, India, New Zealand, Taiwan, United Kingdom, and the
United States). Seven grants were funded from five countries
(Australia, Canada, New Zealand, Taiwan, and United States).
The first year of this program was also a success given the
number of applicants, and especially the geographic and cultural
diversity represented in the submissions.
Significance
Enthusiasm for National Biomechanics Day has spread across the
globe, inspiring future biomechanists and new biomechanics
groups. Through these funding awards, we aim to promote
opportunities to reach new populations and encourage diversity
in the field. TBI & NBD are now able to contribute back to the
biomechanics community. Together we will make biomechanics
the breakthrough science of the 21st century.
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within the concave glenoid
relationship between measured EMGs and active stiffness so that
(concavity compression).2 An important component of
we could determine which muscle groups contributed most to
rehabilitation for dislocation is strengthening rotator cuff muscles
increasing the translational stiffness of the glenohumeral joint.
because they generate compressional forces and are thought to be
We also used our the measured EMGs to predict active stiffness
the primary joint stabilizers. However, rehabilitation outcomes
from our computational model to determine how well it
are still suboptimal.3 Limited understanding of potential active
accounted for the experimental measures of active stiffness.
stabilizing mechanisms beyond concavity compression may
hinder the success of rehabilitation. Muscles also directly resist
Results and Discussion
humeral head translation when stretched due to their intrinsic
Shoulder muscles increase active stiffness differently depending
stiffness.4 Intrinsic stiffness increases with muscle activity,5 but
on their line of action. For muscles that predominantly produce
the degree to which intrinsic muscle stiffness actively contributes
compressional forces, concavity compression is the dominant
to keeping the humeral head centered has yet to be explored. Our
stabilizing mechanism (Fig. 1B). As the line of action becomes
objective was to determine how shoulder muscles increase
larger, active stiffness provided through intrinsic muscle stiffness
glenohumeral stiffness—the resistance to humeral head
increases. A muscle can increase active stiffness through its
translation—through concavity compression and intrinsic muscle
intrinsic stiffness as much as four times as it can through
stiffness mechanisms. We hypothesized that muscles with larger
concavity compression as the line of action approaches 40°. Since
lines of action (i.e., primary shoulder movers) can contribute to
active stiffness from both mechanisms scales linearly with
glenohumeral stiffness through their own intrinsic muscle
muscle force (and PCSA), larger muscles can increase active
stiffness, increasing glenohumeral stiffness overall as much as or
stiffness more overall than smaller muscles.
more than rotator cuff muscles.
Experimentally, EMGs in rotator cuff muscles and primary
shoulder movers were positively correlated with active stiffness.
Methods
EMGs recorded from the primary shoulder movers were a better
We created a computational model to estimate active stiffness,
predictor of active stiffness than EMGs recorded from the rotator
defined as the increase in glenohumeral stiffness due to muscle
cuff muscles (R2=0.80 vs. R2=0.56; P<0.001). Active stiffness
activation beyond the stiffness provided from passive stabilizing
predicted from our computational model based on experimental
structures. The model was derived from a 2D rigid-body analysis
EMGs correlated well with, but overestimated, our experimental
(Fig. 1A). Active stiffness due to concavity compression (KxCC;
estimates of active stiffness (R2=0.78; modeled active stiffness =
Eq. 1) depends on the force a muscle produces (Fmuscle), its line
2.7x experimental active stiffness; Fig. 1C). This overestimation
of action (θ), and the glenoid angle at different humeral head
may be due to estimating stiffness of arm soft tissue in series with
displacements (ϕ(∆x)). Active stiffness due to intrinsic muscle
glenohumeral stiffness.
stiffness (KxIMS; Eq. 2) depends on a muscle’s line of action and
intrinsic stiffness (Kintrinsic).
Significance
We compared the model predictions to experimental
Our results suggest that shoulder muscles with large lines of
estimates of active stiffness and recorded muscle activity during
action, like the primary shoulder movers (e.g., pec. major,
shoulder torque generation. Data were collected from 15 healthy
θ=34°), can actively stabilize the glenohumeral joint. The
adults (8F). Mechanical properties of the shoulder were measured
stabilizing potential of the primary shoulder movers should be
using a linear actuator to apply small, stochastic, anterioremphasized in rehabilitation protocols to treat shoulder
posterior perturbations that translated the humeral head in the
dislocations in addition to the rotator cuff muscles.
glenoid. Measurements were made at 90° abduction, 0° rotation
as subjects generated isometric torques. System identification
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Introduction
Consistent force production of the lower extremities is crucial
for motor performance. The unintentional variability in
voluntary contractions during daily tasks can be quantified and
observed in terms of force control. With age, adults tend to have
increased variability values when compared to younger aged
adults. An increase in variability has been associated with a
decrease in gait function, increase in gait variability and an
increased risk of debilitating falls.
Prior research observed an increase in measures of
variability in older adults (OA) compared to young adults (YA)
during isometric tasks across multiple joints (1,2). The
plantarflexors (PF) and the dorsiflexors (DF) have been
examined due to the contributions to the performance of almost
all activities of daily living, including gait (1). Therefore, the
age-associated increase in force variability in the ankle could
impair the ability of OA.
This particular study examines how aging effects 1)
maximal force and force control during ankle plantarflexion
and dorsiflexion, 2) spatiotemporal gait performance, and 3) the
relationship between force control and gait performance in
healthy O. This analysis tests the presumption that gait
variability during over ground walking will have an association
with an increased level of force variability in the lower
extremities and that OA with higher levels of gait variability
will display higher levels of force variability.
Methods
A cross-sectional research design compared force steadiness
within the lower extremity and stride-to-stride gait variability
of healthy OA. Ten OA:62±7 years and 10 YA: 24±5 years, p
<.001) completed ten over-ground walking trials at selfselected speed. Next, participants underwent assessment of
maximal force production and submaximal force control
(5%,10%,20% MVC) of the ankle dorsiflexors (DF) and plantar
flexors (PF). All participants completed Simple Physical
Activity Questionnaire (SIMPAQ) prior to beginning the
assessments.
Results and Discussion

Figure 1A. Plantarflexor Force Variability between OA
and YA (* = p < 0.05).

The results showed that OA had a reduction in joint torque.
Maximal isometric force was statistically lower across both the
PF and DF muscle groups in OA compared to YA (P < 0.05).
On average, OA produced 43% less PF force and 28% less DF
maximal force. Examination of submaximal PF and DF force
control (Figure 1A and B) revealed that the OA produced higher
levels of force variability at 5% and 10% MVC compared to
YA (P < 0.05). No statistically significant difference was noted
at 20% MVC.
Gait analysis revealed decreased cadence, lower gait
speed, decreased stride length and higher step width in OA. No
differences were detected between OA and YA and no
significant relationships were present between force control and
gait variability in either group. However, physical activity
levels, as measured by the SIMPAQ, were found to be related
to spatiotemporal variability.
Our research indicates that force control in OA is
significantly impaired at lower MVC percentages compared to
higher levels, leading to gait variations. We found no
relationship between gait variability and force variability
Regular physical activity may contribute to this finding.
Exercise is associated with improved walking capacity and so
physical activity may operate a central mechanism in
preserving gait function in older populations and those at a
higher risk of falling.
Significance
Loss of lower extremity control and strength due to aging can
have negative effects on functional performance. This
investigation examines potential underlying mechanisms, their
relationship to locomotor dysfunction and the possible aid in
preserving functional capacity in OA.
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d ci
Pa kin on Di ea e (PD) i a ne odegene a i e di o de ha
p edominan l affec mo emen , incl ding alking, di ec l
impac ing he pace and h hm of each ep1. T eadmill alking
ha been ili ed a bo h an a e men and ehabili a i e
app oach in PD o e al a e and imp o e pa ial- empo al
pa ame e (STP), ch a
ide leng h and ide ime2,3. While
eadmill alking i a afe and effec i e ph ical in e en ion,
ho indi id al i h PD change and adap hei alking pa e n
d ing a ingle e po e o eadmill alking emain nkno n.
In compa i on, die ha e indica ed ha fo op imal gai da a
collec ion, in heal h o ng ad l pop la ion , he pa icipan
ho ld ha e a lea fi e min e of familia i a ion i h he
in
men ed pli -bel eadmill befo e he collec ion begin4.
Ho e e , no c en
die ha e in e iga ed he ime needed
fo familia i a ion i h a eadmill in ho e i h PD. Simila l ,
fo ce p od c ion (FP) change d ing alking in he PD
pop la ion ha e no been anal ed d ing
eadmill
in e en ion ; h , i i nkno n ho long i needed fo STP
change o occ and ho FP i ela ed o he e change .
The efo e, he p po e of hi
d i o in e iga e he
change in STP and FP in indi id al i h PD b e al a ing hem
on an in
men ed eadmill o e a fi e-min e e ion. We
h po he i ed ha inc ea e in ep leng h o e he d a ion of he
eadmill in e en ion o ld be a ocia ed i h inc ea e in FP in
indi id al i h PD.
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Me h d
T el e indi id al i h idiopa hic PD (9M, 3F, age: 64 7 ,
di ea e d a ion: 9 5
) comple ed fi e min e of eadmill
alking a hei elf- elec ed, p efe ed peed. Incl ion c i e ia
eq i ed pa icipan
o be independen l amb la o
and
be een he age of 40-80. E cl ion c i e ia incl ded o he
diagno e ha ma ad e el impac gai . Th ee-dimen ional
mo ion cap e (Q ali , S eden; 120 H ) a
ed o compile
pa io empo al mea e ,
hile an in
men ed eadmill
(Be ec Co p., OH, USA; 1200 H ) collec ed g o nd eac ion
fo ce da a. P e io
e ea ch in clinical pop la ion ha
gge ed ha a 50 ide epoch a adeq a e fo compa i on
o e a ba eline eadmill e ion5. Th , e cho e o in e iga e
he change in FP d ing he fi and la 50 ide of he fi emin e eadmill in e en ion.
To de e mine change in STP and FP in indi id al i h PD,
pai ed - e
( =0.05) compa ed peak fo ce p op l ion, peak
b aking fo ce, ide ime, ide leng h, and do ble ance ime
be een he fi min e and he la min e of alking (fi 50
ide of min e one and la 50 ide of min e fi e).
(B
:
10 T
N R a
a
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Re
a d Di c i
The elf- elec ed alking peed a 1.07 0.27 m/ ( ange:
0.72-1.57) fo he fi e-min e ial. No ignifican diffe ence
e e iden ified be een he fi
and la 50
ide fo he
magni de of bo h peak p op l i e (p=.109) and b aking fo ce
(p=.263, Table 1). Addi ionall , he a iabili mea e fo peak
p op l i e (p=.900) and b aking (p=.167) fo ce e e no
a i icall diffe en .
In e e ingl , fo he STP he e e e ignifican diffe ence
be een ime poin fo he magni de of ide ime(p=.045),
do ble ance ime (p=.012), and
ide leng h (p=.037).
Specificall , indi id al ook longe , lo e
ide and pen
mo e ime in do ble ance d ing he la 50 ide . The e a
no ignifican diffe ence be een he fi and la fif
ide fo
he STP a iabili mea e (p>.214).
D e o he ignifican diffe ence be een min e one and fi e
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Stretch Reflexes are Elicited in Shoulder Muscles by Translations of the Glenohumeral Joint
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clear directionality
and appeared to
reflect an average
of anterior and
middle
deltoid
reflexes.
The
overall
reflex
responsiveness of
rotator cuff muscles
to
translational
perturbations did
not differ as a
whole from the
responsiveness of
primary shoulder
movers (Fig. 1A).
The responsiveness
of
the
supraspinatus and
infraspinatus was
comparable
to
shoulder muscles. Reflex characteristics in each panel other
primary
that do not share the same letter differed at α=0.05/36. shoulder
movers
despite having small, compressional lines of action. The
subscapularis, which has the largest line of action among rotator
cuff muscles, demonstrated increased responsiveness compared
to the supraspinatus and infraspinatus, and was also more
responsive than all three heads of the deltoid. The three most
responsive muscles (subscapularis, latissimus dorsi, teres major)
were activated by anterior perturbations.
The shortest latencies were observed in the supraspinatus
and infraspinatus, differing significantly from the subscapularis,
teres major, and latissimus dorsi (Fig. 1B; all P<0.001). These
short latencies reflected a larger trend of shorter latencies in all
muscles activated by posterior perturbations (25-30ms) than
muscles activated by anterior perturbations (33-43ms).
Reflex Latency (ms)

RMS Gain Scaling Factor
(∆Reflex / ∆Background)

Introduction
A 0.5
Primary Shoulder Movers
Rotator Cuff
The glenohumeral joint is the most mobile,1 yet the most
Muscles
commonly dislocated,2 joint in the human body. Translational
f
joint stability is maintained by passive structures (e.g.,
ef
glenohumeral ligaments) and shoulder muscles. Muscles are
def
cde
hypothesized to help maintain active stability through a
bcd bc
bc
combination of feedforward and feedback control. Feedforward
ab
a
control is important to protect the glenohumeral joint from harm
caused by anticipated external perturbations. However,
0
dislocations are most often caused by unexpected perturbations,3 B 45
Direction of Facilitation
and protection from these may instead rely on feedback control.
Anterior Perturbations
d
d
Posterior Perturbations
Stretch reflexes elicited by translations at the glenohumeral joint
could be an important mechanism for maintaining joint stability,
cd
but they have yet to be studied. Our objective was to determine
bc
if stretch reflexes are elicited in shoulder muscles by translations
ab ab
ab
of the glenohumeral joint, and to compare the characteristics of
ab
a
reflex responses between different muscles. We hypothesized
20
that the characteristics of stretch reflexes, including the
magnitude of their responsiveness and their latencies, would
differ between rotator cuff muscles and primary shoulder
movers based on the muscles’ different lines of action at the
Fig. 1: Reflex responsiveness (A) and latency (B) in
glenohumeral joint.
ca
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Results and Discussion
Stretch reflexes were elicited by translational perturbations in all
muscles. Reflexes in four muscles demonstrated consistent
facilitation from anterior perturbations: subscapularis, posterior
deltoid, latissimus dorsi, teres major. Reflexes in four other
muscles demonstrated consistent facilitation from posterior
perturbations: supraspinatus, infraspinatus, anterior delt oid,
pectoralis major. Reflexes in the middle deltoid demonstrated no
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Methods
Data were collected from 15 healthy adults (8F). Stretch reflexes
were elicited by a linear actuator which applied small, stochastic,
anterior-posterior perturbations that translated the humeral head
in the glenoid. Measurements were made at 90° abduction, 0°
rotation as subjects generated isometric torque in six directions.
EMGs were recorded from three rotator cuff muscles
(intramuscular) and six primary shoulder movers (surface).
EMGs were segmented, aligned to the onset of each anterior or
posterior perturbation, and averaged across a trial for each
muscle. Rectified EMGs were averaged 0-40ms prior to the
perturbation onset to estimate background activity. The reflex
magnitude was calculated as the average change of rectified
EMG from background in four windows: S1 (20-40ms after
perturbation onset), S2 (40-60ms), L1 (60-80ms), and L2 (80100ms). We calculated the relationship between reflex magnitude
and background activity (gain scaling factor) separately in each
muscle and window using a linear mixed effects model. The
magnitude of each muscle’s reflex responsiveness was evaluated
as the root mean square of its gain scaling factors in the four
windows across both perturbation directions. We estimated reflex
latency for facilitation responses as the time after perturbation
onset when the rectified EMG exceeded background by 2 SDs.

Significance
Stretch reflexes elicited in all shoulder muscles may contribute
to a protective feedback response against dislocations. The
decreased latencies in muscles activated by posterior
perturbations may indicate more rapid protection from
perturbations that can cause posterior dislocations. To fully
understand the clinical significance of the observed reflexes,
future work is warranted to characterize the relationship between
stretch reflexes and translational glenohumeral stability.
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Introduction
Early postural adjustments (EPAs) are essential, predictive
adjustments in muscle activations that unload the stepping foot
and generate appropriate body movements to initiate gait. In selfpaced stepping tasks, EPAs are preceded by anticipatory synergy
adjustments (ASAs) describing the reduction in the stability of
performance variables (e.g., center of pressure) that change
during the EPAs [1]. Here, we determine whether merely
expecting to initiate gait leads to destabilization of the net forces
and moments acting on the body. This would constitute a novel
kind of ASA, consistent with our recent result in which simply
informing participants that they need to alter fingertip force leads
to a decline in the stability of the force compared to tasks in which
no change is required [2].
During quiet standing, the ground reaction forces (GRFs)
under the two feet determine the net force on and the net moment
about the whole-body center of mass (COM). The GRFs must
covary non-trivially to stabilize body motion. E.g., the anteriorposterior (AP) forces must covary negatively so that their sum,
and thereby the AP translation of the COM is stabilized (Fig. 1A).
However, since AP forces create opposing moments about the
vertical axis through the COM, they must covary positively to
stabilize net moment, and thereby the rotation about this axis.
Similar tensions exist for GRFs along medio-lateral (ML) and
vertical directions [3]. Here, we determine if the expectation to
initiate gait alters covariance in the GRFs, thereby destabilizing
some aspect of body motion.
Methods
Healthy young adults (N=28, 7 male, 23±3 yrs.) placed their feet
on separate force plates (AccuGait, AMTI) shoulder width apart
and stood one step-length away from an elevated curb (4 m long,
1 m wide, 15 cm high). A monitor mounted at eye-level and
beyond the other end of the curb provided visual cues. In the
steady task, participants stood quietly while looking at a square
target at the center of the screen. Participants were informed that
the target will not move and that they were to remain standing. In
the reaction time (RT) task, each trial began like a steady trial,
but participants expected the target to jump to the left or the right.
Participants had to initiate gait with the corresponding foot by
stepping on to the curb as quickly as possible and continue
walking on the curb. Both tasks were performed 15 times.
We used the uncontrolled manifold analysis to quantify
separately the covariance in the AP, ML and vertical GRFs
during the steady task and during the period of the RT task before
the target jumped. The working hypothesis was that the force sum
along each direction is stabilized. We partitioned the across-trial
variance in weight-normalized GRFs into a component that
maintains the GRF sum, and a component that changes it. We
computed the normalized difference between these components
and z-transformed it to obtain the synergy index ( V ). We used
two-tailed t-tests to compare V to ero. V >0 supports the
working hypothesis; V <0 indicates that the force difference is
stabilized instead of the sum [3]; V =0 indicates no covariation
in the force pair. We conducted two-sample t-tests to identify
differences in Vz across tasks.

Results and Discussion
Vz was greater than zero for all force pairs in both tasks (p<.01),
indicating that COM translation was stabilized. Vz for the AP
GRFs (t54=3.1, p<.05) and ML GRFs (t54=1.9, p<.05) was higher
for the RT task than the steady task, but Vz was invariant across
tasks for the vertical GRFs (p=.07; Fig. 1B).
In the RT tasks, since gait initiation could occur with either
leg, maintaining COM position (presumably in the center of the
base of support) by controlling more tightly the net AP and ML
GRFs would lead to, on average, a more rapid unloading of either
limb once the target jump is perceived. Furthermore, increased
Vz for the RT task in the AP forces also implies that the
covariation in the AP forces shifts towards lower stabilization of
the force difference, and hence the moment about the vertical
axis. This would facilitate pelvic rotation during gait initiation, if
and when gait is initiated. A similar conclusion regarding the ML
forces is plausible; however, we do not have the COM position
to determine whether the ML forces create opposing moments
about the vertical axis. The vertical GRFs support the body
weight. This function likely supersedes the preparation for gait
initiation, and hence their covariance pattern remains invariant.
Finally, individual force pairs contribute to but do not determine
net moment about any axis. Therefore, positive Vz values in
Fig. 1B do not indicate unstable net moments.
In conclusion, covariance in the AP/ML GRFs is altered when
individuals expect to initiate gait, likely to facilitate the upcoming
movement. Changes in AP GRF covariation is interpreted as a
new kind of ASA, similar to that observed in manual tasks [2].

Figure 1: (A) Hypothetical illustration of AP GRFs and corresponding
moments about the COM; (B) Mean SE of V for steady and RT
tasks for GRFs along AP, ML, and vertical directions.

Significance
Falls in older individuals frequently occur while crossing
obstacles [4]. Our results will serve as a baseline for evaluating
between-leg coordination in older adults, and assist in identifying
mechanisms that lead to falls. These GRF patterns may also assist
in creating control policies of powered lower-limb prostheses,
especially for detecting the intention to initiate gait [5].
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Introduction
Lower extremity weakness caused by advanced age, knee
o eoa h i i , oke, Pa kin on di ea e, and o he di abili ie
affec a e on abili o i e f om a chai [1]. Inability to rise
from a seated position can lead to a loss of independence, so
several options exist for people who need assistance. Physical
therapy may be recommended to increase muscle strength, but
strength training may not be effective for all individuals [2].
Assistive external devices can then be helpful in rising from a
seated position but can be limited by accessibility and cost [3].
Another method modifies the kinematics of the task by raising
the starting position [4], but this approach needs a taller chair
when available or the use of a cushion to boost the effective
height.
However, the relative effectiveness of these options
individually or in combination remains unknown, and such
information could help inform decision making strategies to help
individual rise from a seated position. As a first step in addressing
this problem, we investigated the effects of changes in strength,
starting position, and the use of an assistive device on the
energetic cost of rising from a squatting position in a simple
model with only 1 leg.
Methods
We used Moco (V0.4.0) and a torque-driven model based off of
squatToStand_3dof9musc . The baseline model contained three
degrees of freedom at the hip, knee, and ankle with torque
actuators of 150, 300, and 150 Nm and a starting position with
joint angles of -2, -2, and -0.5 radians at each of the joints,
respectively. In the simulation, the model begins at rest in a squat
and ends at rest while standing with a straight leg.
We systematically investigated the effects of changes in
e gh , a i g
i i , a d he e f a a i i e de ice n
the energetic cost of the task. We a ied he
e g h f he
model by changing the magnitudes of the torque actuators to
25%, 50%, and 100% of their baseline torque configurations. We
tested the baseline starting position and 2 additional starting
positions with the hip and knee joints both at -1.75 and -1.5
radians; the initial ankle position did not change. In each
configuration, we added a virtual device to the weakened joint
only using a generalized S i gGe e a i edF ce . We tested
spring stiffnesses of 0, 10, 20, and 40 Nm on the hip; 0, 10, 20,
40, and 60 Nm on the knee; and 0, -10, -20, and -40 Nm on the
ankle. These changes in strength, position, and the device were
applied individually and in combination with each other. We
solved a total of 117 predictive simulations using direct
colocation and ca c a ed M Eff
f
tanding, defined as
the sum of the squares of activation of the torque actuators.
We analysed the results using stepwise regression with linear,
quadratic, and interaction terms, with alpha-to-enter and alphato-exit set at 0.15. We analysed the results of all 117 simulations
together and the simulations for the weakened joints separately.
For the analysis of all 117 simulations, we identified the
combination of all factors that minimized the effort of the task.
All statistical analyses were performed in Minitab (V17).

Results and Discussion
For the combined data set, energetic cost decreased linearly with
decreasing hip angle. There was also a second order relationship
that reduced effort with decreased hip device spring stiffness.
Increasing all joint strengths quadratically decreased effort until
an optimal point and then energetic cost increased. The optimal
response included no hip device and a knee with the lowest
percent joint strength (Table 1). (R2 = 0.794, p < .001).
Table 1: Optimal values of the combined data set.
Angle (rad) Dev. Spr. Stiff. (Nm)
% Joint Strength
Hip Knee Hip Knee Ankle
Hip
Knee
Ankle
-2
-1.5
0
60
-40
91.7% 68.9% 84.8%

With isolated hip weakness, smaller effort was primarily the
result of changes in two terms, with increases in the stiffness of
the device ( 1 = -0.04 ± 0.02) leading to a reduction of effort
twice as much as increasing he
e a he hi ( 2 = -0.02 ±
.01) (R2 = 0.730, p < 0.001). With isolated knee weakness,
smaller effort was primarily the result of two terms, with
increases in the torque at the knee ( 1 = -0.008 ± 0.005) leading
to a reduction nearly three times as much as the interaction of
lowering the starting position and increasing the torque of the
knee ( 2 = 0.003 ± .003) (R2 =0.814, p < 0.001). With isolated
ankle weakness, smaller effort was primarily the result of two
terms, with the interaction of lowering the starting position and
increasing the device stiffness ( 1 = -0.01 ± 0.01) leading to a
reduction of 1.27 times as much as the interaction of lowering the
starting position and increasing the torque at the ankle ( 2 =
0.009 ± .004) (R2 =0.878, p < 0.001).
With such a simple model, the results should be interpreted in
their appropriate context. For instance, our findings could be
influenced by the lack of interaction with a virtual chair
(requiring starting from a static squat) and the requirement of
ending the motion standing with a straight leg.
Significance
The choice of changing joint torques, starting position, or device
spring stiffness to reduce the effort of rising from a squat depends
greatly as to what individual joint is weakened. This study will
inform the future research of STS transfer using a muscle-driven
model with two legs for simulations to further investigate the
optimal combinations of interventions to assist with the task of
rising from a seated position.
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Introduction
Athletic trainers (AT) have reported developing work-related
musculoskeletal injuries throughout their careers1,2,3. In 2018, the
incidence rate of AT work-related injuries was estimated as 21.6
per 200,000 hours3. Between 2001 and 2011, half of all reported
injuries were due to overuse2. Moreover, previous literature has
indicated a relationship between taping and the development of
low back pain and finger injuries1. Taping table height has been
shown to influence trunk and shoulder muscle activity, though
this effect was mediated by participant height4. This study
investigated the influences of taping table height on trunk and
shoulder joint angles. We hypothesized joint angles would differ
between the two table heights and would be influenced by a
person’s height.
Methods
Thirteen AT students (8 female, 5 male) taped a model’s right
ankle at two table heights – 31” and 36”. These heights were
chosen as they were the average height of taping surfaces within
(36”) and outside (31”) athletic training clinics4. Pelvis, thorax,
and left and right upper arm position was tracked during the
taping task using a Qualisys motion capture system (100 Hz,
Qualisys AB, Gothenburg, Sweden). The participants had a
practice trial at each height and then two subsequent trials at each
height. Table height order was randomized for participants.
Marker data were exported to Visual3D (C-Motion Inc,
Germantown, MD, USA), interpolated, and filtered with a 2nd
order dual low-pass filter at 6 Hz. Three-dimensional trunk and
shoulder angles were then calculated. Trunk angles were defined
by the orientation of the thorax to the pelvis and calculated using
a ML/AP/Axial rotation sequence. Shoulder angles were
expressed as the angle of the trunk to the thorax and calculated
using an X/Y/Z rotation sequence5. The three-dimensional trunk
angles were then entered into an amplitude probability
distribution function (APDF) to determine the median (50th
percentile) and range (difference between the 90th and 10th
percentiles) for the entire taping trial. For the shoulder angles,
only the flexion/extension and abduction/adduction angles were
processed with the APDF. The medians and ranges were
averaged across the two trials for statistical analysis in SPSS.
Since the data did not follow a normal distribution, nonparametric paired t-tests were run to compare the variables at the
two heights (31” vs. 36”). For the trunk, significance was set at p
< 0.008 (.05/6 trunk t-tests). For the shoulders, significance was
set at p < 0.0125 (.05/4 shoulder t-tests per side). A Spearman
Rank correlation between participant height and the difference in
angles between the two table heights was calculated to determine
if a person's height influenced their kinematics at each table
height. Significance was set at p < 0.05 for these tests.

Results and Discussion
Trunk and shoulder flexion median angles, as well as shoulder
abduction angle range of motion, were significantly different
between the 31” and 36” table (Table 1). There was more trunk
and shoulder flexion with the 31” vs. 36” table height. The
difference between left shoulder flexion at the two table heights
was positively associated with participant height (rs = 0.56, p <
0.05) (Figure 2). There were no other significant differences for
the remaining variables or correlations.
In summary, participants had to flex their trunk and shoulders
more when taping at 31” height; however, shorter participants
had a lower shoulder flexion angle than taller participants to
reach the same taping site.

Figure 1. Difference in left shoulder flexion angle between the
36’ and 31” tables. Positive indicates shoulder flexion.
Significance
Generally, a taping table height of 36” would reduce the trunk
and shoulder flexion angles, as well as the shoulder abduction
range of motion required for taping an ankle; however, the extent
to which it does this is will be dependent on a person’s stature.
For adaptability across different situations, ATs should opt for
table heights appropriate for their height and task. This can be
achieved by using a height adjustable treatment or taping table.
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n
31” Median
36” Median.
Z
Trunk Median Flexion
12
20.91°
14.64°
78.00
Left Shoulder Median Flexion
13
33.05°
26.78°
3.00
Right Shoulder Median Flexion
13
31.21°
22°
< 0.00
Left Shoulder Abduction Range
13
35.33°
29.52°
6.00
Table 1. Median angles for the 31” and 36” tables and Wilcoxon signed-rank test results. Positive medians indicate flexion.

p-value
.002
.003
.001
.006
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Introduction
Hypermobile Ehlers-Danlos syndrome (hEDS) is a
heterogeneous, autosomal dominant inherited disorder that
influences connective tissue. hEDS is characterized by joint pain
and the ability to move the joints beyond a normal range of
motion (hypermobility). The shoulder complex is at a particularly
high risk of both instability and pain. In adults, hypermobility is
associated with altered shoulder kinematics and often leads to
difficulty performing upper extremity activities of daily living
(ADL) [1]. The shoulder kinematics utilized during ADL
performance in youths with hEDS is unknown. This pilot study
aimed to quantify the independent motion of the sternoclavicular,
acromioclavicular, and glenohumeral joints during the execution
of common ADLs in youths with hEDS.

limited to humerothoracic motion in typically developing
children and scapular motion in adults. In typically developing
children (mean of 8.3 years old), drinking from a cup required
54º of humerothoracic flexion and 26º of abduction, while
reaching toward a back pocket required 52º and 31º of extension
and adduction, respectively [3]. The current study found similar
results; drinking required a peak of 47.5º of glenohumeral flexion
and 35.1º of abduction and reaching behind the back required
45.9º of extension and 19.1º of adduction. In able-bodied adults,
eating with a spoon required 25.9º of scapular upward rotation,
whereas only 9.5º of upward rotation was required in the current
study population when drinking from a cup [4].

Methods
Nine youths with a clinical diagnosis of hEDS (5 females, 4
males; mean (SD) age: 14.0 (2.9) years, height: 1.6 (0.2) m,
weight: 57 (14 kg)) participated in a single experimental session.
Passive markers were affixed to 27 anatomical landmarks on the
torso and upper extremities. Three-dimensional (3D) marker
trajectory data were obtained while participants performed four
unilateral upper extremity tasks (reach to the opposite shoulder,
reach to a back pocket, combing hair, and drinking from a cup).
A bilateral upper extremity inverse kinematics model computed
2D sternoclavicular and 3D acromioclavicular and glenohumeral
joint kinematics [2].
Results and Discussion
Shoulder complex joint kinematics were largely activity
dependent (Figure 1). The sternoclavicular joint operated in both
elevation and depression, while maintaining retraction
throughout each ADL. Reaching to the opposite shoulder
required the greatest sternoclavicular depression (11±4.7º), while
reaching to a back pocket required the greatest elevation (8±6.5º).
Sternoclavicular retraction was greatest while combing (44±4.4º)
and least when drinking from a cup (14±2.9º). The
acromioclavicular joint maintained upward rotation, protraction,
and posterior tilt regardless of the activity. Drinking from a cup
required the least upward rotation (16±4.7º), while combing
required the most (56±8.3º). Contrarily, combing required the
greatest protraction (62±8.1º), while drinking required the least
(29±3.7º). Finally, reaching to a back pocket required the greatest
posterior tilt (28±14.3º) and reaching to the opposite shoulder the
least (2±5.7º). Reaching to a back pocket necessitated the most
glenohumeral adduction (19±6.4º) and extension (46±9.2º).
Reaching to the opposite shoulder required the greatest internal
rotation (43±8.7º) and flexion (55±9.8º), and combing required
the greatest external rotation (91±33º) and abduction (64±11º).
This pilot study is the first to characterize the independent
motion of the sternoclavicular, acromioclavicular, and
glenohumeral joints during ADLs in youths with hEDS. Our
findings largely align with results reported in the literature

Figure 1: Mean sternoclavicular, acromioclavicular, and glenohumeral
joint angles in select planes of motion during the execution of four upper
extremity activities of daily living.

Significance
The current pilot study provides the most comprehensive
quantitative assessment of shoulder complex kinematics during
activities of daily living in youths with hEDS. Although hEDS
can significantly disrupt shoulder complex motion, our results
suggest that youths with hEDS perform certain ADLs using
similar scapular and glenohumeral kinematics to able-bodied
children and adults.
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Introduction
Following an incomplete spinal cord injury (iSCI), a major goal
is to improve locomotor stability. It is important that the skills
developed in the clinic (e.g., treadmill walking) translate to novel
tasks outside the clinic. To this end, research has found that some
treadmill-based locomotor adaptations persist during overground
walking1. We sought to expand our understanding of locomotor
translation by exploring if stabilization strategies adapted during
treadmill walking will translate to discrete multi-directional
stepping movements in individuals with iSCI.
Specifically, participants performed treadmill walking in 3
external force fields (Null, Amplifying, Damping) designed to
alter control of lateral stability. The Amplifying field augments
lateral center of mass (COM) velocity, while the Damping field
opposes lateral COM velocity. These fields have been found to
increase (Amplifying) and decrease (Damping) efforts to
maintain lateral stability2,3. Immediately following walking in
each force field, participants performed the Four-Square Step
Test (FSST), a clinical test during which individuals step
clockwise and then counterclockwise through four squares as
quickly as possible. We hypothesized that after steady-state
walking in the Amplifying field, participants would exhibit aftereffects of greater stabilization effort (slower, more controlled
movements) during the discrete stepping within the FSST. We
also hypothesized that after walking in the Damping field,
participants would exhibit after-effects of reduced stabilization
effort (faster, less controlled movements) during the FSST.
Methods
We quantified FSST movements of 12 ambulatory individuals
(48 ± 15 years old, 9 males) with iSCI immediately following 3
walking trials in different force fields: Null, Amplifying, and
Damping. In each force field, participants performed 2 minutes
of steady-state treadmill walking while a cable-driven robot4
applied lateral forces to the pelvis that were proportional in
magnitude and in the same (Amplifying) or opposite (Damping)
direction as the participants’ real-time lateral COM velocity.
To characterize overall FSST performance, total test time
and movement smoothness were calculated. Smoothness was
quantified with normalized COM speed (
) and log
dimensionless jerk5. We also quantified the discrete steps
between squares. For steps in the mediolateral and anteriorposterior directions, peak COM excursion and speed were
calculated. A linear mixed effects model was fit in SPSS for
each metric with “field” as a fixed effect and random intercepts
for subjects. Bonferroni-corrected post hoc tests evaluated
differences between Null and Amplifying and/or Null and
Damping. Significance was set at alpha=0.05.
Results and Discussion
Our two hypotheses were generally not supported. There were no
significant differences in FSST time, peak COM excursion, peak
COM speed, or log dimensionless jerk between force fields. Only
normalized speed changed with field. Normalized speed was
significantly greater after walking in Null field than after the

Damping field (p=0.040), which suggests FSST movements after
walking in the Damping field were less consistent or smooth than
after the Null field. Although not significant, there was an
interesting trend in mean values of smoothness as quantified by
jerk (Fig. 1) between fields (Damping < Null < Amplifying),
suggesting, as hypothesized, that movements were more
controlled after walking in the Amplifying field and less
controlled after walking in the Damping field.

Figure 1: Means and standard errors of log dimensionless jerk during
the FSST, which was smoothest after walking in the Amplifying field.

Our previous work has found locomotor adaptations to these
force fields during steady-state treadmill walking persist after the
field is removed3 and translate to lateral maneuvers made during
treadmill walking6. However, the current study did not find
significant translation, suggesting that gait stability is controlled
differently during steady-state walking versus discrete stepping
tasks. Importantly, this study had several limitations, including a
small and heterogeneous sample with varying levels of baseline
walking ability. Overall, steady-state walking in varying force
fields had little effect on discrete multi-directional stepping
performance in iSCI. These limited results may indicate an
important threshold in locomotor training generalization.
Significance
The locomotor stabilization adaptations made during steady-state
treadmill walking did not translate to an overground discrete
stepping task. These results suggest that the tasks performed
during gait rehabilitation for individuals with iSCI should vary,
involving different skills that include both steady-state and
dynamic stepping tasks. Future work should continue to evaluate
the limits of locomotor adaptation generalization to improve
rehabilitation techniques.
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Introduction
Many competitive runners and coaches believe that running
on concrete will increase impact forces over running on other
surfaces, including asphalt. Runners assume running on the
harder surface will produce greater impact forces and higher risk
of injury.
However, the ground-shoe-foot interaction involves a stacked
series of springs of very different stiffness (or ‘hardness’). A
typical running shoe might have an elastic modulus on the order
of 1 MPa, compared to concrete, the high end of our range, at
approximately 5,000 MPa. Our Track surface will have a
modulus similar to the shoe, but the rubber is a thin layer laid
over asphalt and effectively increase the thickness of the
cushioning by a modest amount. With springs in series the
‘softest’ (least stiff) spring in the series dominates the interaction.
Therefore, when running in typical cushioned training shoes the
stiffness of the shoe, not the surface, modulates the impact force.
A few limited studies have measured such results
experimentally [1], [2], [3], [4]. Investigators have only found
significant reductions in impact forces when running in training
shoes on natural grass and wood chips. No significant differences
have been reported in impact forces for running on concrete,
asphalt and traditional spray on rubberized track surfaces. These
studies were all conducted at non-competitive training paces
(typically no faster than 8 minutes/mile) and running speed did
effect impact force [4]. We hypothesize that at a competitive
training pace no significant difference in in-shoe peak force or
loading rate will be observed between trials on concrete or
Mondo.
Methods
Due to COVID restrictions data collection was delayed and
when drafting this abstract, we had collected data on 4 of our
scheduled 9 subjects. At the meeting, the full dataset will be
presented.
Two male and two female competitive distance runners
participated in the study (19-21 years old). The right shoe of each
subject’s preferred distance training shoes was modified to
include a thin foam insole on which TekScanTM FlexiForce A201
spot sensors were mounted. Sensors were positioned at the heel,
and under the head of the 1st and 5th metatarsals.
All subjects then ran twelve total 100 m intervals at a 20-24
second pace (~6:00/mile): four 100 m trials on each of three
surfaces: Concrete, Asphalt, and a Mondo® outdoor track surface.
The first and last sets were on Asphalt and the order of the
concrete and Mondo were determined by coin flip. All
experimental protocols will be approved by the Institutional
Review Board.
Data was collected at 500 Hz, on an Arduino and filtered with
a 25 Hz digital Butterworth filter in Octave. The sensor with the
largest average peak force was identified for each subject. Using
that sensor, for each surface we determined an average peak force
and an average loading rate, across approximately 200 strides for
each surface.

Figure 1: Relative impact force and loading rate for our pilot data, 4
subjects.

The concrete and Mondo data were normalized to each
subject’s asphalt value.
Results and Discussion
We have expanded on the existing data points in the literature
to included competitive speed running (6 minutes/mile) and the
Mondo track surface. We measured no significant differences
between the normalized Mondo and concrete forces or loading
rates (Figure 1). Stride to stride variability was greater than any
variability across surfaces.
The data presented here is preliminary, but we will present a
full dataset with 9 subjects at the meeting. The A201 spot sensors
have a 1 cm diameter sensing area, and subtle shifts in ground
contact patterns can have a disproportionate influence on these
measures.
Significance
When running in cushioned training shoes, ground surface
plays little role in determining impact forces or loading rates.
The location for training runs should be decided based on factors
other than running surface for surfaces ranging from Mondo to
Concrete.
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Introduction
Measuring the compensatory responses to a perturbation from
an unperturbed condition may be an accurate indicator of the
ability to control stability [1,2] (Figure 1). Examining responses
to mediolateral movement is of interest as lateral balance requires
active control. Lateral balance can be affected by center of mass
velocity—and compensated for by appropriate reactive strategies
such as foot placement. Further, walking speed is an influential
parameter in stability during steady state walking [3], however,
during perturbed walking, the speed-related effect of the relative
position between the center of mass and the base of support as
well as the resistance and flexibility to recover, further
complicates the issue of stability in gait. Examining the effect of
speed on lateral compensatory responses will better inform about
the competing relationship of physical and mechano-sensory
reaction parameters associated with stability in perturbed
conditions. The aim of this study was to determine the effect of
walking speed on compensatory responses to lateral
perturbations during walking.
Methods
Eighteen healthy adults (24.33±3.77yrs; 1.75 ±.10m; 68.05±
10.75kg) were asked to walk on a treadmill (Bertec Corp;
Columbus, Ohio) at slow, preferred, and fast speed conditions.
Preferred speed was estimated as the treadmill operator
in(de)creased speed until preferred speed was found. Subjects
underwent perturbed and unperturbed walking trials of 45
seconds at each speed. Kinematic marker data (120 Hz) were
collected for three trials per speed condition. During perturbed
trials, subjects were given a lateral perturbation of 5 cm to the left
at the right heel contact, delivered between the 25-35 seconds of
each trial. Instantaneous trunk velocity vector (3 angular & 3
linear) was calculated for all timepoints in each trial and used to
calculate dependent variables (Figure 1).
Data were inspected for normality. One-way ANOVAs (1x3)
were used to compare each variable (τ, β, B, Dhc) across walking
speed conditions. To assess differences after a lateral
perturbation, linear regression models were run with each
compensatory response as dependents (τ, β, B, Dhc) and the three
speeds as independent categorical variables. Statistical
significance was set at α=0.05.
Results and Discussion
No differences were found for τ, β, Dhc. Maximum distance
after perturbation (B) increased as speed decreased (p<0.0001).
One SD increase in B during slow, led to a 0.37 SD increase
during preferred, with all the other variables held constant.
Increasing the walking speed allowed the body to resist deviation
from the steady state condition—a more stable reaction in
response to the lateral perturbations. Increasing momentum
during faster walking could be a useful strategy to maintain
stability during gait. Increasing the gait speed could increase
vertical momentum, which can prevent walking to become
unstable as the body progress forward quickly after initial contact
[4].

Figure 1: Explanation of compensatory responses. The x-axis denotes
time from the onset of perturbation. The y-axis is the standard deviation
of the distance between the trunk velocity vector during perturbed and
unperturbed gait cycles. B is the maximum deviation from the
unperturbed gait cycle after perturbation. Tau, , is the time to
maximum distance. Beta, β, is the rate of return to the unperturbed gait
cycle. Dhc is the distance from unperturbed gait cycle of the first recovery
heel contact after perturbation. Figure adapted from [2].

Figure 2: Compensatory response results. Error bars represent standard
deviations. (a) Maximum distance from attractor, (B); (b) Time to
maximum distance, ( ); (c) Rate of return to the unperturbed gait cycle,
beta (β); and (d) Distance to first recovery heel contact, Dhc. Asterisks
denote post-hoc comparison significance (p<0.05).

Significance
Walking speed is a basic factor to manipulate during
intervention programs, which can enhance body resistance to
deviation during challenging walking conditions. This study also
demonstrate that speed can govern mechanical factors associated
with stability, which should be considered distinctly in future
study designs.
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Introduction
Lower-extremity, passive-elastic exoskeletons (EXOs) can
reduce the metabolic power required for two-legged, stationary
hopping by providing assistive forces and moments. An ankleonly EXO reduced metabolic power by ~12%, average
biological, and mechanical power by 50% at the ankle and 17%
at the knee during hopping at 2.5 Hz[1]. Comparatively, a full-leg
EXO reduced metabolic power by 18-28% across multiple
hopping frequencies[2]. However, the effects of the full-leg EXO
on lower-extremity joint kinetics are not known. Moreover, the
full-leg EXO spring stiffness type (i.e., profile) affects metabolic
power[3], where a degressive (stiff then soft) spring provides the
greatest metabolic reduction followed by linear and then
progressive (soft then stiff) springs. We determined how the fullleg EXO effects lower-extremity joint kinetics, and biological
joint power contributions across all spring stiffness profiles. We
hypothesized that hopping with a full-leg EXO reduces metabolic
power by decreasing biological joint power at joints where the
EXO moment arm is largest, such as the ankle and then the
knee[4]. Determining the contribution of biological joint power
may provide a mechanist explanation for metabolic power
changes due to the spring stiffness profile within a full-leg EXO.

power by 0.86 W/kg (p=0.05) and knee power by 0.30 W/kg
(p=0.04), but did not change average biological power at the hip
(p=0.17). Hopping with the LN and PG EXOs did not reduce
average biological power at any joint compared to NH (p≥0.08).

Methods
Two male participants [79 & 84 kg; 175 & 178 cm] hopped in
place, on both feet, to the beat of an audible metronome set to 2.4
Hz. Participants hopped normally (NH) and with an EXO using
degressive (DG), linear (LN), and progressive (PG) spring
stiffness profiles in a randomized order. We used springs that had
the same mass-normalized stiffness at 10 cm of displacement[2,3].
Participants hopped with a force platform under each foot
(Bertec, Columbus, OH; 1000 Hz). We placed reflective markers
bilaterally on the legs and EXO and used 3D motion capture
(Vicon, Centennial, CO; 200 Hz) to measure lower-extremity
joint kinematics and EXO displacement. The assistive force
provided by the EXO was estimated from corresponding forcedisplacement data measured by a materials testing machine
(Instron, Norwood, MA) prior to the test. We performed inverse
dynamics calculations (Visual 3D, Germantown, MD) to
estimate the total and assistive moments and powers for each
lower extremity joint. Biological moments and powers were
calculated as the difference between total and EXO moments and
powers. Average positive mechanical power was calculated as
the sum of positive joint work during the ground contact phase,
divided by contact time[1]. We constructed linear mixed effect
models ( =0.05) to determine the effect of EXO stiffness profile
on average total positive mechanical power normalized to
biological mass, as well as average biological positive
mechanical power of the ankle, knee, and hip.

In the two participants, use of a full-leg EXO with different
spring stiffness profiles did not change the total relative percent
of positive mechanical power at any joint during two-legged
hopping. However, the different spring stiffness profiles reduced
average biological ankle power by 21-55% (range of PG to DG)
compared to NH. Further, the DG EXO reduced average
biological knee power by 56% compared to NH. Our data are in
line with previous findings that the hip has negligible
contributions to total positive power during hopping [1], and none
of the spring stiffness profiles effected average positive hip
power. Therefore, use of the DG EXO likely reduces metabolic
power more than the LN or PG EXOs due to the greater elastic
energy storage and return, and provides positive power at the
ankle and knee.

Results and Discussion
Average total positive power while hopping with an EXO was
not different compared to NH (p≥0.52; Fig. 1) and average total
positive power at the ankle, knee, and hip were not different
compared to NH (p≥0.39) regardless of spring stiffness profile.
However, using a DG EXO decreased average biological ankle

Figure 1 A) Average positive joint power during the contact phase
normalized to biological mass and B) relative percentage of total positive
joint power. Darker shades represent biological contributions and lighter
shades represent EXO contributions. The DG, LN, and PG EXOs were
5.0, 5.8, and 5.5 kg, respectively. * different from average biological
joint power in the NH condition.

Significance
Hopping with a full-leg EXO elicits greater metabolic reductions
(18-28%)[2,3] than joint-specific EXOs (~12%)[1] by reducing
average biological joint power at multiple joints. An ankle-only
design reduced average biological power at the ankle and knee
by 50% and 17%, respectively[1], whereas a full-leg EXO reduces
both ankle and knee biological power by up to 55%. Our data
show that only the full-leg, DG EXO influences positive power
at multiple joints. Future research is planned to increase sample
size. Moreover, further research will determine if similar full-leg
EXOs and spring stiffness profiles reduce metabolic power and
joint power during running when the hip plays a much larger role.
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Introduction
In the United States, ~63% of breast cancer patients will elect
to have a postmastectomy breast reconstruction. The most
common breast reconstruction procedures disinsert the pectoralis
major from its attachment at the ribs to accommodate an implant
underneath the muscle (subpectoral implant; IO) and/or cut the
latissimus dorsi muscle to support the implant (LD flap).
Alternatively, the breast mound can be recreated by transferring
the abdominal tissue to the chest (DIEP) without disinserting the
muscles. Breast reconstruction is associated with functional
upper extremity deficits, including reduced shoulder joint
stiffness [1] and altered stiffness of the pectoralis major
clavicular region [2] during volitional contractions. Muscle
stiffness is regulated by short and long-latency stretch reflexes
[3], contributing to limb stiffness and acting to increase the
musculoskeletal system's stability [4]. This study aimed to
quantify stretch reflexes in several shoulder muscles following
three commonly performed breast reconstruction procedures. We
hypothesized that the breast reconstructions that disinsert the
pectoralis major would inhibit shoulder muscle stretch reflexes.
Methods
49 women (age±SD) who underwent postmastectomy breast
reconstruction participated: IO (N = 17; 49 ± 10), LD flap (N =
13; 52 ± 9), and DIEP (N = 19; 51 ± 7), and 18 healthy controls
(51 ± 6). 61% of the reconstruction patients received either
radiation therapy, chemotherapy, or both. Participants had their
arm placed in a removable cast that was attached to a computercontrolled servomotor with a six-degree of freedom load cell.
Surface electromyography (EMG) was acquired at 2500 Hz from
the clavicular and sternal regions of the pectoralis major, anterior,
middle, and posterior heads of the deltoid, and the upper
trapezius. The participant arm was perturbed about the
glenohumeral center of rotation with small, stochastic
perturbations (PRBS, 0.06 rad, 0.15s switch time) for 60 seconds
in either vertical or horizontal flexion/extension. During these
perturbations, participants were relaxed or maintained net torques
scaled to ±10% of their maximum voluntary contractions (MVC).
Raw EMG signals were high-pass filtered with a 30 Hz
second-order high pass Butterworth filter, full wave rectified, and
normalized to MVC. Stretch reflexes were quantified as the mean
rectified EMG between 25-50 ms (short latency reflex; SLR), 5075 ms (medium latency reflex; MLR), and 75-100 ms (long
latency reflex; LLR) after perturbation onset. Mean baseline

EMG activity was quantified for the 40 ms prior to perturbation
onset and subtracted from the reflex amplitudes to quantify
change in the reflex from the background. A one-way mixedeffects ANOVA was performed to examine surgical group
differences for each condition, muscle, and reflex window ( =
0.05). T ke po -hoc tests were used to determine significant
group differences when applicable.
Results and Discussion
As participants exerted adduction torque during vertical
ad/abduction perturbations, the SLR in the pectoralis major
clavicular region was significantly reduced (F3,61= 4.5, p = 0.006;
Fig. 1) and the LLR was significantly greater in all reconstruction
groups than controls (F3,62= 5.4, p = 0.002; Fig. 1). Vertical
abduction torques produced a greater LLR in the upper trapezius
for the IO and DIEP patients than controls (F2,53= 6.1, p = 0.004).
As participants held horizontal flexion torque during
horizontal flex/extension perturbations, SLR was significantly
reduced in the upper trapezius in the IO and DIEP patients than
controls (F2,53= 10.1, p<0.001). LLR was reduced in the
clavicular region in all groups when compared to the controls
(F3,64= 7.6, p<0.001). Horizontal extension torques produced a
reduced SLR in all groups than controls in the clavicular region
(F3,64=10.4, p<0.001), the posterior deltoid (F3,64= 6.9, p<0.001),
and the upper trapezius (F2,53= 4.6, p = 0.01).
Our findings indicate that the stretch reflex response is
inhibited in breast cancer survivors after mastectomy,
reconstruction, and radiation/chemotherapy (if necessary). These
stretch reflex alterations suggest breast cancer survivors exhibit
altered spinal motoneuron (MN) and/or descending cortical
input. Neurotoxic effects elicited by the treatments can affect the
spinal MN firing [5] or cause muscle fibrosis and nerve damage
[6] influencing spinal MN firing, which may explain our
findings. Previously, radiation treatment affecting the brachial
plexus was found to reduce muscle stretch reflexes in breast
cancer patients [7]. Future work is needed to dissociate how
radiation or chemotherapy alter these reflex adaptations.
Significance
Altered stretch reflexes indicate that breast reconstruction
procedures and breast cancer treatments alter spinal,
sensorimotor, and/or brainstem modulation of the shoulder
muscles. These findings highlight a previously unexplored
mechanism of shoulder morbidity following breast cancer
treatment and postmastectomy breast reconstruction procedures
that clinicians can target for rehabilitation interventions.
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Methods
Data used herein were obtained from a prior study, with details
of the experimental design, procedures, and simulated tasks
previously reported elsewhere [2]. Briefly, a lab-based
simulation of repetitive lowering/lifting tasks was designed to
examine the effects of two BSEs under three different lifting
conditions (two symmetric and one asymmetric). The
symmetric conditions included two heights: mid-shank and
knee; an asymmetric condition was performed at the knee
height from a location 90º to the right of the mid-sagittal plane.
Repetitive lowering/lifting trials were performed using a
wooden box, the mass of which was set to 10% of individual
participant body mass. Participants were instructed to perform
freestyle lowering/lifting for four minutes in three different
conditions, at a pace of 10 lower/lift cycles per minute (i.e., 40
lower/lift cycles in each trial). Whole-body segmental
kinematics were monitored using a wearable inertial motion
capture system (MVN Awinda, Xsens Technologies B.V.,
Netherlands).
Maximum Lyapunov exponents and Floquet multipliers
were respectively calculated to quantify the local dynamic and
orbital stability of the thorax trajectory during repetitive lifting
and lowering. Short-term maximum Lyapunov exponents
(𝜆
) was determined for the thorax over 0-0.5 lifting cycle,
using the algorithm of Rosenstein et al. 1993 [3]. Specifically,
a 12D state space was reconstructed from the 3D orientations
and angular velocities of the thorax inertial sensor. Orbital
stability was determined by computing maximum Floquet
multipliers (FMmax) using the Poincare section method [4]. The
state space was divided into 101 Poincare sections, representing
increments from 0 to 100% of the lowering/lifting cycles (0%
corresponded to the upright standing posture). FMmax is

reported at Poincare sections defined at 25, 50, 75, and 100%
of the lowering/lifting cycle.
Results and Discussion
Significant effects of BSE use were found on FMmax at the 25,
50, and 100% sections, in which using the Laevo increased
FMmax by up to ~10% (Figure 1). No significant effect of BSE
use was found on 𝜆
. The increases in FMmax suggest that
using the Laevo could have compromised the ability of the
neuromuscular system to achieve steady-steady motions of the
trunk during repetitive lifting, and which may indicate poorer
stability in response to small (local) perturbations.
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Introduction
Industrial back-support exoskeletons/exosuits (BSEs) have
been introduced as a new intervention to reduce physical
demands on the spine. Although growing evidence points to the
beneficial effects of BSEs, specifically in reducing low-back
physical demands, there is limited understanding of potential
unintended consequences of BSE use on neuromuscular control
of the trunk during manual material handling (MMH). By
providing external structural frames over the trunk and
supportive torques about the hip/low back, a BSE may interfere
with the active and passive trunk subsystems and their
neuromuscular control for effectively maintaining dynamic
stability. We explored the impacts of two different passive
BSEs (BackX
model AC, www.suitx.com, and Lae o
V2.5 www.laevo.nl) on trunk neuromuscular control behavior
during repetitive symmetric and asymmetric lifting tasks. A
nonlinear dynamical systems analysis approach was used [1].
Based on existing evidence, we expected that trunk dynamic
stability would differ when using either BSE, due to changes in
active trunk stiffness and postural adaptations when using a
BSE. Such changes, however, were expected to vary depending
on the specific BSE design and task conditions in which the
BSE is used.
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Figure 1: Effects of BSE use on FMmax at defined Poincare sections.
The asterisks denote significant differences from the Control condition
(i.e., no BSE), and arrows and percentage values indicate changes from
the Control condition.

Significance
Our results provide new evidence of potential unintended
consequences of BSE use on neuromuscular behaviors of the
trunk when using passive BSEs during repetitive lifting.
Specifically, short-term use of a passive BSE might adversely
influence trunk dynamic stability. This information can be
useful when considering BSE adoption, since reduced trunk
stability could pose important safety concerns to users (e.g.,
making them vulnerable to sustaining or aggravating a low back
problem). More research, however, will be needed to assess the
generalizability of different BSE design approaches in terms of
unintended short-term and long-term effects on the
neuromuscular control of the spine.
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Moving outside the lab: markerless motion capture accurately quantifies planar kinematics during the vertical jump
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Introduction
The COVID-19 pandemic has created a need for easy-touse, socially distanced methods of data collection for
biomechanical research. The rise of mature deep learning
software packages provides a unique opportunity for a low
cost, socially distant, high fidelity alternative to traditional
motion capture. One such example of these software
packages is DeepLabCut (Mathis, 2020), an open source
software developed for pose tracking of laboratory
animals. This software has been applied to track human
movement, however, there exist concerns about the
accuracy of markerless motion capture relative to the
marker-based gold standard. The purpose of this study was
to evaluate the performance of markerless motion tracking
as a method to measure lower limb angles during the
vertical jump using a large cohort of subjects from a
publically available data set with time synchronized
motion capture and video data.
Methods
Data were compiled from the open data set (Ghorbani,
2020). The marker based motion capture data were
captured at 120 Hz with a 67-point marker set. Video for
markerless tracking was captured on two orthogonal
cameras at 30 Hz. We split the data set into a 69 subject
training set and a 16 subject test set. To train the model,
four people labeled 19 points of interest across 12 frames
per subject. Each of these frames were automatically
selected via a DeepLabCut clustering algorithm. To test
consistency across labelers, a set of five shared subjects
were labelled by all four labelers (60 total images).
Agreement between labelers was evaluated via the C-1
formulation of the Intraclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC).
The data consisted of each of the subjects performing 20
actions. Researchers identified the start and end times of
each i a ce f he bjec
e ical j m a d added a e
second buffer period to each end of this period. Vertical
jump was chosen for further analysis because of its
relevance as a common test in sports performance testing.
Hip, ankle, and knee angles were extracted from the 1-3
vertical jumps that each subjects performed. The
markerless results were compared with the traditional
motion tracking results using root mean squared error in
addition to coefficient of multiple correlation (CMC)
metrics. For both ICC and CMC measurements r values
ab e 0.9 i dica e e
g ag eeme .
Results and Discussion
The level of agreement between labelers was very high
across the five shared subjects, with an ICC = 0.998 and
RMSE = 4.52 pixels. Results generated from CMC across
the whole movement showed very strong agreement
between the markerless approach and the traditional
motion capture data with a CMC > 0.991 and a RMSE <
3.22°. Across the hip, knee, and ankle angles extracted, the

CMC values were similarly high, being 0.970 ± 0.055,
0.963 ± 0.471, and 0.853 ± 0.23 respectively (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Left) Gold-motion capture, Black-markerless motion
tracking. Dashed-means across all subjects and solid-95%
confidence intervals. Right) example of tracked frame

The results of the study show that free, easy-to-use, open
source markerless tracking is a viable alternative to
traditional motion capture technology, especially for data
collection outside of traditional laboratory spaces. As the
CMC values all indicate strong to very strong agreement
between the two methods of motion tracking, this
represents a significant development in increasing
accessibility to accurate motion tracking technology for
human subject research. These findings provide evidence
that basic cameras can be used to collect human kinematic
data remotely without the need for specialized equipment
which provides researchers with the ability to reach
historically underrepresented groups that are less likely to
participate in studies that take place in a laboratory.
Significance
Markerless motion capture has potential
like other
devices including mobile dynamometry, instrumented
insoles, tensiometers, and inertial measurement units to
transform biomechanical research away from traditional
laboratory settings into venues convenient to populations
that are under sampled with present approaches without
sacrificing measurement fidelity.
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Figure 2: Loops predicted from the splicing hypothesis and twitch
dynamics match closely with measured work loops of a sculpin (fish)
abdominal muscle [2]. Yellow dots indicate timing of electrical stimuli
and loops are roughly positioned on the sinewave according to the timing
of the first electrical stimulus relative to the oscillatory stretch.

Results and Discussion
We tested the splicing hypothesis (Fig. 2) with published
experimental data [2] on sculpin (fish) skeletal muscle that
allowed us to directly test our predictions. Our hypothesis proved
quite accurate, with Pearson's correlation coefficients ranging
from 0.90--0.99 when compared with measurements. These
results are available in a preprint [3].
Our results showed that most of a skeletal muscle's work loop
is accounted for by an interpolation between rheological
characterizations at fixed stimuli. Where it falls short are muscle
phenomena not readily captured by current methods to probe a
muscle's rheology. In this manner, the splicing hypothesis is a
new tool to study muscle mechanics that expands upon and
operates in conjunction with current methods.
Significance
Our work advances the understanding of skeletal muscle
mechanics by showing that well-established rheological
measurements can be used to predict the response under timevarying stimulation by applying the splicing hypothesis.
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Introduction
We develop a hypothesis for the emergence of non-classical
perturbation responses in skeletal muscles due to its active and
tunable material properties, and test the hypothesis using
published datasets and simulations. At the heart of our hypothesis
is rheology, the emergent bulk property of how a material
deforms under forces. Biology makes extensive use of the tunable
rheology of living tissues, but the current toolbox of rheology is
devoted to characterizing materials with properties that are fixed
during measurement. How do we then understand or characterize
skeletal muscles whose motor functionality often arises from its
tunability? We bridge this gap by developing a new method to
incorporate classical experimental rheological measurements of
skeletal muscle into predictions for its response under timevarying stimulus, i.e. the work loops it exhibits when phasically
stimulated and simultaneously undergoing oscillatory stretches.
We test the idea using published datasets and show the
rheological origin of work loops in skeletal muscle.
Splicing hypothesis: Skeletal muscle work loops measured
under time-varying stimulus are captured by a splicing of loops
measured under fixed-stimulus. Namely, for an oscillatory
stretch !(#) = & sin (+#), the force response is
, (#) for 2. ≤ +# ≤ 24,
,(#) = - .
,4 (#) otherwise.
The plots of ,. (#) and ,4 (#) versus !(#) are the basis loops
measured under fixed-stimuli at activation states A and B,
respectively. The time-varying stimulus is a phasic stimulus that
switches from B to A at 2. and back to B at 24 , resulting in a
work loop that is a splicing of the individual loops at A and B
(Fig. 1a). In applying this hypothesis to muscle, we show how
isometric twitch data can be used to incorporate excitationcontraction dynamics in predicting the work loop (Fig. 1b).

Predicted loop

Compare

Work loop

Figure 1: (a) Splicing together fixed-stimulus basis loops at different
junctions predicts work loops under a time-varying phasic stimulus. (b)
Flow chart to predict work loops from basis loops and to compare with
measured work loops. Illustrated with a detailed sarcomere model [2].
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Introduction
Hip dysplasia is a structural pathology characterized by reduced
coverage of the femoral head due to a shallowed acetabulum,
and results in joint instability, cartilage damage, and
osteoarthritis (OA). Other aspects of femur and pelvis shape
driving these joint-level changes are not well understood,
largely due to the fact that a comprehensive description of 3D
hip shape is lacking. Statistical shape modeling (SSM) is an
innovative tool gaining traction in orthopaedic applications
related to understanding population-level variability in bone
shape. The key advantage of this technique is the ability to
evaluate shape over the 3D continuum in an objective manner.
To date, relatively few efforts have been made to implement a
model that encompasses multiple bones, and only the femur has
been examined in the context of hip dysplasia. Thus, the
purpose of this study was to develop and implement a SSM
technique to quantify natural variation in hip anatomy present in
individuals with hip dysplasia.
Methods
83 dysplastic hips from 47 Japanese females (age: 37.3±10.2
yrs., BMI: 21.6±2.9) were included in this IRB-approved
retrospective study. This cohort was selected due to the high
prevalence of hip dysplasia in females of Asian descent. A CT
scan of the lower extremity was obtained. The pelvis and
femurs were segmented from the images and segmentations
were converted to 3D surfaces using Amira v.6.0.1. Surfaces
were smoothed, reflected if left-sided, and aligned via the
iterative closest point algorithm prior to input to the SSM
pipeline. SSM was performed via ShapeWorks 5.3.1 [1].
Briefly, ShapeWorks implements a computational optimization
framework to place particles at consistent anatomic sites across
input shapes. A two-stage alignment technique was employed to
reduce the effect of individual differences in relative bone scale
and position to isolate shape differences in the final model [2].
Correspondence particle locations from each input shape were
used to quantify mean bone shape and reconstruct surfaces.
Principal component analysis determined the modes of variation
from the particle locations, and modes that were statistically
significant were identified via parallel analysis.
Results and Discussion
The first 11 modes described significant variations in hip shape
and accounted for 84.4% of the total variation. Modes 1-3
accounted for 36.0%, 13.5%, and 9.4% of the total variation,
respectively, and modes 4-11 each accounted for 5.5% or less.
The first three modes represented variation in pelvis height,
femoral shaft diameter, and femoral bowing (Fig. 1A); femoral
version (Fig. 1B-C), and ilium shape (Fig. 1C). Later modes
captured more subtle changes in shape including pelvic version.
The main outcome of this work was quantification of shape
and shape variation of hip anatomy in Japanese females with hip
dysplasia. Population-level shape differences were present in
both the femur and pelvis despite the homogeneous sample of
all females having the same ethnicity. Previous SSM efforts

have found differences in version at the proximal femur [3] and
in femoral head-neck anatomy [4] in individuals with hip
dysplasia compared to controls. Similar variations were found
herein despite use of a solely dysplastic cohort. Few other
studies have quantified morphology in hip dysplasia using an
approach that considers the entire 3D anatomy, and none
examined the pelvis. Extension of the developed model to
include a control group will be a critical next step in identifying
which of the observed variations in pelvic anatomy might serve
as biomarkers of hip dysplasia.

Figure 1: Shape differences present in first 3 modes of variation at ±2
SD from the mean hip. Anterior view of joint (left) and lateral pelvis
and exploded posterior femur views (right) are shown for each mode.

Significance
Since our model was developed using a homogeneous cohort,
the observed differences may represent anatomic variations
associated with disease severity. By analysing a larger cohort
incorporating a control group, we will determine which aspects
of variation are indeed associated with hip pathoanatomy. From
this, we can develop a platform to assess disease staging in
patients as part of the standard treatment decision-making
process and determine radiographic imaging planes and
measurements that better capture the relevant 3D differences. In
the future, our technique may be applied to improve diagnostic
accuracy.
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Introduction
Estimating joint loading during human movement is a
cornerstone of biomechanics research. Traditionally, joint loads
are estimated using musculoskeletal models to solve the inverse
d namic
blem. Rel ing n Ne
n ec nd la
f m i n,
we sum the external forces acting on a body segment and set that
equal to the body segment dynamics [1]. This approach is
powerful because it allows researchers to estimate the reaction
loads at each joint that are impossible to physically measure
without invasive surgeries [2]. However, this approach relies on
assumptions and physical measurements that are difficult to
quantify and prone to measurement error.
Therefore, the purpose of this study was to evaluate how the
accuracy of joint load estimates are impacted by errors in both
segment mass properties. To further explore the impact of
experimental measurements, we tested the sensitivity to shear
ground reaction force errors. We hypothesized that changing the
mass properties and shear ground reaction forces would
differentially impact estimated joint loading, with the smallest
effects on the ankle and the greatest effects on the hip.
Methods
We recruited 8 healthy adults (6 males, 2 females; 30 ± 4
years; BMI, 24.1 ± 3.2 kg / m2) who provided written informed
consent. We collected traditional motion capture data during flat
ground walking at self-selected speeds and performed inverse
dynamics to establish a gold-standard range for sagittal joint load
estimates. We then systematically introduced error by
manipulating the mass properties of the musculoskeletal model
and the magnitude of the externally applied loads. To this end,
we scaled both by 0 to 200% in 5% increments, resulting in 1,600
simulations per subject. From this, we compared the peak joint
load estimates from each error condition with the gold-standard
across the joints in the lower extremities.
Results and Discussion
We found that shear ground reaction force errors had large
impacts on joint load estimates while segment mass errors had
less of an impact. These joint load estimate errors increased in
the more proximal joints. The hip saw changes in mass resulting
in around 35% error, changes in shear resulting in 82% error, and
a worst-case scenario of 116% error. The knee saw changes in
mass resulting in errors of 8%, changes in shear resulting in 140%
error, and a worst-case scenario of 147% error. The ankle was
least affected, with changes in mass resulting in errors of less than
2%, changes in shear resulting in 17%, and a worst-case scenario
of 18%.
These results confirm our hypothesis that the ankle would be
least sensitive to changes in mass and shear. This makes sense,
as the segments distal to the ankle joint have relatively little
inertial force potential compared to the loads experienced by the
joint. It was surprising to see that the knee was very sensitive to
changes in shear. This is likely due to the ratio of peak joint load
to shear force, which in this case is roughly half that of the ankle.
Errors in the hip were largely expected as it has the largest distal

Figure 1: We visualized the precent errors in peak hip, knee, and
ankle moments between each error condition and the gold standard
measurement through diverging heat maps. Here, blue represents
over approximations, red represents under approximations, and light
yellow represents accurate approximations of joint moments.

segment in the lower limbs. In addition to walking, we analyzed
other activities of daily living and found that vertical movements
like bouncing and heel raises had much smaller errors caused by
ground reaction force differences.
Significance
Our results show that while some research areas such as
forward simulation in rehabilitation and tendon transfer
simulation might require very high-fidelity measurement
techniques, there are many scenarios where faster, more
convenient measurement solutions would result in very accurate
data. Specifically, the ankle appears to be a largely unaffected by
inertial factors and even some errors in shear measurements.
These results are encouraging for researchers interested in
making measurements outside of the biomechanics lab, both in
the clinic and in the field.
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Introduction
Asymmetric gait is prevalent in clinical populations with
neurological disorders, such as individual’s post-stroke [1].
Unilateral deficits can cause gait impairments and between limb
kinematic differences. Studies have suggested that joint
mechanics adapt to differing conditions and may be the principal
factor in peripheral control during gait [2]. It has also been shown
hemiparetic patients take longer paretic steps compared to
nonparetic [3].
The purpose of this study was to determine if asymmetric
shoe heights can be used to induce joint angle and step length
asymmetries during walking. We hypothesized that maximum
ankle plantar flexion angle at toe off, peak knee flexion angle
during stance, and limb angle at heel strike show greater
asymmetries during adaptation compared to baseline. We also
hypothesized that step length is more asymmetric during
adaptation compared to baseline.
Methods
Eleven healthy young adults (21.2 ± 3.09 years) participated
in four walking trials on an instrumented treadmill (Bertec,
Columbus OH) at 1.3m/s: (1) 5 minutes with equal shoe heights
for familiarization, (2) 5 minutes with equal shoe heights for
baseline, (3) 10 minutes adaptation with one shoe raised to an
asymmetric height (4) 10 minutes post-adaptation phase with
equal shoe heights. Shoe height was raised 1 cm for each
participant using a shoe insert during the adaptation trial (side
with insert = “heightened limb”; shoe without insert = “nonheightened limb”). The side of the shoe insert was randomized
between participants (n with right side heightened limb = 6).
We filtered marker data with a fourth-order 8Hz low-pass
Butterworth filter and calculated kinematic measures. Between
limb asymmetry was quantified [(heightened – nonheightened)/(heightened + non-heightened)] for ankle angle
during toe off, knee peak flexion during stance, limb angle during
heel strike and step length. Limb angle was defined as the
maximum angle between the greater trochanter and fifth
metatarsal. A 10-stride average was obtained for baseline, early
and late adaptation conditions. We tested for between limb
differences using a one-way repeated measured ANOVA and
Bonferroni post-hoc tests for each kinematic asymmetry
measure. Statistical significance was established with alpha <
0.05.
Results and Discussion
In general, participants did not show differences in limb angle
asymmetry, knee peak flexion symmetry, or step length
asymmetry, but did show differences between ankle maximum
plantar flexion angle symmetry. Limb angle asymmetry was not
significantly different between conditions (F(2,20) = 0.788, p =
0.469). Knee peak flexion was not significantly different between
conditions (F(2,20) = 0.695, p = 0.511). Mauchly’s test of
sphericity indicated that the assumption of sphericity had been

violated (p = 0.039) for limb step length asymmetry. A
Greenhouse-Geisser correction was run and there was not a step
length symmetry difference between conditions (F(1.322,13,22)
= 0.958, p = 0.372).
Ankle plantar flexion asymmetry was significantly different
between conditions (F(2,20) = 8.167, p = 0.003); lower in early
adaptation (-0.038 ± 0.108; p = 0.005) and late adaptation (-0.033
± 0.965; p = 0.010) compared to baseline (0.025 ± 0.086).
The results showed significant differences in ankle plantar
flexion asymmetry, which confirms our hypothesis, but no
significant differences in any other measures (knee flexion, limb
angle, step length asymmetry) were found, which is not in line
with our hypotheses. These results indicate ankle angle
adjustments may be the primary kinematic adaptation to brief
asymmetric shoe height exposure.

Figure 1: Ankle plantar flexion during toe off was lower in early and
late adaptation compared to baseline. Group means for ankle maximum
plantar flexion angle during pre-adaptation, early-adaptation, and lateadaptation. Solid diamonds indicate average values. Triangles indicate
data for each participant. Dotted line at 0 indicates perfect symmetry

Significance
Asymmetric shoe height may be able to alter ankle joint
kinematics during walking. More research should be done with a
more pronounced asymmetric footwear height difference to see
if that imposes more prominent kinematic adaptations.
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Introduction
There are several clinical conditions, such as acute tendon rupture
[1], tendinosis [2], and limb amputation, that result in tendon
damage or loss too severe to repair surgically. In such cases,
artificial tendons could fully replace a damaged or missing
biological tendon. One suture-based artificial tendon was recently
developed and tested for its mechanical durability and tissue
integration in an in vivo goat model [3]; however, the effect of the
artificial tendon on locomotor function remains unknown.
In this study we replaced select tendons that cross the tarsus
with a similar suture-based artificial tendon in 4 healthy New
Zealand White (NZW) rabbits o e he endon effect on
locomotor function. Motion capture and foot-ground pressure
data were measured to quantify rabbit hindlimb biomechanics
during stance phase at multiple pre- and post-surgery timepoints.
Figure 1: Shows the following changes over a 6-week time period: A.
We hypothesized that locomotor function would decrease
Foot range of motion (ROM). B. Ankle ROM. C. Average vertical
immediately post-surgery but would gradually recover towards
ground reaction force. D. Average contact area.
pre-surgical levels of function in the following weeks.
pre-surgical levels, but foot ROM remained lower. The Achilles
Methods
group also had lower vGRF and contact area post-surgery that
This study was approved by the UTK Institutional Animal Care
partially returned to pre-surgical levels (Fig. 1C,D). In the TC
and Use Committee (IACUC). In this study, we replaced either
group, foot and ankle ROM were similar across all timepoints.
the Achilles (n=2) or tendinous portion of the Tibialis Cranialis
Following surgery, TC rabbits had lower vGRF and contact area
m. (TC) (n=2) with suture-based artificial tendons adapted from
but recovered to pre-surgical levels by the 4-week mark.
Melvin, et al. [3]. The artificial tendons were composed of either
Compared to a healthy control group [4], the Achilles group
six (Achilles) or four (TC) strands of United States Pharmacopeia
at 6 weeks post-surgery had similar kinematics at foot strike but
(USP) size-0 braided polyester suture (Mersilene, Ethicon) and
increasingly different kinematics as stance phase progressed.
coated with biocompatible silicone (Elkem Silicones). Each
From qualitative video analysis, we observed higher-than-normal
artificial tendon was then coated in a lubricating mixture of
flexion of the metatarsophalangeal joint in the Achilles group that
50:45:5 distilled water, glycerin, and gelatin, respectively. Lastly,
prevented the midfoot from contacting the ground; this
the tendons were washed in an ultrasonic bath, and sterilized
observation potentially explains the lower contact area. The
using ethylene oxide gas. During surgery we removed either the
remaining functional impairment in the Achilles group may have
Achilles or TC insertion tendons by cutting at the muscle-tendon
been due to tendon laxity (i.e. excessive muscle-tendon length);
junction. The proximal end of the artificial tendon was sutured
implanting shorter tendons may prevent laxity. Functional
into the distal end of the appropriate muscle; the distal end of the
recovery may have been incomplete by 7 weeks post-surgery;
artificial tendon was tied to a suture anchor implanted into either
future studies will have longer duration and include formal
the calcaneus (Achilles) or talus (TC) bones.
rehabilitation activities to achieve greater functional recovery.
We measured biomechanics before surgery and at 5 weekly
Significance
increments post-surgery following a 2-week recovery period.
Rabbits with artificial tendon replacement recovered substantial
Prior o e ing, e ha ed he rabbi hindlimb and marked he
locomotor function despite functional declines immediately postjoint centers of the knee, ankle, and metatarsophalangeal (MTP)
surgery, supporting our hypothesis. The TC group had less postjoints with black ink for motion tracking. The rabbits were coaxed
surgery decline and better function at the final timepoint than the
to hop through an acrylic tunnel across a pressure mat (Tekscan,
Achilles group; this is not surprising since Achilles (plantar
Very HR Walkway 4; South Boston, MA) that recorded vertical
flexion) loading is probably higher than TC (dorsiflexion)
ground reaction force (vGRF), contact area, and pressure. This
loading during stance. Despite our small sample size, both rabbits
pressure mat data was synchronized with videos recorded from a
in each group showed similar trends. Our data provides critical
webcam at 60 Hz; we used a custom MATLAB program to
information for future studies of the artificial tendon, a potentially
compute foot angles (angle between foot and ground) and ankle
valuable clinical device.
angles (angle between shank and foot) from the videos. The
rabbits were given pen time as part of an informal rehabilitation
Acknowledgments
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Results and Discussion
In the Achilles group (n=2), foot and ankle angle range of motion
(ROM, max-min) during stance were 51.3 and 39.2 degrees
lower, respectively, post-surgery than pre-surgery (Fig. 1A,B).
Over the next five weeks, ankle ROM recovered (increased) to
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I
d ci
Ever
ear in the United States, there are 66 million
musculoskeletal injuries, ith nearl half involving tendon and
ligaments [1]. In man instances, the tissue e periences a partial
tear. When this happens, the non-injured portion of the tendon
must compensate mechanicall for the defect, resulting in
higher stress concentrations in the remaining tissue due to a
smaller cross-sectional area. Unfortunatel , it is challenging to
assess mechanical changes in these injured tendons in i o.
Shear ave tensiometr is a recentl developed method to
non-invasivel measure tendon shear ave speeds, hich
modulate proportionall to the square root of a ial stress [2].
While shear ave tensiometr has been validated as a a to
measure loading in health tendons, it has not et been applied
to injured tendons. Prior to appl ing this technique to injured
tendons, e plan to use mechanical phantoms that emulate
tendon behavior to mimic e pected changes follo ing partial
tears [3]. The objective of this ork as to stud the effects of
partial idth defects on the ave speed-stress relationship in
mechanical phantoms.
Me h d
To create the phantoms, ten strands of arn ere threaded
through a custom mold and pretensioned at 10 N. A commercial
silicone product as poured into the mold. The mechanical
constructs mimic the high a ial stiffness and lo shear stiffness
of tendon [4].
Four phantoms ere tested in a unia ial tensile testing
machine (MTS). Each phantom as tested in three defect states:
intact, small defect, and large defect (Figure 1). For each trial,
the phantom as preconditioned b sinusoidall loading to 200
N over 25 c cles. Then, e applied a ramp load increasing at a
rate of 20 N/s from 0 N to 150 N. During the loading, a
mechanical tapper as driven b a 10 H square ave to e cite
shear aves in the tendon. Wave speeds ere measured on both
the intact and defect sides of the tendon using laser Doppler
vibrometr (Pol tech Inc.). Wave speed as determined using
the dela in ave arrival time bet een t o laser measurement
points spaced 9 mm apart along the length of the tendon, ith
the first being 30 mm from the tapper [5].
Linear regressions bet een tensile load and squared ave
speed ere created for each trial. A repeated measures ANOVA
as used to determine ho defects affected peak squared ave
speed and the slope of the regression fit, ith phantom side and
defect level as the main effects.
Re l and Di c ion
Measurements taken on the intact portion of the phantom
e hibited a strong linear relationship bet een a ial tension and
squared shear ave speed across defect si e (R2 = [none: 0.756,
small: 0.915, large: 0.886]). A 65% increase in peak squared
ave speed as observed in large defect phantoms compared to

intact phantoms (p<0.01). In terms of slope, there as a 106%
increase from phantoms ithout defects to phantoms ith large
defects, indicating larger
ave speed measurements for
phantoms ith larger defects (p<0.01).

Fig re 1: Phantoms ith small and large defects, ith tapper location
indicated b a star (left). Regression lines for measurements taken
across load levels and defect si es in a representative sample ith full
data included (right).

In contrast, measurements taken on the defect side of
phantoms e hibited non-linear relationships bet een a ial
tension and squared ave speed as defect si e increased. (R2 =
[none: 0.716, small: 0.565, large: 0.039]). The linear model did
not hold because the shear ave could not propagate past the
defect.
Sig ifica ce
Our results confirm that phantoms
ith partial defects
e perience higher ave speeds than intact phantoms under
applied tensile load. The observed 65% increase in ave speed
reflects higher stresses due to the decrease in cross-sectional
area [5]. Significant differences in ave speed ere observed
hen comparing bet een intact and large defect phantoms, but
not bet een intact and small defect phantoms, indicating that
differences are dependent on the si e of the defect. This data
e emplifies that shear ave tensiometr holds promise for
. In the future, e intend on e panding this
research to model more specific e vivo tendon injuries.
Furthermore, this research is a step for ard in the process of
eventuall integrating shear ave tensiometr into clinical and
rehabilitation settings.
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Introduction
Understanding the control mechanism of the human foot-ankle
complex can inform the design of novel foot prostheses. To
improve the adaptation of these designs to different activities
such as ramp and stair descent, it is important to observe the way
ankle control changes in a non-impaired human limb. In this
study, we observe the changes in dynamic mean ankle moment
arm (DMAMA) [1] when performing different activities.
DMAMA describes the way the ankle controls the location of
force interaction with the ground (moment arm). This summative
measure accounts for temporal, spatial, and directional variations
in the applied force in a single value. This makes DMAMA a
useful target measure for semi-active prostheses that adjust only
once per stride.
Methods
Eight unimpaired adults (age: 30±6 years; mass: 65±13 kg; foot
length: 28±2 cm; mean ± SD) provided written informed consent
to participate in this study. Participants performed at least 8 trials
of each of the 7 activities. Walking speeds were self-selected.
Kinematics were collected using a 12-camera motion capture
system and ground reaction forces using multiple force plates: 6
embedded in a level walkway, 2 in a 5° incline ramp, and a force
plate stairway with 3 steps, the last step forming a part of the top
platform.
We used Visual3D (C-Motion, Inc.) to filter the force and
kinematic data, determine foot contact with force plates, and
calculate ankle moment and ground reaction force/moment. We
used a custom MATLAB script to determine heel contact (HC)
and toe-off (TO) and calculate DMAMA during stance phase
according to Equation 1 where M is the ankle moment and F is
the sagittal ground reaction force [1]. DMAMA values were
subsequently normalized to participant foot length.
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To assess the difference in DMAMA across different
activities, we fit a linear mixed model (LMM) to the means of
each subject’s DMAMA for each category: speed, slope, and
stairs. We included DMAMA as the dependent variable, the
activities as the fixed effects and the participant as a random
effect. We define sensitivity in table 1 as the regression
coefficient from this LMM and each change in activity
corresponds to an increment of one (e.g., for speed: slow (-1),
normal (0), fast (1)). Critical α was set to p<0.05.
Results and Discussion
As walking speed increased, DMAMA decreased as shown in
figure 1 and table 1. This result matches previous work by
Adamczyk [1], who also found that DMAMA tended to move
towards the heel (decrease) as walking speed increased. Higher
DMAMA at slower walking speeds may be due to an increased
plantar flexor moment attempting to slow the body’s progression
[2]. We observed an even sharper decrease in DMAMA when
participants ascended stairs versus descended them.

Figure 1: Trends in DMAMA across activities. The thick grey lines
show the subject-independent data fit as a result of the linear mixed
model. Colored markers connected by dashed lines represent each
participant’s average in the different categories.
Table 1. Subject-independent regression – LMM
Sensitivity
Fixed Effect
p-value
R2
(DMAMA per increment)
Walking Speed
-1.34
0.002
0.49
Slope
+1.01
0.010
0.60
Stairs
-8.00
0.003
0.46
Table 2. Mean DMAMA (% foot length) by Activity
Activity
Mean± SD Activity
Mean± SD
LG Walking:
Down Ramp (-5°) 23.6 ± 2.60
Slow
23.9 ± 2.85 Up Ramp (5°)
25.5 ± 2.20
Normal
23.3 ± 2.28 Up Stairs
27.8 ± 5.48
Fast
21.1 ± 2.54 Down Stairs
35.9 ± 4.99

As the ground incline changed from negative to positive, we
observed a significant shift forward in DMAMA. This is
consistent with prior work by Leestma et al. [3] who showed a
similar increase in DMAMA with increasing ground slope in
participants with amputation using an experimental foot-ankle
prosthesis. While the sensitivities in table 1 may appear small,
DMAMA moving 1-8% foot length per increment, it is important
to note that typical DMAMA values fall within a relatively
narrow numerical range [1].
Significance
The results of this study can be used to design more biomimetic
assistive devices such as prostheses, exoskeletons and orthoses.
Using approaches such as varying prosthetic keel stiffness to tune
DMAMA, semi-active prostheses can alter the biomechanics of
a person’s gait [3]. Target DMAMA values, such as the ones
presented in this work, could be used to inform the control
algorithms of novel prostheses, allowing them to adapt to
different activities. DMAMA could also be used as a
performance metric in fully robotic devices to evaluate and adjust
their continuous ankle torque controllers. Having the ability to
adapt to different speeds and terrains may improve the experience
of prostheses users, e.g., by reducing maladaptive socket torques.
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Introduction
Quantitative measures of tissue loading have many applications
in research and clinical spaces. Shear wave tensiometry can
predict stress in superficial tendons based on shear wave
propagation speed [1]. The usefulness of the technique will
expand further as it transitions into a wearable technology [2].
However, the technique is still limited in that calibration is
required if users desire an absolute measure of tissue loading [3].
Calibration can be a time-consuming step that will usually
require additional equipment. Here, we present a machine
learning approach to generate a model predicting tendon stress
directly from skin-mounted accelerometer data. The model
performed well on test data, such that it can potentially
circumvent the need for calibration on individual subjects.
Methods
Standard shear wave tensiometry involves calculating the speed
of an induced shear wave based on tracked wave motion at two
downstream accelerometers. Wave speed squared is then
calibrated to tendon stress during a simple task [3]. Here, we
instead trained neural network models (MATLAB) to predict
tendon stress based on all data recorded by the pair of
accelerometers. We used data collected during a prior study from
the Achilles tendons of 12 subjects walking (1.00, 1.25, 1.50,
1.75, 2.00 m/s) and running (1.50, 2.00, 2.50, 3.00, 3.50 m/s) on
an instrumented treadmill. Principal component (PC) analysis
was performed on raw accelerometer data from all trials and
subjects to reduce the dimensionality of the data. The first 20 PCs
accounted for 90% of the variance in the accelerometer data and
were retained. PCs, along with calculated wave speed, served as
predictors in the models. Models were trained to predict inverse
dynamics (ID) estimates of tendon stress using data from stance
and early swing. ID stress estimates were made by dividing ID
ankle torque estimates by tendon moment arm and crosssectional area, assuming all torque was produced by triceps surae.
Data from 10 subjects were used for training and validation,
and data from the remaining two were held out to test the final
trained model. Each of the first ten subjects served as the
validation subject once with the nine others being used to train a
set of 20 neural network models in each case. This resulted in a
total of 120 trained models. The highest performing 80% of these
were retained, and contributed to a final ensemble model which
averaged their predictions. This process was meant to eliminate
bias from individual subject differences and reduce the effects of
individual trained models falling into poor local error minima.
The trained ensemble neural network model was used to
predict stress from PCs and wave speed for all subjects and trials.
For each trial, root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) was
calculated between predicted stress and ID stress.
Results and Discussion
The trained model predicted stress accurately for the stance
phases in both walking (W) and running (R) trials (Fig. 1; all
subjects: RMSDW =5.9±2.9, RMSDR =12.3±6.8; test subjects:
RMSDW =4.8±0.6, RMSDR =12.5±5.4 MPa). Test subject results

were as good as training/validation subject results, indicating that
the model is not overfitting the data. Model-based predictions
compare favorably with published predictions from subjectspecific (RMSDW =8.1 MPa) or group average (RMSDW =9.4
MPa) dynamometer-based calibration on the same data [3]. Thus,
an ensemble neural network model like the one presented here
could improve the accuracy of tendon stress predictions, even
while eliminating the calibration step.

Figure 1: Wave speed squared and model predicted stresses vs. inverse
dynamics (ID) derived stresses for all subjects (left) and subjects in the
test group (right). Data from each subject appear in a unique color.

The ensemble neural network model under-predicted higher
ID stresses during running (Fig. 2). This could indicate a
limitation of the approach, or could be due to artificially high ID
stresses from experimental measurement error. Interestingly,
despite not being trained with swing phase data, the model did
predict late swing phase Achilles stresses caused by passive
tensioning prior to foot contact.

Figure 2: Inverse dynamics (ID) derived stresses and model predicted
stresses over the course of walking (blue) and running (orange) gait
cycles averaged across subjects for each speed (lighter color = faster).

Significance
A trained neural network model could eliminate the reliance of
shear wave tensiometry on calibration and greatly expand its
usability, particularly in clinical spaces where there are often
tight constraints on the amount of time spent with individual
patients. Further, this approach could improve reliability and ease
of use, so that training requirements are diminished. Thus, this
work represents an important step toward enabling researchers
and clinicians alike to use shear wave tensiometry for estimating
absolute muscle-tendon loads.
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Introduction
Lower-extremity physical augmentation devices are typically
designed to provide active assistance to the user during a variety
of tasks by applying torque across joints. For both rehabilitation
and military applications, locomotion remains a critical task that
may benefit from augmentation. Metrics such as metabolic cost,
movement speed, skill, balance, local fatigue, injury risk, and
cognitive metrics may be critical to understanding physical
augmentation performance (1, 2). To move the field of physical
augmentation forward, it is critical to improve our understanding
of how and to what extent humans adapt and interact with these
devices (1).
In this study we measured electroencephalography (EEG),
electromyography (EMG), kinematics, and kinetics while
subjects walked on a treadmill with assistance from an ankle
augmentation device. Here we will present our kinematic results
to show how study participants adapted their joint movement
strategy over time while walking with the augmentation device.
Methods
Six healthy adults walked on an instrumented treadmill (AMTI,
MA) at 1.2m/s with bilateral ankle assistance from the Dephy
ExoBoot (Dephy Inc, MA), an active, autonomous ankle
exoskeleton that gives the user plantarflexion assistance at pushoff. We measured EEG, lower extremity EMG, optical motion
capture, and ground reaction forces from the treadmill. We
recorded data while subjects walked on the treadmill with and
without assistance, before, during and after a training period.
During the training period, the subject walked on the treadmill
for ~45 minutes while the ankle assistance turned on and off at
random intervals between 45-70 steps. This resulted in the
subject walking with assistance for ~20mins total. While we
anticipate interesting comparisons between joint kinematics
with/without assistance, and during the training period, for the
purpose of this abstract we looked at assisted conditions before
and after the training period.
We collected motion capture data at 120Hz, using 12 infrared
cameras (Motion Analysis Corp, CA) and a custom marker set
(48 markers). We filtered marker data using a low pass 4th order,
zero lag, Butterworth filter (fc=6Hz). We computed sagittal plane
joint angles using Visual 3D (C-Motion, MD). We extracted gait
events (heel strike and toe off) using force plate data. We
epoched the joint angles using left heel strike events and
normalized each gait cycle to have 101 points. We computed
average gait cycle joint angle trajectories by averaging across all
gait cycles (~250 cycles) for each condition and subject. We also
computed range of motion, peak flexion, and peak extension for
each gait cycle.
Results and Discussion
We found subjects adapted their ankle joint kinematics (increased
ROM) by increasing dorsiflexion, as seen in Table 1. We found
that subjects adapted knee kinematics (increased ROM) by

increasing knee flexion. We found that subjects adapted hip joint
kinematics (increased ROM) by increasing hip flexion.
Table 1: Peak flexion (maximum), Peak extension (minimum), and
a ge f
i (ROM) f a
bjec
ef ide j i a g e .

Figure 1: Normalized left side joint angles from two exemplary subjects.
Time is normalized for one gait cycle from Left Heel Strike (LHS, 0%)
to the subsequent Left Heel Strike (LHS, 100%).

While on average our data shows that subjects adapted their
joint kinematics with training, there is inter-subject variability.
For example, we have included the data for two exemplary
subjects in Fig 1. Subject 4 adapted their ankle and knee
kinematics due to training by decreasing peak dorsiflexion and
flexion respectively. Comparatively, Subject 9 showed very little
adaptation in joint kinematics. In future work we plan to examine
how the cortical neural dynamics correspond to adaptation in gait
biomechanics.
Significance
Understanding how joint kinematics adapt to active physical
augmentation devices can help inform the design of these
devices, especially if controllers are based on the
e
kinematic variables.
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Introduction
ACL reconstruction (ACLR) contributes to reduced knee
flexion during walking and landing, which may influence knee
osteoarthritis (OA) development and re-injury risk, respectively.1
High body mass index (BMI) and female sex are risk factors for
knee OA and ACL injury.2,3 However, there may be unique
interactions between sex and BMI on knee mechanics during
walking and landing due to differences in regional body fat
distribution between males and females.4
The purpose of this study was to examine the association
between BMI and knee flexion characteristics during gait and
landing in a cohort with ACLR. We hypothesized that BMI
would be associated with smaller knee flexion angles and
external moments, and that the association would be more
pronounced in females compared with males.
Methods
Thirty individuals with primary unilateral ACLR participated
in this study (14 males, Age=24±4.7 years, BMI = 25.0 ± 5.5,
Body Fat % = 21.1 ± 8.6, Gait speed = 1.35 ± 0.10 m s-1, Time
Since ACLR = 80.8 ± 29.6 months; 16 females, Age = 21.5 ± 2.4,
BMI = 27.0 ± 5.3, Body Fat % = 29.1 ± 8.3, speed = 1.36 ± 0.17
m s-1, Time Since ACLR = 65.4 ± 19.7 months).
Body composition was assessed using air displacement
plethysmography. All biomechanical data were obtained during
a single laboratory session using a 9-camera Qualisys Motion
Capture System recording at 240Hz and 2 force plates recording
at 2400Hz. Five overground walking trials per limb were
performed at a self-selected speed in laboratory standard neutral
cushion footwear along a 10m runway, and speed was maintained
within ±5%. Bilateral landing biomechanics were obtained
during a drop vertical jump using a 30cm box at a distance
equivalent to half the participants’ height. Marker trajectories and
force plate data were low-pass filtered at 6 Hz for gait analyses,
and low-pass filtered at 20Hz for landing analyses. All outcomes
were extracted bilaterally, but analyses were restricted to the limb
with ACLR.
A joint coordinate system was used to obtain knee angles and
expressed as motion of the shank relative to thigh segment, and
inverse dynamics was used to obtain knee moments resolved in
the tibial coordinate system. Gait outcomes included the knee
flexion angle at heel contact, the peak knee flexion angle in early
stance, and the peak external knee flexion moment. Landing
outcomes included the knee flexion angle at ground contact, peak
knee flexion angle, and peak external knee flexion moment.
Stepwise linear regression was used to assess the association
between BMI (kg/m2) and gait and landing outcomes after
adjusting for body fat (%). We adjusted for body fat percentage
because BMI does not consider body composition. We assessed
the moderating effect of sex (0=female, 1=male) on the
association between mean-centred predictor variables and gait
and landing outcomes via the addition of the interaction term (sex
x BMI) to the regression model. Where a significant interaction
was found, post hoc probing was conducted via an analysis of the
conditional slopes within each sex.

Figure 1: Conditional slopes for each sex where significant interactions
were found after adjusting for body fat %. Solid lines represent females,
and dashed lines represent males (A: peak knee flexion during gait; B:
knee flexion at heel contact during gait; C: peak knee flexion moment
during gait; D: knee flexion angle at ground contact during landing).

Results and Discussion
In the ACLR limb, there was a significant interaction between
sex and BMI on the knee flexion angle at heel contact ( R2= 0.19,
p=0.01), peak knee flexion angle ( R2= 0.11, p=0.04), and peak
external knee flexion moment ( R2= 0.10, p=0.05) during gait;
and on the knee flexion angle at ground contact during landing
( R2= 0.11, p=0.04). Post hoc probing of the conditional slopes
indicated that a higher BMI was associated with a smaller knee
flexion angle at heel contact (Effect=0.69, p=0.03), smaller peak
knee flexion angle during gait (Effect=1.04, p=0.02), and smaller
external knee flexion moment (Effect=-0.002, p=0.01), but only
in females. Similarly, a higher BMI was associated with a smaller
knee flexion angle at ground contact during landing (Effect=1.06
p=0.03), but only in females.
Significance
Findings indicate that sex influences the association between
high BMI and knee flexion characteristics during walking and
landing. Females with high BMI may exhibit smaller knee
flexion angles and external knee flexion moments, which may
exacerbate risk for post-traumatic knee OA and secondary injury.
Interestingly, no effects were observed in the contralateral limb.
As such, high BMI and sex should be considered when
developing rehabilitation programs for individuals with ACLR.
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Introduction
Multiple sclerosis is a progressive, chronic disease that
damages nerve fibers and obstructs nerve signal transmission
causing balance deficits and falls. Mobility and balance deficits
fundamentally influence the performance of daily tasks for the
2.5 million multiple sclerosis patients worldwide. In a threemonth period, 56% of people with multiple sclerosis (PwMS)
reported experiencing falls (Nilsagard et al. 2015). During
walking, PwMS are more susceptible to medial-lateral (ML)
optical flow perturbations than controls (Selgrade et al. 2020),
but we do not know how they respond to these perturbations
during standing. Given that direction-dependence differs of
balance between walking and standing, the purpose of this study
was to examine the effects of optical flow perturbations on
standing balance control in PwMS. We first hypothesized that
optical flow perturbations would challenge standing balance in
PwMS more than control participants. We also hypothesized that,
due to a wider base of support laterally, standing balance would
be more susceptible to anterior-posterior (AP) perturbations in
comparison to ML perturbations in PwMS.
Methods
Fourteen PwMS (38.9±6.6 years, 12 female) participated in
this IRB-approved study. Participants stood on a force plate in a
virtual reality environment under four 1-minute conditions: eyes
closed, eyes open with no perturbation, ML optical flow
perturbation, and AP optical flow perturbations. These
continuous perturbations elicit the visual perception of
instability. We calculated standard deviation, range, velocity, and
95% confidence ellipse area from the center of pressure (CoP)
trajectory. A repeated measures ANOVA tested for main effects
and interactions between group and condition with post hoc,
pairwise comparisons using Bonferroni corrections.
Results and Discussion
Compared to standing with ML perturbations, standing with
AP perturbations elicited larger changes in CoP ML range and
standard deviation relative to the eyes-open control trial. Our first
hypothesis was not supported. Optical flow perturbations did not
disproportionately affect standing balance in PwMS compared to
age-matched controls. A possible explanation for this would be
that the PwMS were relatively fit (average preferred walking
speed: 1.29 m/s). Combined with prior research on the same
group of subjects, these results suggest that optical flow
perturbations better reveal balance deficits in PwMS during
walking than during standing (Selgrade et al. 2020). We interpret
these findings to suggest that PwMS rely on vision for balance
more during walking than during standing. Conversely, our
second hypothesis, that balance was more susceptible to AP
perturbations, was supported. Compared to standing with ML
optical flow perturbations, CoP ML range and standard deviation
were higher when standing with AP perturbations. Unexpectedly,
neither AP standard deviation nor AP range significantly differed
between AP perturbation and any other condition. The base of
support is much smaller in the AP direction, and participants may

prioritize strategies to limit variability and ensure resilience to
perturbations. This effect may explain why AP differences did
not reach significance. Neither COP velocity nor 95% confidence
ellipse area significantly differed between groups or conditions.

A

B

Figure 1: Standard deviation (A) and range (B) of center of pressure
position during standing with optical flow perturbations and control
conditions in people with multiple sclerosis (PwMS) and age-matched
controls. * indicates significant difference (p<0.05) between conditions.

Significance
Overall, these findings have implications for clinical
screening of PwMS to detect fall risk. This study found that
optical flow perturbations affected standing balance similarly in
PwMS and age-matched controls. This result, combined with
prior research on susceptibility to optical flow perturbations
during walking in PwMS, suggests that in clinical settings,
perturbed walking may more effectively detect balance deficits
and prevent falls in PwMS.
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Introduction
Current solutions to offload sensitive areas of the foot may induce
compensatory gait and can be uncomfortable, resulting in poor
patient compliance. PopSoleTM is a novel, fully customizable airfilled insole designed to decrease plantar pressure by deflating
localized areas while still providing anatomic support to the foot.
The purpose of this pilot study was to compare gait kinematics
when walking with the PopSole device, Darco PegAssist device,
and neutral running shoes (Figure 1). We hypothesize that lower
extremity walking kinematics will be unchanged in PopSole, but
will be changed when wearing Darco PegAssist, compared to
running shoes.
Methods
10 healthy participants (5F/5M; 28 ± 6.5 years; 23.3 ± 3.0 kg/m2)
with no history of foot injury, surgery, or pathology consented to
this IRB-approved study. Participants walked overground at a
self-selected pace (1.5 ± 0.2 m/s) for 2 min in three shoe
conditions in a randomized order: 1) standard neutral running
shoes, 2) PopSole insoles with localized forefoot and heel regions
popped, and 3) Darco PegAssist shoes with localized forefoot and
heel region pegs removed. Participants completed surveys about
footwear comfort and preference. Kinematics were collected
using 3D motion capture (12-camera Vicon) at 100 Hz. Joint
angles for the hip, knee and ankle during stance were computed
in Visual3D. Data were averaged over a mean of 10 ± 3 steps for
each shoe condition. A one-way repeated measures ANOVA and
post-hoc paired t-tests were run using statistical parametric
mapping (SPM)1 in MATLAB. Ankle kinematics were not
available for the Darco shoe and thus SPM paired t-tests were
used to evaluate differences in ankle kinematics.
Results and Discussion

The ankle was less abducted and more everted when wearing the
PopSole compared to the running shoe (Figure 2AB). This
contradicted our hypothesis that PopSole would not change
kinematics compared to the running shoe.
Knee and hip flexion/extension and adduction/abduction
kinematics waveforms were different among conditions based on
the SPM ANOVA. Only hip flexion/extension showed
significance post-hoc, with the hip extending less when wearing
the Darco compared to running shoes (Figure 2C). This supports
our hypothesis that the Darco shoe changes kinematics compared
to the running shoe. Knee and hip kinematics were not different
between PopSole and running shoes.
All participants preferred PopSole over Darco. 10% of
participants reported PopSole affected their hip or knee and 70%
felt Darco affected their hip or knee. 90% of participants reported
feeling proper leg alignment with Popsole and 0% felt properly
aligned with Darco. The PopSole device may therefore improve
patient compliance.
Limitations are that ankle kinematic data were not available
for the Darco condition, and results are from healthy individuals
walking over a flat laboratory walkway.
Significance
PopSole was preferred to and altered hip kinematics less than the
Darco PegAssist, suggesting PopSole has potential clinical
benefit over the current standard of care.
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Introduction
Bone stress reactions are overuse injuries that frequently prevent
endurance runners and military recruits from training. Bone
stress injuries (BSIs) account for 20% of injuries in sports
medicine clinics and up to 10% of all orthopaedic injuries [1].
BSIs, caused by microdamage accumulation from repetitive
mechanical loading, are commonly found in the metatarsals of
runners. Biological predisposition and biomechanical factors
c
ib e a i di id a
i k f de e i g a BSI. The fe a e
athlete triad, more generally regarded as Relative Energy
Deficiency in Sport (RED-S), comprise a set of risk factors which
are known to predispose athletes to stress injuries [2,3]. Women
are 1.5 3 times more likely to sustain a BSI than men [4].
However, it is unclear if this stems from triad factors (i.e.
menstrual dysfunction, estrogen deficiency) or biomechanical
factors. Biomechanical risk factors like poor bone structure and
intrinsic foot muscle weakness, have been implicated in BSI risk
[5]. We hypothesize that females have weaker bone structure
compared to males, even when accounting for body mass.
Methods
This retrospective analysis selected all patients seen by a single
sports medicine physician (AST) from 2015 to 2019 with a
diagnosis of metatarsal BSI or another foot injury, who also had
MRI images of the metatarsals (n=61). Here we report on a subset
of 16 patients (9 female, 7 male) whose MRI images were
quantitatively analysed. This included three women and four men
with a BSI in whom we only analysed the uninjured metatarsals.
Sex, weight, and Triad risk factors at the time of diagnosis were
obtained from medical records. Coronal T1 images of the
metatarsal mid-shafts were manually segmented in Mimics.

plots in Figure 2. The first metatarsal displayed the greatest
geometric strength characteristics compared to the lesser
metatarsals. Males had stronger 1st (p-value < 0.001), 4th (pvalue=0.031), and 5th (p-value = 0.004) metatarsals compared to
females; however, these differences were less remarkable when
normalizing to body mass (p-value=0.018, p-value=0.11, pvalue=0.06, respectively).

Figure 2. Comparison of raw (top) and body mass-normalized (bottom)
Imax values for all metatarsals between male and female runners.

Interestingly, metatarsals 2 and 3, which tend to experience BSI
most frequently, were not significantly weaker in females (2nd
and 3rd metatarsal Imax: p-value =0.39, p-value=0.073, Imax,
Normalized: p-value = 0.98, p-value=0.83, respectively).

The second moment of area (minimum, maximum) were
calculated using ImageJ. We compared male vs. female
metatarsals using a Mann-Whitney U test, with p-values<0.05
considered significant.

Significance
The preliminary findings presented here indicate the higher
incidence of BSI in female runners may not be explained by
metatarsal bone strength alone, though additional comparisons
should be made between those with/without BSI. The work
performed here is meaningful because its is a first step in
identifying imaging biomarkers for assessing relative injury risk.
This research study affects the clinical environment by providing
practitioners with reference data for metatarsal morphology.

Results and Discussion
There were no differences in age (Male= 30±12, Female= 29±13
years), stratified Triad score (Male = 1.4±1.4, Female = 1.3±1.5),
or BMI (Male= 23.4±3.6, Female= 20.6±1.8 kg/m2) between the
two groups. Males had larger metatarsals with thicker cortices.
Raw Imax and normalized Imax are summarized in box-and-whisker
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Figure 1. Cross-sections of metatarsals (left) are distinguishable by the
c ice ack f ig a (black) in T1-weigthed images (arrow).
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Introduction
Yoga is known to have many health benefits and can be
learned through many different modalities [1,2]. During the
COVID-19 pandemic, many yoga programs transitioned to
strictly virtual learning either through live video conference
sessions (synchronous) or on-demand video (asynchronous).
Although the synchronous group has the benefit of live
feedback and the asynchronous group can view content at their
own pace, certain disadvantages of both exist, including the
availability of the participant or the difficulties in accessing
virtual content respectively [3]. While existing research in
classroom-based education details the efficacy of incorporating
a blend of both methodologies (mixed), the implications of each
distance learning paradigm on motor learning parameters in a
virtual fitness setting has yet to be explored [3]. Due to a
growing proliferation of at-home exercise, determining the
most effective method of content delivery in improving yogaspecific skills is of importance. The purpose of this study was
to assess the improvements in balance control by asynchronous,
synchronous, and mixed learning modalities in novice yoga
practitioners over an 8-week virtual yoga program. We
hypothesized that, based on a multitude of education research,
mixed learning would lead to the greatest improvements in
balance control (e.g., reduced center of mass sway and
velocity).
Methods
Fifty-three participants between the ages of 18-65 were
recruited to participate in a virtual 8-week yoga program. All
data was collected over video conferencing and no face-to-face
contact was made due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Prior to and
following the intervention, participants met with their assigned
researcher over video conferencing to conduct a series of
balance tests in randomized order as a measure of baseline (preintervention) or retention (post-intervention) of balance control
ability. These postures were a single leg (SL) stance with eyes
closed (to assess generalization of learned balance), eagle pose
(for anterior-posterior balance), and tree pose (to test medialla e al balance). Ma ke
e e placed on he pa icipan
estimated center of mass (COM) in the frontal and sagittal
planes, and video was recorded during the performance of these
postures. Two-dimensional motion analysis software was used
to track the COM position during performance of these poses.
Marker coordinate data were then used to quantify COM
excursion (displacement), velocity, and total distance travelled.
Participants were randomly assigned to either the synchronous,
asynchronous, or mixed group as a part of the study. During the
intervention participants were required to attend classes two
times per week depending on the requirements of their group
where attendance was recorded. Synchronous participants
attended two live yoga sessions offered by trained instructors,
while asynchronous participants completed two pre-recorded
sessions on their own time. Individuals in the mixed group
completed one of each session per week.

Figure 1: Pre and post-test COM velocity across all three groups for
single-leg (SL) stance, eagle, and tree poses.

Results and Discussion
Preliminary results indicate that while all groups improved
their balance control abilities, the blended approach was the
most effective form of distance learning. Participants within the
mixed group exhibited the greatest reduction in their total COM
excursion, total distance traveled, and slowed their COM
velocity across all poses compared to the other two groups.
Improvements in eagle and tree poses indicated increases in
sagittal plane and frontal plane balance control, respectively.
The SL stance improvements indicated overall balance control.
The potency of this type of education may be due to the synergy
of real-time instruction, error correction, and feedback gained
from the synchronous classes, and the opportunity prescribed to
students for reaffirming what they have recently learned and to
practice on their own time through the asynchronous classes.
Significance
The purpose of this study was to compare the effects of an
8-week yoga program in participants placed in a synchronous,
mixed, and asynchronous group. Due to the COVID-19
pandemic, virtual learning has become a primary means to
remain active. Our early findings imply that effective virtual
fitness paradigms should incorporate both asynchronous and
synchronous components to maximize task-specific motor
learning. Future research should focus on special populations
such as older adults as this could inform fall injury risk
prevention.
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Introduction
Individuals who undergo ACL reconstruction (ACLR) are at an
elevated risk of developing tibiofemoral osteoarthritis (OA).
Using neuromusculoskeletal modelling, we found that
underloading of the involved limb’s medial tibiofemoral
compartment 6 months after ACLR is associated with
radiographic OA 5 years after surgery1. While this modelling
approach allows us to estimate medial compartment loading, it
does not provide insight into how load is distributed within the
joint, and the resultant cartilage stress.
Finite element modelling is one technique that can estimate
cartilage stress. Currently, little is known about how stress
distribution within knee cartilage changes after ACLR. The
purpose of this study was to develop a subject-specific finite
element (FE) model of an individual’s knee, to assess peak
stresses in different regions of the medial tibial cartilage, at 6
and 24 months after ACLR.
Methods
One subject (female; age: 19; mass6Months = 73.6 kg; mass24months
= 68.3 kg) who underwent unilateral ACLR (bone-patellar
tendon-bone autograft) participated in this exploratory study.
Six months after surgery, the subject underwent a sagittal,
bilateral knee MRI scan (proton density sequence: repetition
time = 4870 ms, echo time = 37 ms, slice thickness = 3 mm,
FOV = 150 mm). The subject also completed motion analysis
during overground walking. The same subject returned 24
months after surgery to repeat the motion analysis experiment.
During motion analyses, kinematic, kinetic, and surface
electromyography data were collected bilaterally and used to
calculate joint contact forces via a validated EMG-informed
neuromusculoskeletal model2.
To develop a subject-specific FE model, MRI scans were
segmented using ScanIP (Synopsys, Inc., Mountain View,
USA). Bone geometries were then meshed using triangular
shell elements in Hypermesh (HyperWorks, Altair Engineering,
Inc, Troy, MI). Cartilage and meniscal structures were meshed
using hexahedral elements via an open source software
developed by Rodriguez-Vila et. al. 20173. The meshed
geometries were then assembled in Abaqus CAE (Dassault
Systems Simulia Corp., Providence, USA), where ligamentous
structures were modelled as 1D truss elements (Figure 1A).
FE model inputs were applied quasi-statically and included
peak knee flexion angle (pKFA), total joint contact force (TCF)
(A)

(B)

Figure 2: Peak Von Mises stress within the involved (yellow) and
uninvolved (blue) limbs medial tibial cartilage at 6 (solid) and 24
(lined) months.

at pKFA, and knee adduction moment (KAM) at pKFA. These
inputs were applied through a reference point in the femur
placed at the midpoint of the transepicondylar line (Table 1,
medial compartment force (MCF at pKFA) has also been
included for reference). The medial tibial cartilage was divided
into five different regions of interest: anterior, central medial,
central, central lateral, and posterior (Figure 1B). Peak Von
Mises stresses were reported for each region, at each time point
(Figure 2).
Table 1: FE model inputs applied to the femoral reference point.
MCF has also been included for reference.
Time point

Limb
Involved
6 Months
Uninvovled
Involved
24 Months
Uninvovled

pKFA (°)
-20.14
-24.28
-22.30
-23.82

KAM (Nm)
-44.66
-40.08
-43.04
-29.71

TCF (N)
-2822
-3094
-2880
-2506

MCF (N)
-2139
-2268
-2109
-2025

Results and Discussion
Six months after ACLR, the involved limb displayed lower
peak Von Mises stresses (vs. uninvolved) in 3 of the 5 regions.
These lower stresses correspond with less load in the involved
limb (vs. uninvolved). Twenty-four months after ACLR, the
involved limb displayed higher peak Von Mises stresses (vs.
uninvolved) in all 5 regions. However, the reduction in the
uninvolved limb’s MCF may explain the between limb
differences seen at 24 months. The involved limb stresses (like
its MCF) remained relatively consistent between times while
the uninvolved stresses decreased with time. Interestingly, the
notable exception to this occurred in the central medial region,
where osteophytes typically develop. Future work should
explore a larger sample size.
Significance
This model is the first step towards understanding how stresses
change within the knee joint after ACLR, which may provide
insight into why OA is developing after this procedure.
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Figure 1: (A) Full FE model and global coordinate system. (B)
Regions of interest for medial tibial cartilage.
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Introduction
Neck pain is a common musculoskeletal affliction, ranking
second only to LBP in annual workers’ compensation costs and
representing 25% of outpatient physical therapy patients [1]. In
the general population, annual prevalence of neck pain is between
30-50% and 67% of people suffer from neck pain at some point
in their life [2, 3]. It is currently unknown if abnormal coupling
patterns of the cervical spine have a role in creating or
contributing to neck pain. This study gives insight into cervical
kinematics in individuals with and without neck pain to see if
abnormal coupling patterns in the cervical spine are associated
with neck pain. The objective of the study was to observe the
head-to-torso kinematics and coupling patterns of lateral bending
(LB) and axial rotation (AR) of the cervical spine during both LB
and AR tasks in individuals with and without mechanical neck
pain (MNP).
Methods
After IRB approval and informed consent, 11 participants (6F,
5M) were included; four healthy controls (27.8±3.3 years) and
seven individuals with neck pain (28.0±7.6 years) lasting >12
weeks. Head-to-torso kinematics were acquired via optical
motion capture (Vicon, UK) and exported using
TheMotionMonitor xGen software. Participants completed full
range of motion (ROM), left-right-left, of LB and AR in a seated
position to the rhythm of a 50 bpm metronome. Three trials were
completed for each motion. Coupling ratio and ROM were
averaged across the three trials for each motion. The coupling
ratio was calculated as a percentage of the maximum/minimum
associated component motion relative to primary motion (LB or
AR). T-tests were performed in SPSS.
Results and Discussion
The results indicate similar ROM between healthy
(LB:85.1±11.8; AR:132.5±7.0) and MNP (LB:96.4±14.9;
AR:143.9±15.5) participants, with MNP individuals on average
having slightly more ROM. The results also indicate that despite
having similar ROM, the MNP group had reduced coupling
compared to the healthy individuals – including significantly less
extension coupling for both LB and a trend during AR motions.
During AR, AR was coupled with ipsilateral LB and extension.
During LB, LB was coupled with ipsilateral AR and extension.
These results are displayed in Figure 1.
Symptomatic participants had a tendency to display less coupling
than asymptomatic individuals. This observation may be
attributed to fear avoidance behaviors in individuals with chronic
neck pain, secondary muscle tightness, or aberrant motion.
Further studies into coupling motion are needed to investigate
this pattern, as treatment for patients with mechanical neck pain
typically includes neuromuscular re-education in efficient
coupling motion.

Figure 1: Coupling ratio (percentage) of component motions for Axial
Rotation (top) and Lateral Bending (bottom) tasks. (*indicates p < 0.05
and † indicates p < 0.10)

Significance
It is well known that coupled motion plays a significant role in
cervical kinematics; however, it remains unclear as to how these
motions are influenced by the presence of cervical neck pain. By
further understanding this relationship between coupled motion
and cervical neck pain - as supported by the data shown in this
study - clinicians may be able to more accurately identify
movement strategies of the cervical spine in order to evaluate and
diagnose patients without the need for costly, complex medical
equipment. Furthermore, this approach focuses on the functional
movements of the cervical spine rather than base their
interventions around a structural, anatomical approach [4].
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Introduction
While it is understood that using an upper limb prosthesis can be
challenging, only a few studies have experimentally quantified
prosthetic movements. One study demonstrated that prosthesis
users are able to adapt to force-field perturbations and minimize
their peak error while reaching to spatial targets [1]. However,
the employed strategy to accomplish these tasks with a prosthesis
may differ from that with an anatomical limb. For instance,
prosthesis users compensate for the lack of distal joint motion
with increased motions of the trunk and shoulder [2]. In goaldirected movements, redundancy in the body allows healthy
individuals to perform a task reliably while varying their
movements in a way that maintains low variability near the goal.
It is unknown whether prosthesis users are able to exploit this
variability to the same extent healthy individuals do. With
previous studies demonstrating prosthesis users’ ability to alter
their strategy to accomplish a given task, it is reasonable to expect
changes in prosthetic movement variability. These changes likely
have important implications on effort towards movement control
and overall task performance. Given the lack of degrees of
freedom, we expected that prosthesis users will have difficulty
exploiting movement variability and make movements with
greater errors. Alternatively, they could maintain overall task
performance: i.e. they could continue to achieve the goal by
changing their movement control. The purpose of this study was
to examine movement control of upper limb prosthesis users
during a repetitive goal-directed reaching task.
Methods
Nine upper limb prosthesis users and eight healthy controls
participated. Participants completed constrained and planar goaldirected movements using a custom-built reaching device with a
two-link robotic arm. They were harnessed in a chair to reduce
trunk motion and instructed to make horizontal excursions with
the robotic arm handle to synchronize movement timing with the
metronome. These movements were visualized as a circle on the
computer screen. Participants completed 300 goal-directed
reaches at each of the three target metronome frequencies – 1,
1.5, and 2 Hz. They repeated the experiment with both limbs.
Means and standard deviations of movement distance (!),
speed ("), and timing errors (#) were calculated as measures of
task performance. # was the time difference between each
maximum excursion to its nearest metronome signal. Similar to
[3], movement variability was analyzed by recognizing that the
primary goal of this task was to maintain movement time, which
can be achieved by multiple (!, ") combinations, defining the
Goal-Equivalent Manifold (GEM) for the task. We decomposed
movement variability into those perpendicular (%& ) and tangent
to (%' ) to the GEM, which represent goal-relevant and goalirrelevant variability, respectively. We quantified movement
control through the scaling component, (, calculated from
detrended fluctuation analysis [3]. Lower ( values indicate a
more tightly controlled process where deviations are more
quickly corrected. We compared the mean, variability, and ( of
outcome measures using a linear mixed model with limb type and
frequency as fixed factors and participants as a random factor.

Results and Discussion
Mean and variability (standard deviation) of !, ", or # were not
affected by limbs (p < 0.053) but were affected by goal frequency
(p < 0.001). Deviations in " were corrected more quickly (smaller
() for prosthetic limbs than for anatomical limbs (p = 0.024). All
participants aligned their movements with the GEM such that %&
was much smaller than %' . There were no differences in mean %'
and %& between limbs (p > 0.191). There was greater variability
of %& for prosthetic limbs than anatomical limbs (p = 0.018). %'
was more tightly controlled with prosthetic limbs compared to
anatomical limbs (p = 0.014).
On average, movements made with prostheses were similar
to those made with anatomical limbs. However, participants
made more rapid corrections with prostheses than with
anatomical limbs. This suggests that prosthesis users had similar
performance and chose movement patterns similar to those of
healthy controls. However, this required more rapid corrections
and may therefore be more effortful.

Figure 1: ( values of !, ", #, %' , and %& between anatomical and
prosthetic limbs. * denotes statistically significant limb differences.

Significance
Using a prosthesis did not reduce movement variability or affect
overall task performance, which required more effortful
movement control. Future work should expand on this work with
increased sample size to continue to evaluate movement control
in upper limb prosthesis users.
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Introduction
Use of multi-segment foot models to assess foot function during
various forms of gait is becoming increasingly common. When
using a model, researchers must decide whether to offset the joint
angle positions captured to a reference position. If the foot
posture of the population being investigated is not typical and/or
cannot be positioned in a neutral position, offsetting the reference
position may mask important between group gait differences.
Precise anatomical landmark location is important with either
decision, however, it is especially critical if offsets are not used,
and gait will be assessed on more than one occasion and/or by
different researchers. A number of studies have investigated the
reliability of multi-segment foot model gait patterns [1-3],
however, few have investigated foot anatomical landmark
precision [4,5]. The purpose of the current study was to
investigate the within- and between- tester anatomical landmark
precision associated with a seven segment foot model [3].
Methods
Five healthy adults (2 f, 3 m; age: 23.4 ± 8.2 y; BMI: 23.7 ± 8.7
kg/cm2; US shoe size: 8.1 ± 2.9) provided written inform consent
and participated in the study. The foot model includes
identification of 21 anatomical landmarks that are used to define
seven segments and six functional articulations (rearfoot, medial
midfoot, lateral midfoot, medial forefoot, lateral forefoot, first
metatarsophalangeal) (Figure 1, Table 1).
To assess between-tester precision, a tester identified all the
anatomical landmarks and captured the marker positions during
a seated calibration procedure using a 14-camera motion capture
system. All skin marker markings were removed and a second
tester completed the procedures. To assess within-tester
precision, the procedures were repeated on each participant on a
separate day.
Within- and between- tester precision was calculated as the
root mean square of the deviation between anatomical landmark
positions in a trial, and the landmark’s mean position within each
segment’s local coordinate system [4].
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Figure 1: Anatomical landmarks: Shank [medial malleolus (1), lateral
malleolus (2), tibial tuberosity (3, not pictured)]; Calcaneus
[sustentaculum tali (4), peroneal tubercle (5), dorsal proximal (6)];
Navicular [dorsal proximal (7), plantar proximal (8), plantar distal
medial cuneiform (9)]; Cuboid [dorsal proximal (10), plantar proximal
(11), plantar distal (12)]; Medial rays [1st metatarsal head (13), 2nd
metatarsal head (14), 1st metatarsal base (15)]; Lateral rays [4th
metatarsal head (16), 5th metatarsal head (17), 5th styloid process (18)];
Hallux [proximal phalanx base (19), distal phalanx head (20), medial
aspect (21)].

Results and Discussion
Within- and between- tester precision for most anatomical
landmarks was < 2 mm (Table 1). Location was least precise for

the shank in general, and the tibial tuberosity specifically.
Within- tester precision of landmarks in the current study, that
were common to those of a previous study [4], were similar for
the shank (malleoli, tibial tuberosity) and improved for the foot
(dorsal calcaneus, 1st, 2nd, 5th metatarsal heads). Between-tester
precision was generally better in the current study.
Table 1. Mean Anatomical Landmark Precision (mm)
Within-tester
Between-tester
Seg
Landmarka
x
y
z
x
y
z
Shank Med Malb
1.4
1.9
0.7
1.1
1.9
1.1
Lat Malb
1.6
2.0
0.7
1.2
1.7
0.8
Tib Tubb
3.0
3.5
0.7
2.3
3.3
1.0
Calc

Sust Talic
Peron Tubc
Dorsal Proxb

0.4
0.4
0.6

1.2
0.9
0.7

0.9
1.1
1.5

0.7
0.7
0.6

2.8
1.6
1.3

0.8
1.1
1.3

Nav

Dorsal Proxc
Plantar Proxc
Distal Proxc

0.3
0.5
0.4

0.7
1.0
1.1

0.6
0.5
0.8

0.3
0.4
0.4

1.7
1.6
1.6

1.7
0.9
0.9

Cub

Dorsal Proxc
Plantar Proxc
Plant Dorsalc

0.6
0.3
0.5

0.5
0.4
0.6

0.6
0.5
0.5

0.6
0.3
0.4

0.9
1.2
0.8

0.7
0.7
0.5

Medial
rays

1Met Headc
2Met Headc
1Met Basec

0.5
0.7
0.4

1.1
1.2
1.2

0.3
0.4
0.4

0.8
1.5
0.7

1.9
1.0
1.8

0.1
0.3
0.2

Lateral
rays

4Met Headc
5Met Headc
5Met Basec

0.5
0.5
0.8

1.0
1.0
0.6

0.3
0.4
0.5

0.8
0.4
0.7

1.3
1.3
1.3

0.1
0.4
0.3

Hallux

Prox Phlxc
Distal Phlxc
Medial Halc

0.8
0.7
0.3

0.7
0.7
0.5

0.6
0.5
0.5

0.7
0.6
0.8

1.0
1.2
1.1

0.4
0.4
0.2

a See

figure 1 for full segment names
Identified using a 6.4 mm marker b or a digitizing pointer c

Significance
The anatomical landmarks associated with the seven-segment
foot model can be precisely placed and reconstructed within- and
between- testers. Even with the high level of landmark precision,
between-tester precision of the local coordinate system axis
orientations and the calibration position joint angles varied
between 0.6 – 7.3° and 1.6 – 8.2°, respectively. This suggests that
detailed application procedures and training are critical when
using the model.
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Introduction
Developmental dysplasia of the hip (DDH) causes intra-articular
damage, and early development of osteoarthritis.1 Joint damage
is mediated by abnormal bony anatomy and high muscle-induced
joint reaction forces (JRF).2 The main focus on altered mechanics
in DDH has been on the consequences of having a shallow
acetabulum. Femoral deformities are common in DDH, but their
influence on joint biomechanics is poorly understood. We
recently found femoral version (FV) to be highly variable in
DDH,3 but its implications for joint loading remain unknown.
The objective of this study was to apply probability analysis and
musculoskeletal modeling to determine the influence of FV
deformities found in DDH on hip JRFs during gait.

Significance
Quantifying the biomechanical influence of femoral deformities,
in combination with acetabular deformities, may help explain
mechanisms of damage reported in DDH from both sides of the
hip joint for improved joint preservation against osteoarthritis.
Acknowledgments
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JRF (xBW)

Methods
With IRB approval, 15 female patients (aged 16-39, BMI
22.7±2.4 kg/m²) with DDH (lateral center edge angle of the
acetabulum <20°) were included.4 A baseline OpenSim
musculoskeletal model was updated with 3D reconstructions of
subject-specific pelvis geometries and hip joint centers from
MRI,2,5 and scaled femur geometries with normal femoral version
(15 anteversion). A custom joint was added to each femur
immediately distal to the lesser trochanter to vary FV within an
input range of clinically reported FV deformities from excessive
anteversion (35° FV) to retroversion (-5° FV).6 For each patient,
2,000 Monte Carlo simulations were performed using high
throughput computing to assess the influence of FV deformities
within the input range on hip JRFs (A/P, S/I, M/L, resultant)
during gait.7 Subject-specific joint angles and ground reaction
forces were used from marker-based experimental motion
capture data. Muscle and joint reaction forces were calculated
during a representative gait cycle on the symptomatic limb using
computed muscle control. Sensitivity factors between peak JRF
and FV values were calculated using Pearson correlation factors
(strong: r 0.6)8 and used to predict the effect of a 15 change
in FV relative to baseline(+ = anteversion, - = retroversion) on
hip JRF. 99% confidence bounds were used to establish the range
of muscle forces in early (JRF1) and late (JRF2) stance.

Results and Discussion
All hip JRFs were strongly sensitive to FV variability. A 15
increase in anteversion relative to baseline increased the anterior,
superior, and resultant JRF components at JRF1 and JRF2, with
the largest increase in the anterior component (JRF1:
0.47±0.17xBodyWeight (xBW); JRF2: 0.71 ±0.18) (Fig. 1).
Increased anteversion increased the rectus femoris and tensor
fascia latae forces at both JRF1 and JRF2 but decreased the
anterior gluteus medius relative to baseline at JRF1 (Fig. 2).
Increased retroversion had effects opposite to anteversion.
Our results established that increased femoral anteversion
increased hip JRFs in early and late stance of gait. The largest
change occurred in the anterior direction and during late stance,
likely due to larger muscle force contributions from altered hip
moment arms. Increased anterior loading could contribute to
anterosuperior acetabular cartilage/labral damage common in
patients with DDH, and is therefore important to consider when
planning surgical treatment for patients with DDH and increased
anteversion.9 Future work will quantify the consequences of
surgical intervention for FV in patients with DDH.

% Stance

% Stance

Figure 1: Changes in JRFs due to varying degrees of femoral version during stance
phase of gait for a representative subject.

Figure 2: 99% muscle force
confidence bounds in response
to changes in femoral version
for a representative subject.
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Introduction
In recent years technical rock climbing has become an
increasingly popular sport spurred by its introduction into the
Olympics, increasing prevalence of indoor rock climbing gyms,
and high profile films covering the sport. Rock climbing places
unique demands on the finger flexors, tendons, and ligaments of
the hands. Climbers must adapt their shoulder, hand and finger
positions according to the features of the terrain they are
ascending, and occasionally must make decisions about which
grip is optimal to use. The two most common grip types are open
hand, used for broad holds, and a crimp, which is used for smaller
holds.1
A number of studies have sought to quantify the grip strength
required to rock climb via handheld dynamometry.2 This poses a
problem in that there is a lack of activity specificity in position of
grip tested. Handheld dynamometry focuses on a hook or power
grip with a standardized arm position, whereas climbing requires
various arm positions and sport specific grip choices. Therefore,
this measurement tool is limited in its ability to quantify a true
measurement of climbing specific grip strength. The
development of a climbing-specific rig is critical to obtaining
accuracy in quantitative strength measures that will be
meaningful for climbers.
The purpose of this study is to observe if there is a difference
in force produced between using an open hand grip and a half
crimp grip during a maximal isometric pull. We hypothesize that
there will be no difference in force between the two grip types.
Methods
Thirteen participants (8 female, 5 male) between the ages of 19
and 33 have participated in this study at time of abstract
submission. Study protocol was approved by the Regis
University IRB and informed consent obtained from all
participants. Climbing skill and experience level were
documented via questionnaire. After a standardized warm up,
participants completed a maximum pull testing protocol with a
test rig consisting of a wood climbing hold (Tension, The
Block, Denver, CO, USA) with a 20 mm lip attached to a load
cell (Exsurgo gStrength, Sterling, VA, USA) with force data
sampled at 250 Hz.
Participants were asked to pull with the two grip types; an
open grip, with the 2nd-4th digits of the DIP and PIP joints
greater than 90º, and half crimp, where the 2nd-5th digits of the
PIP joints are at 90º. Participants were positioned with shoulder
flexion at 90º.
Participants were instructed to “ramp up” to maximal
isometric pull, and hold 3-5 seconds. The testing protocol was
randomized with two-minute rest intervals between each pull. A
total of 8 trials (4 for each hand grip, and 2 trials per side) were
performed. Paired t-tests revealed no differences between
left/right hands or between trials, therefore these data were
averaged to yield 1 value for each hand position as a data
reduction measure. Peak force measures were normalized to
participants’ body weight (% BW) and entered into paired t-tests
to explore differences between the 2 hand positions.

a.
b.
Figure 1: Participant demonstrating the a) open grip hold, and b)
half crimp hold in 90º of shoulder flexion.
Results and Discussion
Based on the preliminary data, there were significant differences
in strength between the open hand (51.9 ± 0.12 %BW) and half
crimp position (56.9 ± 0.13 %BW). These initial findings show
that rock climbers can pull with more force using a half crimp
grip than an open hand grip.
These results are consistent with a previous study which
found that a crimp style grip generates more flexion force than an
open hand grip. This may be explained by the different muscle
recruitment patterns of flexor digitorum superficialis (FDS) and
profundus (FDP). FDP has been found to be the main flexor used
in both grips, with FDS more active in grips similar to the half
crimp. 3 In a half crimp grip, FDS is not needed as a PIP stabilizer
and therefore, may contribute more effectively to overall force.
With more direct contribution from FDS, climbers may be able
to generate higher forces with a half crimp versus open hand grip.
Significance
The methodology used in this study closely mimics climbing
specific grips, and therefore can more accurately guide clinicians
or strength coaches working with rock climbers. It can be
implemented into a protocol as a baseline measure of finger
flexor strength or used as a measure of change, showing the
effectiveness of intervention in both a rehabilitative and strength
training setting. These results indicate it will be important to
assess both grip positions as they are likely to yield different
strength values and these differences may guide future training.
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Introduction
Approximately 250,000 rotator cuff repairs are performed in the
U.S. each year, but an estimated 20-60% of these repairs fail [1].
Factors that negatively impact repair tissue healing include age,
tear size, and fatty degeneration, but these factors do not fully
explain the high incidence of failed repairs. Tissue healing is also
influenced by mechanical loading, with excessive shoulder
activity after repair identified as a risk factor for failed repairs [3].
However, complete removal of loading is also detrimental to
healing, gge ing he e i an a
ia e le el f ac i i f
optimal healing [4]. Unfortunately, the appropriate level of
activity necessary to enhance healing in humans is unknown.
Furthermore, the extent to which age and tear size influence postoperative activity levels is not known. Thus, the objectives of
this study were to: 1) characterize changes over time in activity
levels after rotator cuff repair, and 2) evaluate the extent to which
age and tear size are associated with post-operative activity.
Methods
Following IRB approval, 25 patients (6 F, age: 59.1 ± 8.7) who
had undergone rotator cuff repair were recruited for this study.
Triaxial acceleration data (GENEActiv Original, ActiveInsights)
were collected continuously at 10Hz for a eek n he a ien
ipsilateral wrist of their repaired shoulder. Patients were recruited
at one of the following timepoints: 1-2 weeks (n=11), 6-7 weeks
(n=13), or 12-13 weeks (n=7) post-surgery; data were collected
from five patients at 1-2 weeks and 6-7 weeks. The acceleration
data were calibrated to 1 g (i.e., acceleration due to gravity) [5],
and total acceleration was calculated as the Euclidean norm of
the acceleration signals minus 1 g [6]. Volume of activity was
estimated by calculating mean acceleration and intensity of
activity was estimated by calculating the intensity gradient [7].
Associations between shoulder activity (mean acceleration,
intensity gradient) and time post-surgery, age, and tear size were
assessed independently with linear regression and correlation.
S a i ical ignificance a e a
0.05 f all e .
Results and Discussion
Time post-surgery was significantly associated with mean
acceleration (Fig. 1, r=0.61, p<0.001) and intensity gradient
(r=0.59, p<0.001). Age was associated with mean acceleration
(r=0.84, p<0.001) and intensity gradient (r=0.67, p<0.02), but
only at the first post-operative timepoint (weeks 1-2). Tear size
was not associated with mean acceleration (p>0.12, Table 1) or
intensity gradient (p>0.23, Table 1).
Time PostSurgery
Mean
Acc.
Intensity
Grad.

Week 1-2
(n=11)
r
p

Age
Week 6-7
(n=13)
r
p

Figure 1: Time post-surgery was associated with the volume of shoulder
activity (r=0.61, p<0.001). Each circle represents an individual patient.

These preliminary data demonstrate the feasibility of using a
wearable sensor to monitor and detect changes over time in
shoulder activity after rotator cuff repair. It was not surprising
that the volume and intensity of shoulder activity were associated
with time post-surgery (Fig. 1), because post-operative
rehabilitation protocols typically prescribe a gradual progression
of increasing activity over the first 12 weeks post-surgery. The
lack of association between tear size and shoulder activity,
coupled with the high variability between patients in shoulder
activity at the second (6-7 weeks) and third (12-13 weeks)
timepoints, suggests that there may be opportunity to improve
outcomes by more carefully calibrating post-operative activity
levels to tear size. This on-going study will continue to
investigate the relationship between post-operative activity levels
and repair tissue healing after rotator cuff repair.
Significance
Quantifying the volume and intensity of shoulder activity after
rotator cuff repair and relating these data to measures of repair
tissue healing may help identify appropriate levels of activity
necessary to optimize healing and reduce failed repairs.
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0.59

0.001

0.84

0.001
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0.12

0.01

0.96

0.06
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0.84
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0.67
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0.37
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0.80

0.39
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0.26

0.38

0.13

0.79

Table 1: Associations between shoulder activity and patient characteristics.
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Introduction
Musculoskeletal modeling and computer simulation is a
valuable research approach capable of providing novel insights
about human movement. The substantial computational cost of
musculoskeletal simulation1 has been reduced, in part, through
algorithmic developments such as the direct collocation
formulation. OpenSim Moco3 is a new tool that streamlines the
use of direct collocation, facilitating analyses such as bilevel
optimization4 and Monte Carlo methods, where each iteration
involves solving a full optimal control problem. In these
situations, computational efficiency is a major limiting factor.
OpenSim Moco uses the CasADi2 library to evaluate the
objective and constraint equations in parallel on multicore
processors. Processors with dozens of cores are now available
in mainstream computers, but come at a financial cost. The
potential for parallel computing to reduce execution time is
problem-specific. There is overhead in parallelizing a problem,
such that using more cores beyond a certain point can lead to
no further speedup, or even a reduction in computational
performance. Understanding these issues allows computational
scientists to select algorithms and computer architectures that
best match their simulation problems.
Thus, the purpose of this study was to investigate: 1) the
computational performance of generating optimal control
simulations of human walking with OpenSim Moco employing
different numbers of processor cores in the parallelization, and
2) how the parallel computing performance interacts with the
temporal mesh density and the type of initial guess used.
Methods
Tracking simulations of walking (1.3 m/s) were generated using
OpenSim Moco with a planar model consisting of 9 segments,
11 degrees of freedom, and 18 musculotendon actuators (nine
per limb)4. The goal of the objective function was to minimize
the tracking error and control effort. A range of processor cores
(1, 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18) and mesh interval densities (5, 25, 50,
100) were selected to solve the problem. The step duration (0.54
s) was divided into n temporal mesh intervals, resulting in 2n+1
collocation nodes. The entire process was run using two
different types of initial guesses: a dynamically consistent guess
(CG) that was not close to the final solution, and a mesh
refinement (MR) strategy, whereby the solution at a particular
mesh density (e.g., 5) was used as the initial guess for the next
mesh density (e.g., 25). Analyses were run on a computer with
an Intel 2.2 GHz Xeon 18-core processor and 64 GB of RAM.
Results and Discussion
The CG and MR approaches converged to the same solutions
(Fig 1E), which were consistent from 25-100 intervals. The
runtime for MR was substantially shorter than CG (Fig 1A &
B), though the parallel speed-up was similar (Fig 1C & D). The
shorter runtimes for MR were due entirely to fewer iterations
(Fig 1F), while the parallel speed-up was due to less time per
iteration (being cut almost in half for 18-cores/100 intervals).
There was no benefit to parallel computing for the coarsest
mesh (5 intervals, Fig 1C & D). For the finer meshes (25-100

Figure 1: Simulation runtimes across temporal mesh intervals were
substantially longer using the CG (A) compared with the MR approach
(B). The speed-up factor was similar for CG (C) and MR (D) with little
to no benefit beyond 9 processor cores. The objective function value
was lower at 25 nodes than 5 nodes, and was consistent between 25100 nodes (E). The performance advantage of MR over CG was due to
fewer iteration, with a greater difference on finer temporal meshes (F).

intervals), the parallel speed-up was greatest between 3-9
processor cores, with little or no benefit between 9-18 cores. In
fact, most of the improvement was obtained by 3 cores, and the
speed-up was far from linear beyond that point. In some cases,
computation cost increased beyond 12 processor cores. As an
example of how this type of information is useful, for this
problem one could obtain essentially the same solution (same
objective function value) using MR at 25 mesh intervals with 9
cores as would be obtained using CG at 100 intervals on 1 core,
in less than 1/10th of the time.
Significance
Maximizing computational performance requires matching
hardware to software algorithms. Given limited financial
resources, it would be better to purchase a fast processor with
10 or fewer cores than a slower processor with more cores for
the problems considered here. The generality of this conclusion
should be evaluated for different movements (e.g., running,
jumping, reaching) and using larger-scale models.
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Introduction
An adequate and comprehensive model is essential in
determining dexterous and sophisticated hand activities during
the control of motor units such as robot end-effector, assistive
exoskeleton, or powered prosthesis. For instance, when operating
a remote clinical surgery with the robotic arm, local subtle control
of mechanical torque, momentum, and strength is necessary to
avoid surgery accidents.
From the natural biomechanical system, hand motion is
correlated with muscle activity and joint kinematics. Therefore,
the overall control of motion torque, strength, and momentum
can be better explained with muscle activity synergy and hand
kinematic flexion rather than each of them alone [1].
In this study, Electromyography (EMG) of one hand flexor
muscle was recorded during the same hand flexion-extension
kinematics when gripping on a soft and hard material or without
gripping objects. Clear differences in muscle activity during
these simple and similar tasks show that the combination of EMG
and force or motion sensors that currently used in robotic design
will increase the accuracy of motion prediction models.
Methods
Three healthy volunteers participated in the experiment (three
men), aged 24 32 years (median 27 years), and weight 62 98 kg
(median 74 kg).
One DELSYS Avanti sensor was placed on Palmaris Longus
(PL) muscle to measure EMG at the frequency of 2148 Hz. One
short bending flexor sensor was placed on the digit finger to
estimate the amount of hand flexion-extension level at the
frequency of 159 Hz. Participants initially were asked to perform
three maximum isometric contraction tasks under a fixed 20%,
60%, and 80% of hand flexion levels to find the maximum MVC
value for each subject. They were then asked to perform 2 trials
of 5 flexion-extension cycles for each of three tasks gripped on
the strengthened tool, foam cube, or free motion within the same
time period. In total, each subject has done 10 flexion-extension
cycles for every task. For each flexion-extension cycle, gripping
started with the same 0% hand flexion state, then flex to the 80%
hand flexion state, and extend back to the original 0% hand
flexion state with a total average cycle time period of 8 seconds.
EMG and flexion signals were normalized by MVC and
calculated with respect to initial hand posture, respectively. Then,
the averages of those parameters were calculated for every single
cycle of all tasks from four subjects.
Results and Discussion
The mean±SD of muscle activities of PL muscle for all trials of
all three subjects during hand flexion-extension while gripping a
strengthened tool (blue), foam cube (green), or freely motion (red)
is indicated in Figure 1A. The mean±SD of hand kinematics also
is indicated in Figure 1B, which shows similar hand flexionextension while performing all tasks with low variations.
Although the hand's kinematics is similar for all trials, there
are differences in the EMG of muscle. As indicated in Figure 1A,

Figure 1: A: Mean±SD of EMG of all subjects during squeezing a grip
stenghtened (blue) and foam cube (green), and free hand flexion (red).
B: Mean±SD of hand flexion starts from fully extended, flexed
maximally and finally extended to the initial posture.

the muscle activity during hand flex from fully extended posture
to fully flexed posture (t=1 sec to 2 sec) is correlated with hand
flex from fully flexed posture to fully extended (t=6 sec to 7 sec).
Our results indicated that the gripping strength could be predicted
independen l of he hand kinema ic hile he opera or hand
was in contact with objects and applied force (blue and green
curves from t=1sec to t=7 sec). However, EMG activity alone is
not able to predict gripping strength in those conditions when the
operator performed free motion (red curve from t=1 sec to t=7
sec) or the hand was not in contact with the object to apply force.
Thus, using the combination of EMG and kinematics of the hand
o ld be e en ial for an acc ra e predic ion of he opera or
gripping strength while performing a motion.
Significance
High sensitivity force and position sensors combined with a
threshold-based model are currently used to predict gripping
strength while controlling an end effector. However, the
threshold may vary among either subjects or performing tasks.
Electromyography (EMG) of the forearm muscle can better
refine the end-effector operation quality with sufficient control
information since it is highly correlated with gripping strength.
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Introduction
Falls are the leading cause of hospitalization in older adults
(OA: over 65 years of age) and typically occur during activities
of daily living, such as stair descent. For OA, descending stairs
has one of the highest fall risks and rate of serious injury among
daily activities.1 An OA's compromised neuromuscular function,
including decreased muscle strength, balance, and vision, leads
them to walk slower with shorter, wider strides and exhibit
deficits in postural stability, i.e, inconsistent or rigid COM
control, than young adults (YA: 19-25 years of age) during
activities of daily living.2 Although OA present larger
compensatory strategies to reduce the likelihood of falling, such
as larger, faster and more variable medio-lateral (ML) COM
displacement, their reduced neuromuscular function may further
compromise their ability to successfully respond to external
challenges, such as uneven or slick surfaces, when performing
daily activities. Because little is known about how OA respond
to challenging surfaces, this study determined the ML COM
displacement for both OA and YA during a stair descent on a
normal, uneven, and slick surface. We hypothesized that OA
would exhibit a larger ML displacement than YA, and OA ML
COM displacement would increase on the challenging surfaces.
Methods
Thirteen (6 young / 7 older) participants had ML COM
displacement quantified during a stair descent on three surfaces
(normal, uneven, and slick). For the stair descent, each participant
performed three trials at a self-selected pace, where they walked
down stairs (rise of 17.5 cm) onto a force platform. A different
surface (normal, uneven or slick) was fixed on top of the force
platform. During each trial, filtered (lowpass, 12 Hz, 4th order
Butterworth) marker and GRF data were processed in Visual3D
(C-Motion, Rockville, MD) to obtain ML COM displacement
during stance phase (0% - 100%). The ML COM displacement
was calculated as the maximum minus the minimum COM
distance from the direction of progression exhibited during
stance.3 The COM was defined as the midpoint between right and
left posterior superior iliac spines and direction of progression
was defined as the vector connecting the COM position in the
first and last frames of the trial, respectively.
For statistical analysis, ML COM displacement measures
were submitted to a repeated measures ANOVA to test the main
effect and interaction between surface (normal, uneven, and
slick) and age (young and older adults). Bonferroni correction
was applied to significant pairwise comparisons, and all analyses
were performed in SPSS (v27, IMB, Armonk, NY). Alpha was
denoted as p < 0.05.
Results and Discussion
Significant surface by age interactions for range (p = 0.006)
and minimum (p = 0.004) ML COM displacement were observed
(Fig. 1). But, no significant effect of surface or age was evident
for maximum ML COM displacement (p > 0.05).
In agreement with our hypothesis, OA exhibited greater
range of ML COM displacement than YA on all surfaces, but this
difference was only significant on the uneven surface (p = 0.016).

The OA exhibited a significant increase in ML displacement on
the uneven compared to normal (p = 0.022) and slick (p = 0.008)
surface, whereas, surface (p > 0.05) had no impact on YA ML
displacement. Although OA exhibited a larger range of ML
displacement than YA, particularly on the uneven surface, this
may not lead to greater fall risk, as the OA did not exhibit a
greater maximal ML displacement (COM movement away from
the direction progression) than YA (p = 0.354).

Figure 1: Mean ± SD range ML COM displacement for young and older
adults during the stair descent on the normal, uneven and slick surface.

The larger range of ML COM displacement exhibited by the
OA participants may stem from differences in minimum ML
COM displacement compared to the YA. Specifically, OA
exhibited a smaller minimum ML COM distance on the uneven
(p = 0.001) and slick surfaces (p = 0.032), but not normal (p =
0.372) compared to YA. To compensate for the challenging
surfaces, OA decreased the minimum ML COM displacement
during the stair descent, a similar adaptation not exhibited by the
YA. Future work is warranted to determine whether this was a
compensatory strategy to decrease fall risk or a product of rigid
COM control by the OA participants.
In conclusion, descending stairs with challenging surfaces
(uneven and slick) led to greater ML COM displacement for OA,
but not YA. Future work is needed to determine the impact of the
compensatory strategies currently exhibited by OA participants
on fall risk.
Significance
Reducing injuries and hospitalizations due to falls is one of the
best ways that OA quality of life can be increased. While there
are many factors that contribute to fall risk, the current OA
participants exhibit ML COM displacement that may alter risk of
fall when descending stairs with slick and uneven surfaces.
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Introduction
Measuring muscle fascicle lengths is critical for understanding
the force-length and force-velocity properties of muscles [1].
Muscle fascicles are defined as bundles of muscle fibers and can
be measured in vitro by dissection or in vivo using ultrasound or
magnetic resonance imaging [2]. Ultrasound is relatively cheap,
easy to use [1], and has been accepted as a reliable measurement
method for a variety of muscles [1, 3, 4, 5]. However, most prior
ultrasound studies have focused on the lower limb, with few
studies examining upper limb muscles [5] and no studies, to our
knowledge, explicitly measuring thumb muscle fascicles.
Effectively measuring fascicle length of thumb muscles is an
important step toward understanding force transmission in the
multiarticular muscles of the wrist and hand. Additionally,
validated methods for measuring both extrinsic and intrinsic hand
muscles in vivo could be used to understand how these muscles
change with age or pathology. Thus, the objective of this study
was to test the reliability and validity of measuring muscle
fascicle lengths of extrinsic and intrinsic thumb muscles using
extended field of view ultrasound (EFOV-US) imaging.
Methods
Eight healthy adult subjects (4 female, avg. age 21.6 ± 1.3 years,
avg. height 175.85 ± 8.26 cm) participated in this IRB-approved
study. In each subject, one extrinsic thumb muscle, the flexor
pollicis longus (FPL), and one intrinsic thumb muscle, the
abductor pollicis brevis (APB) were imaged. Additionally, to
enable comparison to prior work [5], the extensor carpi ulnaris
(ECU) was imaged. All images were acquired with a SuperSonic
Imagine Mach 30 (LH20-6 and L18-5 linear transducers).
Prior to imaging, the path of each muscle was determined and
marked. During imaging, the probe was moved distally for the
FPL and proximally for the ECU. Images for FPL and APB were
acquired with the subject’s shoulder at 90° and the forearm in a
supine position. For the ECU, subjects sat with both the shoulder
and elbow at 90° and hand lightly resting on a hand grip. Subjects
were instructed to remain relaxed throughout imaging.
For each subject, 10 images of the ECU, 10 images of the
FPL, and 15 images of the APB were recorded. For the ECU and
FPL, the best 5 images for each combination of muscle and
subject were identified and 2 fascicle length measurements were
recorded from each image. For the APB, due to its small size,
only one measurement was taken from the 10 best images for
each subject. All fascicles were measured from aponeurosis to
aponeurosis using the ultrasound machine’s built-in measurement
software. Averages were calculated for each muscle within each
subject and across all subjects. Two-sided t-tests were performed
to compare the subject averages with those reported in the
literature [5, 6, 7].
Results and Discussion
The EFOV-US method used obtained reliable fascicle length
measurements for the ECU (5.12 ± 0.3 cm), FPL (6.15 ± 0.53
cm), and APB (4.0 ± 0.4 cm). EFOV-US measurements for the

Figure 1: Comparison of average fascicle length for each muscle
across all subjects to estimated values found in literature [5, 6, 7].
*p< 0.05

ECU (p = 0.12) and APB (p = 0.58) were not significantly
different than those reported in the literature (Fig.1).
In contrast, FPL measurements were consistently greater (p <
0.01) than those reported in the literature (Fig. 1). Potential
reasons for this discrepancy include differences in limb posture
during measurement. Additionally, prior work measured FPL
fascicle lengths in cadaveric specimens. Differences in the age of
the specimens versus the subjects of this study as well as
differences between living and preserved tissue could account for
the reported differences in FPL fascicle lengths.
Interestingly, ECU measurements were strongly correlated
with subject height (r2 = 0.792) and forearm length (r2 = 0.792).
However, FPL (r2 < 0.4) and APB (r2 < 0.1) measurements were
only weakly correlated. This highlights the need to directly
measure thumb muscle fascicle lengths, instead of relying upon
anthropometric scaling.
Use of EFOV-US to measure fascicle lengths requires images
aligned with the fascicle plane. Despite all images being acquired
by one trained sonographer, an average of 7.9% of the images
were unmeasurable due to lack of visible fascicles. This
highlights the need to record multiple images and for researchspecific sonography training to ensure high repeatability.
Significance
To our knowledge, this is the first study to measure fascicle
lengths of extrinsic and intrinsic thumb muscles using EFOV-US
technology. Measuring thumb muscle fascicle lengths in vivo will
inform our understanding of hand forces and hand pathologies.
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Methods
10 participants (5 female, age: 21 ± 5 years) completed motion
analysis during overground walking 6 months following
unilateral ACLR with a bone-patellar tendon-bone graft.
Kinematic, kinetic, and surface electromyography data were
collected bilaterally and used as inputs into a subject-specific
neuromusculoskeletal model to calculate muscle forces3. These
muscle forces, in combination with anthropometric and
kinematic data, were used to calculate patellofemoral contact
forces in each limb, normalized to bodyweight (BW)4. Similar
methodologies were applied to a group of 12 healthy
individuals (5 female, age: 21 ± 3 years). Using the peak
patellofemoral contact force (pPCF) from each limb of the
healthy population, the minimum interlimb difference (MILD)
of pPCF was calculated using similar methodologies
established by Gardinier et. al.5. This MILD value was used as
a threshold to determine whether the 10 ACLR participants
classified as underloaders (involved limb < uninvolved limb by
at least MILD value) or symmetric loaders.
These 10 participants returned 24 months after ACLR and
completed a sagittal, bilateral knee MRI featuring a T2 mapping
sequence (echo times: 10-70 ms). For each limb, the centermost
slice of the patella was segmented into deep and superficial subregions to account for laminar differences in cartilage structure.
The average T2 relaxation time was calculated for each region
in each limb. A 1-tailed t-test (α = 0.05) was used to compare
the involved limb T2 relaxation times between groups
(underloaders vs. symmetric) and between limbs (involved vs.
uninvolved).

Results and Discussion
The MILD of pPCF from healthy individuals was calculated to
be 0.36 BW. Using this threshold, 4 of the ACLR participants
classified as underloaders and 6 classified as symmetric loaders
(there were no overloaders). There were no differences in
demographic characteristics between groups.
Both of our hypotheses proved correct. The underloading
group displayed prolonged involved limb T 2 relaxation times
compared to the symmetric group in both the deep (p = 0.096)
and superficial (p = 0.032) layers 24 months after ACLR
(Figure 1). Larger between-limb asymmetries in T 2 relaxation
times were also seen in the deep layer of the underloading group
(p = 0.039) compared to symmetric group (p = 0.255, Figure 1).
These data suggest that underloading of the patellofemoral
compartment early after ACLR may be leading to early signs of
OA development within patellar cartilage. Future work needs
to examine a larger number of participants and include analysis
of trochlear cartilage.
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Introduction
Tibiofemoral osteoarthritis (OA) after ACL reconstruction
(ACLR) is well documented. Underloading of the involved
limb’s medial compartment 6 months after ACLR is associated
with tibiofemoral OA development 5 years after surgery1.
Recently, patellofemoral OA development after ACLR has
been recognized as highly prevalent2. However, the
mechanisms leading to patellofemoral OA after ACLR are not
well understood.
Quantitative magnetic resonance imaging techniques have
emerged as a valuable tool to monitor biochemical alterations
to knee cartilage. One commonly used technique is T 2 mapping,
which can assess the collagen matrix of cartilage. A prolonged
T2 relaxation time is indicative of collagen matrix degradation,
one of the earliest signs of knee OA.
The purpose of this study was to determine if there are
differences in the biochemical health of patellofemoral knee
cartilage 24 months after ACLR in those who underload the
patellofemoral compartment versus those that do not, 6 months
after ACLR. We hypothesized that: (1) underloaders will
display prolonged involved limb T 2 relaxation times (vs.
symmetric loaders) and (2) underloaders will have more
asymmetric T2 relaxation times between limbs (involved >
uninvolved) compared to symmetric loaders.
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Figure 1: Deep (D, solid) and superficial (S, dashed) patella T2
relaxation times 24 months after ACLR in those who underload their
patellofemoral compartment (involved vs. uninvolved, IN vs. UN) and
those who have symmetrical patellofemoral loading 6 months after
ACLR. The involved limb (yellow) in the underloading group had
prolonged relaxation times compared to the involved limb in the
symmetric group Additionally, the underloading group had more
asymmetrical relaxation times between limbs compared to the
symmetric group.

Significance
Similar to the tibiofemoral compartment, underloading of the
patellofemoral compartment 6 months after ACLR may leave
individuals at risk for future patellofemoral OA development.
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Introduction
Children account for approximately 20% of all spinal cord injury
(SCI) cases in the United States and most use manual wheelchairs
for daily mobility [1]. Manual wheelchair propulsion is a
physically demanding, repetitive task that is strongly associated
with shoulder pain and pathology in adults [2]. However, limited
knowledge exists regarding the relationship between shoulder
pain and pathology in children with SCI [3]. Therefore, this study
determined the feasibility of quantitative ultrasound assessment
of the shoulder together with outcome measures in pediatric
manual wheelchair users.
Methods
Two right-handed pediatric manual wheelchair users with SCI (1
male, age: 7.5 yrs, height: 1.10 m, weight: 23.1 kg, level of injury:
T6, years since injury: 7.2 yrs; 1 female, age: 13.9 yrs, height:
1.35 m, weight: 50.2 kg, level of injury: T10, years since injury:
11.2 yrs) participated in a single experimental session. A GE
LOGIQe ultrasound unit with a linear transducer set at 9 MHz
captured B-mode images bilaterally to assess quantitative metrics
including: acromiohumeral distance, supraspinatus and
subscapularis tendon thicknesses measured from longitudinal
images, supraspinatus muscle cross-sectional area, and
occupation ratio (ratio of supraspinatus tendon thickness to
acromiohumeral distance). Two images of each metric were
obtained from each shoulder. Data were processed using
standardized methods with previously established acceptable
reliability for all the quantitative metrics [4]. Outcome measures
included the Wheelchair User’s Shoulder Pain Index (WUSPI),
the Pediatric Spinal Cord Injury Activity Measures (PEDI SCIAM), and the Pediatric Measure of Participation (PMoP).
Results and Discussion
All ultrasound imaging metrics could be obtained bilaterally from
both participants (Table 1). The values obtained fit well with
limited findings in the literature obtained from adults [5].
Generally, metrics were similar between shoulders within
participant (mean difference across metrics (95% CI), male
participant: 13.5% (6.5-20.5), female participant: 8.5% (2.714.2)). Between arm differences varied depending on the metric
(acromiohumeral distance, male: 28.2%, female: 5.0%;
subscapularis tendon thickness, male: 7.2%, female: 7.6%;
supraspinatus tendon thickness, male: 2.5%, female: 17.3%;
supraspinatus muscle area, male: 14.5%, female: 0.1%;
occupation ratio, male: 16.4%, female: 12.3%).

Metrics were less similar between participants (mean
difference across metrics (95% CI), dominant: 25.5% (12.139.0), non-dominant: 29.6% (10.3-48.9)). On the dominant and
non-dominant shoulders, the metric with the greatest difference
between subjects was supraspinatus muscle cross-sectional area
(dominant: 41.4%, non-dominant: 49.8%). The metric with the
smallest between-subject difference was subscapularis tendon
thickness (dominant: 5.3%, non-dominant: 5.6%).
Outcomes measures were successfully obtained. WUSPI
scores of 0 indicated both participants were pain free. Similar
scores on the daily routines (male: 53.96, female: 61.62) and
general mobility (male: 50.83 female: 58.75) domains of the
PEDI SCI-AM indicated both were similarly mobile and capable
of performing daily routines and self-care. The younger, male
participant reported a 33% lower PEDI SCI-AM wheeled
mobility score (male: 46.96, female: 65.46), indicating more
difficulty performing wheelchair-related mobility tasks. Finally,
both participants reported similar scores on the participation with
friends domain (male: 53.72, female: 50.77) of the PMoP,
whereas the younger, male participant reported a 51% lower
score on the self-participation subsection (male: 42.32, female:
56.57), indicating a lower propensity to initialize participation.
Significance
Quantitative ultrasound imaging of the shoulder complex and
outcome measures can be obtained from pediatric manual
wheelchair users. The outcomes results provide valuable insight
into the participants’ free-living environment and indicate similar
levels of independence and mobility. Work with a larger sample
size is underway to develop methods for normalizing quantitative
ultrasound metrics to participant size and investigate the
prevalence of shoulder pathologies in pediatric wheelchair users.
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Table 1. Mean (SD) quantitative ultrasound imaging metrics.

Female
Participant
Male
Participant

Dominant
Non
Dominant
Non

Acromiohumeral
Distance (mm)
13.3 (0.4)
13.6 (0.5)
12.2 (0.8)
15.6 (0.1)

Supra. Tendon
Thickness (mm)
4.2 (0.3)
3.5 (0.4)
5.7 (0.3)
5.6 (0.2)

Subsc. Tendon
Thickness (mm)
4.4 (0.3)
4.7 (0.2)
4.2 (0.2)
4.5 (0.03)

Supra. Muscle
Area (mm2)
78.4 (0.6)
78.2 (2.4)
43.9 (2.5)
39.3 (1.8)

Occupation
Ratio (%)
34.1 (0.01)
34.3 (0.02)
34.2 (0.01)
28.6 (0.01)
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Introduction
Success in the Army is dependent upon Soldier physical
fitness and readiness. Therefore, running is a key training
technique as well as performance metric for members of the
United States Army. Soldiers regularly complete a graded fitness
test that includes a timed 2-mile run. Although running is a
compulsory activity for all Soldiers, some start running from a
young age before joining the Army, while others start because
they are compelled to pass the fitness test. Susceptibility to
running injuries, which can be particularly costly to both the
individual soldiers and the greater Army, may be associated with
running experience. Previous studies have examined the
differences in kinetic and spatio-temporal parameters associated
with running injuries, between experienced and novice runners
[1, 2]. While there are mixed findings between studies, they focus
upon years of running experience in a civilian population that
chose to take up running, whereas the military represents a group
of people who may be compelled to take up running. It is unclear
whether there are differences in factors associated with injury
susceptibility between those who chose to run for fitness before
they joined the Army versus those who are compelled to run upon
joining the Army. Thus, the purpose of this study was to
determine the effect of running experience on factors that have
previously been associated with injury susceptibility: peak
vertical ground reaction force, ground contact time, and average
loading rate.
Methods
A sample size of nine Soldiers were recruited to participate in
this IRB-approved study. The sample consisted of four runners
who had been running from a young age (Pre-Army, running start
= 12.0 yrs, current age = 25 yrs, 1.79 m, 78 kg), and five who
were compelled by the Army to run (Army, running start = 17.7
yrs, current age = 30 yrs, 1.74 m, 81 kg).
Participants wore their own sneakers and ran on an
instrumented treadmill (Bertec FIT; Columbus, OH) at 75% of
their typical 2-mile pace (pre-Army = 2.8 m/s, Army = 3.1 m/s).
Subjects warmed up and then two running trials were recorded.
Data were sampled at 1200 Hz (Vicon Nexus; Centennial, CO).
Custom code written in MATLAB (Mathworks; Natick, MA)
was used to analyze the ground reaction force data from six
sequential foot strikes (including both left and right sides) to
determine the ground contact time (GCT), average vertical
loading rate (AVLR), and the peak vertical ground reaction force
(pkVGRF). The variables of interest were calculated for all six
foot strikes, and the data was averaged within a subject. Both
AVLR and pkVGRF were normalized to body weight.
Two-tailed independent sample t-tests were conducted, and
effect sizes were calculated to compare each variable of interest
between groups (sig level, p < 0.05).
Results
No significant differences between Pre-Army and Army
runners were found for any of the three variables of interest.

However, there was a moderate-to-large effect size for GCT and
AVLR. The data (Table 1) suggests that in our cohort, those who
begin running when they join the Army tend to have lower AVLR
and pkVGRF and longer GCT.
Table 1: Comparison between Army and Pre-Army runners
pkVGRF, N/BW
Army Pre-Army

GCT, s
Army Pre-Army

AVLR, BW/s
Army Pre-Army

Mean

2.32

2.39

0.30

0.27

55.47

72.86

SD

0.14

0.35

0.03

0.04

16.41

38.99

P-value

0.69

0.26

0.39

Effect Size

0.29

0.82

0.63

Discussion
The purpose of this study was to determine the effect of
running experience on kinetic factors that have previously been
associated with injury susceptibility. The data collected did not
show any significant differences between Pre-Army and Army
runners for the three variables of interest, but the effect size
analysis suggests that there may be a tendency for runners who
start running upon joining the Army to have a less risky
movement patterns: lower AVLR and a longer GCT. The results
of this study differ slightly from Quan et al [1], who suggested
that novice runners may exhibit more risky movement patterns.
One possible explanation for this is the formal running training
that the new runners received upon entering the Army at West
Point. This is a training program executed by professionals on
proper running technique that new cadets receive.
A major limitation of this study was the small sample size.
As suggested by the effect size, future analyses with a larger
sample size might elucidate potential significant differences
between groups. Additionally, utilizing a laboratory-based
treadmill is effective for collecting data but can result in a
different running pattern compared to running overground and in
a more natural setting. Lastly, although subjects were allowed
to run at a self-selected speed, future analyses might covary for
speed to account for potential effects on the variables of interest.
Significance
Despite having less running experience, Soldiers who begin
running upon joining the Army may exhibit less risky movement
patterns. This may be the result of formal training programs that
teach proper running form to new Soldiers, which may be more
readily adopted by new runners as compared to those who have
already established their running form. Further research with a
larger sample size could support the expansion of this formal
running technique training, and ultimately expand into other
Army organizations.
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Methods
Fifty-eight individuals living with TTA (age 56.1±12.8 years,
height 1.79±0.08 m, and weight 94.7±18.4 kg) with at least 1 year
of prosthesis experience completed the protocol to-date.
Participants were recruited from Veteran Affairs (VA) New York
Harbor Healthcare System (NYHHS), James A. Haley VA
Medical Center, VA Puget Sound Healthcare System, and Walter
Reed National Military Medical Center. All procedures were
approved by their respective Institutional Review Boards.
Participants were randomized to wear 3 types of prosthetic feet:
an energy storing and returning device (ESR), an ESR device
with articulation (ART), and a powered articulating device
(PWR). Each device was attached to a duplicated, well-fitting
socket. Study participants wore each foot for a 1-week
acclimation period and then separately completed a series of
functional outcomes, questionnaires, and a biomechanical
assessment for each device. After testing concluded for all
devices, a ModusTM, StepWatch 3TM step activity monitor (SAM)
was affixed to each device and subjects were asked to use each
prosthesis as desired for 4 weeks of home use. The SAMs were
programmed to record the number of steps taken at each minute.
Upon conclusion of the 4-week at-home portion, a close-out
survey of the bjec de ice efe ence a c nd c ed. Of the
58 participants, 45 used 2 or more feet during the at-home portion
and were included in this analysis. Cadence was calculated at
each minute, and then categorized into activity levels: low (1-15
steps/min), moderate (16-40 steps/min), and high (>40
steps/min). A one-way ANOVA and linear regression compared
the effects of the percent of steps taken to each prosthetic type
per activity level, and correlation to the FOs.
Results and Discussion
Figure 1 represents the frequency of the greatest percentage of
steps taken at each activity level for each foot type as determined

through cadence. Statistical analysis indicated there were no
significant effects of prosthetic device type on percent steps taken
at any activity levels (p>0.05). However, a trend towards
significance occurred at the moderate activity level for ESR
devices (p=0.08). While none of the 3 devices promoted greatest
percent of steps at high activity, the trend of greatest percentage
of steps taken at moderate activity by ESR devices may be

Frequency

Introduction
As advanced prosthetic foot technology becomes more readily
available, patients with lower limb amputation will have
increased opportunities to access a range of energy storing,
articulating, and powered devices. Therefore, it is critical to use
objective measures for prosthetic prescription to meet the
biomechanical and functional needs of each patient outside of the
clinic. Ca
ing a a ien
he ic e f mance hile
navigating his/her everyday environment is a key piece of
information that has yet to be effectively utilized in the
prescription process [1]. Activity monitoring devices, such as the
ModusTM, StepWatch 3TM (Modus Health LLC, Edmonds, WA)
used in this study, offer the potential to capture this critical
information due to their accuracy for those ambulating with a
prosthesis [2]. This study sought to capture the community
ambulation activity levels for individuals with transtibial
amputation (TTA) while using 3 different types of prosthetic feet
over 4 weeks. The purpose of the investigation was to determine
if a specific foot type promoted higher activity levels as
determined through cadence; and if the activity per level
correlated with the outcome measures used in this study.
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Figure 1: Frequency of greatest percentage of steps taken at low,
moderate, and high activity levels by foot type.

partially explained by foot preference and self-selected walking
speed. Based on data from the close-out survey regarding foot
preferences, 47% of subjects who preferred the ESR device also
performed their greatest percentage of steps at moderate activity
with the ESR device. Because the majority of daily steps were
taken at moderate activity levels, these findings suggests that
participants may prefer to walk at this cadence and select/prefer
the prosthetic device that matches the greatest percent of steps at
moderate activity levels. Subjects had the most familiarity with
the ESR device since they used their currently prescribed ESR
device for this study. Lastly, the regression revealed that only the
Time-Up & Go (TUG) was able to predict the percent steps at
moderate activity (p=0.03) for the ESR device with moderate
correlative strength (R=0.60).
This investigation sought to determine if a specific foot type
promoted higher activity levels, and if those associated values
correlated to objective metrics. While current results potentially
indicate a correlation between moderate activity and use of the
ESR device, factors such as the number of days of use or accounts
of a device being used specifically for high level activities will
need further investigation.
Significance
Step activity monitoring can be a valuable tool to use in the
prosthetic prescription process since it can help evaluate
community ambulation activities. Use of objective measures for
prosthetic prescription can help meet the biomechanical and
functional needs of each patient outside of the clinic.
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Introduction
During human locomotion, each limb performs step-to-step work
on the body center of mass (BCoM) to maintain forward walking
(Donelan 2002). This efficient energy exchange involves
alternating periods of negative and positive work that rely on
physiological mechanisms to support limb collision following
initial contact and push-off in late stance, respectively. Such
mechanisms are altered or impaired in transfemoral prosthesis
users (TFPUs) relative to able-bodied persons, which might
explain their noted asymmetry and increased metabolic cost
(Bonnet 2014). Modifications to step-to-step energy exchange
displayed by TFPUs for achieving greater walking speeds may
provide insight into their gait compensations and means for
improving gait efficiency. This study characterized the effects of
walking speed on BCoM work in unilateral TFPUs. It was
hypothesized that collision work on both the sound and prosthetic
limb would increase with walking speed and that participants
would demonstrate reduced push-off work on their prosthetic
limb as compared to their sound limb across all speeds.
Methods
Twenty-five unilateral TFPUs (19 M, 6 F, 31±10 yrs, 166±7 cm,
65.6±13.9 kg) wearing their customary prosthesis (n=15
mechanical, n=10 microprocessor knees, all dynamic response
feet) walked on a split-belt instrumented treadmill (Tec Gihan
Inc., Japan) that collected instantaneous ground reaction forces
(GRFs) at 1000 Hz. Participants were first provided at least 7
minutes to accommodate to treadmill walking and then walked at
8 speeds (0.55-1.53 m/s with increments of 0.14 m/s) for 30
seconds each while GRF data were collected. Rest periods as
requested were provided to minimize fatigue effects. All
participants provided written informed consent prior to data
collection. All GRF data were processed in MATLAB
(Mathworks, USA) using the ‘Individual Limbs Method’ as
outlined in Donelan (2002) to calculate work per step.
Instantaneous power was calculated as the dot product of GRF
and BCoM velocity (integration of BCoM acceleration with
respect to time). Integration drift was removed using boundary
conditions that assumed symmetry over a stride. Work (J/kg) for
each limb was calculated by integrating power with respect to
time over three phases of a step: collision (first double support
phase), midstance (single support), and push-off (second double
support). Two-way ANOVA were implemented in SPSS (v27,
IBM, Armonk, USA) to assess the main and interaction effects of
speed and limb side (sound, prosthetic) on work for each phase
of walking (α=0.05), followed by simple main effect analysis if
interactions were significant.
Results and Discussion
Figure 1 displays average collision, midstance, and push-off
work for both limbs at each speed averaged across participants.
Supporting our hypotheses, TFPUs displayed a significant

(p<0.001) increase in collision work with walking speed on both
limbs, and significantly (p<0.001) less push-off work generated
by the prosthetic limb across all speeds. Midstance for the
prosthetic limb remained nearly unchanged across speeds, but
increased almost exponentially on the sound limb after 1.11 m/s.
These results suggest that positive work is being maximized
through mid and late stance on the sound limb to compensate for
the greater negative sound limb collision work likely resulting
from the absence of prosthetic limb push-off work (Figure 1b).
While nearly equivalent across speeds, there was a significant
(p≤0.033) but small increase in prosthetic limb push-off work
after 1.11 m/s that may suggest some element of prosthetic foot
energy return at higher walking speeds.

Figure 1: Average work at each speed for (A) sound and (B) prosthetic
limbs. Error bars represent 95% confidence interval. Best fit linear
models are included to visualize speed trends.

Significance
The results suggest that TFPUs gait inefficiency can be explained
by the limited ability to generate prosthetic limb power during
mid and terminal stance, relying more on the sound limb to drive
energy changes during forward walking. The prosthetic limb
served mainly to assume energy loss during collision and support
the body as it transitions over that limb. This energy asymmetry
emphasizes the need to assess the potential long term (overuse)
effects of walking with a transfemoral prosthesis on sound limb
musculoskeletal health. Interventions to address this asymmetry
may include therapy to promote greater use of the prosthetic limb
hip to generate work or prosthetic devices to aid late stance
propulsion. A limit of our model is that it does not analyze joint
or muscle level dynamics and future work should focus on these
contributions to evaluate the physiological mechanisms used to
compensate for minimal prosthetic limb power generation.
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Introduction
60%
Walking and running mechanics are often used to investigate risk
BSI
factors for overuse and acute injuries. Traditionally, kinetic
UNI
*
50%
measures are separated into the three cardinal planes. However,
*
CON
this can lead to misrepresentations when examining mechanical
40%
*
power1. A combined method has been used to examine limb
*
30%
power output during locomotion at varying speeds2.
*
Farris and Sawicki found positive joint power contributions
20%
2
are proportional across speeds during running . However, the
10%
presence of injury can affect running mechanics that may have
the potential to alter a joint's power contribution.
0%
Milner et al. found that runners with a history of tibial bone
Hip
Knee
Ankle
stress injury (BSI) have greater vertical loading rates compared
Figure 1: Negative power contribution during stance phase of running
to healthy controls3. Notably, the tibial BSI group ran with a more
compliant ankle and stiffer knee joint than the healthy group3.
Results and Discussion
This finding suggests that there may be a load shift between joints
The ANOVA revealed a significant main effect for group on
in runners who have experienced a BSI.
Total Positive Power (p=0.04), Hip Negative Power (p=0.04),
The purpose of this study was to examine the difference in
and Ankle Negative Power (p<0.001). There were no significant
total limb power and percent joint power contribution in healthy
differences between groups for other variables. Post-hoc analysis
adolescent runners compared to their peers with a history of tibial
revealed that the CON legs output greater Total Positive Power
BSI. It was hypothesized that runners with a history of BSI would
than the BSI legs (p=0.03) but was not significantly different than
have greater contribution of power production and absorption at
the UNI legs (p>0.05). Additionally, the CON legs had
the ankle and less at the hip and knee joints with no difference in
significantly greater Hip Negative Power than the BSI legs
total power compared to healthy controls.
(p=0.047) but was not significantly different than the UNI legs
(p>0.05). Lastly, the CON legs had significantly less Ankle
Methods
Negative Power compared to both BSI (p=0.001) and UNI
Twenty-six runners were divided into groups: history of tibial
(p=0.002) legs. No significant differences were observed
BSI (n=14; male=10, female=4; age=16±2), and healthy controls
between the BSI and UNI legs for any variable measured.
(n=12; male=5, female=7; age=18±7). BSI s were diagnosed by
The results support the hypothesis that adolescent runners
one physician and were asymptomatic during testing. Subjects
with a history of BSI alter the power distributions between joints
provided written/informed consent before being outfitted in a
by increasing the involvement of the ankle and decreasing
modified Plug-In Gait marker set and performing a five-minute
involvement of the hip. The knee joint appears less involved in a
warm-up. Participants then performed over ground jogging trials
shift of power production or absorption after injury. Despite a
at a self-selected pace. Kinematic and kinetic data were collected
significant difference in Total Power Production, alterations in
using a Vicon camera system and embedded force plates.
positive joint power may be less sensitive than negative power.
Total limb power and percent joint contribution were
calculated using a similar method to Farris and Sawicki2. Positive
Significance
and negative joint work was summed from the integrations of the
This study is further evidence that history of tibial BSI can cause
joint power-time curve in each plane. Joint work was divided by
adaptations in running mechanics regardless of symptoms.
step time to obtain total joint power. Joint powers for the hip,
Additionally, the changes that do occur are not limited to just the
knee, and ankle were summed to determine total limb power and
injured leg. Lastly, negative power appears to be more sensitive
percentage of limb power was calculated for each joint.
to change with the ankle joint increasing its contribution,
Variables were grouped by control limb (CON), uninvolved
comparatively. Clinicians and researchers should be aware of this
limb (UNI), and involved limb (BSI). The CON limb was a
adaptation after injury as it may influence treatment strategies.
combination of left and right legs of the healthy group. A oneway ANOVA was used to compare the variables of limb and joint
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Introduction
Ankle injuries are very common in competitive sports and can
over time lead to Chronic Ankle Instability (CAI) [1]. To help
identify individuals with CAI, a score of less than or equal to 25
on the Cumberland Ankle Instability Tool (CAIT) can be used
[2]. While research has sought to analyze the impact CAI has on
ankle strength, not much has been done to examine its effects on
ankle power. Time to peak torque (TTPT) is considered a
measure of explosive power and may play a role in identifying
the factors that contribute to CAI. Biomechanical analysis of
acute ankle sprains suggest that peak inversion is reached
between 0.09 and 0.17 seconds [3]. The purpose of this research
was to determine if differences in TTPT occur in individuals with
unilateral CAI. We hypothesized that the unstable ankle in our
cohort of CAI subjects would take longer to reach peak torque,
indicating a decrease in ankle power.

Results and Discussion
TTPT values are shown in Table 1. A significant difference in
TTPT was determined comparing both ankles for ECC EV at
120°/s (t = 2.294, df[77], p < 0.024). The effect size was small
(C
, 1988,
= 0.26), however, the difference of 0.04
seconds is clinically meaningful especially given the time
demonstrated for inversion ankle sprains to occur. Interestingly
the ECC EV at 30°/s was trending towards significance.
Appropriate muscular power generated by the ankle evertors
(peroneals) is important in opposing the violent inversion
moments that occurs with a majority of acute ankle sprains. Our
results suggest that although the differences in TTPT between
stable and unstable ankles were small, it points to the importance
of focusing rehabilitation efforts on power output in those with
unilateral CAI.

Methods
Significance
To assess the factors contributing to ankle sprains, a retrospective
Although biomechanists and clinicians generally argue for
cohort design was used to measure ankle strength along with
improving muscular strength post ankle sprain to prevent future
other variables. The study recruited a total of 712 Division 1
episodes, this research study suggests that considerations for
student-athletes (SA). During the protocol, every athlete was
muscular power also be made. Suggestions for improving
screened for CAI using the CAIT and 82 SAs [31 females (age:
muscular power after an ankle sprain include activities that focus
18 ± 0.5 yrs, ht: 169.2 ± 8.9 cm, and mass: 65.3 ± 8.8 kg) and 51
on the ballistic components of IN, EV, PF, and DF movements,
males (age: 18.7 ± 0.93 yrs, ht: 182.8 ± 6.4 cm, and mass: 86.1 ±
as well as exercises that produce repetitive loading of these
15.7 kg)] were identified as having unilateral CAI. Ankle
muscle groups. Additionally, interventions that involve speed
strength was measured using a KinCom 125 AP isokinetic
training are recommended.
dynamometer (Isokinetic International, Chattanooga, TN).
Concentric (CON) and eccentric (ECC) strength was assessed in
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design with the unstable ankle being compared against the stable
ankle. Differences in TTPT values were analyzed using
dependent samples T-test computed using SPSS (SPPS Version
26, IBM, Chicago, IL).
Table 1: TTPT Means and Standard Deviations for all 4 Directions
Plantar Flexion TTPT (s)

Dorsiflexion TTPT (s)

CON30

ECC30

CON120

ECC120

CON30

ECC30

Unstable

0.38 ± 0.12

1.29 ± 0.22

0.14 ± 0.14

0.41 ± 0.30

0.55 ± 0.16

0.81 ± 0.23

0.15 ± 0.14

0.29 ± 0.24

Stable

0.39 ± 0.13

1.30 ± 0.18

0.15 ± 0.15

0.40 ± 0.28

0.56 ± 0.17

0.81 ± 0.21

0.13 ± 0.11

0.28 ± 0.22

Inversion TTPT (s)
Unstable

CON120

ECC120

Eversion TTPT (s)

CON30

ECC30

CON120

ECC120

CON30

ECC30

CON120

ECC120*

0.36 ± 0.13

1.17 ± 0.29

0.12 ± 0.13

0.37 ± 0.28

0.42 ± 0.16

1.09 ± 0.30

0.17 ± 0.22

0.31 ± 0.20

0.43 ± 0.15

1.17 ± 1.40

0.16 ± 0.16

0.35 ± 0.25

Stable
0.36 ± 0.14 1.20 ± 0.30 0.14 ± 0.19
0.36 ± 0.27
*Statistically significant difference between unstable and stable times
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Figure 2: Tibialis anterior (A) and plantar-flexor (B) EMG-EMG
coherence in the slow leg. Slow leg TA coherence was greater during
early adaptation compared to pre-fast and pre-slow. Black = young
adults; Red = older adults.

Significance
This study demonstrated age-related differences in corticospinal
drive during split-belt locomotor adaptation. Further
understanding of differences in neural mechanism with age may
lead to gait interventions to reduce the fall risk in older adults.

SL symmetry

SL symmetry

A

A

ln(summed coherence)

Methods
Seven young (Age: 26.4 ± 4.6 years) and eight older healthy
adults (Age: 72.4 ± 3.3 years) participated in this study.
Participants walked on an instrumented treadmill for 5
conditions: 5 min at 0.5 m/s for familiarization, 5 min at 1.0 m/s
for baseline pre-fast, 5 min at 0.5 m/s baseline pre-slow, 10 min
split-belt adaptation with the slow leg at 0.5 m/s and the fast leg
at 1.0 m/s, and 10 min post-adaptation at 0.5 m/s.
Kinematics were measured with reflective markers on the
lower extremity, and step length (SL) and double support (DS)
symmetry = [Fast leg – Slow leg] / [Fast leg + Slow leg] was
quantified for each stride. For each symmetry measure, we
examined the following time epochs during adaptation: (1) initial
(first 5 strides), (2) early (stride # 6-30), (3) late (stride #31-100)
and (4) plateau (last 30 strides).
EMG electrodes were placed on the proximal and distal ends
of the tibialis anterior, the medial gastrocnemius and the soleus.
EMG-EMG coherence between the two tibialis anterior
electrodes and between the medial gastrocnemius and soleus
electrodes was calculated for the dorsi-flexor during swing and
plantar-flexor during stance, respectively, for each leg over 100
strides. For each condition, the natural logarithm of the
cumulative sum of coherence for the beta-gamma (15-45 Hz) and
was calculated to quantify corticospinal drive.

Participants adapted SL symmetry and DS symmetry on the
split-belt treadmill (Figure 1; SL: F(3, 39)= 22.1, p < 0.001; DS:
F(3,39) = 33.2, p < 0.001). There was no evidence of a group
effect (SL: p = 0.847; DS: p = 0.321), but time epoch ´ group
interaction effect was significant for both symmetry measures
(SL: F(3,39) =3.8, p= 0.017; DS: F(3,39)= 2.9, p =0.049).
There was a significant main effect of condition in tibialis
anterior beta-gamma coherence in the slow leg, but not in the fast
leg (Figure 2; Slow leg: F(3,39) = 4.1, p = 0.013; Fast leg: p =
0.262). Tibialis anterior coherence was lower in older adults
compared to younger adults (Slow leg: F(1,13) = 6.4, p = 0.025;
Fast leg: F(1, 13) = 11.9, p = 0.004), but there was no interaction
effect (Slow leg: p = 0.509; Fast leg: p = 0.841) .
In contrast to the tibialis anterior, plantar-flexor beta-gamma
coherence not different between conditions (Slow leg: p = 0.036,
but post-hoc Bonferroni tests were all p > 0.05; Fast leg: p =
0.525). PF coherence was lower in older adults in the fast leg only
(Slow leg: p = 0.291, Fast leg: F(1,13) = 5.6, p = 0.035), and there
was no interaction effect (Fast leg: p =0.092, Slow leg: p = 0.566) .
Older adults may prioritize spatial symmetry at the beginning
of split-belt adaptation. In line with previous studies1 healthy
adults increased corticospinal drive to the tibialis anterior during
early adaptation in the slow leg. However, this was not observed
in older adults. Age-related differences were greater in the tibialis
anterior compared to the plantar-flexors, which may suggest an
important role of the dorsi-flexors during split-belt adaptation.
ln(summed coherence)

Introduction
Corticospinal drive quantified by coherence between two
surface electromyography (EMG) signals in the beta-gamma
band (15-45 Hz) is increased in the slow leg during early splitbelt walking in healthy young adults and associated to temporal
asymmetry.1 With increased age, there are known age-related
deterioration in corticospinal input,2 which may influence
locomotor adaptation. The objective of this study was to examine
the age-related differences in (1) spatiotemporal kinematic
adaptations and (2) corticospinal drive to the ankle dorsi- and
plantar-flexors during split-belt treadmill walking. Based on
previous studies2,3 we hypothesized that (1) older adults will
adapt kinematics slower and (2) demonstrate lower corticospinal
drive compared to young adults.
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Figure 1: Step length (SL) symmetry (A-B) and double support (DS)
symmetry (C-D) during adaptation. SL: All time epochs except for initial
and early adaptation were significantly different from each other. DS:
All time epochs were significantly different from each other. Black =
young adults; Red = older adults.
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Introduction
Subject-specific models could assist physicians in diagnosing
impairments and informing personalized care. Yet, most
subject-specific models are hindered by a limited understanding
of how model parameters influence predictions [1]. Although
parameter sensitivity has been explored for gait [2], little is
known about parameter sensitivity for upper limb tasks.
Additionally, to what extent current upper limb models can
accurately represent both healthy and pathologic populations is
unknown. Thus, the objective of this study was to characterize
how muscle and bone parameters influence predicted muscle
activations during isometric versus isokinetic upper limb tasks.
We specifically evaluated a broad range of bone densities (BD),
optimal fiber lengths (OFL), physiological cross section areas
(PCSA), and pennation angles (PA) due to their influence on
muscle force production and recruitment [3-5].
Methods
A total of 401 parameter sets were defined to characterize
healthy and pathologic BD, OFL, PCSA, and PA. First, a
baseline parameter set was defined based on a validated upper
limb model that represents an average adult male [6]. Then, the
other 400 parameter sets were defined by varying each
parameter from the baseline 100 times. Parameter values varied
in equal steps across reported ranges of upper limb atrophy,
hypertrophy, osteoporosis, and osteopetrosis [3-5].
To assess how parameters influenced predicted muscle
activations, computed muscle control simulations were
performed in OpenSim 4.1. For these simulations, each
parameter set was applied to two models (a full arm model [6]
and a thumb model [7]) and 3 tasks (1 isometric, 2 isokinetic)
were simulated. The isometric task was a 40N lateral pinch task.
The isokinetic tasks consisted of a distal task (wrist extension
from 0º to 50º to 0º), and a proximal task (elbow flexion from
90º to 110º to 90º). To minimize simulation time, the full arm
model was used for the isokinetic tasks, while the thumb model
was used for the isometric task. Given 401 parameter sets and
3 tasks, a total of 1,203 simulations were performed.
We compute the Pearson correlation coefficient between
each of our four parameters (BD, OFL, PCSA, and PA) and the
area under the muscle activation curve (AUC) for the 14
muscles shared across both models. A high correlation indicates
predicted muscle activations are sensitive to changes in the
parameter, whereas low correlation indicates little to no effect
on muscle activations. To identify differences between
parameters and baseline, an ANOVA was performed followed
by multiple comparisons with a Bonferroni correction.
Results and Discussion
During the isometric task, BD and PA did not influence muscle
activation during lateral pinch. BD and PA exhibited no
correlation with AUC (r=0) for most muscles (Fig. 1). Post hoc
testing found no significant difference (p>0.99) from baseline.
This suggests that for subject-specific lateral pinch models, it
may be superfluous to incorporate subject-specific PA and BD.

In contrast, BD and PA were influential during isokinetic
tasks. Despite little correlation between AUC and parameters
during the distal isokinetic task, post hoc testing revealed AUC
significantly (p<0.01) differed from baseline for all parameters.
Further, during the proximal isokinetic task, BD was strongly
correlated (r>0.75, p<0.001) for three muscles, suggesting
isokinetic tasks informs identification of subject-specific BD.

Figure 1: AUC of the muscle activation curve versus each parameter
represented as percent change from baseline. Only five representative
muscles are plotted due to space constraints. Correlations are indicated
by non-horizontal lines. For example, OFL and PCSA have strong
correlation (|r|>0.8, p<0.01) with AUC for most muscles during the
isometric task. BD is correlated with AUC in the isokinetic tasks.

A difference between the isokinetic and isometric tasks is
that muscle activations during isometric tasks were highly
sequential, but isokinetic tasks resulted in increased variability
(Fig. 1, higher spread in isokinetic tasks). It is believed the
additional 41 muscles in the full arm model used for the
isokinetic tasks provided compensatory solutions causing the
variation. Due to strong correlations, it may be possible to
create algorithms that identify subjects’ PCSA and OFL from
isometric tasks, and then use an isokinetic task to compute BD.
Significance
This work utilizes large datasets to capture the diversity of the
human population and upper limb tasks to understand how
subject-specific parameters influence hand model predictions.
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Introduction
The Instantaneous Center of Rotation (ICR) is used to describe
how a joint moves compared to Range of Motion which
describes the quantity of joint motion and can assist in
diagnosing spinal deformity and instability [1]. Finite element
analysis can provide a clinician with a non-invasive approach
in deciding how to best impose spinal flexibility pre-surgery,
including ligament removal. Prior studies showed serial
ligament removal in a lumbar functional unit of the spine
affecting ICR location [2]. Limited investigations have taken
place in the thoracic spine [3], which possesses different
geometric and stiffness properties due to the costovertebral
connections between the ribcage and thoracic columns. The
purpose of the study is to assess the variance of the ICR of a
thoracic functional unit during ligament removal in a finite
element model. The hypothesis is the greatest shift in ICR will
occur when the stiffest ligament, or flaval ligament, is removed.
Methods
A Finite Element model of an asymptomatic T7-T8 functional
unit was utilized for this study (Figure 1). Ribcage, Vertebral,
and Intervertebral Geometry for the model was acquired from
CG Hero (CG Hero Ltd., Manchester, UK), and the finite
element model created using Hypermesh (Altair Engineering,
Troy, MI). Quasi-static analyses were run using LS-DYNA
(Livermore Software Technology, Livermore, CA), where all
intervertebral and costovertebral ligaments were characterized
using tension-only elements [4-6], while vertebral and disc
material properties were acquired from the literature [7]. A pure
moment of ±9 N-m was applied over a rigid body element in
flexion and extension encompassing the superior endplate and
facet processes of T7 while the inferior endplate and facet
processes of T8 were fully constrained. To reflect the steps
taken for spinal flexibility gain in a posterior spinal fusion, the
model was run with the interspinous and supraspinous
ligaments removed, followed by facet joint removal, and finally
ligamentum flavum removal. In each step, motion data was
taken from a pair of nodes posteriorly and anteriorly along the
superior endplate. From this, the ICR was assessed using the
perpendicular bisector method [8] and its shift along the sagittal
plane was analyzed.

shift from the mean position when the facet joint was removed,
and 41% from the intact position. In extension, however, the
only shift in mean ICR occurred when the facets were removed,
having only shifted approximately 4% in the superior direction
compared to intact, while no significant change is denoted in
the posterior-anterior direction (Figure 2).
The results summarized here are sensible as a gradual
removal of ligaments from posterior to anterior in flexion led to
a shift in ICR in that direction, with the greatest shift happening
with the flaval ligament removal because it was the stiffest
ligament in the group. The ICR trends described here assume a
given sequence of ligaments which are removed. ICR behavior
could be altered directly with a procedure. Despite these
differences, the shift in direction for flexion is in general
agreement with similar assessments [2].

Figure 2. ICR calculations at different ligament removal stages
Significance
As little is known about ICR in the thoracic spine, results
presented provide a first step by which its behavior can further
be investigated when polysegmental models of the spine are
incorporated with the ribcage. Kinematic comparisons can be
compared between healthy spines and those with thoracic
musculoskeletal disorders such as scoliosis. Ultimately, the ICR
may lead to a guide for clinicians to find the optimum treatment
for thoracic deformities and properly diagnose the level of
spinal severity on patients based on symptomatic evaluation.
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Figure 1. Finite Element Model of T7-T8 FSU
Results and Discussion
The greatest shift in the mean ICR occurred in flexion when the
flaval ligament was removed, creating approximately a 30%
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Introduction
Anterior cruciate ligaments (ACL) injuries are common in
athletes and can have significant affects to quality of life in
those affected. Jump landings and changes-of-direction
movements are common mechanisms of injury for the ACL,
which in turn, has helped in the development of tests that can
be used to assess ACL injury risk. A common task used to
assess ACL injury risk is the sidestep cut (SSC)1. Additionally,
altered biomechanics are present during unanticipated
variations of similar movements2,3, suggesting that varying
tasks produce distinct mechanics. While some variations have
been explored, there are many others that have not been
investigated to determine their effects on biomechanics. The
present study introduces a novel version of unanticipated SSC
task to determine potential biomechanical changes.
We hypothesized that athletes would have altered knee
biomechanics when performing unanticipated (UNT) and
anticipated (ANT) versions of the SSC.
Methods
19 recreationally active athletes (age = 22 ± 1.6 years, height
= 186 ± 7 cm, mass = 80 ± 8.6 kg) completed both ANT and
UNT versions of an SSC task. Subjects were outfitted with 21
retroreflective markers that were tracked using an 8-camera
VICON system. The ANT SSC began with a 5m approach and
a 5m follow-through after a 45-degree change-of-direction on a
force plate. The change of direction was performed in the
direction opposite of the subject s dominant leg and was
performed by cutting with the dominant leg on a force plate.
The UNT condition introduced 2 alternative tasks to each trial,
with randomized light gates presenting the required version of
the task to the subject directly after beginning the 5m
approach. The UNT SSC task included the original task
(change of direction toward non-dominant side), a change of
direction to the dominant side (opposite direction of ANT),
and a stopping task in which participants would stop and jump
straight up once they reached the force plates. Only UNT trials
that matched the ANT version of the task were recorded.
Participants completed five valid trials of the task for ANT
and UNT scenarios.
Analysis was completed using a custom pipeline in Visual
3D software to calculate knee flexion at initial contact (IC),
knee flexion at midstance (MS), and knee flexion moment at
MS. Descriptive statistics were computed. A one-way
multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was performed
to determine differences between ANT and UNT conditions of
the SSC task for all three variables.

Variable

ANT Mean ±
SD

UNT Mean ±
SD

p-value

Knee Flexion
Angle (IC)

-23.7° ± 7.14°

-26.2° ± 6.06°

<0.05

Knee Flexion
Angle (MS)

-43.4° ± 8.76°

-49.6° ± 7.89°

<0.001

Knee Flexion
Moment (MS)
(N*m/Kg)

-0.93 ± 0.36

-0.77 ± 0.29

<0.001

Total Knee
Flexion
(MS – IC)

19.7° ± 1.62°

23.4° ± 1.83°

Table 1: Descriptive Statistics of SSC variables.

Results and Discussion
The results indicated a significant difference between ANT
and UNT conditions for all three variables. Univariate analyses
demonstrated that all variables were significantly different
between the ANT and UNT conditions (p<0.05). This indicates
that athletes will alter their knee biomechanics to complete
tasks when having to make decisions quickly about the task,
supporting our initial hypothesis.
These results suggest that unanticipated SSC tasks may
replicate more realistic knee biomechanics, with regard to ACL
injury risk, than the anticipated version of the same task. These
findings differ from previous research that found decreased
knee flexion during unanticipated cutting tasks.4
Significance
Due to the inherent uncertainty of the movement
requirements of sports, understanding how the body moves
differently may be beneficial in helping prevent ACL injuries.
Introducing novel movement decision-making patterns into
research may help in identifying types of movements that may
cause athletes to be more at-risk for injury. These findings
suggest that the introduction of increased cognitive strain (i.e.,
deciding what task to perform) may produce altered knee
biomechanics in recreational athletes.
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Introduction
The costovertebral (CV) joint helps to reinforce the ribs to the
vertebral column while providing stability to the thoracic spine
[1]. Their proper representation, made of costocentral and
costotransverse joints, in a finite element model can assist a
clinician
nde anding behind deci ion made o a d
treatment options for musculoskeletal disorders [2]; however,
in-vitro experimental data is needed for accurate development.
Specimen preparation conditions vary for in-vitro experiments
examining thoracic kinematics, including those who have left
ribs and the CV joint intact [1]; or removed in their testing [3].
In addition, the ways that CV joints are represented in a finite
element model is sometimes simplified to a spherical joint with
rotational stiffnesses prescribed [4]. The purpose of the study is
to examine the sensitivity of the CV joint on the motion of a
thoracic functional unit.
Methods
A Finite Element Model of an asymptomatic T7-T8 (Figure 1)
functional unit was utilized for this study. Model geometry for
the ribs, vertebral body, and the intervertebral disc were
obtained from CG Hero (CG Hero Ltd., Manchester, UK) and
prepared using Hypermesh (Altair Engineering, Troy, MI).
Quasi-static analyses were conducted using LS-DYNA
(Livermore Software Technology, Livermore, CA). Vertebral
and disc material properties were acquired from literature [5].
Intervertebral ligament [6,7] and CV joint ligament properties
[8] were characterized as tension-only elements. Ribs in the
model containing the CV joint were shortened to approximately
3 cm in length to maintain the ligamentous connections between
ribs and the vertebral body. The facet, rib head, and rib to
transverse process interfaces were represented using a surface
penalty contact algorithm within LS-DYNA. A pure moment of
±7.5 N-m was applied over a rigid body element in flexion,
extension, left/right lateral bending, and left/right axial rotation.
Each case was first run with the CV joints present and repeated
with the CV joints and ribs removed.

reduction in Range of Motion occurred in flexion and extension
respectively.
In comparison with similarly conducted experiments [9],
the kinematics match well in axial rotation and flexion, but not
in lateral bending and extension (Figure 2), which could be tied
to facet behavior. Nonetheless, the findings are qualitatively in
agreement with similarly conducted experiments [1]. While the
differences are evident, further reduction in Range of Motion
can be obtained when the ribcage is incorporated [1]. Future
work will investigate stiffness differences with the entire
ribcage connected to the spine. In addition, due to positional
differences along the spinal column, the role of the CV joint in
the motion of different intervertebral spinal units should be
investigated.

Figure 2: Range of Motion comparison with and without CV joints

Significance
Biomechanical investigations of the thoracic spine for clinical
applications presently remain limited. Accurate knowledge of
thoracic spine anatomy and their testing conditions can enhance
development of finite element models for surgical planning.
This study confirms proper stiffening behavior by the CV joint
which will aid in further model development and validation of
the thoracic spine and could be utilized for clinical applications
such as scoliosis treatment.
Acknowledgments
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Figure 1: T7-T8 functional unit with CV joints

Results and Discussion
The smallest percent decrease in Range of Motion with the CV
joints present occurred in both directions of axial rotation with
less than 3%. The largest percent decrease in Range of Motion
with the CV joints occurred in both directions of lateral
bending, with approximately 8% and 14% for left and right
lateral bending respectively. Finally, an approximate 5 and 7%
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Introduction
Skipping has been proposed as a viable cross-training exercise to
running due to its lower knee contact forces and higher metabolic
cost.1,2 However, it is not clear how individual muscle demand is
differentially affected by the different gait modes. Thus, the
purpose of this study was to identify differences in individual
muscle force impulses and metabolic cost between skipping and
running.
Methods
Five young adults (2 female; 22.4 ± 2.2 y; 1.70 ± 0.06 m; 74.5 ±
12.7 kg) provided written informed consent to participate in this
study protocol approved by the East Carolina University IRB.
Experimental 3D marker and ground reaction force data were
collected during 10s running and skipping trials at 2.5 m/s on an
instrumented dual-belt treadmill with right leg electromyography
(EMG) data captured from 8 muscles. For each participant, the
most representative running (Run) and skipping (Skip) cycles
were identified.3 The Skip cycle included the leading limb hop
(Skip 1) and trailing limb step (Skip 2).1,2 In OpenSim4 3.3 a fullbody 12 segment model5 was scaled to each participant’s
anthropometry. For each representative Run and Skip cycle, joint
angles were determined using inverse kinematics.6 A residual
reduction algorithm fine-tuned the model mass properties and
joint kinematics to make them dynamically consistant.6 Muscle
forces were estimated by computed muscle control7 with
constraints such that the muscle excitation timing and patterns
were consistent with those of the measured EMG data.8 Muscle
force impulses were computed over each step (i.e., Run, Skip 1,
and Skip 2) and then normalized to distance traveled to compare
impulses between Run and Skip (Skip 1 + Skip 2) cycles
(cumulative load per km). Muscle metabolic power was
determined by the Umberger2010MuscleMetabolics probe9 and
integrated over each cycle to quantify metabolic cost. Muscle
force impulses and metabolic cost were summed within
functional groups (Fig. 1 caption). Repeated measures ANOVAs
tested for between-step differences in muscle group impulses.

Tukey’s post-hoc tests identified pairwise differences. Paired ttests assessed differences in muscle group impulses and
metabolic cost between cycles. For all statistical tests =0.05.
Results and Discussion
All muscle groups had lower muscle force impulses in Skip 1
and/or Skip 2 than in the Run step (Fig. 1A). The trunk,
gastrocnemii, and soleus impulses were also greater in the Run
cycle than in the Skip cycle (Fig. 1B). Thus, per step and per
cycle, skipping requires lower muscle forces than running. In
contrast, skipping had a greater overall metabolic demand than
running, with rectus femoris, vasti, gastrocnemii, and tibialis
anterior all being significantly higher in skipping (Fig. 1C).
Further analysis revealed that several muscles have greater active
volume (greater fiber length and/or activation) during skipping.
Also, shorter contact times during skipping1 suggest higher rates
of force development requiring greater muscle activations.
Further, differences in the mechanics between running and
skipping likely influence each muscle’s force-length-velocity
relationships, which alters the level of muscle force generation
for a given activation level.
Significance
Consistent with previous studies, we found skipping has a higher
metabolic demand relative to running at the muscle level,
although the required muscles force impulses were lower. This
further supports skipping as a viable alternative to running.
Future work will investigate the influence of intrinsic muscle
properties on these relationships as well as differences in joint
loading at the hip, knee and ankle joints between the two gaits.
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Figure 1: Muscle force impulses for running and skipping
steps (A) and cycles (B) and muscle metabolic cost over Run
and Skip cycles (C). Abbreviations: TRN: erector spinae,
external obliques, internal obliques; GLT: gluteus maximus,
gluteus medius, gluteus minimus; IP: iliacus, psoas; HAM:
biceps
femoris
long
head,
semitendinosus,
semimembranosus, gracilis; RF: rectus femoris; VAS:
vastus medialis, vastus lateralis, vastus intermedius; BFS:
biceps femoris short head; GA: medial and lateral
gastrocnemius; SO: soleus, tibialis posterior, flexor
digitorum, flexor hallucis, peroneus brevis, peroneus longus;
TA: tibialis anterior, extensor digitorum, extensor hallucis,
peroneus tertius. * p < 0.0 5.
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Introduction
Modular prosthetic ankle components have been shown to
improve walking in transtibial prosthesis users, but they may
reduce stability during standing. Therefore, the stiffness of the
prosthetic foot-ankle components may need to be appropriately
tuned to provide optimal balance between mobility for walking
and stability for standing. The present research investigates both
concepts to improve our knowledge about how the prosthetic
ankle stiffness influences standing and walking performance.
One method is to identify a mechanical property that directly
influences the performance of the amputee (Major et al, 2012).
Roll Over Shape (ROS) has been reported to accomplish it. (Gard
et al, 2011; Hansen et al, 2010). Obtaining a prosthetic radius of
ROS similar to the radii of able-bodied individuals may provide
an overall improvement during gait.
Methods
This project was reviewed and approved by the Northwestern
University IRB. All subjects provided informed consent before
they were enrolled in the study.
Subjects: Eight individuals with unilateral transtibial
amputation (3 males and 5 females; 48.1±13.9 years, 75.1±17.6
kg, 1.68±0.09m) participated.
Apparatus: Kinematic and kinetic data were collected at 120
Hz and 960 Hz, respectively, using a digital motion capture
system (Motion Analysis Corp, CA) and force platforms (AMTI,
MA).
Procedures: Three different levels of ankle stiffness (Firm,
Medium and Soft) were tested using the College Park Venture
foot (College Park, MI).
Data Analysis: The data were grouped and analysed using
three separate procedures based upon data type: kinetic and
kinematic calculations, ROS radii and sway area. Statistical
analyses were performed using SPSS with repeated measures
ANOVA for ROS radii data.
Results and Discussion

suggest that the Firm stiffness condition best replicated the anklefoot ROS radius of able-bodied individuals (19%).

Figure 2: Root Means Square Distance of Center of Pressure

during quiet standing at different stiffness conditions.
Sway movement of the COP at the Firm condition
(5.18±1.74mm) was significantly smaller (p<0.001) compared to
the Soft condition (6.28±1.64mm).
One of the key findings from the analyses was that walking
speed had an influence on the ROS radius of a passive prosthetic
foot-ankle mechanism. Contrary to what is observed on ablebodied ambulators, passive prosthetic components are not
capable of maintaining a constant ROS geometry at different
speeds, particularly when the forces applied are directly
influenced by walking speed.
The ROS radius provided by the Firm condition was the
closest approximation to able-bodied ROS radius (19%) and
produced better performance compared to the other stiffness
configurations. Additionally, the performance for standing
balance favored the Firm stiffness condition. Taking into
consideration the results from both sets of analyses, the Firm
stiffness could be considered the most desirable for both walking
and standing.
Significance
Improved understanding of how ankle stiffness influences
walking and standing performance could help to establish
guidelines for optimally fitting ankle units with prosthetic feet.
Acknowledgments
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Figure 1: Radius of ROS (Normalized) at different stiffness

conditions and self-selected walking speeds.
Radius of ROS was significantly different due to ankle
stiffness (p<0.001) and walking speed (p<0.001). These results
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Introduction
Older adults exhibit reduced ankle push-off intensity and higher
metabolic energy costs during walking than younger adults [1].
During walking, triceps surae (TS) muscle fascicles in young
adults operate near the peak of their force-length (F-L) relation,
which acts to maximize force capacity (i.e., the maximum
possible force at a fascicle length) and minimize the active
muscle volume necessary to meet force demands [2]. However,
older adults tend to operate at shorter lengths that are associated
with higher metabolic costs in isolated contractions [3].
Theoretically, increasing or decreasing activation should be
capable of steering muscle fascicles to shorter or longer lengths,
respectively, with implications for force capacity, active muscle
volume, and thus metabolic energy cost. However, the relations
between muscle activation, muscle mechanics, and whole-body
metabolic energy cost in walking have yet to be fully elucidated.
There are two translational implications that motivate this work.
First, energetics models informed by such relations may help
guide the personalized prescription of assistive devices. Second,
clarifying the local muscle neuromechanical determinants of
walking metabolism in young adults might provide a mechanistic
framework to elucidate those in older adults. Thus, the purpose
of this study was to establish cause-and-affect relations between
volitional changes in TS activation prescribed using biofeedback
and walking metabolic cost, muscle mechanics, and force
capacity. We hypothesized that (1) increased TS activation would
increase metabolic cost via shorter muscle fascicle operating
lengths and thus reduced force capacity and that (2) decreased TS
activation would decrease metabolic cost via longer muscle
fascicle operating lengths and thus increased force capacity.
Methods
26 young adults (23±4 yrs., 12F/14M) walked on an instrumented
treadmill at 1.25 m/s using electromyographic (EMG)
biofeedback to match targets corresponding to ±20 and ±40% TS
(medial gastrocnemius [MG] and soleus) activation during pushoff (late stance). B-mode ultrasound imaged subjects’ MG.
Subjects also performed maximal voluntary isometric plantar flexor
contractions in a dynamometer at 5 joint angles to estimate individual
F-L relations. We have thus far analyzed muscle data in n=9
participants using deep learning software [4]. We report net
metabolic power, TA activation, MG force, force capacity, and
MG fascicle lengths, averaged from the last two minutes of each
walking trial, analyzed using repeated measures correlations [5].

Results and Discussion
In partial support of Hypothesis 1, subjects increased net
metabolic power by up to 95% when targeting higher than normal
TS activation (p<0.01; Fig. 1A). However, contrary to
Hypothesis 2, they also increased net metabolic power by up to
23% when targeting lower than normal TS activation. At the
instant of peak MG force (i.e., tpeak), MG fascicle length was 6%
shorter (r=-0.60, p<0.001) and MG force was 5% larger (r=0.50,
p=0.002) on average when targeting +40% TS activation. Not
surprisingly, net metabolic power positively correlated with peak
MG force (r=0.35, p=0.04; Fig. 1B). However, as hypothesized,
and consistent with the association between activation and
operating length, net metabolic power most strongly correlated
with shorter fascicle lengths at tpeak (r=-0.55, p=0.001; Fig.1C).
Consistent with prior work in isolated contractions [3], those
results suggest that shifts to shorter fascicle lengths may mediate
activation-induced increases in metabolic cost. More
surprisingly, these determinants (i.e., MG force and fascicle
length at tpeak) were not themselves well correlated (p=0.17; Fig.
1D). Finally, force capacity at tpeak and net metabolic power
tended to positively correlate (r=0.32, p=0.06), alluding to higher
metabolic cost of operating the MG at higher force capacity (Fig.
1E). This specific outcome is unlikely to apply to older adults
who habitually operate further down the ascending limb.
Significance
We interpret our findings thus far to suggest that: (1) volitional
changes in TS activation augment the metabolic cost of walking
via relatively predictable alterations in muscle force and
operating lengths but (2) activation-induced changes in muscle
force and length, and their respective contributions to metabolic
cost, may not be directly interdependent during complex,
functional activities such as walking.
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Figure 1: (A) Metabolic responses to altered triceps surae activation in walking (n=26). *significant pairwise difference compared to normal
walking. (B-D) Repeated measures correlations between muscle dynamics and energetic outcomes, where each color represents an individual
subject (n=9). (E) MVIC MG F-L relation compared to physiological loading during walking conditions, averaged across subjects (n=9).
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Introduction
The contralateral hip is a common reference for clinical
evaluation of hip pathologies and has implications for surgical
planning and evaluation1. Symmetry in kinematics cannot be
reliably identified using skin marker-based motion capture due to
errors of up to 9.5° in rotation and 16.6 mm in translation when
compared to underlying bone motion measured using biplane
radiography3,4. Previous biplane radiography studies measured
differences between operated and native hips or studied
symptomatic cohorts2, but there is a lack of data describing sideto-side differences (SSD) in healthy hip kinematics during gait.
The objectives of the study were 1) Determine the SSD in
healthy hip kinematics during gait; 2) Determine kinematic
differences between males and females. We hypothesized that
SSD in kinematics would be smaller than previously reported in
the knee and ankle and there would be no difference in kinematics
waveforms between males and females during gait.
Methods
14 healthy young adults (6M, 8F; age: 21.6±2.2 years, BMI
22.0±1.9 kg*m2/s) participated in this IRB-approved study.
Synchronized biplane radiographs were collected at 50
images/sec for 1 second during treadmill walking (self-selected
speed, 3 trials/hip). Femur and pelvis position were determined
by matching subject-specific CT bone models to each frame of
the radiographs using a validated volumetric model-based
5
.
Anatomic coordinate systems were established in each femur and
hemi-pelvis6, mirrored to the contralateral side, and co-registered
to produce identical coordinate systems for each hip. Six degreeof-freedom (DOF) rotations and translations were calculated6,
filtered, and normalized to standing posture. Translations were
calculated as displacement of the femoral head center from the
acetabulum center along the pelvis anatomical axis6.
Symmetry was determined by calculating average absolute
SSD in kinematic waveforms for each participant. Sex
differences in kinematic curves were identified using statistical
parametric mapping (SPM) unpaired Student’s t-tests
0.05)7.
Results and Discussion
Average treadmill walking speed was 1.01±0.16 m/s. Rotational
SSD were 3.8±0.8°, 3.0±0.6°, and 4.5±0.5° for flexion-extension,
abduction-adduction, and internal-external rotation, respectively.
Translational SSD were 0.7±0.2mm, 0.4±0.1mm, and
0.4±0.1mm for anterior-posterior, superior-inferior, and mediallateral translation, respectively. No significant sex differences in
kinematics were identified (Figure 1).
This preliminary data illustrates that hip rotational SSD are
comparable to those in the knee (3.8°) and ankle (4.1 ), but
translational SSD are smaller at the hip compared to the knee (1.3
mm) and ankle (1.5 mm) during walking8,9. These differences
may be due to bony constraints (facilitating joint stability and

weight bearing) and/or joint location in the kinetic chain. The
lack of sex-based kinematic differences indicates that
asymptomatic individuals may not exhibit different motion
patterns at the hip during minimally demanding tasks such as
level walking, despite known sex differences in pelvis anatomy.

Figure 1: Average rotational (left) and translational (right) kinematics
for males (blue) and females (red) during walking (shaded areas indicate
standard deviation, horizontal dotted line indicates neutral standing
position). 0% is foot strike, 100% is ipsilateral foot strike.

Significance
SSD in hip kinematics of up to 4.5° in rotation and 0.7 mm in
translation are typical in healthy hips and may not be indicative
of underlying pathology. Hip kinematics do not appear to be
different between asymptomatic young adult males and females
during gait.
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I
d ci
Hi oricall bila eral mme r in gai ha been a med and da a
a cap red nila erall [1]. Ho e er, He dar e . al ill ra ed
he impor ance of e al a ing gai bila erall , arg ing ha gai
a mme r i he norm beca e of limb dominance and
independen limb coordina ion [1]. The normal amo n of gai
mme r ha ince been e al a ed, b re l ha e been
incon i en d e o difference in calc la ion me hod , lack of
pecifici regarding he collec ion of mme r mea re d ring
a rial, and he opera ional defini ion for heal h [2,3,4].
A norma i e ba eline ha no been e abli hed for gai
mme r and i i nkno n ho age affec
mme r making
i hard o e abli h gai mme r rehabili a ion benchmark for
inj red or di ea ed pop la ion of ar ing age . The p rpo e of
hi
d
a o de ermine he impac of age on gai mme r ,
and e h po he i e ha i h age par icipan
o ld be more
mme ric. S mme r in hi
d a defined a he difference
in limb mechanic be een he righ and lef limb .
Me h d
Eigh - o (24 male , 58 female ) heal h ad l be een he
age of 18 and 85 (mean and andard de ia ion (SD) for Age=
45.46 20.0 ear , BMI=24.21 3.81) igned in i ional
re ie
board appro ed informed con en prior o
d
par icipa ion. Heal h
a opera ionall defined a no hi or of
erio lo er e remi inj r or rger , no lo er e remi
inj r in he pa 12 mon h , and ere able o alk na i ed
from more han 10 min e . Each par icipan comple ed be een
fo r and e en alking rial a a elf- elec ed peed. Gai peed
a mea red ing iming ga e , mo ion cap re da a a
collec ed ing a modified Helen-Ha e marker e and a encamera
em (Q ali , S eden; 120 H ), and er ical gro nd
reac ion force (GRF) ere cap red i h fo r AMTI force pla e
(AMTI, Wa er o n, MA, 1200 H ).
Gai
mme r
a calc la ed
ing he Normali ed
S mme r Inde (NSI), in hich 0% indica e f ll mme r ,
o er o con ec i e ep for each rial [5]. NSI al e
ere
calc la ed for peak knee fle ion, hip e en ion, ankle plan ar
fle ion (A-PF), er ical GRF a eigh accep ance (WA-GRF)
and prop l i e pha e of gai (P-GRF) a
ell a knee and hip
range of mo ion (ROM). Par icipan
ere pli in o 3 age gro p
18-31 (22.07 1.6, N=29), 32-57 (48.6 7.6, N=27) and 58-85
(68.3 7.2, N=26) for anal i [6]. A hree- a ANOVA a
performed o compare each mme r ariable acro age gro p
and po -hoc Game -Ho ell e
a comple ed for all
ignifican finding . All a i ical e
ere done in SPSS V26

(IBM,Chicago, IL) i h an

le el of 0.05.

Re
a d Di c i
Gai peed a no differen be een age gro p (18-31
1.28 0.2 m/ ; 32-57 1.32 0.2 m/ ; 32-57 1.37 0.3 m/ ;
p=0.690), hich i con rar o pre io li era re ha indica e a
decline of gai peed i h age [7]. When comparing age gro p ,
P-GRF and A-PF ho ed ignifican difference (p=0.011,
p=0.049) (Table 1). The po -hoc anal i ho ed ha a
ignifican difference be een he 18-32 and 33-57 gro p for PGRF and A-PF (p=0.018, p=0.041) and for P-GRF he 33-57 and
58-85 gro p ere al o differen from each o her (p=0.016). Hip
ROM, WA-GRF, and P-GRF all had mean mme r al e
nder 5%. Peak knee fle ion and knee ROM ere nder 10%
a mme r . Thi da a gge
ha he commonl
ed al e for
heal h f nc ional a k a mme r of nder 10% [8,9] ma be
appropria e for man ariable and acro a ide age range of
heal h i al ad l . The older ad l in hi cohor main ained
heal h gai peed comparable o he par icipan in he o nge
age gro p, herefore, he e finding ma no appl o all older
ad l . In addi ion, o r finding of large a mme r for heal h
peak hip e en ion and peak ankle PF indica e ha an o erall
mme r c off for e er ariable ho ld no be ed and ha
he c off ho ld be ariable pecific [10].
Thi
d
a limi ed a i did no e al a e indi id al a
he age and in ead ed a cohor model in hich indi id al
ere gro ped b age and compared. I i nclear if a mme r
pre en in he o nger age gro p are indica i e of heal h
mme r or di ea e/inj rie ha ha e e o pre en hem el e
or ha e no comple el healed. The e finding indica e he need
for a longi dinal
d of gai
mme r d ring he aging
proce e a
ell a a de ailed racking of inj r hi or o
de ermining he impac of inj r on gai mme r . F re die
ho ld a e
mme r in an older ad l cohor ha i no a fi
and demon ra e he pical alking peed decline i h age [7].
Sig ifica ce
We h po he i ed ha i h aging par icipan
o ld become
more mme ric, hich a n ppor ed b
d re l . The e
finding
ho
ha e al a ing gai kine ic and kinema ic
mme r can be ed a an e al a ion ool for di abili in
reference o norma i e al e like ho e pre en ed here.
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Optimized Unilateral Deep Brain Stimulation Improves Motor Capacity in Parkinson s Disease
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Introduction
For individuals i h Pa kin on di ea e (PD), a p ogressive
neurological disorder, pharmacologic interventions are initially
effective at treating the symptomology of the disease. With
disease progression, these interventions may lose their efficacy
in optimally controlling motor symptoms. With waning
effectiveness, the amount of time spent on when motor
symptoms are controlled between self-administered doses,
decreases. Deep brain stimulation (DBS) can be an effective
adjunct therapy for treating symptoms of PD1. However, the
evidence for long-term effective treatment of axial motor features
such as gait and balance dysfunction with DBS is more
equivocal2. Many investigations on the effectiveness of DBS are
reported after the DBS device has been programmed and it is
unclear the extent to which axial function is optimized as part of
standard of care. It is possible that a lack of optimization in
programming the DBS device drives the equivocal nature
reported. Indeed, recently we showed that individuals with
unilateral DBS demonstrated patient specific stimulation
configurations resulting in clinically important improvements in
gait speed3. Our purpose was to test the hypothesis that optimized
performance of simple but quantitative measures of movement
would result in better performance of unilateral DBS compared
to standard pharmacologic interventions.
Methods
Twenty-two participants with PD (age 58.1±7.6 years, MDSUPDRS 26.6±8.7 ) were enrolled in the study. Participants visited
the lab prior to implantation to undergo a screening visit in the
practically defined off medication state (> 12 hours without PD
medications). Data was collected both in the off medicine state,
and then, approximately 1 hour after participants selfadministered their PD medication, in the on state. Individuals
were tested with the following tasks along with their constructs:
10m comfortable walking test (CWS)-gait function, Timed Up
and Go (TUG)-mobility, 9-hole pegboard test (PEG)-upper
extremity dexterity task, the, Lower limb target task-lower
extremity dexterity task, and quiet stance task where we
quantified sway area (Static Posture)-static balance. Participants
visited the lab again, one month after unilateral DBS implantation
in the subthalamic nucleus, in the off state, for device activation.
Each DBS electrode was tested for clinical benefit with a
standardized pulse width of 60 s and a frequency of 130 Hz by
a trained nurse practitioner. The novel DBS device used in this
investigation contains six individual contacts and two virtual
rings formed by 3 directional contacts each, and individual dorsal
and ventral rings. Contacts were tested in random order to avoid
an ordering effect while individual performed the
aforementioned tasks for a total of 10 DBS settings (6 directional
contacts, 2 virtual rings, 2 individual rings). The best
performance was selected for each task. To determine if
unilateral DBS was more effective than off or on medications, we
performed a repeated measures ANOVA. Post hoc comparisons
were made using a Bonferroni correction.
Results and Discussion

Figure 1. Spider plot of outcome measures under conditions of OFF
meds (blue), ON meds (Red), and DBS (Green). The arrows represent
the direction required to see improvement in the measure.

We observed improvements in performance measures with
dopaminergic medicine as well as with DBS compared to off
medicine and off DBS (Fig. 1). For some measures, unilateral
DBS stimulation that was optimized for performance was
superior to improvements with Dopaminergic medication.
Pa icipan CWS was significantly faster with meds and with
DBS. Post hoc analysis showed DBS was significantly faster than
off and with meds (p=<0.001, p=0.032, respectively). The TUG
also improved on meds and DBS (p<0,015 for both), although no
difference was detected between meds and DBS (p=0.242). Both
lower and upper extremity dexterity tasks were performed faster
with DBS compared to off and on meds (p=0.003, p0.017,
respectively). Finally, sway area was less with DBS than off or
on medications (p=0.049, p=0.017). Despite the equivocal nature
of previous research on the effect of DBS on axial movement
function, we show that when DBS is optimized for performance,
unilateral DBS results in clinically significant improvements in
movement capacity compared to dopaminergic medications.
Moreover, in contrast to clinical outcome measures, the use of
continuous quantitative outcome measures may be more sensitive
in detecting improvements in motor function.
Significance
The current investigation suggests that axial function can be
significantly improved with unilateral DBS when movement
function is optimized during DBS programming. Indeed the
improvements we report are greater than established minimal
clinical important differences.
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Introduction
Hypermobile Ehlers-Danlos syndrome (hEDS) is a common
heritable connective tissue disorder that affects an estimated 1
in every 5000 people worldwide [1]. hEDS is characterized by
joint laxity, excessive joint ranges of motion (ROM), joint pain,
fatigue, and joint instability during walking [1, 2]. Despite this
clinical knowledge, there is limited biomechanical
characterizations of gait in children with hEDS. Therefore, the
purpose of this study was to quantify sagittal plane lower
extremity joint kinematics, moments, and powers during
overground walking in children with hEDS and compare them
to typically developing children.
Methods
Eight children (4 males, 4 females, age: 14.5 ± 2.8 years) with
hEDS participated. A 15-camera Vicon T-Series motion
capture system, synchronized with four AMTI force plates,
recorded marker trajectories and ground reaction forces while
each subject completed 5 walking trials at a self-selected speed.
The standard Vicon Plug-in Gait lower extremity inverse
dynamics model was applied to compute joint dynamics [3]. An
open-source dataset from 83 children (age: 10.5 ± 3.5 years)
were used as a normative database of typically developing
children [4]. Mann-Whitney U tests were applied to assess
group differences in joint kinematics and moments in the
sagittal plane, and joint powers (p < 0.05).
Results and Discussion
Spatio-temporal parameters were calculated (cadence: 56.3±2.2
strides/min, speed: 1.2±0.1 m/s, stride length: 1.3±0.1 m, single
leg support 40.2±2.4%). Of the joint kinematics assessed, only
peak hip extension significantly differed between the groups
(hEDS: 10.3±5.2 deg vs. typically developing children (TD):
5.7±3.4 deg, p=0.04). We found significant differences in ankle
plantarflexion moments and powers. Specifically, children with
hEDS exhibited a significantly greater peak ankle
plantarflexion moment (hEDS: 1.6±0.2 Nm/kg vs. TD: 1.1±0.1
N-m/kg) (p=0.02). Furthermore, children with hEDS exhibited
significantly greater ankle power generation (hEDS: 30.1±15.4
J/kg vs. TD: 11.6±5.2 J/kg, p<0.01) and absorption (hEDS:
16.9±3.9 J/kg vs. TD: 4.7±0.2 J/kg, p<0.01), less knee power
absorption (hEDS: 10.3±2.9 J/kg vs. TD: 19.5±3.2 J/kg,
p<0.01), as well as less hip power generation (hEDS: 19.1±4.6
J/kg vs. TD: 11.4±2.1 J/kg) and more hip power absorption
(hEDS: 7.9±3.4 J/kg vs. TD: 2.3±0.4 J/kg, both p<0.01 (Fig. 1).
Our results provide valuable insight into the
characterization of gait in children with hEDS. While no
significant differences occurred in peak ankle plantarflexion
angle and peak knee flexion and extension, the hEDS group
demonstrated altered moments and powers. This difference
may be related to the fact that similar kinematic patterns can be
produced by different underlying kinetics [5]. Moreover, our
findings offer clinical significance. While we observed
significantly greater ankle power generation in those with
hEDS, less hip power generation and no significant difference
in knee power generation were found. This may be the

indication that the propulsion may be generated mainly by the
ankle in this population.
Significance
This study aimed to fill a gap in knowledge by characterizing
gait dynamics in children with hEDS. We identified differences
in hip kinematics, ankle moments, and ankle powers compared
to typically development children that may influence
locomotion. Further research is underway with a larger
population to determine a comprehensive biomechanical
characterization of gait in children with hEDS.

*
*

Figure
1.
Hip
flexion/extension
angles,
ankle
plantarflexion/dorsiflexion moments, and ankle power
generation/absorption during gait in children with hEDS and
typically developing (TD) controls. Bold lines represent group
means while dashed lines indicate one standard deviation.
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Introduction
Individuals with spinal cord injuries (SCI) are at a high risk of
fracture due to the bone loss that occurs as a result of their injuries
[1-3]. Bone adapts to mechanical loads and in people with SCI,
the lack of weight-bearing mobilization in the lower extremities
contributes to bone loss [4]. Robotic exoskeletons provide
mechanical assistance so that individuals with SCI can walk.
Exoskeleton-assisted walking mechanically loads the skeleton,
potentially contributing to bone health. Here, we used video gait
analysis to quantify the kinematics and kinetics at the ankles and
knees of individuals walking with assistance from an
exoskeleton. The longer-term goal is to calculate a bone loading
dose for each patient, hich ma modulate treatment effect.
Methods
Nine men with chronic spinal cord injury, drawn from a larger
12-month clinical trial, were video recorded at the end of their
exoskeleton training (NCT02533713; age: 36.2 ± 8.3 years,
height: 179.1 ± 6.1 cm, mass: 81.9 ± 14.9 kg.) Participants all
wor
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Figure 1: Kinematics, forces, and moments of the knee using the Indego
and the EKSO for each patient (gray line), and the average (black line).
Red dotted line represents one body weight and orange error bars

represent standard deviation. Vertical red line on angle plots indicate
where stance phase ends in the gait cycle.

wore pressure-sensing insoles (Orpyx LogR, Orpyx Medical
Technologies, Calgary, Canada) to measure the total reaction
force applied to the foot and the center of pressure location. All
participants used either the Indego exoskeleton (Parker Hannifin,
Cleveland, OH) or the EKSO (ekso Bionics, Richmond, CA).
Of the nine men, two were recorded using the EKSO, six
using the Indego, and one using both. Sagittal plane knee and
ankle kinematics were calculated from video based on the
positions of fiducial markers during the gait cycle. Joint reaction
forces and loading rates were calculated using SCI-specific
anthropometric data [5], kinematics, and data from the insoles.
We normalized the forces by dividing by body mass, and
performed independent samples t-tests on each variable to
compare the two exoskeletons.
Results and Discussion
Joint reaction forces depend on how much force is transmitted
through the feet, as well as body position. These results suggest
that walking in the EKSO may involve lower knee forces and
moments, and less knee motion, compared to the Indego. The
joint reaction forces and moments reported here reflect the total
force that is transmitted through the user s skeleton, including
inertial forces, but do not consider any muscle forces.
Variable
Knee loading rate
(N/kg/s)
Max. knee flexion
angle (degrees)
Stride time (s)

Indego

EKSO

p-value

25.06(11.06)

6.51(2.04)

0.022

177.29(1.73)

165.87(4.10)

0.000

2.38(0.287)

3.51(0.452)

0.001

Walking speed
0.392(0.106) 0.259(0.073)
0.087
(m/s)
Table 1: Results of independent samples t-tests on variables comparing
Indego and EKSO exoskeletons with corresponding p-values.

Significance
This research establishes a method to determine the forces
applied to knee by different types of exoskeletons. Results can
guide decisions regarding exoskeleton training to better facilitate
mechanical re-loading of the skeleton for patients with SCI.
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Introduction
Increased leg stiffness (Kleg) is suggested to be correlated with
improved running performance [1], and reduced Kleg is
thought to be closely related to fatigue in running [2].
Decreased leg stiffness during running may hinder
performance and increase the risk of soft tissue injuries [2].
Therefore, assessing Kleg may be an important marker of
fatigue and valuable in ascertaining injury risk. The gold
standard for calculating Kleg is 3D motion analysis, but this
technology is not capable of in-field assessments. Recently, a
global positioning system (GPS) watch equipped with an
accelerometer (Garmin™ HRM – Run: GR) has been
validated as an in-field surrogate in calculating Kleg [3]. Other
wearable devices have been validated in assessing
temporospatial variables during running [4]; however, it
remains speculative as to the agreement of Kleg estimations
with validated technology. The purpose of this study was to
assess the agreeability between two wearable devices GR and
RunScribe™ (RS)) in calculating Kleg during running.
Methods
Seven endurance-trained male runners (28.5 ± 11.5 y; m 74.7
± 7.1 kg; ht. 182.0 cm ± 6.4 cm; VO2max 57.5 ± 5.7 ml/kg/min)
were recruited. Participants performed a graded exercise test
(GXT) on two separate occasions as part of a larger study. The
first three stages of the GXT were used to assess Kleg, where
participants ran at 3.13, 3.58, and 4.02 m/s and 1% incline.
Data was sampled for 3 minutes during each stage via a
Garmin Fenix 5 watch with a chest-mounted accelerometer,
and RunScribe™ footpods and sacral pod mounted on top of
each foot and on the waistband above the sacrum,
respectively. RS pods were calibrated before each trial in
accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions. Cadence,
contact, and flight time were extracted from the
accelerometer-derived data from the GR-HRM-Run via
GarminConnect™ platform. Extracted data was used, along
with running speed, body mass & leg length, to calculate K leg
[5] for each of the first three GTX stages. Kleg was extracted
from the RunScribe Dashboard™ and divided into the stages
of the GXT. The agreeability of the wearables at each stage
was assessed using intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC)
and Bland-Altman analyses. One-sample t-tests and linear
regressions were used to assess systematic and proportional
biases at each stage with α=0.05.
Results and Discussion
Overall, there was no significant difference in Kleg between the
two devices (p = 0.969). Bland-Altman plots indicated

excellent agreement suggesting that when comparing the two
devices, they are consistence in estimating Kleg during
treadmill running. Bland-Altman plots indicated no significant
systematic bias (Table 1). Additionally, there was no
proportional bias detected ( = -0.13, p = 0.46), indicating that
the mean differences remain constant with increases or
decreases in Kleg. Mean Kleg and mean biases for each
treadmill velocity are presented in Table 1.
Table 1
Agreement between wearables in Kleg estimation at varying treadmill
velocities.
Limits of
Kleg (kN/m)
Agreement
Mean
Velocity
Garmin RunScribe
Lower
Upper
Difference
3.13 (m/s)

11.4

11.2

0.18

-3.06

3.43

3.58 (m/s)

10.9

10.8

0.14

-3.74

4.02

4.02 (m/s)

10.3

10.6

-0.28

-4.40

3.85

Kleg, leg stiffness

Significance
As wearable devices continue to gain popularity among
runners, there is an increasing need for validation in assessing
in-field running metrics, such as Kleg. Kleg may be an important
biomechanical parameter in assessing fatigability and risk of
injury during running. The data from this study suggest that
GR and RS reliably estimate Kleg during treadmill running.
Considering GR has been validated as a surrogate for
estimating Kleg, Given the lack of differences between the
systems measure of Kleg, the determination of which system a
researcher, athlete, or coach uses should depend upon what
other metrics are important for their question. The main
difference between these systems is the other run metrics they
offer in addition to calculating Kleg.
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EFFECTS OF A POWERED ANKLE-FOOT PROSTHESIS ON INTACT KNEE ADDUCTION MOMENT
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Methods
Seventeen individuals living with TTA (age 52 ± 14.5 years,
height 1.79 ± 0.1 m, and weight 85.9 ± 17.3 kg) with at least 1
year of prosthetic experience, as well as 6 control subjects were
recruited from Veteran Affairs (VA) New York Harbor
Healthcare System (NYHHS) and Walter Reed National Military
Medical Center (WRNMMC). Study procedures were approved
b each i e e pec i e In i ional Re ie Boa d. Participants
were randomized to wear 3 types of prosthetic feet: ESR, ART,
and PWR. Each device was randomly used for a 1-week
acclimation period followed by biomechanical testing. Motion
and force data were collected using an optical motion capture
system (Qualisys, Goteborg, Sweden) and a force platform
system (AMTI, Waterford, MA). Subjects were fit with 78
retroreflective markers and walked over level ground at 3 speeds:
1.0, 1.3, and 1.5 m/s. Data was analysed using Visual3D software
(C-Motion Inc.) to derive kinetic results. A one-way, between
subjects repeated measures ANOVA was used to determine if
any significant differences (p < 0.05) were present for the 1st peak
intact KAM values between each foot and the control data for all
speeds.
Results and Discussion
Results show that the intact KAM for PWR device was 3.0%,
7.1%, and 0.1% lower compared to the ESR foot at 1.0, 1.3, and
1.5m/s, respectively, though results were not significant (p =
0.135, 1.06, 0.76). No other significant differences (p < 0.05)
were found between the 1st peak of the ESR, ART, PWR devices,
and the control at all speeds. Figure 1 shows KAM for all devices
and control participants at 1.3 m/s. At 1.3 m/s, the percent
difference of the 1st peak KAM between each device and the
control were: ESR 2.2%, ART 8.8%, and PWR 9.2%, however
the results were not significantly different (p = 0.991).
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Introduction
Individuals with a transtibial amputation (TTA) who use
traditional energy storing and returning (ESR) devices often
experience increased kinematic and kinetic asymmetries,
particularly of their intact limb [1,2]. Experienced TTA
prosthetic users have been shown to have increased intact 1st peak
knee adduction moments (KAM) of 46% and 17% compared to
the prosthetic side and normative data, respectively [3]. Research
has correlated increased intact joint discomfort and knee
osteoarthritis (OA) to abnormally high KAM of the intact limb
[1,3]. Advanced prosthetic componentry, such as powered ankle
foot devices that mimic that gastric-soleus complex, have the
potential to reduce compensatory loading of the intact limb,
which could reduce the risk of musculoskeletal injuries. The
Empower foot (PWR) (Ottobock, Inc.) is the only commercially
available prosthetic device able to provide the user with
biomimetic power generation at push off. We hypothesized that
use of a PWR device would significantly reduce the 1st peak of
the intact KAM with respect to both ESR and articulating ESR
(ART) devices and would be normalized to the control group.

-0.2
% Gait Cylce
Figure 1: Average intact knee adduction moment at 1.3 m/s for ESR,
ART, PWR, and control.

Previous research has shown that the 1st peak of the intact
KAM for individuals with TTA who utilized a powered device
was significantly reduced by 20.6% and 12.2% at walking speeds
of 1.5 m/s and 1.75 m/s (p = 0.03, 0.05) compared to the ESR
condition [1]. However, at slower walking speeds, comparable to
the speeds used in this investigation, KAM was not significantly
different between ESR and powered devices. These differences
may be attributable to the net positive work performed at faster
speeds by the powered prosthesis, whereas at slower speeds the
net mechanical work is nearly zero across the entire stance phase
[1]. Furthermore, while the powered device provided biomimetic
push-off power, the uniaxial movement of the device cannot
replicate the biarticular nature of the gastrocnemius, which may
reduce the efficiency of the load transmission to the intact limb
[2]. As such, the minimal reduction in intact KAM reported in
this investigation could be the result of continued compensatory
strategies of the intact limb and reduced stability in the knee
frontal plane. Lastly, a longer acclimation period or the inclusion
of a strength training/rehabilitation protocol could reduce some
of the compensatory strategies. While the PWR device can
produce biomimetic ankle power, device-specific training may
need to be introduced to reduce joint loading on the intact side.
Significance
Biomimetic devices like the Empower have been shown to
reduce some asymmetries during prosthetic gait, such as peak
ankle power. However, this investigation did not indicate any
significant reductions in peak KAM compared to ESR devices.
Devices that could reduce peak KAM could potentially mitigate
the risk of musculoskeletal injury, specifically knee OA of the
unaffected leg.
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Introduction
Older adults commonly show decreased weight bearing
during walking compared to younger adults. Deficits in weight
bearing is associated with slower walking speed, lower-limb
weaknesses, poor functional performance, and higher risk of
falling that ultimately leads to reduced independence (1). Thus,
identifying factors that contribute to weight bearing is an
important goal.
Functional weight bearing requires sufficient vertical
ground reaction force (VGRF) generated from the lower
extremities. Factors that contribute to VGRF production have
primarily been studied in the sagittal plane. In contrast, how
frontal plane gait components affects VGRF production have
received less attention. In a model-based simulation analysis,
the hip abductor muscles in the frontal plane contributed
significantly to the 1st peak of VGRF during early single-limb
stance phase (2). In addition, frontal plane foot placement
determines the orientation of the GRF vector and therefore
affects the distribution of GRF in the mediolateral versus
vertical directions (3). The primary purpose of this study is to
develop and validate a biomechanical based model to predict
the peak VGRF based on the hip abduction moment and lateral
foot placement in older adults.

Data for each variable were averaged across gait cycles.
Pea
c ela i
c efficie
and Root-mean-squared
(RMS) errors were calculated for both legs to compare the
model predicted VGRF versus the measured VGRF. All data
was exported into MATLAB for further analysis.
Results and Discussion
The model explained over 75 % of the variances in
measured VGRF for both limbs (r = 0.88 for the right and r =
0.94 for the left side). The RMS errors were 58.21 N (10 %) for
the right and 42.79 N (10%) for the left side. The slopes of the
regression line were close to 1 for both sides (Figure 2). These
results demonstrated that hip abduction torque and lateral foot
placement explained most of the variance in weight bearing
during walking in older adults.

Methods
Twelve older adults (70 ± 5.87 years) walked on the split
belt instrumented treadmill, at their preferred walking speed
(1.01 ± 0.18 m/s). GRF data was acquired at 1200 Hz.
Kinematic data was collected via a 10-camera motion analysis
system. Hip abduction torque (𝜏 was calculated through
inverse dynamics in Visual3D software. θ was determined as
the angle between the horizontal and a vector joining the heel
marker and the trunk center of mass (Figure 1). External
moment arm (D) was measured as the medial-lateral distance
between trunk center of mass and hip joint center. A quasi-static
model including 𝜏 , θ , and D was used to predict the 1st peak
of VGRF during walking (Eq1&2).
𝜏

𝑭

𝐹∗𝐷

and

∗ 𝐬𝐢𝐧
𝑫

sin 𝜃

Eq1.
Eq2.

Figure 2: Predicted VGRF vs. Measured VGRF in older adults

Significance
To our knowledge, this is the first study that incorporates
frontal plane hip torque and foot placement components to
predict weight bearing. Our findings support previous studies
by highlighting the importance of hip abduction torque and foot
placement in producing VGRF. This model can be used to
quantify the relative contribution of the hip abduction torque
and lateral foot placement to changes in weight bearing during
different walking conditions to reveal mechanisms underlying
weight bearing deficits in older adults.
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Introduction
Robotic exoskeletons have been cleared by the FDA for gait
rehabilitation due to their ability to accurately and repeatedly
track joint trajectories necessary for gait rehabilitation. This
dependence on the robot requires increased fluency in the Human
Robot Interaction (HRI) for the user to convey their intent to the
robot and accomplish desired goals. High fluency is indicated by
he b
ab
a c a e he e ac
[1] a d
de
timely assistance, and thus is only possible through accurate
intent detection. Currently available exoskeletons rely on buttons
and joysticks for the user to convey their intent. This project aims
to create a framework that detects changes in desired gait speed
more intuitively and without additional interfaces. Previously,
Interacting Multi-Model Filtering was ed e
a e he e
gait phase and velocity [2] by comparing exoskeleton sensor
measurements to gaits generated by a Bipedal Spring-Loaded
Pendulum model.
By contrast, the work herein hypothesizes that intent changes
may be inferred primarily from footstep placement as the stability
of gait is greatly influenced by ground contact. The work presents
a Bayesian estimation framework that relies on measured
changes in footstep placement
a c ae a e
e
change speeds before it physically happens. This approach was
evaluated on experimental data for walking trials of able-bodied
(AB) and non-able-bodied (NAB) subjects in an Ekso GT
exoskeleton.
Methods
This work considered estimating the desired velocity of the user
𝑣 using state estimation strategies. State estimation was posed
over an extended state vector 𝒛
𝒙 , 𝑣 , where 𝐱 is a vector
c a
g he
a d e c
f he e
ee
ce e
of mass (CoM). This approach allows estimators to operate
directly on the intent. The presented framework used a two-stage
estimation approach to reinforce estimates by incorporating
measurements at phase transitions.
It has been shown that velocity changes at midstance (MS)
influence the foot placement at touchdown (TD) [3]. In the first
stage, a simple data-driven model of step length was considered
as a function of the velocity at the MS prior to TD 𝑣 , desired
velocity 𝑣 , and leg length 𝑙 :
𝑙
𝑣 𝑣
𝑣 𝑙
,
(1)
where is a vector of regression coefficients. A Bayesian update
was applied to the CoM state at MS using the difference in the
measured and estimated step lengths. The updated state was then
passed to a Kalman filter to be updated at the next MS.
The estimation framework was evaluated using walking trials
of highly proficient AB and NAB subjects in an Ekso GT
exoskeleton [4]. Trial data was collected as part of a study
approved by the IRB of the University of Notre Dame (Protocol
18-04-4650). The subjects walked at a self-selected speed using
a walker before being issued a verbal speed-change command to
speed up or slow down. Each subject underwent three speed-up
(SU) and slow-down (SD) trials in a pseudo-random sequence.
The Ekso GT assists users by tracking a steady state trajectory
and correcting deviations from it. Consequently, this assistance

affec ed NAB e
e e g h,
he ea ed
ea
square current of the hip motor during the swing phase, 𝐼
was
included as an additional measurement. It was modeled by:
𝐼
𝑣 𝑣
𝑣
,
(2)
where is a vector of regression coefficients.
Results and Discussion
Figure 1 shows the performance of the estimator for SU trials of
AB and NAB users. The stem plot e e e
he e
e a
TD; positive/negative values indicate anticipated speed-up/slowdown. The vertical line represents the MS closest to the time the
speed-change command was issued and a speed change is
expected after this step. The estimator was able to anticipate the
speed change before it manifested at MS for NAB and AB trials.
For all trials, intent changes were generally detected within one
step after the command was issued. Speed-up intent changes for
NAB users were most difficult to estimate as these users may be
at their physical limit [4]. Improving the measurement model
may yield better metric precision in 𝑣 estimates.

Figure 1: Estimator performance for Speed-Up trials for AB and NAB
users.

Significance
The estimation framework presented in this work will enable
exoskeleton users to make changes in their gait speed even when
they may be physically unable to do so. This functionality
presents an opportunity for exoskeleton users in late-stage
rehabilitation to be more in control of their own rehab.
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Introduction
Nearly 300,000 rotator cuff repair surgeries are performed each
year in the U.S.A. [1]. Post-op rehabilitation must allow the
repaired cuff to heal while restoring function and range of motion
[2]. Normalization of the affected shoulder is defined as
“changed kinematics toward symmetrical bilateral motion,” as
compared to the contralateral asymptomatic shoulder [3]. The
potential for normalization of shoulder kinematics between 1 and
2 years after surgery has been demonstrated [3], but the process
for how normalization occurs is unknown. This study evaluated
the thoracohumeral joint motion of patients with single and multitendon rotator cuff tears to quantify the changes occurring within
the first year of repair as compared to the non-injured arm.
Methods
Ten adults, five with a supraspinatus tear only (n=5; single) and
five with tears in the supraspinatus and at least one other rotator
cuff muscle (n=5; multi) participated in three test sessions: preop, and approximately three and six months after surgery.
Average age was 63.2±7.9 years and 61.4±5.9 years, and average
tear size was 1.2±0.2 cm and 3.0±1.4 cm for the single and multi
tear groups, respectively. The American Shoulder and Elbow
Surgeons Shoulder Score (ASES) was administered to assess
self-perceived function and shoulder pain. A Vicon T-series
system tracked reflective markers on the upper extremity while
the participant performed five trials with each arm of maximal
thoracohumeral (TH) external rotation from an adducted state, a
challenging task with a rotator cuff tear. TH kinematics were
calculated with our inverse kinematics model [4]. Group averages
were computed for the peak TH external rotation angle for each
arm and the shoulder pain and ASES score at each visit. Paired ttests were used for within group comparisons between
evaluations. Two sample t-tests were used for within evaluation
comparisons between groups (p<0.05).
Table 1. Average (standard deviation) paing and ASES scores. *p<0.05
Pain (0-10 scale)
ASES (0-100 scale)
Group Pre-Op
Post 1
Post 2* Pre-Op Post 1
Post 2
Single 4.4±1.5 2.4±2.5 0.2±0.4
60±8
67±19
93±4
Multi 5.4±2.5 4.2±1.8 2.0±1.8 48±14 51±18 82±15

Results and Discussion
Although on average the ASES score was 12.9 points higher for
the single tear group, indicating better perceived function, there
were no statistically significant differences between groups
(Table 1). Shoulder pain was worse for the multi tear group than
the single tear group across all visits (Table 1), but only
significantly higher at six months post-op. Compared to the noninjured arm, both groups had significantly less TH external
rotation of the injured arm at three months post-op, but only the
single tear group had significantly less at six months post-op (Fig.
1). Results indicate the peak external rotation of the injured arm
was significantly less than the non-injured arm for both groups at

three months post-op, but only for the single tear group at six
months post-op (Fig. 1). When comparing the average peak TH
joint external rotation between groups at each visit, the multi tear
group had significantly greater rotation of the injured arm than
the single tear group at pre-op and six months post-op (Fig. 1).
Proper rehabilitation, particularly within three months postop, is key to good functional outcomes [2]; however, the optimal
rehabilitation protocol is still being deliberated [2,5]. Although
most protocols aim to restore active range of motion by three to
four months [5], this study showed this was not achieved by either
group. Furthermore, only the multi tear group demonstrated
normalization by six months post-op. While less external rotation
was expected for the multi tear group as more muscles were torn,
they had significantly greater motion at pre-op and six months
post-op compared to the single tear group. This suggests that the
pre-op range of motion may be indicative of the post-op rehab
progress, regardless of the number of tendons involved.

Figure 1: Group average (+1 standard deviation) peak external rotation
for the single (blue), and multi (orange) tear groups at each session for
both arms. * denotes significant within group differences; ± denotes
significant between group differences (p<0.05).

Significance
Knowledge of pre-op shoulder complex motion alterations and
post-op normalization is critical to understanding the
rehabilitation process and recovery. This work helps identify the
extent of recovery and potential timing for interventions. Further
work is underway examining additional shoulder complex joints,
tasks, and muscle activation.
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Introduction
Medial patellofemoral ligament (MPFL) reconstruction is
growing in popularity for surgical patellar stabilization following
a lateral dislocation. Continued dislocations following MPFL
reconstruction have been noted for approximately 5% of patients
[1], and alternative procedures involving bone cuts are
commonly considered for knees with high levels of anatomical
pathology. The current study focuses on identifying anatomical
characteristics that place the knee at risk of a patellar dislocation
following MPFL reconstruction.
Methods
body weight quadriceps
Knee function was simulated with
forces
thirteen
multibody
dynamic
simulation models (RecurDyn)
representing subjects being treated
for recurrent patellar instability. The MPFL graft
study was IRB approved. Ligaments,
tendons, and retinacular structures
were represented by tension-only
springs,
including
assigned
properties for stiffness, damping,
and pre-strain at full extension (Fig.
1). Simplified Hertzian contact
governed reaction forces at the
patellofemoral and tibiofemoral
external
joints.
The models were
torque
individually validated for patellar
tracking by comparisons to data Figure 1: Model for
measured from the subjects [2]. A dynamic simulation of
pivot landing was simulated with knee function.
each model. The quadriceps force
increased from 180 N at 5° of flexion to 1000 N at 90°, with a
3200 N gravitational force applied at the hip, 40% of the
quadriceps force applied through the hamstrings, and a 12 N-m
external torque applied to the tibia. A gracilis tendon MPFL graft
was represented by a rigid surface from the Schöttle point on the
femur to a wrapping surface on the femur, with two springs
extending to the medial edge of the patella.
Multibody dynamic simulation output was post-processed
with automated algorithms (Matlab) to characterize lateral
patellar tracking in terms of bisect offset index (percentage of
patellar width lateral to the deepest point of the trochlear groove)
during knee flexion. Automated algorithms also quantified knee
anatomy related to patellar height (Caton-Deschamps index),
lateral position of the tibial tuberosity (tibial tuberosity to
trochlear groove distance), and trochlear depth (lateral trochlear
inclination angle). Linear regressions were used to relate patellar
tracking to knee anatomy at both 5° and 45° of flexion. Tension
within the graft was also quantified as the knee flexed.
Results and Discussion
The simulated pivoting maneuver produced a patellar dislocation
for all thirteen models without an MPFL graft represented. Two

r2 = 0.40

r2 = 0.48

Figure 2: Correlations relating bisect offset index to lateral
trochlear inclination and Caton-Deschamps index at 45° of
flexion during simulated pivoting following MPFL
reconstruction.
of the models also experienced a dislocation with an MPFL graft
represented, with dislocation occurring beyond 45° of flexion.
The average (± standard deviation) tension within the graft
peaked at 10° (52 ± 26 N) and varied dramatically among the
knees at 45° (35 ± 63 N).
Patellar tracking was significantly correlated with anatomy at
45° of flexion, but not at 5°. At 45°, bisect offset index was
significantly correlated with both Caton-Deschamps index (r2 =
0.40, p = 0.02) and lateral trochlear inclination angle (r2 = 0.48,
p = 0.01), but not with tibial tuberosity to trochlear groove
distance (p > 0.8). No significant correlations were identified
between anatomy and patellar tracking at 5° (p > 0.1).
The analysis indicates that a high patella and a shallow
trochlear groove are significantly correlated with lateral patellar
maltracking at 45° of flexion for a pivot landing following MPFL
reconstruction. At 45°, the patella should be captured by the
trochlear groove, so lateral maltracking indicates a risk of postoperative patellar dislocations. Lack of significant correlations
with the knee extended is likely related to relatively high and
consistent graft tension.
Significance
The current study identifies two anatomical parameters
associated with a high risk of a recurrent patellar dislocation
following MPFL reconstruction. These are a high patella and
shallow trochlear groove with the knee flexed. These parameters
can help determine when alternative surgical procedures
involving bone cuts are required to stabilize the patella.
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Introduction
Nearly half of persons with major upper limb loss (ULL)
experience at least one fall per year [1] and almost a third will
report an injury due to their most recent fall [1]. This evidence
suggests that falls represent an important but often overlooked
health hazard to this patient group. Importantly, while 25% of
falls result from a trip, use of an upper limb prosthesis (ULP)
increases likelihood of frequent falls (at least twice per year) by
six times [1]. Additional biomechanical studies, which align
with these findings on fall prevalence, suggest that persons with
ULL experience impaired postural control and locomotor
stability [2]. This pilot study aimed to characterize the
locomotor response of persons with ULL to a simulated trip and
assess effects of prosthesis use on that response.
Methods
After obtaining written informed consent, one male participant
with unilateral transradial ULL (57 yrs, 178.0 cm, 95.8 kg,
myoelectric prosthesis) completed two tasks while walking on
a custom treadmill (Motek, Netherlands) and wearing a safety
harness: 1) baseline walking at his self-selected speed and 1.0
m/s, and 2) 12 perturbation trials. Both tasks were completed
under two conditions: with and without wearing his ULP. For
each perturbation trial, the participant walked at 1.0 m/s and an
unexpected treadmill belt disturbance was delivered during
single limb support of either the sound or impaired limb side (6
on each side, random selection). Following a randomly selected
step (between 21 and 40), the belt experienced an acceleration
(up to 3.3 m/s over 400 ms) and deceleration back to 1.0 m/s.
Perturbation trials ended after the participant regained steady
walking and then completed 20 strides. Full-body kinematic
data were collected with an optical motion capture system
(Motion Analysis, CA) and custom marker set. A subjectcustomized biomechanical model in Visual 3D (C-Motion,
MD) was used to estimate sagittal-plane whole-body angular
momentum (WAM), trunk inclination (TI), and trunk inclination
velocity (TV) pre- and post-perturbation.
Results and Discussion
The participant successfully recovered from all perturbations
without a fall (i.e., full harness arrest). Example instantaneous.
TI, TV and WAM (normalized by body mass, height and
walking speed) for one perturbation trial are shown in Fig. 1.

Average max TI, max TV and WAM range across five trials
(removing the first on both limb sides) are in Table 1. The
perturbation induced a forward trunk lean, the magnitude of
which was similar across all conditions. However, the trunk
rotated forward faster and had a greater change from preperturbation behavior when perturbed during sound side single
support. As intended, the perturbation generated a disturbance
to WAM regulation (Fig. 1C) and while there was a greater
post-perturbation WAM range when perturbed during sound
side single support that aligned with trunk velocity changes,
WAM range was considerably higher when the participant did
not wear his prosthesis. Data collection is ongoing.
A

pre

post

B

C
Figure 1: TI (A), TV (B) and WAM (C) for a perturbation trial
(without ULP, impaired side leg); +=forward rotation.

Significance
Overall, findings suggest an asymmetric locomotor response
following a trip disturbance that may share an interaction with
ULP wear. These results could help us better understand the
mechanisms underlying fall risk in this patient group. An
enhanced understanding of locomotor stability and perturbation
recovery can inform balance training that targets known deficits
in postural control. Targeted training can help persons with
ULL improve their postural control, thereby minimizing the
risk of falls and fall-related injuries.
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Table 1: Maximum TI, maximum TV and WAM range (mean±SD) separated by prosthesis condition and perturbation side.
TI ( )
TV ( /s)
WAM (norm.)

pre
post
pre
post
pre
post

With Prosthesis
Sound Side Perturbation
Impaired Side Perturbation
13.8 0.6
13.7 0.8
17.7 1.3
17.3 0.7
22.5 1.3
22.2 1.4
40.0 6.6
31.3 3.3
0.045 0.001
0.036 0.021
0.067 0.006
0.065 0.008

Without Prosthesis
Sound Side Perturbation
Impaired Side Perturbation
13.6 0.4
13.5 0.3
17.0 1.6
15.7 1.2
23.8 0.7
23.6 0.7
41.8 10.1
35.0 11.0
0.047 0.001
0.045 0.001
0.089 0.012
0.078 0.020
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Introduction
Adequate foot mechanics are an essential tenet in the various
phases of locomotive tasks. Acting the mediator, the medial
longitudinal arch enables the foot alter closed-packed and loosepack configurations that are beneficial toward conserving and
directing energies [1-2]. The presence in medial longitudinal arch
structural alterations have been demonstrated to provide
kinematic disruptions that induce mechanical inefficiencies
during the loading and propulsive phases, which ultimately
predispose individuals to injuries [3-5]. While these findings
have been thoroughly investigated in walking and running, such
examination in other locomotive tasks, such as jumping and
hopping remain limited. As jumping and hopping tasks are
considered to act as an assessment in athletic performance
outcomes and lower extremity function upon injury recovery, the
additional influence specific arch classifications have on foot
mechanics are often not considered. Thus, this project analyzed
the effect arch height had on ankle kinematics during the loading
and propulsive phases of various jumping and hopping tasks.
Methods
Twenty-two healthy, male collegiate Division I athletes
volunteered to participate in this study. Each participant was
instructed to perform a unilateral forward hop (FH), unilateral
jump (LJ), and stationary hop (SH) on the dominant limb in a
randomized order. During the SH task, the participants performed
nine continuous hops. The FH task consisted of three trials of
three consecutive forward hops. Within the LJ task, participants
completed the following rhythmic sequence: jumping from the
dominant leg to the non-dominant leg, to the dominant leg and
back to the non-dominant leg.
Foot anthropometrics were taken using the Arch Height
Measurement System device to classify the different arch types
[6]. Bilateral retro-reflective markers were placed on the lower
extremity to assess differences between sagittal and frontal ankle
kinematics for each task. A force platform was also used kinetic
patterns to specify loading and propulsive phase duration.
Results and Discussion
The results of a mixed-model ANOVA demonstrated no
significant differences amongst in arch type amongst sagittal and
frontal ankle kinematics during the tasks. Further detail
associated with the statistical analysis can be found in Tables 1
and 2.
Skeletal alterations associated with the medial longitudinal arch
are suggested to induce dysfunctional kinematic patterns during
locomotive tasks [3-5] . However, the findings in this study
suggest that different arch types produce similarities in
locomotive mechanics. Specifically, low and neutral arches

displayed comparable sagittal and frontal plane ankle kinematic
patterns during loading and propulsive phases of jumping and
hopping tasks. This outcome proposes the demand of additional
research to investigate how and why these the kinematics
differences have occurred.

Figure 1. Comparison of Peak Sagittal and Frontal Plane Ankle
Kinematics Across Jumping and Hopping Tasks.

Significance
The notable differences observed within this study suggests that
some of the kinematics patterns observed during walking and
running tasks may be diminished in more ballistic locomotive
tasks. Additionally, the use of a unique subject population may
also suggest that higher competitive athletes develop locomotive
mechanics that are different than non-athletic and less
competitive populations. Further, the multiplanar demands
associated with executing the jumping and hopping tasks could
have reduced the impact loose and closed-packed joint
positioning have on arch types completing the tasks. Thus,
specific directional tasks and population may suggest the
development of altered locomotive mechanics to execute task
demands.
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Motion capt re biomechanics has emerged as a ital tool to
nderstand inj r risk patterns and efficient mechanics in
baseball pitching [1]. Biomechanics st dies ha e in estigated the
lo er e tremit , tr nk, and pper thro ing arm, b t little
attention has been gi en to the distal thro ing arm, partic larl
in o th pitchers [2]. The p rpose of this st d as to determine
if distal thro ing arm kinematics at ma im m e ternal rotation
of the glenoh meral joint (MER) calc lated from fastball (FB),
breaking ball (BB) and off-speed (OS) pitches are related to
ma im m elbo
alg s torq e (EVT) in o nger (13-15 ears)
and older o th athletes (16-18 ears).
Me

d
Motion capt re anal ses ere cond cted on 52 pitchers aged
13-15 ears (age: 14.8 0.65 ears, height: 1.78 0.07 m,
eight: 71.5 11.6 kg) and 52 pitchers aged 16-18 ears (age:
16.7 0.5 ears, height: 1.85 0.07 m, eight: 83.1 11.5 kg).
A 41 reflecti e markerset and t el e-camera motion anal sis
s stem (Q alis s AB, G teborg, S eden) ere sed to collect
pitching mechanics data. Ball elocit (BV) as recorded ith a
Trackman de ice (Trackman, Scottsdale, Ari ona). Distal
thro ing arm kinematics ere calc lated ith Vis al3D (CMotion, Inc. Germanto n, Mar land). Pitching models ere
created sing the PitchTrak model [3], and segment coordinate
s stems ere defined according to ISB recommendations [4].
EVT as normali ed b bod
eight (N) and height (m). A
generali ed linear model ith a lasso reg lari ation as chosen
d e to dataset m lticollinearit . The model calc lated if
kinematic predictor ariables ere associated ith EVT response
ariable b
eighting each ariable coefficient. Larger
coefficients indicated a stronger association ith EVT. Predictor
ariable data ere mean centered and scaled ith standard
de iation, so data ere eighted b their relati e infl ence.
Re

a dD c
Coefficients calc lated
sing the generali ed linear
regression model ith lasso reg lari ation to determine distal
thro ing arm kinematics infl ence on EVT can be seen in Fig re
1. The fastball model for the older o th pla ers had a minimal
e planation of ariance ith an (R2 = 0.03) and sho ed minor
infl ence of lnar de iation ang lar elocit (UDV) at MER on
EVT. The model of breaking ball pitches for older o th pitchers
also had a minor e planation of ariance (R2 = 0.08) and sho ed
that rist fle ion angle (WFA) at MER had the most infl ence
on EVT compared to other kinematics. With an R2 al e of 0.41,
a moderate e planation of ariance, the model for off-speed
pitches thro n b the o nger o th gro p had the strongest
relationship ith EVT. All joint angles at MER had eaker
associations ith EVT compared to rist fle ion ang lar elocit
(WFV) and UDV at MER, hich had the strongest infl ences on
EVT. The model for off-speed pitches in the older o th age
gro p had a minimal e planation of ariance (R2 = 0.16) and
sho ed that WFA, WFV and forearm pronation ang lar elocit

(FPV) at MER had a relationship ith EVT, ith FPV ha ing the
strongest association comparati el .

Coefficient Magnit de

1.
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Fig re 1. Kinematic coefficients associated ith EVT for o nger and
older o th pitchers. Kinematic ariables are rist fle ion angle (WFA),
lnar de iation angle (UDA), forearm pronation angle (FPA), rist
fle ion ang lar elocit (WFV), lnar de iation ang lar elocit
(UDV), and forearm pronation ang lar elocit (FPV). All ariables are
at timepoint ma im m e ternal rotation of glenoh meral joint (MER).

The larger infl ence of WFV and UDV at MER on EVT in
o nger o th off-speed pitches compared to joint angles
demonstrates that ang lar elocit is more important than distal
arm position at MER. The eaker association of off-speed pitch
distal arm kinematics ith EVT in older o th pitchers co ld be
d e to lack of skill and coordination that e ists in o nger o th
pla ers d ring the a erage p bertal gro th stage. Tho gh a small
age gap, skill and coordination obtained b age 16-18 compared
to 13-15 ears ma res lt in red ced inj rio s distal arm
kinematics in off-speed pitches.
Distal thro ing arm kinematics had the most infl ence on
EVT in o nger o th off-speed pitches compared to other pitch
t pes and older o th pla ers. This ork contrib tes kno ledge
of the infl ence of distal thro ing arm mechanics on EVT, a
metric of inj r to the medial elbo .
S

f ca ce
E cessi e EVT is related man common pitching elbo
ailments s ch as elbo
alg s o erload s ndrome, lnar
collateral ligament partial tear or r pt re and a lsion inj r at
the UCL anterior b ndle origin [5]. Res lts from this st d call
into q estion hether pitchers sho ld ait ntil after the a erage
p bertal gro th stage to begin thro ing off-speed pitches d e to
the higher potential for medial elbo inj r .
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DYNAMIC LIFTING TASKS YIELD LARGER THORACIC AND LUMBAR SPINAL LOADS COMPARED WITH
QUASI-STATIC LIFTING
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Figure 2: Mean dynamic and static spine loading in compression (top)
and AP shear (bottom). Error bars indicate standard deviation.

Significance
The results demonstrate the substantial inertial effect that
dynamic activities contribute to compressive and shear spine
loading. This is significant for quasi-static modelling studies, as
similar dynamic modelling could result in increased compressive
spine loads across T1 to L5 spine levels. This difference in load
could be meaningful for studies of injury risk or clinical
biomechanics of the spine, and should be considered when quasistatic analysis are applied in large cohort studies.

2000
T12 Spine Load (N)

Spine Load (N)

Methods
Six healthy participants aged 53-78 years (5F, 1M) underwent
testing in our motion lab. Retroreflective markers were placed on
anatomical regions, including clusters on T1, L1 and S2 spinous
processes, a single marker on all other vertebrae from C7 to L5
spinous processes, pelvis, upper and lower limbs, and head.
Subjects performed a sagittally symmetric 2-handed box lift with
a mass equal to 10% of their body weight. We created subjectspecific full-body musculoskeletal models with detailed
thoracolumbar spines. Models were scaled from recorded neutral
standing postures, distances between markers, and muscle and
spine curvature were adjusted from CT-derived measurements.
Using the subject-specific models, we estimated vertebral
compressive and anterior-posterior (AP) shear loading from T1
to L5 for the dynamic lifting task. During the lifting phase, we
selected the single frame of inverse kinematics data that
corresponded to maximum compressive spine load at T12 (Figure
1). This posture was extracted from the inverse kinematics and
evaluated separately as a quasi-static lifting activity.

Results and Discussion
In the frame identified as maximal compressive spine load during
the lift, T1-L5 spine flexion angle, pelvis tilt, and hip flexion
averaged 20.1±7.2º, 42.9±9.6º, and 69.1±13.0º respectively.
Angular velocities varied greatly from subject-to-subject, with
averages (range) of 7.4±8.3 (-4.9 to 16.5)º/s, 31.4±33.7 (-6.2 to
73.1)º/s, and 115.6±109.5 (-37 to 270)º/s respectively. Static
simulations of the lifting activity consistently underestimated
dynamic spine loads at every level of the spine from T1-L5 for
compressive loading, and all levels except T12 and L2 in AP
shear loading (p<0.05). In particular, dynamic compressive spine
loads were an average of 21-36% larger across T1-L5 levels, with
larger percent differences in the thoracic spine, but larger
absolute differences in the lumbar spine (Figure 2). AP shear load
(negative load indicates posterior direction) differences were
minimal and relatively consistent throughout the spine, but
notably larger at L5, likely due to higher shear loads at this level
(Figure 2). Velocity of the lift was not controlled in this study,
and likely contributes to some of the inter-subject variation
between static and dynamic simulations that we observed.

Spine Load (N)

Introduction
Inertial effects are a key component of dynamic motions, and
prior studies in the lumbar spine have shown that spine loads can
be underestimated if dynamic tasks are simplified to a quasistatic simulation (McGill and Norman 1985, Marras 1997). The
differences will be amplified as velocity and/or mass lifted
increases, as reported for lateral bending and lifting (Marras
1997, Bazrgari 2008). However, static analyses are increasingly
applied in large datasets of subject-specific models based on
medical imaging to study variations in spine loading or effects of
loading activity in a population (Bruno and Mokhtarzadeh 2017).
Thus, there is a need to understand the effect of dynamic vs. static
simulations in these types of subject-specific models.
Therefore, the main objective of this study was to investigate
thoracolumbar spine loads determined by subject-specific
musculoskeletal models in static and dynamic simulations of the
same lifting activity.

1500
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2 Time (s) 3
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Figure 1: An example of a s bjec s compressive spine load at T12
during a dynamic lift. The red circle identifies the time point that was
selected from the motion for a quasi-static comparison.

We compared spine loads between the dynamic and static
simulations using paired S den s -tests, with differences
considered significant if p< 0.05.
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Introduction
Prediction of falls in older adults remains a challenge for health
care providers and researchers. Part of the difficulty is
determining individual characteristics predictive of falling, and
at what point the aging process becomes non-normative and
increases fall risk for some individuals. Dose-response curves
have been used extensively in pharmacological studies to
determine drug effects. We propose that dose-response curves
from varying magnitudes of perturbation may provide insight
into the control of balance between middle (MA) and olderaged (OA) adults. Further, the dose-response methodology
allows for stronger prediction models of fall-no fall.
Methods
Sixteen MA (male=3; 56.6yrs±7.5) and 12 OA (male=3;
71.5years±4.1) cohorts performed five, 60-sec standing trials
on a moveable force platform (Neurocom Clinical Research
System, Natus, Middleton, WI). All subjects were secured with
a harness, wore noise blocking earphones, and foot placement
was controlled between trials. The five trials involved surface
perturbations while watching a static nature scene video at eye
level. During the perturbation trials, the platform was displaced
posteriorly at a velocity of 20cm/s by varying magnitudes of
2.54, 5.08, 7.62, 10.16, and 12.7cm. Time between
perturbations were randomly varied between 16-27sec. Only
one perturbation was given per trial and order of magnitudes
were randomized. A five-min rest was given between each trial.
Center of pressure data were collected, and response sway
distance was calculated [1] over the entire trial. The first
perturbation trial for each subject was discarded. Trials were
considered a “fall” when subjects grabbed the harness, touched
the wall or support columns, or stepped during the perturbation.
Response sway distance dose-response curves were
generated for each subject and averages for each group was
calculated. Changes in sway distances due to age and
perturbation magnitudes were analyzed using 2x5 repeated
ANOVA (significance: =0.05). Survival analyses were used to
compare the middle and older response sway distance data.
Survival models are statistical models that use binary fail-nofail data and continuous data such as insult, input, or response
as inputs to create models capable of predicting the risk of
failure. Inputs were binary fall-no fall response data and
response sway distance.
Results and Discussion
The response sway distance of the dose-response curves did not
differ between age groups (MA=0.59; OA=0.51; Figure 1).
Sway distance differed by magnitude across both groups
(p<0.0001). Although dose response curves were similar for
both MA and OA, fallers in both age groups responded with a
greater distance in sway at most perturbation magnitudes
(Figure 1).
Survival models were fit to the MA and OA cohorts (Figure
2). The 50th percentile fall risk for the MA and OA cohorts was
a 20.7mm and 15.5mm response sway distance, respectively, or
a 34% decrease from the MA to OA cohorts. Although only

~5mm difference, at the 15.5mm response distance for the OA,
the MA maintain a 75th percentile for not falling. Considered
further, at the 20.7mm distance that places MA adults at the 50th
percentile for not falling, the OA adult is at the 10th percentile
for not falling.

Figure 1 (left). Group average dose-response curves by age group. No
difference in response distance was found between ages (p=0.54). All
perturbation magnitudes were significantly different from each other
(p s<0.05), except between 7.62 and 10.16 cm. (right). Group average
dose-response curves by age and faller group. A subject was marked
as a faller if they fell during at least one of the trials. OA non-fallers
also used less sway distance than did the MA non-fallers.

Figure 2. Survival analysis comparing the MA (blue) and OA
(orange) cohorts. Thin lines represent 95th percentile confidence
intervals. Black dashed lines demonstrate the 50th percentile fall risk
for each group at 15.5mm and 20.7mm response sway distance.

Significance
While the dose-responses were similar between the two age
cohorts at the given perturbations, the occurrence of
requirement for additional stabilization or support from OA was
higher. Further investigations should be given to dose-response
curves divided by age and fall status. Data collections are
ongoing. We anticipate that MA and OA cohorts survival
analyses will continue to diverge, with smaller confidence
intervals. Dose-response designs may prove to be strong
predictors of fall risk and in determining characteristics in
midlife that may predict non-normative aging.
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Introduction
Approximately 150,000 cervical spinal fusion surgeries occur
each year in the United States, with 25% of the patients requiring
a second surgery within 10 years to address symptomatic adjacent
segment disease (ASD)1,2. In vitro studies suggest that ASD may
be due to excessive motion and disc loading post-surgery to
compensate for the immobility in the fused vertebrae. However,
it is unclear if adjacent segment disc deformation increases in
vivo after fusion.
The aim of this study is to determine the change in adjacent
segment disc deformation after cervical fusion. We hypothesized
that compression, distraction, and shear deformation increase
from before surgery to 3 years after surgery..
Methods
Thus far, 20 of the 80 anterior fusion patients who provided
informed written consent to participate in this ongoing IRBapproved study have completed pre-surgical (PRE), 1-year postsurgical (1YR-POST) and 3-years post-surgical (3YR-POST)
testing. On each test day, participants sat upright with their head
in the neutral position for a single static image, then performed 3
trials of full range of motion (ROM) flexion/extension of their
head followed by 3 trials of axial rotation while synchronized
biplane radiographs of the cervical spine were collected at 30
images/s for 3 seconds for each trial. Three-dimensional vertebral
motion was calculated using a previously validated model-based
tracking technique that matched subject-specific bone models
(obtained from CT) to the radiographs3. Adjacent segment disc
deformation during the dynamic trials was calculated based upon
vertebral body endplate motion and normalized to the static trial
PRE with a validated precision of 0.4 ± 0.2 and 0.3 ± 0.2 mm
above and below the fused segment, respectively.3 The
compressive/distraction strain was calculated for each instant
during the vertebral movement using the equation: cd =
,

where

𝑙

and

𝑙

represent

the

dynamic and static length, respectively, of the disc perpendicular
to the average plane of adjacent endplates. The shear deformation
was calculated using the equation:

cd =

, where

𝑙
and 𝑙
represent the dynamic and static length,
respectively, of the disc parallel to the average plane of adjacent
endplates. . Five disc regions were identified based on endplate
geometry (anterior, lateral, posterior-lateral, posterior, as well as
the nucleus)4. The maximum intervertebral disc compression,
distraction, and shear deformation of the superior adjacent
segments were compared using a 2-way (test date by region)
repeated-measures ANOVA with significance set at p < 0.05 with
a post hoc tukey s multiple comparisons test.
Results and Discussion
During flexion/extension, the anterior region always underwent
more compression and distraction than the lateral or nucleus
regions, while the nucleus region underwent less compression

than the posterior-lateral region (all p < 0.03, Figure 1A). Shear
deformation was greater in the posterior, lateral and posterior
lateral regions than in the nucleus and anterior regions (all p <
0.027). There were no differences in peak compression,
distraction, or shear deformation across test days (all p > 0.28,
Figure 1A), nor were there any interaction between region and
test dates (all p > 0.054, Figure 1A).

Figure 1: Peak disc compression experienced during flexion/extension
(A) and peak shear deformation experienced during axial rotation (B)
from each disc region. Each bar represents the test days: PRE (dark
red), 1YR-POST (red), and 3YR-POST (light red). Error bars represent
±1 SD.

During axial rotation, there were no differences in
compression or distraction deformation between regions or
across test dates (all p > 0.14). Shear deformation was greater in
the posterior lateral region that in the anterior and nucleus regions
(all p < 0.036, Figure 1B) during axial rotation. This finding is
indicative of a potential mechanical etiology for the common
symptomatic pathology in the posterior-lateral region.
The main findings in this study include significantly larger
disc deformations occurring in the posterior-lateral region,
relative to the other disc regions, during flexion/extension and
axial rotation head movements. There is no evidence to support
the hypothesis that maximum disc compression, distraction, and
shear deformation increase from PRE to 3YR-POST.
Significance
This study failed to support the hypothesis that adjacent segment
disc deformation increases over the short-term after anterior
cervical fusion. This is contrary to in vitro results.6 Longer
follow-up may be needed to observe the effects of excess load if
it exists after fusion. Alternatively, factors other than excessive
load may drive adjacent segment degeneration.
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Introduction
Trailing limb angle (TLA), the angle between the line joining
the hip joint and ankle joint and the vertical axis normal to the
treadmill surface, has been shown to relate to propulsive forces
while walking1. Increasing walking speed and walking up a
sloped surface have both been shown to increase TLA2. Splitbelt treadmill walking whereby one belt moves at a faster speed
than the other can also influence TLA3-4. For this study we
systematically manipulated speed, slope, and split-belt treadmill
walking to investigate which condition may be more favorable
to increase TLA. We hypothesized that increasing the parallel
forces that individuals experience would increase the TLA more
than speed or split-belt walking alone.
Methods
Ten healthy, young adults (mean age: 25.3; mean height: 1.72 m;
mean mass: 72.27 kg) participated in this study. Individuals were
excluded if they had any lower extremity injury within 6 months
prior to participation. Kinematics were collected simultaneously
using an 8-camera motion capture system (Vicon) and a dualbelt, force instrumented treadmill (Motek). Data was processed
in Visual 3D and TLA was analyzed with a custom script in
Matlab. Participants performed 11 walking trials, with “wash
out” trials included. Participants started at 0 degrees (°) incline
with four belt speed configurations. Both belts tied at 0.5 m/s and
at 1.0 m/s (Trials 1 and 2), belts split with the left belt at 1.0 m/s
and the right belt at 0.5 m/s (Trial 3), and belts tied at 1.0 m/s to
serve as a “wash out” trial (Trial 4). These trials were repeated
for treadmill incline of 5° and 10°. For this abstract, all data
except for the “wash out” trials for 0°, 5°, and 10° of incline are
presented. A repeated measures ANOVA was used to assess the
effect of slope, limb, and belt condition as well as any interaction
that may occur on TLA (SPSS version 27). A Bonferoni post hoc
analysis was performed to test difference between conditions.
Results and Discussion
For participants walking at 0° incline, TLA increased based on
the belt condition: tied at 0.5 m/s, tied at 1m/s, and faster belt on
the split condition (Figure 1: Left Panel). There was an
interaction effect of belt condition and limb (p = 0.001), with
participants having a stronger effect size from limb (η2 = 0.94)
than belt condition (η2 = 0.408). TLA was significantly different
based on the left or right limb (p < 0.001), with the biggest
difference shown visually in Figure 1 on the split condition.
There were similar interactions observed for both studies of
participants walking at a 5° and 10° incline on the treadmill. TLA
increased most in the split belt condition (Figure 1: Middle and
Right Panels). For participants walking at 5° incline, there was
an interaction effect of belt condition and limb (p < 0.01), with
participants having a stronger effect size on the TLA based on the
belt condition (η2 = 0.350) than limb (η2 = 0.004). For participants
walking at 10° incline, there was also an interaction effect of belt
condition and limb (p = 0.028), with participants having a
stronger effect size from belt condition (η2 = 0.397). TLA was

Figure 1. Trailing Limb Angle results of the tied and split belt incline
conditions: 0° (Left Panel), 5° (Middle Panel), and 10° (Right Panel).
For split condition in each incline position: left belt moved 1 m/s (fast
belt) and right belt moved 0.5 m/s (slow belt). Results from the repeated
measures ANOVA indicated significant differences in interaction
between limbs and belt conditions for treadmill incline of 0°,5°, and 10°.

significantly different based on the belt condition (5°: p = 0.04;
10°: p = 0.011), with the biggest difference shown between the
tied belt at 0.5 m/s and the split condition (5°: p < 0.01; 10°: p <
0.001 pairwise comparison).
These results support our hypothesis that increasing resistive
forces (i.e. increased parallel force) is more effective than speed
for increasing TLA. The split belt condition has an increased
positive affect on TLA for all conditions: 0°, 5°, and 10° incline.
The combination of slope from treadmill belt incline and split belt
conditions resulted in greatest change.
Significance
Split-belt treadmill walking with increased parallel forces can be
used to create interventions to improve TLA. Previous
investigations have shown that increasing TLA can increase
propulsive forces. The overall results showed there was a bigger
difference in TLA from changing the slope of the treadmill than
walking at different speeds on a 0° incline. TLA did increase on
the faster belt, which was the left foot in this study. That variable
could be changed depending on the intervention required. This
study adds increased knowledge required to implement a desired
intervention in improving TLA.
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Introduction
The complexity and dynamics of muscle tissue has resulted in
several variations of constitutive models for various
applications1. Most muscle constitutive models incorporate the
ability to represent quasi-static passive and active force-length
behavior of muscle tissue, assuming a transversely isotropic
material. These models have provided insights into the
relationship between muscle morphology and strain
distributions; however, it remains unclear if the force-velocity
behavior influences the strain distributions. Therefore, the goals
of this work are to (i) incorporate the force-velocity behavior
into an already existing muscle constitutive law2, and then (ii)
examine the extent to which the force-velocity behavior
influence strain distributions in a 3D muscle model.
Methods
A four-parameter, c1 continuous, force-velocity curve for
normalized fiber lengths was chosen to model force-velocity
behavior3 for eccentric, isometric, and concentric conditions.
This function was included as a new term in the calculation of
fiber stress in an existing, commonly used uncoupled hyperelastic transversely isotropic muscle material currently
available as a material option in the finite element software
FEBio4.
Validation of the new muscle material as a FEBio capable
material plugin was done with a model suite consisting of single
hexahedral elements undergoing prescribed isovolumetric
deformations representing eccentric, concentric, and isometric
conditions. We verified that the stress and force predictions
from the FE model were consistent with the theoretical forcevelocity curve.
A simplified pennate muscle model was developed,
consisting of a central muscle and two parallel tendon
structures. The muscle portion consists of a composite of a
Mooney-Rivlin material combined with our new material; the
tendon regions use neo-Hookean parameters. One tendon
underwent prescribed displacement to simulate eccentric
velocity conditions. We performed simulations with the

previous muscle model (which included no force-velocity
effects) and the new muscle model (which included forcevelocity effects). Two conditions were simulated with both
models: a low lengthening velocity and a high lengthening
velocity. In order to examine the strain distributions across the
muscle, we determined the variation of along-fiber stretch as a
function of the distance along the length of the muscle.
Results and Discussion
Validation of the FEBio implementation of the new material
showed adherence theoretical force-velocity parameters in
isometric conditions (RMSE = 0), and close adherence in the
simulated concentric and eccentric behavior (RMSE = 0.12).
Strain distributions differed substantially when forcevelocity effects were incorporated, as compared to when they
are not incorporated. These differences are more pronounced
at higher tendon displacement speeds (Fig. 1). Most notably,
the peak along-fiber stretch was lower in the simulations that
included force-velocity effects, and the range of along-fiber
stretch was also lower in the force-velocity models.
Significance
While strains are not uniform through muscles, the forcevelocity relationship attenuates the distribution by lowering
both the peak and range of strains experienced. The new
constitutive model developed in this project has many
applications, and the code, once finalized, will be made
available through FEBio.org.
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Figure 1: A. The pennate muscle model is a 150 mm long muscle-tendon unit with pennation angle of 45 degrees. A prescribed
displacement is applied to left tendon after ramping up to maximum activation. The along-fiber stretch can be seen for two
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mm/s. The addition of the force-velocity behavior can be seen attenuating the magnitude and the distribution of the fiber stretch
compared to the equivalent model lacking force-velocity behavior. B. The average along fiber-stretch is lower in the models
with force-velocity behavior as compared to the models without force-velocity effects. The fiber strain distribution is noticeably
less extreme towards either muscle ends in the force-velocity models, indicating a more uniform fiber strain distribution.
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Introduction
Sensory feedback in the form of visual, audio, or haptic cues
can accelerate motor-learning and improve rehabilitation
following neurotrauma [1]. Vibration, also known as vibrotactile
feedback, applied directly to the muscle-tendon or muscle midbelly is a unique form of haptic feedback that can be therapeutic
in small doses [2]. Additionally, vibration can alter
e
h
g ca g a a d he e
ce
ca ed
by muscle stretch reflexes, such as afferent signals and an
increase in muscle spindle activation [3]. During isometric
exercises, electromyographic (EMG) activity can be
systematically altered based upon vibration location and
magnitude [4]. Our objective was to optimize a machine-learning
classifier used for controlling a virtual myoelectric prosthetic by
modulating vibration in real-time to induce more distinct clusters
of EMG activity. We hypothesized that vibration can be utilized
to increase classification accuracy and improve myoelectric
control.
Methods
In the preliminary study, three able-bodied participants
donned a custom restrictive brace used to immobilize the upperbody for inducing isometric contractions (Figure 1). Participants
applied orthogonal forces at two distinct force levels (30% and
50%) and four combinations of vibration (off/no vibration,
upper-arm vibration only, torso vibration only, upper-arm and
torso vibration). Small coin motors were used to vibrate both the
agonist and antagonist muscles to maximize the vibration effect.
For upper-arm vibration, the biceps and triceps brachii were
palpated directly at the proximal and distal muscle-tendon
junctions. The torso was vibrated on the muscle mid-belly of the
pectoralis major and trapezius. Participants were positioned with
their shoulder at approximately 45° abduction, elbow at 90°, and
forearm directed forward with palm down. EMG activity was
collected from fourteen upper-body muscles spanning from the

forearm to the torso: upper trapezius, middle trapezius, lower
trapezius, pectoralis major, anterior deltoid, posterior deltoid,
serratus anterior, latissimus dorsi, biceps brachii, triceps brachii,
brachioradialis, pronator teres, flexor digitorum, and extensor
digitorum. For each combination of two force levels and four
vibration modes, participants completed one trial of each
orthogonal direction (up, down, left, right, back, forward), for a
total of 48 trials. Each trial lasted 30-seconds and 10-seconds of
EMG ac
a c ec ed f a a
. A b ea f 30seconds separated each trial. An ANOVA test was used to
determine significant changes in the magnitude of EMG activity
of individual muscles across vibration modes at each force level.
Principle component analysis was used to reduce dimensionality
and K-means cluster analysis quantified the separability of EMG
activity clusters. An optimal vibration pattern was chosen by the
highest classification accuracy and muscle separability.
Results and Discussion
Significant differences were found between individual
vibration groups and the no vibration condition at multiple
muscle sites. Vibration significantly increased the magnitude of
EMG activity at the biceps brachii, triceps brachii, and pectoralis
major for multiple directions at each force level. This effect was
most significant for the pectoralis major. Preliminary results
suggest EMG activity can be systematically altered through
vibration in real-time. Only the muscle sites palpated were
influenced by vibration. No changes in EMG activity were found
in the forearm muscles during any vibration mode. Major
limitations include the lack of participant testing due to COVID
protocols. Future studies include the implementation of a virtual
reality environment for training greater independent function and
improving control of myoelectric devices. Participants will be
provided real-time visual feedback of virtual position and optimal
vibration patterns to create a novel multi-sensory feedback
rehabilitation paradigm. Additionally, electroencephalography
data will be collected to evaluate cognitive factors including
sense of agency and motivation.
Significance
Our objective was to utilize implicit vibration to increase the
separability of EMG activity clusters and to create more distinct
classes of inputs into a machine-learning algorithm with the
intent to improve classification and subsequent myoelectric
control. This work will advance the development of rehabilitation
programs that leverage sensory feedback and the direct effects on
neurophysiological signals for accelerating motor-learning.
Following neurotrauma, clinical participants rehabilitating with
our novel multi-sensory feedback approach will have (1) greater
de e de f c
f e limbs during dynamic movements
and (2) better control of remote or assistive myoelectric devices.

Figure 1. Demonstration of our experimental protocol utilizing a
restrictive brace, vibration motors, and wearable sensors.
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Introduction
During pregnancy, several biomechanical changes occur that
alter he indi id al gait pattern. As a result, females are at
increased risk of falling during pregnancy, with 27%
experiencing a fall at least once.[1] While most healthy
individuals have some degree of gait asymmetry, severe
asymmetry is a predictor of increased instability and fall risk. [2,3,4]
However, it is unclear whether the biomechanical changes during
pregnancy exacerbate pre-existing gait asymmetry, which may
contribute to their increased risk of falling.
The purpose of this case study was to explore the effect of
pregnancy on gait asymmetry, which was assessed by differences
in step-length and ground reaction force (GRF) patterns between
limbs. We anticipated that the participant would experience
greater asymmetry during pregnancy compared to after
pregnancy, and that the degree of asymmetry would increase as
the pregnancy progressed.
Methods
Kinematic and kinetic data were collected from one healthy
female (age: 25 years, height: 1.65 m, mass: 61.2 kg) during three
stages of pregnancy (2nd trimester (2T), 3rd trimester (3T) and 6
months post-partum (PP)). The subject provided written
informed consent to participate in this study protocol approved
by the UT Austin IRB. Since data were not collected prior to
pregnancy, the data at PP served as a baseline for the 2T and 3T
data. A 10-camera motion capture system (VICON, USA)
recorded full body kinematics during steady state treadmill
walking. At each stage of pregnancy, the participant was asked
to walk at her self-selected (SS) and a fixed (1m/s) speed. Motion
data were processed in Visual3D (C-Motion, USA) and
MATLAB (Mathworks, USA). Step length was defined as the
distance between the heel contact point of one foot to that of the
other foot while the GRF variables of interest were defined by the
local and absolute extrema of each force (Table 1). [5]
Fmax,1 First local max of vertical and mediolateral (ML) GRFs
Fmax,2 Second local max of vertical and ML GRFs
Fmax
Absolute max of anterior-posterior (AP) GRFs
Fmin
Local min of vertical GRF, absolute min of ML and AP GRFs
Table 1: Definitions of GRF variables analyzed.

A symmetry index (SI) was used to quantify asymmetries
between the step length and GRF variables (Eq. 1), where XR is
the variable for the right step and XL is the variable for the
subsequent left step. [6]
𝑆𝐼

0.5 ∗

∗ 100%

1

A SI of 0% corresponds to perfect symmetry, while a
positive/negative SI corresponds to right/left side dominance for
a particular variable.
Results and Discussion
At baseline, the participant had a slightly longer left than right
step length (Fig. 1). Her step length asymmetry increased at both

Figure 1: Mean step-length SI values (+/- one SD). Positive /
negative SI corresponds to right/left side dominance. Her SS speed
was 1.37, 1.30 and 1.26 m/s at PP, 2T and 3T, respectively.

2T and 3T at both walking speeds (SS and 1 m/s). The vertical
GRF remained relatively symmetric throughout pregnancy. The
most distinct increase in asymmetry occurred in the peak
mediolateral GRF (Fig. 2; Fmin, ML). At PP, there were additional
asymmetries in the mediolateral (Fmax,1, ML), peak braking (Fmin,
AP) and peak propulsive (Fmax, AP) GRFs, which became more
apparent during 2T and 3T for both speeds. However, there was
minimal or no increase in asymmetry from 2T to 3T.

Figure 2: Mean asymmetry values for the Vertical, anteroposterior
(AP) and mediolateral (ML) GRFs. Legend is the same as in Fig. 1.

Significance
This case study provides insight into the influence of pregnancy
on gait asymmetry during walking, which showed for this
individual that existing step-length and GRF asymmetries
increased as their pregnancy progressed and may make her more
susceptible to falling. Further study with more participants is
needed to generalize these findings.
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THE EFFECT OF PLANTAR FASCIA THICKNESS AT DIFFERENT FOOT POSITION IN A 3-D FINITE ELEMENT
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Methods
The 3D finite element (FE) models including soft tissue and
plantar fascia were developed using Hypermesh (Altair, Troy,
MI), and FEBio (FEBio, Salt Lake City, UT) segmented from CT
images obtained from one cadaver (Figure 1). The FE models
were created at three different foot positions (neutral position,
10° plantar flexion (PF), and 10° dorsiflexion (DF) with three
different thickness of the plantar fascia (3mm, 4mm, and 5mm).
The FE foot model was modeled with 4-node quadratic
tetrahedral elements (TET4) and homogeneous isotropic elastic
materials [4] and the second-order hyperelastic polynomial for
the plantar soft-tissue [5]. A 700N axial load was applied to the
top surface of tibia and fibula. The tied contact was applied
between rigid plate and soft tissue and bones and cartilage.

700N
axial load

4mm plantar fascia

3mm plantar fascia

5mm plantar fascia

Figure 1: 3D FE Foot model with skin and three different
thickness plantar fascia at three different foot positions. (a) The
neutral position with 3mm thickness plantar fascia. (b) 10° DF
foot position with 4mm thickness plantar fascia (c) 10° PF foot
position with 5mm thickness plantar fascia. (d) The deformation
of the foot with 3mm plantar fascia in the neutral position.
Results and Discussion
The deformation of the 3D FE models measured from 3.27mm to
3.59mm in neutral, from 3.35mm to 3.97mm in 10° DF, and from

3.03mm to 3.27mm in 10° PF under 700N axial load (Figure 2).
In an in vitro experiment with same loading, the deformation
using displacement transducer ranged from 4.71mm to 6.59mm
(average 5.63mm) [6], however, the thickness of the plantar
fascia was not reported. Depending on the thickness of the plantar
fascia and the different foot position, the difference between the
model and in vitro experiment varied by 15% - 50% in the same
loading condition. The deformation in 10° PF decreased 11%
compared to neutral foot positions. And, the deformation in 10°
PF measured 6% higher deformation than neutral position FE
model. (Figure 2). According to the simulation, the deformation
was affected by the thickness of plantar fascia, but also affected
by the position of foot. Further investigation in this model
requires the analysis of the plantar pressure and stress on
hindfoot. This model was also limited because the FE foot models
were built based on the differen cada eric foo CT image .
More meaningful results can be obtained when the FE model is
created based on a pecific cada eric foo CT image. The
plantar pressure must be compared to figure out the effect of
thickness of plantar fascia or different foot position.
Deformation with three different thick plantar
fascia in three different foot position

(mm)

Introduction
The plantar fascia supports the arch and transfers loads during
gait, exercise, or running. Therefore, it is subjected to varying
stresses such as the repeated tension loading and shear stress.
Pathologies and injuries, such as plantar fasciitis and diabetes
change the properties of the plantar fascia [1]. The thickness of
plantar fascia measured 2.0 ± 0.5mm for healthy people and 5.71
± 1.3mm and 3.1 ± 1.0mm in patient with plantar fasciitis and
diabetes, respectively [2, 3]. Furthermore, 15% - 100% higher
plantar pressure in patient with diabetes were measured
compared to healthy subjects [1]. Accordingly, the different
material properties of the plantar fascia were also contributors to
changes in deformation of foot. The purpose of this study was to
examine the relationship between the deformation of foot with
different plantar fascia thickness and three different foot
positions in 3-D finite element foot model.

6
5
4
3
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1
0

5.63

Neutral position

10 degree DF

3mm

4mm

10 Degree PF

in vitro

5mm

Figure 2: The deformation results based on three different
thickness plantar fascia and three different foot positions
compared with an in vitro experiment, with 700N axial load. The
deformation in vitro measured from 4.71mm to 6.59mm.
Significance
3D finite element foot models with varying foot positions and
plantar fascia thicknesses were created to examine changes that
may occur in pathologies and injuries such as diabetes and plantar
fasciitis. Because less flexible feet lead to higher plantar
pressures the thicker plantar fascia that is measured in people
with diabetes and plantar fasciitis, may contribute to foot
ulceration, foot injury, or foot pain. In future iterations of the
model, the plantar fascia will be conduced with non-linear
material properties and the plantar pressure will be analyzed.
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Introduction
Loss of limb is accompanied by loss of motor function: in order
to restore function, robotic prosthetics being used by individuals
[1-2]. However, complications such as misreading neurological
signals into the prosthetic can arise in neuron-driven prosthetics.
Since he e el on he bod
abili
o main ain an action
potential, problems may arise in their reliability as well [3]. There
is a need for prosthetics to work without input from the brain.
Interestingly, one animal can move its limbs without direct brain
input, the octopus.
The octopus is a muscular hydrostat whose arms have infinite
degrees of freedom, but uses typical movements. The octopus
also has an axial nerve in each arm that often reacts without the
b ain in
[4]. In e iga ing hi di connec be een he
limbs and brain could be the key to the development of smarter
prosthetics.
Therefore, the goals of this work were twofold 1) to determine
the reach and grasp motions in human subjects and 2) to initiate
a study of octopus reach and grasp movements for comparison to
humans. Together, these unique studies have the potential to aid
in the design of future smart prosthetics that parallel some natural
components found in the octopus.
Methods
Human: Three male participants (average age 21.7 standard
deviation 1.5) were tested using a motion capture system and
reflective markers (10 individual and 5 marker pods).
Participants completed different reaching and grasping motions
using two different cylinders with radii of 76 and 152 mm.
Participants grabbed in five orientations: in front, below, above,
and two peripheral grabs (45° and 90°).
Motion data were analyzed to determine velocity and position
profiles as well as eye gaze, determined by head orientation.

Results and Discussion
Initial data for eye positioning from human reaching is shown
below for one of the participants. Figure 2 represents the distance
between the plane of the eyes and the palm.

Figure 2: Distance between the eye plane and the palm during a
reaching motion. Green represents reaching, blue represents grasping,
and orange represents pulling.

Our data demonstrate the typical movements humans
inherently perform when completing simple tasks. Here, those
patterns are seen in the relative hand/head movements. Also, as
these tasks become familiar, less visual attention needs to be paid
to the hand and object.
Typical patterns a e imila l ela ed in an oc o
am
movements. Figure 3 shows that of an above water, amputated
octopus arm. The manually simulated curvatures are similar to
that of live octopus reaching motions.

Figure 3: Motion capture visualization for a fully extended octopus
arm (left) and an octopus arm during the whip-like motion (right). The
white dotted line represents the position of the arm.

Figure 1: Human (left): Participant is reaching to grasp a bottle, bring
it back to his chest, and put it back at a designated spot. Markers are
worn on the upper extremities, torso, and head. Octopus (right): Four
marker pods and one singular marker were placed on a cadaver octopus
arm. Wave-like reaching motions were replicated above water.

Octopus: Preliminary work occurred with the octopus;
species Octopus bimaculoides. The first step of this research was
to evaluate the feasibility of obtaining movement of an octopus
arm using motion capture. An amputated arm was manually
moved to create typical reaching motions. Position and curvature
profiles were obtained using the setup in Figure 1.

These above water tests allow for development of the analysis
routines for position, velocity, curvature, and torsion data.
Ongoing work is being conducted to gather the same data on
living animals.
Significance
This work has the ability the fill the gap in functioning prosthetics
by relating the octopus reach and grasp motions to processed use
by humans. This work, combined with the neurological signal
processing in both humans and octopus has the potential to
produce higher functioning, predictive prosthetics.
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Muscle Activity in Postpartum Mothers Increases When Lifting Infant: Implications for Lumbopelvic Pain
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Methods
6 healthy mothers (34.3 ± 2.6yr, 1.7 ± 0.1m, 62.5 ± 7.1kg) lifted
their own infants (14.0 ± 2.4wks, 6.17 ± 0.8kg) in 3 ways: while
in a car seat from the floor (10.3 ±1.1kg), from the floor, and
from a changing-table height counter (Figure 1). Surface
electromyography (EMG) was collected from the pelvic floor
(Prometheus Pathway Vaginal EMG Sensor, Dover NH USA),
bilateral gluteus maximus, and lumbar and thoracic erector
spinae (ES) muscles (Noraxon Wireless EMG, Scottsdale AZ,
1500Hz). Equipment failure and cross talk reduced pelvic floor
EMG data to 2 participants.

Figure 1: Lifting infant in car seat (left), from floor (middle), from
changing table (right)

Raw EMG was band-pass filtered (4th order Butterworth,
10-500Hz), demeaned, and full wave rectified. One task
repetition was defined from infant or car seat resting on the
floor/surface to returning to surface, and the average of three
repetitions were considered. Muscle activity amplitude was
identified as mean processed EMG over each repetition,
normalized to maximal voluntary contraction, and averaged
bilaterally. Descriptive statistics were performed due to low
sample size.
Results and Discussion
Compared to standing, muscle activity of pelvic floor, bilateral
erector spinae and gluteus maximus was greater for all lifting

tasks. Surprisingly, activation of pelvic floor was greatest during
lifting from floor and reached 80% MVIC. It was also increased for
lifting in car seat, while lifting off table was similar to standing. A
similar pattern was identified in the erector spinae muscles. Gluteus
maximus activity remained fairly low in all tasks, and greatest
activity was found during lifting car seat (Figure 2).
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Introduction
Lumbopelvic pain is common during pregnancy and does not
dissipate following childbirth for many mothers.1 Its source is
not well understood but altered activation or coordination
between lumbopelvic muscles may contribute.2 The first step is
to understand musculoskeletal demands during postpartum
activities of daily living: lifting and caring for infants. Thus, we
aimed to identify patterns of activation between pelvic floor,
gluteal, and back muscles during infant lifting tasks in
postpartum mothers. We hypothesized that lifting an infant in a
car seat would be the most demanding task and elicit highest
activation.3,4
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Figure 2: Mean (SD) muscle activity during infant lifting tasks

Because the car seat was heavier, we hypothesized mothers
would exhibit the greatest activation during this task.3,4 However,
lifting their baby off the floor required mothers to squat low to the
ground, and this also increased musculoskeletal demand. In both
tasks, two bursts of activity were found in erector spinae activity,
corresponding to the lifting and lowering phases of the task.
Patterns of activation were more variable between participants for
the pelvic floor and glutes. Lifting baby off of a changing table
likel e i ed mo e
e bod
eng h, and mo he m cle
activity was low and more similar to standing. Upper body activity
as well as timing and coordination of muscle activity during these
common infant care tasks warrants further investigation.
Significance
Fe
die ha e in e iga ed o a m mo he biomechanic
during infant care tasks. This pilot study suggests that mothers use
strategies to lift infants that increase the demand of their
lumbopelvic muscles. These data are exciting and encourage further
exploration of application to medical and rehabilitative pain
management, including postpartum lifting ergonomics, and
strengthening and endurance protocols.
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DO COGNITIVE DUAL-TASKS HAVE LIMB-DEPENDENT EFFECTS ON LANDING MECHANICS?
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Methods
Female recreational soccer and basketball players (n = 40, 1.69 ±
0.07 m, 20.2 ± 2.57 yrs, 64.12 ± 8.29 kg) participated in the study.
Participants jumped off a 30 cm high box onto two force plates
and then jumped a second time in one of three directions (straight
up, left, right), although, only the straight up direction is analyzed
here [3]. These jump landings were performed under five
randomly-ordered conditions: 1) baseline (B): anticipated jump
direction without any cognitive distraction; 2) unanticipated
(UA): participants were shown a direction for the second jump
250 ms before initial contact; 3) anticipated recall (R):
participants were told the direction of the second jump prior to
the trial starting and, while standing on the box, were shown a
circle of six letters for one second and after the trial they were
asked to recall the position of one of the letters; 4) anticipated
identify/recall (IR): the same as R, but, instead of being asked
for the position of a letter after the trial, one of the six letters
appeared on a screen 250 ms before initial contact, then the
participant was asked to recall the position of the presented letter
after the trial; 5) unanticipated IR (UIR): a combination of IR
and UA where the same special memory task as IR is performed,
but the jump direction is unknown and both the direction and
letter are shown 250 ms before initial contact.
Motion capture data were collected, and an inverse
kinematics model was used to calculate joint angles and
moments. The outcome variables were peak external knee
abduction moment (pKAbM), peak knee abduction angle
(pKAbA), and peak knee flexion angle (pKFA). All were
analyzed within the first 50 ms of initial contact [1,2].
Mixed effects models with ‘Participant’ as a random factor
and ‘Condition’, ‘Limb’ and ‘Condition*Limb’ as fixed factors
were used to test for an interaction between jump conditions and
limb. A significance level of = 0.05 was chosen.
Results and Discussion
The Condition*Limb interaction term did not reach statistical
significance for any of the dependent variables [pKAbM
(p = 0.673), pKAbA (p = 0.982), or pKFA (p = 0.426)]. However,

limb dominance had a significant effect on pKAbM (p = 0.016)
and pKAbA (p < 0.001) but not on pKFA (p = 0.957), which
partially corroborate previous findings on limb dominance [5].
That is, while participants showed significantly different pKAbM
and pKAbA between dominant and non-dominant limbs,
differences did not appreciably change across the dual-task
conditions (Figure 1).
6.2
6

pKAbM [%BW-HT]

Introduction
Landing mechanics during jump landing tasks have been used to
gain insight into anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) injury
mechanics [1, 2]. Performing a simultaneous secondary cognitive
task (i.e. a dual-task) or reacting to a directional cue during these
tasks can adversely affect lower extremity biomechanics [3,4].
However, the dependence of cognitive-motor effects to limb
dominance is largely unknown, which limits the generalizability
of this research and the ability to compare results between
studies.
The purpose of this study was to determine the extent that
cognitive tasks elicit different responses between dominant
versus non-dominant limbs. We hypothesized that select landing
mechanics variables would change similarly for dominant and
non-dominant limbs when adding simultaneous cognitive tasks
during the jump landing.
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Figure 1: Interaction plot for mean pKAbM comparing the
Condition*Limb interaction across the testing conditions.
These data support our hypothesis in that the effect of
unanticipated, working memory, and visual constraint conditions
during bilaterial jump landings appeared to elicit similar
responses in landing mechanics for both limbs. Thus, it appears
that differences in how limb dominance is defined, or which limb
is analysed, may not be a substantial confounding factor for these
effects. Our study extends previous similar findings for an
unanticipated single-limb landing [6]. Alternatively, our results
also indicate that while there are differences in pKAbM and
pKAbA between dominant and non-dominant limbs, these
differences are not exacerbated by the addition of unanticipated,
working memory, or visual constraint challenges.
Significance
The results of this study suggest that, while there is an appreciable
difference in knee mechanics between dominant and nondominant limbs when comparing raw values (e.g., pKAbM),
dual-task effects may be more generalizable across limbs.
Therefore, dual-task effects do not appear to be substantially
confounded or sensitive to the choice of which limb is analysed
during a bilateral jump-land-jump task within a population of
healthy female athletes.
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Me h d
Amb la o indi id al i h PD pa icipa ed in ei he : F dbac
(n=5) [3] o C
(n=5). While alking a a p efe ed alking
peed, ba eline peak p op l i e fo ce a eco ded d ing he
la 30 econd of 5 min e of eadmill alking. A fo ce a ge
a di pla ed a a line (140% of ba eline), ed o enco age
F dbac pa icipan
o inc ea e hei p op l i e fo ce.
In e mi en feedback a gi en i h each ial la ing 3 min e ,
epea ed 3 ime , e l ing in 9 min e of a ge ing inc ea ed
p h-off fo ce. C
pa icipan
alked on he eadmill fo
an eq al amo n of ime i ho in
c ion o feedback.
Follo ing he p o ocol , bo h g o p comple ed a minim m of
fi e min e of ea ed e . All pa icipan
e e hen ead he
c ip al ead p e en ed o he F dbac g o p, in
c ing
indi id al o inc ea e p h-off fo ce i h e e
ep hile
alking on he eadmill fo 2 min e . No feedback a
p o ided o ei he g o p . No pecific a eg a men ioned o
decla ed d ing he en i e
d , efe ing pa icipan
o
in e p e he in
c ion a be a po ible if a ked pecific
q e ion . T eadmill peed a nchanged f om ba eline fo he
d a ion of he e pe imen . Bo h g o p al o pa icipa ed in
o e g o nd alking a hei comfo able pace befo e and af e
comple ing all eadmill alking.
We anal ed he po en ial impac of p op l i e fo ce
biofeedback on bo h in
c ed eadmill and habi al o e g o nd
alking. Change co e fo all mea e e e calc la ed o ha
po i i e al e ep e en an inc ea e compa ed o ba eline.
Mann-Whi ne U e
compa ed change co e fo eadmill
alking (i.e., peak p op l i e fo ce, ide leng h, and ide
ime) and o e g o nd alking (i.e., peed, ide leng h, and
ide ime) be een F dbac and C
g o p (p<.05).
Re
a dD c
The e e e no ignifican diffe ence be een g o p (F dbac
C
; Mean STD) fo age (67 9 65 6 ea ; p=.673) o

di ea e d a ion (9 7
11 4 ea ; p=.295). Fo eadmill
alking, e fo nd no diffe ence in p op l i e fo ce, ide
leng h, o
ide ime be een g o p hen anal ing he change
be een ba eline and in c ed alking (p>.465). When
combining g o p , onl p op l i e fo ce a diffe en be een
ime poin (p=.007), ho ing bo h g o p inc ea ed fo ce
p od c ion d ing in
c ed alking (17.2% 21.0%).
Fo o e g o nd alking, ho e ho pa icipa ed in he
feedback p o ocol ho ed la ge change in peed (p=.047) and
ide leng h (p=.047) compa ed o he con ol g o p (Fig 1).
The e e e no be een-g o p diffe ence fo change in ide
ime (p=.117).
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Mobili impai men , ch a lo gai peed and ed ced ide
leng h, a e a op ea men p io i fo pe on i h Pa kin on
di ea e (PD). The e of c eing o imp o e gai i idel
ed in
clinical e ing h o gh foc ing a en ion on pa ial o empo al
defici a ocia ed i h PD [1]. T eadmill e ha al o ho n
po i i e o come a he bel ac a an e e nal pacemake ,
eg la ing indi id al gai [2]. Unfo na el , po i i e e l
of en fade af e he p o ided feedback i emo ed.
While eal- ime i al biofeedback of p op l i e fo ce in
alking (a de e minan of peed and ide leng h) ha been ed
o imp o e gai pe fo mance in o he pop la ion [3], i ha no
e been applied o indi id al i h PD. Ta ge ing fo ce o p
allo indi id al o foc on he nde l ing ca e of mo emen
defici , in fficien fo ce p od c ion, in ead of kinema ic
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F g e 1: O e g o nd alking peed and ide leng h befo e and af e
p o ocol , calc la ed a Po
P e = . Ba g aph ep e en g o p
a e age and anda d de ia ion, hile poin ep e en indi id al da a.

While bo h g o p inc ea ed p op l i e fo ce i h in
c ion
(3% a e age), he p o ocol g o p appea ed o be e capi ali e on
ho e la ge fo ce and e hibi ed la ge inc ea e in peed and
ide leng h d ing no mal, comfo able o e g o nd alking.
Specificall , he feedback g o p inc ea ed peed 0.20m/ , hich
i abo e he mode a e clinicall meaningf l diffe ence [4],
accompanied b longe
ide leng h (0.15m). Change in
o e g o nd alking peed in he con ol g o p (0.05m/ ) failed
o e ceed e en he mall clinicall , meaningf l le el.
S g f ca ce
All pa icipan
e e able o inc ea e p op l i e fo ce ing
biofeedback and/o in
c ion. Ho e e , in hi p elimina
anal i , he biofeedback p o ocol e l ed in con i en l g ea e
inc ea e in o e g o nd peed and
ide leng h ac o
pa icipan compa ed o he con ol g o p. Ac e eal- ime
i al biofeedback of p op l i e fo ce ma be mo e efficacio
fo imp o ing o e g o nd gai han eadmill alking alone.
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ENTRY ANGLE FOR JUMP-LAND-JUMP MOVEMENTS IMPACTS ACL INJURY RISK FACTORS
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Methods
Twenty-one uninjured, physically active females participated in
this study. Facing anteriorly, participants jumped off a 28cm
block, and the distance of this jump was 50% of their body
height. Upon landing with each foot on a separate force
platform, participants immediately performed a maximal
vertical jump. The direction of the first jump was manipulated
between seven different entry angles, from 90R (jump from 90°
to the right) to 90L (jump from 90° to the left) in 30°
increments. Participants performed 3 trials for each direction
for a total of 21 jump-land-jump trials.
Reflective markers were placed on the participant to define
the right foot, right calf, right thigh, and pelvis segments.
Marker position data were recorded using 8 Vicon MX cameras
at 160 Hz. In addition, ground reaction forces were recorded at
1600 Hz using two force platforms. All dependent variables
were analyzed at the initial instant of landing from the first jump
or during the first 100ms of landing [5].
Results and Discussion
When participants jumped from the 90R entry angle, they had
significantly smaller initial knee flexion angles compared to the
90L entry angle. No significant differences were shown when
comparing other entry angles. In addition, peak knee flexion
angle was shown to be significantly smaller for right entry
angles compared to 0 (forward) and left entry angles, with the
90R entry angle having the smallest peak knee flexion angle.
Initial knee valgus angles were significantly larger for right
entry angles compared to forward and left entry angles,
potentially putting the individual at higher risk for ACL injury
(Figure 1) [1,2]. However, no significant differences in peak
knee valgus angles were found as a function of entry angle.
Initial lateral trunk lean was significantly larger for the 90R
entry angle as compared to other entry angles except the 0 and
90L entry angles (Figure 1). Peak lateral trunk lean from the
90R entry angle was significantly larger than all other entry
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Introduction
Non-contact anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) injuries are
common among young athletes. ACL injuries often happen
during running and cutting movements that involve sudden
change of direction and rapid deceleration when the knee is
almost or fully extended and there is a dynamic valgus collapse
[1,2]. Previous studies have concluded that during running and
cutting movements, females showed smaller knee flexion
angles [3] and greater knee external valgus moments when
cutting to a sharper angle [3,4].
The purpose of the current study was to investigate the
effects of jumping from different directions on landing
mechanics and ACL injury risk factors in jump-land-jump
movements. We hypothesized that as the angle of the jump was
increased from the anterior, ACL injury risk factors would
increase in the form of smaller knee flexion angles, larger knee
valgus angles, larger lateral trunk lean, and larger peak external
valgus moments.

60
40
20
0

Jump Direction
Figure 1: Initial knee valgus angle, initial lateral trunk lean, and peak
lateral trunk lean (in degrees, mean ± standard error) as a function of
entry angle. Significance (p<0.05) is shown as A>B>C>D>E.

angles. The 90L entry angle had significantly larger lateral
trunk lean than all other entry angles except the 90R entry angle,
indicating that jumping from a sharper angle results in greater
peak trunk lateral lean. In addition, right entry angles resulted
in significantly larger peak trunk lean compared to the
equivalent left entry angle.
Peak external knee valgus moments were significantly
larger for the right entry angles compared to the forward and
left entry angles. Greater trunk lean and a resulting shift in the
center of mass with right entry angles may be related to larger
external knee valgus moments, potentially putting the ACL at
higher injury risk [3,4].
Significance
Jumping from right entry angles may put the right knee at
higher risk for ACL injury. We suggest athletes use caution
when jumping lateral to a previously injured knee or jumps at
sharp entry angles for individuals considered high risk for ACL
injury.
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Introduction
Serious injuries have been documented due to the use of less
lethal impact munitions (LLIM). One recent study reported 45
injuries in two Minnesota health systems during a three-week
period in 2020.1 These included serious injuries to the head, neck,
and face. The purpose of this study was to examine the risk of
injury to the nasal from LLIM. Our hypothesis was that risk of
injury to the nasal bone was high when these shots impacted this
region.
Methods
Four different 37 mm bean bag rounds were fired 3-4 times
from a launcher by a certified firearms instructor at a Facial and
Ocular CountermeasUre for Safety Headform (FOCUS). (Table
1) This headform features eight discrete facial bones, two
synthetic eye modules and 10 load cells. It has been previously
validated using cadaveric specimens by examining forcedeflection corridors for both the headform and specimens 2.
The headform was rigidly attached to a Hybrid III neck and
secured to a linear trolley. Tri-axial nasal and uni-axial eye load
cell data were collected at 20,000 Hz. The load cell data channels
were filtered as recommended.2 Risk of injury (ROI) was
calculated based on previously developed injury risk curves,
where F= maximum resultant force, λ = scale and γ = shape:
∗
𝑂𝐼 1
Equation 1
Table 1. Less lethal ammunition specifications
Round
Mass (g)
Velocity (fps)
ALS 3702 100
216
ALS 3704 150
180
CTS 3580 60
300
DT 6225
75
220

Energy (J)
218
227
251
169

Results and Discussion
The impact location of each shot is shown in Figure 1. Impacts
were considered valid if they were confirmed to have impacted
the nasal region via high speed camera and if the nasal load cell
accounted for more than 60% of the impact load.

The resultant load to the nasal region ranged from 1335.24637.8 N. (Table 2) However, even loads to the nasal region in
the ‘lower’ end of the spectrum resulted in a 92% risk of injury,
specifically, nasal fracture. During validation of the FOCUS
headform most nasal fractures due to impacts in the
anterior/posterior direction were depressed and comminuted
fractures.2
Even though the eye was not a region of interest for the
current study, there was loading seen in the eye load cell for a
number of cases. However, in the cases where any impact load
occurred, the risk of injury to the eye, specifically, a globe rupture
was 100%. This is consistent with a case series that examined eye
injury due to less lethal projectiles and found that globe injury
(closed and open) was the predominant eye injury seen. 3
Table 2. Resultant force and risk of injury
Round

ALS3702_01
ALS3702_02
ALS3702_03
ALS3702_04
ALS3704_01
ALS3704_02
ALS3704_03
CTS3580_01
CTS3580_02
CTS3580_03
DT6225_01
DT6225_02
DT6225_03

Velocity Resultant Resultant
(fps)
Force
Force Eye
Nasal (N) (N)
192.7
2765.0
196.2
3488.0
531.8
200.6
3151.9
756.9
206.5
1335.2
1125.0
145.4
3411.9
168.4
2149.1
1273.8
150.9
4265.5
326.9
3917.8
274.0
231.1
3009.2
362.4
223.9
2076.1
693.1
199.0
2731.2
918.3
201.3
4637.8
177.7
4057.3
-

Risk of
Injury (ROI)
- Nasal
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
91.7%
100.0%
99.6%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
99.4%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%

Risk of
Injury
(ROI) - Eye
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
-

Significance
Less lethal weapons are not intended to be deployed to the facial
region. However, numerous injuries due occur to the face and
head. When a less lethal weapon impacts the nasal region, there
is a very high chance this will result in a nasal fracture. If the
impact is also near the eye region, this could result in a severe
injury to the eye as well. This is supported clinically, in case
series reports.
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Figure 1. Impact locations of each trial
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REAL-TIME VISUAL BIOFEEDBACK TO INCREASE PROPULSIVE FORCE
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Me d
Nine amb la o indi id al
i h PD (mean SD, age: 65 8
ea , di ea e d a ion: 9 5 ea ) ha e h fa pa icipa ed in a
p o ocol ba ed on F an e al., 2014 [2]. Fi , pa icipan
elec ed a comfo able eadmill peed, a hich he alked fo
all e pe imen al ial . Fi e min e of eadmill alking allo ed
fo acclima i a ion and
a m- p befo e e plaining he
biofeedback a k. Ba eline peak p op l i e fo ce a collec ed
d ing he la 30 econd of he 5-min e pe iod ia Ma lab
Pl g-in fo Q ali . A p op l i e fo ce a ge a di pla ed a
a bold line an ec ing he c een a 140% of each pa icipan
indi id ali ed ba eline i h in an aneo fo ce al e a e aged
e e
o ep p ojec ed a a bl e ci cle (Fig 1.). Pa icipan
e e in
c ed o al e hei p op l i e fo ce ing a p e i en
and anda di ed e bal c ip .
F g 1: A bolded, ed line
an ec
he hi e plo a
40% abo e he ba eline al e
achie ed, allo ing fo a
pace of 20% be een he op
of he plo and he a ge line.
The bl e ci cle i he 2 ep
olling a e age. The da hed
line i
no
i ible o
pa icipan
b
ep e en
he indi id al
ba eline
al e and i cen e ed in he
indo .

Va io
a ge pe cen age
e e pilo ed o en e 140% of
ba eline a fea ible. Vi al biofeedback a p o ided fo 2
min e and epea ed 3 ime , i h b eak be een a needed.
Rela ed-Sample Wilco on Rank Te
compa ed p op l i e
fo ce ( ide-a e aged peak an e io GRF) and leng h of he la
20 ide of Ba eline and he feedback ial hich p od ced he
la ge a e age p h-off fo ce ( ignificance defined a p < 0.05).
Re
a dD c
Pa icipan
cce f ll e ponded o eal- ime biofeedback and
inc ea ed hei p op l i e fo ce b an a e age of 4.8% bod
eigh (BW) (Ba eline: 16.3 %BW; Biofeedback: 21.1 %BW, p
= .011; Fig. 1), ep e en ing 130
28% of ba eline al e .
Al ho gh no ignifican l diffe en (p>.515),
ide leng h
ended o inc ea e hen pa icipan
alked i h la ge
p op l i e fo ce ing biofeedback (i.e., 1.03m 1.07m).
F g 2: Peak P op l i e
fo ce a e aged o e he
la 20
ide of each
ial. Col mn ep e en
he a e age (SD) among
he Ba eline and he be
biofeedback pe fo mance
ial. Line
ep e en
indi id al pa icipan
a e age peak p op l i e
fo ce.
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Fo he g ea e han 10 million people i h Pa kin on di ea e
(PD), decline in alking abili a e a p ima de e minan of
ed ced q ali of life. Slo e gai eloci
e l ing f om
ed ced p op l i e fo ce and ho e
ide leng h i a ca dinal
fea e of he di ea e. C en l , no pha macological, gical, o
beha io al in e en ion e o e gai pe fo mance o he le el
of heal h pee . S eng h aining ha ecei ed con ide able
a en ion a i inc ea e
eng h b p o ide onl limi ed
imp o emen in habi al gai peed and leng h [1]; gge ing
he inabili o effec i el
ili e he e gain o inc ea e p h-off
fo ce d ing alking.
While a di o
c eing of
ide f eq enc inc ea e
p op l i e fo ce in heal h olde ad l , eal- ime i al
biofeedback of peak an e io -po e io g o nd eac ion fo ce
(GRF) ha been ho n o enco age la ge imp o emen in
p op l i e fo ce han c eing alone [2]. Con ide ing
imp o emen in ide leng h i h he e of i al and a di o
c eing in indi id al i h PD [3], e h po he i ed ha eal- ime
biofeedback ha pecificall
a ge p op l i e fo ce ill
effec i el inc ea e p h-off fo ce d ing
alking
ih
implica ion fo imp o ing o
cien ific nde anding of
mechani m nde l ing gai impai men in ho e i h PD. T e
e f
d
de e
e f d d a
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ca
c ea e
e f ce
g ea - e b feedbac .
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In gene al, indi id al i h PD can e i al biofeedback o
inc ea e hei p op l i e fo ce e en hen eadmill peed i
nchanged. We in e p e hi finding o gge ha indi id al
i h PD ha e an acce ible p op l i e fo ce e e e.
In e e ingl , no all pa icipan
e e able o inc ea e p op l i e
fo ce a effec i el a o he , e idenced b he a iabili
be een bjec in Fig e 2. In e iga ing po en ial econda
de e minan (e.g., balance, di ea e e e i , eng h, e c.) ma
e plain he he e ogenei in o ample.
S g f ca ce
F he e plo a ion in o ho o enco age indi id al i h PD o
be e
e p op l i e fo ce ma aid in f
e he ape ic
in e en ion . Addi ionall , he e of eal- ime biofeedback a
an e pe imen al ool ma help be e nde and nde l ing
mechani m ela ed o gai d f nc ion in ho e i h PD.
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Introduction
Spine geometry, kinematics, and stiffness of the spinopelvic
complex have significant effects on certain human movements
[1]. For best results, these effects should be considered in
planning surgeries such as total hip arthroplasty (THA).
Experimental investigations have shown the importance of these
parameters, especially in candidates for THA who have had
previous spine fusion surgery [2], but the exact mechanism of
how these parameters influence human movements is still
unknown [3]. This research uses experiments, models, and
predictive dynamic simulations of sit-to-stand movements to
identify the effects of the spine on spinopelvic motion and lowerlimb dynamics.
Methods
Different modelling approaches for the spine have been
reviewed, and a gap between conceptual studies [2, 3] and
modelling research [4, 5] is identified. To investigate the
importance of including a spine model in predictive simulations
of human movement, an experimental study has been carried out
using a motion capture system. Reflective markers have been
placed on the body segments of participants to extract joint
angles. The results showed differences in spinopelvic motion
resulting from different spinal stiffness and spinopelvic
parameters. A multibody 6 degrees of freedom (DOF) sagittal
human model has been developed that considers 4 DOF for the
spine (S1-L5, L3-L2, L1-T12, T6-T5) and 2 DOF for the lower
limbs (hip and knee joint angles). Dynamic optimization has been
used to predict sit-to-stand motion using symbolic dynamic
equations to compute gradients that speed up numerical
convergence. For this purpose, trajectory optimization with 2 cost
functions has been used. The first one uses joint torques and the
second one is a modified version by adding joint jerks to smooth
the trajectories.
𝐽

𝑢 ,
=

𝐽

𝑢
=

𝑤 𝑥⃛
=

where 𝑢 are joint torques, 𝑥⃛ are joint jerks, and 𝑤 are weights.
The optimization results with both cost-functions were
compared to the experiments and the one with lower error (𝐽 )
has been used for further analysis in this research. To evaluate
the effects of spine stiffness on the pelvic tilt, different stiffness
factors are considered in the model with two scenarios: 1.
Increasing the overall stiffness at L5 level of the spine 2. Fusion
at L5 level with a restriction of the range of motion at this joint.
Results and Discussion
As shown in Figure 1, increasing the stiffness factor in the L5
joint causes an increase in the ROM of the hip joint with an
approximately similar knee joint angle trajectory. Since the thigh
has the same motion (same knee joint angle trajectory), the
change in the hip joint ROM is because of a change in the pelvic
tilt, which means that we have the same motion in the thigh with
a more stationary pelvis. For the fusion scenario, the difference
between the model with stiffer spine and the experimental results
trajectory is about 15 degrees at the end point of motion. In the
other scenario, there is a 30 degree reduction in the pelvic tilt at

the final state. The stiffer spine not only caused a restriction to
the pelvis tilt at the end of the motion (more stationary pelvis),
but also caused more forward pelvic tilting in the middle of the
motion. This increase in hip joint ROM will increase the risk of
impingement or dislocation after THA surgery.

Figure 2: Comparison between optimization results of hip (top right),
knee (top left), and spine joint angles with experimental results (black).
The model is optimized for different spinal stiffnesses: normal (red),
high stiffness at L5 (blue), and high stiffness with fusion at L5 (green).

Significance
In most dynamic models of human movements, the spine and
pelvis are considered as one lumped link. Accordingly, the
effects of the spine flexibility and pelvic tilt on lower limb
dynamics are not implemented in such models. Different spine
geometries and stiffnesses are factors that influence human
movements. These effects are evaluated in this research and
should be considered in future studies on dynamic analysis of
human movements, e.g. surgery planning for THA to find the
optimal position and orientation of the artificial cup and implant.
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Introduction
Total Hip Replacement (THR) is a surgical procedure in
which the head and neck of a damaged hip joint are removed and
replaced with artificial materials. Hip dislocation is the biggest
problem that some patients experience after THR [1]. Two of the
major causes of hip dislocation are (1) implant impingement
where the edge of the femoral component collides with the edge
of the cup or pelvis, and (2) edge loading when the hip joint
contact force falls out of the cup surface. Proper acetabular cup
orientation is reported as the most significant factor to reduce the
risk of dislocation [1]. The objective of this research is to develop
a model-based algorithm to determine the optimal orientation of
the implant cup using motion capture data obtained from the
patient while performing different daily activities.
Methods
Figure 1 depicts the main components of the method used in
this research to determine the optimal cup orientation. By
importing experimental motion capture data from different
movements to the kinematic and dynamic model, the relative
motion of the femur with respect to the pelvis along with the
reaction force inside the hip joint are calculated. Then, by using
the method of steepest descent optimization algorithm, the
optimal orientation of the cup is obtained to maximize the
minimum angular distance from impingement and edge loading
for the combination of the provided motions.

orientation was calculated for each individual criterion without
the presence of the other one. The results are shown in Table 2.
As can be observed, the optimal orientation of the cup for
minimizing the risk of impingement could increase the risk of
dislocation due to edge loading, and vice versa.
Table 2: The optimal orientation of the acetabular cup for different
combinations of activities considering both impingement and edge
loading criteria.

Anteversion

Inclination

Activity 1

18.8°

16°

Activity 1 & 2

21.7°

24.6°

16°

47.5°

Activity 1 & 2 & 3

Table 2: The optimal orientation of the acetabular cup using different
criteria for the combination of all three activities.

Ant.

Inc.

Minimum
angular
distance
from the
impingement

Impingement

27.5°

64.3°

23.3°

-19.8°

Edge loading

10.7°

8.7°

-29.1°

24.1°

16°

47.5°

15.7°

15.7°

Criterion

Impingement &
edge loading

Figure 1: The main elements of the proposed algorithm.

Results and Discussion
Motion capture data for three different daily activities performed
by a single subject are used in this study: (1) Running (2) Bending
at hip from standing (3) Sit-to-Stand. The calculated optimal cup
orientation for different combinations of the activities is shown
in Table 1. As is evident, by combining more activities the
optimal value of the orientation of the cup falls within the
Lewinnek safe zone of anteversion of 40° ± 10° and 15° ± 10° [2]
commonly used in THR surgeries. Other activities such as
stepping up stairs and hip extension were also added, but the
optimal orientation of the cup did not significantly change
compared to the values obtained from using just the first three
original activities. To investigate the impact of implant
impingement and edge loading on the results, the optimal cup

Optimal orientation of the cup

Movement

Optimal
orientation of the
cup

Minimum
angular
distance
from edge
loading

Significance
The literature lacks effective mechanistic models to calculate the
optimal acetabular cup orientation to minimize hip dislocation
during dynamic movements of daily activities. In this research, a
novel subject-specific model-based method was proposed for
calculating the optimal orientation of the acetabular cup using
motion capture data obtained from the patient. This method can
be used in preoperative planning for THR surgery. The proposed
method can improve current technologies and lead to new ones
that can ultimately reduce the risk of dislocation following THR.
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Methods
Ten young adults, five males, and five females (mean age
22±3.27 SD) with no history of severe neck pain or injury
participated in this study. Subjects were unaware that the purpose
of the study was to induce stress and were debriefed after the
study. All subjects provided informed consent and the study was
approved by the Washington State University IRB.
Two inertial measurement units (IMUs) were placed on the
sternal notch and forehead, and 6 surface electrodes were placed
bilaterally on the sternocleidomastoid, trapezius and semispinalis
muscles (Trigno, Delsys, Natick, MA).
Social evaluative stress (SES) was imposed using the
Montreal Imaging Stress Task (MIST) [4]. The MIST protocol
consists of challenging mental arithmetic (MATH condition) and
a condition of social evaluative stress (SES) added to the mental
arithmetic. The SES condition involves time constraints and
evaluative feedback to evoke a stress response in the participant.
Performing this task has been found to increase participants’ selfreported stress and cortisol levels [4].
Each participant first completed baseline measurements of
postural sway and neck muscle activation with eyes closed for 15
seconds (REST). After a training session on the MIST task, the
participant experienced either the control condition (MATH), or
the experimental condition (SES), in a randomized order.
After each randomized condition, participants reported their
levels of stress as well as discomfort in their neck, shoulders,
arms, back, and legs using a Visual Analog Scale (VAS; 0 = no
stress or discomfort and 10 = maximum stress or discomfort).
Acceleromter data were high-pass filtered at 0.5 Hz and low-pass
filtered at 60 Hz, and net acceleration magnitude and frequency
were calculated. Root-mean-square (RMS) average muscle
activity was calculated over a 50 ms moving window and
normalized to maximum voluntary contraction. Stress and
discomfort were compared after MATH and SES conditions with
a significant p-value of 0.05. Muscle activity and postural sway
were compared among REST, MATH and SES conditions with
repeated-measures ANOVA and post-hoc t-tests using a
Bonferroni correction (p- value of 0.05/3 = 0.0167).

Results and Discussion
Subjective stress and discomfort increased significantly between
the MATH and SES conditions (p<0.05; Figure 1), confirming
hypotheses 1 and 2.
Activity in the trapezius and semispinalis capitis muscles
increased in both the MATH and SES conditions compared to
REST, but there was no significant difference between MATH
and SES conditions (Figure 1). The right trapezius muscle
increased 63% from REST to MATH (p=0.04)and and 76% from
REST to SES conditions (p=0.03), and the left semispinalis
muscle increased 13% from REST to MATH (p=0.02) and 15 %
from REST to SES (p=0.03). There was no significant change in
the sternocleidomastoid. With the conservative Bonferroni
criteria, the results did not support hypothesis 3.
Median head acceleration increased by 15% from REST to
MATH and 30% from REST to SES (p=0.025). Head
acceleration also increased by 14% in the SES condition
compared to MATH (p=0.04). Median postural sway frequency
was not different in MATH compared to SES (p>0.05). This
result of greater head acceleration in SES vs. MATH is opposite
to hypothesis 4. The differences between this and a previous
study [2] may be due to seated vs. standing condition, and
different methods of measuring postural sway (center of pressure
measurements using sway referencing on a platform).
VAS Score

Introduction
Risk factors for neck pain include both biomechanical (e.g.,
posture and muscle activity) and psychological factors (e.g.,
depression and stress). Stress is associated with increases in
trapezius muscle activity [1] and decrease in standing postural
sway [2]. Characteristics of postural sway such as low amplitude
and high frequency, may be related to increased joint stiffness
and/or muscle activity [3]. This indicates that psychological
factors can affect mechanical loads, and potentially
musculoskeletal discomfort or pain, via changes in posture and/or
muscle activity. This study examined how social-evaluative
stress (SES) affects neck muscle activity and postural sway. We
hypothesized that SES would cause (1) greater self-reported
stress; (2) greater discomfort; (3) increase in neck muscle
activation and (4) decrease in postural sway compared to a
challenging cognitive task alone.
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Figure 1: Left: Stress and neck discomfort after MATH and SES
conditions. Right: Normalized muscle activity during REST, MATH and
SES conditions.

Significance
We found that the MIST protocol induces stress and discomfort
and that a challenging MATH task is an effective way to increase
muscle activity and postural sway; however, added SES does not
significantly change all of these biomechanical variables. MIST
is a viable assay to evaluate the effects of cognitive demands and
stress, as well as changes in response to interventions intended to
improve workplace environment and responses to stress.
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Introduction
Slips, trips, and falls are all very common causes of nonfatal work-related injuries. For jobs that require large amounts
of physical fatigue such as firefighting, it is crucial that they are
able to react and respond to obstacles in unpredictable
environments in order to avoid such injuries. Along with the
unpredictability of the workplace environment in such
professions, risk of slips, trips and falls can also be compounded
by high levels of physical exertion leading to fatigue [1]. Such
fatigue can alter both how a person perceives oncoming
obstacles in their walking path, as well as their ability to
mechanically negotiate an obstacle [1]. Moreover, it is unknown
whether certain anthropometric and physiological factors
infl ence one abili o clear ch ob acle [2]. For example,
a person with a high level of physical fitness may be less
affected by physical fatigue, and therefore not be at as great of a
risk for slips, trips, and falls. Hence, this study sought to find
the effects of physical fatigue on an indi id al abili o
quickly negotiate obstacles in unpredictable situations [3]. In
addition, we investigated whether certain physiological and
anthropometric variables would significantly predict
spatiotemporal obstacle negotiation parameters. We
hypothesized that individuals who are fatigued would exhibit
more risky crossing behavior (e.g., lower foot clearance)
compared to their rested state We also hypothesized that age,
height, and estimated VO2max would significantly predict such
parameters.
Methods
Twenty-one young (< 35 years old) participants with a
moderate-to-high level of physical fitness were recruited for this
study. Participants were instructed to walk through a darkened
pathway over a randomly placed hurdle that upon approach
(within 50 cm) would be illuminated by a motion-detecting light
(Figure 1.), requiring a quick reaction to safely step over it.
Following 5 such trials where the obstacle was moved to a new,
unpredictable location, participants then engaged in a 32-minute
fatiguing exercise protocol. They then completed 5 more obstacle
negotiation trials. Three-dimensional marker coordinate data
were collected at 60 Hz using an 8-camera motion capture
system. These data were used to quantify multiple spatiotemporal
obstacle negotiation parameters including leading and trailing
heel and toe clearances, as well as horizontal foot placement on
the step before the obstacle. A series of linear regression analyses
were also performed to determine whether age, sex, height, and
estimated VO2max could predict such parameters.

Results and Discussion
Upon completion of fatigue-inducing exercise, participants
exhibited a statistically significant decrease in trailing heel and
leading toe clearance, along with a statistically-significant
increase in leading heel clearance and gait velocity (Figure 2).
This supports our hypothesis that participants would exhibit
more risky obstacle negotiation behaviors when fatigued.
Moreover, estimated VO2max was a significant predictor of
leading and trailing horizontal foot placement, indicating that
level of physical fitness has a direct relationship with certain
obstacle negotiation parameters. In the context of physicallydemanding occupations, these findings support the notion that
physical fatigue plays a large role in one's ability to navigate
difficult and changing terrain, and that ability may be less
hampered if a person has a superior level of cardiovascular
fitness.

Figure 2. Statistical representation of leading and trailing foot
values (heel and toe). * = p < 0.05, ** = p < 0.001

Significance
This study's results can provide a more comprehensive
understanding of how physical fatigue can influence one
ability to negotiate obstacles in dynamic, unpredictable
environments. Such understanding can guide future work geared
towards the health and safety of workers in occupations
involving high levels of physical exertion. In addition, these
findings highlight the importance of main aining orker
cardiovascular fitness as a means to reduce the risk for potential
injuries from slips, trips, and falls in the workplace.
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Figure 1. Representation of the obstacle and lab environment
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Introduction
First responders are the community's primary relief from
emergency situations (e.g., natural disasters, incidents of crime,
accidents);
navigating
these
unpredictably
dynamic
environments increases the incidence of mobility-related injury.
A recent study found that firefighters have a 40% injury rate
attributed to trips, slips, falls, and bodily obstacle collisions while
on duty1. Previous work suggests the injury rate of firefighters
may be attributed to the high physical exertion inherent in jobrelated tasks1. When negotiating obstacles during locomotion,
people tend to direct their central gaze past the obstacle to plan
future steps and use their peripheral vision to perceive the
obstacle itself. However, this strategy changes when vision is
compromised; those with peripheral vision impairments (e.g.,
retinitis pigmentosa) adopt a heavy reliance on central gaze to
navigate obstacles2,3, which does not allow them to focus their
attention on other salient environmental cues. Healthy
individuals may employ such a strategy in a fatigued state due to
physiological changes, such as narrowing the peripheral visual
field or impaired cognition. However, such an effect has yet to be
studied. This study investigated how exercise-induced fatigue
alters how one perceives their environment when confronted with
an unexpected obstacle. We hypothesized that in a fatigued state,
people would make greater use of central gaze to perceive
obstacles and would have to cover a greater distance (i.e., greater
gaze angular displacement) to do so. Further, we hypothesized
that fatigued individuals would exhibit a delayed time to first
fixation on the obstacle and a slower reaction time.
Methods
Twenty-one young, healthy subjects completed five obstacle
negotiation trials in a rested state, followed by a fatiguing
exercise protocol and immediate completion of five more
obstacle negotiation trials in a fatigued state. For each obstacle
negotiation trial, subjects walked through a darkened laboratory
where they encountered a randomly placed obstacle that
illuminated upon approach, requiring them to recognize it and
negotiate it quickly. Wearable eye-tracking glasses were used to
quantify pupillary movement during both rested and fatigued
conditions at 100 Hz. In addition, these wearable glasses
contained an embedded inertial measurement unit (IMU) that
allowed for quantification of head rotation which, when
combined with eye position, provided a combined head+eye gaze
vector. This vector was used to identify angular gaze
displacement, as well as onset of reaction to obstacle
illumination. The obstacle itself was tagged as an area of interest
(AOI) in post-processing, allowing us to determine if subjects
directed their gaze towards the obstacle.

Results and Discussion
Results indicated a significant increase in the frequency of
times when subjects used central gaze to perceive the obstacle
while fatigued. Further, they had a greater angular gaze
displacement, indicating they covered more area to use central
gaze (i.e., it was not a more efficient strategy). There were no
changes in reaction time or time to first fixation when fatigued.

Figure 1. Frequency of use of central gaze to perceive obstacles
across four rested (R1-R4) and four fatigued (F1-F4) trials (p <
0.001)
These findings reveal how fatigue reduces one's ability to use
peripheral vision to perceive oncoming obstacles during
locomotion. This could be due to physical exertion causing a
narrowing of the peripheral visual field. While peripheral vision
has lower acuity, it more rapidly detects the objects' location,
leaving the central gaze to provide more detailed information
about other salient environmental cues. Future work should
investigate how the area of the visual field changes following
fatiguing exercise.
Significance
Considering first responders encounter many high-stakes
emergency situations, any inefficiency or deficit in the visual
processes can be detrimental to their ability to ambulate safely.
Understanding these inefficiencies may help develop alternative
training strategies to adopt a more ergonomic gaze response for
fatigued task performance (e.g., peripheral vision training).
Advancement in these strategies may positively aid in the safety
of physically demanding occupations. This study's results can
further benefit the scientific community by providing insight into
the role of vision during obstacle negotiation.
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Introduction
People form predictive internal models to control their center of
mass (CoM) trajectory when walking in a novel and consistent
environment1. Our purpose was to examine if exposure to
external uncertainty (pseudorandom perturbations) impacts
future formation of internal models used to control walking.
During reaching exposure to pseudorandom perturbations can
accelerate motor learning of a novel and consistent force field2
by ensuring the limb remains close to its target trajectory via
adaption of impedance control strategies that limit large
kinematic errors. Alternatively, impedance control strategies
could impair internal model formation by limiting kinematic
errors known to drive some forms of motor learning. We
hypothesize that prior exposure to pseudorandom perturbations
will lead to the adaptation of control strategies that reduce initial
kinematic errors when walking in a novel and consistent external
force field. This reduction in kinematic errors will impede
formation of a predictive internal model of CoM trajectory.
Methods
We evaluated locomotor adaptation to a novel and consistent
force field as four healthy participants performed 70 repetitions
of a discrete goal-directed forward-walking task, moving from a
standing position to an end target located 1.5 meters (~2 steps)
away. During the task, a cable-driven robot applied a laterallydirected force field to the CoM3. The applied forces were
proportional in magnitude to forward walking velocity and
direc ed o ard he par icipan righ . Ca ch rial (no applied
forces) interspersed with the consistent field trials were used to
evaluate neural control strategies. Immediately prior to walking
in the consistent field, participants performed 20 baseline trials
(no applied forces), followed by 30 trials during which the robot
applied pseudorandom perturbations of varying amplitude,
duration, and direction. The current data were compared to a
control group1 consisting of thirteen healthy participants who
adapted to an identical force field without prior exposure to
pseudorandom perturbations. Participants were unaware of the
external forces they would experience prior to starting each trial.
A motion capture system recorded 3D coordinates of markers
on the pelvis and feet. We quantified signed area deviation of the
CoM trajectory relative to a straight forward path originating
from the lateral CoM position at first toe-off. Thus, the CoM
signed deviation reflects directional biases in CoM trajectory by
taking the difference between areas on either side of the straight
path. We also quantified the CoM lateral offset during the
anticipatory postural adjustment associated with gait initiation, as
the difference in lateral COM position at start of trial and toe-off.
The CoM lateral offset occurred prior to the initiation of forward
movement and the application of external forces and thus reflects
control strategies based purely on past experience.
Results and Discussion
All participants displayed large CoM signed deviations to their
right (same direction as the force field) during early field trials

(first 4 consistent field trials). Surprisingly, the pseudorandom
perturbation group exhibited significantly larger CoM signed
deviation errors than the control group (p=0.023) during the early
field trials. By the late field trials (last 4 consistent field trials) the
CoM signed deviation errors still tended to be larger in the
pseudorandom perturbation group than the control group
(p=0.068). In addition, unlike the control group, CoM signed
deviation did not return to baseline levels by the late field trials
for the pseudorandom perturbation group (p=0.004).
In addition, the control group CoM lateral offset became
progressively more bias to the left from early to late field trials.
In contrast, the pseudorandom perturbation group COM lateral
offset did not change from early to late field trials. CoM lateral
offset was significant larger in the control than the pseudorandom
perturbation group (p=0.034) during late field trials. That by the
late field trials the CoM signed deviation did not return to
baseline, and CoM lateral offset did not increase in magnitude to
offset the consistent force field for the pseudorandom
perturbation group suggests that prior exposure to an
unpredictable environment can limit future formation of a strong
predictive internal model to control CoM walking trajectories.
However, when the force field was unexpectedly removed
during catch trials all participants displayed large lateral COM
signed deviations to their left suggesting that all participants had
developed some predictive control strategies to offset the effects
of the force field. The CoM signed deviation during catch trials
were not different between the two groups (p=0.601).

Figure 1: CoM Signed Deviation of the two groups during trials in the
consistent force field. The pseudorandom perturbation group did not show a
return of CoM Signed Deviation to baseline levels (0) by the late field trials.

Significance
Our preliminary research suggests that uncertainty may impede
subsequent locomotor learning. Participants did not exhibit
evidence of adapting an impedance control strategy in response
to pseudorandom perturbations. To the contrary, larger COM
signed deviation errors during the initial field trials suggest
participants may have used an admittance control strategy. Our
findings may provide a framework for structuring gait
rehabilitation interventions, when the goal is to learn consistent
aspects of gait (e.g. external environment or control of oneself)
than additional external uncertainty should be minimized.
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Introduction
People with and without transtibial amputation (TTA) run
slower maximum velocities (vmax) on curves compared to
straightaways, however the underlying biomechanical
mechanisms that affect curve-running vmax are not completely
understood [1]. Determinants of curve-running vmax are
particularly relevant to athletic events such as the 200 m and 400
m sprint, where over half the race is along a curve. Faster curverunning vmax positively affects overall sprint performance.
Greene (1985) developed a model that predicts curve compared
to straightaway vmax based on a given curve radius [2]. However,
the model has not been tested for conditions pertinent to
competitive track and field events such as the 200 m and 400 m
sprint and has not been validated on people with TTA.
Previous studies of non-amputee athletes propose that curverunning vmax is limited by the inside leg s ability to generate
centripetal force [1]. Athletes with TTA use a running-specific
prosthesis (RSP) to sprint, which results in lower stance average
vertical ground reaction forces (GRFs) for the affected leg (AL)
compared to the unaffected leg (UL) when running on a
straightaway [3]. When athletes with TTA use an RSP to run on
a flat regulation indoor track curve, their vmax is 3.9% slower
when their AL is on the inside compared with outside of the curve
[4], suggesting use of RSPs may also limit centripetal GRFs.
We hypothesized for athletes with TTA running on curve
radii for Lane 1 of regulation 200 m (17.2 m) and 400 m (36.5 m)
track curves: 1. vmax will slow according to Greene [2], resulting
in an average 3% decrease in vmax on a 17.2 m compared to a 36.5
m radius curve, 2. running clockwise (CW) with the AL on the
inside of the curve versus counter-clockwise (CCW) with the AL
on the outside of the curve will decrease vmax by ~3.9% according
to Taboga et. al. [4] regardless of curve radius, and 3. there will
not be an interaction between curve radius and running direction
on vmax.
Methods
8 competitive sprinters (7 M; 1 F) with a right TTA completed a
randomized series of 40 m sprints on a flat indoor track and were
provided with ≥8-min rest between trials. Athletes ran CCW and
CW sprints along 40-m curves with radii of 17.2 m and 36.5 m.
Athletes used spikes and ran across two mondo-covered adjacent
force plates (AMTI; 1000 Hz) flush with the track surface. Lower
body 3D kinematics were recorded using high-speed motion
capture cameras (Vicon; 200 Hz). The force plates and capture
volume (~2.5 x 5 m) were located halfway along the 40 m curve.
Athletes adjusted their starting position to reach vmax within the
capture volume. We instructed athletes to run as fast as possible
for each trial. Trials were repeated until athletes successfully
landed on the force plates at least once with the AL and with the
UL. We calculated vmax as the average velocity of the pelvis
markers within the capture volume. We constructed a linear
mixed effects model to determine the effect of curve radius and
running direction on vmax.
Results and Discussion
vmax decreased by 8.08% (0.57 ± 0.08 m/s) from the 36.5 m radius
to the 17.2 m radius (p < 0.001). We also found that vmax

decreased by 3.70% (0.27 ± 0.08 m/s) (p < 0.001) with the AL on
the inside (CW direction) compared to the outside (CCW
direction) of the curve. There was no significant interaction
between curve radius and running direction, indicating the
changes in vmax due to curve radii were similar across running
directions (p = 0.99).

Figure 1. Maximum (Max) velocity across curve radii and running
directions. Individual subject s values are displayed with thin lines.
Counterclockwise (CCW) is blue and clockwise (CW) is red. Thicker
lines show mean values for all subjects, with error bars as SD.

There was a greater reduction in vmax between curve radii than
hypothesized. We found an 8% decrease in vmax when running on
the 17.2 m curve compared to the 36.5 m curve, as opposed to the
predicted 3% decrease. This suggests that athletes with TTA
using an RSP slow more with smaller radius curves compared to
non-amputees.
We found that athletes with TTA ran 3.7% slower on CCW
versus CW curves, where their AL was on the outside compared
to inside of the curve, respectively. Because all track and field
competitions are run CCW and a previous study found that nonamputee sprinters ran 1.9% slower vmax on CW compared with
CCW curves [4], the vmax differences for sprinters with right TTA
may be attributed to training [4] in combination with the AL on
the outside versus inside of the curve.
Significance
Our results show maximum velocity changes along typical
regulation athletics curves for athletes with a transtibial
amputation and can be used to inform future RSP designs used
for sprinting along a curve. Additionally, our results show a
greater reduction in vmax when the AL is on the inside compared
to the outside of the curve, which can inform the International
Paralympic Committee on fair competition between athletes with
right versus left leg amputations.
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Introduction
An estimated 350,000 anterior cruciate ligament
reconstructions (ACLR) are performed annually in the USA
(1). The risk of second ACL injury (tear of the graft or
contralateral ACL) may be as high as 30% (2). Previous
studies have reported increased asymmetry in the peak knee
extension moment, vertical ground reaction force (vGRF), and
deficits in postural stability in athletes who sustained a second
ACL injury following return to activity (3,4). Limb stiffness
and specifically limb stiffness symmetry during the landing
phase of a stop jump (SJ) has not been considered as a
potential risk factor for second ACL injuries. Given the
importance of the vGRF in the determination of limb stiffness,
joint work, and joint power, it is believed that examining limb
stiffness could provide new insight on alterations to landing
mechanics following ACLR that could be vital for identifying
increased risk for second injuries. The purpose of the study
was to compare SJ landing mechanics between ACLR patients
and an asymptomatic control group to understand how limb
stiffness, joint work, and joint power differ between groups.
Limb symmetry was determined using the normalized
symmetry index (NSI) (5). We hypothesized that the ACLR
patients would be less symmetric (greater NSI values) when
compared to the control participants.

group, limb dominance was defined as the foot used to kick a
ball. Kinematic and kinetic parameters were analyzed during
the first landing of the SJ. Limb stiffness, negative joint
power, and negative joint work were calculated from initial
contact to the lowest sacral position. The NSI was calculated
for each outcome measure using previously reported methods
(5). Independent samples t-tests (p<0.05) were completed in
JMP Pro 15 (SAS Institute, Inc, Cary, NC, USA) to determine
significant group differences in limb stiffness as well as
hip/knee/ankle negative joint work and power.

Methods
40 ACLR (24 male and 16 female) and 60 control (30 male
and 30 female) recreational athletes were recruited and signed
institutional review board approved informed consent prior to
testing. The ACLR patients were 5.9±1.4 months removed
from primary, unilateral ACL reconstruction surgery and had
an average age of 17.3±1.9 years, while the control group was
21.6±2.9 years old. Each participant completed between 7 and
10 SJ trials. Three-dimensional motion capture (240Hz)
(Qualisys, Goteborg, Sweden) and force plate data (1920Hz)
(AMTI, Watertown, MA, USA) were collected for each
participant during each trial. A modified Helen-Hayes marker
set was used for data collection (6). Participants were provided
form fitting athletic clothing and neutral shoes (Air Pegasus;
Nike Inc., Beaverton, Oregon) during testing. For the control

Significance
The asymmetry in limb stiffness, joint power, and joint work
is greater in ACLR patients when compared to an uninjured
control group during a stop jump. These findings indicate that
ACLR patients land unevenly, which could alter dynamic
stability and increase second ACL injury risk.

Results and Discussion
Significant group differences existed for all outcome measures
except for negative ankle work (p=0.197) (Table 1). ACLR
patients have unique limb stiffness, joint power and joint work
symmetry when compared to an uninjured control group. The
decreased symmetry in ACLR patients demonstrates the need
to develop intervention strategies focused on improving limb
symmetry during landing to decrease second ACL injury risk.
Future work will determine the joint mechanics that are
driving these symmetry differences between groups with a
focus on examining differences in limb loading, center of
mass (COM) movement, joint coordination, individual joint
stiffness, and kinematic asymmetry during a stop jump.
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Surgical
Non-Surgical
ACLR NSI
Non-Dominant
Dominant
Control NSI NSI P-value
Limb stiffness (N/m/kg)
9.12 ± 4.87
9.06 ± 5.03
14.0 ± 8.55
7.14 ± 4.23
7.05 ± 4.07
7.95 ± 6.84
<0.001*
Negative ankle work (Nm)
-0.53 ± 0.24
-0.55 ± 0.35
15.8 ± 10.3
-1.05 ± 0.70
-1.05 ± 0.69 18.8 ± 12.9
0.197
Negative knee work (Nm)
-1.36 ± 0.47
-1.38 ± 0.64
32.0 ± 18.8
-1.62 ± 0.43
-1.74 ± 0.57 15.7 ± 9.52
<0.001*
Negative hip work (Nm)
-0.44 ± 0.25
-0.43 ± 0.22
21.0 ± 13.2
-0.69 ± 0.32
-0.66 ± 0.32 13.8 ± 10.3
0.005*
Negative ankle power (J/s)
-4.82 ± 2.31
-5.09 ± 3.30
15.7 ± 11.8
-5.37 ± 3.69
-5.60 ± 3.62 11.1 ± 6.69
0.031*
Negative knee power (J/s)
-15.9 ± 6.00
-15.7 ± 7.09
32.8 ± 17.4
-9.91 ± 6.60
-9.70 ± 4.79 9.60 ± 5.85
<0.001*
Negative hip power (J/s)
-8.15 ± 3.63
-8.30 ± 3.93
17.1 ± 12.4
-10.9 ± 9.47
-9.24 ± 5.14 10.2 ± 6.54
0.002*
Table 1: NSI values (mean ± standard deviation) for ACLR and control group outcome measures. * indicates significant difference.
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Introduction
As prosthetic technology evolves, advanced devices for
individuals with lower extremity amputation strive to offer more
biomimetic features and benefits to users. The objective of this
preliminary analysis was to determine the effects of an Empower
(Ottobock, Germany) ankle-foot device (PWR), as well as a
device-specific physical therapy (PT) intervention, on dynamic
function (effective foot length ratio (EFLR), instantaneous radius
of curvature (IROC), and radius of curvature (ROC)) for
individuals with transfemoral amputation (TFA) compared to
traditional energy storing and returning (ESR) prosthetic feet. We
hypothesized that the PT group would generate improved rollover shape characteristics at 4 and 8 weeks compared to the nonPT group.
Methods
Motion capture and kinetic data were captured for 5 people
with unilateral TFA during overground walking at the Veterans
Affairs New York Harbor Healthcare System (VA NYHHS).
Participants were then randomized to two different groups during
the initial 4 weeks of acclimation to the PWR foot. One group
received the standard of care (non-PT group), which included
training on the proper use and care of the foot by the study
prosthetist and physical therapist (2 participants). The second
group also received standard of care, but additionally underwent
twice weekly, device-specific PT sessions with the study physical
therapist (3 participants) (PT group). Neither group received PT
between the 4-week and 8-week data collections. The PT
program specifically targeted strengthening muscle groups to
potentially improve the effectiveness of the PWR foot. Center of
pressure (COP) data were transformed into the shank coordinate
system during single limb stance. EFLR, a measure of the
EFLR
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Figure 1: Comparison of PT and non-PT groups for average EFLR, Peak
IROC (cm), and height-normalized ROC.

percentage of the foot that is effectively used during a step, was
calculated as the distance from the prosthetic heel to the most
anterior point of the COP progression divided by the overall
length of the foot. Circular arcs of best fit were also applied to
the COP data to determine roll-over shape characteristics, such
as height-normalized ROC [1]. The IROC was calculated by
evaluating the first derivative of COP forward travel with respect
to shank angle. The peak IROC is representative of the fastest
COP forward travel.
Results and Discussion
Although currently only a small sample size, PT intervention
may slightly improve EFLR after the 4-week PT intervention
(0.62) compared to the non-PT group (0.60). This may indicate
that a device-specific PT intervention can improve anterior
progression of the COP during single-leg stance, improving the
walking efficiency of the PWR foot. However, the acute effects
were not sustained beyond the PT intervention as shown by the
lower EFLR (0.60) at 8-weeks in Figure 1. This suggests the need
for a more-focused home exercise program to help sustain the
long-term EFLR improvements. Figure 1 also shows that the nonPT group produced slightly higher peak IROC (PWR 4: 30.3 cm;
PWR 8: 24.6 cm) compared to the PT group (PWR 4: 22.8 cm;
PWR 8: 23.2 cm) which suggests improved stability in the nonPT group [2]. PT training focused on initiating pelvis movement
may have promoted a smoother transition from heel to toe rocker.
The non-PT group (PWR 4: 0.14; PWR 8: 0.13) showed reduced
ROC compared to the PT group (PWR 4: 0.17; PWR 8: 0.17).
This could suggest improved stability for the PT group during
single leg stance because the foot is rotating about a larger rocker
which may be resultant from focused muscle strengthening over
the 4-week intensive PT program.
Significance
Although large changes in roll-over shape parameters have
been shown to affect aspects of gait, it is unclear if the changes
seen in this study are clinically relevant. The PT group is showing
trends of improvement in some parameters and may generate
benefits over the standard of care. These results can inform
clinicians of the benefits of prescribing the PWR foot along with
a device-specific treatment.
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Methods
Six right-leg dominant participants enrolled in this IRB-approved
cross-over study. After being outfitted with EMG electrodes on
muscles of both legs (vastus lateralis, lateral and medial
gastrocnemius, and soleus muscles), participants performed 3
maximum effort, one-legged jumps on each leg. A virtual target
was set at 75% of their max jump height, to which participants
were given visual feedback on a monitor. They were instructed
to jump to this virtual target for the remainder of the protocol.
Participants jumped to the target with their right leg 10 times
at normal gravity (PRE). They were then placed in the
hypogravity simulator (3), which attached to a harness and pulled
vertically with a force equal to half of the participant’s body
weight. Participants performed 50 targeted one-legged jumps at
0.5g on their left leg. Immediately after the 50th jump, the
hypogravity simulator was detached, and the participants again
performed 10 jumps at 1g (POST) using their right leg (NAÏ). For
comparison, the protocol was also completed with the right leg
for all trials (EXP); PRE, simulated hypogravity, and POST.
After-effects in both EXP and NAÏ legs were investigated by
comparing the muscle preactivation timing (i.e., time between
muscle activation onset and ground contact; (4)) in the first POST
trial with the average preactivation timing of the final 3 PRE
trials. These results are presented in the context of our previous
results on hypogravity adaptation in two-legged jumping (3).
Results and Discussion
Previously, our lab has shown a decrease in preactivation timing
following two-legged adaptation to hypogravity (3). In the
current study, preliminary results suggest a similar decrease for

one-legged jumps in the gastrocnemii and soleus muscles (Fig. 1,
EXP). Most importantly, locomotor adaptation is observed in the
naïve leg without having motor experience in simulated
hypogravity (Fig. 1, NAÏ).
PRE
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Introduction
Human motor control makes use of a gradient of centralized and
decentralized mechanisms (1). Centralized mechanisms are
generally responsible for coordinated, global behaviours while
decentralized mechanisms govern relatively specific, localized
movements (2). However, some motor tasks may be achieved by
either mechanism, or a combination of both. If we knew which
type of mechanism was governing a given task, we would gain
valuable insight into how the motor system partitions its
workload and could leverage this knowledge toward
rehabilitation and robotics.
We previously validated the use of targeted, two-legged
jumps to study locomotor adaptation to hypogravity (3). In the
current study, we tested whether locomotor adaptation to
hypogravity is due to a centralized or decentralized control
mechanisms. After experiencing simulated hypogravity via onelegged jumping, the motor behaviour of both hypogravityexperienced (EXP) and hypogravity-naïve (NAÏ) legs was
investigated for the existence of an adapted motor strategy. If
centralized mechanisms were responsible for the adaptation, we
would expect adaptation in both the experienced leg and the
contralateral naïve leg. If decentralized mechanisms were
responsible, we would not expect adaptation to be observed in the
hypogravity-naïve leg.
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0
Figure 1: After hypogravity adaptation, aftereffects (n = 6) were
observed in soleus preactivation timing (mean ± SD) on both the hypogravity-experienced leg ( ) and on the hypogravity-naïve leg ( ). These
aftereffects reflect those observed in two-legged jumping ( ; n = 10).

Bilateral transfer of adaptation effects is known to occur in
the upper limb (e.g., (4)), and evinces a centralized motor control
strategy that is not end-effector specific. In the current study, it
appears that the experience of using one leg for a locomotor task
provides usable information for performing the same task with
the naïve contralateral limb. A decentralized, limb-specific motor
control strategy is unable to explain the observation of aftereffects in the naïve leg. Instead, a centralized motor control
strategy is likely responsible for the observed after-effects.
Adaptation to hypogravity relies on predictive, feedforward
motor control. After-effects in the hypogravity-naïve leg
contralateral to the leg that jumped in simulated hypogravity
indicate a centralized locomotor control architecture.
Significance
Bilateral transfer of after-effects indicates a centralized control
architecture for locomotor adaptation, which could be leveraged
in rehabilitation interventions. Future work will investigate the
extent to which centralized gravity adaptation of the lower body
affects gravity-dependent motor behaviour throughout the body.
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Introduction
Recent trends in biomechanics research have focused on the
intersection of wearable sensors and machine learning to
optimize control of assistive devices. Wearable sensors (e.g.
IMU, EMG) capturing subtle biomechanical signals are often
used as feature labels for machine learning models to predict
human motion [1]. Previous studies have explored how a
combination of EMG and mechanical sensors can improve
lower limb action classification [2-3]. However, previous
analyses were optimized to predict cyclical movements (e.g.
level walking, stair climbing, uphill walking) while numerous
movements are non-cyclical (e.g. crouching, kneeling, stand-toprone). Therefore, we examined sensor combinations that
maximize joint angle prediction accuracy which can later be
used for post hoc testing of non-cyclical movements patterns.
We hypothesized that at least two EMG sensors are needed to
reasonably predict knee flexion angle, but more than three
sensors are redundant for this purpose.
Methods
Motion capture analysis was performed for 10 healthy
volunteers during 15 walking trials at preferred walking speed.
Six EMG sensors were placed on the left and right Rectus
Femoris (RF), Vastus Lateralis (VL), Vastus Medialis (VM),
Tensor Fasciae Latae (TF), Biceps Femoris (BF), and
Semitendinosus (ST). An Artificial Neural Network (ANN)
using Bayesian Regularization with EMG and flexion angle
features was used to predict knee flexion angle at 50ms, 100ms,
150ms, and 200ms into the future. For each subject, data was
split into 10 walking trials for training and 5 walking trials for
testing. A time-series prediction for every permutation of six
sensors was performed and compared to the actual knee flexion
angle during walking. RMSE was calculated for the entire
duration of each test trial to measure the knee flexion angle
prediction accuracy. ANOVA (p < 0.05) was used to rank order
the significance for the number of sensors and was repeated for
each prediction time.
Results
Including additional EMG sensors did not significantly enhance
prediction accuracy of knee flexion angle (Table 1). Adding a
second EMG sensor reduced RMSE for predictions at 150ms
and 200ms, however, a single EMG sensor was sufficient for
50ms predictions.
Discussion
To our surprise, multiple EMG sensors did not outperform a
single EMG sensor for predicting knee flexion angle. Our
results partially support our initial hypothesis that at least two
EMG sensors provide considerable information for predicting
joint angle, but more than three sensors do not significantly
improve prediction accuracy. One sensor performed no worse
than multiple sensors for predicting knee flexion angle.

Table I: Joint angle prediction comparison for a combination of
EMG sensors based on amount and location
Knee Flexion Angle RMSE (deg.)
Time
(ms)
50
100
150
200
50
100
150
200

One
Two
Three
Four
Five
Six
Sensor Sensors Sensors Sensors Sensors Sensors
0.50
0.51
0.50
0.51
0.51
0.59
4.74
4.69
4.54
4.81
4.68
5.21
15.69
13.78
14.70
15.42
15.86
17.02
27.49
24.42
25.35
24.27
25.46
25.95
Muscles Combination
RF, VM,
BF, TFL, BF, RF,
BF
BF, VM
VL, BF,
ALL
VL
ST, VM
ST
RF, VM,
RF, ST, BF, TFL,
VM
BF, VL
VL, BF,
ALL
VM
VL, VM
ST
BF, RF,
BF,ST, BF, RF,
BF
BF, VM
ST, VL,
ALL
VM TFL, VM
VM
BF, ST,
VM, VL, BF, RF,
BF
RF, ST
TFL, VL, ALL
ST
ST, VM
VM

In the work by Young, et al., three EMG sensors were found to
optimize classification for cyclical movements which indicates
potential applications for combining action classifiers with joint
angle predictions to identify movement transitions [2].
Although previous work has developed techniques to
predict cyclical tasks with high accuracy, a general algorithm
that detects non-cyclical tasks is needed. Future work will
explore joint level prediction for two useful applications: (1)
Predicting non-cyclical movement (e.g. stand-to-prone) (2)
Identifying task transition (walk-to-run) by combining
classifiers to detect task transition. The results of this study are
useful for developing a generalized approach to predict
movement that spans beyond cyclical movement patterns (e.g.
walking). Researchers and practitioners can benefit from using
a sensor reduction analysis to minimize cost of using redundant
sensors and maximize prediction accuracy.
Significance
A sensor reduction analysis provides insight for optimal
prediction accuracy for joint-level movement. In order to
generalize an array of movements, an accurate joint-level
classifier is useful to predict movement that an action level
classifier may otherwise miss. Biomechanists incorporating
machine learning models should consider the trade-off between
prediction accuracy, feasibility, and the cost of the number and
type of sensors to predict movement.
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Introduction
Running training plans are often developed based on external and
internal loads. For external loads, runs may be prescribed
according to distance or time, whereas internal loads may be
prescribed according to running intensity (e.g., heart rate (HR)
zones). Running journals are often used to manually recorded
running sessions. However, wearable technology (e.g., GPS
watches, HR monitors) has become popular among runners.1
While external loads are measured similarly between running
journals and GPS watches (i.e., same units), internal loads are
captured differently. Running journals often use subject measures
of intensity (e.g., session rating of perceived exertion [sRPE])
while GPS watches allow for the measurement of physiological
measures (e.g., HR). Strong correlations have been found
between sRPE and HR measures in soccer2 and Australian
football sessions,3 but it is unknown if sRPE and HR are related
in adolescent long-distance runners. Therefore, the purpose of
our study was to compare the relationship of external and internal
loads measured with running journals and GPS watches in
adolescent runners. We hypothesized there would be stronger
relationships between external loads than internal loads.
Methods
During the fall 2020, 23 high school cross-country runners
(F=13, M=10, age=16.0±1.1 years) completed a prospective
cohort study. Prior to the season, participants were issued a GPS
watch (Garmin 45s) and were instructed to record all running
sessions during the season with the GPS watch. After each
running session, participants also self-reported distance, time,
and sRPE (1=very easy, 10=maximal)4 using an electronic
running journal (Qualtrics). At the end of the season, GPS data
(distance, time, average HR, and max HR) were extracted for
each running session and matched with the running journal
(distance, time, sRPE). We used Pea on co ela ions to
compare the relationships within external and internal loads
between GPS watch and running journal data. HR and sRPE data
were also grouped into five intensity zones (zone1: 50-60%
HRmax, sRPE=1-2; zone2: 60-70% HRmax, sRPE=3-4; zone3:
70-80% HRmax, sRPE=5-6; zone4: 80-90% HRmax, sRPE=7-8;
zone5: 90-100% HRmax, sRPE=9-10). Cohen Ka a analysed
the agreement between intensity zones for sRPE compared to
intensity zones for average and max HR, respectively.
Results and Discussion
Strong positive relationships (Figure 1) were demonstrated
between the GPS and running journal for distance (r=0.93) and
time (r=0.88). However, poor relationships (Figure 1) were found
between sRPE and average HR (r=0.11) and max HR (r=0.15).
There was slight agreement between intensity zones for sRPE
and average HR ( =0.07) and max HR ( =0.03).
As hypothesized, distance and time were strongly correlated
between data from GPS watches and running journals. All
runners had access to a GPS watch so they might have used the
watch values when reporting in the running journal. However,
there were poor and slight agreements between average or max

HR from the GPS watch and sRPE from the running journal.
These results were also expected as HR is a physiological
measure while sRPE is a measure that may be influenced by
person-level factors such as fatigue, stress, and nutrition.

Figure 1: Correlations between GPS watch and running journal recorded
external and internal loads.

The results should be considered in the context of their
limitations. Previous studies that have compared HR to sRPE
have used chest straps for recording HR.3,4 GPS watches measure
wrist-based HR, which may be less accurate at higher intensities.
Further work is warranted to determine which method of
quantifying internal loads is most important to runners.
Significance
External loads are captured similarly between GPS watches and
running journals suggesting both methods measure the same
construct in adolescent runners. However, internal load measures
of intensity appear to be measured differently by GPS watch HR
and running journal sRPE. This result indicates intensity
measured by sPRE and intensity measured by HR provide
different information. Prescribing runs according to HR intensity
zones may not be an accurate representation of the perceived
exertion of the adolescent runner.
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Introduction
The coordination of the segments of the low back has been
implicated in the etiology of low back pain (LBP). In repetitive
lifting, experienced workers and weightlifters have been found
to maintain a neutral coordination of the lumbar and pelvic
segments relative to novice lifters who approach range of motion
limits suggesting that such a neutral pattern may prevent injury12
. In walking and running, subjects with a history of LBP have
been found to have a decrease in lumbar and pelvic rotation3-4.
Movement analysis research typically utilizes sophisticated
3-D motion capture systems. However, these cost of these
systems and large size limits the research to a laboratory setting.
In recent years, some have been utilizing inertial measurement
units (IMUs) to conduct portable motion analysis for sports. This
abstract describes the process of designing and developing an
inexpensive technology for accurate measurement of lumbarpelvic coordination patterns.
Methods
Each sensor in the designed system consists of an Arduino Nano,
nRF24L0+ transmitter/receiver and the Adafruit BNO055 9-axis
IMU. These have been incorporated into a printed circuit boards
designed inhouse. The Adafruit BNO055 IMU sensor chip was
chosen as it is a cheap inertial measurement sensor that provides
absolute orientation. In addition to being inexpensive, the chip
has an onboard sensor fusion algorithm that makes obtaining 3D
space orientation easy. Adafruit also provides excellent
documentation to use the chip with Arduino microcontrollers.
The nRF2401+ chip was used to communicate between multiple
Arduino devices to receive and transmit data.
To compare the accuracy of the device, validation testing was
conducted against clinical-grade electromagnetic motion
tracking system (Trakstar, Northern Digital, Waterloo, ON,
Canada).
Results and Discussion
The overall dimensions of the device came out to be 3.5in by 2in.
This current iteration may not be practical for some motion
analysis application due to the current size and future iterations
will look at reducing this size.

The system of IMU devices can communicate with each other
to transmit orientation data in the form of quaternions to the host
receiver. Communicating in quaternions allows for efficient
transmission of sensor orientation (relative to rotation matrices)
while avoid the issues of gimbal lock associated with Euler
angles. Once transmitted to the Arduino Nano, data is converted
to Euler angles and displayed using Python-based software. Our
current device suffers from gimbal lock as pitch approaches 90
deg. Fortunately, the representation of orientation is easily
convertible within the Python software depending on the
application for the device.
The system sensors were assessed against the Trakstar
electromagnetic sensor system in single plane rotations for yaw,
pitch and roll. There was generally strong agreement between the
measures except that yaw appeared to have an offset in angle
(Figure 2). The source of this offset is unclear but may be due to
sensor alignment. The next step will be to examine the use of this
sensor system in assessing lumbar-pelvic coordination. In this
the orientation of two sensors, one placed on the thoracic spine
and another placed on the pelvis, will be used to assess
coordination of these separate segments.
Significance
Differences in lumbar-pelvic coordination are thought to be
associated with risk of LBP. The tool created here has been found
to be accurate in detecting rotational motions. Future work will
extend this towards creating a biofeedback platform for research
into lumbar-pelvic coordination as well as rehabilitation and
physical therapy.
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Figure 1: IMU device (Left) that transmits the orientation data
back to the receiver/hub (right) for processing data in python.

Figure 2: Pitch (blue), Roll (orange), and Yaw
(grey) were found to have close agreement
between the Trakstar system and the IMU sensors.
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Introduction
In orthopedic research, bone specimens are often submerged in
buffered saline solution while awaiting mechanical testing [1].
Zhang et al. observed changes in material properties of bovine
cortical bone tissue collected after three-day saline preservation
at room temperature [1]. The effects of saline storage time on the
material properties of human healthy pediatric cortical
diaphyseal bone have not been reported.
We hypothesized that macroscopic material properties of
healthy pediatric cortical bone under refrigerated saline storage
conditions remain constant for some time period before
beginning to change.
Methods
One cortical bone specimen was collected from the femur of a
deceased donor with no known musculoskeletal condition (10
year-old female). Twenty-four small beams (~5 mm x 1 mm x
0.65 mm) were machined with the long beam axis being parallel
to the long diaphyseal axis [2]. Following machining, the beams
were immediately submerged in buffered saline solution and
stored in a refrigerator (4° C). A subset of three to four beams
was loaded to failure in three-point bending daily for a duration
of up to one week. Macroscopic material properties (including
elastic modulus [E], yield strength [𝜎y], yield strain [𝜀y], and
bending strength [𝜎f]) were determined from the loaddisplacement data.
Multiple linear regression analyses were used to explore
associations between each macroscopic property (dependent
variable) and saline storage time (independent variable). These
analyses assumed a slope of zero until an arbitrarily selected cutoff day (cut-offs at days 1 through 6 were assessed), after which
a non-zero linear slope was fit to the data. This multiple linear
regression model with a cut-off is the following:
Yi = 0 + 1*Xi + 𝜀i
where Yi is a macroscopic metric; 0 (intercept) and 1 are the
regression coefficients; Xi is time, which is zero prior to a
selected cut-off value, or equal to the day number minus the cutoff day after that; and 𝜀i is zero mean Gaussian error.
The cut-off with the lowest corrected Akaike Information
Criterion (AICc) was used in the regression model for each
material property.
Results and Discussion
The best cut-off day for all material properties occurred at day 4.
However, none of the models exceeded a decrease in the
dependent variable (macroscopic property) beyond a mechanical
testing variability of 12% until day 6 of saline storage
(specifically, yield strength and bending strength each decreased
by 13% on day 6). Therefore, testing of pediatric cortical bone
beyond five days of storage in saline solution demonstrated a

decline in strength. Bending strength versus saline storage time
is presented in Fig. 1. The 12% mechanical testing variability was
determined based on variability in elastic modulus with repeated
testing of an acrylic beam, and accounts for user error in beam
positioning and potential instrumentation error.
The current conclusions differ from those of Zhang et al. [1].
Ho e e , he c en
d diffe ed f om Zhang in ecie
(human) and storage temperature (refrigeration). Degradation of
the macroscopic outcomes was within the testing variability
through day 5 of refrigerated saline storage. Thus, mechanical
testing of pediatric cortical bone should be performed within a
five-day period following sample preparation to minimize
material property degradation.

Figure 1: Bending strength (MPa) vs. saline storage time, for healthy
pediatric cortical bone beams. The corresponding multiple linear
regression model with a cut-off (dashed line) at Day 4 for the dataset is
also shown (solid line). At Day 6, the model demonstrates a 13%
decrease in bending strength from its initial intercept of 211 MPa.

Significance
The sample storage logistics surrounding material property
characterization should be taken into consideration during
experimental design of biomechanical testing. Saline storage
time of pediatric cortical bone samples should be limited to no
greater than five days prior to mechanical testing. If a five-day
saline storage period is exceeded, cortical bone material
properties may be altered.
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Introduction
Running programs traditionally monitor external loads (e.g.,
time, distance) because they are simple to prescribe and measure.
There has been a recent movement to encompass a more holistic
approach to monitor running loads that considers internal loads
(e.g., intensity measured by session rating of perceived exertion
[sRPE])1,2. Workload incorporates both external and internal
loads and accounts for the potential interaction between these
types of loads. Running loads appear to be captured differently
by external loads and workloads as weekly changes in running
load were found to be different between types of loads in adult
and high school runners3,4. However, the study which examined
high school runners only investigated changes over a two-week
period.4 Therefore, the purpose of this study was to compare
weekly change in running load among external loads and
workloads during a full high school cross-country season. We
hypothesized change in running load would be greater for
workloads compared to external loads.
Methods
During the fall 2020, 13 high school cross-country runners
(F=10, M=3, age=15.9±1.2 years) completed a prospective
cohort study. Prior to the season, participants were issued a GPS
watch (Garmin 45s) and were instructed to record all running
sessions during the season. After each running session,
participants self-reported distance, time, and sRPE (1=very easy,
10=maximal)5 using an electronic running journal (Qualtrics). At
the end of the season, external loads (time, distance, steps) were
extracted from the GPS watch and matched with sRPE from the
running journal. If the participant did not record their run with
the GPS watch, distance and time were used from the running
journal for that session, and steps were estimated from their
average cadence.
Workload measures were calculated as the products of sRPE
with time (timeRPE), distance (distanceRPE), and steps
(stepsRPE), respectively. For each week in the season (n=8),
external loads and workloads were summed, and the percentage
change was calculated for each running load variable relative to
the previous week.3 This resulted in seven two-week cycles. For
each runner, the average weekly percent change during the
season was calculated among the seven cycles. Paired t tests
compared average weekly percent change during the season
between time-timeRPE, distance-distanceRPE, and stepsstepsRPE. Significance was set at p<.05.
Results and Discussion
During the season, the average weekly percent change for
running load variables was time = 0.2±5.2%, distance =
0.5±5.5%, steps = 0.4±5.8%, timeRPE = 5.1±10.2%,
distanceRPE = 5.8±10.6%, and stepsRPE = 5.5±11.4% (Figure
1). Paired t tests demonstrated significant differences between
average weekly percent change in time-timeRPE, distancedistanceRPE, and steps-stepsRPE (p<.02) (Table 1).
To our knowledge, this is the first study to compare weekly
change in external loads and workloads during a full cross-

country season in male and female high school runners.
Significant differences were found between the average weekly
change in external loads and workloads during the season.
Specifically, average weekly change in running load was
significantly lower for external loads (time, distance, steps)
compared to their respective workloads (timeRPE, distanceRPE,
stepsRPE). These findings are in agreement with previous
research in adult and male high school long-distance runners that
also reported that percent change in running load was
significantly lower when using external loads versus
workloads.3,4

Figure 1: Average weekly percent change for running loads for each
runner (dot) with mean±SD of all runners (blue diamond). *indicates
significant difference.
Table 1. Paired t test mean difference [95% confidence interval].
Comparison
Mean Difference [95% CI]
p
time-timeRPE
-4.9% [-8.6%, -1.1%]
.01*
distance-distanceRPE
-5.3% [-9.0%, -1.6 %]
.01*
steps-stepsRPE
-5.0% [-9.1%, -1.0%]
.02*

Significance
Excessive progression in running load is believed to contribute to
running-related injuries. Running programs are often designed to
gradually increase running load to improve performance and
reduce the risk of injury. However, these programs often only
monitor external loads. Excluding the contribution of internal
loads appear to underestimate the change in running load over a
cross-country season. While prospective research is necessary to
investigate if excessive progression in workload is a risk factor
for sustaining a running-related injury, workload may better
estimate running load than external loads alone.
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TRANSTIBIAL LIMB LOSS RETAINS A NORMAL METABOLIC COST IN 3-D SIMULATIONS OF WALKING
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Results and Discussion
The change in metabolic cost pre- vs. post-limb loss (Fig. 1)
was not significantly different from zero (p = 0.38) and fell within
the equivalence bounds of ±2% (p = 0.0001). The simulated
kinematics and ground reaction forces deviated from the ablebodied experimental means (Miller et al., 2014) by 0.51 standard
deviations pre-limb loss and by 0.65 standard deviations postlimb loss. Differences in ground reaction forces pre- vs. postlimb loss (Fig. 2) were similar to those seen in individuals with
and without transtibial limb loss (Sanderson & Martin, 1997).
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Methods
Optimal control simulations of walking were performed using
a 3-D OpenSim model (Rajagopal et al., 2016). Muscle model
parameter values were randomly assigned to define 36 “subjects”
with different muscular strength and power capabilities.
Optimizations were performed in Moco software using direct
collocation to determine muscle excitations and associated model
states that minimized a cost function (Dembia et al., 2020):
! = !!"#$% + !&''("!
where !!"#$% was the mean squared deviation from average
human kinetic and kinematic data from instrumented gait
analysis (Miller et al., 2014). !&''("! was the sum of squared
muscle excitations, weighted by muscle mass.
In the pre-limb loss simulations, the models had two identical
symmetric legs. In the post-limb loss simulations, the right ankle
muscles were removed and the biological ankle/foot joints were
replaced with linear spring-dampers representing a passive
transtibial prosthesis (Russell Esposito & Miller, 2018).
Metabolic costs pre- vs. post-limb loss were compared by two
one-sided tests of equivalence, with a 2% change defined as the
minimum effect of interest (Guidetti et al., 2018).
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Introduction
Below-knee limb loss and use of a prosthesis generally incurs
a greater metabolic cost of walking than able-bodied individuals.
However, high-functioning individuals with limb loss such as
Service members do not experience this difference (Russell
Esposito et al., 2014) and it is unclear how this is achieved.
We recently used optimal control simulations to show that
walking with a transtibial prosthesis (i) does not increase
metabolic cost when pre-limb loss levels of muscle strength are
retained, particularly in the residual limb, and (ii) does not require
large deviations from pre-limb loss gait mechanics (Russell
Esposito & Miller, 2018). However, the musculoskeletal model
was two-dimensional and many of the typical gait deviations of
high-functioning individuals with transtibial limb loss occur
outside of the sagittal plane (Rábago & Wilken, 2016).
Therefore, our purpose was to predictively simulate changes
in metabolic cost of walking pre- vs. post-limb loss using a threedimensional (3-D) musculoskeletal model. Based on previous
human data (Russell Esposito et al., 2014), we expected that limb
loss and transtibial prosthesis use would not increase the
metabolic cost of walking above the pre-limb loss cost.
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Figure 2: Ground reaction forces in % bodyweight (BW) pre- and
post-limb loss. Shaded areas are mean±SD from Miller et al. (2014).

Significance
Transtibial limb loss per se may not directly increase the
metabolic cost of walking.
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Methods
After IRB approval and informed consent six participants
were enrolled (recruitment and analysis ongoing) – three
without neck pain (26.3±2.5 years, 1F, 2M) and three with a
history of neck pain >12 weeks (32.7±7.8 years, 1F, 2M). CT’s
were acquired (0.2×0.2×0.6mm; 1.5mSv, Siemens Biograph),
bone models of levels C5-C6 were segmented, and NF height
landmarks were identified (MIMICS, Materialise) (C5: most
superior point of the inferior pedicle, C6: most inferior point of
the superior pedicle). Participants were trained in correct
performance of a multi-axial left and right circumduction task
(Fig 1) and completed three trials each during biplane
videoradiography (160mA, 70-74kV, 3.5ms, 55° IBA, 174cm
SID, 30Hz, 0.32mSv/trial to a metronome at 30 bpm.
Calibration, undistortion, anatomic coordinate identification [4],
and volumetric shape-matching were performed for levels C5C6 for the final trial of right circumduction (DSX Suite, CMotion Inc., USA). Data were filtered with a 4th order
Butterworth filter (Fc = 3Hz) and relative kinematics and
dynamic NF heights were extracted [5]. T-tests were performed
in R/R Studio.
Results and Discussion
Kinematics were examined for C5 relative to C6 for each of
the planar component motions (flexion/extension (FE), lateral
bending (LB), axial rotation (AR)) of the circumduction task
(Table 1). The MNP group demonstrated a significantly greater
FE ROM (p<0.001) component of the circumduction task, but
there were no significant differences in LB or AR motion
components. The total time spent in extension (percentage of
total motion) was not significantly different between groups
(CTRL: 40.9±4.4%, MNP: 55.3±14.8%, p-value = 0.23).
Table 1: Total component ROM during R Circumduction

Percentage of NF height change from neutral are shown in
Figure 1. Those with MNP demonstrated a trend towards greater
time in diminished NF height (greater than -20% change from
neutral) compared to controls (CTRL: 12.0±9.5%, MNP:
37.8%±14.5%, p-value = 0.06). This threshold was based on
previous works showing a decrease of 20% NF area with
physiological motion [6]. The timing of minimum NF height
occurred between maximum right bending and extension.
Although limited in scope and sample size, these results indicate
that for the same multi-axial task – those with MNP tend to
spend more time in a diminished NF position. This may be
related to the significantly increased FE ROM observed at
C5/C6 in those with MNP compare to the CTRL group;
although time spent in extension was not significantly different
between groups, those with MNP did trend towards more time
in extension.
30

Percent Change from Neutral

Introduction
Neck pain is a prevalent musculoskeletal condition with a
myriad of potential contributing factors, one of which is
neuroforaminal (NF) spacing [1]. Present evaluation of NF
spacing is limited to static, planar, and/or superficial evaluation
of the structures of the cervical spine. Biplane videoradiography
is a method to capture in vivo, dynamic, 3D motion of the
cervical spine [2]. Circumduction is a multi-axial task that
investigates the unique coupling of the cervical spine, and
mimics positions similar to Spurling’s test during a dynamic
physiologic loading motion [3]. The purposes of this study were
to: 1) compare the NF height changes between those with
chronic mechanical neck pain (MNP) and a healthy cohort
(CTRL) and 2) to compare the in vivo kinematics during a
multi-axial circumduction task.
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Figure 1: C5/C6 neuroforaminal height changes from neutral during a
right circumduction task (top). Red shaded box highlights area with
>20% closing of NF height from neutral.

Significance
Our preliminary results indicate that even with a limited
sample size, differences were observed in a clinically relevant
metric (NF height) between those with MNP and CTRL during
a multi-axial, circumduction task. Further, this work
demonstrates the feasibility of analyzing a complex, multi-axial
task and extracting kinematic and dynamic NF data. Future
research will expand to a broader population, additional levels
of the cervical spine, and additional trials and repetitions.
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Introduction
Musculoskeletal injuries in baseball players are a persistent
and significant problem, with the greatest incidence attributed to
the shoulder and elbow.1 Pitching arm injuries are often
contributed to excessive shoulder distraction force 5 and elbow
valgus torque.9 Over the past decade, research has attempted to
elucidate the cause of these injuries. However, increasing
velocity and performance is an equally important consideration.
Theoretically, there are pitching mechanics that can optimize this
balance of high pitch velocity and low joint stress. Optimal
pitching mechanics, or pitching efficiency, is difficult to address
due to the complex nature and large quantity of variables
involved in the pitching motion.
Past research has examined how mechanics influence joint
stress and pitching velocity, as well as how pitching velocity
influences joint stress.10 Much of the literature includes
correlational studies with one or two variables. There is a lack of
research investigating the relationship and influence of multiple
variables on arm stress. Additionally, research suggests that a
minimum of 40% of mechanical issues can be corrected once
they are identified,14 however there are no suggestions on which
issues are the most important. The purpose of this study was to
identify which variables have the most influence on elbow valgus
torque and shoulder distraction force using a machine learning
approach.
Methods
A retrospective review was performed on baseball pitchers
who underwent biomechanical evaluation at the University
biomechanics laboratory.
Regression models and four machine learning models were
created for both elbow valgus torque and shoulder distraction
force. All models utilized the same predictor variables, which
included: pitch velocity and 17 pitching mechanics.
Results and Discussion
The analysis included a total of 168 pitchers with a mean age
of 16.7 years (sd = 3.2). For both elbow valgus torque and
shoulder distraction force, the gradient boosting machine models
demonstrated the smallest RMSEs and the most precise

calibrations compared to all other models (Table 1). The gradient
boosting model for elbow valgus torque reported highest
influence pitch velocity (relative influence: 28.4), maximum
shoulder external rotation (9.23), lead leg maximum ground
reaction force (6.6), shoulder abduction at foot strike (6.3), and
maximum humeral rotation velocity (6.3). The gradient boosting
model for shoulder distraction force reported highest influence
for pitch velocity (20.4), maximum humeral rotation velocity (
9.6), shoulder abduction at foot strike (6.5), maximum shoulder
external rotation (6.5), shoulder abduction at release (5.7),
difference of time to maximum trunk rotation velocity to pelvis
rotation velocity (5.6), and trunk forward flexion at release (5.5).
While pitch velocity was the most influential variable,
pitching mechanics revealed significant influence in both elbow
and shoulder models. Pitchers and coaches should be aware that
increases in velocity augment arm stress and should consider this
in pitch counts at full intent. However, it is encouraging that there
are modifiable mechanical factors that also influence arm stress.
The elbow valgus torque model reported four variables in
addition to pitch velocity with a relative influence greater than
5%. The shoulder distraction force model reported six
biomechanical variables with relative influence over 5%.
Maximum humeral rotation velocity, shoulder abduction at foot
strike, and maximum shoulder external rotation were influential
variables common to both elbow valgus torque and shoulder
distraction force. Focusing on these three variables may be the
best way to impact both elbow and shoulder stress.
Significance
The results of this study can be used to inform players, coaches,
and clinicians on specific mechanical variables that may be
optimized to mitigate elbow or shoulder stress that could lead to
throwing related injury.
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Table 1. Statistical and Machine Predictive Model Performance
Predictive Model

Root Mean Square Error

Calibration Slope

Elbow
Valgus
Torque

Shoulder
Distraction
Force

Elbow Valgus Torque

Shoulder Distraction Force

Generalized Regression

0.80

21

1.00 (95% CI: 0.86, 1.14)

1.00 (95% CI: 0.88, 1.12)

Random Forest

0.46

13

1.34 (95% CI: 1.26, 1.42)

1.25 (95% CI: 1.16, 1.34)

Gradient Boosting Machine

0.013

1.7

1.00 (95% CI: 0.999, 1.001)

1.00 (95% CI: 0.999, 1.001)

Support Vector Machine Regression

0.10

2.8

1.07 (95% CI: 1.06, 1.08)

1.08 (95% CI: 1.07, 1.09)

Artificial Neural Network

0.072

6.4

1.00 (95% CI: 0.92, 1.08)

1.00 (95% CI: 0.99, 1.01)

Elbow Valgus RMSE is reported as % body weight x height; Shoulder distraction RMSE is reported as % body weight
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Introduction
The joint between the trapezium and the first metacarpal, which
gives the thumb much of its mobility, is the second most common
site of osteoarthritis in American adults (Dahaghin et al., 2005).
An instrumented trapezium, iTRAPZ, to measure in vivo loads
on the joint using nine strain gages (three rosettes) is proposed to
gain more insight into the joint and the loads it experiences
regularly. Using strain gages requires transforming the strain
gage voltage readings into relevant load data. There is no
standardized way to do this, so we explored different supervised
machine learning methods: a least squares approximation
method, which is sometimes referred to as Bergmann’s Matrix
Method (Bergmann et al.,1988), a multiple linear regression
(MLR) model, and a cascade-forward neural network method.
The aim of this study was to evaluate and compare these potential
load prediction methods.
Methods
The three methods, hereafter referred to as the BM (for Bergmann
matrix), MLR, and NN methods, were all coded in MATLAB.
Their load predictions were compared with the actual measured
load using Bland-Altman analysis (Bland & Altman, 1986) and
average relative error (Bergmann et al., 2008).
Bergmann Matrix Method
The matrix method uses least squares to solve for the
calibration matrix. This was done using MATLAB® operator “/”
(MATLAB, Mathworks, Natick MA, mrdivide/). An intercept (a
row of ones) was added to the strain matrix before calibration to
increase accuracy.
MLR Method
One regression was executed for each DOF component (Fx,
Fy, Fz, Mx, My, Mz). The MATLAB® function “regress” was
used (MATLAB, Mathworks, Natick MA, regress).
Supervised Neural Network Method
The supervised neural network method used two cascadeforward nets (MATLAB, Mathworks, Natick MA,
cascadeforwardnet). The first network was trained with the
Levenberg-Marquardt training function (trainlm) on all six
components, and the first three rows of the resulting load matrix
(Fx, Fy, Fz) were saved. The second network used the Bayesian
Regularization training function (trainbr) for just the moment
components. The two networks had a lower sum of average
relative error than either alone.
Results and Discussion
All three methods were able to predict loads corresponding to
strain values generated by analytical models of the iTRAPZ
design with an average relative error (summed across all the load
components) of 1.5%, and a limit of agreement range of about 1N
for force components and 1Nm for moment components. The
results of the three testing parameters showed a sharp decrease in
error for the NN method after about 10,000 data points, while the
other two methods remained stable. Most notably, the testing
showed that good load predictions can still be made when
removing some gages and not others. For example, if the 45o
gages are removed from each rosette, the predictions are not

adversely affected, but if two gages are removed from the same
rosette and one of them is the 0o gage, error and limit of
agreement range drastically increase (from 1N to around 30N) –
for all methods except for the NN (Fig. 1).

Figure 1: visualization of NN method robustness when
removing certain strain gages

Although benchtop data collection and calibration are still
ongoing, each method is able to predict applied loads and match
the shape of the load application closely with a limit of agreement
range that is smaller for moments and larger for force
components, and also a larger bias than the tests done with
generated data.
In summary, all methods yield good prediction results, but the
NN method offers a new way to get accurate predictions given
what would otherwise be considered incomplete data. The NN
method, however, requires larger quantities of data and has a
longer runtime.
Significance
This research presents novel means of calibrating instrumented
orthopaedic implants, which could increase the robustness and
ease of obtaining in vivo joint loading information.
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Introduction
Monitoring training stress in runners beyond weekly ‘mileage
has become more and more popular with the improvement in
wearable and other technologies. Long-distance runners and
coaches traditionally only monitor external loads (e.g., distance,
time) because they are simple to measure and prescribe. There
has been an increased interest to monitor running loads that
considers internal loads (e.g., physiological response to the
external load).1 Workload (i.e., measures of training stress)
incorporates both external and internal loads and accounts for the
potential interaction between these loads. Running workloads
appear to yield different week-to-week changes depending on the
external loads used in both adult and high school runners.2,3
These studies used 1-week cycles to analyse week-to-week
changes in running workload during a two-week cycle, but it is
unknown if using longer monitoring cycles influences these
results. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to compare 1-,
2- and 4-week cycles for computing weekly change in training
stress among different external loads and workloads during a full
high school cross-country season.
Methods
Eleven high school runners (F=9, M=2, age=16.0±1.3 years)
recorded all running sessions with a GPS watch (Garmin 45s)
during an entire cross-country season. After each running
session, runners also self-reported distance, time, and rate of
perceived effort (RPE) (1=very easy, 10=maximal)4 using an
electronic running log (Qualtrics). External loads (distance, time,
steps) were extracted from GPS watch data. If the participant did
not record their run with the GPS watch, distance and time were
used from the running log for that session.
Workload measures were calculated as the products of RPE with
distance (D-RPE), time (T-RPE) and steps (S-RPE), respectively.
For each 1-, 2- or 4-week cycles in the season, external loads and
workloads were summed, and the percentage change was
calculated for each running load variable relative to the previous
week.2 ANOVAs were used to compare cycle lengths across all
external load and workload variables. Sidak pairwise tests were
used when significant main effects were identified (p<.05).
Results and Discussion
Significant main effects were found for all measures (p<0.05)
except T-RPE (p=0.08). A significantly higher percent change
was seen when using the 1-week compared to the 2-week cycle
for distance (p=0.005), time (p=0.001), steps (p=0.002), D-RPE
(p=0.030), and S-RPE (p=0.046; Figure 1). A significantly higher
percent change was seen when using the 4-week compared to the
2-week cycle for distance (p=0.009), time (p=0.003), steps
(p=0.002; Figure 1).
This is the first study to compare different methods of
calculating weekly change in running loads. Previous studies
have used 1-week cycles to measure percent change.2,3 It is

unknown what the most appropriate cycle length is for these
analyses and which provides the most important information for
running performance and/or injury risk detection. Although, it
has been suggested that training load errors occur 3-4 weeks prior
to the onset of a bone stress injury,5 it is possible that currently
used external and internal load variables are not sensitive enough
to detect tissue damage using these monitoring approaches.
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Figure 1: Average weekly percent change for running external loads (A;
D=distance, T=time, S=steps) and workloads (B; D-RPE=distance•RPE,
T-RPE=time•RPE, S-RPE=steps•RPE) compared across 1-, 2- and 4week timeframes. *Significant difference.

Significance
Excessive progression in running load is believed to contribute to
running-related injuries. Our findings indicate that the timeframe
of calculating percent change results in different values.
Understanding which timeframes are most relevant is required of
future research.
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Introduction
As the amount of data in biomechanics and the interest in
machine learning increases, we need to determine best practices
to ensure accurate conclusions and reproducibility.1
Biomechanics research tends to focus on analyzing movement
patterns through discrete variables extracted from a time series
because it is difficult to identify patterns in time-series
movement data. Clustering algorithms provide a unique
opportunity for biomechanists to analyze movement data from
a time-series. Clustering algorithms can be used as a diagnostic
tool by identifying non-pathological and pathological
movement patterns. Clustering aims to take an unlabeled set of
data and organize them into homogenous groups. 2
There are many different clustering techniques to choose
from, but k-means and hierarchical clustering analysis (HCA)
are the most commonly used. k-means computes faster than
HCA and can handle a large number of variables, but the
number of clusters need to be specified beforehand and the
results are dependent on the initial centroid definition.3,4 HCA
does not require any predefined number of clusters, but this
method is more computationally expensive.5 Agglomerative
HCA merges similar time-series together forming a larger
cluster.5 This process continues until all time-series are
arranged in similar groups clusters. In order to select the most
appropriate algorithm, for biomechanical data set, different
clustering approaches might need to be compared. Therefore,
the purpose of this study was to compare clustering accuracy
between k-means and HCA using lumbar segmental kinematics
during lumbar flexion and extension motion.
Methods
87 healthy adults (Young (YA): n = 53; 26.4±6.6 yr; MiddleAge (MA): n = 34; 51.9±7.0 yr) performed maximal lumbar
flexion and extension while 3D kinematics of the lumbar spine
were calculated. Lumbar segmental kinematics were clustered
using k-means and agglomerative HCA algorithms. Each
algorithm was run
g MATLAB b -in function (kmeans: kmeans; HCA with Ward linkage: clusterdata)
Silhouette coefficients, using evalcluster function, were
calculated to determine the appropriate number of clusters for
each method and to determine which method provided the least
error. Silhouette coefficients range from -1 to 1. Vectors with a
coefficient value between 0 and 1 represent correct cluster
match and vectors with value below zero are matched
incorrectly. Silhouette coefficients were averaged across all
clusters to produce an overall silhouette score. The greater
overall silhouette score indicates a more accurate clustering
result.
Results and Discussion
Each cluster in figure 1 represents a group of subjects that
moved their lumbar spine in similar manner. The difference

between HCA 1-4 during flexion is the timing of maximum
flexion and cluster 4 also had reduced lumbar flexion.

Figure 1: k-means and hierarchical clustering for lumbar kinematics.

During hyperextension, HCA 1 had greater lumbar
hyperextension than clusters 2-4. For the k-means, cluster 1 had
greater lumbar flexion, but no visual difference in
hyperextension. The silhouette score determined that the
appropriate number of clusters are 2 for k-means and 4 for
HCA. For k-means, the number of participants in cluster 1 and
2 were 34 and 53, and for HCA 1, 2, 3 and 4 were 8, 37, 16 and
26, respectively. For both clustering methods, YA and MA
adult participants were distrusted across all clusters. For kmeans, cluster 1 had 21 YA and 13 MA adults and cluster 2 had
31 Y and 22 MA adults. For HCA, cluster 1 had 7 YA and 1
MA, cluster 2 had 21 YA and 16 MA, cluster 3 had 8 YA and
8 MA and cluster 4 had 16 YA and 10 MA. The silhouette score
for k-means and HCA were 0.43 and 0.33, indicating that kmeans with 2 clusters produced more accurate clusters.
Significance
k-means provided more accurate clusters than HCA. This
shows that using k-means for this data set may be a better
method when clustering lumbar kinematics than HCA.
However, different situations may call for HCA, such as when
the number of clusters are not known prior to analysis. HCA
can be used to visualize the subclusters through a dendrogram
to determine the appropriate number of clusters. HCA also does
not depend on picking a random initial cluster, making this
method more reproducible than k-means. Clustering can be
used to determine patterns in biomechanical time series data
such as running, throwing or jumping and is not limited to use
with kinematic data. This study provides a basic framework for
choosing clustering type.
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Introduction
Anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) injuries are common, with
over 250,000 tears occurring each year [1]. Despite ACL
reconstruction (ACLR) and extensive rehabilitation, betweenlimb gait differences can persist in post-ACLR individuals. These
gait differences lead to altered limb loading rate which
contributes to detrimental knee loading and the initiation of post
traumatic knee osteoarthritis [2]. Moreover, these changes likely
reflect how post-ACLR individuals adopt compensatory
strategies where they tend to either underload or overload their
limb. Hence early rehabilitation efforts and return-to-sport
criteria are often directed at restoring between-limb symmetry.
While restoring between-limb symmetry is challenging, stroke
research offers a promising approach that utilizes asymmetric
walking [3]. Asymmetric walking occurs when an individual is
made to intentionally walk with each limb moving at a different
speed. This walking asymmetry functions to correct adverse
between-limb gait differences. Since asymmetric walking has
been little explored in post-ACLR, the objective of this study is
to evaluate the effectiveness of the asymmetric walking in
restoring between-limb loading rate symmetry. We hypothesized
that the asymmetric walking would result in the adaptation of
symmetric loading rate over time in the post-ACLR individuals.
Methods
Eight post-ACLR individuals (>1 year from return-to-sport
clearance) with varying graft types (age 20.4 ± 0.9 yrs; height
1.76 ± 0.09 m; mass 73.0 ± 11.1 kg) participated in an asymmetric
walking protocol. Participants walked on an instrumented splitbelt treadmill (Bertec Corporation, Columbus, Ohio), with
vertical ground reaction force (vGRF) data collected at 1200 Hz
and low pass filtered at 35 Hz using a 4th order Butterworth filter.
Participants performed a five-minute warm-up period at a selfselected walking speed to acclimate to the equipment.
Participants then completed a ten-minute asymmetric walking
trial, where one leg moved at 1.0 m/s and the other moved at 1.5
m/s and then the limb asymmetry protocol was reversed.
The loading rate was extracted from the vGRF using a
custom MATLAB code (MATLAB R2019a, The MathWorks,
Inc., Natick Massachusetts, USA). The loading rate data were
divided into ten 1-minute segments and the mean loading rate
was computed for each minute to assess the gait adaptation
pattern over time (Table 1). The adaptive gait changes were
assessed in the injured and non-injured limbs. A repeated
measures ANOVA was performed to determine if the post-ACLR
individuals adopted between-limb loading rate symmetry over
time ( = 0.05).
Results and Discussion
The results supported the hypothesis that post-ACLR
individuals adopted symmetric between-limb loading rates in

response to the asymmetric walking protocol over the tenminute walking period (Fig. 1, Table 1). The repeated measures
ANOVA (R2= 0.97) rejected the null hypotheses that the
loading rate did not change over time (p=0.003) and that there
were no differences in the overall loading rate pattern over time
for the two limbs (p=0.02). The repeated measures model
predicted a higher average loading rate for the injured limb at
minute 1. In addition, it predicted a decrease in the loading rate
over time for the injured limb. As expected, there are significant
differences between the participants.
The objective of this work is to demonstrate how the postACLR individuals adopted healthy, symmetric loading rate in
response to the asymmetric walking protocol. Here, the
asymmetric walking protocol was able to correct between-limb
differences due to a 0.50 m/s gait perturbation. Moreover, this
work revealed that the positive response to the asymmetric
walking protocol was dependent on which limb is set at the
faster speed. While this study was successful in identifying the
adoption of healthy gait dynamics in post-ACLR individuals in
response to an asymmetric walking protocol, future work will
evaluate the long-term storage of the healthy gait dynamics
once the asymmetric gait perturbation is removed.

Figure 1. Comparison of the mean loading rate for each minute during
the asymmetric walking trial when (a) the injured limb was set at the
slower speed and (b) when the injured limb was set at the faster speed.

Significance
The overarching objective of this research is to develop a gait
retraining protocol that can restore symmetric gait patterns in
post-ACLR patients, in the hopes lowering risk of injury and risk
of knee OA development.
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Table 1. Average loading rate for injured and non-injured limbs during injured 1.0 m/s - non-injured 1.5 m/s trial (mean ± standard deviation
Limb
Injured Limb
Non-Injured Limb

Minute 1
9.2 ± 1.6
7.3 ± 1.4

Minute 2
8.4 ± 1.6
7.1 ± 1.5

Minute 3
8.1 ± 1.5
7.2 ± 1.5

Minute 4
8.2 ± 1.8
7.4 ± 1.4

Minute 5
8.0 ± 1.8
7.3 ± 1.4

Minute 6
7.8 ± 1.8
7.4 ± 1.5

Minute 7
7.8 ± 1.7
7.2 ± 1.5

Minute 8
7.9 ± 1.7
7.4 ± 1.5

Minute 9
7.7 ± 1.6
7.4 ± 1.4

Minute 10
7.7 ± 1.5
7.6 ± 1.5
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Introduction
To accommodate consumer requests for comfort and ideas about
injury prevention, running shoe manufacturers have developed
many different models of running shoes, including motion
control (MC) and neutral running shoes. MC shoes attempt to
limit pronation through variations in medial and lateral sole
support, while neutral shoes allow the foot to move freely1,2.
Some studies reported that joint motion is reduced when running
in MC shoes2,3, while others have reported contradictory results1.
Most footwear research has been collected on adult runners and
results are generalized to adolescents. However, the potential
confounding effects of growth and maturation may limit the
application to younger runners. Therefore, the purpose of this
study was to compare frontal plane running kinematics between
adolescent runners who run in MC and neutral shoes. We
hypothesized that adolescents who run in MC shoes would
demonstrate smaller peak frontal plane angles than adolescents
who run in neutral shoes.
Methods
59 uninjured adolescent long-distance runners (F=34, M=25;
age=14.7±2.4 years) participated in this study. Participants were
instrumented with reflective markers and ran over a 20-meter
runway at a self-selected speed. Kinematic data were collected
with a 12-camera system (Motion Analysis Corp) and exported
to Visual3D (C-Motion, Inc.) for analysis. Right side stance
phase data from a minimum of three trials were averaged for
analysis. Dependent variables included peak hip adduction, knee
abduction, and shoe eversion angles. ANCOVA tests using
running speed as a covariate compared peak frontal plane joint
angles between participants who ran in MC shoes (n=16) to
participants who ran in neutral shoes (n=43). Running shoe type
was determined according to manufacturer details that were
retrieved online. C hen d effect sizes were also computed.
Significance was set at p<0.05.
Results and Discussion
No significant differences were found in peak hip adduction
(MC=13.9°±3.8°; neutral=13.6°±3.8°; p=.80, d=0.08), knee
abduction (MC=-2.9°±2.7°; neutral=-2.8°±3.7°; p=.91, d=0.03),
or shoe eversion angles (MC=6.7°±2.4°; neutral=7.9°±3.9°;
p=.62, d=0.37) between shoe types (Figure 1). Our results
indicate that peak frontal plane joint angles are not different

between adolescent long-distance runners who run in MC and
neutral shoes. MC shoes are designed to limit joint motion.
However, the lack of significant difference between adolescents
who ran in MC shoes compared to those who ran in neutral shoes
questions if the shoe design actually limits motion. A previous
study in adult runners also reported no significant difference
between peak hip adduction, knee abduction, or shoe eversion
between MC and neutral shoes1. Another study reported peak
shoe eversion was significantly lower in MC shoes compared to
neutral shoes2; however, the magnitude of the difference was
only 0.9° between shoe types. While our study found peak shoe
eversion that was 1.2° less for the MC shoe group, the large
variability among runners and small sample size likely
contributed to the non-significant difference compared to the
neutral shoe group. The previous studies had their participants
run in standard lab shoes1-3 while our participants ran in their own
preferred shoes, which increases the external validity of our
findings because participants did not need to adapt to lab shoes.
Our results should be interpreted within the context of our
limitations. First, markers were placed on the shoes rather than
directly on the foot, similar to other studies1. While this acts as a
surrogate measure of foot motion, we are unable to measure
motion of the foot itself. Second, we did not record the age or
distance run in the a ici an shoes. Greater sole stiffness has
been reported in running shoes that have been worn for greater
running distances4. which may contribute to running kinematics.
Significance
To our knowledge, this was the first study to investigate running
biomechanics between adolescent runners who ran in different
types of shoes. It is reasonable to expect MC shoes would limit
shoe eversion due to added support built into the shoe. However,
we did not find significant differences in peak frontal plane
angles at the hip, knee, or shoe between adolescent runners who
ran in MC shoes compared to those who ran in neutral shoes. This
suggests MC shoes may not actually control joint motion for
adolescent runners.
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Figure 1. Ensemble average waveform (mean±SD) for frontal plane angles during stance phase between MC and neutral shoe groups.
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Introduction
Transitional maneuvers, like turning while walking, are
performed daily and challenge balance. Turning requires the
simultaneous maintenance of multiple contrasting mechanical
objectives including translation, rotation, and balance. Often, an
environmental cue to turn appears with less time for the motor
system to pre-plan the turn. This is known as a late-cued turn.
Whole-body angular momentum (H) is a measure of balance
control [1]. Excess angular momentum can lead to loss of balance
and falls, especially in the frontal plane where balance cannot be
easily recovered by stepping. The purpose of this study was to
compare the effects of pre-planned and late-cued turns on frontalplane balance control. We hypothesized that during late-cued
turns, participants will use larger frontal-plane range of angular
momentum than during pre-planned turns and straight-line gait.
Methods
Four healthy young adults participated in this study (2 female;
age 27 ± 2 years; weight 68 ± 8 kg; height 1.75 ± 0.02 m) after
providing informed consent in accordance with the IRB. A 14segment whole-body kinematic model [2] was constructed using
optical motion capture data (200 fps; Optitrack, USA).
Participants were instructed to imagine that they were walking in
a grocery store in three contexts. Tape on the floor marked
walkways 0.915 m (36”) wide (per ADA standards) in a “T”,
simulating a grocery store aisle intersection. First, participants
walked straight for 10 m five times. Next, they performed a set
of 10 pre-planned 90 turns to the left after walking 5 m. Finally,
they performed 10 late-cued 90 turns to the left, randomly
interspersed with 10 trials during which they did not turn. Upon
reaching the intersection a visual late cue was provided on a 84”
monitor at the end of the perpendicular aisle. Either the grocery
item of interest (green broccoli) or a red “no” sign appeared,
indicating whether to turn or continue straight, respectively.
3D angular momentum (H) about the body center of mass was
expressed relative to a pelvis-fixed anterior axis to study frontalplane H. Dividing H by the product of subject height (m), mass
(kg), and g heigh (m/s) normalized it to a dimensionless
form [1]. Negative H indicated leftward rotation of the body
above the center of mass, towards the inside of the turn (Fig. 1).
The phase of interest in straight-line trials was during steady-state
gait, between the third and third to last heel strike (approximately
5 strides). The phase of interest for pre-planned and late-cued
trials was during the turn. Turns began at the heel strike prior to
pelvis rotation about the vertical axis increasing three standard
deviations above person-specific straight-line gait values. Turns
ended at the first heel strike after pelvis rotation decreased below
that same threshold, with respect to the new direction of travel.
During these phases of interest, the median H was found within
each footfall and the maximum magnitudes of the medians were
used to calculate a range for each trial. Data were heteroscedastic,
therefore the Kruskal-Wallis omnibus test compared the ranges
within-subject across the three tasks (Straight, Pre-Planned, and
Late-Cued) and post-hoc Mean Rank test pairwise multiple
comparisons were performed.

Results and Discussion
Frontal-plane H fluctuated such that maxima occurred during
double support after right foot heel strike, while the minima
occurred during double support after left foot heel strike. Frontalplane whole-body H magnitudes during straight-line gait were
generally within 10% of the ranges reported by [3].

Figure 1: Whole-body frontal-plane H min (green), max (red), and range
(dashed lines) for each trial for each participant during straight-line gait
(cyan), pre-planned turns (purple), and late-cued turns (blue) tasks.
Negative H indicates leftward rotation of the body above the center of
mass, towards the inside of the turn.

Three of four participants significantly increased the range of
frontal-plane H used during straight-line gait vs. late-cued turns
(pS2<0.0001, pS3=0.02, pS4=0.03), while two participants
increased range during pre-planned vs. late-cued turns (pS2=0.01,
pS3=0.03). No differences in range were observed between
straight-line gait and pre-planned turns (min. p≥0.26). Taken
together, these preliminary results suggest that late-cued turns
increase the range of frontal-plane H more than pre-planned
turns. Though pre-planned turns have previously been found to
alter mean frontal-plane H [4], we did not find this pattern in our
small cohort. In the future, we will expand study enrollment and
examine this phenomenon in older adults, who may respond
differently due to age-related changes in balance control.
Significance
Control of angular momentum (H) is a proxy for balance control.
Our novel finding that late-cued turns increased H in healthy
young adults provides initial evidence that late-cued turns may
challenge balance more than pre-planned turns. The current study
suggests the need to consider late-cued transitional maneuvers as
potential threats to balance during activities of daily living.
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Introduction
With the advancement of smartphone technology, the use of
the mar phone native accelerometers can be useful for
clinicians and health care providers to track patient progress,
especially when circumstances make it difficult for patients to
travel for traditional assessment. Previous research has examined
the use of accelerometers in a single type of smartphone in a
tightly controlled laboratory setting and found the device
acceptable as a stand-alone gait assessment tool [1-5]. It would
be unlikely, however, that all patients would have exactly the
same type of phone or access to a quiet laboratory setting. The
purpose of this study is to examine whether smartphone
technology can reliably capture characteristics of gait when the
type of device is not controlled and done in the home under the
direction of an online supervisor .
Methods
For this study, 30 healthy, young adults will meet with
investigators through Zoom (Zoom Technologies, Inc, San Jose,
CA). Subjects will be instructed to set up the experimental gait
path that would allow them to walk forward, unobstructed, 8m
turn 180 degrees and return to the starting position. Once the path
is established, subjects will perform the gait task with half the
subjects walking normally and the other half walking while also
spelling words backwards. As the subjects complete the task,
they will use their phones to record the accelerations which will
be emailed to the investigators. A total of 8 trials will be done
with 5 trials being recorded. Subjects will meet over Zoom with
investigators again the following week to repeat the study.
The Vernier Graphical Analysis GW app (Vernier Software
and Technology, Beaverton, OR) will be used to collect anteriorposterior (AP), medial-lateral (ML), and vertical accelerations
collected at 50 Hz. A custon Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA)
program will be used to lowpass filter the raw data at 12 Hz using
a 4th order Butterworth filter. The program will then find the third
step walking forward and the third step on the way back in each
gait trial. Within these steps, the program will identify seven peak
AP, ML, and vertical accelerations associated with events in the
stance and swing phases of gait [2]. A 2x2 (direction x week)
with repeated measures will be performed on the seven identfied
peaks. ANOVA test will be run comparing the weeks and the
steps chosen within a trial. A 7-item Cronbach s analysis will be
used to determine the consistency of the gait assessments.
Results and Discussion
To date, nine subjects have completed two weeks of gait
testing. These participants used an iPhone (Apple, Cupertino,
CA) for their data collection. All nine completed the gait task
while spelling backwards. The ANOVA revealed no differences
between any of the dependent variables when testing the effect of
walking direction (forward vs the walk back) or the week of data
collection (Figure 1). The Cronbach alpha value for five of the

seven metrics scored higher than 0.60, but with the alphas being
0.58 and 0.56 for the maximum and minimum AP peaks,
respectively. These findings suggest that everyday smartphone
technology may be able to reliably assess features of gait
associated with medial lateral balance and vertical loading but
might be more limited in its measurement of AP gait events.

Figure 1: Average week one and week two minimum anterior-posterior
(MinAP), maximum anterior-posterior peak (MaxAP), minimum
medial-lateral peak (MinML), maximum medial-lateral peak (MaxML),
and three peaks for the vertical acceleration data (V1, V2, and V3). There
were no significant differences between the data collected on week one
and week two.

Significance
The purpose of the study was to show that common
smartphone technology can be reliably implemented in the home
over Zoom to assess gait. The pandemic has changed the way
medicine has worked and per the CDC, with an increase to the
exposure of ill persons, healthcare systems must adapt to these
changes using methods that do not rely on face-to-face
interactions. With the smart-phone technology, clinicians may be
able to collect accelerometer data with their patients virtually and
better diagnose and treat their patients via long distance
communication.
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Methods
Review of Literature: In order to determine the key papers that
have been included in this work, a keyword search was completed
in PubMed and Web of Science using the terms: l mbar spine ,
spine stabilit
and muscle reflexes model . Additionally,
literature-review software Research Rabbit was used to search
citations. Five pivotal papers were selected for comparison
(Table 1). To be included, the model must 1) be stability-based
2) model the lumbar spine/trunk 3) include muscles.
Model Analysis: For each of these papers, the muscle model
and stability method used was compared to examine the impact
of these modelling choices on the potential stability predictions
that could be made.
Results and Discussion
Model Analysis: The stability models used in the five papers
were either based on the second derivative of the potential energy
calculated using the Hessian matrix or on the linearized statespace equation eigenvalues calculated from the Jacobian matrix
(Table 1). These methods should give similar results for dynamic
stability of the system.
However, the muscle models presented in the papers varied
significantl . Three papers se some ariant of Bergmark s
model of short-range muscle stiffness2-4:
𝐹
equation 1
were lo is the neutral length of the muscle and F is the muscle
force. The value selected for muscle stiffness coefficient (q)
ranged from 5 to 40 in these papers. Crisco and Panjabi estimated
q to range from 0.5 to 406. Chole icki s model sed a crossbridge
bond distributed model (DM) based on H le s 1957 model of
crossbridge dynamics1,7. In terms of short-range stiffness, the
Reference Paper
Cholewicki et al.1
Granata & Wilson2

160

Cholewicki DM model
Bergmark q=5
Bergmark q=10
Bergmark q=40

140
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Stiffness (N/cm)

Introduction
Biomechanical trunk models are used to investigate the stability
of the human trunk in order to understand the etiology of low
back injuries. The methods used and the simplifications
incorporated into the model may limit the ability of the model to
predict the true dynamic behaviour of the trunk. In this work, the
muscle models and stability methods are critically reviewed and
compared for five published stability-based biomechanical trunk
models.
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Figure 1: Comparison of the effects of the force-stiffness
relationship in lumbar stability models. The first plot illustrates
the force-stiffness relationships differences between the papers.
The second plot shows how changing the value of q in the
Bergmark muscle model can alter the force required to stabilize in
a simple model.

model has a nonlinear stiffness as a function of force similar to
that of Bergmark (Figure 1a). In the fifth paper by Wagner,
muscle stiffness is that of a classic Hill-type model with a parallel
elastic that doesn t appear to be a f nction of m scle force5.
Examining the muscle models in a simple dynamic stability
model, it can be seen that the muscle stiffness model used (here
different values of q in the Bergmark model) can change the
predicted stability (Figure 1b).
Significance
Low back pain and injuries (LBP) are prevalent musculoskeletal
conditions. It has been theorized that loss of dynamic stability of
the spinal column contributes to such injuries. By reviewing and
comparing five pivotal lumbar stability models, the limitations of
the muscle models and the stability methods can be assessed to
improve understanding of the general limitations of the models
and direct future improvements in dynamic modelling of lumbar
stability.
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Table 1: Comparison of Models of Lumbar Stability
Stability Method
Muscle Model
Minimum Potential Energy Method*
Crossbridge bond distribution model (DM Model)
Minimum Potential Energy Method*
Bergmark s stiffness (q=5)

Franklin & Granata3
Linear Stability Analysis
Hill Model (CE+PE)§ + Bergmark s stiffness (q=10)
Bergmark4
Minimum Potential Energy Method*
Bergmark s stiffness (q=40)
Wagner et al.5
Linear Stability Analysis
Hill s F-V Relation + PE
*
A system is stable if the Hessian matrix, based on the second derivative of potential energy of the system, is positive definite1.
After linearizing a system about equilibrium, the eigenvalues of the Jacobian need to have negative real parts for the system to be stable3,5.
The crossbridge bond distribution model mathematicall appro imates H le s 2-state contraction dynamics1.
Acti e m scle stiffness estimated b Bergmark s k=qF/L where F is muscle force, L is muscle length, and q is a dimensionless constant2,4.
§ The Hill Model models muscle as a contractile element (CE) in parallel with a spring (PE), all in series with another spring (SE). The SE is not
included in all works.
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Introduction
Long-distance running is popular among adolescents with
approximately 12 million adolescents participating in running
activities.1 Running-related injuries (RRI) are common with up
to 68% of adolescents reporting a prior RRI.2 Adult long-distance
runners who develop a stress fracture demonstrated differences
in temporal-spatial parameters and ground reaction forces
(GRFs) compared to uninjured runners.3,4 Most RRI research has
been conducted in adults and results are generalized to
adolescents; however, growth and maturation are potential
confounding factors. Therefore, the purpose of our study was to
compare temporal-spatial parameters and GRFs between
adolescent long-distance runners with a prior stress fracture and
those with no history of RRI. We hypothesized runners with a
history of injury would demonstrate lower cadence, longer step
lengths, shorter stance duration, and larger GRFs than runners
with no history of RRI.
Methods
48 adolescent long-distance runners (F = 27, M = 21, age =
14.5±2.4 years) participated. Participants were instrumented
with reflective markers and ran over a 20-meter runway with
floor embedded force plates (AMTI; Watertown, MA) at a
comfortable, self-selected speed. Kinematic data were captured
using a 12-camera motion capture system (Motion Analysis
Corp.; Santa Rosa, CA) and exported to Visual3D (C-Motion,
Inc; Germantown, MD) for analysis. Dependent variables
included temporal-spatial parameters (cadence, step length, and
stance duration) as well as peak braking GRF, vertical GRF,
vertical impact peak GRF (VIP), vertical average loading rate
(VALR), and vertical instantaneous loading rate (VILR).5
Participants self-reported a prior stress fracture injury (Hx,
n=10) or no history of RRI (No Hx, n=38). Differences between
groups were assessed using ANCOVA models, with running
speed as the covariate. Significance was set at p<.05. Cohen’s d
effect sizes between groups were also calculated.
Results and Discussion
Analyses indicated runners with no history of RRI demonstrated
significantly greater VILR than runners with a history of stress
fracture (Table 1). No significant differences were found for
temporal-spatial parameters or the remaining GRFs.
Table 1: Temporal-spatial and GRF comparison between runners
with a history of stress fracture (Hx) and no history of RRI (No Hx).
Variable
Hx
No Hx
p
d
Cadence [steps/min]
170 ± 13
169 ± 10
.65
0.09
Step Length [m]
1.28 ± 0.22
1.28 ± 0.21
.65
0.00
Stance Duration [s]
0.24 ± 0.04
0.23 ± 0.03
.14
0.28
Braking GRF [N/kg] -0.39 ± 0.13 -0.40 ± 0.07
.63
0.10
Vertical GRF [N/kg] 2.44 ± 0.28
2.53 ± 0.23
.22
0.35
VIP [N/kg]
1.49 ± 0.40
1.67 ± 0.26
.07
0.53
VALR [N/kg/s]
0.11 ± 0.02
0.12 ± 0.01
.07
0.63
VILR [N/kg/s]
0.12 ± 0.02
0.14 ± 0.02
.01*
1.00
* indicates statistical significance (p<.05)

Previous studies in adults reported different temporal-spatial
parameters and higher GRFs for runners who developed a stress
fracture compared to uninjured runners.3,4 We hypothesized that
adolescent runners with a history of stress fractures would
demonstrate larger GRFs than those with no history of RRI,
however, we demonstrated that VILR was higher in those with
no history of RRI. These findings are consistent with both VIP
(d=0.53) and VALR (d=0.63) demonstrating moderate effect
sizes for larger GRFs variables in those without a previous RRI.
These results indicate that the biomechanical differences seen in
adults with and without a history of stress fracture should not be
generalized to adolescent runners.
Our results should be interpreted in the context of our
limitations. First, we did not take into account the bone health of
both injured and uninjured groups. Individuals with poor bone
health are at higher risk of sustaining stress fracture injuries 6 but
it is unknown if our groups had different bone health. There was
also much variability in the time since stress fracture. The median
time was 14 months (range = 4-30 months) and all runners were
currently uninjured at the time of testing. It is possible the
previously injured runners adapted their running mechanics since
returning from the stress fracture to change how force is applied
over their stride. We may also be underpowered due to our small
sample size of runners with a history of stress fractures (n = 10).
Prospective research is necessary to determine if adolescent
runners who go on to sustain a stress fracture injury demonstrate
different temporal-spatial parameters and GRFs than adolescent
runners who remain injury-free.
Significance
To our knowledge, this is the first study to investigate running
biomechanics in adolescent long-distance runners with a history
of stress fractures. Results obtained from adult runners are often
generalized to adolescent runners. However, differences in stress
fracture healing time and recovery between adolescents and
adults may limit the generalizability of adult research to
adolescent runners.7 Our results indicate adolescent longdistance runners with a history of stress fracture do not have
different temporal-spatial parameters or larger GRFs than
adolescent runners with no history of RRI. While stress fractures
are multifactorial with non-biomechanical factors playing a role
in injury. Prospective research that includes running mechanics,
bone health, and training volume is necessary to improve
understanding of stress fractures in adolescent long-distance
runners.
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Introduction
To maintain control of balance, the center of mass (COM) must
remain within its base of support (BOS) [1]. The CNS engages in
multiple sensorimotor processes to control postural balance [2].
The single inverted pendulum model defines an ankle strategy,
which the CNS uses to control postural stability. However, the
exact nature of ankle muscle synergies related to the control of
quiet standing is unknown. The signal that synchronously
activitates these synergies is called a common neural drive [3].
EMG-EMG intermuscular coherence analyses have quantified
postural control functional synergies for specific neural
frequency bands [3]. Limited by linearity assumptions,
magnitude squared coherence (MSC) analyses can be
complemented by mutural information (MI), an information
connectivity measure more suitable for the analysis of non-linear
time series. The purpose of this study was to employ MSC and
MI to examine the EMG-EMG connectivity of paired lower leg
muscles during various quiet standing postures. We hypothesized
that MSC and MI analyses would characterize the neural origin
of a synchronized common neural drive.
Methods
Six healthy individuals (4 females; 24.8±3.3 yrs; 170.8±10.5 cm;
71.0±13.5 kg) participated. Approval was obtained from the
Grand Valley State University Human Research Review
Committee (#18-246-H). Surface EMG signals (Motion Lab
Systems, Inc.), motion trajectories, and ground reaction forces
(AMTI, Inc.) were synchronized using Vicon Nexus motion
capture software v2.8 (Oxford Metrics, UK). Surface EMG was
recorded (1200 Hz) for right and left tibialis anterior (TA), soleus
(S), and medial gastrocnemius (MG). Raw data were processed
using band-pass (10-500 Hz), and notch (60 Hz) filters. Data
were collected for 30 seconds with participants standing on two
force plates, under 6 conditions: 1) feet together eyes open (EO);
2) feet together eyes closed (EC); 3) dominant foot on rear plate
EO; 4) dominant foot on rear plate EC; 5) dominant foot on fore
plate EO; and 6) dominant foot on fore plate EC. MSC and MI
were estimated from EMG-EMG for all muscle pairs in 6 neural
frequency bands. For each individual, one-way ANOVAs were
used to compare mean MSC and MI for each muscle pair in each
frequency band, and all standing tasks. Dunnett’s post-hoc, 2sided t-test was used to examine connectivity value differences
between the baseline condition and tandem positions.
Results and Discussion
Both MSC and MI demonstrated greatest connectivity in the
delta band, followed by the theta band (Table). Previous work
has shown that strong coherence in the delta band is indicative of
postural control [4]. In general, connectivity did not appear to
show clear patterns with regard to changed postural conditions.
MI demonstrated significant connectivity in bilateral muscle
pairs in the beta and gamma bands, which suggests organized
neural drive [5]. Connectivity in the beta and lower gamma bands
appears to be influenced by standing balance conditions,

indicative of a neural drive originating from the motor cortex [6].
Changes in connectivity in the beta and gamma bands were
found to be most significant in posterior muscle pairs of the rear
leg in tandem, regardless of leg dominance. MI appears to be
more sensitive to identifying connectivity between antagonistic
pairs, e.g., TA:S, with greater connectivity in agonistic muscle
pairs, e.g., MG:S, and all bilateral homologous muscle pairs,
whereas MSC could only identify connectivity in agonist pairs.
MSC connectivity for MG:S pairs may be influenced by crosstalk.
Table. Mean ± standard deviation for MSC and MI for all subjects/trials for eyesclosed tandem right foot on back force plate.
Frequency Band
Delta (0 – 4 Hz)
Theta (4 – 8 Hz)
Alpha (8 – 13 Hz)
Beta (13 – 30 Hz)
Lower Gamma (30 – 60 Hz)
Upper Gamma (60 – 100 Hz)

RTA:RMG
0.19±.09
0.07±.03
0.06±.01
0.09±.02*
0.09±.02*
0.08±.02*

MSC
RTA:RS
0.18±.03
0.07±.01
0.07±.02
0.13±.08*
0.13±.08*
0.09±.03*

RMG:LS
0.17±.04
0.06±.02
0.18±.21
0.32±.22*
0.27±.25*
0.18±.19*

RTA:RMG
0.37±.02
0.17±.01
0.10±.004
0.07±.01*
0.05±.01*
0.04±.01*

MI
RTA:RS
0.37±.02
0.17±.01
0.11±.004
0.17±.004*
0.05±.01*
0.04±.01*

RMG:RS
0.37±.02
0.17±.01
0.15±.09
0.13±.09*
0.09±.07*
0.07±.04*

Frequency Band
Delta (0 – 4 Hz)
Theta (4 – 8 Hz)
Alpha (8 – 13 Hz)
Beta (13 – 30 Hz)
Lower Gamma (30 – 60 Hz)
Upper Gamma (60 – 100 Hz)

MSC = Magnitude Squared Coherence; MI = Mutual Information; RTA = right
tibialis anterior; RMG = right medial gastrocnemius; RS = right soleus. *p<0.05
vs. EO (feet together, eyes open).

Significance
Neural drives in the delta, beta and lower gamma bands appear to
provide information about postural control. Both MSC and MI
have demonstrated the ability to distinguish muscle connectivity
in quiet standing postures in healthy participants. MI appears to
be more sensitive to muscle synergies in antagonistic pairs and
contralateral pairings. More research is needed using larger
samples, and in measurement strategies for individuals with
neuropathologies, e.g., post-concussion syndrome.
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Introduction
brace has the potential to minimize interaction forces during the
The complex polycentricity of human joints,
walking gait.
specifically the knee, has troubled exoskeleton and prosthetic
Despite the polycentric design, the Geared brace registered the
designers for years. Some have designed polycentric knee
highest interaction forces at the top brace-strap. This could likely
mechanisms, but they mandate complex manufacturing and
be due to the uniqueness of the user s centrode and the mismatch
tedious fitment procedures during testing [1-3]. The latter is
between the mechanism s and the user's instantaneous center of
required because the centrode (i.e. the locus of the instantaneous
rotation. If these preliminary results hold true, it would prove that
center of rotation) is unique to the user [2]. Despite these
there is no one-size-fits-all polycentric knee joint design and that
attempts, the biomedical community still questions the need for
incorporating compliant mechanisms is needed.
polycentric knee joints citing that the centrode is merely 1-2cm.
This study aims to conclusively answer this question through a
case study of different knee mechanisms: (i) rigid single axis
(Rigid), (ii) polycentric joint with meshed spur gears (Geared),
and (iii) a novel polycentric mechanism that employs a single
axis knee joint and compliance at the top and bottom cuffs
(Compliant). The primary contribution of this study is the
experiment protocol. Herein lies its details and some preliminary
results.
1

Methods
Several steps were taken to limit the experiment s
variables to only the mechanism designs listed above. Each knee
mechanism was affixed within a compression knee brace. Doing
so standardi ed the brace s material, weight, inherent compliance
(or stretch), and brace-strap design across all three tests. During
the first test, the brace was tightened to the user s comfort. The
loads imposed by the brace s straps were measured using flexible
force sensors (shown in Figure 1). These sensor readings were
collected throughout the entire test using a wireless processing
unit. In all tests that followed, the braces were fitted within ±1.0
N of the first test s readings.
After the brace was fitted, markers were placed on lower limb
bony landmarks and the brace s hinge. Motion capture data
(Vantage Vicon Cameras) was collected over a 15 minute
walking trial at 2mph for each brace. Two metrics were used to
compare the knee braces: (i) device migration﹘the difference in
the distance between the brace marker and the shank marker at
the beginning and end of the trial, (ii) range of interaction forces
﹘the range of forces measured by the flexible force sensors
across the walking trial. It is desired that the range of interaction
forces be low. It is hypothesized that the two listed metrics are
positively correlated. The experiment has been approved by the
Institutional Review Board (IRB) at Texas A&M University.
A pilot study was conducted with a young able-bodied subject
(male, 1.70 m, 70 kg).
Results and Discussion
For the three knee braces (Rigid, Geared, and
Compliant) the device migration was 1.25 mm, 1.00 mm and 0.59
mm respectively. At the top brace-strap, the range of interaction
forces was lower with the Compliant than the Rigid and Geared
brace. At the bottom brace-strap, the range of interaction forces
measured with the Compliant brace was lower than the Rigid
brace (Figure 1). The lower device migration along with the
smaller range of interaction forces indicates that the Compliant

Figure 1: LEFT: Subject wearing the knee brace with mounted force
sensors and a wireless processing unit. Figure also shows the marker
placement. RIGHT: The range of interaction forces (N) at the top and
bottom brace-straps for all three knee braces.

Significance
If successful, this study s results will quantify the effect
of polycentric knee mechanisms vs. a single axis mechanism. The
consequent inferences will help answer the long-standing
question of whether the biomedical society will benefit from
polycentric knee mechanisms. Additionally, while not discussed
in this study, the Compliant knee mechanism is a novel design
that is easier to manufacture and actuate (in motorized knee
orthoses) than the state-of-the-art polycentric mechanisms. More
importantly, the design s compliance would significantly reduce
the amount of fitment time while minimizing potentially harmful
interaction forces. This study will help validate the mechanism s
design. Following which, it is hoped that said mechanism can be
adopted in lower-limb exoskeletons.
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Introduction
Passively, metatarsophalangeal joint (MTP) extension exerts
tension on the plantar fascia, pulling the midtarsal (MT) joint
into plantarflexion and raising the arch. This coupling is known
as the windlass mechanism.1 However, it is unclear how much
of this coupling contributes to midfoot motion during dynamic
tasks. In this study we used a series of controlled tasks to
investigate the extent of MTP and MT coupling. In addition, we
included a range of arch stiffnesses to investigate the influence
of foot structure on this coupling. We hypothesized that
coupling would decrease as task complexity increased and that
arch stiffness would be correlated with this coupling.
Methods
15 healthy subjects (age: 26±5.2 years, mass: 73.5±11.0 kg,
height: 1.75±0.1 m) performed five tasks: (1) Seated Passive
Extension, (2) Seated Active Extension, (3) Standing Passive
Extension, (4) Standing Active Extension, and (5) Heel Raises.
The participant s left lower limb was outfitted with a multisegment foot marker set.2 A motion analysis system (Qualisys)
was used to collect kinematic data during all conditions. In the
first four conditions, the participants MTP joint was extended
to the end range of motion both passively by an investigator and
actively by the participant, with the participant either seated or
standing. For the heel raises, participants performed bilateral
heel raises instructed to achieve maximum height. All
conditions were performed to a metronome of 40 bpm.
Participants arch stiffness was measured using the archheight-index measurement system and calculated as a function
of the difference between arch height from sitting to standing.3
MTP and MT joint angles in the sagittal plane were
calculated (Visual 3D software) for the upward phase of the
heel raise (start to peak heel raise), and from neutral MTP joint
position to peak MTP extension for all other conditions. From
these angle curves, a distal foot coupling ratio was calculated as
the slope of the line created by plotting the angle of these two
joints against each other. This ratio (MT/MTP) can be used to
describe the coupling motion at the MT and MTP joints, with a
larger ratio indicating greater coupling.
A repeated measures ANOVA ( =0.05) with Bonferroni
post-hoc tests was used to test the coupling ratio across the five
different conditions. Bivariate correlations were used to assess
the relationship between arch stiffness and coupling ratios.
Results and Discussion
Coupling generally decreased across the first four conditions,
with statistical differences between seated conditions and
Standing Active Extension. However, contrary to our
hypothesis, the most complex task, Heel Raise, had the largest
coupling ratio (0.80±0.16, Figure 1). But, in partial agreement
with our hypothesis, Standing Active Extension (0.08±0.03)
had a smaller coupling ratio than all other conditions (p<0.01),
except for Standing Passive Extension (0.08±0.03).
Additionally, Seated Passive Extension (0.12±0.03) had a
larger coupling ratio than Standing Active Extension (p<0.001).
Arch stiffness (14.6±7.4 mm/kN) was moderately correlated
with the coupling ratio during Heel Raises (r=0.47, Figure 2),

nearing significance (p=0.64). This may indicate that flexible
arches have greater coupling during dynamic and functional
tasks, but more subjects are needed to confirm this. However,
arch stiffness was only weakly correlated with all other
conditions, suggesting that foot structure does not play as much
of a role during less complex tasks.
Significance
The coupling ratio of the Seated Passive Extension was about
1/6 of that of the Heel Raises, suggesting that the windlass
mechanism plays only a minor role in dynamic arch rise
compared to active muscle contractions. However, the MTP
and MT joints were tightly coupled during Heel Raises,
showing the functional connection between them. Additional
investigation into this coupling, including kinetics, is needed
to fully understand the role of the distal foot and arch structure
in dynamic motion.
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Figure 1. Distal foot coupling ratio (MT/MTP) across conditions

Figure 2. Arch stiffness versus Heel Raise coupling ratio (MT/MTP)
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Introduction
Three-dimensional (3D) motion capture is widely considered the
gold standard of kinematic assessment as it provides the highest
accuracy measurements. However, there are practical limitations
to 3D motion capture, such as the costly equipment, need for
operator proficiency, and the confinement to a laboratory setting.
Due to these limitations, clinicians often rely on video-based twodimensional (2D) motion capture, which has shown to be valid
for evaluating movement patterns.1 Free software (e.g., ImageJ)
is available for users to manually process 2D video data;
however, this can be time-consuming. There have been recent
advancements using pose estimation models for 2D video motion
capture purposes (e.g., OpenPose). OpenPose is a free and open
source deep learning neural network that quickly identifies
human body key points on a 2D video or image.2-5 2D pose
estimation has been reported to be reliable and valid for
determining sagittal plane kinematics during squatting and
walking in adults.6,7 It is unknown if the results are generalizable
to adolescents or when analyzing frontal plane kinematics
Therefore, the purpose of our study was to investigate the
reliability and validity of using 2D pose estimation to calculate
both sagittal and frontal plane measures during a single-leg
squatting task in adolescents.
Methods
22 adolescents (F=14, M=8, age=16.5±1.2 years) participated in
this study. During a single visit, participants were instrumented
with reflective markers and completed a series of seven singleleg squats on their right leg. 3D kinematic data were recorded
using a 12-camera system (Motion Analysis Corp, Santa Rosa,
CA) and 2D sagittal and frontal plane videos were
simultaneously recorded using an iPod Touch (Apple, Cupertino,
CA) from each plane, respectively.
3D kinematic data were processed in Visual3D and exported
to a custom MATLAB code. The 2D video data were processed
with the OpenPose BODY_25 model and a custom Python code.
For each squat repetition, peak sagittal (trunk forward lean, hip
flexion, knee flexion, ankle dorsiflexion) and frontal plane angles
(pelvic drop, hip adduction, knee abduction) were extracted at the
instance of peak knee flexion. Joint angles were averaged across
all squat repetitions for analysis. To assess reliability, 2D videos
were re-processed with the 2D pose estimation model and
Intraclass Correlation Coefficients (ICCs) were used to compare
results to the initial measurements. For validity assessment,

Pear on correlation coefficients were used to compare the
relationship between 3D and 2D measured joint angles.8 Paired ttests also compared joint angles between 3D and 2D
measurements.
Results and Discussion
A key finding in this study was that the 2D pose estimation
demonstrated excellent repeatability with an ICC of 1.0 for each
kinematic variable. This indicates that 2D pose estimation
consistently identified key points used to determine joint angles.
Moderate to strong positive relationships (r=.63-.95) were
found for sagittal plane 3D and 2D joint angles (Table 1).
However, poor relationships (r=-.51-.17) were found for frontal
plane joint angles. These results are consistent with previous
studies that reported strong correlations for sagittal plane angles,
but poor correlations for frontal plane angles.9 In the sagittal
plane, the mean difference between methods was <5° for trunk
forward lean, knee flexion, pelvic drop, and knee abduction, but
>5° for hip flexion, ankle dorsiflexion, and hip adduction (Table
1). A possible explanation for these angle differences is different
definitions of joint angle calculations between 3D and 2D
measurements.
Significance
Using 2D pose estimation as a method to calculate kinematics
offers unique benefits that could improve clinical use. The opensource code does not require coding knowledge. Processing of
2D video can require substantial manual processing for
identifying landmarks; OpenPose removes the manual processing
component. While OpenPose does not appear to correct the
frontal plane limitations that are inherent with 2D motion
analysis, it may be a more user and time-friendly option than
some 2D analysis software.
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Table 1. Reliability and validity of 2D sagittal plane joint angles at peak knee flexion measured with OpenPose. Reported as mean±SD.
Angle [°]
ICC
3D
2D
r (p)
Paired t test p-value
Trunk Forward Lean
1.0
34.6 ± 10.3
34.2 ± 10.5
.95 (<.001*)
.57
Pelvic Drop
1.0
4.7 ± 5.3
-0.1 ± 3.3
-.51 (.02*)
<.01*
Hip Flexion
1.0
76.3 ± 13.0
81.6 ± 15.4
.74 (<.001*)
.02*
Hip Adduction
1.0
19.5 ± 8.3
13.2 ± 9.9
.17 (.46)
.02*
Knee Flexion
1.0
80.4 ± 7.3
81.7 ± 6.9
.93 (<.001*)
.04*
Knee Abduction
1.0
9.0 ± 7.0
9.6 ± 13.5
.12 (.59)
.84
Ankle Dorsiflexion
1.0
36.1 ± 3.2
21.9 ± 3.3
.63 (.001*)
<.001*
* indicates statistical significance (p<.05), 2D=two-dimensional, 3D=three-dimensional, ICC=intraclass correlation coefficient
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Introduction
The repetitive nature of running results in a high rate of lower
limb injuries. Up to 30% of runners encounter overuse injuries
such as stress fractures in the tibia [1], which result from an
accumulation of microdamage due to repetitive bone forces.
Ideally these bone forces could be monitored during running to
better understand and manage injury risks. Matijevich et al.
demonstrated that traditional ground reaction force metrics are
often poor surrogate measures for the estimation of tibial bone
force during running [2], highlighting the need for muscle force
estimations alongside ground reaction forces.
We previously demonstrated the feasibility of combining
wearable sensors (pressure-sensing insole and an inertial
measurement unit (IMU) in each shoe) with musculoskeletal
modelling and machine learning algorithms to accurately and
noninvasively estimate tibial force [3]. Several important
questions remain to facilitate development and translation into
a wearable monitoring device for real-world use. One practical
question is how does the accuracy of tibial force estimates
change with a smaller number of pressure sensors, or segments,
per insole? Research-grade pressure insoles often contain
dozens of sensors per insole, whereas consumer pressure
insoles may contain an order of magnitude less to meet user
needs related to battery life, cost and complexity. Therefore, the
aim of this research is to explore if insoles with fewer pressure
sensors or segments have the potential to be used without
compromising accuracy.
Methods
Three participants ran at varying slopes (0, +/-3, +/-6 degrees),
speeds (2.7, 3, 3.3 m/s) and foot strike patterns (forefoot
striking, rearfoot striking, regular gait). Data from 3D motion
capture (Vicon) and a force-instrumented treadmill (Bertec)
were combined to compute comparison standard lab-based
estimates of tibial bone force. In addition, these signals were
distilled to those we could expect to obtain from wearable
sensors (e.g. insoles and IMU) to explore simulated wearables,
and used to estimate tibial bone force [3]. The use of insoles
affords the opportunity to partition forces under the feet into
distinct segments of the foot, which cannot be achieved with
force plates alone. Therefore, a segmented wearables condition
was created using signals from pressure insoles (Novel)
segmented into three distinct regions of the foot (heel, mid and
fore) to estimate tibial force, using algorithms similar to [3].
For each region of the foot, peak force, impulse, and contact
time were calculated. Mean absolute error (MAE) between
tibial forces estimates from each wearable condition (simulated,
and segmented) and the lab-based estimate of tibial force were
computed and compared. In addition, a ranked list of input
variables indicating their relative order of importance in
estimating tibial bone force was used to gain insight on the
inclusion of segmented forces in the estimation of tibial bone
force during running.

Heel
Mid
Fore
Total

Figure 1: GRF profile (P02) representing segmented force features
from each region of the foot for a single step.

Results and Discussion
The MAE for the simulated wearable feature set was 0.103 BW.
This high level of accuracy was due to the signals being distilled
from comparison standard lab-based signals, which are less
noisy than typical wearable sensors. Interestingly, the
segmented wearable feature set, using segmented data from the
pressure insole, maintained this high accuracy (MAE = 0.102
BW). These preliminary findings suggest wearable sensors with
relatively few pressure-sensing regions have the potential to
maintain high accuracy in estimating tibial bone forces. In this
ongoing study we will explore if these trends continue to hold
for a larger sample.
In the segmented wearables analysis, peak forefoot force
was ranked as the most important feature for estimating tibial
force. Insole data may be influenced by foot strike patterns,
running conditions, and foot shape. It is possible that peak
forefoot force was the most important feature because all stance
phases involve a push-off generating forefoot force, and thus
this segmented region of the insole may provide a measurement
commonality that can be exploited by algorithms to estimate
tibial bone forces. This possibility warrants further
investigation.
Significance
Preliminary evidence is promising that a fully wearable sensor
system, with a relatively small number of pressure sensors or
segments per insole, may provide accurate estimates of tibial
bone force during running. Initial findings in this N=3 study
suggest that forefoot pressure may be particularly important or
useful in estimating tibial force across running conditions.
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HUMANS OPTIMALLY REGULATE MOMENTUM WHEN WALKING ON UNEVEN TERRAIN
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Introduction
Uneven terrain disrupts steady gait and requires compensatory
control to maintain overall speed and momentum. It is unknown
whether human compensations are dynamically composed for
each step, or whether they are merely a matter of greater tonic
effort. Dynamic adjustment could be advantageous for reducing
energy expenditure or improving steadiness. However, it seems
challenging for the human to survey upcoming terrain and
dynamically compose the equivalent of an optimal control
solution. But it is unclear whether such computation is indeed
difficult. Perhaps human compensations for uneven terrain are
optimal and dynamic, yet also straightforward to compose.
A simple dynamic walking model [1] suggests how control
compensations could be simplified. The model requires pushoff work to redirect the body center of mass (COM) between
successive, pendulum-like stance phases. That work may be
minimized to yield a push-off sequence that regulates
momentum and maintains overall speed on uneven terrain. It
predicts a sequence of speed fluctuations for a level walkway
interrupted by single uneven upward step (Up-step) that agree
well with human responses [1].
Further analysis of the model reveals dynamics that are
approximately linear and superimposable. The compensation
for a complex sequence of uneven steps could thus be
composed quite easily, by superimposing a sequence of Up-step
responses, each scaled for the height of one of the upcoming
uneven steps. Conversely, the speed fluctuations for complex
terrain could be deconstructed into a single Up-step disturbance
waveform. Thus, the locally optimal control plan may be made
global, and vice versa. We tested this by measuring speed
fluctuations for humans walking over complex and simple
terrains and comparing the speed responses with model
prediction. We tested whether each terrain was predictive of
human responses on the other and could be predicted by model.
Methods
We measured human (𝑁 = 11) speed fluctuations on two
different terrains [1], and tested for linear superposition. Both
terrains involved 15 meters flat ground before and after the
uneven steps. The Up-step consisted of a single upward step
(7.5 cm high) in the middle (Figure 1, top row left), whereas the
Complex terrain had a pseudo-random pattern of 17 upward,
downward, or level steps (Figure 1, top row right). We averaged
each e ain speed profiles across subjects (Figure 1, top row).
We deconvolved the Complex waveform into a hypothetical
Up-step kernel and tested whether that kernel could be
superimposed to compose the Up-step and Complex responses
(Figure 1, top row), and predict responses for a third,
Independent terrain (Figure 1, bottom row right). We also used
optimal control to predict speed profiles for the model [2]. for
Up-step, Complex, and Independent terrain.
Results and Discussion
The Up-step speed fluctuation waveform was found to speed up
over a few steps preceding the perturbation, lose speed atop it,

Figure 1: Top Row: Human speed fluctuations (mean 𝑁=11
subjects, shaded area ±1 std, vertical line denotes the first uneven
step) on (left) Up-step and (right) Complex terrains, with predictions
made from human Complex speed waveform, and by model. Bottom
right: Measured and predicted speed (from human and model
kernels) on an Independent terrain (mean ± s.d.).

and then to speed up again over a few subsequent steps (Fig. 1,
top left). Decomposition of the Complex response yielded an
Up-step kernel roughly similar to the empirical Up-step
waveform (correlation coefficient = 0.50, = 1.4e-06 t-test
𝑁=11). That same kernel was also applied to the Complex
terrain to re-compose the Complex speed waveform ( = 0.56,
= 2.2e-06). The same Up-step kernel was also able to predict
the Independent terrain ( = 0.63, = 4.7e-08). The model was
also reasonably predictive of the Up-step ( = 0.45), and by
superposition Complex ( = 0.27) and Independent ( = 0.57)
terrains, all
0.05.
Significance
Human speed adjustments on uneven terrain are not due to
greater tonic effort, but are systematic and predictable. A single
uneven step response waveform may be composed into the
response for many complex steps, and a complex waveform
decomposed into a simpler one. The responses are also
consistent with a model minimizing mechanical work. Humans
can plan dynamic momentum control for complex terrain,
perhaps to minimize work or energy expenditure, and he lan
composition could be as simple as linear superposition.
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TOE JOINT EFFECT ON ANKLE KINEMATICS/KINETICS UNDER ACTIVE CONTROL
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In d c i n
Toe join i kno n a one of he impo an fac o impac ing he
locomo o pe fo mance of h man [1], [2]. In [1], [2], e ea che
in e iga ed he effec of oe join on he ankle kinema ic and
kine ic b appl ing diffe en iffne condi ion on he oe join .
Acco ding o hei e l , he igid foo (i.e., i ho oe join )
ho ed mo e ankle p h-off po e compa ed o o he oe
iffne condi ion . To da e, mo
die of he oe join effec
ha e been done in he pa i e join condi ion. Th , in hi
d ,
he a ho e plo e he oe join effec on he ankle join
kinema ic /kine ic nde ac i e con ol condi ion
ing he
f ll ac a ed an femo al p o he i .
Me h d
In hi
d , e ed o diffe en pe of he p o he ic foo :
i ho
oe (WOT) and i h oe (WT). The WOT foo i
co e ponding o he foo i h he infini
iffne in he oe
join , hile he WT foo i co e ponding o he foo
ih
iffne of 12 Nm/ ad in he oe join . The oe join iffne
a
gi en b p ing fo la e of fla - haped p ing eel [3].
Fo he p o he ic alking e pe imen , a c om-b il f ll
ac a ed an femo al p o he i , AMPRO II [4], a
ed. To
con ol he po e ed p o he i , a h b id con ol f ame o k (i.e.,
impedance and acking con ol) a
ili ed. In hi
d , e
foc on ankle join con ol beca e he ankle i mo e clo el
ela ed o he oe join compa ed o he knee [1]. Fo eq ilib i m
angle e e e o he ankle fo he impedance con olle ( ee
Table 1) [5]. O he impedance pa ame e (i.e., iffne and
damping) e e con olled o be he ame fo bo h fee .
Table 1: Ankle eq ilib i m angle in fo diffe en alking pha e .
Heel-S ike (HS), Fla -Foo (FF), Heel-Off (HO), and Toe-Off (TO).
Pha e 1
Pha e 2
Pha e 3
Pha e 4
(HS-FF)
(FF-HO) (HO-TO) (TO-HS)
WOT
0°
-2°
-10°
2°
WT
0°
-2°
-10°
2°

A heal h o ng bjec (male, 170 cm, 70 kg) pa icipa ed
and a a ked o alk on a eadmill ing an L- hape im la o .
The bjec
afe
a g a an eed b hand ail on ei he ide
of he eadmill. The bjec alked a 0.80 m/ fo a min e and
made o e 30 con ec i e ep d ing he e pe imen . All he
join kinema ic da a a eco ded b
o high- e ol ion op ical
encode a each join . Thi e pe imen al p o ocol ha been
e ie ed and app o ed b he In i ional Re ie Boa d (IRB)
a Te a A&M Uni e i (IRB2015-0607F).
Re l and Di c i n
Fig e 1 ho
he ankle/knee join angle and po e e l f om
he alking e pe imen . In Fig. 1A, he WOT ho ea lie p hoff han he WT foo . Thi can al o be fo nd in he ankle po e
c e in Fig. 1B. Acco ding o Table 2, hen he oe join i
mi ing, he ma im m ankle po e i fo nd 3.5% ea lie han
he WT foo ( < 0.001). Table 2 al o ho
ha he ma im m
po e of he WOT foo i 13.3% g ea e han ha of he WT foo
( > 0.05), hich i ag eed i h he p e io
die [1], [2].

Fig e 1: Ankle/knee join angle and po e p ofile of o diffe en
pe of he p o he ic foo (Red: WOT, Bl e: WT). Solid line and
haded egion indica e mean and ± 1 anda d de ia ion of 30
con ec i e ep , e pec i el .
Table 2: Ma im m ankle po e and he iming of he ma im m ankle
po e fo 30 con ec i e ep .
Ma im m po e
Ma im m po e
(Nm* ad/ )
iming (%)
WOT
80.21 ± 20.11
51.96 ± 3.43
WT
70.76 ± 16.55
55.48 ± 1.30

Ho e e , in Fig. 1B, he ma im m al e of he a e age
po e p ofile eem diffe en f om he e l in Table 2. Thi i
beca e he ac al ma ankle po e (Table 2) didn nece a il
happen hen he a e age p ofile a a i ma im m (Fig. 1B).
In he ca e of knee join , he e i no appa en diffe ence be een
WOT foo and WT foo in gene al.
Since e ha e a limi ed n mbe of bjec in hi
d , e
plan o e end hi
d
i h a la ge n mbe of bjec (e.g.,
amp ee bjec ). Al o, he a ho belie e he oe join pla a
mo e impo an ole in fa e alking, h
e plan o incl de
diffe en
alking peed condi ion
hen e cond c f he
e pe imen in he f
e.
Significance
B encompa ing he idea of he pa i e oe join and he ac i e
con ol a he ankle join , he a ho co ld achie e a be e foo olling i h a fficien p h-off ime, e l ing in a imel p hoff i h fficien po e o enhance he amp ee
alking
pe fo mance.
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INCREASES IN A RUNNER S CUMULATIVE LOAD PRECEDE METATARSAL STRESS FRACTURE:
A CASE STUDY
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Introduction
Metatarsal stress fractures comprise 23% of stress fractures
sustained by National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA)
Cross Country runners [1]. Increases in a r nner s workload (e.g.,
mileage and pace) affects cumulative bone loading and thus the
risk of sustaining a stress fracture [2]. Cumulative bone loading
is generally defined as the product of the magnitude of
internal/external loads and the number of steps taken over a given
duration of running [2]. The external cumulative bone loading
can be estimated with wearable devices [3] and may be a viable
measure of injury risk.
We sought to prospectively estimate external cumulative
bone loading over the freshman year of an NCAA Cross Country
runner who sustained a metatarsal stress fracture. Based on
previous research that found military recruits sustained stress
fractures ~1 month after undergoing a 2-month physical training
program, we hypothesized that the runner would experience an
increase in a surrogate of cumulative bone loading approximately
30-90 days prior to injury [4].
Methods
Data from a male NCAA Cross Country runner (18 yrs, 75 kg,
1.85 m) were analysed. The runner was diagnosed with a Grade
3 2nd metatarsal bone stress injury by a clinician. We analysed
global positioning system (GPS) watch data collected at 3 Hz
over 150 training runs during the 6 months prior to injury. The
GPS watch measured running speed, cadence, and distance. We
used these data to calculate the number of steps taken within 12
speed ranges (2-8 m/s in 0.5 m/s increments) for each run.
We conducted two data collections approximately 5 months
and 1 month prior to injury. During these data collections, the
runner ran on an instrumented treadmill (1000 Hz; Treadmetrix,
Park City, UT) at 3.8, 4.1, and 5.4 m/s for 30 seconds each. We
used a 30 N vertical ground reaction force (vGRF) threshold to
identify stance phase and calculated peak vGRF for steps in the
final 10 seconds of each trial. We used a linear mixed effects
model to quantify the effect of running speed on peak vGRF. We
then used the model to predict the peak vGRF for the speed
ranges identified from the GPS watch data.
For each training run, we calculated cumulative load (CL)
by multiplying the number of steps taken in each speed range by
the corresponding predicted peak vGRF raised to the 4th power
(vGRF4) [5]. We used peak vGRF4 to account for the relatively
larger effect of load magnitude on bone fatigue life compared to
the number of load cycles (steps) [2]. We used the predicted peak
vGRF values based on the data collection closest to the date of a
given training run. Thus, we incorporated longitudinal changes in
the r nner s vGRF production in our measures of CL.
Results and Discussion
In support of our hypothesis, the 7-day moving average CL
increased 128% from approximately 90 to 60 days before injury
and increased 161% from approximately 90 to 30 days before
injury (Fig. 1). In contrast, the 7-day moving average running
mileage increased 46% from approximately 90 to 60 days prior
to injury and increased 87% from 90 to 30 days prior to injury.

The weekly increase in the 7-day moving average running
mileage was 0.2, 5.6, 45.2, and -4.8% from 3 to 2 months prior
to injury but the weekly increase in the 7-day moving average CL
was 14.2, 10.4, 41.3, and 41.5%. A 10% increase in weekly
running mileage is traditionally used to define a safe increase in
a r nner s workload [2] but our findings illustrate how small
changes in weekly mileage can result in large changes in CL.
Relying on running mileage to determine injury risk does not
account for disproportionate changes in bone loading due to
running distance and speed [2] or ho a r nner s biomechanics
may change over time.
NCAA Cross Country runners typically have three
competitive seasons per year and can experience changes in
workload when transitioning between seasons. Our findings
indicate that a rapid increase in workload early in a competitive
season may have contributed to the development of a stress
fracture. Monitoring CL may help coaches q an if a r nner s
risk of stress fracture and inform changes in running mileage and
pace. Moreover, an optimal workload depends on a r nner s
biomechanics, physiology, and musculoskeletal properties [2].

Figure 1. The 7-day moving average of a r nner s c m la i e load
(CL; red line) and mileage (blue line) during the 6 months prior to
developing a metatarsal stress fracture. From 3 to 2 months prior to
injury, CL increased 128%. From 3 to 1 month prior to injury, CL
increased 161%.

Significance
The number of steps taken and peak vGRF at a given speed may
provide a viable surrogate for cumulative bone loading and could
be sed o inform a r nner s risk of stress fracture injury.
Longitudinally monitoring CL is feasible by leveraging data from
a GPS watch and vGRF data collected in a laboratory.
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AMONG GAIT QUALITY METRICS, GAIT DEVIATION INDEX BEST DISCRIMINATES CHANGES ASSOCIATED
WITH TUNING OF A POWERED BELOW KNEE ROBOTIC PROSTHESIS
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Introduction
Powered robotic prostheses represent the latest advancement
toward providing improved performance for individuals with
amputation, and may improve metabolic cost, joint loading, and
overall mobility1, but the tuning process associated with a
powered prosthesis for an individual user is problematic in that it
is: 1. time consuming for busy clinicians and 2. currently
completed in clinical settings based on subjective, observational
metrics. To further complicate this process, there is an
assumption that there is an ideal gait pattern for which clinicians
should tune towards, but clinically based tuning often involves
balancing patient comfort and capabilities as well as efforts to
reduce habitual gait deviations. There are many ways to measure
gait, making it challenging to determine a “gold standard” gait
for a single individual. Studies have attempted to combine
biomechanical measures (joint angles, kinetics, etc.) to create
indices of gait quality, but it is unclear what measure is an optimal
“gold standard” for which a robotic prosthesis should be tuned
against. Therefore, in this study we investigate the ability of four
common gait quality metrics to distinguish differences between
a clinically prescribed, passive prosthesis and a tuned powered
robotic prosthesis. Our hypothesis is twofold: 1) biomechanically
based metrics will better distinguish gait differences than an
observational metric between a passive foot and a powered foot
and 2) a powered robotic prosthesis will
improve gait quality according to the best
metric as defined in hypothesis 1.
Methods
Four subjects with below knee amputation
provided informed consent according to the
Georgia Institute of Technology IRB prior
to study enrolment. Participants walked in
Fig 1. Powered
their
clinically
prescribed,
passive
prosthesis
prosthesis over a split-belt treadmill
(Bertec) at 1.0 m/s for three 15 second trials while full body
biomechanics were collected. Then, a powered, tethered below
knee prosthesis (Humotech PRO-001) was fit and aligned to each
participant by a certified prosthetist (See Figure 1). The
prosthesis was clinically tuned according to observational gait
analysis and patient reported feedback. Full body biomechanics
were recorded for 15 second trials following each tuning
parameter change until the patient reported feeling comfortable
and the gait was assessed to be visually appropriate at which point
the final trial was collected. Gait quality was assessed post hoc
using the Prosthetic Observational Gait Score (POGS)2, the Gait
Deviation Index (GDI3), trunk lateral sway4, and impulse
asymmetry5. Paired t-tests were used to compare differences
between the passive and powered feet conditions with an alpha
<0.05.
Results and Discussion
Of the four metrics analyzed, the GDI revealed significant
differences between the passive foot and the powered foot for all
subjects (see Table 1). Both impulse asymmetry and lateral sway
were able to distinguish between the passive and powered feet in

two subjects. Lateral sway improved in two subjects with use of
the powered foot, but impulse asymmetry improved in one
subject and worsened in another. Interestingly, as an
observational clinical outcome, POGS could not distinguish
between the passive and powered feet conditions.
GDI increased for three out of 4 subjects, which is a sign of
improved gait quality. In one subject, GDI decreased from a
normal gait pattern score (score 100) to a score of 98.3 which
would also be considered a normal gait pattern. In this same
subject, impulse asymmetry significantly decreased which would
be indicative of improved symmetry during walking.

Table 1. Results for GDI, Lateral Sway, Impulse Asymmetry and
POGS in n=4 subjects with a below knee amputation. Significant
improvements (p<0.05) are shaded in grey with an asterisk(*).

Our first hypothesis is accepted in that biomechanically based
metrics were better at discriminating change in gait quality than
an observational metric; however, we did see that GDI
outperformed both impulse asymmetry and lateral sway
indicating that there are varying levels of sensitivity among
biomechanical metrics. For our second hypothesis, we saw
improvements in the GDI of three subjects and a slight worsening
of GDI in another subject. However, the decreased GDI did not
indicate an abnormal gait. Moreover, we saw improvement in this
subject’s impulse asymmetry which would be indicative of a
higher quality gait. Therefore, we accept our second hypothesis.
It is worth mentioning that we saw a worsening of impulse
asymmetry in another subject (BK04) with use of the powered
foot; this underscores one of the biggest challenges in working
with clinical populations- individuals may respond differently to
varying technology and/or may require increased acclimation
time to experience maximum benefit from a new device.
Significance
Given its sensitivity toward changes in gait, we believe GDI is an
excellent metric for tuning robotic prostheses for ‘optimal’ gait.
Interestingly, as a common, visually based clinical outcome
measure, POGS still does not fully capture the nuances of
standard clinical tuning for a powered prosthesis.
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Introduction
Continuous control of advanced prosthetic hands is thought
to require a well-defined model of the phantom hand and the
ability to control it precisely. However, it is difficult to quantify
an indi id al le el f han m hand c n l. One approach to
quantifying force and movement control is through Fi
La
[1], a model of the relationship between task difficulty and task
completion time. Faster and less variable performance results in
a higher throughput, which represents more precise control. To
better quantify and understand movement of the phantom, this
approach can instead be applied to the electromyography (EMG)
signals that would typically be present for that movement. For
those muscles that no longer exist in individuals with
amputation, it is possible to collect EMG from a biologic
construct like a Regenerative Peripheral Nerve Interface
(RPNI.). RPNIs are created by suturing a free muscle graft to a
severed peripheral nerve. Following a period of
revascularization and reinnervation, direct implantation of
electrodes in RPNIs enables us to record amplified signals
originating from the intrinsically innervating nerves [2].
However, the degree to which RPNI control may differ from
that of residual muscles, or how these signals correspond to
perceived phantom limb movement has yet to be studied. The
purpose of this study was to quantif an indi id al abili
modulate RPNI and residual muscle signals during the perceived
movement of their phantom limb.
(Between sections: keep the 10 pt Times New Roman blank line)
Methods
One female with right transradial amputation participated.
The participant underwent surgical intervention where RPNIs
were created and 8 indwelling electrodes were implanted in these
RPNIs and residual muscles. The participant was asked to flex
her phantom thumb, with maximal effort, while viewing a visual
display of the electroymography linear envelopes from her
Flexor Pollicis Longus (FPL) and Median nerve RPNI. Muscle
signals from indwelling electromyography (EMG) electrodes
was collected at 1 kilosample/s. Envelopes were created by first
bandpass filtering(100-500 Hz), rectifying, and smoothing
signals with a 375ms moving average filter. The peak of the
envelope during this trial was denoted maximum voluntary effort
(MVC) and used for scaling signal targets.
The participant was presented with a random combination of
target EMG amplitudes (25, 50% MVC) and widths (5, 10, 20,
40% MVC) (32 trials total) and asked to modulate her EMG
amplitude so it fell within the target window as quickly as
possible, within 4 seconds. She was provided continuous visual
feedback of her EMG signals throughout the trial. The full
protocol was completed twice, once with the residual muscle and
once with the RPNI signal. For each trial, we measured peak
EMG amplitude and time to peak amplitude. We then calculated
the effective index of difficulty as:
IDe = log2(Ae/We + 1)
where Ae is the mean peak amplitude across trials for a given
target and We is calculated based on the variability of peak
amplitudes for a given target. Throughput was then calculated
using:
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, ℎ𝑒 𝑒 𝑖 ℎ𝑒 𝑎 𝑔𝑒 𝑀𝑉𝐶

We calculated the effect size for the differences between FPL
and RPNI peak amplitude and time to peak amplitude using
C hen d.

Figure 1: (A) Effective amplitude and width between channels. Grey
boxes indicate target MVC and average target width. (B) Time to peak
force between channels. * denotes a large effect size.

(Between sections: keep the 10 pt Times New Roman blank line)
Results and Discussion
When matching her EMG to the targets, the participant was
more accurate and less variable using her RPNI EMG than her
residual muscle. This difference had a small effect for 25%
targets (d = 0.36) and large effective for 50% targets (d = 1.13).
The participant reached her peak amplitude faster with RPNI
compared to with FPL for both targets (d25 = 1.82, d50 = 1.54).
The RPNI had a throughput that was nearly double that of the
FPL (0.65 vs. 0.33 bits/s). Notably, the difference in throughput
resulted from differences in time rather than differences in signal
variability. This is relevant in the context of prosthetic control,
as delays in control can disrupt the control loop [3]. Longer
delays, or less predictable control, may necessitate more visual
or sensory feedback to complete successful grasps.
(Between sections: keep the 10 pt Times New Roman blank line)
Significance
This research provides the first direct comparison of control
between RPNI and residual muscle signals in the context of a
phantom limb movement. Our future work will focus on
expanding this methodology to additional signals, as well as
capturing surface EMG control. We hope this research will lead
to a better understanding of how individuals with amputation
control their phantom limb and if congruence between phantom
and prosthetic hand position affects functional performance.
(Between sections: keep the 10 pt Times New Roman blank line)
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Introduction
Controlling muscle fascicle dynamics during movement tasks is
necessary for optimal performance and requires interaction
between the muscle activation and the expected load (1,2). The
correlation between fascicle timing and muscle activation has
been observed in jumping (3), but it has not been addressed for
muscles involved in absorbing negative work during the braking
phase of walking in humans. Our goal was to understand how the
timing and magnitude of activation of the tibialis anterior (TA)
muscle relate to TA muscle fascicle dynamics during that task.
We predicted that during steady walking, peak TA muscle
activity would correlate with TA muscle fascicle length change,
peak fascicle velocity, and peak fascicle acceleration; and that
negative work during heel strike would positively correlate with
those three parameters. We also predicted that peak TA muscle
activity would coincide with the time of peak fascicle velocity.
Methods
Eleven subjects (22.8 ± 3.6 years, 64.4 ± 9.7kg) gave written,
informed consent prior to participating in our IRB approved
protocol. Subjects walked at 1 m/s on an instrumented treadmill
at 80% of their preferred step frequency. 3D joint kinematic
(Vicon) and kinetic (AMTI) data were collected with ipsilateral
TA ultrasound and EMG data (normalized to mean maximum
EMG at 1.5 m/s). EMG data were collected from the contralateral
leg on two subjects, where we assumed symmetry of mean TA
EMG during steady-state walking. EMG data for two other
subjects were corrupted and, therefore, not included in this study.
TA muscle ultrasound images (60 Hz) were collected (Telemed)
and manually digitized to obtain muscle fascicle lengths,
velocities, and accelerations. We defined peak length change as
the greatest amount of continuous fascicle lengthening from the
initial heel contact until foot-flat gait events. Net length change,
peak muscle activity, peak fascicle velocity, and peak fascicle
acceleration were calculated in the same time window. We
defined negative leg work as the negative mechanical work
performed on the body center of mass by the lead leg from initial
contact until COM power crossed zero. We used an ANOVA for
linear regression correlations and a paired t-test for comparison
of means to determine significance.
Results and Discussion
We accepted our hypotheses that peak TA muscle activity had a
large effect on peak fascicle length change (f 2 = .78, p = .052)
(Fig. 1B), peak velocity (f 2 = .76, p = .054), and peak acceleration
(f 2 = .68, p = .039). In contrast, we rejected our hypotheses
regarding correlations to lead limb negative work. Negative work
did not correlate with peak fascicle length change (f 2 = .02, p =
.690) (Fig. 1A), peak velocity (f 2 = .01, p = .757), or peak
acceleration (f 2 = .05, p = .484). Negative work also did not
correlate with peak muscle activity (f 2 = .06, p = .541). Although
TA muscle lengthening during the stance phase of walking is
related to its activation, the negative work experienced during
weight acceptance does not appear to contribute to this
relationship.

Figure 1: Lead limb negative work on COM (left) and peak TA muscle
activity (right) with respect to TA muscle peak fascicle length change
(linear fit, red line). Each dot represents the average of a single subject.

On average, peak TA muscle
activity occurred 28 ms after initial
heel contact (Fig. 2A), while mean
peak fascicle velocity occurred 50
ms after heel contact (Fig. 2B).
While the mean times of these
events were different (d = 0.74, p <
.001), the frequency of steps where
peak EMG and fascicle velocity
most often occurred overlapped in
their timing (Fig 2). This timing
(~40 ms) agrees with estimates of
the short latency spinal reflex of the
TA muscle (4). As net fascicle
length change (0.24 ± 0.45 mm)
was lower than peak length change
(0.89 ± 0.45 mm, d = 1.19, p <
.001), short-latency feedback from
the TA muscle may be used as a
protective mechanism to reduce
overall fascicle stretching and avoid
injurious strains.

Figure 2: Histogram of the
timing of peak TA activity
(A) and peak fascicle
lengthening velocity (B)
across all steps with respect to
initial contact at 0 ms, fitted
with a normal distribution
curve (red).

Significance
During normal human gait, many step-by-step adjustments are
rapidly made to minimize energetic cost without the use of direct
metabolic sensors (5). Proprioceptive feedback from leg muscles
may play a major role in how these adjustments are made,
particularly during the braking phase of walking when muscles
are more likely to be eccentrically loaded. Elucidating the
interaction between muscle activation and fascicle dynamics, and
how it influences gait mechanics, will provide a more complete
understanding of how locomotion is controlled, which could be
leveraged toward improving rehabilitation techniques.
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Introduction
Approximately 20% of individuals living with spinal cord
injuries (SCI) in the United States are children [1], and many
use manual wheelchairs for mobility and physical activity.
Exercise and physical activity are crucial to the long-term
physical and mental health of pediatric manual wheelchair users
[2]. However, limited knowledge exists regarding the
relationship among physical activity, shoulder biomechanics,
and function in children. This study examined the feasibility of
characterizing clinically relevant shoulder biomechanics and
function in pediatric wheelchair athletes and nonathletes.
Methods
Two pediatric manual wheelchair users with SCI (n = 1 male
nonathlete, age: 7.5 years, height: 1.1 m, weight: 23 kg, level of
injury: T6, time since injury: 7.2 years; n = 1 female athlete,
age: 13.9 years, height: 1.35 m, weight: 50 kg, level of injury:
T10, time since injury: 11.2 years) participated in a single
experimental session approved by the institutional review
board. Clinical examination consisting of active range of
motion, isometric strength, and shoulder special tests was
conducted. Participants propelled their personal wheelchair
using a self-selected propulsion pattern and speed on tile floor.
A Vicon motion capture system synchronized with Smartwheel
instrumented wheelchair handrims were used to acquire threedimensional (3-D) kinematics and kinetics. An established
inverse dynamics model was applied to compute dominant limb
3-D glenohumeral joint dynamics during multiple propulsion
cycles [3]. Function was measured using the validated Pediatric
Spinal Cord Injury Activity Measure (PEDI SCI-AM).
Results and Discussion
Glenohumeral joint dynamics differed between the participants.
On average, the wheelchair athlete exhibited less peak
extension and internal rotation moment and greater flexionextension range of motion than the nonathlete (Figure 1).
Decreased shoulder range of motion is related to increased
shoulder pain and decreased shoulder function in adult manual
wheelchair users [4]. Similarly, high glenohumeral joint
internal rotation moments are directly related to clinical
shoulder pathology in adults [5]. Both of these trends occurred
in the nonathlete relative to the athlete.
Previous research in adult manual wheelchair users suggests
that physical activity is associated with increased strength and
function [6]. We found that both participants had no pain or
deficits in isometric strength and tested negative for
supraspinatus and biceps weakness with the Empty Can and
Speeds test, respectively. However, the wheelchair athlete
scored higher on the PEDI SCI-AM compared to the nonathlete
in the daily routines and self-care, wheeled mobility, and
general mobility domains. These findings suggest that the
pediatric wheelchair athlete is able to execute complex
functions and perform everyday activities better than the
nonathlete. Results from this experiment suggest that the

proposed methods to assess glenohumeral joint dynamics and
function can sensitively distinguish differences between
pediatric wheelchair athletes and nonathletes and thus may help
to evaluate function in a larger population of wheelchair users.

Figure 1: Mean ± 1 standard deviation glenohumeral joint flexionextension angle (top) and normalized (body weight times height)
internal-external rotation moment (bottom) during wheelchair
propulsion in a pediatric wheelchair athlete (blue) and nonathlete (red).

Significance
These preliminary results serve as the basis to examine the
relationship among physical activity, shoulder health, and
mobility in pediatric manual wheelchair users. Shoulder pain
and pathology become more concerning in manual wheelchair
users with age and time since injury. Investigating the effects of
physical activity on shoulder biomechanics and function in
pediatric athletes may help identify strategies to enhance health
and wellness across the lifespan. Research is underway with a
larger sample size to better understand these relationships.
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Introduction
Variability is a fundamental feature of human movement. [1].
In particular, non-random fractal fluctuations during gait are
present in a healthy gait. [1] Conversely, ageing alters these
healthy fluctuations of human gait by turning them more
random. [2] Gait rehab typically uses an isochronous stimulus
that ignores the natural fluctuations of human gait. Several
recent studies suggested that using a stimulus that embeds these
natural fluctuations will improve this fundamental feature of
human gait. [3-6] Despite the growing body of literature, the
evidence of neuromuscular changes when walking to this
stimulus is lacking. This is a fundamental next step to
understand if and how this approach would lead to changes in
the neuromuscular system. Therefore, this study aimed to
investigate the effects of walking to different temporally
structured metronomes on i) gait variability and ii) muscle
activity variability. Additionally, it aimed to investigate if gait
variability is associated with muscle activity variability.
Methods
Fourteen male participants (22.1±3.8yrs, 1.75±0.07m,
69.8±8.5kg) volunteered for this study. Participants walked
four 10-minute trials on a treadmill. The first trial was an
uncued trial at self-preferred speed; this was used for the
calculation of preferred stride time (SPW). The stride time from
this trial was then used to design individualized stimuli for 3
randomized cued trials: Isochronous (ISO), Fractal (FRC) and
Random (RND). The stimulus was provided via a moving
horizontal bar projected on a screen in front of the participant.
Participants were instructed to synchronize their right heel
strike to the top of the moving bar s path. [2,3] An
accelerometer placed at the right foot's external malleoli was
used to determine heel-strike events. Electromyography (EMG)
was collected from the Gastrocnemius Medialis. Acceleration
and EMG data were collected at 1kHz. We determined the interstride intervals (ISIs), defined as the time difference between
two consecutive heel strikes. EMG signals were digitally
filtered (10-500Hz), full-wave rectified, and low-pass filtered
(12Hz, 4th Butterworth). Then, the peak of each gait cycle was
detected to determine inter muscle peak intervals (IMPIs).
Fractal scaling was calculated for each ISIs and IMPIs series
and was used as a measure of the structure of variability.
Detrended Fluctuation Analysis (DFA) was used to determine
the fractal-scaling e ponent ( ) with window sizes of 16 to N/8.
Repeated Measures ANOVA was used for both ISIs and IMPs.
Pearson s Correlation Coefficient was used to test the
association between ISIs and IMPIs.

Results and Discussion
In terms of -ISIs, we have found a main effect for the condition
(p<0.01). Pairwise comparisons revealed ISO and RND to be
significantly lower than SPW (p<0.01) and FRC (p<0.01)
Table 1. Regarding -IMPIs, we have also observed a main
effect for condition (p<0.01). Pairwise comparisons showed
ISO and RND to be lower than SPW (p<0.01) and FRC
(p<0.01). -ISIs and -IMPIs were strongly correlated
(R2=0.83, p<0.001 Fig. 1).

Fig. 1: Scatter plot Inter Stride Intervals vs. Inter Muscle Peak
Intervals. Grey area represents confidence intervals.

Significance
The present study showed that a fractal metronome stimulated
natural fluctuations during uncued, self-paced walking, while
an isochronous and random metronome altered gait variability
towards random fluctuations. Importantly, to the best of our
knowledge, this is the first study to show this phenomenon
occurring in the neuromuscular system (i.e., in muscle activity
events). Furthermore, the relationship between gait and muscle
activity variability suggests that when synchronizing to a
metronome, the metronome s temporal structure also alters the
neuromuscular patterns accordingly.
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Table 1: Fractal-scaling ( ) of Inter Stride Intervals and Inter Muscle Peak Intervals, per condition. Data are presented as M SD.
Self-Paced
Isochronous
Random
Fractal
Inter Stride Intervals (ISIs)
0.91 ± 0.16
0.52 ± 0.14
0.63 ± 0.12
0.83 ± 0.11
Inter Muscle Peak Intervals (IMPIs)
0.80 ± 0.19
0.41 ± 0.14
0.55 ± 0.12
0.76 ± 0.13
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Introduction
Huntington’s
disease
(HD)
is
a
progressive,
neurodegenerative disorder caused by a genetic defect that
leads to atrophy in the caudate and putamen areas of the brain1.
Physical symptoms of HD can challenge gait and balance2,
especially when coupled with cognitive impairments such as
difficulties planning and coordinating movements1. Individuals
with HD are more likely to experience fall injuries than healthy
adults3. This is potentially due to decreased leg strength4 and
longer reaction times5 that directly affect postural control.
While reactive balance ability has been shown to decrease
individuals with HD6, the influence of HD on reactive stepping
characteristics is unknown. The purpose of this research was to
compare reactive balance in an individual with HD to a young
adult free of conditions or injuries that would affect balance.
We hypothesized that the individual with HD would show
delayed responses and ability to recover from larger lean-andrelease angles.
Methods
One female participant (67 y; 65 kg; 1.62 m) with a 12-year
HD diagnosis (PwHD) was compared to one sex-matched
healthy adult (20 y; 80.7 kg; 1.69 m) (HYA). Participants
performed a series of lean-and-release balance recovery trials
simulating a forward fall. Participants were horizontally
tethered to the wall behind them while leaning forward in a
plank-like position. The tether was released at a random time
interval between 0-30 s, causing the individual to fall forward.
For safety, participants wore a harness connected to an
overhead gantry. Trials began at a 2° lean angle and increased
by 2° each subsequent trial until the participant could not
recover balance with only one step in three of five trials at that
angle. Kinematic data were collected with an 11-camera optical
motion capture system (Qualisys, Sweden). Surface
electromyography (EMG) was collected bilaterally from the
tibialis anterior (TA), rectus femoris (RF), and biceps femoris
(BF) (Delsys Trigno, USA). Stepping and lower limb muscle
onset latencies were calculated from kinematic and EMG data
respectively. Stepping and muscle onset latencies of the PwHD
lean angle (4°) where they began to take multiple steps were
compared to equivalent angle of the HYA.
Results and Discussion
Our results indicate that the PwHD could only successfully
recover from small release angle (2°) without taking the
multiple steps, while implementing delayed recovery strategies.
During the lean-and-release perturbations the PwHD could only
reach a lean angle of 4°. This angle was far lower than the HYA
(22°), and still lower than reported maximum lean angles for an
older adult using similar lean-and-release protocols (13°)7.
Muscle and stepping onset latencies were slower for the PwHD
across all trials (Figure 1). Stepping onsets for the PwHD were
110-210msec slower than those of the HYA (Figure 1a).
Corresponding muscle onset were approximately double those
the healthy participant (Figure 1b).
These results support our hypotheses that the PwHD would
show a delayed reactive response and resulting inability to

recover from similar lean angles as healthy young and` older
adults. These differences in response initiation may be related
is potentially due to HD-related changes in sensorimotor
integration ability.

Figure 1: Stepping (A) and muscle (B) onset latencies for balance
recovery trials at a 4° lean angle for a PwHD and HYA.

Significance
Ability to develop successful responses to regain balance
are essential in preventing falls. To our knowledge, this is the
first study to examine reactive stepping latencies of an
individual with HD. Our results suggest that HD may affect the
speed of reactive response initiation and ability to recovery
balance during larger perturbations when compared to healthy
older adults. These findings provide valuable insights to the
nature of impaired reactive balance responses in individuals
with HD that can help develop more focused interventions to
improve balance control and prevent falls in individuals with
HD.
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Introduction
analysis, the results presented here converged after conducting a
The election of the appropriate implant for the treatment of
mesh convergence analysis.
intertrochanteric fractures of the femur has been the subject of
heated debate in the biomechanical field. And although some
Results and Discussion
investigations have been carried and have determined the
The results of this research showed that the two implants that best
suitability of one or another method (namely, intramedullary or
reduced efforts were the intramedullary ones, the difference
extramedullary osteosynthesis) in the treatment of fractures. The
between the PFN (53,261 MPa) and PFNA (55,11 MPa), was
boundary conditions and the models used for said studies are part
only 1.8 MPa, while, on the other hand, the efforts in DHS-treated
of a methodology that tends to idealize the true operating
bone were 68.665 MPa. In all three cases, however, the stresses
conditions of the implants, that is, the simplification of the
remained well below the ultimate assumed stress, 150 MPa. The
models comes to consider healthy, long bones composed of a
appearance of maximum stress in all cases appear in the hole near
single material, which is not faithful to the biological reality
the distal screws. Regarding the efforts experienced by the
described by the presence of cortical and trabecular tissue.
implants, the intramedullary nails delivered lower results (PFNA:
To avoid this limitation, our investigation performed a finite
245.19 MPa and PFN: 253.39), while the effort in the DHS plate
element analysis of the equivalent stresses (Von Mises) present
amounted to 375.42 MPa. Our study simulated the conditions in
in 3 common surgical arrangements in the treatment of a 31 A2.1
which a recently operated patient is found, that is, a patient who
fracture (AO Classification) suffered by an elderly patient: PFNA
can barely practice monopodal support (without any type of gait)
nail, NAIL PFN and DHS plate. In this way we determine the
and whose fracture is not yet consolidated (hence the friction
implant that, in terms of reducing stress on the bone, provides
factor of 0.2) . Future work should consider another much higher
better results for the patient.
force regime in which the bone-implant system is more
demanding, although, of course, in this case, the degree of
consolidation of the fracture should be taken into account, since
only when the bone begins to heal can the patient undergo into
harder gait conditions.

Figure 1: Equivalent stress distribution in the 3 assemblies a) DHS, the
maximum effort in the bone was the highest of the 3, 68.665 Mpa b)
PFNA, the maximum effort was 55.11 Mpa c) PFN, the maximum
effort was 53,261.

Methods
The femur model was reconstructed using 3D Slicer and the
tomographic images (TAC) of an elderly patient (female, 65
years old). The presence of cortical and trabecular tissue was
considered. In this study, each of the materials was considered
isotropic, elastic and linear. There were 3 materials considered:
cortical bone, trabecular bone and stainless Steel for the implants.
We construct a 31 A2.1 fracture in the femur model. In the Ansys
Workbench suite, the bone and implant assemblies were
performed for every case as well as the surgical procedure for
each one of the implants. We take into account the surgical
instructions consulted in the manufacturer's manuals and the
recommendations of medical professionals. The distal end of the
femur was fixed in all its degrees of freedom, the applied forces
simulated the weight of a 65 kg woman in monopodal support.
The contacts between the fractured fragments were frictional
with a factor of 0.2. The remaining contacts were assumed to be
bonded. A tetrahedral 10 node mesh was used in all three of the

Significance
The importance of our work lies in the use of a reconstructed
model based on one of the typical and most critical patients in the
orthopedic world: an elderly woman. We used a method that
considered the presence of two materials in the bone and the
different surgical alternatives used by Colombian orthopedists in
the treatment of this pathology. In this way, we propose a
preoperative methodology that allows Colombian medical
professionals to determine which implant is suitable for the
treatment of fracture 31 A2.1
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Introduction
Reverse shoulder arthroplasty (RSA) is a common procedure
used to restore function in patients with rotator cuff
arthropathy.1 Few studies have examined shoulder motion
after RSA while performing functional activities, and most
have not investigated associations between kinematics and
patient-reported outcomes (PROs).2-7 This study aimed to
present a comprehensive description of functional motions in
RSA patients, determine the repeatability of motion between
and within subjects, and examine correlations between motion
and PROs. It was hypothesized that increased range-of-motion
would correlate with better patient-reported outcome scores.
Methods
Twenty-six patients received RSA (71.9 ± 7.2 yrs old; 2.4 ±
1.2 yrs post-op). Each subject completed 5 shoulder motions
for at least 3 repetitions each: scapular plane abduction, handto-head, hand-to-back, internal/external rotation with the arm
in 90° abduction, and circumduction. Reflective markers
placed on the torso, shoulder and humerus were tracked using
conventional motion capture (Vicon Vantage, 100 Hz) and
used to calculate shoulder abduction, plane of elevation, and
internal/external rotation for each motion. Total ROM and
maximum/minimum ROM were calculated. Correlations
between motion and implant characteristics of retroversion,
tilt, eccentricity and lateralization, as well as PROs of ASES,
Constant-Murley Score (CMS), VAS, and Brophy scores were
determined.
Results
The largest rotation component during each motion was: 102.8
± 24.9° of abduction during the abduction motion, 112.7 ±
62.4° of shoulder rotation during the hand-to-head motion,
73.2 ± 25.6° of internal/external shoulder rotation during the
rotation motion, and 107.7 ± 29.2° in plane of elevation during
the hand-to-back motion. During circumduction, the shoulder
moved through 101.0 ± 13.6° of abduction, 101.5 ± 21.9° of
plane of elevation, and 112.4 ± 17.0° of rotation (Table 1).
Greater abduction was associated with improved CMS during
abduction (r = 0.467, p = 0.038) and hand-to-back motions (r
= 0.456, p = 0.043). Greater abduction during hand-to-back
motion also correlated with better ASES scores (r = 0.573, p =

0.008). Increased humeral retroversion was associated with
less abduction (r = -0.470, p = 0.042), lower plane of elevation
(r = -0.496, p = 0.031), and less shoulder rotation (r = -0.469,
p = 0.043) during circumduction. More humeral retroversion
was also correlated with less abduction during hand-to-head
motion (r = -0.512, p = 0.025). No correlations between ROM
and tilt, lateralization, or eccentricity of the implant were
found. Within subject variability in ROM was 10° or less all
motions, indicating the movements were repeatable within
subjects in spite of the large inter-subject variability.
Discussion
Few studies have investigated the association between
kinematics and PROs after RSA. Increased abduction ROM
during the tasks of abduction and hand-to-back motion was
associated with better PROs, suggesting abduction during
these movements is an important parameter in predicting
outcomes post-operatively. The functional movements showed
greater shoulder rotation ROM in the hand-to-head compared
to hand-to-back motion, while the opposite trend was seen for
plane of elevation indicating different strategies are used in
these functional movements. Additionally, circumduction is a
complex motion that has not previously been described and
was shown to have a correlation with humeral retroversion for
all measured rotations. The clinical implication of this finding
is that humeral retroversion may be an important factor
determining ROM for various movements.
Clinical Significance
Improving abduction ROM during functional tasks following
RSA may be beneficial for optimizing outcomes. Humeral
retroversion may be important for determining total ROM for
complex functional motions.
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Abduction

Hand-to-Head

Hand-to-Back

Int/Ext
Rotation

Circumduction

Abduction

102.8 ± 24.9

97.1 ± 16.8

33.3 ± 10.0

10.6 ± 5.4

101.0 ± 13.6

Plane of
Elevation

51.8 ± 23.8

45.4 ± 34.1

107.7 ± 29.2

14.3 ± 5.6

101.5 ± 21.9

Shoulder
Rotation

77.2 ± 31.0

112.7 ± 62.4

55.4 ± 28.3

73.2 ± 25.6

112.4 ± 17.0

Table 1: Average total ROM (in degrees) for shoulder motions after reverse shoulder arthroplasty.
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Introduction
Accurate determination of a runner’s initial contact (IC) during
the gait cycle is important for various biomechanical analyses
including spatiotemporal characteristics and joint kinematics.
Force plates or instrumented treadmills can reliably identify IC
based on ground reaction forces while studies collecting data in
the field or with a standard treadmill rely on kinematic databased algorithms to determine IC.
Existing algorithms to identify IC from kinematic data are often
limited to a specific foot strike pattern [1,4] or range of speeds
[2,4,5,6]. An algorithm from Milner & Paquette, validated at 3.7
m/s for forefoot and rearfoot strikes, was found to be speed
dependent [3,5]. A linear regression equation was proposed to
adjust the algorithm based on running speed [3]. The adjusted
algorithm has only been validated for speeds between 2.2 and 4.5
m.s-1. While this may indicate reliability of the algorithm at
recreational running speeds, competitive runners often train at
faster speeds and validation of the algorithm at these speeds is
essential. The purpose of this study was to validate the Milner &
Paquette kinematic-based IC algorithm at speeds greater than 4.5
m.s-1 and test the reproducibility of the adjusted algorithm at
previously validated speeds.
Methods
Twenty-five healthy participants completed treadmill running at 7
speeds (3.58, 4.02, 4.47, 4.92, 5.36, 5.81, and 6.26 m.s -1) for which
complete sets of kinematic and force data were obtained. 3-D
motion capture was performed using the Plug-in gait model (Vicon
Nexus 2.9; 120 Hz). The rear feet of the treadmill were placed on
two force platforms (AMTI 1080 Hz). Participants were asked to
run 60 s at each speed and data was collected in the middle 45 s.
Mean differences were determined between the speed-adjusted
Milner and Paquette algorithms (ICcalc_adj) [3] and IC identified
from force plates (ICFP). Mean differences (95% CI) and
percentage of ICs identified within 20 ms of ICFP were calculated.
Follow-up analysis fitting a polynomial equation to the mean
differences of ICcalc and ICFP were conducted to determine a valid
algorithm for speeds 3.58-6.26 m.s-1.
Results and Discussion
ICcalc_adj identified IC with an average error <0.000 s: ranging from
0.0007 [-0.023, 0.025] (3.58 m.s-1) to 0.0003 [-.023, 0.023] (4.92
m.s-1) for speeds up to 4.92 m.s-1. At 5.26 m.s-1 and above, mean
errors increased linearly with a maximum mean difference of
0.0012 s [-.030, 0.052] at 6.26 m.s-1 (Figure 1). Plotting ICcalc_adj
mean differences revealed a non-linear relationship with speed
(Figure 1). A 2nd order polynomial fit was applied to the ICcalc_adj
data of 13 random runners: y = 0.0034x2 -0.035x+0.0957 (R2 =
0.968) to correct for running speed (ICcalc_adj2).
Speed (m.s-1)
Mean Difference
[95% CI]

ICcalc_adj2 was applied to the other 12 runners’ data. Mean
differences between ICcalc_adj2 and ICFP are reported in Table 1.
Average error was 0.005 s. The percentage of ICs identified
within 20 ms of ICFP ranged from 72.6% (6.26 m.s-1) to 94.9%
(4.27 m.s-1). Both 5.81 m.s-1 and 6.26 m.s-1 were below 82%.

Figure 1. Mean difference between ICcalc and ICcalc_adj and ICFP
for 13 runners across 7 speeds with a 2nd order polynomial fit.
The Milner and Paquette algorithm [5] identifies IC at local
minimums of the vertical velocity of the pelvis center of mass
(P_CMvel_v). Milner and Pacquette adjusted P_CMvel_v by 15 ms
based on data collected at 3.7 m.s-1 (ICcalc) [5]. From 2.68 to 4.47
m.s-1, there is a linear relationship of P_CMvel_v to ICFP with speed

[3] with ICcalc occurring after IC by a greater magnitude at lower
speeds. The current study found the linear relationship with
speed extends to 5.36 m.s-1. Above 5.36 m.s-1, differences
between ICcalc and ICFP increase as does variability in ICcalc.
Significance
ICcalc_adj was found to be a valid method to identify IC for speeds
up to 5.26 m.s-1. This extends the range of speed for which IC
can be adjusted using P_CMvel_v and ICcalc_adj to 5.36 m.s-1 as
compared to 4.47 m/s [3]. Despite a strong polynomial fit,
ICcalc_adj2 only corrects ICcalc up to 5.26 m.s-1, providing little
difference to ICcalc_adj at speeds under 5.26 m.s-1. At speeds
above 5.26 m.s-1, a runner’s biomechanics change and using
ICcalc_adj or ICcalc_adj2 is not a reliable method to identify IC.
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3.58
0.015

4.02
0.012

4.47
0.008

4.92
0.007

5.36
0.007

5.81
0.009

6.26
0.008

[-0.011, 0.041]

[-0.010, 0.035]

[-0.013, 0.029]

[-0.011, 0.025]

[-0.012, 0.026]

[-0.015, 0.032]

[-0.016, 0.032]

Table 1. Mean differences between ICcalc_adj2 and ICFP.
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Introduction
Anticipated and unanticipated changes of direction (i.e.,
maneuvers) are commonplace during our daily lives. The need
for dynamic balance is amplified when the transition is performed
with little to no prior knowledge of the future event [1]. Among
different maneuvers, are crossover cuts which involve moving
the trailing swing leg toward and in front of the leading stance
leg. This style of transition increases the need for dynamic
balance, relative to side-step cuts [1]. Individuals with mobility
impairments or those that rely on the use of external assistive
device such as lower-limb prostheses are especially challenged
during these types of tasks. Improving how specific individuals
can perform these potentially devastating tasks could lead to
fewer falls/injuries, inspire greater confidence in the use of
assistive devices for ambulation, and inform targeted
rehabilitation protocols. One technique to help guide this process
is musculoskeletal modeling and predictive simulation [2, 3]. In
this study, we used predictive simulations and optimal control
constructs to test a method for reshaping dynamic balance of
unanticipated crossover cuts. We also compare how such
improvements can be mediated at the musculotendon level.
Methods
Subject-specific as well as normative tracking data for this
simulation approach was provided by a prior experiment [1] of
five able-bodied subjects that performed unanticipated straight
walking and 45° cutting tasks in response to random auditory
cues. A musculoskeletal model (Fig. 1a) of each participant was
created in OpenSim 4.0 by scaling the body segments in a generic
model with 23 degrees of freedom and 92 Hill-type muscletendon actuators. Subtalar and metatarsophalangeal (MTP) joints
were locked in each model. Foot-ground interaction was modeled
as six Hunt-Crossley contact spheres under each foot. First, for
each subject, an optimal tracking simulation was optimized
according to the following objective function (1) and solved
using direct collocation [4]:
𝑡
𝐽 𝑤 ∫ 𝑤 ‖𝑎‖ + 𝑤 ‖∆𝐺𝑅𝐹‖ + 𝑤 ∆𝑞
𝑑𝑡
(1)
where 𝑎 is the muscle activation; ∆𝐺𝑅𝐹 is the tracking error of
GRF; ∆𝑞
is the tracking error of pelvic coordinates. Then,
dynamic balance-reshaping simulations were performed for each
subject, using the same initial conditions as the tracking
simulation, and a new objective function (2):
𝑤 ‖𝑎 ‖ + 𝑤 ‖∆𝐻‖
𝑡
𝐽 𝑤∫
(2)
+𝑤 ∆𝑞
+𝑤 𝐹 𝑎𝑡
𝑑𝑡
where ∆𝐻 is the reshaping error of whole-body angular
momentum relative a non-subject-specific normative profile
(c
ed a he a e age f he e ai i g f
b ec
experimental data in [1]); ∆𝑞
is the tracking error of pelvic
horizontal translations that is used to guide the turning direction;
𝐹 𝑎 𝑡 is the contact force between two feet that is penalized to
avoid segment penetration during movements. The durations of
all simulations were from toe-off of the trailing leg to the next
heel strike of the leading leg, corresponding to roughly 1 stride
that spanned each locomotor transition. For these ten simulations,
average mechanical power of each muscle group was computed

Figure 1: (a) A musculoskeletal model during an unanticipated
crossover cut. (b) Average normalized H of the dynamic-balance
reshape simulations (red), the data-tracking simulations (green), and
the experiment anticipated crossover cut trials (blue). (c) Average
positive and negative power of leading leg muscle group. * i dica e
significant changes between simulations. Abd , Add , Fle ,
E , I
, E
, a d Df efe
abduction, adduction,
flexion, extension, interior rotation, exterior rotation, and dorsiflexion.

and then compared between tracking and reshaping simulations
using one-tailed paired t- e ( =0.05).
Results and Discussion
This study investigated whether individuals that perform
unanticipated crossover cuts can reshape their dynamic balance
while still completing these tasks, and a neuromuscular target for
how do so. The reshaping simulations were able to reduce the
need for dynamic balance (in the sense of H) of unanticipated
crossover cuts (Fig. 1b), and did so (on average) by reducing the
negative (i.e., eccentric) power of leading leg hip adductors, hip
extensors and knee extensors (Fig. 1c), and without increasing
the total average positive power across muscles.
Significance
This study shows that the performance of unanticipated crossover
cuts can be optimized to improve dynamic balance, and highlight
the potential for predictive simulations and optimal control to
provide quantitative targets for reshaping dynamic balance in
unanticipated crossover cuts targets which are biologicallyfeasible. This approach could inform task-specific rehabilitation
therapy by suggesting how to reshape a i di id a dynamic
balance and which joint-level kinematic adjustments and muscle
groups would be optimal to engage in doing so.
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d ci
Scaphol na e (SL) in abili or di ocia ion i a pre alen
ca e of impaired ri f nc ion. When n rea ed, i ma
progre o he SL ad anced collap e pa ern, a major con rib or
o radiocarpal o eoar hri i (OA).[1,2] Ligamen of he ri are
cri ical carpal abili er and mo ion con rain .[3] Primar
abili er of he SL in er al incl de in rin ic in ero eo
ligamen (SLIL).[4-6] Pre io
ork ha demon ra ed ha
SLIL in egri con rib e o normal SL mo ion.[4,6] S die
ha e repor ed ha caphoid and l na e con ac area change
follo ing SLIL inj r ,[4] i h caphoid pre re cen roid
ran la ed dor all and lnarl and a decrea e in caphoid- ol na e con ac area ra io af er inj r .[7]
In pred namic or d namic ri in abili ,[1] diagno ic
imaging modali ie ma no allo op imal SLIL inj r diagno i :
radi ional radiograph ma no op imall cap re dia a i , and
MRI ma lack fficien en i i i or pecifici for de ec ing
he ligamen inj r i elf.[8] Fo r-dimen ional (4D) CT, hich
in ol e 3D CT canning o er ime, acq ire CT ol me i h
high emporal re ol ion. Pre io
die ha e ed 4DCT o
e al a e biomechanic a he SLIL.[9-12]
Thi
d
ed 4DCT o a e change in in ero eo
pro imi ie in cada eric pecimen follo ing eq en ial
ligamen o
compromi e, im la ing ar ing e eri ie of
ligamen ra ma. We h po he i e ha median in ero eo
di ance a he radio caphoid, radiol na e, and caphol na e
in er al ill change i h eq en ial ligamen c a ne ral a
ell a e rema of he mo ion c cle.
Me h d
Da a ere collec ed from eigh fre h-fro en cada eric
forearm proc red hro gh he in i ional ana omic beq e
program, e cl ding ho e i h hi or of ri pa holog or
e idence of bone ra ma, frac re , or ignifican ar hri i . The
ample con ained fo r male and fo r female (median [25 h-75 h
percen ile] age a ime of dea h: 70.5 [66.3-74.8] ear ).
Image acq isition: A econd-genera ion d al- o rce CT canner
(SOMATOM Defini ion Fla h, Siemen Heal hcare, DE) a
ed o acq ire ne ral- a ic and d namic CT can of all
pecimen . T o independen b iden ical X-ra
be
ere
mo n ed on a ro a ing gan r a a 94-degree off e i h oppo ing
re pec i e de ec or arra . 4DCT imaging acq ire highemporal re ol ion (66 m ), con in o or in ermi en image
o er he id h of he de ec or arra (57.6 mm) in he periorinferior direc ion. Da a ere collec ed ing d namic, eq en ial,
d al- o rce canning mode, acq iring con in o imaging da a
of he mo ing ri
i ho able ran la ion.
Specimen preparation: Da a e
ere ob ained i h pecimen
in ac and follo ing fi e progre i e ligamen o
ec ioning
cond c ed nder l ra o nd g idance.[13] A c om mo ion
im la or c clicall mo ed pecimen be een 45 fle ion and
45 e en ion or 30 radial and 45 lnar de ia ion a 0.5 H .
Image processing: Af er image acq i i ion, a ic CT ol me
ere egmen ed o ield bone model for he radi , caphoid,

l na e, and capi a e. For each mo emen in each condi ion, ime
erie da a for bone po i ion
ere fo nd b regi ering a ic
model o corre ponding ol me a each ime poin of 4DCT
acq i i ion. Pro imi map plo ing magni de of dia a i
be een er ice on bone
rface
ere crea ed for he
radio caphoid, radiol na e, and caphol na e in er al .
Re
a d Di c i
Pro imi map be een bone pair depic change in dia a i
and o al con ac area i hin or abo e gi en hre hold , allo ing
e al a ion of change in in ero eo con ac . For each ligamen
condi ion, in ero eo di ance pa ern are al ered compared o
he in ac a e a mo ion e rema and a he ri cro e hro gh
ne ral (Fig e 1). Thi
d demon ra e ha progre i e
ligamen damage in cada eric model , im la ing ario
inj rie , al er dia a i , hich i de ec able ing 4DCT me hod .

Fig e 1: Violin plo repre en ing di rib ion of in ero eo di ance
be een he radi and caphoid (RS) d ring fle ion-e en ion (FE)
i h eq en ial ligamen ec ioning in one cada er. Hori on al line in
iolin plo repre en median RS di ance in he gi en condi ion. Image
repre en caphoid mo ion on he radi d ring FE of he in ac ri .
Yello repre en minim m and bl e ma im m di ance (2.5 mm).

Sig ifica ce
SLIL inj rie are a major con rib or o ri d f nc ion. 4DCTderi ed pro imi map q an if rela ion hip be een ligamen
inj r e eri and change in dia a i in a cada eric model. The
di rib ion of in ero eo di ance a e rema of mo ion
change i h ligamen c . Pa ern deri ed from he e da a ma
infl ence diagno i of in vivo SL inj r and rgical planning.
Ac
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Introduction
Walking while talking is a common every day dual-task
(DT). However, mobility-related anxiety impairs cognitivemotor behaviors [1]. Healthy adults must flexibly trade-off
cognitive
and
motor performance
when
speaking
conversationally during complex walking tasks, and slow gait
speed to continue speaking [2]. Therefore, performing a DT may
be more challenging in anxiety-inducing settings, leading to
impaired turning and speech performance. The purpose of this
study was to investigate the effects of mobility-related anxiety on
conversational speech performance when turning. We required
healthy adults to perform a DT (walking and talking) at simulated
low and high virtual heights using Virtual Reality (VR).We
measured peak velocity and duration of turning, as well as silent
pause number and duration during speech. We hypothesized that
performing a DT while turning would lead to greater performance
deficits at high compared to low height, reflected as slower and
longer turns, and more frequent and longer silent pauses in
speech.
Methods
Seven young adults with corrected to normal vision and
hearing and no neurological diagnoses that affect gait
participated (Age = 22.11 yrs, SD = 2.57 yrs). They wore a headmounted VR system (HTC Vive v. 2.0) displaying a 0.4 x 5.2m
virtual walkway matched to a physical walkway. Participants
wore tri-axial inertial sensors (version 1.0, APDM Inc, Portland,
OR, USA) on the sternum, lumbar, and both feet and wrists, to
measure accelerations at 128 Hz, recording peak turn velocity
and turn duration. Foot trackers (HTC Vive) worn around the
ankle provided visual representations of their feet in VR.
Participants performed six tasks with or without speech, where
they walked back and forth on a walkway for one minute at a
normal comfortable pace, beginning with a baseline walk (No
VR). Participants were then randomly assigned to perform the
VR or DT Block protocol. The DT Block began by choosing
several topics (e.g., family, favorite sport) from a list of 21
provided. Participants performed a baseline speech task while
seated (ST), before performing the gait and speech tasks (DT) in
VR. Each task consisted of a different randomly assigned speech
topic from their selections. Participants responses ere recorded
using a wireless microphone (Movo, WMX-1). The recordings of
the speech tasks were transcribed and the waveform and
spectogram were analyzed in Praat (v 6.1.3) to identify pauses
(>150ms) in speech. Each block of VR trials began at low height,
before participants were transported to high height (15 m) while
seated in a chair moving at 1 m/s. After each trial, they completed
the Rating Scale of Mental Effort (RSME) [3], and the Mental
Readiness Form (MRF) [4]. To better understand the interaction
between mobility-related anxiety and DT on peak turning
velocity, turn duration, and silent speech pause f and duration, we
calc lated Hedge s g to reveal effect sizes when comparing low
walk to low DT walk, high walk to high DT walk, ST speech to
DT low speech and ST speech to DT high speech.

Results and Discussion
The analysis revealed a medium to large effect of DT at
low height on turning duration (Low = 2.24s, Low DT = 2.40s; g
= -0.58), but not for peak turning velocity (Low = 157.91°/s, Low
DT = 150.67°/s; g = 0.25). A medium effect of DT was detected
on the duration of speech pauses (ST = 2.73s, Low DT = 2.39s;
g = 0.44), but there was a minimal effect on number of speech
pauses (ST = 17.6 , Low DT = 18.8; g = 0.24). The results suggest
that the DT was challenging enough to increase the duration of
turns and speech pauses, even at low height. At high height, there
was no effect of mobility-related anxiety on turning duration
(High = 2.61s, High DT = 2.63s; g = -0.04), but a medium to large
effect was detected on peak turning velocity (High = 139.43°/s,
High DT = 121.94°/s; g = 0.47). Mobility-related anxiety had a
large effect on the duration of speech pauses (ST = 2.73s, High
DT = 2.22s; g = 0.80), and a medium to large effect on the number
of speech pauses (ST = 17.6, High DT = 20.0; g = 0.54). The
results support that mobility-related anxiety influences DT
performance so that participants adjust the motor task (slow peak
turning velocity), and interrupt conversational speech (longer and
more frequent pauses).
Our findings suggest that speaking conversationally in
anxiety-inducing settings hindered turning and speech
performance in healthy participants. In non-threatening settings
(low height) the DT was challenging enough to slow turning
duration and moderately degrade conversational speech
performance. In the high height condition, participants were
unable to achieve the same peak turning velocity as at low height.
Although the motor and cognitive demands remained the same,
motor kinematics changed and speech performance declined at
high height, supporting the negative effect of mobility-related
anxiety on cognitive-motor processes during turning [2].
Participants were not willing to increase the duration of their
turns at high elevation during the DT, but they slowed their turn
velocity and exhibited greater interference in speech performance
than during the DT at low height. Due to our limited sample size,
further investigation is needed to examine the interaction
between mobility-related anxiety and DT, and how it effects
turning and conversational speech performance. In the future, we
will target older adults at fall-risk who struggle to walk and talk
simultaneously [5]. We plan to explore the influence of mobilityrelated anxiety and conversational speech on older adult
mobility, furthering our understanding of the effects of mobilityrelated anxiety on everyday DT in high-risk populations.
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Introduction
The soleus muscle generates plantarflexion torque required for
stability and locomotion. The soleus muscle has a complex 3D
aponeurosis morphology1, providing a framework for fascicles
arranged in multiple compartments with different architecture
and innervation2. The unipennate posterior compartment wraps
around the deeper bipennate anterior compartment. Fascicles
from both compartments originate on opposite sides of the broad
anterior aponeurosis, separating them within the soleus volume.
Soleus muscle behavior is often measured in vivo using
ultrasound and electromyography (EMG) to better understand its
important function3. Ultrasound is used to track fascicles in a
region of interest in the superficial portion of the muscle while
EMG is used to estimate activation from measurements on the
calf surface. While these measurements are insightful, they are
unable to capture fascicle kinematics and activation of the deep
anterior compartment or fully capture the posterior compartment.
These issues raise the question as to if contraction of the
anterior compartment of the soleus influences behavior of
fascicles in the posterior compartment. In order to answer this
question, we used a finite element (FE) model of the soleus that
represents its complex 3D structure to simulate varied activation
in the anterior and posterior compartments during soleus muscle
lengthening to explore how these portions of the muscle interact.
Methods
An image-based 3D finite element model (FEM) of the soleus
muscle was previously constructed4 with distinct structures for
the anterior (AS) and posterior (PS) soleus muscle compartments
and the anterior (AA) and posterior (PA) aponeuroses (Fig. 1A).
The model was meshed as tetrahedral elements with fiber
directions assigned to each element, using aponeuroses surfaces
to define muscle fiber origins and insertions. Muscle and
aponeuroses were transversely isotropic materials. Predicted
architecture changes in simulations of passive lengthening were
validated by creating fascicle tracts using streamlines (Fig. 1A)
and comparing to soleus measurements made with diffusion
tensor imaging (DTI)2. Tissue displacement in active lengthening
was related to dynamic MRI4.
The PS was either passive (𝛼 = 0%) or activated (𝛼 = 75%)
while AS activation varied (𝛼 = 100%, 75%, 50%, 25%, 0%).
Then soleus lengthening in ankle dorsiflexion was simulated by
displacing the PA distal end by 20 mm, at the Achilles muscletendon junction (MTJ), while attachments of the AA to the tibia
and fibula were fixed. Muscle force was measured at the MTJ.
Results and Discussion
PS fascicle strains determined during muscle lengthening (Fig.
1B) are similar with the PS passive (𝛼 = 0%) and active (𝛼 =
75%). With passive PS, varying AS activation changes PS
fascicle lengths at the start of muscle lengthening, but has a lesser
effect on PS fascicle length change. With active PS, varying AS
activation has a low effect on starting PS fascicle lengths, but
creates larger differences in PS fascicle length changes. There are
greater differences in AS fascicle strains with varied AS
activation. Differences in AS strains arise due to shorter fascicles
lengths associated with activation prior to muscle stretch. With

the PS active (𝛼 = 75%) there are greater differences between
average strain in the PS and AS than when the PS is passive (𝛼 =
0%), regardless of the AS activation. Differences in activations
also led to differences in muscle force during lengthening (Fig.
1C).
These results suggest activation of the anterior compartment
does no infl ence he pos erior compar men s fascicle behavior.
However, only measuring the superficial soleus (i.e., with EMG
and ultrasound) would not provide insight into the activation state
or fascicle kinematics of the anterior compartment. Metrics of
soleus mechanical behavior, i.e., muscle stiffness3 calculated
using force and posterior compartment fascicle length changes,
during muscle lengthening are dependent on the activation state
of the anterior compartment.

Figure 1: A) Image-based 3D soleus finite element (FE) model was used
to simulate muscle lengthening after varied activation (𝛼) in the anterior
(AS) & posterior (PS) compartments. B) Average fascicle strains during
lengthening were found & C) muscle force, normalized by passive force.

Significance
Model predictions help illuminate the relationship between the
anterior and posterior compartments of the soleus which is
currently unmeasurable. Model results can be used to better
understand existing non-invasive measurements of human soleus
function as there are no animals with equivalent soleus function
or morphology that provides an alternative comparison. The
model improves our ability to assess soleus changes in the
context of ankle function which is critical for investigating gait
alterations that result from aging or using wearable devices.
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Introduction
Osteoarthritis (OA) is a musculoskeletal disease that affects
balance control in older adults [1]. The ability to restore balance
following sudden, unexpected perturbations is critical to avoid
falls [1], particularly for persons with OA. To date, it is unclear
how OA affects the ability to react and adapt to perturbations
delivered while walking. Meanwhile, previous studies suggest
that exposure to repeated perturbations can lead participants to
better correct their loss of balance during the recovery phase
(i.e., adaptation of the reactive strategy, assessed by differences
in stride length) [2]. Thus, this study aims to investigate how
OA affects the ability to respond to balance perturbations while
walking and produce acute short-term effects to improve
compensatory reactions in older women. We hypothesize that 1)
older women with OA will be impacted more by anteriorposterior perturbations while walking as suggested by larger
stride length errors compared to age-matched healthy controls
(HOA); 2) OA group will demonstrate a slower adaptation rate
compared to HOA, assessed by more perturbations needed to
reach a constant stride length error and lower decay rate.
Methods
Nine older women with OA (OA, age: 67.9 ± 3.33 years) and
eleven HOA (age: 69.33 ± 6.17 years) participated in this study.
Participants were instructed to walk on an instrumented treadmill
(C-Mill 3Q treadmill, Forcelink, Inc.) with a predefined
comfortable walking speed. Participants first practiced walking
on the treadmill and were then notified that they might experience
slip perturbations in the experiment. Participants then went
through two perturbation-walking (PW) trials. In each PW trial,
custom belt speed profiles were used to simulate slips at
pseudorandom intervals between 5 and 25 s, in which subjects
were asked to recover from as best as possible. Customized
Python scripts extracted stride length from the center of pressure
data recorded by instrumented treadmill. Stride length error was
calculated by stride length of five responsive strides after each
perturbation subtracts the local baseline calculated before each
perturbation. Stride length error was also standardized by the
height and walking speed of each participant.
! = $% !"# + '
(1)
A standard exponential model (eq. (1)) was applied to determine
the constants of adaptation and decay. In equation (1), a denotes
starting error. The constant -b denotes decay rate, while 1/b
denotes the number of perturbations that an exponentially
decaying quantity takes to decay by a factor of 1/e. The constant
c denotes the end error converged to by the decay function.
Results and Discussion
Table 1 reported the model fitting parameters for each group
in PW trials. The relevant error of the model constants suggested
good fitting for starting error and end error, but not for decay rate.
Consistent with the hypothesis, OA had a higher start error
response to perturbation than HOA (Table 1). Higher start error
suggests high risk of losing balance while encountering a novel
balance perturbation, which confirmed the higher risk of falling
associated with OA.[3]

Constants

Cohort
OA

HOA

a (error)

2.43 (0.68)

0.80(0.23)

b (error)

0.30(0.21)

0.28(0.25)

c (error)
1.98(0.38)
2.02(0.19)
Table 1: Exponential decay function fitting parameters for each group.

As expected, OA and HOA demonstrate different adaption
patterns in response to perturbation. Both groups could improve
recovery after the unexpected loss of balance as standard stride
length error decreased along with perturbations and eventually
converge to similar end errors (Figure 1). However, considering
the higher start error in OA group, and similar decay rate between
group, OA group might need more perturbation exposures to
reach the similar performance as HOA.

Figure 1: Adaptation curves for health older adult group (HOA) and
osteoarthritis group (OA) in perturbation walking. Adaptation is shown
by the progressive reduction in the standard stride length error across
perturbations. Points, representing the group average with standard error
for perturbation, are fitted by exponential function.

Our results suggest, while being cautious, unexpected slip
perturbations during walking are still challenging for OA but not
for HOA. As slip motion is a common experience in daily life,
healthy older women have learned strategies to overcome slip
motion, however, persons with OA may need additional training
to acquire a similar ability.
Significance
This is the first study to examine the effect of osteoarthritis on
adaptation to unexpected walking perturbations. This work
suggests that OA impacts older women’s ability to respond to
perturbations while walking. While it is possible to improve
compensatory reactions, OA patients may need more training
blocks than age-matched controls. However, concerning the large
relevant error in decay rate estimate, we will conduct additional
analysis to address the OA’s impact on adaptation rate.
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Introduction
There are multiple joint pathologies such as developmental
dysplasia of the hip (DDH) and femoroacetabular impingement
syndrome (FAI) that influence gait mechanics and overall quality
of life [1, 2]. At the joint level, these pathologies are quite
different. DDH is often congenital, associated with
undercoverage of the femoral head relative by the acetabulum,
and may result in structural injury and instability of the hip (i.e.,
an unconstrained joint). In contrast, FAI is typically-considered
an abnormal morphological contact between the acetabulum and
femoral head as a result of an overconstrained joint through either
cam or pincer morphologies. Commonly, both DDH and FAI
pathologies can lead to hip pain and long-term degradation of the
hip including osteoarthritis and eventual total hip replacement
[3]. The therapeutic and/or surgical treatment of these conditions
differ. Thus, multiple studies attempt to highlight biomechanical
differences that exist in these groups during ambulation and nonambulatory tasks, such as single- and bilateral squats [1, 2].
Often the depth and style of squatting tasks are assessed in
the clinic as additional metrics that are combined with medical
imaging, physical examination and pain history to make accurate
diagnoses and plans for treatment. Squats require a large range of
motion of the hips [1]. Yet, they are also destabilizing tasks,
which require control of balance. The mechanisms used by
individuals with hip pathologies pertaining to balance are not
well-understood. Therefore, this study investigated dynamic
balance (computed as whole-body angular momentum, H) for
individuals with DDH and FAI during bilateral and single-leg
squats. Given the differing structure of the hip within these
cohorts, we hypothesized that the dynamic balance would be less
regulated (i.e. increased magnitude) for DDH, and more tightlyregulated (decreased) for FAI, relative to control subjects.
Methods
Nine control subjects and 30 (DDH=17; FAI=13, cam and pincer
combined) patients performed three trials each of bilateral, leftleg, and right-leg squats on level platform, while kinematic data
from 46 lower- and upper-body reflective markers were recorded
at 120 Hz using a ten-camera Vicon motion capture system. All
individuals within the patient cohorts were symptomatic,
diagnosed and studied prior to undergoing hip preservation
surgery at UT Southwestern. Age and gender within these cohorts
were not controlled. Subjects were asked to perform a controlled
squat as low as they could for all tasks and use their preferred
style for single-leg squats, either with their swing leg forward or
backward [4]. An eight-segment model was built in Visual3D and
H was calculated using a common kinematic method [5], and
normalized by body mass and height. Statistical parametric
mapping (SPM) one-way ANOVA ( =0.05) was used to compare
H of different groups in bilateral squats. SPM two-way ANOVA
( =0.05) with repeated measures of one factor was used to
compare H in different groups and single-leg squat tasks
(ipsilateral and contralateral). Post-hoc comparisons were
performed using Bonferroni’s correction.
Results and Discussion

Figure 1: Group average (solid) and standard deviation (shaded) of H
of DDH (red), FAI (blue) and control subjects (black) during bilateral
squats. Data are time-normalized with standing positions representing
0% and 100% cycle, and 50% representing maximal squat depth.
Black and blue “thick” line segments indicate significant differences
relative to control and FAI groups during specific temporal regions.

Our hypotheses were partially supported. Individuals with DDH
and FAI controlled their fore-aft (sagittal-plane) dynamic balance
more tightly (i.e., decreased) than control subjects when they
squatted bilaterally, near their maximal depth (Fig. 1), suggesting
similar protective mechanisms may be used for fore-aft balance,
despite large within-group variances. Previous investigations of
FAI squats found reduced posterior pelvic tilt as they approached
maximum depth [1], which may contribute to the increased
anterior (i.e., reduced posterior) H of FAI group relative to
control subjects before reaching maximum depth. Although prior
studies observed few differences of frontal-plane hip
biomechanics, our results suggest there are significant
differences of frontal-plane H between DDH and FAI groups
during the 1st half of bilateral squats, as the task was initiated (Fig.
1). Individuals with DDH had a tendency to allow their H to move
toward their affected limb, while the FAI group’s H tended to
rotate away from their affect limb (Fig. 1).
Significance
This study is the first to show that individuals with DDH and FAI
control sagittal-plane balance similarly but different from control
subjects, and frontal-plane balance differently from each other
during bilateral squats. These findings shed light on important
biomechanical mechanisms used by these cohorts as well as the
functional differences that arise from differing underlying hip
morphologies. However, there was no difference between DDH,
FAI, or control groups during different single-leg squat tasks,
potentially due to the various single-squat styles each subject
could employ [4].
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Introduction
Although researchers rely on the measurement of rat locomotion
to better understand injury rehabilitation, diseases and more (13), existing workflows present a bottleneck that reduces study
sample sizes, increases costs, and slows down the scientific
process. Rodents present unique challenges with regards to
kinematics measurements; their loose hindlimb skin makes
optically tracking skin-mounted markers inaccurate (4), and their
bones are too small to track surgically implanted markers via xray video (5). Traditionally, researchers interested in whole limb
kinematics of rats have two options, both of which rely upon the
collection of biplanar x-ray videos: manually track skeletal
landmarks (4) or align µCT-derived 3D bone models for each
bone of interest (rotoscoping, 6). Both of these options are
tremendously time consuming and require sophisticated software
and expertise to implement. Previously, we demonstrated how to
increase the efficiency of rodent kinematic analysis by combining
tools created for x-ray video analysis with DeepLabCut, a deep
learning-based tool for markerless body part tracking designed
for use with traditional optical video (7,8).
Here, we aim to determine how often, and under what
conditions, brief retraining needs to be performed to maintain
accuracy while minimizing the tedious and time-consuming
processes of manually generating training data.
Methods
DeepLabCut was initially trained on 7 rat skeletal landmarks
(Fig. 1B) from 724 pairs of frames of biplanar x-ray video (4144kV, 80mA, 5ms, 100 fps) in Google Colab until performance
plateaued (final test error 21 pixels).
After training, a new batch of x-ray videos from two Lewis
rats across two recording sessions were analysed. The model was
briefly retrained on 40 newly labelled frame pairs collected from
only one of the animals during a single recording session. The
performance of the model was assessed by analysing three
different types of trial videos: videos containing these 40 labelled
frames (“Partially Retrained”, 228 total frames), novel videos of
the same animal recorded during the same day as the “Partially
Retrained” group that the model has never been trained on
(“Novel Trial”), and novel videos of a different animal recorded
during a different session as the “Partially Retrained” group
(“Novel Animal”). A total of 692 frame pairs from 15 gait cycles
were analysed by DeepLabCut in roughly 10 minutes. The
percent of landmarks labelled correctly was determined by
manual inspection. All animal work was performed in accordance
with protocols approved by Georgia Institute of Technology’s
IACUC.
Results and Discussion
The model accurately labelled skeletal landmarks in “Partially
Retrained” strides 97.3±2.2% of the time. The “Novel Trial”
group reported an accuracy of 94.5±4.6%, and 72.5±8.1% of
landmarks in the “Novel Animal” group were accurately labelled
(Fig. 1C).

Figure 1: A, flowchart of pipeline for biplanar x-ray videos.
Retraining is performed by following the black arrows. Trials
from the same animal and recording session as the retraining data
can be analyzed by following the dotted arrows. B, diagram of
tracked skeletal landmarks C, Percent of landmarks identified
correctly (N=15 gait cycles, 692 frame pairs) in trial videos that
the model has varying levels of explicit familiarity with.
Based on these findings, we recommend that brief
retraining be performed using a small subset of frames for each
new animal and data collection session.
Significance
Reducing the analytical burden for rodent kinematic analysis can
reduce costs, increase sample sizes and expand the possibility for
new research collaborations to answer new questions related to
movement analysis.
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Introduction
Performance fatigability is a normalized metric of
performance deterioration in response to a standardized activity.1
Muscle fatigue, defined as an acute reduction in force and power
output,2 is a proposed contributor to greater fatigability.
The Advanced version of the Physical Performance Battery
(SPPB-A) is a validated tool developed to evaluate mobility in
older adults. It includes four 30-s balance tasks: side-by-side
(SBS), semi-tandem (ST), full-tandem (FT), and single leg (SL).3
The SPPB-A tests how long an individual can balance in a
particular stance, but stance time alone may not be sensitive
enough to detect changes in postural control. Moreover, activities
of daily living often involve more challenging balance postures.
Thus, it is of interest to quantify changes in postural control with
muscle fatigue for all balance tasks of the SPPB-A.
Typical measures of postural control test either spatial or
temporal aspects of balance.4 Postural time-to-contact (TTC, s) is
defined as the time it would take the center of pressure (COP),
given its instantaneous trajectory, to contact a stability boundary
and thus accounts for both spatial and temporal aspects of the
COP.5 TTC may provide greater sensitivity compared to
traditional COP metrics and physiologically represents the time
it would take to make corrective postural adjustments in response
to, for example, a perturbation or potential fall.4 The impact of
balance task stance and muscle fatigue on TTC has not yet been
quantified. Thus, the aim of this study was to quantify TTC in 4
balance task stances before and after a prolonged walk previously
found to induce knee extensor muscle fatigue in younger and
older adults6,7 and changes in postural control in older adults.7
Methods
Three young healthy adults (age: 32.0±1.5 years, BMI:
21.9±5.2 kg m-2), sedentary participants were recruited for the
study. Participants stood on a force plate (Advanced Medical
Technology Inc., Watertown, MA, USA) in standardized lab
footwear in 4 positions (SBS, ST, FT, and SL) for 30 s. A motion
capture system (Qualysis, Gothenburg, Sweeden) collected
marker data of both feet during each trial. Force data were
sampled at 100 Hz and filtered with a second order low-pass
Butterworth filter with a cut-off frequency of 10Hz. Participants
then completed a 30-min treadmill walk7 (30 MTW) at their
preferred walking speed, determined by a 400m walk test.
Following the 30MTW, the same four 30-s balance trials were
repeated. Minimum and mean TTC were calculated for each
stance using custom MATLAB code. TTC was calculated at each
timepoint in each trial by solving for the time variable, !, in the
equation5: Pi (τ) = r(ti ) + P(ti )⋅τ + a(ti )∙ τ2 ⁄2 . A one-way
ANOVA was used to test for differences in baseline TTC for the
4 stances, with post-hoc tests as appropriate. Effect sizes for
differences were calculated for each stance to assess the impact
of the 30MTW.
Results and Discussion
Compared with the standard SBS stance, baseline mean and
minimum (except ST) TTC were significantly lower in the 3

other stances (Figure 1). Mean TTC was also lower for FT
compared to ST and minimum TTC was lower in FT and SL
compared to ST. The decrease in TTC with increased stance
difficulty suggests less postural stability. The effect sizes of mean
TTC for differences pre to post 30MTW were nil for SBS (0.009),
moderate for ST (0.788) and FT (-0.576), and small in SL (0.336)
stance, suggesting that the 30MTW alters stability more in
challenging dual stances.
Younger adults typically have a robust functional reserve and
the change in muscle function with the 30MTW was likely not
sufficient to require a large change in the postural control. In
contrast, older adults have both a smaller functional reserve and
may be more susceptible to muscle fatigue with a standardized
exercise stimulus. Thus, TTC in the more challenging stances
and following the 30MTW may yield greater insight as to the
effects of fatigability in older adults.

Figure 1: Top: Mean (left) and minimum (right) TTC for each stance.
Mean and minimum (except for ST) TTC were different from TTC in
the side-by-side stance (* p<.05). Bottom: plots of representative TTC
trajectories for the 4 stances (A: SBS, B: ST, C: FT, and D: SL).

Significance
The mechanisms of performance fatigability have been
suggested to involve neural and muscular processes8. These
preliminary results suggest that difficult balance postures, along
with advanced postural control measures such as TTC, may
provide insight into the mechanisms of performance fatigability.
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In d c i n
joint angles from the motion capture data 2.
Wearable sensors are a rapidl growing field for movement
assessment however how the compare to the gold standard is not
Re l and Di c i n
well described. Validation studies provide insight into how the
Kinematics as measured with the Nora on M oMotion S stem
information from wearable sensors can be interpreted in
demonstrate a strong visual similarit to those measured with the
comparison to the gold standard and the inform future studies
gold standard Vicon motion capture (Figure 1). Sagittal plane
that rel on this wearable technolog .
kinematics were on average -5.3 , -10.6 , and 1.3 different at the
The Nora on M oMotion S stem (Nora on USA Inc.,
hip, knee, and ankle, respectivel for the Nora on outputs when
Scottsdale, AZ) uses an arra of inertial measurement units
compared to Vicon kinematics. In the frontal plane, Nora on
(IMUs) on rigid bod segments to measure anatomical joint
outputs were an average of -1.1 and -2.1 different at the hip and
angles in natural and lab-based environments. How the portable
ankle, respectivel . Transverse plane kinematics were an average
Nora on s stem performs compared to the gold standard motion
of -4.7 and -10.6 different at the hip and ankle, respectivel ,
capture s stem has not been e tensivel e plored.
when compared to Vicon outputs.
The goal of this stud is to understand how kinematic outputs
The Nora on M oMotion S stem tended to underestimate
from the IMU-based s stem compare to e isting gold-standard
lower-e tremit joint angles when compared to the gold standard
technolog for assessing gait.
with the greatest disagreement seen for knee fle ion and ankle
e ternal rotation. Visual inspection suggests differences in how
Me h d
the coordinate s stems define kinematics in the anatomical
Ten health adults were included in this stud with demographics
position might be contributing to these differences. Differences
(mean std dev): age 23 2 ears, height 167 11 cm, mass 66
in curve shapes might also be attributed to drift from the IMUs
16 kg, and bod mass inde 23 3 kg/m2.
complicated b magnetic intefernece from data collection in a
Participants performed a minimum of eight overground
gait lab equipped a motion capture s stem.
walking trials while equipped with both the Nora on IMUs on
the pelvis, thighs, shanks, and feet, and optokinetic markers on
Significance
bon landmarks as has been described previousl 1. Participants
IMU-based movement anal sis shows promise for assessing
walked at their comfortable gait speed across a tile floor while
lower e tremit gait kinematics. Future work should e plore best
within the view of 14 Vicon motion capture cameras (Vicon
practices for aligning coordinate s stems between anal sis
Motion S stems Ltd., Centennial, CO).
methods for improved comparison of results between data
Foot accelerometer data and heel marker positions were used
collection s stems.
to detect heel strikes and e tract temporal features of gait.
Kinematic outputs from the Nora on M oMotion S stem were
Ackn ledgmen
automaticall calculated with the compan s proprietar
This work was supported b the Universit of Pittsburgh Human
software; this software calculates hip and ankle angles about the
Movement and Balance Laborator
medial-lateral, anterior-posterior, and longitudinal a es, and
sagittal plane knee angles. The International Societ of
Refe ence
Biomechanics (ISB) convension was used for calculating these
1.
Lerner ZF, et al. Med Sci S
E e c. 2014.
2.
Wu G, et al. J Bi mech. 2002.

Fig e 1. Nora on (blue) and Vicon (red) kinematics in degrees vs percent of gait c cle for a sample participant. Left: Hip
sagittal (top), frontal (middle), and transverse (bottom) plane kinematics. Middle: Knee sagittal plane kinematics. Right: Ankle
sagittal (top), frontal (middle), and transverse (bottom) plane kinematics.
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Introduction
During walking, people with transtibial amputation (TTA) using
a passive-elastic prosthesis have more asymmetric peak vertical
and horizontal ground reaction forces (GRFs) compared to nonamputees; specifically, they generate lower peak GRFs in their
affected leg (AL) and higher peak GRFs in their unaffected leg
(UL) [1]. Higher GRFs in the UL may lead to secondary
disability such as osteoarthritis. To reduce asymmetry between
legs, we provided real-time visual feedback of peak horizontal
propulsive GRF (GRFprop) of the AL to subjects with unilateral
TTA using a passive-elastic prosthesis. We hypothesized that
compared to no visual feedback (VF), participants would
increase their peak GRFprop and reduce asymmetry when
provided with VF during walking. We further hypothesized that
participants would retain the increased peak GRFprop and reduced
in asymmetry after the VF was removed.
Methods
Two subjects (S1, S2; 1M, 1F) with unilateral TTA walked on a
dual-belt force-measuring treadmill (Bertec, Columbus, OH) at
1.25 m/s using their own passive-elastic prosthesis while we
measured 3D GRFs (1000 Hz). We placed reflective markers
bilaterally on the lower limbs and simultaneously recorded
marker trajectories (Vicon, Centennial, CO; 100 Hz). Participants
performed a 5-min baseline walking trial with no VF, and we
calculated baseline peak GRFprop from the AL as a reference
training target. During VF trials, we placed a monitor at eye level
~1.5 m in front of each subject, and peak GRFprop was displayed
in real-time (Fig. 1). A red horizontal bar on the screen indicated
the target AL peak GRFprop (0%, +20% and +40% of baseline)
[2]. We instructed subjects to modify their AL peak GRFprop to
meet the training target within 5%. Each VF trial lasted 5 min,
followed by a 5-min rest, and then a 5-min retention trial with VF
removed. We measured peak GRFprop and calculated sagittal
plane ankle power from both legs (Visual 3D, Germantown,
MD). We also calculated inter-limb symmetry indices (SI) for
these variables, where larger SI indicates greater asymmetry
between the legs and 0% is perfect symmetry [3].

Figure 1: Example of VF. Grey and blue vertical bars represent peak
GRFprop measured in real-time during walking. Horizontal bar represents
the training target. The color of the horizontal bar turns from red (A) to
green (B) if the participant meets the training target within 5%.

Results and Discussion
S1 had higher AL peak GRFprop than S2 during baseline walking
(S1: 0.17 BW; S2: 0.11 BW). Compared to baseline walking,
peak GRFprop increased by up to 10.9% for S1 and by 12.4-58.2%
for S2 in all VF walking trials (Fig. 2A). Neither subject retained

this increase in peak GRFprop in retention trials; peak GRFprop
increased by less than 4.2% for S1 and by 4.6-8.4% for S2
compared to baseline trials. S1 had a peak GRFprop SI lower than
33.3% across all walking trials and S2 had more asymmetric peak
GRFprop during baseline walking (SI = 48.7%) and a less
asymmetric peak GRFprop when given real-time VF (SI = 5.930.6%). However, S2 walked with a more asymmetric peak
GRFprop during retention trials (Fig. 2B, SI = 40.6-44.7%)
compared to baseline walking.
A
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Walking trials

Walking trials

Figure 2. Subjects (S1 is blue, S2 is red) had increased AL peak GRFprop
(A) and decreased SI peak GRFprop (B) during VF compared to baseline
(BL) walking trials. Subjects had increased AL peak ankle power (C)
and decreased SI peak ankle power (D) during VF compared to baseline
(BL) walking trials. (A) 20% and 40% are indicated with dashed lines.

S1 had higher AL peak ankle power than S2 during baseline
walking (S1: 3.46W/kg; S2: 1.72 W/kg). Compared to baseline
trials, peak ankle power increased by 2.3-3.5% for S1 and by
12.7-24.4% for S2 during VF trials compared to baseline (Fig.
2C). S2 also maintained a 7.7-22.4% increase in peak ankle
power during retention trials. Overall, S1 maintained peak ankle
power SI across all walking trials (Fig. 2D, SI = 5.1-21.8%) and
S2 reduced peak ankle power SI from 47.4% during baseline to
19.9% and 34.4% during 0%VF and 40%VF trials, respectively.
Significance
Our results suggest that when subjects with TTA using passiveelastic prostheses are given real-time VF of peak GRFprop, they
increase AL peak GRFprop and walk with less inter-limb
asymmetry. However, the effects of real-time VF may vary
across individuals.
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Introduction
There are over 654 million individuals with knee osteoarthritis
(KOA) worldwide.1 KOA often occurs in the medial
compartment. Increases in medial knee contact force (MCF) is
thought to be associated with medial KOA progression;2
however, most load-reducing gait modifications target a
surrogate measure of MCF, the knee adduction moment (KAM),
that does not fully capture medial compartment loading.3 Gait
modifications may be more effective if they target MCF instead
of KAM. Thus, identifying if a gait modification increases or
decreases MCF peaks can help evaluate their benefits for KOA
treatment.4 However, since MCF cannot be directly measured in
a native osteoarthritic knee, musculoskeletal simulations are
often used to estimate MCF. The ability of simulation techniques,
like static optimization (SO), to predict changes in MCF needs to
be validated against measurements from instrumented knee
replacements (IKRs).5 Previous work has shown that simulations
can predict MCF changes for trunk sway gait,6 but there is less
work validating MCF changes across multiple gait modifications
and multiple individuals. The purpose of this study is to evaluate
whether SO can accurately estimate changes in MCF peaks
induced by gait modifications.

MAE across all trials was 0.16 BW (10.9%) for the 1st peak of
MCF, and 0.26 BW (20.8%) for the 2nd peak, which are within
errors for simulation studies reported previously (0.2-0.3 BW).6
The greater 2nd peak error may be due to the greater range of
possible muscle coordination patterns in knee-crossing muscles
during late stance.14 SO predicted MCF changes with greater
accuracy than chance for 0.25-0.5 BW 1st peak increases and for
0-0.4 BW 2nd peak reductions (Figure 1). These detectable
changes are comparable to clinically-meaningful reductions in
MCF induced by weight loss.15 However, SO did not predict
reductions in the 1st peak of MCF or increases in the 2nd peak of
MCF with greater accuracy than chance.

Methods
We simulated MCF for two subjects with IKRs included in the
4th and 6th Knee Load Grand Challenge (GC).7 Standing static
calibration poses were used to scale a full-body musculoskeletal
model8 with a multi-compartment knee model.9 Frontal-plane
knee alignment was adjusted for the 6th GC subject, and knee
contact points were adjusted for both subjects.9,10
We analysed baseline (natural) walking and five gait
modifications (crouch, forefoot strike, bouncy, medial thrust,
smooth) in total. We used a custom SO implementation using
MATLAB and OpenSim 4.011 that includes passive muscle
forces, estimates tendon compliance, and minimizes the sum of
squared muscle activations. MCF from IKRs was calculated
using regression equations.12,13 The 1st and 2nd MCF peaks were
defined as the maximum value in the first and last half of stance,
respectively. Simulated and IKR MCFs were low-pass filtered at
15 Hz.
We evaluated how accurately SO could predict changes in
MCF peaks above various simulated MCF thresholds.
Changes in MCF peaks were computed by subtracting the
average baseline MCF peak from the MCF peak of the gait
modification for each of the simulated and IKR MCF values. This
allowed us to evaluate whether clinically-meaningful changes in
MCF could be correctly identified. We varied our threshold by
0.1 bodyweight (BW) increments of simulated MCF peak change
and calculated accuracy for all changes beyond these thresholds.
We computed accuracy for thresholds, above which, there were
greater than three measurements. Mean absolute error (MAE)
between simulated and IKR MCF peaks was also calculated.

Figure 1: The accuracy of static optimization at predicting changes in
peak medial knee contact force (MCF) for changes in MCF above
varying thresholds. MCF changes are normalized by bodyweight (BW).

Results and Discussion

Significance
Accurately estimating the direction of changes in MCF peaks is
important for evaluating gait modifications that aim to reduce
knee loading. Here, we demonstrate that an SO algorithm can
accurately detect some, but not all, changes in MCF peaks
induced by gait modifications. A generic SO cost function may
not accurately capture the coordination patterns adopted when
subjects first learn a new gait pattern. Future work can evaluate
whether different SO cost functions or the incorporation of
electromyographic measurements can improve the ability of
musculoskeletal simulations to estimate changes in MCF peaks.
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PATIENT-REPORTED KNEE PAIN IS ASSOCIATED WITH MEASURED QUADRICEPS TORQUE PRIOR TO TOTAL
KNEE ARTHROPLASTY BUT NOT FOLLOWING SURGERY
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G a

I
d c
Knee o eoar hri i (OA) i charac eri ed b pain and lo of
mobili of he knee ha limi a pa ien f nc ion. Pre io
die ha e e amined ha a ignifican propor ion of pa ien
ho elec a o al knee ar hropla
(TKA) a he defini i e
rea men of heir knee OA ill repor re id al knee pain [1].
Re earcher and clinician ha e highligh ed an indi id al
reng h, pecificall heir lo er limb reng h, a impor an in
de ermining an indi id al knee f nc ion follo ing TKA [2].
O her die ha e e amined pecificall he cro - ec ional area
of he q adricep m cle and i a ocia ion i h knee
mp om in indi id al i h knee OA [3]. D ring he co r e of
rehabili a ion, clinician
e mea remen of indi id al
q adricep orq e a an indica or of heir reng h and f nc ion.
Ho e er,
die ha e alread ho n ha fail re of ol n ar
ac i a ion one mon h follo ing TKA i a ignifican con rib or
o mea red q adricep
eakne , ci ing pain a one of he
po ible rea on for decrea ed ac i a ion [4].
Ho e er, le i kno n abo ho
elf-repor ed kneerela ed pain a cap red b a e men ool like he Knee
O eoar hri i O come Score Pain (KOOS-Pain) b cale i
a ocia ed i h a en a ed orq e genera ion follo ing TKA. The
p rpo e of hi
d i o e amine he a ocia ion be een an
indi id al knee-rela ed pain and heir orq e-genera ing abili .
We h po he i ed ha higher KOOS-Pain b cale (i.e. le pain)
o ld po i i el correla e i h q adricep orq e and grea er
impro emen of KOOS Pain b cale o ld po i i el correla e
i h change in q adricep orq e mea remen a i mon h
follo ing TKA.
Me

d
T en - e en indi id al (18 female, age 63.0 7.9 ear )
diagno ed i h end age OA ere enrolled af er gi ing informed
con en per IRB g ideline a he a ai ed primar TKA. An
i ome ric d namome er (Biode , Shirle , NY, USA) a
ed o
e al a e he orq e-genera ing capaci of he in ol ed limb
q adricep i hin 30 da prior o heir TKA (21.1 24 da ).
The par icipan
ere ea ed i h heir knee fle ed a 60 degree
and he par icipan ma im m ol n ar i ome ric con rac ion
normali ed o bod ma (qMVIC) ere recorded i h erbal
enco ragemen hro gho he a k. The ame knee e en ion
e al a ion a performed 6 mon h po -TKA.
Each par icipan al o comple ed he KOOS Pain b cale o
de ermine knee-rela ed pain pre-opera i el and 6 mon h po opera i el .
Pear on correla ion (𝛼 = 0.05) a e ed he correla ion
be een he KOOS pain b cale and qMVIC a ba eline and i mon h po -TKA, a ell a he ab ol e change be een preTKA and i mon h po -TKA. We al o e amined he
a ocia ion be een KOOS-pain a i mon h po -TKA and he
change in qMVIC be een pre-TKA and i mon h po -TKA.

Re
a dD c
Of he fo r anal e , e fo nd a ignifican po i i e correla ion
be een KOOS-Pain (le pain) a pre-TKA and qMVIC a preTKA (r = 0.548, r = 0.003). None of he o her a ocia ion ere
ignifican .
p- al e

r

0.003*

0.548

KOOS-Pain (@6 mon h change)
Torq e (6 mon h change)

0.484

0.138

KOOS-Pain (@ 6 mon h )
Torq e (6 mon h change)

0.058

-0.369

KOOS-Pain (@ 6 mon h )
Torq e (@ 6 mon h )

0.711

0.075

Te
KOOS-Pain (@pre-op)
(@ pre-op)

Torq e

Tab e 1: Table of knee-rela ed pain
. orq e correla ion
ih
corre ponding correla ion and p- al e from Pear on Correla ion
a i ical anal i .

The e re l
gge ha in la e- age OA, prior o TKA,
indi id al
elf-repor ed knee-rela ed pain i a ocia ed i h
mea red in ol ed limb q adricep orq e. Ho e er, follo ing
TKA, ha a ocia ion doe no per i . Similarl , change i h
KOOS-pain are no a ocia ed i h change
i h qMVIC.
Pa ien -repor ed knee-rela ed pain appear o be more clo el
a ocia ed i h mea red q adricep
eakne in pa ien
a ai ing TKA han follo ing TKA. F r her d i req ired o
be er nder and he fac or ha are more ignifican l rela ed o
mea red knee e en ion orq e in pa ien follo ing TKA.
S
ca ce
For pa ien po -TKA, pa ien -repor ed knee-rela ed pain i le
clo el a ocia ed i h mea red q adricep orq e han preTKA. Re id al knee pain ma no be a ignifican con rib or o
ob er ed q adricep eakne po -TKA.
Ac
ed e
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FUNCTIONAL LEVEL IMPACTS THE USE OF ASSISTIVE DEVICES FOR INDIVIDUALS POST-STROKE
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Introduction
Roughly 800,000 people experience a stroke every year in the
United States, and about 30% of people require walking
assistance (walker, cane, etc.) after a stroke [1]. While a cane can
be used for body support overground, the criteria for optimal cane
use in rehabilitation is not known. In addition, treadmill training
is a common rehabilitation for individuals post-stroke. Handrails
are typically used to assist with walking during this training,
similar to a cane overground. While handrails are frequently
used, subject interaction with these handrails are not usually
considered and quantitatively reported. Individuals post-stroke
frequently have a decreased propulsive force on their paretic side
[2], which is correlated with a decreased walking speed
[3].Therefore understanding the relationship between paretic
propulsive force and anterior force on assistive devices is needed.
The purpose of this study is to determine how the propulsive
force generated through the paretic limb relates to the force
generated on the assistive device. We hypothesize individuals
with no experience with an assistive device will have a greater
difference between propulsive limb force and assistive device
force, compared to individuals that rely on using an assistive
device.
Methods
Eight participants (3M, 5F; age 59.75.3±15.50 yrs.; 0.95±0.88
yrs. since stroke) from an ongoing study were included in this
analysis: no history of assistive device use (N=2), past history of
an assistive device use (N=2), and current dependence on an
assistive device (N=4). Inclusion criteria included: age 19-80,
single-chronic stroke, and ambulatory. Motion capture analysis
using a full-body, 65-marker set was done both overground,
using in-ground force plates and an instrumented cane, and with
an instrumented treadmill and handrails. For the treadmill trials,
subjects walked for two walking conditions (3 minutes each):
light support handrail use (<5% BW) and self-selected handrail
device use. The handrail on their nonparetic side was used. For
the overground trials, subjects completed two conditions:
walking with a cane using light pressure and walking with a cane
comfortably. Real-time feedback of the cane and handrail forces
were displayed for the light-support condition on a screen in front
of the participant. Peak cane and handrail anterior forces and the
difference between peak propulsive assistive device and paretic
limb force were calculated for each group. Statistical analysis
included a Wilcoxon signed rank test with a significance level of
0.05.
Results and Discussion
The median peak propulsive (anterior) device force generated on
the handrail (1.34% BW) was significantly more than on the cane
(0.25% BW) (p<0.001). Canes are used primarily for body
support [4], and handrails are fixed to the ground, which may be
why individuals applied more propulsive force on the handrail
compared to the cane. Individuals that had no history of assistive
device use had the greatest difference between propulsive limb
force and propulsive force applied to the assistive device (Figure

1). This suggests that these individuals are either able to generate
more force with their limb than the other individuals, or they rely
less on the assistive device. Previous assistive device users and
current assistive device users had similar differences, although
previous users had a slightly greater difference during
overground walking. Previous and current assistive devices users
may need the assistive device to supplement propulsive limb
forces more than individuals that do not use an assistive device.
Therefore, an indi id al s prior e perience i h assis i e de ices
could change the relationship between propulsive force generated
by the limb versus on the assistive device.

Figure 1. Differences between peak propulsive paretic limb force
and propulsive device force for light and self-selected (SS) device
use for each assistive device group: no history, previous history
and current assistive device use during the overground
conditions with the cane (top) and treadmill conditions with the
handrail (bottom). Positive values indicate greater propulsive
force generated by the paretic limb.
Significance
These results suggest that assistive device use and prior
experience with assistive devices can influence how these
devices affect propulsive force generation in the paretic limb of
individuals post-stroke. How this difference may change through
the rehabilitation process may be a quantitative way to progress
and guide clinical decision-making regarding transitions to
independent walking.
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EARLY STRENGTH RECOVERY AFTER TKA PREDICTS STRENGTH RECOVERY AT TWO YEARS
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K

I
P e io
die ha e ho n ha indi id al
i h knee
o eoa h i i ho nde go o al knee a h opla (TKA) e hibi
ini ial in ol ed limb ad icep eakne af e TKA, follo ed
b inc ea e in eng h n il i mon h [1]. A hi i -mon h
ime poin , pa ien of en ha e no achie ed ignifican gain in
ad icep
eng h o e p e-TKA [1,2]. Pe iope a i e
ad icep eakne i
ongl a ocia ed i h abe an agi al
plane knee mo emen d ing high-demand a k in hi
pop la ion [3], gge ing ha
eng h imp o emen ma be an
impo an goal af e TKA. Ho e e , no d ha e amined he
ela ion hip be een ea l eco e of eng h and long- e m
eco e of
eng h. Unde anding hi ela ion hip co ld
enable
mo e
pe onali ed
po -ope a i e
ea men
ecommenda ion fo pa ien o imp o e long- e m f nc ional
o come and pa ien a i fac ion. The p po e of hi
d ,
he efo e, a o e amine he he ini ial
ad icep o e
eco e in he fi
6 mon h po -op p edic ed
ad icep
o e eco e a 24 mon h po -TKA.
M
T en - e en indi id al diagno ed i h end age OA e e
en olled a he a ai ed p ima TKA af e p o iding IRBapp o ed info med con en . (18 female, age 63.0 7.9 ea ) A
30 da p e-TKA, 6 mon h po -TKA, and 24 mon h po TKA, he pa icipan
in ol ed limb
ad icep ma im m
ol n a i ome ic con ac ion (no mali ed o Nm/kg, MVIC)
a eco ded ing an elec omechanical d namome e (Biode ,
Shi le , NY) i h hei knee fle ed o 60 deg ee .
Pa icipan
ee
a ified in o h ee g o p ba ed on
he he he diffe ence in hei MVIC be een p e-TKA and 6
mon h po -TKA e ceeded he 95% confidence in e al of he
anda d e o of mea emen (0.22 Nm/kg) [4]: Tho e ho e
MVIC Imp o ed in 6mo (n = 8), ho e ho e MVIC Did
no eco e in 6mo (n = 7), and ho e ho e MVIC Reco e ed
in 6mo (n = 12). Indi id al eg e ion anal e e e cond c ed
on each g o p o de e mine ho
ongl ba eline MVIC
p edic ed MVIC a 24 mon h . ANOVA a
ed o e fo
diffe ence in ba eline MVIC be een g o p .
R
a D
Ba eline MVIC p edic ed 24-mon h MVIC in he Reco e ed
in 6mo g o p ( 1 = .77
.25, R2=.830, p < .001), i h a
ela ion hip no ignifican l diffe en f om = ac o almo he
en i e ange of ob e ed ba eline eng h. In he Imp o ed in
6mo g o p ba eline MVIC did no p edic 24-mon h MVIC
(p = .357). Se en o of eigh of he e pa icipan main ained an
imp o ed MVIC a 24 mon h ela i e o ba eline e ceeding
0.22 Nm/kg.
Onl one of he e en pa icipan f om he Did no eco e
in 6mo g o p ho ed a 24-mon h imp o emen of hei MVIC
ela i e o ba eline ha e ceeded 0.22 Nm/kg. Thi g o p al o
ho ed no ignifican ela ion hip be een ba eline and 24mon h MVIC (p = .454). Thi g o p did ha e he highe

a e age ba eline MVIC (p=.002), i h all membe being abo e
he median fo hi coho .
The e e l
gge ha an incomple e i - mon h eco e
of p e-TKA
ad icep
eng h i indica i e of a lo e o
pe hap limi ed eng h eco e emaining belo ba eline a 24
mon h . In con a , ea l imp o emen in ad icep
eng h
e e main ained b almo all pa icipan a 24 mon h . While
no in e iga ed in hi anal i , i i impo an o no e ha
eco e f om ba eline ma no be fficien o achie e de i ed
f nc ion, a all pa icipan emained con ide abl belo mean
MVIC of 2.1 Nm/kg fo heal h ad l of imila age [5].

F
1: 24-mon h ad icep MVIC ( MVIC, Nm/kg) . ba eline
MVIC i hin g o p ba ed on 0-6 mon h change in MVIC. Ba eline
MVIC onl p edic ed 24-mo MVIC in he Reco e ed in 6mo g o p
(bl e line).

S
a
A pa ien
ea l eco e of
ad icep
eng h can gi e
al able in igh in o he co e of long- e m ad icep eco e
po -TKA. Con ide ing pa e n of eng h eco e
i hin hi
pop la ion ba ed on ad icep
eng h ma p o e ef l o
de e mine if and ho o in e ene o achie e be e han ba eline
le el of
ad icep f nc ion. In gene al, pa ien
ho
eco e o hei ba eline ad icep
eng h a i mon h a e
likel o emain clo e o ha le el a 24 mon h . Tho e pa ien
ho ha e incomple e eng h eco e ela i e o p e-TKA a 6
mon h a e le likel o achie e ba eline le el e en a 24
mon h han ho e ho a i e o e ceed ha benchma k b i
mon h . F he
d of he fac o
ha lead o incomple e
eco e and a lack of b an i e gain in eng h af e hi
p oced e a
ell a he implica ion of
eng h fo dail
f nc ion and ali of life a e needed.
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Training with Agency-Inspired Feedback from a Sensor Glove in Virtual Reality to Improve Grasp Performance
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Introduction
Neuromuscular trauma including traumatic brain injury (TBI)
and spinal cord injury (SCI) can significantly impair individuals’
activities of daily living, especially hand movement [1]. As a
traditional method, physical therapy (PT) often helped people to
regain hand functions such as grasping. However, commitment
to PT can be challenging, which involves repetitive and intensive
movement training [2]. Also, traditional PT methods have yet to
effectively leverage cognitive factors, whereas the emphasis is on
the perception of self-control. Sense of agency or agency was
studied previously to better motivate people to engage in
movement training for rehabilitation [3]. Our preliminary study
leveraged agency and presented a novel approach using a sensor
glove to identify achievement of a “secure” grasp. Once
identified, onboard training feedback would be provided to
improve grasp performance [4]. In recent decades, virtual reality
(VR) is involved in PT due to its advantage in customization,
cost-effectiveness and ability to provide enhanced feedback [5].
In this study, we aim to integrate VR immersion with the sensor
glove to further enhance the training effect and to effectively
foster agency while accelerating motor gains during
rehabilitation. We hypothesized that performance improvement
will be more significant with VR immersion, compared to the
preliminary results.
Methods
Ten participants performed a grasp-move-place task while
receiving visual (color change) and audio (singular beep)
feedback while immersed in a customized VR environment
(Unity, Unity Technologies) during a training session (Figure 1).
The task involved the participant grasping a small cubic object
(both in VR and real-world) from the starting location and
placing onto a designated target. A 2-layer feedforward neural
network (NN) was used to assess the “secure” grasp from force
and flex sensor signals based on offline training data. Once
“secure” grasp was determined from the NN, feedback would be
provided to the user during training across three distinct
conditions: 1) ‘Audio only’ 2) ‘Audio + Visual’ 3) ‘No
Feedback’. In addition, to present as ‘Decay’ as the preliminary
study, feedback was provided at progressively shorter timeintervals (from 1 to 0 s) after a “secure” grasp. The ‘Decay’ was
intended to facilitate greater agency through intentional binding,
whereby one builds a stronger perception to couple action
(“secure” grasp) with a sensory consequence. The primary
performance metrics were minimizing the completion time and
pathlength in moving the object. Performance was assessed
before and after training with the same task. A motion capture
system (LEAP, Ultraleap) was used to track motion of the hand
and the performance was assessed based on the position of the
virtual object/hand. Lastly, electroencephalogram (gUSBamp,
g.tec) and electromyography (Delsys, Delsys Inc.) were collected
to examine the physiological changes with the training.
Results and Discussion
The preliminary study indicated significant (p<0.05) differences
in completion time and pathlength before and after the training

with ‘No’ feedback (where no feedback was provided during
training) and ‘Decay’ feedback condition [4]. Current study is
collecting additional subjects to increase sample size. A one-way
repeated-measures ANOVA and Tukey post-hoc comparisons
with Bonferroni correction will be performed for each
performance metric across the training conditions and be
compared with the preliminary results.

Figure 1: Left) Experimental procedure of the grasp-move-place task
Right) VR and real-world setup of the task.

Significance
The preliminary study presented a novel method to predict and
inform “secure” grasp from a sensor glove during a grasp-moveplace task. Also, we demonstrated the effect of providing agencyinspired sensory feedback on grasp performance. In this study,
we further examined the training effect and integrated the sensor
glove with VR immersion. We hypothesized that the training
effect would be greater with the VR immersion than our
preliminary results. The next phase of the study is to test with
clinical participants (TBI and incomplete SCI patients) to
confirm the results of this study. Our objective is to develop a
mixed-reality rehabilitative training paradigm that provide
customizable and augmented feedback to improve grasp
performance while leveraging agency for individuals following
neurotrauma.
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SIMULATING HIP STIFFNESS IN HEALTHY ADULTS DURING QUIET STANDING
BY USE OF A HIP AND KNEE BRACE: PRELIMINARY RESULTS
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I
d ci
H man post ral s a has been characteri ed as a t o-segment
in erted pend l m, here anteroposterior (A-P) s a occ rs
sim ltaneo sl aro nd the ankles and hips. At higher bod s a
freq encies pper bod (tr nk) s a tends to be anti-phase (i.e.,
in opposition) to the lo er bod (legs) s a , hile at lo er
freq encies tr nk and legs s a tend to be s nchroni ed (Creath
et al. 2005, 2008). Older ad lts often e hibit red ced s a at the
hip, s ggesting a more rigid post re (Engelhart et al. 2016). Rigid
post re ma ad ersel affect balance control leading to falls, b t
little is kno n beca se ithin-s bject post ral rigidit is diffic lt
to assess d e to a lack of controlled e periments and differences
in post ral strategies obser ed ithin the pop lation. The
p rpose of this e periment is to sim late hip stiffness in o ng
health ad lts d ring q iet stationar stance sing an adj stable,
commonl
a ailable hip-knee orthotic brace (HKO) b
comparing tr nk and legs bod s a for hip-restricted (HR), hipnrestricted (UN), and itho t the HKO (NB) conditions.
Me h d
* 18 health ad lts (7 m; 20.5 1.2 rs.).
* A hip-knee orthotic brace (HKO) as sed to immobili e hip
and knee motion (Fig re 1).
* 6, 130-second q iet-stance trials: 2-hip restricted (locked)
(HR), 2- nrestricted (UN), and 2- itho t the brace (NB). The
knee as al a s locked in position.
* Meas res incl de 3D kinematics sing 19
anatomical markers collected at 240H .
* Segment angles ere determined sing
common trigonometric methods.
* Meas res incl de po er spectral densit
(PSD), coherence, and cophase (lead-lag
bet een tr nk and legs segments).
* T-tests at each freq enc ( =0.05)
ith no m ltiplicit correction.

Figure Bod s a spec ral parame ers sho ing r nk and legs PSD
A B coherence C and cophase D for HR solid lines UN
dashed lines and NB condi ions do ed lines

Figure 1 S bjec s ore a hip and knee or ho ic
brace HKO Mo ion cap re sed
reflec i e
bod markers Ankle mo ion as no res ric ed

Sig ifica ce
Hip stiffness is common in older ad lts. This e periment
demonstrates ithin-s bject freq enc -dependent differences
occ r bet een HR, UN and NB conditions. Based on these
findings, f t re research can foc s on specific bod -s a
freq encies to identif post ral control deficiencies.

Re l a d Di c i
Persons e periencing minor ph sical impairments appear to
perform normall beca se mo ement deficiencies are er small
and easil compensated. Earl data anal ses incl ded t pical
time-domain ariables (e.g., mean, std de .) hich sho ed no
differences. In the c rrent anal sis, spectral methods ere sed
beca se the allo for freq enc -b -freq enc anal sis.
Fig res 2A&2B sho the PSD estimates of tr nk and legs
s a angles relati e to ertical. There ere no significant
statistical differences bet een conditions for either segment.
Tr nk spectral po er at lo freq encies as appro imatel 0.9
deg2/H at 0.15 H , grad all decreasing to 10-5 deg2/H at 5H .
Legs spectral po er at lo freq encies as on the order of 10-4
deg2/H at 0.15 H , grad all decreasing to ph sicall
insignificant le els at higher freq encies.

Fig re 2C sho s the coherence bet een tr nk and legs
segments. There is a slight condition difference noted at lo er
freq encies bet een the HR and UN, and HR and NB conditions.
Val es belo 0.33 are not significant.
Fig re 2D sho s the cophase bet een tr nk and legs
segments. At lo er freq encies, the tr nk and legs are in-phase
hile at higher freq encies the segments are antiphase to each
other for all three conditions. Significant differences occ r
slightl belo 1H bet een HR and NB s ggesting that the
tr nk-legs phase relationship is altered at the transition bet een
in-phase and antiphase d e to restriction of hip motion.
Significant conditional differences indicate that sim lated hip
stiffness ca ses freq enc -dependent changes in bod s a .
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Introduction
Backpacks are among the most common loads that people carry
and typically place an additional load on the dorsum of the trunk1.
Due to its position near or above the whole-body center of mass
(COM), carrying this additional load may change postural control
dynamics that can lead to instability and an increased risk of falls.
During quiet standing, wearing a backpack increases COM
movement2, suggesting that unperturbed balance control is
challenged. To our knowledge, however, it is unknown if wearing
backpacks adversely affects postural control during instances of
instability (e.g., a trip) during which people must regain their
balance to avoid falling. In this study, we characterized how
wearing a backpack affects reactive stepping following forward
and backward lean-and-release perturbations. We hypothesized
that changes to temporal-spatial characteristics of the reactive
mechanism (e.g., step length, stepping onset) would be required
to accommodate the increased load on the person. We also
hypothesized that the maximum release angle that could be
achieved without requiring multiple steps would decrease when
wearing a backpack regardless of perturbation direction.
Methods
Twelve participants (6 men, 6 women; mean (SD) age: 24.3 (2.6)
years; mass: 75.3 (13.5) kg; height: 170.3 (10.1) cm) performed
a series of forward and backward lean-and-release balance
recovery trials with and without wearing a backpack weighted
with 15% of individual body weight. In each condition,
participants started at release angles of 2º and 10º for backward
and forward perturbations, respectively. The release angle was
increased incrementally between trials by 2º until the participant
could not recover their balance with only one step. During all
trials, kinematics were recorded with an 11-camera optical
motion capture system (Qualisys, Sweden).
COM kinematics (maximum velocity and acceleration),
stepping temporal-spatial parameters (step length, and velocity),
and stepping onset latency were obtained between loaded and
unloaded conditions at the greatest lean angle. These measures
were compared between conditions using paired t tests
(significant effects identified when p < 0.05).
Results and Discussion
Maximum COM acceleration during the reactive response was
significantly greater (p = 0.008) when wearing a backpack in both
forward and backward perturbation trials (Figure 1a). This
increase was accompanied by significant increases in step length
and step height when wearing a backpack during both forward
and backward perturbation (Figure 1b). No significant
differences in maximum COM (0.93 (0.16) m/s) or stepping
velocity (4.87 (0.69) m/s) or stepping height (0.27 (0.05) m) were
found. However, there was a decrease in stepping onset latency
of ~20 msec in the loaded vs. unloaded conditions for both
perturbation directions that approached significance (p = 0.093).
These kinematics changes while wearing a backpack did not
result in decreases in the maximum lean angles from which
participants could recover from either forward (22.9 (4.4) ) or
backward (3.6 (3.0) ) perturbations.

These results suggest that reactive balance mechanisms must
be modified to accommodate the greater COM acceleration to
successfully regain balance. In the case of the current lean-andrelease perturbations, modifications involved increasing the size
of the base of support in the direction of COM movement by
increasing step length.

Figure 1: Maximum center of mass acceleration (A) and reactive
stepping length (B) across loading conditions for forward and backward
perturbation. Error bars represent SDs, and all paired differences
between loading conditions were significant.

Significance
These findings provide evidence of the effect of wearing loads,
like backpacks, on reactive balance control. Although the current
young and healthy adults recovered balance equally as well while
wearing a backpack, changes in response characteristics suggest
that the additional load may be challenging for populations with
musculoskeletal and neurological impairments, who may lack the
strength or ability to quickly adapt a response to account for the
additional load. This information can provide foundational
insights to fuel future evidence-based practice related to carrying
external loads, including clinical and ergonomic practice.
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Introduction
Smooth movement is a characteristic feature of a healthy human
motor control system. People with neurological diseases such
as Parkinson s disease exhibit jerkier motions.1 Smoothness is
also an indicator of motor recovery in people following a
neurological injury such as stroke.2 Despite movement
smoothness being a promising indicator of the integrity of the
motor control system, it remains understudied in people with
mild traumatic brain injury (mTBI), who also exhibit motor
dysfunction following neurological injury.
Different locomotor tasks such as walking, running, and
skipping should differ in kinematic smoothness because of
unique swing phases, heel strikes, and kinetic impulses. But,
clear evidence of this difference, or how it might change with
neurological injury, is lacking. Inertial measurement units
(IMUs) have been used to evaluate the quality of kinematics
during a variety of locomotor tasks and infer the nature of motor
control3. Therefore, we sought to quantify movement
smoothness using IMUs during a variety of tasks that are
clinically assessed in people with mTBI.
The purpose of this study was to (1) compare the utility of
movement smoothness across fast walking, running, and
skipping and (2) compare movement smoothness between
healthy adults and those with persisting symptoms (>3 weeks)
from mTBI. We expected the movements will be ranked from
least to most smooth in the following order: skipping, walking,
and running. Also, we hypothesized that the mTBI group would
be less smooth than the control group across all tasks.
Methods
In this IRB approved study, 45 healthy adults [33F, mean (SD)
age = 31.91 (9.84) years] and forty-one adults with mTBI [33F,
mean (SD) age = 33.14 (9.52) years, time since injury = 341
(298) days] provided informed consent across two sites.
Participants completed the revised High-Level Mobility
Assessment Tool (HiMAT) during which they were instructed
to walk, run, or skip as fast as possible for 20 m. IMUs (APDM
Opals, Portland, OR) placed on the lumbar and forehead
collected tri-axial angular velocity data at 128 Hz.
Trials were trimmed to discard stationary, non-movement
related periods at the beginning and end of the trial recordings.
Smoothness of angular motion was quantified using the spectral
arc length (SPARC), which measures the arc length of the
Fourier spectrum of movements to quantify smoothness4. The
raw angular velocity from the gyroscope was input directly into
SPARC. The SPARC Python modules were pulled into a
customized MATLAB (R2020b) script for analysis.
Linear mixed-effects models were implemented with fixed
effects for task, group, and their interactions with random
effects for intercept and slope by task for each subject.
Significance was set as p<0.05.

Results and Discussion
Main effects of task were observed in all models (p < 0.001).
Angular motion of the lumbar and head was generally smoother
during running than during walking or skipping (Fig 1). We
suspect this difference is because the prolonged flight phase
during running temporally separates braking and push-off
impulses. Conversely, fast walking involves successive braking
and push-off impulses during double support and skipping adds
an additional ground contact phase of the swing limb.

Figure 1: Distributions of SPARC for control (blue) and mTBI
(orange) groups across each condition and body segment.
A group and group*task interaction were only observed in
lumbar yaw; individuals with mTBI exhibited less smooth
angular motion in lumbar yaw, but only while walking (p <
0.001). No other group differences were observed. The isolated
difference in yaw may be caused by increased double support
time or more variable step lengths in the mTBI group. Future
work directly examining these spatiotemporal factors and
examining linear motion using other measures such as logdimensionless jerk is needed to confirm these interpretations.
Significance
While angular smoothness is sensitive to differences across fast
locomotor tasks, people with persisting symptoms from mTBI
are not less smooth than healthy control subjects.
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Introduction
Diabetic peripheral neuropathy (DN) is a common complication
of type-2 diabetes mellitus (DM)1. Repetitive mechanical loading
of the plantar surface combined with loss of sensation makes
persons with DN prone to skin breakdown and foot ulcers (FU) 2.
Clinicians and researchers have used plantar pressure (PP)
measurements such as peak plantar pressure (PPP), peak pressure
gradient (PPG), and pressure time integral (PTI) to identify
factors that may lead to skin breakdown and FUs1-4. Persons with
DM have been found to have higher (PPP) compared to healthy
people2-4. However, researchers have found that PPP alone may
not be an adequate measure to predict the development of skin
breakdown in individuals with DM2. PPG has been found to be a
strong indicator of the onset of skin breakdown and FUs along
with PPP in persons with DM2. Some studies have found higher
PTI values in persons with DN compared with individuals with
DM alone or healthy persons4. While past studies have made
critical contribution in identifying differences between PP
parameters, how PP parameters alter with the progression of DM
is not well understood. It is vital to understand the changes in PP
parameters in individuals with DM as the pathology advances
from pre-diabetes (PD) to DM and development of DN thereafter.
Therefore, we propose a quantitative approach that incorporates
all three PP measures each of which would provide unique
information that could be valuable in accurately characterizing
the progression of DM and prevent foot related complications.
The aim of this study was to investigate the differences in plantar
pressure variables with the progression of diabetes mellitus. We
hypothesized that there would be significant group differences in
dynamic pressure parameters of three regions of the foot (rear,
mid, and forefoot) during walking.
Methods
A convenience sample of fifty-seven individuals was used for the
study representing three groups: PD [59.6 ± 11.4 Yrs, 93.7 ± 27.6
Kg, 1.68 ± 0.09 m, 9 male/10 female], Diabetic control (D) [61.0
± 9.0 Yrs, 97.2 ± 23.7 Kg, 1.67 ± 0.07 m, 9 male/10 female], and
DN [65.8 ± 7.4 Yrs, 99.1 ± 30.4 Kg, 1.68 ± 0.10 m, 11 male/8
female]. The subjects were briefed about the testing protocol and
provided informed consent (IRB# 777036). The participants
were fitted with thin socks and pressure measuring insoles
(Medilogic, Schoenfeld, GE; 60 Hz). Pressure data were recorded
for five trials as they walked at their preferred pace on a 6-10m
walking path with a 4-m active test section.
Pressure data acquired were processed using Matlab v2019 b
(MathWorks, MA, USA) by dividing the insole into 3 regions:
rearfoot (RF), midfoot (MF), and forefoot (FF). Stance phase of
the first three steps as the participant entered the 4-m test section
were considered in the analysis. The value of peak pressure
sensors in each region was recorded as PPP. PPG was calculated
by computing the highest change in pressure at the peak pressure
sensor and its neighboring 8 sensors2. PTI was calculated by
summing the pressure at each time point for all sensors in each
region. All PP parameters were normalized to body mass. Due to
data non-normality, Kruskal-Wallis tests were performed to test

differences of PP parameters at the three regions of the foot
among the three groups (α =0.05).

Figure 1: Average and standard deviation values of PP parameters for
the three participant groups at three regions of the foot.

Results and Discussion
Statistical analysis did not show significant group differences for
the demographics. Similarly, there were no statistically
significant differences in the PP parameters. These nonsignificant findings for PPP, PPG, and PTI are similar to
previously reported for D and DN groups1,3,4. However,
comparisons of the PP parameters by region revealed significant
differences for all PP parameters for the three groups
(FF>RF>MF) (Fig 1). This was consistent with previous studies
where they found PP parameters to be higher in FF region
compared to other regions of the foot1-4. Also, visual check of the
descriptives revealed large within-group variations in the PP
parameters. Including a larger sample size in future analyses
would perhaps reduce within-group differences. In conclusion,
the preliminary results of this investigation show that plantar
pressure parameters alone may not be able to characterize the
progression of DM. A combination of PP parameters and subjectspecific factors such as diagnosis duration, gait speed, and
glycated hemoglobin may be able to distinguish the three groups
and thereby disease progression in persons with DM.
Significance
Building on pilot findings, the potential application of this study
to persons with DM is an approach to detect neuropathy at an
early stage using dynamic plantar pressure. Subject specific
parameters as predictors may be used and thereby prevent foot
ulcers to provide additional insight. This may aid clinicians to
provide better foot care management, treatment approaches, and
footwear recommendations to individuals with DM to avoid foot
related complications.
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Figure 1: Distal calcaneus and talocrural joint origins with (A)
default STJ orientation at both locations and (B) Max deviation
angle defined by Inman at both locations. Green line is STJ’s axis
of rotation.
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Methods
Overground walking was obtained from the 3rd, 4th, and 6th
Grand Knee Challenge Competition [5]. The standard Lai model
was scaled for each subject and adjusted to include the pelvis and
lower instrumented limb. The STJ axis was modified by changing
the location of the origin from the default location at the distal
point of the calcaneus (Heel) to a new location at the talocrural
axis (Ankle). The STJ a is orientation as set to match Inman s
mean inclination/deviation angles in both conditions [6]. A twotailed paired t-test was used to compare peak joint angles,
moments, and loading forces that were computed for the lower
kinetic chain sing OpenSim s GUI toolbo . Significance as set
at p<0.05. The in vivo knee load from the instrumented load cell
(eTibia) was used to validate the models and compute RMS and
Pearson s correlation (p2) of the calculated knee joint reaction.

Results and Discussion
The default STJ oblique axis in the Lai model runs directly from
the heel axis location through the ankle axis location. While this
fits ithin Inman s description of here the a is e tends thro gh
the talus to the heel, it does not match the reported STJ mean
inclination and deviation angles. Changing the STJ origin
location doesn t affect the a is of rotation (green) for the default
orientation while changing the STJ origin for other orientations
lead to differences in the axis of rotation and therefore of the joint
calculations (Fig 1).
When tili ing Inman s mean orientation, there are
significant differences between the Heel axis location and the
Ankle location seen in the peak STJ moment (p<0.02), peak ankle
contact force (p<0.01), as well as the 2nd peak of the knee contact
force (p<0.05). When compared to the in vivo loading (eTibia),
the Heel location gives an RMS of 314.21 N and p2 of .72. By
changing the axis location of the Inman orientation to match the
suggestions by the ISB, the differences are minimized. The Ankle
axis location gives an RMS of 276.32 N and p2 correlation of .79.
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Introduction
Frequently, the subtalar joint (STJ) is overlooked in
biomechanical models b locking the joint o t of the model
during analysis or using a generic subtalar joint axis definition.
Since the s btalar joint takes on m ch of the foot s loadacceptance, especially in dynamic tasks, involving a true STJ
may be necessary to obtain accurate simulations. Furthermore,
since the STJ is the beginning of the kinetic chain of the lower
limb, the inclusion and accurate characterization of the STJ in
models may improve understanding of the load-transmission
through the ankle, knee, and hip.
The STJ significantly affected joint rotations at the knee and
ankle as well as the predicted knee and ankle joint contact forces
during running [1]. Additionally, the orientation of the STJ axis
significantly affected ankle range of motion during walking and
subtalar joint moments during walking and running [2]. In the
OpenSim Lai model [3], the location of this 1DOF axis of
rotation is based at the most distal part of the calcaneus. While
there are no STJ specific standards, the ISB standards for ankle
joint recommend that the calcaneus coordinate system origin
should be coincident with that of the ankle, i.e. midway between
the two malleoli of the talus [4]. Therefore, the purpose of this
study was to determine how the subtalar joint axis location affects
the kinetic chain from subtalar joint all the way to the knee during
normal gait.
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Significance
Subject-specificity is becoming increasingly more important in
models, however unlike the attention that the knee and ankle
receive, the subtalar joint is often under-appreciated. This work
demonstrates that considerable attention needs to be placed on
the location of the axes when using axes orientations that differ
in inclination or deviation angles.
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Introduction
Young, active individuals who undergo anterior cruciate
ligament reconstruction (ACLR) after primary injury often
experience suboptimal outcomes, including having a high risk of
second ACL injury1,2. Atypical knee kinematics and kinetics
observed in individuals after ACLR medical clearance to return
to sport (RTS) have been related to suboptimal outcomes2,3,4.
Since the lower extremity is a linked system, it may prove
beneficial to look at the interactions between joints and their
relative coordination in addition to single-joint biomechanics.
Dynamic movement theory is one way to investigate the
coordination between joints and proposes that there is a preferred
range of coordination variability4,5. Abnormal coordination
variability may be associated with suboptimal outcomes, but this
is unknown. In young active individuals with ACLR, we
hypothesized that 1) coordination variability at the time of RTS
will be increased in those who subsequently sustained a second
ACL injury compared to those without a second ACL injury and
uninjured controls and 2) increased coordination variability will
be associated with worse knee-related function at time of RTS.
Methods
A total of 116 young, active individuals cleared to RTS after
ACLR were included as part of a secondary analysis of an ongoing study, along with 55 healthy controls (Table 1). All
participants, or parents/guardians, provided written informed
consent. The ACLR group underwent data collection within 4
weeks of being medically cleared to RTS. The ACLR group was
followed longitudinally in the study for at least 2 years after RTS.
For this analysis, the ACLR group was subdivided based on
occurrence of a second ACL injury (ipsilateral or contralateral)
within 2 years of RTS. The ACLR group completed the
International Knee Documentation Committee Subjective Knee
Form (IKDC) to assess symptoms and function of the involved
knee at RTS. Three-dimensional motion analysis was used to
obtain lower extremity kinematics during a single leg landing
task. Three trials were recorded for both limbs of each
participant. The period from initial contact to lowest center of
mass was examined. A vector coding technique was used to
calculate coupling angles between two adjacent joints for each
trial[4,5]. The overall root mean square of the resulting circular
standard deviation between the three trials was computed to
represent coordination variability in coupling angles during
landing (Table 2). Kruskal-Wallis test was used to compare
coordination variability and intra-participant limb difference of
coordination variability between groups of healthy controls,
ACLR with no second injury, and ACLR with second injury.
Spearman s rho correlation coefficient was used to evaluate the
association between IKDC scores and coordination variability at
the time of RTS in the ACLR group.
ACLR Without
ACLR with
Healthy
2nd injury
2nd injury
Controls
Sex, M/F
34/55
5/22
15/40
Age, y
17.2±3.2
15.8±1.6
17.1±2.3
BMI
23.7±4.1
22.1±3.5
22.0±3.0
IKDC
87.8±11.4
90.9±7.3
Table 1: Group demographic data presented as mean ± STD.

Results and Discussion
In contrast to our hypothesis, we observed that those who had a
second injury demonstrated lower variability of certain measures.
There were no differences between groups in coordination
variability on the involved limb. Those who sustained a second
ACL injury demonstrated a significantly lower hip flexion-knee
abduction (HF/KA) coordination variability on the uninvolved
limb compared to both those without second injury and healthy
controls (Table 2). HF/KA coordination variability can be
interpreted as frontal plane knee control as the hip flexes during
landing. Increased motion of the knee in the frontal plane has
been shown to be a predictor of second ACL injuries2. ACLR
participants without second injury showed a smaller difference in
HF/KA coordination variability between limbs compared to both
ACLR with second injury and healthy controls, with the
uninvolved limb showing more variability than the involved
limb. Since involved limb HF/KA coordination variability show
no significant differences among the groups, the involved limb
relative increase in variability compared to the uninvolved limb
may be an important factor to look at when assessing risk of
second ACL injury.
A lower score on the IKDC was correlated with higher
involved limb HF/KA variability (r = -0.23, p = 0.013) in all
ACLR participants at time of RTS. We previously reported that
ACLR participants, regardless of second injury status, have
higher HF/KA coordination variability on the involved limb, with
both limbs showing greater variability that controls5. Increased
variability of frontal plane knee coordination with hip flexion
seen in ACLR participants may be contributing to self-reports of
lower function and worse symptoms in the involved knee.
Coordination
ACLR without
ACLR with
Healthy
p-value
Variability
2nd injury
2nd injury
Controls
Uninvolved HF/KA
12.44 (17.2)
7.44 (4.3)*
12.88 (11.6) p = 0.001
Involved HF/KA
12.42 (15.0)
11.18 (11.4)
14.19 (22)
p = 0.053
HF/ A
-0.65 (16.6)*
4.15 (12.7)
3.29 (16.7)
p = 0.017
Table 2: Joint coordination variability results represented as median
(IQR). P-value < 0.05* considered significant compared to other groups.

Significance
Of all the joint coupling angles we investigated, only HF/KA was
associated with either second injury or knee-function. Clinicians
should consider variability of dynamics task coordination during
rehabilitation of young athletes after ACLR. Future work should
consider how differences in coordination variability impact those
who suffer an ipsilateral vs contralateral second injury.
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Methods
Eighteen ambulatory children with CP (8.8 ± 2.1 yrs, 130.3 ± 13.4
cm, 28.0 ± 6.0 kg), Gross Motor Function Classification Scale I
– II, and 10 TDC (8.4 ± 2.0 yrs, 133.0 ± 12.8 cm, 31.7 ± 11.2 kg)
were included in this study. Dynamic postural control was
assessed using 4 force platforms (Bertec, 100 Hz; Columbus,
OH) while participants completed 3 successful gait trials at a selfselected speed. A successful trial was considered when the foot
landed completely on the surface of the force platform. Center of
pressure measurements (sway velocity and distance) of each limb
was calculated during the initial contact, midstance, and terminal
stance phases of gait. Sway distance and velocity were calculated
in the anterior-posterior (AP) and medial-lateral (ML) directions.
Participants were instructed to wear two accelerometer-based PA
monitors (Actigraph GT9X; Pensacola, FL) on the lateral aspect
of the ankle on the more affected limb for children with CP and
the non-dominant side for TDC. Monitors were worn for 3
weekdays and 1 weekend day, and total PA counts/day were
averaged from the 2 monitors reported. Independent t-tests
assessed group differences between PA counts and dynamic
postural control measurements. Spearman rho correlations (rs)
assessed the relationship between postural control measurements
and PA counts.
Results
Compared to TDC, children with CP had lower PA counts (p =
0.014). Additionally, children with CP exhibited greater sway
distance in the ML direction during terminal stance (p = 0.031)
and and a trend for greater sway distance during midstance (p =
0.057) than TDC. For children with CP, there was a negative
correlation between PA counts and AP sway velocity on the more

and less affected limbs during midstance (rs = -0.53, p = 0.03; rs
= -0.59, p = 0.01; respectively) and on the less affected limb
during terminal stance (rs = -0.50, p = 0.04).
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Introduction
Cerebral palsy (CP) is a neurological condition caused by a brain
lesion and is associated with musculoskeletal deficits. Postural
instability is a typical impairment of children with CP and has
negative implications on various functional movements.1
Previous studies have suggested that static postural instability is
negatively associated with functional activities that children
perform during their daily routines. However, the relationship
between dynamic postural control and physical activity (PA) has
not yet been evaluated in children with CP2. Dynamic stability
plays a vital role in maintaining balance during gait. However, it
is unclear if instability within the gait cycle is linked to the low
levels of PA in children with CP. Therefore, the purpose of this
study was to assess dynamic instability between children with CP
and typically developing children (TDC) and to determine if
dynamic postural instability during gait is related to PA levels in
children with CP. We hypothesized that children with CP have
greater dynamic instability than TDC and that there is a negative
relationship between the center of pressure (COP) variables
(sway distance and velocity) and PA.
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Figure 1. Significant relationships between PA and AP velocity
(Vel) in the more (MAL) and less (LAL) affected limbs in
children with CP. (A and B = midstance, C = terminal stance).
Significance
Children with CP are at a higher risk for falls. Dynamic instability
presented during the midstance and terminal stance may increase
this risk. Improvements in dynamic postural control may reduce
this risk and improve overall levels of PA.
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Introduction
In vivo biomechanics of the distal tibiofibular joint after a
syndesmotic ankle sprain (SAS) are poorly understood but are
critical to improving the recovery process and for making
return-to-participation decisions. Even seemingly minor
disruptions to the integrity of the joint may have substantial
functional consequences. Given that the anterior tibiofibular
ligament contributes the most to the stability of the distal
tibiofibular joint,1 its disruption during SAS may lead to
mechanical instability of the joint and reduced function and
quality of life. Thus, we hypothesized that participants with
SAS would walk more slowly than the matched healthy control
subjects, take shorter step lengths, and move with reduced ankle
range of motion and reduced maximum external dorsiflexion
moment during functional tasks.
Methods
14 patients with SAS (<1 year from injury) and 14 matched
individuals without SAS (healthy control: HC), based on sex
and activity level, aged 14-30 gave written informed consent
and participated in this study (64% female).
Participants were outfitted with 87 retroreflective markers.
Marker trajectories (240Hz) were measured with 12 motion
analysis cameras and ground reaction forces were measured
with 4 embedded force platforms (1200Hz). Participants
performed three tasks during analysis: overground walking at a
self-selected speed, single-leg anterior reach (SLAR) , and a
double-leg deep squat (DLDS). Three successful trials of each
task were collected. Primary variables of interest included
sagittal plane ankle range of motion, the maximum external
dorsiflexion moment, self-selected gait speed (gait), step length
(gait), anterior reach distance (SLAR), and squat depth
(DLDS).
Generalized estimating equations were used to test for
group-by-limb interactions for each variable of interest for the
three tasks (a = 0.05). When group-by-limb interactions were
significant, post-hoc paired and independent t-tests were used
to evaluate limb and group differences. Main effects were used
to evaluate limb or group differences.
Results and Discussion
Contrary to our hypothesis, there were no group
differences in gait speed or step length. Even so, the participants
with SAS walked with reduced ankle excursion (Fig. 1A) and
reduced maximum external dorsiflexion moment (Fig. 1B) on
the involved limb compared to the HC group. Importantly,
participants with SAS demonstrated bilateral differences in
ankle excursion. These differences may be compensatory
mechanisms to increase stability of the ankle. This finding is
similar to the way individuals with an acute lateral ankle sprain
walk.2
During the SLAR, we found a group-by-limb interaction
for ankle excursion (Fig. 1C), but no group or limb differences
for maximum external dorsiflexion moment. The participants
with SAS were likely hesitant to put the ankle into the extreme
ranges of motion required for peak reaching performance.

While there is a moderate correlation between ankle range of
motion and reach performance, there is little consensus as to the
discriminatory ability of the SLAR. As such, its clinical utility
as a measure of functional performance in SAS is unknown.
For the DLDS, the SAS group squatted with less depth than
the HC group and had reduced bilateral ankle excursion (Fig.
1D), even after accounting for squat depth. We suspected the
SAS participants would offload the involved limb as is common
in bilateral tasks like the DLDS, but there was not an effect of
limb.

Figure 1: An asterisk indicates a significant post-hoc test for
limb or group.
Significance
In summary, participants with SAS move differently than
HC, even when they are relatively far along in the recovery
process. Importantly, many of these differences persisted even
when accounting for other factors like gait speed, reach
distance, and squat depth. Biomechanical assessment of
functional tasks should be considered when evaluating patient
recovery and making return to participation decisions.
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Introduction
Softball pitching has several different pitch types including
the fastball, rise, drop (DP), screw, and curve (CV) (Fig. 1). Like
the fastball, the latter four pitches maintain the basic pitching
blueprint with most of the bodily adjustments made at stride foot
contact (SFC) and ball release (BR). The four movement pitch
types are known conventionally to be more difficult to perform
than the fastball [1]. Two of the most common movement pitch
types thrown are the CV and DP. The CV is thrown by the
pi che fingers snapping the ball at release, causing the ball to
rotate in a corkscrew motion [1]. The pitching arm follows
h o gh ac o he bod o he con ala e al hip. The Peel d op
is thrown by the hand and fingers pulling posteriorly and
superiorly on the ball at the release point, creating a topspin
motion on the ball1. Previous research has examined forces and
torques on the throwing shoulder [2,3] as well as characteristics
of the stride [3,4]. Due to the nature of the release, a conventional
belief among coaches is that movement pitch types are associated
with more stress on the throwing arm, but there is no scientific
data to support that belief.
The purpose of this study was to identify if alterations to the
pitching stride in the CV and DP pitches, relative to the fastball
pitch, would be associated with greater forces and torques seen at
the throwing shoulder.
Methods
Thirty-five female athletes (mean age, 14.7±1.6, mean height,
1.7±.07, mean mass, 67.8±14, dominant hand R/L, 30/5)
participated after providing IRB-approved informed consent.
Participants pitched while instrumented with reflective markers
from a regulation softball pitching mound with embedded force
plates (Fig. 1). Three-dimensional marker locations were
recorded at 300 Hz and synchronized ground reaction forces
collected at 1500 Hz (10 ViconMXF40 cameras, 4 Bertec4060
Force Plates). All analyses were conducted in Visual3D software.

A Shapiro-Wilk normality test was conducted on each
parameter of interest to determine data normality. Due to
nonparametric data, Wilcoxon Rank Sums tests were conducted
to compare parameters between pitch types. The significance
level for all tests was set a priori ( <.05). Due to the exploratory
nature of this study, we did not apply any corrections for multiple
comparisons.
Results and Discussion
At SFC, both superior ground reaction force (GRF) (p=.007)
and stride foot angle (p=.030) differed between CV and fastball,
but no other stride characteristics were different between CV vs
fastball or DP vs fastball. The overall lack of differences between
stride characteristics i con i en
i h he pi che
goal of
disguising alternating pitch types. This allows the pitcher to use
deception as an added weapon during pitch delivery.
Changes to several shoulder joint reaction forces and
moments occurred during ball release (BR) (all p<.05). As an
example, Fig. 2 shows the medial shoulder joint reaction forces
for fastball and CV (p=.013), and posterior shoulder joint
reaction forces for fastball and DP (p=.014). In this population of
youth softball pitchers, throwing the fastball led to higher
shoulder forces and moments than either the CV or DP.

Figure 2: Medial shoulder joint reaction force [FB v. CV] (left) Posterior
shoulder joint reaction force [FB v. DP] (right).

Significance
Across this group of female youth softball pitchers, there
were no biomechanical reasons for concern of increased injury
risk when throwing the CV or DP pitch types.
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Introduction
Anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) injuries remain a major
burden to athletes. Recent research supports the value of
considering cognitive-motor function as a relevant factor for
ACL injury risk, as athletes are often diverting attention and/or
reacting to external information when ACL injuries occur [1].
Furthermore, cognitive function has been associated with ACL
injury risk [2], and the additional of simultaneous cognitive
tasks can influence knee mechanics associated with ACL injury
risk [3,4]. While the relevance of cognitive-motor function for
understanding ACL injury risk has been proposed, research
linking simultaneous cognitive tasks to deleterious changes in
knee mechanics have not determined whether jump-landing
movement direction interacts with the effects of cognitive tasks.
Therefore, the extent to which cognitive-motor function may
differ across movement characteristics remains unknown. The
purpose of this study was to determine how the effects of
simultaneous cognitive challenges during a jump-land-jump
movement differ based on the direction of a secondary jump.
We hypothesized that knee mechanics during a jump-land-jump
task would be similar regardless of the secondary jump
direction.
Methods
Thirty-nine healthy, female, young adult, recreational athletes
(20.2±2.6 years; 1.69±0.08 m; 64.6±7.9 kg; 9 basketball/30
soccer) participated in this study. All participants were rightlimb dominant (preferred limb to kick ball farthest).
Participants completed a jump-land-jump movement [4] that
involved jumping off a 30-cm box over a distance of half the
participants’ height. Upon landing from the initial jump,
participants immediately jumped as high as they could in one
of three secondary jump directions: forward and to the left,
forward and right, or straight up. This task was completed under
five conditions. Baseline (BL) – anticipated secondary
direction, no cognitive task. Working Memory (WM) –
anticipated secondary direction, simultaneous working memory
task. The working memory task involved remembering the
locations of six letters arranged in a circular array (shown for 1
sec before jump started), with one random letter chosen to recall
after completing the jump task was completed. Unanticipated
(UA) – secondary jump direction was presented ~250 msec
prior to initial contact using an arrow cue. Visually-constrained
Working Memory (VWM) – same as WM, but the probe letter
was presented ~250 msec prior to initial contact. Unanticipated
Visually-constrained Working Memory (UVWM): combination of UA and VWM.
Dependent variables were peak values of knee flexion angle
(pKFA), knee abduction angle (pKAbA), and external knee
abduction moment (pKAbM) for the dominant (right) limb
from the first 50msec following initial contact from the initial
jump due to ACL injuries commonly observed in this timeframe
[1].
For each dependent variable, mixed effects models were
used to test for an interaction between jump condition and
secondary jump direction. Models included a random factor of

‘Participant’ and fixed effects of ‘Condition’, ‘Direction’, and
‘Condition*Direction’.
Results and Discussion
The effect of cognitive load on landing mechanics interacted
with secondary jump direction for pKFA (p<0.001), but not for
pKAbA (p=0.71) or pKAbM (p=0.25). Post-hoc analysis
identified that the unanticipated conditions had a greater impact
on decreasing pKFA for the right jump direction (ipsilateral to
dominant limb) compared to neutral or contralateral directions
(Figure 1). Jump direction was a significant factor for all
dependent variables (all p < 0.001). The Condition fixed factor
was significant for pKFA (p <0.001), but not for pKAbA
(p=0.16) or pKAbM (p=0.36).

Figure 1: Condition*Direction interaction plot for pKFA.

The interaction between jump condition and secondary jump
direction suggests that, while the anticipated conditions tended
to be associated with greater knee flexion angle, larger
decreases in knee flexion during unanticipated conditions were
seen when jumping to the same side as the dominant limb.
Therefore, secondary jump landing direction consideration is
warranted when knee flexion angle is a variable of interest in
cognitive-motor research.
Significance
Athletic performance often requires dynamic, multiplanar
movements. Jump landings are used as a surrogate movement
to gain insight into biomechanics used during these athletic
tasks, but jump landing analyses are often restricted to jumping
tasks that occur in the sagittal plane. The results of this study
suggest analyses into cognitive-motor function during bilateral
jump landings should keep in mind the potential interacting
effects of secondary jump direction on sagittal plane
kinematics.
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Introduction
The cognitive task led to a larger increase in peak trunk
Older adults have shown diminished trunk control which is
flexion angle and extension torque. In OACT, peak trunk
correlated to their high risk of falling [1]. When facing an
flexion angle was increased by 199.1%. Peak trunk extension
obstacle, it is important to safely avoid the obstacle and not get
torque was increased by 211.2% to compensate for this. Also,
tripped. While controlling trunk movements is critical for fall
peak trunk flexion angle and extension torque were increased
prevention [1], there is a lack of knowledge about trunk
by 40.1% and 45.2% in WCT compared to W, respectively.
biomechanics during obstacle avoidance. Further, cognitive
These results suggest that trunk control is sensitive to and gets
tasks have shown to negatively interfere with obstacle
negatively impacted by a cognitive task. Subjects walk with a
avoidance which increases risk of falling [2]. Our objective was
more flexed trunk doing the cognitive task which may put them
to evaluate whole-body kinematics and kinetics during obstacle
at a higher risk of falling in case of obstacle contact. These
avoidance in the presence of a cognitive task to investigate how
results support our hypothesis and raise concern for older adults
trunk control is affected compared to other joints. We studied
as their balance and walking have been shown to be more
young healthy adults to provide a baseline for future studies in
negatively impacted by a cognitive task [3].
older adults. We hypothesized that trunk would have the largest
Even after fully crossing the obstacle, the trunk was still
increase in peak flexion as well as peak extension torque during
adapting to return to its normal range of motion. The trunk
obstacle avoidance and a cognitive task would further increase
flexion GAP in the first gait cycle after OA was 9.6% larger
those measures.
compared to W. While lead leg ankle had a 1.9% increase in
GAP, hip and knee joints did not show any differences.
Methods
Therefore, trunk and ankle appear to take longer returning to
Ten young healthy adults walked for 2 mins at 1 m/s on a splittheir normal range of motion. Older adults may need even more
belt treadmill while fitted in a harness. A lightweight obstacle
gait cycles to fully retain their normal trunk kinematics after
was released at the front of the treadmill at a random right heel
obstacle avoidance.
strike moment 5 times during walking. The obstacle was wide
In summary, during obstacle avoidance, trunk appears to
and the subject was required to step over it with the lead leg –
require the largest adaptations which are associated with
which was the right side for all the subjects – and then clear it
significantly larger extension torques. A cognitive task
with the trail leg (the left side). The same task was repeated
negatively affects trunk control. Lastly, trunk shows the largest
while the subject was doing a cognitive task. Trunk, pelvis, hip,
post-effect adaptations that shows the trunk may need a longer
knee, and ankle angles and torques were calculated in the
time to stabilize after it is perturbed.
sagittal plane. A linear mixed effects model with the
aforementioned variables as dependent variables and
Significance
independent variable of condition was used. Conditions were:
Our study provides a baseline for future studies in older adults
1) walk (W), 2) walk with a cognitive task (WCT), 3) obstacle
and suggests that clinicians, researchers, and assistive device
avoidance (OA), and 4) obstacle avoidance with a cognitive
engineers should pay more attention to the trunk stabilization in
task (OACT). To evaluate the post-effects of obstacle
challenging balance tasks. Further, it is very important to
avoidance, the absolute difference (GAP) between the start and
consider cognitive tasks when designing trunk training
end (0% vs. 100% of gait cycle) of each angle variable was
programs as well as wearable assistive devices as they might
calculated in the first gait cycle after completely passing the
significantly affect the trunk control.
obstacle. This measure was normalized to the angular range of
motion of the joint during walking.
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Table 1. Whole-body kinematic and kinetic analysis during lead leg obstacle avoidance. (*: p<0.05, ***: p<0.0001)
Variables
Peak R-Hip flexion (deg)
Peak R-Knee flexion(deg)
Peak R-Ankle dorsiflexion (deg)
Peak Trunk flexion (deg)
Peak Trunk extension torque (Nm/kg)

W
26.2 (1.3)
70.0 (1.7)
-3.8 (0.4)
9.4 (1.0)
-0.16 (0.03)

WCT
25.5 (1.3)
69.4 (1.7)
-3.7 (0.4)
10.4 (1.0)
-0.18 (0.03)

OA
48.1 (1.7)
87.4 (2.0)
-11.7 (0.9)
13.1 (1.1)
-0.24 (0.03)

OACT
50.4 (1.6)
90.2 (2.0)
-12.5 (0.9)
14.0 (1.1)
-0.29 (0.04)

W-WCT
***
***
***
***

W-OA
***
***
***
***
***

OA-OACT

*
*

W-OACT
***
***
***
***
***
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Methods
In this study, we used the MATLAB fmincon function to
optimize three-dimensional attachment locations at each end of a
cable-driven actuator to minimize mean human-supplied
) at the shoulder for abduction [4]
biological joint moment (
and a forward reach motion [5]. First, the MoBL-Arms
musculoskeletal model [5] in OpenSim [6] was used to compute
) via inverse dynamics. Then, the
shoulder joint moments (
proximal attachment = ( , , ) fixed to the torso and distal
= ( , , ) fixed to the upper arm were
attachment
generated (Fig. 1). Attachment locations were tracked using
forward kinematics, cable moment arms ( ) were computed, and
cable force ( ) was computed at each time point such that
resultant
biological
moment,
y
=
×
,
was
minimized. Cable force was
constrained to lie between 0 and 448 z
N (100lbs). Attachment locations
x
were constrained to feasible and
practical spaces around the body:
was confined to lie between spheres
of radii 5 cm and 7 cm centred about Figure 1.
the shoulder joint and was confined Direction conventions,
to lie within cylinders that extended neutral shoulder joint
over the length of the humerus and center (SJC) position,
and attachment points.
had radii of 5 cm and 7 cm.
Results and Discussion
Our optimization obtained reductions in mean biological joint
moments of 69.8% for abduction and 31.1% for reaching; this is
comparable to a prior UE assistive device simulation that
an
upward reach [3]. Maximum cable forces were 240.4 N during
abduction and 349.6 N during reaching. For the abduction
=
motion, attachment locations were identified at
(0.96, 7.00, 3.46)
and
= (0.86, 29.66,4.64);
units in
centimeters. For the reaching motion, attachments were located
at = (7.00, 4.96, 2.74) and = (5.78, 5.22, 0.34).

For both conditions, the optimal attachments tended to
produce the largest moments about the shoulder elevation DOF,
which had the largest mean moment (Fig. 2). Cable moments also
offered some assistance about the elevation angle DOF in both
motions. However, cable moments tended to increase the
required biological moment about the shoulder rotation DOF.
This study showed that assistive devices can be designed to
reduce joint moments during ADLs with a simple inverse
dynamics-based optimization. Furthermore, moment reductions
were accomplished while meeting wearability restrictions such as
a low-profile design and low forces exerted on the user’s body.
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Introduction
Robotic exoskeletons are a proven rehabilitative tool that can
improve upper extremity (UE) function in individuals who have
had a stroke [1]. However, in order to assist activities of daily
living (ADLs), an assistive device must be wearable and
portable. Meeting wearability needs such as user comfort, low
device mass, and low device profile is not a simple task,
particularly when balanced with supplying sufficient moments
about multiple degrees of freedom (DOF). Prior studies on UE
assistive devices have sought to prevent singularities and
misalignments, which improves comfort and range of motion [2].
Others have used musculoskeletal simulations to design passive
devices to reduce muscle activations [3]. We propose a novel
approach to design optimization for cable-driven assistive
devices by representing wearability constraints in an inverse
dynamics-based optimization.

SR
Time (s)
Total

Assistive

Time (s)
Biological

Figure 2. Total, biological, and assistive moments about each shoulder
DOF and the resultant moment for (A) abduction up to 113º and (B) a
forward reach. Elevation angle (EA), shoulder elevation (SE), shoulder
rotation (SR), and resultant (Res) moments are shown.

Significance
This study demonstrated a simple approach for optimizing a
shoulder-assistive device based on functional and practical
criteria. Future work could be done to assess this approach for
assisting specific impairments, to explore more design options,
and to evaluate the effect of assistive moments on muscle
function.
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Introduction
Successfully adapting walking to cross an obstacle is
necessary to safely navigate everyday life (1-3). Typically,
walking adaptability is studied in the controlled laboratory
environment, and those findings are generalized to real-world
mobility ability (4). Evaluations of obstacle crossing tasks
conducted in laboratories are often used as a proxy to understand
the walking characteristics that could lead to trips. However, it
remains unknown whether laboratory-based mechanics of
obstacle crossing mimic the mechanics of obstacle crossing in the
natural environment. Thus, the purpose of this study was to
compare gait parameters while crossing a variety obstacles
outdoors to walking while crossing similar obstacles in a
controlled laboratory environment.
Methods
Six healthy young adult women (22 2 yrs) provided informed
written consent prior to participating. Participants performed four
tasks: 1) unobstructed overground walking, 2) walking while
crossing over a 10 cm dowel-rod obstacle, 3) walking while
crossing over a 15 cm long x 31.5 cm wide x 10 cm tall foam
block obstacle, and 4) walking and stepping up onto a standard
height curb, in the laboratory and outdoors. Wireless sensors
(APDM System) were placed on the top of each foot, and on the
lower back over the lumbar spine to track motion. Spatiotemporal
measures were calculated across the entire 6 m walking course.
Planned comparison paired t-tests were run comparing mean gait
speed, stride length variability (standard deviation) and single
support variability. Comparisons included 1) indoor vs outdoor
for each obstacle crossing task, 2) indoor and (3) outdoor
overground walking vs each obstacle crossing task, and 4) indoor
dowel obstacle crossing vs outdoor walking while stepping up
onto a curb. Outcome measures reported were averaged across
the entire walking trial for each task. After correcting for multiple
comparisons significance was set at the level of α = .0167.
Results and Discussion
When comparing indoor overground walking to each indoor
obstacle crossing task, we found that variability of single support
percent was significantly higher (all p < .0167) when obstacle
crossing. When crossing obstacles outside, compared with
outdoor unobstructed walking, single support variability was
increased by up to 1.5% (all p < 0.007). Interestingly, when
crossing manufactured obstacles outdoors (dowel and foam) gait
speed was reduced by at least 0.12 m/s (all p < 0.06), but this
was not the case when crossing a real-world obstacle (curb, p >
0.0167). Finally we found when crossing an outdoor curb, gait
speed significantly increased by .17 m/s (p = .004) and single
support percent variability significantly decreased by .72% (p =
.01) when compared to the indoor dowel rod obstacle, often used
to simulate the outdoor curb. Variability of stride length was not
significantly different, regardless of the comparison being made

(p > .0167). There were no significant differences in mean gait
speed, variability of stride length, or variability of single support
percent when comparing any indoor obstacle crossing task to its
outdoor counterpart (all p > .0167).
Figure 1. Mean gait
speed, stride length,
and single support %
during each walking
task.
Individual
mean values for gait
speed, stride length,
and single support
%, are overlaid on
their respective bar
graphs.
When comparing task performance in an indoor setting versus
an outdoor setting, spatiotemporal parameters did not differ
(Figure 1). Despite our small sample size restricting our statistical
power, we found that single support percent variability is affected
by the presence of an obstacle, regardless of the environment the
obstacle is encountered in. We also found mean gait speed is only
impacted by manufactured obstacles (e.g. foam block, dowel rod)
encountered in an outdoor environment, but not the real world
(e.g. outdoor curb) obstacle, highlighted by comparing the indoor
dowel obstacle and outdoor curb conditions, where both gait
speed and single support variability were significantly different..
Our finding that gait speed does not change from overground
walking to stepping onto a curb is different from a previous study,
which has shown that when anticipating a raised surface, healthy
young adults decrease both their speed and step length (1). We
did not find any significant differences in stride length when
comparing overground walking to any obstacle crossing task,
regardless or environment, which is not consistent with previous
obstacle crossing studies (2, 4) reporting gait speed decreases and
step length increases during obstacle crossing compared to
overground walking.
Significance
Overall, our results demonstrate that young adults adapted
their mechanics for the type of obstacle and the environment the
task is presented in. Further research in this area will allow us to
understand the ecological validity of previous obstacle crossing
research and improve our ability to identify behaviors that are at
a greater risk for suffering a fall.
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LOWER BODY JOINT MOMENTS REDUCED WHILE WALKING WITH POSTERIOR WALKER
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Introduction
Posterior walkers are prescribed to approximately 25% of
children with cerebral palsy (CP), or 41,000 school-aged children
in the United States (US CDC & NCES). Despite high usage,
joint kinetics of patients using posterior walkers has not yet been
investigated. This is challenging because we need to instrument
the walker to collect the forces applied to the hands. Additionally,
we need to create a model that allows these forces to be applied
to the human. Understanding the reaction of the human to the
device will allow devices to be designed that provide the best
possible aid to the user. The aim of this work is to show the
kinetic differences of the lower body between walking with and
without a posterior walker.
Methods
A typical posterior walker (Nurmi Neo, Ottobock) was
instrumented at both handles with a 6 DoF load cell (ATI) to
capture the forces (1000 Hz) applied through the handles of the
walker. 3 CP (14.7 ± 2.3 y.o.; 2F) and 3 typically developed (TD)
(15.3 ± 7.2 y.o.; 1F) users walked with and without this
instrumented walker, at their self-selected comfortable walking
speed along a straight, level path. Walking kinematics were
captured using a 12 camera motion capture system (Vicon) and
ground reaction forces
were captured by 5 inground force plates
(Bertec). Joint kinetics
were calculated in
OpenSim
using a
subject-specific fullbody model [2] with
the addition of a novel
posterior walker model
to add forces at the
hands (Figure 1). Joint
kinetics were then
Figure 1. OpenSim model used in this
normalized by body
study. Shown scaled to one CP subject.
mass, filtered at 10 Hz,
Ground and walker handle reaction
and splined to the gait
forces shown in with yellow arrows.
cycle for comparison.
Results and Discussion
For both the CP and TD users, walking with the posterior walker
reduced the peak lower body sagittal joint moments of the user
(Table 1). The largest reduction in the TD group was seen at peak
in knee extension moment during early stance (50%), while the
largest reduction in the CP group was seen at the peak knee
extension moment during late stance (30%).

This joint moment reduction shows that walking with a
posterior walker is not only useful for improving stability of the
user but also for decreasing the loading of the lower body joints.
Future work is needed to investigate how much of this joint
moment reduction is due to the user loading the walker to relieve
weight from the lower body, and how much is due to the change
in posture of the users while walking with and without the
posterior walker. As the user loads the walker to relieve the lower
body, the joint moments of the upper body increase. This increase
in joint work, as well as the cost of pulling the walker along with
the user will affect the efficiency of the human walking with the
walker. These efficiency effects of walking with a walker is
another direction for future work, as the CP population already
has been shown to do 59% more work per unit mass on average
than a TD group [3]. It is critical to account for the effort change,
while providing stability to the user as we want to provide
benefit, without increasing difficulty.

Figure 2. Representative knee moments from a TD (left) and CP
subject (right). Black are without walker. Blue are trials using walker.

Significance
This work shows that walking with a posterior walker reduces the
peak moments generated by the lower body during walking. This
illuminates how using a posterior walker is not only beneficial
for increasing the stability of the user, but also beneficial for any
population with weakness in the lower body that may make
unassisted walking more difficult (such as aging, CP,
myelopathy). This suggests that posterior walkers could be useful
to populations that may or may not have stability deficits to help
them walk farther and longer.
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Table 1. Peak sagittal joint moments (Nm/kg) over the gait cycle for cerebral palsy (CP) and typically developed (TD) groups.

Peak Joint Moment
Nm/kg (st.dev.)
Without
TD
With
Without
CP
With

Hip Extension
0.708 (0.039)
0.579 (0.034)
0.490 (0.100)
0.379 (0.096)

Knee Extension
Early Stance
0.710 (0.080)
0.352 (0.320)
0.444 (0.411)
0.332 (0.288)

Knee Extension
Late Stance
0.338 (0.108)
0.248 (0.098)
0.716 (0.410)
0.500 (0.366)

Ankle
Plantarflexion
1.411 (0.150)
1.289 (0.177)
1.241 (0.128)
1.103 (0.105)

ANALYSIS OF NORMALIZATION TECHNIQUES: SURFACE ELECTROMYOGRAPHY SIGNALS
FROM A CUTTING TASK OF A HAMSTRING STRENGTH TRAINING PROGRAM
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Introduction
Hamstring muscle complex (HMC) injuries occur frequently in
athletes who participate in professional and recreational sports
like football and soccer [1]. For example, as of 2017, 12% of all
injuries in British soccer were attributed to acute hamstring
strains. For American National Football League sponsored
training camps from 1998-2007, 2.2 hamstring injuries were
sustained per 1000 athletes. Reinjury is just as elevated with a
1:3 occurrence [2]. Strength training programs help prevent
injury of the hamstring through traditional exercises thought to
increase strength and alter muscle architecture and stiffness [3].
Surface electromyography (EMG) is one method utilized to
capture muscle excitations in these studies. EMG normalization
is often incorporated to sustain repeatability and to establish a
known scale to be shared and compared amongst other
laboratories and researchers in the field [4]. EMG can be
normalized using techniques such as maximum voluntary
isometric contraction (MVIC), peak amplitude of the study for a
given subject, etc., yet it is unclear which method might provide
comparable results from a multi-week study. The purpose of this
project was to investigate the application of normalization
techniques on filtered EMG signal cutting tasks captured from a
multi-week hamstring strength training program.
Methods
Five adults completed 6 weeks of a hamstring strength training
program. The male subject s average age was 22.67±4.62, height:
1.87±0.01 m, and weight: 872.52±51.29 kg. The female s
average age was 22.67±2.88, height: 1.66±0.08 m, and weight:
722.33±71.97 kg. Two days of resistance training and one day of
plyometrics per week was required from study participants.
In the 1st and 6th weeks of the study, an anticipated cut (ac)
task was staged leading up to a force plate and corresponding
EMG signals collected using wireless surface electrodes (Trigno,
Delsys Inc., Boston, MA) placed on the muscle belly of the lateral
hamstring. MVICs were collected from a 10-second maximal
isometric contraction each week.
MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA) was used to filter and
process the raw EMG signals of the subjects. The EMG signal
during contact with the force plate was padded with zeros to
account for the Butterworth filter s slow response to quick
transitions, band-passed at 5-450 Hz, and then high-pass filtered
at 20 Hz with a recursive 2nd order Butterworth filter. Full-wave
rectification of the signal was applied, then a low-pass filter at 10
Hz using a recursive 2nd order Butterworth filter to create a linear
envelope. 10 Hz cut-off was used to reduce damping for the onset
of muscle signal excitation of the task. Trials according to each
subject and week of the study were averaged to create a single
linear envelope.
MVIC, max MVIC (mMVIC) across weeks for subject, mean
MVIC (mnMVIC) (average of weeks) for subject, anticipated cut
task for given subject and week (tsk), mean activation of the task
(mTsk), max task across weeks for subject (mxTsk), and mean
task (mnxTsk) for subject (average of weeks) were calculated in
MATLAB and utilized to normalize each weekly ac task for each

subject. Coefficient of variation (CV) was also calculated and
compared to evaluate intra-individual variability of each
normalization technique.
Results and Discussion
Subject
S01
Week
Week
S08
Week
Week
S13
Week
Week
S14
Week
Week
S17
Week
Week

MVIC mMVIC mnMVIC Tsk

mTsk mxTsk mnxTsk

1
6

7
7

7
5

8
6

100
100

141
126

100
66

162
107

1
6

40
27

30
27

34
31

100
100

146
135

100
91

147
133

1
6

7
187

7
94

9
125

100
100

133
126

7
100

17
235

1
6

46
43

46
41

47
42

100
100

188
152

100
89

179
159

1
6

18
52

18
31

22
39

100
100

139
149

57
100

106
185

Figure 1: Table featuring subject/week cut tasks, percentage of max
effort for normalization type.
Subject
S01
S08
S13
S14
S17

MVIC mMVIC mnMVIC
Tsk mTsk mxTsk mnxTsk
0.1008 0.2532
0.2532 0.1188 0.1013 0.2532
0.2532
0.2398 0.0725
0.0725 0.0831 0.0691 0.0725
0.0725
1.3518 1.2613
1.2613 0.1003 0.0945 1.2613
1.2613
0.1755 0.1639
0.1639 0.1946 0.1760 0.1639
0.1639
0.7327 0.3882
0.3882 0.0964 0.0910 0.3882
0.3882

Figure 2: Table featuring CV for each subject/ normalization type.

The results demonstrate that mTsk and mxTsk on average have
less variation than the other methods. It could be a preferred
method for normalizing for cutting tasks that involve the HMC.
The data showed that by using mTsk for normalization,
percentage of maximum effort may always be greater than 100%.
Tsk normalization was always 100%, as the cutting task was
normalized to its own peak. This may not be preferable for some
researchers.
Significance
MVIC has been widely accepted and often assumed as the most
appropriate method for normalization. Reproducibility and
consistency are priority in EMG signal sharing. Emphasis toward
other methods such as to the task itself may improve these desired
outcomes. Exploration into other dynamic tasks should be
considered for determining an appropriate normalization method
seeing that MVIC was not proven the best regarding variation in
this study.
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Introduction
With over 700,000 patient falls occurring in US hospitals each
year [1], understanding the cause is critical for fall prevention.
The causes can be multi-faceted and are typically divided into
intrinsic (age, sex, medication, etc.) and extrinsic (environment,
training, education) risk factors [2]. To reduce falls, hospitals
implement fall prevention strategies limiting exposure to
extrinsic risk factors, identifying intrinsic fall risk factors,
monitoring patients, and limiting unsupervised movement [3, 4]
but fail to address extrinsic factors directly. Research on extrinsic
fall risk factors focuses on flooring, lighting, and handrails [5, 6]
and has influenced hospital room design. Additionally, a patient's
location, task, and objects they interact with influence fall risk
[7]. The interaction between the patient and the objects in the
room is complex and not well understood.
To address the paucity of research in this area, we classified
objects into defining characteristics to assess how they provide
support during instability. This study aims to understand how the
object characteristics of height, type of grasp, and resistance to
movement provide stability to an individual during a moment of
instability.
Methods
Healthy adults with no pre-existing conditions were recruited
according to IRB 00099410. Participants were fitted with 69
retroreflective markers to track their full-body motion (15
segments) with motion capture (MoCap) (Vicon Nexus).
Participants were instructed to walk heel-toe along a 12ft line
on the floor to create a narrow base of support for each trial while
looking straight ahead. A 12ft long support structure was
available to their left. It could be adjusted in height (30, 36, 42"),
resistance to movement (locked or unlocked wheels), and type of
grasp available (non-prehensile, parallel extension, medium
wrap). Participants were instructed to hover or slide their hand
over the support while walking. During each trial, participants
experienced a lateral perturbation to the pelvis. The perturbation
was created by dropping a 4.5kg weight vertically, which was
connected by a rope to the participant. Participants also
completed 6 perturbation trials with no support structure.
A total of 18 configurations of the support structure were
tested three times each for 60 trials total. The order of the
configurations was randomized for each participant. Data from
each trial were collected with Vicon Nexus and post-processed in
Visual3D, MATLAB, and RStudio. Data were normalized
between the start of the perturbation and when participants
regained stability. The outcome variable of interest was the
minimum margin of stability (MoS) during the trial. One linear
mixed-effects model (LME) was used to investigate the
relationship between having a support object and having no
support object. A second LME was used to investigate the types
of support configurations. For both models, height, wheel status,
and type of grasp were fixed effects; subjects were a random
effect. Post-hoc pairwise comparisons were made with Tukey
correction to investigate any significant effects.

Results and Discussion
Five participants are included in the analysis (4F, 1M, 26 ±
1.6yrs). The outcome metric, min MoS, was normally distributed.
There was a significant difference between trials with support and
trials with no support (p = .014), Table 1. The results suggest that
having support reduces the level of instability.
Table 1. p values, and EMM comparing support and no support
Fixed Effect
support
no support

p value
.014

EMM (SE) [mm]
-34.4 (1.90)
-39.1 (2.57)

For the second LME investigating support characteristics,
only the type of grasp was significant (p < .001). The estimated
marginal mean (EMM) for min MoS, Table 2, suggests that
participants became most unstable with the non-prehensile grasp
(-37.8mm) and were the least unstable with medium wrap grasp
(-30.6mm). Post-hoc test showed that all levels within type of
grasp were approaching significance (p = .06).
Table 2. EMM (SE) for each level within type of grasp
Levels
non-prehensile
parallel extension
medium wrap

EMM (SE) [mm]
-37.8 (2.25)
-34.8 (2.25)
-30.6 (2.25)

Based on the results, the type of grasp available seems to be
the driving factor influencing the quality of support an object can
provide. The results suggest that a medium wrap helps minimize
the instability during a perturbation. Data collection will continue
for a total of 15 participants.
Significance
These results provide a more comprehensive understanding of
how object characteristics influence quality of stability during a
perturbation. Based on these results, and with further research,
we can assign quality of support ratings to objects. Such ratings
can then be implemented in fall risk models [8]. Understanding
how objects provide support is the first step in integrating room
design and layout into hospital fall prevention strategies.
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Introduction
Dynamic biplane radiography (DBR) in conjunction with modelbased tracking (MBT) has provided a suitable mechanism for
biomechanical assessment of many joints but has not yet
achieved widespread use at the thumb and wrist. While methods
such as surface markers and implantation of metal beads have
previously been utilized for kinematic analysis of many anatomic
regions, these methods have many shortcomings1,2. Bead
implantation requires invasive intervention, and surface markers
are prone to soft tissue artifact. In addition, the small, overlapping
carpal bones pose challenges to these traditional methods3.
In order to verify that the challenges associated with the
carpal bones will not preclude successful implementation of DBR
with MBT, these strategies must be validated accordingly. The
purpose of this work is to determine the accuracy of DBR with
MBT for the evaluation of thumb and wrist joint kinematics.
Methods
Following institutional approval, three 0.6 mm stainless steel
beads were implanted into the trapezium, scaphoid, first
metacarpal, and radius of a cadaveric upper extremity from a 56year-old female. The specimen was mounted in a PVC frame and
then manipulated within the DBR system using fishing wire,
which was tied to the specimen and pulled to move it in the
desired manner (Figure 1.A). One static trial and three trials of
thumb adduction-abduction were performed, with synchronized
biplane radiographs collected at 100 Hz (Figure 1.B). Specimenspecific 3D bone models of the trapezium, scaphoid, first
metacarpal, and radius were created from a CT scan (resolution
0.437 x 0.437 x 0.625 mm) (Figure 1.C). Anatomical landmarks
were identified on the 3D bone models to establish an anatomic
coordinate system (Figure 1.D). Bead-based tracking (BBT) and
volumetric MBT were completed to track 3D bone motion
(Figure 1.E). Joint kinematics were then calculated according to
the anatomic coordinate systems and bone motion (Figure 1.F).
Precision of the BBT kinematic measurements was calculated
with respect to the known distances between the implanted beads.
Precision, bias, and root-mean-squared-error (RMSE) of the
MBT kinematic measurements were calculated with respect to
the BBT method. These values were computed for the static and

Figure 1. Data collection and model-based tracking workflow.

dynamic trials for each of the four tracked bones and are reported
in the bone anatomic coordinate systems.
Results and Discussion
Condition numbers for the bead distributions ranged from 21 to
82 indicating a good distribution of implanted beads to serve as a
reference standard4. On average, the BBT system measured joint
position for the static trials with precision of 0.037 mm and bias
of 0.046 mm. For the dynamic trials, average BBT precision and
bias were 0.068 mm and 0.10 mm, respectively.
On average, the MBT system measured joint position for the
static trials with precision of 0.054 mm, bias of 0.48 mm, and
RMSE of 0.48 mm. For the dynamic trials, average MBT
precision, bias, and RMSE were 0.41 mm, 0.62 mm, and 0.77
mm, respectively. The precision of the MBT system was the
worst for the trapezium, possibly due to the b ne arthritic nature
in this particular cadaver specimen. Without the trapezium, the
average precision and bias of the MBT system for the dynamic
trials were 0.087 mm and 0.38 mm, respectively.
These measures of accuracy are comparable to those found
with previous validation studies of the same MBT system for
kinematic analysis of the ankle5, knee6, hip7, lumbar spine8, and
cervical spine9. This study has demonstrated that DBR with MBT
is a non-invasive and accurate method which can be utilized for
kinematic analysis of the thumb and wrist. The results of this
study are limited to one specific movement of the hand and wrist.
Additional studies are needed to confirm these results are
generalizable to other movements and to include cadaver
specimens with varying levels of joint pathology.
Significance
Successful validation of DBR and MBT at the thumb and wrist
will allow for its use in investigation of osteoarthritis (OA) and
other upper extremity pathologies, injuries, and treatments.
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Introduction
Injuries to pitchers have become increasingly prevalent with 4.4
collegiate pitchers suffering an ulnar collateral ligament surgery
per every 100 player-seasons in 20171. Analyzing the
biomechanics of pitching may help pitchers maximize velocity
and reduce the kinetics in high injury risk regions. Ground
reaction forces have been associated with pitch velocity2,3.
Impulse of the drive leg in the anterior-posterior (AP) direction
has been associated with increased pitch velocity and increased
energy flow to the pelvis, trunk, and arm3. Peak ground reaction
force of the stride leg in the AP direction has been associated
with pitch velocity2. The following hypotheses were developed:
Hypothesis 1: There is a direct correlation between impulse of
the drive leg in the AP direction and ball velocity.
Hypothesis 2: There is an inverse correlation between impulse
of the drive leg in the AP direction and elbow varus torque.
Hypothesis 3: There is a direct correlation between stride leg
peak ground reaction force in the AP direction and ball velocity.
Methods
12 collegiate baseball pitchers threw between 10 and 15
fastballs on an instrumented pitching mound (Fig 1). All
available trials for each participant were used. Two force plates
(2000Hz, Bertec FP-4060, Bertec Inc., OH, USA) were used to
measure drive leg and stride leg ground reaction forces. A
sleeve (motusBASEBALL Complete Package, Motus Global
Inc., Massapequa, NY), containing an inertial measurement unit
was used to calculate elbow torque. A radar unit (Rapsodo
Pitching 2.0, Rapsodo Pte Ltd., Brentwood, MO) was used to
measure pitch velocity. All ground reaction forces were
normalized to body weight. Linear regressions were performed
to analyze correlations between drive leg impulse in the AP
direction with pitch velocity, drive leg impulse in the AP
direction with elbow varus torque, and stride leg peak force in
the AP direction with pitch velocity.

Figure 1: The instrumented pitching mound is shown with force plate
1 (FP1) under the drive leg and force plate 2 (FP2) under the stride leg.

Results and Discussion
This study found that impulse of the drive leg in the AP
direction was significantly related to pitch velocity (p-value <
0.001, r = 0.366) (Fig 2(a)) and inversely related to elbow varus
torque (p-value = 0.001, r = 0.299) (Fig 2(b)). The results show
the importance of producing force over time (i.e., impulse) with

the drive leg in the AP direction and not just a large peak force.
Additionally, producing greater impulse may help maintain a
stable drive leg, likely from a co-contracted back hip, and help
generate more energy from the larger sections of the kinetic
chain while reducing stress from the smaller segments of the
chain such as the elbow. Stride leg peak force in the AP
direction was significantly related to pitch velocity (p-value =
0.013, r = 0.222) shown in (Fig 2(c)). This result is in line with
previous studies that found peak braking ground reaction force
of the stride leg correlated with energy flow into the arm
segment3. This finding suggests the importance of braking with
the stride leg to transfer energy from lower extremity segments
to upper extremity segments.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2: Data from all participants and all available trials are shown.

Significance
The results of this study show how ground reaction forces relate
to loads on the elbow and pitch velocity. Increasing the impulse
on the drive leg may lead to greater pitch velocity and a
decrease in elbow varus torque. Additionally, increasing stride
leg peak ground reaction forces may lead to greater pitch
velocity. Understanding these factors may help lead to increases
in pitch velocity and decrease elbow varus torque.
This study focuses on how pitchers produce force leading
up to ball release to maximize pitch velocity, however, a better
understanding of forces after ball release may give more insight
as to how these forces are optimally dissipated and how they
are related to injury. These findings may also have an impact
on other overhead throwing athletes such as football
quarterbacks and javelin throwers. Future studies should be
conducted to analyze the primary musculature that is activated
to help produce these forces and could help impact strength
training techniques.
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Introduction
Running costs considerable metabolic energy, despite savings
from series elasticity. The savings come from tendons that
passively store and return energy (e.g. 60% of shortening work in
turkey lateral gastrocnemius1), such that muscle fascicles in series
could largely operate isometrically. The classic spring-mass
model2 explains running based on elasticity alone, but fails to
explain why fascicles actively perform any shortening work, or
the metabolic cost of running on level ground or on slopes. We
propose an extension of the spring-mass model to explain the
energetic cost of running.
We extended the spring-mass model with passive dissipation
and active actuation to restore losses. Energy cost was modelled
proportional to work and a force-rate term for an empirically
observed cost of rapid force production.3 We aimed to identify
features of optimal coordination between muscle and tendon, and
thus help explain energetic cost despite elastic return.
Methods
We augmented the spring-mass model with active actuation to
restore losses from passive dissipation (Fig. 1A). The actuator
produced extension force and displacement in series with the
spring. Its energy cost was proportional to work and a force-rate
term for an empirically observed cost for rapid force production3.
We used dynamic optimization to identify key features of
coordination between muscle and tendon, and thus help explain
energetic cost despite elastic return.
We modelled two types of passive dissipation (Fig. 1A). One
was for foot-ground collision, modelled as a reduction of center
of mass (CoM) momentum at contact. The second was tendon
hysteresis, as a parallel, damping-like loss during loading of the
spring. The actuator’s force and displacement trajectories were
optimized to minimize energy cost from active actuator work plus
the force-rate cost (the time-derivative of force production).4 We
examined how active work must offset dissipation, and whether
that work plus force-rate costs explain energy expenditure. The
model was compared against human running features: CoM
trajectory, leg power and energetic cost as a function of speed on
flat ground.
Results and Discussion
We found that the model’s passive energy dissipation must be
restored with active actuator work. This is because periodic level
gait requires zero net work over a stride. Relatively minor
amounts of dissipation (3% collisional loss of momentum, 26%
hysteresis loss) thus require compensatory active work, which is
costly enough (assuming 25% work efficiency6) to substantially
affect metabolic energy expenditure. With work as the only cost,
the model avoids active negative work altogether, but an added
force-rate cost makes it economical to actively perform negative
and then positive power during stance (Fig. 1B) to reduce overall
cost. With both work and force-rate costs, the model produces
ground reaction forces and leg power similar to humans (Fig. 1B).
The model predicts similar energetic cost to humans, as a
function of speed5 (Fig. 1C). Cost is largely driven by active work
for collision losses that increase with speed, and for hysteresis.

Figure 1: Spring-mass model of running extended to explain
energetics. A) Active actuator in series with spring-damper and pointmass body, with collision loss at foot-ground contact. B) Net Leg power
vs. time for Human (grey) and Model (black), with Actuator and Spring
work (blue & orange shaded) and Collision loss (red arrow). C) Energy
Cost vs. speed, including for work to restore Collision and Hysteresis,
Force-rate cost and an Offset. Human data show mean ± 1 s.d.5

Actuator work makes up 70% of the model’s net energetic cost,
despite 53% elastic energy return, similar to humans.6
We found economy to depend on more than spring
compliance. Minimizing work alone causes the optimal stiffness
to increase with speed to reduce dissipation. But this is countered
by the added force-rate cost, which penalizes short force bursts
associated with stiffer springs. The force-rate cost has been
characterized in other human movements,3 but is not included in
most running models. Our model suggests that without such a
cost, running should benefit from a stiffer spring and more
impulsive ground reaction forces at higher speeds.
Significance
A model with dissipation and active actuation identifies key
features of running energetics. Even though economy is gained
from spring-like elasticity, active work is still necessary to counter
dissipative losses and avoid rapid force production. Active work
appears critical for explaining running energetics.
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Introduction
The Finite element (FE) method has allowed for the
construction, simulation, and analysis of complex clinical
conditions, avoiding the difficulties that have been associated
with in-vitro experiments [1]. With the availability of several invitro experimental datasets, model validations have become
easier to achieve, increasing the development and accessibility of
published FE models. Because of this, different FE software has
been introduced, providing a variety of options to run analyses
for different applications. Although the software has allowed
researchers to conduct several studies, it is important that the
translation of results between software is consistent. The purpose
of this study is to compare the kinematic results of two similar
functional units using two different FE software.
Methods
Two L4-L5 3D FE functional unit models were obtained; one
for analysis with FEBio [1] (FEBio, Salt Lake City, UT) (Fig 1a)
and another for analysis with LS-DYNA [2] (Livermore Software
Technology, Livermore, CA) (Fig 1b) for comparison. The
vertebral body and material properties of both models were
modeled similarly [2] except for the annulus fibrosus. While the
model analyzed in LS-DYNA configured the matrix of the
annulus using a Mooney Rivlin material [3] with the annulus
fibres generated using a custom finite element code developed in
MATLAB (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA)[4], the FEBio
model characterised the matrix as a Holmes-Mow model with the
exponential power law to describe the strain energy density of the
fibres [5]. Ligaments for both models were represented as
nonlinear tension-only springs and characterised with human
ligament data from literature [6]. A torque of 7.5Nm was applied
on the superior endplate of the L4 functional unit while all
degrees of freedom on the inferior L5 endplate were constrained
in both models. Quasi-static analyses were conducted, and range
of motion (ROM) values were recorded for flexion, extension,
right lateral bending and left axial rotation for both models.

a.

b.

Figure 1: Sagittal view of the L4-L5 functional unit from both models
(a) Open-source Functional unit model used for analysis in FEBio.
(b) Functional unit model analyzed in LS-DYNA.

Results and Discussion
The ROM values obtained from both models were compared to
results obtained from an in-vitro study [7] (Fig 2). The results

showed the ROM values fell within the range of that presented
by the study. The major difference between the two models were
found with the right lateral bending and left axial rotation. The
differences may be attributed to the different ways the annulus
fibrosus was characterized between both models. The HolmesMow material in the FEBio model was modelled using the
biphasic swelling theory [8] and describes the compressive nature
of the annulus fibrosus needed for the model. The Mooney Rivlin
material type in LS-DYNA is an incompressible uncoupled
hyper-elastic material property, which alone is an incomplete
representation of the annulus fibrosus. Nonetheless, the ROM
values for both models fell within range provided by the in-vitro
study. Future work could be done by looking at the lumbar spine
while using different varying torques between both models.

Figure 2: ROM for 7.5Nm torque for the L4-L5 functional units.
The in vitro data reports the median value, where the error bars
represent max and min values.
Significance
This comparison between FEBio and LS-DYNA has served as a
validation of the models as their results are comparable and
match that of the study reviewed [7]. FEBio was developed for
biomechanical applications and is relatively new in development,
so its comparison to established FE software is necessary to
verify its use for specific applications. As the results obtained
have been verified, either developed model could be used as a
platform in future biomechanical studies.
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Introduction
In recent years, there has been an international push for
increased standardization in the field of posturography, as there
is concern that differing choices in testing protocols may lead to
unequivocal findings [1]. Quiet-standing posturography
protocols often incorporate the modified Clinical Test of Sensory
Interaction on Balance (mCTSIB), with individuals standing
quietly under both eyes open and eyes closed conditions and on
both a flat surface and on a foam cushion. A large (N>5000)
National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES)
found that individuals who failed to complete the eyes closed
standing on foam (“vestibular”) testing condition were 6.3 times
more likely to report “difficulty with falling” (though
posturography data was not collected in the NHANES study) [2].
Despite the seeming importance of this testing condition, the
choice of foam pads used in posturography studies is not
standardized, though the choice seems to influence results [3].
Our study sought to examine the effects of two foam surfaces
commonly used in posturography testing: the memory foam-type
compliant surface used in the NHANES study and a closed cell
foam pad often used in physical therapy settings (brand: Airex).
Methods
Twenty healthy college-aged students participated in this
study. The individuals tested included 8 men and 12 women,
mean age: 20.3±1.3 (range: 18-22) years; mean height:
169.42±8.76 (range: 152.4-185.42) cm; and mean weight:
69.53±20.58kg (range: 44.48 to 132.68 kg). 70% of the study
population was non-Hispanic, white; the remaining 30% of test
participants came from other racial-ethnic groups.
Participants completed a sequence of 60 second trials while
standing on a Bertec force-measuring platform. The tasks were:
(1) Eyes Open, Comfortable Stance on the flat platform, (2)
Eyes Closed, Comfortable Stance on the flat platform, (3) Eyes
Open, Comfortable Stance on the Foam Pad, (4) Eyes Closed,
Comfortable Stance on the Foam Pad, (5) Eyes Open, Narrow
Stance (with heels and toes touching) on the Foam Pad, and (6)
Eyes Closed, Narrow Stance on the Foam Pad. Participants
completed this entire sequence for both foam pads, with
allocation initially randomized and then counter-balanced. For
all trials, study participants stood barefoot, with arms crossed
across their chest, and looking straight ahead, trying not to talk
or move for the trial duration. A two-minute break was given
between the sets of six trials.

Anterior-posterior and medial-lateral center of pressure
(COP) data were collected from the force plate at 1000 Hz.
These data were filtered with a fourth-order low-pass
Butterworth filter with 20 Hz. cutoff. A number of traditional
postural sway measures were calculated; Root-mean square
displacement (RMS) results are presented here.
Results and Discussion
Our results (Table 1) suggest that there are some statistically
significant, albeit small, differences in sway results obtained
depending on the foam used. The closed cell foam pad elicits
smaller RMS COP displacements, which suggest that there is a
higher likelihood of success of completing the more challenging
trials. At the same time, the primary goal of providing the foam
is to challenge balance by reducing the veracity of ankle
proprioceptive cues. Reducing veracity of ankle proprioceptive
cues would yield increased sway. Hence, both the increased
RMS sway and increased standard deviations of sway metrics
when standing on the memory foam would, on the surface,
appear to be consistent with the memory foam reducing veracity
of ankle proprioceptive cues. This could explain why the
NHANES data set showed a strong correlation between
“difficulty with falling” in the past year and failure to complete
the “standing on memory foam with eyes closed” test condition
[2].
Significance
Our findings suggest that the choice of foam used does matter
and should therefore be reported in publications to allow for
comparison across studies. Of the two foams we studied, we
found that the memory foam does a better job of reducing
veracity of ankle proprioceptive cues and may therefore be a
better choice for quiet-standing posturography.
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Table 1: Mean ± Standard Deviation RMS (in mm) per trial, per foam condition
Memory Foam (NHANES)

Closed Cell Foam (Airex)

Sig.

[Eyes Open, Comfortable Stance – No Foam]

3.79 ± 1.1

4.37 ± 1.3

p=0.051]

[Eyes Closed, Comfortable Stance – No Foam]

5.99 ± 2.7

5.75 ± 2.1

p=0.735]

Eyes Open, Comfortable Stance - Foam

10.41 ± 3.1

7.53 ± 2.2

p=0.002*

Eyes Closed, Comfortable Stance – Foam

18.74 ± 7.5

11.80 ± 2.7

p=0.001*

Eyes Open, Narrow Stance – Foam

10.23 ± 3.1

8.51 ± 1.6

p=0.014*

Eyes Closed, Narrow Stance - Foam

19.37 ± 6.3

17.67 ± 3.7

p=0.267
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Methods
Five healthy subjects (4 females) participated in this study
(age: 26±2 years, BMI: 22±2). Each underwent a 5min upper
thigh bilateral Dixon MRI scan on a 3T MRI scanner (SIGNA
750w Premier, GE Healthcare) to
generate separate water and fat
images2. Manual segmentations
were performed for vastus medialis
(VM) and vastus lateralis (VL)
muscles in both limbs to compute
the average cross-sectional area
(CSA) and volume (Fig. 1). Muscle
morphology asymmetries (MMA)
Right
Left
were computed using volume and Fig. 1: Dixon MRI scan with
CSA ratios of the VM to the VL. vastus medialis (red, blue)
Bilateral muscle asymmetries (B- and vastus lateralis (green,
MMA) were computed using the yellow) segmentations.
right MMA to left MMA ratios.
Immediately following the MRI scan, all subjects underwent
a biomechanical assessment of gait kinematics using portable
wearable sensors (Cionic, San Francisco, CA). A total of five
inertial measurement units (IMUs) were attached to each shank
and thigh, along with one IMU on the central pelvis via adjustable
velcro straps (Fig. 2a). All subjects walked overground for
approximately 30 seconds at a self-selected normal walking pace
while wearing personal running shoes. The IMU data was used
to calculate per-step kinematics of the knee and the hip
(flexion/extension, abduction/adduction, and internal/external
rotation) normalized by stride time3. Mean kinematics across all
steps were computed as a percentage of the gait cycle.
Gait asymmetries for joint angles (normalized between -90°
and 90°) between the right and leg legs for each of the six motions
were computed using: (1) a symmetric Kullback–Leibler
divergence (KLD) that quantifies the difference between two
distributions, (2) a Wasserstein distance (WD) that describes the
distributional energy required to transform one distribution to
another, and 3) a Pearson correlation coefficient (R).
For our study outcome, we used Pearson’s R to quantify the
relationship between gait asymmetry and B-MMA inter-limb
muscle morphology asymmetry. Mann-Whitney U-Tests were
used for all statistical comparisons (significance level of α=0.05).

Results and Discussion
The VM was significantly smaller than the VL, with average
MMA ratios of 0.77±0.12 and 0.78±0.09 for volume and CSA,
respectively (p<0.001 for both). There were no significant interlimb differences between MMA ratios for volume (p=0.25) or
CSA (p=0.60). Comparatively, B-MMA asymmetry values were
0.90±0.06 for muscle volume and 0.98±0.13 for CSA. Gait
asymmetries were smaller for hip kinematics compared to knee
kinematics but did not exhibit statistical significance amongst the
two for any of the three asymmetric metrics (lowest p=0.14 for
KLD). Example knee kinematics for a subject with high interlimb gait asymmetry (especially for abduction, R=0.20) and a
high B-MMA of 0.78 is seen in Fig. 2b.
A

B

Left Knee
Right Knee

Fig. 2: (a) The IMUs used in this study and (b) example knee kinematics
for a subject with high asymmetries, averaged over 27 gait cycles.

Correlations between B-MMA (for volume) and the three
gait asymmetry metrics (Fig. 3) showed that decreased B-MMA
(more right-left muscle asymmetry) was associated with
increased gait asymmetry. Increased B-MMA resulted in higher
positive KLD and WD correlations and negative R values. The
KLD metric had the highest correlations, with all but knee flexion
exhibiting statistical significance. Similar trends were seen for
muscle CSA (not shown), but with reduced correlation strength.
Muscle Asymmetry
vs Gait Asymmetry
Pearson Correlation

Introduction
There is a large need to determine objective criteria for
assessing rehabilitation efficacy following anterior cruciate
ligament reconstruction (ACL-R) surgery1. While gauging lowerextremity gait asymmetry is one such method, most evaluations
are qualitative and rely on visual assessments. Using gait labs to
obtain quantitative measures is time-consuming and expensive.
Furthermore, the impact between gait variations and rebalancing
muscle mass in the injured and contralateral limbs is unknown.
To address these challenges, here we describe a proof-of-concept
rapid magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) protocol coupled with
a point-of-imaging gait assessment using wearable sensors. We
compare and describe sensitive metrics to compare structural
muscle morphology with functional gait asymmetries.
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Hip KLD
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Flexion

Rotation Abduction Flexion
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Fig. 3: Correlation between inter-limb muscle morphology asymmetry
(B-MMA) and the three metrics of gait asymmetry. (*: p<0.05)

Significance
We showed the feasibility of assessing structural and functional
lower-limb asymmetries at the point-of-imaging with wearable
devices. Using KLD for gait asymmetry and VM/VL volume
ratios was a sensitive metric to detect inter-limb structuralfunctional variations. This method that uses wearable devices and
rapid MRI can be used for quantitative ACL-R assessment.
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Introduction
Initial contact (IC) is a critical event commonly used to define
a gait cycle in both walking and running. Joint kinematics
associated with IC in running are used to identify foot contact
angles and potential torques at the foot, which may be related
to running economy and running-related injury [2,4]. While it
is possible to identify IC using a force plate or instrumented
treadmill, this instrumentation may not be available for testing
overground running or running on a standard treadmill. In these
cases, kinematic data must be used to estimate IC.
There are published kinematic models that estimate IC;
however, many of these models are dependent on foot-strike
angle [1,6] or are only valid at limited speeds [3,6,7,8]. The
purpose of this study was to determine an algorithm to identify
IC during treadmill running for different foot-strike angles
across a range of competitive running speeds.

polynomial fit was used to adjust for the entire range of speeds.
This can be corrected with the quadratic
𝒚 𝟎. 𝟎𝟎𝟑 𝟐 𝒙𝟐 𝟎. 𝟎 𝟎𝟏𝒙 𝟎. 𝟏𝟐𝟎𝟑
where, x is speed in m/s and y is mean difference (ICpelv-ICFP)
in s. When compared to ICpelv from the remaining 12 runners,
the difference between ICpelv-ICFP and the best fit line ranged
from 0.0002- 0.0013s (<0.16 frame at 120 Hz; Table 1).

Methods
Twenty-five healthy recreational runners completed 7 treadmill
trials at 7 different speeds (3.58, 4.02, 4.47, 4.92, 5.36, 5.81,
and 6.26 ms-1). Reflective markers were placed on the pelvis
and lower extremities using the Plug-In Gait model
(Vicon®:120 Hz). Each of the rear feet of the treadmill were
placed directly over force plates (AMTI®:1080 Hz). Runners
wore their own shoes, warmed up for as long as they needed,
and were allowed rest between runs at different speeds. Runners
ran at each speed in a self-selected order for 25-45 seconds and
data was collected for the entire run after first 5 seconds.
Running kinematics were analyzed (Visual3D, C-motion) and
IC for each gait cycle were predicted (ICpelv) using raw pelvis
center of mass (COM) displacement and measured
simultaneously from the force curves (ICFP). The mean
difference was taken between ICpelv and ICFP for 13 random
subjects and plotted for each speed. A curve was then fit to this
data to adjust for speeds and compared to the mean differences
(ICpelv-ICFP) for the remaining 12 runners for validation.

Figure 1: Mean difference between ICpelv and ICFP for 3.58-6.26
m/s (8-14mph) showing the quadratic fit to adjust for speed
Significance
It is recommended to use the maximum downward velocity of
the pelvis COM with the quadratic fit 𝑦 0.003825𝑥
0.0401𝑥 0.1203 to predict the time of IC from 3.58 to 6.26
m/s in treadmill running when using kinematic data. Future
research should validate this algorithm for overground running.
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Results and Discussion
ICpelv was predicted with a mean difference of 0.014 to 0.025 s
(3-5 frames) as compared to ICFP from 3.58 to 6.26 m/s (8-14
mph) speeds using the maximum downward velocity of the
pelvis COM [7] (Figure 1). The mean difference decreased
linearly with speed up to 5.36 m/s, which is consistent with the
King et al [5] findings for 2.24 to 4.48 m/s. However, the linear
pattern did not hold true at speeds above 5.36 m/s, so a
Speed (m/s)
-3

Mean Difference (10 s)
(95% CI) (10-3 s)

3.58

4.02

4.47

4.92

5.36

5.81

6.26

1.0

1.3

0.2

0.2

0.9

0.2

0.4

(-30.0, 32.0) (-25.0, 27.0) (-23.0, 23.0) (-24.0, 25.0) (-26.0, 28.0) (-35.0, 35.0) (-39.0, 40.0)

Table 1: Error (mean difference) between ICpelv-ICFP and the quadratic fit for 12 remaining runners at each speed.
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stairs (Fig 1C). Dorsiflexion while descending is a means to
Introduction
Over the last two decades, total ankle arthroplasty (TAA), also
decrease the speed at which the following stair is struck. This
known as replacement, has become the increasingly popular
decrease in dorsiflexion presents an increased risk of falling.
surgical treatment of end-stage ankle joint arthritis. Despite
Walking on the tilted surface shows increased inversion at
reports of TAA having improved patient outcomes [1, 2], little
push off, compared to controls (Fig 1D). Excessive motion at this
has been done to examine how TAA affects the motion of
point suggests that TAA candidates need improved stability in
adjacent joints within the foot. Ankle replacements aim to return
the frontal plane, as well as sagittal plane, and ankle replacement
patients to full function, though we do not know how they change
methods should improve both of these degrees of freedom.
internal foot motion. The present study utilizes the validated four
Replacing the joint intends to return the ROM to the ankle
segment (tibia (TB), hindfoot (HF), forefoot (FF), hallux) Oxford
joint. This is hypothesized to relieve the compensations in the
foot model [3] to examine the differences in the foot kinematics
adjacent foot joints and improve the stability of the patient.
in patients before TAA compared to a group of healthy ankles.
Further work is necessary to investigate how the ROM of the foot
and ankle change after TAA. If TAA patients perform similarly
to the control group across all activities, it can be concluded that
Methods
Motion capture data has been collected for 7 controls (5M, 2F:
TAA is a highly effective means for treating ankle joint arthritis.
30 9.1 y.o.) and 5 TAA candidates (4M, 1F; 63 4.7 y.o.).
Significance
Subjects performed four activities: (A) Walking over level
Utilizing the Oxford foot model provides a view of how each
ground (15m); (B) Climbing 3 stairs; (C) Descending 3 stairs; and
segment functions in relation to one another as well as how the
(D) Walking over a 15-degree laterally-inclined surface. Foot
entire foot works during ambulatory exercises. More challenging
kinematics were determined by implementing the Oxford foot
tasks were included here to stress the ankle joint in multiple ways.
model to calculate the HF-TB, FF-HF, and FF-TB angles.
This highlights the model s o erall utilit to aid in understanding
internal foot motion. Further, using this multi-segment model
Results and Discussion
will allow for increased understanding of how adjacent foot joints
When walking over level ground (Fig 1A), TAA candidates have
react to TAA. This will ultimately allow us to design better ankle
decreased range of motion (ROM) in their HF-TB joint while
replacement mechanisms targeting the specific ROM and degrees
increased ROM FF-HF, which generated similar motion FF-TB
of freedom most useful to ambulation in a variety of settings.
between TAA and controls. This shows how TAA candidates
compensate for lack of ROM at the ankle with the midfoot.
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Figure 1. Kinematics of representative TAA patient (black) compared to the control database (blue) while performing four ambulatory activities.
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Introduction
Sensorimotor impairments are common following mild traumatic
brain injury (mTBI), and individuals may struggle with
reweighting sensory information when one system is unavailable
or unreliable.1 For example, individuals with mTBI perform
worse than healthy controls when sensory systems are challenged
during static balance tasks.2 How individuals with mTBI
reweight sensory input during gait remains less clear.
During gait, humans rely heavily on vision to provide detailed
information about features within the environment, the spatial
orientation of the body, and the trajectory of movement.3 Despite
several investigation of the complex sensorimotor deficits during
static balance following mTBI, the impact of mTBI on the use of
visual information during gait remains unknown.
This study sought to compare gait smoothness and RMS
acceleration, measures of movement control quality, in healthy
adults and adults with persisting symptoms after mTBI when
walking with and without vision. We hypothesized that the mTBI
group would rely more on vision and exhibit a greater disruption
to gait quality than the control group when walking with their
eyes closed.
Methods
Forty-six healthy [33F, mean (SD) age = 31.91 (9.84) years] and
forty-one concussed [33F, mean (SD) age = 33.14 (9.52) years,
time since injury = 341 (298) days] adults across three different
sites provided informed consent and participated in this IRBapproved study. As part of a larger study, participants completed
an instrumented version of the Functional Gait Assessment
(FGA). This abstract focuses on conditions one (gait on a level
surface) and eight (gait with eyes closed) of the FGA.
Each participant was outfitted with inertial measurement
units (IMUs) over the forehead, trunk, lumbar region, feet, and
wrist to collect accelerations, angular velocities, and magnetic
field potentials. Raw data were collected at a sampling frequency
of 128 Hz. All data processing was done with custom MATLAB
code (Matlab Inc., Natick Mass.). Data were aligned to the global
frame and the start and end of movement were identified, and
data during this time were isolated for analysis. The smoothness
of angular velocity4 and the root mean square (RMS) of linear
acceleration were calculated for each axis of the head and lumbar
sensors. Linear mixed-effects models were fit for each outcome
with fixed effects for condition and group, their interaction, with
random intercepts and slopes across condition by subject. A 0.05
significance level was used.
Results and Discussion
There were significant effects of condition on both smoothness
and RMS. However, significant group effects were only present
at the lumbar sensor. The mTBI group exhibited poorer

Figure 1: Comparison of healthy control (blue) and mTBI (orange)
participant gait smoothness at head (top) and lumbar (bottom) sensors during
eyes open (EO) and eyes closed (EC) walking tasks.

smoothness about the pitch (p<0.001) and yaw (p<0.001) axes
and smaller acceleration RMS values along ML (p<0.001) and
vertical (p<0.001) axes. There were no significant interactions in
any of the models tested.
Both groups exhibited poorer smoothness and RMS of head
and lumbar movement during the eyes closed walking task. The
group differences we observed at the lumbar sensor are likely due
to existing gait abnormalities in the mTBI group. But, the lack of
any interaction effect does not support the idea that individuals
with mTBI rely more on vision during gait. Given that concussed
individuals sway more than healthy controls during static balance
tasks without vision,2 the lack of interaction between mTBI and
condition in our study is surprising. However, vision plays a
different role during gait than during static balance. While
walking, vision is responsible for scanning the environment for
upcoming obstacles and guiding foot placement when obstacles
cannot be avoided. Participants were tested along a flat 6-meterlong walkway that may not have been challenging enough to
force participants to rely on visual feedback. Future research may
consider more complex environments.
Significance
Head and lumbar stability during gait is degraded by the absence
of vison, however mTBI are not differntially affected.
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I
d ci
E isting e oskeleton control strategies seek to identif the user s
intended mo ements to better support that mo ement. While
man rel on sensing the human directl through electrodes [1],
recent ork has sho n that sensors alread embedded in the
e oskeleton are rich in intent-related information [2]. Taking the
e oskeleton s motor encoder and commanded motor current
signals as inputs, a ne algorithm based on the Mahalanobis
distance can indicate the user s desire to speed up or slo do n
[3]. While this algorithm has been tested ith pre-recorded data
from the EksoGT e oskeleton b Ekso Bionics, it has not et
been tested in real-time e periments. Pandemic constraints ha e
dri en real-time e periments to shift platforms to an XSens
inertial motion capture suit that enables monitoring joint angles
as subjects make speed changes hile alking on a treadmill.
Hip angle
Hip current

Knee angle
Knee current

Fig

Hip angle

Knee angle

Fig e 1: (Left) The EksoGT and its associated onboard signals. (Right)
The XSens inertial motion capture suit and its associated signals.

Me h d
In this pilot ork, a single, health , male subject donned the
XSens suit (Fig. 1) and first pro ided a fi e-minute training set
of data b
alking on a treadmill at a constant speed of 1.4 m/s.
The XSens reports the left/right hip/knee angles in real time. A
model of this subject s gait as formed b finding the mean and
co ariance matrices of these four signals for each time step of
each gait phase. Ne t, the subject performed a series of intent
changes b beginning to alk at 1.4 m/s for 15 s, increasing speed
to 1.7 m/s for 15 s, and then returning to 1.4 m/s. This c cle as
repeated three times. As the user made these speed changes, the
intent recognition algorithm compared the incoming signals to
the trained model b taking the squared Mahalanobis distance M
bet een the model and the incoming datapoint,
𝑀 = (𝑥̅ − 𝜇̅ Σ (𝑥̅ − 𝜇̅
here 𝑥 is the ne datapoint and the mean and co ariance matri
of the model are 𝜇 and Σ, respecti el . When M e ceeded a preset threshold determined based on the a erage alue of M from
the training data set, the algorithm indicated a change in intent.
Once indicated, the t pe of intent change (speed up/slo do n)
as determined based on timing discrepancies bet een the
model and data. If more/less time as spent in a gait phase than
e pected from the model, a slo do n/speed up as indicated.

e 2: Representati e output of the intent recognition algorithm.

Re
a d Di c i
The results illustrate that although the algorithm briefl misidentified a slo -do n intent change at se eral points during the
trial (blue X s in Fig. 2), it as generall quite successful at
indicating the user s desire to increase gait speed hen the
treadmill speed increased to 1.7 m/s (red X s inside the step
increases in speed in Fig. 2). With 80% correct responses, the
accurac of the algorithm in recogni ing intent change suggests
that it ma be successful at identif ing speed changes less than
the 0.3 m/s change sho n here. The algorithm also correctl
stops indicating an intent change hen the user returns to alking
at the same speed as in the training set (absence of X s in the gaps
bet een step increases in speed in Fig. 2). Continued ork
includes the e pansion to a larger number of human subjects and
increasing to a total of 18 trials including three repetitions each
of a small (0.1 m/s), medium (0.2 m/s), and large (0.3 m/s)
increase/decrease in speed. The o erall accurac , time dela , and
sensiti it of the algorithm ill be assessed across subjects.
Sig ifica ce
The abilit to identif the user s intended gait speed ill allo
for a more user-friendl e oskeleton interface. Future control
strategies ill allo the user to fluidl and automaticall change
speeds to fit their desires, hether that is to get from point A to
point B as quickl as possible or to match speeds ith a
companion. This ould be especiall empo ering for indi iduals
ith a spinal cord injur since it could enable the de ice to sense
the desire to change speed e en hen a user is unable to enact the
speed change themsel es.
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Introduction
During locomotion, force-producing limb muscles are largely
responsible for the whole-bod
me abolic ra e. One parame er
that is not often considered to have a measurable effect on wholebody metabolism is relative muscle fascicle length. Perhaps, that
is because muscle length is typically studied during steady
isometric contractions [1], and it is difficult to isolate the
metabolic effect of muscle length from other parameters during
locomotor-like contractions (e.g., mechanical work). To help link
locomotion biomechanics to metabolic rate, our goal was to
determine the metabolic influence of cyclically producing force
at different muscle fascicle lengths (Fig. 1). We hypothesized that
cyclically producing the same average force at relatively shorter
fascicle lengths would increase metabolic rate.

ankle angles. Cycle average soleus fascicle force was unchanged
within the lower ankle moment magnitude (p=0.063), but it
increased with greater ankle angles within the higher ankle
moment magnitude (p=0.003) due to systematic changes in
Achilles tendon moment arm lengths [2]. Despite producing nondifferent and less cycle-average fascicle force within the lower
and higher levels respectively, increasing participant ankle angle
reduced average soleus fascicle length by 16% (p<0.001) and
increased net metabolic power by 189% and 228%, respectively
(p<0.001) (Fig. 2). Across moment magnitudes, metabolic power
was not driven by fascicle mechanical work (p=0.591), fascicle
force ra e (p 0.235), or ac i e m cle ol me (p 0.122) [3].
Alternatively, supporting our hypothesis, net metabolic power
was inversely related with participant average soleus fascicle
operating length (r=-0.72 p<0.001).

Methods
Nine human participants cyclically produced ankle moments
for five-minutes at two-distinct magnitudes and at three separate
ankle angles (90°, 105°, 120°) on a fixed dynamometer using
their soleus (Fig. 1). During these trials, we collected metabolic
data, dynamometer torque data, motion capture data, soleus
fascicle length and pennation angle via ultrasonography, and
surface electromyography. We used linear mixed models and
regressions to test the associations between independent and
dependent variables ( =0.05).

Figure 2: Average ± SE net metabolic power versus a) ankle angle
& b) minimum soleus fascicle length. Black and red symbols
indicate lower and higher ankle moment magnitude, respectively.
Asterisks (*) indicate statistical significance (p < 0.05).

Figure 1. Three ankle angles (90°, 105°, and 120°) with the
corresponding hypothetical soleus fascicle operating length and its
region on a force-length curve.

Results & Discussion
Participants produced two distinct cycle average ± SD ankle
moment magnitudes: 4.85 ± 0.72 Nm and 6.58 ± 0.94 Nm
(p<0.001) (black & red symbols, respectively; Fig. 2). In each
moment magnitude, the duration of active force production
(p 0.158), force prod c ion c cle freq enc (p 0.375), and c cle
a erage ankle momen (p 0.678) ere indi ing i hable acro

Significance
Enabling active muscle fascicles to operate at longer lengths
may decrease metabolic rate during locomotion. These findings
may help resolve why metabolic rate differs across and within
animal species, in addition to informing biomechanical
interventions that reduce user metabolic rate and consequently
augment locomotor performance.
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Introduction
Traumatic brain injury (TBI) can result in persistent deficits that
impair functional skill and quality of life. The Lancet Neurology
Commission reports that about half the world’s population will
sustain at least one TBI over their lifetime with consequences
including loss of fundamental human functions such as
movement, concentration, and emotional regulation [1].
Furthermore, the impact of neurotrauma extends to the social
network of caregivers for TBI survivors (e.g., spouse, partner,
family member), indicating an impact to society beyond loss of
independence for the individual who is injured[1]. Alleviating
chronic symptoms among persons with TBI is an important goal.
One potentially novel avenue through which we might be able
to treat motor control deficits resulting from TBI involves active
listening to rhythmic music. Current theories of music cognition
predict that listening to music might improve both balance and
pain for humans through mechanisms such as vestibular system
[2–7], dopamine [8], and/or oxytocin [9] stimulation. Indeed,
music that scored high in “groove”, as measured by Janata’s
validated musical groove rating method, was found to regulate
postural control responses in a healthy population[10]. However,
no research to date has established the embodied effect of music
on chronic motor deficits associated with TBI. Listening to music
might prove to be a simple treatment for the persistent postural
control deficits [11] experienced by persons with TBI[12].
The objective of this pilot project was to establish basic
evidence regarding the impact of listening to music on postural
control among adults with mild TBI (mTBI). We hypothesized
that listening to music would modulate postural control while
concussed individuals performed a task of quiet standing with
eyes closed.
Methods
This research protocol was approved by The Ohio State
University Institutional Review Board. Participants were
recruited from The Ohio State University Physical Medicine and
Rehabilitation Department outpatient concussion clinic. Eight
adults (a) met criteria of 3-48 months post date of injury with
persistent, chronic balance and pain symptoms (b) agreed to
consent and (c) were able to perform the task of quiet standing
with eyes closed for 30s. All participants (n=8) were unable to
return to work following the concussion event. Postural control
data was collected for 30s per condition, on 3 to 5 different days
per participant (repeated measures) as described elsewhere [13].
We collected quiet standing with eyes closed (QEC) first and
quiet standing with eyes closed and music playing (QEC_m)
second in all cases. As described elsewhere[15], participants
were instructed to close their eyes after the researcher counted
down “3-2-1” for both conditions, For QEC_m conditions, we
used Tango music. Per Ross et al. (2016), we instructed
participants to listen to the beat of the music for approximately
15 seconds in order to acclimatize to the rhythm before
commencing the countdown to close their eyes[10]. Per Will and
Berg (2007) we used songs with a cadence of approximately 120
bpm, the periodic acoustic pace found to optimize central

auditory-motor entrainment. Specifically, we played one of two
songs for every data collection session: La Cumpartisa (118bpm)
or La Maleva (125bpm).
Center of Pressure (COP) data were calculated as described
elsewhere[13–15]. The following variables were calculated: COP
area (COPa), COP mean velocity resultant (COPvelr), and COP
variability resultant (COP_RMSr). Variables were analyzed
across all data collection sessions using a paired t-test with
Holms-Bonferroni post hoc correction (QEC v QEC_m).
Results and Discussion
Relative to performing QEC in silence, listening to Tango music
while performing QEC was associated with reduced COP_RMSr
(p=0.001), COP_velr (p=0.002), and COPa (p=0.009). Thus our
hypothesis was found to be true within this cohort of n=8 adults
with chronic concussion symptoms. We believe this to be the first
evidence that music has the capacity to modulate postural control
in the concussed human system.
Significance
The potential to modulate postural control simply by listening to
music has exciting implications for treatment of motor control
deficits among individuals with mTBI. More research is needed
to explore the potential to induce positive train effects, simply
through listening to music whether in a standing position, as in
this research, or in a seated position. For chronic TBI
neurorehabilitation, during which individuals may cycle between
being immobilized and ambulatory, the ramifications of listening
to music while seated as a treatment for postural control could be
revolutionary.
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Introduction
Falls and mobility impairment are the leading cause of injury
among older adults and they are induced most frequently during
walking [1]. Slipping and tripping during walking are most
common causes of falls in older adults, representing failure to
react to challenges in environment [2]. It can lead to more severe
consequences in older adults with osteoarthritis (OA), who are
already suffering from balance and gait impairment in daily life.
However, it is still unknown if these perturbations have an effect
on brain activation in older adults with and without OA.
This is the first study exploring the differences in brain
activation during walking perturbations in adults with and
without OA. We are also interested in seeing change in walking
performance before and after perturbation. We hypothesize that
1) there will be increase in prefrontal cortical (PFC) activation
during perturbation tasks relative to normal walking tasks; 2)
there will be differences in prefrontal cortical activation among
older adults with and without OA, particularly during
perturbation tasks; 3) lastly, there will be changes in walking
performance including stride time, stance time, stride length and
stride width after perturbation tasks.
Methods
Nine older women with OA (OA group) and eleven older
women without OA (HOA group) participated in this study.
Participants walked on an instrumented treadmill (C-Mill 3Q
treadmill, Forcelink, Inc.) with a predefined comfortable walking
speed during normal walking trials (N1, N2) and two perturbation
walking trials (P1, P2) while wearing functional near infrared
spectroscopy (fNIRS) headband. PFC activation levels
(oxygenated hemoglobin (HbO2) and deoxygenated hemoglobin
(Hb)) were recorded using fNIRS (fNIRS Imager 1200 system
(fNIR) devices) during this order of trials: N1, P1, P2, N2. In each
perturbation trial, custom belt speed profiles were used to
simulate slips at pseudorandom intervals between 5 and 25 s,
which subjects were asked to recover from as best as possible.
Stride length, Stride time, Stride width, Stance time were
extracted by customized Python scripts from center of pressure
data recorded by the instrumented treadmill.
N=20
Age (yrs)
Gait speed (m/s)
Womac pain score
BMI

OA (N=9)
67.9±3.33
1.23±0.32
3.74
27.84

HOA (N=11)
69.33±6.17
1.41±0.31
0.35
21.83

P-value
>0.05
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

Table 1 reported the descriptive characteristics of the participants
Results and Discussion
Consistent with hypothesis, linear mixed model analysis showed
that PFC activation levels differed significantly during the
perturbation tasks relative to normal walking tasks in both
cohorts even after controlling for covariates (Gait speed, Womac
score and BMI). Further, a significant interaction between cohort
and task in P2 was found, as reported in Table 2.

Main Effects & Interaction (HbO2)
Task: P1
Task: P2
CohortOA : TaskP2
Hb
Task: P2
CohortOA : TaskP2

0.539
1.424
-0.500

SE
0.143
0.138
0.238

P-value
0.0001
<0.001
0.036

-0.359
-0.534

0.136
0.196

0.001
0.006

Table 2 reported the estimate ( ) and standard error (SE) of PFC
activation levels (HbO2 & Hb) among both cohorts.
In addition to these increases in PFC activation in perturbation
trials, we also found change in walking performance after
perturbation. Post hoc analysis showed that there were PFC
activation differences in between the tasks among both cohorts,
but no overall changes between cohorts were found (Figure 1).

Stride time ( =0.025, SE=0.009, p=0.01), stance time ( =0.016,
SE=0.006, p=0.01), and stride length ( =0.015, SE=0.007,
p=0.04) changed significantly going from N1 to N2 trials for both
cohorts, but no significant changes in stride width ( =0.004,
SE=0.04, p=0.99) were found.
Significance
This is the first study examining the differences in PFC activation
during normal walking and perturbation walking trials among
older adults with and without osteoarthritis. The main outcome
from this study was that we saw increases in PFC activation
among both cohorts in perturbation tasks, and particularly by OA
during the second perturbation trial, relative to normal walking
trials. This is further explained by changes in their walking
performance after perturbation as seen in stride time, stance time
and stride length.
A short bout of perturbation trials led to increased brain
activation and better walking performance in older adults. This
research adds into the importance of using perturbation training
in rehabilitation protocols in older adults. While we didn t see
any overall differences in between cohorts, the increased brain
activation observed in P2 by older women with OA merits further
investigation.
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Introduction
Evaluating manual dexterity and understanding the underlying
mechanics responsible for hand function have long been foci of
disability research [1]. Musculoskeletal modeling of the hand
and fingers is one strategy that has been applied to explore hand
dynamics and effects of injury or disease [2,3]. Anatomical
factors such as small inertia, physiological pulleys, and
viscoelastic damping from complex soft tissues, however, make
traditional multibody dynamic approaches challenging [4]. The
extensor mechanism of each finger is one such factor; it has
multiple muscle insertions, varying stiffness, and ligamentous
adhesions [5] which are not well captured by current models
that typically assume a single tendinous insertion for a given
muscle. To address this, our goal was to explore a cosimulation
approach to integrate a rigid body dynamic model of the index
finger with a finite element model of the extensor mechanism.
Methods
A previously developed rigid body musculoskeletal model of
the hand, index finger, and thumb [2] implemented in OpenSim
(v3.3) was adapted and integrated with an existing finite
element (FE) model of the index finger extensor hood [6]
implemented in FEBio. The FE model represents insertions for
4 muscles and includes the central slip (CS), terminal slip (TS),
and adhesions, using material properties defined by [5].
Integration between the OpenSim and FEBio models was
achieved using a custom MATLAB script. Simulations were
designed to replicate a prior cadaveric experiment in which
individual muscle tendons were loaded and the resulting
fingertip forces recorded [7]. A forward dynamics simulation
was initiated in the OpenSim model in which an excitation was
applied to an individual muscle (extensor digitorum communis
(EDC) or extensor indicus (EI)) so as to match the forces used
in the cadaver study. The fingertip was fixed via a contact
constraint (Fig. 1), and the predicted fingertip force was
recorded as a baseline.
During cosimulation, the simulated muscle force from the
rigid body simulation was applied as an initial condition on the
corresponding muscle tendon in the FE model. Resulting
reaction forces generated at the CS and TS attachments to the
bones in the FE model were extracted. CS and TS forces were
then applied to the OpenSim model as external forces in place
of muscle actuators. The resulting fingertip forces were then
compared to the simulation results from the rigid body dynamic
model alone, as well as to the experimental forces to evaluate
whether the cosimulation approach altered predicted fingertip
forces.

Results and Discussion
Fingertip forces predicted with the cosimulation approach fell
within 0.262N of the mean experimental values but tended to
overpredict fingertip forces (cosimulation force greater than
mean plus one standard deviation of experimental values, Fig.
2). Cosimulation fingertip force vectors were oriented in the
same direction as the rigid body simulation alone, which was
within the experimental range for EDC but not EI. The forces
generated by the FE model at TS and CS insertions had a force
ratio (TS:CS) of 1.55, which was similar to the experimentally
measured ratio of 1.7 [8].
This work provides a mechanism by which influence of
complex soft tissue structures best evaluated in an FE
framework can be incorporated into rigid body dynamic
simulations better suited to exploring motor control.
Limitations of the models include isotropic material
assumptions. Simulations are sensitive to finger posture; small
differences in equilibrium postures between FE and rigid body
models may cause larger differences in predicted force. Current
simulations examine a static task with a constrained fingertip;
dynamic tasks, coordinated muscle activity, and finger motion
will be explored in the future.
Significance
These models present a new method for simulating the complex
extensor mechanism of the finger while integrated with rigid
body dynamic modeling. This work can be applied to explore
the effects of disease and injury states pertinent to the extensor
mechanism on overall finger and hand function.
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Rigid body dynamics Cosimulation framework Finite element
Excitations
Tendon Forces
Reaction Forces
Figure 1. Flow of information used in the combined
cosimulation model

Figure 2. Fingertip forces for the rigid body dynamic
musculoskeletal model and co-simulation model compared to
experimental forces (Left: Magnitude. Right: force vectors in the
sagittal plane ± 1 SD).
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Introduction
Falls and fall-related injuries are a major concern for older
adults and those with neuromuscular or musculoskeletal
impairments1. Injuries resulting from a fall can include severefractures, internal injuries, and concussions. One way to assess
postural stability is to perturb the support surface on which an
individual stands2. During normal stance, an individual
maintains their center of mass (COM) within their base-ofsupport (BOS). However, during a postural perturbation the
COM is displaced and depending on the magnitude of the
perturbation the response may necessitate a change in ones
BOS. An individuals (in)stability is further exacerbated when
experiencing muscular fatigue and can significantly alter
postural control. Muscle fatigue can also influence gait
mechanics and further increase the potential risk of falling. By
understanding the internal and external factors contributing to
postural control when challenged, clinicians can further
improve the standard of care used to reduce overall fall risk.
Thus, the purpose of this study was to induce a postural
perturbation during upright stance requiring an initiation of
gait in rested and fatigued states. It was hypothesized that
factors associated with gait stability and initiation would be
impaired following muscle fatigue but would return towards
baseline within 20 minutes of recovery. More specifically it
was hypothesized that muscle fatigue would increase trunk
lean, increase time to toe-off and initial foot-strike and
increase loading rate of the first recovery step.
Methods
15 healthy young adults (7 female) participated in the study.
Retroreflective markers were placed on body landmarks using
a modified plug-in-gait with the addition of thigh, shank and
pelvis clusters. To warm-up and familiarize with the treadmill
participants walked for 5-minutes at 1.0 m/s (2.24 mph).
Following the warm-up, 10 postural perturbation trials were
performed on a force-instrumented treadmill that accelerated
to 1.0 m/s in approximately 150 ms and continued for five
seconds3. Immediately following the pre-fatigue perturbations,
participants began the fatigue protocol consisting of a series of
3-minute bouts of the Queen’s College Step Test and 1-minute
bouts of bodyweight squats (both at 22 cycles per minute)
until fatigued. Fatigue was determined participants failed to
jump of at least 80% of maximum counter-movement vertical
jump (MVJ) height. Post-fatigue testing consisted of 5immediate post-fatigue perturbations, and five perturbations at

10- and 20-minute post fatigue. Data were analyzed using
separate RM-ANOVA’s for trunk lean at toe-off and footstrike, time to toe off and foot-strike, and initial foot strike
loading rate across the four times (PrePert, PostPert, 10Pert,
20Pert). Follow-up pairwise contrasts were performed where
Results and Discussion
Significant differences were revealed for trunk angle at foot
strike (p=.05) and the initial recovery step loading rate
(p=.001). Follow-up contrasts revealed differences between
PostPert and both 10Pert and 20Pert for trunk angle; and
between PrePert and all Post perturbation conditions for
loading rate. Trunk angle was more flexed immediately
following fatigue but became more extended (upright) during
the 10- & 20-minute recovery times. A more extended trunk
position has been suggested to be a strategy used to assist in
the control of whole-body angular motion (4) and may reflect
a more restricted postural control strategy by limiting trunk
motion during the initial recovery period. Reductions in
loading rate across all post-fatigue trials suggest a more
constrained initial step despite no significant differences in the
timing of toe-off or foot-strike. Further analyses of joint
kinetics and kinematics and muscle activation patterns may
further delineate differences in gait initiation strategies
adopted in response to muscular fatigue. Additional studies in
older adult populations will further delineate differences in
postural responses as a function of both age and fatigue.
Significance
Altered responses in trunk angle and loading rate following
postural perturbation in a fatigued state provides preliminary
insight into postural challenges necessitating a change in the
base of support. Especially when overall strength is reduced
(e.g., aging, musculoskeletal or neuromuscular disease,
fatigue) understanding the differences in the mechanics of gait
initiation may help to better design training interventions to
help those at risk for falls.
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Table 1: Summary data for postural perturbation responses following muscular fatigue
PrePert
PostPert
10Pert
20Pert

Trunk Angle Toe-Off (deg)
7.85 (5.20)
7.99 (4.57)
7.68 (4.53)
7.47 (5.13)

Trunk Angle Heel-Strike (deg)
13.77 (5.27)
14.54 (4.89)
13.15 (4.74)
12.49 (5.24)

Time of Toe-Off (ms)
0.24 (0.015)
0.25 (0.029)
.024 (0.016)
0.25 (0.016)

Time of Heel-Strike (ms)
0.43 (0.038)
0.43 (0.043)
0.42 (0.034)
0.42 (0.035)

Loading Rate (BW/s)
33.76 (21.62)
27.87 (16.62)
26.16 (19.12)
24.35 (15.12)
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Introduction
Diabetes mellitus (DM) affects 9.4% of the U.S. population, and
an additional 33.9% are pre-diabetic [1]. Lower extremity
ulceration is a serious complication contributing to 108,000
amputations per year [1]. However, the mechanism of injury in
ulceration is still unclear, making preventative treatment
difficult. Within the plantar soft tissue, there is a superficial layer
f adi e c ai i g ic cha be
f adi c e , a d a dee
la e
ih
ac chambe . While he e la e ha e bee a
benchmark for ultrasound mechanical studies [2], the chamber
size has yet to be quantified. The purpose of this study was to
measure these chambers and use an exploratory classification
neural network to identify differences by disease state.
Methods
Plantar soft tissue specimens were obtained from 17 fresh
cadaveric feet (6 DM, 11 non-DM, age 61-79 yr), sectioned, and
e a ed f hi l gical a al i i h M dified Ha
ai f
elastin [2]. Digital whole-slide images (WSI) were obtained
using a Nikon Eclipse i80 and a 12.6 megapixel digital camera.
WSI with significant plating artifacts were excluded from
morphological analysis. If the muscle layer separating the
superficial and deep adipose layers was present, superficial and
deep adipose chambers were compared in addition to the disease
state analysis. If the layer was absent, only the disease state
analysis was performed. Full-size WSI were segmented by a
modified U-Net [3] with a 50% tile overlap, and morphology
characteristics area, perimeter, eccentricity, minimum and
maximum diameter were calculated from segmented WSI using
custom MATLAB code. Differences between groups were
assessed with a 2-tailed Welch t-test.
For classification, WSI were down sampled to 224x224
pixels using bicubic interpolation for input into the axial-deeplab
network [4], which approximates a transformer by using rowwise and column-wise self-attention in sequential layers. The
network attention was visualized using the Score-CAM method
[5], and areas of attention were qualitatively assessed for patterns.
Results and Discussion
Adipose chambers were smaller on average in the superficial
adipose layer compared to the deep layer for all size parameters
(p<0.01 for all). This trend was consistent when data were split
by disease state (Table 1). Adipose chambers in diabetic
specimens were smaller on average than those in non-diabetic
specimens (p<0.01). However, this phenomenon was stronger in
the deep layer (Table1).
Superficial
Deep
No Muscle

Diabetic
Non-Diabetic (p)
Diabetic
Non-Diabetic (p)
Diabetic
Non-Diabetic (p)

Area (mm2)
0.094
0.108 (0.03)
0.211
0.288 (<0.01)
0.068
0.151 (<0.01)

The network was able to achieve reasonable validation
accuracy (84%, 18% above random) but did not provide
consistent feature localization patterns. The areas of the image
attended to by the network contained a variety of features from a
variety of tissues within the image. Additionally, the network
highlighted different areas on adjacent slices (Figure 1).

Figure 1. ScoreCAM of attention layer for example images. The
network picks out different features on different images and on
adjacent slices.
This transformer-style attention may be a poor architecture
for identifying new features. A different attention classification
network may provide more consistent human-interpretable
features.
Significance
This quantitative work supports the common designation of
smaller adipose chambers in the superficial adipose layer, and
larger chambers in the deep layer of the plantar soft tissue.
Additionally, this work demonstrates that these chambers are
smaller in diabetic plantar soft tissue, particularly in the deep
adipose layer. With the thicker, frayed elastic septae seen in
diabetic samples [3], smaller adipose chambers may contribute to
the increased modulus seen in diabetic adipose tissue in [6].
While the classification network with attention investigated did
not yield novel features, such a technique could enable rapid
discovery of clinically meaningful disease characteristics.
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Min Diameter (mm)
0.180
0.184 (0.28)
0.247
0.276 (<0.01)
0.287
0.417 (<0.01)

Max Diameter (mm)
0.363
0.376 (0.45)
0.498
0.596(<0.01)
0.143
0.206(<0.01)

Table 1. Comparison of means for morphology parameters calculated .

Perimeter (mm)
0.534
0.540 (0.75)
0.753
0.858(<0.01)
0.449
0.617(<0.01)

Eccentricity
0.788
0.797 (0.03)
0.790
0.813(<0.01)
0.785
0.796 (<0.01)
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Introduction
Studies from Gottschall and Kram [1] and others [2,3] show that
the metabolic cost of walking can be reduced using elastic tethers
that provide constant forward forces at the waist. It was suggested
that a future research direction could involve developing devices
that allow assisting specifically during push-off. The present
study investigated the joint moment mechanisms underlying the
reduced metabolic rate of walking observed during non-constant,
forward force profiles at the COM. We hypothesized that COM
assistance during propulsion would result in higher reductions in
positive ankle moment.
Methods
We developed a robotic waist tether that allows applying desired
sinusoidal force profiles at the COM as a function of step time
[4] (HuMoTech, Figure 1). Ten healthy participants walked on a
treadmill at 1.25 m·s-1.

Figure 1: Experimental setup.

We tested 32 force profiles with different onset timings,
durations, and peak force magnitudes. We measured joint
kinetics (Vicon + Bertec) and metabolic rate (Cosmed).
Results and Discussion
The condition that minimized metabolic rate (48% reduction) had
a peak force of 15% of body weight and a peak timing at 21% of
the step (or at 11 and 61 % of the stride, i.e., during both double
support phases). The metabolically optimal condition led to large
decreases in peak plantarflexion moment and knee flexion
moment that roughly coincided with the second actuation period
during the second double stance. The metabolically optimal
condition also reduced hip extension moment during the
actuation period during the first double stance phase (differences
between blue and black lines in Figure 2). Surprisingly, the
condition that minimized metabolic rate led to increases in
plantarflexion moment, knee extension moment, and hip flexion
moment during the actuation period during the first half of stance.
Thus, it appears that the combined effects of joint moment
reductions at one portion of the gait cycle, with increases in joint
moments at different portions of the gait cycle, can result in a net
reduction in metabolic cost. Possibly this is because different
muscles and movements have different metabolic costs; for
example, the hip flexor moment - which was one of the increases
- has been suggested to come mostly from tendon recoil and not
cost any metabolic energy during normal walking [5,6].

Figure 2: Joint moments. The thick gray line is the condition with zero
aiding force. Blue line is the condition with the greatest reduction in
metabolic cost. Gray lines represent all other conditions. Horizontal blue
line shows the actuation periods of the condition with the greatest
reduction in metabolic cost.

Significance
The finding that it is possible to reduce metabolic cost while
increasing certain joint moments could be useful for exercise
therapy in patients that require reducing metabolic cost while
maintaining sufficient muscular effort.
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QUANTITATIVELY PRESCRIBED PASSIVE-DYNAMIC ANKLE-FOOT ORTHOSIS REDUCES TOTAL
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I
Indi id als pos -s roke of en ha e ins fficien con rol of he
- o-la e s ance d e o plan ar
fle or (PF) eakness [1]. Passi e-d namic ankle-foo or hoses
(PD-AFOs) are commonl prescribed o hese indi id als pos s roke [2]. PD-AFO bending s iffness is a ke or ho ic
charac eris ic ha can assis he PFs [3] b pro iding he
resis ance needed o con rol he
C
energ o be s ored ha is re rned d ring p sh-off o aid in
for ard progression [1]. Pre io s s dies ha ha e in es iga ed
AFO s iffness foc sed on s andard-of-care AFOs (SOC-AFO) or
AFOs i h he same s iffness al es for all par icipan s [4,5]. We
de eloped a prescrip ion model ha can q an i a i el prescribe
PD-AFO bending s iffness based on an indi id al le el of PF
eakness [6]. We pro ided indi id als q an i a i el prescribed
PD-AFOs o ear in he free-li ing en ironmen for fo r- eeks.
This s d aimed o q an if and compare he gai s ra egies
indi id als pos -s roke sed o alk i ho heir AFO, hile
earing heir SOC-AFO, and hile earing heir q an i a i el
prescribed PD-AFO. We h po hesi ed ha ke join -le el
biomechanical parame ers (mean ne peak pare ic plan ar fle ion
momen , mean pare ic posi i e ankle join ork, mean pare ic
posi i e hip join ork) as ell as global-le el parame ers ( o al
mechanical cos -of- ranspor (COT), gai
eloci )
o ld
impro e ( o ards pical) hile earing he q an i a i el
prescribed PD-AFO compared o he o her condi ions.
M
Fi e indi id als i h chronic s roke (> si mon hs pos -s roke)
nder en an ins r men ed gai anal sis i ho
earing an
AFO hile alking a heir self-selec ed alking eloci (No
AFO eloci ). From hese baseline da a, PD-AFO bending
s iffness as prescribed
eakness, and a PD-AFO i h his s iffness as c s omi ed and
man fac red for each par icipan [6]. Par icipan s ere gi en
heir PD-AFO o ear for fo r eeks af er hich ime he
re rned o he lab o ndergo ano her ins r men ed gai anal sis
hile earing heir PD-AFO. Da a ere also collec ed as he
par icipan s alked i h heir SOC-AFO. While da a ere
collec ed a he same eloci across condi ions for each
par icipan (No AFO eloci ) o enable comparison of
parame ers across condi ions, a 10-me er
alk es
as
performed af er each ins r men ed gai anal sis o de ermine
heir self-selec ed gai eloci a each condi ion. This is he gai
eloci parame er presen ed in he res l s. The join -le el
biomechanical parame ers and COT ere calc la ed in Vis al 3D
sof are.
R
a D
Fi e indi id als pos -s roke par icipa ed in he s d (male: 2,
age: 69.2 4.8 rs, mass: 82.3 15.4 kg, heigh : 1.72 0.1 m).

The par icipan s
No AFO self-selec ed alking eloci
as 0.55 0.16.
All par icipan s impro ed (decreased) heir o al mechanical
COT and (increased) gai eloci
hile earing he PD-AFO
compared o earing no AFO and heir SOC-AFO (Table 1
a erage res l s are presen ed in he able d e o space
limi a ions). Ho e er, onl hree o of fi e par icipan s
impro ed heir ne peak pare ic plan ar fle ion momen and
pare ic posi i e hip ork and none of he par icipan s impro ed
heir pare ic posi i e ankle ork (Table 1).
Tab 1: Par icipan s mean ( s andard de ia ion) o al
mechanical COT, ne peak PF momen , posi i e ankle join ork,
posi i e hip join ork, and gai eloci across condi ions.
Ke Pa ame e :
Mec a ca COT (J/
Ne Pea PF M
(N / )
P A
(J/ )

eJ

P

J

H

Ga Ve c

/ )

e
W

W
( / )

(J/

)

No AFO

SOC-AFO

PD-AFO

2.400
0.482

2.482
0.639

2.217
0.485

-0.877
0.250

-0.849
0.248

-0.878
0.241

0.093
0.015

0.068
0.025

0.060
0.028

0.103
0.016

0.097
0.030

0.087
0.018

0.55

0.16 0.68

0.28 0.77

0.30

S
a
E en ho gh he pos -s roke pop la ion is he erogeno s and here
as ariabili in join -le el biomechanical parame ers across
par icipan s, all fi e par icipan s impro ed heir global-le el
parame ers i h he PD-AFO. F r her in es iga ion is needed o
nders and he fac ors dri ing he impro ed global-le el
parame ers, al ho gh i is likel ha each indi id al (or gro ps
of indi id als) emplo s differen biomechanical s ra egies. S ill,
gi en ke goals of pos -s roke gai rehab are o red ce he COT
and impro e gai eloci
he PD-AFO
impro ed hese cri ical parame ers, a leas for hese fi e
indi id als, is e ci ing and s ppor s he impor ance of properl
prescribed PD-AFO bending s iffness.
A
UD Cen er for Composi e Ma erials and Independence Pros he ic
and Or ho ics for helping man fac re and prepare he PD-AFOs.
R
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Methods
Eleven active male youth (8-12 years old) participants had
walking biomechanics (ankle, knee, and hip kinematics and
vertical ground reaction forces (vGRF)) analyzed using an 8camera 3-D motion capture system (Vicon) and in-ground force
plates (AMTI) in three footwear conditions (barefoot,
traditional shoe: New Balance 880: drop: 13.3mm; heel height:
32.5mm; forefoot height: 19.2mm, and minimal shoe with no
midsole cushioning: Xero Prio Youth: drop: 0mm; heel height:
11.0mm; forefoot height: 11.0mm). (Figure 1)

Figure 1: The two types of shoes used in this study. Left, minimal
shoe (Xero Prio Youth). Right, traditional shoe (New Balance 880)

Variables of interest included the weight acceptance peak
(initial peak) and propulsive peak (second peak) of the vGRF,
and tri-planar hip, knee, and ankle kinematics (angle at initial
contact, peak angle, excursion, angle at toe-off).
Results and Discussion
Sagittal plane knee and ankle, and frontal plane ankle
kinematics were significantly different between footwear
conditions. Youth displayed significantly (p<0.001) greater
knee flexion at initial contact (KFIC) in the barefoot condition
as compared to
conditions (Figure 2A).
Conversely, they displayed significantly (p<0.001) lower knee
sagittal plane excursion (KSE) in the barefoot condition
compared to the minimal (37.29±4.61
traditional (36.37±5.16
conditions (Figure 2B).
Similarly, youth exhibited significantly (p<0.001) less peak

knee flexion in the barefoot (31.05±3.41 condition than in the
traditional (37.51±3.72 and minimal (37.29±4.61 shoe.
KFIC (degrees)
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Introduction
The implementation of increased barefoot activity has been
proposed as a strategy to improve health and physical
performance [1]. Subsequently, “minimal” style shoes have
been developed to approximate barefoot activity while
providing the protection of a shoe [2]. This trend has carried
over from adult to youth footwear. The biomechanical effects
of different types of footwear has been extensively studied in
adults but very little research has been conducted in youth. The
purpose of this study was to compare walking biomechanics in
male youth between 3 different footwear conditions The
hypotheses of this study were that the walking biomechanics of
youth would be significantly affected by changes in footwear,
and that minimal shoe walking would demonstrate distinct
similarities to being barefoot.

30
20
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10
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Figure 2: Average Knee Flexion at Initial Contact Knee (2A) and
Sagittal Plane Excursion (2B). Significant differences are bracketed.

The average propulsive peak of the vGRF was significantly
(p=0.024) less when walking barefoot (1.12±0.07
bodyweights/second) compared to a traditional shoe (1.18±0.11
BW/s). There were no significant differences between the
propulsive peak of the minimal shoe (1.14±0.10 BW/s) and the
other footwear. These relationships indicate that minimal shoes
cannot be expected to consistently replicate the biomechanics
of barefoot walking in youth. In fact, youth exhibited walking
biomechanics in the minimal shoe that were more similar to the
traditional shoe, than barefoot. Also, shod walking is distinctly
different from barefoot, which is in contrast to previous
research that suggests that barefoot and shod walking
biomechanics in youth can be assumed to be functionally
identical [3].
Significance
Based on the results of this study, clinicians and others
recommending footwear for youth, should not assume that
minimal shoes will replicate the movement patterns of barefoot
walking. Rather, lower extremity biomechanics are strikingly
similar when youth walk in minimal shoes and traditional
shoes, and substantially different when walking barefoot. This
is a unique analysis of the effects of footwear on the walking
biomechanics in youth, and the first study to specifically
compare the effects of minimal and traditional shoes to barefoot
walking in youth.
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Introduction
3D-Motion Capture is considered the gold standard for
analyzing joint angles. However, capturing joint angles by
motion capture is limited to a laboratory setting and can be
expensive to analyze. Therefore, a new type of technology, soft
stretch sensors, have the capability to determine joint angles in
real-life settings. This could be beneficial for injury prevention
and identifying healthy joint movements during daily tasks. This
new technology would benefit many populations, it needs to be
validated for reliability of measurements. Moreover, the stretch
sensor needs to be validated while performing simple movements
like walking to test refresh rate and accuracy of joint angles. The
purpose of this study is to compare soft stretch sensors to a 3D
Motion Capture System measurement for real-time, gait
measurements while collecting beneficial kinematics for general
population.
(Between sections: keep the 10 pt Times New Roman blank line)
Methods
Sixteen participants were marked with motion-capture
sensors at the hip, knee, and ankle of both legs. Participants were
then fitted with the knee brace on their right leg. One trial of three
separate joint actions (knee flexion/extension) was performed
along with one trial of three bodyweight squats. The 3D motion
capture data was collected at 200 Hz and smoothed with a 30 Hz
Butterworth filter. SRS data was initially sampled at 25 Hz,
which was then up-sampled to 200 Hz to match the 3D motion
capture data. Next, the two datasets were aligned overtime

using cross-correlation.
Figure 1: Participant donning the knee brace.

(Between sections: keep the 10 pt Times New Roman blank line)
Results and Discussion
Exercise

Mean R2

Mean RMSE

Knee Flexion

0.799

5.470

0.957

8.127

Squat
(R2)

Table 1: R-squared
values and root mean square error (RMSE)
values for knee flexion and bodyweight squats.

From the data above results can be interpreted. The R 2 value for
a bodyweight squat was higher when compared to just the knee
joint flexion of 90º while participants were informed to perform

a bodyweight squat at the parallel level. A greater R 2 value was
reported because of the greater joint angle observed in this type
of exercise. The soft stretch sensors may be accurate when the
stretch from the movement is greater. Overall, this validation
study was the first to be performed. A limitation we observed
during data collection was the fit of the knee brace. In future
studies, we intend to use a more structurally sound knee brace of
multiple sizes for an improved fit for participants. We also intend
to use the knee brace to look at clinical populations such as
children with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) to analyze
abnormal gait movements possibly outside of a laboratory
setting.
Figure 2: Example of data output during knee flexion for the soft stretch

sensor and 3D-motion capture.

(Between sections: keep the 10 pt Times New Roman blank line)
Significance
With this knee brace being one of the first of its kind using soft
stretch sensors, more validation studies are needed for it to be
considered a reliable data collection tool. However, a wearable
such as an elastic knee brace could benefit several populations,
from sport injury rehabilitation to gait rehabilitation for special
population. The significance of wearable stretch sensors could
change the process of data collection because of the ability to
capture real-time movements outside of a laboratory setting.
(Between sections: keep the 10 pt Times New Roman blank line)
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Op imal De ign of a Parallel Rehabili a ion Robo for he Lo er-Limb ba ed on Force-Space Ma ching
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In rod c ion
To date, serial robots like e oskeletons have been the
dominant architecture in robotic rehabilitation of the lower-limb
[1]. Serial robots offer the advantage of having large workspaces
and congruent mechanics with the leg. B comparison, the
application of parallel robots to lower-limb rehabilitation has
been less e plored. Parallel robots have man characteristics that
make them desirable for rendering high-performance haptic
environments, such as force fields and virtual channels. Due to
their multiple connections to ground, the are stiff and ma be
actuated entirel using grounded motors (no motors on distal
joints) and for this reason are also low inertia. The motivation for
this simulation e periment is to design a parallel robot that has a
high degree of force-space congruence with a human model,
while retaining the desirable properties of a parallel robot.

Fig re 1: Parameters of the parallel robot model include the locations of
the roots of the right and left robot segments, the link length parameters,
the discrete states of the elbows. A pol gon representing the torque
space, or the set of all possible torques generated b robot motors, is
mapped through the Jacobian into the end-effector force space.

Me hod
We constructed a model of the forward, inverse, and
instantaneous kinematics of a generali ed 5-bar linkage (G5BL,
Fig 1). We used the force Jacobian to map torques produced b
the motors of the G5BL into cartesian force space at the end
effector, where the G5BL interfaces with the human foot. We
constructed a model of the human s force-production
requirements in the sagittal plane b fitting an ellipse to force
measurements from a prior e periment [3]. To assess the forcespace compatibilit of the G5BL to the human, we sampled the
workspace of the human leg model on a cartesian grid. At each
point on the grid, we rotated the leg s force ellipse to match the
orientation of the endpoint relative to the hip, and calculated a
congruence score as the fraction of area of the human force space
that was covered b the robot s force space (Fig 2). When torque
parameters were also allowed to var within the simulation, the
congruence score was normali ed b the robot force space area.
Using the DIRECT (Divided Rectangles) optimi ation
method [2], we calculated the robot design with ma imal
congruence summed over the sampling grid. Different
parameteri ations of the robotic model allow for constraining the

solution space of robot. In Fig 2, the robot was limited to
solutions with vertical root alignment (𝑥 = 𝑥 ), the minimum
distance between the roots was set to 22cm, and 𝜃 was set to 𝜋.
Re l and Di c ion
For this anal sis, the mean congruence score across all points
in the leg s workspace was 0.440, with a standard deviation of
0.042 using the area normali ation criteria. The ma imum torque
of each motor was held at 100Nm. Congruence scores improved
near the edge of the workspace, as the optimi er took advantage
of the changing condition number of the robot Jacobian to better
match the shape of the human force-space. The root of one branch
of the parallel robot was placed near the hip, as was e pected.

Fig re 2: Results of an optimal force-space matching simulation.
Constraints were placed on this simulation that the left and right robot
roots are verticall oriented, and that the last L2l and L3l are parallel.

Significance
High congruence between the force-space requirements of the
human and robot increase the inherent safet of human-robot
interaction. The robot designed b our optimi ation routine
allowed us to select a parallel robot which best matches the
e perimentall -determined force-space requirements of a human
leg in the sagittal plane under realistic constraints on actuator
placement, while retaining the advantages of a parallel robotic
architecture. Our approach could be used in designing other
parallel robots for human interaction, or more broadl in machine
design where a parallel mechanism must achieve a force
objective within a specified workspace.
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Introduction
Progressive collapsing foot deformity (PCFD), formerly termed
Adult-Acquired Flatfoot Deformity (AAFD), is a complex 3D
deformity characterized by peritalar subluxation (PTS) of the
hindfoot through the triple joint complex. In this context,
adjacent structures may adopt different positions and boney
relations can change, producing areas of increased contact or
subluxation. The objective of this study was to develop 3D
distance maps (DMs) and coverage maps (CMs) from
weightbearing CT (WBCT)data to assess subluxation across the
Chopart joint in PCFD patients. We hypothesized that CMs
would show decreased coverage indicative of subluxation
through certain regions of the Chopart joint in PCFD patients
when compared to the controls.
Methods
In this IRB-approved, retrospective case-control study, we
analyzed WBCT data of 18 consecutive patients with flexible
PCFD and 10 controls. WBCT studies were performed with a
cone-beam computed tomography (CT) scanner (PedCAT;
Curvebeam). Participants were instructed to bear weight in a
natural, upright standing position with the feet approximately at
shoulder width and to distribute body weight evenly between
the 2 lower limbs. WBCT technology allows a more accurate
representation of loaded joints1.
Using principal component axes, candidate coverage area
was divided into nine regions on the talar head and 4 regions on
the calcaneal-cuboid (CC) articular surface. This allowed
precise quantification of percent coverage changes across the
talar head and the CC articular surface. 3D distance mapping
(DM) was used to objectively identify regions of joint coverage
across the entire Chopart joint surface of the talus and
calcaneus. Distance maps were computed as the perpendicular
distance between surfaces in millimeters.
Areas with distances less than 4mm were defined to be
covered, while areas without opposing surfaces or with
distances greater than 4mm were considered to be uncovered.
Joint coverage was defined as percentage of articular area with
DMs lower than 4 mm. Coverage Maps (CM) were created to
highlight areas of coverage (teal) versus non-coverage (pink).
Comparisons were performed with independent t-tests,
assuming unequal variances. P values <.05 were considered
significant.

Figure 1: Summary of Percent Coverage changes and a
sample Coverage Map. The red/blue scale indicates Percent
Coverage changes.
On the calcaneus, the plantar region of the calcaneal-cuboid
joint was found to have a significant coverage decrease of 18%
relative to the controls (p = 0.017). There was also a decrease
in coverage observed in the medial region of the calcanealcuboid joint and an increase in the dorsal and lateral areas.

Results and Discussion
Changes in coverage percentages of PCFD cases relative to
controls are indicated in figure 1. The middle lateral region of
the talar head was found to have a 9% increase in coverage in
PCFD cases relative to the controls (p = 0.011). The plantar
region of the calcaneal-cuboid joint was found to have a 18%
decrease in coverage compared to the controls. The medial side
of the talar head generally saw decreases in coverage with the
exception for the dorsal medial regions. However, these values
were not statistically significant.
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Significance
Our results support the occurrence of significant Chopart joint
changes in early flexible PCFD. Increased lateral and decreased
medial/plantar talar head coverage point to internal rotation and
plantarflexion of the talus. Associated dorsal migration of the
cuboid where plantar and medial areas have decreased coverage
indicate subluxation through the entirety of the Chopart joint.
Novel usage of 3D distance maps to assess joint coverage
enabled objective quantification of subluxation though the
Chopart joint in early stage PCFD for the first time. These
findings may assist clinical decision making regarding the
restoration of normal joint alignment during PCFD corrections.
Further studies are needed to establish thresholds of change
associated with degeneration.
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Introduction
More than 25% of older adults fall each year in the US [1]. Slips
alone account for 25% of all falls [2]. Successful recovery
depends on the e e i
f he li a d he i di id al ca acity
to regain balance. When slips are unconstrained, the slipping feet
travel in a variety of directions [3] which poses diverse
challenges to supporting body weight and maintaining an upright
trunk. However, previous research has focused on single limb
slips at heel strike, and we lack the data to guide interventions on
recovery from diverse double-limb slips. Preliminary data
collected from a larger ongoing study [4] showed unconstrained
and diverse feet velocities relative to the center of mass (CoM)
during double-limb slips. We hypothesize that double-limb slip
severity, characterized with the combination of velocities from
both feet relative to CoM, will predict fall rates.
Methods
Six young adults (3M, 3F, 26.2 ± 2.8 years old, 1.71 ± 0.08 m,
80.94 ± 8.75 kg) participated in the study. Participants completed
3 sessions of 12 double limb slips each within one week (36 slips
in total), that were triggered using a custom-built Wearable
Apparatus for Slip Perturbations (WASP) [3-4]. The WASP
induced slips to both limbs simultaneously while participants
walked at a fixed gait speed of 1.3 ± 0.1 m/s on a 10 m walkway.
Falls were identified if participants applied more than 30% of
body weight to the harness, which was measured using a load cell
[5]. Full body kinematics were recorded using an 18-camera
motion capture system (Motion Analysis Corp., Santa Rosa, CA)
and sampled at 100 Hz.
Data from the first three and last three slips were analyzed for
each participant from slip onset until both feet reached a velocity
of 0. Within this period of time, right and left feet velocities
relative to the CoM were measured at the frame when each foot
velocity was least similar to the CoM velocity. Such specific
timepoint was chosen to quantify the maximum dissimilarity of
the base of support relative to the CoM between falls and nonfalls. To test our hypothesis, we used feet velocities in either the
AP or ML direction relative to the CoM as inputs to a logistic
regression classification model trained to discriminate trials in
which the participant fell from non-falling trials. Custom
Visual3D (C-Motion Inc., Germantown, MD, USA) pipelines
were used for data analyses. Custom MATLAB codes
(MathWorks, Natick, MA) were used for data visualization.
Results and Discussion
In the experimental data analyzed thus far, there have been 7 falls,
and 27 recoveries. Load cell data did not record two slip trials
from the total 36 trials. Using unconstrained slips to both feet
simultaneously, slipping feet had substantial ML slipping speeds
that ranged from 1% to 193% of the AP component. In the AP
direction, feet showed diverse motions relative to one another
(Figure 2), however, the COM always moved anteriorly during
the slip faster than either foot (Figure 1). On the other hand, ML
directions showed the slipping feet travelling in the same
direction 73% of the time (Figure 2), and 88% of those times,
b h fee e e m i g
ie
he COM di ec i (Figure
1).

Figure 1: AP & ML Feet velocities relative to the CoM.

Overall, ML velocities of the slipping feet better predicted
falls and recoveries compared to their AP velocities,. The logistic
regression model based on ML slipping feet velocity (medial or
lateral to the CoM), and positions relative to the CoM correctly
predicted 4 of the 7 falls and all recovery trials with a deviance,
a measure of the unexplained variance in the modeled data, of
17%. However, using only the AP feet velocity (model deviance
30.6%) and position (model deviance 25.7%) relative to the CoM
poorly differentiated between fall and recovery trials and was
only able to predict one fall trial.

Figure 2: AP & ML Feet velocities in Lab Coordinates

Significance
The logistic regression model using ML feet velocities relative to
the CoM, predicted four of the seven falls and all recoveries and
outperformed the AP deviations, indicating ML movements
during slipping may be more susceptible to deviations than AP
movements within the recovery process of slip induced falls. If
this hypothesis can be validated with adequate statistical power,
then current methods to induce slips or slip like perturbation to
assess balance or reduce falls must incorporate ML components,
instead of only focusing on AP movements of the slipping feet.
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Methods
A total of 10 participants (7 male and 3 female, 30.60 years ±
15.20 years, height 1.72 m ± 0.7 m, and mass of 75.65 kg ± 8.69
kg) were included in this study after passing two out of three
clinical assessments (Hawkins-Kennedy, Neer, Empty Can) for
SAIS. All 10 of the participants were right-hand dominant and 6
participants had right SAIS. Noraxon EMG (Scottdale, AZ,
USA) electrodes were placed on the UT, LT, SA, and Lumbar
Paraspinals (LP) to measure muscle activity sampled at 1500 Hz
(Fig. 1). A maximal voluntary isometric contraction (MVIC) was
conducted for each muscle group to normalize EMG data.
Scapular kinematic testing was conducted for each participant
that consisted of overhead humeral elevation at 35° in the
scapular plane before and after biofeedback training [4]. Humeral
elevation was measured with the Polhemus Liberty (Colchester,
VT, USA) sampling at 240 Hz and EMG data was recorded at
30°, 60°, 90°, and 110° of elevation. The biofeedback training
consisted of 10 repetitions of the I, W, T, and Y scapular
rehabilitation exercises where participants were told to actively
reduce UT muscle activation.

Pre
Muscle Activity (% MVIC)

Introduction
The shoulder is prone to injury in the general population and
subacromial impingement syndrome (SAIS) is one of the highest
diagnosed causes of impairment and pain in this region [1]. While
SAIS is not entirely understood the pain from SAIS may be from
the compression of soft tissue in the subacromial space [1].
Additionally, increased Upper Trapezius (UT), decreased Lower
Trapezius (LT), and decreased Serratus Anterior (SA) activity
may have a relationship with shoulder injury [2]. Management of
SAIS may be treated through scapular focused exercise therapy
to restore muscle performance and maintenance of optimal
scapular positioning [3]. EMG biofeedback allows for visual
feedback of muscle activity and has been an effective method in
teaching various population groups about muscle activation [3].
It has also had kinematic effects when used in conjunction with
exercise therapy [4].
The purpose of the study was to investigate how EMG
biofeedback training with scapular rehabilitation exercises
affected muscle activation of the injured shoulder and healthy
shoulder of individuals. We hypothesized that after undergoing
EMG biofeedback training, participants would experience a
decrease in UT, an increase LT, and an increase in SA activation
bilaterally.
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Figure 2. Mean Lower Trapezius muscle activation for healthy
and impingement shoulder sides; * p < 0.05.
Results and Discussion
A repeated measures mixed ANOVA for each humeral angle
and muscle showed no significant interaction between side and
time. However, a main effect of time for each muscle group was
found. UT activity was reduced at 60° and 90° (p = 0.003, and p
= 0.036, respectively), LT activity (Fig. 2) was increased at all
humeral angles (p < 0.0005), and SA muscle activity was
increased at 110° (p = 0.001).
The findings of the present study support the hypothesis and
are in accordance with previous research [3] which showed an
increased ability to activate LT musculature and decreased UT
activity level after biofeedback training. Increased activation of
the primary upward rotators (LT and SA) may allow for
decreased likelihood of impingement symptoms by maintaining
optimal subacromial space during overhead activities [4].
Decreasing UT activity may reduce the degree of anterior tilting
and resultant scapular impingement [4].
Healthy and SAIS shoulders included in the study were
affected by EMG biofeedback training. Therefore, EMG
biofeedback may be an effective tool to teach muscular control
for scapular stabilization with overhead movement.
Significance
The results from this study provide a more thorough
understanding of the effect a single session of EMG biofeedback
has on muscular recruitment and control. It may now be possible
to pursue further research to support this technology and
implementation in a clinical setting.
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Figure 1. Experimental and participant set up.
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Introduction
Persistent ankle pain is common following ankle sprain. The
prevalence peaks in middle-aged adults, affecting an estimated
12.2% of adults 50-64 years old [1], and is associated with
decreased health-related quality of life and mobility [2]. Joint
coordination variability may be an important factor in persistent
ankle pain in middle-aged adults, however, the majority of
research has investigated chronic ankle instability (CAI) in young
adults.
The previous studies have reported increased knee sagittalankle frontal plane [3] and shank transverse-ankle frontal plane
[4] variability during mid and late stance in participants with
CAI. The increased joint coordination variability has been
theorized to be caused by CAI gait being less adaptable and more
constrained due to weak musculature and/or the persistence of
altered gait following an ankle sprain [5].
Although previous works have improved the understanding
of the influence of persistent ankle symptoms on lower
extremity-ankle coordination variability in young adults, none
have investigated coordination variability within the foot of
middle-aged adults. We hypothesized that middle-aged
individuals with persistent ankle pain would show increased
coordination variability during walking.
Methods
14 middle-aged adults (45 64 yo.) participated in the study
(Table 1). Persistent ankle pain group participants (PAIN) had a
history of at least one significant lateral ankle sprain, complained
of at least moderately troublesome ankle pain on most days
during the past month, and experienced pain for the previous
three months [6]. Uninjured participants (CON) were sex and age
matched with the PAIN group.
Following written informed consent, 35 markers (6.4 mm)
ere placed on each participant s foot and shank to define se en
segments and six functional articulations (rearfoot, medial and
lateral midfoot, medial and lateral forefoot, 1st
metatarsophalangeal) [7]. Each participant then performed 5
barefoot overground walking trials at self-selected speeds along
a 15 m walkway with 3 embedded force plates (1000 Hz), while
marker position data were collected using a 14-camera motion
analysis system (200 Hz). Joint coordination was calculated
using the method proposed by Heiderscheit et al [8], and the
variables calculated during weight acceptance, midstance, and
push off are defined in Table 2. Multivariate Analysis of Variance
(MANOVA) tests were performed to investigate group
differences in the coordination variables (α = 0.05).
Table 1. Study Participant Characteristics (Means ± SD).
Group
Sex
Age
Height
BMI
(F/M)
(years)
(cm)
(kg/m2)
Control
7/1
53.3 ± 6.1
167.8 ± 6.4
24.9 ± 5.9
Pain
6/0
52.0 ± 5.0
169.7 ± 5.1
30.6 ± 7.5

Results and Discussion
The coordination variability for the two groups is presented in
Table 2. We postulated that the persistent ankle pain group would

show increased coordination variability within the foot segments
during walking. Although the effect size of each ANOVA was
moderate to large, none of the omnibus F-ratios were significant.
This finding is contrary to studies in individuals with CAI [3-5].
The difference may be attributed to previous studies examining
different joint coordination relationships, and/or the nature of
persistent ankle pain versus CAI. Additionally, the small sample
size may have limited the power of the current study.
Table 2. Joint Coordination Variability Mean (SD).
Group
Coordination Variability
CON
PAIN
Rearfoot Frontal-Rearfoot Transverse-Plane
-Weight Acceptance
8.34 (1.16)
7.98 (0.78)
-Midstance
7.89 (1.38)
7.35 (2.04)
-Push off
5.06 (1.61)
4.93 (0.83)
Medial Midfoot Frontal-Rearfoot Frontal-Plane
-Weight Acceptance
7.26 (1.77)
8.22 (1.85)
-Midstance
6.77 (1.97)
6.34 (1.58)
-Push off
6.48 (0.93)
7.56 (1.14)
Lateral Midfoot Frontal-Rearfoot Frontal-Plane
-Weight Acceptance
6.52 (0.59)
7.26 (1.42)
-Midstance
7.20 (1.91)
7.92 (1.50)
-Push off
6.99 (1.23)
7.11 (0.95)
Medial Forefoot Sagittal-Medial Midfoot Frontal-Plane
-Weight Acceptance
5.64 (2.22)
7.38 (2.18)
-Midstance
5.25 (1.21)
4.46 (0.40)
-Push off
5.56 (2.41)
6.45 (1.47)
Lateral Forefoot Sagittal-Lateral Midfoot Frontal-Plane
-Weight Acceptance
5.60 (1.43)
6.08 (1.39)
-Midstance
6.40 (1.66)
6.98 (1.57)
-Push off
6.32 (1.20)
6.18 (1.21)
Hallux Sagittal-Medial Midfoot Sagittal-Plane
-Weight Acceptance
3.70 (2.43)
5.11 (2.89)
-Midstance
6.17 (1.42)
4.95 (1.35)
-Push off
5.33 (0.46)
5.04 (0.29)

Significance
Middle-aged adults with persistent ankle pain demonstrated no
significant differences in coordination variability during walking
gait. However, given the large effect size associated with the
MANOVAs, further study is warranted to investigate lower
extremity kinematic joint coordination variability in middle-aged
adults with persistent ankle pain.
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Introduction
OpenSim, an open-source musculoskeletal modelling platform
[1], has widely been used by the biomechanical researchers to
create a broad range of in-silico models of the musculoskeletal
system in order to estimate muscle and joint reaction forces. To
date, however, there exists a limited number of full-body
musculoskeletal models: full-lumbar spine model [2], Hamme
full body model [3], Ch i
h
l mbar spine model [4],
A ld m del [5] and Musculoskeletal Model for the Analysis
of Spinal Injuries (MASI) [6]. Though these models are sufficient
for analysing the lower body biomechanics, their simplified
representations of the upper body such as head, arms, trunk,
and sometimes pelvis are not sufficient to provide an accurate
estimation of internal muscle and joint forces. Therefore, this
study aimed to develop a full-body musculoskeletal model in
OpenSim with multi-segmental muscle and joint representations
of the upper body to investigate the effect of head-mounted
virtual reality (VR) device on full-body gait biomechanics.
Methods
We developed a full-body musculoskeletal model in OpenSim v
4.1 based on the MASI model [6] by adding 32 muscles to the
upper extremity representing the shoulder, elbow, and forearm,
43 muscles to the lower extremity containing the hip, knee, and
ankle, and 20 hyoid muscles to the neck (Figure 1). The original
MASI model had only 35 rigid anatomical segments, 78 upper
and lower neck muscles, 34 joints, 30 kinematic constraints, and
43 degrees of freedom. Muscle parameters, i.e., optimal fiber
length, peak force, tendon slack length, and pennation angle were
taken from previous studies [7-9].
A total of 12 participants (weight: 174.41±5.00 lb, height:
72.96±6.90 in, age: 25.926±3.55 years) were recruited to perform
multiple lifting tasks in virtual and real environments (virtual
environment task (VET) and real environment task (RET)). A 10camera motion capture system and two force plates were used to
ec d a ici a
gai and ground reaction forces for the entire
task duration, respectively. The gait and force data was then used
to statically validate the model in the OpenSim modelling
platform. We developed two different models for VET and RET,
and scaled them according to the bjec anthropomorphic data.
The root mean squared (RMS) marker errors after the scaling
process served as the static validation parameter. We also
performed inverse dynamics simulation using our developed
model and compared the moments around the shoulder, elbow,
and knee joints between VET and RET. We are currently
processing the dynamic validation of the model by comparing the
results between inverse and forward dynamic simulations.
Results and Discussion
In this report, we present a novel full-body musculoskeletal
model and statically validate it by scaling it for three male
subjects. Averaged across all subjects, the scaling errors were
found to be 3.17 ± 0.07 cm and 3.53 ± 0.52 cm for the models
developed for RET and VET, respectively. Overall, the error was

3.35 ± 0.25 cm for both models, which is consistent with the
findings of a previous study [10].
The inverse dynamics simulation exhibited RMS error of 2.91
± 1.08 N-mm, 1.09 ± 0.31 N-mm, and 9.61 ± 1.31 N-mm between
VET and RET for moments around shoulder, elbow, and knee
joints, respectively. These results evinced the promise of the
developed model in accurately simulating human motion
biomechanics.

Figure 1: Right, front, back, and left view of the developed Opensim
musculoskeletal model.

Significance
Our developed full-body OpenSim model can facilitate an
accurate estimation of joint and muscle forces of both upper and
lower bodies for various human-device (e.g., head-mounted VR
device, exoskeleton, robotics, etc.) interactive gross-motor tasks
and advance research in the areas of biomechanics, ergonomics,
and rehabilitation science.
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In rod c ion
Evaluations of athletics or health based on joint kinetics are
restricted to laborator environments using camera-based
motion capture and stationar force platforms. As a result, the
true kinetics of i i maneuvers ranging from basic sit-tostand transitions to athletic changes of direction are generall
une plorable. Wearable motion capture might enable out-of-lab
kinematic observation, but estimations of i i joint kinetics
are precluded ithout force platforms to characteri e ground
reaction forces (GRFs) as input to the inverse d namics model.
The GRF the net force on the bod hen no other e ternal
forces are present can theoreticall be replaced b the
Effective Force of the link segment s stem here: 𝐹
∑ 𝑚𝑎
𝐹
Recent investigations have had some success in predicting
vertical GRFs in alking ith Effective Force Models (EFM)
using a 13-segment optical motion capture (OMC) model [2]
and a 17-segment inertial motion capture (IMC) model [3].
The objective of this investigation as to use EFM to predict
GRF in an athletic change of direction movement and evaluate
the effect of included segment kinematics in predicting t o
common biomechanical performance measures based on the
GRF (Eccentric Rate of Force Development, Peak GRF).
Me hods
T o participants, one male (age 24, mass 78.9 kg, height 182.9
cm) and one female (age 23, mass 55.5 kg, height 165.2) ere
instrumented ith a collection of marker clusters placed on 13
bod segments in The Motion Monitor (TMM) soft are. Each
participant performed five repetitions of a lateral skater jump
(LS) onto a force platform collecting GRF data at 1000 H .
Three trials of the movement ere collected for a total of 15 FP
contacts per participant.
GRF and position data ere filtered using a 4th order,
lo pass ero phase lag Butter orth filter
ith cutoff
frequencies of 30 H and 8 H , respectivel . Center of mass
accelerations ere calculated using TMM soft are. Effective
force models (EFMs) ere created using 13 segments, 7
segments, and 1 segment ith the HAT mass and total mass
lumped into the pelvis for the 7-segment and 1-segment models,
respectivel . Agreement metrics from Bland-Altman (Biases
and 95% Confidence Intervals) [3] ere calculated using the
differences bet een each EFM- and FP-derived measures of
Peak ML force and ML rate of force development (RFD).
Res l s and Disc ssion
The ML GRFs predicted b each of the EFM models generall
matched the shape of the ML FP data (Fig. 1). Biases (Fig 2.)
are not consistent bet een subjects for either metric, indicating
that more repetitions and subjects are likel needed.

Fig e 1. A

ica effec i e f ce de edic i
f ce d i g a a e a a e

f edi a e a

Limits of agreement (LoA) for RFD are large for all EFM
configurations in each subject. The added step of differentiating
force data ith respect to time ma have manifested additional
error. Conversel , limits of agreement are much narro er for
each prediction of peak vertical GRF. This is the point in agilit
movements
here the high speed impact has slo ed
considerabl , likel contributing to more accurate GRF
predictions from kinematics.

Fig e 2. Me ic bia e

i h 95% c

fide ce i e a

Significance
This investigation did not produce desirable agreements
bet een FP and reduced segment EFM methods to validate
EFMs as a replacement. Further investigation into the
sensitivit of this method ma ield an understanding of ho to
improve its predictions to provide GRF predictions for other
comple movements.
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Introduction
Our team is exploring a novel wheelchair based on a selfbalancing, omnidirectional ball-based robot (ballbot) that uses
upper body motions for hands-free lean-to-steer (LST) or leanto-slide (LSL) driving control (Fig. 1) [1]. To enhance hands-free
leaning control, the seat plate of the Force Sensing Seat (FSS)
was instrumented with six load cells, i.e., making the FSS into a
portable force plate. The FSS can estimate upper body motion
(2D center of pressure (COP) and torso angle ( )). Sagittal and
frontal plane were derived from a statically-balanced pointmass model of the torso, FSS-derived resultant moments, and
subject-specific anthropometric data (Fig. 2) [2]. COP and
serve as reference signals to control the ballbot. Two studies have
been piloted to improve/evaluate the accuracy of the FSS
(validation study) and investigate the FSS feasibility for
navigating a virtual human rider on a ballbot (simulation study).

controller that tries to balance around a stationary equilibrium.
An additional reference velocity signal proportional to the COP
was added to E to encourage ballbot maneuverability and reduce
rider effort. The joystick control method (J) served as a baseline.
Switching between the LST and LSL drive modes was allowed
for all control methods. Each of the 3 subjects navigated through
training and testing courses, which consisted of different
obstacles to realistically replicate an indoor environment (Fig. 3).
Metrics (completion time (tcp ), mean of absolute resultant torso
angles ( xy ), percentage of sliding maneuvers ( SL% ), and
number of collisions (ncol )) were computed for each method from
the last of three trials in the testing course.

Figure 3: Test setup for simulation study (left), and virtual testing
obstacle course divided into five zones (right)
Figure 1: (A) Hands-free riding ballbot, (B) heading changes with leanto-steer (LST), (C) lean-to-slide (LSL), (D) Force Sensing Seat (FSS).

Methods
In the validation study, currently three able-bodied males (26-28
yrs; 1.74 ± 0.04 m; 67.7 ± 7.1 kg) each performed four torso
movements (forward/backward, left/right, diagonal left/neutral,
diagonal right/neutral) of 10 cycles per motion and six repeated
trials. FSS-derived values of COP and were compared to values
derived from gold-standard equipment (Fig. 2). The FSS was
mounted on a force plate (BP400600-1000-NC, AMTI). Markers
were placed at four corners of the FSS seat and the subject s
xyphoid, and captured with six cameras (Oqus 500+, Qualisys).
Mocap-based torso angles MC were derived from 2D projections
of the vector (H) from the seat center to the xyphoid marker. To
adjust FSS-derived values due to small off-axis coupling between
load cells from assembly errors, resultant force, moment, and
calculations from the FSS were linearly regressed to force plate
and mocap data after pooling data across the first five trials of the
3 subjects. Trial 6 data for each subject were used to examine the
accuracy of the regressed FSS estimations to gold standard data
by computing error metrics: mean absolute error (MAE) and
normalized MAE relative to max gold standard value (NMAE).

Results and Discussion
Normalized mean absolute errors were below 10% (Table I).
Largest errors were during rapid torso direction changes, which
may not occur during usual operation of the ballbot. These results
suggest that the FSS produced good estimates of torso movement.
Table I. MAE and (NMAE) of Force [N], Moment [Nm], COP [mm],
and [o] for average of 3 subjects
My
F
Fx
F
Mx
COPx COPy
y
x
1.74
1.02 2.07
1.68 0.93
1.69 2.55
1.21 1.98
(3.86) (2.52) (0.27) (2.42) (0.57) (0.76) (2.70) (5.94) (8.19)

Although the joystick controller J performed slightly better
than the FSS controllers, the simulation study suggested that the
FSS controllers are still viable and that the enhanced controller E
was better than the traditional native controller N (Fig. 4). E
displayed faster times, smaller lean angles, fewer collisions, and
was ideal for quickly moving through obstacles or wide hallways
than N. LSL was helpful to evade obstacles in front of the rider
as it took less time to slide than to turn and then move.

Figure 4: Average and SE bars of metrics for 3 subjects for each zone.

Figure 2: Test setup of validation study (left), computation of in x and
y directions using FSS (middle) and motion capture system (right).

In the simulation study, we investigated the potential of using
FSS-derived data to navigate a virtual human-ballbot system
through obstacle courses using three control methods (two using
FSS, one using a joystick) (Fig. 3). The two FSS methods (native
(N) and enhanced (E)) used COP motion and resembled a Segway

Significance
Preliminary results suggest the hands-free FSS interface could
quantify torso motion and be used for navigating a riding ballbot.
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Introduction
Human hopping is a bouncy form of locomotion in which
kinematic and kinetic traces are homothetic to the spring-mass
system.1 Imperfections in the similarities have mostly been
examined in running.2,3 However, a recent review suggests that
bipedal hopping may provide early detection of sensorimotor
control loss in individuals with multiple sclerosis.4 Such a
proposition establishes a need to precisely describe a tolerable
level of deviation from the spring-mass model in healthy
subjects. Model bias may be estimated by evaluating paired
differences in expectation and variance from a theoretical
probability density function and empirical COM displacement.
Therefore, the purpose of this study was to examine bias in a
probabilistic spring-mass model. The null hypothesis was that
there is no systematic bias in the theoretical spring-mass model
when comparing the means and variances of COM displacement.
Methods
A total of 14 volunteers who signed the informed consent
approved by the Methodist University IRB participated in the
study. Participants (age = 18-40 yrs., mass = 77.87 ± 11.31 kg;
height = 1.72 ± 0.07 m) performed six 20 second trials of bipedal
hopping at preferred frequency. Ground reaction force (GRF)
was measured via two Bertec force plates. Force signals from
each force platform were summed and integrated twice to obtain
COM displacement.5 2740 COM displacement traces during
ground contact were trimmed for analysis.
Expectation and variance of COM displacement were
computed from the empirical data and theoretical PDF given by:6
2
( )=
where p is density, A is amplitude, and x is displacement.
Limits of agreement (LoA) for the theoretical and empirical
expectations and variances were estimated using a linear mixed
effects model (lme4 1.1-26, R 4.0.4).7 The total deviation index
(TDI) provides a boundary in which paired differences are
contained 95% of the time.7 Confidences intervals around the
mean bias and TDI from the linear mixed effects model were
bootstrapped.7

Figure 1: Bland-Altman plot showing paired differences between the
theoretical and empirical expectation of COM displacement. Red solid
line is the bias. Upper and lower limits of agreement are in green.

Results and Discussion
The mean bias in paired differences of COM displacement
expectation was 0.036 cm (95% CI 0.028 to 0.047; 95% LoA 0.004 to 0.077 cm). The TDI was 0.539 cm (95% CI 0.478 to
0.591 cm). The mean bias in COM displacement variance was
0.066 cm2 (95% CI 0.054 to 0.079 cm2; 95% LoA 0.007 to 0.124
cm2). The variance TDI was 0.955 cm2 (95% CI 0.781 to 1.116
cm2).
While the mean biases in paired differences for the
expectation and the variance are small, zero is not contained in
the confidence interval of either. Therefore, there is systematic
bias in the spring-mass model as a predictor of COM
displacement in bipedal hopping. In a spring-mass system the
most probable displacement location is the amplitude.6 The
empirical data in this study suggests participants spend more time
moving toward and away from the COM amplitude and less time
at the amplitude compared to probabilistic spring-mass model
predictions. However, the TDIs for the paired differences in
expectation and variance was less than 1 cm and 1 cm2.
Therefore, 95% of the time paired differences in theoretical and
empirical estimates of the distribution of COM displacement will
be within ± 1 cm or ± 1 cm2. Arguably the theoretical and
empirical values are interchangeable.
Significance
Given that healthy participants coordinate COM
displacement such that the distribution of displacements closely
resembles the PDF of a spring-mass model, the spring mass
model serves as a sound biomechanical model. Additionally, an
empirical distribution of COM displacements that deviates too far
from the spring mass model PDF may indicate a loss of motor
control. This study is a step toward understanding the bias in the
spring-mass model and how humans deviate from it to gain
insight into loss of motor control.
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d ci
Consisting of the first metatarsal, the pro imal phalan , and
t o s pporting sesamoids, the first metatarsophalangeal joint
(MTPJ1) or great toe joint is essential to o r mobilit and kinetic
interactions ith the gro nd. D e to the limitations in motion
capt re, precise q antification of motion at this joint has been
challenging. As technolog and techniq es, like biplane
fl oroscop , de elop, the more precise descriptions of motion
req ire coordinate frames embedded in the first metatarsal. T o
common a s of deri ing these coordinate s stems are based on
principal component anal sis (PCA) of the bone and on fitting
geometric primiti es to bone s bregions.
The aim of this st d
as to in estigate spatial relationships
bet een the kinematic (scre ) and primar joint fle ion a es
defined sing PCA and locali ed geometric fitting of c linders.
Me h d
Ten fresh fro en cada eric foot and ankle specimens ere
biomechanicall tested ia a c stom tendon-loading apparat s
b ilt aro nd a eightbearing cone-beam CT scanner (LineUp,
C r eBeam, USA). Appropriate tendon loads [1] ere applied to
ind ce motion sim lating a toe fle ion and a heel raise acti it .
Toe fle ions ere performed ith an instr mented toeplate
controlling dorsifle ion from ne tral, in 10 increments, to the
nat ral ma im m (50 or 60 ). Heel raises from ne tral to
ma im m dorsifle ion, (5 intermediate poses) ere performed
ith a CT scan acq ired at each pose.
CT bone kinematics
ere determined ia ol metric
registration of specimen-specific templates [2]. Coordinate
s stems ere embedded ia the PCA method in the pro imal
phalan , and the metatarsal, hose orientations ere copied and
placed at the center of mass for each sesamoid. C stom
morphological-based metatarsal a es (CYL) ere also separatel
defined b fitting c linders to the artic lar s rfaces of the
metatarsal head.

5

specimen data ere spatiall co-registered into a mean MTPJ1
representation. The orientations of the a es ere compared in a
spherical frame centered in the metatarsal head.

Fig e 2: The intersection of the mean finite helical a es (mFHA) and
fle ion a es of the c stom metatarsal anatomical coordinate s stems
based on t o methods (PCA and CYL) ith a nit sphere centered in
the mean metatarsal model. Perspecti e from the medial side of a right
metatarsal in a ne tral foot position is sho n.

Re l a d Di c i
All ICRs ere cl stered ithin the metatarsal head (Fig re
1), like pre io sl reported [4]. Ho e er, both sesamoid ICRs
ere distrib ted more pro imall in the metatarsal bod and ith
greater spread compared to the pro imal phalan . The
distrib tions of the sesamoid ICRs ere rotated bet een
acti ities, hile those of the pro imal phalan
ere largel
nchanged.
The PCA-based fle ion a es e hibited a more ariable
distrib tion than the CYL fle ion a es, ith some PCA a es
tilted to ards the gro nd. This is likel d e to nat ral anatomical
ariation in metatarsal shape. The mFHA s of all bones ere
closer to the mean of the CYL fle ion a es than PCA (Fig re 2).
Fle ion a es of a metatarsal anatomical coordinate s stem
based on fitting c linders to the distal artic lations agree better
ith the orientations of the obser ed kinematic a es of the
sesamoid bones and phalan .
Sig ifica ce
These data pro ide a basis of comparison for f t re in i o
st dies of MTPJ1 motion. Joint coordinate s stems for the first
metatarsal bone ma benefit from considering the geometric
information of the artic lar s rfaces.
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Fig e 1: Each dot represents the median instantaneo s center of
rotation (ICR) for the pro imal phalan , and each sesamoid bone relati e
to the first metatarsal for a toe lift (dorsifle ion) and heel raise acti it
of a gi en foot.

The mean finite helical a es (mFHA) [3] and locations of the
median instantaneo s center of rotation (ICR) ere determined
for each of the three bones artic lating ith the metatarsal. All
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Introduction
Due to the recent advancement in the virtual reality (VR)
technologies, some previous studies have focused on the utility
of passive haptics i.e., providing physical haptic interaction by
mapping virtual objects to specific real objects in the VR
system. Though it was reported that the introduction of passive
haptics enhanced both user experience and training effectiveness
[1], a more comprehensive investigation of the technology in the
context of motor output is warranted in order to explore how to
maximize sensorimotor skill acquisition. Therefore, this study
aimed to determine the impact of physically interactive VR usage
on the sensory motor performance by comparing the movement
kinematics and kinetics of the VR tasks with regard to same tasks
performed in the real world. We hypothesize that the
biomechanical parameters would exhibit no discrepancies
between virtual and real environment tasks.
Methods
We designed a physically interactive VR system, in which the
virtual environment (VE) was comprised of warehouse interiors,
workers, forklifts, pallet racks, and four industrial collaborative
robots (Cobots) and simulated a sequential time-and spacesharing human-robot collaborative pick-and-place task. Twelve
healthy male participants (weight: 174.41 ± 5.00 lb, height: 72.96
± 6.90 in, age: 25.926 ± 3.55 years) were recruited to perform
three tasks while wearing a VR headset (VETs) and three tasks
in the real environment (RETs). The task was to perform picking
and placing of a box (weight: 20 lb; a total of 4 boxes; each placed
at frontal and scapular planes of both left and right sides of the
participants in the real world) within 8 seconds as soon as a Cobot
deposited the box, each one at a time in a random order, either on
the left-side or right-side pallet before the participant. A 10camera motion capture system and two force plates were used to
record participants gait, ground reaction force, and centre of
pressure. This gait data was then used to calculate the kinematics
of the shoulder, elbow, and knee joints using the OpenSim
modelling platform [2].

Results and Discussion
In this report, we present our conjecture of the differences
between VET and RET based on the gait of three subjects. the
RMSE of the COP of both feet between VET and RET were
33.42 ± 4.83 mm, 16.72 ± 1.66 mm, 44.98 ± 7.39 mm, and 20.30
± 4.08 mm in the anterior-posterior (X) and medial-lateral (Y)
direction for the right foot, and in the anterior-posterior (X) and
medial-lateral (Y) direction for the left foot, respectively. For the
complete task, the RMSE between VET and RET kinematics
were 9.89 ± 0.71°, 10.69 ± 1.37°, and 8.77 ± 1.18° for shoulder,
elbow, and knee joints, respectively. This discrepancies between
VET and RET in terms of kinematics warrant a thorough analysis
of perceptual-motor system to understand and improve the
effectiveness of the VR skill acquisition.
Table 1: Comparison of biomechanical parameters between VET
and RET for the box whose initial position was 30° right to midsagittal plane of the subjects.
R shoulder
adduction (°)
L shoulder
adduction (°)
R elbow
flexion (°)
L elbow
flexion (°)
R knee
bending (°)
L knee
bending (°)
R COP X
(mm)
R COP Y
(mm)
L COP X
(mm)
L COP Y
(mm)

RET
VET
RET
VET
RET
VET
RET
VET
RET
VET
RET
VET
RET
VET
RET
VET
RET
VET
RET
VET

0%
-20.14
-13.64
-21.39
-20.90
13.63
11.11
12.51
10.32
-7.28
-9.90
-8.31
-10.06
333.67
329.79
-255.71
-244.23
338.68
326.65
-600.89
-602.91

25%
-13.72
3.61
-22.25
-45.15
22.84
1.22
10.95
18.34
-57.33
-52.69
-52.28
-55.09
417.83
420.41
-204.55
-185.88
409.06
422.89
-599.97
-617.72

50%
-10.69
-7.30
-14.04
-32.18
18.72
7.53
5.23
38.73
-28.31
-32.34
-20.32
-34.10
427.03
422.91
-200.91
-204.36
417.53
409.71
-617.22
-621.49

75%
-18.45
-3.24
-29.91
-27.17
17.19
14.33
12.88
10.92
-38.41
-28.81
-40.63
-40.40
418.77
406.64
-208.51
-213.12
438.76
428.39
-615.16
-650.72

100%
-18.58
-15.80
-17.16
-23.19
9.74
8.32
7.12
7.94
-6.06
-1.34
-6.37
-4.39
287.55
250.05
-170.78
-187.04
295.16
247.76
-498.37
-491.76

Significance
The study showed the promise of using physically interactive VR
system that can provide operators with not only the first-hand
experience of the real world task but also to retain relevant motor
control, safety-awareness, and functional work capacity.
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Figure 1: A visual demonstration of the simulated pick-and-place task
in the Opensim modeling platform.
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Stretch shortening c cle potentiation (SSCP) is a basic
muscle propert positi el related to the alking econom and
increased ph sical acti it . T picall , jump test performance
(JTP) is used to assess SSCP1. JTP testing can in ol e three t pes
of jump, countermo ement jump (CMJ), static jump (SJ), and
drop jump (DJ). Greater jump height achie ed during DJ and
CMJ compared to SJ is considered a surrogate marker of SSCP.
While e idence indicates that the SSCP occurs earl in the
propulsion (i.e. concentric) phase during the jump, there is little
information if SSCP is joint-specific2. Interestingl , nothing is
kno n regarding joint-specific SSCP at the propulsion onset,
hich is defined as the first instant at hich joint angular elocit
becomes positi e after the end of the eccentric phase. The
identification of joint-specific SSCP ould be highl rele ant, as
it could help understand joint-specific mechanics influencing JTP
and could potentiall help design joint-specific e ercises to
impro e sports performance and ph sical acti it . Thus, the
purpose of this stud
as to assess joint-specific SSCP at the
propulsion onset during JTP. We also sought to e amine if the
challenging nature of the jump task could affect joint-specific
SSCP.
d
22 Health oung adults (10 omen, 12 men); age ( ears):
25.75 3.05; height (m): 1.71 .91; eight (kg): 71.90 16.34;
performed the follo ing jumps: ma imal ertical jump from a
standing position ith a preliminar countermo ement to their
preferred depth (CMJ), ma imal ertical jump after descending
slo l from the standing position to the same depth achie ed
during CMJ and then remaining static for 2 seconds (SJ), and
ma imal ertical jump after dropping from a 15 cm high platform
onto the force platforms (DJ). Hands ere placed on the hips
during all the jump trials. Full-bod motion capture as used
during all t pes of jumps. Joint kinetics and kinematics ere
calculated for the hip, knee, and ankle. Jump height (JH) as
calculated from the greater trochanter data as its highest alue
achie ed during the aerial phase minus standing upright height.
The propulsion onset as defined as the first positi e data point
(after the end of the eccentric phase) of the joint angular elocit
of the hip, knee, and ankle joints, respecti el . Ratios of (i) jump
height (JH) and (ii) respecti e joint-specific e tension moments
for different t pes of jump (CMJ/SJ; DJ/SJ; DJ/CMJ) ere
calculated as surrogate markers of SSCP.

Repeated measures for CMJ/SJ anal sis ere controlled for
an difference in the knee angle bet een CMJ and SJ. For
e ample,
ithin-subjects repeated-measures ANOVA to
compare joint-specific ratios of moments for CMJ/SJ ere
controlled for delta knee angle (CMJ-SJ).
Re

a dD c
Ratios of JH for CMJ/SJ, DJ/SJ, and DJ/CMJ ere greater
; F g e 1). Respecti e ratios of joint
moments (hip, knee, and ankle) at the propulsion onset for
CMJ/SJ and DJ/SJ ere greater than 1 (all P < 0.01) hile for
DJ/CMJ, ratios of respecti e joint moments ere greater than 1
for the ankle (P = 0.028) and hip (P = 0.043) but not for the knee
(P = 0.096). We found the degree of SSCP as greatest at the
ankle follo ed b the hip and knee for CMJ/SJ and DJ/SJ (all P
< 0.05) (F g e 2A a d 2B). No joint-specific differences in
SSCP ere noted for DJ/CMJ. To our kno ledge, e are the first
to report that SSCP is generated at the hip, knee, and ankle joints
at the propulsion onset during JTP.

Me

One sample t-test as run to assess the presence of SSCP
here a greater than 1 difference in a) JH ratio and b) respecti e
ratios of joint moments (hip, knee, and ankle) at the propulsion
onset bet een different t pes of jump (CMJ s SJ; DJ s SJ; CMJ
s DJ) indicated SSCP. Separate ithin-subjects repeated
measures ANOVA ere performed to compare joint-specific
ratios of moments at the propulsion onset for a) CMJ/SJ, b)
DJ/SJ, and c) DJ/CMJ.
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Our findings sho that at the propulsion onset during JTP,
SSCP occurs at the hip, knee, and ankle, and is ma imum at the
ankle follo ed b hip and knee, in that order.
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SUBMAXIMAL SOLEUS FORCE LENGTH CHARACTERISTICS WITH AGING
1
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Introduction
Older adults use more energy to walk than young adults. Reduced
ankle push-off power leads to poor walking performance but the
mechanism is unknown. Many age-related changes could cause
reduced muscle power output such as loss of type 2 fiber
percentage, loss of muscle mass, and increased connective tissue
limiting gearing of the muscle. Instead, we believe reduced
Achilles tendon stiffness in older adults is the structural
bottleneck that disrupts muscle-tendon dynamics cascading into
higher metabolic cost.
With reduced stiffness, tendon will have greater excursion
and push muscles to shorter lengths.Shorter muscle lengths shift
fascicles away from optimal lengths on the force-length (FL)
curve. Then, to produce a given force at shorter lengths, required
muscle activation is higher, which is more energetically costly.
It has been shown that at submaximal activations the optimal
muscle length shifts to the right [1]. It is unclear whether this
activation dependent, rightward shift in the FL curve is retained
in aged muscle. We hypothesize that older adults would have less
stiff tendons and optimal lengths shifted to the right at
submaximal activations. The shape of the force length curve
comes from the overlap of actin and myosin, changing the ability
to form crossbridges. Assuming crossbridge formation is similar
at matched relative actin-myosin overlaps across age, we
expected no age-related differences in normalized force length
curves.
Methods
One young (male, 30 years), and one older adult (female, 77
years) performed 2-3 plantarflexion (PF) contractions at 5 ankle
joints (30°PF, 15°PF, 0°, 15° dorsiflextion (DF), maxDF) and 4
activations (0, 33, 66, 100% max voluntary contraction [MVC]).
Force length curves were measured using a dynamometer.
Muscle activity and muscle lengths of the soleus were measured
using EMG and ultrasound, respectively. MVC were performed
with visual torque feedback while 33% and 66% contractions
were performed with EMG feedback. Two minutes of rest were
taken between every contraction. For the passive curve, torque
and length were measured at increments of 5° from 10°PF to
maxDF after 45 seconds of resting in this position to mitigate
history-dependent effects. Soleus active muscle force (𝐹
was
calculated as follows.
𝐹

𝑟

∙ cos 𝜃

𝐹

is total torque,
is pedal torque, 𝑟 is ankle moment
arm, 𝜃
is pennation angle, and 𝐹
is passive force at the
length during contraction. A 2nd or 3rd order polynomial was fit
to the data for the active curves, and an exponential curve for the
passive data [2]. For tendon stiffness, ultrasound was placed over
the gastrocnemius - Achilles muscle tendon junction at 3 angles
(0°, 15°, 30°) on the dynamometer and calculated as the slope of
the force-displacement curve of the tendon. Submaximal FL
curves were only obtained for the young adult.
Results and Discussion
As expected, the tendon stiffness was lower for the older adult
(young: 156.2 kN/m, older: 115.9 kN/m) and the normalized max

and passive force-length curves are similar between young and
old. For the young adult at submaximal activations the optimal
length shifted toward longer lengths (100%: 36.6 mm, 66%: 45.7
mm, 33%: 56.8 mm) in agreeance with our hypothesis. The
absolute force-length curves for the older adult had lower
maximum force (young: 6067.3 N, older: 2167.5 N), longer
optimal length (young: 36.6, older: 44.5 mm), and a wider range
(experimental range: young: 23.3 – 43.5, older: 26.4 – 53.8 mm;
curve fit range: young: 21.9 – 51.4, older: 23.9 – 65.0 mm).
Lower maximum force with aging has been reported previously.
Since the normalized max curve was similar we would expect
older adults submaximal curves to shift rightward proportionally.

Figure 1: a) The force-length-activation curves of a young adult (top)
and older adult (bottom) at 33%(grey), 66% (dark grey), and 100%
(black/purple) activation and a passive curve (dotted). b) The normalized
force-length-activation curves of a young adult (top) and older adult
(bottom). Dots = experimental data.

Based on these preliminary data, we conclude older adults
have less stiff tendons, have similar normalized force length
curves at maximum capacity. Based on the similarity at
maximum and the rightward shift in the young adult we would
expect an activation dependent rightward shift in soleus optimal
length in older adults.
Significance
Characterizing how muscle FL curves shift with aging is a critical
aspect to understanding the mechanical and energetic
implications of reduced tendon stiffness. Identification of such a
shift can then inform training interventions and the design of
assistive devices to address the mechanical and metabolic effects
of aging.
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Introduction
Changing mechanical energy demand during walking is
useful for investigating joint level contributions to whole-body
mechanics. Because the net mechanical energy change of a
person during a constant speed walking stride on level ground
must be zero, the energy injected or extracted by a change in the
net energy demand can be traced to each joint using mechanical
energy accounting. A transient change in demand, such as falling
in a hole [1], allows for exploring joint level contributions to
stability where the objective is known (e.g. the dissipation of
some known potential energy). A change in treadmill belt speed
can also transiently inject or extract energy, depending on
whether the treadmill velocity and anteroposterior GRF are in the
same or opposite directions, respectively, at the time of the
perturbation.
We evaluated which lower-limb joints compensate for the
energy injected or extracted by a transient acceleration of a
treadmill belt during walking. Based on previous research in
humans and guinea fowl, we hypothesized changes in ankle work
would compensate the most for changes in task demand. [1,2]
Methods
We had 1 subject (24 y/o, 89.3 kg, 1.05 m leg length) walk on
a split-belt treadmill at 1.25 m/s while rapid (15 m/s2, 0.2 sec
duration) changes in belt speed to 2.5 m/s were applied to a single
treadmill belt in a randomized order. While the participant
walked, we transiently injected energy by delivering the
perturbation at heel strike and extracted energy by delivering the
perturbation at 20% of the gait cycle (2 legs x 10 trials per
timing). Inverse dynamics were calculated in OpenSim. The
stride preceding the perturbation (S -1), stride of the perturbation
(S 0), and 3 strides following the perturbation (S +1-3) were
analyzed. Sagittal plane joint powers from both limbs were
integrated over each stride to calculate work of joints, and
summed joint works were calculated as work of limbs. Treadmill
work was calculated by integrating the product of both treadmill
belt velocities and corresponding AP GRFs, with positive

(B)

(A)

treadmill work being defined as energy flowing from the person
to the treadmill.
Results and Discussion
Energy extraction and injection were both reflected in
changes in whole limb and joint level work relative to the
baseline (unperturbed) stride (Fig 1). The largest changes were
observed on the stride of (S 0) and immediately following the
perturbation (S +1). For both perturbations, pattern of generation
and dissipation was similar across all joints on the perturbed
stride (S 0). When dissipation was required (Fig 1A), it occurred
primarily through net negative ankle work on the following stride
(S +1). This distal joint dissipation supports our hypothesis and
agrees with previous work. [1,2] When generation was required
(Fig 1B), this primarily occurred at the hip joint on the stride
following the perturbation (S +1). This was not consistent with
our hypothesis and suggests proximal joints play an important
role in stability during walking when energy must be produced
(e.g. having to step out of a hole).
Significance
This work extends the paradigm of split-belt mechanical
energetics for stability assessment. This approach is powerful
because the stabilizing objective is known (i.e. return to steadystate levels of net mechanical energy = ~0). Further, the findings
suggest the joint targets for wearable exoskeletons designed to
improve stability may depend on whether energy is injected or
extracted during the gait cycle and targeting a single joint may
only allow for improvement of stability in certain cases.
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Figure 1: Work demand of the treadmill during the perturbed stride, as well as bilateral joint works and their sum (“Limbs”).
(A) Perturbation onset at 0% of stride (energy injection by treadmill = person must dissipate energy) and (B) 20% of stride
(energy extraction by treadmill = person must generate energy). Error bars represent ±1 standard deviation
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Introduction
Human locomotion is typically characterized during isolated
tasks (e.g., walking, running, stair ambulation). In these
instances, repeated trials are often pooled to characterize the
“steady-state mechanics of given tasks. However, general
human locomotion comprises continuous accommodation to new
and varied terrains, as we complete our own activities of daily
life. To fill an important gap in knowledge that may lead to
improved therapeutic and device interventions for mobilityimpaired individuals, identifying how the mechanics of
individuals change as they transition between different locomotor
tasks is vital. In this study, we characterize the transitions
between level walking and stair ascent and descent, and their
sensitivity to stair inclination angle. These transitions are a point
of significant fall risk, particularly among the elderly [1], and are
not well-handled by currently-available prosthetic and orthotic
technologies [2]. We hypothesize that transition strides between
level ground and stairs will possess joint kinematics that are
unique from those in level and stair ambulation, and that these
characteristics will be influenced by stair inclination angle.
Methods
Hip, knee and ankle angles were calculated from motion capture
data (sampled at 120 Hz by a 10-camera Vicon system) of 10
able-bodied individuals (5 male, 5 female, 19-59 yrs., 53-87 kg).
A Plug-In Gait lower-body markerset was used for these
calculations, which were made using Vicon Nexus. These
individuals completed 5 trials as they approached and ascended,
then approached and descended a 4-step staircase at self-selected
walking speeds. Trials were repeated at 20°, 25°, 30° and 35°
stair inclination angles. Transition (TR) strides were defined as
the first stride where terminal heel-strike occurred on the stairs
following a toe-off on the level walking surface. To compare joint
angles as function of the gait cycle, we used statistical parametric
mapping (SPM) paired t-tests for each lower-limb joint, three
times, to compare: TR strides and those of level walking (LW),
TR and stair ascent (SA) strides, and TR and stair descent (SD)
strides. Multiple non-transition stair strides that occurred on the
staircase were pooled for these analyses, and a Bonferroni
correction was used to adjust the significance level from =0.05.
Thus, regions of the gait cycle where statistically-significant
differences occurred were identified, rather than choosing
discrete data points [3]. TR strides were considered “unique
when significantly different from both TR and SA/SD strides.
Results and Discussion
Our hypotheses were supported. Unique TR joint kinematics
were identified in at least one joint for each transition we
compared, and usually in all three joints (e.g., Fig. 1). In general,
TR strides tracked closely their preceding level walking task for
much of stance, and tracked the following stair task during late
swing. Uniqueness most often presented in late stance and early
swing (Fig. 1), where rapid changes in mechanics are made.
However, stair inclination was shown to influence both the
timing and magnitude of these regions of significance.

Figure 1: Comparison of kinematic trajectories for the transition from
level walking to stair descent. Shaded regions represent significant
difference between the TR stride and LW or SD. Overlapping regions
represent kinematics unique to the TR stride. These data are shown for

35° stair inclination.
Our results appear to make intuitive sense—that transition strides
are mostly a hybrid of their adjacent tasks—but importantly, they
statistically quantify these relationships, as well as the additional,
unique complexities that arise during these locomotor transitions.
A salient example of these complexities can be seen in the ankle
trajectories in Figure 1, from 60-80% of the gait cycle. Here, the
TR stride shows the ankle depart from LW trajectory to hold a
neutral position before plantarflexing prior to contact with the
first descending step of the staircase. Such unique patterns may
be vital to safely initiate stair descent from level walking.
Significance
This work is the first to statistically quantify uniqueness in lowerlimb joint kinematics during locomotor transitions between levelground walking and stairs, which contributes to our basic
understanding of the biomechanics of human locomotion, and
motivates future work to form a more complete picture of how
humans negotiate variable terrains. These findings have potential
implications in both clinical and technical fields, from informing
fall-risk assessments and rehabilitative strategies, to highlighting
vital transitory kinematics that designers of robotic prostheses
and orthoses could incorporate into their devices.
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Methods
For this study, a recreational (athlete #1,167 cm, 57.65 kg, 21
years of age) and a collegiate level (athlete #1,180 cm, 80.65
kg,19 years of age) athlete were recruited from the University of
Idaho student population. Wireless Delsys EMG surface
electrodes (Avanti) were placed on each of the eight target
muscles (TA, SOL, LG, VL, RF, ST, BF, and GM) on the right
leg of each participant. Application and site preparation were in
conjunction with Seniam guidance. Following the application of
the EMG sensors, participants were provided a self-selected
warm-up period of at least 5 minutes.
A standardized step-up/step-down task was used to normalize
EMG signals across participants using a dynamic task.
Participants ran a series of four 30-meter sprints on an outdoor
track. Trials were recorded using Delsys EMG Works software,
timing gates, and sagittal plane 2D video (GoPRo Hero 5). Tibial
acceleration of the right leg was measured using the
accelerometer channels of an Avanti sensor (Delsys) attached to
the medial aspect of the right leg anterior tibial border. Using
vertical accelerometer profiles, the location of 5 localized peaks
were identified. One gait cycle was identified from one peak to
the subsequent peak.
All EMG signals were then cycle divided into 4 cycles per trial.
EMG signals were demeaned, full wave rectified, and then low
pass filtered (6 Hz). EMG Data was then placed through a nonnegative matrix factorization algorithm in order to determine the
number of motor modules required to reconstruct the original
EMG waveform. The number of motor modules used to
reconstruct the sprinting wave form was determined based on a
threshold VAF of >90% and whether adding a module led to a
substantial change in the VAF.
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Introduction
What inherent quality differentiates elite level college athletes
from everyday active individuals? This study seeks to examine
the neuromotor control patterns that underlie sprinting by
college athletes. Muscle synergies have been defined as the
physiological activation of a group of muscles that contribute to
a particular movement, thus providing an insight into possible
neuromotor control mechanisms used by the nervous system to
simplify the coordination of movement tasks1. Elite level
college athletes were used as the target population based on the
belief that they have higher, more robust neuromuscular control
patterns when compared to recreational athletes2. With the use
of muscle synergy analysis, the purpose of this study is to be
able to determine if there is a difference between the number of
motor modules required to reconstruct the waveform of a given
motor task between groups, or to what length the correlated
values of the variance accounted for (VAF) group deviate from
their calculated mean between groups. We hypothesize that
because college athletes use highly repeatable muscle activation
patterns to achieve consistent performance, then they will utilize
a lower number of muscle synergies that account for a higher
VAF over all strides compared to untrained individuals.
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Figure 1: The number of muscle synergies selected accounted for >
90% of the overall variability accounted (VAF) as depicted by the
plots from one recreational athlete (square) and one track athlete
(X).

Results and Discussion
Applying six identified modules across one track athlete and one
athlete represented that three modules were sufficient to recreate
the muscle activation waveforms at a VAF > 90% with no
substantial increase in VAF when adding another module. The
exemplary recreational athlete achieved a VAF of 93% with three
muscle synergies but experienced an increase of 4% when a
fourth muscle synergy was added. When a fifth muscle synergy
was applied to the recreational athlete there was not a substantial
increase in VAF. Conversely, the track athlete achieved 97%
VAF with three muscle synergies, and on substantial increase
was observed with the addition of a fourth muscle synergy. For
this reason, we concluded that in order to reconstruct the muscle
activation waveform while sprinting, the track athlete was able to
use three muscle synergies while the recreational athlete required
four muscle synergies.
This exemplary analysis presents a possible insight into the
more efficient motor control patterns of a trained, college sprinter
when compared to a recreational athlete. The data presented is a
pilot investigation of two individuals (one track and one
recreational athlete) so the inclusion of further athletes may
provide further evidence to support our findings.
Significance
These findings may support the theory that trained sprinters are
more efficient in their movement patterns than non-trained
sprinters.
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Introduction
Running is the most popular form of physical activity in the
USA and a primary reason people stop running is re-injury.[1]
Stress-related fractures experienced by runners most commonly
occur to the metatarsals or tibia, and in some cases the femur and
pelvis.[2-4] Current approaches focus on group level analyses
that relate loading rate with tibial acceleration by foot strike
pattern or comparing tibial acceleration experienced by groups of
individuals with a history of stress-related injury versus healthy
controls.[5,6] An initial step in our exploratory, crossinstitutional study focusing on NCAA DI runners, was to
determine within-runner differences in variables used to
characterize mechanical loading experienced by each leg over
time. These within individual-differences in runners without a
stress response can then be used to better understand observed
differences in mechanical load experienced by individuals with a
bone stress response.
Methods
12 NCAA DI midand
long-distance
runners
from four
different
PAC
12
schools
provided
informed consent to
participate in this crossinstitutional
study.
Force
data
was
collected using local
instrumented outdoor
track or treadmills Figure 1: Initial phase defined from initial
contact to largest posterior directed angle
(1000 Hz). Wearable of the resultant GRF prior to propulsion.
inertial measurement
units were used to measure accelerations at the sacrum and lateral
shanks (iMeasureU, APDM, 500 Hz). Each runner participated
in at least two collections separated by a minimum of 3 months.
Nine or more steady-state contacts were collected per leg during
each collection at different training paces. Mechanical loading
was characterized by the average resultant GRF during contact
(>30 N threshold) and the initial phase of contact (Fig 1).
Results and Discussion
Variables characterizing mechanical loading during foot
contact of individuals without a bone stress response were found
to be comparable over time within legs of runners (Fig 2),
regardless of whether reaction forces were measured overground
or using a treadmill. As this database of runners becomes more
populated, insights regarding context for the observed differences
in mechanical loading within individuals demonstrated by
between variables, between legs, and between sessions can be
elucidated as seen in Participants 1 and 12 (Fig 2).

Figure 2: (Top) Average Resultant GRF during contact (Bottom)
Average Resultant GRF during initial phase between collections,
individuals, and legs at 7 min/mi pace (3.8 m/s). Collection prior to
sustaining the stress response indicated by ovals.

Significance
This work in progress demonstrates the feasibility and utility
of cross-institutional research that aims to prospectively
determine injury risk by increasing sample size. By
characterizing within runner-differences in mechanical loading
experienced by individuals without a bone stress response, we
have a foundation for detecting meaningful changes in
mechanical loading characteristics in individuals with a bone
stress response.
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Introduction
Parkinson’s disease (PD) is associated with reduced
coordination abilities. These can result either in random or rigid
patterns of movement. The latter, described here as coordination
rigidity (CR), have been studied less often. We investigated
whether signatures of CR were present in walking, quiet stance,
and speech—tasks involving coordination among multiple body
parts. We used kinematic and voice recordings to compute
theoretical variables from dynamic and complex systems. After
clinical evaluation, moderate stage patients were compared
against matched healthy participants.

We suggest the notion of CR, relevant for understanding the
interplay between neural and biomechanical constraints on
movement. Additionally, the present work makes a contribution
with practical and clinical applications. We arrived at
theoretically consistent results and satisfactory automatic
classification by relying on affordable portable apparatus, a
clinical setting, and tasks related to activities of daily living that
in principle can be self-administered.

Methods
The procedure involved clinical evaluation and a battery of
walking, tapping and either postural or speech tests performed
on a later day, see Figure 1. Participants (total N=78 across two
studies) performed three-minute-long trials of over-ground
walking in free condition or with rhythmic auditory cues. The
postural task consisted of participants (N=38) maintaining
standing posture for a minute in eyes-closed and eyes-open
trials. Speech production (a subset of the participants, N=26)
was recorded while reading a one-page article after one practice
trial. All participants (N=78) performed a rhythmic tapping task
with the instruction to keep a steady tempo without cueing.
We used the maximum Lyapunov exponent or logdivergence λ for a CR measure associated with instability in gait
dynamics. For postural fluctuations, the choice of analysis
method was similarly guided by theoretical and practical
constraints. Sample entropy, the rate of generation of new
information in a stochastic time-series, decreases when
physiological control switches from complex to pathologically
simple patterns. For speech, we captured the continuous
variations in voice dynamics by analysing the smoothed
amplitude envelope with recurrence quantification analysis. It
detects recurrence points where the dynamic trajectory revisits
locations in its embedded phase space. We used the
predictability time measure (LAMP).
Results and Discussion
PD was associated with decreased divergence in gait
dynamics, reduced complexity of postural fluctuations, and
increased predictability of voice dynamics, all consistent with
CR, see Figure 1. The relevance of CR was confirmed by
including features in automatic disease classification with
supervised
machine
learning
(81/81/86%
accuracy/sensitivity/specificity).
Significance

Figure 1: Group means (SE) of measures sensitive to coordination
rigidity in three activities of daily living: gait, postural control, and
voice dynamics. Measures were normalized (z-score) for a common
scale. The qualitative di8erence in movement is shown on top.
Anterior-posterior (back and forth) upper body accelerations while
walking become less dynamic (divergence rate 9). Anterior-posterior
postural fluctuations while maintaining standing posture become more
regular (SENT). The voice amplitude dynamics becomes more
predictable (LAMP).
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Introduction
Cerebral palsy (CP) is a neuromuscular disorder that primarily
impacts motor control, hindering independent gait. To improve
mobility, children with CP often undergo surgical interventions; however, most interventions fail to improve function and
impose large financial and emotional burdens on families [1].
As such, identifying alternative treatment options is critical to
bolster clinical care for CP.
Biofeedback is a non-invasive alternative to traditional interventions. Commonly, biofeedback systems are designed to
provide feedback on movement error via audio or visual cues;
these systems have been used successfully to improve joint
power [2], spatiotemporal parameters [3], and muscle activations [4]. However, developing strategies to provide sensorimotor (SM) feedback may be equally critical for facilitating user
response and retention, particularly in CP where sensory processing is often impaired [5]. To this end, Conner et al recently
demonstrated that an ankle exoskeleton that uses resistive torques to provide SM feedback during walking could elicit significant improvements in both muscle activity and motor control in CP [6]. While the success of each of these modalities
highlights the promise of using biofeedback in CP, there is evidence to suggest that combining modalities may further amplify treatment effects [5].
The aim of this pilot study was to evaluate the effect of combined audiovisual (AV) and SM feedback (AV+SM) on muscle
activity in individuals with CP. Secondarily, we evaluated
whether changes in muscle activity corresponded to changes in
motor control. We hypothesized that AV+SM feedback would
have a larger effect than AV-only feedback.
Methods
Two subjects with diplegic CP (12,14 yrs; GMFCS II)
walked at self-selected speed on a treadmill under two feedback
conditions, performed in a non-randomized order: (1) AV and
(2) AV+SM feedback. Participants performed one trial per condition which was separated into baseline (BASE; 2 min) and
feedback (10 min) phases.
Both AV and SM feedback targeted soleus activity of the
more affected limb, as the plantarflexors are critical for efficient
propulsion but are often impaired in CP [7]. SM feedback was
administered using an untethered ankle exoskeleton that has
been previously validated in CP [8]. This device imparts a resistive dorsiflexion moment proportional to the user’s estimated
ankle moment during push-off to encourage plantarflexor activity. AV feedback provided real-time stance-phase activity from
soleus electromyography (EMG) recordings. For each step, a
tone played if soleus activity was 10% above BASE activity.
During AV-only feedback, participants wore the exoskeleton in
the zero-torque condition to reduce device-specific effects.
EMG data were collected bilaterally at 1000 Hz from the
soleus, rectus femoris, semitendinosus, and tibialis anterior.
Mean soleus activity was calculated from one-minute of data
from the BASE and feedback trials. Muscle synergy analysis

was performed to calculate the total variance accounted for by
a one-synergy solution(tVAF1). The tVAF1 captures motor control complexity; larger tVAF1 values correspond to less complex motor control and have been shown to be associated with
function and treatment outcomes in CP [9].
Results and Discussion
Participants increased soleus activity under both feedback
conditions. However, AV+SM feedback resulted in a larger deviation in soleus activity from BASE (47.5%) than AV feedback alone (9.9%). In contrast, motor control complexity
(tVAF1) was minimally affected (deviation from BASE:
+0.89% AV and +3.5% AV+SM).

Figure 1: Mean soleus activity (left) and motor control complexity
(tVAF1; right) during BASE, AV, and AV + SM feedback conditions.

Integrating AV+SM feedback led to notable increases in soleus activity in a single session, suggesting that combining feedback modalities may be valuable for eliciting larger training responses than SM or AV feedback alone. There was minimal
change in motor control, which aligns with our expectations
that altering motor control requires longer duration training
[6,10]. Future research will investigate whether the increased
plantarflexor activity observed in AV+SM feedback is retained
with additional training and amplifies improvements in motor
control and function.
Significance:
This study demonstrates the potential for using exoskeleton resistance with AV feedback to improve plantarflexor recruitment
during walking in CP. While further work with a larger cohort
is needed, this is a promising early evaluation of a non-invasive
treatment option to target muscle activity in CP.
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Introduction
Agile bipedal locomotion is crucial for humans to navigate the
terrains and environments in daily life. However, we know
relatively little about how individuals maintain balance in diverse
environments, which would enable us to better treat populations
with balance impairments and develop devices that augment
balance. Previous work has employed perturbations to induce
instability and study balance recovery [1]. However, no study has
simultaneously evaluated the effects of perturbation magnitude,
direction, and timing on balance, which would provide broad
insight into the diversity of destabilizing scenarios that humans
face during locomotion. Here, we investigate the combined
effects of mediolateral (ML) perturbation direction and timing on
balance, evaluated using peak ML center of mass (COM) speed.
We hypothesize that perturbations beginning earlier in stance
phase (i.e. longest time until next heel contact) will be followed
by the largest peak ML COM speeds regardless of perturbation
direction.
Methods
One healthy participant walked at 1.25 m/s on a treadmill
mounted on a Stewart platform. We applied 96 translational
perturbation conditions that varied in magnitude (5, 10, 15 cm),
direction (mediolateral, anteroposterior, diagonals), and timing
(50% double stance, 25, 50, 75% single stance, Fig. 1B). Gait
events were calculated according to [2]. The participant walked
in three consecutive sessions, with each session containing one
perturbation per condition, for a total of 288 perturbations.
We determined ML COM velocity as the average of four
pelvis markers. Peak ML COM speed was determined as the peak
absolute velocity in all recorded steps after the initiation of the
perturbation. Perturbations were binned into two categories;
lateral perturbations resulted in COM movement to the medial
side of the stance foot and widened step widths, while medial
perturbations resulted in COM movement to the lateral side of
the stance foot and narrowed step widths.

A

Results and Discussion
We evaluated linear relationships for both lateral and medial
perturbations, including all perturbation magnitudes and all
directions that had a mediolateral component (Fig. 1A). For
lateral perturbations, we found a negative linear relationship
between onset timing and peak ML COM speed (p<0.001). For
medial perturbations, we found a positive linear relationship
between onset timing and peak ML COM speed (p<0.001). The
results indicate that timing has a significant effect on peak ML
COM speed, but the effect is reversed by the perturbation
direction (Fig. 1C). This indicates that double stance onset time
is the most destabilizing for lateral perturbations, while late
single stance onset time is the most destabilizing for medial
perturbations.
Significance
These results begin to provide a more thorough understanding of
how multiple variables interact to influence balance. The
outcomes across magnitude, direction, and timing in healthy
individuals will provide a reference to understand the limitations
of those with balance impairments. Additionally, these data
provide guidelines for the design of intelligent wearable robots
that seek to augment human stability and reduce fall risk. Future
work will extend this analysis to stability in all directions and use
whole body angular momentum to more thoroughly quantify
balance recovery.
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Figure 1: (A) Lateral (pink, red, orange) and medial (green, teal, blue) perturbations are shown. (B) The actual onset time distribution is plotted
for each commanded onset time. (C) The effect of commanded onset time on peak ML COM speed is shown for lateral and medial perturbations.
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Introduction
Leg length discrepancy (LLD) affects a significant portion of
the population [1-2]. It can be surgically corrected but often
results in knee height asymmetry (KHA), knee joint
misalignment in the coronal plane in the presence of equal
limb lengths [3]. People with LLD develop compensation
strategies during gait which tend to increase mechanical work
in the sagittal plane [4-5]. Some have suggested that KHA less
than four cm does not result in functional disability [6], but its
biomechanical impact during common activities has not been
extensively studied. The purpose of this study was to
investigate the effect of KHA on gait biomechanics in children
following limb equalizing surgery. The hypothesis is that
degree of KHA can be used to predict mechanical work at the
knee in the sagittal plane.
Methods
In an IRB approved study, gait data was collected for 10
patients with KHA following surgical correction of LLD
(4M/6F, 17.4±2.0 yrs, BMI 26.7±6.8 kg/m2) and 10 healthy
control subjects (4M/6F, 16.4±1.8 yrs, BMI 22.4±2.7 kg/m2).
The Plug-in-Gait lower extremity model (Vicon Nexus) was
used to calculate knee kinematics and kinetics. Standing lower
extremity x-rays were measured to determine functional LLD.
Scanograms were used to calculate the difference in tibia-tofemur (TF) ratio between the limbs (left-to-right).
Limb length measurement differences were compared with
independent t-tests. Multiple linear regression was used to
determine whether age, sex, BMI, functional LLD, TF ratio
difference, and/or group (control vs. surgical) influenced work
generated, work absorbed, and total work at the knee. Nonsignificant variables were removed from the final regression
equations. Statistics were calculated in SPSS (version 26).
Results and Discussion
Subjects with KHA had a greater difference in standing limb
length and TF ratio between the left and right sides than controls
(Tbl. 1). There were no significant differences between groups
Table 1: Absolute value of between-limb difference.

in between-limb difference in work generated, work absorbed,
and total work (p≥0.300). Multiple regressions were run to
predict difference in work generated, work absorbed, and total
work at the knee from age, sex, BMI, functional LLD, TF ratio
difference, and group (control vs. surgical). The independent
variables could not significantly predict difference in work
absorbed (p=0.475) or total work. However, for total work, the
difference in TF ratio between limbs did show significant
effect, so the regression analysis was repeated with this as the
only independent variable. This time, difference in TF ratio did
predict difference in total work at the knee with statistical
significance (p=0.016) and with 𝑅 =0.241. Additionally, the
regression analysis with all the independent variables was able

to significantly predict difference in work generated at the knee
(p=0.002) and with 𝑅 =0.597. The only independent variable
of significance was the difference in TF ratio between limbs
(p<0.001). Removing the nonsignificant variables, difference in
TF ratio predicted difference in work generated at the knee
(p<0.001) with 𝑅 =0.602 (Figure 1).
Figure 1:
Difference in
work
generated
(·) and total
work (+) vs.
difference in
TF ratio. Left
limb minus
right limb
for all
values.

We expected to be able to predict mechanical work at
the knee. While not the case for work absorbed, we found
that the difference in TF ratio between limbs to explain
60.2% of the variability in the work generated at the knee
and 24.1% of the variability in total work during stance.
Because the coefficients are positive, when the
difference in TF ratio is negative (R>L), the difference in
work generated is also negative (R>L) and vice versa,
indicating that more work is generated in the limb with the
more proximal knee than the limb with the more distal knee,
thus increasing the total work in the proximal knee.
Weinberg and Liu [7] determined that TF ratios were
significantly correlated with hip and knee arthritis. The
difference in work generated and total work between
proximal and distal knees in KHA might indicate an
increased risk for arthritis in the proximal knee.
Significance
This research supports attention to knee height asymmetry
following surgical correction of LLD.
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Me h d
We collec ed alking da a a p efe ed peed on a eadmill fo
h ee people i h nila e al an ibial amp a ion (2 men, 1.79
0.11 m, 68.3 7.6 kg) and h ee people i ho amp a ion (3
men, 1.79 0.04 m, 81.8 3.2 kg). Amp a ion e e d e o
non- a c la ca e and all pa icipan
e e able o alk
comm ni di ance i h a iable cadence .
Af e 30 min e of eadmill acclima a ion, e collec ed f ll
bod kinema ic
i h ma ke -ba ed mo ion cap e (240 H .
Segmen angle e e calc la ed ing Vi al 3D. Thigh- hank
egmen co pling angle a iabili (CAV) a calc la ed f om
15 con ec i e ide fo each limb and a e al a ed d ing
ea l (1-20% ide), mid (21-40%) and la e ance (41-60%) and
e minal ing (85-100%) [6]. Be een limb CAV diffe ence
(p o he ic in ac , p o he ic able-bodied and in ac
able
bodied limb ) d ing each gai pe iod e e e amined ing e ( = .05) and effec i e (d).
R
D
A e pec ed, people i h amp a ion (3.5 0.5%) had g ea e
ance a mme
han able-bodied people (1.6 0.2%) (p =
.003, d = 5.3%) a p efe ed alking peed (1.00 0.27 m/ &
1.48 0.11 m/ ). O h po he e fo limb CAV diffe ence
d ing he gai c cle pe iod e amined e e pa iall
ppo ed
(Fig e 1). Thigh- hank CAV diffe ence e e ob e ed a midand la e- ance, hen dec ea ed p h-off capabili of a pa i e
p o he i affec gai . Lo e CAV a ob e ed (ba ed on
plo ) in he p o he ic limb
hen compa ed o he in ac and
able-bodied limb fo co ple in ol ing agi al and an e e
egmen mo ion , po en iall indica ing le adap abili of he
p o he ic limb in he e plane . In addi ion o a la ge ample i e,

f
e o k ho ld e amine CAV ac o
ide ing c
anal i echniq e
ch a a i ical pa ame ic mapping.

)

I
d ci
People i h a nila e al an ibial amp a ion ha e a
c al
a mme
ha con ib e o alking a mme ie [1]. C en
goal of ehabili a ion a e o minimi e ob e able a mme ie o
e o e gai pa e n imila o able-bodied indi id al [2], b an
a mme ic gai pa e n ma affo d be e f nc ion in ho e i h
nila e al an ibial amp a ion ing a pa i e p o he i [3].
P efe ed alking limb coo dina ion pa e n a ac o
indi id al , and he amo n of coo dina ion a iabili ma
ep e en mo o
em fle ibili [4]. E eme in he a ia ion
of
ide- o- ide egmen coo dina ion ma indica e poo
con ol (e.g. high), o ed ced deg ee of f eedom linked i h
inj
(e.g. lo ) [4]. Red ced mo o
em fle ibili fo people
i h nila e al an ibial amp a ion ma e plain common
econda i e
ch a knee o eoa h i i [5].
The p po e of hi
d
a o compa e p efe ed ance
ime a mme and egmen al coo dina ion a iabili be een
people i h and i ho
nila e al an ibial amp a ion. We
h po he i ed ha people i h nila e al an ibial amp a ion
o ld ha e g ea e ance ime a mme and le coo dina ion
a iabili ac o high- hank co pling of he p o he ic limb
compa ed o he in ac limb and able-bodied limb .
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Fig e 1: Mean +95% CI of CAV d ing fo pa of he gai c cle fo
h ee high- hank egmen co ple ( ag- ag (lef col mn ), f -f (middle
col mn ), and ag- an ( igh col mn )) ac o h ee limb (able-bodied
(bl e), p o he ic ( ed), and in ac (black)). D ing mid ance, f -f CAV
a ignifican l mo e fo he p o he ic limb han he in ac limb (p =
.007, d = 2.29). D ing la e ance, ag- ag, f -f , and ag- an CAV a
ignifican l le fo he p o he ic limb han he in ac limb (p = 0.03, d
= 1.03), he able-bodied limb han he p o he ic limb (p = .02, d = 3.28),
and he p o he ic limb ela i e o bo h he able-bodied (p = .05, d = 2.19)
and in ac (p = .01, d = 2.38) limb , e pec i el .
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Introduction
Manual wheelchair (MWC) users with spinal cord injury (SCI)
commonly experience shoulder pain due, in part, to the frequent
use of their upper extremities.1 Shoulder pain may be caused by
compression of rotator cuff tendons2,3,4 between the proximal
humerus and the structures of the coracoacromial (CA) arch
(acromion, CA ligament, and coracoid). The thickness of the
supraspinatus tendon is approximately 5 mm5, so the tendon
would likely be compressed when the distance between its
insertion on the proximal humerus and CA arch is less than 5mm.
The amount of humeral elevation is considered a contributing
factor in causing compression of rotator cuff tendons2, but this
effect of elevation may vary by type of task performed. The
purpose of this study was to compare an estimate of rotator cuff
compression risk and the humeral elevation at which it occurred
between functional reaching tasks of different heights.
Methods
MWC users with SCI were recruited to participate in this IRBapproved study. Electromagnetic sensors (Liberty, Polhemus,
Inc.) placed on the thorax, scapula, and humerus were used to
collect shoulder kinematics at 120 Hz while subjects reached for
a can on a high (54 from floor) and low (36 from floor) shelf.
The reaching task was performed five times for each shelf height.
Glenohumeral kinematics were used to animate CT-bone models
of the humerus and scapula to determine the minimum distances
between the supraspinatus tendon footprint and both the
acromion and the CA ligament throughout the activity.
Data analysis focused on the first portion of the reaching task:
from hand in lap to contacting the can. The outcome variables
were the smallest minimum distance during this portion of the
task for the supraspinatus relative to the acromion (Supra-Acr)
and CA ligament (Supra-CAL) and the corresponding HT
elevation angles. For each participant, the trial with the median
Supra-Acr value and trial with the median Supra-CAL value were
used for analysis. Outcome variables were compared between the
high and low reaching conditions using a paired t-test ( = 0.05).
Results and Discussion
Data from eight participants (7 male) were analyzed. Median age
was 35.5 years (IQR = 25-38.5) and median years of MWC use
was 9.3 years (IQR = 2.2-17.2). Level of SCI ranged from C5 to
T6.
In high reaching, mean (SD) HT elevation at start was 23.4°
(6.7) and at end was 115.5° (9.8). In low reaching, average HT
elevation at start was 21.6° (6.4) and at end was 69.3° (7.8).
The average difference between high and low reaching
conditions for smallest minimum distance of Supra-Acr was
0.12mm (95%CI: -0.58-0.82, p = 0.704, Fig. 1A). The HT
elevation angle at which the smallest Supra-Acr minimum
distance occurred was on average 12.7 (95%CI: 7.8-17.5, p =
0.000, Fig. 1B) less elevated in the low reach condition compared
to the high reach condition.

The average difference between high and low reaching
conditions for smallest minimum distance of Supra-CAL was
-0.07mm (95%CI: -0.68-0.54, p = 0.790, Fig. 1A). The HT
elevation angle at which the smallest Supra-CAL minimum
distance occurred was 19.4° (95%CI: -8.9-47.8, p=0.150, Fig.
1B) less elevated in the low reach condition compared to the high
reach condition. The lack of significance in this test despite the
relatively large difference in elevation angles may be due to a
high level of variability in the data due to the small sample size.
A
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Figure 1: Comparison of high and low reaching conditions for smallest
minimum distance (A) and for HT elevation angle at which the smallest
minimum distance occurred (B) for both Supra-Acr and Supra-CAL.
Individual participant data shown.

Significance
This study examines the differences between functional reaching
tasks at two different heights. The results indicate that height of
the reaching task may affect the HT elevation angle at which the
supraspinatus most closely approximates the CA arch. It is
possible that the difference in reach height influences more than
amount of elevation needed to complete the task. This highlights
the need to specifically evaluate functional tasks, as estimates of
rotator cuff compression risk determined from planar motions
(such as a flexion arm raise) may not apply.
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Introduction
Sit-to-Stand (STS) task is an essential action of independent
daily living that is also commonly transferred into the clinic to
assess balance, power and muscle efficiency in the lower
extremities of various populations using the five-times sit-tostand (FTSTS) assessment.1 Elements that comprise this action
can assess fall risk, severity of disability, and/or shifts in posture
that create compensations during physical activities in those with
injury, physical or mental disability, and aging populations.1,2
Previous research has focussed on examining discrete trials of sitto-stand movement but not the FTSTS task as a whole.3 To
perform functional tasks like the STS, a certain level of
attentional demand is required to perform the multiple
components that are involved in completing a transitional
movement. Adding a cognitive task could challenge the
participant by redirecting attention away from the STS task. This
is especially important for fall risk assessments because various
populations within this cohort commonly present with
cognitive/neurological impairments. While effects of dual-task
on other functional tests like Timed Up and Go have been
investigated, research is sparse on how dual-tasking affects
FTSTS task which focusses more on lower extremity power
production.3 The purpose of our study was to examine the effects
of a concurrent cognitive task on force production during FTSTS
in healthy young adults. We hypothesized that when performing
FTSTS under dual-task condition, participants will take longer
time, produce lesser peak force, greater impulse, and lesser power
during standing compared to performing FTSTS under single
task condition. We also hypothesized the dual-task performance
would show more variability than single-task performance.
Methods
10 healthy adults (mean age 24 (4.1) years) participated. Each
participant stood up and sat down five times as fast as possible as
part of FTSTS assessment. The participants were seated in a
backless chair of standard height such that each foot was
positioned on separate force plates. Ground reaction force data
were collected at 960Hz. Three trials were completed without a
cognitive task and then with a concurrent cognitive task of
counting backwards by 3 starting from a random number. Time
to complete FTSTS was measured using stopwatch. For each of
the five times within the FTSTS task, peak force (N/BW),
impulse (Ns/BW) and power (Nm/BW.s) variables were
calculated using Visual3D script. An average and coefficient of
variation of these five values were computed for each of the three
trials. Coefficient of variation was defined as the % of SD over
mean. One-tailed paired samples t-tests were conducted to
compare single and dual-task performances.
Results and Discussion
Data are presented in Table 1. Participants took significantly
longer time to complete FTSTS task while dual-tasking.
Participants also produced significantly lesser power while dual-

tasking. However, peak force and impulse were similar between
both the conditions. None of the variability measures were
significantly different between the two conditions.
In line with previous results on effects of dual-tasking on a
functional task, results from the current study indicate that even
healthy young adults take significantly longer time to complete
the task when presented with a concurrent cognitive task.
However, they do this without altering the peak force or impulse
but rather lowering the rate at which this force is produced. Since
FTSTS task is a functional task indicative of lower extremity
power rather than lower extremity strength of an individual,
adding a dual-task component could give additional insights into
why this task is difficult for some individuals to perform.
Further, our results also show that even though the rate of force
production is altered between single- and dual-task conditions,
the consistency with which force, impulse or power are produced
is unaffected by the demands of an additional cognitive task.
In summary, healthy young adults took longer time with lesser
power to complete FTSTS task while dual-tasking.
Table 1. Mean (SD) of Dependent Variables
Single Task

Dual-Task

P

Time to complete FTSTS
*
Peak force (N/BW)

7.38 (1.08)

8.16 (1.77)

0.025

1.35 (0.09)

1.37 (0.10)

0.053

CV of Peak force %

2.97 (1.15)

2.80 (0.98)

0.328

Impulse (Ns/BW)

0.57 (0.08)

0.58 (0.11)

0.139

CV of Impulse %

6.21 (1.68)

6.40 (3.07)

0.432

Power * (Nm/BW.s)

0.99 (0.14)

0.94 (0.15)

0.046

CV of Power %
8.32 (2.24)
8.60 (4.64) 0.431
* significance (P < 0.05); FTSTS – Five-times Sit-to-Stand; CV
– Coefficient of variation
Significance
Results from the current study provide a baseline for future
assessments of FTSTS while dual-tasking in several populations
where FTSTS assessment is commonly used. Understanding the
role of attention while performing an important clinical
assessment like FTSTS could add additional insight into fall-risk
associated with activities of daily living in several populations
like older adults.
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Introduction
Since its inception, American football has been a high collision
sport associated with head injuries, including concussions and
more recently the identification of and link to Chronic Traumatic
Encephalopathy (CTE). Many studies have attempted to
determine the mechanisms behind head injuries, such as the
angular and liner accelerations of the head or helmet during
collisions. A 10g threshold has been identified as a commonly
reported impact threshold for collisions (King et al. 2016). A
modern helmet has been compared to a leather style helmet
design, however, few studies have attempted to compare the
collision characteristics of modern helmet types (Rowson et al.
2013). Therefore, the purpose of this study was to measure and
compare the collision biomechanics of two commonly used
modern helmet models (Vicis Zero1 and Riddell Speedflex). A
secondary aim was to validate the Riddell InSite helmet
monitoring system (version 2.0). We hypothesized that the Zero1
helmet would attenuate impact biomechanics better than the
Speedflex helmet, and that the InSite system would validly
quantify and categorize impacts.
Methods
We conducted linear drop tests of two helmet types at four
heights (1.52m, 1.98m, 2.59m, & 3.05m). Three trials were
conucted in random order at each height for each helmet model.
A 5kg dummy headform was used to mimic head mass (Johnston
et al. 2014). A custom apparatus was used to drop the helmets.
The helmet was placed upside down and dropped in a manner that
resulted in minimal pre-collision rotation of the helmet and a
collision to the forehead region of the helmet. Helmets were
weighed using a standard beam scale.
Kinetic data were recorded at 1800 Hz using a strain gauge
force plate (model OR6-7-2000, AMTI Corporation) integrated
into a standard motion capture system (Nexus v2.9, Vicon
Corporation). During trials with the Speedflex helmet, the InSite
system was active and recording the impacts.
Impulse, velocity, and acceleration (g) were calculated from
vertical ground reaction forces in Excel (Microsoft Corporation).
The InSite system measures g forces and categorizes them as
“low” (15-28g), “medium” (29-62g) or “high” ( 63g). These
categories were compared to actual g forces on a per-trial basis.
Data were collapsed within helmet type. Independent t-tests were
performed in Minitab (version 19) to compare between helmet
types for each dependent variable. Alpha was set at p 0.05.

Results and Discussion
Dependent variable data for both helmet models are
presented in Table 1. Total impulse and peak velocity were
significantly higher for the Zero1 helmet than the Speedflex
helmet (p=0.004, 0.04). The Speedflex helmet resulted in higher
peak accelerations (p=0.000), however, the Zero1 helmet resulted
in higher mean accelerations (p=0.05). InSite registered 19 of the
24 impacts, reporting 12 as “high.” All of the peak and six of the
mean accelerations were above 63g. An in-helmet validation
method may be more appropriate to account for the placement of
the InSite sensors in the lining of the helmet.
The Zero1 helmet had a greater mass (2.27kg vs. 2.09kg),
which may have influenced the total impulse values. The softer
external structure of the Zero1 helmet enables it to preferentially
absorb impacts as compared to more rigid helmet materials. The
acceleration data indicate that the Zero1 sustains sub-maximal
accelerations longer, while the Speedflex helmet absorbs impact
energy more abruptly, resulting in higher peak accelerations .
Significance
The Zero1 helmet has reduced peak accelerations vs. the
Speedflex helmet. This difference was independent of drop
height. The Zero1 helmet may result in lower incidence of
collision related head injury based on measured impact
biomechanics.
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Table 1: Impulse, velocity, and acceleration data for Zero1 and Speedflex helmets. Mean±SD. *p 0.05.
Model

Impulse (Ns)

Peak Velocity (m/s)

Mean Velocity (m/s)

Peak Acceleration (g)

Mean Acceleration (g)

Zero1

42.14±6.97*

18.56±3.07*

13.11±2.81

127.15±0.06*

57.60±17.10*

Speedflex

33.13±6.84

15.82±3.19

12.14±2.28

138..26±0.31

45.20±12.00
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Introduction
Recently, the governing body of Olympic track and field
(World Athletics) banned an athlete with bilateral prosthetic legs
from competing in sanctioned events because he was ‘too tall’.
Specifically, the respective athlete set their running-prostheses at
heights that elicit an overall standing height taller than their
MASH (maximum allowable standing height). MASH, a rule put
forth by the International Paralympic Committee, estimates an
athlete’s stature based on ‘proportional’ body dimensions [1].
Hence, the maximum allowable prosthetic height (and leg length)
that each athlete with bilateral leg amputations can use during
sanctioned competition is presumably the value that elicits their
MASH [1]. Aside from the difficulty of predicting an athlete’s
‘normally proportioned’ leg lengths, we hypothesized that the
MASH rule makes athletes with bilateral prosthetic legs run
using shorter legs than non-amputees who have the same
standing leg length (Fig. 1). This hypothesis is based on two
factors. First, non-amputees can compete using shoes that have 2
or 2.5 cm thick soles depending on race distance, whereas the
MASH for athletes with prosthetic legs uses barefoot stature [1].
Second, biological ankles can effectively lengthen the leg during
running by actively plantar-flexing, whereas passive runningprostheses cannot actively lengthen. To test our hypothesis, we
quantified the standing and running leg lengths of athletes with
unilateral transtibial amputation and thus compare biological and
prosthetic leg lengths within the same individual.
Methods
7 athletes with unilateral transtibial amputation using an 1E90
Sprinter running-prosthesis (Ottobock, Germany) participated.
Each athlete performed a set of treadmill running trials that began
at 3 m/s and increased 1 m/s until 9 m/s or maximum speed on a
force measuring treadmill. Athletes performed running trials
using recommended prosthetic length and ±2 cm. During each
trial, we recorded biological and prosthetic leg length at
touchdown, midstance, and take-off as the distance between the
hip-joint center and the shoe or prosthesis marker that was closest
to the ground, respectively (Fig. 1) during stance. We identified
stance using a 50 N vertical ground reaction force threshold. We
normalized running leg length to each participant’s standing leg
length (Lratio=running leg length/standing leg length) to compare
leg length changes during running relative to standing. Standing
prosthetic leg length was measured in a loaded condition (~0.5
body weight applied to the prosthesis). We compared standing
and running leg lengths, as well as Lratio and differences across
speeds using paired t-tests and linear mixed models (α=0.05).

Results and Discussion
Recommended standing prosthetic leg length was 3% longer than
standing biological leg length (p<0.001).
Across all trials, biological leg length increased with faster
running speeds at touchdown (p<0.001; Fig. 2). Alternatively,
prosthetic leg length decreased with faster running speeds at
touchdown (p=0.030) and midstance (p<0.001). From 3 to 7 m/s,
biological Lratio was 2-7% greater than prosthetic Lratio throughout
stance (p≤0.019; Fig. 2). Also, at 8 and 9 m/s biological Lratio was
4-7% greater than prosthetic Lratio at touchdown and midstance
(p≤0.0373), but there was no difference at between Lratio at takeoff (p≥0.067; Fig. 2). Moreover, for touchdown, midstance, and
take-off, biological Lratio was ~3.6-5.3% greater than prosthetic
Lratio (average biological Lratio – average prosthetic Lratio =
0.028+speed·0.0028; p<0.001; Fig. 2). Hence, if athletes with
unilateral transtibial amputation match their standing leg lengths,
their prosthetic leg length will be shorter than their biological leg
during running.

Figure 2. Ratio of running to standing leg length at touchdown, midstance,
and take-off for biological (Biol) and prosthetic (Pros) legs across speed.
Asterisk (*) indicates effect of speed on the respective leg length ratio.

Significance
These results suggest that biological legs are longer than
prosthetic legs in athletes with unilateral transtibial amputation
during running and the current MASH rule enforced by World
Athletics likely requires athletes with bilateral prosthetic legs to
run using shorter legs than non-amputees – especially at faster
running speeds and when non-amputees use shoes.
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Figure 1. Illustration of
biological and prosthetic
leg length during a)
standing and b) and c)
running. In c) biological
leg length (black) is
superimposed
to
prosthetic leg length
(red) for comparison.
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Introduction
Peak tibial accelerations (TA) during running have gained
recent interest in running biomechanics research. They have
consistently shown strong correlations with vertical ground
reaction force loading rates, which have been linked with running
injuries.1 As such, they may offer more a simple and portable
measure of the loading to musculoskeletal tissues during running,
and subsequently, risk for overuse injuries. However, very few
studies have examined the direct association of TA with running
injuries, and most have focused specifically on tibial stress
fractures.2,3 Therefore, our purpose was to examine differences in
peak TA between runners with a lower-leg (knee and below)
injury and healthy controls. We hypothesized that injured runners
would show higher TA.
Methods
Participants included 30 injured runners (men/women=
16/14, age= 36±13yrs) and 28 healthy controls (men/women=
18/10, age= 33±10yrs). We included runners with injuries at the
knee or below, as we felt that these injuries may be most affected
by peak accelerations measured at the distal tibia. All
participants were habitual rearfoot strikers and wore cushioned
running footwear.
An inertial measurement unit containing a triaxial
accelerometer (sampling rate= 1000Hz) was attached over each
pa icipan di al medial ibia, j abo e he medial malleol .
Participants were given a 3-minute warm-up at a self-selected
speed, followed by 16-seconds of data collection. Mean selfselected speeds were similar between groups: injured= 2.59m/s,
healthy= 2.62 m/s.
Resultant TA were calculated as the root sum of squares of
tri-axial accelerations. Peak vertical and resultant TA were
extracted and averaged across all available strides ( 20 on
average). Peaks that were ±2.5 median absolute deviations from
the median were considered outliers and removed. Data from the
injured leg was used for the injured group. A random leg was
chosen for the healthy group, counterbalanced to match the
number of right/left legs for the injured group.
Mann-Whitney U and Chi-Square tests were used to compare
groups for potential confounders, including age, running speed,
and sex. Mann-Whitney U tests were used to test for group
differences in vertical and resultant TA.

Results
The injured and healthy groups were comparable for mean
age (p= 0.27) and running speeds (p=0.37), as well as proportions
of men to women (p= 0.40). Median TA are depicted in Figure 1.
Vertical (p= 0.06) and resultant (p= 0.25) TA were not found to
be statistically different between groups. However, median
vertical and resultant TA values were 26% and 22% higher,
respectively, in the injured group.
Discussion
We did not find statistically different values for TA between
injured and healthy runners, although median differences were in
the hypothesized direction. These findings are in contrast to two
previous studies, finding higher vertical TAs in runners with
retrospective tibial stress fractures.2,3 It should be noted that these
studies were conducted with markedly smaller and lighter wired
accelerometers that were tightly overwrapped to the tibia. The
wearable sensors used in this study are larger and heavier, and
thus potentially more prone to this artefact. Additionally, data for
both groups were collected over a number of years and by
different testers. Therefore, the fixation and location of sensor
attachment to the lower leg may have varied across the data
collection period. Efforts should be made in future studies to
control for this.
Several studies have found higher vertical ground reaction
force loading rates in injured runners. 4,5 Given the correlations
between loading rates and TA, we expected that they would show
similar differences. However, recent evidence has suggested that
certain injuries may show stronger associations to loading rates.
Therefore, another explanation for our findings is that TA are,
similarly, more related to certain running injuries, compared to
general injury. This should be studied further.
Significance
Our results add to the limited previous research establishing
whether there is a direct association between peak TA and
running-related injuries. While our results do not provide
evidence that this is the case, there are a number of limitations
that may have resulted in these findings. Along with the limited
number of studies, future work is needed to establish the role of
TA in running injuries.
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Figure 1. Median tibial accelerations (± IQR) by group
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Introduction
Robotic assistive devices hold enormous promise for
augmenting and rehabilitating human locomotion (e.g.
exoskeletons). Existing control techniques for lower-body
exoskeletons, however, take significant time to design and tune
because they are dependent on training with human subjects for
hours or more [1]. To build a theoretical foundation for fastertuned model-based exoskeleton control, this work explores
simple and fast-to-compute math models for predicting how
human behavior will adapt to forcing from external devices.
Specifically, we take a reduced-order modeling approach to
find a generalizable model that is dependent on fewer subjectspecific parameters. This work investigates the predicted
behavior patterns of these models for a simple human locomotion
task: bouncing up and down on two feet. We test a variety of
minimalist math models and objective functions (used to model
hypotheses about human control preferences) and assess the
degree to which they explain observed human behaviors.
Using trajectory optimization, we systematically generate
optimal bouncing strategies for each combination of math model
and objective function at a variety of bounce frequencies. The
work concludes by analyzing patterns in thousands of numerical
optimizations of hypothetical bouncing tasks and compares their
features to the experimental literature on human bouncing.
Methods
Our aim is to create a general physiological model that can
be applied to a variety of specific tasks, constraints, and
objectives while maintaining accuracy to the equivalent human
motion. Our muscle model is structured as the plantar flexor
performing a 2D bouncing task (Figure 1). We vary the bouncing
frequency, MTU model, and objective function of the model to
analyze trends in movement patterns generated by trajectory
optimization. Each trajectory is defined by 151 node points and
solved using IPOPT with user-supplied gradients.

Figure 2: The results of 3,216 trajectory optimizations, showing the cost
of bouncing over a range of prescribed frequencies when varying MTU
models and cost functions.

Results and Discussion
Optimal movement strategies found with the minimal models
were able to capture key trends that have been observed in real
human bouncing as a function of frequency [2]. The Hill-Type
model while optimizing for force-based objectives was able to
find a preferred bouncing frequency closest to that observed in
human studies. However, the most physiologically accurate
behavior was shown when SEA, Linear Hill-type, and Hill-Type
models solved for mechanical work and mechanical power
objectives. Specifically, near the model's minimum-cost
bouncing frequencies, the contractile element would be
practically isometric. Moreover, the lengthening of the
contractile element would remain in phase with the lengthening
of the MTU overall while at the preferred frequency. Therefore,
it is possible that a Hill-Type model optimizing for a combination
of force-based and work-based objectives could provide an
accurate analogue for human bouncing.
Significance
We are systematically exploring the limits of optimized simple
models as parsimonious explanations of human movement
patterns. This work also provides the first steps toward a robust
and fast-solving algorithm able to predict how human movement
strategies will adapt to forcing from external dynamics.
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Figure 1: Model-based optimization of a periodic human bouncing task
actuated by an MTU model. Formulated using direct collocation, the
optimization chooses its starting mass height and velocity as well as
defines the actuation patterns of the MTU.
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Introduction
Cerebral palsy (CP) is a neurological disorder affecting
movement, posture, and muscle tone, often resulting in balance
and coordination deficits.1 Because postural control is an integral
part of motor abilities,2 improvements in posture could lead to
improvements in function. Recovery from taking a step, one of
the most common dynamic activities of daily living, may provide
insight into the postural control and fall risk of children with CP.
While studies have shown that other groups with postural
deficits, such as aging adults, take longer to recover from taking
step3, no studies have examined step recovery in children with
CP. The purpose of this study was to investigate recovery after
taking a single step in children with hemiplegic CP. It was
hypothesized that children with CP would take longer to recover
from taking a step than typically developing children.
Methods
Nine ambulatory children (5-11 y; Gross Motor Function
Classification System I-II) with spastic hemiplegic CP and 13
typically developing children (TDC) were studied. Two force
platforms (Bertec, Columbus, OH; 100 Hz) were used to assess
COP of the more affected (MAL) and less affected (LAL) limbs
for CP and nondominant (ND) and dominant limbs (Dom) for
TDC, during QS and step recovery (SR) tests.
Participants completed 3 trials of an eyes open QS test for 30
seconds, 3 trials of a SR test in which a step forward leading with
the LAL/Dom was taken, and 3 trials of a SR test in which a step
forward with the MAL/ND was taken. During the SR tests,
participants were instructed to stand quietly after the step for 20
seconds. Data were filtered using a 5 Hz 4th order Butterworth
lowpass filter. All data were processed using Matlab R2018b
(Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA). SR data was divided into an
adjustment phase, which began when their foot contacted the
platform and ended when the foot achieved weight stabilization,
and a stabilization phase which began immediately after the
adjustment phase. To reduce the potential influence of factors
unrelated to balance, such as attention deficits, only the first 5
seconds of the stabilization phase were evaluated. The end of the
adjustment phase and beginning of the stabilization phase were
determined using this average peak to trough difference in
ground reaction force (GRF) during quiet stance ± 2 SD of the
range for each limb. The beginning of the stabilization phase was
defined as the moment when the GRF peak-to-trough difference
returned to the range determined for each participant in QS for at
least 3 seconds; the beginning of the 3 seconds was then deemed
the start of stabilization. Average GRF was calculated for
MAL/ND and LAL/Dom during QS and the stabilization phase
of SR. A review of the SR procedure is described in Figure 1.
Independent t-tests or Mann Whitney tests were used to
assess between-group differences. Paired t-tests or Wilcoxon
signed-rank tests were used to assess within-group differences
in GRF between QS and the stabilization phase of SR.

Figure 1: Procedure used to assess step recovery. (Top) Ground reaction
force (GRF) was determined during 3 trials of quiet stance. (Bottom)
The average GRF determined during quiet stance was used to determine
the adjustment (A) and stabilization (B) phases of step recovery.

Results and Discussion
There were no differences between GRF during QS and GRF
during the stabilization phase of SR, indicating that stabilization
was reached during the SR test. When the MAL was stepping,
the adjustment phase was longer for the MAL of children with
CP than the ND of TDC (5.5 ± 1.6 vs 3.6 ± 1.7 s; p = 0.019) and
longer for the LAL of children with CP than the ND of TDC (5.1
± 1.9 vs 3.2 ± 1.6 s; p = 0.022). The finding suggests that
compared to TDC, children with hemiplegic CP take longer to
recover from taking a step.
Significance
Recovering balance after taking a step is necessary to maintain
functional mobility. In the present study, it was demonstrated
that, compared to typically developing children, children with
hemiplegic CP take ~ 50 % longer to reach weight recovery from
taking a step. Whether the longer step recovery period is related
to the higher rate of falls in individuals with CP is unknown.
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Introduction
There is a U-shaped relationship between walking cadence and
the metabolic cost of transport (COT), such that walking at either
a slower or faster cadence than optimal will increase metabolic
cost (i.e., speed and mass-normalized energy consumption)1.
While able-bodied individuals self-select an energeticallyoptimal walking cadence that approximates the resonant
frequency of the leg, individuals post-stroke walk at slower
cadences, leading to an increased COT. Additionally,
spatiotemporal walking asymmetries characteristic of post-stroke
walking may also contribute to a higher COT3.
Rhythmic Auditory Stimulation (RAS) is an emerging gait
therapy that has been shown to improve post-stroke walking4.
Our group recently demonstrated that a music-based digital
therapeutic could automate the delivery of a progressive and
individualized RAS protocol. We found that a single 30-minute
digital RAS session could meaningfully improve post-stroke
walking speed by way of increasing cadence5. To expand upon
this work, and drawing on the known relationship between
walking cadence, spatiotemporal asymmetries, and the COT, the
primary aims of this study were to evaluate if a single session of
digital RAS locomotor training could improve the COT (ml
O2/kg/m) and spatiotemporal walking asymmetries after stroke.
We hypothesized that there would be improvements in both COT
and spatiotemporal asymmetries following digital RAS training.
A second exploratory aim was to investigate if changes in each
outcome (i.e., percent change in COT or spatiotemporal
asymmetries) could be predicted by baseline measures (i.e.,
baseline speed and COT, or spatiotemporal parameters,
respectively).
Methods
Participants completed one 30-minute digital RAS session.
Indirect calorimetry (K5, Cosmed) and kinematic data (Qualisys)
were collected concurrently during two, 3-minute speed-matched
treadmill trials before and after training. Treadmill speed for both
trials was set to each participant’s comfortable walking speed
measured prior to training, to isolate biomechanical and energetic
changes from changes in speed. Indirect calorimetry data were
converted into COT (ml O2/kg/m) using standard methods3.
Thirty seconds of steady state metabolic data (based on SD6 and
visual inspection) from the final 90 seconds of each walking bout
were averaged to calculate pre-and post- COT. Step length, step
time, stance time, and swing time were calculated using twenty
steps time matched to the metabolic data. Asymmetry measures
were calculated as the absolute difference in pre- to post-metrics
divided by the sum.
Statistical analyses were calculated using RStudio Version
1.3.1056. To answer our primary aims, Wilcoxon Ranked Sum
Tests were conducted between pre- and post-session measures of
COT and spatiotemporal asymmetries. For exploratory analyses,
we investigated Spearman’s rank-order correlations between
percent change in COT and baseline measures of speed and COT,
and between percent change in spatiotemporal asymmetries and
baseline spatiotemporal parameters for individual limbs. Alpha
was set at 0.05.

Results and Discussion
Data were available from 10 individuals post-stroke (56.7±14
yrs. old, 8.9±5 yrs. post-stroke, 3 females, 6 right paretic).
Training resulted in an average 9% reduction in the COT (p =
0.027 ) and ~20% reductions in step time, stance time, and swing
time asymmetries (p's < 0.027) (Fig. 1). Changes in step length
asymmetry were not observed (p = 0.16). Percent change in cost
of transport was predicted by baseline COT ( = -0.85, p = 0.004),
but not by baseline walking speed ( = 0.43, p = 0.22). More
specifically, a higher COT prior to training was associated with a
larger improvement after training. There were no baseline
predictors of percent change in temporal asymmetries.

Figure 1: A majority of participants significantly improved
metabolic cost of transport, step time asymmetry, stance time
asymmetry, and swing time asymmetry after a single session.

Significance
A single session of digital RAS significantly reduced COT and
concurrently improved post-stroke spatiotemporal asymmetries.
Taken together with our previous finding of improvements in
overground walking speed, the music-based digital therapeutic
may be a useful paradigm for retraining gait patterns after stroke.
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Introduction
Total ankle replacement (TAR) is one surgical option to treat
ankle osteoarthritis. Unfortunately, TAR survival rates are lower
than knee or hip arthroplasty (89% survival 10 years postsurgery, with an annual failure rate of 1.2% [1]). TAR failure
may in part be caused by altered biomechanics. Motion capture
studies using skin markers have demonstrated reduced range of
motion in treated limbs [2]. However, this approach lacks the
ability to independently differentiate tibiotalar and adjacent
subtalar joint motion. In response, we developed techniques to
measure in-vivo subtalar and tibiotalar motion of native joints [3]
as well as TAR implants [4] using biplane fluoroscopy. The
objective of this study was to evaluate the kinematics of the TAR
prosthesis as well as ipsilateral subtalar joint in patients treated
for ankle OA with unilateral TAR and compare these results to
the contralateral untreated limb as well as to healthy controls.
Methods
Six asymptomatic participants with a unilateral Zimmer TAR
(4 men; 68.2 ± 7.1 years; BMI 28.9 ± 6.7 kg/m2; 5.4 ± 1.9 years
post-op) and six control participants (3 male; 30.9 ± 7.2 years;
BMI 23.5 ± 3.5 kg/m2) provided informed consent to participate
in this IRB-approved study. A validated high-speed biplane
fluoroscopy system measured tibiotalar and subtalar kinematics
[3] for one trial of overground walking at a self-selected speed
and a double heel-rise activity. A computed tomography (CT)
scan of each patient was acquired (Siemens Medical Solutions)
from mid-tibia through metatarsals at a 0.6 mm slice thickness.
For each participant, the tibia, talus, and calcaneus were
segmented (Amira 6.0; Visage Imaging).
Combined
implant/bone models were developed for the TAR participants to
perform model-based tracking [4]. Kinematics were normalized
from heel-strike to toe off and reported as a percentage of
normalized stance/activity. Confidence intervals (CIs) visualized
group profiles and statistical parametric mapping (SPM)
evaluated differences between groups (p < 0.05). Range of
motion (ROM) was calculated between groups and statistically
evaluated with a t-test (p < 0.05).
Results and Discussion
During walking, patients had symmetric motion for the
tibiotalar and subtalar joints between the TAR and untreated
limbs (Figure 1). When comparing the TAR side to healthy
controls, the tibiotalar joint in patients with a TAR demonstrated
reduced dorsiflexion, but only during 63.9 to 69.7% of stance
(Figure 1); the subtalar joint had increased dorsiflexion and
eversion, but only during 79.5 – 85.7% of stance. The tibiotalar

ROM for dorsi-plantarflexion was lower for the TAR limb (10.3
± 3.1°) compared to controls (17.8 ± 4.6°) (p = 0.01) (Table 1).
During the double heel-rise activity, patients had symmetric
motion for the tibiotalar and subtalar joints between the TAR and
untreated limbs. When comparing the TAR side to healthy
controls, the tibiotalar joint in patients with a TAR demonstrated
reduced dorsiflexion from 0 – 6.4 and 90.6 – 100%, reduced
plantar flexion from 43.3 – 62.5%, and increased external
rotation from 39.1 – 50.1% and 62.9 – 64.7% of the activity. The
tibiotalar ROM for dorsi-plantarflexion was 14.8 ± 5.7° for the
TAR limb, compared to 24.7 ± 6.3° for the untreated limb (p =
0.04), and 34.4 ± 9.5° for healthy controls (p = 0.0001). However,
there were no significant differences in subtalar joint kinematics.
To our knowledge, this is the first study to investigate in-vivo
tibiotalar and subtalar kinematics following TAR using biplane
fluoroscopy. Minimally altered TAR kinematics still yielded a
significant ROM reduction in the sagittal plane, which provides
evidence that implant facilitated motion deviates slightly from
healthy individuals. However, patients with a TAR had
symmetric kinematics between treated and untreated limbs,
which could be a clinically positive outcome of surgery. The
bicondylar TAR design utilized herein is intended to mimic
normative motion in the sagittal and transverse planes. Yet,
participants did not utilize full sagittal plane motion, which may
be related to implant design or secondary to habitual gait pattern
tendencies persisting from pre-operative tibiotalar functional
limitations.

Figure 1: Mean (±95% confidence intervals) tibiotalar angles during
overground walking (TAR limb = black line; controls = white line). Data
are normalized to percent stance.

Significance
Altered TAR kinematics and compensatory subtalar motion may
contribute to persisting postoperative pain, implant loosening,
instability or secondary subtalar osteoarthritis.

Table 1. Range of motion for the tibiotalar and subtalar joints during walking and a double heel-rise activity.
Tibiotalar Range of Motion
Walking
Double Heel-rise
TAR
No TAR
Controls
TAR
No TAR
Controls
Dorsi/Plantarflexion
10.3 ± 3.1°
13.6 ± 4.5°
17.8 ± 4.6°
14.8 ± 5.7°
24.7 ± 6.3°
34.4 ± 9.5°
Ev/Inversion
2.5 ± 0.6°
2.9 ± 1.0°
3.8 ± 1.7°
2.3 ± 1.3°
3.0 ± 1.4°
6.6 ± 2.9°
Ext/Internal Rotation
4.8 ± 1.7°
8.9 ± 3.2°
5.3 ± 1.3°
5.6 ± 0.8°
6.7 ± 2.0°
10.9 ± 3.3°
Subtalar Range of Motion
Walking
Double Heel-rise
TAR
No TAR
Controls
TAR
No TAR
Controls
Dorsi/Plantarflexion
3.3 ± 1.6°
5.8 ± 2.0°
4.6 ± 1.5°
5.6 ± 2.2°
5.4 ± 2.1°
5.5 ± 3.1°
Ev/Inversion
4.1 ± 2.0°
8.5 ± 1.6°
7.6 ± 2.4°
4.2 ± 2.0°
5.1 ± 2.9°
6.7 ± 3.0°
Ext/Internal Rotation
4.7 ± 1.5°
5.9 ± 1.8°
6.5 ± 2.1°
6.7 ± 3.8°
6.2 ± 2.6°
7.4 ± 2.4°
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Summary

Methods

This research expands on an existing definition of natural
ankle-quasi stiffness (NAS) as bi-linear using two distinct
portions of the loading phase of stance instead of one single
region to understand how ankle joint mechanics change
during stance. A bi-linear ankle-foot orthosis (BL-AFO)
prototype was constructed and tested as proof-of-concept for
future AFO designs that can implement bi-linear stiffness.

10 individuals walked at three speeds (0.6, 0.8, and 1.0
statures/s) over level ground. Sagittal ankle angles and
moments were calculated from 3D kinematics and ground
reaction forces (GRFs). Early loading (EL) and late loading
(LL) phases were separated at the instant at which the vertical
GRF reached a local minimum in the typical M-shaped profile
at ~50% stance [4]. Ankle angles at the transition were
calculated as the difference between the angle at that instant
and the angle at which loading phase began. NAS was
calculated for EL and LL regions separately for each trial and
each speed. One-way ANOVA tests were used to determine
significant differences in speed conditions. A BL-AFO was
constructed from a single-stiffness PD-AFO with steel strips
attached to a rear strut. As the BL-AFO flexes, only the rear
strut bends initially. An adjustable grabber engages the steel
strips once a certain angle is reached, thus adding their
stiffness to the rear strut.

Introduction
Natural ankle quasi-stiffness (NAS), defined as a linear
regression of the sagittal ankle moment vs. ankle angle during
the loading (second rocker) phase of stance, can be used as a
design parameter to customize passive-dynamic AFO (PDAFO) bending stiffness. This spring-like stiffness can
substitute for lost plantar flexor (PF) function for individuals
with PF weakness [1]. Historically, a single NAS value has
been defined over the entire loading phase of stance [2]. NAS
increases during the loading phase of stance in healthy gait [3]
often with two regions of nearly linear stiffness a lower
stiffness early in loading and higher stiffness later in loading
(Fig. 1). Tuning a single PD-AFO bending stiffness to the
entire loading phase of stance may result in a device stiffness
that is too stiff to initiate bending, or not stiff enough to
provide appropriate support in late loading. This research
focuses on characterizing bi-linear NAS or dividing the
loading phase into two distinct regions of stance, each with its
own stiffness [4]. A PD-AFO prototype with bi-linear bending
stiffness (BL-AFO) was then built as proof-of-concept that
such a device could be designed around this concept of bilinear NAS.

Results and Discussion
Average EL-NAS was 0.056 N*m/deg/kg and did not change
significantly with walking speed. Average LL-NAS was
0.113, 0.162, and 0.210 N*m/deg/kg at 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0
statures/s, respectively, which is significantly greater than LLNAS at every speed (p<0.001). The average transition angles
for each speed were 8.7, 9.1, and 8.1 degrees for 0.6, 0.8, and
1.0 stat/s, respectively. Transition angles were significantly
different from 0.8 to 1.0 stat/s only (p<0.001). The BL-AFO
was able to achieve distinct bi-linear stiffness properties with
an EL stiffness of 2.2 N*m/kg and LL stiffness of 4.2 N*m/kg
and an adjustable transition angle (7-11 deg).
Conclusions
This research presents a thorough investigation of bi-linear
NAS and its changes with walking speed. It also presents a
BL-AFO prototype as a proof-of-concept that bi-linear
stiffness can be used as design criteria for AFOs in the future.
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Figure 1: NAS curve of typical stance phase with the loading phase
divided into EL and LL phases.
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Introduction
Level-ground running has been well-described by a
spring mass model, where body mass is a point mass, and
the legs are massless linear springs [1]. Leg stiffness (kleg)
is the quotient of peak vertical force and leg displacement
and adjusts to accommodate changes in uphill and downhill
slope [2]. Further, the ankle and knee joints have been
characterized as springs with angular stiffness [1]. During
level running, joint stiffness (kjoint) is modified to increase
speed and relates to kleg [3]. kleg and kjoint changes during
running on slopes could provide information for
biomimetic assistive device designs such as prostheses.
However, the contribution of kjoint to kleg is unknown for
sloped running. We therefore determined kleg and ankle
(kank), knee (kknee), and hip (khip) joint stiffness, and
calculated theoretical leg stiffness (klegT) using a novel
equation [3] during running on slopes to provide insight
and inform running prosthesis design. We hypothesized
that when running uphill compared to level, kank and khip
during the 2nd half of stance (final) will contribute more to
overall kleg and when running downhill compared to level,
kknee during the 1st half of stance (initial) will contribute
more to overall kleg.
Methods
20 runners (11M, 9F; mean ± SD: age 25±5 yrs; 68.5±8 kg;
175±8 cm) provided informed consent and ran on a forcetreadmill (Treadmetrix, Park City, UT) at -6° and 0° at 3
m/s and +6° at 2 m/s. We measured 3D ground reaction
forces (GRFs; 1000 Hz) and lower body motion (100 Hz;
Vicon, Centennial, CO). We calculated joint angles (θ) and
moments (M) during ground contact using Visual 3D (CMotion, Germantown, MD). We calculated initial kjoint
(kjointI) from touch down to mid-stance and final kjoint
(kjointF) from mid-stance to toe off as ΔM/Δθ. To determine
how kjoint affects kleg, we used an equation derived by
Moholkar (Eq. 1) to calculate initial and final klegT [4]. The
external moment arm of each joint (R) equals the average
perpendicular distance from the GRF vector to the joint
center of rotation.
𝑘

𝑘

𝑘

𝑘

𝑘

𝑘𝑘

𝑘

Eq.1

We used a one-way ANOVA and Bonferroni post hoc
analyses to determine significant differences with p<0.05.
Results and Discussion
kankleI and kankleF did not change at +6° or -6° compared to
0° (p>0.05; Fig 1b & Table 1). kkneeI increased at +6°
(P<0.01) and kkneeF increased at -6° (p<0.01) compared to
0° (Fig 1c & Table 1). khipF increased at +6° (p<0.01)
compared to 0° (Fig 1d & Table 1). The contribution of
kankleI and kankleF to klegT did not change at +6° or -6°
compared to 0° (p>0.05; Fig 2). kkneeF contributed to klegT
15% more at -6° compared to 0° (Fig 2) and khipF
contributed to klegT 15% more at +6° compared to 0° (Fig
2). In general, initial klegT decreased at +6° (p<0.05) and
final klegT increased at -6° (p<0.05) compared to 0°.

Fig 1. Representative lines indicate a. kleg b. kank c. kknee, and d.
khip during running at 0° and ±6°. Area within each curve is net
mechanical work. Static angles are 0 rad. Positive ankle, knee,
and hip angle is dorsiflexion, flexion, and extension, respectively.
* is foot contact and arrow is direction of net mechanical work.

Fig 2. Average kjoint contributions during initial and final half of
stance phase. 100% is the sum of average kankle, kknee and khip
used for Eq.1.
Table 1. kank, kknee, and khip in N*m/kg/rad and klegT in N/m/kg
during running at 0° and ±6°. * indicates p<0.05 compared to 0°.
-6°
0°
+6°
Initial
Final
Initial Final Initial
Final
kank
10.0 ±
7.3 ±
9.7 ±
6.1 ±
8.1 ±
5.2 ±
4.5
2.6
3.1
1.5
2.4
0.9
kknee
5.0 ±
13.1 ±
6.2 ±
7.2 ±
8.8 ±
5.0 ±
1.0
4.7 *
3.1
1.1
1.9 *
1.9
khip
2.5 ±
1.3 ±
3.9 ±
2.6 ±
1.8 ±
4.7 ±
2.6
1.0
7.4
1.7
1.7
2.6*
klegT
309.4
476.2
337.3 337.9
217.0
284.2 ±
± 130
±241*
± 153 ±78.2 ±112*
111

Significance
Our results suggest that during uphill running, an assistive
device should be less stiff initially then more stiff after
mid-stance at the hip and during downhill running, an
assistive device should be more stiff after mid-stance at the
knee.
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Introduction
People with unilateral transtibial amputation (TTA) using a
passive-elastic prosthesis have a higher metabolic cost [1] and
greater biomechanical asymmetry during walking than nonamputees [2]; peak horizontal and vertical ground reaction
force (GRF) produced by the affected leg (AL) are lower
compared to the unaffected leg (UL) [2]. We provided real time
visual feedback (VF) of AL peak propulsive GRF during
walking and hypothesized that 1. when using a passive elastic
prosthesis, participants with TTA would increase average AL
peak propulsive GRF to meet the training targets 20% and 40%
higher, decrease asymmetry, and incur a greater metabolic cost
than baseline trials; 2. participants with TTA would not retain
increased AL peak propulsive force when VF was removed and
thus asymmetry and net metabolic power would return to
baseline.
Methods
Two subjects (S1, S2; 1M, 1F) with unilateral TTA
provided informed consent and walked on a dual-belt force
treadmill (Bertec, Columbus. OH) at 1.25 m/s using their own
passive elastic prosthesis while we measured vertical and
horizontal GRFs (1000 Hz) and normalized to body weight. We
measured rates of oxygen consumption and carbon dioxide
production
via
indirect
calorimetry
(ParvoMedics
TrueOne2400, Sandy, UT) throughout each 5-min trial and
averaged them during the last 2 min. We calculated net
metabolic power (NMP) using a standard equation [Brockway
1987] and by subtracting metabolic power during standing.
During VF trials, we placed a monitor at eye level ~1.5 m
in front of each subject and plotted real time peak propulsive
GRF (Fig. 1). We asked subjects to match a target indicating
0%, +20% and +40% of their baseline AL peak propulsive
force. Baseline (0%) AL peak propulsive GRF was measured
during the first 5-min walking trial. Each VF trial was 5 min,
followed by a 5-min rest and a 5-min retention trial where VF
was removed. We calculated AL peak propulsive GRF,
symmetry index (SI) of peak propulsive GRF between legs [3]
and net metabolic power during each trial. SI is the percent
difference between the UL and AL and 0% is perfect symmetry.

Figure 1: Example of VF provided. Gray and blue vertical bars
represent each leg s peak propulsive GRF measured in real-time.
Horizontal bar represents the training target and turns from red (A) to
green (B) if the subject meets the target within 5%.

Results and Discussion
Compared to baseline walking, S1 increased AL peak
propulsive GRF by up to 10.9% (Fig 2a) and had a lower SI in
+20% (SI=24.5%) and +40% (SI = 28%) VF trials (Fig 2b). S2
increased AL peak propulsive GRF by 12.4-58.2% in all VF
walking trials (Fig 2a) and had lower peak propulsive GRF SI
(SI = 30.6-5.9%; Fig 2b). Both subjects exhibited greater net
metabolic power (NMP) during the VF trials compared to
baseline, where S1 had 5.5-6.9% and S2 had 8.2-12.9% greater
NMP (Fig 2c). During retention trials neither subject retained
AL peak propulsive GRF exhibited during VF trials, where S1
increased AL peak propulsive GRF by 0.9-4.2% (Fig 2a) and
had an SI closer to baseline (SI = 27.8-33.1%; Fig 2b) and S2
increased AL peak propulsive GRF by 4.5-8.4% (Fig 2a) and
had more asymmetric peak propulsive GRF (SI = 0.6-44.7%;
Fig 2b) compared to retention trials. During retention trials, S1
increased NMP by 0.6-7.4% compared to baseline and subject
2 decreased NMP by 0.3-2.7% compared to baseline (Fig 2c).

Figure 2. (a) AL peak propulsive GRF percent difference versus
baseline and (b) SI of peak propulsive GRF, where lower SI is more
symmetric and (c) NMP percent difference versus baseline from VF
and retention trials for S1 (blue) and S2 (red). Horizontal dashed lines
in (a) indicate +20 & +40% target for AL peak propulsive GRF.

Significance
Our results suggest that real time VF of AL peak propulsive
GRF could increase AL peak propulsive force and reduce
asymmetry for people with TTA. However, subjects increased
net metabolic power during VF trials using a passive-elastic
prosthesis. Thus, use of a stance-phase powered ankle
prosthesis combined with VF may potentially improve
symmetry and reduce metabolic power during walking.
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WHAT IS THE MOST EFFICIENT SEAT TUBE ANGLE FOR UPHILL SEATED CYCLING?
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Introduction
When riding uphill, many cyclists sit further forward on the saddle presumably because they experience an increased level of
comfort, performance, and/or stability—but no empirical evidence exists. This forward shift of the hip joint center relative to
the bottom bracket, in effect, steepens the seat tube angle (STA)
of the bicycle frame (See Figure 1). Data on the effect of changing STA on the metabolic efficiency of level and uphill cycling
are sparse and contradictory [1, 2, 3].
We investigated if the most efficient STA is specific to the incline of the terrain during level and uphill cycling on a stationary
trainer and a treadmill.
Methods
Twenty-one healthy recreational cyclists volunteered (17M/4F,
age= 33 ± 14 y, height= 1.77 ± 0.08 m, mass= 70 ± 9 kg,
mean ± sd). Subjects rode an appropriately sized mountain bicycle (Chisel, Specialized Bicycle Components, Inc., Morgan Hill,
CA, USA), fitted with a crank-based mechanical power meter
(Quarq DZero, SRAM, Corp. Chicago, IL, USA). We set saddle height for each subject using a Retul Vantage fitting system
and it remained constant for all conditions. Saddle tilt angle was
2 nose down relative to the riding surface for all conditions.
Testing comprised two sessions on separate days: one day
riding on a trainer (KickR, Wahoo Fitness LLC, Atlanta, GA,
USA) and a second day on a large, custom-built, motorized
treadmill. Each day, subjects performed a total of six, 5-min
bouts of seated cycling at ⇠ 3 W kg 1 , comprised of three bouts
on a level surface and three on a 5 (8%) incline in three STA
conditions: 74 , 79 , and 84 . The order of sessions and trials
were randomized. Subjects used their freely chosen cadence.

consumption and carbon dioxide production during the last 2
min of each 5-min trial as measured by an open-circuit, expired
gas analysis system (TrueOne 2400, ParvoMedics, Sandy, UT,
USA).
Statistical analysis comprised a repeated-measures, threeway ANOVA (apparatus⇥incline⇥ST A) with multiple comparisons (theory-wise Dunn-Sidak correction).
Results and Discussion
On the level trainer, the differences in gross efficiency between
each STA were inconclusive. On a 5 inclined trainer, riders were 0.9% more efficient at 79 vs. 74 (t=2.0, p=.04,
CI95% [0.1,1.9]). On the level treadmill, riders were 1.4% less
efficient at 79 vs. 74 (t=2.5, p=.01, CI95% [ 0.3, 2.5]). On a
5 inclined treadmill, the difference in gross efficiency between
79 and 74 was inconclusive. On both the level and inclined
treadmill, riders were less efficient at 84 compared to 74 and
79 .
STA
74

79

84

Trainer

Level
21.7(0.2)
21.8(0.2)
21.5(0.3)
Uphill 21.5(0.2)b
21.7(0.3)a
21.5(0.3)
Treadmill Level
21.6(0.2)b,c 21.3(0.2)a,c 20.9(0.3)a,b
Uphill 20.9(0.2)c
21.1(0.3)c
20.6(0.3)a,b
a,b,c
statistically different to 74 , 79 , and 84 , respectively (corrected p< .05).
Table 1: Group mean results of gross efficiency in all conditions.
Data are mean (standard error).
Significance
We find that riders improved their efficiency by using a 79 STA
when cycling up a 5 incline. But, the most efficient STA varies
with the incline of the terrain.
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Figure 1: We altered the effective STA by rotating both v1 and
v2 . In this design, Sx,y 6= Hx,y and ✓ 6= \BSH (i.e.
the mean hip angle remains constant).
We calculated metabolic power[4] from the rates of oxygen
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NOSE-DOWN SADDLE TILT IMPROVES GROSS EFFICIENCY DURING SEATED UPHILL CYCLING
Ross D. Wilkinson and Rodger Kram
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Email: ross.wilkinson@colorado.edu

Methods
Nineteen healthy recreational cyclists (18M/1F, age= 31 ± 9 y,
height= 1.80 ± 0.06 m, mass= 74 ± 11 kg, mean ± sd) performed six, 5-min bouts of seated cycling at ⇠ 3 W kg 1 on
a large custom-built, motorized treadmill (length 3.2 m, width
0.9 m) inclined to 8 . The six trials consisted of three replicates
of two saddle tilt angle conditions: parallel to the riding surface
and 8 nose down. All subjects rode the same 56 cm road bicycle (Roubaix, Specialized Bicycle Components Inc., Morgan
Hill, CA, USA), which was equipped with a crank-based mechanical power meter (Quarq DZero, SRAM, Corp. Chicago,
IL, USA). We calculated metabolic power [4] from the rates of
oxygen consumption and carbon dioxide production during the
last 2 min of each 5-min trial as measured by an open-circuit, expired gas analysis system (TrueOne 2400, ParvoMedics, Sandy,
UT, USA). Due to the steep incline, all subjects chose to ride in
the “easiest” gear combination available (30x42).
We averaged the metabolic power values for the three replicates of the two conditions. A Jarque-Bera test with Monte Carlo
simulation confirmed that the data matched a normal distribution (p= 0.879). Thus, a paired t-test was used to test the null
hypothesis at the 5% significance level.
Results and Discussion
Our data provides statistically significant evidence that tilting
the saddle nose down by 8 is associated with an improvement
in gross efficiency when cycling up an 8 incline (t = 5.9, p
< 0.001, CI95% [0.2,0.4], ES = 1.3). Thus, we reject our null
hypothesis. Gross efficiency improved for 16 out of 19 subjects
in the nose-down condition compared to parallel with a mean
relative improvement of 1.4 ± 1.0%. Based on the probability distribution of our data, ⇠ 91% of cyclists are likely to improve their gross efficiency by tilting the saddle nose down by
8 when cycling up an 8 incline. Furthermore, ⇠ 28% of cyclists are likely to experience a 2% improvement in gross efficiency. The mean mechanical power (Parallel= 2.87 ± 0.21,
Nose down= 2.88 ± 0.22 W kg 1 ), cadence (Parallel= 59 ± 4,
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The exciting penultimate stage of the 2020 Tour de France featured a time-trial with a steep 6 km uphill finish. Many racers switched to an uphill-specific bicycle before the final climb
[1] to enhance their performance [2]. One aspect of bike setup
that allegedly improves uphill cycling performance is nose-down
saddle tilt. Some suggest that nose-down saddle tilt can reduce
oxygen consumption and elbow flexor activity but supporting
data are sparse [3]. Here, we tested the null hypothesis that there
would be no effect of tilting the saddle 8 nose down on a cyclist’s gross efficiency when cycling up an 8 incline.

Nose down= 59 ± 4 RPM), and RER (Paralllel= 0.90 ± 0.03,
Nose down= 0.90 ± 0.03) were virtually identical between the
two conditions.
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Figure 1: Individual (color) and group mean (black) gross efficiency (A) and percentage improvement in gross efficiency (B).
Significance
Current UCI (Union Cycliste Internationale) regulations allow a
maximum saddle tilt angle of 9 in road cycling and there are
no restrictions on mountain bikes. Our results suggest that riders could significantly improve their gross efficiency by tilting
their saddle nose down by 8 on an 8 incline. We speculate
that improvements in gross efficiency due to tilting the saddle
nose down may be greater on steeper inclines. Further research
is required to reveal the mechanism(s) responsible for the improvements in gross efficiency and to confirm that matching nose
down tilt angle to surface incline maximizes gross efficiency.
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Results and Discussion
Peak 1-s crank power was lower for 12 of 14 subjects in the
running shoes compared to the cycling shoes but was only
8.4 ± 6.5% less (p< 0.001). Similarly, 50-m average power decreased for 11 of 13 subjects but only by 6.9 ± 5.9% (p= 0.002).
Sprinting is rare in triathlons, so even though some power would
be lost during accelerations after turns, the bike-run transition
time would be slashed. We believe that the lower power output
with the hybrid shoe was due partly to rider skepticism about the
magnetic pedals. The hybrid shoes closed the gap in power lost
from 26% [1] to 8.4%, and with improved rider confidence and
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Methods
Fourteen healthy cyclists (age = 25 ± 11 y, height = 1.80 ± 0.06
m, mass = 69 ± 7 kg, mean ± sd) performed eight all-out cycling sprints, 50 m up a 4.9% incline, from a rolling start at 20
km hr 1 . Trials consisted of four sprints in each shoe condition. (traditional cycling shoes and hybrid running shoes). The
traditional cycling shoes were Specialized S-Works 6 with carbon fiber soles and a standard Shimano SPD-SL cleat and pedal
interface. The hybrid shoes were modified Nike 4% Vaporflys
with a small steel plate attached to the carbon fiber plate that
interfaced with prototype magnetic mountain bike pedals (Hustle Bike Labs LLC, Crowley, TX, USA). All subjects rode the
same 56 cm road bicycle (Roubaix, Specialized Bicycle Components Inc., Morgan Hill, CA, USA), which was equipped with
a crank-based mechanical power meter (Quarq DZero, SRAM,
Corp. Chicago, IL, USA). We calculated peak 1-s and 50-m
average crank power over the sprint interval. We averaged the
peak 1-s and 50-m average power values for the replicates of
the two conditions and used paired t-tests to evaluate the null
hypothesis at the 5% significance level.

shoe design, there is potential to further close this gap.

Peak 1-s crank power
(% difference)

Introduction
The sport of triathlon has historically catalyzed many new shoe
designs because shoes need to maximize performance within
each discipline but must also facilitate quick transitions. To
maximize performance within the respective disciplines, professional triathletes typically use rigid-soled cycling-specific
shoes with cleats that attach to the pedals and then transition to
running-specific shoes for the running portion of the triathlon.
Previous studies have demonstrated that, at sub-maximal efforts,
shoe flexibility has no effect on cycling metabolic efficiency
[1]. However, flexible shoes lacking a shoe-pedal attachment
decrease maximal cycling power output by 26% [2]. Newly developed running shoes containing a stiff carbon fiber plate may
present a new option especially for triathletes. Completing the
cycling leg of a triathlon in running shoes would greatly reduce
the bike-to-run transition time. We tested the null hypothesis
that such running shoes and cycling shoes would have equal
performance during cycling sprints.
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Figure 1: Individual (color) and group mean (black) peak 1s crank power (A), 50-m average crank power (B), percentage
change in peak 1-s crank power (C), and percentage change in
50-m average crank power (D).
Significance
We find that for producing maximal crank power, cycling shoes
are superior. However, hybrid running shoes could clearly save
time during the bike-run triathlon transition. Further research
and development of hybrid run-cycling shoes are needed to fully
explore their potential as a footwear replacement for triathlon.
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